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Scrabble Versions
ScrabbU*. the new word

game which has been selling

out in the shops for over a

Apropos
Story on Dec fi

‘ llonino."

starring Ezio I'in/a. will l>«

"llonino does Dm k Hunt ini'.

Basso will sing "A Hunting I

Will do."
Show's rancelled after the

Dec 20 TV 'in g.

Princeton. N. J. t Dec. 1.

RCA pulled another of its by-

now familiar feats in electronic

showmanship mated to the need
potential by unveiling magnetic
tape in color and monochrome for

television and other commercial
uses that may eventually revolu-

tionize a multiplicity of industries.

RCA-NBC board chairman Brig,

den. David Sarnoff was host at a

press and inter-trade demonstra-
tion attended by about 200 drawn
from every conceivable element in

the photographic-electronic firma-

ment including upward of 00 from
the motion picture industry and
related elements, the latter look-

seeing a special second demonstra-
tion.

The M-tape preem was held in

the parent company’s David Sar-
nuff . Research Center here this

morning and afternoon (Tues.i,

with Dr. E. W. Engstrom. vp. in

charge of the Lab Division, carry-

ing the explanatory burden be-

tween telecastings and presiding at

a followup question-and-answer
session which reflected the ail-

consuming interest that the inno-
vatory tape method of transmission
already has sparked in this, its

maiden pre-operative outing.

Two 14-inch receivers were set

lip in the demonstration hall for a

cross-checkered program indicative
of M-tape's potential. Many tecli-

(Continued on page 74

>

“These cycles come and go"
That’s Lawrence Langner's atti-

tude toward the current downbeat

year, is now established as a

fad. As such, variations have
developed. Flayers in New
York, Hollywood and Chicago
have their own enthusiasms.
New York plays all-psychia-

tric words.
Hollywood plays all dirty

words.
Chicago plays for gambling.

"I’m not discouraged," says the

co-direclor of the Theatre (Juild

and a leading figure in legit for

the last quarter-century "This
present situation is purely tem-
porary II could jump back in a

single season."
"During my years in the theatre

I’Ve seen this sort of tiling many
times It’s unpleasant, of course,

blit no occasion for panic. These
slumps have always passed, and
this one will pass, too. Conditions
actually aren’t as serious as they
appear at first glance.

"On the basis of present indica-

tions, I anticipate a real improve-
ment next season. In I he mean-
time. don’t write oil this season.

The present season is by no means
over yet. The situation can change
a great deal before next spring."
During 1930-37, Langner recalls,

the Theatre (.»uild-American The-
atre Society, subscription setup

(Continued on page 7!E

New York’s radio and television

stations did a landolliee business
during Ibis week’s strike of photo-

engravers against six of the sev« tl

Gotham d uties. Stations pulled in

much of the retail adveitsirig busi-

ness ordinarily carried by the.

dailies, picked up additional coin

from film companies, theatres and
legit offices, and sold still more
time via expanded news schedules
that were gobbled up- by new >

minded advertisers eager to reach
news-hungry listeners and vievveis.

Degree ol business varied Imm
station to station, with some com-
pletely eschewing the fast buck m
favor of strict public service and
others going all out to capitalize on

the news and advertising shortage

Video caught less erf (lie additional

biz than radio, with fact that some
of tin* TV outlets are in a near

SRO status contributing to then

reluctance to go after the sliike

created coin

Virtually all stations, however
upped their news coverage- and at

the* same time- instituted spe« l d

'Continued on page- ;>o

»

Minneapolis. Dee. 1.

Exhibitors here feel that the
present boxoffiee resurgence is

due in large part to the accelerated

rate at which youngsters, teen-

agers and the 22 to 28-year-old

groups are being weaned in part

away from TV and returning to

showhouse-s for additional and dif

ferent entertainment.
There is no disinclination to

give credit to 3-D. widescreens and
CinemaScope for this revival of

public interest in motion pictures

in theatres. But. among others,

Ev Seibel, Paramount circuit ad-

vertising and publicity head, be-

lieves that heavier pre-selling of

pictures has had much to do with

(Continued on page 73>

Cantor in Defense Of

TV Star Huckstering:

‘Too Much Coin at Stake’

Boxoffiee draw of a TV name,
already demonstrated in strawliats,

is now apparently registering on
Broadwav for the first time. De-
spite unanimous critical pans for

the show, Arlene Francis, a panel-

ist star on the “What’s My Line"
tele series, has carried the legit

comedy. "Late Love." into its eighth
week currently at the Booth, N. Y.

Show is doing modest business,

but is the only opener of recent

months to receive solid pans and
survive at all.

Indication that it’s primarily
(Continued on page 82

•

Eddie Cantin' lias a different
conception about IV stars huek-
.tenrig their current spun or \s

pioduet ‘if it is done with in* r- Mi -

g- nee ” The vet comedian agn i ,

with tip- agencies that "tia!a\.

with the kind of money actors at

e

getting, tin- spun oi can’t afford to
have some eaitoon spot eomrnct-
ctals or some strange annum eer
ellmg the corrilm»<lit\ ’’yperi -liy

if that profe's; i onal -ru-et

,

two hours later, or Hie . !>

is peddling some oHmt *'>

Ware- lienee the p: ic e spun J

.deiif if ieat ion mu i re i with the

RCA Sets 300G Adv.

Drive for C-Day (Color)

—To Boost Black & White
Living Quarters Under

Drive-In Screens, With

Ladder to Count Hou:e
Omaha. Dee I

Cooking for a place to live’' 'I r y

your neare-t drive in theatre

Manager-, Allen L. Vernon and
Gope Pedicino* ol the Compa -

Theatre chain in Denver oj.eO

their housing problems by (no\ing

in on the screens of the East and
West ozoners. respectively

Their apartments are 11 ' 2 leet

wide by b*l feel long on tin- ground
level beneath the screens. How
ever, arrangements could lr- bet

ter. Rooms are laid out in row
bedroom, living room, hallway and
front door, hath, second bedroom,
dinette and kitchen

Vernon constructed a 50 foot lad-

der from the master bedroom to

the top of the screen “It gives an
excellent view of the city aryd helps
in counting the house."

•c of open- The day that the Federal Com-
could have munications Commission approves

unanimous the compatible RCA color system,

t, yet man- that company plans a $300,000 ad-

>\v requests vertising campaign to herald the

continuance of black-and-white

ormanee of television set production tor some

to explain time to come. Tins is in answer to

ted that tie dealer concern because of the con-

lasterpiece. version problem, as must eventu-

ally at a ate not only with RCA hut to other

vehicle tor manufacturers utilizing the trade-

lit je>. Pcq- approved standard system for TV
tickets on color.

u-e. just to However, despite dcaler-cuslorn-

cs in Mary er relations tfmt black-and-w hite

er video will he a continoing bysT-

ltcs these ness; that 14-inch tinted TV set-

living their will cost S8OO-$L.OO0; that produc-

that seems tion will be necessarily slow, the

v. wlro act public has slowed down on new-

>ir money’s set buying. Excepting tor the new

d with the TV markets, where stations have

xud\ Miss just Opened, there is no appreci-

ns. and the able traffic in new sett Due to

-e 80 i 'the spectrum TV oi cour-e.

Buss-Men’s TV Holiday
During Martin A Lewis' spe-

cial Muscular Dystrophy tel-

ethon show from Holly wood
last Wednesday night, over
ABC-TV. not one girl was
kissed — but Dean Martin
kissed Jerry Lewis; Phil Sil-

vers kissed songwriter pianist

Jule Styne; Dean Martin
bussed pianist Sammy C’ahn

—

I but Sammy Cahn didn’t kiss

Jule Styne. Osculation among
the males is increasing and
proves only one point — that
comics and singers on TV are
an affectionate little group.
Jane Wyman, as pretty a bun-
dle as ever faced a lens, en-
tered. did her hit and exited
without even a handshake.

Is this the beginning of a

|
trend?

FILMS RADIO VIDEO Mtisir STAGE
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By NED ARMSTRONG
*

Boston. Deo. 1

Though no one is anxious to he
quoted, drama critics in the in-
out towns of Washington. Balti-
more. Philadelphia and Boston are
greatly concerned about the failure
again this year of t he Times
Square theatre to maintain high lit-

erary standards.
Everywhere, a shake of the head,

a questioning look, accompanies
discussion of this season's tryout
fare.

Few of the plays which have
broken through the barrier to be-
come hits in New York have been
plays which road critics regard as
very much, in the literary or dra-
matic sense. The obvious success
of some new' plays on the sole

'Continued on page 82)

Seek U.S. Congressmen’s

Intercession to Permit

Showing New Hitler Pic
Bonn, Dec. 1.

C. S. Congressmen are to be
asked to intercede to permit the
exhibition of a recently-made Ger-
man film dealing with the life of

\dolph Hitler which has hqen
banned on the personal orders “of

Chancellor Adenauer after its day-
cLate opening in 20 West German
‘-it nations. The order for the film

io be withdrawn was issued in the
name of the Home Minister
S< brooder.
The pic was viewed by Adenauer

and his ministerial colleagues on
the day of its opening. Them he
gave immediate instructions for

its banning with it is understood,
the approval of the three Allied
powers in West Germany.
The film, titled "Until Five Past

12." <a symbolic reference to the
time ol the capitulation), has not
only been stopped for exhibition

in West Germany, but a bar lias

been put up on its export. Accord-
ing to agency repbrts, the decision
was taken because the picture
showed Hitler in a sympathetic
light, but show biz execs who saw
the film at its proem claim that it

'Continued on page 7 1
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Two reps of Hollywood's Produc-
tion Code Administration have
nix-d in advance any filmization of

the current legit smash. "Tea and
Sympathy,” as it’s now played.

Geoffrey Shurloek. the Code’s

second in command to Joseph I.

Breen, and staffer Jack Bizzard

cross-count ried from the Coast to

view the Robert Anderson play

and. offer their appraisal in terms

of pic adaptation.

The Codesters reportedly re-

turned west with the verdict that

drastic changes would be required

before any film version could

(jiialiiv for Cede endorsement.
In its list of "particular applica-

tions.’’ the Code states: "Sex per-

version or any inference of it is

forbidden.” While there's no actual

sexual deviation in the Anderson
play, it does focus on a student at

a bovs* school who is falsely ac-

HORACE HEIDT
FOB LUCKY STRIKE

Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER

111 Fifth Ave.. New York

Validity of G. B. Shaw

Will Being Challenged

By 3 Brit. Art Groups
London. Dee. 1.

r

£he validity of the will of the
late George Bernard S.iaw. who
left the hulk of his $1,000,000 es-

tate to further the use of a new
alphabet, is being challenged in a
high court action due for hearing
next year.
Among the interested parties to

the hearing will be the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art. the Na-
tional Gallery of Ireland and the
British Museum. Shaw had di-

rected that these three institutions
jor studio would welcome any row should share the money if his will

with the Code. was upset.
Asking price for the uie rights

,

t
Shaw, who died three years ago

has been close to $500.000. a f the age of 94, directed that the—> *— residue of his estate should be

. . .. nnn/vnn ,
used to finance a series of in-

IAN KEITH IIP BEFORE ‘fuiries into the English alphabet.
Such probes would determine the

time, labor and money that could
be saved by substituting a 40-let-

ter alphabet as against the pres-

ent 2G.

rur to violent, strongly-contrasting

Actor Ian Keith will face charges
and misbehaviorof drunkenness

during a video performance tumor-
|

row night 'Thurs.i before AFTBA
in New York as a remit of his on-
t lie-air panning of Nash commer-
'• ; als on WOU-TVs "Broadway TV

j

Theatre” a couple of weeks ago.
|

(’barges were brought by Warren
Wade, producer of iho show, act-

Albany. Dee. 1

Marilyn Cantor and Her Three
Boy Friends will headline the floor

show in the Whip ire Room of the

Ten Eyck Hotel this weekend. It

is the first date for the pet. a song
and dance turn, according to Gus
Lampe, director of entertainment
and music for Schine Hotels.

No mention of Marilyn’s famous
father Eddie will be made in ad-

vertising or publicity. Lampe told

Variety. 'Eddie Cantor made a

benefit appearance at Albany Vet-
erans’ Hospital in the summer of

1952. while playing a Saturday en-
gagement at Totem Lodge, hac k of
Troy, for his friend. Henry Tobias,
director of entertainment at Hie
summer spot. >

ing as an indie packager.

Keith, according to the charge,
appeared at the studio for the pro-
duction of "Dark Victory" in an in-

toxicated condition and then, while
on camera and doing a commercial,
insulted the sponsor's product., in-

timated that the spiel was a lot of
nonsense and finally thumbed his
nose on-camera at Wade, who was
signalling to him in the control
room,

Wade charges his behavior en-
dangers live television. Station,
however, is taking no part in the
action, claiming that there’s no
point in hounding Keith and that
io good will he served by the ac-
tion. Nash has stayed with the
show despite the incident. Pro-
gram olten ires one of the thesps
to deliver commercials.

Keith was dropped from the
show following the incident, hut
‘ince has gotten work in other
spots. |h> had the lead in "Kraft
It lev Mon Theatre's*’ production of
"The While Carnation" on ABC-TV
last Thursday '2f>>. No commer-
cials, no incidents.

Even tin* British seem not to
like British shows on Broadway,
i'nat goes for "Escapade." anyvvav.
Logan Gom lay. theatrical col-

umnist for the London Sunday Ex-
prevs. commented last week on his
reactions during his stay in New
York. Under the heading. "Snip-
pels in New York During the
Week." ho wrote. "I saw how a

first class play like Roger Mac-
Dougal’s ' sic i ‘Escapade’ can be
ruined by inept production, care-
less east in" and uninspired writ-
ing. It is still running in London
alter a year. It won't. I fear, be

'Coni inued on page 71

)

Sullivan’s Europe Quickie,

Guest Emcee for ‘Toast’
Ed Sullivan will be absent from

tin* Dee. 2*> tele show at whic h time
he’il be vacationing in Europe. A
guest emcee is still to be booked.

Syndicated columnist for the
V V Daily News who corfducts
"Toast of the Town" on CBS-TV
will go abroad with his family for
the holidays. He’ll spend Christ-
mas in London and New Year’s in

Paris He's exnec ted to return
home in time for the following
week’s progiam.

Enclosed find check or m.o.

for S Send Variety for

one year

two years

ZONE STATECITY

Dow n beat toward
T\ on Uie part ol Jack L. War-
ner is reflected in the new
Warner Bros. ’'Eddie Cantor
Story" picture.

Eyebrow-raiser within the
TV trade 'among those who
have already witnessed a
screening of the film* is the
fact that, in reprising the
highlights of the Cantor show
biz cavalcade, through his
/icgteld Follies days” into

radio, there's. not a single ref-
erence to hi* career as a TV
star -even though a newer
generation has identified him
almost exclusively with the
video medium.)

Indicate if gift card desired

ADDRESS ...

CITY ZONE STATE

One Year—$10.00 Two Years—-SI 8.00

Canada and Foreign—SI Additional per Year

y^RfETY '"«•

1 54 W«»t 44th Street N«w York 34.
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Washington, Dec 1.

A lecture and motion picture exhibition, even when all proceeds

are for the benefit of an educational or charitable institution, is

-ubject to the 20ro admissions tax. Bureau of Internal Revenue
has ruled.

However, if the lecture was illustrated by slides rather than mo-
tion pictures, it would be tax exempt.
Odd gimmick, it is pointed out. is due to a provision of the law

which provides that exemptions from the admissions tax law do

not apply to ‘‘any motion picture exhibition."

Motion Picture K\|h*iI Assn was
warned last week not to enter into

an.ye .French- film deal that might
involve the subsidized distribution

ol French |>ix m the l' S

Reminder that any such agree-

ment, oi even *i ile. 1 1 calling for

the subsidized promotion of

French dims 1 hat are being re-

leased through a subsidized agency,
would be contrary to assurances
given by M PICA prey F.ric John-
ston. was contained in a wire from
the Independent Motion Picture
Distributors Assn, ot America.

IMPDA in which a good many
oi the indie distnlis in the IP S.

are represented, is worried over
tlie possibility that, loi practical

reason/., the MPKA may enter into

a French deal patterned alter the
original Italian film part I.alter

gave Hie Italian industry I'J'j'e of

the American dislnhs' earnings in

Italy Part ot the money was used
lo set up Italian Films Kxport in

the l! S for the announced pur-
pose ot promoting Halo pix l.aler,

(Continued on page 7 1

»

By GENE AKNEEI.

Wall Street is Riving the film

business its heaviest play in years

Stock issues ot the major picture

and theatre companies have been
traded in unusually heavy volume
over the past three months, reflect-

ing* a new interest on the part of

investors. Variously over that time
span one or more film stocks have
topped the jist of N Y. Stock Ex-
change trading.

As shown in an accompanying
table, six companies have gained
ground hi Rig Hoard valuations ot

their respective issues Two
dropped fractionally, one was ot!

more than a full point and two re-

mained even

On the basis of closing prices
last Wednesday < 12 f> 1

. the issued
stocks ol II outfits had a total cal

uation of $.'150,11(5,900 This repre-
sents a jump of $12,208.(550 over
the quotations of Aug 25

Columbia soared to a new high
for the year last Wednesday,
reaching S 1 7 f*2 1

•«*
. It closed the

day at $17 50 for a gain of $1 12' _<

RKO Theatres closed at $4 75. its

high mark for tin* year National
Theatres closed at $(5 75. which is

down $1 from its high for the year
but still is well over its low point
of $4 1

2

1
;•

Comeback by 20lh-Fox has been
unique This stock sold as low

'Continued on page 4'

The Big Yen
- Los Angeles, Dec 1

,

F.iga Haikyu Co.. Ltd . Japa
nese distribution linn, tiled

suit in Superioi Court againd
Shochiku Film Enterprises.

Ltd., demanding 2 000.000 yen.

plus interest of 210,0000 yen
It sounds like a lot of money

but it really amounts to $5,555,

plus $583 interest

- Argentina Outlook Slightly

Eased

Restraint of Ideas
The American Civil Liber-

ties Union has denounced the

Motion Picture Production
Code as "agreements to re-

strain trade in ideas." This
appellation followed the recent

withholding from Hal Wallis’

"Cease Fire" of the Code seal

unless and until the picture
deleted from the realistic dia-

log of Korean GI’s two "hells

"

and three "damns."
ACLU eJTpresses itself as

"admiring” of the MPPA fight

against the censorships im-
posed in several individual

\meriean film companies had

reason to cheer last week in the

v iko of a statement by Brazil's

Finance Minister, Oswaldo Aran-

I i. that the country intends to

( Vinp’etely liquidate its debts to

l S importers by the end of this

year In that event, it would mean
a whopping $11,000,000 remittance

during December. —
In Argentina, the government

told American film reps that it was
lifting all limitations and bars on

l S pix imports and that the 1951

agreement between Motion Picture

Export Assn, prexy Eric Johnston
and the Argentines would now be

fully implemented. There was no
mention, however, of any remit-

tance of blocked coin.

The Argentine move followed

the visit to the U S. recently of

Raul Apold, Argentine information

services topper, who came at the

Invitation of MPEA. Robert Cork-
ers'. assistant to MPEA exec v.p.

Ralph Hetzel and in charge of

Latin America for MPEA, is cur-

icntiy in Buenos Aires to discuss

I ut lire film relations with the Ar-
gentine government.
When Apold was in the U S

,
he

made it known that he wanted the

American distribs to participate in

a projected Buenos Aires film fete

in '54 The companies made it

clear that they couldn’t undertake
such expense until enough coin

(Continued on page 20)

Public but umlffirinl overtures

and trial balloons set oil by officials

of Theatre Owners of America re

latmg to a merger between TOA
and Allied States Assn has been
met with utter indillerence by lead

ers of the latter exhibitor organiza

tion "The only merger we re in

terested in,” said Allied topper

Wilbur Snaper. "is a merger he

tween the public and om theatre .

"

Meanwhile. TOA, usually con
servative in denouncing industry

trade practices, has raised iK voice

almost as loudly as that of Allied

Roth oi'gs see eye to eye on current
problems taring exhibitors, espe
dally those brought on by the hi

trod net ion of new protection nielli

oils They have both denounced
2<Hh Fox’s insistence that stereo

phonic sound lie a mil l" for the
presentation ol CinemaScope pie

lures Roth groups have expressed
equal concern about the product
shortage Allied has suggested that

the problem can he alleviated via

exhib stock interest in the pro'

durer distributor Companies. TO

A

is weighing production by exliibs to

meet the product shortage
Important omen ol TOY's ro

manring ol Allied i, (he former's
sudden interest in the plight ol the
small theatreowner .VI airily the

1 ( 'out limed on page 22 »

finds it a contradicstates hut
tion that the Association

should itself practice the very

censorship it otherwise vigor-

ously condemns.”

llollvwood is slowly blit surely
working it ell up into another of
ds 'periodic cycles of aviation
dramas Korean war. with its

heavy emphasis on living, has
spa i ked m vv interest .no) the. ac-
cent is piiiiiaiilv on the speedy
jet lighters

Practically every one of the
studios 1 1 . is smile* kind id living
vain mi its production kid. and
some aie sponging hcsivv coin lo

c 0 ( 1111 * up with Hu* ili ued values.
The lieu IiIiiis make smh oldie
rllur I , as Win

;
and I Idls

Angel look and mild like- pik-

Vel Circuit Operator

KoIhtI J. O'Donnell
decries today'*

Slovrnly Tlwntro

Mrthods

on intnreiting editorial feature

in the forthcoming

llllli innirrrsttrv \untUrr

Warner Corp., holder of the exhi-

bition and production rights to

ihe medium. Pitch was made by

Nathaniel Lapkin. SW veepee and

prexy S. II 'Sp Fabian’s trouble-

shooter. who returned from ses-

sions on the Coast last week. Lap-

kin talked to other film companies

and indie producei s. but concen-

trated Ills efforts at the Warner
studio.

Lapkin returned to N 5’ without

any deal or commitments and is

scheduled to return to the Coast

shortly to continue the' exploratory

talks Warners had previously

t.yed with the idea of doing a

Cinerama picture. This was prior

to SW's takeover of the lights

1 i .vie* M,u k II * i’i ,1 i i I'd

MirMII.ll MV SIMK Sll V l.!t\| \N
Pu(>li\H#m Weekly by VACIFTV INC

II. II 'll'i I I II ll , |*l *

1 .1 W i-.sl 4i.Ui SI V w Veil k .lb. N V

Hollywood ?B
c,'; ii y m • ,i so •••• i

W.ivhin*|lon 4

i:*a? Viiiufi.ii I’n/vy mulling
Chlcaqo II

til'/ No Vln liiil.ifi Avo
London WCI

II Si M.iriin 1*1 'lr if*!f*;u S<|

National Boxoffice Sitrvey
Thanksgiving Week Biz Soars; ‘Marry’ New Champ

Robe’ 2d, ‘Kate,’ ‘Cinerama,’ ‘H ondo,’ Next

I’tvO. heretofore on the side-

1 m s product-wise and dormant
during the dimensional revolution,

may surprise the industry with a

t-~r- inexpensive anamorphic lens.

A ording to Coast reports, lens,

which can be marketed for $200.

(’ui be attached to present theatre

l>: Hectors and is capable of show-
ing CinemaScope pictures as well

a> films in five different aspects
l it io up to 3 to 1 "if need be."

Lens, the brainchild of Joe Tu-
Alun.sky. an RKO technician, was
cMiionstrated last week to Wall
Disney and to Metro. Report ot

an industry official who witnessed
Ha* demonstration on the Coast
w is enthusiastic. He said the lens
v as particularly effective for car-
1 ''»ns. noting tiiat Disney product
n eie for conventional projection
i in be shown in the CinemaScope

;

' * without noticeable distortion
f » convert live-action films to

Continued on page 29)

Thanksgiving week is boosting! "Botany Ray" I’u am
hi/ in most key cities lliis si uiz.a i Iain's I'aiadi a*" 1

1
' \ toi

several spots leporlllig the bigge.l
|

the Golden Do/en fn llii

trade for this holiday: in sevei al
j

"Take High (hound" \

years and nearly all were higher
j

par ing the runner-up filn

than last year Eavo'alile vvealhet
j

"Joe Lout's’ Story" 'C,\

and new. strong product naturally LuMi(*i I nr J i«- » anil loir'l

figure in this upswing. ’ M-G also in this r ategon

For In t time in two month-. Beside, Hondo which
j

The Rohe" 20t|) Is being pushed to he heard from . . < 1 * 1 1 1 IOI

out of t list place And anothei ihe futuie C’ea e Foe
( 'ineinaScopA pie, "How To Marry loom , a > one Hi'* po'ent

a Millionaiie ' t'20Hip is turning neyveriniei ft ,o< k on

the trick "Marry" is soaring to week m N Y Big.ui.i t"

the top w it h a gross of mole than is rated bn k on I
-

1

men
$530,000 m spun* 21 keys covered "Fighter Ytt.ek \\ ha
hv VvutKTY Film i> playing in 15 in L \ ’ leiee S.uloi , ami
main k‘\v spots, with hiz ranging < WB i . dm n g tv.o .week

)' from solid to terrific oi new highs \ y |»ai air'mont hid mix ’.

ft "Robe," which m dipping lo a V ‘‘LV kind

i
'paltry" $ 148.01)0. is a .slrong sec. Moon I, Blue" L A • la

t..
mid, being largely on extended- in I dully and S'd*'e

n run Third pla ,- e i> going to ' Kiss Opera"- WB- looms fir e in

, .Me ,Kate"' A I - f i being shown in a Big Heat Co!
. bn ght

\ ft no ;i I

Siftpl** *

INDEX

Coyne of COMPO Tells

Parks, Pools, Beach Assn

Of Fight Versus 20'

Musical Prolog Plus

Offscreen Credits Mark

Metro s ‘Round Table’

Hollywood. Dec. L.
F dlowing the example set in its

Julius Cagsar," Metro will filni

m eight-minute musical prologue
’ • ' Knights of t he Round Table."
As an added novelty, all credits for

the picture will be announced by
an off-screen voice instead of being
printed on the Screen.

Selection for the musical pro-

logue will be Otto Nicolai’s "The
Merry Wives of Windsor," played
by the 91-piece M-G-M Symphony
Orchestra with Johnny Green con-

ducting.

Circus and earny oper

other outdoor showmen
brought up to date on

I trade’s campaign to wip
20' - admissions tax in C
day ( Wed.?. Although rei

fields have no close interest in

they have been sympathetic l o ’h.

pic industry’s position so fai a Hu
20 '' levy is concerned

Robert W Coyne, special coin

sel for the Council of Motion Pic

ture Organizations, will address Co

is mi'd iti M i rin* t no

R

"De/arneaon N'fglit RKO
still (ly in \ V and < o look

fancy m Kn o an*l S' f ;oir

"Jat k Slade" \ \ t ill in. Chi i

big in De'ioR
"Cruet Sc, i ' good in I. \

loom-, fun* in F:i ao Ii i' k 'L-

God’s C«juntry," al-o fiom Cni'.et-

sal i-, nice m Toronto. 'Satire

Jet" '• t’A okay in Ft i-co, i-< fan

in Deliver
"99 River Street if \ shapes

brisk in Hlnlly "So Big" WB
looks fine in Omaha and Toronto

(Complete Bo.ro//in* Reports on
i'ayi’s 8 9 )

vast rirajonf y of >po's in 3-D
Ciiiei am. i

’ Imlim is toultb

"Hondo" WB
,
atHiough out for

first time this stanza, is copping
!ifth money, b *ing uniformly hefty

tirf temfii f’ahuiiity Jane,” an-

other from WB is copping ix'h

position. Mo '.aniiio" M-(i
,
long

high on Hie list, is winding up in

seventh, with "War of Worlds
Par taking eighth.

All Unit licrs Valiant ’ M-G is

finishing ninth while ‘ Eternity"

Col slipped to 10th. first time it

iia- dipped this low Latter has

been at top or among the leaders

l for many weeks.

DAILY VARIETY
q’tihlishna in Moll v

'

a <><**1 by
llarh Variety, 1.1*1 )

*15 » \>*r *20 Kfirnan
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Wt New Inoloud fletk

Art Mogcr
list written « bright pine* nn

From This I Make

A Living

— By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

JAPANESE SEEM UNWORRIED Hollywood. Nov 28
The new wide-screen method of

But State Dept. Is Nervous About pioduction will be of immeasiii-
able value to the comedy director
in maintaining the spontaneity m

RKO is holding up on the re- « comedy scene, according to vet-

lease in Japan of "Flying Leather- cran megger Norman Taurog. cur-

necks,” John Wayne starrer, at the rently handling Dean Mai tin and
request of the State Dept. Reps of Jerry Lewis in Paramount's "Liv-

the latter believe that the battle ir.g It L p.”

pic would be too sharp a reminder \)
With fewer camera setups ncui-

of World War 11 and consequently ed, he explains, comedy action can
might cause ill feeling. “ be carried through to completion

In contrast with the State Dept, in a single take rather than break-

attitude is the opinion of some infe dow n a particular bit' of ai t ion

Nippon exhibitors who stated they possibly into three or more differ-

figure the film would be widely ent scenes, as usually is the ctise

accepted and would meet with in standard screen technique, each
commercial success. This opinion of which requires the comic to get

by Japanese theatremen was re- back into the mood of the original

ported by Alfred W. Crown, RKO * scene.

toreign department chief, who's Few comedians, he points out.

back in N Y. after eight weeks in can attain any spontaneity aftei

the Far Fast. the second or third take, and some— — lose the feeling after the first. By
completing the scene In a single

OA*l I) - run. so to speak, the proven rc-

/l[fll riPCCpC
j

suits are of a higher level—luSnier,
•vlll 1 I that —than when time must la-

taken out to set up cameras for a

r f\ 1 * difl'erent angle, and the funnyman

pQJp |\0D6 inusl Put °n his funny-cap

i
Taurog. who has been turning

f\# 1\1 ft out comedies ever since lie di-

KlV KiQVntlQi 'Continued on page 20)

LeathernecksThe public'- yen tor .f-n or new*
dimension pictures was reflected

forcibly at the national boxofftee

last month, the first two biggest

grossing pictures being that cate-

gory while the biggest newcomer
in November also was in tri-dimen-

sion. Although business at the first-

i un theatres continues substantial-

ly ahead of 1952. it was a ease

of the smash glossers taking all

the gravy and leaving slim trim-

mings for the smaller pix. This,

of course, was also true of October.

"The Rohe” '20th*. also champ
at the wickqts in October, again

is finishing first in the national

on* of tho many editorial feature*

in tha apeoming

IHlli A nnivernary Suinbrr

Nov. Golden Dozen
I. “The Ro:.e ’ '20th*.

2 “Cinerama” ‘Indie*.

3. “Eternity” 'Col*.

4. “Mogamko” *.M-G*.

5 “Calamity Jaue” *\YB>.

(j “Martin Luther” * Indie)

7 “Little Hoy Lost” 'Par*

H “So Big” *WH .

9. “Torch Song" '.M-G*.

10. “Brothers Valiant ’
1 M-G

II. “Big Heat” <Col*.

12 “Take High Ground” M
Three-cornered race appears to

he under way to bring the George

Du Marnier classic. "Trilby,” to

i he screen. For the moment, at

least. Britain's George M inter

seems to have the inside track.

Ilt's just cast Robert Newton in

the title role of "Svengali” and
tensing is due to start in London
as soon as Newton gets there from
the Coast.

In Hollywood, both Warner
Bros, and 20th-Fox are actively

preparing pix based on the same
Du Marnier novel. W'B has just

east Kathryn Grayson for its ver-

sion. 26th is said to be angling for

James Mason.

Minter's “Svengali” will be done
in color and for the wide screen.

While earnings from "The
Robe" and "How to Marry a Mil-

lionaire" have been consistent

1

with expectations. 20th-Fox sales

:

toppers aren't happy over the rate

at which the company's 2-D pix

are being liquidated. Company
says it has plenty of standard
product available but it isn't play-

ing off the way it should.

Sales gxees at 20th are prod-

jJJjig* the branches to put on the

heat, particularly since they want

I

to make a good showing for the
. fourth 1933 quarter. Latter will

2 1th Ohio city to repeal such a

local tax. Ohio cities individually

enacted the tax in 1947 when the

ThoughOctober.
"Here to Eternity” <(’o|i. which

Was second in October and first

’( 'out inui d on page 2(ii

adaptation and screenplay, hut the
part of Trilby remains to he cast.

Story has been done twice before
in Holly vv ood. once as a silent film

and. in 1931. as a talkie with John
Ban vmore.

most ot the repealed measure*

have been in the smaller commu-
nities. the marln inilu trial city of

Sowngstovvn also nccntly repeal-

ed the levy.

City Finance Director Phillip

Ferguson at Akron said the city

took in about $1)2.000 last v car

from the tax. The taxation com-
mittee of City Council recommend-
ed the repeal, alter repeated ef-

lorts m the past two years by the-
atre owners. They pointed out that
him homes in this area had de-
creased from 38 in 1940 to 18 at

Detroit. Dec. 1

Co-Operative Theatres of De-
troit, a buying and hooking com-
bine for 140 theatres in Michigan
and one of the most important the-

atre units in the state, is seeking
a special deal from 20th-Fox before
its houses install CinemaScope.
Terms asked by the combine in-

clude a guarantee that it will re-

ceive at least 12 CinemaScope pic-

tures, an assured profit of $2,500
for each house and for each pic-

ture to go toward the repayment
of equipment, and film rental terms
of 50' e tor "The Robe” and 35'

for subsequent CinemaScope
t
pic-

ture.

Wall St
Detroiter Testifies

He Was Shaken Out Of

Film Haulage Business
Detroit. Dee. 1.

Testifying before a House labor
and education sub-committee in

Detroit, a former film-hauling

Coin ,in i d from |».ik»* t

as $13 .>9 during the venr. Curl-
ouslv . it took an especially sharp
drop immediately following the
A Y premiere ot "The Rohe," the
Studios lir-t CinemaScope pie. It

subsequently bounced hack to a

m vv high o| S19.25 and closed last

Wednesday at HH87'v.
Encouraging to Wall St 's monov * service operator first film to come through from

men have been the improved qunl-
ii v of llollvvvoods output, econo-
mics placed into afreet and. im-
portantly. a recent flock of upbeat
profit statements.

Stink of the RKO chain was
given a lift by the purchase of con-
trol hi Albert A. List and his sub-
sequent tender to buy up to 41)0.U00
shall s from minority holders at a

Teamsters Union *AFL> "broke”
him. The witness. Howard C. Cra-
ven. of Ann Arbor blamed the
ruin of his $400 a week net busi-
ness, on kickbacks and a Teamster
strike.

Detroit Teamster official. Frank
Fitzsimmons, facing trial for labor
racketeering, according to Craven.
(<( dared himself in for 90S of the
levcnue for transporting litho-

graphed advertising material to

theatres.

Not only did Craven have to

make cheeks out to "cash" hut lie

liad to agree to pay all income
taxes for Fitzsimmons. This
amounted to about $000 on his

I
ay incuts ot $9,000 to $10,000 Cra-

ven added. Some of the cheeks.
Craven said, were made out to a

'Continued on page 22)

20lli’s Panoramic Productions sub-
sid. and the indie "Man Crazy."
Total Panoramic sked of 10 pix

should he in release by June. 1954.

According to t lie 20th sales de-
partment, revenue from the flatties

has been dropping steadily since
‘Continued on page 6*

Paul Bixler. who east the only
dissenting vote, said. "It will take
more than this to save the theatre
hminess. We've always gone along
with what the theatres wanted,
parking areas and the like, hut I

can't see much point in this. We
are cutting down on the city's in-

come when the amount saved by
the theatres won't help them."
The tax comes off not only the-

atres. hut also dances, sports, and
all other types ot amusement.

Charles Amory
Art Arthur
Keefe Brasselle
lna Claire
Albert J. Cohen
Jeff Donnell
Samuel Fuller
Ava Gardner
Henry Ginsberg
Ben Goetz
Audrey Hepburn
W. Basil Holden
Arthur Hornblow Jr.

Louis Jourdan
Stanley Kramer
Betty Madigan
Daniel Mann
Edward J. Mann it

Robert PaTmcr
Joel Preston
Johnnie Ray
Ivan Tors
Gene Tow ne
Spencer Tracy
Jack Webb
Betty Wookey
AI Zimbalist

N. Y. to Europe
Robert Ardrey
Boh Blake
Shirley Booth
Peter Brook
Brenda Brook
Lester Cowan
John Davis
Ben Goetz
Paul Hfnreid
Joyce Heron
Ursula Jeans
Otto Kruger
Maggie McNamara
Anthony Oliver
Ben Pearson
Eddie Rich
Thelma Ritter
Francis L. Sullivan
Spencer Tracy

Europe to N. Y
Paul Badura-Skoda
Clarence Brown
Claude Dauphin
Yolande Donlan
Greer Garson
Charles Goldner
Hal Haekett
Alexander Kalioujnv
Richard Kayne
Phyllis Kirk
Don Loper
Lucille Lortel
Silvana Mangano
John G. McCarthy
Donald McDonald
Rodney Millington
Rosa Rok
Ruth Roman
Tessa Small page
Oliver Unger

Us 25c Divvy
T mversal hoard, meeting in

N Y. yesterday 'Turv*. (Ir-

eland a 50c per share s« mi-an-
nual dividend on the common
sun k av well a> a 25c per share
ext ra div vy.

Both are pavahle Dec 22.

1953. to stockholders of record
Die. 12. 1953.

Out of an offering by General
Precision Equipment Corp. to

stockholders of 108.187 shares ol

$2.90 cumulative preferred stock,

without par value. 104.113 shares
have been purchased through the
exercise of subscription warrants.

Balance of the 4 054 unsuh- ' Directors of Loew s. Inc., de-
scribed shares have been placed dared a dividend of 20c per share
by The First Boston Corp. and on common stock last week.
Tucker. Anthony & Co. on hehalt Melon is payable Dec. 24 to

of the underwriting group. I stockholders of record on Dec. 11.

lit t of $4 50 a share. The fact that

several officers of National Thea-
tres personally have been buying
up the NT stock cued substantial
public inning of the same issue.

Hughe* Rumors'
RKO pictures' slock continues as

the issue most influenced hv
rumors of a "deal" involving How-
ard Hughes' control of that com-
pany Reports that some sort of

capital gains transaction is on the
lire invariably go hand in hand
with stepped up trading of the
Mock. Conversely, there has been
no allegedly inside intelligence of

any m vv di al lately and conse-
quent l\ the siock Ikjs been quiet.

Heavy 3-Months Trading In Film Shares

Past three months brought unusually heavy trad-
ing in film slocks on the N. Y. Stock Exchange, as
investors’ inti rest in the picture business perked up
markedly. The tremendous success which 20th-Fox
has had initially 'With CinemaScope. a general run
oi improved product. Albert A List's purchase of

No. of Shares Price Per Share
Outstanding* Aug. 25 Nov. 25

4 000.000 $14 38 $15.75
890.000 18 25 17.50

5. 1 50.000 12.13 12 50
2.750.000 8 75 8 75
2.325.000 28 25 27 25
3 900.000 3 38 2 88
3 780.000 3.75 4 75
2 475.000 . 10 83 10.83

2. 750.00(1 17.25 18 38
980.000 r ' 18 25 18 13

2 475.000 13 83 12 13

RKO Theatres’ control and his subsequent offer to

buy 400.000 'shares of the circuit’s common stock
from other holders were among the factors influenc-
ing the Big Board activity. Following table shows
at a glance how each important film issue fated over
the three-month span.

Total Dollar Value 3-Month Change
Aug. 25 Nov. 25

$ 57.520.000 S 03 000.000
11.2 12.500 ~1 2.075.000
82.409.500 84 375.000
18.582.000 18.562.000
37.781.250 40.106.250
13.182.000 11.232.000
14.100.000 17.800.000

26.309.250 26 309.250
47.437.500 50.545 000
15 600.000 15.484.800
33.734.250 30.567.600

shirk wan further evidenced last

Frida.' 27 1 The issue jumped a

quarter point, clo-ing at $3.12 , jc.

VMiiltam ousiv v illi an announce-
ment that tim company is cnutimi-
live V.iih m the red RRi ) Pic-

tures had a net loss ot $3.739. 1 13

f -•!
-

> bine months ended last Oct.
3 C<.. I'rspoiujirig period in 1952
b.n .. ’a Pit (Illicit ol S4 777.766

P< aps Minn w hat lira itching to

ih’ *" t;m as fi c deficit i ot in the
><i I' a-i s third quarter. The lo-s

fm tins |

h

i i oi 1 w. s jiMi d at $248 *

277. compared with a loss ot SI

064 932 tin the third quail* r ol

1952.

AB-PT
( OL.
i.omv
NAT L I UFA
PAR.
HKO PIC.
RKO TH.
STANLEY
Mill
UNIX
\VB

$ 5.480.000
862.500

1 .905.500

2.325.000
1.950.000

3.760.000

George Axelrod
Edward Choate
Irene Dunne
Max Gordon
Dan Hollywood
Van Johnson
Loren L. Ryder
Si hie St. Clair

3 107.500
1 15 200

3.166.650

\ppioxuivatc $350.1 KT.9U0 $12,208,650 t
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\ press agent’s nightmare—no plug despite the expenditure of
considerable coin and effort—was experienced momentarily bv
Metro staffers on Thanksgiving Day. With a float and knights on
prancing steeds in the Macy’s parade in New York. M-G anticipated
a TV plug for "Knights of the Round Table." iks first Cinemascope
picture.

When the float came into view, however. Merle Mueler. the NBC-
T\ announcer, merely stated "there goes the knights of the round
table," No picture mention, no Metro connection, that’s all Staff-
ers who had arranged the deal, at considerable cost to Metro felt
tlieir ulcers erupt as they prepared explanations to their 'bosses.
However, just before the Metro float disappeared from camera view
Mueller heroically came through with a lavish mention of the pic-
ture and the studio. The day was saved and the M-G thicks re-
turned to their Thanksgiving dinners.

—
i in v i>i's;«t has picked its first

A M i r L 9 CinemnScoper It's to tie ’Men of

Uzoners [fleet ret). L Iron based on the Howard Pvh*

I' 1

1

st convention of the Villon.il novel which is laid against medi-
AILied Drivein Tlieatre \ssn is set eval Britain lwo moie properties
for the Ncthcrluiid Plaza llolej ayf* ..under cousider.it ion lot Cine*
( incmnat i. Feb 2 1 w it h the

i

ao a pt a

b

1 1 1 1 v ot new screen tech

niipu's fm jhe o/oiicrs a pioini

lieu! part irt Hie agenda
’ Huhcn Slior is convention < ban
man and an advisory (oiiimiltce

includes Abram F Mvci s and \\ il

bur Snapcr. boat d chaiini.m and
president respectively ot -Allied

States Assn

Here lA the season where par-
ents give the kids a thrill bv tak-
ing ein downtown to see a

mov ie I in niaiiv a moppet the
Christmas si.rn^a serve's as intro-
duet ion to the wonders o| a lug
downtown Ihhcc In previous
.'cars, there's h<*en a Walt Disney
special avail.ible or a film similar
lo Samuel ( ioldvv y ti s Hat’.s Chris-
tian Andersen

liven companies witlnmt films
read' lor general release ate mak-
ing attempts to be represented in

several situations with their upconi
ing Whig" film's. terming the en-
gagements as test pre-release runs
I'mted \ 1 1 1 - 1 s for example, is still

hoping to line up a Broadway date
tor tin* John Huston production.
’•'Beal the Devil.'' starring Jciiiiilet

( 'dmp.any’s product ion sked calls

for the leu ing ot Hi pi x during the

total ot 22 ' til be in prior l is

icleasing seven o.l ils features

six in T cchnUolor ;oul one in it It

between December and Felon
arv Stalling with tin* January re*

let- es all ol l \ pi \ Will lie Mill -

• able I o.i xcieefimg in i.dios up lo

2 lo 1

Milton It li e kind. I prexy. and
\ It i ed lx I tail

,
exec \ p will go lo

the Coast hater this week lor dis-

co ion pi eliiiiin.o v lo the l sale s

met I at I lie si mini I )ec 7 11 At

that lime, a linal decision will lo*

made on what two other films an*
to be ( 'iiiemaScopcd It 's believed
et il.oti lli.il I he Galileans" will

lie one ol them I is expected to

make duplicate standard versions

>il all ol • I *
. CineniiiSeopers.

Snaider Says He Hasn’t Sold Any Portable Theatre
TV Gear as Yet

Kxpansion of theatre TV facili-

ties via the rental of portable
cipiipmcnt to small theatres struck
a serious snag this week as a re-

sult ol a hassle between Box Office
Television. Inc., promoters of
closed-circuit events, and Snaider
Television Corp., manufacturers of

1 he portable units. According to

Joseph Snaider. proxy of the equi|v-

nieni company, bis company will

not do business with BOTV until

the theatre TV firm comes through
'with the green stuff.” Snaider
charged that BOTV had reneged
on ns promise to purchase equip-
ment. lias stalled and stalled, has
Used us tor numerous demonstra-
tions. tint still hasn't bought a

single set.'*

A spokesman for BOTV said
ti ere is no conflict with Snaider.
* We w ant exhibitors to see what
the equipment is like first," he
.said. ' As soon as an exhibitor in-

dicates t hat he wants the Snaider
tint well buy it from him and
lent it to theatres. So far nobody
who has seen t he equipment lias

'Continued on page 22

>

Earle Lyon’s New Indie
Hollywood. Dec. 1.

New indie company, Enterprise
Cinema Productions, has been
formed vvitli Earle Lyon as presi-
dent. Richard Bart fell as veepee
and David Kovar as treasurer.

Outfit lias already made one pic-

ture. "Dieppe Raid." with Lyon
producing and Bartlett doubling as
writer-director. Next production
will he “Calliope." Schedule calls
for three films a vear.

I Itimploev

KK< > hn-mess v uluiiic abroad
and dollar remittance-. In tin* I S
are greater current In IImii '" Hu*

pa-.) two veals, act Milling hi \l

tied W Crown foreign department
bead lie's luck in \ N loltow

trig a IIImeek global bo |>1 mclud
mg eight weeks in Hie Fai lit

As for product supply. Hie ever
staled the company has a new line

ii|) already set for the next six

months, lie's "looking forward tu

an accelerated piodml mu pro’

gram" and president James It

Grainger has given him a -to ones
of a foreign depaitmenl rele.i ,e

sked for a lull I 2 month

Bolstering the RKO it u;it ion m
the global market, Crown leporl

ed, were a variety ol f.nlois \n
economy pingram has cut STaiHlOO
yearly from I he cost ol loieign

operations, great ei autonomy given
by Grainger to company managers
m foreign capitals exhibitor (<>

operalmn, spirited work bv the

RKO per sonnel and territorial di

tnbiition deals. Kev to the upped
“dollars in N. S’ tor the Mimpanv
was the thawing of lio/eti funds m
many global points, an li a Frame
and Brazil.

While the economies achieved
have been meaningful', money-

(Continued on page 20'

Kiik Douglas slarrer. Other l
1

Xmas (I it.- . include I w o for "Gil
belt Sullivan three for "Cap
tain’s Paradise" and two foi 'Tin

Joe Lout’s Sim \

RKO. plagued for some turn

vv ilh a prodm t shot tage will lx

sparsr1v represented with llirei

Xmas dates in Texas for tie

Jane Russel I slarrer. " The FrencJ
I.iiH 1 Con, parr had hoped t<

have the King Bros. "Carniva
Story" ready lor a Broadway out

'Continued on page 20'
\ midwest exhibitor leader

•I. Med tins week that reports re-

lating lo Warner Bros foretng ol

liiiw anted " pu lines have been
liked with Hie Dept ol Justice and
li e Seriate Small Bit mess Com-
mittee

J ei tiling \\ .it per the "lough
I ov v ol the III dll try, Leo F Wot
lot) bond (ban inaii of Allied of

Iowa Nebraska Noi’tli and Soul It

Dakota and Mid t ,-ntial, said lb-*

i xliib organization bad sub lanital

evidence ol tin ( le.il ly illegal

pi

.

1(1 lie Horn tin inliers who have
beep Mibp-f ld to it

" (hie repot I.

according to Wolcott, contains a

quote I ioiii a Waifier salesman
who is listed a saying "Nobody
ev ei goes to jail loi I hat

ll is an ama/ing tiling." de*

r laied Woleoll "that some filei

companies serin unable to opeia'e

vCrffibiit iidirig Hie fine hail Ilia*

bet vv ecri legality and law breaking,

mot i* often than not rompbtelv
on the illegal side arid it's quit**

a commentary; on a ((impair. tlial

today, wlien exhifutor s ar e having
a bell of a time slaying open with

the best pielm*"., 1

1

1
»

• \ slum I I

stoop to fori ing "
,

Wolcott flatly 'fated that "v ••

can and will stop Hit illegal pry*

lie**." and be added, il W.arnci oi

anv oilier company p**rsists in tlo*

pi. art ice
1 orru-one will-'go to jail."

Columbus, Dec. 1

Parade of nine witnesses ap-
peared before Public l tilities Com-
mission of Ohio Monday i'kftli to

back up flic* Independent Tlieatre
Owners of Ohio’s light for adjust-
ment of film trucking rates. Hunt-
ington. Cincinnati trucking lines
rates are called unfair and un-
equal.

Prior to bearing commission
over-ruled a trucking company mo-
tion to throw out the case for lack
of jurisdiction, claiming matter
was interstate commerce affair.

The commission ruled it had juris-
diction in the case, except where
state lines were crossed.

Witness pointed out such
'Continued on page 28 1

Full Military Treatment

Accorded ‘Cease Fire’

I ntisiially .strong bally potential

,

in a ticup with the Army iv being
realized by Paramount with its re-

lease ot the Hal Wallis production
ot "Cease Fire ", Gen. Maik Clark
and other liras' aie strongly aiding

I Proem m N Y last Tice -day <24’.

via Hye Army a si.sts. looked and
sounded like a tnajoi military oper-
ation A similar opening is sel for

Dec. 22 in San Francisco'. Ollier

key preeins are being lined up
I Local Army commands are being
alert to give Par the same coopera-

• live treatment as m Gotham.

Dc Luxe Laboratories in N. Y . a

v holly owned subsidiary of 2')tli-

Fox. intends to sink between $L-
5()i).0i)0 and $2,000,000 into its con-
version to Technicolor, according
b> Alan E. Freedman. De Luxe

j

prexy. who arrived in N. Y. from
the Coast* over the weekend.
Freedman said it was his under- i

standing from the Technicolor peo-
[

ph* that the Techni lab was "very i

clo e" to f inding a solution for lap-
I

plying its dve-transfer. imbibition'
process to CinemaScope pix. Lab

;

currently isn't able to produce a
|

0‘iality CinemaScope print in its

o u imbibition method.
Deal lias been made by Techni

for De Luxe in N. Y. to turn out
• inhibition prints. No Techni in*

U'-tment is involved. It will be
between eight to ten months before
De Luxe can get rolling on Techni-

OUT SOON!

48th Anniversary Number

A feature-length comiherM.d
film in color, utilizing a top direc-

fm and Ifol.lvAOofl name fie.

been set. by- a Milwaukee hem
( ompatr Pu tin e. a public i e ! i

-

tun, pipjto t of i f»<* Miller Brew-
ing (’(> -v iii'ke filme/l by Jen z

I ait hank Pi o'luet pm at Hu*

LI TV lo* in I loll wood
S'diing Mu *.a Hunt and Ar-

thur J ianz it V til he dner ted h'Z

John' Biatjin vv 1,0 meggerj "Mir-
acle (d f .dim i if'ii Wairier Bro
Irnng Pu in I w a oiiginaJly slatled

tor the (llic< |V)| ial (‘bore i)"l

ho, ed out l*eealf.<* 01 a eonMieting
("'.'jihiI inidt

I dm filled Wei 'I i is Ring •’

- rfl i ip j m..e locution footage taken
)ii B.iv.ina, (.c uxii’- . a r

,-J in M.n

-

Fust annual stockholders mect-
i-'.g of the Stanley Warner Corp
A' 11 he held on Jan. 14 in Wil-
ih'iigton. DeL Corporation was in-

' 'operated in Delaware following
;H'c -put last year into theatre and
produetion-distribut ioiv companies
Ol Warner Bros.

Although operating as a corn*
piny tor one year. SW still hasn't

announced a dividend police. Scv*
*'

i‘. n ontlts ago in a letter to
: ov

"

k-o older, prexy S If. * Si 1 *-

fi an said company w,i* delaying
'.'tiny a divvy because of extra

i latmg'to the in-’ i

equipment in theatres iu.r the
1 ew projection technicjp'es.

Usual Advertising rates prevailForms dosing shortly

Special exploitation advantages
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Wl N»w Inglvnd flmtk

Art Moger
tot writtoo o bright pioco a*

From This I Make

A Livia ft JAPANESE SEEM UNWORRIED

But State Dept. Is Nervous About
‘Leathernecks'

one of the many editorial features

in the apeominf
--** •>

iifilh Annivermry Xumber

dimension pictures was reflect! (1
|

forcibly at the national boxofficc

l;ist month, the first two biggest
j

grossing pictures being that cate- 1

gory while the biggest newcomer
in November also was in tri-dimen* I

sion Although business at the first-
j

nm theatres continues substantial-

ly ahead of 1952. it was a ease l

of the smash grosser* taking all]

the gravy and leaving slim trim- i

mings for the smaller pix. This,

ot course, was also true ot October.

“The Kobe" ‘20th'. also champ
at the wickets in October. again

is finishing first in the national

boxolfiee race last month, accord-

in'' to reports from Variety repre- ;

sentatives In 24 of the prineipal

key cities. This initial Cinema-
Scope pic ran up a phenomenal
gross of $2.HI 2.000 in the four ,

weeks of November. Filin was
j

first every session in the weekly
Variety boxolfiee summaries. It

was far ahead of second-best gtoss-

er. although now nearly 1000 on
extended-run.

“Cinerama” 'Indie', which stall-

ed the widescreen revolution in the

film industry, rose to second place I

as it was launched in additional:

keys during the month. It has been
smash to record-breaking in all co tin* citv s 3' > amusement tax

keys where playing thus far high hy a vote of 10 to 1. becoming tin

t.ihute to its ability to stand up 2ith Ollio (
.: rv l0 , t ,,< .,1 such »

against all types ul tri-dimcnsional . . , ,
. . .......

I.mkI.m- 1 sin.-.. ,1- arrival m> ll.r
'"*• < ">'*» '",l,vi.l„:,ll>

s» cue. “Cinerama" was fourth in enacted the tax in 1047. when the

Nov. Golden Dozen
1. “The Ro:,r ’ '20th'.

2. “Cinerama” 'Indie'.

3. “Eleroily" <CoK
4 “Magainbo" 'M-G'.

5. “Calamity Jane" 'WB».

6 “Martin Luther" 'Indie'

7. “Little Boy Lost" <Par»

8 “So Big" ' W

R

9. “Torch Song" 'M-G>.

RKO is holding up on the re- « comedy scene, according to vei-

lease in Japan of "Flying Leather-
,

trap megger Norman Taurog. cur-

necks," Jolin Wayne starrer, at the rently handling Dean Mai tin and
request of the State Dept. Reps of Jerry Lewis in Paramount's “Li -

the latter believe that the battle ir.g It L p.”

pic would be too sharp a reminder With fewer camera setups n< Mi-

nt World War II and consequently cd, he explains, comedy action can

might cause ill feeling. be carried through to completion

In contrast with the State Dept, in a single take rather than break-

attitude is the opinion of some Life down a particular bit of action

brothers Valiant

11. “Big Heat" >Col'.

12. “Take High Ground” M-(

Three-cornered race appeals to

he under way to bring the George

Du Marnier classic, "Trilby," to

i he screen. For the moment, at

least. Britain's George M inter

verms to have the inside track.

i lie’s just east Robert Newton in

the title role of “Svengali" and
lensing is due to start in London
av soon as Newton gets there from
the Coast.

In Hollywood, both Warner
Bros and 20th- Fox are actively

preparing pix based on the same
Du Maurier novel. NVB has just

east Katfiryn Grayson for its ver-
: sion. 2bth is said to be angling for

? earnings from “The
mid “How to Marry a Mil-

have been consistent

•cpectations. 20lh-Fox sales

aren't happy over the rate

?h the company's 2-D pix

James Mason

lire being liquidated Company
"Ili-re to Kternily" 'Col'. '

Was second in October and

'Continued on page 2ti>

says *

it has plenty of standard;
product available but it isn't play-

ing ofl the way it should.

Sales execs at 20th are prod-

ding the branches to put on the

heat, particularly since they want
j

I
to make a good showing for the

fourth 1053 quarter. Latter will

reflect primarily the standout ,

grosses on “The Robe" and “Mil-
i Bonaire." Third quarter was ahead
of 1952 but didn’t take in the

CinomaScope product.

|

At present. 20th has available

74 standard releases not including
reissues. Number will bo swelled
in December “Man in the Attic."

j

first film to come through from
20lli's Panoramic Productions sub-

sid, and the indie "Man Crazy."
Total Panoramic sked of 10 pix

should be in release by June. 1954.

• According to the 20th sales de-
I

partment, revenue from the flatties i

.has been dropping steadily since
• Continued on page 6)

Detroit. Dec. 1

Co-Operative Theatres of De-

troit, a buying and booking com-
bine for 140 theatres in Michigan
and one of the most important the-

atre units in the state, is seeking
a special deal from 20th-Fox be lore
its houses install CinemaScope.
Terms asked by the combine in-

clude a guarantee that it will re-

ceive at least 12 CinemaScope pic-

tures. an assured profit of $2,500

for each house and for each pic-

ture to go toward the repayment
of equipment, and film rental terms
of 50' r tor "The Robe" and 3.V >

for subsequent CinemaScope pic-

ture.

Wall St
Detroiter Testifies

He Was Shaken Out Of

Film Haulage Business

City Finance Director Phillip

Ferguson at Akron said the city

took in about $02,000 last year

from the tax. The taxation com-
mittee ot City Council recommend-
ed the repeal, alter repeated ef-

forts m the past two years by the-
atre owners. They pointed out that

film houses in this area had de-
creased from 38 in 1940 to 18 at

present.

|>.iKf

Detroit. Dec. 1.

Testifying before a House labor
and education sub-committee in

Detroit, a former film-hauling
service operator told how the
Teamsters Union 'A FI.' "broke”
him. The witness. Howard (’. Cra-
ven. of Ann Arbor blamed the
ruin ot his $400 a week net busi-
ness on kickbacks and a Teamster
strike.

Detroit Teamster official. Frank
Fitzsimmons, facing trial for labor
racketeering, according to Craven,
declared himself in for 90S of the
icvemie for transporting litho-

graphed advertising material to

theatres.

Not only did Craven have to

make checks out to "cash" hut lie

had to agree to pay all income
taxes for Fitzsimmons. This
amounted to about $800 on his

I
av ments ot $9,000 to $10,000 Cra-

ven added. Some of the checks.
Craven said, were made out to a

'Continued on page 22)

Paul Bixler. who east the only
dissenting vote. said. “It will take
more than this to save ihe theatre
business. We've always gone along
with what the theatres wanted,
parking areas and the like, but 1

can't see much point in this. We
are cutting down on the city's in-

( ome when the amount saved by
the theatres won’t help them."
The tax comes off not only the-

atres, but aLo dances, sports, and
all other types of amusement.

Charles Amory
Art Arthur
Kcele Brasselle
Ina Claire
Albert J. Cohen
Jeff Donneil
Samuel Fuller
Ava Gardner
Henry Ginsberg
Ben Goetz
Audrey Hepburn
W. Basil Holden
Arthur llornblovv Jr.

Louts Jourdan
Stanley Kramer
Betty Madigan
Daniel Mann
Edward J. Mannix
Robert Palmer
Joel Preston
Johnnie Ray
Ivan Tors
Gene Tovvne
Spencer Tracy
Jack Webb
Betty Wookey
A I Zimbalist

N. Y. to Europe
Robert Ardrey
Bob Blake
Shirley Booth
Peter Brook
Brenda Brook
Lester Cowan
John Davis
Bon Goetz
Paul Henreid
Joyce lleron

Ursula Jeans

Europe to N. Y
Paul Badtira-Skoda
Clarence Brown
Claude Dauphin
Yolande Donlan
Greer Garson
Charles Goldner
Hal Hackett
Alexander Kalioujnv
Richard Kayne
Phyllis Kirk
Don Loper
Lucille Lortel
Silvana Mangano
John G. McCarthy
Donald McDonald
Rodney Millington
Rosa Rok
Ruth Roman
Tessa Small page
Oliver Unger

U’s 25c Divvy
Universal board, meeting in

N Y. yesterday iTuevL de-
clared a 50c per share s< mi-an-
nual dividend on tht* common
>iork as well as a 25c per share
extra divvy.

Both are payable Dec. 22.

1953. to stockholder* ot record
Dee. 12. 1953.

Out of an offering by General

Precision Equipment Corp to

stockholders of 108.167 shares cd

$2.90 cumulative preferred stock,

without par value. 104.113 shares
have been purchased through the
exercise of subscript ion warrants

Balance of the 4 054 unsub-
scribed shares have been placed
by The First Boston Corp. and
Tucker, Anthony & Co. on behalt
of the underwriting group.

Loews 20c Per Share
Directors of Loevv's. Inc., de-

clared a dividend of 20c per share
on common stock last week.
Melon is payable Dec. 24 to

stockholders of record on Dec. 11.

net of $4.50 a share. The fact that

several officers of National Thea-
tre's personally have been buying
up the* NT stock cued substantial

public buying of the same issue.

Hughes Rumors'
RKO Pictures' stock continues a*-

the issue most influenced by
rumors of a "deal" involving How-
ard Hughes' control ot that coni-

pam Reports that some sort of

capital gains transaction is on the
fire invariably go hand in hand
with stepped up trading of the
stock. Conversely, there lias been
no allegedly inside intelligence of

any new deal lately and conse-
quently the stock has been quiet.

Past three months brought unusually heavy trad-
ing in film stocks on the N. Y. Stock Exchange, as

investors' interest in the picture business perked up
markedly, The tremendous success which 20th-Fox
has had initially with CinemaScope, a general run
ot improved product. Albert A List's purchase of

No. of Shares Price Per Share

Outstanding* Aug. 25 Nov. 25

AB-PT 4000.000 $14 38 $15.75
RKO Pie- COL. . . 090.000 1025 17 50
S3. 739. 1 1 3 l.OEW 5150.000 12.13 12 50
d lust Oc t NAT’I. THEA. 2.750.000 6 75 0 75
d in 1 952 PAR. 2.325.000 26 25 27 25
s4 777.706 RKO PIC. . 3 900,000 3 38 2 88
rienmg to RKO I'll. ... 3 700.000 3 75 4 75
rut It) the STANLEY ... 2 475.000 10 03 10.63

The loss 21) I II 2.750.000 17.25 18 38
I at -$248.- I MV 900.000 Hi 25 10 13
w ul si \VB 2 475.000 13 03 12 13

RKO Theatres’ control and his subsequent offer to

buy 400.000 shares of the circuit’s common stock
from other holders were among the factors influenc-

ing the Big Board activity! Following table shows
at a glance how each Important film issue fated over
the three-month span.

Total Dollar Value 3-Month Change
Aug. 25 Nov. 25

S 57.520.000 $ 63 000.000
11.212.500 12.075.000
02 169.500 64 375.000
18.562.000 18.562.000
37 781.250 40.106.250
13 182.000 11.232 000
1 4 lot).000 1 7.860.000
20 309.250 26 309.250
47 437.500 50.545.000
1 5.000.000 15.484.800
33.734.250 30.567.800

Otto Kruger
Maggie McNamara
Anthony Oliver
Ben Pearson
Eddie Rich
Thelma Ritter

Francis L. Sullivan
Spencer Tracy

$ 5.480.000

862.500
1 .905.500

2.325 000
1.950.000

3.700.000
George Axelrod
Edward Choate
Irene Dunne
.Max Gordon
Dan Hollywood
Yap Johnson
Loren L. Ryder
S\ lv ie St. Clair

3 107.500
115 200

3.168.650

208.650 *$350,116,900
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A press agent's nightmare—no plug despite the expenditure of
( onsidcrable coin and effort—was experienced momcntarilv by
Metro staffers on Thanksgiving Day. With a float and knights on
prancing steeds in the Macy's parade in New York. M-G anticipated
a TV plug for “Knights of the Round Table," its first Cinemascope
picture.

When the float came into view, however. Merle Mueler. the NBC-
T V announcer, merely stated “there goes the knights of the round
table." No picture mention, no Metro connection, that’s all Stali-
ns who had arranged the deal, at considerable cost to Metro, felt
their ulcers erupt as they prepared explanations to their bosses
However, just before the Metro float disappeared from camera view
Mueller heroically came through with a lavish mention of the inc-
line and the studio. The day was saved arid the M-G flacks re-
turned to their Thanksgiving dinners.

1 lu- usual scramble is

desirable theatre hooking'
the l h r is(mas- to- \e\v Ye
ud. a lush st ,iii /a Oddlv
the film industry seems
mulled altogether featui
aimed at children whose ;i

d\ as ticket Inn ei s i-, <m*
l. etoi v v |, M |, fattens the
at this pei iod

Here is t li

*
l imeis.d has piekrd its first

Cl tiemaSonper It's t «» be “Men of

lion ' based mi Hie Howard I’vle

novel which is laid against medi-
i-v.il Hi it .i in 1 w o nun e properties

aie uniter i-bpsidei alum lot Cihe-
inaScope t real men

f

Company's production sked calls

no tlu- tensing id 84 pis during tin*

,
i ail rent fiscal year ( >1 the 84. a
total ot 111! v ill he m color l is

releasing seven ol its tca-niies

sis in Tecliniiolor and one ill 8-D
between December and l-'ehr li-

ars Sturt mg with the January re-

leases.' all ot l pis will In* *> 11

1

1
-

l.vdile ho screening in ratios up In

2 lo 1

Milton It Itai kind. I press and
Mlreil E I tall, eser s p w ill go In

tlu* Coast lalei this week tor di>-

eusimis pi eliminai .v t < * the l sales

meet al the slmtio Dec'. 7 11 At

lh.il I tint*, a final decision svill lu*

mule mi wlial two other films aie

to he CimuiiaSi-oped It's believed

t i t lain Ilia) “The Galileans” ssdl

he one ol them li is expected In

make duplicate standard version

4

ol all ol ils ( ineinaScopers.

Ozoners Meet Feb. 2
First roils cjit'ion of the National

. \)lii-il Drisem riu-.il re \ssn is scl

for the Nethei land I'la/a lloii-t

l ineinnat i. Keh 2 4, w ith I he
auaptnhilit v ol new set yen tech
niqiu-s for the o/olii-i s a pi mm
i.ent part of tin* agenda

ituhen Slior is convention t h.ni

man and an advisors coimmilec
includes \hr.im F Mveis and Mil
Inn Shaper, board chaiim.m anti

president respect ivrlv ot \Hicd
States Assn

e season where par-
ents gne the knis thrill bs tak-
ing c i li i'ow n tow n "to see a
movie I'm main a moppet the
Christinas sf.in/a seises as mlrd-
ducllon to the wonders o| a Ing
downtown home In previous
years, there's hern a Walt Disne's
spi-nal available or a film simil.il

to Samuel (ioidwvn's Hans Chris-
tian Andersen
Even companies without films

read v lor 'general release are in.ik-

ing attempts in In* represented in

several situations with their upcom-
ing "Ini!" filn terming tin* en-
gagements as test pro-release runs
United Aitmts tor example, is s( ill

hoping to line up a Broadway date
lor tin* John Huston production.
heal tlie Devil,' starring Jennilcr

Jones and I lompliiev Bogart
Company a! o has two tentative
Xmas dates in I .os Angeles and
San Francisco for "Ait of hove."
Kirk Douglas starrer. Ollier l \

Xmas dal;*- include tvvo lor (!il-

bert X Sullivan three for “Cap-
tain’s I'aradise” and two for "The
Joe I.om St or v

”

RKO. plagued for some time
with a product slioilage. will he
sparsel.v represented with three
Xmas dales in Texas for the
Jane Russell slarrer. "The French
Line Companv had hoped H>

have the King Bros. “Carnival
Slorv " readv for a Broad wav mil-

Snaider Says He Hasn’t Sold Any Portable Theatre
TV Gear as Yet

expansion of theatre TV facili-

ties via the rental of portable
equipment to small theatres struck
a serious snag this week as a re-

sult ot a hassle between Box Office
Television. Inc., promoters of

i lo-ed-circuit events, and Snaider
Television Corp., manufacturers ot

Hie portable units. According to

Joseph Snaider. proxy of the equip-
ment company, his company will

not do business with BOTV until

the theatre TV firm comes through
“with, the green stuff.” Snakier
charged that BOTV had reneged
on its promise to purchase equip-
ment. has stalled and stalled, has
fiseii us for numerous demonstra-
tions, but still hasn't bought, a

single set.”

A spokesman for BOTV said
1 1 ore is no conflict with Snaider.
We want exhibitors to see what

tie equipment is like first," he
said. "As soon as an exhibitor iri-

dic.des that he wants the Snaider
mil we’ll buy it from him and
rent it to theatres. So far nobody
who has seen the equipment lias

(Continued on page 22 •

Earle Lyon’s New Indie
Hollywood. Dee. 1.

New indie companv, Enterprise
Cinema Productions, has been
formed with Earle Lvon as presi-
dent. Richard Bartlett as veepee
anil David Kovar as treasurer.

Qutlit has already made one pic-
ture. "Dieppe Raid,” with I .yon
producing and Bartlett doubling as
writer-director. Next production
will he "Calliope." Schedule calls
for three films a v ear.

BK<) Ini iiie-s volume ahin;id

and dollar lemillanees to the I S
arc greater currently than in the

past tvvo years, according 1<> \l

fied W Clown foreign department
head lli-A hack in N A lolldu

ing a IP week global Imp im !nd

ing eight weeks in the l ai lyisl

As Hu product Sllpplv I lie ever

slated Hie Company has a new line

up already set Im the next six

months, lie’s looking Howard to

/oi accelerated pi odnrl ion pro
gram” and president James If

Grainger has given him assurances
of a foreign department release

sked for a lull 12 months

Bolstering, the IfKO filiation in

the global niaikef. Crown report-

ed, were a variety ol larlors An
economy program ha- ml XT id 000
yearly Horn Hie cost ol foreign

operations, greater aiponomv given
by Grainger to company managers
in foreign capitals' exfuhitm «o

operation, spirited v.oik hv the

IfKO personnel and leirftnii.il di

! r i hut ion deals. K» \ lo the upped
“dollars in N A'” lor the rompanv
was the thawing ol fro/* n funds m
many global points, au h a T ram e

and Bra/il.

While tin* economies achieved
have been meaning! ill. money-

fCoiitmu**d on page 20'

A undue I exhibitoi leader
laled llus week that reports re-

lating lo Warner Bros, loremg ol

'OMwanled" pielnres have been
filed with tin- Dept ol Justice and
lie Senate Small Birmess Com-
mit lee

Tei limn; Wainei flic ' lough
I ov ol 1

1 ic imlu 1 rv
. I ,eo I ; W ol

toll bo nd f hailman ol Allied of

Iowa, Nebraska Norlli and Soiilli

Dakota and Mid < .-tilial, said I Ft •*

i sluh oi gani/al mn had oh lanlia!

ev lih-ni e ol this ( I early illeg il

Iliad ire . (laim inemhei . who have
iieen iUl»|edd to ll

" ( )l»e lepoll,

according lo Wolroll. coiilams a

quote Irom a Waim-r salesman
who is listed a- saving "Nobody
ev ei goes lo jail foi I hat

Columbus;, Dec. 1

Parade of nine witnesses ap-
peared before Public Utilities Com-
mission of Ohio Monday <3pi to

hack up the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio's light for adjust-
ment of film trucking rates. Hunt-
ington. Cincinnati trucking lines
rates are called unfair and un-
equal.

Prior to hearing c-nmmi-sion
over-ruled a trucking company mo-
tion to throw out the case for lack
of jurisdiction, claiming matter
was interstate commerce affair.

The- commission ruled it had juris-
diction in the Case, except where
state lines were crossed.

Witness pointed out such
(Continued on page 28

l ull Military Treatment

Accorded ‘( ’ease Fire’

Unusually strong bally potential

in a lieup with the Arinv is being
realized by Paramount with its re-

lease ol the II. il Wallis production
ot “Cease Fire.” Gen Mafk Clark
and other brass' are si voiiglv aiding.

Proem in X Y hot Tuesday i24h
via the Ariiiv a -isls. looked and
sounded like a maim military oper-
ation A --iinil.il opening is set for

Dec. 22 in San Francisco. Ollier

key proems are being lined up
Local Army commands are being
alert to give Par I lie same coopera-
tive treatment as m Gotham.

De Luxe Laboratories in N. Y . a

v h oily -owned subsidiary of 20th-
Fox. intends to sink Mn*t ween S

1

500 000 and S2.000.000 into its con-
\ ei -ion to Technicolor, according
l<> Man E. Freedman. De Luxe
p ew. who arrived in N. Y. from
the Coast over the weekend.
Freedman said it was lvis under-

standing from the Technicolor peo-
p!<* that the Techni lab was “very
< !•> e" to finding a solution for ap-
pl.'Tn'g its dve-transfer. imbibition
process to Cinemascope pix. Lab
currently isn’t able to produce a

qualify CinemaSeope print in its

own imbibition method.
Deal lias been made by Techni

f»>V De Luxe in N. Y. to turn out
imbibition prints. No Techni in-

vestment is involved. It will be
between eight to ten months before
Pc Luxe can get rolling on Techni-
i Mir. Freedman indicated He said

'Continued on page 78»

Il is an ama/mg tiling, o«*-

f lared Woleoll ' tli.il some filet

companies seem unable to opeiatc

vi ilhout riding the line hair In**

bet weep legality and law hieakoig.
mote open than not < ompleiel-.'

on the illegal sole
,
and it’s fjuil'*

a commentary on a company that

today, when exhibitors are havn ;

a hell ol a lime slaving open with

the la- I pillules, 1

1

1
*
• \ should

loop to forcing.." ,

Wolcott flal
| y : fated that "v ••

can arid will slop t hi, illegal pra<

lice," anil In* added, il Wairo-i oi

ahv other company persists III tlie

piaito-e
1 nmeoru- Will go to Jail

OUT SOON!

48th Anniversary Number

STANLEY WARNER’S 1ST

STOCKHOLDERS MEET

\ feat ip e - b-ngt h < omim-i f ia|

film in roloi id/lr/ii;' a lop doer ,

i oi anil Hoi I v wood name to
been set b\ a Mil'.’ aukee heel

f ompan; Pii tiiie a public i<-! t-

taon pJOjCft ot Hie .Miller • Brew -

ing ( i v. ol he filii.i ii by .{ei i v

I an bank PioHueiion al He*
L I I V lof in 1 loll wood

St -1

1

ing \i jj ha llurii arid A i
-

t kill hi an/ it \ til he fill f-( ted |e,*

.John Bialun who megged "Mir-
acle ol I ;«t i it i a Joi VVainer Bifr

lmin> Picfo-l v i originally slated
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• Fust annur.l stockholders meet*
ing of t'u* Stanley Warner Corp
v II he held On” Jan. 14 in Wrl-
luingfon. Del. Corporation was in-

( oi j K) ra ted in Delaware following
e split last year into theatre and

production-distribution companies
“i Warner Bros.
Although operating a-* a com-

p'd.'- for one year. SW si ill hasn't

announced a dividend polic''. Scv-
V'"d months ago in a letter to

k lolder. proxy S If. 'Si f-a-

* -an s;,j
( | company was delaying

'’Png a divvy because of e<(:a
’.' relating ’

to the in-hdiat on.

k;t equipment in theatres tor the
‘ "W projection techniques.
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Meal the
(BRITISH)

Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer

Jones, Gina Lollobrifida

starred in John lluston-direct*

rd comedy-drama; looks like

money maker.

Give a ftlrl a Break
(MUSICAL-COLOR)

Routine n u s I e a 1

showcasing youthful
for mild possibilities

panion feature on
twin bills.

comedy,
talents

as corn-
regular

London, Nov. 24.

Ii i « |uml< tit I ili.ii nisirili* on assm »a-

tn.ii ,
1 1 Rnlrh l.ii.io iele»i*« of Kmnu-

1.,

*
.
sii.ii. n. i 1 1 met u< t inn. Star* Humphrey

.i,u|i.!< r .li.nes, Gina I.ollotn i^iitir.

1.. in«<s Hubert . loi lev, Peter Lone,
f l. lit < i rtiiMii. Directed by Join)

jliiM'.n. ‘.«n « npl«v. Truman Capote;
;. nieia. (••.*;. Id Morris,; eilltor. Ralph
1\‘ in|, It'ii music. Kiiihvo Mannino. At the
V...IIU I I .biu on. Nov 24. ’53. ItunnittK
lout too MINS.
H.lh Damn t ill her
t.w cntitilt ii < helm
Maria Damn i iillicr

r. li'ifi n
() I la ra .......
Hi. n \ Cliclin
X'.. it,r Hors ...... ,

till I iis|it tiiii .......
KivrMt,
I'ti i * t i .......
Ili'ii t l 4' ui; t er
< hill'll s ......
A r imiiiM i iitur . . ..

(' i>l..*'i

II in< in Sni/a I >i i\ er
>i . h ( iffit i i

is. i man

Humphrey Bogart
Jennifer June-;

t;ina LollobngicJa
Robert Motley

Peter l.orre
h'luaid UndefdoVMi

Ivor Barnard
...... Bernard l.ee

....... Marco Tulli
Mario Perron!

Alex poehei
Aldo Silvam

Guilio Donnini
.... Saru Uiri
... Juan de I .anti a

Manuel Se.rano
. . Mimo roll

Hollywood, Dec. 1.

Metro release of Jack Cummings pro-

duction. Sl,irs Marge and Cower Cham-
pion. Debbie Reynolds; features Helen
Wood. Bob Posse. Kurt Kas/nar. Richard
Anili'i mid Directed bv Stanley l)onen
Screenplay. Albert Hat kett. 1 i ant es

Ciodi ich: slor> Vera Caspar.v; camera
•Technicolor). William Mellor; editor.

Adrienne F'a/an; musical direction. Andre
Previn. Saul Chaplin: musical numbers
Caged bv Stanley Donen and Gowei
Champion; sting*. Burton l.ane, lia

Cci shw in: added music, Previn anti Chap
hn. Previewed Nov. 25, '53. Running tune.

• 1 MINS.
\iadelvn Coi lane
Cfd Sturgis
Sp/y lioolittle ...
Ioanna Moss ...
Bob Dowdy
I .t o Belncy
Rinli.n Bradshaw
Anson Pritchett ,

Mr*. Doolittle
Felix .It, i dan . . .

,

Janet llallson

.

Marge Champion
(,|,wn Champion
Debbie Rcvnoltls

Helen Wood
.... Hob Fosse

Kurt Kas/nar
Rirhaid Anderson

. W illiam t hing
. l aurene Tuttle

. .. Larry Keating

. . , Donna Marlell

Since its formation a few years
back. Romulus Films has produced
• number of top-ranking Anglo-
American pix w hich have matie
liefty inroads at t lie boxofTice tin

either side of the Atlantic. The
Romulus smash iiit, “African
Queen," was followed by “Moulin
Rouge." Now, in the same classi-

fication, it has this new Humphrey
Hopart - Jennifer Jones starrer.
“Beat the Devil," which, although
It has moneymaking potentialities,

nay not reach the same boxofTice
dimensions of its predecessors.

“Beal the Devil" Is John Huston’s
third successive directorial effort

j

for Romulus and demonstrates his
mastery of diverse faeets of the

j

aereen. It is more lighthearted and !

frivolous than its predecessors, and i

the story unfolds with a gay and
fascinating freshness. At time the

,

a ction drags and the overall tempo;
could he heightened by more care- i

fill editing. Nevertheless, the di-
rector sustains a bright and in-
fectious atmosphere for the incon-
sequential yarn.

In an easy sort of way, the story
describes the adventures of • a
bunc h of uranium exploiteers who
want to get hold of some valuable
land in Africa. While they’re wait-
ing lor a passage from Italy, their
gn-bi lui cm Humphrey Bogart, bc-
< <>mes involved with a young cou-
ple, played by Jennifer Jones and
Edward Underdown. The way in
which they get done out of their
property and the potential millions
that go with it. provides the back-
ground for all the action.

All the exteriors were lensed on
location in Italy, with fine match-
ing work at Shepperton Studios.
'J here is a great deal of comedy
incident which has been adroitly
handled, hut some of it is too long
drawn out. ’1 here are carefully
tuned laughs in the script as well
as intended comedy situations that
misfire. The best gag is derived
fi’om Humphrey Bogart’s inter-
view with an Arab bigwig who
provides a slow boat to Africa in
e> change for a promised introduc-
tion to Rita Hayworth.
Under Huston's stylish direction

a fine acting standard is main-
tained by a front-ranking cast.
Humphrey Bogart's virile, berform-
fitice as the go-between for the in-
ternational gang, with visions of
millions as his share, is handsome-
ly matched by Jennifer Jones’ pert
and vivacious study of the wife of
the Englishman who pretends to
H;. fits and riches which neither
have enjoyed, Gina Lollobrigida
gives a provocative portrayal as
Bogart's wife while Edward Under-
flow n stands out as the English-
man. Robert Morley, Peter Lorre
and Ivor Barnard excel as the
racketeers. Lesser parts are effi-
ciently played by Bernard Lee.
Marco Tulli and Mario Perroni.
Despite its colorful settings, the
picture loses nothing by its hand-
some black and white lensing.

Myro.

The talents of a group of youth-
ful performers are showcased in

I his Tontine tintuner, a passably
pleasant, although uninspired,
piece of entertainment that has
mild possibilities as a companion
feature.

Six tunes are used in the Jack
Cummings production, all hack-
stopping assorted production num-
bers. and none are sock, either
lyrically or in the dance staging.
Five were cleffed by Burton Lane
and Ira Gershwin, while the sixth,

a straight terp piece, was done by
Andre Previn and Saul Chaplin,
who also teamed on the musical
direction. The tune. “Challenge
Dance,” backs the best of the terp

i numbers, as danced by Marge and
Gower Champion.

I In addition to the Champions,
the other youthful talent consists

1

of Debbie Reynolds, Helen Wood
and Boh Fosse. The ciuintet works

i
hard at its chores ana manages to

1 brighten proceedings In spots, al-
I though the material In the the
1 screenplay by Albert Hackett and
Frances Goodrich, from a story by
Vera Caspary. is too lightweight
to give much drive. Stanley
Doncn's direction falters, also.

I contributing to the draggy pace

(

that keeps the 81 minutes of foot-
age unfolding slowly.

Plot twist revolves around the
Misses Champion. Reynolds and
Wood competing for the lead In a

show being directed by Gower
Champion after its femme star,
Donna Martell. walks out. This
showbiz background is ample ex-
cuse to work In the songs and
dances and there is a certain
amount of suspense over which
girl will land the role. Miss Rey-
nolds wins out over the Misses
Champion and Wood, but not until
after the on-again. off-again angle
has been completely milked.
The three femmes sing and

dance the title tune as the first

production number. Gower Cham-
pion. Boh Fosse and Kurt Kaszner,
writer of the show’s tunes, use
“Nothing Is Impossible" as second
combo number, while Fosse and
Miss Reynolds take over on “In
Our United States" as the third
piece. “Challenge Dance. ’’ staged
on an apartment rooftop, follows,
before the Champions step to “It
Happens Every Time." Miss Wood
has a chance for a solo ballet and
there’s a teaming of Miss Reynolds
and Fosse for a dance midst snow-
flakes and balloons before the
finale “Applause, Applause," with
Miss Reynolds and Champion,
wraps up the numbers. Donen and
Champion staged the musical num-
bers.
Comedy assists are furnished by

Kas/nar, Richard Anderson. Wil-
liam Ching. Lurene Tuttle and
Larry Keating. The Technicolor
photography by William Mellor
heads the good technical credits.

Brog.

the 69-minute course but the bois-

terous fun anticipated of a Skelton

vehicle is lacking. It will find its

level as a programmer.
Skelton plays a diamond cutter,

raised in an orphanage after he
was deserted on a park bench
years before. Celebrating the day
of his finding. Skelton drinks too

much, is -tossed in jail and meets
shyster lawyer James Whitmore,

i When the latter hears the sad tale
|

of the foundling, he sees a chance i

to make a quick buck and arranges

a family for Skelton,

i The title gets into the picture
j

when assorted uncles, such as Kurt
Kasznar and Harry Bellaver. de-

cide “nephew” should help them
grab a $2,000,000 diamond, the

,

Blue Goddess, which Skelton’s cm- i

ployer, Reginald Owen, is prepar-
ing to have cut. The crooks us<«*

Skelton’s yen to cut the gem him- i

self, but the scheme goes awry
when Cara Williams and Dorothy
Stieknev, the ready-made sister

and mother, soften under his in-

fluence and reveal the deal. Wind-
up finds crooks captured and Skel-

ton with a wife instead of a sister.

Skelton works a nice round of

pathos in with his comedies, in

keeping with the character he
plays and earns several chuckles.
Miss Williams is a shapely doll who
fills the light requirements of her
role. Whitmore, Kasnar, George
Mathews and Bellaver do okay as

the crooks, as do Miss Stickney
and Owen in their assignments.
Connie Gilchrist, a bar blonde, and
Steven Gerary and Sig Arno, dia-
mond cutters, have their moments,
too.

Robert Z. Leonard’s direction of
the Edwin H. Knopf production
makes as much as possible of the
lightweight script by Laslo Vad-
nay and Martin Raekin, based on
a story by Vadnay. The dialog has
a snapper, or two, but not enough
for general laugh purposes. Cam-
era work and other technical cred-
its are okay. Brag.

Lewis gets Pat Crowley,
veterinarian.

George Marshall directs the Hal
Wallis production at a pace that

alternates between fast laughs and
slow giggles, but the material in

the Hal Kanter and James Allar-

dice script is too thin.

_ The Misses Millar and Crowley
are attractive. Haydn, amuses as

the drunken jockey. Robert
Strauss. Gerald Mohr, Leonard,
Romo Vincent and Jack Kruschen
deliver the demands of the Runyon
characters competently.

The 3-D process used for Daniel
L. Eapp's lensing got a poor dis-

play at the preview, the projection

being ofl-register often enough to

cause considerable strain on the
vision. The depth treatment adds
nothing to the comedy antics since
it's not used as a gimmick. The
picture’s physical values are good.

Brog.

BoB|onr Paris
(Color-Songs)
(FRENCH)

Paris, Nov. 24.
AGDC release of Jean Image produc-

tion. Directed by Image. Story. Eraine;
sets. Claude Santelli; music. Jean Ygtov*.
camera. K. Tchiktne; commentary spoken
by Francois Pener. At Le JUiniu, P.11 ,*
Running time, 7* MIMS.

This is the third cartoon featuro
to be made here. It is an attempt
at a whimsical interpretation of
Paris. Although nicely done. ,t

emerges as the tourist’s Paris with
the w.k. landmarks, the spirit and
the visitor’s-eye-view types rather
than sticking to a real Gallic i. «

ing which night have made tips
a more palatable entry. As is. the
neat outline of Paris and its good

tor

ap-
lor
a.r

Terror .SI reel

Dan Duryea in English-made
melodrama offering only fair

escapism for lowercase market.

Hollywood, Nov. 27.

I.ippcit Pictures release of Exclusive
Films production, produced by Anthony
Hind*. Star* Dan Dur\ea; features Els.v

Albiin. Ann C.udiun. F.ric Pohlmann. John
Chandos. Kenneth Griffith. Directed by
Montgomery Tullv. Story end screenplay.
Steve Fisher; camera, Walter Harvey;
editor. Jame*- Need*; mimic. Ivor Slaney.
Previewed Nov. 25, ’53. Running time.
•1 MINS.

Miikpv From Home
(SONGS—3-D—COLOR)

Rill Rogers
Katie
Jenny
Malison
Hart
Henry
Harry
Sister Helen-CliJr
Inspector Kevin ..

Pam

D;n Duryea
Elsy Albiin

. .. Ann Gudrun
. . Erie Panlmann

John C'handos
Kenneth Griffith
... Harold Lang

Jane Carr
. . Michael Golden
. Marianne Stone

Technicolor may slant this
dualer spotting on the Paris
peal tag. This 'might also do
TV although the pic has the
of a propaganda tourist film.

Though progression and anima-
tion are good this does not have
the power, inventiveness or more
spectaculgr techniques to put over
a full-length cartoon as a big fea-
ture. Songs are ordinary and pro-
duction numbers tend to
dragged in. Commentary is

underlined by the chiding
warm voice of Francois Perier.

M Oik.

be
well
and

Martin & Lewis in 3-D lensing
of one-dimensional comedy;
comics’ marquee draw insures
b.o. possibilities.

1.Hollywood. Doc
Paramount release of Hoi Wallis pro-

duction. Stars Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis:
co-stars MarJie Millar. Pat Crowley,
Richard Haydn; feature* Robert Strauss.
Gerald Mohr. Sheldon Leonard. Romo
Vincent, Jack Kruschen. Directed b.v

George Marshall. Screenplay. Ilal Kanter;
adapted by James Aliardice and llnl
Kanter from the Damon Runyon story;
camera (Technicolor). Daniel L. Fapp:
editorial supervision. Warren Low; score,
I-eixh Marline: song*. Jack Brooks and
Joseph J. Lillev. Burton Lane and Frank
Loesser. Previewed Nov. 6, ’53. Running
time, 99 MINS.
Honey Talk Nelson Dean Martin
Virgil Yokurn
Phyllis Leigh .....
Autumn C’&.vpool .

Bertie Searles
Seeldom Seen Kid
Marshall Preston .

Jumbo Schneider .

The Poojah
Short Bay

terry Lewi*
1 . . . Mar.lie Millar

Pat Crow ley
, . Richard Haydn
. Robert Strauss

Gerald Mohr
Sheldon Leonard

Romo Vincent
. Jack Kruschen

(ireaf Dlninond Hoblierv

20th Playdales
Continued from page 4

Red Skelton mixed up with
crooks and a bogus family for
an occasional mild titter. A
programmer.

curly October when they accounted
for 84. r>0'f> of the sales. A week
Ihtcr. the 2-Ders brought 66 5'i
M the revenue while “The Robe’’
Recounted for 33.f> f r. Week after
that . "The Robe.’’ with still very
limited hookings, grabbed 43.21'

,

vlnle the standards dropped to
Mi 70'/. Since then, the 2-1) con-
tribution has reached a low
41 01',.

With 20th completely switching
to ( inemaS ‘ope, the distrib is

noxious to yet a playoff on its regu-
lar pix as quickly as posible. Sales
org mentality, now geared to Cine-
mascope, is seen hindering that
process.

Hollywood. Nov. 30.
VICM release of Edwin H. Knopf pro

din lion Star* Red Skelton; feature* Cara
W 1 II i.< ms. James Whitmore. Kurt Kas/nar.
Dorothy .stieknev. Directed by Robert Z
l.eotynd. Screenplay. Laslo Yadnav . Mar-
tin Kackin; story by Vadnay; camera.
Jo-epli Kuttenbeig: editor. George White;
musical ihiectlon. Rudolph G. Knpp. Pre-
viewed Nov. 24, '53. Running tune. 4*
MINS.
Ambrose C Park .

.

Maggie. Diumman ..

Remliek* -

Lome
Ftnily Drumman ...
Duke Fargo)) ....
Mainhndge Gibbons
Herb
Blonde ......
Van (loosen
Mr. SiVhulsky ......

.’. . . Red Skelton
. .. Cara W illiams
James Whitmore

. Kurt Kas/nar
Dorothy Stickney
George Mathews

. . Reginald Dwell
. Harry Bellaver
Connie Gilchrist

. . . . Stev en Geray
........ Sig Ai no

This is a mild little comedy af-
fair that invokes Red Skelton with
a uroffp of crooks and a bogus
famdv An occasional titter is

stirred up here and there during

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
have a wack at Damon Runyon
comedy in “Money From Home,”
which has 3-D and Technicolor for
added flash. The M&L draw, which
is still considerable, should take
care of the boxoffice. but the en-
tertainment is strictly one-dimen-
sional.

Songs by Marlin and funnies by
Lewis are spotted in the harum-
scarum nonsense. The latter man-
ages to bolt a number of solid
laughs and Martin’s vocals register
with their usual punch, but the
prohibition era plot and Runvon-
esque comedy gangsters just don’t
have the wallop. Interest lags dur-
ing the 99 minutes of footage. Kid-
die fans will take to it the most.

Lewis gives his typical comedy
treatment to “Be Careful Song”
and Martin sells “Love is the
Sanre“~Tboth by Jack Brooks and
Joseph J. Lillev). and “Moments
Like This.” by Burton Lane and
trank Loesser. One hilarious tune
sequence is played by Martin &
Lewis a la the Cyrano-Christian
balcony scene. Also getting laughs
are Lewis’ guise as a member of a
harem, his takeoff of a high-falut-
ing English steeplechase rider, and
his malaprop riding in a society
race for the climax.

- Martin is seen as Honcv Talk
Nelson, a young man whose betting
markers have iallen into the hands
of Sheldon Leonard, bigshot racket-
eer. When Leonard demands im-
mediate payment, vvith the fixing
of a Maryland steeplechase the
alternative, Martin grabs his cou-
sin, Lewis, a veterinarian’s helper,
and heads south.

Footage is then taken over bv
Martin’s efforts to stav clear of
the gangsters, woo Marjie Millar,
owner ol the horse lie is to fix. and
straighten out the confusion that
results from Lewis’ forced imper-
sonation of Richard Haydn, the
English jockey. It all comes out
okay at the finale for the two com-
ics. with the heavies and pseudo-
heaviev getting their comeuppance
while Martin gets Miss Millar and

Dan Duryea gives some interest

for the domestic market to ^his

British-lensed melodrama, but it is

only a fair offering. Other than
Duryea’*. there are no familiar
names, nor enough entertainment
strength.

Steve Fisher scripted from his

own story and the basis is there
lor a good thriller. It doesn’t come
off that wav. though, the develop-
ment and direction permitting the
players to trod slowly through the
prolonged 83 minutes of footage.
Duryea portrays a jet pilot who
goes to England on a 3G-hour pass
to find out why his wife hasn’t
been writing to him.

He finds her. she’s killed and it

looks like he is guilty. Melodra-
matics are methodically played off

under Montgomery Tully’s direc-
tion as Duryea seeks to stay clear
of the police and ferret out the
real killer, head of a blackmail
ring who had been using the wife.
By the time the story period is

over, Duryea has his man, as well
as a new romantic interest in Ann
Gudrum. mission worker who helps
him with his detective work.

Duryea manages to holster lip
the show with good histrionics but
gets little help from the others.
The Anthony Hinds production

i* given stock lensing by Walter
Harvey and the other technical
credits are in keeping.

La Lupa
(The She-Wolf)

(ITALIAN)
Rome, Nov. 24.

Paramount release of a Ponti DeL.ni-
rentiis production. Stars Kerima. May
Britt. Ettore Manni; features Mario Pas-
sant#, Giovanna Halil. Patrizia Lari,
Ignazio Bnlsamo. Directed by Alberto Lat-
tuada. Screenplay. Lattuada, Alberto
Moravia, lvo PerilU, Ennio de Concini,
Pietrangeli. Malerba. from story by Gio-
vanni Verga. Caera. Aldo Tonti; music,
Felice Lattuada. At Fontan# di Trevi,
Rome. Running time, 94 MINS.
I-a Lupa Kerima
Maricchia May Britt
Manni Ettore Manni
Imbarnone Mario Pssante
Agnese Giovanna Halil

Brog.

TIip Man From Cairo

George Raft metier for pro-
grammer dates.

Hollywood, Nov. 24.
T.ippert Pictures release of a Michael-

«la\ id production produced bv Bernard
l.uher. Stais Gcort'c Raft: feature* Gianna
Maria Canale. Massimo Scrato, Guido
Celano. Irene Papas. Alfredo Yarelli.
Leon Lenoir. Directed by Ray H. En-
right. -Screenplay , Eiurene Ling. Philip
Steven -on. Janet Stevenson: from a story
by I.aiiislas F’odnr: camera. Mario Alher-
telli; editor. Mario Berandrei; score,
Renzo Rossellini, directed bv Franco Fer.
rara. Previewed Nov. 3. ’53. Running
time. II MINS.
Mike Canelli George Raft
n°rn*J* ••• Gianna Maria Canale
Basil ( onatantine Massimo Serato
Emile Touchard Guido Celano
v vonne .......... Irene Papas
Professor Crespi Alf-edo Varelli
Akhtm Bey Leon Lenoir
Major Blanc Mi„o Doro
Pockmark ........... Annin Dessy
Stark Richard McNamara
Armeno ............. ... Franco Silva

Based on a w.k. short story by
Sicilian writer Giovanni Verga,
this pic has title strength for its

local run. Proper handling of (he
films strongest selling point, a
sexy, animal performance by
Kerima, could build this to healthy
returns in the U. S. via exploita-
tion.

Story focuses on the man-hungry
vamp ‘Kerima) of a south Italian
village. Threatened with the loss
of a man she wants. 'Ettore
Manni)) she arranges his marriage
to her daughter <May Britt*, moves
in on them, and takes over once
more in the man’s affection. When
she is finally thrown out. she
moves in with the rich village
storekeeper, and proceeds to make
life difficult for the couple and
the other villagers. Despite the
pitfalls of an overblown seri Pt,
Kerima’s instinctive. explosive
performance should rate her (and
the picture) much attention. Co-
stars by May Britt and Ettore
Manni, although okay in their
roles, are perforce shaded, Direc-
tor Alberto Lattuada, perhaps hin-
dered scripting and censorship
difficulties, has not given this one

;

as smooth a pace as some previous
efforts. However, he still makes
the most ol’ his exploitable footage.

Aldo Tonti’s lensing, almost all on
location, is fine, as are Felice Lnt-
tuada’s musical score and other
production credits. Hawk.

Ay. l'ena. Penila* Pena
(Oh, Pain, Little Pain. Pain)

(MEXICAN SONGS)
Mexico City, Nov. 24.

Distriburtora Mexican* de Faliculas re-

lease of Diana Films production Stars
Lola Flores, Luis Aguilar, Antonio Badu.
Features F'ernando Koto, Rafael Llamas,
Miguel Angel Ferriz. Directed by Miguel
Moray ta. Comer* , Enrique Wallace;
screenplay, Masip & Verbizaky. At Cine
Arcadia, Mexico City. Running time. 9®
MINS.

Dull intrigue in Algiers is offered
in this Lippcrt Pictures import
starring George R.ift and the most
it can hope for is filler dates in
routine situations. Other than
Raft, it lias an all-Italian east, a
confused script and a s'ow pace.

Raft does iris best to make
something of the confusion that
finds him mistaken for a detective
sent to Algiers by French Intel-
ligence to locate a cache of gold
lost in the desert during World
War II. He becomes involved with
police, international agents posing
as French Intelligence men. black
market dealers, a cafe singer and
a lot of cuts and bruises before he
falls into a fairly logical solution
to the mystery. There’s promise
of excitement in the script by
Eugene Ling. Philip Stevenson

(

and Janet Stevenson, but it never
J

de velops and Ray H. Enright’s di-

rectlOfl left? the players walk
through at a tedious pace. Brftff. I

Here is top of not heavy enter-
tainment of an international order.

Pic has peculiar interest because it

bowed widescreen in Mexico, and
proved that this projection style

is clicko down here. Its top play-

ers, Lola Flores, highest-paid
Spanish-gypsv thrush-hoofer ever
to play here, Luis Aguilar and An-
tonio Badu are real assets for this

film.
Misadventurers of a Spanish

gypsy entertainer and two gay
young Mexican blades, stranded in

Madrid, has a Spain-Mexko locale,

with smart transitions. A light

comedy, it poses to be very, very
light. But the strength impanel
by Miss Flores’ verve, pipes and
gams goes far in putting this

across. Aguilar and Badu are ex-

perienced enough to insure atten-

tion locally. Another interest is

the film how of Ana Berta Lepe.

who as ’’Miss Mexico’’ copped
fourth place in a recent beauty

contest at Long Beach. She ha*

a small bit part. That was before

she got into the face-figure spot-

light.

Direction and lensing arc more

than satisfactory. Pic is a rietiniu

click here. Doug.
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FEAR-BUT-EMBRACE TOLL VIDEO
Joseph Burstyn Left No W3I

Bosley Crowther to Deliver Eulogy of Importer Who
Licked the Censors

Family of Joseph Burstyn. vet

imli«- importer and distributor of

films who died aboard a

Paris-bound TWA plane last Sun-

|

P;i 1 29'. apparently intends to

K ;i Ins organization intact. Bur-
]

s ; ,i, u lio left no will, collapsed
j

() i heart attack 12 hours out of
j

\ \ the flight neared Shannon,

lit'l.irul He was 52.

Body will be flown hack to N. V
1
41 with services skedded

il( 1 la* Riverside Chapel, N Y.

Sunday ifii, 11 a m. Bosley Crow-

|i !v
.,- \ Y. Times film critic, will

f!.*i-ive"r the eulogy. Burial will be

i!
1

i* family plot In Cleveland.

,;ur-tyn. who feared flying, was
rchensive over his trip but

w 1
’ t by air anyway to prove to

himself the unreasonableness of

In- I ear, He had flown on several

pi.or occasions, but always with

Hi-e.d reluctance. According to the

oirivKil inquest report from Shan-

non. lie died of coronary throm-
bosis.

Burst \ n was among the most suc-

et'ss lii 1 and most widely respected

aiming the foreign film importers

and gained national prominence
\utii his fight on censorship which
climaxed in the Supreme Court
decision on the Italian nicture.

(Continued on page 2G»

What Now for IMPA?
Death of Joseph Burstyn

Sunday (29 > brings up tin*

question of what wall happen
to the Independent Motion
Picture Distributors Assn. of
America of which lie was
president'.

It has a membership ol 19
importers and distribs hut
Burstyn was the sparkplug
and observers wonder whether
the group will continue with-
out him.

WHITE COLLAR

PACT AT PAR

Hollywood Challenges

Michener-Logan Deal

‘Ethics’ Before Court
\ 'a Supreme Court decision is

pending on a motion by writer
James Michener and the William
Moiik agency to dismiss a suit

brought against them by Loew’s.
20th-Fnx and William Goetz. Mo-
tion ior the dismissal was argued
last week before Justice Denis
O'l.earv Cohalan.
Court action stemmed from the

sale lay Michener of stage and
sc ren rights to his new novel.
‘

'S ivonara ” to Joshua Logan.
Three plaintiffs in the case con-
tend that by a

Michener should
the rights to one of them. Logan
al,so is a defendant but did not take
put in the move for dismissal.
M G 20th and Goetz contend

that Michener. through the Mor-
ris agency, proposed a specific deal
for sale of the rights to his book
and all three parties agreed to the
terms. Under the setun. Michener
v 'is called upon to select one of
the three to whom lie would sell.

Its alleged that Michener then
improperly peddled “Snyonara" to
Logan.

S150.000 Terms
Terms accented by the two film

companies and Goetz, latter as an
Independent producer, provided
I"!' a minimum payment of $150.-
(t ' M t,» Michener and a formula di-

*\\'ith the signing of a contract
last week bet wen Paramount and
the Motion Picture Ilomeoffice

1 Employees Union. Local II-H3.

IATSE, pattern lias been e-tala- 1

• lished fair new agreements' with

other film companies for hnmeof-
fice while collar staffers. Two-year
deal with Par calls for a $4 to

So.50 weekly wage hike re'troac-
:

tive to March. 1953. expiration
! date of the former pact.

1

Deadlock between Par and the
\

union was resolved by tin* inter*!
vent ibn of .1 R. Mandellaaum. 10m-

j

I missioncr of the Federal Media-
,

!
tion and Conciliation Service.

Mandelbaiim's suggested formula
for the wage boost served as the!
basis of the settlement. New
agreement also calls for a revised
minimum wage scale, hiked h> t lit*

amount of the weekly increase,
modification of arbitration ma- !

ehinerv and overtime pay scales. 1

maximum severance pay of 10]

ET QUERIES
B.v Hill) IIIFT

A group pi (*astern film theatre
exhibitors, headed by S II Kabi.ili

ol Stanley \\ artier'. is quietly work
mg on a scheme by winch Mu*
group would latch onto home suit

scription television, if and when
the FCC gives .1 go ahead to toll

casts Specifically. the exhibs have
been talking to Skiatron winch
sponsors Subscriber- Y is ion

I he significance of this antici-

patory maneuver js very great in

light of < 1 v that Fabian and his

associates haw been loud in brand-
ing home uib-iTipt ion 'f\' as a

looming toe oi film theatres and
1 2 ' t hat wdeo hv t o| I needs its own
broadcasting stations because a*\

isting advertiing.-supported sta

lions are unlikelv to make time
available to toll based service

Key Fabian proposal involves tin*

purchase, oi the indie T\ station
WATY. which rovers the New;n k

\ J. and tin* New York area and
recently moved its transmitter to

the top of the K'mipire State Build
ing Kx bibs', have discussed the
matter with living Rosonhans eo
owner ol the si at ion.

F.xluh thinking is that, with a

TY station m their possession,
they'd In* m a favorable position

to ofler time to any subscription
TY system they favor. It's anti

(ipated t iv.it . if and when the Fed
eral Comiminirat ions Commission
okays commeiei.il toll TV, the new
system of broadcasting may hav
difficulties getting enough actual

ait' tune to put pay -as y mi see IN

on the r

Fabian and tiis associates have
• Continued on page* 2ft

Metros Lecturer on 'Julius Caesar

Learns About Youth Slants on Films

Good Titles Come Hard
Hollywood. Dec I

Arbitration is expected tol-

lowmg Paramount beet that

American Pictuics' Naked
World" till** is too close to

George Pal's •'Naked Jungle
"

;"Y\*rld" was original v shills

_.ed from "Great Green t >g' he-

cause oi resemblance to Ivan
Tor's Magog "

Kramer Exiting

Col; Back to UA?

weeks, and
holiday.

an additional half-

Mike Dolid Retiring

I. F. 'Mike Dolid. assistant to

Warner Bros, sales chief Ben Kal-

prior agreement men.son and a veteran Wit cm-

he forced to sell ployee. is retiring and will make
iiis home in Florida. He'll he suc-

ceeded hv Bernard Goodman, cur-

rently supervisor of exchanges.

\VB associates and industry

friends will fete Dolid at a testi-

monial dinner at tin* Hotel Shelton.

N. Y., next Tuesday <8'.

Hollywood, Dec 1

Producer Howard Welscli has
set John Farrow to direct "Bullet

Is Waiting," Jean Simmons’ star-

ling inline This is first pie star

makes for Welsch under Ins take-

over of her RKO commitments.
No release set but film can't be

distributed by RK<).
Casey Robinson, on loanoiit from

Metro, is scripting. Welsc.h got

Warner okay for Farrow, who was
to have directed "Sea CJia.se,"

which is now delayed.

"Bullet'" rolls later this week

Hollywood, Dec 1

Dissolution ol tiic'Sl inley Kiain

n Company has been voted In the

board following ilehv erv d ‘•'Caine

Mutiny" and "Wild Ojiv" to Co
lumbi.i. Board, cons.ist'ivg ol Ixi.on

er. George G|a s and S un Katz,

voted to cease all 01 gitii/.d mns .11

livitie.- Indiv idud. ii’iheateil tliev

will announce inspect ivr Inline

plans at a later date

Firm checks oil tjie Col lot by

tin* end ol lh • y cat leing the next

few weeks to wind up various de-

tails. particularly on Came." < >ut

tit in early Idol signed to do 3 1

pictures in live-year deal lor Col

Pact was later revamped because

of a sene-, of disappointing, box

office properties Toi.d of 11 pix

w ere made lor ( ol

Under the decision to cease ac-

tivities the Corporate status re

mains for time being since paisners

retain lights in various pix now
out or to be released

Prior to ( ol. Kramer had a high-

ly satisfactory association with

l ruled Artists Among the films

lie letised for I \ were "High
Noon." "Home ol the Brave

" "Cy-

rano de Bergerac" and ‘’Cham-

pion" Blit 'whether he resumes
the l \ tiettp now or aligns with

another company is a tossup.

George .1 Sehaelct will continue

as Kramer's distribution rep in the

east.

Joe Ifoseo To Detroit

Jo-eph It Rosen, former 20! h

Fox t.ranch manager in Washing
ton. lias slutted to

versal branch topper
lie replaces Ben .1

lias resigned.

become till

in Detroit

Robins who

Battery of Top Legalistic Observers

In D.C. Tor Crest Theatre's Test Case

ID II V IIOM.INGFR

Interesting sidelight to the sell-

ing of Metro's Julius Caesar" to

students via specially -arranged il-

lustrated slide lectures in schools
is the ic.ictmn of the pupils to

films in general Fxpeiienee of

Fritz Goodwill Metro publicist

turned Shake* pearean lecturer,

best illustrates the point Good-
win has been touring the count tv

t..Ikmg to si hoots, horn junior
lughs to colleges, on the turning
td "( aes.ii " into .1 jj\I|tl

Among younger' students, espe-
cially in the junior high • grades,
(ioodwm 1 011 lid extreme mteiest
in the soealied ’ in.igii ” leeli-

liiques ol fH u 1 making (.juestions

relating to fundamental techniques
were tippet most This included
the method o| making .blood tor

the ass.issin.il 1011 scene, how do
people keep from getting hill I III

ti ! in lights ard bow aie the spec-

tacular scenes staged
In high schools, mainly among

the teenage lemme-, Goodwill
toned the sire , on pei onalities.

\ hill, it; e ol quest lolls greeted
him on Marlon Brando’s ppersonal-
itv what's he like is lie really
eecent l ie * In addition, the (list,•(ti-

ers Would come up to tlie Ircftnc
plalloim at the conefti ion of the
lecture wdii queries letatilig to

"how does one gel into the mov-
<( ’« i'ii

|

timed on page 2* >

‘Captain’s Paradise’ Ban

In Maryland Based On

Its Frivolous Slant
Baltimore, Dei*. 1. .

Sydney R irauh chairman of
Maryland', lio . 11 it ol Motion Pic
lure Ceii'*or announced last week
a ruling banning the statewide
showing id 'The Captain's Para-
dise The I \ release 1 the fourth
refusal ol the hoard to sanction
films m recent months The hoard'*
verhoten 1 1 .1 all currently under
appeal in Circuit Court, include*
'The Moon I, Blue," Slice! Cut
ncr aid I lie Story oj Boh and
Sally

"

Traill) libeled lie* film 'indecent,
immoral and tending to con upt and
deha e 1 noi. 1 l

" lie described the
plot situation in vvlueli \ J«*»* Guinea*
Play s a sea captain - w it h a wile in
< <ilhi altar and a ' paramour" m \l-
1 ica as ' lending i<, make light of
man lage

"

"
I he < apt 1 i n A Paradise' has been

1 licensed in Vugtnia, (lino, lllinor.,

Massaeliii* eti New York

I

Peons'. Iv ann I he onlv ol hei
till having Him itii or 1 1

1

p

and
-.tale*

r

ft

Ik

’•'ting payments of up to an ad-
' Iona 1 $100,000 if the gross of

• picture reached $5,000,000.
Logan met the same terms hut

. greed to cut in Miche*\'*r on
hm-icaliz.ed stage adaptation ot

*• novel, which he intends to do
sail -of the film, in association

1 Irving Berlin. The suit fur-

er seeks to enjoin Michener and
1-'fan from producing the legiter.

1-eg.il rep of the plaint if t
is

•Ted *.,* Samuel I. RosenmUn

v

t
i

1

WALTER HELLER DEEPER

IN UA FINANCING
Hollywood. Dec 1

Walter Holler A- Co.. Chicago
"Hi-fi', which some time ago set up

$2,000,000 fund for financing of

independent producers releasing
Intough United Artists, is on the
v,,

i ge of adding to the coin pool for
Hu* filmmakers. Company is pro-
I'" ing to augment the fund by an
additional $500,000. or possibly
more.

Details will he worked out with
Arthur Krim. UA president, when
1 • returns to the U. S. from Europe
•ater this month.

Washington, Dec 1

Attended by widespread itulti'-

f iv interest, argument in tin* anti-

trust ease brought by the Cie-t

Theatre, a Baltimore nabe. agaiiist

the major film companies wound

iq) today <1 before tin* l S Su-

preme Court. A decision in lavor

of the Crest would aflgct the it 1

tribution pattern all over the coun-

try and open the way to innumer-

able new antitrust action- by

neighborhood bouses
Theatre Enterprise-. Inc W'hjHi

operates the Crest, is charging the

companies with conspiracy in vio-

lation ot the Paramount, el al Su-

preme Court decision I he ma-
jors are accused ot favoring mid-

town t heat res and ot depriving the

v 'rest . of fir-t -run pix The Ci't

is asking for first-iiiii .and also t * »v

damage-.'
Bruce Bromley today argued tm

the defendants, stating that the

Crest was getting fiist-rmi neigh-

borhood product on a 21 -day clear-

ance. He also reminded the Court

that, it the Crest wins its poin»—
it ha.s carried on a losing hatFe

through the appeals courts—any

neighborhood in the country could

sue for first run Bromley held

that the Crest case bore no resem-

blance to the Paramount case, and

that the Crest was only opened al-

ter the Paramount verdict wa- in

1
Ferdinand Pecora ot Schwartz &

at o argued for theFrohlieli.

companies. ,

Holme- Baldridge argued for the

Cie-t Yesterday «\lon.'. Phillip

B. Perlman, former solicitor gen-

n ,d of t lie U. S
.
presented t he

Cre-t ease to the high tribunal, and

be spoke again today.

Indicative of the close watch the

eoinp'an’ie-s-'are keeping on the out-

come of the ( rest action was the

presence in Court today ot a num-
ber of prominent industry lavver-

ineiiidtng Allred F Stair and Her-

111 . hi l.ev y of Theatre Owncis of

[ttetul vt Viee-Pretident at

Unn/ertal Picturei

\ II red II. Daft

it for lellin?

Subject Matter—
Mot Systems

on intereitinq ediforiol feoturt

in thr upcoming

IHtL innicrriuiry Siunbrr

of

P^KIETY

Amm if a. David Fogi-1 .011 lot SI - • n

ley Warner, Samuel Rei(<- ( oluin

hia; Sol Fro'dlc'ig I n i v *•
1 .51. and

\n tin (.'. Keougti tor Paiamoi'int

\ national policy t)' mapu <1 i !m

hulot to I i'.oi do v. ntov n thi all

when ofla'i i tig product for fii t tun

1 a < onspii id y m II •' v iolat ion ol

the Supi'dne ( 'iiiil ruling in mo
I lop pt.r 1 1 1 11 * ant l 1 1 u I c • <- Per l

if in 1

1

.ou'd 1 • :<o day

.

A 1 1 ei J'er! man e mlendud that

tli «.* ( 1 «• 1 v as not m (ompeiilioli

v*. it Ti i|i«* dqvv ntov ri. Baltimore
hoii- Jtt 1 1< #• SOqile1 Beer I

1 k* d fv ill Raltlfiiole 'lie iin«‘

,u < a

V, e fin ok It
'

1 e j/!ie#l the

! . 1

•
•.

1

1 he ( re t i more than

ix mile Horn tin* fhiwniiC.'. n area
"

He added that riot mam people

tiom the neighborhood ol the ('!<• t

go into town to attend picture He
at ,0 ( 'barged 'hat the .eight large

diuri hulot do.iiir.ate and coil

trot" piftui#'

"We i.v." fontmued Perlman,
that the 11)4** ol till- cfjprt is that

where theatres are not in direct

competition, the' aie allowed to

pla.v pictures day arid date. And
it they are in competition they are
entitled to get into substantial com
petition and compete for jmtuies
by bidding for them."
He said that the distributors re-

fused to consider first run- for the

(Continued on page 22*
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LA Soars; ‘Worlds’ Torrid $38,000,

‘Attack’ Stoat 19G, Sins’ Hot 19/4G,

‘Paradise’ Fine 11G, ‘Cinerama’ 3414G

P

Los Angeles, Dec. 1. 4

Long holiday weekend is sharp-

ening the current week’s box-

office. most situations reporting

improved trade. Standout new-

comer is “War of Worlds’’ with

great $38,000 in two theatres plus

a smash $60,000 in one nabe and

four ozoners. “Fighter Attack

with “Tumbleweed” looms nice

$19,000 in two sites plus an addi-

tional $14,500 in two nabes and

two drive-ins.

“Sins of Jezebel” looks neat

$19,500 in four sma.ll-seaters.

•’Flight To Tangier” is dull $8,500

In two houses plus $24,000 in 4

ozoners. Lola Montes unit onstage

Is failing to help "Terror Street”

to more than $8,000 at the United

Artists.

Most holdovers are continuing

good. “Robe” looks nifty $35,000

or near in 10th week for two
houses. “Millionaire” looks fine

$33,500 in fourth frame “Captain’s

Paradise” is fine $11,000 in second
while “Cinerama” is still solid

$34,600 for 30th week at the Hol-

lywood.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan-

FWC) <2.213; 885; 70-$ 1.1O'—"War
of Worlds” <Par). Great $38,000.

Last week. Vogue, United Artists,

“Little Boy Lost” (Par) <2d wk>,

$7 .200; Orpheum on moveover.

Loew’s State, Wiltern 'UATC-
SW) <2,404; 2,344; 70-$l 10)—

•

“Fighter Attack” <AA) and "Tum-
bleweed” <U). Nice $19,000 or over.

Last week. “Jack Slade" <AA) and
“Hot News” <AA). $16,200.

Globe, Iris, Uptown, Loyola
(FWC) <782; 814; 1,715; 1.248; 70-

$1.10)
—"Sins Jezebel” (Lip) and

“Man From Cairo” <Lip>. Neat
$19,500 or close. Last week. "Capt.
Smith, Pocahontas” <UA) and
“Steel Lady” <UA) <8 days),

$12,300.

Rialto. Fox Hollywood 'Metro-
politan-FWC) <839; 756; 70-$l . 10)—"Flight Tangier” (Par). Dull
$8,500. Last week. Rialto, “Moon
Is Blue” <UA» <2 1st wki, $1,500;
Hollywood 2d run.

United Artists <UATO <2,100;
$1-$1.50>—"Terror Street” <Lip)
with Lola Montes Spanish revue
onstage. Thin $8,000. Last week,
in unit.

El Key «FWO <861; 70-$ 1.1 0)—
“Song of Land" <UA». Fair $4,000.
Warner Beverly tSW) <1.612; 90-

$1 50'—“Torch Song” <M-G) (2d
wk». Good $10,000. Last week, with
preem coin, $13,500.

Fox Ritz < FWC) <1.363; 90 $ 1.50)—"Captain's Paradise” <UA) <2d
wk'. Fine $11,000 or over. Last
week. $13,600.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts < ABPT-F&M) <3,300; 1.430;
70-$ 1 25 1

—“Calamity Jane” <\VB)
and “Clipped Wings” <AA) <L.A.
Par only) 1 2d wk'. Fair $19,000.
Last week. $21,700.

Four Star <UATC) <900; $1 50-
$2 40»—"Julius Caesar” <M-G) <3d
\vk>. Hefty $11,000. Last week.
$10,000.

Hawaii, Palace (G&S-Metropoli-
,
ton) < 980; 1.212; 7()-$l .10)

—
“All

.'Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (3d wk)
and “Botany Bay” (Par) <2d

r
run-

Palace only). Pleasing $9,500." Last
week. $10,300.

Fox Wilshire. Warner Downtown
(FWC-SW) <2.296: 1.757; $l-$2.20»
—‘‘How Marry Millionaire” <20th>
<4 1 h wk Wilshire. 3d wk Down-
town'. Good $33,500. Last week.
$31,200.

Fine Arts <FWC> <631; 80-S1.50)
—“Cruel Sea” <U> <7th wk). Slow
$1,700. Last week. $2,000,

Egyptian <l
T

AT(’) <1.538; 90-
$180)—“Mogambo” <M-Gi ifith

wk'. Smart $8,500. Last week.
$1 1.000.

Hillstreet. Pantagrs <HKO' 2-
7">2; 2.812; 95-$1.5())—“F.temilv”
•C<*1) < f)th wk i. Okay $22,000. Last
week, ditto.

Chinese. Los Angeles <FWC
< 1 905; 2.097; $1 20-S2 40<—“Rohe”
(20th » noth wk Chinese. 5th wk
L A <. Nitty $35,000. Last week,
holiday shoved up to handsome
$40,600.

Hollywood <SW) <1.364; $120-
$2 40<—"Cinerama” tlndie) <31st
wk>. Into 31st session after solid
$34,500 last week.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $624,700

• Hosed on 24 theatres)

Last Year $612,400

(Based on 20 theatres)

‘Kate’ Smash 25G,

Frisco; ‘Jane’ 16G
San Francisco. Dec. 1.

Holiday is boosting Market
Street biz currently. One of* big-

gest newcomers is “Calamity
Jane,” with strong session at Gold-

en Gate. “Bigamist.” with boost

from personals by Ida Lupino and
Edmund Gwenn. looms brisk at

St. Francis. Top coin goes to “Kiss

Me Kate,” rated great at Warfield.

"Robe” is doing fine in final 9

days at the Fox in ninth stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate <UKO» <2.850; 65-

95)—"Calamity Jane” <WB) and
“Captain Scarface” < Indie). Strong
$16,000. Last week. “Thunder Over
Plains” (WB) and "Paris Express”
• Indie), $8,000.

Fox (FWC) (4.651; $l-$2.40)—
"Robe” <20th) (9th wk). Fine $25,-

000 in 9 days. Last week. $17,000.

Warfield < Loew’s) <2.656; 65-95)

—"Kiss Me Kate” <M-G>. Great
$25,000 Last week. “All Brothers
Valiant” (M-G) <2d wk-4 days),
$3,000.

Paramount <Par) <2.646; 65-95)

—

“War Of Worlds" (Par) and
“Affairs Dobie Gillie” (M-G) <2d
wk). Nice $12,000. Last week, $19,-
000 .

St. Francis (Par) <1.400; 75-$l>
—“Bigamist” < Indie). Brisk $13,-
000, aided by world preem. Last
week. “Sins Jezebel” (Lip) and
“Terror Street” (Lip) <2d wk),
<3 days), $4,000.

Esquire (No. Coast) <957; 65-85)
—“Joe Louis Story” <UA) and “The
Fake” <UA). Fancy $10,000. Just
opened as first-run.

United Artists (No. Coast) <1.207;
65-95)—“Sabre Jet” <UA) and
“Slaves Of Babylon” <Col) (2d wk).
Oke $4,500 in 3 days. Last week,
$9,500.

Stagedoor fA-R) <370; $1-$1.50)—“Decameron Nights” <RKO) (3d
wk>. Fine $2,700. Last week. $3,200.

Bridge (Schwarz Reade) (399; $1-
$1 20)—“Cruel Sea” <U) (9th wk).
Fine $2,700 in eighth* session. Sev-
enth week was $2,800. Stavs on
until near Xmas, with “Tonight
at 8 30“ (Indie) due in next.

Clay (Rosener) <400: $1)—“Fan-
fan Tulip” (Indie) doth wk). Big
$2,900. Last week. $3,000.
Vogue < S. F. Theatres) <377; $1-

$1.20)—"Summer of Happiness”
< Indie) <6th wk'. Holiday oke at

$1,000. Last week. $1,200.

’Kate’ Whopping $15,000,

Port.; ‘Bay’ Brisk 12G
Portland, Ore., Dec. 1.

Biz is climbing sharply this ses-

sion. aided by the Thanksgiving

weekend. “Kiss Me Kate" is stand-

< out newcomer with a terrific ses-

sion at the Broadway. “Botany

Bay” also is rated big at Para-

mount. “Torch Song” looms lusty

in second Liberty round. "The
Robe" is climbing to a great ses-

sion in eighth Orpheum frame.

"Mogambo” is holding stoutly in

fourth stanza at United Artists,

same as third.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) <1,890: 85-

$ j 1

5

»

—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G).

Giant $15,000. Last week. “Devil’s

Canvon” <RKO> and ’’Marry Me
Again” <RKO>. $7,300.

Century (Foster-Breal) <800; 50-

70'—“Crazylegs” <UA> <2d wk).

So-so $2,000. Last week. $4,200.

Guild 'Foster) <400: $D—"Mel-
ba” <UA). Trim $2,300. Last

week. “Cruel Sea” <U) <3d wk),

oke $1,600.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)

—“Torch Song” <M-G> and "Count
Hours” (M-G) <2d wk). Loud
$8 500. Last week, $11,400.

Oriental (Evergreen) <2,000; 90
$1 ,25»—"Marlin Luther” <Indie)

<5th wk). Fine $3,200 in 5 days.

Last week. $5,000, record-breaking
gross and playing time for this

house.

Orpheum (Evergreen) <1.600;

$1.25-$1 75) — "The Robe” <20th)

< Rth wk'. Climbed to great $14,-
000. Last week, $9,500.
Paramount <Port-Par> <3.400: 65-

90)—“Botany Bay” (Par) and “Fort
Vengeance” <AAV Big $12,000.
Last week. “War of Worlds” <Par)
and “Master Detective” (Indie),

$9,600.
United Artists (Parker) <890; 90-

$1.25) — “Mogambo” <M-G) <4th
wk'. Still big at $6,000. Last
week, same.

‘Jane’ Sturdy $11,500 Leads Cincy;

Louis’ Lively 8G, ‘Bay’ Mild 5V
2G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....

.

$3,232,300

( Based on 24 cities, and 227

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.

)

Total Gross Sams Week
Last Year $2,499,400

( Based on 24 cities and 210

theatres .

)

‘Hondo’ Sock 7G,

Omaha; ‘Kate’ 6G
Omaha, Dec. 1.

First-run spots are perking this
week with a complete list of new
bills and co-operation from the
weatherman over Thanksgiving
weekend. “Kiss Me Kate” showcas-
ing at upped scale looms solid at
the State. Even stronger is

"Hondo” at Brandeis. “Calamity
Jane” is rated big at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis <RKO) <1.100; 75-$l)—“Hondo” <WB) and “Killer Ape”

(WB). Socko $7,000 or over. Last
week. “Thunder Over Plains”
<WB) and “Slaves of Babylon”
(Col), $6,000 at 50-76c scale.
Omaha (Tristates) <2.000; 50-76)

—“So Big” (WB). Nice $7,000. Last
week. “Moonlighter” <WB) and
"Plunder of Sun” (WB). $6,500.
Orpheum < Tristates) <2.890; 65-

85 >—“Calamity Jane” <WB». Big
$11,500. Last week. “The Robe”
<20th) (4th wk). $11,500 at 90-$1.25
scale, or about $500 shy of
$ 100 ,000 .

State (Goldberg) <850; 65-90)

—

“Kiss Me Kate” <M-G). Great $6-
000. Last week. “Torch Song”
< M-G), $4,500 at 50-80c scale.

‘Hondo’ Huge 25G,

Philly; ‘Bros.’ 18G
Philadelphia. -Dec. 1.

Film grosses are being upped
here currently by the Thanksgiving
holiday and football crowds, grid

throng coming mainly from Army-
Navy battle last Saturday (28).

"Hondo” shapes as best newcomer
with huge total at the Goldman
while "Take High Ground” also is

lofty at the Midtown. “All Broth-
ers Valiant” shapes stout at the
Stanley. “99 River Street” is rated
brisk at Stanton.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30) —

"Mogambo” <M-G> <8th wk). Fine
$9,000. Last week. $7,500.

Boyd <S-W> (1.400; $1.30-$3.25)—
"Cinerama” < Indie < 8th wk>. Soar-
ing to great $26,400. Last week,
$23,000.
Fox < 20th) <2.250: 99-$1.80) —

“Robe” < 20th) <10th wk). Sock $26,-

000. Last week. $24,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99 •—“Hondo” (WB). Terrific $25.-

000. Last week, “Diamond Queen”
< WB), $12,000.
Mastbaum <S-W> (4.360; 99-$1.30)—"How Marry Millionaire” (20th)

(2d wk). Great $35,000. Last week,
$50,000.
Midtown (Goldman) ( 1.000; 74-

$1.30 '—“Take High Ground” <M-
G). Lofty $17,000. Last week,
“Torch Song” (M-G) (5th wk),
$8 ,000 .

Randolph (Goldman) (2.500; 74-
$1.30<—“Kiss Me Kate” <M-G> <2d
wk). Sweet $18,000. Last week,
$25,000.

Stanley <S-W) <2.900; 85-$1.30'—
“All Brothers Valiant” <M-G).
Stout $18,000. Last week. “Eter-
nity” < Col ) (9th wk'. $11,000.

Stanton <S-W) <1.473; 50-99) —
"99 River Street” <U.A>. Brisk
$10,000. Last week. “Below Sa-
hara” <RKO) and “Tarzan and She-
Devil” <RKO>. $7,500.
Studio (Goldberg) <500; 85-$ 1.25)—"Sea Around Us” <RKO> (3d wk).

Okay $3,500. Last week. $5,500.
Trans-Lux <T-L> <500; 99-$1.50)

—

“Moon Is Blue” <UA) <5th wk'.
Sturdy $10,500. Last week, $10,000.

Cincinnati, Dec. i.

Thanksgiving stuffing is ap.
parent this week in trade tilts at
all downtown houses. "Calamny
Jane” is easy leader of new bill*
being solid at the Palace. - Joe*
Louis Story” looms strong for the
Grand while “Botany Bav” „t
Keith’s looks mild. “Thunder Over
Plains” shapes fairish at Capitol
Town topper for the sixth straight
week, “The Robe” is spurting ahead
of its fifth frame in piling up a
record all-time gross and stay at
the Albee.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 85-$ 150)—“The Robe” (20th) <6th wk 1

.

Holiday surge building to solid
$17,000 to top last week's $15,000.

Capitol (RKO) <2.000; 55-85 —
“Thunder Over Plains” <UA» and
“My Heart Goes Crazy” <UA<
Fairish $5,000. Last week, “Maze”
<AA) and “Royal African Rifles”
<AA), five days, $4,000.

Grand (RKO) < 1.400; 55-85 —
“Joe Louis Story” (UA) and "No
Escape” (UA). Fast $8,000. I ast

week, "Steel Lady” (Col) and “Ihe
Fake” (UA). $5,500.

Keith’s (Shor) (1.500; 55-85'—
“Botany Bay” (Par). Moderate
$5,500. Last week. "Big Heat”
(Col) (2d wk), $4,500.

Palace (RKO) (2.600; 55-85'—
“Calamity Jane” (WB). Sturdy $11-
500. Last week, “Blowing Wild”
(WB), $9,000.

Tri-Dimensionals Soar in Hub; Kate’

Wow 45G, Hondo’ Big 23G, Both 3-D

Mickey Rooney at Republic
Hollywood. Dec. 1.

Mickey Rooney has sot deal to
produce comedy, “Mighty Melvin."
under Republic auspices next
March. Blake Edwards penned
original story.

Either Edwards or Richard Quine
will direct.

Boston. Dec. 1.

Biz perked plenty this stanza
with nifty grosses reported at

majority of firstruns while holding
up nicely at holdover spots. Best
of newcomers appears to be <3-D
edition of' "Kiss Me Kate” which
is socko at St.it e and Orpheum.
"Hondo.” also 3-D. is headed for
hettv returns at Paramount and
Fenway. “Captain’s Paradise.” in

second round at Aslor, looms
strong. "The .Robe.” in eighth
week at the Memorial, and "How
Marry Millionaire.” in fourth
round at the Met. also are big.

Estimates for This Week
Astor iB&K) 1.500: .50-$ 1 10'—

"Captain’s Pa disc” <UA' <2d wk'.
Neat $15,000 shapes following $16,-
500 first week.

Reaeon Kill 'Beacon Hill) <800;
50-$l)

—"Fanfan Tulip” iLopert)
< 8th wk). Nice $5,500 following
$6,000 seventh round.

Exeter 'Indie' <1.300; 60-$ 1'

—

"Titfield Thunderbolt” <U) and
“Passionate Sentry” (In die'.
Opened Sunday <29>. Last week.
“Beggar’s Opera” <\VB> < 5th wk),
satisfactory $3,500.
Fenway' <NET» < 1.373: 60-$P—

“Hondo” (WB) and "The Fake”

|

<UA). Neat $6,000 looms,
week. “Flight Nurse” 'Rep)
"Shadow Man” (Lip*, $3,500.

Majestic (Shubort) (1,500; 50-
$1.25'—"Martin Luther" 'Indio
< 5th wk'. Still oke at $8,500 fol-

lowing $10,500 fourth.
Memorial <HKO) '3.000; 85-SI .85'

"The Rohe” <20th> <Hth wk'. Neat
$25,000 following $27,000 in sev-
enth.

Metropolitan <NET) <4.367; 80-

$1 25'— “How Marry Millionaire”
><20th) <4th wk'. Solid $22,000 after
$29,000 for third.

i Orpheum (Loew’s) <3.000: 65-SI.

-

05'—"Kiss Me Kate” <M-G)
“China Venture” <CoP. The 3-D
version is pulling a nifty $28,000
or over. Last week. “I. The Jury”
(UA> and “Cruisin’ Down River"
(CoP. $-15,000.

Paramount (NET) (1.700; 65-$l

-

05' “Hondo” «WB» and "The Fake”
<UA>. Hefty $17,000. Last week,
"Flight Nurse” <Rep) and “Shadow
Man” <Lip', $9,500. .

State (Loews) <3.500; 65-$1.05)—"Ki.vs Me Kate” (M-G) and
"China Venture” <CoP. Slick $17.-
000. Last week. “I, the Jury” 'UA)
and "Cruisin’ Down River” (Col',

$8 ,000 .

‘Marry’ New K.C. High,

$40,000; ‘Hondo’ Rousing

9G, ‘Bay’ Hefty $8,$00
Kansas City, Dec. 1.

“How To Marry a Millionaire,”
second CinomaScope film, shapes
sock biz and likely a new all-time
record week’s gross for this city.
Film is playing four Fox Midwest
houses. Other fronts are faring
well with the Thanksgiving week-
end strong product. "Hondo” at
the Missouri looms stout while
"Botany Bay” at Paramount is

nice. "All Brothers Were Valiant”
at the Midland is modest. "The
Robe” in ninth week is showing
some power and likely may extend
through the tenth week at Or-
pheum.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) <504; 75-$l)

—

“Tonight We Sing” (20th'. Opened
Sunday <29< with mild take. Likely
won’t hold. Played a week at down-
town Orpheum several months ago.
Last week, “Lili” closed out a 28-
week run. playing 10 days for nifty

and
;

$2,000; set local record for longrun.
Midland (Loew s) '3.500; 50-75)

—

“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) and
“The Fighter” <Col). Lean $8,500.
Last week, “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G».
in 3-D. and “No Escape” (UA) at
65-90c scale big $13,000 but under
hopes.

Missouri <RKO) <2.650: 75-$P
“Hondo” (WB), also 3-D. and
“Louisiana Territory” (RKO).
Hefty $9,000 or near. Last week,
“Decameron Nights” (RKO) and
“Mexican Manhunt” (AA>. $3,500.
Orpheum <Fox Midwest) (1.913;

$1-$L50)—“The Robe” <20th) (9th

(Continued on page 26)

‘Caddy’ Okay at $15,000

In Toronto, ‘Louis’ Loud

14|G, ‘Country’ Hot 10G
Toronto. Dec. 1.

“The Caddy” is okay here this

round but not up to hopes for Mar-
tin-Lewis, "So Big” looks tops for

other newcomers, with “Joe Louis

Story” hefty in five houses. Of
holdovers. “The Robe” is still tops

in sixth stanza, with “Mogambo”
big in fifth.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown. Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1.059;

955; 470; 696; 694; 35-60'—'"Joe

j
Louis Story” (UA) and “Shoot

I First” (UA). Nice $14,500. Last
1 \yeek. “Flame Calcutta” <Col) and
“Mission Over Korea” (Col), $12,-

500.
Eglinton. University <FP) (1.080;

1.558; 40-75)—"So Big” (WB). Fine

$13,500. Last week. “Captain’s

Paradise” (London) <4th wk', $11,-

500.
Hyland (Rank) (1.250: 50-85)—

“Conquest of Everest” (Rank) (2d

w’k). Oke $4,000. Last week,

$6 ,000 .

Imperial <FP) <3.373: 75-$1.50)—

•

“The Robe” (20th) (6th wk). Hold-

ing well at $15,000. Last week,

$20 ,000 .

Loew's (Loew) (2.096: 65-85'

—

“Mogambo” (M-G) (5th wk). Fine

$10,000. Last week. $14,500.

Nortown. Shea’s <FP) '959; 2.386;

40-75)—"The Caddy” (Par). High
but not up to hopes with $15 000.

Last week, “This Is Love” <WB\
$10,500.
Odeon (Rank) (2.390: 50-90'—

“Let’s Do It Again” (Col) (2d wk\
Fine $10,000. Last week. $14,500.

Towne (Taylor) <693: 75-SI 1—
“Main Street to Broadway” (M-G'.

Light $4,000. Last week. “Beggar’s

Opera” (WB) (2d wk'; $4,500.

Uptown (Loew) <2.743; 40-75;—

•

“Back to God’s Country” <U'). Nice

$10,000. Last week, “Glass Web'
<U) <2d wk), $7,000.

‘HONDO’ SOCKO 38G,

DET; ‘SLADE’ BIG 26G
Detroit, Dec 1

Never since the 1928 opening <-f

the United Artists has there hem
anything like "How To Marry ,i

Millionaire.” which was huge $40 -

500 opening round. “Kiss M<?

Kate” at Adams is sock but the

biggest coin for a newcomer goes

to “Hondo.” great at the Palm c
.

“Jack Slade” also is big at Braa •>

way-Capitol. It was the large
*

Thanksgiving Day in three ye; s

for Detroit.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) <5.000: SI*

$1.80)—"The Robe” < 20th > <9th wk .

Smash $48,000. Last week. $49. (><").

Michigan (United Detroit) <4 0<«>;

80-$l>—"Little Boy Lost" 'Bar)

and “Tumbleweed” (ID '2d wk'.

Big $16,000. Last week. $21,000.

Palms (UD) (4.000; 80-51 ' ~*

"Hondo” (WB) and “Slaves of

Babylon” (Indie). Great $38 ( )<_"

Last week. “Big Heat” (CoD - d

wk). $14,000.
Madison (UD) (1.900; 95-$l 25 -

(Continued on page 26)
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Holiday Perks Chi; Grable-James

Hypo 'Half Hero’ to Huge $98,000,

‘Marry Boff 75G, ‘Slade’ Fancy 23G
Chicago. Dec. 1.

Hill the mainstemmers in the'

1 (ll ,n changed bills for holiday

weekend, and big bills hoisted 1

ei o^cs at most spots. Standout is [

t|u> stageshow topped by Betty

r;
(
ihle and Harry James, which is

boosting ‘ Half a Hero” to a gtant

tug ooo at the Chicago.

Oriental is doing a huge $75,000

v,,th ’ How to Marry Millionaire”

v ,ule the RKO Grand shapes nice

c; 4 i too with "All Brothers Vali-

,„t
•’

‘ Jack Slade” and "Son of
j

Hello Starr” is going for a fat $23.-
j

odd at United Artists. McVickors ,

luoih's sock $24,000 with "Botany I

Has and "Flight to Tangier.”
‘Decameron Nights" is fast S5.-

8oo at Surf.

In second week. "Big Heat” is

trim at the Roosevelt. Third round
of “Mogambo" looks stout at the

Woods. "Captain’s Paradise" sails

U :i tlu> lush takings in fifth week at

Ziegfeld. “Torch Song” is nice at

Monroe. «ame frame. Long-run-
ners are topped by a sensational

rjo s for "Robe” in tenth week at

State-Lake. "Cinerama” continues
sturdy at the Palace in 18th round.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago < B&K* (3,900; 98-51.25)

—‘ Half a Hero" <M-G» with Betty
(liable and Harry James topping

stage- how s Looks terrifie $98,000.1

Last week. "Calamity Jane” <WB> ' Strands "Botany Bay" is four-day

with Julius LaRosa stageshow (2d
j

holdover,

xv k .
$62,000.

Grand 'RKO* (1.200; 55-98-

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20G? tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Marry’ Mighty

$25,000 in Prov
Providence. Dec L

All first-runs are on the healthy

side this week with "The Robe”
still hefty in fourth week at Ma-
jestic. Loew’s State is smooth with
"Kiss Me Kate " RKO Albee, at

upped scale, is doing soeko with
"How To Marry A Millionaire.

"

This Love’ Lush $27,000,

Mont’l; ‘Louis’ Sock 9G
Montreal. Dec 1.

Hottest newcomer here this ses-
sion is ’ So This Is Love" at Loew’s
with a suck take ‘Joe Louis
Ston ' also is smash at Orpheunv
"\\.ii ot Worlds" is doing verv
solidly at the Princess • The Robe”
also looms big at Palace in fifth
and 'final stanza

Estimates for This Week
Palace <C.T' ‘2 625. 75-S150' —

"The Kobe '20th' >5th \\k Big
$23 500 tol.lo.wing' an okav tourth
ot $27,000

Capitol ( I '2,412 50 80'—
"South Se.< Oman" iWlb 2d wk’
Big Slit (too after a solid first of
$19,000

Princess Cl '2 131. 50-80*—
"War ot Worlds" 'P,iim Fanov

Holiday Ups N.Y.; ‘Fire’ Snappy 42G,

‘Kate’ Grows to 123G 4th, ‘Robe’ 77G,

‘Millionaire’ 86G, ‘Eternity’ 30G, 17th

I sS Web"

Estimates for This Week

, .• ... o, r-1 I,. ,

Albee (RKO) <2.200; 74-SI 25*-
‘ Brothers Valiant (M-G . 1 lump . “ijovv Marry Millionaire" <20th

„,
L

.

ast ^.eN k '

P
j0e

-

T

mT 1 Cinemascope and upped seal.-
st nr\

' U A * and No Escape (LA)Storv

(2d uk>, SI 0.000.
Loop tTelem’tl (600; 98 $ 1 25'—

"Martin Luther” (Indio (10th wk*.
Fine S15.200 after $16,800 last

week
>lr'Vickers (JL&S* (2,200; 65-90*

— Botany Bay" (Par) and “Flight
to Tangier” (Pari. Bright $24,000.
Last week. "Take High Ground”
(M-G' and "Skv Commando" (Col>
(3d wk . S 15.000.

helping to sock $25.000» or hear.
Last week. "City ot Bad Men"
<20tht and "Road House" 'reissue*,
fair $6,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 80-$ 1.25)

—"The Rohe” (20th* < 44 h wk*.
Nifty $15,000. Third week was
$19,000.

State (Loewi (3.200; 50-70*—
"Kiss Mo Kate" (M-G* and Big
Leaguer” (AA*. Planning an 8 day

Monroe 'Indie) (1,000; 55-98*— ;

stand and headed for nice $15,000.
"Torch Song” (M-G* (5tn wk». Last week, "All Brothers Valiant"
Good $4 300. Last week. $6,000 I *M-G) (2d wk*. $7,500.

Oriental < Indie* (3,400; 98-S1.25*
j

Strand (Silverman* <2.200, 50-

r
"

l,oW
c
MaiTy Millionaire (20thJ.

| 76»-"Botany Bay" (Par* .4-davSmch Sio.O00 Last week. Mern-
j
holdover s(arlo( , Mondav <30*.

1

\:
[

\] Mio/M'w nm
1 Eleven-day stand will take in about

la.jce (Kitel* (1.484; $L2()-$3.60*
$[)i20()i barely good.— Cinerama <Indie> (18th wk*. ___J

Terrific $43,500. Last week, L..
,

$4Sveu 'b&

k

i n.5oo: Marry’ Wham $27,000,
— Big Heat" (Col* and "49th Man"
(Col' <2d wk». Brisk $17,500. Last
week. $26,000.

State-Lake (B&K* (2.700; 98-
$1.80*—"Robe” (20th) (10th wk*.
Torrid $52,000 after $57,000 last

week.

$12,000 Last week "Gl.
> l ' poor soooo

l.oeu’-s 'l I 2 855 50-85* "So
This Is 1 .<>v o" i\\B‘ Nice $27 000
Last u ci k "Eternity” tl’oL (3d
w k * fi ne $19 ooo

Imperial t I
» 1 839; 34 00*

—

Big 1. ,

• a

i

m i M-G i and ‘‘Rebel
City " VI (; Dull $7,000. Last
week. ‘ Niiowhead" 'Par'* and
"Mcitv M 1

1

1 b(|ii.ike” 'Par' average
$8 OOO
Orpheum 'CT 1 <1048. 40-65 -

"Joe I,outs Story”'* <t A* and "The
T-wonky" t \ Great $9:000 Last
week. ‘

'Valiev ot Head Hunters"
•Cop and "49th Man” 'Col*. $7,000

‘Hondo’ Wow 21G,

Pitt; Kate’ Same
Pittsburgh. Dec 1.

Biggest Thanksgiving weekend

I

around here in years putting ev-
erything in clover, and Golden

I

Triangle’s really .jumping New
|

entrie are ‘ Hondo" at Stanley
land "Kiss Me Kate” at Penn, both
doing holdover business. "The
Rohe" in ninth stanza at Harris
and IInw To Marry a Millionaire"
in third at Pulton are carrying on
strongly. Former is jumping ahead
of previous sessions while "Marry"
is holding rear second stanza
Squirrel Hill has "Captain’s Para-
dise" whip!) is headed for new
house record

Estimates for This Week
Fulton fSl'iea*' • 1.700. 85 $1 25 <

‘‘How Marrv Millionaire" *2010’

Balto, ‘Hondo’ Hot 16G,

‘Brothers’ Trim $13,000
Baltimore. Dec*. 1.

„ __ Strong trade over Turkey Day

"Decamerorr Nights”” RKO >, Tidv ,

weekend giving local exluhs their

$5,800. Last week, "Affair Monte ,"'st biz in months. "How To Mar-
Carlo" (Indie* <m.o.), $3,000. I ry Millionaire” is topping the list

l nited Artists (B&K* 1 1,700; 55-

1

at (be Tow n with a smash session.
98 —Jack Slade” (AA* and "Son .... .... . ... ....
of Belle Starr” (AA*. Tall $23,000. so <‘ k at

...
,lu'

.
S ' ;inW\v.

Last week. "So Big” (WB* (2d wk*,
j

.
A,

|

1 r,,e Brothers VVere Valiant

S 1 2 700 [looks pleasing at the Hipp. Strong
moppet support is helping pop-
priced showing of “Peter Pan’’ at

Woods (Essaness) (1.198; 98 $ L-
25 -—"Mogambo” (M-G* (3d wk'.

,
, . ,, .

.... .

Fast $28,000. Last week. $34,000. 'V th s
'
Jake High (.round had

World i Indie) (587; 98 — oka -
v weck at the ( entury.

‘'Cinderella” i Indie*. Slow $3 000. Estimates for This Week
Fast week. "Young Caruso" 'ILL Century 'Loew’s-L A* '3 000; 20-
<28 wk 1

, $3,400.
i TO 1 — "Escape From Port Bravo"

t
Z'cgfeld 'Lopert* 430; 98 ‘— *M-.G>. Starts tomorrow (Wed »

‘Captain Paradise" (Lopert* '5th after eight da vs ol "Take High
" k Hot $5,200. Last week. $5,600. Ground” <M-G' did okay $11,000.

Hippodrome (Rappaport' *2 100:

35-80' — “All Brothers Valiant"
iM-C*. Nice $13,000 or better. Last

week. "Eternitv” 'CoL *9th wk'.
I $5,500.

i Keith's (Schanberger' <2 400; 35-

RQi _ “Peter Pan" RKO ,
Big

matinee trade helping to good
$9,800. Last week. "Jack Slade"

Kate’ Smash $30,000 In

D.C.; ‘Hondo’ Lofty 13 AG,

Ground’ Bangup $11,000
Washington. Dec. 1.

wo sock newcomers and the
, AA , siO.OOO in 9 days

long holiday weekend combined to
(1*a!k up one of liveliest b.o. ses-
v "t: v in months here. "Ki^s Me.
F'te at Loew’s Capitol shapes

pVngers’
r
icol> ‘{\\\ $3,000

fo.,vli while "Hondo" is equally
Jn ahea(] -Trents Last Case’

Kcnit at smaller Metropolitan.
1 p > $3 500

Little • Rappaport* *310; 25-90 —
"Melba" <L*A Opens tomorrow
1 Wed > after six days <»1 "5.000

Fatter is holding. "Take the High
Ground? at_ Loew’s. Columbia coin*
jOi'tfs circuit with third solid click
‘How to Marry Millionaire" is

t iuc\ in second Palace week Hold-
o\ers enjoyed a holiday boom
light down the line.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol Loew s) (3,434; 74-SI 20

Mayfair 'Hicks’* 980 25-70' —
"Last Posse tCol'. Mild $3,000.

Last week, "Veils Of Bagdad’ *U .

S3.200.

New (Mechanic* '1800. 75-$l •>()

— "Robe" 1 20th » '6th wk'. Hetty

$14,000. Last week, same
Playhouse <Schwaber' 420 50-

—
- Kiss Me. Kate" <M-G'. Smash $1 * — "Stalkg 1< 'Bar 1 'Bth wk

$30,000 in 3-D version. Last week. Nice $5,500 Last w'eek same.

'The Robe” < 20th > '8th wk’. Stanley 'WB '3,200; 4o-90 —

-

$15 000 “ "Hondo” <WB 1
. Sock $16 000. Last

Columbia (Loew’s) (1.174: 55-85* week. "Calamity Jane 'WB .

-" 'lake High Ground" (M-G* $13,500. _ n . rQ
^st $11,000. and stays La-t Town 'Rappaport* JJ 0-

• ,

;

week. "Torch Song" (M-G* (2d wk'. $125 — "How Marry Millionaire

$8 000.
S

20th . Sock $27,000 or letter Last

Dupont 'Lopert* <372. 90-SI 20 week. "Martin Luthei Indie

'Continued on page 26' l '4tU wk . $5 000.

'3d wk' Great $10,000. almost ,

same a> wlut pie did in second
staiv/a.

Harris 'Harris' *2. 100: 95-SI 50

»

—"Rohe" '2'Mh* (9th wk'. Shoot-
ing right hack on strength of holi-

day and ought to do better than
$15,000. great at this stage of run. '

Last week, had weather over week-
end (hopped down to $11,000
Three or tour weeks more now

,

looked for.

Penn ' Loew.’s* (3,300; 50-85' —
"Kiss Me Kate" 'M-G*. Heading
for happv $21,000. and should stay.

Last week. "Sable Jet" *C\',
$8 000

Squirrel llill <SU’> <900 50-85*
j—"Captain’s Paradise" iLoport-

CA 1 Alec Guinness has been No.

I star at this house since con-
verted from naber to arty first-

run His latest looks to he record-

breaker at around $0,000. Last

j

week "Mi Potts To Moscow"
;

Indie* <2'l wk'. $2,000
Stanley SW> '3.800 50.-85'- —

•Hondo WB*. John Wayne star-

ter gave house biggest opening-
its had in a long time and can’t

• miss doing smasheroo SL! 1 .000

:Much more titan enough to hold
' Last week. "Botany Bay" 'Par*.

$9,000

‘Kate’ New High at 16G,

Denver; ‘Marry’ $30,000
Denver. Dec 1

Weekend h'z was strong at mod
first -rut. s here, indicating a stout

M-ssiun "How Marry Millionaire V
is standuut with new high for the

, Denver. "Ki- Me Kate’ is pack-

ing the Broadway to capacity and
appears in for a longrun "Blow-
ing Wild" i- great at Paramount
while "All Brothers Valiant" looms,
big at Orpheum. ‘Tit field Thun-
derbolt" looms fast at the Vogue,
and will hold, I

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin 'Fox' <1.400; 50-85*—

I "So Big" WB* <2d wk'. Fair

$4 500 Last week. $5,000.
Broadway < Wolf berg* 1

1 .200; 50-

85*—"KissMe Kate’’ <M-G* Rec-
ord $16,000. Holds over. Last >veek,

on reissues
Denham 'Cockrill* '1.750: 50-85*—"War of Worlds" <Par> 2d wk*.

Fairlv good $7,000. Last Week.
$1 1.500

Denver 'Fox* <2.525; $1 >
—"How

Marry Millionaire" 20th Big

l
(Continued on page 26*

One of the strongest Thanksgiv-
ing holiday weeks in years i>

|

making the current session a verv
bright one at Broadway fit st-run

theatres Upbeat was anticipated
but not one of such strength, os

pecially since many spots had
probed new depths only us recent lv

as Tuesday and Wednesday pnor
to Thanksgiving Day Strike of en-
gravers which shut down all regu-
lar Manhattan daily papers aftei

Mondav failed to cause much c\
citement as theatres took to the
air 'radio and TV* to plug current
lulls

Lone newcomer. "Cease fire.''

wound up its first stanza with .1

smash $42,000 at the Cutcimn
First week ol "Three Sailors and
Girl" at the Paramount u.is very
good $30 000 while the second
round looks okay with $30000 ll

is being supplanted by "Hondo”
next Saturday

Holiday crowds are pushing
"Kiss Me Kate" and st^geslmvv to

a big $123,000 in fourth session at

tin* Music Hall. Christmas stage-
show and "Easy To Love" opens
tomorrow 'Thurs * The Thanks-
giving weekend upbeat also is lift-

ing "The Rohe." with a great
$77,000 m prospect for cm rent
« 1 lth> fiame at the Roxy

Second stanza ol "Man Between
is holding with sock $2. >1)00 at the
small-seatcr Victoria Second week
of "Take High Ground" looms okav
$14,000 at the Mayfair

"Marry a Millionaire" is pushing
up to a great $30,500 in third week
day-dating at the State and Globe
It landed $31,500 at the latter and
$55,000 at the State, liotli topping
second week totals

"Here To Eternity" ahu climbed
ahead of last stanza to get a very
lug $30,000 at the Capitol in it*'

17lli week. "Queen <*• Sheba"
pushed ahead ol previous vvci-k to

iiit a good $12,000 111 hull 1

1

1 round
at the Astur.

"Martin Luther," with big $12-
500 for 12lli frame at the Guild;
"Little Fugitive." with a lousing
$7,800 fur I lie eighth round at the
Normandie, "( ’autam's Paradise.”
with smash $179100 for ninth ses-
sion at the Paris, "laving Dr ,ej I"

with sock $20,800 in thud week at

Sutton. "Actress,” with okay
$4,200 for seventh round al Trans-
Lux 00th St and “I. 1 I 1

," with great
$7,300 in 38th frame at Trans Lux
52nd St . all topped last week in
grosses. "Ciiu laiiia." with a smash
$48,500 likely lor 20th vvwck at the
Warner, abo i heating its pieced
ing stanza

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv * 91,200, 80

$1 80' '’Queen ol Shelia" <Jndie>
• 5!|i vv k * Fourth stanza ended Iasi

night 'Tiles i pushed to $12,000
after $10,500 lor thud week

Bijou <(,’ity Inv > (589. $180-
$2 40* "Gilbert K Sullivan" ' I \'

< (it li wk'. Filth li.fme ended last

night <Tues * climbed to $9.500.

1

via holiday weekend, aftei $8,200
in fourth.

Baronet < Meade* <1.30 DO -S 1 50*
:

- -“Forbidden Stones’’ 'Indie* *3d
wk*. Second Week ended Friday
'27* held at fine $4,800 after $0-

,

100 opening stanza Stays on mdef *

Capitol ' I .(lew's » < \ 820. 79 $2 20'—"Eternity’’ '( of 1 '18th wk' The
!7th round ended Tasl night 'Tue* »

pushed to o ko $3<) .00() after $20 -

()()() tor Kith week "Sadie Thomp-
son" <(‘ol' no \ slat'gd to open
Dee 22

Criterion * Mo i <1 7()<>: 85
$2 20'

;

—'('e.ce file ' 'pai' '2d v. k

Initial session ended Jast night
'T’ues ) so.Hfd to nnash $429)()(*

after elaboiate hi a hat pteem
the night of Nov 24

Fine Arts Davh t08. 99 $! M<*

—-"Bo( C'U( eio' Deeauieron Nights"
'RKO' '3d wk" S*‘eond stanza
ended Sunday <29* held a* s'tuidy

$7,300 after $8 29<) opening week
(ilbhr 'Brandt 1 509. Sl-$1 89

—"How Many M i Humane '20 lit

'4th w k * 3 bird session end«‘d

Monday '30' elimhed to great $21 -

5'*() frlter $29,000 tor second week
Looks sure to stay

-

' through Xuins
Guild Guild* 450. $1 -SI 80*

"Martin Lutiim" Indie* 13th wk
The 12th frame ended last night

(Tucs.i pushed to big $12,500 af*er

$10,000 foi 11th week Continues
on indef

Holiday (Rose) <950 111 $1.80' -

"Joe Louis Stoiy " 'L V 5th wk
Fourth round ended Monday *30/

was nice $3 000 after $10,000 fur

thud week ’ Ptihlie F.nerny No 1

• WB* and "Little Caesar" WB* re-

issues* open Dee 8

Mayfair Brandt' 1.730, 70-

$180 - Take High Ground" M-G
l '2d wk'. Fit t holdovci fiame

ending todav (Wed.) looks to hold

with okay $14,000 alter $20,000
opener

Normandie 'Normandie Thea-
tres* >592. 9;> $1 DO "Little Fugi-
tive" 'Bursty n" '9th wk Eighth
round elided Mondav t'30* climbed
to rousing $7,800 after $7,200 for

seventh week Cold limes on m-
det

Palace 'RK(>* t

"Veils of Bagdad
acts of vaudeville
>Wed ' Last week,
gter” 'Par 1 with

700. 00 $1 20* -

'l 1 and eight
( (pens today

"Flight to Tali-

vaude, landed
m week ended lastfast $20 000

mgld (Toes J.

Paramount 'Par* <3.664. 70 $1 80 )

"Three Sailors and a Girl ' (A\ It)

2d -filial wk 1 Staving only two
weeks to open "Hondo” (Wit* oil

Saturday (5* Current round looks

okay $30000 after $3(5.000 opening
week Holding to straight film

poliey for time being at least

Paris < Indie) i508, 90 $1 80* -

"Captain’s Paradise" iC.V < I Ot It

wk' Ninth round ended Sunday
*29* soared to great $17,000 after

$1.3,000 tor eighth week
Kialto (Mage* <600, 50-98* -

"Striporama”
~

j tndie » (9th wk*.

j
present frame ending tomorrow
'Thurs • r. heading for log $0,500

aftei $5,500 for eighth week
|{ivoli .I \r* '2 092, 95 $2> -

Little Boy Lost" 'P.u ' * I Dll wk*.

The lOtli round ended Mondav
I.3UI held at line $11,000 same as

Iasi week Slavs until just before

K

1

1 v tier Rifles ’ '20th*. one of first

four l mrm.iScnpe pix, opens some-
time before Xmas. Now set to

open Dec. 22.

Radio City Music llall 'Rocke-
fellers' '0 20(1; 90 $2 40 * “Kiss Me
Kate" (M (K and stageslinvv '4th-

I i n

.

1 1 vv k ’ T’liuihing to lug $125,000
as a resit 1 1 <>t 'Thanksgiving week-
end crowds 'Third round was $93-
000 Annual 'Christ mas' stageshow
with "Easy 'To Love" ' M (•> opens
tonioi i ovv 'Thurs *,

Koxv ( Nat’l. 'I’ll i (5717; $1 $3' -

"Rohe" < I till wk*. I Ills sersioll

ending today 'Wed » is heal Ihg
p'rev ions • week with a rousing $77,-
1100 The 10th week was $01,000
"Beneath 12-Mile Reel” '20th ', il'evv

’Scope |>u‘, preems the flight of

Dec 14 with l egulai i mi starting
Dec 15

State 'Locw’s* '3,450, $1 $t 80' —
"Millionaire" (20th* '4th w k* 3 bird

frame ended Monday '30* pushed
up 1o great $ >.5,000 all' r $.>0,090

in second week
Sutton <KA IK <581; 90 $1 50* -

"Living Desert” 'Disney* 'till wk*.
Third week ended Monday <30>

held with sinasb $20 800 to top
$19,800 done in second roiiiuj.

Slavs oil

Trans-Lux 60th St. (’I I.) <453;

90 $1.50' ."The Adiess" (MG*
'8th wk* Seventh frame ended
Sunday '29* improved to $4,200
after $1,000 in sixtti week Slavs
on

Tranx-Lux 52nd St <1-1.* <540;

90 $1 50' -’
I all" \J-<;* ' 391 h wk*.

'The 38th round ended Monday <30*

soared to great $7,300 after $5 000
for 371 h week

Victoria 'City Inv * <1 900. 95
$1 ){()* -"Man Between" I ',3d

wks First lioldovei stanza ended
- illi In g

599
la I mgld f’l’ues » In Id

$23,009 altei liist vvef.’'

in for indef r tin

Warner 'Cinerama Prod * I 000
$1 20-$3 00) — "Cmei ama 'Indie'

2(>ifi wks Cut rent liaine ending
t omoi i <i.‘. >'l hills* l heading for

smash $18,500. being helped 6.

holiday' weekend while 2 •
» < f i v.'" k

vv as $48.000 this inehiding ’I hard. -

giving Day Cont-mu* on in-

definite! v.

JANE -STAGE STRONG

17G, ST. L., ‘VICKI’ 15G
I.ouj Inc 1

•pending s
:pne

hut holdover are
trade fit | ept I”.

\|t>>r a -oeg operilfi'' idunrl. Ki-S'
Me, Kate ' is till 'out in sei ond
Lucas > v » ,

*
, k ( '.ihmut-v Jane”

with stageshow i winding a very
solid week at the fiuge Fox "’Hie

Rohe" continues as a big draw'
dc- pile being in seventh se ion .d

the St. Louis. "Decameron Night--"

continues lively in second pound
at Shady Oak while ‘Martin Lu-
ther” is rated nice m fourth

Pageant week
Estimates for This Week

Ambassador * f ?• M 3 OOO, 00-

75 "'Ifn I Love" WR and
"Sword anrl Hose" 'RKO Open* (I

today Toes Last week. "Vicki”
'font min d on page 20

St

’I ft*' ( lit i .Im i

has stalled fieri*

! Ill dome nice
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productions

Beneath The
12-Mile Reef

In “Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,” Cinema*

Scope for the first time takes you under the sea,

twenty fathoms down to the domain of the killer-

shark and the giant octopus and the manta ray.

The marvel of CinemaScope’s stereophonic

sound engulfs you in excitement you’ve never

known as the CinemaScope anamorphic lens

captures a spectacular undersea kingdom in a

manner unique to the prowess of CinemaScope.

It is a remarkable human drama, combin-

ing a love story centering around Robert Wag-

ner and Terry Moore with a heartwarming

father-and-son relationship between Wagner

and Gilbert Roland. They evolve as unforget-

table themes in a photographic symphony, an

entertainment honestly and stirringly acted by

its entire cast, superbly produced by Robert
•r .

Bassler, expertly directed by Robert D. Webb*

It is, too, a breathless adventure in movie-

making, filmed entirely on location at Nassau

and off the West Coast of Florida in the throb-

bing heart of the sponge-fishing country.

"King Of The
Khyber Rifles"

“King of the Khyber Rifles,” which stars

Tyrone Power, Terry Moore and Michael

Rennie, emerges as the first sweeping adven-

ture entertainment in CinemaScope. It trans-

ports you to the deserts of India, to the strong-

holds of the untamed Afridi horsemen, the
i

colorful bazaars of Peshawar, and the terror-

filled “Night of the Long Knives” as the hill

tribes and Afridi lancers join forces in startling

battle scenes.

It is a picture that stuns with its tumultu-

ous action, its fabulous fight sequences and

panoramic range. Brilliantly painted on the

mighty canvas only CinemaScope can provide,

“King of the Khyber Rifles” catapults you into
t

the midst of the pomp and glory and the stir*

ring adventures that nourished the perilous

course of empire.

There are truly great performances by all

the principals and a tender romance between

Tyrone Power and Terry Moore. Frank P*

Rosenberg has produced “King of the Khyber

Rifles” on a grand scale and Henry King has

done a masterful job of direction.



Beneath the 12-Mile Reef” and “King of the Khyber Rifles"

are fresh and exciting new experiences in the ever-increasing,

wonders of the CinemaScope process. Having seen these pictures,

far different from each other in story and locale and far different,

too, from the themes of the first two CinemaScope presentations,
i

*

[ am convinced that there is absolutely no limit to the versatility

md range of this gifted new medium, no end to its qualities

>f enhancement.

They are in every way outstanding attractions in the glorious

radition of their CinemaScope predecessors,“The Robe” and “How
o Marry a Millionaire,” which have swept the imaginations of the

icket-buying public and are bringing back in historic fashion large

lumbers of the audiences which made our industry great. I firmly

lelieve that “Beneath the 12-Mile Reef” and “King of the Khyber

lifles’are destined to bring business in every way comparable to

heir predecessors.

n the next few weeks, these two productions will have their

vorld premiere engagements at the Roxy and Rivoli theatres,

espectively, in New York. I predict that these engagements, and

engagements everywhere of “Beneath the 12-Mile Reef and “King

>f the Khyber Rifles,” will serve to reaffirm the position of Cinema-

scope as the hallmark of quality that will identify all future pro-

luctions made in this process.

Al Lichtman
,
20th Century-Fqx
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Tftnhitivplv Mollified on ‘Stereo’
4 Pre-release Datings
m mm /ip • • « pm Taper’ Prints Outlasted Celluloid
ror Metro .Knights to

For Flexible Screen Standards

Now that they haw gotten 201 h- «

Fox to agree to re-evaluate its

j/oli«y on stereophonic sound fol-

lowing a '.cries of prospective tests

in January, exliibs arc beginning

to take* ami al their next targe t
--

the rest rirt ions on screens used foi

tl,i> projection of CinemaScope pix

While* most of the* iar^e*ix, sit na-

tions gladly shell out extra coin

lor tlu* installat ion of one of " M *

two sere*ens approved by 20th lor

CinemaSeope. exhibit ion's little

I/uns” are standing their ground
;

against the 20th edict.

Their position, judged by per-

sona! eeunment anel via expre ssions

In txhib organization bulletins, is

that 201 h shem lei either appreive* a

v hole Hock of iu*w scree ns. e»r else

tli op its current ban which aueets

everything but the* Miracle Mirror

or Astrolite screens.

Increasingly, theatre opera! eirs

me making cracks about violation

of the antitrust laws implied in

moth's stand One exlvih in N Y

last week saiel flatly that “you

can't condition the sale e>f one

product on the other" in this busi-

ness. lie* added that, if 20th stuck

t ti its nuns, it would he swamped
vitli legal actions.

Two factors are seen influenc-

ing the * creen situation as exhihs

fee it. For one. they say. it the

status (|iio prevails. 2()th will find

itself with no more than about

2.000 houses properly equipped to

play its films. The rest, including

the big circuits that run neighbor-

hood situations, are going to mark
time.

For another, none of the other

ftistribs turning out CinemaSeope
pix are following 20th’s lead Their
films will he permitted to play on
any equipment the exhibitor sees

tit to show them, i t*, they’re leav-

ing the final judgment of projec-

tion quality up to the theatres.

Protecting Quality

Kxhihs maintain that, if they
stand together, 20th will have to

drop or modify its screen require-
ments. The company doesn't deny
that it's in a position to show Cine-
mascope on any screen whatever as

long as it has a highly reflective

surface. Its position is that, in or-

der to safeguard the CinemaSeope
trademark as a hallmark of qual-
ity. it must protect itself against
sloppy and inadequate presenta-
tion.

In addition, it's pointed out that

?0th has a heav> investment in

the Miracle Mirror and the Astro-
lite screens and that it can't be
expected to jeopardize it by throw-
ing the market v»ide open. Its two
approved screens are considerably
more expensive than other com-
parable screens on the market.

Some months back 20th agreed
to a comparison test of various
high reflectivity screens to estab-
lish the extent of their light dis-

tribution Later, the company ap-
parently changed its mind. Kxhihs
lay a serge n tc*-t should he ar-

ranged on a split screen, with the
light coming from the same pro-
jector to assure the same qualify
cl illumination..

20th May Reverse
(.‘hnriqito, N. C

,
Dec. 1,

Walter Kcade, Jr .
president

Tin at re Owners of America,
told the Theatre Owners of

North and South Carolina at

their annual convention here
that 20th-Fox will revaluate
its policy on stereophonic
sound it upcoming single-

track tests prove to he satis-

factory and "if the public ac-
cepts it at the boxoilice."

Promise, according to Keade.
w,.s made by 20th topper
Sp' ro.s Skouras.

PLOTKIN STUCK

Sued Columbia for Piracy
Pay Its Attorney

Must

PI.linen in .i suit ac.iin-t Colum-
) a Pictui rs. who charged that 'his
• cation of an Atom Man 'dial al-
ter v as prrated, was nicked tor
52 coil m N V. I'. dci a' Coin t la-t
.v- • •' k 1ft t Hf'jfhV mg (>nt i he c.i'O.

J. »Ilc Syivcstii* R\ all ordered the
*uitig litigant. Philip J’lotkin. to

J>. > that Mint ’(» cmer ( Vd's attoi -

lev co-'v Vi liter Schwartz lepptd
fne coinpativ

I ’lot kin had cofne to court with
• double-pronged br« I to air. First,

i* claimed Col had not obtained
• * a ranee to use h:s character in

. - Muial. "Atom Man w Super

-

j nn Secondly. Plot km said he
I ot »ed his creat ion as a henH act nr
to an kind and Col tinned it itdo
• r ii .» ar * i-s u»n lfeav \

.

R*an s ,i t through a five-hour
» < mg 30 reels* before h* heard
• igurm-ri.f and thin tossed out the
eac. — .

Exbibs Will Give 20th

Their Ideas of 'Fair’

Test of Stereophonic
Various exhibitor organizations

concerned over stereophonic sound
will draw up plans indicating to

20th-Fox how they would like to
see tests of mult i-channcl sound
arranged for proper comparison
with single-channel sound

'I his was the upshot of a meet-
ing Monday <20 1 between reps of
various e.xliih groups including
Theatre Owners of America and
Allied, and 20th execs. Kxliib units
will lot in committees to indicate
their preferences of how the tests
should he arranged.

Theatre operators have been
critical of 2(>th’s insistence on
stereophonic sound in connection
with the showing of CinemaSeope

,pix They have maintained that
multi-channel sound is expensive
and not neefssary. Position of
20th is that stereophonic sound
adds to the enjoyment of the pic-
ture.

According to William C. Gehring,
exec sales head at 20th. the com-
pany wants the tests to be "fair
and square.'’ Question of the tests
is primarily one of method, with
201 h favoring a form that would
allow convenient comparison. That
means that "The Rohe," for in-
stance. could be shown in two the-
atres simultaneously, one with and
one without stereophonic sound.
Father that, or it could be alter-
nated. with one theatre playing
the CinrmaSvoper with directional
v(,und one day and without it the
next.

In any event. 20tli is prepared
to send observers to the test scene.
It s felt that there should he a
Comparison both of the technical
aspects of stereo sound vs. single-
chantie! sound and of the bo. pull.

HOWARD-KORDAREADY

GLOBETROTTING FILM
Hollywood. Dec. 1.

( v Howard i- hack in 1 lot l\ wood
from London where he set a two-
Piotun deal as producer-writer
with Alexander Korda. First will
he a modern v ersion of Jules
Verne's "Around the World In 80
Daw" which brother Zoltan Korda
will direct. Latter is now here
working on screenplay with How-
l'd Fair \£yU return to London
for February production, which
v'lll take from six months to \ ear
With loeat inns around world

Second trim under deal will be
'< diirl Jester. starring \h*e
( i um rtt— v ho II also plav [Mtileas
Fogg in " Woi Id

Hon arc! has completed rewrite*
of ii- Stcov

"

for Martin and
1 o v. rote

Get ‘Quo Vadis’ Bally

Metro lias set four pre-release

test engagements ol' its first Cine-
maSeope production, "Knights of

the Round Table," with the preems
scheduled for Christinas Day. Pic-

ture will he shown in Loew houses
in San Francisco. St. Louis, Kan-
sas City and Pittsburgh.

Special runs will be backed by
hefty newspaper, radio and TV
campaigns similar in magnitude to

that which the company conducted
for the opening of "Quo Vadis" two
years ago. Although there was no
official confirmation, ‘ Knights" ap-
pears definitely headed for the
Radio City Music Hall, N.Y., early
in 1954, as originally predicted in

Vahiety several weeks ago.
During the first four months of

1954. M-G will release 10 pictures,
including two in CinemaSeope,
"Knights" and "Rose Marie.” All
the pictures will be in color with
the exception of "The Great Dia-
mond Robbery.” Release slate call

for three pictures during January,
two in February, two in March, and
three in April.

With a steady flow of Cinema-
Scope pictures expected from the
studio. Metro is converting its

;

Coast color laboratory for the proc-
essing of films photographed in the
widescreen medium. Work is ex-
pected to he completed in two
weeks, after which the lab will
have a weekly capacity of 1,000,000
fed of CinemaSeope film.

Library of Congress Hopes to Get Funds to Restore
Primitives

INERT WAYS OF PAST

WOULD KILL FILMS
Greensboro. N.C., Dec. 1.

A feeling ol optimism was gen-
1 crated by more Ilian 500 theatre
men attending the 41st annual
convention of the Theatre Owners
ol the Carolinas at Charlotte. Key-
noting the session was K. D. Mar-
tin of Columbus, Ga

, vice presi-
dent of the Theatre Owners of

j

America. Said he: "This industry
will solve its problems from with-
in and will meet and conquer its
challenges from without.”

"Historically,” he declared, "ex-
hibition and production have been
prone to inactivity, preferring to
ptod uce pictures under proven
formulae and to exhibit them* in

(the proven way. But how long can
this continue? "If our industry
does not improve and make
[changes resulting in better enter-
tainment. better projection, better

I

sound and more comfortable sur-
roundings. it will wither.”

Martin list eel ac the two great
challenges facing the industry the
2fF f Federal amusement tax and
television. But he urged theatre
men not to fight TV. "Embrace it.

I se it to sell our product.”
Howard Anderson, of Mullins,

S C.
:

was elected president for the
coming year. Woodrow G. Fussell

I

of Bladenboro, was elected first
vice president; Robert K. Bryant.
Rock Hill. S C., second vice presi-
dent. and Mrs. Walter Griffith, re-
elected secretary-treasurer.

Urbanized Cow Country
Hollywood. Dec. 1.

Two location spots, used for

years by go I loping film actors,

succumbed to the march of *>

progress this week. Burro
Flats, near Chatswort It. the
scene of hundreds of horse
operas since the days of Tom
Mix, was turned over to the
North American Aircraft C^.
for its guided missile tests.

Last picture to use the loca-

tion was Li's "The Wood-
hawk” last week.

Meanwhile the RKO ranch
near F.ncino. in operation as

a location for outdoor films

since 1929. was formally
turned over to the Coronet
Construction Co. for subdivi-
sion. It w as purchased about
six months ago. Final picture

there was "Broncho Apache.”

Lighted Torpedo For

Underwater Photography

Shown to Engineers
A now development for the

shooting of underwater films, a

torpedo with a self-contained light
.* uuree, was shown last week to the
eastern unit of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture & Television Engi-
neers. Unit includes a propeller
and a camera mount for under-
water photography. New device, a

developmenf ot Demitri Rebikoff.
president of the Submarine Re-
search Institute of Cannes. France,
eliminates the use of special lights
with cables. Self-contained light
in the torpedo is said to be strong
chough to bring out undersea col-

ors rarely before seen on film.

Rebikoff. an underwater camera-
man himself, has brought over
considerable marine color footage
and is currently dickering with
the Walt Disney outfit for possible
u*e of the film in one of Disney's
True-Life Adventure series.

UI Buys ‘Earth’

Hollywood. Dec. 1

Sabre Productions, under con-
tract to make three indie films for
I I release, sold the script of one
of them, "This Island Earth," for
production by that studio. Joe
Newman, one of the* owners of
Sabre*, goes along with the deal to
direct "Earth." He will also di-
rect a second picture, not vet se-
lected. for IT.

I wo other Sabre pictures in
preparation arc* “Teheran" and
Roughing It. with the former to

he directed by Newman. "Earth"
i> slated to start in January.

STEEL PIER PIX HOUSE

ON YEAR-ROUND BASIS
Atlantic City, Dec. 1.

Steel Pier, which closes its doors
as the summer crowds dwindle, has
made plans to open its Casino The-
atre on a year-round basis about
the first of I lie y ear, or when re-
modeling now underway is com-

i
pleted. House, to be renamed Ocean

|

Theatre, is being equipped with the
|

latest facilities for motion picture
projection, including CinemaSeope
and widescreen. Theatre is one of
three on the pier and located next
to the Broadvvalk.

George Hamid Jr., corporation
veepce. also declared that the Steel

j

Pier's ocean stadium, swept away
in the October northeaster, is being
rebuilt and will be completed in
time for the traditional Easter Sun-
rise service next year. Hamid dis-
closed that the pier collected no in-
surance on the stadium section,
which he said will cost close to
$250,000 to replace.

Washington. Do, j

Library of Congress is about to
launch a program of restoring
"paper" prints of very old pictures
to

r
lfim films as soon a* it can c.,.

t
the cash. Neither the Librarv i.,, r
the Academy of Motion Pictui,
Arts and Sciences, which has been
cooperating on the program has
the money. Hence they v , |

seek the aid of organizations and
individuals who. want film copies
lor s^ock shots, advertising. et<

Cost of the copies will b<* de-
termined in part by the condition
of the original film. The t*M
must also he high enough to cover
negatives and positives for ihe
Library, and a positive for tuc
Academy. No material will be
c opied unless copyright protect ion
has expired; no purchaser will h t

*

guaranteed an exclusive copy.
In connection with the program,

the -Library previewed some of t lie-

copies last night 1 30 > both in
Washington and in Hollywood.
Titles shown yesterday included:
"Gatling Gun Crew in Action.”
"Gatling Gun Fired by Squad ’

"The Corset Model, riie Way to
Sell Corsets,” "The Ex-Convict,”
‘The Girl at t lie Window.” "An
Englishman’s Trip to Paris from
London," "Great Baltimore Fire.”
“Latina, Contortionist,” the "Burns-
Squires Heavyweight Champion-
ship Fight,” "Automobile Race for
Vanderbilt Cup” and "Inn Where
No Man Rests.” The combined
running time of all the pictui es
was 28 minutes.

How It Happened
The Library explains:
"When motion pictures were in-

vented in 1894, there was no pro-
vision in the copyright law to give
them copyright protection, but
there was a provision for the reg-
istration of copyright claims for
photographs. A number of mo-
tion picture producers therefore
protected their works by making
paper contact prints from 35m
film and depositing them in the
Copyright Office in the Library of
Congress with, applications tor
registration of their claims lor
copyright protection. This practice
was followed until 1912, when the
copyright law was amended to

provide for the registration of
claims for motion pictures as
such.”

In most cases, the early cellu-

loid prints and negatives have dis-

integrated or otherwise have been
lost. The paper prints are the

only copies in existence of there
primitive films.

PATHE GETS 5TH AVE.

Stuart Raker Loses House
After 10 Years

Lcw i< on -which ! i

or.cin. F m rccnplay.

7*)0 Soon on Payroll

A^ain as 20th Porks
1 h •! 1\ vv ( ><ui . Dec 1

R» u/npt ion ( i production at
2ni!i-|-<i\ mean* that approximately
T.Mt employe., who were laid oil
in Septi mix r will be back at work
Ixioie ihe end ot December. Dur-
ing the production lull studio em-
plm.mrnt wav down to about 700.
Thus tar around 20(1 have re-

tuirud to work on preparations
for "Carden of Evil” Others will
b» ncallMl in the next few weeks
to i Fmk I ighis and "The Egvp-

• turn,"

Vef Showmen

Arthur L. Mav«»r
•

ha» hit own idea* on the gift* he
would like to ice for hit favorite

Industry in a kidding-on-the-

square piece titled

Santa ami Show Biz
«*

* it

an amusing byline piece in the

forthcoming

M//i t nnirtrsarv \umhrr
of

VfifUE^TY

Jose Mandintt New RKO
Mttr. in the Philippines

Alfred Crown. RKO foreign man-
ager who completed a worldwide
tour last week, disclosed his ap-
pointment of Jose O. Manding to
the post of manager of the com-
panv s office in the Fhilippin.es.

Manding had been acting man-
ager since last July when the for-
mer manager. Ricardo Canals, was
named Far East Supervisor.

Metro’s 30th ‘Jubilee’
A JOth anni sales drive has been

'Ct bv Metro for the 17-week pe-
i md starting Jan. 1 and ending
Apiil 29. Drive will be dubbed
doth Anniversary Jubilee," with

eastern sales chief John F. Bvrne
serving as drive captain.

Flan for the campaign was out-
lined by sales topper Charles Rea-
gan at a recent meeting in Chi-
cago with regional sales managers.
Latter, in turn, held territorial
confabs with the branch managers.
Ten pictures, starting with
‘ Knights of the Round Table," are
included in the anni event.

)
Pathe Cinema has assumed title

to the Fifth Avenue Playhouse,
N.V., which is being renamed the
Fifth Avenue Cinema and will ot-

f< r unusual first-run pix or reis-

sues. House, now closed for reno-
vation. may also serve as a move-
over from the larger allies.

Pathe takeover followed a set-

tlement between Arthur Kaplan
, and Rachel Kaplan, owners ot the

T Playhouse, and Stuart Baker of
j the S.&M. Amusement C’orp. un-

der which Pathe Cinema was
given the right to occupancy. Pathe
also owns and operates the Paris

T.ieatre. Settlement saw Baker re-

linquishing the theatre which he

lias been operating for the laT 10

> ears.

As They Come From Par
Paramount is holding at an cv»n

pace in setting future releases with

six new productions slated M.y

j. December through February. A. b.

Sehvvalberg. prez of Par Distribute'

mg Corp.. added that other px
may even be added to the lineup.

I For the same period la<«t >«• *'.

Par had six new pix and one re-

issue. Cecil B. DeMille's "Ch -

patra.”

New sked includes "Cease Fir»

Hal Wallis production in 3-D;

"Forever Female,” Ginger Rog< i
l *

William Holden costarrcr. wlm’*^
was the first Par entry to makt h*5

debut on the Telemeter subscrip-

tion system via the Palm Sprint •*

test last^ weekend, and ‘‘Money

From Home,” Dean Martin-J« * T
* Lew is 3-D'er.
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SEES ‘QUEEN IS CROWNED’ SNUB
Ranks 60 CinemaScope Houses

Kriush exhibs can be expected to oppose the installation of stere-

ophonic sound to the same extent that their American counterparts
do John Davis, managing director of the J. Arthur Hank Organiza-
fiitiv, said in N. Y. yesterday tTues.t prior to flying back to London,

t Davis said Rank was equipping 60 houses on two circuits with
complete CinemaScope units, including directional sound, and that,

pom there on. he was taking a “wait-and-see” attitude. The 60 the-
atre' by no means cover all of the major situations but are ade-
quate to provide an indication of the b.o. power of multi-channel
sound.

Would U S. Stand for Mobile Trucks

I ON EXHIBS
F°re*Sn Propaganda Pix?

The audiences are
American exhibltm >,

there, hut
iu'l won't

break they de-

Producer-Distrib-Exhib United Suit

Against Censor s Cuts on 'Moon’
‘ Kansas City* pee. 1

.

\ new suit in the running con

trovorsy over "The Moon Is Blue”

w ,|s filed lost week in Cole County
Circuit Court. Jefferson City, the

Missouri capital. The suit chat*

h>iige.> the right of the Kansas
Lift censor to order deletion ol

ports nf the film.

Holm by Productions. Inc., pro-

ducin'. United Artists Corporation,

distributor, and Dickinson. Inc.,

theatre circuit, are plaintiffs in

the Miit They filed under an act

which became effective in August
and provides for appeals from de-

risions of bodies such as the Mo-
tion Picture Appeal Board.

Thu hoard twice has upheld the.

decision of Mrs. Lora Williams,

city motion picture reviewer. She
reviewed the film in June and or-

dered a string of cult. Dickinson,

which operates theatres in Kansas
a ok I Missouri, but which headquar-
ter' in nearby Mission. Kails., ap-

pealed to the board earlier. City

officials indicated they would
tight the suit.

Meanwhile. “Moon” as yet has.

had no showing in this area. It is

tigurid a good bet for the Kimo
Theatre, art house operated by

lhekin.'on here.

Dick Jablow On Own
Richard B. Jablow. who has

aeted as counsel for
u
the Authors

League of America * w hile with
Hays. St. John. Abramson A Schul-
man. is swinging his own shingle,

as of Dee. 1. He will specialize

in theatrical law. under the new
firm name of Butler. Jablow &
Weisman.
Jablow has been with the IL».v*

setup since 1942. Authors for whom
i

he has aeted personally include Ice-

land Stowe and Louis Verneuil,

"They just

and play our

Actors Guild Resents

Foreign Governments That

Lure Runaway’ Producers
Hollywood, Dec. 1.

foreign governments pressure
American producers to make pic-

tuns abroad, through quota sys-

tems. government subsidies and'
currency restrictions, it's charged
b.\ John L. Dales, national exec
S’lTi't ar\ of the Screen Actors
(imid.. who says the guild bitterly

resent s this.

Dales asserted pix made over-
seas for the U. S. market last year
''equalled the normal present day
annual output of one of our major
studios." adding that prior to 1949
pi x made abroad by American pro-

ducers totalled from four to eight
a year, whereas the number lias

risen to 15 to 26 a year today.

Dales’ views, contained in a re-

Put seni the membership, were
concerned solely with the' problem
"i runaway” production, reiterat-

stand against such pro-
’ duet ion

I lie exec said SAG realizes that
it m weren’t for the foreign market
i d: l S. pix which provides over

of the gross income for Amer-
' r;, h pix. "we would not have an
industry." “But we bitterly re
stun foreign governments and for-

‘“'-n industries combining to pres-
sin e us into foreign produc t ion,”
he declared.

Dales pledged that SAG will ton-
f nue to work closely with the craft
unions to '‘protect all of us
a gai n>t undue and unjustified pro-
duction abroad.”

But. warned Dales, “this is not a

*4ht that can be won in one wild
fl ‘g-waving swoop, but must be car-
ried out by a constant day-by-dav
battle against runaway produc-
tion."

In the same report to the mow-
b^s, Kenneth Thomson, guild ' TV
administrator, disclosed that SAG
•' considering expanding its struc-
fue to a national level, opining

Jt changes in tlie guild’s opera-
Dons “are inevitable."

Disregard of Legion

Views Costs Theatres

Biz—Bishops Assert
Washington. Dec 1

A warning to theatres that they
stand to lo*e their Catholic pat-

ronage if they present pictures

condemned by the Legion of De-
cency. was issued here last week
at the annual Conference of Homan
Catholic Bishops.

The statement, issued in connec-
tion with the sessions, asserted.

Theatres which may consider
showing a condemned film in tlie

future should hear in mind the

potential loss of Catholic patron-

age not only for that attraction

but others which follow it in the

same theatre.”

On the other hand, the Bishops
praised the industry's self-rcgu-

latorv Production Code for helping
to maintain moral standards on
the screen. A resolution by the

Bishops stated: “The Production
Code, a plan of self-regulation, de-

veloped within the motion picture

industry of the United States as a

means toward the maintenance of

right moral standards in screen

entertainment, should he com-
mended as a worthy undertaking
and one capable of affording vital

protection to the whole public, es-

pecially youth, against the harin-

tul influence of morally bad mo-
tion pictures.”

Three foreign pix and one
American film. "Moon I* Blue.”

were condemned by the Legion in

the past year. Report of the Bis-

hops pointed out that "Moon" was
denied an MPA A Production Code
seal.

Of the 336 American fifin' re-

viewed 1) v file Legion ol Decency
during tlie past year, reported

Bishop Michael J Heady, of Co-

lumbus. outgoing head ol the Le-

gion. 140 <42' were clarified

A-l i morally unobjectionable for

general patronage. 124 '37'"')

were A-2 'unobjectionable for

adults ; 71 21G i were B 'morally

objectionable in part for all 1

,
and

one condemned.

Of 47 foreign films reviewed in

this country. Legion ratings v ere

as follows: eight <l7'c» A-l; 18

<38'r' A-2; 18 "were B: and three

• 6' ; > condemned.
Bishop William A. Scully, of Al-

bany, succeeded Bishop Headv as

head of the Legion. •

Imperial's Colette Film

Imperial Filins, headed by V il-

liain C. Shelton has acquired. L.S

distribution rights to “Le Ble Kn

Herbe ’ from Franco London
Films.

French pie is an adaptation ol a

j
novel hv Colette.

,

give British pi\ the
serve. John Davis. managing di-

rector nt the .1 \rthur Bank <>r-

gani/ation. said m N. Y yesterday
•Tues a. He added that the per-
lormance nf Hnti.sit imports in the
U. S. \v;i' improving hut not g »»nl

enough
“

Bank exec declared Britain's film
hi/ was doing imieasingly well in

the world market The Bank org
alone now get-, f>()' , of its film

I rental from -'abroad, including tin*

U. S. Figure indicates the lug im-
provement :n tin* take of British
pix at hoip** ' Most \meriean dis-

trihs get between 36'
< and 4d'

;

ol their revenue from abroad, hot
they have the l uge D. -S. dumesfie

,
market to draw on >

! Davis indicated lie was “puzzled
over the American exhibs' attitude
in the light ol wide tears over
product “.'hortage”. “It's not that

I

the.v're anti-British, or anything
like that." lie said,

won’t take a » ha nee

j

films.

"

He cited as an example “The
Queen I' Clowned." which, lie said,

j

had gotten disappointing circula-

tion in the American market de-
spite great public curiosity to see

[the Coronation ceremonies. He
couldn’t understand exhibs’ failure

to hook the film widely. He added
that, proportionately. “Queen" had
done a lot better in other non-
Brili'li territories “and even in

places v. here they recently chucked
out their BoyaHy."

1 Dav is said his disappoint incut

about lack ol penetration of British

films in the l S implied no criti-

cism of l nivei'al. which handles
; most ol the Bank product He fell

’ there was a large potential core of

“intelligent people who liked

British pix and that the immediate
aim should be to expand that lim-

ited audience “For that we need
the exhibitors' cooperation.'' be

stated.

Not Selling TV
The Bank exec said lie stood on

his earlier decision not to sell filin'

to TV. “It would be inconsistent for

us to refuse the BBC pictures and
then to turn around and sell them
to U. S t eleeast ers. he observed.

The Bank group is currently

turning out CinemaScope sound

and lenses hut put contemplating

any CinemaScope production

“We’re still sitting and watching.’’

Davis commented. The' Bank out-

put remains constant at 22 films a

year.

Davis observed that Britain s en-

tertainment tax continued as a

heavvv burden. Available figures

show that there was a T

\

drop in

attendance for the first half ol

1953. compared with, 1952. He s: id

a tout inning decline wn.t likely to

convince the Treasury that t :\ re-

lict i' i rally needed “One ol our

lug diHiciiM res D Hi; t w <* cannot

-•’raise our sea', prices under the

pi eser.t sv. inn Ik* asMo tcd

Points I p Global Take
'I oidiilo. I )ec 2

h<-v problem lacing film prod up

tirin' hi Ltiglainl-is that the British

indust rv irii't rely on the world
market for BV of hi' revrinve and

has onlv the balance cd I V < de

rived from the home market This

was pointed up by John Davis, man-
aging director of the .1 Arthur

Organization, who visited

a<i week from London
sharp contrast, said’ Davis.

,vood picks uj) 6oG ol its

business from its dourest ic

mark'd «U. S and Canada and the

balance from foreign terrain.

And From Canada
Thifc exec ( oupled this observa-

tion with a demand tor greater ac

re's to the American market for

British pix. He underlined that

,F \ HO i' capitalized at £ 60.0004>00

but f»as dilfieultv in collecting dol-

lars from the U S. and Canada.
Davis charged American “block

mg’ of such successful British

filin' a- ‘ X Queen I* Crowned,"

« Coni i titled on page 22 >

Bank
here 1

In

Holly
gl'O "

Warwick Into C’Scope
l.ondon. Dec t

Warwick Films. British outfit

treaded bv Irving Allen and \lheit

Broccoli. i' entering the Cinema
S< ope field with a Technicolor

production; “Cork le- to II Heroes''

stoi v id the Huv a I .Marines scripted

hv Hugh Hastings

Bro'olli pi, dies New York
a cal Hollywood I leiwi) to set di*-

trilmt ion sta i t, and a direct'd m

N.A.M. Closed-Circuit TV

Demonstration Dec. 4

May Cue New Spurt

lodii'ti ial use of (dosed circuit

theatre TV sulet racked hei lie e id

the lack ol color deemed neres

s;irv f or the propel pi e-ont at ion

ol commercial product', mav re

reive an impetus as lesnlt ol the

large-screen demon; t ration odor
cast before the National \smi of

Manufacturer* at the Waldort \'

toria, N Y on Dec 4 About 4 nun

represent at iv>s ol the nation's top

industrial linns, will witness the

test staged bv Theatre Network
Television on 30 foot sipiaie

screens.

It’s hoped that interest -hnvvu by

l! is influential group mav prompt
equipment manufacturer', such as

BCA and General Precision, to

push their developments in large

screen tinted TV Wlidc 'INI’s

denioiistrat ion involves ( IIS . non

sequential system. BC \ i' working
on a compatible ef which meets

the standard; of tiff Natiooal

Television Standard' Coininillee.

BCA tested its large - ci een color

unit at the Itiimi Thealie. N ^

last month, hut indicated that it

still i ayes “a hell of a problem”

at. (I that the unit was not quite

leadv for romiHeirial u.e Fxpeil

moots, however are con! toning

and it’s fell that sate l.a toi v untP-~

vvill lie available le the end ol

1951

AXELROD’S ‘PHFFT’

SALE RAISES QUERY
Columbia’s piirelia i e ol screen

lights to an unprodtieed legit

si t a pi f>v fieoige Axelrod, titled

“Phlfl.” has liecouP* the subject

ol some controversial discos too

Some elements of the legit liiealie

feel that the prnpertv t' tincom-

lortahlv similar to Axelrod dick

coined.'. “Seven Year Itch which

is now on the hoard ( ol rep,

don’t see anv -.imilarity

Key point i> that ( hailes h.

Feldman sotne tune ago hottghi

the rights to Ittli at a co t ol

S255 0<)0 I nd' i II e deal he l en-

joined t rot m releasing tiu* film un-

til some tune al'e: the !<• pt slio.v

told- Col vvhPii paid SBa.OOtJ foi

| *| 1 1 1 1

. '

' i free to h•r, arid telea »•

It' adaptation ill this propel tv at

anv l line since tie* playwright is

i.ot inteiesled in fiav mg It pro-

duced on Btoad av

“phi ft" 'which L sub titled

“( ’In oniclc <d a Happy Dtvotce i

and “Itch" both cmplov the sfotv

device V>t v-mlii " llveit respective

centra! cliaractei s into imagin' d

escapades.

‘Wider’ Par Newsreel
Paramount News is spreading

out. Yielding to the film mdus'iv

trend, the Par if I will If le-nsed

in 3 wider 1 66 to 1 fiatne be-

gmnmg wttli the isstte <d Jan 2
Heretofore the lisped latio qi 1 33

to 1 had been used

Oscar Morgan, company’' 'hoits

and new st eel sale managei, .said

! that while 1 lie switch is designed

to accommodate new ly.-w ideifd

screens in theat c.s. hou •' with

conventional ''in ns still v ill lie

j able to show the i eel.

Kugehe \V, Castle, retired head
til Castle Films and now tin* chief

ctii/cn iTifie of the l S Inioi ina*

Don Agency’s propaganda lilms

IJus week i mewed hi, figlvt to get

Congress to dr.i'licallv coih oi

aholish such product

“Lets reverse the sd u.d ion.*

said Castle “Suppose some loreigp

nation decides to send molnly til n.

trucks to every hamlet ol mu conn
trv to show tls prop i niid. i films

Most American* would deaqdv t »v

sent and alo|» this But Ih.d s just

yvliat we’re dome, anil hive been

P.r five years and intend contimi
mg doing No womb i even mi.

tricuds overseas resent these am a

teuiish and intensive ellorrs to le

mould then vv av of It te
“

Castle’s attack this tune is ceil

tied upon vet I lo lly vv mot film ill

lector Cecil It lie M 1 1 le, who W .11

1 appointed an unpaid consultant of

tlie lirioim dion \ u iiey last \prtl

( hailes Castle "lieMilb* is cur-

rent I v (u opag.iodi/tng the oat tor

ill speeches and articles to belt til

ol .an ppie. sid budgetary appio
pll.dKm | mi tlie lot .

1
1 1 v niiiiei essai J

l S kot-ot mat too Agency 's lilir

ptogram

(’.islle hi loose puhli'ilv in New
*1 oi k alter an exchange ol missivei
With De.Mtfle Both men are piomP
pent Bepnldic.ins Imt t.o ap.ut na
the prop.ig.uida issue. < ’.islle e )>«•

I

cially takes exeeptioti to a quota
1

turn ol DeMille s (lt d Atoei ng
should rompele with the ‘ luilli.ilit-

l.v piade and instlv" propagaoiil
lilni* ol 1 lie Sov let l nmn.

Saying that DeMtlle “still re

fuses to face the I .its’ implicit u
Itis endui scuient ot Gov ertiiiieii 4

films. Castle argues, "Mr DeMiMi
himself is a top pioducer, marnh
because lie provides eiilet laiometif

cntiiclv devoid ot piop.igatida It

is liiifoi 1 unate that he lias Lalfel*

hook, line and sml.ei loi the Iiu«

ped'lled hv the p .veiiologic.il war
I loi s' id Washington

22-Year Old Manager

Held Booze Parties

After Theatre Hours
Omaha, I >< c. I

Polk ( mint v Giaud Jury in Iowa
la .1 week indicted Gunner (Had,
22

,
foi lnei managei of Variety I lie

alie in IP's Moines, on a ' 'barge of

making liquoi avail.tide to voun
;

stcr

(.lid Was arre ted v hen p«r onx
living near the oahe house com-
plained he Was holding parlies in

the thealie at t ( i closing floors.

A week aftei his nnest on Ht«
liquoi charge (Had .was a' » ti' **« I of

conspiring with three boys to fix

the theatre’s hank night drawing.
Tills con.pua' charge t:l| t -, un-

der io.v»• 1 rg it ion hv the ( it ..mil

Jut

Screen Director's .It>K

Critics for Award Aid
Hoi!' aid l>'< I

S'aeeti Du cci<n (iutid of Vue i-

k a piailed more than 299 rnViia-

1 IOIIS to Him I
• V I • e

I

till OUgh'Olt

; lie I S i •(pie t il.;' I Im‘H enl i
!••

in the Hi t YniPl.'d ( 'it i « \ .*. 1

1

d

cord « 'J
.

Winner of the route t -v. ill he

named late this Veai and will te*

presented with the aw aid a, gue-l

hf iioHor at tlie Guild's ati/mal du|-

I
lief • m Jiirt 30.

Col-Selznick Release
F)eal looks set fill Columbia to

telea-a* He I ) i
'.

. d (| Sri/nuk pi o-

i’ net ton, IndiSci el; on ot an Ainei*

ican Wife

f ilm, stalling J«*r liifei Jones

and MonigPoicr v Clift v' a shot in

Italy n a ' o-pt odnet ion ileal be-

tween S'd/nu k and t fie Halo dt-

icctor Vitt'uio de Sica ft is de
Sica's fii-t Xu.et u aielangiiage pit-

I
tin tf.
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Surrounded by harem honeys, Dean outsheiks the sheik
singin’ and lovin’ the cutest gals this side of Arahy . .
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Laughs that are

r from PARAMOUNT

Jerry plays cold to the warm ad*

vances of Paramount’s hottest new
starlet, Pat Crowley . .

.

Terrific laugh climax is the moat

hilarious steeplechase that

ever roared across the screen

to make audiences Voar. And
Jerry’s the winner!Dean's got a nfcw partner

!

He sings “Momenta Like

This” to Marjie Millar,

armful ofgorgeous blonde...
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Swiss Cinemas Hit TV Expansion,

Say It s Against Govt. Promise
Zurich, Nov. 24.

Television, Switzerland’s young-

evt show biz b;iby, although still

in the embryo stage, is already Stir-

ling it j> dust in local film circles.

A three-year tryout period is now
in action, providing three to four

telecasts per week, of about an

hour’s length each, from the lone

JSw.ss TV station, Zurich-Uto.

Contrary to original plans to al-

low only home TV and telecasts in

radio shop windows for the moment,
tin* Swiss I'ost and Railway Dept,

ol the federal council, in charge
ot TV, now announces that tefe-

Exhibs Warn New Taxes

Would Bop Mex Films
Mexico City, Nov. 24

Because they figure the project-
id tax hikes starting next Jan. 1

v j

!

1 take 95% of their profits, lo-

cal exhibitors told Finance Mrn-
isUr Antonio Carrillo Flores that

if the boosts materialize the Mexi-
can film industry will go into “the
greatest collapse of its history.

V

The fiscal chief told the exhibitors

casts in public establishments suchahe would see President Adolfo
9

. . I*..:.. /S...4 ..tv... .4 4 l. 4 4 o.i

King Heads Drive For
British Pix Tax Cut

Glasgow, Dec. 1.

Sir Alexander King, Scot cinema

magnate, and leading negotiator in

the British film Industry, is spear-

heading a campaign by exhibitors

for relief of entertainment tax. He
proposes that the British treasury
he asked for a ,$21 ,000,000 reduc-
tion.

Deputation of exhibs will seek a

meeting with the Chancellor ol Ex-
chequer «tt an early date.

a*. c, fes, restaurants, etc., are also

admissible from now on, in view
of “great public interest” and the
“possible had influence of TV on
youth hiving proven to be nob-
existent.”

This lias brought about an im-

mediate protest by the Swiss Cin-

emas* Assn. It declares this release

for TV in public to he contrary to

a promise made them by the re-

sponsible authorities as w'ell as to

a contract concluded by the Swiss
Broadcasting Co. with the film as-

sociations. in collaboration with
the general management of Swiss
Post. Telegraph and Telephone,

Protest of film c reles is further
enhanced bv the tail that drum-
heating for TV in 1 iis country now
appears to he 'Ttt Toll swing. For
example, a TV propaganda week
is now being arranged in Zurich,
riding under the slogan: “Tele-
vision Is Here! It provides a full

week of daily telecasts embracing
sports, music, films, lectures, cab-

aret, legit, vaudeville, etc.

Koiy Cortines about the matter.
The looming taxes are. a general

10% lift on the current 16.67 '<

levy on an exhibs’ gro*;s and an in-

crease in the exhibitors’ income
impost, an all-federal one in Mex-
ico.

Scot Exhib Claims 3-D

Gimmicks Have Yet To

Pass Test at Boxoffice
Edinburgh, Nov. 24.

Technical gimmicks like stereo-

phonic sound may have passed
their laboratory trsls, hut they
have yet to pass their boxoffice
tests, according to .1 K. Stafford
Poole, leading Scot exhibitor. The
public is not sound conscious. In*

said, as shown hv the poor repro-
duction existing in many home ra-

dio 1 and radiograms. He warned
< xlnhs. who wore in the lucky po-
sition ot spending a few thou-
sands. to vtop and think before
ad< pting what might tie unwise
and uneconomic expenditure.

Referring to the cost of stereo-
phonic sound, the exhib said: “We
exhibitors are brought face to

face with tin* cold and hard facts
of the price of this costly luxury
- $7 725 tor cinemas up to 1.500
feat* and $8,925 for larger seating
capacities. And that is exclusive
rt Cinemascope lenses and Magic
JM « i ror screens.*’

Int’l Film Prods. Mull

Policy For Film Fetes
London. Dec. 1.

Policy on international film tes-

tlvals and confabs dn international
exchange of films will he the main
subject* at the session of the In

tcrnational Federation of Film Pro-
ducers' Assns which open here to-

day i lues'. The BMPA is acting
A* host hut the secretary general
of the International. Enrico Gian-
nrlli, is in charge of arrangements.

Heps from producer associations
in France, Italy. Spain, Sweden.
Switzerland. Mexico and Germany
are attending the London meet.
There also may be a delegate from
the Motion Picture Assn of Ameri-
ca. Fayette W. Allport. London
rep of the MPA. is expected to fill

this position.
The British group,will compnse

Robert Clark, the BFPA proxy:
Reginald P. Baker, past prez. and
Sir Henry L. French.

" Metro's Gross in Japan Soars
Tokyo, Nov. 24.

Metro's gross last month in Ja-
pan topped the 10 major U. S. com-
panies distributing their product
lure. Metro earned $416,600 from
four features, shorts and newsreels
Other grosses were Paramount.

$3.33.300; 20th-Fox. $222,200; War-
ner Bros., $201,000; Columbia,
$161,100; Universal. $133.37,0; KKO.
$105,500. Republic. $105,000, United
Aitists. $41,600. and Allied Artists,
$16,200.

Americans Bow Psvcho

Ballet With Jap Group;

Nip Male Corps Slips Up
Tokyo, Nov. 24

“Night Fright.” . a new 17-min-

ute, one-act ballet to the imis'e of

Ravel, choreographed by Paul
S/'lard, had its world premiere in

Tokyo last week when it was pre-

sented as part of the program of

the Komaki Ballet Co's current

uni with Americans Nora Kaye
and Szilard as leads. Program also

. included the first full - length
"Giselle” seen in Japan. Miss
Kaye, lead in last season’s “Two's
Company” on Broadway, is on
temporary leave from the N.Y.
City Ballet Co.

Bo. and erix reaction to the

program was soso. although there
was audience raves for Miss Kaye.
Bill will run for 10 days in Tokyo,
then tour the provinces and return

1

for a\ repeat Tokyo try in inid-De-

comber, if advance ticket sales

warrant.
“Night Fright.” a modern psy-

chological ballet, utilizes a strik-

ing set by Marta Beeket. dancer-
designer now terping in “Wonder-
ful Town.” It ofTers a thin slice* of

contemporary life. Lead male is a

Ineband harassed by the exhaust-
ing pace of the business world
who has no time nor energy for

the fulfillment of his connubial
duties to his bored wife. Szilard’s

choreography fails to come up to

the ingenuity of the set and the
lighting or the originality of the
argument.

Mi ss Kaye drew heavy mitting
for her *ol<> work in "Giselle."

First act should have been dis-

pensed with or shortened here.

Corps work of the Japanese was
mediocre, with the males costumed
in skin-tight leotards which show-
ed off their bulky legs—and al-

most everything else — making
them look like ludicrous porcine
characters from a Disney cartoon.
High* spot of the net was Miss
Kaye’s "mad scene." which this

mugg has rarely seen performed
better. Lars.

One Brit. House Cuts

Prices to Combat TV
Dudley. Eng . Nov. 24

Prices are being reduced here to

combat the counter-attraction of
TV. Boh A Maurice Kennedy,
joint managing directors of Dud-
ley Hipnodrome. explained it this

way: "It is no secret that the
entertainment world is experienc-
ing one of the worst slumps in

years, and we admit that television
is one of our greatest oppositions.
While nothing can stop progress,
something has to be done to save
live entertainment.”
Top price seats for once-nightly

plays have been cut by the Ken-
nedy's 30c. while other substantial
reductions have been made all

along the line. Tw ice-nightly prices
for variety and revues also have
been slashed. Musical-comedy ad-
missions also will be reduced, but
pantomime prices will remain as is.

More D.S. Prods.

Planned for Italy

Rome, Nov. 24.

Several productions involving
U S. interests, distrib and talent
are currently in the planning stages
lu re. First starter will probably be
"Mambo" which Robert Rossen
will direct for Ponti-DcLaurentiis.
Silvana Mangano, Vittorio Gass-
mann and Shelley Winters are set

to star in the film, with Harold
Rosson, here recently on "Ulysses,”
doing the lensing.

Next on the Pont i-DeLaurent iis

slate*, and part of the option deal
with Paramount for U.S. distrib
rights. is “Attila,” starring Anthony
Quinn. It will be directed by Pietro
DeFrancisci. “Judith and Holo-
phe rues" is being prepped for spring
shooting by Ponti-DeLaurentiis.

Figure), lne\. is set to produce
“The* Barefoot Contessa" here.
Film was written anel is to be di-

rected by Joseph Mankiewicz.
Leads set so far include Humphrey
Bogart anel Edmond O’Brien.
Search is on meanwhile for the
femme le*ael, with Ava Gardner the
top contender, if arrangements can
be made with Metro. "Contessa,”
which will also use local talent and
count in the Italian quota, is sked-
eleei for a 11 -week shooting sched-
ule here and on other Italian loca-
tions. This should start early in
January.

Other among upcoming produc-
tions here is WB's "Helen of Troy.”
Robert Wise, director of pie, al-

ready is on the scene for prelim
work. Ponti-DeLaurentiis got a
sizable sum lor use of the title.

Jap Ministry Condemns

'Hiroshima’ As Anti-U S.

Tokyo, Nov. 24.

The controversial film. “Hiro-
shima.” produced by the Japan
Teachers Union, depicting the
havoc caused by the A-bombing
of Hiroshima in 1945, has been
condemned as anti-American by
the Education Ministry, and re-
moved from the category of select-
ed films.

“Hiroshima” was once passed by
the Film Screening Committee of
the Education Ministry, and se-
lected as a film permitted to be
shown to school children. Recent
press discussion of anti-American
pix prompted Education Minister
Sltigeo Odashi to revoke the okay.
Odashi acted similarly recently
when he nixed “Crab Cannery,"
based on an original story by a
Communist writer, after the Film
Screening Committee had passed
it as a selected film.

As a result of those actions, the
ministry’s film selection system,
whose object is to select films for
showing to students with its rec-
ommendation, is now facing a
shake-up.

Despite Surplus of Plays, French

Legit Season Best Since Wars End

‘Limelight’ Wins Award

Of Italo Film Critics

Rome, Nov. 24.

“Limelight” will receive a Sil-

ver Ribbon as best foreign pic of

the year when prizes are handed
out by the Italian Film Critics

Assn, at an official ceremony to

be held here next month. Inci-

dentally, this film also leads the

seasonal b.o. stakes with a giant

local gross.

Luigi Zampa’s “A City on Trial”

w,..> named best Italian production

while Ingrid Bergman, who has

acquired Italian citizenship, easily

ran off with femme acting honors,

for her work in Roberto Rossel-

lini’s "Europa ’51." Gabriele Fer-

7etti won out for male thesping

honors.

R.vdge Likes 'Scope
Sydney. Nov 24

Norman B. Rydge. chairman of
directors. Gifater Union Theatres,
presiding at the annual prize-giv-
ing to top exhibitors here, said
that the highest praise should go
t » 201 h-Fox for bringing Cinema-
scope to the film biz.

Slash in Spec Cost

Seen Aiding Mex 3-1)

Mexico City, Nov. 24.
Exhibitors here are taking a

nr w favorable attitude toward
third-dimension pix. with the an-
nouncement by Samuel Granat.
v. ho with his brother, Oscar, runs
a big local film chain, that he in-
tends to manufacture spectacles
that can be supplied cinemas at a
1 ttle over 4c per pair. That com-
pares with the 17c a pair that
viewers from the U.S. cost, includ-
ing freight, import tax and insur-
ance.

Exhibitors cooled to 3-D when
the City Amusements Supervision
department insisted that they
must provide each patron with a
h and new pair of specs, but that
they could not charge more than
tne ceiling price of 46c for the tri-
dimensional films.

Remakes, Tinters, Co-op

Films High on List of

’53 French Productions
Paris, Dec. 1.

Of the 112 films on the produc-
tion list this year 18 were Franco-
Italian pix^nade in France, 12 were
produced in Italy, 18 were tinters

and 12 were remakes. The remake
habit is catching on here, and they
are usually oldtime b.o. hits or
safe, customers and spectacles.

"The Three Musketeers,” made
in color by Andre Hunebelie, is

now in its third version here with
the preeeeding editions dating
from 1921 and 1932. “Count of
Monte Cristo,” made before in

1921 and 1943. now gets a new re-

production with Jean Marais and
Lea Amanda. Alexandre Dumas
also will be repped in projected
versions of his "La Heine Margot”
to be made by Jean Dreville; “La
Dame De Montsoreau" by Louis
Chavance, and two proposed films
based on his play “Kean,” now
being played here by Pierre Bras-
seur.

Alexandre Dumas, the son. is

repped in the third version of "La
Dame Aux Camelias" < Camille"),
with Micheline Presle. which is do-
ing good biz here. "Raspoutine,”
made before in 1938, will have the
mad monk played by Pierre Bras-
seur and directed by Georges
Combret. Another round for the
operetta, “Mamzelle Nitouche,” is

now being* made with Fernandel
and Pier Angeli after its 1931
guise.

Two social problem pix in the
remake cycle are "Le Petit Jac-
ques’ and "Crainquebille.” “Jac-
ques" is a metier about an unhappy
child, and a vehicle for Christian
Fourcade who played in “Little
Boy Lost." "Crainquebille,” from a
novel by Anatole France, was done
in 1922 and 1934. Direction is by
Ralph Habib.

"Night Is Ours" and “When Do
5 ou Kill Yourself?” are ordinary
remakes of a love story and a
comic detective affair which seems
to have been done because the
story was available. “Thesese Ra-
quin" was made previously in 1927
by Jacques Feyder but the
version by Marcel Caine is

pletely changed and worked
from the original Emile
novel This pic copped a big
at the Venice Film Fate. Robert
Siodmak is also doing an old Jac-
ques Feyder film in "The Big
Game." which was made in 1934.
Siodmak says he chose this be-
cause he needed a story and this
one has drama and appeal with the
proper rewriting. The original au-
thor. Charles Spaak. worked on
the new version. It is in color
with Gina Lollobrigida. Arletty,
Jean-CIaude Pascal and Raymond
Pellegrin.

new
corn-

over
Zola
prize

Mozart Festival Co.

Formed by Austrians
Vienna, Nov. 24.

The Vienna Society of Music-
Friends announced the foundation
of an Austrian Mozart Festival Co.,
to consist of a special orchestra and
an opera ensemble of its own un-
der Herbert Karajan.

It is planned to make a world
tour in 1956 to commemorate the
200th anni of Mozart’s birth.
Organization of the setup is in the
hands of Rudolf Gnmsjaeger, sec-
retary general of the society.

„ Pari*. Dec. 1

The French legit season is
showing unusually prolific signs
this year. Although quantity has
been exceeding quality here, a
sudden spate of exciting theatre
with a resulting boxoffice boom, is

ti . ning this into the most inter-
esting season since the war. Top-
pers are mostly refurbished oldies
plus a number of excellent new
offerings.

Head and shoulders above the
others in sheer popular appeal and
brilliant theatrics is the Jean-Paul
Sartre reworking of the 1836 Alex-
andre Dumas play, “Kean.” Based
on the life of the extravagant
English actor, Edmund Kean, this
supplies a great role for Pierre
Brasseur. He supplies the vigor,
ranting and moving mummery in
the most flamboyant one-man his-

trionic show in some time. This
provides the portrayal of an actor
who could not distinguish between
his roles and his real life. Play is

full of color, with good support
for Brasseur in making this a the-
atrical “must.” It might have*

a

chance in the U. S. with the proper
actor in the main role.

Another bright legit light, mak-
ing it two hits in a row for the
Jean-Louis Barrault-Madeleine Re-
naud Co., is the first posthumous
presentation A)

f

Jean Giraudoux’s
“Pour Lucrece.” This emerges a
bit talky, but is a fascinating
looksee at a battle between purity
and debauchery. Madeleine Re-
naud, as the pure victim of the
r.achinations, and Edwige Feuil-
lere ipake this an acting spree
that will keep this theatre full

along with its alternate hit. Paul
Claudel’s “Christoph Colomb.” an-
other reanimated oldie making
for top b.o. here.
The political piece about East

and West Germany, “The House
In the Night,” by Thierry Maul-
nier, is an absorbing if literary

play. Conversion of a Communist
bv pity is the central theme of
this interesting theatre. Despite be-
ing in the hit bracket here this

might not have the dramatic
heights for Broadway. It should
do for the screen.

Also SRO is Jean Anouilh’s play
on Joan of Arc, “The Lark,” which
has made a star of Suzanne Flon.

John Huston plans to take this to

N. Y. next season.
Weaker Sisters Folding

In the face of this big-time legit,

weaker sisters are folding. Al-
ready gone are the mildly success-

ful mellers, “Le Coup De Grace.”
“Inquisition.” “The Gambler.”
“Man Who Lost His Shadow” and
"Les Naturels Du Bordelais.”
Plodding along Is “The Road to

Crete.” a version of the Gabriel
Marcel opus, written in 1935. This
is dated and unreal in its attempt
to give a nebulous philosophy
about the ambiguity of life. Also
ambiguous and somewhat second-
rate is the new Claude Spaak play,

“Les Roses Des Vents.” which
looks destined for an early demise.
Appearing to be hits in the first

seasonal batch are “The White
Queen.” “Tresor,” “Bonne Fete

Esther” and “La Corde.’” Also

looking like they may prove suc-

cessful are Armand Salacrou’s

“God's Guests.” and “Frcre Jac-

ques,” on the appeal of actors

Fernand Gravey and Gisele Pascal,

despite adverse crix.

Oldies still going strong are

“Helene,” “Dazzling Hour.”
Georges Guetary. Bourvll ihusical

“Flowered Way,” and a hep re-

vival of “Tovaritch,” with Elvire

Ponesco and Micha Auer.

Two London legit clicks of re-

cent vintage. “Deep. Blue Sea” and

"To Dorothy a Son," have the hit

class since their preems here, but

famed Eugene O’Neill drama, "De-

sire Under the Elms” in Jean

Anouilh-Paule de Beaumont trans-

lation. is wilting despite big ad-

vance buildup.
Credit for "Sea’s” Paris success

goes to pop legit-pix star, Made-
leine Robinson, whose histrionic

fireworks as heart-broken heroine

who rushes from suicide attempt to

suicide attempt camouflages weak
spots and shaky psychology of the

Terence Rattigan play.

“To Dorothy.” which did two
years in London but only two weeks
in N. Y„ also has new title: “Treas-

ure.” Roger MacDougall script is

routine farce stuff, with the Jean
Marsan adaptation carrying over

wagonload of British gags, most
of them ancient.
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If Pix Like ‘Robe’ Set Pace For

Future, Brit. Indie Prods. May Quit
By HAROLD MYERS

London, Nov. 24.

If productions of the calibre of

• the Robe.” the first 20th-Fox film

in CincmaScope. which had its Eu-

ropean preem at the Odeon. Leieos-

t,M Square lest Thursday <19 1. is to

set the format for future film-nutk-

ing, mtny indies fear thev will be

forced out of business. Thev fear

the inodest type picture they’ve

been accustomed to make will no

longer be acceptable to exhibitors.

The reasoning is based oil a sim-

ple economic precept which ap-

plies peculiarly to British 'pro-

ducers. and has no bearing on the

Hollywood situation. Since the end

of the lush postwar era. British

production has settled down at a

steady level and most films are

geared to budgets which provide

a reasonable opportunity to re-

couping costs in the domestic mar-
ket. In recent years quality pro-

ductions have been kept within a

budgeted $250,000 ttt $350,000, and
on this basis have a reasonable

chance of paying their way in the

United Kingdom. Earnings from
overseas represent the additional

gravy which helps to keep produc-
tion going.

See Only Limited U. S. Market
After several attempts to crash

the U. S. film market, most British

producers are reconciled to the
lact that their potential earnings
across the Atlantic, apart from a

few isolated cases, are inevitably
restricted to what the arty houses
yield and this varies from picture
to picture. In other words, to at-

tempt spectacular production with
a substantially upped budget would
put British producers in the posi-

tion of being dependent on over-
seas markets to keep in the black.
The Hollywood film makers have
always had a distinct advantage
over their British confreres in this

respect. The U. S. domestic mar-
ket is four to five times the size of

the British market and, on top of
that (lie American industry has a

firm selling group in the U.K. They
are able to splash on production
costs with greater confidence.

By the same token, many indie
theatre operators are apprehensive
of the future. Overtaxed, and
with declining receipts, they are
short of the ready coin to retool for

CinemaScope although they realize
that their major competitors, the
big circuits, have ample reserves
to make such conversions. J. Ar-
thur Rank’s two groups already
have entered the ’Scope derby. In-

stallations are being completed in

key Odeon theatres, with Gaumont
houses to follow in readiness for
the second CinemaScope opus. The
Associated British group will also

retool in due course to lake the
Metro-British CinemaScope pro-
duction of “Knights of the Round
Table.”

Apart from the fact that there
is a shortage of money for con-
version, some more prosperous in-

dependent theatre owners believe
that their houses may prove un-
suitable for ’Scope installations as

they were not originally designed
to take a screen of this size. These
exhibs will be faced with the al-

ternative of a major reconstruction
job or complete closure if the pub-
lic goes for this new medium in a

universal way.

Mex to Honor Pere Guizar

On 25th Show Biz Anni
Mexico City. Dec. 1

Recent national official tribute

;

to Agustin Lara, on his silver an-
niversary. apparently has estab-
lished a custom m Mexico for hon-
oring musicinakers on annis.

Ail commercial radio stations in

Mexico are to dedicate a two-hour
program Dec. <5. kudosing Pepe
Guizar, Tito’s cousin, on his quar-
ter-century of modern folksong
composing and hillbilly band lead-
ing. “Guadalajara" is Guizar’s
best known song in the U S. He
is an official favorite son of Guad-
alajara. capital of Jalisco state and
Mexico’s second largest city.

'(ieneral* Folds After
|

2 Months in Ivondon
London. Dec 1.

‘.Tin* Devil’s General.” the Tie
;

vor Howard st irrer, presented by
jMark Marvin in association with

Uinml and Dunfee, folded at the
Savoy last Saturday <28» after a
run ot just over two months. It

had its London preem Sept. 23
atler a short provincial tour.

\Vithin a few days of the closure,
another I.iunit and Dunfee show
will mine into flu* Savoy. This is

the new Peter l stinov play. “No
Sign ot the Dove." which stars Bea-
trix Lehmann, Miles Malle on,
Rohm Bailey and Raymond Hunt
U‘\ . ft is set to open Dee. 3.

1st Showing of CinemaScope Draws

Aussie Exhib Raves; Robe’ Due Dec. 9

Two 3-Ders Brazil Hits

But Exhibs Jerk Them
Rio de Janeiro. No\

week’s glimpse at.

New Yank Films

Click in Berlin

Product Shortage Plus

High Rentals Seen By

Aussie Exhibs in ’54

Sydney, Nov. 2’4

As 1953 prepares its walkout
powder, Down Under exhibitors,

despite distributor assurances to

the contrary, believe (hat 1954 will

see a drastic U S.-tabbed product
shortage. Exhibs admit that they
have no clear picture of what the
year ahead lio'ds, or how much
product will he in distributor

vaults. Many exhibs already be-

lieve that 1954 product will he

higher priced than hitherto, and
th.it they will have to pay top

bracket rentals for new fare or

els^ be satisfied with reissues.

There is no denying that Aus-
tralia is no longer the plnsli-play

spot it was a few years back in

j
the inflationary era. Run*of-the-

: mil! films are yanked olf within a
j

|

couple of weeks in the key cities.
J

j

The strong survive, but few are

;
good enough today to run over ,

12 weeks.

Majority of Aussie’s 1.500 cine-
|

mas play duals. Many suburban
and country houses change bills

j

three times weekly, meaning that i

it takes a lot of celluloid to keep
houses running.

Understood that any major U S
dip in number of productions next

\ ear would he a boon to British

distribs here since they have hack-

ings filling the vaults. Industry in-

siders say that it’s reasonable to

assume that the British will make
a determined bid in 1954 to cap-

ture more Aussie playing time

from the Yanks without benefit of

quota laws.

’ Berlin. No\ 2t
‘ Gone With Wind” <M-G» at last

is slated for a Berlin preem. Hie
will he preemed Dec. 4 at Kurheh
which has obtained exclusive rights
for Berlin. Four-hour epic will he
shown with intermission and dou-
ble the* usual admission. “Wind”
is now in its tltli month in Munich
There are currently many US

top films on release to meet the
rising competition from native pix
now being shown and produced in

big number. “Salome’’ (Col» was
preemed at Delphi, with (’olumhia
giving it a big publicity cam
paign. “Cousin Rachel’’ <20th> was
released at Capitol hut received
only so-so review's.

Filmtheatre Berlin has Para-
mount’s “City in Dark’’ while the
Astor has “Anna Karenina’’ <M-G>
in its fourth week. Metro also is

due to preem a number of big pix

shortly, such as “Bad and Beauti-
ful” and “Merry Widow.” Most
controversial pic currently is the
French-made “Le Salair do la

Pern.’’ winner of the Cannes and
Berlin film fetes. Film drew out-
standing press appraisal hut has
many opponents who claim this is

too brutal and sadistic.

Argentina Groggy With

Foreign Film ‘Weeks’

Buenos Aires. Nov. 24.

A new word has been coined in

Argentina’s film biz circles lately.

It is “festivalitis” because of the

SvTtession of so-called film fete

weeks current or blue-printed.
Only a few weeks ago the Italians

had their “film week.” which was
attended by Vittorio de Sicca him-
self. More recently, the French
staged their “film week.” organ-
ized by Umfrance. It was attend-
ed by Genevieve Page. Michele
Philippe, Andre Paulve and
Charles Vanel.

The Spanish industry is now
agitating for a Spanish 'film

week." in which seven llispano

productions would he released. All

this aroused a desire by local pro-

ducers, and now they have offi-

cially s *t an Argentine “film

week,” with the recently-form d

distribution unit, Uni-Argentina*
acting as host.

LOWER FILM RENTALS

ASKED BY INT’L EXHIBS
London. Dec. 1.

A plan to secure standardization 1

;

of film rentals, gearged to the low-
j

est level prevailing in Europe, was

one of the main topics discussed bv

the International Organization of,

Exhibitors Assn, at its conference

here last week. Another topic was
consideration of the effects of TV
on the theatre industry.

During the three-day session ex-

hibitors from various parts of the I

Continent complaining that film

distribs. British. American and

Continental, made varying rental

charges, insisted that the time had

come to bring about a measure ot

equality. These exhibs claimed the

right to bring all pix rentals down
to the minimum level

A large part of the conference

time was taken up with discussion

on the effects of TV. debate being

based on a memorandum from the

International Producers’ Assn, t

Next session of the International

Exhibs Organization will he held in

Paris.

Over 800.000 Tourists

In Kritain This Year
London, Dec 1.

i

The British tourist industry is

' continuing in record-breaking
fashion. Visitors in October, a to-

tal of 49,500. set a new high and
the fall figures generally have

j

passed all previous records.

! The October intake included
10.000 visitors from the U. S. and
nearly 23.000 from Europe. It is

now certain that the estimate of

800.000 visitors for the Corona-

tion >ear will be exceeded. i

‘EASY YEARS’ RUNS INTO

ROADBLOCKS IN ITALY
Rome, Nov. 24.

‘‘Easy Yeats.” (Paramount re-

lease here* Luigi /ampa's follow-

up of his previous “Difficult

Years.” continues as the center of

controversial and literally explo-
sive issues here. Pic. which in no
uncertain terms satirizes both Fas-

cism plus bureaucracy and red-
tape in governmental agencies,

was shown at tile last Venice Film
Festival and has had tough sled-

dir g ever since. Film was held up
by censorship reportedly until

Minn sharper barbs directed at

government agencies had been
blunted. Secondly, the pic’s pro-

ducers were sued by General Gra-
ziam, who served during the Fas-

cist regime? for having included a

character who hears a resem-
blance to the ex-marshal.

The .third incident occurred
h.*»e in Rome recently during
film’s first-day showings in three
kca! houses. Tcargas bombs wore
exploded in two theatres while in

the third house a fake “bomb” was
four d.

Ealing Studios in Black
London. Dec. 1

Although complaining that rev-

enue from the Kady Fund is barely
sufficient to enable producers to

recover their costs, Reginald I*.

Baker, in his chairman’s report to

Ealing Studies shareholders, re-

ports that a trading loss of over
$70,000 in 1952 has been converted
into a profit of around $5,000 t !i

i
->

year In his report. Baker points
out that it has been. said that the
output .at'. Ealing contained as high
a percentage of successful film-, as
any other studio in the industry.
If that were true, then it would
tie obvious that the additional rev-
enue from the British film produc-
tion, fund was barely sufficient,

and a continuation of the scheme
was a desirable aim.

As part of its financial rear-
rangements following the exiting
of Stephen C’ouTtauld from the
board, the company has hoi rowed
about $700,900 from the NFFC for

specific films, but more than $250,-

000 has already been repaid.
i

"t

Alter i week’s glimpse at. a l>

San Paulo returned to traditmn.il

Mat ties Both "Fort Ti" ('»»!' and
“It Came from Outer Space" <1 >

had been breaking all known rec-

ords tn that city In a 50 mar-
gin, but exhibitors refused to con- 1

tinmv showings because the lor.d

OPA had demanded that no i hai te

be made for 3-D glasses

At the Opera, playing "Fort Ti.”

throw-away specs wen* being sold

at almost a> much as the admis
sion itsclt while at the Rcpublicas
permanent glasses were being
rented out Price body claim d

that this violated ceiling tag on
tickets and added that I lie gl.c.-’w

h id been brought into tin* rniiiTTFy

without an import license Both
pictures wen* pulled and no solu

turn for the Impasse seems in

sight

Hunter’s ‘Sea’ Smash In
j

London; ‘Waiting’ Also

Shapes Up as Winner
l.ondoit, Dec I

“A Day by the Sea," new II M
Tennent production bv N C
Hunter, sli ipes as a smash box-

office hit. bring helped by an out-

standing marquee c ast which han-
dles the Chekhov like theme in

magnificent fashion The piece,

which establishes much the same
mood as Hunter's “Waters of

j

Moon.” opened Nov 2t! at the
llaymarkcl "Moon" wound up an
800-perfoi inanre run recently at

the* Hay market
"Sea" stars John Gielgud. Ralph

Richardson, Sybil Thorndike and
Irene Worth, with Megs Jenkins

]

and Lewis Casson in support. Tills
j

three-acter has been directed by
Gielgud. It bad a short ofjt-of-

j

town tryout bet ore being brought
into London.

First of Teiincnt's two present.'i

tions ot the week was Enilyn Wil-

liams’ lal**sl tin i I )<*!', “Sonic cine

Waiting,” at the Globe Nov. 2f*

Author stars as an embittered
man avenging Ins son’s wrongful
execution for murder. Story i.

tense and excellently ailed with
main suppoi I from Adnaune At
ten, John SHaltou, Gladys Henson.
Gain idle Bi une The play, di

reeled by Noel Willman, bad en
tlmsiastn- reception and looks a

likely winner.

“The Orchard Walls," bv R I

Deldei field, which opened SI

Martins yesterday sMon », is a

story ot frustrated adolescent lov

ers, well acted tint slow moving.
Though warmly received, its on
likely to have universal appeal

MARTIN GRABS BRITISH

SHOWS FOR ANZAC BOWS
London. Nov 2t

David N Martin planed back
from Vienna with contract for the

Viennese* Boys CJioir to open m
Auckland, Australia, next April

: as part of their six months’ tom
in Australia and New Zealand

Wlule here, he has closed d'*at

with Emile Eitller for Austral a

' and New Zealand tour of former
. London hit musical. “Zip (iocs a

Million ” Show opens .-d the Tivo'i

I

Theatre, Kydriev, April 17. w.Mi

i
English comic Roy Barbour star*

ring He also closed deal with tier

nard I )<•
1 font for his ‘Tolies ii i-

gere” revue, which has ju > fin

ished lengthy stays at Sydnc v
'

i hotline Adelaide and Bri bin'- to

open at the St James’’s Theatre
Auckland, New Zealand, Feb. 20

. for Martin & Kerndge.
1 Martin’s Royal Command Per-

formance, which lie is arranging.
1 takes place at tie* Tivoli Theatre.

Sydney. Feb ti. Show will con-
i prise all-Au tralian talent with

i Tommy Trinder the only Engli' h-

|

man, He’ll act as master of cere-

monies forth Fshow.

Martin planes for New York.

Dec 1, and will slay there still

end’ of week, after winch In* planes

l to Au.straiid.

Sydney, Nov. 24

Majority of Aussie exhibitors at-

tending the 20lll-Fox and Hoyts

Cim m.(Scope preview at the 2,500-

seatvr Regent here. Nov 20. agreed
that the new medium will usher
m a new era for Down Under show
hi/ Clips previewed here were
the* same as those used in New
York and London In addition,
there were shots of tin* Coronation.
The Regent equipment was air-

freighted from the U S
Nc*w stereophonic sound bad the

preview audience loudly applaud-
ing. unusual for exhibs Indica-
tions art*, that before the end of
1954. dependent upon tin* equip-
ment supply situation manv key
Nilssio cinemas will be* Cinema-
scope equipped..

Asked Ills opinion ot Cinema-
scope by Vauifiv, a top circuit
executive said that the new me-
dium was “more rcyolutionary
than the* advent of sqtllld ” An-
other major showman said that
Scope was the hypo Aussie show
In/ badly Heeded “Take it from
in**, the showman who brushes this

ofT as ‘just a novelty’ is only fold-

ing himself ” —
Upped Admissions

Ti mod I o d but here I >r<

Hoyts’ Regent “The Robe
come in for tin* lush Christmas
pln.vcl.de at lipped admissions.
201 li-l’ox and llovls* executives
will give the film the biggest sell-

mg campaign ever accorded a sin-
gle pic in this South Pacific zone.
Not antic ipated tint the public will
uuibble over the advanced rates
here Understood t4i.it the cost to
equip a house like the Regent was
in tin* vicinity of $40,000

20th Fox likely will sell ‘Scope*
to Aussie exhibitors on reasonable
terms. Also under,loci that hanks
would he* prepared to back
on advance* finance to
houses.

9 at

will

exhibs
equip

Hilton Signs for New

22-Story Havana Hotel;

Will Be Ready by 1 955
Havana, Nov. 24.

Conrad N Hilton today set in
motion plans to extend Ids world-
wide chain of hotels to Havana.
Three-contracts were signed under
which tin* Retirement Fund of the*

Culinary Workers Union will build
the $11000.000 llabana Hilton,
which Milton's organization will
manage in return lor a share of the
pro! its 't he hotel is expected *o
be completed in time for the* 19.55-

’5b tourist’ se 1 .on. The Hilton
name* may well be a boon to Hie*

island’s sagging Iomit industry.

The llabana Hilton, with <>00

looms and comolelrlv airtoricli-

tionc’cl, is to be 22 stories high -

t'dlcst hotel 10 Cuba It is to have*
1 large ballroom, private dining
rooms, a casino,' swimming pool,

.'gardens. a coffee house, a restau-
rant cm I in* 20th floor, a roof gar-
den modelled after San Franc -ism's
“Top of the Mark.’' a garage* with
spare lor 500 ears and ston* room,
tin commercial establishments.
Hotel is to occupy a full block in

the* VedaeJo section and will hi* In-

cited across the* street from Radio-
centro (theatre* and f'M(} radio ’I.V

* I ud ins 1
.

three* blocks from the
Hotel Narional (at present Ha
van.

a
'a largest t and three* blocks

Horn the* Montmartre* nitery.

Need for a large Havana hotel is

widely known Miami, with a

perm nrnt population of (>00.000,

has K23 hotel, and 49 200 hotel

moms Havana, with 1 000,000
popuh.lion, has ”0 hotels and 3. *>03

hotel 100ms

French Assembly Turns

Down Tax to Aid TV
Baris. Dee I

Jacking up. 'of the yearly liren-e

tax on radio-, by bOr was turned
down here by the* National Assem-
bly-, The increased revenue was
earmarked for a special fond to

bring TV pf age* liei e

Assembly felt th d tin* tight bud-
get .could not spare the needed
Vi'4,000.000 and that radio lU'en-

ers would roihplaiu over being

i taxed tor TV luuds.
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Master May Be Appointed on Dec. 14

As Snarled RKO Suit Drags On

J. J. FITZGIBBONS FETED

•The Best Year* Are The Hardest
Working One*.’

Christmas
Continued from page 3

Hollywood, Dec. 1.

Arguments on a motion for ap-

pointment of a master in the tan-

gled RKO minority stockholder

suit were continued by Federal

Judge Ben Harrison until Dec. 14.

Judge indicated he would study

procedure involved before reach-

ing decision.

Meanwhile, in Las Vegas, Dec
22 is date set for arguments on

motion for intervention by stock-

holders Julius and Eleanor Novem-
ber. Simultaneously, Nevada attor-

neys for N. Y. plaintiffs served

notice they will seek depositions

from Novembers, from N. V. Tele-

phone Co. and from Keich.

Motion to appoint a Master to

investigate the numerous angles of

the ease was tiled by Bernard
Keich, Beverly Hills attorney, al-

though the plaintiff's* eastern law-

yers claim he is no longer con-

nected with the ease.

In opposition to Reich's motion
for an investigation. Louis Kipnis.

V Y. counsel lor the plaintiffs,

filed a 28-page affidavit denying
charges of “collusion." Reich con-

tended that Hughes’ attorneys Ivad

“imposed their will" on the plain-

tiffs N. Y. counsel.

Kipnis declared Reich had no
standing in the litigation and that

his motion was not made in good
faith.

In a terse reply affidavit. Reich

said Kipnis’ affidavit was “essen-

Begins at Home
Appeal for funds for the

Foundation of the Motion Pic-

ture Pioneers “for the re-

habilitation of our more unfor-

tunate associates" has been
sent out by Adolph Zukor.

In a letter to industry ites,

Zukor says. "As one who has
been in our business for .

r
>()

years. I have always thought
it strange that our industry, so

minded to good causes, has
clone so little for ones in our
business who, through no fault

of their own. have been bcs( t

by adverse turns of fortune.”

Scbine’s 5th Delay

On Divestment Granted

Toronto, Dec. 1. ing, bu t ran into difficulty in proe-
First recipient of the "Canadian essing the print.

Pioneer of the ^ear" award, John,
j n general, the outlook is en-

J. Fitzgibbons, President ot the
j
COUraging. In addition to unveil-

Famous Players 'Canadian! Corp.
f inK the Ksther Williams picture.

<401 theatres), was presented with

a bronze portrait-plaque at a ban-
Easy to Love,” Metro’s "Kiss Me

Kate” will also be well represent*
!
quel in the Royal York Hotel ball- t

fti in t!le nation's theatres. "Julius
room, with some 500 members of Caefcar,” too. has been booked for
the Canadian lilin industry here more art house engagements and

the company's first Cinemascope
film. "Knights of the Round

.from coast -to-cogst. At the same
1 unction, gold testimonial "cards’’

1 were also presented to Colonel
John A. Cooper, former board

i chairman of the Canadian Motion
|
Picture Distributors Assn; Hay

|
Lewis, founder of the Canadian

l Picture Pioneers; and Bernard E.

I
Norriph, board chairman of Asso-
ciated Screen News,

t In tile film business for 45 years,

Table," will he tested in four

spots. An extra plus for M-G will

be the re-release at Xmas time ol

"Quo Vatlis” in w idescreen.

•Malkin" My Baby Back Horae*

Though lacking a Broadway
showcase. Universal’s “Walking
My Baby Back Home" is set for

i

-nd he usually arranges for p., ^
ings of people distributed s., *
seme doesn't appear empty.

This doesn’t necessarily req t
greater numbers of peopi,
scenes, he stresses, although
thinks that as a result of the w H ..
screen there will be greater . .

j

ploy mi nt ot extra* and bit pla\ ,

It is simply a question of arran .

-

ment of his players, and camtra
movement. The new dinuMiv., n
enables the director to get nn e
out of a scene, he says, with l« v * i

icquirments for closeups.

Adapt the story to the nudii. .

instead of the medium tu u,.
story, Taurog emphasizes.

. ri

wide-screen production will b
an entirely new thrill to ent< n.
mint.

are when we are working hardest.

Apart from a bushel of telegrams,
all of which could not be read be-

Despite Martina’s Beef
"Buffalo, Dei®!.

Hearing of a motion by Sehinc cause of time pressure, taped tnb-

Theatrcs. Inc . for modification of utes to Fitzgibbons were heard

terms of the judgment ordering over the pa. system from Barney

the sale of 89 theatres was ad-

from apprentice projectionist to 1
300 dates at Xmas time, Warner

president of Canada's largest the-
' Bros, will have Hondo, Starring

atre chain, Fitzgibbons paid tribute John Wayne, and I hree Sailors

to the pioneers in the industry be- an(i a *n general release plus

cause “all of us owe them so "The Eddie Cantor Story and

much.” In reminiscent mood, he 1 ‘‘His Majesty () Keefe for special

h1m> recalled that "our best years
(

pre-release dates Col um bias
i • i. . a ii “Vervin llrtpn t n I* torn it V will hp

journed in Federal Court here to

Dec. 28 Sehinc, by a decree in

1949, was ordered to dispose of

the theatres within three years

’but obtained an extension after

transferring 14.

Charles Martina of Albion, who

Balahan, George Weltner. Austin
Keough. Bing Crosby, Cecil B. De-
Mille and William Holden. The
banquet and entertainment fea-

tures were co-ordinated by Tom
Daley, himself * in the Canadian
film business for 43 years.

is presently plaint ill’ in an anli-

tially false and untrue.” told court trust damage suit in Federal Court

he had been "importuned" by here, appeared as a "small theatre

stockholders owning total of 50.000 owner” and objected to the ad-

i

shares of RKO Pictures slock to ,
journment which is the fifth since)

FILM SUPPORT FOR

NEAR EAST ‘VOICE’

represent them in minority stock-

holder actions.

the motion was originally filed.

STREIBERT BORROWS

MAAS FROM EXPORT

,

Irving Maas, in charge of the

Far East for the Motion Picture !

Export Assn., has been granted a
j

temporary leave from the MPEA
|

to help reorganize the film section

ot the U. S. Information Agency
|

as a consultant under chief The- •

ndore Streibert.

Maas, former MPEA v.p. and
general manager, goes to Washing-

j

ton today <Wcil. i for consultations
and expects to slay tor several
weeks. After that lie returns to

)

MPEA where he will continue to

be av ailable to StrcihWt-. Maas
|

“loan’’ was agreed to by MPEA I

proxy Eric Johnston at Streioert’s
'

request. ' -

Member companies of the Motion

Federal Judge John Knight stated
,

Picture Assn, of America have
f

that the matter had been dragging
j

pledged ^tull coopeiution xrtth the
, iji’oadwa.v during Christmas week
and is also set for saturation book-

From Here to Eternity” will be
hitting the sub-runs while Rita

Hayworth’s “Miss Sadie Thomp-
son" will bow in New York and
in three or four other key spots.

20th- Fox’s al 1-CinemaScope pro-

gram will get hefty play during
the holiday season. "The Robe” is

slated for the RKO circuit in New
York as well as dates throughout
the country. "How to Marry a Mil-

lionaire” and Beneath the
Twelve-Mile Reef’ is also set for

national playing time. “Rect” bows
at the Roxy. N Y. on Dec. 14 and
20th’s latest Scope entry "King of
the Kh.vber Rifles," opens at the
Rivoli, N Y. on Dec. 22.

Paramount’s Xmas picture.
"Here Comes the Girls." starring

Bob Hope, opens at the Maylair on

on for four and a half years but
[

Voice ' of America in readying a

that he would grant the month’s ‘ new radio series to be beamed to

adjournment "to see what dc-jthe Near and Middle East,

v t«iops." . Program will he a discussion of

Martina staled that he had pur- Hollywood picture and porsonali-

chascd two of the Sehinc theatres i
ties, with the film companies to

hut had been unable to get first- provide stogy synopses of new pix.

ings throughout the country.

run pictures. Rumors arc current
that Sehinc and the Department
of Justice are working out a set-

tlement of the matter of the dis-

position of the balance of the the-

atres directed lo lie sold under
tlu* decree.
PAGE KOCH

credits and autographed stills to

be used in contests.

One-Take Scenes

IMPERIAL, CHI, WINS

PARTIAL IMPROVEMENT

;

Marlon Brando Title

i Again ‘The Wild One’
!

On l he theory that “Hot Blood"
i as a title would not lit into its mer-
> chandising plans. Columbia has

Caputo Readies Spanish

Film for U.S. Release

SSS (out.nurd from pane 4

i rected "Skippy” for Paramount in

1930. is particularly enthusiastic
about vv ide-screen picture-making.
Apart from allowing more com-

i plete action, the medium permits

j

a more fluid camera for more in-

teresting angles and these pay ofl'

in audience interest.

The director, however, must
changed the new Stanley Kramer ! adapt himself to this new style of
production on its releasing sked to ; production, regardless of his past
“The Wild One." In mapping mar-

j

experience, in Taurog's opinion,
keting plans. Col aims to stress And no matter how experienced
the pic* value in the nationwide

!
his eye in taking in a scene prior

fight against juvenile delinquency ' to a take, he must readjust his
Figuring in the switch in title values,

were various women’s groups for "T’ve looked through the finder
more on this Martin and Lewis

major distrihs involved in reaction confirmed Col's suspicion comedy than I’ve peeked in
the antitrust suit, filed by the hn- that "Hot Blood." if that title were years.” he says. “Wide-screen
perial last year, still have not permitted to stand, “wouldn't cap- gives a different aspect which the
yielded.

j

ture the right kind of audience.” director, as well as other techni-
Imperial claimed $100,000 in Film, which stars Marlon Bran- cians. must take into considcia-

riie Cy- tion."

RKO Foreign
Continued from p;i»;e 5

! wise, they did not impair the . i-

!

ficicncy of the operation, s.iul

(Crown. He said all "luxuries"

I

were eliminated, ordering ol un-
necessary prints has been done

|

away with and, in some Instances,

i

some employees were droppt <|

! where overlapping jobs existed

The regional releasing deals
cited by Crown gave RKO. for t \-

ample. the Latin American rights
to a French film and. in another

;

instance, the distribution through-
out the Far East of a Chinese film

soon to be made in Hong Kong.

;
In addition to the obvious dis-

tribution coin which the company-,
picks up, these arrangements help

j

RKO lo break into difficult mar-
kets with its own product lineup.

Concerning U. S. distribution of

foreign pix. Crown said the com-
pany is open-minded about this

but actual deals to take on domes-
tic market handling of pix from
abroad are subject to the approval
of Grainger, board members and
other homeoffiee toppers.

C’Scope Excitement

CinemaScope has stirred "tre-

mendous excitement" in England,
France and Hong Kong and the*

atremen throughout the world air

equipping for it, Crown observed.
Of less interest abroad, he com-
mented, has been 3-D. Exhibs in

l

other lands are finding the dimen-
' sion medium of value only it the

picture has merit.

On the overall product front,

the exec related he found no exhili

beefs anent any shortage, this in

contrast with the U. S. situation.

Chicago. Nov. 24.

Colombia. United Artists, and
‘lOth-Fox all have concurred to

give the Imperial Theatre im-
proved runs, while an out-of-court
(ash settlement is still pending. ' whom Col screened the pic. Their
( Ither

RKO Anamorphic

“Path to the Kingdom." one ot

40 Spanish-made films acquired
by George Caputo. load of Master treble damages anif the right to

( |0 . originally was billed

Films for distribution in the west-

ern hemisphere, soon will he ready
tor release in N Y. alter having
English narration and subtitles

made for it. Many of these'pix are
to be dubbed into English when
found suited tor the American
market.

"Kingdom” stars Dominique
Blanchard. French actress

hid for firsl subsequent runs out

o| the Loop,

‘Joe Lou|s* to Izoew’s

After Court Decides
Indie production of 'The Joe

Louis Story" is currently playing
the Loew's circuit in N. Y . hut

"‘ho United Artists, as distributor of

( lists’ Raid.” This was changed to
"Wild One," then to "Hot Blood.”
and now it's back to "Wild One"
again. It focuses on a hand of
motorev elists who give free rein to
brutality instincts in a small Cali-
fornia town. The “Blood" nomen-
clature might have attracted a

Four Days Ahead
Faster shooting, which means

considerable time saving and con-
sequently shorter schedules, is

possible through use of the new
j

wide-screen technique. Taurog be-
lieves. This is due to fewer setups

similar element among theatre au- '
antl longcr sco,,es - " hilh embrace

won the 1951 Donaldson Award for

her work in "Eeole de Femmes."
Film lias not been booked so far

tor initial N Y. performance.

diences. Col felt.

produced, had its Gotham showcas-
ing at the Holiday. Operated by
Michael Rose. Licensing agree-
ment provided for an unlimited
run. But Loew s had an open date
in its important N. Y. neighbor-

x . . .

'• hood houses and UA claims to have
\,'U theatre personnel training „ose t0 tak,

film to he made by the Filmack

the film, had to go through a court
fight to get the booking.

j

—, 1 • »* •

Film, which Stilling Si Hi pliant
, 1 hOIllHS JOIIIS MOFOptlCOIl

How to Peddle Popcorn

And Candy in Ixibhy

vantage of the Loew s runs.
However, when it came time to

pull the pic from the Holiday. Rose
protested and filed a N. Y. Su-

Trailer Co. of Chicago will be one
of concessions. Short will show
the correct way of displaying con-

fections and of handling the ms-
timicrs.

It s the outgrowth of ' Courtesy
]> Contagious" which Filmack
spousmaa/i.as a pi lot in a projected \
scries of training reefers and which
gut favorable reception at the The-

j

atrvowm-rs of AniPrira convcniion
j s„, A Schttil ,., 7 prt., iJt,n ,

in C hicago last month. Response -

Veteran distributor Harry Thom-
as will act as director of west
coast sales for Moropticon. the
new one-track 3-D projection sys-
tem. Appointment was made by Al
O’Keefe. I’ola-Lile distribution
veepe..

O'Keefe and Thomas arrived in

Chicago today <Wed.) to conduct
t he third exhibitor demonstration
oi the new system. About 350 mid- 'j standard

more of the action in a single take.
Director stressed that he already
was four days ahead of schedule
on “Living It Up.” something new
for a Martin and Lewis comedy.

In elaborating on use of the sin-
gle take for a bit of comedy busi-
ness. Taurog explained that for a
seene in the picture tiie action
showed the Super-Chief pulling
into the scene, and crossing its en-
tire width. When it pulled out. it

was discovered that the comics
were standing in front of a dinky
little station on the desert.. In

fbrtn, this particular

S Continued from page 3 ssi,

CinemaScope and other aspect

ratios, the Titshinsky device has ;•

companion printing lens which
reportedly is capable of profil-
ing the film in the aspect ratio

desired.

Projection lens, it was noted. i>

adjustable and can be set for five

different aspect ratios, thus inert-

ing the needs of pix in any of the

dimensions currently available.

Fact that lens can be sold to ex-

hibs for $200 can be an important

factor in its favor since 2ot h- 1 « *\

is peddlifig CinemaScope lenses for

$1,800 a pair.

New anamorphic lens with aspert

ratio from normal to three to one

or beyond was perfected by Joseph
and Irving Tushinsky, optical ex-

perts, who completed experiments
with aid of RKO which turned ov ci-

st udio facilities. Brother Joseph is

former indie roduccr. brother

Irving is musician.

Brazil Promise
Continued from pace 3

preme Court suit seeking to enjoin
1 exhibs are expected to attend 1 scene would have required at least
the showing, set lor tiie Century

(

four setups. Not only was consid-
1 heat re. erablo time saved hut the full

| comedy action was washed up in
the one shot.

How to fill the sides of a scene
in a comedy or more intimate pic

UA from opening the pie at Loew s.

The tribunal threw out his. com-
plaint.

Sol Schwartz Sailing

has encouraged Filmack to go
ahead 'with other subjects.

Profits ot the “Courtesy’’ short,

atier meeting Filmack expenses,
v .1 bo plowed back into the series

i that luune pix may be cheaper
'i e in it in ji i had a budget of $4,000
hrjt ended up with ;i SKMiOU mit.

1 \iiil)v • .oi eilhn buy or rent the
training ret U.

of

Y.
of

RKO Theatres, will leave V
Dee 12 for a nionth'- v.vying
South America. Combining busi-
ness with a vacation, the prez will

“look into the possibility of expan-
sion ot the RKO chain to foreign
ter’-ain.

’

Schwartz w ill he ;n eo!! panied by
1li» v* i|c on the trip dti i t;g

* - 1

i i r h
t hey It • idc hra-te ’ lo u 25 '

h y < id ;r g

j
annivei *aiy

.

Ja*. Stewart Participates
Hollywood. Dec. 1.

James Stewart gets another par-

ticipation deal as star of William
Goetz's second indie production.

Dawn In the Sky.’’ slated to start
next summer on location in Wy om-
ing or Oregon.

Picture will be based on '“Ant-
bu-h at Ghost Creek.” written by I

James O’.Mara and serialized in the

ture. for the new dimension, so
they don’t appear practically
empty, has been a source of won-
derment to many. In a spectacle,
this is achieved by sets and move-
ment. but tor other ty pes of pic-
tures it presents a new problem.

A Boon To Extras

Taurog counters this point by
Sat eve post. It will follow Goetz's ‘ pointing out the situation is easily
lirt indie. “I he Man From Mont- accommodated. Sets are dressed
u fi tre, starring Danny Kaye.

4
to give greater interest and appeal,

was made available to thfrn to at

least cover their print and out-<»i*

pocket expenses. American distrihs

are already committed to part mi-

pate in a Brazil film fete.

Total of American film i>n
frozen in Brazil amounted to >

’
' '

500.000 of which S4.500.0UU

been thawed. An additional v -

000.000 to $4,000,000 has I <11

blocked since Feb. 23 of thrt - if

and presumably is not covet < <
‘ V

present Brazilian arrangement- to

liquidate their debt. Pix outfit- ^
in the preferred category in t

< 1

•applications for remittances c

l-’eb. 23. The last Brazilian t<
'*

lances, amounting to almo-t rt.*

000.000. came in early Novi
Money is being paid out pm-
Horn Brazil's $300,000,000 l >

port- Import Bank loan.
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Screen Directors, With $550 Basic

Weekly Wage, Ask 10% Increase

Hollywood, Dec. 1.

A general wage uppance of

about 10' r is only major demand
made by Screen Directors Guild

in proposals to producers assocla-
j

tion, preparatory to negotiations

opening in .January on new pact.

Present contract goes to March 13.

but talks get underway 60 days

ahead. Pact reopenable on coin

only.

Directors eurrt-ntly earn $350

weekly minimum for theatrical and

TV pix. Vidpix meggers also draw
flat fee for thirdrun of telepie. if

producers want clearance rights,

pay megger $825 altogether for

lelepio.

Following negotiations with ma-
jors, directors plan talks with

S1MPP, 1MPPA, Alliance TV film

producers.

20TH-FOX LINEUP

One CinemaScope Feature Per
Month Scheduled.

POLAROID TOURS OWN

STAFFERS TO AID 3-D

Polaroid Corp. this week will

send seven of its engineers cm a

tour of 60 to 75 cities to lend

technical assistance to exhibitors

playing 3-1) product. The reps of

the viewing glasses outfit will

concentrate on theatremen playing

Metro’s "Kiss Me, Kate" and

Warners* "Hondo” during the

Thanksgiving - through - Christmas

period.
Engineers will confer with man-

agers and projectionists on the*

most efficient way of handling

3-D prints.

Projectionist's handbook, pre-

senting step-by-step guide for

showing 3-D films, is being offered

free to theatres by the Polaroid

Corp.
Illustrated 14-page color booklet

describe s use of new synchroniza-

tion and monitoring devices Pola-

roid is making available* as part ot

Its technical service porgram.

Release sked of 20th-Fox be-

tween December and next March
calls for one CinemaScope film a

month. In addition, the company
will have three conventional pix

In Technicolor and two black-and-

white standards.

Four months period will see re-

lease of the first four Panoramic
Productions films by 20th. Pano-

ramic is a 20th subsid set up to

provide the company with 2-D

product during the switchover per-

iod to CinemaScope. Its total sked

calls for 10 pix.

Four CinemaScopers are: "Be-

neath the 12-Mile Reef," Dec.;

"King of the Kh>ber Rifles." Jan.;

"Hell and High Water.” Feb.; and
River of No Return,” March.

RKO Revamps ‘French’

To Launch It With Seal

Hollywood. Dec. 1.

RKO’s “French Line.” denied a

Production Code Seal of Approval,

has been revamped and resubmit

-

tod to the Breen Office. Decision

is expected before the end ol this

week, after which the studio will

rush prints to meet release dates.

Film had been set for Christmas

bookings on the Interstate Circuit

in Texas, but R. J. (Bob) O'Don
mil, head of the chain, informed

RKO that it would not be shown
without the seal. Jamee R. Grain-

ger, RKO prexy, has assured

O'Donnell that the hassle with the

Breen Office is being cleared up,

but that prints of the revised ver-

sion would not be ready for exhi-

bition before late January.

State Dept Statement

Favors Frances Injdis

Hollywood. D; c. 1.

State Department official has, in

effect, exonerated exec secretary

Frances Inglis from at least one ol

several charges leveled at her by

Adele Comandini and Robert Lee
Johnson in SWG’s running con-

troversy over Government employ-
ment for writers.

Prexy F. Hugh Herbert sent

membership letter over weekend,
enclosing copy pLjyire from An-
thony Guarco, fecial assistant in

Motion Picture Service of State

Department. Guarco stated review

of correspondence with SWG.
failed to reveal any discriminatory

statements by Inglis. as charged,

SWG exec board and sp rial com-
mittee. head by Paul Ganpclin.

both previously had vindicated

Miss Inglis of charges of discrim-

ination, usurping judicial author-

ity re Government employment.
Gangelin's committee also found
no validity in Johnson charges
Miss Inglis had "traffic kc*d in se-

curity matters.”

KANSAS SURE ONLY

YOU CAN’T BE SURE
Kansas City. Dec. 1.^

Moving picture patrons today

are developing into a clientele with

highly selective tastes, if variable

b.o. results are any indication. In-

formal cheek with managers and
circuit execs here reveals that it

is becoming more difficult by the

picture to tell what the public

wants in the way of film fare.

What has the managers here-

abouts scratching their heads is

the heavy drop in grosses suffered
1 sharply in early September. After

j

several months of fairly steady re-

turns on a satisfactory level, the

! bottom suddenly dropped out of

!

the biz at the subsccjuents. Fact

that first runs with sock films are

having no trouble adds to the mix-

up.

These pix are following through
to give very satisfactory returns

in the subsequents, and only these
top rungers are proving any draw
in the second and third runs. That’s

what has managers concluding that

patrons are picking their films

more than ever.

Fact that the sharp dive in

grosses came in early September
and has continued in some measure
is charged against the TV scene.

At that time the fourth TV outlet

here went on the air and the surge
of new fall programs has made
TV viewing and set buying more
intensive than ever.

Prices seem to be a small factor

in the waverings of pix fans since
such films as "The Robe," "Mogam-
bo" and "Shane" all are playing at

upped scales. Technical processes
also fit right into the "selective”
pattern. Widescreen. 3-D and stere-

ophonic sound all help big pictures

,
get bigger coin in the first-runs. So
far, only 3-D has gravitated to the
subeequents, and there it hits the
reverse skid with the third-dimen-

; sioners apparently holding back
the grosses.

13-Year Old Stinkers
Des Moines, Dec. k

Two 13-year old stinkers set

off a gas bomb in the Beaver
neighborhood theatre here in

celebration of nothing in par-

ticular. The bomb was dropped
just as the final feature of the

evening was starting. Mrs.

Gladys Anderson, theatre man-
ager, said emptying of house
though precipitate was order-

ly. One patron fainted and
others in the theatre suffered

upset stomachs. Boys were
turned over to authorities.

Police said it was fortunate
the 'bomb was dropped on a

concrete floor because the in-

tense heat generated by the
bomb would have set fire to a

wooden floor.

The Actress’ Draws Threat

And FBI Looks Into It

Columbus, Dec. 1.

Threatening letters to an ex-
hibitor and the three film editors

on local papers touched off an in-

vestigation by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation here last week.

Missive to Charles Sugarman,
manager of the World, city’s only
art house, said, "I will use force
and damage if necessary” if Sugar-
man didn’t pull "The Actress”
which the writer termed "objec-
tionable . . . obscene and disgust-
ing.” Poison penster objected "to
the revolting scene where a man
loses his pants and some of the
stuff about the youpg girl.” The
letter P.S.ed "Do you prefer bul-
lets or knives! Or a ruined build-
ing?”

Letters to Samuel T. Wilson,
Dispatch; Norman Nadel, Citizen,
and Clyde Moore. Journal, told
the movie critics that if they were
any friend of the theatre owner
they would warn him to remove
the picture.

Sugarman denied it was a pub-
licity stunt since there Wasn’t any
need for it. The film, which stars
Spencer Tracy, Teresa Wright and
Jean Simmons, has been held for
the second week and is- pitched
toward the family trade. It receiv-
ed unanimous good notices here.

FBI. which said it was interest-
ed in all threatening letters, pick-
ed up the letters from Sugarman
and t

I

k* receivers and interviewed
all concerned.

Crest Antitrust
Continued from rage 7

Shield Chas. Skouras
Hollywood, Dec. 1.

Federal Judge Harry C. West-
over has ruled that Charles 1*.

Skouras must give deposition on
Jan. 15 in antitrust suit brought by
Edwards Theatre unless Fox-West
Coast attorneys agree chain topper
will not be witness at trial.

Lawyers have been lighting depo-
sition. claiming it would further
impair Skouras’ health, following
his heart attack recently in Chi-
cago.

Antitrust Decision

Continued from page

Linda Darnell as Carmen
Neo-realist "Carmen * has been

skedded lor production in '54 by
Halo producer Guiseppe Amato.
Italian Films Export reports. Ph*

will be sans music and will star

Linda Darnell.
Latest version, of the' Prosper

Merimee story isn't going to spare
the details. Film will pick up Car-
men frdm the time she's 10 }<ars

old, according to Amato.

Orton Hicks to Rome
Orton H. Hicks. Loew's Interna-

tional Corp. director in charge of
16m operations, left Friday *27)

for Rome, first leg of a round-the-
world inspection tour of Metro’s
16m operations.
From Rome he heads to Cairo

for confabs with managers in the
Near East territories. 11c will then
visit South Africa and Australia,
returning to the New York home-
office at the end of December.

Chi Ozoner Runs I)usk-To-Dawn
Chicago.

Starlite Drive-In. one of a hand-*

ful of ozoners still operating here
this late in season, initiated a

Dusk-to-Dawn show for a recent
weekend with six feature p.x, all

i oldies.

Crest Theatre "for reasons which
this court has already ruled in-

j

valid. They first based their stand

j

on their national policy of favoring

;

downtown theatres, under a uni-
I
form system of clearances. This

! was condemned by this court in the
Paramount case."

j

"The very same conspiracy still

,

»' alive, still is being used, and
!

was used against this petitioner in

!

Ibis ease. A fixed and uniform xys-

|

tern of clearances constitutes a con-

j

spiracy under your decision in the
Paramount ease.”
"You are saying,” commented

Justice Reed at one point, "that the
jury had to find a conspiracy in
this case.”

On the basis of the Paramount
case, that’s right." agreed 1 erlman.
He went on to assert that the ma-
jors. instead of arguments, offered
only excuses for their actions.

"They say,” he told the court,
"that it was more profitable for
them to license in the business
district. This court has already
said that is not a valid reason.

"Everything they did in this ease,
they did in the Milgrim ease. The
court said there that the reasons
given were not valid." The Mil-
grim case was brought by a drive-
in. outside of Allentown. Pa.,
against the midiown Allentown the-
atres getting all the first runs. The
courts ruled that the Milgrim drive-
in was entitled to bid for first run
product against the midtown the-
atres.

At another point. Perlman said
emphatically:

"This is the Paramount case, but
it it ivn't the Paramount
then we've proven a new
acv.”

The lawyer said that the trial
judge refused to accept the Su-
preme t ourt ruling in Paramount

t

et al. into evidence until just be-
fore the t'rest case went to the
jury. Then, according to Perlman,
the court failed to explain to the
jury the points in the Paramount
ruling. Thi*. lie continued, was a

,
prejudicial error.

asserting that many U. S. filmgoers
wanted to see this import but it

was not made available to them.

( Claim by British producers that

they are denied a fair shake in the

U. S. has been wade over the years.

American distributors and exhibi-

tors have chorused the same an-

steer: Only the boxoffice value of

a film detcrmities how it plays off

and how much money it makes; the

origin of the film doesn't matter
at all—Editor )

Slates Davis: "I have heard, and
there is no truth in it. that we are
trying to oust Hollywood in the

world markets. We are not, but
we are trying to secure a fair

share.”

Of television, Davis said that this

was a serious competitor to films,

but only another important form of

entertainment that will fit into the
pattern of modern life and will not
cause the destruction of the film

industry. He stated: "Personally,
I am not afraid of television and
I believe in films. Many people,
in Hollywood and Britain, lost faith

in their own industry as a result of

the competition of television but
there was another reason; the film

industry had been, during the war
years, through a period of abnor-
mal prosperity. So members of the
film industry had come to accept
abnormal conditions as normal.
They had grown mentally fat, lazy

and unimaginative.

"Producers were horrified when
business retracted; they lost confi-

dence and did not think clearly.

That period of prosperity caused
many people to make pictures
which were not as good as they
should have been; and audiences
fell away because of the quality of
the entertainment offered. Our
business, more than most, is sub-
ject to violent fluctuations because
of economic conditions. Too many
picture makers have tried to be
motor-car makers, turning out a
mass-produced product without in-

dividuality. Some people even
thought in the terms of making pic-

tures to absorb overhead. All these
troubles were blamed upon televi-

sion; in my view, without justifi-

cation. That era is passing. Men
with initiating and foresight are
again coming into their own.
"The film industry is again think-

ing and remembering that they are
in show business; that the product
has to have entertainment and cre-
ative values of high quality. The
industry has to sell its product to
the public in new ways. The intro-
ductions of wide screens and better
lenses, better stories and better
filming—all these are beginning to
have their effect; and the film in-

dustry is again beginning tp move
forward, in my view, on a healthier
basis than it has for many years.”

it,

i s

equipment to small houses v,

the theatres paying $50 per
Stipulation is that theatres s.in ,
two-year deal with a guaranty
take a minimum of 30 events * n
nually. New proviso, hereto;
unrevealed, is that theatres p i( ? I
first year’s rental in advanc e' vil
portable units this would amot

: t

to $1,500 and for permanent H( \
installations it would cost $2 Liio
per theatre. Previous impn . ,jn
\vas that BOTV would install
equipment gratis and that tin
could pay it out on the rental l,

Apprised of this fact, Rosen .,r.n
slated: "We don’t claim we re
ing anything away for nothing \\>
think our terms are fair. V.

. e
come across no resistance to
plan. We re not in the equip;.* ht
business. Our plan is to help i: ,;.
tre get equipment in faster

It’s apparent that BOYV inti j,,| s
to use the year’s advance rental
for payments on equipment before
installing units in theatres. Other-
wise, it would necessitate the coin-
pany laying out approximately
$1,000,000 to meet its timetable of
having 200 theatre-TV outfit hv
September, 1954.

Demonstrations

.

Continued from page 5

Warner-Cinerama
S Continued from pace 3

"This Is Cinerama,” which is cur-
rently showing in six situations.
Cinerama, Inc., the equipment
manufacturing company, delivered
to de Rochemont this week a mo-
bile unit consisting of three huge
trucks. Mobile unit will follow de
Rochemont to Europe where much
of the footage for "Thrill” will be
shot. A second fleet will soon he
ready for use in the United States.

More U.S. Openings
On the exhibition front, S\TTs

moving toward the opening of ds
tenth Cinerama theatre. First city
to receive Cinerama in 1954 will
be St. Louis, with the preem set
lor Jan. 23. Openings before the
end of the year will be Pittsburgh
next Tuesday <8), San FrancLco,
Dec. 25, and Boston, Dec. 30. Cities
currently exhibiting C in e r a m a

include New York, dnicago. De-
troit, Philadelphia, Washington
and Los Angeles.

Cinerama biz had dipped slight-

ly prior to Thanksgiving day. but
the holiday and the immediately
lollowing weekend saw a strong
boost. Hefty biz is anticipated for

the medium during the Christmas
holidays. Strong pitch for the

Xmas-New Year’s trade is being
made by SW via the sale of gift

tickets.

Shaken Out
Continued from page 4

case,

conspir-

bought it. We pan to set up a
demonstration in a New York
theatre using Snaider’s unit.”
Snaider also rapped Milton

Mound, prexy of BOTV, for giving
the impression that Snaider had an
exclusive deal with BOTV. This,
Snaider said, has resulted in keep-
ing other potential purchasers
away. Frank Gonzalez, head of
Globaltronics. Snaider’s sales or-
ganization, emphasized that Snaider
had nd exclusive arrangement with
BOTV and that the latter had no
rights whatsoever. A loose 10-day
option, he declared, had expired
on Oct. 21.

"Mound." Snaider added, “prom-
ised me New York on a postcard,
but so far we’ve seen no money
and he’s made no offer to buy. The
only way we can straighten this
thing out is for him to deliver the
eavli."

Both Mound and William Rosen-
sohn. BOTV exec veepec. admitted
that the company had no exclusive
deal with Snaider. "We hope every-
body bu>s the units on their own.”
said Rosensohn. "We re interested
in establishing new outlets for
theatre TV.” However, Rosensohn
intimated that BOTV had delayed
making outright purchases until
Snaider delivered a proper demon-
stration. "He hasn’t been able to
deliver a show that exhibs would
go for." he added. He further stated
that BOTV has available "three
pieces of equipment that’s equiva-
lent to Snaider• s." He did not. how-
ever. reveal the source .pf the new
equipment.

j
BOTVs plan is to rent portable

John Curran, other payments
were made to Fitzsimmons in t Tie

office of James R. Hoffa, Detroit

Teamsters head. Craven found
i himself in the vice in 1940 w hen
the Teamsters coaxed his em-
ployees out of Stagecrafters Union
lAFL).

When Fitzsimmons became dis-

satisfied with his cut, his own ac-

countant checked the books and

made off with the .cancel lid

cheeks. Threats of the formation

ol a third film hauling firm were

made and when additional pa.ioff

was not made the B and K Film

Co. headed by John Staley, son of

Teamsters business agent entered

the field.

A strike, cancellation of insur-

ance and condemnation of Crav-

en’s trucks forced his sellout at

|
$7,000.

Broke, Craven wound up *

$50 a week janitor at the Vnnei-

sity of Michigan where he is now

a security officer.

Allied Chilly

Continu'd from pate 3

representative of key theatre own-

ers and circuits, TOA has In P,n

1 championing the rights of the r.a w

and smalltown operator. Herman

M. Levy. TOA general counsel jnj

recent speech denounced di> ’

practices which, he claimed r '

driving the small threatreov * !

out of business.
.

An Allied view of TOA’s
est in the small houses is tha*^ r: ‘

circuits are discovering that t-

key houses, although chalk-- m

healthy returns, cannot supp< :
1

operations of many of their si , ,t‘

.

houses. "They're discovi.ng

I said an Allied exec, "that t <
' 1

facing the same situation a*- •
•'

dividual owner.”
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Robert Taylor
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Robert Taylor

Stewart Granger
Ann Myth

Vinerywhere!

Marlon BranJo
Janies Mason
John Gielgud

Louis Calhern
Edmond O' Brie

n

Greer Garson

Deborah KerrA wealth of great enter-

tainment for all needs.

BIG PICTURES NOW
and lots of BIG ONES
on the way. Year after

year .after year THE
FRIENDLY COMPANY
is the DEPENDABLE
COMPANY

!

Kathryn Grayson

Howard Keel

Ann Miller

THE BIG INDUSTRY EVENT!
Af-C-AI Brings NEW Scope To

CINEMASCOPE

"KNIGHTS OF THE
ROUND TABLE"

j
//« Color Magnificence)

Robert Taylor

At a Gardner
Mel Verier
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Celebrity Room, taken ill opening
night and Eleanor Saret substi-

tuted.
Barney Paloff, newcomer to nit-

ery circles, is new owner of Club
15, formerly the Club Nomad, At-

lantic City, will reopen as Cotton
Club, with Negro shows.
New management of Giro’s to in-

stall private club in downstairs
room alter first of year.

Tagging of CinemaScope pix as being in “Color by Technicolor’
creating a certain amount of confusion since, to date at least none
them has been lensed with Techni’s three-strip camera or process'd
Techni’s own dye-transfer, imbitition method. Fact is that Technical
per se is a corporate name and doesn’t cover only the Techni prove
Therefore, any prints turned out by the Techni plant, regardless
whether or not they’re tinted in the dye-transfer, imbitition way (

be called “Color by Technicolor.’’ CinemScope films so far have be!

shot on Eastman color negative with prints on Eastman positive w hn
Techni is equipped to handle in limited amounts. Techni’s dye-traruf
prints are almost 2c per foot cheaper than prints on Eastman col
positive.

sistant who has been serving as

j

temporary manager, stays as

j

Zomnir’s chief aide.

Lincoln Theatre in Rimersburg
1 bought by Ross Atchison from
;

Mark and Lou Secventi. The Ser-

ventis have quit exhibition to bc-

i
come Western Pennsylvania dis-

tributors for Swanson cookies.

George Moore, manager of

Variety Club Foundation tc

Combat Epilepsy last week pre-

sented its second $2,500 check tc

Dr. H. Houston Merritt, directoi

f.t neurological services at the Neu
rological Institute. Columbia-Pres
byterfan Medical Center, N. Y
Coin will be used for Variet;

Clinic. William J. German, win

made tin- presentation, promise!

Dr. Merritt an additional $2,500 ii

ST. LOUIS
An ozoner near Charleston, Mo.,

owned by the Central Illinois The-
atres Co., sold to Rino Bianchi and
the Frisina Amus. Co., who had
planned a drive-in in same area
last winter. Acquisition of the
ozoner has sidetracked construc-
tion of another one.

George Barber, Tuscola, 111.,

added to his theatre holding by
purchasing an ozoner near Tuscola
from Tomey Faulk, Jack Taylor
& Associates. Barber owns another
drive-in near Tuseola and two
houses in the town.
Caesar Beruit, Holla. Mo., exhib

discharged from a St. Louis hospi-
tal after major surgery.

Full page institutional ads inserted in the N. Y. Times and Herald Tub.
line last week by Donahue A Co., ad agency, may be reprised a*- an ini

dustry project.

Motion Picture Assn, of America wants to run the same copy in Editor
Si Publisher as a means of getting the “films for relaxation’’ menage
to newspapermen outside of N. Y. However, MPAA does not have an
ad budget of its own. thus the organization’s member companies are

being asked to contribute to the space costs.

Expense obviously would be relatively slight but still getting all film

companies in an undertaking of this nature traditionally has bem dif-

ficult.

Notoriously poor biz in the two-week stanza prior to Christmas has

many smalltown and nabe exhibs considering the possibility of closing

down for the period. Practice is not a new one and has worked to ad-

vantage in the past. Theory is that closing down completely is less

expensive than operating during the peak of shopping activity.

There is no set policy for the number of days for a halt in operation.

Some theatres shut their doors completely, others operate on weekend
only during the pre-Xmas season. Largest number cease opration- on

Christmas eve only and open with a big attraction on Christmas day.

KANSAS CITY
Small blaze on mezzanine floor

of Loew’s Midland last week flood-
ed auditorium with fumes, but
failed to interrupt the screen pro-
gram.
New assistant manager at Loew’s

Midland is William Luther, here
from the Coast, being his first

fling in theatre biz.. Fills a staff

vacancy for which Manager Mau-
rice Drukcr for some time has
sought a man.
Lawrence Lehman retires as

manager of RKO Missouri Theatre
here effective Dec. 1. He closes out
a career of 67 which includes 55
years in the theatre, all of it in re-
cent years with RKO.

DALLAS
World preem and saturation

booking for Allied Artists' “Riot

In Cell Block 11” has been set for

the entire Interstate circuit. In

addition. 100 theatres from other

circuits in Texas will be hooked in

the statewide coverage. Opening is

being hacked by a hefty TV and

radio campaign. Television and

radio spots have been already set

by Terry Turner who has lx*en

signed to handle this end of the

campaign.
Interstate will convert the Es-

quire here into a deluxe art thea-

tre Dec. 25.

For the 18th year, eight Inter-

state theatres m Houston, held

benefit cartoon and comedy shows
Fridav <27> with proceeds to the

Bluebird Circle for Hospital work.

Harold Eppes, manager of the

Arlington in Arlington, staged a

special matinee to help raise food

and clothing contributions for the

city’s third shipment of supplies

to its adopted community of Ko-
enigshofen. Bavaria.
The Jewish Community Center

of San Antonio will sponsor a

three-night showing of “Faithful

City” at Arts Theatre in San An-
tonio, pie opening Dec. 8.

MINNEAPOLIS
“Here To Eternity” went into

nine Minneapolis and four St.

Paul nabe houses day-and-date on
50% terms.
Twin bill of reissued "Call of

Wild” and “Mv Darling Clemen-
tine.” which also had been paired
downtown, spotted into five local

28-day nabe houses day-and-date,
with 20ih-Fox 4 running large insti-

tutional newspaper ad for combo.
In addition to dual bill of late

run pix. St. Paul downtown State
on Sunday night*

- also tosses in a

live wrestling match at 60c admis-
sion.

Bob Murphy. Minneapolis Star-
Tribune film editor, back after
visit to Hollywood studios. Bill

* Diehl, who serves St. Paul Dis-
patch-Pioneer Press in same ca-
pacity. enroute to film capital,

i Corbett Twins, who appear in

the Bob Hope picture “Here Come
Girls.” stopped over on nation-

j

w ide tour to plug film.

“The Rohe.” which finished
seven-week run here and is now-
playing in St. Paul, had two more
territory preems in the past week,
in Duluth and LaCrosse. Wis.
Harry B. French. Paramount

I
circuit prexy here, back on job
after recovering from a flu attack.

Contracts let this week for Par-
amount chain's new 1.300-seat
Minot. N. IX. theatre.

Walter Ross. Warner Bros, homeoffiee publicity staffer, has a unique
description of Alfred Hitchcock in a piece on the director in the Janu-

ary issue of Esquire. Hitchcock, says Ross, “resembles the forepart of

a sailboat with a balloon jib set. His mast, or backbone, is tilted slight-

ly to the rear to balance the weight of his flying belly and he moves
forward in a unique waddle in vyhich his feet follow rather than push

his bulk. His red face floats like a pennant at the forepeak, cushioned
on three ample chins. He hasn’t seen his shoelaces in years, and doesn't

care to.”

Loew's International Corp. in N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) unveiled its

own “Hall of Fame,” honoring the outstanding b.o. star, the most suc-

cessful Metro branch manager, and the most alert exhib-showman of

1952. Awards jury is headed by Morton A. Spring, Loew’s International

veepee.

Honors went to Robert Taylor; Bronislau Landau, Metro branch top-

per in Israel <he’s now been transferred to Singapore), and Comm. Gio-

vanni Germnni of Italy, whose Odeon and Gambrinus Theatres in

Florence play M-G product 100rr.

Hollywood, Dec. 1.

Fred MacMurray male topper :n
Columbia’s “The Killer Wore a
Badge.” . . . Gregg Palmer oppo-
site Colleen Miller in UI’s “Plav-
girl.” to be produced by Albert J.

Cohen with Joseph Pevney as di-

rector . . . Romulus Films bought
"The Story of Esther Costello,”
novel by Nicholas Monsarrat, to he
filmed in England. Ireland and
Harvey in from England for a pivo-
tal role in “The Talisman” at War-
ners . . . Fred Sweeney drew a role
in "Living It Up” at Paramount
. . . Mack Bennett will co-star with
Anne Bradley in Ron Ormond's in-
die. "Young. Blonde and Bad” . . .

Allied Artists’ “Off the Record”
will he released as “Loophole” . . .

Craz> ' over tlu re. foice. from V Y, is new Charlotte Austins player option

Vincent Cirone joined booking manager of RKO Grand. picked up for the third year by
department of Allied Artists ex- Ray Hogan, Gland assistant man- 20th-Fox . Jeff Chandler will

t haive here replacing Gorman awr. who was wounded by a ban- star in UI's “Sign of the Pagan,”
lleiinueller who resigned to go ‘*>1 week, recovering at home with Douglas Sirk directing . . .

into other biz after release from hospital. Herbert Marshall returning to the
MB closed deal to distribute Mannie Gottlieb. Universal dis- screen as Janet Leigh’s father in

“DulTv of San Quentin.” prison triot manager, and Lou Berman. "Men of Iron" . . . Mark Stevens
picture produced independently bv branch manager, going to Cali- drew top male role in Lindsley

Berman Swart tz and Walter lioni- fornia Dec. 6 for studio meet'. w Parsons’ “Ketchikan” at Allied Ar-
ger with Joanne Dru. Maureen Wcb-Cor Chicago tieing in with tists . . . Ida Lupino withdrew as

O'Sullivan Louis Havvvard and Universal* promotion of “Glenn director of Filmakers’ “Story of a

Paul Kelley in top roles. Miller Story." not due for release Cop” but will star in the picture.

Jom* () Manding promoted to here till February. with Howard Duff dropped from
manager ot RKO’s Philippine of- "Here Come the Girls” pegged the east ... Danny Kaye’s "Knock
fut , for Christmas opening at McYick- on Wood" will be released in Eu-

Hni-old Wirthwein on two-week ers. r°Pe as “Touch Mood . . . Johnny
tour of Allied Artists midwestern ’ Woods Theatre installing stereo

,
Green will handle musical dircc-

exchanges. sound, widescreen and new seats, tion on Metro's "Brigadoon” . . .

James Woolf of Romulus Films Albert I)e/el bagged distribution t W. R. Frank closed a deal with

!n from London to huddle with for "Man of Conflict” for Detroit Color Corporation of America to

studio chiefs about releasing deal and Chi exchange areas. process "Sitting Bull" for United
for "The Good Die Young." re- Van Nomikos. veepee of Illinois Artists release . . . Harry Horner
ccntly filmed in England with Allied, appointed general chair- "ill double as designer and direc-

< tloria Graham John Ireland and man for Mlied's 23d anni celebra- tor on Panoramic's “A Matter of

Richard Base hart in leads. ,

t'on to be held at Chez Parer Dec. Life and Death.”
21. Jack ( lark v arrangements Robert B. Mitchell joined Sid

ROQTOIM |

chairman: Charles R. Lindan and Luft’s Transcona Enterprises staffBDj I vJIv Jack Hose have charge of ticket as story editor . . . Jeff Morrow and
James “Red" King, long tub- vales and Bruce Trinz is handling Robert Douglas drew featured roles

thumper tor RKO houses here, publicity .
in "The Talisman" at Warners . . .

inked as publicist for "Cinerama" Van A. Nomikos named general Richard Egan signed with RKO as

whic h bows into Boston Theatre c hairman of Allied Theatres of romantic male lead opposite Jane
Dt(. 30 Mary Devine, his assist- Illinois’ 23rd anni celebration at Russell in “The Big Rainbow” . . .

ant. also mows over to a Cinerama the Chez Pare. Dec 21. Howard Hawks will produce “My
j

,.st with him. Kingdom for a M’oman." based on
‘Tomorrow Is Too Late." with PMII ADFIPHIA the life of King Farouk. for Famous

dubbed-in English dialogue, is nab-
,

1 1 nin Artists, with Gregory Ratoff direct-

bine the best biz in five years at _
Albert Dekker comes here Dec ing and doubling as Farouk . . .

j; M Loew s Centre. 7 to present To: e’i ot Hope award to Columbia signed Onslow Stevens
R i c )iie Yndru-co. Italian pie Recreation Commissioner Fredi ic for a role in "The Wdodhawk” . . .

Tvnppet star, is slated to toss R Mann Pat O'Malley and Samuel Barry-
* Coke-Tail" party at Boston Press Larry (’raver, manager of Mast- more Colt play race track charae-
r'ub lor members’ children Dec. h*'ium. hosted Army football team ters in "A Star Is Born" at War-
13 * at How to Marry a .Millionaire" ners.

•Embassy Pictures took over New • A’ov. 27 Graver has had charge of Metro assigned Henry Berman io

England ‘distribution rights for ^entertainment tor Army grid squad produce The Case of the Journey-
tor last 20 years. • ing Boy.” based on a novel by

Everett Callow. Stanley Warner Michael F.nn»s . . . Alfred Werker
j
publicity chief, is in Presbyterian bought "Strong Arm,” a novel by
Hospital for observation. Irving Shulman, for indie produc-
Ed Lanson. former shipper at tion . . . Henry llenigson resumed

Universal, upped to booker. his work on special assignments
The I renters, arc*, waving Bill at Metro after recuperating from

Haley’s-a-Beatin'- Googie.” with illness in Southern Franco . . .Ted
Haley switching from his own out- Richmond will produce “Francis
fit. to sine the lilt. Joins the M ACs." slated as Donald

' Lyn Stuart, who took Joan Die* O’Connor’s next starrer at UI . .

ners part in Kismet while the Richard Altschuler, president of
latter was ailing, doubled at the Republic Pictures International,
Embassy ( !ub. arrived from the Orient for eon-

i Rat Cameron, singer booked at labs with Herbert J. Yates ,

Philip A. Waxman will get screen credit as associate producer of Co-

lumbia’s “The Killer Wore a Badge” although he will have no part in

producing the picture. Credit, in name only, is a compromise. Max-
man originally intended to film "Killer” as an indie, based on a Sat*

eve post serial by Thomas Walsh and scripted for the screen by Orin

Jnnnings and Stanley Ellin. Later he sold the screenplay to Columbia,
and the studio assigned Jules Shermer as producer.

Jack Broder Productions filed a cross complaint in Superior Court

against Joanne Dru and John Ireland, asking $200,000 damages in con-

nection with the filming of “Hannah Lee.” Pair had previously filed an

action Remanding an accounting of profits on the picture.

Broder says Ireland had agreed to direct the film in 14 days at a cost

of $200,000 but took 21 days and cost $375,000.

LOS ANGELES

More than four out of five film workers in Hollywood are supporting
the Permanent Charities Committee’s 1954 Appeal, according to Steve

Broidv. chairman of the campaign. “A total of 14,978 out of 18.072

subscribers to date have contributed one-half of one percent of their

earnings.” Contributions thus far amount to $1,004,800, with $1,223,000

as the 1954 goal.

Allied Theatre Owners of the Gulf States, in a news letter to it«

membership, explains that dues paid to the Council of Motion Picture

Organizations is determined by the seating capacity of each theatre.

House seating up to 500 pays $7.50, lip to 750 seats, $11.25, and so on.

To this, the Allied unit adds a footnote; “Leave us not chisel.”

J.crry Paris signed for a comedy
role in Hal Wallis’ "About Mrs.
Leslie" at Paramount . . . Southern
California Motion Picture Council
handed its three-star award to
Metro's “Julius Caesar.”

Victor Mature will play the role
of a warrior in Darryl F. Zanuck’s
personal production, “The Egyp-
tian.” at 20th-Fox . . . Columbia
assigned Fred F. Sears to direct
"The VYliite Stallion.” to ho pro-
duced by Wallace MacDonald . . .

John Justin signed a five-year
player contract with 20th-Fox call-
ing for one film a year . . . Vincent
M. Fennelly launched “The Forty-
Niners" for Allied Artists this week
at Corrigan's Ranch . . . UI's “Wild
Horse Canyon” goes back to its

original title. “Echo Canyon” . . .

Barry Sullivan will star in Linds-
Icy Parsons’ "Massacre at Dragoon
Wells" for Allied Artists release
. . . Fric Fleming in from NY for
a t op role in George Pal's "Con-
quest of Space” at Paramount.

Caesar’ Lecturer
Continued from pane

*

ies.” Among high school boys, the

stress was on photography and

filming methods.

Goodwin found the c< '.lege

studes more interested in the play

itself. Questions related to the

cuts made in the film, the scenic

design employed, the v. Meal

score, the costuming and the cast-

ing.

No Direct Sell

Lecturer makes no direct -< 1 h' r

the picture, but simply am - to

help teachers in making the Hard

more palatable to students U
talks are arranged through the

audio-visual departments ot
^

vari-

ous hoard of education. While n *

talk is illustrated with scene- trom

the picture. Goodwin recite- pas-

sages from the play.

Shakespeare’s dependence on l’-a-

tarch's Lives for his source mate-

rial, outlines the plot and tlu* mo-

tivations of the various charavtci*^

It all fits in with the student - ac-

tual class work.

Goodwin, a former Time & ^tfe

staffer, served as unit man oh t..

picture and as a bally angle *
in-

gested a series of lectun- u1 '

the film as a guide. He -expeete^

the studio to send out Louis

;

hern, who portrays Caesar •

his surprise, discovered that

i had created the job for him-vu.

Tell Outdoorers
Lm Continued from page 3

tors is that while they don't stand
to gain immediately with film trade
tax relief, it could serve as a pre-
cedent strengthening their chances
for similar benefits later.-

On another front. Maurice Berg-
man. Universal exec, has been
named chairman of COMPO's new
public relations committee. This
group's job is to win press support
for the theatre tax repeal.

PITTSBURGH
John Zomnir resigned from UA

sales staff to become manager of

Republic exchange here: succeeds
Ike Sweeney, who has been Con-
fined to St. Francis Hospital for

two months and may have to stay
there for some time. Sweeney is

being retained on the Rep payroll,
however, and another job with
company waits him when he re-

covers. Bill Nesbitt, Sweeney's as-
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1 Their reckless love

matched the passions

»v of America’s most

aAa\ dangerous days!

EVJnrxUfr Derember 2, 1953

WHEN A SAVAGE TRIBE AND THE U. S. CAVALRY
FOUGHT SIDE-BY-SIDE FOR THE GLORY
OF THE WEST!
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the can since 1949, RKOs j fl
Pilot”, with John Wayne in d
Janet Leigh, has been kept from
release for unannounced reason*..
It’s now slated to reach the the-
atres in January. To round out
the lot, 20th-Fox has skedded its

"Yank in the RAF” for re-release.

-There’s still some interest
among the companies in the Lind-
bergh biog. Samuel Goldwyn al-

most bought it, but then dropped
it when it became clear that the
famed flyer wanted to retain
script and other controls over ti e-

production.

Picture Grosser
===^~J Minneapolis, Dec. 1. I

0
. I "Mow to Marry Millionaire” tops

III longest, strongest recent lineup of
iU

! newcomers which got the Thanks-
giving holiday week off to a brisk

[S1ZG start. With so many freshP entries
;

n/i j.i I
bidding for patronage at teeoff,

•\(i 4th however, some such worthies as

‘Kiss Me Kate” are suffering from
)ee. 1 . tough competition. However,

j

three ‘Kate’’ is building and looms solid

, ,
. at State. "Marry” of course is

iy to oik with smash session at

rr. "The Radio Cit*. Next to "Millionaire"

•th \u*ek and "Kate” best boxoffice bets of

Kioe fresh entries are "Botany Bay" and

[Uscre'en Louis Story"

iong” at F.stimate* for This Week
“Hondo” Century <Par> <1,600; 65-85)

—

is really "Mr. Potts To Moscow” 'AA). Slim
a). $3,000. Last week, "Martin Luther”

Veek Indie) '2d run) <2d \vk>, $5,000 at

200- ri4-
85-$ 1.20.

,
Gopher 'Berger) '1.025; 65-85)

—

-. i.ikciv
..ju fl(jambo-

,M-G) <6th wk». Okay

;

V,

"V| sa 000. Last. week. $4,000.
ound up

Lyric i|>ar ) (1,000; 65-85)—
"Botanv Bav” 'Pari. Socko $9,500.

»lc’s) <1.- Las t Week. '"Vicki” (20th), $6,000.
B>. Looks Radio City (Par) <4 000; 85-$1.20>
ust week. —"How Marrty Million^e” (20th).
'2cl wk». Second successive CinemaScope

film here and. like its predecessors.
:>) '3.000; really wow. Smash $30,000. Last
”

1 20th) week. "The Rohe" (20th) <7th wk),

.ast week, $18 000 at S1.20-S1.50.
KKO-Orpheum (RKO) <2.890; 65-

<-)4.7 r
)i _ 85’—"Big Heat” 'Colt. Looks good

•mi "Vo $7000 or over. Last week. "East
of Sumatra” <UL $7,500.

ill; I RKO- Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70—
’ "Joe Louis Story” <UA> and "No

‘ Escape” (UA>. Excellent exploita-
tion for "Story” helping. Hefty

. $6,000. Last week. "So Big” <WB<
Ifl :

<2(1 wk), $5,000. at 65-85c scale,

ii State 'Par) (2.300; 85-$l)—"Kiss
l«S l.)li Me Kate” 'M-G>. Fact that 3-D has

Dec. 1. been in ill repute here probably

lew new- Public leary of this because
it opened disappointedly. However.

i>ks stand- j(*s picking up steam to get a solid
Colisucm. $12 000. Last week. “All Brothers

KANSAS CITY
Continued from page 8)

v, K 1 Fine $11,000. Last week
$10 000 .

Paramount 'Tri-States) <1.900

65-85'—“Botany Bay” 'Par). Nic<

$8,500 Last week, "Little Boj

Lost" Pan 2d wk), $8,000.

lower. 1 plow n. Fairway, Gran
ada *Fox Midwest) <2.100; 2.043

700 1 217. 05-85>—"How Marrj

Millionaire" <20th). First Cinema
Scope at regular prices. Sock hi

from opening minute, and headei

for $40,000. all-time high here

Last week, "Fair Wind To Java

< Hep • and " Fliglit Nurse” 'Rep

$ 1 ( 1000 .

'

\oguc (Golden) ‘550; 75-$l»-

"Idfield Thunderbolt” XU» '8

vki. Moderate $1,500. Last weel

Nov. Loaders
I— Continued from pa** 4

in the preceding month, wound up
third, plainly attesting to its long-
run staying power. "Mogambo*
<M-G», third in October, took
fourth place, only a step behind
"Eternity.”

"Calamity Jane” <WB>, a western
musical in color, managed to cap-
ture fifth spot although out in

circulation only three weeks in

principal keys. "Martin Luther"
'Indie), which finished seventh in

the preceding month, was sixth.

"Little Boy Lost" (Par», in filth

place in October, dipped to sev-

enth while "So Big” tWBi finished
| eighth. Latter never was very big
1

but racked up coin to beat out

|

"Torch Song" (M-G*. ninth-place
! winner. "Song" perked up visibly

I

as the month ended alter being

I

spotted in only a few dales pre-
viously.

"All Brothers Were Valiant'*

(M-G) landed 10th position, with
"Big Heat" (Col) in 11th. "Take

i High Ground” 'M-G> rounded out
the Big 12 list.

"Roman Holiday" (Par). "Blow-
ing Wild” <WB>, "East of Sumatra"
(U) ^ind "War of Worlds" (par)

were the runner-up films. "Wild"
was sixth in October while
"Worlds’.* had been high in rat-

ings in previous months. It scored
heavily in final week of the month
via a batch of fresh bookings.
“How to Marry a Millionaire"

<20th), biggest newcomer as the
month neared its end. was not

included in the totals for the past

month because only out on release
to any extent the final two weeks
of November. Also it was playing
in only seven keys, another factor
working against its inclusion. De-
spite this limited initial playdat-
ing, "Millionaire” racked up $613,-

000 or better gross last month.
‘Kiss Me Kate* Looks Big

Besides "Millionaire,” the next
strongest new pic wa«r "Kiss Me
Kate" *M-G), which also was not
included in the month’s totals be-

cause not showing in more than
one key until the final week. In

that session, it registered about
$145,000 in four cities.

"Man Between" 'Lopert'. also

new, preemed with a smash ses-

sion in N. Y. "Captain’s Paradise'*
(UA) managed to finish 11th the

final week of the month although
playing largely in small arty thea-

tres. Another newie. "Appointment
in Honduras” <RKO), did okay on
several initial playdates. Same was
true of "Jack Slade” 'AA>. which
showed up well in L.A. and Balti-

more.
"Crazylegs” (Rep), also just get-

ting started, showed up nicely m
Portland, Ore., and was good in

* Denver. "Decameron Nights’

;
(RKO), another newcomer, did fine

in Frisco and St. Louis and was
good in N. Y. "Joe Louis ' Story"

J
'UA», also only getting around in

! key cities, was brisk in Chi. solid

in N. Y. on its extended-run and

trim in Buffalo.
’

"Glass Web” (U) added some
fine coin during the month with

’ some scattered and representative

j
bookings. "Sabre Jet” <UA) was on

the disappointing side on most

playdates in November. "Diamond
» Queen” <WB), also new. was fine

. in Philly and some other spots.

s
"Botany Bay” (Par), which started

f
out well in several keys, had an

uneven showing for the month.

However, it pushed up to seventh

one week.

p "Moon Is Blue” <UA) continued

, getting sturdy grosses in several

'J
j

representative keys, although now

almost

Buffalo. Dec. 1.

“Mogambo” looms as best bet

here this s.nnza. with smash total

*1 the BwlLUo. However. "Hondo”
shapes roeko in smaller Center
Theatre. "How To Marry Million-

aire" still Is solid in third round
id Century. "Calamity Jane” is

lmlding nicely lor five days of
;

second round at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo 'Loeu) (3.000; 70-$D

—

••Mogambo” (M-G). Great $25,000.

Last week. "The Robe" (20th) <8th

V k >. $9,000 at $1.50 top.

Paramount 'Par) »3.000; 40-70)

—

“Calamity Jane" 'Wit) and "The
Royal African Rifles" 'Indie) '2d

vk). Neat $8,000 in 5 days. Last
Week. $12,200.
Outer Par) <3 000; 65-85'—

•‘Hondo" ( WB>. Smash $15,000. Last
week. "Joe Louis Story” <UA> and
••Shoot First" (UA). $10,000 at 70c
top

Lafayette 'Basil) (3.000; 40-70)—
•'Gun Fury” iCoP and "Slaves of
Babylon” .(Co). Lively $10,000.
Last week, "China Venture” 'Col)

and "Cruisin Down River" 'Col),

$8 000
.

Century iRuhnwk Carp)— '3.000:
<65-85) —"How Marry Millionaire"
(20th • '3d v. k'. Solid $15,000 or
over. LaM week. $20,000.

‘Marry* Mighty 30G,

Inripls; Mane* Biff 13G
Indianapolis. Dee. 1.

Thanksgiving holiday biz hypoed
rmvt first-run here to healthy
grosses. "How To Marry Million-
aire'’ at Indiana is leader by wide
margin "Calamity Jane" at Circle
and "Kiss Me Kate" at Loew's, are
rounding out solid figures. •

Estimates for This week
Circle <Cockrill-Dolle> <2.800;

f>(*-85 1 — "Calamity Jane" 'WB>.
Solid $13,000. Last week, "Little
Bov Lost" ‘Par'. $11,000.

Indiana <C-D< <3.200; 76-$1.25'—
•'How Marrv Millionaire" '2()th'.

Sock $30,000. Last week. "The
Robe" <201h> <7ih wk 1

. $12,000 at
95-$ 1 50 scale, and approximately
$165,000 tor total run.

Keith’s ‘C-D> 1 300; 60-85' —
•‘Little Ron Lost" ‘Par 1 ‘in o '.

I'ke 54.500. Last week. "Jennifer"
< Indie' at'd "Hot News" 'Indie'.

DETROIT

OKI'S I.ooiiV .2427: 7S-S1'—
—

iss Me Kat< " «M-G'. Nitty $13 -
j

LaM \\e(k. "Nice Squad"; DENVER
V' and "China Venture” <CoH. .

(Hk) at 60-85 scale. I

-(Continue* from page 9)

•jric C-D' <1.600: 50-76' — $30,000. Stay^on. Last week. "The
imbleweed” <1 < and "Project Robe” • 20th > <6th wk'. $13,000.
on B;oc" -Lip'. Trim $6,000.

j
Esquire • Fox' <742; $1.20-$ 1 50'—

-t v.i'e!:. "Halt a Hero" < M-G' '

"The Robe" 20th > <m.o.>. Here
Irail of Allow <AA', $5,000. after six weeks at the Denver. Big

1 $5,000. Holding. La*t week, on
WASHINGTON reissue*.

Continued from page 9' Orpheum <RKO' 2.600; 50-8,5)—

'"X ?*;
il"!dt

P * *
'

i
*>? -WK*-. stay. over. La.it v.,,1.

Keith’s RKO 1 949. 70-51) - 1

a t(Mi

B ' i4n(l " 1,Wl

II Brothers Valiant" <M-G> <2d
Nt " s ' AA ‘* * 13 *°°-

\t!N - »,(lv $10,000 alter Paramount Wolfberg) 2.200; 50-

t $15 (H»(j. H p'ds 85'— “Blowing Wild" WK' and
th tropolitau S\\ ) <1.200; 55-85' "Block Fury " *WB' reissue'! Great
Honoo" \\ R Smash $13,500. $10 000 or close. Last week. "Gun
<t> 1 ;.'t v.o(k "Thunder Over Fury” Col' and Siren ol Bagdad"

..r,>
" WB .<b 5(K) 'CoP, $12,500.

Palat e Lot w - 2 370; 74-SI 20< Tabor Fo\) 1.967
;

50-85'—
Hi '-'.. in Ni i ! lionairc" 20th 1 "Sabre Jet l A) and "Man in

r. s’ $27 000 after $34,000 Hin.ing” l A Fair $5,500 Last
? n <„nv again. week. "Crazy legs" Rep-’ and. "Bad

Plat house I.op« x 435 55-51V Man Tombstone * M-G) 'reissue 1
,

r Hi .,c.,iN Par* 9th wk'. $5,000. •

_• • $4 .«.« f. : stvond tomecu- Vogue 'P.ke' 442. 60-90 — T ;t-

•• t » «. Ht.i'js field Thur.dc rbolt" U . Good
vt imer "U 1 300; $1 20-$2.80< $2 300 or oNtr. Last week, t :i rt>

*
i ik Iridic 4th v.k issue.

.* $23 <0 «P»r $24,800 last Webber Bailey) 750; 5o-85—
• "Sabre UA» and "Man in

Trans-I.ut T-L 600 90-$! 25 Hiding" UA Frdr S2 300 f.h*t

n •

• !4»h wk Big w*ek C'razNjjegs’ Rep< and "Bad
1 i Hi c I . f J

• > *

.

;
c if;. I % t .veek. Man Tombstone" M-G itisv,.;

.

Talk Up ‘Dragnet’ Film
Warner Bros, reportedly is dick-

ering with Jack Webb for a fea-
ture-length "Dragnet” theatrical
film.

Webb, currently in New: York,
held a series of confabs with WB
sales topper Ben Kalmenson and
Bernard Goodman. Kalmenson’s
new In -appointed assistant. exclusively on extended*

mn. It was high in national ratings

lor sevexal mrniths. "Cruel >(<*

• U) added some nice money «n

some art house dates.

"Beggar's Opera” tWB) collet ted

substantial takes on numerous. fin*

playdates, playing almost entit < y

in smaller houses. "Golden Blaue

<U', which did well in several ke>*-

wound up 11th one week I ’

^
Jury” 'UA> added some coin ' •»

several scattered nice engagenicn'"Breaking the Sound Barrier
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Sees Telemeter
('ontinurd from page I

is hardly to be gotten via a few
viewers in the home. Also to the
film s' and Telemeter’s disadvan-
tage is the fart that motion picture
longshots make the actors faceless.

Another practical consideration.

$95 85. These data are beside the

point of trade curiosity. The party

of journalists and officials had

other questions. What were Para-

mount and Telemeter planning for

the future? How did they envision

home-toll television developing?

Exhibitor Participation

It was stated jointly hy Harney

Balaban, president of Paramount,

and Carl Lcserman, executive veep

«it International Telemeter Corp .

of whirh Paramount is majority

if any of the people present had
cooks. One voice piped up:

“Mr. Goldwyn, we re newspaper-
men."

Goldwyn joined in the laugh and
said that even those people who
employ the best rooks, or who have
wivix who are very good cooks, go
out to restaurants, even though the
lood In the latter is usually in-

terior to that they get at home,

r.conomies to Iiate

Total investment in Telemeter
to date, according to Carl Lexcr-

Telemcter “reduces” the size of
fil in at the very dawn of "en-
larged” screens in theatres. The
net tfTcct is to draw xharper-than-
normal contrasts when Cinerama,
3-D, CinemaScope and Todd-AO
widescrecns are taken into ac-

count.

On the other hand, the possibil-

ities and potentiality of Telemeter
were dramatically pointed up with
the CSC.-Not re Dame gridcast.

This game was blacked out for the
rest of the country and the show-
ing here, at $1 per cashbox.
aroused intense interest. It cer-

fctoekholder, that no policy has tainly was in the ken of anybody’s

Theatre Companies 66 TV Stations
Acting on the premise that “if you can’t lick ’em. join ’em.” ex-

lwbs in growing numbers are joining the parade of applicants lor
advertising-supported TV stations in their communities. Latent
fount shows 45 theatre companies interested in 66 TV station*
either already on the air, with construction permits or still in the
application stage.

Next exhib-operated si at ion to start telecasting is AVRTV. a
UHFer operation over channel 58 in Asbury Park, N. 3. Run bv
the Walter Reade circuit, it goes on with a test patterrr Dec. 5 or 7
and is skedded to start broadcasting Jan. 1.

Breakdown shows 15 exhib-owned transmitters now on the air.
with another 20 having construction permits from the Federal
Communications Commission Of the total of 66, about 50^7 are
skedded to operate in the UHF band which requires a modifica-
tion of the ordinary set if it is to receive the signal.
Among the important circuits already in TV or planning to take

the plunge are such big outfits as Fox Intermountain Theatres,
Martin Theatre in Georgia; Malco Theatres. Memphis; Columbia*
Amusement. Kv

;
the Butterfield circuit in Michigan; Fanchon fc

Marco. St. Louis; Stanley Warner; the ScFiine circuit and Cataract
Theatres. N.Y.; Balaban & Katz. Grant-Carleton, Indiana; Metro-
politan Theatres, Los Angeles, etc.

imagination that if there were
2u .090.000 home TV-eashboxes in

existence, the game could have
giossed a minimum of $2,000,000
even with only a 10'yv response.
And what about a top heavyweight
fight, or a World Series, or any
big special event? Or, a top vari-

ety layout, such as Danny Kaye’s
or Judy Garland's, or Betty Hut-
ton’s Palace Shows? The gross po-
tential is fantastic.

New Audience For Film

Balaban expressed himself as

very high on Telemeter’s future.
However, he saw the film industry
as retaining a fairly healthy status
even without eashbox-TV, albeit

with a narrower profit margin. As
Balaban put it, lie believes "that
film production and distribution
can adjust themselves to present
conditions.” In Telemeter, Bala-
ban sees the possibility of features
reaching the seven-eights of the
US. population which never see
the average picture.

Foreign Interest

Paul Raihourn, v.p. of Para-
mount Pictures and chairman of
the Board of Telemeter, reported
there has already been strong for-

ign interest in Telemeter. In fact.

Kaibourn said that wired TV on a

national scale is a possibility in

Ki.gland ahead of the U.S. Rai-
hourn said that an English TV
commission, headed by Lord Der-
by. has been looking «.into Tele-
meter. as have officials troin Italy

and other countries on the Con-
tinent. MacNamara interjected
the thought here that Telemeter
might he a problem in Italy be-
cause of that country’s paper cur-
rency.

Brats In The Home
Louis Ridenour. Telemeter’s

\ p. in charge of engineering, also
took part in the press conference.
He said that there's little likeli-

hood of some adult or juve “gen-
ius" hitting on the means of un-
scrambling the Telemeter picture
without dropping the coins in the
box. Latter contains a secret code
which Telemeter will he continu-
ally changing to prevent the pos-
sibility of “gate-drashers."

As of now. the Telemeter box is

a rather cumbersome affair. It has
a coin slot on top and a small win-
now in front which, when the Tele-
meter station is tuned in <in Palm
Springs it's Channel 6) at the time
ot performance, shows the amount
of admission. Conns up to that
amount, when inserted, register on
an electronic tape, which, at the
end of the month, will show what
pictures, or other events, were
viewed and whether the home
owner is entitled to any rebate be-
cause of excess amounts placed in
the ho\ or because of an acciden-
tallv interrupted picture paid l'or
l wive. Latter includes the nn«*i.

Phenty of Servicing

Palin Spring*. Cal ,
!)(•:•. L

With first demonstration
here of pay-as-you-see tele-

vision it v.a.s readily apparent
that telemeter will face enor-
mous manpower and economic
problems in the future, namely
sufficient maintenance men,
collector, .bookkeepers, et al.

When a -kill how telemeter
will handle matter of absentee
residents in large areas, Carl
Lcserman, executive, v.p., said

collectors will probably make
only two visits, and if resident
is still not home service will he
pulled. In any event, laser-
man said, profit potential in

telemeter is so enormous as to

make practical any amount of

tost for collecting and servic-

ing.

thus far been work< <1 out for this

inwest of pay-as-you-see TV sys-

tems i Phoncvision of Chicago and
Jski.it ron of New York earlier gave

public demonstrations of their

iiomc-toll methods.

i

With respect to future exhibitor

participation m llie ca.shbox video

medium, it was indicated that thea-

tre owners would he expected to

“join up," or find themselves out

in the cold. Saturday’s press con-

firmee learned that one plan, un-

der consideration would enfran-

chise exhibitors, singly or in

groups, tor par. ieipation in the

financing at the local level and to

profit from local returns.

If Telemeter found wide public

acceptance, with homes every-

where "subscribing” to the service

ol entertainment and public events,

did this imply a potential future
fadeout of the film theatre exhib-

itor as traditionally operating?
Neither Balaban nor Lcserman
would venture an opinion on that

point.

However, they were quick to say

that the exhibitors who might in

Continued from page 7

made no secret of the fact they con-
sider subscription TV their great-

est threat. Hence the intriguing

aspect that, while proclaiming the

danger, Fabian and some others
are moving to embrace it.

They have already had a lengthy
get-together with execs of one of

the subscription video methods in

N. Y. Theatre operators wouldn’t
necessarily buy into the system,
but. with a station at their disposal,

would offer time and simultane-

ously would indicate to the dis-

tribs that they no longer harbor
suclj strong prejudices against

company cooperation with toll TV.
No More ‘Republics’

In part this is said to spring
from the realization that the the-

atres are no longer in a position

intends to file one in the near
future.

Exact shape an exhibition set-
up that can profitably cooperate or
at least co-exist with subscription-
TV is still something of a puzzle.
Attitude of the Fabian group is

that, with certain restrictions im-
posed, the first-runs have nothing
to fear, and toll video may act as
a trailer for the subsequent s.

There are a good many theatre ops
who don't see it that way and who
go along with the public contention
of Fabian and others that sub*
scription-TV would be a difficult
competitor to beat.
The companies see the problem

from a practical point-of-view. par-
ticularly in the light of the ap-
proach of color TV and the gradual
switch to CinemaScope. Dislribs
are by no means unanimous on
their approach to pay-as-you-see
TV, but there is an undercurrent
of concern regarding the oldies in

the vaults for which no real reissue
value can be claimed in the fore-

seeable future. On the other
hand, subseription-TV appears to

offer a good deal of potential

revenue from old and new stand-
ards.

man. its head, is nearly $3,000,000.

Balaban amplified that his com-
pany has in excess of $1,000,000

invested in Telemeter and owns in

excess of 50' i of the company.
Lcserman personally has around
20' r and an option to buy in. by
Dee. 10. Hie 17'i owned bv his for-

mer partner. David Loevv. Other
shares in the company are owned
by Lehman Bros., banking firm

which got Paramount interested,

and Paul MacNamara, company’s
publicity and exploitation head,
who has bjnen working for several

years virtually on the cuff in re-

turn for stock interests plus an

Interest in Britain
Considerable interest in sub-

scription-TV in Britain was re-

ported in N. Y. last week by
John G. McCarthy, former v.p.

of the Motion Picture Export
Assn., who returned from a

six-week European jaunt with
Mrs. McCarthy.
While in London. McCarthy

discussed introduction of t he
Subscriber-Vision method of

toll TV both with the British

Broadcasting Corp. and with
reps of the Korda group. Lat-

ter is reportedly very inter-

ested in the Skiatron system
of pay-as-you-see and Korda’s
N. Y. rep. Morris Helprin. has
been in touch with Skiatron
execs with a view to eliciting

detailed information.
Proposed introduction of

semi-commercial TV in Brit-

ain has roused a storm in the
House of Lords.

20th Not Cooperating
Palm Springs, Cal.. Dec. 1.

Lone holdout from tele-

meter among major companies
1 1nis lar is 20th-Fox. which
refuses to permit exhibition of

its pictures on Paramount's
pay-as-you-see TV system.
Twentieth also held out its

pictures from Phoncv ision’s

test over two .wars ago ill

(
‘hi-. 'ago.

Truckers
the futme become “part of" local i

Telemeter operations, would not i

under any circumstances share in !

such special eashbox-TV showings)
a* sporting events, live shows, etc,

j

In other words, the exbibs would
participate only in feature film tel-

emeter showings hooking up with

their own plav dates.

Goldwyn Steps In

Sam Goldwyn. a guest at the

IL.cqm t Club, where the pros-eon-
h n nee was held, was slightly less

shy than Balaban and Lcserman
on (lie ticklish exhibitor questions

j

posed by several of the newspaper-
j

men present. Goldwyn has no part

ul Telemeter, but entered into the,
press conference. Asked his opin-

ion ot pay-as-you-see television.

Goldwyn said;

“I've believed for years that paid
T\ must come—and tljis is a his-

toric event." He then added;

“And if some exhibitors have to

go out of Ini'inos well, that's as,

bad as some producers going out

«>l business. Nobody has cried
4i bout that!"

Sottenine the blow a trifle, Gold-
v mi s.ud that dfspilf Telemeter’s

j
Mcntudiiy many theatres will

Much it main m operation because
« the dc -ire ol people to leave
t cir homes at le.t-t occasion. ! l!v

*1
i illustrate his point, he asked.

Lss Continued from page S—.

"abuses” of the rate scale as paying
20c a pound for the first pound of
each of two packages sent together.
Others brought in letters from the
trucking company denying an $11
weekly rate and other witness! s

brought in figures showing they
were paying that rate.

Those testifying for the exhibi-
tors were; Robert A. Wile of the
trade assn.; John Gentile. Para-
mount salesman; L. J. Hofheimer,
Waverly drive-in: James Malava-
zos. Ohio Theatre, New Boston:
Paul R. Delong. State Ironton;
A. M. Fessel, Motour drive-in;
Milford; Hoy Simons, Fayette,
Washington; C. II, James Tracy,
acting city manager for Stanley
Warner Co., Portsmouth; A. J, Sex-
ton, Rona and Marlow Theatres,

to pressure film-distributing as
companies as they could when
there was plenty of product around
and circuits could afford to “pun-
ish" ‘Republic for going off reser-
vation into TV by simple not book-
ing Republic pix. Exhibs arc tak-
ing the businessmans point-of-
view arguing among themselves
that fbejiusiness is where t he dol-
lar is.

~~

Some TV stations aNo are
becoming restless under advertis-
ing sponsorship. A rep of station
WPIX. t he indie Daily News sta-
tion in N. Y.. approached one of
the subscript ion-TV outfits with a
suggestion fo r,jhitip'o cooperation.
I he only N: Y. station involved in
toll TV so far is WOR-TV which
has cooperated in various tests of
S k i a t r o n' s Subscriber-V ision
method of pay-as-you-see telecast-
ing.

Skiatron Position
While Skiatron execs refused to

comment this week on lad week's
Variety report that both .Warner
Bros. and 2<Mh-Fox are trying to
buy into a subscript ion-TV system,
it's now thought that it is Skia-
iron with which WB and 20th

Absence of Commercials
Palm Springs. Cal.. Dec 1.

It was conceded hy many of

Palm Springs 71 charter .sub-

scribers that there was one
terrific compensation to tele-

meter. namely the absence of
commercials. This was par-
ticularly noticeable and enjoy-
able during the afternoon
closed-circuit telecast ol ISC-
Notre Dame game.

Ironton
The hearing will continue until

next Monday <7) when the Hunting-
ton Cincinnati Trucking Co tes-

timony will be heard. Representa-
tives of five other trucking con-
cerns were on hand at this hearing
demonstrating the interest this

ease has for film truckers.
If utilities commission renders

an interpretation of film hauling
rates favorable to exhibitors de-
mands for overcharges from the
trucking company will certainly bil-

low.

Next film, ‘The Moon Is Blue"
• l .V. was on Telemeter Monday
'30' and tonight 'Tuesday! at the
'ante time as it plays the Plaza.

Future films M't to date are “All
tin* Brothers \re Valiant" 'Metro';
' Tangicis" 'Paramount! and “1

Conti's" Mainer Bros \ all fiiM-

runr
Tough on Comedies?

It vva* the general concensus
among newsmen and showmen
here that ‘Louver Female" was
not the woc*t choice for Telr-
im let * film Kickoff. V comedy
the picture requires audience re-

action tor lust reception and this

(1010 CUT MUSIC (lie
Rockefeller Center

“EASY TO LOVE”
FfMiJi ESTHER WILLIAMS
tut JOHNSON vii! MARTIN
(«m it TCCMIT21II • ft M-C-M beteil
»* It: K.rt Mel' s beet CtootoM Steal Sim

h.Iity of a kid pullipg a wall plug;
carelcs* setsider switching to

another (hanncl to see what's on.
or momentary studio tailure.

Those Palm Springs residents
taking the wiied television pay m-
- ta Hat ion charges. not including
cost of the sot. ranging from $150
upwards to $450. depending on t he
(nation ol their homes, In addi-
tion. thev pay a wire charge ol $60 method
per war. It taking Telemeter, the Springs
u-sidint pa\s $21.75 tor the in- holds tl

s talk. lion of the cashhox and it* Zenit lih
electronic unit, plus guaranteeing Latter
Iclenuter *t least $:t per., month an Ff
m program acceptance?.

. some ti

ivnrnH for Speculation the Purchase cf the Stock of

CINERAMA PRODUCTIONS CORP.

3SAIUNISANDA
GIRL' “Sf.SMembers- N.’tien«l A«'br«atiro #• S»cwrifi»

to C*mm*r <* Cburt, N«*«rk J. N J.
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Hollywood. Dec ]

Long a holdout in the vidpix
field while one of the major
sources of financing for indie thea-
trical production. Chemical Bank

Trust Co. of New York entered
telefilms this week with a deal t

wholly finance production of ]

'Cowboy G-Men” pix by Tele-
mount-Mutual productions.

Deal calls for 100% financing «,f

the pix plus a payoff of approxi-
mately $275,000 in cash to Walter
Heller Co.. Chicago financial home
which previously- financed the se-
ries. The Chemical Bank deal was
closed by its Coast rep. Lonnie
I'Orsa.

Heller, meanwhile, is expanding
his kitty for United Artists indie
theatrical productions. Firm ha*
a current production coin pool ot

$2,000 000 and talks are under
way to boost this an additional
$500,000. While this would financ e
theatrical production, Heller’s ties
with the “G-Men” setup aren t

entirely cut, since the vidpix *e-
ries is distributed by United Art-
ists Television.

Hollywood television consultant

Gordon Levoy. in releasing the re-

sult* of his 1953 intra-trade poll,

this week declared that a majority

of those sampled showed pref-

erence for vidpix tailored for TV
over live segments. But warmed-
over programming such as theatri-

cal films, both orthodox and west-

erns, brought up the rear. The
custom-built telefilm nod was giv-

en for the first time in the survey’s

*ix-year span.

An overwhelming vote accented

the belief among respondents that

Hollywood-based participation in

video will continue to expand via

tin* networks and independent
paekagers-producers.

Evolution in favor of the vid-

pixers is illustrated in the findings

for the last four years as follows:

With Jack Webb, star of NBC-

TV’s “Dragnet,” in New York for

his stint last night <Tues.) on the

Milton Berle show, there was a

possibility of stretching his visit

for press screening of a "Dragnet”

It’s known that W’ebb has

United Television Programs has
pinned a Jan. 8 starting date on its

Fulton Lewis Jr. vidpix series. Pro-
gram, which will he shot each week
in Washington, is being sold on a

26 week basis. Films will get same-
day processing in Washington and
air-expressed to stations carrying
the show in order to insure timeli-

ness.

Each show runs 11 minutes .and

45 seconds, and will have a 15-sec-

ond sponsor lead in which Lewis
will shoot individually for each
sponsor. Pilot film was made last

week on the Harry Dexter White
ease, and UTP is distribbing the
film as an audition print.

Vidpix field currently has two
commentators set to do onee-week-
ly filmed news shows. Lewis and
UTP will be in direct competition
with Drew Pearson and Motion
Pictures for Television, which is !

also set to release the Pearson se- 1

ries in January.

special

been turning handsprings on his

Dec. 24 show, which Is keyed to

the Christmas season. Theme is

tracking down of a thief who steals

a sacred object from an altar. Webb
has told Cunningham & Walsh,

agency for sponsoring Chesterfield,

that he believes the' vidpic (which

has been clone in color) can be-

come a Yule classic along lines of

Menotti’s “Amahl and the Night
Visitors” and Lionel Barrymore’s
perennial Scrooge.

Whether Webb would be on hand
for the screening, or whether the

showing will be held at all, was a

tossup both ways. Due to his do-

mestic difficulties, he’s understood
not too keen about making an off-

screen appearance where lay

scribes might confront him with
pointed questions. Screening would
have to he held this week, as Webb
is due back on the Coast, where
he’s engaged in another series sep-

arate and apart from “Dragnet.”
In fact, the word is that he’s fin-

ished with that program as far as

new scripts are concerned.

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O'DAY AND
HUMPHREY HIGSBYE

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN
1776 Broadway, N. Y.

FLYING FEATHEfeS

Fan-Dango Comedy Bit Stirs Peg

Lynch-'Lucy’ Fracas
A gvncii'* .

Station*
4IS51) Agfi» m h

Station*
Sponsor*

USS2) Am m if*

Slat ions
Sponsors
TV Ivli tor*

<1053) Am* ncif a •

Station*
Sponsors
Kditois*

Some quarters have been citing

the alleged disadvantage of telepix

in getting in there “firstest with

the mostest.” Week ago Mon-
day, “I Love Lucy” (CBS-TV)
pulled the business of a working
electric fan causing feathers on a

garment to go every which way
in a comedy bit. But previous to

that. Peggy Lynch wrote in that

type of sequence seen*ory“ Ethel &
Albert” (NBC-TV) in which she’s

starred with Alan Bunee. It's

claimed that the “Lucy” film, since

it was necessarily made before the
live “E & A” show, though it had
to follow the latter on the home
screen, had at least a moral
priority on “Operation Flying
Feathers.” Supporters of the Peg
Lynch camp point out however that

she used a similar skit in her old
radio show on Feb. 12, 1950.

Impartial observers declare that
tiie fan-propelled feather was par
for the course in early slapstick

pictures.

O liisrff*. wfif iidiUtl front 1051 onWjud.
•4V„ of TV fill! or* prfffrivd old motion
piilurf* it * tlp'ir first pliift* rhoiff )

'Distaste' For Klnnies

Chart shows the margin is

largest in the case of ad agencies

and sponsors, hut with the overall

average lowered when the voting

of TV editors is added. Although
kintiies have been improved in the

last couple of years, poll shows a

(Continued on page 56)

George Capsis, lecturer on film

at Columbia U. and formerly pro-
duction manager for Francis Lee
Studios, this week was named sec-

retary-treasurer and co-producer-
director of Visual Transcriptions.
Firm, headed by Richard Scrly
Brummer, opened new studio fa-

cilities this week in N. Y. for live

action and animated films.

Brummer, who’s made several
indie features in the past couple of
years, remains in his post as secre-
tary-treasurer of Bedford Park
Film Studios in N. Y.. where “Man
Against Crime” is shooting, and
continues as v.p. of Brummer dr
Forest Studios. He’s proxy of Vis-

ual Transcriptions.

Telefilms get the nod over live

shows in the sixth annual tele-
vision poll conducted by Gordon
Levoy, TV consultant of Holly-
wood, whose findings were re-
leased to Variety this week. In
the specific categories, “anthologi-
cal” drama stanzas with changing
casts continued their leadership,
with sports segments showing a
sharp rise to gain second place,
followed hy situation comedies, va-
riety programs and newscasts.
/Down among tin* also-rans were
panel, talent and audience partici-
pation shows, but concert music
showed upheat. At the bottom of
the poll lay old feature films, west-
erns and disk jockey segments.
“Most desired" hy the public

was the half-hour period with larg-
est numbers of affirmatives for
separate stories each week with

(Continued on page 53)

With the shooting completed on
the first 13 of Collier Young’s “Hol-
iday TV” series starring Ida Lu-
pino. Joan Fontaine and Edmund
O’Brien, the vidpix will go into
syndication under the Comet Tele-
vision Films banner on Dec. 15.

First five have been completed and
remaining eight are in the cutting
room with release prints scheduled
for two weeks from now.

Series, which Young is produc-
ing for Comet and of which the
(list rib owns a piece, are dramas
with a travel background. Total of
26 are planned. Comet lias also
started syndication of "Lamb in the
Manger.” a half-hour Christmas
film depicting the birth of Christ
produced by Hal Roach and nar-
rated by Maureen O'Sullivan.

Meanwhile. Comet sales chief
Harold Goldman reports that the
firm's three feature film packages
are doing record business and that
its “M. I).” series of 130 medical
short s have been sold in 12 markets
following their removal from Dave
Garroway’s “Today” on NBC-TV.
Comet's package of eight 'Harry
Popkin-produced features is in 58
markets; its package of 11 Hal
Roach comedies is in 42 cities and
the Abner Greshler feature pack-
age is in 39 markets.

Hollywood. Do. 1.

A record breaking list of 113

lelehlmh producers in Hollywood
and 76 more in New York have
signed the Screen Actors Guild’s

vidblurh pact, with the local list

including two major studios.

Universal Pictures and Studio
City Television, a subsid of Repub-
lic, are among those who signed.

Also on the list are Frank Capra
Productions and Green Rouse Pro-

ductions.

The N. V. companies who have
such pacts include ItKO and Screen
Gems, a subsid of Columbia. Ten
companies from the Chicago area
and six from other areas are also

on the SAG list.

Smalz Joins Horton
Hollywood. Dec. 1.

Anton Smalz has resigned as
chief of motion picture production
for Nortli American Aviation to
join King Horton Productions as
production executive. IIe’11 oper-
ate primarily in the field of indus-
trial pix.

Firm, headed hy former CBS
Coast sales chief Kingsley F. Hor-
ton. is currently packaging a show
starring Walter O'Keefe.

RCA’s Recorded Program Serv-
ices, which have confined their vid-

pix efforts thus far to one series of

westerns, “Riders of the Purple
Sage,” last week tied up Paul Gor-
don’s European-produced "The Lit-

tle Match Girl.” a half-hour Christ-
mas film based on the Hans Chris-
tian Andersen story.

Film, which RCA has tied up for
10 years, went into distribution this

week. It features a full symphony
orchestra and a ballet group, with
cast totalling 60.

Strauss Musical Shorts

In KBTV, Denver, Buy
Commonwealth Film & Tele-

vision sold its package of 13
Johann Strauss musical shorts tlos

w'eek to KBTV in Denver, in. irk-

ing the fourth sale of the Euro-
pean-produced series since it went
into syndication a few weeks ago.
Pix, four minutes long, were pro-
duced in Salzburg this summer.
Commonwealth prexy Mort

Sackett is also pushing his series
of features, half-hour westerns and
sound and silent cartoons, report-
ing solid sales results on the lat-

ter, 284 of which are silent and 64
soundies.

SOME CALL IT LOVE
(Lux Video Theatre)

Hollywood.
Proiluffit by .lark Cross and Philip

Krasnt* for Lover Bros Lux Toilet Soap
<J. Walter Thompson'. Ihrertor. J’eter
Codfrey; teleplay, Kina Lazarus from a
story by Kathryn Keelev

Cast: Sene Hnvmond. Carole Mathews.
Charles MeCtaw. Kristine Miller. Barbara
Knudson. CIIK-TV. Running time, 30
MINS.

Peter Godfrey could do with this
and the cast, headed by Gene Ray-
mond as the senator and Carole
Mathews as the gal. doesn’t try to
rise above it. Charles McGraw is

the inkstained wretch and Kristine
Miller is his former spouse.
Technical credits are merely

average. One of the interesting as-
pects of the production, however,
is Miss Mathews’ mid-way com-
mercial spot in which she confides
that Lux is one of the nation's
treasures, along with the Library
of Congress, that we ail share.

Kap.

THE LAST WILL OF DANIEL
WEBSTER

(Cavalcade of America)
_ ,

Hollywood.
Filmed by Sovereign Production* for

Pul ont. Producer*. Gil Halston and
Arthur Kipley: director. Robert Steven-
son; tclcplay. N. Richard Nash; camera.
Stuart Thompson; supervising film edi-
tor, Harry Reynolds; film editor. Alfred
DeLaetano: art director. Ernst Fegte.

( ast: Ray Collins. Ann Horan. John
H.imilton. Carl Benton Reid. Paul Ifarvev,
F'orett Glass. Richard Gaines. ABC TV.
Running time. 30 MINS.

Director Peter Godfrey wound
ttp production of the first eight

half-hours of “Janet Dean. R N."
series for Cornwall Productions,
the Ella Raines Bill Dozier outfit

which is turning out the series for

Motion Pictures for Television’s
Film Syndication Division. God-
frey bowed Out of the setup Fri-

day < 27) after doing two films per
week for the past four weeks.

Robert Boyle stepped in to di-

rect the final five half-hours in the
first cycle of 13. as per Cornwall's
schedule. Films are being shot in

Marion Parsonnet's Long Island
City studios. Miss Raines stars in
the series. KTLA establishes a precedent

for television Thursday <3) when
it becomes the first TV channel
ever to originate a regular weekly
program from a major film studio.
A new half-hour show. “Bekins’

Hollywood Music Hall.” will orig-
inate from the Paramount studio
scoring stage this coming Thurs-
(iay, and each week thereafter for
26 frames. Paramount owns the
channel, which is headed by Klaus
Landsberg.

Starring in the show are Lucille
Norman and Victor Young and his
22-piece string orch. Bekins has a
similar show on radio, hut thic
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November Audio Research Reports for the Los Angeles area has

a couple of interesting facets as far as the TV Top 10 is concerned.
S-ven of them are vidpixers with that made-in-Hollywood tag
Making it eight on originations there is Ralph Edwards’ live "This
1 , Your Life,’ which, incidentally, is currently in New York for
three emanations (show was kinnied from the Coast last season'.'

Tire scorings were: ‘Dragnet” <NBC\ (54 8; Groucho Marx—
You Bet Your Life” iNBC>, 56.3; “I Love Lucy" (CBSi. 54.1; "Ford

Theatre” (NBC. 37.4; "1 Married Joan" <NBC> and "Burns A Allen”
t 35.8; "T-Men In Action" t-NBO. 34.2; "This Is Your Life"
tVlO. 34; "Our Miss Brooks" 'CBS'. 33.4; "What’s My Line'.”’

(CBS', 30.7. Note tire sharp decline after third place.

With more and more top stars

entering the vidpix field in prop-
erties produced solely for syndica-

j
tion, the TV-film distributors may

i

soon have to face up to a hot pot a-

j

to—the question ot ajipearances of
their stars on network shows. The

1 question is minor at present, but
with release of several series this
winter starring top film names, it’s

likely to become an acute one.

Tip off to the problem came last

week when it was disclosed that
Guild Films had turned down an
offer by Mavhclline Corp. to star
Liberate in a half-hour Christmas
Day show on the CBS net. Guild
turned down the request in spite
ol the tact that Muybelline. via the
Gordon Best agency in Chi. spon-
sors the Liberate vidpix in several
key markets

Reason for the nix is obvious

—

Liberate pix are syndicated in

some 135 markets, where local and
regional sponsors have built up
an identity with the Liberace per-
sonality and the show. With a fill 1

-

net show under a different sponsor,
they’re sure to feel that Guild has
betrayed them. Similar feeling ex-
ists among stations in a particular

market. Liberace is their show,
they feel, and when an opposition
station in town carries the pianist

in a special, they'll feel that much
of their own publicity and exploi-

tation work m identifying the show
with the station has been de«

t roved.

Consequently, the nix by Guild
on the show, despite the oppor-
tunity il offered to showcase the
pianist on key stations in a live

holiday setting, and despite the

good chunk ut coin May bcliine w: s

willing to pay for the pianist's ap
pe trance Guild Irelmg is that the
vidpix scries is a longterm invest-

ment. and that the firm's primary
allegiance lies with its local cli-

ents. A network si ml for the pi-

anist. lino h iievcs, would he mure
harmful in the long run than the

short-term good it might provide.

Situation, as noted before, isn't

acute yet simply because flic top

stars, with teTv exceptions, have
made their vidpix entries in shows
produced lor network exposure.

Furthermore, in those tew cases

where a top name has made pix

lor syndication.. In'* name hasn't

—htm-

—

ipiegmlcd into t he film to

(he extent ot. sav, Loretta Young
in lie* net vv oik "Letter to Loretta

'Continued on page Mi 1

Some hush-hush conversations
have been going mi which may lead
in the complete divorcement of the
NBC Film Division from the net-

work proper and may establish the
unit as a -epanite .subsidiary of the
parent RCA company, kiln liar to

l"lie RCA Victor recording division
and the network itself.

The proposal is imlicn1i\r of the
blue skies horizons envisioned for
vidpix in the television scheme and
ot the dcternnntftion of (lie NHC-
RC \ high command to shoot for
topdog status in the competitive
TV films field

The move toward divorcement,
it \ understood, is not imminent,
and may probably be preceded by
the stepping out as T\ Film cbiet-
t .iiii ot Robert VV Sarnoff, vv ho,

according to close sources, is slated
lor the |>ost of executive veepec of
the NBC operation as the adminis-
trative backstop and running male
ol Sv)vcster L. 'I’al' Weaver who,
it s I urt her understood, will get the
nod tor the NBC proxy seat.

It and when Sarnoff moves over
to the exec vecpeeship of the net-
work. it’s considered likely that
Carl Stanton, presently Sarnoff *
chief aide in the Film Division,
will step up into the No. I film

? pot

.

Immediate beneficial i.sull of
the establishment ot the Film Divi-
uon as a wholly-operated subsidiary
ol RC \ without any NBC tics will

be to pet both the network aid
the vidpix unit off the attibate book
m the sale and (list nbiit mil ot the
product to all TV stations through-
out the country on a liist-come-
lir *t - served" ba is As pointed mil
by Sarnoff at the recent ( In meet-
ing with the affiliates, only by
spreading itselt on an industry-
wide basis can the Film Division
Impc to parlay ilseil into a success-
tut opcialion through disposal of
residuals, as well a> fir>t runs.

So Ion;; as the Film Division
operates as a mill within the NBC
1 1 .mu work 1 such a > I lie NBC
o, n (' .and operated div'.iori', de-

I'
i<* the "autonomy" protestation*.

/•I the film operation, |u -t ific.al ion
is c**n im at filiate i rpi isals

.ml the you caul do I his to-us-
lc > an we i e - mai l tt d to - each*
olf ei squawks that attended the

1st TV Tint Drama
The N BC-TV WedncMl.iv

night “Kraft Television Thea-
tre" gets tin* initial tint ex

posure among dram.it ic. show >

On Dec. 16 the Kraft pres

entntion of “To Live In Peace."
chosen purposely because it's

a period costume piece based
on an Italian novel, will he
given the cojor treatment tin

tier the NBC-RCA system ot

compatibility which also per-

mits hlaek-atid white pickup
As with tin* recent ' Volga e

Comedy Hour" product ton. it

requires special FCC okay to

color up a commercial shop
pi ior to official adoption ot

standards.

It’s a Crazy, Mixed-Up $ Biz, But Star & Wife Stake
Telefilm Claim

—- Hollywood. Dec. 1. i yii
\l in v vidpix producers have

reached the saturation point on
their budgets and now must await For
returns on residuals to make a

j
telefiln

profit ,
opines producer Dick Row- Africa

f'l. who also stars in his vidpix for turns, i

Four-Star Productions, in which Jungle
lie's partnered with David Niven.
Charles Boyer and Don Sharpe.

I'owcll said his firm went $160.-

000 over its budget last season to

insure good quality, and the part-

ner^ drew no salary. The budgets
have been upped some this year,

and Powell expects the company
cither to break even or recoup
some of its losses.

The only actor-producer in both
theatrical and TYr

films. Powell
ciunmentcd wryly that he makes
tnnt e money in four weeks of

I!KO- "Susan Slept Here” than
tm his entire vidpix series, lie

likes theatrical films better be-

cause there’s more time to turn
out nualitv pix. "We spend more
th in we get on our telepix because
we want to protect our 'theatrical'

pie' urc careers prestige-wise. Look-
ing to the future, we want to in-

sure that our product he good
enough for the rerun market."
Powell said. After this season.
"Four-Star Playhouse" pix will be
available for syndication but Pow-
ell stressed the gamble involved in
1 fsiduals.

Chief video problem. Powell bo-
li**V"s, js finding good scripts.
‘Minding the proper subject mat-
tv is difficult, he said, but the
series has no sponsor or agency

'Continued on page 53*

Hollywood. Dec. 1,

e first time in history a

troupe is heading for
location. Arrow Prod uc-

ker of the “Kumar ot the
TV series, will send a

salari to the Dark Continent to

shoot scenes for 26 chapters.

Cast will he headed by John
Hall, Ray Montgomery and Nick
Stuart.

Recent dramatization ol fi.ii

ret Is ot Wimpole Street" on the

ABC-TV version ot "Kratl Tele-

vision Theatre" 'as distinct limn
the NBC-TY weeklv production'
offers aii interesting contrast in

the availability ol new propet In--*

for the ABC weekly presentation
m view of tlu* lad that tin* latter

show is a Hid'/ cable affair com
plctely bypassing kinescope cities

(Continued nn page 53*

ABC’s Film S*fidiiat ion Divi

si oil. which has hem aiming at re-

gional deals as well as local for

its "Racket Squad” rerun series,

pulled off its biggest deals thus
far this week, selling the series to

Heilcman Brewing Co. in 12 mid-
west markets and to Pure Oil in

nine midwest and southern cities.

In the three weeks the Hal Roach-
produced pix have been in release

sale, scries has been sold in total

of 49 markets.
Two regional* were s<*t by John

Burns, the outfit’s Chi chief,

through the Leo Burnett agency.
Ifeiloman bought the pix in Mil-

waukee. Minneapolis. Omaha, lies

Moines. Rock Island. Peoria. Green
Bay. Madison.*

1

Sioux Ci h C-d tt-r

Rapids. Rockford and Rochester
'Minn.L It also announced Us in

(Continued on page 50'

Honolulu Police Files

Newest Vidpix Source
Hoi !y vv ood I )ee I

George Brent i sought !>\ pi.-v

Walter While Ji ol Commodme
Product ions to topline a serre* of
.">2 vidpix ha <*d mi re< o.i d.s ot Hu
Hmiolulii Police Depart iner t

While p la'll > pi oduet oil in I h<

Hawaiian Island . in La .tn'un mb./i

VI it II Waller White Jr a *"i' ' |'' <•

dm cr. and William C lle.dh a

sociate producer and dnr'ini on

some ol the telep.x

But as a separate roiiip.anv,

1 1 1 vi 1 1 '•'<*( I 1 1 out NBC, selling lo no.i-

N Iff
’ stations, H's fell, v . oil-id he

ana 'o'.oiis and as hai Idles

a

1 a, a

t'BS lalion playing a RCA Vutni
i ei oi ding

! trite'd Television Programs has
i 'kid up over $250,000 in a three-
• " k period on its new two-year

1 ' limiled-u.se package of "Fireside
I ".eat re” and "Rebound” reruns.
L"lk of the coin comes from sales
' " WARD. N. V . KTTV. Los An-

and VVXYZ. Detroit.

I rider the package arrangement
'•at ions can use the 52 films,
’ dthed "Royal Playhouse.” as spot
'uriers. summer replacements,
'ti'taining fillers or as regularly
'Ponsored series. Wynn Nathan.
'•IP sales chief, predicted the
I

1" kage would be sold in all major
’ ‘ikets within 60 days because
‘ ’ (he unlimited-use feature of the

OUT SOON!
II CBS-TV has unihilm.il use ol

i souped-up P-51 courici plat e

loaned by the White House lo
pe»*/| filmed cover ag* ol the Bei

-

mud a Big Three talks starting end
o' this week it's new to NBC.
Story la*t week was limited to Co-
lUnihia

,

*> Pm muda-to I) C.-to-N Y.
pix plan via Stepp* d-up fliglii

With the net’s top newsmen to {jilt

ih<* celluloid on the air day-and-
(’; |e with the three power confabs
plus th» preliminary aniva's ot

the respective heads of 'ta'c.
NBC sent out word last we* I.

that a full crew of four men phis
( oinmeotatoi Ray Seheier will

(over the D(*c 4-8 talks for radio
. rid TV In the contingrr.t *.v ill he
Bob Blair, cameraman and John
I angenru i soundii an ol i he

islnnglon bureau, and John
K >T u olehec k eoniactiniifi and
Roiiefi Butterfield cameraman's
id** Lorn New Ymk Tfrey arrived

ri Bermuda on Monday 3(i io

tart hooting for Caine! \e > s

Ceravan " Today " Lsso Report-
• i

' and ‘

1 1 *h Hour. N •*‘.i *
' 'H e

l.u lei t .o (in WNBT. N Y only

(Cont it ic'd (u t p me 33

48th Anniversary Number

Usual Advertising rates prevailForms closing shortly

Special exploitation advantages
I nited Press Movietone is again

t ally ing its two half-hour urapups
Hie year’s top events in news

'"d sports. Films v ill he available
•*' commerciai shows this month
i"i Dec. 24 release.

Sports show, first of which
produced last year, features harra-
Lon by Joe Wills and runs 26’.*

niinutes. General news roundup.
;, 'so running 26' _> minutes, is nar-
1 ded by Joe King. Both pix are
scored L; P is selling the shows
ca p s local news bureaus.

Copy and space reservations may be sent to ony Variety office

HOLLYWOOD 21 CHICAGO 11 LONDON. W. C. 2
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WWWW Spell* Double-WW Trouble at ABC A.
Two Client* Axe Po*t-WW Slot* ,

TV Scoreboard
Stations on air

UHF " "

Stations authorized
* UHF
Permits last we»*k
Applications pending ...

"What’s wrong with Winchell' '

some perplexed ABC execs want
to know. Web this week got sur-
prised with two cancellations, on*-
in TV. one in radio and both in
the Sunday 8:15 to 8:30 period
following Walter Winchell’s simul-
cast. What surprises the web is

that the clients are willing to gj\#.

up a guaranteed cushv audience
holdover from the vet reporter He
continues to insure a top ready-
made audience.

Brown & Williamson’s Viceroy
Ciggies axed Its "Orchid Award ’

on video, effective Dec. 27. aft- r

a 26-week run. Web hasn’t vet
decided what’s going into the slot,

hut it’s taking the "Orchid Award ;

show, expanding it to a half-hour
and moving it over to Wednesday
at 9:30 to replace "Dr. IQ/*
which moves over to Thursday ;t
9 as a replacement for the previ-
ously axed "Back That Fact." New
"Orchid” will have Conrad Nan |

as host and will continue to hr- an
MCA package. Half-hour version
starts next Wednesday <9i, so
the web will have two "Awards"
running concurrently until Dee 27,
when the Viceroy cancellation be-
comes effective. At that time.
Harry Romm moves over to the
new show as producer.

Even more of a puzzler is P.
Lorillard’s axing of its 15-minute
post-Winchel! radio newscast. What
has the ABC toppers puzzled in

this case is the fact that the ciggie
firm has two Sunday night news
show's, one at 6. the other at 9:15.
What ABC can’t figure is why
Lorillard kept the 6 p.m. newscast
while dunking the 9:15 segment.

Washington, Dec. 1.

In a somewhat surprising action,

the FCC last week tightened its

anti- monopoly rules to prevent

any company or individual from

having an interest in more than

fiv*. TV seven AM or seven FM

Minneapolis, Dec. 1.

Here's candidate for an

honesty award—in local radio

station WPBC.
Since the station Increased

Its power from 500 to 1.000

watts, as per FCC permission,

its between - programs an-

nouncement has been: "Now
double the power! No better,

perhaps, but lots louder.”

lions, the Commission made no

distinction between 100% owner-

ship, controlling interest or ml- <

tiority interest. The reason for
j

tills, it said, is "because the holder
|

,

<» a small interest in many cases
j j

may exert a considerable influence
j

on tiie station's operations and be-

cause of the difficulty of deter-
(

mining from the fact of ah appli-
j

cation what the eyi'*nt ol the in-

j

fluence will be.”

The Commission action, which

revises its’ multiple ownership

rules, resulted from proceedings

instituted in 1948 under former

chairman Wayne Coy which pro-

posed to retain the five-station

limit on TV ownership hut to al-
j

low minority interests to be held i

in five more outlets. Until now,
j

the agency has had no ceiling on
;

minority holdings.

Hardest hit by the new rules is

CBS which simultaneously was or-

dered to show cause why it should
j

not reduce its AM holdings to con-
j

form with the •-even-station limit.

The wch was given three years to
j

make the necessary divestment. i

CBS owns six AM stations (in

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,

St. Louis, Boston and San Fran-

cisco), has 45' I interests in two
others iWTOP in Washington and
KQV in Pittsburgh), and holds a

47% interest in WCCO in Minne-

11 looks like both Young A Ruhi-

earn and Procter A Gamble have

won out in the protracted hassle

to get. Paul Wine hell off the "dra-

matic hook” and persuade, him to

revert back to a variety-only for-

mat. Winchell’s insistence on week-
ly drama inserts on his Sunday
nigbt-at-7 NHC-TV show had been
making both the agency and the

sponsor unhappy, feeling being
that "if we wanted a dramatic
show we would have bought one
for the spot.”

Particularly in view of the fact

that the initial "Life With Fathefr”

entry (Winchell’s CBS-TV competi-
tion) failed to create any great stir,

with "Father’s” rating failing to

I siphon olT any of the Winchell au-
dience. tiie client is breathing
somewhat easier and, more than
ever, is anxious to convert the half-

hour segment into a major audi-
ence pull. PAG feels a non-drama
"entertainment only” stanza can
turn the trick.

WM. KEENE Minneapolis. Dec. 1.

Charlie Johnson, veteran Min-
neapolis SLar-Tribune executive

sports editor, and Frank Beutel,

WTCN-TV sports director, are

openly tossing written and oral

brickbats at one another over the
authenticity of the latter’s alleged

scoop during his late night TV
sports show to the effect that

Minneapolis is going to lose its

world’s champions Lakers basket-

bail team to Chicago.

It marks the first time that the
press and TV have come to grips

here thusly as an outgrowth of

the present competition for each
to score newsbeats over the~other.

Fireworks started when John-
son in his Star column spanked
Beutel for "doing his best to upset
sportsminded viewers and listeners
in this area with a miniature Orson
Welles fantasy.” He accused the
TV sportscaster of being "over-
eager to get into the spotlight” and,
pointing out that the Lakers’ man-
agement "had given the lie” to
Beutel’s assertion on TV that a
Chicago group was buying the
club and would move it to the
Windy City, labeled Beutel "a yel-
low journalist.”

On his TV show the same night,
Beutel struck back at Johnson, de-
claring that time would prove ’the
correctness of his information
"from a reliable source.” despite
the Lakers management’s denial,
asserting he’d stake his reputation
on its truth and charging Johnson
with an attempt to smear him. He
said t hat . actually, Johnson has al-

ways tried to belittle radio and
TV as a news source, hates the
competition and "in attacking me
is venting his spleen on the entire
broadcasting profession.”

The iiiiiuIm

t

is LI4 L’-llOO

I'll. .|ii. sl ion is: What Have
I Done For You Recently?

Chicago, Dec. 1.

If WNBQ, NBC-TV’s Chi anchor,

is an example, the parent web’s

determination to upgrade its day-

time schedule into sponsorship pro-

portions is not entirely an unmixed
blessing for the o.Ao.’s and the
stronger affiliates who have larded
their own weekday skeds with local

winners.

The Windy City operation has
heen doing some hard and fast

juggling to make room for the new
network entries and still accommo-
date their own properties. The
problem will be even more com-
plicated when the "Home” daily
spread debuts on the cross-country
circuit in January, filling up the 1

to 2 p.m. i (’ST ) slot heretofore pro-
grammed locally. (Similar situation
is posed in New York in finding
new shelter for Herb Sheldon
when "Home” debuts.)

The addition of "Bride and
Groom" via the network this week
dislodged WNBQ’s culinary pack-
age. “Creative Cookery,” with its

flock of participating sponsors from
its 1 1 a m. to 12 noon berth. "Cook-
ery” moves down to 1 p.m.. chang-
ing places with Kay Westfall and
Bob Murphy’s chatter roundelay
which has been cut to 45 minutes
to make room for the net s’ mar-
riage show.

But with "Home" due soon in
the post-noon hour, still another
round of switching is in the offing
to find another place for the lucra-
tive cooking show. The 12 to 1 pe-
riod at WNBQ is tighUwith "Noon-
time Comics,” sponsored by Jewel
Kooii Stores, and "Animal Play-
time,” backed bv Dean Milk

George Jessel will be bis own
summer replacement on ABC-TV.
With his 12-year-old daughter Jeri-
Ivn he will be doing a 15 minute
stint, “Youth and the News.”

She has traveled extensively with
her dad. and his program concept
is a young America perspective on
world events. Same BB ballpoint
pen sponsor.

With sale this week of its Col-
ton Bowl telecast to Texaco. NBC-
TV has completely sold out its

N w Year’s Day grid and spectacle
lineup. Gasoline firm hopped on
Ihe bandwagon this week with its

biggdst NBC splurge since it

dropped the Milton Berle stanza at

the end of last season.

NBC lineup now shapes this

way: Woolworth’s has the Annual
"Parade cf Ro«*es” at Pasadena
preceding the Rose Bowl. Texaco
follows with the Cotton Bowl.
Camel’s has bought the 10 minutes
between the Cotton and Rose Bowl.
Then Gillette carries the Coa*t
contest. All told, the sked should
run about five hours.

NBC researchers figure the Ro<-o

Bowl game on the Coast on New
Year’s Day will pull a TV audience
of 39.950.000. That would mean
15.365.000 sets-in-use (receiver'*

turned on are multiplied by 2.6 to

reach the total viewing figure).

Third telecasting by the net of the

Rose classic will bring together
Michigan State and UCLA, with
Gillette the TV-AM sponsor.

First grideo at Pasadena in 1952
had 15,798,000 looker-inners.

Gillette’s also picking up tiie bill

for the Orange Bowl at Miami,
with Red Barber describing the

play for CBS. This one is touted
as having the widest public inter-

est. with top elevens Maryland and
Oklahoma fighting it out on New
Year’s.

Daly’s Year-End Show

On Top Events, Predictions
• John Daly will host an hour-long

review of the year’s news events
and predictions e>f things to come
in 1954 on a special ABC-TV broad
cast Dec. 27. Program. "Prologue
1954.” is e>ne of three Sunday night
one shots web is airing between the
close of its Notre Da,me vidpix se-

ries and the start of its new melo-
drama series in January.

Program will use film clips and
possibly will have as live guests
somjj of the people who made the
years top news. AImi under con-
sideration is the use of the coun-
try's top newspapermen. Daly will
concentrate on key events which
can affect the world in 1954. and
v ill attempt to project them into
the future.

Two other one shots set for the
8 9 period Sundays will be a film
of Hie highlights of the Notre
Dame series, edited from the net's
weekly film coverage, set for Dee.
13, and a split session Dee. 20. con-
sisting of the glee club of Smith
College and Princeton U. singing
Christmas carols for the first half-
hour and a first-run Christmas film
for the second.

Robert Ganger who bad a brief
tenure as president of P. Lorillard
(Old Gold. Kent' is stepping into

the D'Arcy agency as chairman. He
will headquarter in New York City
and almost immediately the Man
hattan offices at 515 Madison Avo..
will he strengthened by a massed
migration from St. Louis. D’Arcy
headquarters, of 12 or more ex-
ecutives.

P. J. Orthwein will continue in

St Louis changing his present
chairmanship for the new title of
Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee. J. F Oborwinder remains
president. These men are much
concerned in the St. Louis office
with the Anheuser-Busch account.

Ganger, prior to his flyer as a

tobaccoman. was for years a part-
ner in a New York agency opera-
tion. His departure from Lorillard
was explained two ways at the
time, one. that he was really ill.

and. two. that he had antagonized
the old guard at Lorillard by his

frank statements anent the grow-
ing medical and reformer prejudice
against cigarets. Principle ac-

counts at D’Arcy include Anheuser-
Busch. Coca-Cola. General Tire,
Gerber Baby Products. James Lee
Carpets and Stromberg-Carlson.

PHILLY LANDMARK

Dawn Patrol’ Racks lTp Its
5.000th Broadcast

Philadelphia, Doc. 1.

IPs "Dawn Patrol,” one of ra-

|

dio’s longest running shows for in-

somniacs, marked its 5.000th all-

night broadcast last night and
early today,

,

'1 he all-night, all-request show
was launched by \V1P, Dec. 1, 1938.
to put the station on a 24-hour-a-
dav. seveir-days-a-week schedule
tor tiie first time. Since that broad-
cast, W1P has never signed off the
air, except on Government instruc-
tions in conjunction with civil de-
fense.

Joe McCauley, who took over as
,

the "Dawn Patrol’s” chief pilot in
1942. succeeded Fred Wood and

;

Mort Lawrence at the helm. Re-
quests are accepted only by letters,

t

cards and telegrams and to sim-
plify matters Western Union has
installed its own telegram printer
in studio, and wires arc forwarded
as soon as received. Progiam runs

i
nightly from 12:30 a m. to 6 a.m.

El Producto Cigars, through
Weiniraub agency, will alternate
sponsorship on feature boxing
events from N. Y.’s Eastern Park
way arena on WABD, DuMont
N. Y. flagship.

Cigar firm will split the Mon-
day night boxing bill with Petri
Wine, while sponsoring the 15
minute "Ringside Interview” show

Minneapolis, Dec. 1.

The Hormel Girls Caravan of

Austin, .Minn., a 65-girl troupe that

has had a weekly CBS network
radio program sponsored by the

George A. Hormel Meat Packing
Co. of Austin and that has toured
the nation for personal appeal

-

ances three times in its five-year

history, will disband Dec. 19.

A company spokesman said the

radio show will be abandoned and

will be replaced by another form
of advertising which will be made
public shortly.

Caravan members have been of-

fered other jobs in the company,
it was stated.

iJoel Gray’s ABC-TV
Audition on Dec. 15

|

Joel Grey finally gets the audi-
tion treatment at ABC-TV Dec. 15.
He’s slated for a nuisicomedy type

|

show’, which will be previewed in
1 a dress rehearsal before an audi-
ence the night before, Dec. 14.

Web’s eastern program director,
Bob Levvine, will produce the kin-
hie, while Perry Lafferty will di-
rect. Show will probably get a
January start, depending on how
quickly the web can peddle the
audition.

Omaha's 'W« Wuz First*

Omaha. Dec. 1.

Recent wire service story from
Miami stating police there pro-
posed a TV network tor cops drew
a big snort from local Chief Henry
Boesen.

He said Omaha has been study-
ing closed channel hookup propo-
sition since 1951.
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RADIO JUST A MORNING DEAL ?
HSrs 'Love That Radio-TV’

Former President Harry S. Truman apparently can’t say no when
it comes to doing radio-TV a good turn, even if it’s on a cuffo

basis. On behalf of the Radio-Television Executives Club of New
York, Bob Blake (WNBT) and Sam Slate (WCBS> called on the ex-

prexy to deliver the address at the January meeting of the club.

As it turned out, Truman didn’t need any coaxing, expressing the

opinion that, perhaps more than any other President, he’s been
closer to the radio-TV fraternity and would like to continue the
association.

Truman, in fact, went one better. He’s promised that his talk

will make “hot copy.’* For the occasion the RTEC is taking over
the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria, anticipating an alltime

banner turnout. Date is Jan. 11. WNBT plans to televise the event.

WOR-TV Bans Pitchmen, Despite

TO AFT, VIDEO
Weekly Rap; Set Station Code

Cuttin’ Up Kate

Razzle-Dazzle ‘Disegpla Plan' Adds New Life &
Sponsor Blood to NBC-TV Daytimer

There may be more to sponsorial

razzle-dazzle than meets the eye.

Kate Smith’s cross-board daytime

hour started the season with glar-

ing gaps in the plug sweepstakes

and although some of the unoccu-

pied periods were filled here and

there, the gait was still too slow

for comfort. Then came “Disegpla”

some weeks back; that Divided

Segment Plan (dubbed Disegpla by

Variety for jest plus convenience*

looked like just another phrase

with the blind staggers at the time.

With some quarters going beg-

ging, the aim back of this new
deal was to “cut up Kate”’ down
the middle—seven and a half min-

utes—and then watch the score-

hoard. There were some nice nib-

bles, enough to justify inauguration

of the dissectional scalpel used

for a sales gimmick. And last week
came another windfall -that will

give the show its best representa-

tion to date in the 1953-54 dollar

derby and a pre-Yule present that

may well add new life to the .Kate

Smith-Ted Collins 3 to 4 stanza.

Parker Bros., the top-rated parlor

game outfit (which has itself raz-

zle-dazzlcd the nation with its prod-

uct over a long period of years),

came into the swing with six par-

ticipations in the Wednesday 3:15-

30 period starting Dec. 23. Also a

buyer of that segment’s half (same
day), on alternating basis begin-

ning Jan. 13, is American Hair Sc

Felt Co. of Chicago. It’s down for

nine shares of the Disegpla stock.

Dann Into NBC-TV

Key Program Job
Michael Dann, assistant to Syl-

vester L. (Pat) Weaver, program
chieftain and vice chairman of the
NBC board, is being upped to sta-

tus of the network’s program
manager. In addition to super-
vision of producers and directors,

Dann will work close with his new
boss, Tom McAvity, director of

TV programming, on new program
Ideas as well as act as liaison with
the sales department on program
problems.

Dann, as manager of planning,
was associated with Weaver for the
past couple of years on such proj-
ects as “Todav.” the upcoming
“Home” and “Wide. Wide World”
Shows and the NBC color opera-
tion.

Dann, who joined the web in

1948, had been supervisor of spe-
cial telecasts, coordinator of pro^
gram package sales and a member
of the NBC press department.

Clean, Hard Facts
Minneapolis. Dec. 1.

* TV sets in Twin Cities’ area
now number 405.000.

This compares to 370.000
home telephones and 280,000
bathtubs, according to figures

dug up by Admiral and the
telephone company.

NBC’s Oct. Biz

Sets New High On

Video Billings

October billings for NBC-TV. to

tailing $10,394,200, set a new high

for a television network's single

month biz. It represents a 28.7'"b

increase over the web’s previous

October business. Figures, based

on Publishers Information Bureau
compilations, are further revealing

in that it represents a reversal of

CBS-TV forging ahead of its chief

competitor during the past few
months. *

For the month of October NBC-
TV recaptured the lead to the tune
of a $972,998 advantage over CBS.
In contrast to NBC-TV’« October
billings of $10,394,200, CBS TV
racked up $9,421,202. Only the

month before CBS-TV took a com-
manding lead with $8,503,020 in

September biz, while NBC-TV had
$7,748,619.

General Motors’ heavy Saturday
afternoon coin spread on the

NCAA football schedule, the Woj ld

Series ^and the sale of Monday
night at 9 (opposite “Lucy") are

(Continued on page 52>

By GEORGE ROSEN
Daytime radio audiences have

j

been inching up to a point where
numerically they are almost on a

;

parity with nighttime listeners,

i
The newest Nielsen returns (for

the Oct. 18-24 period) show that
the average nightime audience for

i
all major network programs is

1 1.835.000. The average for davtime
!

is 1.790.000. Arthur Godfrey’s Tues-
i day and Thursday morning seg-
ments for Nabisco, with 3.401.000
listeners on each day. outpull his

Monday night radio audience for

l
"Talent Scouts,” which reaches
3,088,000 homes.

I
V • • '

j

Thus just at the time when day-
time network radio has achieved

!

its maximum audience impact.
!
there have been disturbing ruin-
tilings of a major cutback by na-
tional advertisers in afternoon ra-

dio on tap lor ttie 1954 season.
When, three and four years ago, it

was already apparent that night-
time net wot ’, radio would tie

forced to yield to ttie swiftly ad-
vancing encroachments of TV. thus
necessitating a reappraisal of AM
values, it was generally conceded
that, whatever the nightime story,

there was little likelihood of video
making any serious inroads on day-
time radio.

Until now, in fact. Hie morning-
afternoon network radio note has
been a cheerful one. with daytime
TV making little if any inroads.

But the picture is changing rapidly.

The afternoon TV slots on ttie ma-
jor webs are slowly hut surely at-

: tabling SHO status. Ttie big ad-
vertisers are moving more and
more into the afternoon video pic-

ture and the word has gone out
( that the siphoning-off from after-

noon radio is about to begin in

;

earnest, restricting the Big Grab
I

for network radio to morning slots.

It’s reported that such bigleague
national bankrollers as American
Home Products, Sterling Drugs and

' Continental Baking (wtio through
1

ttie years have had a major stake

j

irf the daytime radio picture) have

I

alerted the webs to upcoming cut-

backs in afternoon AM program-
ming. These are kind of clients that

have kept network radio tn the

big daytime swim.

I Procter Sc Gamble, General
Foods and Colgate are other promi-
nent eoast-to-coast clients who are

I

anxious to establish expanded fran-

i chises in the afternoon TV sweep-
stakes. PAG only last week put in

an order for early afternoon CBS-
TV time for a radio edition of its

longtime radio soaper, “The Bright-

(Continued on page 52)

You Can’t Do That!
Manchester, Eng., Dec 1

British viewers - and the

British Broadcasting Corp —
got a shock when a school

headmaster appeared on ttie

screen and said ''Television

exercises a disturbing influ-

ence on children and keeps
their minds olT their work ”

Surprise of armchair view-

ers was nothing to the embar-
rassment caused in the studio.

Statement was made by Dr.

Eric James, a Manchester edu-
cationist.

And ttie academic maestro
putted no punches Not only

did he think TV a cheap sub-

stitute for reading, lint ac-

tively tried to dissuade Ins pu-

pils’ parents from buying sets

Symph Concerts,_
'Dr. Christian’ In

CBS Client Axing
Two major axes were wielded in

radio this week with both of them
falling on CBS Willys Overland
Motor Co of tin* Kaiser auto outfit

cancelled out on the New York
Philharmonic Symphony as of the

first Sunday in January, falling

within the first cycle on the 90 min-
ute afternoon airer. Sponsor ap-

parently thought its expenditures
were getting topheavy. what with

the parent Kaiser’s indebtedness to

Uncle Sam (having recently. turned
over all but a few thousand dollars

of the $36,000,000 received from
General Motors for sale of the Wit
low Run plant ) and Kaiser’s "stay

in radio” outlay via its recent re-

newal of commentator Lowell
Thomas that extends to next Octo-

ber. There would be about 17

broadcasts in Hu* wake of ot+uJ..
one, including the nymph's annual
barnstorming treks. Parenthetical-

ly, ttie sponsor’s cxil comes only .a

few days before the symph’s tilth

birthday, which occurs on Pearl
Harbor Day <7».

Second exit involves the long-

running'Jean Hersholt starrer, “Dr.
Christian.” the Wednesday nightcr
underwritten by Chescbroiigh Mfg.
Co. Program has been on since
1937, with the sponsor and Hie star

having a 17-year identity with it

‘Christian’ sponsorship ends. Jan 6.

As pail of Its general upgrading
under v.p. Jim Gaines, WOR-TV,
NY., has quietly but effectively

barred all pitchmen from the sta-

tion. Games, who leaves the station

for a new post in San Antonio the

first of the year, has laid down a

series of rules barring all hut leg-

itimate retail matt order fit iiu

from Hie station, lie estimates the

ban is currently costing Hie sta-

tion some $10,000 a week, hut lie

insists it's tin* only way to estab-

lish a firm foundation for Hie
Gotham outlet.

Under the new rules, sponsors
must: (I) tie regular retail .-.Mer-

chants - no fly-by-night, back-
room-office concern?? are allowed;
i2> must conform to NARTB Code
in Hie length of their codiivierclaU

and <3> refrain from pressure
pilches warning the audience that
"it’s your Iasi chance” to get such-
and-such a product or pitches of

t lie “limited offering" variety.

Gaines, who’ll lie .succeeded by
Gordon Gray, believes that Hie
pitchmen drive away audience, lit*

says that some $10,000 worth t'Si

business which wanted to return
tn the station at tin* conclusion of

Hie strike of engineers in mitl-

Ot-tnher was turned away and has
filtered olT into other Gotham out-
lets The WOK-TV standards on
pitchmen, lit* feels, are the tough-
est m Hie city, even exceeding
those of Hie conservative WCBS-
IV.

Station has been proceeding
in a general upgrading of pro-
gramming, bringing In top film
properties and topping them will!

live presentations. Gaines believes
reputable sponsors are just as im-
portant to the station's well-being
as good programs. Consequently,
in spite of the short term loss in-

volved in turning away the pitch-
men, he feels as a longterm policy.

Hie ban will payoff.

NBC Gets 'Dream’

Sponsor (or Toscy

How Equal Is
iEqual Time

Schnoz-Merman Swap
Ethel Merman's telebut “pre-

view” as guestar of Jimmy Du-
rante on Colgate’s “Comedy Hour”
next Sunday <6> will have a tit-for-

tat postscript.

The Schnoz has been booked to

return the compliment on Jan. 24.

"hen Miss Merman will make the
first of t\vo top-billed appearances
on the NBC-TV stanza. Her sec-

ond will be in February.

The broadcasting industry has

been made the patsy in the award

by the networks of a half hour to

Sen. Joseph R McCarthy 1 R., Wist

last week to “answer” Harry S.

Truman for his verbiage on "Me
Carthyism.” Although the former

President had specifically stated

that by “McCarthyism” he did not

mean “the senator from Wiscon-

sin," the legislator had construed it

as an attack upon him.

In taking to TV and radio. Sen

McCarthy— in the opinion of most

of the press, including several

friendly to his interests —turned

the stanza into a personal forum,

failed to “answer" Truman direct-

ly, introduced a new script in one

loyalty case that had no connection

with the former President’s text,

and devoted a good deal of the pe-

riod to an attack upon the Risen

bower Administration. For this

razzle-dazzle and extra-curricular

! stumping, he expended commercial

I

time that has been quoted as high

as $300,000.

!
When Sen. McCarthy demanded

! his pound of flesh from the net-

works. there were some demurrers

with CBS. for instance, delaying a

decision. When a quarter hour wa>

finally offered, the senator stood

on the “equal time" principle ol

which the Federal Communications
Commission is the steward. Some
of the broadcasting industry’s best

;

friends used such words as “cow-

ard" and “abdication of rights” to

characterize the networks. But
there was no reason—except the

corny and unworkable "equal time”

provision—for broadcasters to be

put in the nasty position of risking

their license renewals on a McCar-
thy nix. For this they can thank

the complicated and capricious

"equality” code on controversial

subjects tagged “public service."

Not even a brave broadcaster is

willing to pit his fairness and
ethics against the expostulations

of any U. S. senator who has a

national forum in D. C. where he

can. if he wishes, vent his spleen,

to the detriment of anyone who
would cross him in t fie name of

•public interest.” Such a risk, now
and in the past residing exclusive-

ly with the broadcasters, would
look better if thrust upon the

shoulders of the FCC, and the

NARTB.*"’ and public members
formed into an integrated and rec-

ognized subcommittee to decide

whether "equal time” is necessary

in anv given controversy, actual or

fabricated, that holds wide public

interest. -

Under such a structure, the re

sponsibility would
it belongs, where a

put the individual

tion in ttie middle
which it could not

In* fixed where
"iio" would not

network or sta-

in a trap from
extricate itself

except if it were willing to have its

refusal examined bv the F(’f’ when
Hie matter of license renewal
came up

How many “demands” for "equal

time” would be made if a speech-

maker were forced by law to post

a deposit to rover his broadcast,

and a determination made after. ttie

airing—by the suggested subcoiii

mitteo —whether the time had been
used properly ’ Tins would tie pot-

ting the time claimant or his sup
porters in the portion ol endanger
ing their money, ho* the deposit

would be returned if he performed
according tq the script. He would
think twice before deviating.

Why should all the burden be
placed on broadcasters who are

composed of all sorts of minds,

strong and weak.' Theirs is an un-

derstandable interest in the means
by which they earn their liveli-

hood. A senatorial pitch of the

McCarthy sort should have been
examined for size in the first place

—and by the very people who sit in

final judgment on licenses, the

FCC.

NBC has fallen heir to the clos-
est thing to a “dream client” Ui.ft

has come radio’s way in years. It

spells out Socony- Vacuum, which
is picking up the tail for the 22-
wcek winter series of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra broadcasts
from Carnegie Hall. NY, majority
of which are being batoned by
maestro Arturo Toscanini.

Considering Hie fact Hint So-
cony- Vacuum is plunking down a

reported $300,001) (time arid pro-
gram » for the Sunday evening
longhair series, Hie gestures to-

ward trimming the commercial 1

!!

end giving them a strictly institu-

tional slant is, in these days, one
for tin* books. Although allowed
six minutes for plugs, S V has lu-

nate limited its message to a t wo-
re i n u I e midway institutional
Uiiih. Anri on top of this, the
proxy of the oil company lias

passed along the word that, when
and if the commercial interferes
with Hu* program length, NBC has
permission to cut it out entirely if

t.e< essa) V.

HARLIB, WHITING ALSO

DEPARTING CBS-TV
CBS-TV is trimming its directo-

rial staff. In Hie wake of the exit-

ing last week of John Peyser, who
uid the Tuesday night "Danger”
show 'tie’s being replaced by Mel
Farber), two more axings have
been revealed.

Newest casualties are Matt Har-
lib and Judd Whiting Latter did
summer duty on the West I'bghousii

drama series and the Vaughn Mon-
roe show.

As previously announced, Leo
Solomon’s contract as writer ha»

been washed up and he returns to

the Coast. Solomon did ttie Larry
Storch show.
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the Anver, i .it;

Radio- 1 elevt*ion
<*n radio-

are Mining un*
The union's neve

"get tough’’ policy is taking the
form of fines or other discipline

y

action against members who violate
the minimum fee standards.

Although such cases afe n a-
tively rare, AFTHA has suspec'ed
that cut-rate talent deals have ex-
isted, particularly with some of
the emcees and disk jockeys v. ho
either do their own •‘packaging ’

or set their own percentage par-s
with their “private” account-.
Ironically, it’s been when the deals
have backfired and the talent lias
turned to AFTRA for help that the
union has been able to make out a
clear-^ut case.

Latest case to come under
AFTRA scrutiny involved Jack
Payne who was eased out a couple
of weeks back as emcee on Hi
Ladies,” daily hausfrau sho*

beer speculated upon-), the BAB packaged by the Home Arts Guild
concluded its fall meeting last on WGN-TV. Payne charged after

week, elected four new committee was fired that the Guild still

chairmen, two of them incumbents.
m<

?
ne

/Y t
se, '

vit'

<' s

, „ . .
and last week the AURA board

ano named five members to Hie okayed a settlement whereby the
BAB board. Outfit also named two Guild agreed to pay Payne some
permanent staffers. $4,000.

• Incumbents reelected to commit-
;

Then the AFTRA board at the
tee chairmanships were Joseph K i same meeting charged Payne with
Baudino of Westinghousc Radio "conduct unbecoming a union
Stations as chairman of the exec member” for working for less than
committee and Robert Swezy of scale rates. Payne has the right

WDSU. New Orleans, as chairman now to appeal the ruling and ask
of the bylaws committee. Fleeted f°r a hearing, after which the
to chairmanship of the finance union will decide upon what dis*

committee was Ward 1) Inprim ciplinary course it will take,

of KIM. Los Angeles, replacing In an earlier ease. AFTRA nepo-
Kenyon Brown of KWFT Wichita Hated a back pay settlement lor an
Falls Elected as membership com- announcer and then fined him half

i.uttee chairman was William the figure for working under scale

McGrath of WHDIf. Boston, re- In a suit filed in Circuit Court
placing Gene Cagle of KFJZ. Ft Friday (27), Paul Frumkin. a<so-

Woith. ciated with Payne on the “Hi
Five new hoard members are i

Ladies”-show, charged the emcee
John Blair of the station rep firm: owes him $2,200 in back pay and
John F. Cohan of KSBW. Salinas, asked for a writ of attachment lor

Cal.: John F. Hayes of WTOP. that amount against any settle-

Washington: George J. Higgins of ment between Payne and the Home
KMBCV Kansas City; and Howard Arts Guild. Attorney John B.

Late of KOIN. Portland <Ore.».
.

Moser, repping Payne, said he
Outgoing board members are would go into court tomorrow
Cagle: F. Van Konynenherg of j'Wed.) with a motion to strike the
V/CCO, Minneapolis; and Arch complaint and to dissolve the writ.

Mm ton of KJR. Seattle. Also Payne’s lawyer said he would
Two new posts are in the sales file for damages against the atlaeh-

presentation department, with T. ment bond posted by the plaintiff.

B-M’s 1st on CBS Radio Federation of
Artists is cracking down

Bristol-Myers has been a long- jv performers who
time radio sponsor, but never in its dcr-scale deals
long history has it underwritten a

show on CBS. Starting Jan. 4 it

enters the web’s aural ranks In al-

ternating with Toni on the “This
Is Nora Drake” soap strip.

Toni's current alternating mate
in Seeman Bros, which has the

Tuesday and Friday segments.

Kalmus Exits Lever Bros.
Allan II. Kalmus has exited

I.» ver Bros, as news bureau mana-
ger in the public relations division.

Budget trouble. Thus far he’s

made no future commitment.
Kalmus was with Lever Bros.

5 nice September. 195il. lie was for-

merly TV publicity manager for

NBC under veepee S>d Eiges.

MARLA RAY
Xn.-i nr i f "The <;j«.rv And The

I'liml iv.r \ \ < • 1

1

lit

1

1 n iimne c'oni-

I
•: t ri if 1 v. it.in-* ri’i iiions . . . Star of
I’.nti * ."|(i..T, Brooklyn Academy

of .Mnsji
,

1 *• r. lot . , . Leading holy
of ’I h< W ‘ s(( n» st» r l*lay house

—

I '.t.'i.'l I . . iPidio and television |»»t-

However the manner in winch
N otler has successfully made the

j

transition as general manager of
t

Cleveland's dual VVTAM-W X BK !

operation in encompassing the '

broader vistas of TV while letain-

mg a foothold in radio is already
beginning to assert itself a tribute

to the know-how and at omen of

Hie managerial school that was
deeply-rooted in the venturesome
early broadcasting days.

Yoder could have taken the easy
way out by remaining berthed at

the radio helm in Frisco, an in-

ducement heightened by his long--
time early association with that'

city. But aside from NBC’s anxiety
to translate Yoder's background
and experience into the TV medi-
um, the network had much more
at stake. The decision to iranslei

Hamilton Sitea to the YVNBC-
WNBT general managership in

New York posed a Cleveland
problem. In bis aporoximate 18-

inontli tenure at the WTAM-WNBK
helm. Shea parlayed the Cleveland
o & o setup into a pace-setting
operation, reversing the tables on
• longtime situation where "TAM
Mid its TV counterpart were criti-

? ill 1 v lagging in audience and com- i

nnmity acceptance As of the time
Rhea departed Cleveland a couple
months hack the combined NBC
operation had attained topdog
it at us 'reflected in record \M Idli-

ngs and a 40 '

,

hike in v ideo hi/

tier ’52*.

V'oder. then was the answer
Backed hy the Shea indoet rinated
executive staff and personnel top- i

ped by No. 2 man Charles Philips'
over 200 are on the WTAM-WNBK
Payroll* and a high-geared press-
public relations setup sparked by
Frank Derry. Yoder in less than !

wo months time has solidified the
iVTAM-WNBK standing in the
rompetitive AM-TV field and him-'
iclf has moved into the oomn:»i-
aity pattern with an effective "Op-

i

nation Yoder” through the simple
expedient of “doin' what comes
naturally. ” As Yoder himsrll puts
tt: ‘Don't put me in I. \ to N y

Just make it AM to TV.
Some of Yoder's immediate ob-

jectives: Getting the fom-times-
:lie-povver transmission hike rolling
n January and switching to Chan-
nel 3 (from 4* to get off the Detroit
.nteiTercnce hook, inaugurating a
“one big studio” pattern of flexi-

bility 'instead of two present stu-
dios! to reduce manpower hours
and allow for a continuing camera
new operation, plus other innova-
tions toward rehabilitating the
physical and technical facilities.

First dramatic show using mixed
casts of Negros and whites and set

in a Negro background, “Harlem
Detective” on WOR-TV, N. Y.. has
won solid hacking among the N Y
Negro audience. Special Telepulst;
survey of Negro homes conducted
Nov. 1 1 showed a 25.0 rating for
the show in Negro homett,

?
com-

pared to only a 20 0 total among
the Negro homes for all other pro-
grams on at the same time.

y may have underestimated
Tfie general Negro audience tie-

sides. since it was taken on the
night that the show switched its

time segment on Wednesdays from
0 30 to 10:30. But the survey shows
that the program, which features
a Negro in the lead as a member
of the police force. hex captured a

solid following among the Negro
population of not only Harlem hut
of Newark. 1 lie Bronx and Brook

-

lv n.

Survey east's light on the Negro
market in general, showing that
212 300 Negro families own sets,

representing a TV penetration of
77.2* r . Penetration lor all N. Y.

1

families is 84.3' i

.

Program drew
53 000 homes on the night of the
survey for the 25 0 rating, and got
an overall 5.0 rating, making it the
Ivighest-raled show on the station.

Program kicked off only six weeks
ago under the production aegis of
WOR-TV program manager Larry
Mcnkin. who created the property.

Management
LYLE KENYON ENGEL

1 East 42nd St.
New York. MUrrsy Hill 2-8322

Television Writers of America
elected i*s first slate of permanent
officers for 1 he* eastern region at

a membership meeting at the Hotel
Victoria in New York Monday
night <30'. live Tunick was
elected pre ident. Murray Karntil-
ler v p. and Bruce Marcus secre-
tary- treasurer. Membership also
elected Arthur Slander of the west-
ern region national president of
TWA. voting approval of his
nomination by the western group.

Tunick following his election,
expressed the hope that the com-
ing year would secure the aims and
purposes of the newly-formed
union. He said the union hoped
to be responsible to the member-
ship. that eventually there might
he one* writers union for the en-
tire broadcasting industry. He
further expressed the desire for a
‘‘climate of stability and under-
*4Widing in the broadcasting sys-
tem under which writers and man-
agement may mutually thrive.”

Membership also elected an ex-
ecutive committee consisting of
Robert Mian Aurthur Jr.. Hector
C'hevigny . Ira Marion and Patricia
Moore, serving two year terms;
Mail Brooks. Dav id Harmon. John
MrGilfert. Robert Mason Pollock.
William Ryan. Alv in Sapinsley, Da-
vid Shaw and Halstod Welles, serv-
ing one-year terms; and Shelby

'Continued on page 50—

—

CBS Radio’s 13-Week

Series to Bally 200th

Anni of Columbia U
It's Columbia in a cultural hand-

clasp with Columbia as CMS Radio
comes front and centre with a 13-

wock series bally booing the 200th
anniversary ot Columbia Univer-
ity . Serving as chairman for the

entire run of broadcast lectures is

Dr. Grayson Kirk, proxy of the
school, who will introduce “Man’s
Right to Knowledge” Jan. 3 on the
v eh. Program is designed to stim-
ulate higher educational values and
'to propound the philosophy and
observations of the world's emi-
icnt scholars." A followup se-
ries of lectures is planned for the
latter pari of next year.
The world's foremost thinkers

and educators are listed to take
their spots on the podium for their
discourses on a wide range of
topic**, Proem in g the stan/a will
he Arnold Toynbee, the British
historian, who will expound on
' The A n c lent Mediterranean
\ iew.”

Adrian Murphy, president of
CBS Radio, after receiving kudos
1 1 bin Dr. Kirk for providing the
time, said "It is an honor to make
our facilities available for this dis-
tinguished lecture series. Through
the instrumentality of radio it

will he possible for the thoughts
if the distinguished scholars rep-
resented in the series, in their own
voices, to be heard throughout the
country We are confident the se-

ries will he a cultural contribution
of the highest order.”

Miami. Dec. 1.

Application of Storer Broadcast-
ing Co. for a permit to operate a

station on Channel 10. and which
had been protected bv rival appli-

II cant WKAT, Inc., was tossed out by*

>_ the FCC Friday '27) with ruling

8 that the organization alreadv owns
five TV stations, the limit allowed.
Commission also held that even

ownership of as little as r of an
operating company would force ap-

plication of the ruling in any case
where there was interest in five

stations, adding "no distinction be
made between minority ' non-eon*
trolling) and majority or control-
ling interests.

Storer outfit alreadv has grams
for TV outlets in Toledo. San An-
tonio, Atlanta, Birmingham and
Detroit. Headquarters are in

project, a series of melodramas
aimed at breaking the Ed Sullivan-
Colgate Comedy Hour monopolv on
the prime chunk of Sabbath tune.
Web this week signed Robert
Stevens and Unlisted Welles a* co-
producers of the show and moved
Buzz Blair from his post as ABC-
Radio eastern program chief into
the tele side as associate producer.

Series, tentatively .titled "The
Mask." is slated to kick off Jan. 3.
following three one-shots in the
time as replacements for Notre
Dame^ football films, which wind
Dec 7. Stevens has resigned his
producer-director post at CBS to
move over to ABC. where he once
was a radio director. His last CBS
show was the Ben Hecht scries
"Tales of ihe City." Welles is a
freelance script er who's been rep-
resented on ABC TV as lately as
a month ago, having clone the
adaptation on “Outlaw's Reckon-

Richard D Buckley, president of
John Blair Co., the radio half of
the Blair AM-TV station rep in-
terests. has resigned, Blair, who’s
currently boat'd chairman of the
company, will move hack into the
proxy slot.

Buckley, who joined the firm as
an account exec, in 1938, was
named v p. and V. Y. office man-
ager in 194(5 and became prexy in
1951 when Blair became board
chairman. His plans haven't been
announced

Si. Louis. I)ee. 1

Zenith Radio is currently m pro
duetion on 100 color TV receivers
which are costing flu* company
$2,000 each, Henry (\ Boivlig.
Zenith veep and director of v.ffcs.

disclosed here last week in a
speech at the St. Louis Advertising
Club.

It is expected these initial -cts
wid he ready for demonstration
showings in January. However.
Bonfig pointed out it would proh
ably be mid 1954 before Zenith and
other manufacturers have- sets op
the market. And tie predicted that
color TV for the mass marked is at
h ast two years away.

Zenith exec agreed with previous
industry estimates that the early
m’s will have to retail at between
$300 and $1,000.

Or. Alfred N.

Ctoldsiiiiih

9 *ve» com* saqe advice on

ll<>« To Foil in l HF

ABC-TV's push to woo viewer"
in key markets received a terrific

• jboost in New York, one of tie

real ABC sore spots, via Martin N
Lewis’ Thanksgiving Eve show P ’

Muscular Dystrophy. Special Ti<

dex of the Gotham audience tor t. *

first 15 minutes of the show at hi

p. m. showed a 23.2 rating Pi;

ut- WABC-TV, the web’s Gotham »

ng let. with an audience share > !

50.7 r r. That’s probably as big! «'•

W rating as the station’s ever :*

all ceived.
es 1 Trendex. which covered the
'>- 11:15 p. m. period t Hat night

I - bowed a sets-in-u^e total of
"

Carnation ABC Deal Set
Carnation Milk came through

.with its radio buy on ABC. picking
up tiie iivc-.a-weck tab last week on
' "'hen a Girl Marries,” the John
Gibbs soaper package. Show re-

mains in tiie 10:45 a. m. slot on the
web. with Carnation moving in Jan
4. Buy gives the web a near-SRO
morning status.

Erwin, "ascy is the agency.

Omaha. Dee
\ ictor L. Toft. Omaha,

named proxy of KFAB. local
let. at a special director's me
here last week,

Y.p.s are Fred S. Sidles j,
Seacrest and Walter "hit*
Lincoln, and Harry B s

Omaha, was* named seen
tieasurer.

one of the many editorial feature!

in the forthcoming

tiUh i nniversury Mumbrr
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MADISON AVE. MASK & WIGGERS
Hucksters’ 9 Commandments

'TOP HOD. EXECSi SPOTTED ON TV

Following is the 9-point “Copy Platform’’ summarizing the prin-
ciples to be embodied in the spot speeches by ad agency and spon-
sor execs for their sales messages on sustaining programs over the
NBC television network:

1. Mass production would be impossible without mass selling,

which is advertising.

2. The total cost of advertising last year was only about ]", of

our total national volume of all sales transactions.

3. Through competition for sales, advertising spurs improvement
of present products and encourages development of new ones.

4. Television, the newest advertising medium, allows product to

he demonstrated in the home.
5. This demonstration is possible on television for a cost to the

advertiser of less than one penny per home.
6. Television advertisers are doing more than just selling; they

are promoting such cultural aetivties as music, drama, opera and
ballet.

J

‘

7. The money invested in broadcasting by advertisers makes our
American system of television possible.

8. Just as competition among advertisers makes for heller prod-
ucts. so the competition among networks for viewers improve the
quality of entertainment in the home. - - \

9. The Advertising Federation of America has requested that

where suitable you include their campaign slogan: * You live better
because of advertising."

WNBT’s Big 'Editorial’ Romance

With Detroit for Cushy Auto Coin
Something new in broadcast-au-

tomotive relations is being spark-

plugged by WNBT, the New- York
NBC-TV flagship, with plans to ex-

pand the idea into other owned-
atid-operated properties of the net-

work. It involves the inauguration
of a weekly half-hour Saturday
afternoon video series to be called

“Channel 4 Auto Club" designed
as a non-sponsored presentation in

which the station will lend its edi-

torial support to the automotive
industry.
While obviously aimed at ce-

menting better relations with the

cushy Detroit-berthecl clients in

the hopes of making them Chan-
nel 4-conscious when it comes to

ladling out sponsorship coin, the

station is inaugurating the series

on the premise that, just as news-
papers allocate editorial space to

spotlighting new models amLJn-
novations in the auto industry, so

should the broadcasters provide
similar news-feature treatment.

Program will originate from the

station's large West 67th St., New
York, studios, permitting for live

display of all the new models, with

the series to encompass all the au-

tomotive companies. An automotive
editor from one of the national

mags or dailies 'still to be assigned'

will be featured on the show, which
Jim t’oy will emcee.
The big NBC o&o Detroit ro-

mance began some time back when
NBC Spot Sales set up its own
offices iti the motor city, with Alan
Kerr in command, to share in the

sponsor spoils.

CBS O&O’s $2,000,000 Dawn Patrol

Radio Bonanza Via Airlines Music

Mel Allen

a v*r In Bin gam*, detail* why

ISo Sportscaster Can

Do It Alone

* * *

an interesting editorial feature

in the upcoming

48lli Anniversary \mnhrr

of

VARIETY

ABC-TV Powwow

On 0&0 Policies
Toppers of ABC-TV's five owned-

• nd-operated television stations will

convene in New York next Monday
(7* for a two-day meeting on pol-

icy for 1954. Meet will be hosted
by ABC prez Bob Kintncr and will

cover all phases of o&o operation.

Planing in for the confabs are

Frank King. Elton Rule and Robert
Forward of KECA-TV, Hollywood;
v.p. James H. Connelly. Vince
Francis and William Hollenbeck of

KGO-TV. San Francisco; Sterling

C. (Redi Quinlan. Matthew Yie-

racker and James W. Beach of

WBKB. Chi, and James G. Riddell
and John Pival of WXYZ, Detroit.

V.p John Mitchell and Ardien B.

fRod' Rodncr will rep WABC-TV,
N. Y.

Scheduled tp address the meet-
ing will be ABC exec voepee Bob
O’Brien, program-talent veep Bob
Weitman. veep and assistant to the

prez Ernest Lee Jahnke. engineer-
ing veep Frank Marx: film syndi-

cation veep George Shupert; TV
net veep Alexander '.Sandy » Stro-

nach. network sales topper Charles
R. ( Chick ' Abry. TV net director

Slocum ' B

u

7 z 1 Chapin, and o&o
coordinator William M. 'Bud'
Mateine.

Sarnoffs 'State

Dinner’ (or RCA

Prexy Folsom
RC’A board chairman David Sar-

,

nofT is hosting a ‘ state dinner’’ for

Radio Corp. of America president

Frank M. Folsom on Dee. 14 at t lie

Waldorf-Astoria. N V.. to cele-

brate the latter’s 10th anniversary'

with the company Some 350 will

attend, and while the Rockefellers,

bankers, business leaders and

other echelon connected with

Rockefeller Center-Radio City and

the vast RC’A empire will he

among those present, the accent

will also be on Folsom's personal

friends. This is at General Sar-

nofl's suggestion, with knowledge

(Continued on page 52

P&G Relinquishes Title,

Format on ‘Best’ TV’er

Talent Associates. Ltd , has ac-

quired the title and format of

“Nothing But the Best from

Procter & Gamble and is dangling

it to a client for a return to TV.

Variety stanza hosted by Eddie

Albert was a summer replacement

Click that was shut out of con-

tinuance when the regular season

started (alter being shuttled into

different times and days', but

P&G held it for possible place-

ment. Soapcr had plugged Tide

and other products on the show.

Whether Albert goes along with

the deal is not known, but 1 YL

becomes the new sales reps and

packagers for the revived edition

being projected.

Incidentally, Alfred Levy, presr

dent of the production outfit of

which Fred Coe is chief P'inei .
is

hack in the office alter being hos-

pitalized for several weeks wu* a

stomach ailment.

The denizens of Madison Ave.
whose blueprints over tin* years
have unleashed untold billions of
dollars in advertising in hojwilt ot

clients whose all-out objective is

the public, are being afforded a

golden opportunity* to confront that
national public ‘"in person" with a

direct sab's pitch on television.

Long in the making anil never
attempted, for instance, hv radio
either in the lean or lush years,
the plan came to fruition last week
under the aegis of Jacob A Evans,
advertising and promotion director
of NBC Television (a department
recently given autonomy by split-

ting it off from the network’s AM
division Top brass of a dozen
advertising agencies and their
clients will go sales pluggcr on the
kinescopes in this sock and-lmskin.
mask and uig display by the hard
selling hovs appearing in — for
them— entirely new roles, complete
\\TDi video makeup and 90 minutes
of rehearsal for two-minute spots.

Personal pitch will he launched
Sunday M»> and scheme is being
pushed on NBC TV’s sustaining
shows, Thus the “proems" will

be held on Sloan Foundation’s
‘‘American Inventory,” Theodore
Granik’s “American Forum of the
Air" and the skip-week alterna-

tion (Revere Copper & Brass) of,

"Meet the Press." Other shows
are being rounded up to complete
the circuit.

Evans’ "Stable of . Stars" cur-

rently lias a rosier of six pjedged
to do workouts, with a couple al-

ready in the kinnie can. They rep-

resent the top or near top in their

organizat ions, encompassing

:

Fairfax M Cone, prexy of Foote,

Cone & Bidding in charge of the
Chicago office: Jim Young, exec
veepee of J. Walter Thompson;
Robert Gray, ad chief for Esso;

Henry (1. Little, proxy -board chair-

man of Campbell Eyvald: Ben Don-
aldson. director of advertising and
sales promotion for Ford Motor
Co., and Lee Bristol, boss of Bris-

tol Myers ( 1 hey re evenly, divided
between agencies and sponsors c
By end of this week it’s expected
that half a dozen others will he

“pacted" as announcers, including

Sigurd S Larmon. prexy of Young
& Rnbicam. and R<*n Duffy, prexv
and exec committee chairman of

RRD&O.
The tyvo minute “spot" lights will

carry introductions and upbeat

treatment hv all around NBC
trouble shooter Ben Crauer. and
formal sales message will be built

around the role that advertising -

more particularly TV advertising—
plays as an instrument in Iho

progress of America’s standard of

living with its influence felt

throughout the world on this side

of the Iron Curtain and in some
ways beyond that Each actor-ad-

vertiser will make two capsules

and the series will run (he regular

13week cycle, with “renewals" on

visaged if the hoys make good In

their all-out soiels looking toward
continuance of the American dol

lar their way.
The yvhole setup has been tied in

with the American Federation of

Advertising, which has supplied an
“advertising line" best suited to

approach the consumer in promot-

ing a better understanding of ad-

vertising as a profession and a

builder in the community. Craig

Allen is in charge of production,

with shooting going on at the net

work's 3 F studio.

Operation Triad
An official of the Gettys-

burg. Pa., Chamber of Com-
merce long - distanced New
York to reach Earl Mullen.

}
He’s cx-publicitv chief of ABC.
Since "ABC" was miscon-
strued. the phoner was put

through to Don Bishop. He’s

aT NBC press. The official

wanted to know hqyv to go
about buying a piece of film

that had appeared on a tele-

vision program. “See It Now."
1 That's CBS-TV.

Rod o Sc r ptert

Arnic Hom'ii X
(olrman Jaroliy

have don* a very amusing satire

in the Mickey Spillan* “Mike

Mallet" mystery manner

titled

There Coi's M\
Snmlay
* * *

one of the many byline features

in the forthcoming

Villi Anniversary Aiimhrr
of
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See Pat Weaver

Helming in Jan.;

McAvity’s Status

Sources

lure say
‘

the date”

pening as

close to Hie NBC pil-

'd s just a question of

lyyitli some see it 1 1 a |
»-

early as Jan. 2* when

hoard chairman and interim

p»exy David SarnolT will officially

designate Sylvester I.. 'Pat' Weav-

er as the net work’s new president,

with Robert W. SarnofT becoming

executive veepee 'as administra-

tive backstop for Weaver*.

At the same lime it’s practically

conceded that, in such an even- :

tuality, Tom McAvity becomes Sin-

ce* sor to Weaver as the I V pro-

pramming chief. McAvity is cur-

rently director ol TV programming
feu tin* web Designation id Weav-
er for the prexy role would a Co
involve some oilier aduutic I rat iv r

shift . with some conjecture that

as exec id iye veepee. young Sa'fnoff

,

would he reliev ed id Ins N B( f dm
Division chores. *

WABD SEES $1,000,000

COCA-COLA BILLINGS

Dawn patrol hours from tuiil-

m :lrt to .> 3U have turned into :»

honan/a for all eoiu ei tied on tin*

CBS Radio ramparts, vvilli the m>Io

sponsor to shell out better than
S2.dUO .001) bv the time its thrive*

veil pact expires Thai s a loll*

coin w-lieii it’s considered that the

nightovv I skein isn t a network
spread, though rigged with the

aura ot web glamor in some 30
Iioios ol pi ogi/.miming v. e *kly per
station over six stations In short,

ovei Did hours weekly, which on a

tune basis is a little gl ml ot lh«

aill.ines sans the pene'rative na-

tion. il loinplexion
\ lino ic.in \ii lines is

will :is program is

1 law n I lie Dal ions are
and operated soviet 1

part l\ ow lied, how ev ei '

Work I nder the ling'

A \ ha been I tiling

spring as radio’s No 1

the post midnight sweepstakes; and
from the way the stanzas are tai-

lored. alter the' aiilmei fools the
lull it’s expelled to tell all amP*

|

sundry to come hither again come
spring 1936. since the payer id the

I

freight has expressed itsell in the
most enthusiastic terms about the
' melodious six.

Taking some of the bows on this

could is the Midhrauil A Ryan ail

agency, which, in concert with tlm
program masterminds at WCBS,

' N V.. went through at least 16

auditions for disk jockeys before
hitting a winner The winner ill

Gotham is Boh Hall The two oth-

er'. eoncerned with the destiny of

the N. Y. -based “Music” are Ernie

(Continued on page 56)

the under-
M ijsie lit

t he ow ni'il-

' one being
ol the net-

e srheihile,

since last

sponsor in

With Coca Cola

tab on W AMD’s

Clans at Mary's"

yesterday 'Ttie-, )

cross board Xmas

picking up the

i N. Y i “San!

a

vvhirli pi reined

as a 15 minute

series, Norman

Knight, general manager of the

DuMont. N. Y flagship estimates

that the Coke billings for the y.eai

may reach an unprecedented
$1,000 000

Coca Cola, besides the 24 show
from Mary's seventh floor toy

showroom, has two five minute
spots on "Weather Girl m addi

tion to other spots on "Lee Gra-

ham,'' “Food For Thought," 'Ro<

Doty Show," and full sponsorship

of "Sense & Nonsense" Station i

now dickering for two nidi <• Coke
show i on a local ba .is

Finn’s Santa Claus biz G re

ported I y the shot in the aim that

may boost WABD's veai ly eon'
ings to 50'

' over 19.52

NBC Spot Sales Grabs

Off L’ville Stations

De pite its rece nt setback of Ins

ing West irtglioii <• representation

NBC Spot Sales division is bonne

ing back as a major factor in the

national sales rep picture and only

last, week grabbed off a choice

Louisville plum —WWE and

WAVE TV Previously the NBC
affiliated stations were identified

with Free A Peters stable.

Nev pact go**-, into effect Jafi 1

Recently NBC Spot Sales also

grabbed of! KSD and KSD I \ in-

St. Louis. v

CBS Even Splits

Yule Down Middle
Flushed vvilli riches.- upped divir

d. nds and banner sales this yivai*,

CBS is wrapping up a ('lui liiiiH

park,ape I or it- - p'*i mu »u*l vvilli

'mu pHilv expen. ive trimmings.
Il'twe'ei lollop in:’, i

f .\ op i.Uiotial

p’ltlein the netvvoil; e sn'itl mg
up it ’ 5 iih tide hoopla, with two
separate |ril t ie 1 one lot AM. tin*

nth' r lot TV.
( >u t|ie basis o| preliminary

pi ue the parties' will out .tup all

prev ious event' and are being day-
end dated 'Dee 22' into the two
biggest available spot at Ibe'Wal-
dorl Vitoria 'These, of eoui. e, will

be .exclusive of the annual ('US
honu.es, which arc again coming
through •

ATo indicative of the broadcast-
ing prosperity note r the W.lll
'Detroit* Goodwill Cavalcade Party
to he staged at the Starlight Roof
ol the Waldorf on Dee 10. with
cocktails in the Palm Room "to
open " VVJR is bringing on 75 per-
former from its talent roster lor

a special presentation to follow lire

dinnei "just proud enough to

want to show them to our triendi
in New Ymk who know WJR only
by i i-pntat ion."

RAYEL VICE MILLS

AS ‘HOME’ PRODUCER
Ted .Mills is exiling a-, producer

o' I the upcoming midday 'Home"
•how on NBC-TV alter spending
eve i a I months formulating and
blueprinting the rro vs-the-boai d
stan/a lie's being succeeded by
Jai k Ravel who is moving out of

the f.i.ltiori;il program manager
lot Mil!* is getting another as-

signincnt
Home" is scfieduled to preern

ori Jan . 18 date also marking the
er or d anni of tfie ear ly morning
'Today" show. Although still ori

the upcoming agenda, some client

i

hav • already placed order*, for par-

ticipation in "Home.” Program
goes into the noon to 1 p in. slots,

with likelihood of being expanded
. later Dick PankhaiTi. supervisor

on"' Today" also assume* the sum*
chon x for ‘ Home."

\
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longer dirty word!

Far from it! Re-run, as of now, is a word to conjure

with. Why? Because today
,
when top-rating TV shows

are repeated, they almost invariably reach greater

audiences than thev did initially.

The facts prove it. For example, the “Stu Erwin

Show”. The ARB national ratings for 12 months

show a 47% increase in homes reached in the same

number of markets on its second run . . . with an

average rating increase from 16.3 to 17.5!

Another—“Big Town”. In Los Angeles and De-

troit, November to March, the number of homes this

show reached jumped from 107,000 in 1951-52 to

135,000 in 1952-53—a gain of 26% on the second run.

Or takeNBCFILM DIVISION*S “ The Visitor.

In San Francisco, this show recorded a rating gain

from 14.6 on its first run to 20.0 on the re-run ac-

cording to the September ARB rating. And homes

increased from 88,000 to 145,000. That’s 65%,.

/
How come these increased audiences?

Naturally, the television audience is growing at a

fantastic rate. Re-runs become first runs to millions

and millions of new viewers—almost a half-million

new TV homes every single month!

,

-
4

Besides this, millions of viewers have missed the

highest-rated shows on their first-run for example,

25,883,750 people in the TV audience didn't stu* (he

highest-rated episode of “Dragnet”.

Finally, there are TV fans by live million who
eagerly await the return engagement of favorite

shows, favorite episodes.

That's why top-rated television shows almost in-

variably reach a far greater audience on the second

time around.

In all re-runs there is no more extraordinary value

than the profit-proved successes offered you by NBC
FILM DIVISION.

Now is the time to investigate the opportunity

afforded you for sponsorship of such top-rated shows

as "Badge 714" (formerly “Dragnet”, currently

rating among the top two in all television). Or "Cap-
tured"

,

which as “Gangbusters” boasted an average

Nielsen of 42.9. Or "Dangerous Assignment ",

popular with audiences, critics and sponsors in 137

cities. Or "Victory At Sea", in Chicago reaching

57% more homes the second time around in the

same time slot, against the same major competition.

These great sales-proven shows are destined for

greater-than-ever heights, in audience, impact,

effectiveness. You can't match their proven

drawing-power or their sales results. Call or

wire today, to insure your opportunity of get- _

ting your pick of these valuable properties for

your particular market!

X.

NBC FILM DIVISION

NBC FILM DIVISION
SERVING ALL SPONSORS;;. SERVING ALL STATIONS

30 ft»ck«ftll*r N Y 30, N V. • MtreknnBlw M«r», Chic«f«, III. • B Vin* H»llyw«»< Cnlif. • In *CA VicUr, «•/! Y*rk T»r»nt«
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Television Followup Comment

Padercw-
oy^ others

(.«*orE«* Axelrod. who success

falls hurdled the transition Horn
dio 'I V w riling to legit with one
Broadways standout smashes

• < :n " riie Seven-Year Itch,’’

all about it m a kidding and
flit | ill v ay on Monday night s

Studio One’’ presentation. It

railed

‘

r,
r'tir)fi ssions of a N'crv-

.M an ” and it was a very tunny
indeed, and given a line pro-

M m orin l? himself as tin

i • t

111

lo '

told
<n In

a;fOi

v a

ous
I

! •» >

w ith

ski’s

that

made
othi r

to 1)1

“Missouri Walt/,
“Minuet ’ and a _
weren't too difficult. She
one flub, hut was given an-

chame. Miss Truman seems
an amiable citizen who

dm i ion himself
|i ;ut i it v pe f or the "( omedy docu-

n.entai Axeliod kidded himself
- and loved every moment of it.

J t om the pla.vwng.ht s own per-

sonal appeal anee intro to the ( los-

ing
1

tin -isrw fiere-I cathe in.’’ it

was fast, clever and lull of

chuckles anil laughter.

Axelrod hit oil a wonderful idea

(the interminable hour or so be-

tween the final curtain on opening
night of a first play and the arrival

makes a likeable impression on
viewers. Wuen not confined to a

script, she seems to enliven a

screen.

Mrs Truman’s appearance came
on tin* first anni show of the Harry
Salter eoweivcd program, lied

Henson emcees a lively show that

calls for a degree of musical erudi-
tion on the part of the contestants
Vicki Mills di/es the vocals and
Salter’s nYusical accomps are ex-

cellent. Jose'.

well-nigh unbearable oppression
under which we live; and. after all.

“there’s always been an H-bomb.”

Second segment was a 10-minute
film on the almost extinct Califor-

nia condor, from Edward Harri-

son’s ’Song of the Bird’” <UA>.

which look seven years to make.
It made an unusual entry with

Cooke’s narration a model of inter-

esting detail. Tran.

of the morning papers with the
director Paul
Felix Jackson
y of well exe-

played it

the right

reviews) and fie,

Niekelt, producer
and a whole galli

culed characterizations
to the hilt, with just

nuances.

What happens in that hour pro-

vides the play’s fun. There is time
enough for the playwright to rise

to the heights of elation in

i/ing nothing less than the

Prize for the literature, while at

the next moment he’s in utter

de.-pair wishing he were dead. The
a u mate fantasies visualing the
changing conviction always main-
1 dned the light touch throughout.
A lot o! it was spoofing on the
square. with the hindsight of one
that has known nothing hut suc-
cess There was a clever title

drawing by William Steig and an
ingenious way of caricaturing the
critical trio of Atkinson. Kerr &
Chapman, plus other touches that

were imaginative and added to* the
comedy

Ait Carney rates heaps of praise
for his portrayal of the playwright.
While Axelrod rode wide and
handsome with tin* dialog. Carney
knew exactly what to do with it.

j

There were other, tine touches; i

Jacqueline Susanii as a (labor-
type late night disk jockey; Jerry
hieltv as a bartender. Mramwell

;

1

leti hell as a producer, among
others. Hose.

:
I

I’liil Harris stepped into the
ome-a-montli “All Star Revue”

|

slot on NBC-TV Saturday night
• IMP with an okay mix of situation
comedy and straight vaudeo. It

was a good idea to carry the 90-
minutc session with some kind of,
story line tint the script was so ;

fragile that it snapped in places
and the show reverted to revue

I

form with acts popping into the
*hm.v for no particular reason.

\N oat story line there was re -

1

voiced around a benefit show that
Harris was supposed to give for a
bankrupt college. On the campus, I

he discovers a professor. Edward
j

Everett Horton, who has an un- 1

canny faculty for picking horses.
With this kind of
work from. Harris breaks the
bookies and then has to lam to
avoid their strong-arm retaliation.
The elements of “Three Men on
a Horse" and “Charley's Aunt"
were obvious but it was all done
in once-over-lightly style that no-
body could take seriously.
The guests on the show included

F.artha Kitt. who did “Santa Baby”
and a couple of Frenchified nuin-
hors in her sock provocative style’

Film actress Ann Sheridan was
spotted briefly as head of the
bookie syndicate while Horton
played in his usual comedy pedan-
tic manner as the prof. Bed
Nichols’ combo was also featured
in a couple of musical numbers,
with Harris expertly carrying the
mam load with his casual handling
of the scrip* and his jazzy vocal
style Mrs. Phil Harris (Alice
Faye also was rung in with a film
clip rendition of “You'll Never
Know ’’ In addition. there was a

Jack Benny gave "Omnibus” one
of its best shows on Sunday '30).

And it may well have been the
comic's topmost try on the medium
since he joined it a couple of sea-

sons ago via lus own 7:30 o’clock
excursion of selfsame CBS-TV. It

was also his longest video workout,
stretching to about 50 minutes in u

televersion of his l'J45 Warner film,

"The Horn Blows At Midnight.” A
large and skillfully chosen cast

'with a budget that was well spent
and considerably above what Lucky

visual- 1 Strike shells out for the pennv-
Nobcl pincher s own starring berth*, with

Bennq’s xoeko timing and emoting
never better, put over a perform-
ance that sparkled with laughs, wit.

humor and down-to-earth good
sense stemming from a surefire
script.

Benny, as the angel sent down 1o

earth to destroy the wicked planet,
was onscreen most of the way . but
handpicked cast helped him devel-
op his film flop lo the precise in-

gredients needed to make it a win-
ning entertainment piece on TV.
The basic humor arrived right at

the beginning via Lester Mathews'
portrayal of tin* Chief of the Office
of Small Planets, plus looker Doro-
thy Malone's sensitive, lusbly ro-

mantic performance as the chief's

secretary.

In the forepart, a good deal of
'•inventiveness was pegged around
Benny’s ineptitude as a horn player
in Ludwig von Beethoven's 'Frank
'Jaquet' 10.000-man Ethereal Melo-
' (Icons—with “the sweetest music

I

the other side of heaven” and
where the hall is so big “it takes
the drummer two days to get to his

seat.” Of course, the horn-blowing
funster, after observing the plights
and struggles and hopes of people

|

on earth, persuaded the chief to

Sophie Tin ker and Joe E. Lewis,

made Sunday's <391 ‘‘Toast oi the

Town” on CBS-TV one of tin* more
outstanding of the recent Ed Sulli-

van-hosted sessions They were
headliners in an otherwise nicely

balanced and well-paced show'.

Miss Tucker, still basking in the

limelight surrounding her Golden
Jubilee in show business, waxed
perhaps a little overly sentimental
and nostalgic, confining her stint

largely to recitation and winding
with “Some of These Days” after

showing the original sheet copy
of the song. She could have done
some more singing, but her recita-

tive style is still powerful and
surefire, and it was socked over
effectively.

Lewis was on hardly long
enough to warm up. but was still

tops
best
creation called “Rosie’s
Nosie Needs Short nin’.”

used to Lewis in his customary
nitery confines might have been
disappointed over the shortness of
his stint 'although it was as long
as any guest appearance on the
show, Lewis is best in large doses),
hut there’s no disputing his effec-
tiveness in video. TV could use
a lot more of him.
On the act portion of the show’.

Julius LaRosa was back and im-
pressed with two songs, both nice-
ly framed in good production num-
bers. Youngster appears to have
gained some poise. He's an asset
to the show as a performer in
bis own right. Comic dance team
of the Albius scored strongly with
their slapstick carbons of ball-
roomers. while the aero act. the

i Six Krielanis, was cut short in
its closing spot by lack of time
and was able to do only one stunt,
a four high with bottom man

i
perched on a bicycle and the two

|

femmes balanced on each side of
! the hike.

j

Remainder of the show’ was de-
I

voted to Sullivan's intros of per-
sonalities. on and ofT stage. The

I
columnist has made an art of the

and composer Harold Arlen. Miss

Russell dresses up the production

excellently and can warble expres-
sively. Arlen at the piano drew
H orn his distinguished list of com-
positions for lus own songfest and
with Sinatra. Miss Russell and
Cantor backed by a comparatively

large Negro choir essayed "Stormy
Weather." Net effect was good.

Cantor’s major contribution was
“Maxie the Taxi,” this week's epi-

sode being based on rather a weak
gag. In concert with Brian Don-
levy there was a promising sketch

showing twin Cantors as a wild-

west badman and a milquetoast.

After a good start, the bit resolved

into a linish that dissipated its

earlier good start.

Sole act with a good degree of

action was that of the Debonairs.

This is a clever dance act which
spoofs the mechanical age. The
lads showed up fine. Jose.

scrap the “Judgment Day Over- integrated commercial, so it was a
ture” in a classic end-up scene that !

natural for him to

enriched television and gave Benny
himself new stature as a dramatic
actor while retaining his masterful
position as a split-second comic
who submerges himself within a
script and manages to inspire
everyone around him, be they his
regulars 'none of whom were cast
in “Horn") or hired thespers.
Benny Rubin drew’ a short but

CBS-TV’s “Camera Three” Sat-

urday afternoon program has un-
dertaken a big assignment in its

series of four programs of dra-

matic readings to help in the study

of Shakespeare. Last week’s <28)

inilialcr utilized excerpts from
“Richard II” to illustrate the weak-

with his expurgated material, I nesses of both the man and the

of which was a new Eli Hass king, and it achieved a nice blend-

Little
:

ing of the dramatic and the ana-

Those i lytical. Prof. Francis Fergusson.
of Rutgers Univ., highlighted his

interpretive remarks with clear

and simple commentary, while
James Macandrew proved a pro-

vocative moderator.

The readings, as dramatized by
Michael Kane, Robert Blackburn
and Christopher Plummer, were
effective, if not letter perfect. The
balance maintained between the
dramatic and the discussion part
of the program contributed greatly
to the enjoyment of this 45 min-
utes with Shakespeare. Not too
many excerpts were attempted, so
that Prof, Fergusson could make
his points. Unfortunately, not
enough time was allotted for a de-
tailed study. At best it intrigued
the viewer into reading the bal-
ance of the play both for t’ ° pla.v-

|

goer’s delight in Shakespeare and
i for the insight that these plays of
the Kings provide into the conflict

! of that age and the inner conflicts

of man.
The simple staging was effective,

just a bare stage, a ladder and a
stool, stimulating the imagination
rather than limiting the scope of
the readings. The production was
skillful in achieving a relaxed and
enjoyable living room atmosphere
rather than the stilted classroom
aura.
Next week: “Hamlet.” Rose.

taking their domesticity too seri-
ously, forever parading their home
life, baby problems, etc., as an-
tithesis to being also “career”
women, but whatever the audience
reflexes it wasn’t as virile a semes-
ter. A fault also may be lie in
the fact that the “problems” are
too deadpan-on-t lie-level; some-
how when it's frivolous and the
battle of the s£x.es is on a frank
razor’s edge approach the end-re-
sults are better. Nonetheless it is
a bright half-hour in the early
Saturday evening semester and
undoubtedly a good buy for Ex-
Lax for the cost dollar investment
and audience-interest. Abel.

Ed. Fitzgerald vet trouper from
’way back, got away from the hot
AM mike over which he and
Pegeen (Mrs. Fitzgerald) work out
every a m. over ABC. and clicked
.with a savvy character role as the
economic misfit who turns up
periodically in “Mama’s” life.

Fitzgerald “saved my life 25 years
ago.” says Judson Laird (husband
of "Mama” Peggy Wood), and ap-
parently the combination pitch-
man-medicineman-promoter turns
up every so often with a hard-luck
tale and some new gimmick, in-
variably with embarrassing re-
sults. Per usual. Miss Wood
plays “Mama” to the hilt, as the
wholesome Svenska worrier over
her nice San Francisco brood.
Carol Irwin’s production, also per
usual, is topnotch. But this past
Friday’s CBS semester was domi-
nantly the Mr. & Mrs. male half's
show, both as the focal plot point
and by canny performance of his
role—that of an ingratiating semi-
con man. Abel.

introduce the
winners of the Pan-American Road
Race in a plug for the new Lincoln.
Also on a sports binge, he uncov-
ered the new Collier's All-Ameri-
can eleven, with all the winners
in person to receive their awards.
Both segments were supplemented
by some excellent film footage
Sullivan also brought on the Navy
goat as an opener, and later got
some of his studio aud to take

Eddie Cantor has been taking it
fairly easy, for the past vear or so

consequently, he’s become

a
enviable assignment as the hackie

furm sheeV Vci chaaufTcuring JB to his particular bows, with Dr. Ralph Bunche, who
mission, and he socked over this was hilled for the show, merely
role. Everyone, whether bit player

;

standing and nodding from his seat
i
or in multi-sided role, was in there for a moment. Chau.
pitching; Hallene Hill as an elderly
TV jackpot winner (with quite a
takeoff cm such monied shenani-

i gansi; Martin Dean and Harry
Shearer as shoeshine boys; Lee

^ _
l^illar. -who was having trouble 1 show biz notables on his presenta- ' remains. She's charming and
with his girlfriend; John Vosper as

,

tions. Sunday’s «29) talent collec-
' winsome and knows how to milk a

and
virtually an emcee for a fot of

Janet Gaynor got the stage-old
buildup for her teledebut on CBS-
TV's “Medallion Theatre” Saturday
1 28 >. Show’ opened with Miss Gay-
nor seated at a desk with her back
to the camera. The camera then
panned to her hands and returned
to her back to follow her as she
got up and wal’ied across stage.
Then, as the music reached a cres-
cendo. the former film star turned
around slowly to be caught full-
face by the tele-eye. Everything
after that was anti-climactic.

Needless to say. a lot of the stuff
that made her a Hollywood biggie

hotel c lerk; plus Jeff Donnell. Paul
Wooten, Lou Lubin, Rolf Sedan,
Beverly Washburn. Ann Doran,
Rusty Morris and Roy Rowan. Top
credits go to Hugh Wedlock, How-
ard Snyder anil Leonard Gersh for
their script, with editing by Leo
Davis; and to Benny’s producer-
director. Ralph Levy, and his maes-
tro. Mahlon Merric k.

“Omnibus" emcee-host Ailstair
Cooke had a field day on the show
in the prologs and afterpieces with
Benny in orthodox deflating of the
latter. The Ford Foundation pro-
gram was firsting on the Coast.

1.1•go *1up:jortiing ca>t of Holly w ood from CBS Television City. and this
till"S P . foir tu e dramatic roles. fact was played up in Cooke’s “All

With (’Jill half-hour segment California' verbiage in w hich he
1 :ng b;ink!•oiled by dil ferent registered as it light conn c in his

H> < >r; so

!

-onvetimes tu < ) or three own right,
to a < * gn a lit . the plugs added up The ope nine was a gem by Prof:
t am mpre:<' ;v.- figure, Count ing Frank C. Baxter in a r.i./l e -dazzle.
th M » t if n rireaks. the follow ing humanized and delightfullv toneue-
b- vv ;.ia n t i r, i n. r > paraded across the m-checked summary on Sbake-

.
,

- — - collec-
*1°” °.n

J
C

,

oI«ate Comedy Hour” onNBC had him presiding on a show
that included both Frank Sinatra
and Eddie fisher along with other
acts.

Booking of that kind presents a
problem. Here are two top pop
singers, either one of whom can
and has carried a show. They had
to be spaced so that there wouldn’t
be too obvious a conflict and sim-
ilarity of presentation. As far as
spotting was concerned, each did
well. Fisher, opening the show,
distinguished himself with a rather
lengthy song-recital that included
“Oh My Papa” “With These

teary role. And that’s just what
they gave her. The teleplay. “Dear
Cynthia.” was right out of the
suds-opera school.

Play told of a devoted wife who
has received news that her hus-
band had been killed in a plane
crash. Before taking off, however,
the spouse had penned a note to
his frau that he had fallen for
another woman. The wife received
the letter but had given it to a
friend to read since she didn’t
want to freshen any memories.
Rest of the plot line revolved

!
around the friend's attempts to
keep the news of hubby's roving

Paddy Chayefsky, who’s attained
considerable stature as a dramatic
writer for TV. enhanced that
stature Sunday '29) on NBG-TV's
“Phileo Television Theatre” with
another winner, an adult and mov-
ing study of the near-breakup of a
marriage. “The Sixth Year” was
a fine piece of writing, and via the
expert direction of Arthur Penn,
fine performances by a quartet of
players and the all-around fine
production of Fred Coe & Co., it

was translated into one of the sea-
son's top video dramas.
Kim Stanley pulled off one of

the best of recent dramatic per-
formances. as the wife whose hus-
band is reduced to cowardice and
neuroticism after seven months
without work after being bounced
from his ad agency job. With
Warren Stevens delivering a finely-
wrought portrayal of the wayward
husband, situation was delineated
sharply and acidly. When Kath-
leen Comegys, as her dominating
mother, tries to get her to trod
down on Stevens, John McGovern,
her father who’s gone through the
same thing and who succumbed
to his wife's wiles, makes an im-
passioned plea that sends her back
to hubby and a relatively happy
ending. Miss Comegys and Mc-
Govern scored in their roles, and
the quartet was backed with good
support in minor roles by Vivian
Nathan, Will Hare and Ruth Hope.

Chayefsky’s skill lies not only
in setting a realistic situation and
true-to-life characters in that sit-

uation, but in providing every-day,
human touches to his story. Thus,
for example. Miss Stanley’s wild
outburst after quietly asking
Stevens if he wanted to go to the
movies was a piece of art in itself.

Play was full of those little

nuances of the commonplace that
gave it a striking sense of impact
and drive. Chan.

and others associated with heart from the mourning frau. She
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Truman cbdropped in, on
- S e That l .i.r

3d ;»..nc enough to get
for f \Ft.K For Korean Chi!-
Mi * Truman, got the max;-
innings on that shove being
o name w k. tunes starting

spen re and Globe Tlieat re-Eliza-
bethan liimx The CSC educator is

on KN\r. Ln< Armeies with hi

^

favorite viibjeet and incidentally
drew a Svlvania award this week
Tile cour'-e. he said, is lor “adult
delinquents who never leave
holm.” being freighted down by
addictus tolevideo” Here's a

grade- A showman who rates a na-
tional audience-. especially if he can
expand on such items as
of Shakespeare's c\owns'
ply relief for

'the glory
who sup-

“the tensions ami

him. Net effect was excellent. Sin-
atra similarly scored toward finale
when he joined Harold Arlen at
the piano for a songalog of t lie
typo that drew raptures during his
pa. stints. He’s as potent a singer
as ever and he tan wrap up an
audience virtually at will.*

However, the gimmick to tie up
the hooking of both these singers
was lacking. Sinatra and Fisher
with Cantor in-between tried a few
Weak sides of dialog that was in-
effectual One of the amazing fea-
tures of this show was the extreme
l\ dutiful audience. They applaud-
ed anything.

This show, as was evident from
the booking, went overboard on
singing In addition to these top
popsters, there was Connie Russell

does this successfully, even when
the other woman arrives and the
playlet winds with everyone mis-
ty-eyed.

Vicki Cummings and Margaret
Phillips were okay as the friend
and the other woman, respectively.
Dialog and direction were in keep-
ing with the tear-jerking atmos-
phere. Gros.

Prof. Houston Peterson of Rut-
gers U. is no stranger as the male
proponent on “Leave It to the
Girls” 'ABC' but somehow, after
what Art Ford, the personable
deejay of WNEW <\. Y.) did to the
glam babes the Saturday night be-
fore. the past weekend's session
was relatively nice-Nellie. It may-
be also that the s a, femmes are

As its third offering on ABC-TV
last week, the United States Steel
Hour presented “Tin Wedding,” a

glamorized, hour-long version of

what is commonly dished up in 15-

minute slices as “soap opera” in

daytime radio. By its very nature,
the show suffered in comparison
to its predecessors—and particu-
larly the notable ”P. O. W.”
initialer—but there was entertain-
ment in it and in spots it had
good dramatic movement.

Scripted by Hagar Wilde and
Judson O'Donnell. “Tin Wedding”
never really got off the ground or
away from the conversational un-
•derbrush. It went over ground
that TV has gone over, in various
shapes and forms, more often than
one cares to remember, and the
fact that Eddie Albert and Phyllis

! Thaxter cost ai red w as—surpris-
ingly—of little help.

Albert has performed with dis-

tinction on TV in the past, but
as the erring husband in “Tin Wed-
ding” he seemed oddly miscast.
Miss Thaxter, in an unthankful
role, looked pretty and properly

[ broken up when the occasion de-
manded, but she managed to come

1 (Continued on page 49)



Nothing like it cut before ami it’s getting big

audiences, great reviews. “Weekend,” radio's only “Sunday

Newspaper of the Air,” lias an ^//-family appeal - news,

features, reviews and music. Two hours of wonderful listening,

two hours of wonderful selling, And a one-minute

participation rusts you only $2,2o0.

THE “THREE” PLAN
%

'V

You get saturation of your market

for as low as $2,Olio per participation.

“Three” offers you three or more

one-minute sales messages morning,

noon and night on three Monday-
\

Friday strips. Second Chance,

I I : to 12 Noon, It 1\nix to He Married
,

5: to <> :00 PM. and h'ihher McCce

a ml Molly

,

10:00-10: lo I'M.

' V ^ ^
••

\

Smart bucks are going on NBC Radio. Now

you can buy full network one -minute

participations at the lowest prices we have

ever offered, in NBC Radio's new sales

plans, “Weekend" and The “Three" Plan.

Each is tailor-made to get your sales

messages into more homes for less dollars.

Naturally, the best availabilities will be

the first to go.* To learn how these plans

can be adapted to your budget and

marketing needs, get in touch with your

NBC Radio salesman today.

*(i<ioilr\rh 7 , rrn have juxt

honylil jmrt h iimhon in
*' Wrfhrnd" . T>‘ iii» unit

Paper- Milt? loin

The "Three" Plan.

RADIOHeadquarters Jor new ideas
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MXRT1N * LEWIS THANKSGIV- FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
jSG PARTY With The SrmphonrtW*. Chorallers,

With Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis.
1

ballet troupe; Frank Knifht,

Fddie Cantor, Minneapolis Let- eraree

l C arriers Quartet, Carol Rich- Producer-director: Alan R. Car-

a rds Phil Harris, Anna Maria toun
l, h 'rrhetti. Jane Wyman, Danny Writers: Harrison J. Cowan. Janies

Thomas. Barbara Bates. Spike II. Frankenberry

vie Damone, Phil Stivers, Choreographer: Tony Charmoli

lule Styne. Dick Stabile Orch Mins.: Thun. C!6>. 5 p m.

1>0 Mins.: Wed. <*55), 11 p.m.

ABC-TV. from Hollywood

Witli the popularity and effee-

i •veness of telethons on the wane.

Martin A Lewis’ two-hour network

Blint for Muscular Dystrophy could da>

ave been a stroke of genius The

arrangement with the National

v,sn of Letter Carriers and the

,,ost otTice. whereby the carriers

delivered postaee-paid return en-

velopes and later returned to pick

m) contributions eliminated the

reed for phone calls, telegrams.

i enzied pitches for more dough,

giveaways. and all the impediments

good showmanship that nor-

NBC TELEVISION OPERA THE- ! M AUY’S THANKSGIVING DAY

LONGINES-WITTNACER
CBS-TV, from N. V.

tV’utor A. Bennett >

As an annual holiday feature on

Oliver »l. Urn £on
(TOWN HALI . N.Y.»

Burr Tillslium ttnlul nif.riinn.in with
music C(Un|Nliri1 m l <-<>tu|llt't*<l h\ til k
K;urmit», n vn it rtt lit i ot it.' 1 T.U) . SUri
Oliver J Hug. >n. Imi itimc, with Kukla
Fran Allison, Kuklapolit.m l*l.»\*r«. Car-
mine Coppola 'flutist' town 1 1.<11. NY.'
Nov fn, ‘VI. S t «d top

ST. GEORGE A THE ORAGON
The Kmc
l.S'l) in Waiting

to The
mall v encumber a telethon,

comics had the opportunity to

Bring off a topflight show which in

i* self would provide a reason for

contributions, without the normal

irritations.

But thev fluffed it. Perhaps it

w is due to the fact that it was.

after all. a benefit, that guest art-

ivts couldn’t spare the time for re-

hearsals. especially when they

vere appearing cuffo. But none-

theless. it should be apparent to

even the least experienced of per-

tormers that whether they re &P' from the “Red Mill.

both Thanksgiving and Christmas I J^ady in Waiong
I.ongines-Wittnauer has been

! st^cVorge
bankrolling these hour-long mu-

j
rh® Dmun

sieal stanzas for the past five years.
While elaborately set up with a
\vmph orch. large chorus and bal-
let company, these sessions are not
designed as anything pretentious
in the uav of spectacular enter-
tainment. These shows successfully

:

hit the mark with a light and I

oiky\ flavor aimed for the whole

j

family which, presumably, is gath-

|

ered around the video set on the
heart h.

For this Thanksgiving Day’s
[show, the musical repertory was
aptly pegged to Americana. The
overture was “Inside USA."
showcasing the whole company in
this pop patriotic paean. Other

j

numbers in an Americana folk
vein were. “Blow the Man Down." !

a neat ballet piece; "Shenandoah."
j

a covered wagon sequence; a New I

England store scene with a medley !

of old tunes; Ferde Grofe’s “Mis- '

si ssi ppi Suite" and some extracts

.Min*
< 'itltiii*) t t .ii W i«-

Oplifli.l Oijli'IHIw
H*uUh w itch l

fi mi A|liv<ii»

Kukla 1

Oliver J. Uuijiin
[

pearing on a cuffo or pay basis,

thev’ re up for judgment before

the public; that if they lay an egg.

their reputations suffer; and even

H thev’re okay but the show- as a

whole doesn’t come off right be-

cuise of insufficient preparation,

they still suffer via association

with the show. In other words, if

Edgar Guest, poet laureate of
the daily newspapers, was respon-
sible for the most impressive hit

on the show. Although his verses
may not be immortal, Guest reg-
istered with profound sincerity in
his recitation of a simple Thanks-
giving prayer. As emcee. Frank
Knight handled his lines with

an artist is goin^to do a benefit, warmth and simplicity

lie's got to go all the way with it. The four or five commercial
a> if he were being paid. 1 pitches for the watch company.
Not that the individual perform-

; though not slugging, tended to jar

ers were had. But the entire pro-
, the holiday mood. Perhaps the

dic tion seemed to be pasted to-
’ best advertising on this type of

get her at the last moment in a hap-
I
show- is not the direct plug, as

hazard manner. Even the choice
; used, but the institutional type

of origination was poor; th'e Car-

thav Circle, in Hollywood, had
limited video stage facilities, in-

adequate lighting and n.s.g. camera
perches. As a result, most of the

acts were forced to play against

the dark and dull background of

Dick Stabile’s band, or in front of

a window set wr ith a sofa in their

wav. Camera w'ork was awkward,
lighting and contrast poor, and the

entire technical end second-rate.

M A L emceed the affair and did

loads of their own stuff, with most

of it, unfortunately, already fa-

miliar to the video audience. They
carried the periods between acts

—

and these periods were at times

substantial due to the failure of

already billed and publicized stars

to show for the event—in okay it

which gave a distinctive mark to
the Ford Co.’s 50th anni TV show
a few months ago. llerm.

Tunis,
I

Edcr,

BE MY GUEST
With Dick Brown, Hal

Jeatininc Dahl, Shirley
guests

Director: William Beal
SO Mins.. Mon.-thru-Fri.: 9:50 a m.
11AYR CHEMICAL CORF.
WABC-TV, N. Y.

i Albert RfmJ.)
"Be My Guest" is a pleasant for

entry for housefraus interested in

a half-hour's relaxation before
(

starting on the morning chores.
Show, which bowed as a cross-the-

hoard slan/.a over WABC-TV Mon-
day *30 ». combines songs and chat-
ter for okay results. Weakest por-

The longhair pmulifs can k id

Oliver J Dragon, baritone, all they
want, but this prehensile tooth guy
is dynamite at the bn. S« * are
Kukla, Fran Allison, the Kukhipo'i-
ton Pla\er.s, composer-pianist Jack
Fuscinato and a silent partner
character called Burr Iillstrom
Many a serious artist at Town Mall
may be able to get avvav with an
off-key bit, but not the end man of
the Kukla, Fran A Ollie combo
When his pitch readied strato-

sphere or basement, the resultant
pandemonium almost destroyed
that 43d St. temple ot culture on
Thanksgiving night. As each of the
players took their first turn, the
tumult could be heard hi Carnegie
Hall more than halt a mile away,
according to patrons there who
thought tit first that it was onh a

trombonist enjoying a hangover.

There's no doubt that KEOTdl-
stroni luis built for itself a super-
cult of aficionados and camp fol-

lowers who cherish u deeply pos-

sessive attribute toward their prey
It’s perhaps the first time in show
business that puppets were re-

ceived as if they were breathing
personalities with tin* iisit^l dimen-
sions; that they are not might seem
only a legend, or at best a canard.
But just in ease they are inanimate
objects—excepting tin* very lovely
Fran Allison who has been docu-
mented as the nieeoy they’re still

strictly blockbusters with the big-

gest claques since Caruso.
-Between applause and \ ocks that

was not too far from be hit* classed
as continuous, the troupe put on a

j
y ht'oii

show—a very terrific show with
Jack Fascinato’s cl issie “Si.

George A the Dragon" as an al-

most ad lib afterpiece -on purpose
(it never play s the same wav twice
whether in connection with the

N1U’ Symphony orch nr as a color-

vision conceit a couple n| months
ago with Dave Ganowav nlTei.d-

ing as the Milton Criws ot the

tint ful day
A packed house that paid $3,500

the privilege ot a personal
looksee (these including a nice

quota 'ot moppets pins babes in

not spectacular fashion. There was tion of the opener was the seg-
i : , » * . , u ~

e

e s n ft- mcilt devoted to a mveawav
a little too much of Martin’s sing-

ing.

Of the guestars, Phil Silvers

scored well with a clarinet stint

with Julc Slyne showing up as his

accompanist. Spike Jones and his

crew broke up the joint, and
Danny Thomas, although on a bit

overlong, came through with a

stock of funny stories. On the

vocal end. Anna Maria Alberghetti

scored with a couple of numbers,
while Vic Damone also showed
effectively. Delivering straight i

pitches
VVvtnan and Barbara Bates, along!

j

via phone calls made to at-home
Viewers. Neither questions nor
prizes were particularly stimulat-

ing. with quizzees receiving the

same prize regardless of the cor-

rectness of their answers.
Dick Brown handled the major

vocal assignment on preom, doing
a nice job on “Bye, Bye. Baby”
and “With These Hands.” as did

|
Jeannine Dahl on her solo song-

stering stint. Guesting on the show

arms acting ;is sitters for their

parent si heard and saw about 150

minutes of Tills! rom magic in Hie

1.500-seat er. A non-Tillslrom in-

vention, Miss Allison hurst forth

with four lush changes of couture

a giveaway quiz * and the same unexampled style ot

merging her personality with those

of the little fellows that Ins char-

acterized her trio-ing on television

Even the playbill was so» ko in its

humorous approach to the reper-

toire, being designedly catch as-

eateh-can in its agenda ot 50 num-
bers, mostly fully annotated. II

(Continued on page 4f)»

ATRE
(Macbeth)
With Warren Galjour, Patricia
Neway, l.ce Cass, William
Boehm, Robert Holland, John
Zadorozny, William Ryan, Fa-
squale Yerduce, William lewis.
Ruth Kobart. David Aiken, Fran-
cis Monaehino. Carole O'llara.
Frances Paige, Michael Bondon.
Sigmund Mesey. Robert 1 effler,

Jamison Gill, Felice t'ondr.
Glen Tetley, John Butler, Gordon
Clarke

Producer: Samuel Chotilnoff
Director: John Bloch
Artistic director: Peter Herman
Adler

90 Mins., Sat. (28>. 4:30 p.m.
NBC-TV. N. Y.

Scenes from Verdi s ’ M.tchcth.”
second presentation of the mmmih
by the NBC Television Opera The
;il re, provided an absorbing hour
and a half ot music drama last

Saturday afternoon '30 The rare-

ly-staged opera, based on the
Shakespearean play, despite its

gory melodramatic character, is a

melodious music-work m real \ emit

tradition. It has drama, sweep ami
song. And done with imagination,
taste and skill, as it was Saturday
it proved quite a gripping 1\ ami
theatrical experience.

New English version by Giovanni
C’ardeili was lucid and acceptable
and under the clear enunciation oi

the various principals, held one’s

attention as the tragedy progressed
There w ere sw itches in scenes I non
the orthodox opera production, as

well jis shifts in the Iloilo Shake
spea re texts, but the changes made
for more effective T\ Story lends
itself to cJoseups. which is a! o an
aid in video, although the few
crowd scenes, as with the group
that gathered rb*lit after Duncan's
death, were quite effective

Action moved smooth!' under
John Bloch’s direction, wlule over
all presentation, includin'* chorm.es
and orchestra. Jill under Peter Her-

man Adler's skilled baton, w . is sore

Camera work. too. was impiessi'e
in the various semes, and also in

the purely orchestral moments.'
when the lenses moved restlessly

h corridors, picking lip a

staircase, a wall ornament, etc \s

for settings, these were simple .and

very appropriate, setting the mood
with archways, palace balls and
stairs.

Two dance scenes Willi the Three
Witches were eve •.arresting-, al

though in the first scene 'the

opera’s opener* the figure's were
more comic than sinisfei But they

did set the pai e Irom tin* '«tv

start. to hold one's atlenlioii

throughout

Patricia Neway, a the cruelly

ambition**- L^d\ Macbeth, was out-

standing. .a dine aetia s ;is well as

singer, with a rich dramd'c -•»

pi ano of power and range that w a .

however, a little shrill in live loo

register. W.ineti Galjour sang well

and was a convim ingly troub'ed
actor, as Macbeth. Lee ( ass re

vealed a fine bass, as well as manly
deportment, as Hanquo. and sup-

portin'' parts were equally ;i",ie.

able. Producer Samuel ( hot.MUoff

and his staff can continue l > he

proud with these operatic 'jiesen* •

lions. They he a great credit '<* i\
/true

were Frank Albertson and Eliza-

FddiA Cantor “lane * both Montgomery of the Broadway
weie Eddie Cantor, Jane

lps?jte|
.

-

LalP LovP> » Also Michael
Abbott and Phyllis Perlman.

vi'h tho comics. Of course.
;j10^s pro<| UOT r and publicist. re-

tho nvciall effect, v
r

1

o
a
u(jn|n „ s p,..lively. Quartet answered dues-But

ficient preparation
and poor technical setup and
execution, was highly disappoint-
ing. With such a top array of tal-

ent under one TV roof, why not a

memorable show' instead of just

another series of walkons? For
ABC. it represented a golden op-

portunity to showcase the “new
ABC”’ throughout the country

—

but if the audience was disappoint-
ed, it had good reason. The web’s
multitude of station breaks didn't

help the show any either.
Radio end of the simulcast

couldn't have been too edifying
either, what with long periods of

silence and emphasis on sight gags
and action. Chan.

tions pertaining to the comedy
pitched at them by Shirley Edcr.

who ('id a satisfactory job. Hal

Tunis handled the quiz stint affa-

bly.
Program was a little rough in

Spots with cameras failing in some
instances to synchronize with per-

former needs. Commercials were

routine. Show is packaged by Al-

bert Black Productions. J>’ss,

Fitz-
CLEYELAND BROWNS
With Bill McColgan. John

gerald
Director: Clay Dopp
HO Mins.: 1 p.ni.

CARLINGS
WXKL. Cleveland
As part of its active sports eov-

I erage program, WXKL picks up

the Cleveland Browns’ football

!
games and feeds an 11-station

! Carling network. In stanza caught

22* Browns journeyed to Pitt to

I tangle with the Steelers. At the

mike were the usual Browneasters,

Bill McColgun. play-by-play and

John Fitzgerald, color. Pa4r han-

dled chores to neat satisfaction
|

OHIO STORY
With Nelson Olmstead, Ted Malone
Producer: Stuart Buchanan
15 Mins.: 4:30 p.m.
OHIO BF.LL TELEPHONE CO.
W’XEL, Cleveland

t McCann-Erickson

)

It seemed only a question of

time before the once highlv-popu-
lar radio "Ohio Story” made the
transition to TV. In radio fame. j^p], AfcC'olgan gabbing at easy-to-

stanza employed full stable of pare. Camera crew under
voices to depict characters enact- c’fi ;j r)os McGee stayed with the ac-

ing chapters of Ohio history. To
t jon Three cameras were used,

make transition and avoid prohibi- tu0 on (he second deck; one on
tive cost was problem facing Stu

j| ie lower deck, with the former
Buchanan who has piloted series CIeU utilizing zoomar to good ad-

since its inception.
(>

vantage, although there was a

In TV presentation. "Ohio Story" tendenev to zoom in too frequent!'

employs Nelson Olinstead as nar- dming initial ktages of contest,

(Continued on page 49t i
I

The Legion & The ACLU
o

Ed Murrow once again distinguished himself and his enlighten-

ing and provocative “Se Ii Now" stanza on CBS-TV wiili la>t week -

visual documentation of the American Legion's fight to pi event

the American Civil Liberties Union from organizing an Indianapolis

unit. If there were any prophetic overtones to the fact that the

Murrow probing into the I lousier conflict was double hilled on the

same show that permitted the ace arralv st-repoi ted to tak»* some

hows for a victory in the Navy reversal of its IJ. Radiilovieli black-

balling—tlieii the’ ACLU has a clear-cut case carved out in its favor

Be that as it may. here was television, over and above its dis-

tinctive role as an entertainment medium, rendering a siipml) job

in the public interest In highlighting the Legion vs. \CU batlb*

with its revealing on-the-spot footage, Murrow and producer I' red

Friendly once more demonstrated that education and or public

service need not he taken in capsule doses and so labelled. Here,

instead, was exciting up-to-the-imnute news incorporating a vit.il i
-

sue of great social import yet packed with tense drama and fine

production
In both the editing and the method of presentation the Muriov-

Friendly team again proved they're a rarity in T\ reportage and

documentation. They let the facts speak for themselves. \.» edi-

torializing or pontificating were necessary, hut the pictures wen* -o

eloquent and the roundup so complete that it wasn’t ncre-, ary to

point the finger

The ACLU tried to organize an Indianapolis chapter But they

needed a hall and the American Legion decided that tin* MU'
was subversive and rallied their forces to prevent the union from

moving in. All„{)tiempt' on the part of the union to hire a M eeting

place were in vain—until a priest offered them the faciTMies of his

church. Then Murrow went to work and utiilized his camera All

he did was to move the cameras hack and forth, between the two

meetings—the f.egion and the ACLU. No comments, jo -t the Le-

gion speakers <-<» de-ignated by their overseas caps', and tin* speak-

ers at the ACM meeting But the editing was such that tin- ait.-,-

naiing arrangement might well have been a well-rehearsed debate

The militai v
pomp and rigidity of the Legionnaires wa- ominous

as they took- demon acy into their own hands The priest who of-

fered the ACLU a plane to speak knew the score, that tim ( nil

Liberties orgmi/eis Could he the minority group todr but too or -

low il could be tjipse oi Jits own religious faith. flo •"

PARADE
Producer: Bill Garden
Director: Jack Dilton
lech, director: Hill Patterxon
Announcer: Merrill Mueller
75 Mins.. I burs. (26). 11 a m.
NBC-TX, from N. Y.

GimtxTs won't, but someone
should tell Many's that the tele-

cast mg ot its annual Thanksgiving
t >a> Parade Isn’t doing Justice to

wliat actually goes on during those

treks over a few of Manhattan »

! kc> arteries Last year, with Boh
Trout and CBS coverage, the run-

I lung comment was peculiarly su-

perior to what came off on the
home screens. MU’ video handled
lire Ih.tl processional tor (Ml min-
utes, sit next \ear DuMont will get

a crack al it. presiuiialil> . in the
dais' chain .

1 Ins year. NBC's network ver-
sion oi tlu* emporium s turkey trot

resembled a silent film at some
ke> spots, alter all. a remote with
its 1

1

eqiient l\ distant images- and
on a wmd\ morn >et would seem
to call tor well placed brisk jock-
eying sizeups at the atoremeu-
t uined strategic points if a viewer
is to lie filled in on the what's
vrli.it that lie could not otherwise
target Theie seemed to he a con-
spir.o \ ot silence in too main
places, ami too many gaps in the
pai ade ilsrll that gave the screen
a c ; oud.\. ciupt\ look. Several NBC
personalities were lost in the shut-
tle Cabin Hayes was identified

as an .1 tel l bought
,

ditto Boh
Smith and Clarahcll of the “llow-
d\ Dooilv ' elan, with claim that

taller didn't have time to point

'em out on « .imei a. The same cam-
era vacuum Treld for J, Fred
Mu-ggs. the almost human interest
character, ot the Dave Garroway*
hosted '

I ml. iv." wlm was pulling a

float and was displayed later i.i

ok iv do eup aid tes.

\l I lie noon break 'network ex-
tended the show 15 minutes.
tfiou .ii skedded for the noon stopl
i ima tin* reverse vocal informa-
tion thil “we'll tell you all about
I In* p.iijtle Tis soon as you re join

ii "
t ins segued into a spot plttg-

vin • the Rit'kv Jr doll K BS-TN s

I l.ove Lucy") by Abraham A.

Straits, the Itrooklvu dept, store
l.a I yeai the spot was for the
l.m die Ball Desi Aina/ “Bahy
Dod that Was hetore Mbs Ball
her on * a iiiolher again amid hoo|>-

la on the show itsell as millions
waded expeelantlv lor w hat
amounted >•• a TV accouchement.

Eddie Fislo i . mount ed on a

White Christinas float, was crowd-
ed out at this point, hut was pu ked
up at the finish to lead the Innd
iii t lie Irving Berlin sone. ft**

-..tii ed to sing, the sound
a i limned, and then the tune w..s

picl.ed up in tlu* Hosing salvo hot

ua. iuver •ompleted, time having
inn o it In this finale segment.
Saida Clan, stalled hi - speech- and
die mike went dead *. as it did la I

'em on tin- reviewing stand when
Said a lifted h>-> voice' The Xpert ti

was picarved Im posterity, fur.v-

ever villi the annoiineei quoting
it I liCioliv det I. tie l hr* ( hi i d-
Ill.Ts sea <»n oi.en

Olliei NIK ft . had their day
• v 1 1

1

1 < • 1

1

1 me hap, although lew if
them « mi'd l><‘ tlist ei iied Dave
Cano '. opened the pie pa'iade

in a lev mmiil , o| i hat. w ith a

-hi i h t a i ru I oi is youni'xter look-
ing o.er some tovs and gadgets in

front "I Maev's toy window Sal
Cai'sti v..t in his professorial role

and Imn-'rne Cota as The Tramp
on an Ea dr w u'onT Celeste Holm
as Bo I'eep. Bdl 'llopalong Ca-.-

std\ ' llovd on Ins while charger
'Vitli h mount'd escort of 24 <

bo' , and gals; Martha Ra\c as
Cap! Hook on the I’ctcr Ban Pi-
rate Ship unit; Steve Allen as Mr.
Bebop on • circus float complete
with a working trapeze perlormei,
a |n" drr. calliope etc,

Wallv Cox so lainctl a flat tire

enioole im Ills toy train but Cli-

fford later and was (piukied in the
IV piomcnade E.avc Einci on was
n *.ged iq> as the Quern of Hearts
on fie*' float ot that name Motto >

uricooiiii" Knights of the Round
Table'' got a big plav as the fit -t

Cinen aSeope film from that stu-
dio. with knigltl s in shining armor
cim " in < out the theme. The !M
Ro» ketles were on near the parade
start There wn* a collide ot

mo’ieaj units from I’lilUy. includ-
ing tie* Greater Kensington and
Era linger string - hands.
Camerawoik. includin'* that 'of

Hie mobile unit was aland lie*

pome t tlms far in tin* telceadii g
• •lie- One of t lie bigged omis-

-,ioi’ w as ftf yming Brandon d •

Wilde in the role of “The Bov
I'Yom Mars" on a roek«*t shin.

Word had gone out that the s' r

of Jamie'’ ABC-TV.* would be
Mi- sole non-NBC performer in the
parade He was in the parade hot.

not on the camera. But since a

te *. accredited network personal-
ities also were blacked out. tins

oini - ion was pet boos not a matter
oi avoidin'.* plugs for a rival per*
im giici -net v ui k. Or wa <

t it’’

| Tran.
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And of course it’s coming from Station WMAQ, for more than 30 years the leader

in Chicago and Middle West broadcasting. Once again this radio pioneer is show-
ing why millions of Midwesterners turn to 6-7-0 on the dial for Quality Programming,
Quality Entertainment and Quality Service.

A
New Personalities ...

JPII 4^ s y / Howard Miller, often called number one disc jockey in the nation,

now is a member of the WMAQ staff of disc emcees which also

includes Charles Chan, Henry Cooke, John Holtman, Wed
Howard, Jim Lowe and Dick Noble.

. k M .

'|tr "Uncle” Johnny Coons, top-rated local daytime television per-

a sonality, now is featured in a new radio series for youngsters.

New Programs ..

.

If "Mission, Secret/’ a WMAQ-produced evening suspense serial

drama.
A

yt' "Three-Star Final,” a nightly roundup of weather, news and

sports by Clint Youle, Jim Hurlbut and Norm Barry.

*

yy "Point Blank,” a straight-from-the-shoulder commentary by

Nancy Terry on people and events.

*

‘ v
:/

"Bill Bailey Show,” daily presenting the new national favorite

— country music.

A

"Musical Adventures,” Norman* Ross, Jr., with recorded action

* music for children.

New Services ...
.

> Chicago school families now hear an item of special interest for

them at the same time every weekday morning. More similar

listener services soon will be scheduled.

All fitting additions to a Quality Schedule designed for a Quality Audience to do Quality Selling

for Quality Advertisers. A schedule that continues to present other outstanding entertainment

features. A schedule that continues to present top reporters in newscasts each individually written

by a news staff that has won more awards than any other Chicago radio station.

Yes. THERE’S A NEW SOUND IN CHICAGO RADIO — once again proving to listeners and

Represented by NBC Spot Soles
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‘Voice of Firestone’

Appealing Musicfest In

25-Year NBC Milestone

After the first “Voice of Fire-

-xtone" broadcast in 1928, the late

ilar'vev Firestone said that he

hoped the show had brought whole-

some entertainment into the home.

In the ensuing 25 years the pro-

gram lias done just that—In spades.

In sticking to its formula of show-

casing topflight melodies and stand-

out vocal artists, tin* series has

been able to stand the test of time

and emerge Monday ( 30> with a

triumphant silver anni simulcast

over NIK'.

In its quarter-century on radio

and tour year on TV tall on NIK \

program racked up a couple ot

imposing broadcasting “firsts.” It

was the first musical show on the

an - to be sponsored and the first

musical show to be simulcast. And
though it stands in the annals as

the oldest musical show on radio,

it's still energetic and appealing.

“Firestone” put its best pipers

forward for the annl celebration

and stretched its time on tele to

a lull hour. Radio carried the first

halt only. Deviating from its

routine programming pattern of

one guest soloist, the anni show
rounded up six topnotchers, Rise

Stevens. Eleanor Steber, Jerome
Hines, Robert Rounseville. Brian

Sullivan and Thomas I*. Thomas.
Even series' permanent maestro.

Howard Barlow, augmented his

oitIi and doubled the chorus for

the occasion. The extravagance
paid oil.

Slan/.n got off to an exciting start
j

with a vivid orch workover of

“Strike Up The Band” and wound
its way through a flock of operatic

arias and instrumentals until the

windup, a sentimental teainup of

.guests and chorus on. the show's
theme, “In My Garden.”
The hour offered such musical

delights as Thomas L. Thomas’
“Song of the Vagabonds’" <sung on
the preem show til ’28', Rise

Steven's “Gypsy Song" from “Car-
men,” ail excerpt from “Faust”
with Kleanor Steber, Jerome Hines
and Brian Sullivan, the sextet from
“Lucia" with all the guestars

chiming in. an aria front the angli-

^^ei/c<l version of "Die Fledermatis"
isMvitli Kleanor Steber and an excerpt

fi oiii “Itigoletto" with Sullivan,

Y <Mi>s Steber, Miss Stevens and
Thomas. Nostalgic notes were
offered by Robert Rounseville who
sang “Memory Lane,” series' theme
until I 936, and Jerome Hines who
give a rich reading to “Home On
Tin* Range,” which Lawrence Tih-
bdt sang on the program in 1933.

Bartow tame through with lining

colors on his interpretations of

“Dance of The Comedians,” “Stars
and Stripes Forever” “Capriccio
F.spagnolo” and “Serenala.” Hugh
James emceed with authenticity.

.Midway in the first half Brig
General David SarnofT, RCA board
chairman, stepped in to salute the

program and the sponsors. His
brief speech was a fitting tribute
to a quality airer and in keeping
with the hangup anni hour. Circs.

PAROLE FILE 732
With Eric Sevareid. narrator
Supervisor: Stuart Novlna
Producer: Al Morgan
Sustaining
60 Mini.. Frl. (27), 9 p m.
CBS. from Nb-HL-.

(

tape)

After 22 y£ars in the Colorado

State Penitentiary, » now-graying
j

murderer is about to emerge on

parole. The state of his mind, the

nature of his problems, of adjust-

ment, the regimen he has long

followed within prison are given

the “documentary” treatment in

"Parole File 732 ” It’s number
seven in a current sequence of

radio specials from CBS.

Using the tape method of re-

cording which permits wide lati-

tude in editing and blending, the r

documentary is presented as a true

life history with the name of the

central figure Actionized to James
;

Mlison Whoever he is, he docs a
:

lot of the talking autobiographic-,

ally The pro narrator is Eric

I

Sevareid. Various voices and sound

|

effects convey a sense of the in-

wardness of prison routine and of

the moral dilemma incident to be-

stowing. and accepting, parole.

Much engrossing information is

communicated. The documentary
accumulates a fascinat ion-wit h-

subject which is equivalent to the

tension factor in storytelling.

Plainly the CBS people who put

Hie show together are intelligent

and humane and well versed in

the technique of the documentary.
A mosaic of in-pri.son detail

builds into a powerful impression.
The listener feels the monotony of

the life. None of the phoney nielo-

dramatics of a Steve McNally fea-

ture film. No jail breaks. No dis-
;

gust with the food which is

described, laconically, as “not bad." I

In this pen there's a canteen where I

prisoners ma.v spend their wages
on a different kind of meal.

This particular felon had only
j

two visitors in 22 years—both pro-

fessional religionists. His routine
j

consisted of much reading out of
i

a well-stocked prison library, lis-.

'

telling to the radio, of which two
|
favorite programs were named—

I

“Suspense" ami “Lux," both CBS
items. Tin t CBS.

VVliat doe> the prisoner know of

the outer world? He has never!
seen Marilyn Monroe! Hunting and
fishing is a dream. Going inlo a

Woolworth's is an adventure. Just
watching people on the streets is

thrilling. For 22 years he has spent
his nights in a cell 5 x 7. much
immersed in his own thoughts,
with only an occasional animal pet
for companion. His whole exist-
ence has been ruled bv the morn-
ing. noon, and night “Count.’’
Would In* ever he free? Would he
ever, could he ever, marry, ask a

woman to share the unerasable
stigma of his conviction and status
as a murderer?

Here is human drama and as it

t:r, spooled off the CBS radio tape,
expertly narrated by Sevareid. the
idea strengthened in this critic
that this very material with very
little change would transmute onto
the celluloid spools of Hollywood.
There's a moving and compassion-

1

must have
ate hunk-free picture of prison Hfcl “Playhouse”
in this documental v

. Land, lit had great

THE EVENING COMES
With John Daly, Milton CroM
Prod.-DIrector: Henry Dick
25 Minx.; Sun., 5:05 p.m.
THOMAS NELSON it SONS
ABC, from N. Y.

( BBDkO

)

“The Evening Comes" ABC

From the Production Centres

In _

has latched on to a happy format

for a Sunday afternoon. It’s easy

listening all the way and it has an

appealing spiritual quality -that

ought to make it a lot of friends

especially among the older to k in

the radio audience.

Show, fittingly sponsored by
Thomas Nelson Sc Sons for the

revised standard version of the

Bible, presents an easy-to-take

mixture between hymns and music
from the great cqpnposers and the

sedate comments and Bible read-

ings of Milton Cross who acts as

the regular host. Overall effect

is good even though Cross tended

to he a little lengthy in His obser-

vations on the initialer.

Gimmick comes with the intro-

duction of a well-known per-

sonality who states his or her per-

sonal credo for living. Sunday
|

opener <29 > brought to the mike
John Daly. ABC v.p. in charge of

news and special events, who made
his point briskly and effectively,

urging a life by "the golden rule,”

dedicated to a service to fellow-

man. Duly concluded by saying

that he had lived his life as his

own conscience dictated and that

he was a happy man, surrounded
by happy people.

“The Evening Comes” was
scripted by Arlene Wood who car-

ried the line of the show with a

sure hand and never wavered far

from the given theme. Cross’ de-

livery was beyond reproach. Pro-

ducer-director Henry Dick couldn’t

have picked a better man for the

job. His voice is sincerity itself

and he never permits himself to

“lecture." Dick’s production was
tip-top with each segment segu-

ing neatly into the next.

Musical selections weren’t par-

ticularly inspiring, but fitted into

the spirit of the thing. They in-

cluded “One Little Candle.” a part

from “Les Sylphides," "Jesu. Joy

of Man’s Desiring.” the pastoral

from Handel’s “The Messiah" and
“O Come, O Come Emmanuel.
Capt. Harold B Lawson, an Army
Chaplain, delivered the final

prayer. Hijt.

t Radio Follow-Up
f*

MISSION-SECRET
With Charles Flvnn, Sondra Gair,

Clair Baum, others
Producer: Alan Beaumont
Director: Howard Keegan
Writer: Franres Kathhun
l.-» Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:39 p.m.
W'M.YG. Chicago

Eureka! Here’s a local show with
live actors, a script, a producer amt
a director. It's the latest entry in

the recent flurry of “New Look"
offerings at WMAQ, designed to
muscle up ihe local personality of
the Chi NBC anchor. Unfortunate-
ly, the attempt this time is to
slightly refurbish the well-browned
international sp.v material, with the
end product spread across five
nights weekly unlikely to stir up
much excitement bevond the local
A FT It \ circle.

Wordy story line, cliff-hung from
episode to episode, deals with the
sout h-ot'-t he-horder adventures of a
Stale Department courier. Despite
an opening resume and a teaser
trailer for the next episode, it’s a
tough plot to follow for the casual
dialer stumbling onto the serial for
the first time.

It'S too had that the yarn is so
barren of new excitements because
Alan Beaumont's production values
are slickly professional and it’s

worked bv a highly competent cast
headed up by Charles Flynn, as the
courier. Sondra Gair. as the stand-
ard eal reporter, and Clair Baum.
a> the w ilv Mexican reporter.
" M \<j rates an “E" for enter-

pi Lo in breaking out of the news*
imisK -and-sporls formula that's
become almost an AM universal
herealioii's. but flunks out on Imag-
ination tins time, Dai

BYLINE BV GREEN
With Saul Green
10 Mins., Mon., Wed., l'ri., 11:03-

11:13 p.m.
WCAC, Philadelphia

Saul Gixfen. a reporter who lias

covered major events abroad as
well as police in New York
'Times', now leaves the headlines
to the preceding newscasters and
devotes his stanza to “the little un-
noticed things." Stressing what he
terms “the importance of being
Me.” Green affects a literary style
of delivery and the word pictures
he paints come close to being
chromos.

Samples from Green text:
“Somewhere atom bombs are piled
a wav in dark corners, hut on Broad
St. in Philadelphia. _ an old man
lights a cigar after a good meal

—

good food and time for reflection,
the only things an old man has
left " On “Two men on Skid Rmrj-tiiough written in 1939.
greet each other looking like tavo

: apt application to the
lumps ot meat in a dirty butcher
shop.”
On program caught '27' theme

was “home.” told in the stories of
Francois, a Frenchman who be-
came a Russ prisoner; Jacob, a
freshly released D.P. hi Germany
seeking a haven for his new bride,
and Luigi, an American gangster
exiled to Italy dreaming of I*. S
101. Green relates his stories with
an “I Was There” intro.
Commentator has geared qual-

ity <it talks to the “little people
'

he likes to write about, and seg-
ment will very likely appeal to
those susceptible to the quick tug
or gulp, and followers of senti-
mental and uplift articles. Green's
delivery isn't slick in the profes-
sional broadcaster’s style, but sta-

tion backers believe thev have
something on order of John Ne>-
biit's ' Passing Parade” in new
gabber, Gnyh.

ac-

iob
and

NBC-radio chalked up a real

triumph on its Sunday night “Star

Playhouse” this week '29' when it

!
presented Fredric March and Flor-

cnce Fldridge in a truly dlstin-
;

I guished and highly effective read-
J

ing of the Robert E. Sherwood
!
classic, “There Shall Be No Night." i

The combination of play and east i

made for an hour of radio drama
at its peak best.

Those TV addicts who periodi-

cally proclaim the death r*f radio 1

been jolted by the
show. It had drama.

]

emotion, and if hung
together beautifully, with only a;

few spots suffering from the ne-

!

cesslties of telescoping the

tion and dialog.

George Lefferts did a great

adapting the story to radio
he caught the essence of what
Sherwood was trying to sav. March
and Miss Fldridge provided the
highspots. Even those who re-

member the Lunts in this part
shouldn't have had any complaints,
for this radio show made the an-
ger burn bright again, and also
faith and hope.
“There Shall Be No Night” tells

of a Finnish scientist's heroic re-

sistance at the time of the Soviet
attack on Finland. It tells of his
American-horn wif<* who refuses
to run in the face of danger, and
of his son Eric, age 17. who goes
to fight. But. more important, it

tells of the strength and the cour-
age of the free human spirit . and.

it has an
world of

today.
March is a great actor, and his

performance Sunday was but an-
other reminder of that long-proven
fact. His voice held conviction and
he drew his character without any
obvious play for sentimentality.
Miss Fldridge matched him in the
difficult part of the w ife who loses
her family. The rest of the east
all were good, with Joan Loring
sounding at times unnecessarily
harsh in the part of the gill

March's son wants to marry.
If “Plav house” continues to

maintain the quality inherent in
Be No Night.” radio
host of new friends.

Wit.

IN NEW' YORK CITY . . .

Blanche Tamarkin. secy to CBS-TV public relations chieftain Dave
Jacobson, to Miami Beach for two weeks vacation . . . Hermit Ednev
of WHKP, Henderson. N. C.. in town on biz . . . Bert Cowlan. onetin-e
announcer on the Tallulah Bankltfcad “The Big Show,” now- playing the
lead opposite Marlene Dietrich on her CBS series, “Time for Love”
. . . WINS deejay Jack Lacy writing a column in platters for Movie
mag . . . Pierre Crenesse, director of the French Broadcasting System in

North America, and Claude Villedieu, French Radio’s diplomatic cor-

respondent. will cover the Bermuda Conference with daily reports via

the Bermuda-N. Y.-Paris route. Crenesse flew to Hamilton yesterday
(Tues.) . . . CBS. with Red Barber m.c. ’ing, will do pickup of Look
mag’s All-America Football Banquet at Leone’s eatery Friday (4' . . .

“World Assignment.” new quarter-hour Saturday skein, starts on CBS
Saturday (5.) . . . Ernie Hartman, WCBS Radio’s asst, program director,

is studying a number o$ vacation opportunities being show’ered at him
and is leaning toward an offer to be the only male in an all-femme
troupe heading for Sahara desert and points south . . . Norman Pader,

erstwhile NBC exploitation director, went right from there to American
Heritage Foundation where he heads up the radio-TV dept. . . . Frank
White back in town.

Hal Davis, K Sc E publicity veep, and Leon Goldstein, WMCA pro-

gram v.p.. heading the N. Y. Boy Scouts drive in radio-TV, with WNBC-
WNBT’s Bill Berns. B Sc B’s Douglas Burch. CBS’ Dave Jacobson and
Arthur Perles, WOR-TV’s Ivan Reiner and indie film producer Martin
Gelenter on the committee . . . Ted Herbert moved over from his net-

work sales perch at ABC to WABC. the local flagship, to specialize on
the Martin Block and Mary Margaret McBride shows . . . Marla Ray has
recorded the Christmas story from this month’s Women’s Home Com-
panion. “The Glory and the Child." for distribution to radio station*

as a Companion promotion. Eddy Manson did the musical background.

IN CHICAGO ...
Swdft & Co. Is shifting its Jewel Shortening billings from J. Walter

Thompson to Gardner Advertising. St. Louis, as of Jan. 1 . . . Beep Rob-
erts, merchandising manager of NBC’s KNBH in Hollywood, here la-)

w'eek pitching the station’s grocery merchandising plan to Chi agencies

and clients . . . Dan Calibraro appointed assistant to WGN pr chief Jim
Hanlon . . . Studs Terkel’s “Sounds of the City" exiting WENR , . .

John Finley back on the WBBM sales crew after a year’s hitch with
NBC Radio Spot Sales.. . . Wilson Sc Co. has bought WMAQ's 7:25 am.
daily newscast . . . Joseph S. Wright named general counsel at Zenith
Radio succeeding the late Irving Herriott. Zenith also has retained

the McConnell. Lutkin & Van Hook law firm to handle its anti-trust

suit against RCA . . . WBBM continuity writer Budd Blume vacationing
in Florida and Cuba . . . Maurle Streitmatter of the Chi NBC music li-

brary won runner-up honors in the vocalist finals at the Sun-Times Har-
vest Moon F’estival last week.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .

Morris Henken is organizing mixed choral group for WFLN 'local

FM outlet) to interpret secular and sacred mu> ! c on live broadcasts and
for community affairs . . . WPTZ telecast Gimbel’s Santa Claus parade,
Thanksgiving Day, for fifth consecutive year . . . Best Foods. Inc ,

through Benton & Bowles, purchased year-long participation in Grady
Sc Hurst show, teenage television program, to advertise Nucoa - Sched-
ule calls for 518 announcements and participations on telecast han-
dled by two of town's best known radio deejays . . . Clyde Spitzner.

WIP sales manager, was elected school district director for Haverford
Township. Pa., in recent election . . * Dick Clark, emcee of “Caravan ot*

Music” on WFIL, is booked for series of personals at dances and rec-

ord sessions in area . . . Bob Ross, WKDN 'Camden, N. J.) news direc-

tor. is leaving broadcasting to join public relations staff of Oil Industry
Information Committee, at American Petroleum Institute’s Philly of-

fices . . . KYW musical director Clarence Fuhrman. with singers Bev-
erly Bowser and Toni Perkins, just returned from Miami where they
entertained at 52d annual convention of National Electrical Contractor*
Assn. . . . Scaliest will omit all commercials when the WCAU-TV origi-

nated “Big Top’’ (CBS-TV) offers hour-long Christmas Day bonus show.

IN CLEVELAND
Norton Golub flacking at WERE . . . Lloyd Yoder, NBC general man-

ager. back. from New York t tip . . . WGAR’s Hal Morgan moved into

4:30 p.m, disk stint with Henry Pildner taking on 10:30 to midnight
classics . . . Bob Smith upped to WGAH director of public relations and
advertising . , . Bill Gordon back at WHK disk pitch after brief illness

during which wife, Chris, subbed . , . Jane Stevens, W'JW femme, col-

lected over 600 gifts for handicapped kiddies in oneweek holiday pitch

. . . Ken Ward moved his “Round-the-House” stint to WXEL Sunday
afternoon stanza . . . Coca-Cola picked up WJW tab for Pete's Friends,”
15-minute, - Monday-Wednesday-Friday 7:15 p.m. program , . . Paul
Wilcox, ex-Korea war camp, rejoins WG YR announcing staff . . . WEWS’
Page Palmer took 50 models to Canton home-flower show* . . . Milt Wid-
der, Cleveland Press columnist, kicked off WJYV’s opera quiz show with
Wayne Mack emceeing . . . Jack Sheridan, Cleveland News cartoonist,
reelected Press Club proxy.

IN W ASHINGTON
Donald H. Saunders, long time staffer, has been nalhed station ex-

ecutive of WTOP-CBS’s radio and TV. a job created as result of sta-

tion's move into its new $2,000,000 Broadcast House. Saunders will he
top man for all activities during night and weekend hours when de-
partment heads are not in duty . . . Cesar Romero to appear in an-
nual muscular dystrophy radio-TV appeal on WWDC-Mutual and WTTCI*
DuMont, along with “Captain Video” and local personalities . . .

Robert A. J. Bordlet named general manager for WTOP-CBS, succeed-
ing Richard Wheeler, who has joined WTRI in Troy, N. Y. . . . “Inga's
Angle,” femme show in WNBW-NBC, hosted 35 servicemen at a TV
Thanksgiving dinner . . . Willard Scott, emceeing the new’ “Discography

’

show on WRC-NBC featuring offbeat longhair and documentary plat-
ters . . . Bob Reed, WRC-NBC “Timekeeper,” unshuttering his annual
Doll House to collect funds and toys for Y’ule giving , . . WWDC-Mutual
also hopping on Christmas bandwagon with its annual collection drive . . .

Jack Roney preeming a new longhair music, d j- show, “Sunday's Best.”
over WRC-NBC . . . Flurry of visitors from Gotham included Hank
Shepher, Mort Gaflin, Bill Kreitner and Ray Johnson, NBCMSpot SaUvs,
Wendell Campbell, v.p . CBS Hank Flynn, national sales manager for
CBS radio. Chick Allison, Eastern spot sales manager for web. and Ed
Wood, all here for a look-see at WTOP-CBS’ Broadcast House.

IN PITTSBURGH
“There
should

Shall
v in a

Dallas—Texas Co
the telecast on WF
Cotton Bowl game

i Year's Day.

. will sponsor
Y V-TV of the
heiv on New

i

John Stili. KDK Vs new sales manager, has found a home here and
is bringing his family on from Boston . . . Phyllis Greenspan, a gradu-
ate of the Business Training College, has joined WCAE traffic depart-
ment to work with Mival Harvey . . . Harry Coehran, news director ot

WEIR in Weirton. W. Va,, has been appointed information director for

Post Office Deparment s regional headquarters in Cincinnati. He'll

>Nprk the Ohio-Penn>,vlvania-Ketuucky area . . . Dave Lewis, head oi

(Continued on page 32)
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
%

Qomc 2 500 clubwomen will "test” the products of WNBC-WNRT ad-

rtiwcrs under a gimmick arranged by Max E. Buck. ad. merchandising
*

i promotion chief for NBC’s flagships in N. V'. Contract was made
!th Mrs. Dorothy Davis, director of group called "Luncheon Is Served."

) the product sampling at five feeds daily in metropolitan N. Y. Each
‘

tf averages 100 guests and it’s a cross-board intake. Promotion is

•nuted to a single advertiser per week with no competitive product

M rw(i the same week. Manufacturers supply sufficient quantities for

2 500 servings, along with literature, recipes, etc. A hostess gives

. fiw -minute spiel on the item, which is dubbed "WNBC-WNBT Prod*

t pf the Week." White Rock is the first advertiser to benefit from

, he
merchandising service, with cases offered as prizes. Dealer tieups

been blueprinted. The luncheons are conducted as lund-raisers
|‘,

r t iut)v and churches in Westchester, Long Island, northern New Jer-

M> .

Manhattan and Brooklyn.

American Univ. in Washington, which gives 22 courses in television.

„ ,*u suun have a $250,000 radio and TV workshop built on its campus
_thr gilt of the Evening Star Broadcasting Co. which operates WMAL
in ,l WMAL-TV. The workshop will be used primarily for instruction

io tlu- t niversity’s 200 radio and TV students but will also contain

broadcast studios and equipment for making films and recordings

American U. radio and TV students now attend classes at the WMAl,-
1 \ studios.

’

WilUit Kempton. head of the University’s school of broadcasting.

fN pjrtv the workshop to serve as a noncommercial production center

*„r the Washington community. Applications arc on file with ECC for

*n educational TV station in the District.

Some 5.000 moppets and their parents swamped Alaev’s in New York
Saturday 28» for a personal appearance by Pat Mciklc. WARD'S "Magic
Cottage" star. Appearance was arranged by Eberhard Faber Pencil Co..

, ne of the show’s sponsors, for its new paint kit. but the turnout took
M*c\'s execs by surprise, causing them to move the p a. setup to three

different spots in the store.

Switches all came during the first hour, when Miss Meikle was moved
from the self-service center to the luggage section and finally to the

larger toy department. Kiddies were lined up in triple columns the

length of the store for the p.a., in which the children were given draw-
ing' ot the show.

Pittsburgh "Amateur Hour" sponsored by W likens Jewerly Co, last

week celebrated its 19th anni on radio and fourth on television. Sunday
right show is currently telecast on WDTV and KQV. Sponsors check-
ing back on records for commemorative stuff discovered that on the
program of just 18 years ago, Nov. 18. 1935, first prize that week was
won by Dino Crosetti, of Mingo Junction, O. Crosetti is better known
now as Dean Martin, of the team of Martin and Lewis. He went on
from the "Amateur Hour” to become the vocalist for Sammy Watkin’s
band in Cleveland.

Three new sponsors, RCA. Atlantic Monthly and Holiday Magazine,
tre skedded to join Good Music Broadcasters, Inc., this month, on a

14-station hookup. GMB, completing its second year last month, was
formed in November, 1951, as a joint sales organization for radio out-
let* whose appeal is primarily classical music.
GMB estimates its 14-station total reaches a combined audience of

1 500.000. Sponsors still picking up the GMB tab include Omega Watch.
Air France, Scandinavian Airlines and The Macmillan Co.

RADIO-TEMCVISIOX

‘Howdy’ to Barnstorm
"Howdy Doody" is a top-rated

dkytime stanza but that cant be

j

Proved by show's impact on the
Coast, where its score is poorest
The Standard Brands’ 5 30 to 8
cross-boarder on NBC TV will fry
to remedy that by junketing Bob
Smith A Troupe to California for
10 shows starting Jan 11. There'll
be a promotion push to support the

, barnstorming.
Coast will view it in the regular

time slot via the hot kine route.

KROD (AM&TV)

$1,450,MMe
El Paso Dec. 1

Ownership of KROD and KROD
TV here will pass over from Rod-
erick Broadcasting Corp to the El
Paso Times for an estimated
$1.450.000 but it's all in llje lam
ilv. Don.nice Roderick, head of

Roderick Broadcasting, is also
president and publisher of the
Times and owns \\ith members of
his family about 75'

< ot the stock
in each corporation
Under the transfer plan. -as sub

muted for approval to the ECC. all

shares of common and preferred
stock in the broadcasting setup will

be sold to tin* newspaper. Stock
holders in both companies unani-
mously okayed the transfer on the
basis that consolidation of the two
outfits would facilitate and improve
operation.

Following dissolution of the
broadcast company, stations will

continue to be operated under Val
Lawrence, first v.p. of the Times
and manager of the Roderick
broadcast interests since 1941.

(
Lawrence will head up the stations
as general manager and chairman
ol the firm’s management- commit-
tee, composed of Roderick. Bruce
M Bernard Jr., Edward P. Talbott.
Lawrence Daniels. Kelton B. Clark
and Dorrance"Roderick Jr. KROD
began broadcasting in 1940 with
Roderick- as sole owner. Roderick
Broadcasting was formed in 1946.
and K ROD-TV began telecasting in

December. 1952. Both outlets arc
I CBS basics.

NARTB Urges NCAA to Lift TV Grid

Ban*Warns of ‘Public Sentiment*

WGN-TV’S 77-GAME

CHI CUBS’ WRAPUP
Chicago. Dec. 1.

WON TV has fiuali/cd its exclu-

sive baseball package lor the 1954

season with the signing la-t week

lor the rights to televise, the Chi

Cubs’ toll schedule ot 77 home
games. The Chi Tnb station which
boosts tlu* strongest sports lineup

in the city also has an exclusive on
55 White Sox home games lor next

year under tlu* two-year pact

signed last year.

Tlu* Cubs. National League entry
owned by Phil Wnglcy. have long

been bullish oil the promotional
values ol TV and have consistently

followed a realistic pricing of the

video lights .The upcoming season
is tlu* seventh year for TV at W rig-

ley Field with the WGN-TV rights

going for $7.5.000 the same as last

year, according to James T. Gal-
lagher. Cubs business manager,
who inked tlu* deal with WGN
manager Frank P. Schreiber.

No sponsorship deal is set as yet

but tlu* likelihood is that last

year’s brace of hankrollcrs. Hamms
Beer and Chesterfield, will exer-
cise their options for the joint

Cuhs-Sox package.

Bayuk’s Bouts Renewal
ARC TV cleared up one of its

major Saturday night hurdles last

week by wrapping up Bayuk Cigars
with a 52 week renewal for the
web’s Saturday night fights. It’s

a firm deal under which the tobac-

co outfit takes over sponsorship
ol the complete stanza.

Bayuk eavfier this year had co
sponsored with Johnson’s Wax.
which subsequently .cancelled.

Bayuk then moved into full spon-
sorship, which it’s retaining under
the renewal.

* Washington. Dec. 1.

I National Assn, of Radio and TV
Broadcasters called on the colleges

last week to reconsider their re-

strictions on televising of football

games Following a two day meet-

ing in New York of its sports com-
mittee, tlu* Assn advised the Na-

tional Collegiate Athletic Assn,

that broadcaster* have encountered
"numerous complaints" against the

NCAA restrictions and urged "se-

rious consideration of this negative

public reaction."

The Committee, through its

chairman. George J. Higgins of

KMBC m Kansas City. Mo , took is-

sue with tlu* NCAA contention that

unrestricted televising will destroy

foot tv* 11 "This Committee be-

lieves." >,a id Higgins, "that such
'restrictions as now exist may lead,

in the long run. to a dissipation of

interest in tlu* game as well as an
adverse public sentiment against

tlu* NCAA and its member institu-

tions
"

j
Pointing to indications that there

will In* 4U0 TV stations on the air

by next March and more by next
tall. Higgins told NCAA that near-

ly all ot these stations will be near
colleges with football teams "and
near,audiences which include I lime
sanoT of individuals who can be-

come fans of tlu* game through ex-

posure to it via TV."
I Department of Justice e (Torts to

;
stop restrictions on televising of

pro football games were recently

;#
set back when a Philadelphia court
*uplu*ld a ban by the National Foot-
ball League which prohibits tele-

casts of home games in the home
I

territory. The Department had
been awaiting a decision on its suit

against the NFL before taking ac-

tion on complaints against college
football restrictions.

Previously, the Supreme Court
ruled that baseball Is not subject

, to the anti trust laws. This decision
appears to apply also to football
and to take the (port out of the
reach of the Justice Department.

the nation’s most merchandiseable station

*u. of*km. -rw I0« . OMCnoUn . »miom . com*** • aw* - C*.COO . eco-ooe

/ant to do a great percentage of the food

nd drug business in l/10th of the >

ation ? That's the sales record %/
/^

f chains who contractual!

talk about..

display in their high traffic aisles

WLW-Radio advertised products each week.

No pushcart methods in 1953 for WLW-Radio

advertisers. Just hard-selling cash

register-ringing product displays that

are available to you when you buy . .

.
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Thrilling starlit dramas for every member of the famil

Now— from the current Schlitz Playhouse of Star

series, 26 half hours that sparkle with box-offic

favorites like Joan Caulfield, Peggy Ann Garner

Preston Foster, Maureen O’Sullivan. And wha

wonderful stories! By Somerset Maugham. F. Scot

Fitzgerald, Thomas W. Phipps, and many othe

“greats.” A tried-and-proven way for the smar

advertiser to win big audiences, week after week

Just how big is evident from these local ratings.

)OAN
CAULFIELD

Boston . .

.

Dayton . . .

Minneapolis

32.8 St. Louis

30.5 Chicago

29.5 Seattle

.

Use these faces to launch a sales campaign!
Top stars appear regularly on THE PLA YHOUSE.PEGGY

ANN
GARNER

Write—phone—win

your reservation i

foc/ay A
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REID HADLEY
(Coptoin Craddock of "Racket Sauod")

This is the TV film series that zoomed into a 45.3 Nielsen rating (Aug. 1953)

— the nation’s Number One show! It’s based on actual cases from the files

of police confidence and racket squads. Each half-hour show is an action-

packed chapter in the annals of rackets and “confidencegames” that could

victimizeyou. Big public-service appeal ... a real buy for advertisers looking

for quick, profitable sales. Here’s how RACKET SQUAD rates locally:*

Cleveland . . . • i • • 37.5 Chicago • • • 30.4

New York . . . • e e • 28.5 Toledo • • • 56.0

New Orleans • » e » 42.5 Pittsburgh . . . • « • 46.3

Rating Source: Telepulse, December 1952

In New York: Don L. Kearney, 7 West 66th St., SU 7-5000; in Chicago: John Burns, 20 North Wacker Drive, ANdover 3-0800



That's right, Danny Thomas . .

.

Sylvania is presenting you with the 1953 Award

for the "Outstanding Comedy Show of the Year"!

Thanks, Sylvania, for honoring Danny Thomas this way...
wc wouldn’t be human if we weren’t pleased and proud.
And grateful to Danny, Jean Hagen, Ben Lessy, Sherry
Jackson, Rusty Hamer, and Corky (the dog) for giving us
such a hilarious show. Orchids, too, for the many wonderful
guys whose job it is to stay off the TV screen . our pro-
ducer, our director, and the stage crew ... for making this

show a prize-winning series.

Thanks
, too, for your second award. ..for timely coverage

of the Coronation last June. But we feel a little guilty about

this one. The glory actually belongs to those two friendly

networks, the BBC and Canadian Broadcasting Company.
Their brilliant films and superb cooperation made this

award possible. If we can take credit for anything, it’s

simply the fact that we brought this important event to
the country quickly and effectively. But that’s nothing
special at ABC.

Thanks especially to The American Tobacco Company
and Speidel, who sponsor the Danny Thomas Show. They
are the real winners of awards like these.

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
AMBRICAN 9RO A DC A STING COMPANY
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Sylvania Hands Out

Annual TV Posies:

Steiger No. 1 Actor

Continued from page 41
Continued from rue*

rator even as current radio tvvo-a-

stint. To realize historical

b-.ekground and characters, 15-

ml ni,te script employs cartoons. In

stanza caught ‘22) story dealt with

fi -t medical use of X ray through

efforts of Buckeyes Dr. George W.
Oilo and Professor Dayton C.

Miller. To carry through the ef-

j,. r tive realization of time and his-

j (l , v, stanza used J5 cartoons from
clever pen of Jack Richards. These
air dissolved with Olmstead's nar-

ration so that the overall effect is

# blended smooth, well-paced pro-

gram. Cartoons give the video
•Ohio Story” the punch the cur-

rent radio series lacks.

Fortunately, program is a 15-

nnnute production; just long

enough for the type treatment be-

ing presented. Neat job of editing

film helps maintain clearness. Nar-
ration by Olmstead is top quality

and script was ably done.
Commercials by Ted Malone,

veteran story teller, are sensible

and pleasantly short. Mark.

TWIN CITIES PRESS CONFER-
ENCE

With John Ford, Wally Mitchell,
Roy J. Dunlap, State Senator
F. G. Childs, others *

Producer-director: Don G. Kraatz
30 Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.m.
SW AN & MOODY, INC.
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis
This well handled local replica

of Meet the Press.” sponsored by
a dealer in securities, like other
similar panel shows has the
avowed purpose of bringing infor-
mation and elucidation regarding
vital issues on the theory that a
well-informed public is the back-
bone of a strong democracy. It

employs two Twin Cities newspa-
permen as regular panelists and
a pair of additional professional
people to grill a guest—an office
holder, politico or other prominent
personage—on controversial sub-
jects. John Ford, a leading WTCN
personality, introduces the discus-
sion subject and opens the door to
• he room where the guest faces the
Interrogators.
Regular newspaper panelists

friend, Veldes, used poor judgment
in subpoening Truman. He also

admitted the Republicans were on
the run before the Truman-White
"expose,” but now, he said, they’re

taking the offensive. He sought to
justify his support of McCarthy's

across with little more than that
The fault may ha\e been largely
the script's. It never bothered to

go beyond the surface of routine
action and reaction* in a setting
that hardly lent itself to ,, much
excitement.

Within the context of a domestic
drama, harping on a theme that
required a lot more sensitivity

than it was given, "Tin Wedding”
held the interest and even had a
certain amount of emotional im-
pact. But director Alex Segal, one
of the great craftsmen in his field,

never went hex oml going through
the motions, and Ins occasional
touches of originality couldn't
save the day.

The various characters had the
routine stamp all oxer them There
xxas the jealous, si heni'iig itiaich n-

sister, ably played by Audrey
Christie; the loving mother. I.emia
Powers, who knows what the score
is but xvon’t interfere until driven
into a crisis-corner, and the lonely
hairdresser. Billy Worth, who has
an affair with Albert.*»ot knowing
he is a married man.

Albert, as a xxeak fellow whose
wife won't let him dream lus

dreams and xx.ho then goes to

someone whose responses are moic
satisfactory, somehow didn't sound
believable and things went from
had to worse xx lien the program
reached the remorse and. finally,

the comili.it ion stages Climax
xxas a long time mi the coming
and bronchi no spr nil sat i ‘action

xxherf it did arrive
Settings were simple Imt imagi-

native. Ihe C S Steel commer-
cials are tip-top desoite th • lectur-

ing quality of tin* plugs as deliv-

ered by .super-dignified George
links ' Hilt

xxith both North and South but
morally obligated to align them-
selves xxith the Confederacy

Walter I’ronkite maneuvered Ins

cadre of CMS correspondents in

the usual sure-handed stxle and
Sidnex Lumet's direction xxas dis-

tinctixe Thole xxero "interx lew
xxith General Sherman, xxith Jcl-
ferson I'axis and xx.il h a "man in

the street" Iroin N Y who felt hit-

ter about the President And
there was a scene m Boston, in

the office ol a group of abolition-

ists xx hose tempers xxere wearing
thin ox er the slow mm rx ol "Lin-

coln
\nd. of course, there xxas the

Gettx shurgh address, delivered el-

tectixelv and in unvarying close-

up tor a sock finish “You Are
There” might have concentrated a

little less on broad issues and m

little more on the intimate details
of which people have less «<>t a

chance to learn'^Th the history
hoi kv Be that as it may. the Sun-
day show still held plentx of

strong interest. Ili.tt

j\>ixania television Awards were
officially announced yesterday
(Tues. i and came as an anticlimax
since names of most of the win-
ners have been known for about
three weeks due to a steady suc-
cession of leaks. The 16 on the
judges committee headed by com-
poser-author Deems Taylor unani-
mously tapped Rod Steiger as the
No. 1 actor of the year for his
work in the title role of Paddy
Chayefsky s "Marty” on NBC-TVs
"Television Playhouse " The "time-
ly" nexxv coverage palm on the
Queen Elizabeth coronation went
to ABC. BBC and CBC. Goodson-
Todman "What’s My Line?'” was
cited as the outstanding panel
show. "Ding Dong School,” xxith

Dr. Frances Harwich WNBQ-Chi-
cago> romped off with the juvenile
education award

Donald O'Connor was judged the
most versatile variety performer
for his xx oi k on "Comedy Hour.”
Kdward R. Mumm's "Person to

Person" on CBS-TV was named
foremost new TV series. The
wreath for local educational pro-
gram went to Dr. Frank Baxter of
L’.SC ikNXT. Los Angeles » for the
Shakespi arcan sen*** Top comedy
scries was "Make Room For Dan-
ny," starring Daniix Thomas Best
script was "Marty." with thd award
to Chaycf’-ky.

Outstanding discussion stanza
xxas Theodore Granik’s “'American
Forum ol the Air" on NBC; lust

law enforcement scries. Jack
Webb's "Dragnet" on NBC; best
written tele adaptation. Irving Gay-
nor Neiman's "Appointment in

Samara.” from the John O'Hara
book, on MIC's "Robert Mont-
gomery Presents"; for their work
on Ford s roth Anniversary Show
on NBC. producer Lelarul Hay-
ward. director Clark Jones, and
choreographer Jerome Robbins,
with Marx Martin cited for her
performance on seme program.

For outstanding < out l ibution to

advancement ol creative television

move against the Ford Foundation
and in answer as to w hat the im-

!

plied charge that Truman had been 1

a traitor would do to our foreign
relations, he said that such rela-

;

tions are what publicity and "mis-
chievous” columnists make them.
He also reiterated hie opposition
to educational TV and progressive
education and explained his rea-
sons.

This is the type of program
likely to appeal to potential cus-
tomers for securities. The brief
and to the point bond house spon-
sor's commercials were creditably
intelligent.

The NBC’s stations in Gotham
(WNBC-WNBT) are giving Christ-

mas the most practical of touches
by playing host to 1,000 orphans
who'll be given $5 each and the
run of the place at Gimbel’s. Em-
porium will open its doors about an
hour earlier on Dec. 11 for what's
being billed as, “Orphans Xmas
Shopping Tour” that will start in

the form of a promenade on West
49th St., where the net's “Today"
will do a pickup for ihe shoxv that

morning.

Kids from all denominations will

be loaded on buses and go direct to

Gimbcl's for their five-buck spree,
with the store supplying gifts as

well. A few of the orphans will he
spotted on the Herb Sheldon, "Tex
8c Jinx” and other programs that

day and both stations are doing ex
Ipnsixp nn-the-air promotion winch
includes "Radio-TV Parents"
drawn from the talcnf larder ' Faye
Emerson, Skitch Henderson, et al .

Town's Jr. Chamber of Commerce
is cooperating in the plan, which
was devised by Bill Berns, news
and special events director, and
Steve White, program manager for
the outlets.

Most of the money for the or
phans is being raised by donations
from tuner-inners. In addition,

there are such gimmicks as Jackie
Robinson getting the entire Dodger
team to autograph a baseball which
will go to the highest bidder on
each show where the party is being
played up.

Detroit, Dec*. 1

D. troll's most minsal advertis-

ing agency, Ross Roy. Inc. is ex-
pansion minded and hopes to get
it. to the television act which cur-
rently has the Motor City jumping,

Although in business about 30
years. Ross Roy has only been sp|

up as an ad agency a relatively

short lime. It p'aces perhaps $3.-

nnotidO a year in newsprint adver-
lisiiie deducting the customary
I.V , commission But the hulk of
its aclixity is centered on copy
p ep.uaiion tor automotive ami
oilier industrial brochures ami
iiiatrr’ia's used at point-of-sales.

I'odnder Roy xxas once a t'liiyv-

1 1 * i auto salesmen He branched
out as a specialist in comparative

“You Are There" op CBS T\
Sunday ?!*' undertook the diffi-

cult task of rcetealmg Lincoln
Gettysburg addle > on t fiat era*

Nox ember altornoou in Id. 13.

While the sh< »w larked drama. it

was extrcmelx xxHI (tone and held
fascination for anyone interested
in the Civil War period and Abra-
ham Liiu (dn.

political writer Wally Mitchell and
Twin City A.P. bureau head Jack
Mackay. On show caught, however.
St Paul Pioneer Press columnist
Roy J. Dunlap substituted for
Mackay. A Minneapolis and St.
Paul attorney represented the citi-
7i my. With the Harry Dexter
White case under discussion. State
Senator G. F. Childs, legislature
conservative Republican leader,
small-town newspaper publisher
and admirer and pal of U.S. Sen-
a'or Joe McCarthy, underwent the
third degree as he defended his
own legislative record. U.S. Attor-
n» x Humphrey's handling of the
White matter, and the McCarthy.
G al, manner of conducting the
fight against Communist infiltra-
tion into our government and into
oilier American life phases.

.Many of the undoubtedly inten-
tionally embarrassing questions,
designed to put Childs nn the spot,
were fired by Mitchell, an ag-
gressive, informed and skillful in-
terrogator whose cpieries indicated
hm own dislike of "McCnrthyism."
But under what amounted to a stiff
lT^^-examination. Childs remained
*ool and calm and he parried well.

Panelists did wring from Childs
pn opinion that the Republicans
ought have overplayed their hand
In the White mailer and that his

and unfortunately in other*-, mu in-

ter Leslie Slotc iim d 11 k* addles-
as a pivotal point to present the
nolitical climate ot the day as seen
throm'h the exes ol various per-
sonalities In *o dom:'. he pin
\ ide^ insight into the hoi l me km-
Iroxefsies ol Ihe day .hpl actual lx'

provided huh* iuloriuTt ion about
the a dd re *s which after a IF xxas

hi*- topic.

The.! e w as no » * I « renee to t he
manner in which d xxas coinposed
in a lonclv hotel room and on hits

of paper, m a Presidential railroad
coach There x* as only passing
mention of the reception accorded
the speech and the various mis
ouniations that re idled from it

There was no good indication ol

how the President himself |e|t

about the address which xxas to he
come an American heritage
There was. however, a iixealm

series of glimpses about a (uunli’
that expected much from 1 the

Presidential addre In New
York, sympathizer of Hie South
had rioted for th) ce dax 'I lie

Southern • armies • < re beginning
to feet t he pinch ol a la# k ol -UP
plies. The Southern 1 1 in"** area
drawn into the conflict cut the side

ol the sere- mm 1 \* c-i la "in

ning to he mihappv about t licit po
-it ion which sav them di aeiecih'.’

Radio Workshop of the Ford Foun-
dation directed by Robert Saudck—"Omnibus” on CBS and "Excur-
sion" on NBC.

'The awards were made at a din-

ner last night ;d Hotel Pierre,

mt ion for salesmen. Something
that definitely makes his Dehot
* Imp tniinur in t!rs lie ha about
30(1 eitrploxes and that si/e rtaff

xxoulil nrdiuarilv float an at" m y
doing $3(1.00(1 000 hillings

To auixe at an estimate ot Ross
Roy. Inc. relative to rtiaighl LV r

a-'eiK ics. the IK *0 (Hid. more or
li ss, collected pi l-c haxe to he
translated into < -i nines at 15' <

"

I ing t hat kind c>( aril h met u*

1 li lilt i ply ing by (I - l h<* lion r is

doing • u Hie- con pal able to

$14 OOt* 050

TV Unit Review
^ Continued (torn p.if;r 41

some of those actually rendered by

Dragon & Co. seemed vaguely
fanilTffnT at least they bore evi-

dence of circa lf).
r
)3 T.V. ‘Tillstrom

Version). If a man can’t steal bis

oxxn stuff, the Milton Ibufes would
have a field day exclusivity.

What gave tlu* performance the
sterling tag was (lie impact xxith

which the flesh illusion—
t
-lhe feel-

ing of "live” theatre— emerged as

vivid reality. It's a "new act” for

America's town halls or tents, xxith

this playout a N Y. debut that’s

hound to produce I S A. reaction.

The pretenders, xxith the J nelson

O'Neill 8 Judd division of Colum-
bia Artists Met at the helm, xvill

he playing. 'some elates along the

way One ol the D'r.-t ol llicse will

he in connection xxith the Arthur
Fiedler Boston Pops oreli's hooking
at the Chicago Civic Opera on Feb.

KOMO-TV Preos Preem

‘Inspiration Please’ Spots

Cuffo to Video Stations

“Inspiration Please,” a series of

one-minute spots dramatizing the

meaning of faith and prayer in

Ihe lives of saints, scientists and
statesmen during the past nine

centuries, is being released with-

out cost to TV on stations this

month by Father Patrick Peyton's

Family Rosary.

Time for soles

Wilmington, Delaware

Hundreds of local ond notionol odver*

fixers use WDEl-TV consistently ... proof

positive of its profit potentiol Write for

information.

Channel 12

NsS» York

CSicege

lei Angelet

ten trenciice
Sc'tJ *eprej*nfoNvt

28, with another -in SI Loo in the*

making. They could win a lot of

money, but equally as important
bring an nnu-ual type of all-age

entertainment Jo the country
sparked by a pro-built audience
stemming from the oi thir onmng
towers.

Details of the performance? No
appraiser presumably in his right

mind would chance* that. I lus is

one show that lias to be seen as a

living stage product to be believed

But the tipoff is a ballet— lust a

mere incident in a long program
but a tour jete-propeile <1 that r unlet

put those other entrechat troupes
out ol business in a hurry 7 ran.

European Specialist

hat EXTENSIVE CONNECTIONS
EUROPEAN SHOW BIZ FACILITIES

AND PERSONALITIES. Thoroughly

familiar with FILM - TV • LEGIT -

VAUDEVILLE-THEATRE AND MUSIC
PUBLISHERS, iicparianca on both

continents in CASTING AND OR-

GANIZING. U S. citizen now in

New York will accept position as

REPRESENTATIVE er TALENT SCOUT
with U.S. firm or agency.

Box V-185 Variety, 154 West 46th

St., New York 36.

Selling Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton

WLEV-TV
Bethlehem, Pa

/the \
'only single

iriedium

reaching the

\ entire
,

Eejtrn

> VO*
*

Bethlchtm

Repreienfed by

ROBERT MEEKER Associates
New York Chicago las Angeles Son Proncisce
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100,000 WATTS

MINNEAPOLIS

Wednesday, Derembfr 2, 1933

ECA’s economic progress.

Folsom sparked RCA’s television

merchandising by making the basic

patents and general production

technique available to the entire

TV trade. He did a standout job

when Sarnoff first brought him
east from Montgomery Ward and
Goldblatts in Chicago to become
veepee of the RCA Victor division

in Camden. Shortly thereafter Gen.
Sarrtbff upped himself to board
chairmanship and relinquished the

presidency of the parent Radio
Corp. of America to Folsom, after

having held both posts for some
time.

Continued from pace 44

promotion for KDKA, and his wife are back from a holiday in ilavjr
. . . Joe Deane, KQV deejay, and his wife celebrated their eighth we i

ding anni . . . New announcer at WCAE is Bill Steinback. He's u<»ik-
ing the night shift while continuing his studies atDuquesne L\, whe*-*
he worked for the campus FM station, WDUQ . . J Slim Bryant and U •

Wildcats have washed up their radio and TV commitments with it .

Duquesne Brewing Co. and Bryant’s now dickering with a couple of
prospective new sponsors . . . George Eisenauer, of WDTV staff, und.- -

went a nose operation at the Montefiore Hospital . . . Pittsburgh |><*J

Marc Daniels set to direct Robert E. Sherwood's first original TV drm .

on NBC Dec. 29 . . . Carl Beta, former WCAE announcer who was ui .

der contract to 20th-Fox for a year, has returned to Hollywood to •>! , v
>

Preston Foster’s son in “Waterfront,” new TV film series.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
KSTP flack Joe Cook says he’s getting a plaque for Gov. C. E. Ander-

son of Minnesota for being the most cooperative—toward press-agt*nt

,

of all public officials. At Cook’s request the governor posed in front
of a TV newsreel camera holding up two unpegged wiggly live lobster^
showdng them to a beautiful girl. Previously, for Cook* the governor
had held a golf session in the gubernatorial office, given Bob & Rav a
governors’ kit and he also had posed on different occasions with Bob
Hope and the NBC chimpanzee, J. Fred Muggs. Asked by the governor
“What’s next?”, Cook replied he’s going to have a matched set of angle
worms flown in from the Coast for a picture with the state’s top ex-
ecutive . . . Larry Haeg and Fred Heywood, WCCO radio general man-
ager and promotion head, respectively, named Hennepin county March
of Dimes campaign for Infantile Paralysis Foundation funds campaign
co-director and special events chairman . . . Women took over opera-
tion of radio station KASM, Albany, Minn., for third anniversary cele-
bration. male staffers taking day off and turning over their chores to
members of American Legion Auxiliary and Business Women’s Pro-
gressive Club.

. . . Naomi Kiordan set for Kraft’s

production of “The Christmas
Carol” on ABC-TV Dec. 24 ... .

Ideal Publishing’s Movies mag has
added a TV section.

New York
Peter Fernandez cast for “Valley

FOrge" on CUfvTV "You Arc

There" Sunday <G> and his wife

Marian Russell plays a lead same

day on net’s "The Web" . . . WNBT,
the Gotham TV flagship for NBC,

is the richest station in the world

—yet it doesn’t even own a mobile

unit for remote pickups. It has to

rent from the network . . . Jack
Farrrn joined Barry, Enright &
Friendly as producer. He formerly
produced the “Johnny Jupiter"
show for Martin Stone.

Kill Krendle, formerly sports
editor of tin* N Y. Enquirer, joined
ABC’ as a publicity writer . . .

C hris Gampbrl and Perry Fiske
into I tie cast of “Dry Run" on CBS’
“Studio One" Monday (7) .. .

DeWard Jones, WABC-TV pub-
licity-promotion director, named
publicity coordinator for the sta-
tion’s telethon for United Cerebral
Palsy Dec. 12 . . . DuMont topper
Ted llergmann to Dayton tomorrow
(Thors.) to address tlu* Ad Club
there.

The four gowns designed by
Gene Coffin for Lilli Palmer in
her costarring stint with husband
Rex llarrison on “U. S. Steel
Hour” (ABC-TV) next Tuesday <8>

were made at a reputed cost of
$5,000. One of them is a sheer
wool robe with a mink collar em-
broidered with bronze and gold
beads. Play is “Man in Posses-
sion" . . . John Henry Faulk exits
liis capsule "Light & Bright News”
on WCBS-TV* “Saturday Feature
Report” Dec. 12 and the spot will
he filled by Walter Cronkite with
a news summary from Washington.
Faulk’s a busy bee on the personal
appearance loops. Yesterday
(Tues.) the AM-TV’er addressed
the “Columbia Dames” of Colum-
bia U.’s Teachers College, then
flies to his native Texas to speak
to a group under sponsorship of
that oil magnatre^s, Mrs. O. P.
Davenport (with the Faulk family
included in the entourage).

Hollywood
New series, "The Greatest

Drama,” using newsreel footage,

launched on KHJ-TV . . . L. A.
Countv school teachers favor
KTLA’s “City At Night" and CBS’
“Omnibus” as best educational
shows, survey reveals . . . KLAC
deejay Dick Haynes grabbed role

as a d.j, in “Favorite Story" series
. . . Resumption of shooting on
"Mr. and Mrs. North" is set for
Dec. 8 at Goldwyn studios . . .

Dirk Powell has part of a jet pilot

in “The Test," shooting for ‘‘Four
Star Playhouse.” New show fea-

turing Charlie Dressen, former
Dodgers manager, and Will Gould,
is being prepped by Phil Weltman
of the William Morris agency . . .

Jack Bailey subs for Jack Smith
on CBS’ "Place the Face" for five
weeks while Smith is away on per-
sonals . . II. E. Edwards joined
Jack Rourke Productions as sales
promotion director . . . “The Al-
coholic Can Come Back” shifts
from KKCA-TV to KTTV . . .

Bossman Dirk Moore of KTTV
hack from a Gotham biz junket.

lassmm Continued from page 33

er Day.” thus giving P&G a major
chunk of the early afternoon Co-

lumbia time, where it currently

sponsors “Search For Tomorrow”
and “Guiding Light.” (Client also

has a major stake in the NBC-TV
4 to 5 programming via “Welcome
Travelers and “On Your Account.’’)

While the TV webs welcome the

additional P&G billings, a turn-

about by the soap sponsor (by far

biggest advertiser in daytime ra-

dio i in regards to its afternoon AM
soapers would be nothing short of

a calamity. In terms of both NBC
and CBS, it would represent a blow
from which it could hardly recover.

The Nielsen returns on daytime
radio perhaps shed some light on
the attitude of soap opera sponsors
toward the medium. In years past,

or to be more accurate in the EG
(Before Godfrey) era, the weepers
monopolized the Top 10 rating pic-

ture. Nobody else had a look-in.

The Oct. ’58 Nielsen tally, on the
other hand, shows only five of the
suds sagas making the Top 10

grade. The Godfrey morning seg-
ments on CBS take care of the
other five.

Chicago
Bev Younger back with Studs

Terkel and Chet Ruble as a regular
on “Warehouse TV” seen Saturday
nights on WBKB . . . Alex Dreier’s
“Man on the Go” lost its Tuesday
night slot on WNBQ . . . Toni
Gilman co-emeced 16-hour Cere-
bral Palsy Telethon Saturday <28>

at WFBM-TV. Indianapolis . . .

Lynwood King has taken over the
director’s chair on NBC-TV’s
"Hawkins Falls" . . . Art Mercier’s
“For Men’" five-minute squib via
WBBM-TV now bankrolled cross-
the-board by Whitehall Pharmacal
. . . Chi NBC-TV exec producer
Ben Park vacationing for two
weeks . . . Sears Roebuck renewed

Continued from page 32

San Francisco, interests in three

outlets in the state of Washington,
two in Hawaii, and one in Texas.
A show cause order was also is-

sued to McCaw.
The Commission deferred, pend-

ing an overall UHF study, propos-
als by NBC. ABC and DuMont to

permit networks and others to

own more than five stations, pro-
viding the additional outlets be
ultra high. Pointing to opposition
to these proposals filed by Sen.
Eg win C. Johnson (D-Colo.) and
several broadcasters, the agency
said it is now “actively engaged in

studying the position of the post-
fieeze TV station” and that it is

accordingly deferring considera-
tion of this phase of the monopoly
question.

Hennock Dissents

In a separate opinion, Comr.
Frieda Hennock objected vigorous-
ly to the provision which would
permit CBS to prosecute its TV
applications. “I strongly disap-
prove of this exception,” she said.
“It will result in permitting a TV
applicant who is also a TV li-

censee, while prosecuting the ap-
plication, to retain his existing in-
terests, even though, if his appli-
cation is granted, the resulting
multiple ownership situation
would be contrary to our rules
and would have to be adjusted
through divestment.”

Licensees, Miss Hennock added,
“have no vested right in their au-
thorizations. They are bound by
new rules which we adopt in the
public interest. Yet. here the Com-
mission intimates that applicants
may have such a right in their ap-
plications, because they ‘may have
gone to considerable expense and
otherwise relied on the policy pre-
vailing before 4his change/ This
is bad law and worse noliev."

new' limitations did not go far
enough in that they failed to cope
with the problem of geographical
concentration of station holdings.
Miss -Hennock would limit owner-
ship in TV to one station in any
slate or regioq considered an “in-
tegrated economic unit.” Although
such restriction would require di-

vestiture of some existing inter-
ests, she asserted, “the benefit
which would accrue to the public
would far exceed any private in-

convenience.”

Adoption of the new rules will

eliminate such proceedings as the
Paramount-DuMont control issue,

under which hearings were held to

determine whether Par’s owner-
ship of the B stock in DuMont
constitute

(ontinued from page 33

WNBQ newscast for another 12
weeks. Eloise Kummrr to continue
working the plugs . . . Contribu-
tion kitty for Chi’s educational
station on Channel 11 has now hit
$801,000 . . . On-Cor Food Prod-
ucts latched onto 15-minutes of
Art Hern’s morning “Pied Piper"
strip aimed at the pre-school set
via WBKB . . .Don Herbert, vaca-
tioning from his NBC-TV “Mr.
Wizard” show, will pa. at the S.
Kann & Sons stores in Arlington,
Va., and Washington, D. C. Satur-
day (5» to autograph copies of his
"Mr. Wizard Science Secrets"
book. Tome has just has its fourth
printing of 25,000 copies . . . An-
nual "Boys Club" telethon set for
Jan. 2 from NBC’s Studebaker
Theatre . . . Carlton Kadell. Bill
Griskey, Richard Clary and Jackie
Berkey added to NBC-TV’s "Haw-
kins Falls” cast.

October NBC-TV reversal.

The cumulative 10-month picture
for ’53 shows CBS TV leading by
about $400,000. Columbia billings
total: $77,367,723. NBC-TV figure
is $76,979,840.

CBS Commanding Radio Lead
In radio, however, the PIB pic-

ture for October is a reverse of
the CBS NBC Oct. TV story, with
Columbia going 61% ahead on its

$5,477,711 in billings against NBC’s
$3,395,554 and the p.c. figure rep-
resenting an all-time high for CBS
over its chief competitor. ABC’s
total for the month was $2,653,079
and Mutual hit $2,172,527. for a
four-web figure of $13,698,870.

In the recap for the 10 calendar
months CBS is in the not unexpect-
ed van by a wide margin, with $51,-
433.555 vs. NBC’s $38,047,598, but
the percentage of its leadership
over National—35:2—is consider-
ably smaller than the lush Octo-
ber superiority. Counting the ABC
$24,155,398 and Uie MBS $18,927,-
720. the overall billings amounted
to $132,5A64,180.
O tober, 1952, hillings were

ahead of this year’s 10th month due
to the big coin outlay in a Presiden-
tial year. But for the 10 months
this year, the CBS gain was about
t- n and the only other upbeater
was MBS with 12%. NBC was in
arrears by 3.5% and ABC by 12%.

sive TV rights to Andre Maurois’
bestselling biog of George Sand.
“Leila” . . CBS considering A1
Freedman as chief writer for its

new “Earn Your Vacation" TVer.
Freedman writes the AM version
. . . Mort Green and George Fos-
ter signed to write the Dec. 13
“Colgate Comedy Hour." which
will star Ferry Como, with Martha
Kaye and Ben Blue as guests . . .

Jerry Rosen of Mercury Artists
Joining the show biz group organiz-
ing the Dec. 12 Cerebral Palsy
telethon on WABC-TV. Jane
Pickens will appear, marking her
seventh CP telethyn stint this*year
. . . Joe Silver, straightman on the
Red Buttons show, had its pact
extended for another 13 weeks . . .

Connie Gordon’s oil painting show,
“You (’an Paint Originals." re-
turns to WPIX next Sunday (6>.

under TV* Art Activities sponsor-
ship.

Thesp Ed Peck got three emer-
gency calls to till in vacated roles
over a seven-day period last week
on WOK-TY’s “Broadway TV The-
atre." on DuMont's “Rocky King"
and then again on Du M's “Colonel
Flack” . . Carol Mills, star of
\\ XTV’s Harmony Ranch" show,
rut two sides lor Rita Records . . .

Eugenia Rawls to star on NBC’s
“Campbell Soundstage” Dec. 27

control. The action
also removes any possibility that

the Commission may reverse itself

on its ruling that Par and DuMont
together may not own more than
five TV stations. They now have
four.

Cerebral Palsy Telethon

Set for WABC-TV Dec. 12
United Cerebral Palsy’s third an-

nual telethon in New York will he
a 21-hour affair on WABC-TV start-

ing Saturday night. Dec. 12. Affair
is being headed by Leonard
Goldenson, president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
which owns the station, and presi-

dent of UCP.
Last year’s UCP telethon on the

station ran 18 hours and reached
$553,527 in pledges. Surprise was
that collection amounted to 116%
of the pledges, a total of $642,824.

Falsom’s Dinner

Fort Worth—Bob Grammar has
been named operation supervisor
and Phil Wygant production super-

to increase sales

profitably, . , economically reach

/9 Channel 8-land

Miss Hennock also thought the visor on WBAP-TV here

Manchester. N. H.—Wallace A
walker has been named to suceeec

as general managei
of W MLR here, it has been an
nounced by former Gov. Franeb
I . Murphy, president and treasure!
of the Radio Voice of New Hamp
shire, Inc., which operates the out

LEBANON

Would you like ut to toll you that TV
is a wido-opon field - opon to new
writers at well at to the professional?

. . that you can receive at much at
$750.00 for 'i hour script; proportion-
ately more for an hour ihow? . . .

that we can tell your material if it

it distinctive?

Wall, WE CAN I

The fact it that 60% of our TV tales
hot been for bepinnertl
Con we be of help to you? Write

or phone!

DANIEL S. MEAD
LITERARY AGENCY

414 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
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Represented by
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pass the PTA lest, but as enter-
tainment it barely makes the grade.
Life has its heavies, so it seems
only natural to expect that a tele-
pic purporting to illustrate a slab
of life should have some, too.

Wanda Hendrix is the little girl
in the big city tN.Y.) who tries to
take her life, because she’s out of
a job for two weeks. (This gal
doesn’t have much patience*. Wil-
liam Campbell, escaping from the
cops, makes a timely entrance into
her room and rescues her. When
she hears he swiped a hunk of
jewelry, she nobly returns it to the
cops, to save him from a career of
crime. And when the gendarmes
put the guy in jail, she goes to the
wealthy dame from whom it was
stolen and gives her a sobby pitch
to save her man. This the dame
does, telling the police it was just
-ome paste that he* took, anyway.
Twinkling, sire assures the youth
he’ll probably get oil on probation

Stef performances are given bv
Wanda Hendrix and Campbell in
the leads, and Esther Dale and
Walter Sande in lesser roles. Hoy
Kellino's direction is too leisurely,
although this may have been due
to the script by John R Roberts
and Josephine Conway. I)uku.

er budgets and additional shooting
time. If Telemeter proves work-
able. this means that the pictures
we make would be seen at home
by millions of people. Certainly
with the home market assured,
Hollywood could then raise budg-
ets and make pictures for as much
as $8.000.000."

Continued from pace 30

because of principle, and later

s orifices principle for political

expediency, only to be rebuffed by

the people. Scripter Nash's delinea-

tion of the focal character is not

t, o well drawn, and consequently

it does not hold interest, is spotty

instead.

Kay Collins’ portrayal of Web-
ster is, of necessity, uneven since

tin material given him is not too

t , nvincing. nor is the direction

i .,i ticularly good. Ann Doran. John
Hamilton, Carl Benton Reid and
I .iul Harvey are okay in support.

Daku.

Bermuda TV Fix
foil! i Hill'd from page 31 J

The film. NBC said, will be
flipped from Bermuda "via the
courier plane to be provided by
tin White House for use by all net-
work*- " In addition, the web will
slop (outage to N V. direct via
coiiinu rcial aircraft, similar to the
( BS setup. What it all amounted
to was that CBS managed to be
first with the announcement on its

Big Three coverage, giving the un-
intended impression, as a result,

that it would be at) all-CBS affair

as far as the I *-f> 1 is concerned.
'Columbia’s official release on the
subject dated List Wednesday '2.

r
>*

did not mention the White House
plane >

CftS Radio's --pot coverage will

be by Howard K Smith tin from
London!. David Sehoenhrun < Par-
is*. Eric Sevareid and Cleorgc Her-
man * Washington) and Edward 1*

Morgan *N.Y.>.

DOUBLE BET
• Ford Theatre)

Hollywood.
Filmed by Screen Clems lor Foul Deal-

r ,v (J. Walter Thompson). Producer,
iivmn Starr; direr tor. Frederick Str-

, o. in; teleplay. Karen Dr-Wolf based on
f
t,

( y by Dorian anrl Miriam Weiler;,cam-
era. Charles Lawton; film editor, Kichaid
t ..ml.

Cast: Laraine Day, Richard Kr;.tn.

Marsha Hunt. Kay Montgomery. Vickie
Churchill. Cathy Bradley. Kevin Corcoran,
|i, ur n McCann. Christopher van Scovk.
Jonathan van Scoyk. NBC-TV. Running
tune. 30 MINS.

(A LETTER TO SANTA)

Levoy Breakdown
Continued from pare .10

different priors. An overwhelming
vote was given to the belief that

Hollywood's part in video will ex-

pand rapidly, with consensus be-

ing that the best creative sources

are the networks, followed closely

by indie packagers.

Levoy started his samplings in

1 j»4H and they’ve been conducted
j

as a nonprofit survey. On the con-

tention that there’s no "boxoffice"
j

fn TV lit' gleans opinions from the
j

i,wi..ct.y i i self—

a

d managers for

sponsors, execs ot ad agencies, and
|

station program directors. Thus it
|

does not draw upon the consumer 1

audience itself, but from the buy-

ing echelons. Included in the
j

poll, however, wen* TV editors "in

order to approximate a public re-

action tor comparative purposes.”

Poll returns originally accented

live programming by a wide mar-
|

gin. but with a "perceptible’ trend :

iron) the start toward vidpix. Sub- i

stantial opinion indicated that the !

situation comedy is bring over-

worked to TV’s detriment.

exposure

: rent, ruled from pare 31

j

series, or the Liberate series in

|

the syndicated field.

But with such names as Ed

J

Gardner and Ella Raines 'set for

|

syndication by Motion Pictures for

I
Television in "Duffy's Tavern" ami

"Janet Dean. R.N.") and Ida Lu-

pino 'in "Holiday TV" series which

j

Collier Young is producing tor Co-

met Films* moving exclusively into

jthe syndication field, the question

is bound to crop up again and
again. What may develop, some
syndicators believe, is a situation

parallel to that of a few years

back, when the major film studios

nixed tele appearances by its eon-

tractees. on the grounds that they

were helping to aid a competitive

medium. Likewise, the syndicators

feel strongly that they’re in com-

petition with the networks, and
- they may impose similar bans on

their stars.

FRESH START
(Sehlitz Playhouse of Stars)

Hollywood.
Filmed by Meridian Pivtui*-* for Schlit/.

J M tluter, MuikImh Pic tures; riirecjtor,
lu \ Kt-llino; tele-play, John H. Roberts
end Josephine Conway; camera. Russ Hai

supervising editor, Georne Amy; film
• •liter. Joseph Gluck: sound, Fred Lau;
mt director, Seryre Kri/man.

Cast Wanda Hendrix, William Camp
I'll. Esther Dale. Walter Sande. Robert
l.iillin. Shirley N. O'Hara. John I.arrh

.

Inn Graham. Juanita Mooie. CBS TV.
luinniny time, 30 MINS.

A saccharine story which has its

fimch telegraphed early in the
footage. “Fresh Start" is mildly
diverting stuff with weak founda-
tions. Everybody in the vidpic is
a very nice character, even the
lliief. A story peopled entirely with
sugar-and-spiee specimens may

Hollywood. Dec. 1.

It was a week of $1,000,000 suits

going out the window. Phil Rapp
railed off his against NBC and

Peter Potter let CBS off the legal

hook.

Kach had sued for a million

clams. Rapp took a short payoff

and Potter called it square when
KNXT-CBS removed the exclusiv-

ity so liis ABC TV show could

come into town.
#

Rapp had charged that NIK'

s

summer TV Yr, "Saturday Night

Revue." damaged t tie sales poten-

tial of "The Hu kri sons" by allow-

ing Eddie Koy Jr. to "imitate and
burlesque" his characters. Accom-
panying the payoff was the net’s

agreement not to do any more take-

offs on "The Bix." Potter sued

when the CBS station, over which

he telecasts, put on another show
of similar design to his called

“Platter Panel." It continues and
Potter is now seen or heard on

three stations in L. A.

Recorded byspecimens

BARBARA KAREN
and

DICKIE DE BELLA
He doesn't see Uie possibility of

the major studios Taking over tele-

pix under present circumstances.

“Too many stars want to own
something if they go into tele-

vision. If the majors do decide to

produce telefilms they'll have t<>

develop twin stars. Personally. 1

don't think the majors are mentally

geared for it."

Emphasizing budgetary restric-

tions in TV films. Powell said.

“Advertisers tell us they've spent

all they can on budgets, so we are

limited as to quality.
.
The net-

works gave us a good rooking

when they told how much they

were losing last year and conse-

quently raised their rates on time.

Now time costs so much that the

sponsor must divert more of his

budgetary allocation to time and

less to production. But the net-

works are making big money.

Barring entry of subscription

TV. Powell feels that video ha*

reached its peak. Telemeter, he

said, offer* a vast potential. ' Holly-

JOHNNY GUARNIERI

ORCHESTRA1111 Second Avenue
Bet. 58th and S9th Sts.

New York

Special Material By

MILT FRANCIS

OpporTune
RECORDS

440 EAST 23rd STREET

Ntw York, N. Y.

NEW ROCHELLE Wykoqyl Section
A GEM

If ycu love beauty, you'll love
THIS NEW RANCH TYPE HOME
on V? i(. pit. with gorgeous trees.

Distinctive plan assures quiet
in bedrooms separated from

entertaining area. All large rms.
li». Rn*. with flrepl l|«. Dtn. R<".
larg* Kitchen with fining area.; 3 »«-

Smuts btrirmt: 2 lull bth< : 3 ctal plstlrr

wall*. Eapantian attic for 2 igarcaua
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Chicago just witnessed the finest and largest

Air Fair in its history . Your exclusive pro-

motion of this event certainly was effective

with over 250,000 people attending during

the two days. The Fiftieth Anniversary of

Powered Flight was well commemorated .

ronald E. cramer, President , Chicago Junior

Association of Commerce and Industry

SHOWMANSHIP by request
*

""" '

At the suggestion of

Gen. James H. Doolittle, a two-day

Air Fair was held at O’Hare International

Airport October 17-18 . . . commemorating

the Fiftieth Anniversary of Powered Flight.

Chicago’s Showmanship Stations were asked

to create civic interest in this event . . .

exclusively .
—

In one week, the story of powered flight’s

Golden Jubilee was unfolded on half-a-

hundred WBBM and WBBM -TV programs

—featured on a score of others—still further

publicized via hundreds of interest-creating

messages.

As stated above, the resulting two-day

attendance exceeded a quarter-million

visitors . . . five times the number attending

a former Air Fair presented two years

previously.
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NBC's Tabloid
WNBC-WNBT, the NBC keys

in New York, moved into the

province of the six struck

Gotham dailies Monday <30*

by distributing some 250.0 0

t <bloid-sh;iped one-sheet flyers

to commuters bearing the

l itest headlines. It wasstric.iy

a teaser, though. The he;u’-

lin* s were subtitled. "Details

on WNBC and WNBT.”
Flyer, a two-color (black f:

red' job. gave three nr s

headlines (one about Harry S.

Truman, a second on Christ

-

n>i s parking rules and the

third on the s rike», and g.n*
li>lin 4 s of all radio and t le

n vvs shows. Sheets were dis-

tributed in railroad and hi *

Stations be NBC' pages and
guides, while some newsstands
ottered to terry them.

CBS O&O’s
Continued front pair 35

Washington. Dec. 1

Basis of the entire*, hfissle over
spies in Gpvernment will get
thorough rehashing on Sundav

\

•«* "Meet the Press" on NBC-TV
and radio, when Elizabeth Bent-
ley, onetime Communist Conner

testimony helped tip the
in Government, will

appear as guest,

Ids her first public appearance
in some time, also the first time
she’ll he speak ng for the record
in public on the current Harrv

Continued Irom |>aee I^
personnel

!
with tin* Sunday Enquirer, which

ejanment started daily publication tor tin*

ml report duration of the strike,

ng guides. WCBS-TV. on the other hand,
k market

( |j ( | |j,|p» excess business lor two

reason— ids near-satm at *d sched-

ule and i's re u^.tl to so ic t husi-

nv, . St -a on did up i.s n. v s con-

iderahiy over the we’kend and
•

• t tlm daily 7-8 am. period for a

*|H*ei.'il n« v s show* with Charles
( ’olliir'womi's reading of tii * convc
strip., one of tin* chief al.r.ci'ons,

( )n f. <* other hand. WCBS (AM*

only pulled in about $5,000 nv.r the

1 nm s. -week'nd from Bloom n'ldde's.

when v hich bought a heavy station break

>!:.•<!. from five film coin o. tii *

which took a station bi/«v! : f"d
on- -minute spot sked and frouvfiic

j-Nev. -
. which presented sMiCoii

iurak capsule bulletins. Siumn
h. . ;.dd.d st vend daily no . on i

[i Us . with • mpiinsis on services not or-

do d manly carried on rattio-'l \ -

I
lock market. business and anuisr-

m**nt I .‘m ures.

• \V \BC expanded to two and a

- hall hours of news coverage dailv,

' with two 15-minute and two liw-

in niiV shows beyond its i ••ii' r

eh ‘dole. WABC-TV set a so *< rd
»e tl *al v it h the Daily Minor, nut-

ntial fmg on Mirror features and l*'i\’-

nd ing Bill Steinke read the conirc; to

the I. ids tn his noon-1 pm. show.

I'Ver, VVIMX. v, as station also aired a special Chiisi-

n s mas shopping service nightly. Both
writ- \|*,(' outlets reported iiuovised

In/ WMGM. radio indie, lipped

k. its news considerably and repoi'ieh

r.W, indie radio >! i-
, t huge influx of dt pat linen. ‘‘ore

airs news programs advertising,

WARD ‘Insert’

\V.\BD. the DuMont key. ii.wrt-

t (I a .mir-ininute newscast jn e.g li

ti lec.i't ing hour, and also Ji,r4 it*

women's programming** supiu \ is »r.

Dunean M icDonahir shoo ilu*

major s'nros enabling tie* stat mi

to air pi' ices on its "Pood lor

Thought " Station also ottered its

in Inal. ins to all dailies to aw n

or feature shows prenaroM nv ' « • ;r

stalls Dailies, with most n! their

editorial si ids out. couldn’t take

advantage to the oiler to any ex-

tent

Mac lie tS. Co . X. Y. stockbrokers,

put three financial report- daily

on Wplt. paving lor the shows hut

not inserting commercial'. WOH
was sU i<j out Monday, with heavy
Iiiivs irotM Mary's and Blooming-
daites Station stepped U|> news
and shopping services. On the

ioi»i«n language end, WWIII, dou-
bled its news and integrated news
bulletins in 1(i languages.

One result of the strike and the

hop of retail advertisers to broad-
casting, some tradevters feel, may
he to bring the print-only holdouts
info the radio-TV fold on a pernin-
ne*t basis Department stores have
been reluctant to move into radio-

TV and have done so on a limited
basis. But broadcasters feel that

it they've put across the sponsor's
message with any degree of im-
pact. the retailers may move into

the field to stay.

If a Nona n. ass! ,tant program man-

ager. and Stowe Phelps, prod licer-

I director who figures himself a mid-

dlebrow but actually is just as hep

on pop and longhair.

The WCBS stan/a was inhered in whose

list April 13 and the other live »°lv of Reds

played "follow the loader" within

! a month. R & it meantime em-
ployed the gen to go through an
other series of d'*ejay showcasin'’*,

o ily this time it was a fivefold
1

chore. The same ty pe of contract

applies to all $ix outlets.

"M«. sic Til Daw n" circuit, wilh

the respective di-k-ahd-plug jocks

a*»d program directors, line up like

MhC: WEE1. Boston ! Jack Luring

and Gro King; V.'MBM. C’hica o.

Jay Andres and A I Bland; WTOJ*.
Washington '45'/ CBS-owncd >.

Roger Elect and Patti SK^w right;

KNX. Los Angeles. Mel B ldwin

and Boh Sutton; and KCBS. San
Figinciseo. Dave Mac Elhattan and
Pede Worth.

Since there are regional tastes to

lie considered, especially on the
Pons, each station sets up its own

j

library but X. V. headquarters
he) ns the deal along by dispatching

a weekly suggestion sheet. (Inci-

dentally, the Gotham spreads spill

over into 7:30 a. in. Sunday from

i

its midnight Saturday teeofT. » The
two-hour period to 2 a. hk is more
middlebrow-longhair t*han the other
three and a half hours, theory here
being that the gen-u-winc night-

owls on the graveyard heat are
more attuned to the lighter songs.

Bid all through the night there’s a

daisy chain of long and near-long
music. In New York. Stowe Phelps
lias that "integrity’" yen when it

conies to the repertoire. He says
t ie*ro’s a bigger audience for clas-

sic, operetta and light opera music
than many programmers may be
aware of.

...• / I

#
V

On the commercial side, the first

couple of hours are straight sell-

icrvices, sending in*'

around to food and
stores to price good'

them on the air. Shoj

amusement guid< s, .*

i < port >. comic s rips a

rial |e at ui( s were the

days. Several stations tied in w.th

various of the dailies for’ rci fain

features. Others offered free time

to Local I of the photoengrax rrs

muon and to the publishers group

to air their grievances.

V. <)XK Dilemma

( ii all tin* Gotham stations

\VO.\lL owned by the N. V

fcullerv I a little confusion.

ch lice \ o i k e * s at tin* stat '.on . in*
.

pi*

li.Ts oi the Newspaper Guild which

la .pci ted p ck< t lines, v. I’ls^i tucyT-

t.hii to Whether (o r-epoeTTdor

wot k ii v. , s finally decided by tin*

Guild i i their contract was wilh

tin* striiioii. not with Hu
papei .i till ( onscqueiit i.

show .-tl lo, work. WQXH didh I

tlialciiali increase its cove age,

hec-. u e i * hourly news stiovvs are

ordinarily prepared by the broad-

cast dr ’. o tin* Times, com, .rising

Guild i po aois and rewrite up n

who i an (I lo ciae s pick *t lines.

SixtioM renorted a limit'd inuvi

in r 1. il husin -ss, hut suhsla

1 \ nuo I rein fdin companies a

chains and from legit producers.

Daiiv Yew
al>o miafferl; d < xcept for h v

cov i*r,•»••;(*. v.ilii the s alion i

iug v. ne s. rv ices instead m u-in

f
v v. i illc n by its broadcast (h's

l‘W IS!', W
I, V. hicdl

par. d by the News in an «x-

^ » o.it) '.<* (h al. resorted to the W ile

fce.rv ice*' "'ieitluT station i'r*porte(l

lunch additional revenue. WNEW
h 'cans ol i s lew a v. ilahi.lil.ies

ami \V IM \ Inc. use it didn’t solicit

too mu' h,

W MU -HMl I Splash

Biggest splash was made le

\V\H(/-WNiiT, the NBC !;»*;.,s

c'fnried p*> ads. and publication was
haded after that date.

' early till bigger theatres hou 'ht

• pet announcements, mainiv on
radio. Loevv’s backed its hill' at

the Capitol and State via its own
si at ion i WMGM • and also took

time cut a few other outlets. Radio
City Music Hall bought elaborate

coverage on both radio and tele

since bringing in its annual
Christmas stageshow and Xmas
pic. ’"Easy to Love." tomorrow
iTIuii s. 1

. The Hall’s svv itclihdard

was jammed with calls a king
v hen the new bill was opening,
about reservations, etc. Inciden-

tal!.''. advance reserved-seat sale

lor the Clr istmas show' is the larg-

est in the Hall's history.

Actually, only houses like the

Par-amount and the Hall, which are

opening n "\ lulls this week, were
very worried about lack of news-
paper adveitising and publicity

-ince it is normally the worst pe-

riod of the year for film homes.
Par launches "Hondo" next Satur-

day <fr. Attitude of some theatre
managers having extended-run pix

v as that the absence of newspiper
a<is would mean little unless the

newspaper shutdown is prolonged
-ince no amount of hal'v or ads

5G-Mar!>et Ride For

Schwimmer ‘Movie Quiz’

Chicago. Dec. 1.

"Movie Quick Quiz," Walt
S< hw ininier’s combination live and
film package, is now riding on
ome 50 stations, with 23 outlets
added to the sales roster the past
several weeks.
The quarter-hour strip giveaway

show, built around filmed vig-
nettes. is now being peddled by
Sehwinimei’s own sales force after
formerly being syndicated through
United TV Programs.

Cunt: it tied h'nm p.iip* 31

Si i unis went all uti irnlv as soon as the local TYer begins
operations next year.

Pure Oil bought Detroit. It.

Way ne, Toledo, Indianapolis. Saei-
naw and Kalamazoo in the midwest
and Miami. Jacksonville and Rich-
mond in t he south. Both deals
were for 2d weeks. Burnett agency
is now placing the pix on stations
in those markets. ABC Film, inci-
dentally. i.s currently dickering rc-
gionals on ils "The Playhouse”
Schliiz reruns, which it's kept out
ol local sale for the time being.

.shine $10,000 to $15.00') worth ot

exit a business over the weekend,
making on-the-air pitches for

newspaper advertisers to conn* into

the broadcast fold during the

strike and even printing on Mon
day '”()' 250,000 handout* vviih

headline* aqd distributing tin in at

commuters stations. On T\ station

sold K so nine fivc-minutc and one
10-minute special newscasts over
Monday and yesterday 'Tins 1 It

sold tunc to Mat y .1 , Peck A Peck,
ai <1 Xdinii. t ion Cigars v in six tel-

c\ is n n and nine radio newscasts
o\ti the weekend. It made a Hem

City 'station's stanza, etc. L After
tint, the deejays plug the institu-

tional aspect for American Air-
lines. On programs heard over
WCBS a few days ago. even the
’’selling" continuity was quiet, un-
hurried and unobtrusive. There's
a five-minute newscast every hour
on the hour and a weather report
during the last half hour.

Levoy ’53 Poll
(untmtird f.om p.itit* ao

"distate" for the process a* far as

i

v iew ing is concerned.
On Hollywood's role in TV, 51'/

|

believed this would expand. 37'/

that it would develop slowly, 9'/

that it would remain as at present,

and 3'. that it would decline. A
large number pushed for an in-

n eased number ot the ielcpix in

the dramatic class. A substantial
number of those surveyed, espe-
cially sponsors and stations, sug-
gested reduet ion in costs or main-
taining tin* status quo on coin.

Levoy declares m his analysis
th.ft "On the method of dramatic
programming, the ’anthology’ type
of program with a dilTerent story
and dilTerent casts each week, i.s

lavored equally as much as in prior
years. This is once more the mo-
tion picture pattern." He also
makes note that the preferences
ol TV editors on live vs. film must
he considered in light of the fact

that many of them are former ra-

dio editors, "and, as such. -film be-
comes nothing more than a ‘record-
ing.’ always in disrepute in fh.it

medium. Furthermore, they' have
the same feeling toward Hollywood
that lias been generally felt by the
dramatic critics of the legitimate
theatre: and this was evidenced
when a number of them, determin-
ing that Hollywood's foie will ex-
pand. added such as comments as

'regrettably'."

Levoy adds on the telefilm find-
ings that sponsors, agencies and
stations are more concerned with
production problems, costs, unions,
time slots, etc., "all of which must
motivate their thinking. Independ-
ent stations mnv seek filmed drama
because of a greater revenue
through local sales; and for the
same reason, the owned and op-
erated stations ot the network*
may oppose such programs because
ot tin* 'desire of the networks, to
maintain control over the affili-
ate*

"

Sponsors m.iy prefer film be*
cause ot multiple usage, Levoy as-

,

sorts, or more finished production,

j

or simply "to enable them lo use
it at di lierent time periods." Ad

I
agencies may like variety shows,
on the other hand’ because it per-
mits them to control production or
to keep the sponsor's name con-
tinuously mi tin* backdrop before

i thi? cameras.*

( out imit>d from page 31

Gordon. Elliot Gruskin, Klwond
•Mill* Hoffman. .Johanna Johnston.
Lawrence Marks ami Marianna
Norris, serving as alternates. Three
officers, incidentally, serve one-
year terms, as does Slander.

*

Tunick. in a public statement,
asked writers to look to the exec
committee as "the only people
equipped and qualified to work
out a realistic contract" in which
writers’ rights would he protected.
They are working writers, lie said,
who know the conditions prevalent
in the industry today and who can
he* si i cali/e the issues involved in
handling contract negotiations.

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Effect on Pix Biz.

With Broadway first-run tluatres
having no newspaper advertising
in the Manhattan dailies after last

Sunday i29\ most house* took to

the airwaves and TV to holster in-

terest in current hills. Strike of

engravers at all N. Y. daily papers,
excepting f tn* Herald Tribune
which has iis engraving done out-

side t!u* plant', forced a cessation
ot publication because other union
members .would not cross picket

line'' Mondav’s Herald Tribune

Mgt.: William Morris Agency

USE the VersatileTWA Names Wedlock
Hollywood. Dec. I.

New western regional president
of Television Writers of America
is Hugh Wedlock, elected along
with Ben Starr as veepee and Sol
Stein as secretary-treasurer.

Nat Monaster. Dick Powell. Joel
Murcott. Bob Schiller and Boh
Wei sco ft were elected to tlu* board
of directors for two years, and
Bill I reedman. Phil Sharp. Stan-
ley Shapiro. Leonard St. Glair.
Ed S' in moils, Dorothy Deere and
Norman Lear for one year.

Latest Coral Release

THE NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS SONG

Direefion: MCA
The Girl With The Lift —

in her voice
• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN'S VOICES
• COMEOY CHARACTERS
• DOUBLES fag* 2-60)

• COMMERCIALS
Conla/'l : RADIO REGISTRY. MU B 66)9

...»»/ iHfi/rt il\ re-sty led and VJr^ t’U itiHiily devot ed vv ith ^
extravagant simfilu ity.

I lancing. /. ntcr ttnuinrnt, lelevivitm t «t
"

. . . and a \uf> erhifu'r cuisine
( iiiniJthrJ \ nif r u 411 pt.m . '/ Jr > 0 * 1/

Your Most*. I he I umilv Jin ubs

cov*tfffir

A>» CONOmONCD

*1 00 MONTH Establish YOUR perma-
nent address here In Los Angeles. We
forward ell melt for our many custom-
er* personally end efficiently.

ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
1344 S. Grand Ave.

Los Angeles IS, California

Blotkfronf Ocean Privacy

OPTICAL EFFECTS For
KLING STUDIOS, Chicago

fry

RAY MERCER & CO.
4241 Normal Ave., H'wood 29, Cal.

Send far free Optical Effects Chart

40*-4pif&
for Reservations. Please.. Walter Jacobs

V A. Oilin' : TU 1-3193

SKY HIGH IjL* Tcirleton Club. Pike New Homnvhir#Summertime
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
• *_____ By MIKE CROSS

;

a clean, colorful reading of the
exotic masterpiece that isn’t over-
schmaltzed.

Glinka: Ruaalan ft Ludmilla and
Berlioz: Trojans at Carthase
(M-G-M; $4.85>. Vigorous yet
poetic readings by London and
Paris orchs of suites from two
charming operas, with overtures
dances and marches appealing
highly to the ear.

Other disks of Interest— Good

Chausson: Poeme and Conus:

Concerto In E Minor (RCA Victor;

$4.45 >. Two darkly romantic tone-
poems played lyrically, expres-
sively and sumptuously by Jascha
Heifetz, assisted by the RCA Vic-
tor Symphony under Izler Solo-
mon. Fine disk.

Beethovsn: Moonlight 8c Pathe-
tique Sonatas (Angel; $4.95>. The
two sonata favorites pfhyed with
dynamic virility and alternate
poetic charm by pianist Walter
Gieseking. There’s speed to burn
in the Moonlight finale. A choice
issue by a new recording setup.

Wagner: Flying Dutchman
(Decca, 3 LP; $17.85). Stirring,
highly competent presentation of
the complete opera, with able Ger-
man soloists and the RIAS symph
and chorus, under Ferenc Fricsay.
Baritone Josef Metternich as the
Dutchman is outstanding. Sock
album.

Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade
• Westminister; $5.95>. Vienna State
Opera orch under Argeo Quadri in

The Three Suns: ‘ The Creep”

—

“Just One More Chance” « Victor).

England's latest terp craze, “The
Creep/’ has a strong chance to

pick up plenty of U S. devotees
via The Three Suns’ sock rendi-
tion Tune is a bouncy two-step
heat that appeals to the ear. Com-
bo has a line workover of the oldie,

“Just One More Chance," on the
bottom deck..

I,es Paul-Marv Ford: “Jungle
Belts” - ‘While Christmas” (Capi-
tol*. Coupling ot an oldie ("White
Christmas") aid a new ie •’Jungle
Hells") gives l.es Paul Mary
Ford a crackerjack Yule entry.
'‘Hells” is a novel tale of Xmas
in the jung'c surrounded by a

breezy melodic line. It should eat

lip lots of spinning time Duo de-
livers Irving Berlin’s “Christmas"
ill a warmly elleeiive manner

Hill Darnel: "The (lame ot Love”
-
—
"Let Me Love You" 'Deoeut.

Hill Darnel has a sock followup to

his “Tonight Love” sliee with
“(lame of Love." It's an exciting
number iu which melody and lyric

come alive v.a Darnel’s top vocal-
ling. Could take off on all levels.

Klip is a pleasant biillail that rales
occasional spins.

Frankie Laine;, “Granada"— "I'd

Clive My Life” •Columbia'. Al-

port. The tune gets lost in all Iho
trimmings. Murphy, orch and
chorus tone down a bit on "Believe
Me" but the song, a potpourri re-
ligiose, has slim chances.

Jerry Vale: "And This Is My
Beloved"—"Two Purple Shadows”
(Columbia). Jerry Vale again shows
up as a boy to watch in the wax
sweeps. His standout vocalling
gets strong, albeit not hit bracket,
showcasing on this Coupling. "Be-
loved," another entry from the up-
coming Broadway legituner. "Kis-
met." is melodic and romantic.
"Shadows" is an average Tin Pan
Alley concoction.

Stan Freberg: “Christmas Drag-
net" (Capitol'. Stan Freberg will
probably piek up a good share of

the seasonal spins with his Yule-
tide tale a la “Dragnet." Imt lie’s

stretching a gag too far. The dia-
log lacks the punch of his previous
“Dragnet" parodies <"St. (ieorge
and the Dragonet" and "Little Blue
Riding Hood") and displays little

comic inventiveness. This time
"Friday” is after a man who
doesn’t believe in Santa Chius. It

lakes both sides of the etching
before the “animal’’ sees the error
of his ways.

Richie Andrusco-Kicky Brewer-
Fddy Malison: "Lit He Fugitive”

LAWRENCEWELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
118th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica. Calif.

livehi'dv Hr fur (’oral Records
MituTii »i;

Backed by
ltK.U TIl' t'L OHIO

. . . Eugenie Baird's “Somebody’s

Lonesome" rates spins . . . The
Normanairrs’ "My Greatest Sin"

on the sente label will win deejay

attention . . . Pee Wee Hunt has a

clicko potential in "Mama's Gone
(goodbye" 'Capitol* . . . Nellie

Lutehrr lias a strong slice of “Bill

Bailey's Blues" (Epic) . . . Mary
Mayo makes an impressive debut

on the indie Benida label with

"Star of My Dreams" and “Again

and Again" . . . Fred Lowery has

an okay seasonal coupling of “Bells

of St. Mary's" and "Silent Night”

Lowery ' . . . Jane Douglas gets

off to a good start with "Have A
I lean” on the Opportune label.

The top 30 songs of week ( more in case of ties), bastd on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Cray Peatman

,

Director, alphabetically listed.

Survey Week ot November 30-26

(Listed Alphabetically)

Porgie
Advanced
Witmark
Robbins
Peer
Robbins
Tannen
Chappell
Plymouth
Republic
Alamo
Williamson
Chappell

THE CREEP
Just One .Mom Chance

JI NGLE BELLS
. ... While Christinas

. . TIIF. GAME OF LOVE
. L*’t Me Lore You

TIIE THREE SI NS
< Victor i

ITS PALL-MAR Y FORD
i Capitol >

BILL DARNF.I
i Decca * ........

Changing Partners
Don’t Forget to Write
Don’t Take Your Love From Me .

Ebb Tide
Granada
Heart of My Heart
Hey Joe
I Love Paris— * "Can-Can”
I See the Moon
In the Mission of St. Augustine..
Istanbul
Keep It Gay—""Me and Juliet"
Love Walked In .

Many Times
No Other Love—*"Me and Juliet”
Oil-
Oh. My Papa
Pa-Paya Mama
Rags to Riches
Ricochet
Secret Love— Calamity Jane" .

South of the Border
Stranger in Paradise— *’ Kismet"
That’s Amore
Think
Under Paris Skies
Vaya Con Dios
When My Dreamboat Comes Home
You Alone
You, You, You . .77/7. . ! .7/:'. ,TT'

though Frankie Laine is a late

starter in the “Cr.itrrda” com-
pel isii, he should overcome the

field. Thai Laine drive is hard to

beat. It’s surefire jock and juke
fodder "Life" is a rout ire entry

that benefits from Laine’s povver-

packcd pines. Paul Weston sup-
plies an A-oee assist

Itrucie We.il: ’’Bimbo"—‘jJNippa

Piccolino" i Victor'. SvTili, pne of

the catchiest numbers '"Bimbo") to

conn* along in some time. iropoet
I’.rucie Weil should mop up on his

Vidor preem. It’s a zingy item
that'll appeal to the ,juves as well
as the adlibs. Juve likes on an
Italian Mivoied tune. "Poppa Pic-
coiino." on the back side for neat
Jesuits It. loo. will cab strong
spins. llenri R-ne’s orch and
chorus help bring both sides home

w The Four Kni'liF: "I Get So
K.Oncly ‘‘1 Couldn't S.a\ Away
^Yoiii You" *(’apilo! *. The Font
Knighis have .i jumping side in

“Lonely" and it sliou'd leap in to
1h<* jukes lor a long ride. In all

a tiptop bleeding ot '.anils, m *!ody

and rendition. Combo slows up*
oil the reverse for a tendc work-
over of a warm ballad. \n okay
spinning bet.

Frank Murphv: * Sound of Love"
— -It You Believe Me" <Epic v

.

“Sound ot Love" is a big ballad
that gets an oversized rendition
'•a Frank Murphy's sturdy pipes
and a lush in ch and chorus sup-

!

(Columbia*. Label lias packaged a

I vo-sided platter adaptation ol tlm
j

pie. "Little Fugitive." villi two o!

the pic's players, Richie Andruseo
and Ricky Brewer, handling tin

narration and Eddy Mam m ivith
an assist irnm Ihe kdi'IIIJlll Liulmi
orch' on the musical hacking, 'll’-

j

a novel disk that shoo'd do well
as a gift item. Orch backing soP
the mood olTecthel*

Los Baxter Orch: ‘'Manhattan"
"Love Theme From the Rohe"
• Capitol' This nifty trip arrange-
ment of "Manhattan" should win
new fans lor the Rndgei> Han
o'di *. Baxter’s he I is hew and
< iptivntinj*. Maestro’s treatment*
el "Love Theme From the Robe"
is rich but somewhat pretentious,

Platter Pointers
Orchster

, Phil Bennett's lerp
rhythms get a good showcasing on
Reger. I Record s longplay package
tagged *’Dance Bouquet." Bennett
has programmed a neat blending
of fox trot, tango, waltz apd riuim-
I* i mehulii s , . . S'cve Allen and
Ricky X err i team up <.m a couple
o* delight fill Yule tunes. ‘ How
Call Santa Chaus Cot: e To Puerto
Ri< '" and "Can I Wait I'p I’m
Sul a (tails ('oral* June
Hilltop and Axel Stordahl have a
oleasant side in "For The First
I ime" iCaoiipl' . „ . Fran Warren
should rack up goo ! results with
"It’s Anybody's Heart" i M-G-M* 1

Suit Claims Plagiarism
The Dragnet" parodyists aren’t

quilling. Alter a flock of versions

in such varied forms as Yiddish,
Latino and comic, two more take-

offs tiii Fi>> market this week. Capi-
tol Records threw Stan Freberg
into the ring again with "Christ-

mas Dragnet" and Coral Records
moved in with Ricky Verra’s slice

of "Dragnet Goes to Kindergar-
ten.” I ceberg s previous. “Dragnet’’
parody for Cap (“St. George and
He Dragonet" and “Little Blue
Riding Hood”' was a t ;()() ( ).000 -pht*
disk seller. “Dragnet Goes to

Kindergarten" was penned by
Steve Allen.

Meantime, the “Dragnet” theme
is the centre of a plagiarism suit.

The Big Three • Robbins. Feist &
Miller • tiled suit last w eek in
\*. Y. Federal Court against Alamo
vli'sm. (he publishers of the theme,
and 'Valter Schumann, the tom-
posed. Suit alleges that Miklos Roz-
sa wrote the theme several years
ago tor Ihe Mark Hellijiger pie.

"The Killers."

Williamson
Feist

Shapiro-B
Sheldon
Saunders
Sheldon
Remick
Shapiro-B
Frank
Paramount
Joy
Leeds
Ardmore
Remick
Roncom
Mellin

Second Group
Ain I to Blame
Baby, Baby, Baby .

Baubles. Bangles and Beads—•"Kismet” .......
Deadwood Stage— "Calamity Jane"
Eh Cumpari
from Here to Eternity—""From Here to Eternitv
Girl in Satin *

1 Just Love You
It’s Easy to Remember
Joey’s Theme— "Little Fugitive"
Mama's Gone Good By e
Moonlight .... ' ...!!!,!!!!!! ! !

!

My Love. My Lite, My Happiness
Sadie 1 hompson s Song— '"Miss Sadie Thompson
Story of Three Loves
Typewriter

.

Woman ’

t [

You Won't Forget Me
You Too, You Too
Your Cheat in' I leart

Feist

Famous
Frank
Remick
Rosarch
Barton
Mills
Miller
Famous
Trinity
Pickw ick

Mills
Triangle
Mills
Foley
Mills
Studio
Feist

Marks
Acuff-R

R \C.K TO RICHES (7)

I’lCHOCHET (?>

VOL. YOU. ^Ol (IU
MANY TIMES (7)

THAT’S A VOI*': (M
VAYA CON DIOS (

» 4 > . .

I BB TIDE (..»

Ill Cl 'MI*A HI ( 7 >

( II \N< ING PARTS' FRS (

OH! <!!>

Columbia

. . . Coral 4

.

.

V ictor 4
. . Victor J
Canitol

^
. Cqpiti-1 4

I n idon 1

Cade. ice 4

Merntr i 4

. Cajiitol ^

(.More In Case of Tics)
Are You Looking or a Sweetheart ...
Ebb Tide
I See the Moon
No Other Love
oh

! 1 ! ! 1

1

!!!!!! !

!

Ricochet *

Stranger in Paradise !!!!!!!!!
That's Atnore
Vaya Con Dios

]

You, You, You

Calvert
Robbins
Plymouth
Williamson
Feist

Sheldon
Frank
Paramount
Ardmore
Mellin

Second (»

VELVET CI O', E

WOMAN
Oil, MEIN PAPA
BABY. BABY. BABY
VOL ALONE
MAGIC (. I LI AR
MV 1.0 VB, MY LOVE
SIIE W AS FIVE AND 111 W Ys TI

SWEET MAMA. ’IK FETOP TALL
C RYING IN Till C IMPEL
HEART OF MY HEART
LU’GIIING ON THE Ol TSIDE
STRANGER IN PARADISE
SANTA BABY

W terUaltcr Peue Victor

Johnny Desmond ....... Coral

E hi e C'alrert Essex

Coral

Victor

Dot

M C, M
. Kpic

T rend
Victor

• 'fhilcDcsmond ... Coral

•'V’cs Decca
Hen, ictt ....... Columbia

1(1 K-tt Victor

(figures »• i
parentheses i idicate nituiber ot necks song has been in the Top 10]

Perry Coma .

Pm n y Paul

Jin.) Janies

Jin! \ ale at iii

la r S

(More I u Case of 1
Alexander’s Ragtime Band
Bless This House

;

Carolina in the Morning
I Gel a Kick Out of You.
There’s No Business Like Show Business
This Is Worth Fighting For
Under the Bamboo Tree *
You Gotta Stah Of! Each Dav With a Soi
You’ll Never Walk Alone

Berlin
Boose.v
Witmark
Harms
Berlin
Harms
Marks
Robbins
Williamson

t Filmusical * Legit musical.



Although disk jockeys are credited with playing a key role in
the making of a hit, the music industry has no accurate statistics
on the actual number of deejays operating on the airlanes. The
usual estimate is around 2.000 platter spinners in the pop field,
but this is an inflated figure that lumps together regularly, working
jocks with station librarians, program manager^ and directors, and
some announcers who occasionally handle a di$K stanza.
The number of pop jockeys in the field with established shows

and followings should be more properly set at about 70U Even
this total, however, does not take into account the distinction be-
tween the top jocks with key program spots and major influence
and the deejays on the large number of one-lung radio outlets.
Some of these latter jockeys are lucky to earn $75 weeklv. In
the major league bracket, there are less than 200 platter spinners
who rate.

Hy ABI I. GREEN
As the b. it tli* lir.es are being

drawn in the legal suit by the
\S('Al* writers versus BMl, the
diskeries and the networks, the
militant songsiuitbs are putting ac-
cent on tke 1 .1100 publishers now
in business who couldn't exist if

it weren't for Broadcast Music,
Inc . financing That means, aver
the ASCAIVrs not only an implied
Imt a vivid subsidy

, at so much per
point o! radio TV performance,
which cash subsidies are furthered
by a combination of tilings alleg-

edly mimical to the best economic
interests of the American Society
ot ( "om pose is.. Authors & Publish-
ers' w l it cr- members.

/I'liis "combination of tilings" in-

cludes two allegations: * 1 > . under-
standing by tin* National Assn, of
Radio A Television Broadcasters,
which is underwritten by the net-
works ico-defendants in this $150,-
(100 OO0 1 riplr damage stilt*, to en-
courage plugs for BM1 tunes, at
tin* expense ol the Society; and
'2*. a favoring by co-defendant
(livkciics like IH'A Victor and Co-
lumbia. which arc diieetly owned
• >V tin* Itadm Corp. of America,
which also owns Hu* National
Broadcasting Co, and Columbia
Records. Inc. winch is directly
owned by the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System.

These 1.500 HMI publishers, non-
existent prior to the BMI-ASCAJ*
battle of 1040. stack up against the
Society’s lit Ml publishers. With this
expanded competition, the battle
for plugging time lias gotten
tougher, to the economic detri-,

Washington. Dec. 1.

Sen Pat McCarfW author of
S. llOt), the bill to place jukeboxes
under the Copyright Law. stated
yesterday 'Mon.i that he will
"press vigorously" next session for
passage of his bill. He called on
"all segments of the music indus-
try interested in this matter to
meet and reconcile any differences
ot opinion among themselves, in

order to agree on legislation which
will be fair to all.”

The McCarran bill exempts the
use. of the jukebox in the private
home and also the owner of a
single machine used in a commer-
cial establishment. He asserted in

his statement: "After studying the
organization and economies of this
industry, which did not exist in

1 fM)9. I came to the conclusion that
there is no special reason why
jukebox operators should any long-
er receive special treatment.

"The principle has been well es-

tablished, both by Congress and
Supreme Court, that composers
and authors are entitled to just

compensation for the use of their
copyrighted compositions in public
performance for profit. As each
new means of communication of
music to the public developed
radio, electronic recordings, tele-

vision and the like— it was recog-
nized that commercial users of mu-
sic should compensate the creator
lor the profitable use of his music.

"Although there may have been
a reason, a generation ago, for ex-
empting a then negligible portion

Inflated $64 Question
"Who gets the $'150,000,000'

damages it the songwriters
win their suit against the
broadcasters and II Ml?'" was
tin* inflated $04 iiucstmn at

the Songwriters ot America's
meeting ni N. V. Monday night
1 5(1 1

John Scliulmaiv. I.iumi tor

the cleflers. replied that B r

and when the suit is won,, tin*

court granting the damages
would define how it should be
distributed Sclmlman also

downheated the emu angle in

the smt hy declaring that the
main objective of the Milt was
to get divorcement hetvuYn
the National Assn ol Itadm A
Television Broadcasters and
Broadcast Music. Inc The de-

fendants in the Vint inci-

dentally. received a 20 day de-
lay to Dec 21 for tin ii reply
to the songwriters’ complaint

London, Dec. 1.

"There is no immediate prospect
of agreement between the two or-

ganizations on any scheme that

might result in the presentation of

American orchestras or musicians
in Britain." Statement issued by
the Musicians Union in London last

Wednesday '25* virtually puts a

kayo on the highly-cherished hopes
here that U. S.-British unions
would reach an agreement that
would enable the transatlantic ban
to be lilted after 1H years.

It's recalled that J. C. Petrillo,

A EM president, and Hardie Rat-
dille, general secretary of British
MU. met in Paris last July to try

to arrange an exchange of bands.
Petrillo was prepared to okay un-
restricted entry. If Katclifl'e would
approve the unrestricted entry of

Bark Is Too Strong
Chicago. Dec. 1

Custom Records has pressed
a new version of the novelty
disk, "Oogah," calling hack
from national release earlier
copies which had dog noises
dubbed in.

The expensive dubbing was
erased when disk jockeys
around the country complain-
ed of the harking.

trillo would do the same at his end
about British orchs.

Ratcliffe countered with a propo-
sition of a restricted band-tor-band
exchange. He pointed out that
more American bands could get
work in Britain than would be the
ease of British bands getting work
in the States, and therefore unre-
stricted entry would increase Bi*it-

i‘li musicians’ unemployment. A
parallel was quoted of the experi-
ence herein the early '30s, when
the West End hotels and restau*

• Continued on page 6(1)

broadcasters and BMl drew over
200 songximlhs to a quirt fund-
raising meeting at the Belmont
IMa/.a Hotel. N. Y . Monday night
• 50*. Pledges Iron) the tank*
brought tin* total number of

writers supporting the action to

over 70ft. representing a cro‘s-sec-

tion of ASC’AP cleflers from top
to bottom.

John Lfteh. chairman of the
SOA; John Sclmlman. legal eagle
in the court action, and Arthur
Schwartz, one of the key spark-
plugs and bra ministers for the
writers, outlined the motivations
and objectives in the suit It was
a verbal recapitulation ot the for-

mal brief filed in N. Y Kidcral
Court Nov. 9. The meeting inci-

dentally. was wide open *o the pub-
lic and among those present was
a prominent BMl publisher.

Schwartz disclosed that the fight

'Continued on page <17

>

its business obligations, there is

no longer, in my opinion, any
further equitable, legal or eco-

,

noinic reason for doing so, espe-
cially in view of the emergence of
the jukebox industry as a full-

fledged business enjoying a sub- i

slant iai return from the public per-
formance of copyrighted music.

"As to the fixing of a statutory
fee. my firm belief is that under

'

our American system tt~ is alway s

better fpr industry to negotiate its

own agreements, subject only to

general principles of law and fail-

practice, rather than he regulated
in its every action by a Govern-
mental body."

tea group <as it i.s known*, which
admittedly is dominantly both an
ASCAP and a Songwriters’ Protec-
tive Assn, entity of (letters. In

•Continued on page 64*

Broadcast Music. Inc., which will

begin to license film theatre use of
intermission music starting in 1954.

has set up a rate schedule ranging
from $5 to $15, depending on the
size of the theatre. The BMl thea-
tre and drive-in rates are far below
ASCAP’s, which goes from $12 to

$60.

Since its organization 13 years
ago. BMl has been permitting
theatres to use its catalog for in*1

termission and exit music on a

cuffo basis. BMF decision to license
theatres was made to put it on the
same footing as any other organ-
ization which has a licensing fee
in force and also to make a wider
range of music av ailable, according
to BMl execs.

BMl move was made following
•Continued on page 66*

Irving Berlin, who is in the
"(heeling section" for the song-
wiitcis bu t who , on advice of
Godfrey Cohen 'of Gilbert A Gil-
bert*. his attorney, is staying out
of the litigation, financially and
otherwise, is mole vocal about the
“compulsory license." This, of
course, calls for a revision ol the
Copyright Act. i

Berlin.* Iikq Max Dieyfux and"
other publishers, would "rather
fight for that, and very hard, be-
cause then we could control onr
own works." Under existing regu-
lations, once one diskery waxes a
tune then all recording companies
can do likewise merely by filing

the so-called "notice of tisej" and
paying the 2c statutory copyright
fee.

A* a publisher, Berlin, Dreyfus,
et al, feel they have more concern
because "the ASCAP money alone
keeps us in business; we no longer
sell sheet music to speak of, and
recording income Is ridiculous, so
it's only from the public perfonn-
ariecs that we can exist."

f rom the songsmlths* viewpoint,
Beilin as a financial holdout is *

disappointment since fir is a sym*
bo I of the craft. It is generally
conceded that he is in a unique
position, being also a publisher;

San Anton’ Tooters Drive

Buses, Hawk Disks, Sell

Land, For Fulltime Work
San Antonio. Dec. 1.

Music i.s mainly a parttime job

for local musicians. A bare one-

fourth of them play music exclu-

sively, as a fulltime job. Of the

other 75r « of 525 members of the

San Antonio Local 23, according

!

to Eddie Yrazel, their secretary-

treasurer, they are found in a wide

variety of occupations.

Most are teachers, either in pub-
lic or private music classes, with
civil service jobs running a close
second. Some work iri department
stores as salesmen, some as ven-
dors of records and sheet music

j

in music stores. Six drive city
buses, two or three are radio and

JTV announcers. And a few are
professional people like engineers.
Two are attorneys.

Some sell insurance, some hawk
real estate and one is an air-con-
ditioning contractor. Many mem-
bers of the San Antonio Sy mphony
find off-season jobs here with the
Tobin Aerial Surveys firm. Bert
Harry, prez of the local, owns a

building contracting firm.

The one-fourth that finds full-

time work in their chosen profes-
sion are usually those employed in

local radio and TV studio bands,
or travel out of the city with cir-

cuit bands or find private employ-
ment in cocktail lounges.

There are only four or five local

bands which employ musicians on
a fulltime basis, as the city is tast^

becoming "strictly a Saturday
night town/" Most of the spots

are busy dining th»* weekends
w ith the horn tooters. but during
the week its a diilercnt stOiy.

Betty Madigan, M-G-M Records
thrush, opens at the Casa Marina
Hotel in Key West, Ha., Dec. 1!)

Songstress just returned to N Y
from Hollywood where she was
screcntcsted at M-G-M studios.

OUT SOON!

48th Anniversary Number

Usual Advertising rates prevailForms closing shortly

Special exploitation advantages

Hollywood. Dec. 1

Latest entry Into the kidivk field
is "Sheriff John ’ Roviek. who con-
ducts a juve program on KT.TV,
the L.* A. Times telesfation

Roviek w.tx signed by Imperial
Records and etched the initial four
sides of juve material over the
w •

•

kend.

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
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MERC PACTS VAUGHAN

TO LONGTERM DEAL
Mercury Records has signed

'

Sarah Vaughan to a longterm deal.
'

Thrush, who ankled the Columbia
label several weeks ago. had been 1

mulling bids from other major 1

labels before giving Merc the nod.
She starts recording next week.

In other diskery artists niancu-
verings last week Capitol Records
redacted Boh Manning for another

j

year and dropped Bob Eberle. !

Thrush C.innv Gibson ankled the
jM-G M Records stable after a little

more than a year’s stay. On the
Coral Records front, Karen Chand-
ler was inked to an additional two-
year deal and Eydie Gorme's op-
tion was picked up.

FRANK CHACKSFIELI) (London*
“Ebb Tide’' ...
LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

“Vaya Con Dios” 5

TERESA BREWER (Coral*)

4 5 “Ricochet” 8

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
“Eh Cumpari”
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

“That’s Amore”
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Many Times” ...

PATTI PAGE ' Mercury)
*

8 7 “Changing Partners” ... 10 10 3 8 4 5 26

AMES BROS. (Victor)

9 9 “You, Y’ou, Y’ou” 2 5 .. 7 19

FOUR ACES < Perea

i

“Heart of My Heart”

FOUR 1,ADS~Cofu in bio
»'

These Hands.” “Fool,” however,

j

was shelved when Joe Carlton

j
moved into Victor's a&r spot and
“Hands” was released here with
“When I Was Young.” HMV, Vic-

j

tor affiliate in England, released
the side recently back-to-back with

|

Fisher’s last-year click, “Wish You
Were Here.” Gayles immediately

[got a hefty shipment of the plat-

ters from abroad and started mak-
ing the deejay rounds. This move
put Victor into action, since they
figure the “Fool” plugs would
hamper plays on Fisher’s latest re-

lease, “Oh, My Papa.”

In an effort to got “Fool” off

j
the jockeys’ turntables, Bernie

i Miller, Victor’s pop promotion
manager, dispatched a letter to

the label’s distribs claiming that

the Fisher HMV slice was being
circulated in the U. S. “illegiti-

mately.” Miller urged the dis-

|

tribs to get a notice out to their
local deejays and radio stations to

stop play on the record. “It is im-
perative.” he added, “that you stop
the play on the import so as not

j

to interfere with the promotion of
the new Fisher record . . . Which,
incidentally, is called “Oh, My
Papa.”

BILLIE HOLIDAY GROUP

SET FOR EUROPE TREK
Billie Holiday will head up a

jazz package on a four-week trek
through Europe. Unit will be

*
Into Wax Lead

Bing Crosby has bounced hack
Into the wax sweepstakes and for
the first time in the last three
years is dominating Decca’s roster
of pop hits with three out of the
top five.

Crosby is leading with “Chang-
ing Partners” and his slice of the

j

oldie. “1 Can’t Believe That You’re
j

In Love With Me.” In addition. I

lie’s movbd out fast with “Down
|

By The River Side,” which he cut
t

as a duet with his son, Gary.

TONY BENNETT (Columbia*

1 1 “Rags to Riches”

then Victor artists and repertoire

chief, and it was skedded to b«

Wtdnnday, December 2, 1933OHCBESTRAS-MUSIC

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Artist, Label. Title

VARIETY
Survey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Cafe Ops, AM-TV Shows Hurt as Pitt

footers Hit Back at Jock Dances

,
Judge” and “Get a Load of that

' Crazy Walk.” by Page Cavanaugh
Trio and PhJJ Gordon. Incorpora-

I

tors, in addition to Raye, are Nick
i Castle, Mike Kurlan, Edward
I Traubner and Aaron Doff.

Pittsburgh. Dee. 1.

Retaliation of Musicians Union
, it f i I LI

Local 60 against local deejays who H6W l/OHSt UD6I
have he n. running their own re-

1 Hollvwood Dec 1
jonl.d te nase ilanrcs for profit

]{ub Records ot Hollywood', new

.i/htlr To he fi™ headed by songwriter Don
< lamps down even tight i n t n. vp i..,. heen inrnrnorated here
,
»lat ,er*spittners end also ^tiabino ^%0

h“ ft'" its
non-gu.Uy parties suffer as welL ^ ,aUer> ..Good *Morn in’

Hal Davis, president of Local GO. judge” and “Get a Load of that
called a meeting of nitery owners Crazy Walk,” by Page Cavanaugh
and hooking agents last week, and -j-r j0 and phJJ Gordon. Incorpora-
told them their performers could

, tors in addition to Raye, are Nick
not make any cuffo radio or tele-

1 Caslle Mike Kurlan, Edward
Vision appearances at all. no mat-

j

Traubner and Aaron Doff.
f, wind tin-

I Mike Kurlan, head of Modern
penally nl havinK bands pulli d out

D1 lljbullng Co wm head na ti.,na l

ol llieir spots.
f„r the firm and leaves this

tlm umsiri.ms union from inier- weekon a 30eity tour;,, lineu,.

view-personals, and while without distribs in other areas. I.abe plans

aulhoritv lo bar AfiVAns from ''pre-tested records rather than a

nilen.pl,one gueslers. he told cafe regular weekly or month y release

operators that his mush kers would shed. In addition to Cavanaugh

play for no acts collaborating with a
,"d ' '°',d0n 1 la,,el has 5,gncd Hed ‘

the disk #joeks. This means that Slack,

other interview-type programs on I Z
both AM and TV will have to do A Si AP SpmP$ RfWAuV
without guests from the clubs, too.

™vftl JClllCb IXUydUy

Several of the cafe ops objected. Haccla With $2111 Antflfl’
claiming that these frequent air

ndaSIC nllll Jail tUlWU
plugs were extremely helpful at San Antonio, Dec. 1.

the cash register from an cxploita- A dispute between the city of

tion and publicity angle, but Davis San Antonio and the American So-

wus adamant and said strict action ciety of Composers, Authors &
was necessary in teaching the dee- Publishers, has been settled ami-

jays a lesson. cably. according to City Attorney

1 1 is chief gripe has been at the ^ al‘k Davis,

boys who not only have been going Davis had rejected an ASCAP
after cash from teenage dances but demand for royalties on records

also using personals of name acts played over the public address

in town to appear at them. One system and the International Air-

tliing has already been accom- port here. The Dobbs House Res-

plislied; radio stations have taurant. however, has agreed to

dropped big ballrooms downtown
I
P®y $120 a year for use of an out-

as point of origin of some of their 1

b*t for the music.

44 Pubs Sue Celebrity Chib
1

On Non-Royalty Claim
Claiming that two of it* copy-

IvvS Tighter songs were publicly per-

formed without license, Mellow
Music, Hill & Range and Broad-

cast Music, Inc., filed suit in N. Y.

I
Federal Court last week against

Alan Gale’s Celebrity Club, N. Y.

ec. 1. The action charges that on Oct.
d, new g. and various other times, the club
er Don performed Mellow’s “Cry” and
ed here H&R’s “Anytime” Without payment
with its 0f royalties or a proper license.
Mornin’ The action seeks an injunction and
of that damages sustained of a $250 mini-
zanaugh mum for each publisher.

the musicians union irom inier-

Vicw-pirsonals, and while without

authority to bar AGVAns from
microphone guesters, he told cafe

operators that his musickers would
play for no acts collaborating with

the disk #jocks. This means that

other interview-type programs on
both AM and TV will have to do
without guests from the clubs, too.

Several of the cafe ops objected,

claiming that these frequent air

plugs were extremely helpful at

the cash register from an exploita-

tion and publicity angle, but Davis
was adamant and said strict action

was necessary in teaching the dee-
jays a lesson.

His chief gripe has been at the
boys who not only have been going
after cash from teenage djtnccs btit

also using personals of name acts

in town to appear at them. One
tiling lias already been accom-
plished; radio stations have
dropped big ballrooms downtown
as point of origin of some of their

platter shows.

Kaycee Orch Cuts Costs

To Stay at 281G Budget;

Personnel, Sked Lopped
Kansas City, Dec. 1.

Board of directors of the Kansas
City Philharmonic Orchestra re-

elected Dale M. Thompson presi-

dent for the 10th consecutive year.

Orch has effected a reduction in

operating costs, despite an in-

creased schedule of concerts and
appearances. Savings have been
accomplished by compressing all

orch performances into a 20-week
season instead of 21 weeks last

year, by a slight reduction in orch
personnel, and by readjustment of

operating costs.

Association already has in hand
more than of the $110,000

|
maintenance fund, which largely

represents contributions for the

support of the orch. Expected
earned income is tabbed at $171,-

1

000. Total of these two figures

will carry the orch through the
1953-54 season comfortably and
will also wipe out a deficit of $24,-

I 000 carried from last season.

Block’s Tm Pan Turkeys
Martin Block. WNEW . (N. Y.) disk jockey, singled out Brucie

Weil’s Barbour etching of “God Bless Us Air as “the biggest tur-

key of the year” on his Thanksgiving Day program last week.
Block also compiled a list of “turkey disks” chosen by record

companies and publishers.

Diskeries canvassed were Columbia. Capitol and Coral. Their
respective selections for disks that failed to come up to sales ex-

pectations were Rosemary Clooney’s “When I Se(e You,” Nat *King)

Cole’s “I Am In Love” and Eydie Gorme’s "jOskadara.” In the

pubbery survey were Howie Richmond with Lew Douglas’ “Thun-
der and Lightning” (M-G-M); George Paxton with Georgia Gibbs*

“Photograph on the Piano” .(Mercury ); Bob Mellin with The Four
Aces’ “If You Take My Heart Away" (Decca); E. H. Morris with

Frankie Laine-Jimmy Boyd’s “Little Boy and the Old Man" (Co-

lumbia*; Broadcast Music, Inc., with the Andrews Sisters’ “Car-

men’s Boogie” (Decca*; Leeds with Tony Martin’ “Now Hear This**

(Victor); Joy with Sammy Kaye’s “Tattle Tale Duck” (Columbia*;

Feist with Ella Fitzgerald’s “Nowhere Guy” (Decca); Berlin with

Louis Arnfttrong’s “Sittin’ in the Sun" (Decca), and Block’s own
firm wtih Johnnie Ray’s “Oh. What a Sad, Sad Day."

Block gave the nod to Tony Burello’s special sound platter as

“the worst record of the year.” It, incidentally, was released by

Horrible Records.

Billy Rose Must Answer
!

Queries In Bourne Suit

Billy Rose must answer certain

queries pertaining to his action

against Bourne, Inc., involving the

tune, “That Old Gang of Mine.”

N. Y. Federal Court Judge Henry

W. Goddard ruled last week.

Rose had objected to the queries

on the ground that they were rep-

etitious. In granting Bourne’s mo-

tion that Rose reply. Judge God-

dard said, “The evident purpose

of these questions is to obtain de*

tails and specifications of the in-

formation and should be answered.”

Rose, Ray Henderson and Mor-

ton Dixon are suing for an account-

ing from Bourne on “That Old
Gang,” for alleged failure to per-

form publisher services, and want
the tune reverted to the writers.

Victor In Move

To Stop Gayles

On ‘Fool’ Trek
Once a publisher gets an Eddie

Fisher etching on his tune, be

doesn't let anything stop his disk

jockey plugging efforts—even if

the disk hasn’t been released in

the U. S. Publisher Juggy Gayles

is currently on a deejay trek

through the midwest plugging the

Fisher slice of his tune, “A Fool

Was I.” on the British HMV label
despite RCA Victor’s efforts to
stymie plays.

Fisher cut the tune last spring

under the aegis of Dave Kapp,

Kissack Music Director '

On RCA’s New ‘Label X’
Another alumnus of Decca Rec-

ords. Edward John Kissack. has
joined RCA Victor’s new “Label
X as musical director under Jim- 1

my Milliard, artists & repertoire 1

chief. Kissack formerly worked
with Hilliard during the latter's

tenure as a&r chief at Decca. Joe
Delaney, who is directing the

j

label’s sales operation, also is an
j

ex Mecca exec, having been assist-
j

ant sales manager for the latter

company’s subsid. Coral Records,
for many years.

Delaney, meantime, left Monday
( 30 * on a three-week tour of the
country to set up a distrib ap-
paratus for “Label X.” Label was
conceived by Manie Sacks. RCA
veepee and general manager of
the disk division, as a quasi-indie
diskery with distribution to be
handled outside of Victor’s regu-
lar channels.

10B . . "Istanbul”

PEE WEE HUNT (Capitol)

12A 10 “Oh!”

EDDIEt A I .YE RT (Essex*

12B .. "Oh. Mein Papa"

EARTHY KITT (Victor)

14 18 “Santa Baby”. .

SAMMY KAYE (Columbia)
15 “.Mission of St. Augustine”

LES BAXTER'tCapitol

)

16 17 “I Love Paris”

PERRY GOMO tV H im *

17 \2. “You Alone”

MARINERS (Columbia)

18A . . “I See
' STAN FREBERG t C a p i t ( >1

)

18B 15 St. George and Dragonrt”

jon! James <m g m
18C 20 “Never Stand in Your Way”

9 6 .

I 5_

5 .

.

7 .

.

. ^ 10

9 10‘
. ,

8 8

6 7

7 5 17

. .. 16

ALBUMS

j1
1

2 h » 4 5

GLENN MILLER ARTHUR GODFREY CONCERTOS FOR MUSIC FOR THE ROBE

Limited Edition

Y'ictor

Chriitmos with

I

Arthur Godfrey

YOU
Liboract-Woifon

LOVERS ONLY

Jackie Gloaaon
Alfrod Newman

Columbia Columbia Capitol Decca
LPT 6700 C 438 ML 4764 H 352

,

DL 9012

tagged “Jazz Club. US A." and
will feature the Buddy De Franco
Quartet. Red Norvo Trio and
Beryl Booker* Trio. Package will

be emceed by Leonard Feather.
Feather, incidentally, has been
airing “Voice of America” pro-

grams under the “Jazz Club” title.

Package will preem in Stock-

holm Jan. 11 and will hit Denmark,
Norway. Germany, Holland. Bel-

gium and France. Joe Glaser’s

Associated Booking Corp. set the

deal.

‘Songwriting Medico’
Col. D. Dudley Krupp who. as

Dudley Manners, has been widely

published and recorded (chiefly on
the Columbia label) in ,Japan. is

en route to Tokyo to extend his

songsmithing activities. Having re-

sumed his civilian titles as Dr.

Krupp. the M.D. songsmith <aS

“Dudley Manners”) has some un-

claimed coin in Nippon.

He also has some ‘lost baggage
on which he is checking.
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Draw of High-Priced Disk Packages

Seen as One of Year’s Phenomena
One of the most important phe-

nomena of this year’s wax market
has been the emergence of high-

priced disk packages as routine

-counter items. Columbia Records
spurred this development both in

the pop and longhair held, and the

other major labels have been fol-

lowing suit with equally click re-

sult*.

Col a couple of years ago inaugu-

ated this trend with its package

of Benny Goodman's 1938 Carne-

gie Hall Concert and despite the

$11 price tag. this set has gone

well over the 100.000 marker. Also

in the jazz field. Col has packaged
multiple-disk albums around
Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith
md Bix Biederbecke. with sets

coming up on Duke Ellington and
Mildred Bailey.

RCA Victor made its bid in the

package field this year with the

$25 Glenn Miller Limited Edition.

This "limited edition" of over

100.000 copies has sold out and
though Victor has been pressured

by retailers to issue more copies,

none is being contemplated at this
:

time. Victor is also planning sim-
j

liar, though less elaborate pack-

ages around other jazz names in

its archives.

$100 Readings
In the longhair field. Columbia 1

shot the works with its $100 set of

Literary Readings by 12 standout

authors. As with the other disk

sets, the physical packaging is one
of the key factors promoting sales

;

and the companies have been go-

ing allout with leather-bound al-

bums, extensive liner notes by
w.k. authors and other rich pro-

duction accoutrements. In its 1

packaging of Arturo Toscanini’s

"Pines & Fountains of Rome,”
\ ictor used the same technique on

a single LP platter with an elabor-

ate picture folio included in the

album.

Coiumoia and Victor have also

had marked longhair clicks in the

former’s packaging of the Pablo

Casals’ Festival platters and the

latter’s set of nine Beethoven sym-
j

phonies, conducted by Toscanini,

both in limited editions. The $40
j

or $50 tags for these albums have

not been a sales deterrent and,

especially in the case of the Tos-

canini set, a speculator’s price can

now be commanded.
George Avakian, Col's director

of pop albums, has been one of

the major exponents of the disk

packaged lines, and for next year

he’s planning a group of jam ses-

sions on longplay disks covering

every aspect of improvised jazz, a

mood music series and the Elling-

ton-Bailey packages.

Heart Assn. Chief Gainer

From Pop ’Christmas’ Song

Cleffed With Mag Assist

The American Heart Assn, will

be the major beneficiary of the new
pop holiday song. "The First

Christmas,” which was cleffed by

Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned Washing-

ton under commission of the Wom-
an’s Home Companion. Under an

arrangement involving the mag.

clefTers. publisher of the tune <Leo

Feist Music) and disk artists, a per-

centage of the royalties from the

sales of the platter and sheet music

will be allocated to the Fund for

the duration of the copyright. Jill

Corey, with the Jimmy Carroll

orch and chorus, cut the tune for

release under the mag's own label.

Mitch Miller, Columbia Records

artists & repertoire chief, directed

the session.

The WHC has printed the sheet

music to the tune in its current

issue as part of a 12-page section

titled "A Family Celebrates Christ-

mas.” The mag. has priced the

disk at 50c and is promoting it with

a special kit distributed to the na-

tion’s disk jockeys.

New Yorker Holds Rudy
Over Through January

The Ernie Rudy band, which

opened this fall's ice shows at the

- Hotel New' Yorker. N.Y., a couple

of months ago. is being held over

by the hotel through January.

Rudy’s crew, which was organ-

ized last year by former members
of the Sammy Kaye band, features

a variety show by sidemen in addi-

tion to backing the ice production.

Take a Deep Breath
Raymond Scott. who'$ noted

for offbeat tune-tags, ha* gone
into science fiction for his lat-
est piece and has come up
with what is probably the
longest title of the year. The
title is "Dedicatory Piece to
the Crew and Passengers of
the First Experimental Rocket
Ship to the Moon.”

Scott has hacked the tune
on his own Audivox label with
the anticlimatic title. "Bird
Life in the Bronx.’’

ASCAP Comm. Members

To Hold Two-Year Terms
As a result of a count of ASCAP

membership votes by the commit-
tee on elections yesterday iTuesd,

the society’s bylaws have been
changed so that members of the

nominating committee and mem-
bers of the board of appeals hence-

forth will serve two-year terms in-

stead of one.

Stanley Adams. ASCAP prexy,
suggested the change at a recent
meeting and ballqts were sent out
to the entire membership.

V«f $nti$h Mu$ic Fubltthtr

Reg Connelly
hoi written on enliglitoninf piece

•n Hie Come-Loteliet and those

One-Record Hitt io o bright

pined —HHtd

Men of Music
* * *

an interesting editorial feotnro

in the forthcoming

tilth 4 nnirersary \unifier
of

P^kiEfr

VICTOR IN NO HURRYrT
UP LP TO NEW COL PRICE
Columbia Records’ hike of its 12-

inch longplay disk tag to $5.95 yes-
terday i lues.) has brought the
company’s price level on a par with
most of the other labels, except
for RCA Victor. Latter diskery’s
execs state they have no intention
at the present time of lifting their
LP price of $5.72 for the 12 inchers.

Capitol Records made its move
to the $5 95 bracket earlier this

year, when it took over the Cetra-
Soria line. Some of Cap’s albums,
however, are still selling at $5.70.
Deeca’s Gold Seal ratalog, consist-
ing mostly of European master im-
ports. continues at the $5 95 level,
ns does all of the indie longhair
labels.

Dreyfus-Morris Work Out Two-Way

Deal on Writer Pactees to Ease Snarls

Mull Composers Guild

Hollywood, Deo. 1.

Tuncsmiths engaged in films, ra-

dio. television and stage produc-
tions will hold a meeting here Dec.
4 to lay plans for the organization
of a Composers Guild Meeting was
called by Leith Stevens and Walter
Schumann, who have been working
on the project for some time.

Motive behind the new organiza-
!
tion is that composers have prob-
lems of their own which arc not
handled by AFM locals.

Daniels to Etch Special

Material LP for Merc
Chicago. Dee. 1.

Billy Daniels is slated to etch a

(

special material allium for Mercury
on 12-inch Li’s during his Chicago

Theatre engagement here begin-

ning Friday <4h It’s to he a no-

track disk of continuous song and
patter, fashioned after the singer’s
nitery act.

Mercury also has Ralph MarTerTF
on card for another recording ses-

! sion this week, while Sarah Vaug-
han slices her first on the label in

I the east.

J*ub toppers Max Dreyfus and

I. < Budd> i Morris have worked'
out a reciprocal trade agreement
on their writer pactees .Move was

• made to avoid publisher hassles

developing when writers, inked to

different banners, eollab on legit

or pie scores. Dreyfus heads Chap-
pell Music, while Morris heads a

group of firms under his own
name.

. In the past songsmiths parted to

different publishing firms could
seldom get together on a collabora-

tive effort without setting off

rhubarbs and special royalty deals,

j

Now. in the Morris Dreyfus allt-

|

a nee. each pub will agree, hefore-

! hand, as to which firm gets the

,
publishing rights to the score and
the non publishing firm will re-

.
reive a nominal compensatory fee.

Both firms, however, will g t

j

equal hilling credit and will eollab

on the plugging campaigns.

Upcoming scores which fall into

the Dreyfus Morris reciprocal deal
are "A Star Is Born." "Country

;
Girl," "Hv the Beautiful Sen" and

! "The Girl In Pink Tights.” "Star

j

Is Born,” a Warner Bros, pie star-

ring Judy Garland, will be pub-
lished by Morris. Harold Arlcn
-and Ira Gershwin rollahed on the
score. Arlen Is inked to Morris
and Gershwin Is a Chappell pactee.

"Country Girl," an upcoming Para-
mount picture starring Bing Cros-
by, will also be published by Mor-
ris. Arlen and Gershwin are pen-
ning this score, too.

"Ry the Beautiful Sea," legituner
set for early next year. Is due un-
der the Morris banner. Dorothy
Fields ami Arthur Schwartz are
penning "Sen.” Miss Fields is un-

|

der Chappell’s aegis while

i

Schwartz Is a Morris writer. Score,

j

incidentally, was all Chappell's urv

I

til Burton Lane bowed out as eom-
i poser. The score for "Girl in Pink
Tights." legituner skedded for a

Broadway bow in the spring, will

Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
- Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE : The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each o/ the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: tico ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
Isirtn^’ln'l-araanise

FRANK CHACKSFIFXD (London) Ebb Tide

TERESA BREWER (Coral) '/Bal^Baby, Baby

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1 1

[Many Times
EDDIE FISHER (Victor) {Oh, My Papa

(I’m Walking Behind You

LES FALT-MARY FORD (Capitol?V. . . . .

.

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol . That’s Amore

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence) Eh Cumpari

AMES BROS. (Victor) You, You, You

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) Changing Partners

[Heart of My Heart

FOUR ACES (Decca) * *- ’Stramy r in Parade.

e

! Laughing; on the Outbid'*

TUNES
(*ASCAP. |BMI)

TUNE PUBLISHER

*RAGS TO RICHES Saunders

*EBB TIDE * •*•• Robbins

*VAYA CON DIOS Ardmore

•MANY TIMES - • • • • Broadcast

fYOU, YOU, YOU '• Melhn

"RICOCHET Sheldon

•[-CHANGING PARTNERS . .
Y<>r:\\d

THAT’S AMORE Paramount

|EH CUMPARI Hosareh

‘STRANGER IN PARADISE *’rank

late Sigmund Romberg s melodies
will have lyrics set by Leo Robin.
Chappell copyrights Romberg
while Robin Is signe’d to Morris.

Arlen, Incidentally, also has been
signed to write the music for Saint
Subber’s production of Truman
Capote’s "Hearts and Flowers." No
lyricist has been set, however.

Ballroom Barred Negro
1

Woman, Jury Awards

Damages; Law Clearer
Des Moines, Dec. 1.

A Federal court jury In Mason
City returned a verdict for $400
compensatory damages in the

$10,000 civil rights action brought
by Mrs. John Amos against Prom.
Inc . operators of the Surf ballroom
at Clear Lake, Iowa. In his ruling
ibis week, Judge Henry N. Graven
held that the ballroom violated

the Iowa civil rights statute by re-

fusing admission to the woman and
ruled specifically that a ballrocm
is a place* of amusement, under the

civil rights laws.

Mrs. Amos had asked $3 000 com-
pensatory damages and $7 000 ex-

emplary damages, but the jury
failed to award exemplary dam-
ages.

Kenneth M. Moore of Chicago,
Prom president, testified that the

ballroom's pediey was that "any
person admitted must he accept-
able* as a dancing partner to all

other patrons.” He told the court
the management received numer-
ous complaints after Negroes were
admitted earlier in 1951 mi he* had
instructed Carroll Anderson, man-
ager eif the Surf ballroom, to re-

fine* Negroes admission in the
future*, Under cross-examination,
Memre admitted Mrs Anms was not
admitted because of color.

The ease was watched as a ke y
fe<-t by the* national organization of

ballroom owners and by the* Na-
tmnal Association for the Advance-
ment e»f Colored People* No pre-

vious ruling had been made in an
Iowa eourt as te» whether ballroom*?
were included in "places of amuse-
ment'’ mentione d in the law.

Richard dayman. Mercury Rec-
orels artists K repertoire topper
in the east, heads to Boston Dee.
9 for a guest-conducting stint »t

the annual Policemen s Ball.
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(I NEVER MISSED YOUR SWEET “HELLO”)

UNTIL YOU SAID “GOODBYE”

with Hugo Winterhalter's Orchestra and Chorus

tmks ih

KALEIS...ASK YM MSTIMTN YN UtCIAl SWIWEKT

r
|m
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The Typewriter

M'G'M RECORDS

Wrilncmiay, December 2, 19,

toniinurd from pace 59

fact, SPA’s attorney John Schul-
man (flays, St John, Abramson A.

*

Schulman* heads the $300,000 legal

slush fund at present collected to

buck the broadcasters, recording
companies and BMI.

Accent is given that ASCAP
publishers are not financed by any-
body hut private capital, as against
BMPs commercial yield winch is

dominantly from radio and TV.

Bad Batting Average

ASCAP .songsmiths have statis-

tics that of the past two or three
years’ Hollywood output of III musi-
cals. totaling some 50 pix with
songs, only five or six song hits

have emerged This despite the fact

that the public has been exposed to

this wealth of music, hum such
writeis as Harry Warren, Doiolhv
Fields, Arthur Schwartz. I.co

Itohin, Harold Allen, Jerrv Living-
ston. Jay Evans, Johnn.V Mercer.
Jimmy Van llcusen, Johnny Burke,
et al L matiy these screen, plugs
insure automatic recordings, b, t

many songs from pix haven’t own
been waxed, it is charged,

It is cited that even an Irving
Berlin hasn’t had a pop hit in two
years; that a Frankie Laine
pressing of his “Siltin’ in the Sun’’
(Cob got nowhere, hut that the
reverse-side proved a hit; and Tony
Martin’s “For the Very First Time”
(Victor! likewise pancaked. But.
say: the plaint it I' xongsmiths, the
moment RCA Victor underwrote
“Call Me Madaiti" Ins score clicked
and the same was true with Har-
old. Home’s “Wish You Were Here"
and Hodgcrs A- llammerstein's con-
current “Me and Juliet.” all with
100'r or dominant HCA bank-
rolling.

Sacks’ ‘Genius’ Crack

(To this. RCA veepee Manic
Sacks, now alsfi supervising the
Victor record division, observes.
“Maybe HCA isn’t paying me
enough it I’m 'such a genius, except-
ing when I was with CBS and we
put $100,000 into ‘A Tree Grows in

Survey of ’retail sheet music
sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales
rating tor this and last week.

•ASCAP t BMI

I don’t care if it’s SKSAC, PD
BMI, ASCAP or Broadway Host

—

all we’re concerned is to make rec-

ords that sell. We hardly bother to

worry who’s the publisher or il it’s

this or that pool of copyrights

Arthur Schwartz, ex-attorney
and long since a name songsmith,
as one of the SOA committee.

1 echoes his group’s opinion that the
broadcasters, diskeries and all con-
cerned can turn the plugs on and
off at will, and it "our .songs don’t

get a chance for public' perform-
ance via records or over the air.

i hen who’s going to determine it

1 they had the values for the ‘public

to decide,’ because it’s just a ease
of the public never getting at ’em.

And even when performed from a

Holly wood-made film production,
we’re still stalemated on record-
ings. But it does seem strange that

when Metro did have a couple of

hits on records it was Mario
Lanza, a Victor recording artist,

who alone had the smashes.

Publishers Vs. Writers

“So it's no longer a case where
; song can fail or succeed on ils

merits, because the public is de-
i ied the opportunity to judge for

itself on merit. Hits are made on
the basis of controlling factors,

which in turn control the values
tor exploitation and ultimate pub-
lic acceptance.
"Why, also, is il?" Schwartz con-

tinues, “that when a writer comes
to an ASCAP publisher, who also

has a BMI affiliate, he’ll suggest
that ‘if you’ll collaborate with a

BMI writer we’ll handle it via our
BMI firm’ which can only prove
indubitably that (lie BMI affilia-

tion is more positively lucrative.

National
Ratine

Title ant! Publisher

1 Taya C on Dios ' Ardmore*

2 2 *Ebb Tide (Bobbins'

3 4 “Rags to Riches (Saunderst

You, You, You (Moilin'

.Many Times 'Broadcast'

(i (j •Ricochet (Sheldon*

7 13 “Stranger in Paradise 'Frank*

Changing Partners (Porgie

if 7 •Crying in the Chapel (Valley*

lit II “No Other Love 'Williamson'

Oh!* ( Feist

12A 13 “I See the .Moon 'Plymouth*

Eh Cumpari flftosarch'

“That’s Amore (Paramount'

Mission of St. Augustine (Hep.) 9

ly. why the writers felt they had
a better chance legally going it

alone despite the fact that “quite
a few publishers would like to

h;we joined us," says Schwartz.
• hut because of their divergent in-

terests we couldn't see it. One
group has picture company con-
trol; another group has BMI af-

filiations. and both groups thus
are riding two horsey so to speak.
We as writers have only one prob-
lem—the songwriter's future." *It

i* known that old-line publishers

60 COL EMPLOYEES

INTO ‘20-YEAR CLUB’

L» record the original east album,
Il seems strange that the public
there didn’t make me such a hero,
because they just didn’t buy either

[and Max Dreyfus (Chappell' open-
ly frown on the idea of an ASCAP
group suing BMI. Dreyfus feels

I

“nothing is ever settled by suing;

|

the writers could do more maybe
$ b\ sitting down with Mr. Pa ley or
Mr. Sarnoff”; and Bernstein
doesn’t like the idea of the SOA
employing ASCAP writer-member
stencils to solicit funds, to make

Joe Higgins, assistant to artist,

A repertoire chief Mitch Miller,

was made a member of the old

timers club in absentia, lliggin

is in the hospital.

Exec contingent making the
tour consists of Larry Kanaga.
sales manager; Jack Burgess, field

sales manager; Bill Alexander, ad-
vertising chief; Bill Bullock, man-
ager of sales planning, and Bob
Yorke, merchandise manager. Each
of .the five will cover a different
territory.

ond no*»

1.IJIOY

ANDERSON
with ha greotett ret

Vogel Appeals Decision

On ‘12th Street Rag’
Jerry Vogel is appealing the de-

cision against him by the N. S’.

Federal Court in connection with
th<» suit by Shapiro-Bernstein in-

volving the tune "12th Street Hag.’’
lie filed in N. Y. Court of Appeals.

The Vogel appeal claims that t lie

court erred in dismissing his coun-
terclaim and in finding that the
song version of “Hag," consisting
ot Euday L. Bowman's music and
James Sumner's lyrics, was a "com-
posite and not a joint work.” Vogel
also claims that the court erred in
its findings that S I! was a complete
ow ner of the renewal rights to the
Sumner Ivric.

l roin the BMI viewpoint, they
point to Hodgcrs A Hainmerstein.
Cole Porter and the like having no
economic concern — their shows,
their songs, their albums, and
their plugs are very much on top.

As for Irving Berlin, while he is

in the "rooting section of the any
"NiphgwrileiV cause." his attorney.
Godtrev Cohen * of Gilbert & Gil-
bert i, has. counseled against join-
ing this type ot action for a num-
ber of reasons. Among them is

Berlin's unique position in that he
is also i music publisher. 'That is

true, ot course, also of Hodgcrs &
liammerstein whose Williamson
Music is self-contained entity,
with Chappell's as selling agent,
end for that matter Cole Porter

DON’T
FORGET
TO WRITEDe Lyon Wax Debut

I.eo de Lvon will make his wax
debut via M-GM Records. The
niterv comic was parted for a one
disk deal by the label last

6 week.
i)e Lyon etching, which will he a

one-man band novelty, will be re
leased before the first of the year

Recorded by JUNE VALLI

VICTOR #47-5488

Advance Music Corp.Best British Sheet Sellers

‘ H ’. Knifing Xor.

London. Nov
Answer Me 1

Poppa Picmlino S
Momim Kissing Santa
Swedish Rhapsody (V
Vaya Con Dios A
Rig Hen Box
I Believe Cine
Limelight I

Moulin Rouge CY
\\ isit You Were Here Cl;
Chick i Itooiu

Bridge of Sigh, M

SINGS LOUIS (SATCHMO)

ARMSTRONG
WE WILL

ALWAYS BE
SWEETHEARTS

MGM 11603

K 11603

EMBRASSE
(Hold Me Close)

and his ALL STARS
Starring December 4

TOKYO, JAPAN
* * * *

DECCA RECORDS

Second 12
Look At That Girl Cinephonic
Living in the Chapel Morris
Ricochet •

. Victoria
bln tat ion Walt r ..... Bourne

Feist
Big ’Ea I

April m PprUi
I >1| ^ U! You

Wi ight

. Sterling
. ... Me! I in

Robbins
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New York
Johnnie Ray set for a serifs of

weekend dates around New 5 oi k

Im tore opening at the Clover Club.
Miami. Dee. 26 . . . Karen Chandler
In-gins a two-week engagement at

the Henry Grady Hotel. Atlantia.

Die, 3 . . . Jill Corey. Columbia
Kt lords' latest thrush paetec*. has
Ken inked by General Artists

< di p. . . . Dick Gersh and Buddy
Vecht handling di^k promotion foi*

T <>ny Bennett,. . , Bob Santa Maria,
\’-G-M Records crooner, into the
Yankee Inn. Columbus. O.. Friday
4 . . George Shearing Quintet
..sens at the Copacabana. 1 *it t s-

bin-gh, Dec. 7.

Publicist Virginia Wicks in Doc-
tors Hospital . . . Ilenry Okun
wound up his pact as promot'onal
manager of Frank Dailey's Mead
nu brook. Cedar Grove. N. J

j

Sreco Records precining its new
lii-.’h-fidelity phonograph with a
cocktailery at its N. V. showroom
today i Wed. i . . . Mindy Carson

j

begins a two-week enga cement >‘‘1

the Hollanden Hotel.. Cleveland,
tomorrow iThurs.) . . . Vaughn
Monroe currently at the Lotus
Club. Birmingham . . . Joni James
into the Totem Pole. AuburndnlC.
Mass.. Friday <4» for a two-night
stand.

London
l.ita Roza, girl singer, going solo

in variety when her present eon-

j

tract with the Ted Heath combo
ends next spring . . . Promoter
Lewis Buckley brought an action
tor damages on contract breach
against bandleader Geraldo in the
Chancery Division last week, but
judgment was given for Geraldo.
with costs . . . New Johnny Dank-
worth oreh made its London debut
at the Koval Albert Hall Nov. 15
before FLOOD people. Dankworth,
alto-sax leader and arranger, and
Irs new 16-piece outfit are now
engaged on one-niters all round
Britain . . . Ilarry Roche, the Tom-
mv Horse v-t vne trombone hatured
soloist ol the BBC Show bn no. is

l«a\ing to join Geraldo . . . Sax-
ptayer Ilarry Bence has just
formed his own 15-piece oreh.

Thanksgiving chores went to Mai
Dunn at Peony Park and Hank '

Winder at Music Box . . . Cold and
rain slashed biz for Jan Garber at
York And Nov. 19 . . . Mike Riley
oreh. featuring Mizen Box** on
vibraphone, opened at Fremont's
American Legion Club . . . Fnian-
uel Wishnow, violinist, started l'Jth

anni as conductor ot C. of Ne-
Inaska's symphony oreh. He played
in the old Ilarry Babich oreh for
Stuart Theatre vaude in Lincoln a
decade ago . . . Eddie Garner into
Lincoln's Turnpike Saturday '28>.

with Dennis Wesley as opposition
at Sun-Set . . . Johnny Cox's vet
crew Thanks‘'i\ inged at Giovern
Ballroom. Grand Island, while Al
Grebcnick was hooked into Tabic
Bock's American Legion Hall

Pittsburgh
Baron F II ioM's hand booked solid

with one-nighters until Jan. 7,

when they go hack into the Wil-
liam Penn Hotel's Terrace Room
tor the week ol the big annual
glass (tumniion . . . Al Rinaldi's
oreh and vocalist George l*erna
have parted company . . Boh
Vinton out lit makes it s debut at

West View Park's Damel.ind Sat-
urday i.5i

. . . Al Del.ernia dou-
bling between Continental Bar,
where he has a trio, and P|a\ house
Restaurant, where lie's soloing on
the accordion at tables . . . Carlton
House has picked up the option
of Hugh Tiilly’s threesome again
. . . Dol e's Restaurant in Hast End
is featuring Bobby Cardillo and
Reid Jaynes at the twin pianos . . .

Al Gilbert playing r
the organ at

j

Ben Gross’ new eating place on
Route 30 . . Julius Lallosa pack-
age opening week's engagement at

Twin Coaches Monriax '?» will in-

clude Dolores Hawkins. Danny
Crystal, Helene & Howard and
Mario & Kloria . . . Johnny Pine-
apple al Colonial Manor recently
signed Dceca recording contract
and his first album will be out
around the holidays.

Dallas

Chuck Cabot oreh one-night ing
at Dallas Athletic Club . . . Spike
Harrison opened Nov. 30 at Bache-
lor’s Club . . . Cipango Club gets

Clair Perrault oreh Dec. 4 for a

long stay . . . Lnuann's inked Jack
Teagarden's oreh for Dec. 11 . . .

Rosalind Courtright and Bill Coop-
er’s oreh open a fortnight Dec. 18

at Baker Hotel's Mural Room . . .

Colony Club has return dates with
Lili St. Cyr in Januaiy and Rusty
Draper for February . . . Longhorn
Ranch, huge local nitery. has a

name change only, in becoming the

Plantation. Owner llyinan Fader
has Stan Kenton on Jan. 26 and
the Dorsey Bros, set for April 13 .

. . . Bob Fberly, with Tim Herbert
and Don Saxon, currently at Bal-

inese Room, Galveston, for two
weeks.

Omaha
Thanksgiving dates proved strong

for Eddy Haddad at Schuyler's Oak
Ballroom and Sammy Haven at
Holyoke. Colo. . . . Freddy Martin
Thanksgiving-eved at Chadron's
Community Building, and Del 1

Clayton preceded Haven at Holy-
oke Nov. 24 . . . Fanny Ross one-
nighted at Hot Springs, S. D., Nov.
24 . . . Bobby Mills revisited Lin-
coln's Pla-mor . . . Oreh leader Lee

j

Barron conducting aud participa-
tion show on KMTV . . . Local

An Ever-Popular Favorite!
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LEO FEIST INC

Going to Be Big

THIS CHRISTMAS

“FREDDIE
THE LITTLE
FIR TREE”

Gtnt Autry

Columbia rr40092— ~ 172

AMERICAN MUSIC. INC.

41 Of Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

Scotland
Frankie Vaughan, young English

1 crooner, scored solidly box off ice-

wise at Glasgow Empire . . . Mu-
i sicians' Union officials staging

!
countrywide recruiting drive in

Scotland . . . "Memories ol Jolson"

I unit, with Cab Kaye, into Empress,
! Glasgow . . . Nicky Kidd, w k. sing-

1 er. headlining at Empire. Greenock*

j
. . . Dr. Crock and In'- Musical

Crackpots into Pl.ay house. Glasgow.

Tooters Fined in Jersey

On Narcotics Charge
Philadelphia, Dec. 1.

Three musicians, arrested on

narcotics charges while plajing a

Burlington County, N. J. niterj.

were fined $500 e.Ych and given

suspended sentences of two to fne

years,

I The men were arrested Oct 17

in a motel by state police. They
gave names of Dominick Basta. 22.

and Marvin Drinker, 23. both of

New York, and John Ferno \ cr-

, planck, ,ol Norton Heights. Conn.

On The Upbeat

i
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Disk Companies’ Best Sellets
ARTIST

Dean Martin
iapitol I

1. THAT’S AMORE
*

YOU’RE THE RIGHT ONE _
2. CHANGING PARTNERS Kay Starr X

I’LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOU
3. VAYA CON DIOS Les Paul-Mary Ford

JOHNNY „ 4 «

OH! ..... Pee Wee Hunt *

SAN „ 4 4
5. MAMA’S GONE. GOODBYE Pee Wee Hunt e

CONEY ISLAND WASHBOARD 4

COLUMBIA J
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE Tony Bennett *

WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME?
2. RAGS TO RICHES Tony Bennett

HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN *

3. ISTANBUL • Four Lads .

I SHOULD HAVE TOLD YOU LONG AGO
4. I WANT A HIPPOPOTAMUS FOR XMAS Cayla Peevey

ARE MY EARS ON STRAIGHT?
5. I SAW MOMMY KISSING SANTA CLAUS Jimmy Boyd •;

THUMBELLNA $ *

CORAL >

1. RICOCHET Teresa Brewer *

TOO YOUNG TO TANGO
2. HEART OF MY HEART Cornell. Dale. Desmond

I THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY X
3. WOMAN . ... • ... Johny Desmond +

BY THE RIVER SEINE
4. BABY. BABY, BABY Teresa Brewer 4

I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME
5. I’M YEARNING Don Cornell

YOU’RE ON TRIAL

I1KCCA
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE Four Ares X

.HEART OF MY HEART +

2. THE JONES BOY Mills Bros.

SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TF.N X
3. DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE Bing & Gary Crosby +

WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT C\N DO t
4. PUT CHRIST BACK INTO CHRISTMAS Red Foley X

TIIE GENTLE CARPENTER OF BETHLEHEM
5. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART Kilty Kallen X

A LITTLE LIE

LONDON
1. EBB TIDE

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. GOLDEN VIOLINS

A GIRL CALLED LINDA
3. YOU WON’T FORGET ME

DON’T LEAVE ME NOW'
4. CARNAVLITO Cyril Stapleton X

TIIE MAN BETWEEN THEME 4

5. GUESSING Dickie Valentine 1

THE JOHNNY HAMLIN QUINTET
Savoy Cafe, Boston

Virtual y unknown in tins area,

the versatile Johnny Hamlin Quin-

tet is a youthful, cleancut crev

who are dishing out a slick br mi

of Dixieland during a 15-day stint

at this weliknown home 01 j c
W'hile its instrumentation, and

tooters, are geared to play almost

any type music from the tenor

lead hot brand to Latino, the boys.

Ken Earnest, bass, tuba at d trom-

bone; Owen Lenhard. trumpet,

trombone; Lob Barnes, clarinet,

tenor and flu’e; Bob McKee, drums.

Asi. As!." ard "Out of Now lere.

showcasing the' toffo technical

strumming cf Alessi.

In summation, this is a topnotch.

listenable unit which can plav any

type spot.

PHIL BOVERO ORCH <6>

St. Francis Hotel. Frisco
Highly adaptable mood music,

which is meant to keep the terpers

busy on the floor, is Phil Bovoro s

objective, and he succeeds with a

wide assortment of sweet stuff

show tunes, oldies and pops. Sty.e

varies as he goes along on an

Mexico City, Nov 24

Local songwriters have gotten

tough with niteries they claim u-**

their tunes without paying re-
alty. A group of tunesrnitlis.

armed with writs issued by a local

federal court and hacked by two
policemen, swooped down on the

Tio Sam (Uncle Sam) and Cu-C'u,

while they were in full swing.

When the help convinced them
tnat the bosses and others in

charge hocT fled, they Shutter-id
the spots by warning off their root-

ers. Sans music, the places soon
emptied.

The writers claim both spots
owe them 23 months’ royalties.

Backed by their organization, the
Mexican Society of Authors, Com-
posers & Publishers of Mu.sie

(SMACEM*. the tunesters say they
intend to continue strong-arming
until all their debtors for royal-

ties here have paid up.

Asserting that "public dominion
is one of the worst farces that have
ever been perpetrated on not only

composers of music but all au-

thors." Jose de la Vaga, prex.v of

SMACEM. announced a national

convention of all concerned or in-

terested in the matter of royalty

payments at Guadalajara. Dec 2-

10. The meet, he said, is counted
upon to hypo demand for law

amendments and enforcements
that will fully protect the rights

of all entitled to royalties in

Mexico.

Book consists of the usual Dixie-

land standards plus the insertion of

an occasional offbeat number to

show off the doubles of various

members of the group, viz: “Ain't

Misbehavin' ,” which trumpet man
Lenhard handles nicely on the

trombone, and "Concerto for Bass,"

(Tiger Rag>. allowing string bassist

Earnest to showcase his agility on
the tuba. All in ad. it is a neatly

intcrated group that can adapt
Itself to any room. Flic.

Continued from pa ice 59

huddles with leading exhibitor,

trade associations, such as Allied

and the Theatre Owners* of Amer-

ica. One of BMI’s selling pitches is

that It will extend full program-

ming facilities to the theatres as

part of its service to licensees.

Over 132.000 BMI copyrights will

be available to theatres signing up
with BMI.
Under the BMI rate schedule,

theatres with capacities up to 600

seats and drive-ins with capacities

up to 200 cars will pay $5; 601 to

1.200 scats and 201 to 400 cars.

$7.50; 1.201 to 1,500 seats and 401

DON ALESSI TRIO
Latin Quarter Lounge, Boston

Currently ensconced in the Latin
Quarter Lounge following a five-

year stint at the Eliot Lounge, this

popular trio, headed by guitarist

Don Alessi, dishes out a tasty

brand of music which serves as

neat accompaniment to stool sit-

ters* sipping or conversation. In

addition to Alessi, one of the Hub’s
most talented guitarists, are pianist

Fete Saitta and bassist Ross Centa-
niore the combo dishing out a wide
variety of rhythms with authority,
stressing a elearcut melodic strain
which, handled alternately by

Frank Chacksfield ^

Frank Chacksfield

Omaha AFM Pick* Casey
~~ r Omaha. Dec. 1.

George Casey last week was
elected prex.v of Omaha Musician*

far or punctures the listener’s ear-
drums

Willi a backlog repertoire as ex-
tensive as it's varied, hoys wrap up
such items as “Granada" which.

Loyson Mahoney, v. p.; David J

Majors, sec, and Carl Lamp. trea>

urer. Directors are Art Randall,

Rev. Francis P. Schmitt. Mai Dunn
Robert Bow man and Chester Ham
son.

Installation is slated for Dec. 13

and over 500 cars, $15. If theatres

or drive-ins operate for less than

26 weeks during the contract year,

the rates are cut in half.

MERCURY
1. CHANGING PARTNERS Patti Page

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN GO?
2. NATIVE DANCER . Rusty Draper

LONESOME SONG
3. STRINGS OF MY HEART Gaylords

MAMA-PAPA POLKA
4. STORY OF THREE LOVES Richard Havman

SWEET LEILANI
5. COW-COW BLUES Jan August

MARTHA

m-(;-m
1. I’LL NEVER STAND IN YOUR WAY ...*.. . Joni James

WHY CAN’T I

2. I FELL OUT OF A CHRISTMAS TREE . . Little Rita Fave
THE MIRACLE OF CHRISTMAS

3. MY LOVE. MY LOVE Toni James
YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE

4. CALLING YOU Hank Williams
WHEN GOD COMES

5. CHRISTMAS EVE Billy Eckstine
WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEW YEAR'S EVE?

RCA VICTOR
1. Oil. MY PAPA — Eddie Fisher

UNTIL YOU’VE SATO GOODBYE
2. SANTA BABY Eartha Kitt

UNDER THE BRIDGES OF PARIS
3. I CAN’T BELIEVE YOU’RE IN LOVE WITH ME Ames Bros

BOOGIE-WOOGIE MAXIXE
4. YOU. YOU. YOU Ames Bros

ONCE UPON A TUNE
5. YOU ALONE Perry Como

PA-PAYA AIAMA
Ah opportunity to get o "WHITE
but thot will carry 18 and tloep 4.

Original cost $45,000. Motor and

all oquip. in A-l condition. Hat

CARRIER air cond. unit, shower,

kitchen, hot wator heater, toilet and

full living area. $6000. full price,

cash. Daily Variety, Box 405,

6311 Yucca St.. Hollywood. Calif.

the assurance that the MU’s gen-
eral secretary has offered to dis-
cuss further any scheme other than
unrestricted interchange, the gen-
eral feeling in London is that the
door is closed—much to the disap-

j

pointment of the profession as a
whole.

English Tooters
Continued from’ page 59

rants used American bands, and

British men couldn't get work.

MU statement says: “Discussion

between the Union and the AFM is

not ended; hut there is no imme-
diate prospect of agreement be-

tween the two organizations. A
letter from Petrillo. following a

meeting of the AFM executive
board, stated, that the MU's pro-

posal—an agreement for exchanges
upon a basis of approximate equal-
ity (reciprocity)—had been con-
sidered by the board which felt,

however, that there should be free
interchange, without any restric-

tions whatsoever, for a period of
one year.

"live AFM has now been in-

ormed that while the MU is wili-

ng to continue discussions of some
dan for a reciprocal basis, the en-
ry of orchestras and musicians to
Britain * from any other country
‘ it bout any restrictions cannot be
greed to."

While the statement ends with

PATTI page
*eco*m
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Inside Stuff-Music
1 !

,* erratum that Frank Loesscr's publishing firm. Frank Music, paid
Ri.fu- rt Wright and George Forrest a 9c royalty on "Kismet"—actunlh

u , n « - arc adapted from the late Alexander Borodin—was further com-
ju ,| lfMi(d hv the statement that some pubs had paid up to 12c royalty

.beet music for show Scores. Max Dreyfus recalls having paid Victor
jp.|,»it 8c. which is 2c above the customary 6c royalties on musical
(() u,,\ and operetta scores. He docs concede that in the days of the
jvS'Aa. Brown & Henderson. George and Ira Gershwin and kindred
. ,,iu v-. which George White '"Scandals") and Aarons & Krcedley. et a! .

u-o.il y produced, there was an additional 2c per sheet copy paid to
legit impresarios. The>e were known as "supplementary pro-

,', 11 . 11
'' royalties.” but says Dreyfus, "We always called these kind of

( it .

! v ’.gral't’ contracts.” There, too. may have been additional per-
crit.iges paid for some outstanding foreign operetta smash—"some-
t! .Mg like a Franz Lehar score.” says the dean of the music business.
‘ hut v c never pay over 6c. That goes for Rodgers & llammerstein.
. 1 . j . .nr' K«rn. Cole Porter, and others. That's why I can’t imagine
l/r i pay ig 9c for ’Kismet’ ” 'which Loesser also denies'.

in i’ng Berlin purposely paid hi nisei f an inflationary Re royalty on
• <;. il Bless America” and ifioie recently upped it to 10c. so that he can
v . . ! the sonc' s revenues for benefit of the Girl A Boy Scouts of
A. i

i rjea foundation which realizes every' penny of that song.

Rochester Music Eiec

Quits in Pop Date Snarl
Rochotor, X V . Doc. 1.

In a brief and apparently too
varied a career as executive direc-
tor i>t the Rochester Gav ie Music
•X vsr' «loii t Kimball la-t week
resigned the post he assumed three
months ago today.

Disagreements between Kim-
ball and the executive committee
ol tin* l M \ , ( s t «

> polities and
methods’ ,»n just how the I’M A’*
d.dOO-seat h.istman Theatre might
pay its own way caused the sud-
den blowup Kim hall hit town tor
New X oi k the day the story broke

|

and may rejoin Community Con-
certs. Inc. He was with CC’s Pa-
cific Northwest department when
called to Rochester following the
death of Arthur M See cai her tins
year.

1 Two precedent break mg hook-
ings at the plush Kastman Theatre,
home of the Rochester Philhar-
monic. explain m part the Kimball
ouster On Nov 3. Stan Kenton
appeared with his • festival of
Modern American Jazz." and on
Dec. 9 the Saulcr-I'mcgan package
is skedded at a t hi it t v $2 top
Shearing. Goodman. Billy Williams
and others were booked b\ See.
but always nir only* as guests at

Civic Orchestra Pop Concerts
No successo, to Kimball lias

been named.

OHCHESTBAS-MISir 67

TEXAS JAZZ TEENAGERS

EARN VENEZUELA TRIP
Dallas. Dec 1

Predilection for ja// by young-

sters b.\s resulted in a 10 d..y. all-

expense trip to \ ene/uela this

Christmas for the Cooper Tex,
Jazz Kings.
The six high school teenagers,

directed by Roy llens'ey. school’s

hand director, played a special
show recently at a Paris. Tex,
li liner, when George I. Cox, rep-

pmg a Venezuelan oil-, firm,

dropped in Cox liked the lads’

music, and arranged lot the Jazz
Kiues’ fly ing Mi ip over the holi-

days sponsored by his company.

i

The Fontane Sisters’ new side for RCA Victor. "Kissing Bridge."
j. m Ring a spfeial promotion from Chesterfield tigs this Christmas,
v itli a * I holiday cartons containing a picture of tlu* bridge and the
suTij’s title. Perry Como, who stars on the CHS-TV Chesterfield show,
also heard on tlu* dis't. hut is billed only as "The Mysterious Stranger."
Time. , 'ell’s d by Al Stillmaji and Robert Allen, will also be plugged on
other Chesterfield-sponsored shows such as "Dragnet" and A rtliur

Godirey s "Talent Scouts.”

Although Frankie I.aine's version of the standard, "Granada." fol-

lows a couple of others by Bing Crosby and Clark Dennis. I.aine actu-
ally nit the number for Columbia Records over a year ago. Col. how-
ever. held it in the can because of oilier Paine releases.

Juan Jav its. eo-cleffer with Phil Springer of the current Fart ha Kitt
c’irk. "Santa Baby," for RCA Victor, is a niece of X. V. Congressman
J.ieul) davits.* A Westport, Conn., resident. Miss Jav its had written sev-
eral songs previously to "Santa." hut they didn't hit. Miss Javits’ new
tune. "Crazy. Madly. Wildly in Love.” is ge.tting a Columbia Records ver-
sion hv Mindy Carson.

MERC & COL IN HOT

KISMET’ SET SCRAMBLE
The diskerv scramble on the

score from the legituner. ' Kismet.

*

got hotter this week with Mercury
Records propping a special extend-
ed play album to beat Columbia
Records original cast package on
l!| »- m .1 kct. Mere’s HP set will be
a compilation of the four tunes
from the show already on release
**• singles. The sides are Georgia
(

1

1 libs' "Baubles. Bangles and
Beads." Vie Damone's “Stranger in

Paradise." and Ross Bagdasari.an's
' /tihhediya" and "Not Since Nihe-
v a h.”

Col's original east album will fea-
ture Alfred Drake and Doretta
Morrow. Score was adapted from
Alexander Borodin by Robert
Wright and George Forrest.

Victor Oct. Biz Up 22%;

Big Sales Week Marked
With Eddie Fisher's "Oh, My

Papa" side as pace-setter. RCA Vic-

tor racked tip one of the biggest

weeks in its history last week, de-

spite the Thanksgiving Day holi-

dav. Past Wednesday '25>, fac-

tory orders hit an alltime high,

with 77.000 copies »n Fisher's new
disk topping the list Kartha Kitt’s

"Santa Baby” is also hitting a click

pace, while in the classical field

Arturo Toscanini’s "Pines & Foun-
tains of Rome" has already passed
the 70.000 mark.

Victor, meantime, reported that
its October biz was 22 /

r over the
same period last y ear.

Jenkins' ‘Dreams' Into

Disk Bestseller List

Gordon Jenkins’ new major opus.

"Seven .Dreams," is moving out as

one of Deeea Records’ album best-

sellers in the Christmas market.
The Jenkins set has already sold

over 60.000 copies since its release

two months ago.

Deeea. incidentally, has pressed
more "Seven Dreams" set in the

initial two months than it did for

Jenkins’ first extended work. “Man-
hattan Tower." in the latter’s first

two y ears.

KENNY LEE ,

LOOK

Cleffers Rally
Continued from page 59
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Pf A \J\rJC\D 20-5500 (Z8rpm)

VlV.IUl\ 47-5500 (45rpm)

INDIANA MUSIC PUBLISHERS

Will supply entertainer* with free

professional and orchestra capias

of “THE FIRE OF LOVE IS DYING.”

Route - 1 , Bex 382, Richmond, Ind.

against BMI vfas launched in a

practical way in October. 1953, at

a meeting of some 40 songwriters

at the home of Oscar llammerstein
2d. At that conclave, the writers

decided to finance the suit them-
selves. without ASCAP publisher i

support, via a 5'T donation- of their
1

ASCAP earnings. It’s understood

that a large part of the war chest

has already been expended on pre-

liminary investigations and other

legal maneuvers.

Sehulman estimated that the

suit would probably come to trial

in about two years, due to the

crowded court calendar. In reply

to a query why the Justice Dept,

was not enlisted in the fight

against the alleged "palpable con-

spiracy” of the broadcasters and

BMP Sehulman stated that the law

permits private individuals to seek

relief when necessary.

MOMMIE DEAR
Thl* New Tender Ballad Would Click in Any Spot

Complete Piano-Vocal - Yourt for the Asking

EMERICK JANOSKA, Rax 17. Morris Haights Sto.. New York S3. N.Y.

your HOLIDAY
PROGRAMS

more inspiring . .
.
greater meaning

. . stronger appeal than ever before

EVERYBODY'S SONG OF FAITH.

Words and Music by Ervin Drake, Irvin Graham Jimmy Shirl and A
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Heidt to Start Band-SIhow Deal
Organist Tarns Of 1Pka

Pnr nisne Fall* Snnl
Ifen to Spread ke Show Tours

With Tele Tiein at N. Y. Statler

Tin. Hotel Statler N V long a -
sh(>v.<:i <* <»1 name band . MU 06
into a band and show police s .

3

1 1

-

liii{ Jan 3 1
) w*th the booking of

Horace Heidt and a contingent of

entertainers The concept of the

Heidt date is unusual not only in

booking procedures but in the fi-

nancial setup Heidt is going into

t hat spot for a sum reported to be

$ 5 500. for which the inn v. ill, get a

contingent of about 35 musicians

at.ri entertainers

Sum. of course, is under scale for

this type booking, but the bands

it,en and performers will get at

l
(, ast scale for their efforts. Defi-

cit Will be made up by one of

Heidi’s corporate entities, which
would hire most of the personnel

and underwrite any loss.

Heidt is taking the booking for

several reasons. In the first place,

lie’s seeking to establish a hand en-

tertainment format for television.

He’ll give his personnel exposures
on that medium, and through ex-

perimentation hopes to evolve a

format that will help him get the

prominence on video t hat lie got

through his various talent search

shows on radio. Heidt has had sev-

eral successful cycles in the hand
and show format on the air. His
first top effort was “Pot O’ C •old’*

and then he toured “The American
Way," a troupe of amateurs and
Reinipros in various auditoria that

prepared t hi* path lor him via mass
auditions. .Through the latter he
discovered several performers, in-

cluding accordionist Dick Conti no.
Tele Format

Whether the tele format of his

show will evolve into the latter

type policy remains io bp seen.
However, it is evident that the
Heidt hooking will constitute a ma-
jor attempt to find a method of pre-
senting handshows in television.
It's possible that he may seek to
bring back remotes, which did so

All 3 Gabors in Vegas
Las Vegas. Dec, 1.

The (Jabor Sisters— Zsa Zsa.

Eva ard Magda— will make their

r.iterj dehut as a team Dec. 2f * at

tiie Last Frontier Hotel Operator

Jake KozIofT has hooked them for

a two-week stint spanning the hol-

iday period.

Sisters have appeared together be-

fore fui television and Zsa Zsa did

a nitery stint at the Flamingo some
months ago Lath gets 100' f hill-

ing. with Zsa Zsa listed first, Eva
second and Magda bringing up the

rear.

Glens Falls. N. Y... Dec. 1

Organist Irv Rosenholtz, who has

played nightclubs in the Capital

District and hotels in Florida, took

over the Chatter Box Inn on the

Glens Falls-Saratoga Road, and re

opened it as The Bird Cage last

Tuesday <24>. Rosenholtz is fea-

tured on the Hammond organ. He
appeared on WGY, Schenectady,

for sGme-yeorsi and has made radio

transcriptions under the title of

“The Dream Man."

To Middle-East, Europe Next Year

‘"h Q/tos rv II IIIWK -I, » mi II mu Ml
much to build orchestras in the
early days of radio, into television.
It’s realized that music alone can-
not do it. and consequently Heidt
will experiment with a combination
of acts and music.

This hooking will also mark the
(Continued on page 70)

POLICING CALUMET, ILL,

FOR AGVA OFFENDERS
Chicago, Dec. 1.

With members of American
Guild of Variety Artists reportedly

changing their names in order to

skirt penalty from the union for

playing in out-of-bounds territory,

Ernie Fast, AGVA midwest direc-

tor. is making the rounds of Calu-

met City honkytonk clubs to search

out the offenders.

AGVA has ordered all its mem-
bers to quit working Calumet City

as long as the town is off-limits for

not abiding with the union’s mini-

mum basic agreement, the signifi-

cant aspect of "which is its demands
that the bonifaces pay the acts’ in-

surance.

Fast told of a meeting he had
held with Chi’s six exotic agents,

all of whom he threatened to put

on AGVA’s unfair list for booking
talent into Silver Frolics, Back-
stage and other out-of-bounds
clubs. Agents answered that they
were on the verge of going broke.

near l y a ll of t he ;d t»t p Hub -t

Folksong Group In

Chi Club Shift

Chicago. Dec. 1.

“I Come For To Sing,” low-

budget folksinging package which

has been a lucrative Monday night

fill-in at the now defunct Blue

Note here for over a year, has been

bagged more or less intact by the

Rush St. Blue Angel for a one-

night stand each week. Moveover

takes place Dec. 14. Show will light

up the Angel on Monday nights,

supplementing the regular five-

night-per-week format, which for

several months has been an inex-

pensive Calypso revue.

Folksong card, a novelty for

nightclubs here, has been socko
business-wise at the Blue Note,

building up a strong following
among music aficianados who might
otherwise never' have set foot into

the last of Chi’s major jazz joints.

It’s expected that the unit’s retinue

will follow it to the Blue Angel, a

year-old basement bistro, which
can use the attention the w.k. sing-

ing group might attract.

Three of the present four mem-

Kaye’s Philly Date
Hollywood. Dec. 1.

Danny Kaye’s delayed Philadel-

phia vaudate is now scheduled to

start Feb. 22 for four and possibly

six weeks. He’ll topline a straight

variety bill.

Date at the Shubert Theatre

was originally set for earlier this

year. It was postponed when he

jumped in to replace the ailing

Donald O’Connor in Paramount’s

“White Christmas, ’’ costarring

with Bing Crosby.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Chicago
Josh White returning to Black

Orchid, Chi, after opening the

room a year ago, on Dec. 22 tor

six- weeks. Bi !
l also lists Rita

Dimitri & Yone’y . . . Dinah Kaye,

Scotland import’ who warbles on

the London label, makes her first

American appearance at La Rue,

Indianapolis. Dec. 14 for three

weeks, initiating an act policy for

the room . . . Kirby Stone Quartet

and Castro Sisters take over the

Chez Paree Dee. 4 for two frames
. . . Billy Daniels is pegged for a

fortnight at the Chez following a

Dec. 4 opening at the Chicago The-
atre . . . Connellys at Northern
Hotel. Green Bay, for six frames,
followed by indefinite stint at Lor-

raine Hotel. Madison, f starting

Jan. 11 . . . Norm Dygon and Mr.
Chips open Louis Hotel. Joliet, to-

day » Wed.) for six frames ... 3

Lads and a Lass hooked for four
weeks at Berghof Gardens, Ft,

Wayne, beginning Dee. 14.

Minneapolis. Dec l

Morris Chalfen. local product-
f

“Holiday on Ice International
.!f;1

five other ice shows operating
multaneously in various p;us ,f

the globe, is planning to gue t. -

Middle East, including Istanbul
and Bagdad, its first peek at i|...

skating entertainment next war,
he said after returning from Eu-
rope.

Chalfen now has two foreign i<-

show's working in Spain, Franc-.
England and Switzerland, and has
built up a circuit that takeN tv<>

years to cover. Another of hi, m-
ternational companies has ju t

completed 60 days in .Japan wh-ra,
he says, it grossed the equivalent
of around $600,000 in U. S cur-
rency. After a visit to Manila tins

company will return to Japan t u
another 60 days.

Last spring Chalfen entered in’ >

a partnership with Sonja Heme l >p

her to tour Europe as the star of an
ice show to be owned by them
jointly. Chalfen went with tie
show himself and booked it ml >

Paris, London, Dortmund. Stock-

holm and Oslo.

hers of the attraction are transfer-

line to the Hush—lit . rl trb , with"

Omaha
Unit playing one-nighters for biz

'

t
'uiH '

i
1

! ns
1

in state—Includes TiKI
.McCormick, rope twirling and uni-
cyclcs; Virgil Hummer, banjo; Rill

Darwin, comedy; Ubaldo & Mar-
garita. dancers and magic, and
Johnny Sauna, tap dancer and
emcee.

Ferguson & Colby, novelty danc-
ers, in at Italian Village. Lincoln
. . . Billy Williams Quartet opened
Friday <27i at Angelo’s . . . Three
Sharps in fourth year at Top Hat
Supper Club. Grand Island.

Decish Reserved on L.I.

Nitery Beef Vs. AGVA
Decision was reserved bv the

N. Y. Nassau County Supreme
Court in the case brought by Gene
Seville against the American Guild
of Variety Artists. Seville, who
operates the Casa Seville. Franklin
Square. L. I., filed suit against the

union seeking damages for denying
the cafe the use of acts under its

jurisdiction. Nitery hasn’t signed

a minimum basic agreement with
the union which would call for

welfare payment of $2.50 weekly
for earn performer.
Case was heard last Wednesday

(25) and union filed additional al!i-

davits yesterday iTues.). Cafe is

currently operating w ith acts under
the jurisdiction of the American
Federation of Musicians.

hereabouts were
carpet.

ou the AGVA
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Saranac Lake
By llappy Benw ay

Saranac Lake, N.Y., Dec. 1.

The downtown actors colony of
this health resort city went all-out

lo help Mrs. William “Mother"
Morris observe her 80th birthday
anni. Kudos, salutations and greet-
ings came from all parts of the
community, highlight being a half-

hour program arranged by Jack De-
Mattos, manager of station WNBZ.
“We The Patients’’ wish lo ex-

tend thanks to Daniel I). Doran,
business manager of local No. 52
of IATSK for sending a Jukebox
for the entertainment of the ailing

gang.

S. Joe Bn ant, manager of the
Pioneer Theatre. Holden, W. Va .

ended his three-month rest period
and is enroute home after a short
stay in N. Y.

Otto Hayman. ex-manager out of
the general hospital, besting a

second major operation. Jenie
Reed, his wife, planed in from N Y.

to he at his bedside during his

recuperating period.

Howard lawy, alumnus of 1044
and manager of Loew’s Theatre,
Mt. Vernon, and Walter Hoban, ex-
vaudevillian. in for annual check-
up. Both given the all-clear mark.

Patricia Pritchard, formerly cash-

ier of Beacon Theatre, N. Y„ after

15 months of rest and aided via

surgery, rated a 100 r © okay; goes

to Ireland before resuming work.

Write to those who are ill.

Larry Lane, Elizabethan warbler,
dropping from the group. “I Come
For To Sing" retains pianist Chet
Ruble, who sings modern big city

tunes; ban joist Flaming Brown,
mountain ballads, and Big Bill

Broonzy, who handles the Negro
and backwoods numbers. It's likely

that Val Navaro, headliner of the
Blue Angel's regular show', will

join as the fourth on Mexican folk-

limes. Unit repeats the exact .song

lineup week after week.

Hackctt Ends 2-State

Pix-Nitery Bicycling
Las Vegas. Dec. 1.

Buddy Ilackclt is free, to portray
his comic film role iti “Fireman
Save My Child’’ without the neces-
sity of bicycling daily by plane be-
tween El Rancho Vegas and the
Universal-International studio in

Hollywood. Belden Katleman. op-
erator of the nitery where Haclcett
was appearing, released him from
his contract because the strain was
beginning to tell on his work.

As a replacement. Katleman
signed “The Goofers." a comedy
group. In return for his release,

Hackctt agreed to return to El

Rancho Vegas on Dee. 30. when
he will share billing with Nat Cole.

Houston
Bob Fberly headlines the new

floor show at the Balinese Room.
Galveston . . . Spike Harrison
opened an engagement Monday

i • 30) at the Bachelor Club. Dallas
I . . . Gloria and Dick Finney left

Houston for an engagement at

;

Teddy Stauffer’s La Perla Night

;

Club in Acapulco. Mexico . . . Tito

|

Guizar opened his fourth two-week
stay at the Shamrock Hotel. Also
on the bill are Bud and Cece Rob-
inson, dance team.

Harry Noble and Frances King,
singing team, with Noble doubling
at the piano, opened Monday < 30

»

at Caruso’s in Boston, after head-
lining the weekend show in the
Empire Room of the Ten Eyck
Hotel at Albany.

Bernards Back to U.S.

Manchester. Dec. 1.

George and Bert Bernard. U. S.

duo. after making 12 appearances
at the London Palladium in five

years, return to America this
month for a Latin Quarter show
in Miami. It will be their first

appearance in the U. S. since they
made a film in 1949.

Act’s miming to offstage gramo-
phone disks has also scored solid-
ly in the British provinces. They
are set to return to England next
year for a new revue currently
being set.

HARBERS
^Lih

HELD OVER 8th WEEK

BILTMORE BOWL
Biltmore Hotel, Lot Angeles

and DALE
Jiitf Concluded 2 Yrs. at Featured

Pianitt with the

Louis Armstrong All-Stars

MARTY
NAPOLEON

Currently Appearing with

Hit Qwn Trio at

MIKE TOZZO’S

LAMPLITER
In Valloy Stream, L I.

3/anff TIi links 1 . 1 6,1 §0S
( \l—Dominick—Til I in-—IVlc)

far a uondrrful i/our nt ifour

loffiihooils ITnb in Miami nntl

tin* tour.

CUda

f'. v. This ioriudoH tin* on v niffbirrs

ELISA
JAYNE
Dancing Satirist

I.ew & Lmlie Grade Agency
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Prounis Overrules White s Firing Of

Kaye for Doubling Into ITs Toast’
\ppearance of George Kaye of4

tht' N Y. Versailles floorshow on

tilt* Ed Sullivan “Toast of the

T„wn " show last Sunday <21* has

renewed the argument as to wheth- i

,r video appearances aid or injure
, . 4 u

iiiv’htclub shows. Kaye’s stint on Kent were booked to share lulling

tic t’BS TVer has caused a row Billy Gray s Band Box several

v :ih producer George White, who "Ceks ago, boniface Sammy Lewis

Rose Marie, Kent Team
Hollywood. Dec 1.

When Rose Marie and Lenny

(i:d the floorshow at that spot. Lat- paired them in several routines,

m dismissed the comic after the , including a takeofT on Band Box

incident However. Nick Prounis, regulars Patti Monre and Ben Lcs-

, it s operator, stepped into the !

sy. The stunt clicked solidly,

t.tl and picked up Kaye's option This week. Rose Marie and Kent
lei an additional two-week period, form a comedy team for future

Kaye has stated that he will step engagements, inking Sammy Lew-
t ut . if leaving the show will elimi-

j

is as personal manager. William
n.itc any friction between Prounis Morris office will book the team.

;,nd White on this score. which bows Jan. 1 at the Mapes
Original contract signed by Kaye Hotel, Reno.

stipulated that there was to be no
j

(M iihling on video. Since then, a
1

m w pact was renegotiated and no

such clause was included in the

contract. Kaye reportedly wanted
to play a video show earlier, but

wn.s dissuaded by White who, ac-

cording to Kaye, stated that he’d

he permitted to do video later

in the run. Now that the show
will terminate sometime in Jan-

ci.iry. Kaye figured that the end once again Angelo DiGiacomo is in

Gambling Setups Seized

In Illinois Nitery Raids
St. Louis. Dee 1.

Continuing its campaign to
I
stamp out gambling in Illinois,
stdte troopers lavt week raided two

j

southern Illinois niteries and
seized gambling equipment At the

i
Palace inn, Sandoval and the club

|

51 in Central City the cops grabbed
blackjack and dice tables and an-
nounced w an ants will he sought
against the owners.

!
Casinos in St Clair and Madison

I

I ountics, near St Louis, have shut*
j-tered in recent months after word
fro in SprirtgfieRI.. HI. that gam
blmg was taboo.

Omaha Nitery Scene

Shifts As DiGiacomo

Preps His New Setup
Omaha. Dec. 1.

Omaha's nitery scene is' about to

take on a new appearance—and

was approaching.

Situation is complicated by the

t.rit that the Versailles unit will

go on the road. Many performers
have renewed for the roadshow.
Kaye, however, isn’t going on tour
with the others and is hanging
around New York in hopes of land-

ing his own video program. To do
that, he had to have a showcasing
so that he could get moving upon
c losing at the Versailles. Thus he
elected to go on the Sullivan lay-

out. Kaye, it’s stated, booked that
show on a Wednesday, and when
the commitment precipitated an
argument, offered to postpone the
deal, but at that time it was too
late to get a replacement for the
telesession.

Ross & La Pierre, currently at

i he Latin Quarter, have signed for
summer at Blackpool, England.

the foreground.

DiGiacomo. first boniface here to

employ a name act policy at his

bistro since the days ot gambling
casinos, has split with John and
Madelyn Barnes, who purchased
Angelo’s in the Pullman Hotel, and
is ready to start construction of a

now nitery on the outskirts (west)
ot Omaha.

If he gets the expected zoning
ruling from the city fathers tomor-
row <Wed.), he’ll start immediately
building a 500-seater with ample
parking space at 72d and Howard
Sts. that is expected to cost in the
neighborhood of $250,000.

DiGiacomo intends to continue a

name act policy, with one or two
iainnnrting nets and nrnhahlv a nor-

Vaudfilm Only

A Mpls. Memory
Minneapolis, Dec. 1.

Vaudfilm long a local enter
tainrnent standby, has become a
relic ot the past and. apparently,
something future amusement pa-

tron generations will know about
only by hearsay.
There hasn’t been any \audtilm

at Radio City for more than a year
and it has been absent from the
HKO-Orpheum for over two years.
Both ol these large seating capacity
houses erstwhile went in at least

occasionally for the* stage presen-
tations as adjuncts to their film of
ferings.

In fart. Radio City at one time
(Continued on page 70)

manent orch or combo. He sold

his old spot to the Barnes duo some
four months ago. Soon after, they

(Continued on page 70)

‘FOLLIES’ SETS CINCY

. MARK WITH $185,000
Cincinnati, Dec. 1.

Shipstad and Johnson “Ice Fol-
lies” heat its own 15)51 record
here, in sitting a new Cincinnati
Gardens high gross for a show
with close to $185,000 on 15 per-
formances in an 11-day engage-
ment tha t ended Sunday 25»>, Top

Admission Tabs at Cafes Seen On

Upbeat as Offset to Hiked Costs

Twas $:i.

J

Paid admissions totalled 125.-

782. passing previous peak by

idea of charging admissions in

cafes is gaining favor among many
boniface*. who feel that its the

only method which makes it feasi-

ble to buy name talent. It's conse-
quently expected that when the
Chanticleer,. Baltimore, reopens
with a name policy late January,
nick at the wicket will he impost'll

.Some of the major rooms in the

country are now charging admis-
sion in addition to a minimum
when occupying a t..hlc .Among
those under that policy are the

Town Casino. Buffalo; Latin Quar-
ter, Boston, and various spots in

Montreal And the maim: hotels

of course, have convert charges

Injunction Vs. AGVA

Paves Way for Eddy’s

Bow at L.A.’s Statler

Los Angeles. |>ee 1

Nelson Eddy got away to a ile

laved start in his three vver-k nr
gagement at the Hotel Statin's

Terrace Room, hut only alter a

legal hassle in Superior Court
Judge Frank (I Swam issued a

ti mpniaiv order against A<;\ \

which had placed the hotel on its

lintair list Also named in the ot

der were Eddie Rio. Eddy MCA
Irving P. Ma/zei. .lack Bright anil

numerous John Does.

Staller's attorneys charged- the

defendants with a eonspirae.v to fix

prices and to prevent acts from
playing thi*’ hotel. They added that

the purpose of the conspiracy was
“creating, establishing and main-
taining a monopoly and ot unlaw-
lully interfering with the tree

marketing of packaged variety

acts.”

Temporary restraining order is

returnable Dee. 4 Eddy was ong-

15,000.

many scheduled io si, ill hi*, i ti

gagement last Monday night
but the episode caused a two day

of varying si/e* Pittsburgh mterie*

also tack on a door-charge upon

occasion.

So far the idea doesn't have gen-

eral acceptance in N. Y niteries.

Except for the Hirdland, tin* ini-

*

tial njejk ts not in effect in the
nightclubs

Accepted Routine?
The operators are now increas-

ingly coming to the conclusion that

dooichaig.es will become all ac-

cepted routine in cafegoing. They
argue that with tood and liquor

prices n! ill on the upbeat and hiz

on the downbeat unless they get
alt rac. ions, it's becoming more dif-

ficult to hook the expensive names
unless an added revenue from the
gate i.s provided The situation is

f ui tlier aggravated by the fact that

t he top pei formers will not play
more tii • » two shows nightly and
i \ i n il they did. It would lie dif-

fit olt to gi t more than two turli-

ov el s.

* The nitery owners also feel 'that

nm e they can get the public accus-
tomed to the admission charge,
there's the chance that they would
he able to.cut down on menu tabs.

With an assured initial layout and
.i more moderate minimum, an op-
cr,dor wouldn’t have to go over-
boaid on menu prices

In addition, owners could lie able
to make deals with top names at

lower figure* simply by guarantee-
ing a percentage of covers or ad-
mission charges.

The moderate-sized nitery may
have no other alternative than to

get admission charges when hook-
ing names. Spots seating up to 400
cannot afford $5,000 names without
having menu tariffs that scare the
average run of customer, and there-
fore it's expected that the idea will

gain favor in many cities. Moni-
I arc's hope that tlx* admissions can
produce enough to pay floorshow

'H iyt v f f-tt i.il'x piiM i b lc 1

,
' Hu n many

believe the industry will have a

heller < ham e of remaining, solvent

r

Currently at theJrAlcMETY . Nov. ta, 1953

"Entire production it top-drawer with

Ganjow Bros, end Juanita attirod in cos-

tumes based on 1 8th century theme, pull-

ing salvos for smooth adagio work and
thoir exciting whi.t-around finish It neat

crowd pleaser earning whopping palms."

LAS VEGAS
(4 Weeks from Nov. T2th fill Doc. 9th

)

Atony thank $ to M>u Ma«in« lewis for the quidi refurn tnyogrmrnlIAS VEGAS, Sunday, Nov. 14.

"Still another highlight was breathtak-

ing adagio work of the three Ganjou
Bros, and Juanita. Costumed in 11th

century apparel this group who flew

directly here from Mexico City performed

their gyrations—to a background of

Viennese music—which might be best de-

scribed at the poetry in motion."

Just Concluded

Return Engagements in Mexico City

(CLUB EL PATIO and TEATRO INSURGENTES)
and in Havana, Cuba (CLUB TROPICANA)

Alto thanks to Mr Id Sullivan for the television offer

GANJOU BROS
and JUANITA

Perm. Address; 109. Bedford Court Mansions. London W.C.1, England
Not Solely Represented

Or: c/o MATTENe 250 West 75th Street. Now York 23, N. Y
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For San Anton’ Showing
San Antonio. Dec. 1.

The local appearance of the

Sugar Ray Robinxon-Count Basie

show at the Auditorium here was

in the red. with only 715 paid ad-

missions and a gross boxoffiee

take o. scarcely more than $2,000.

To make matters worse. Bill

Ward and his Dominoes lor a while

refused to go on and perform.

W .ud's refusal stemmed from the

fact that he claimed he didn’t get

equal hilling with the other stars

app. a ring on the bill.

lorn of the Jungle." “Under •

Big Top." featuring a remark, h i.

tightrope stunt by moppet Gem .

Percelly Jr., plus the usual am- '

.

disguises of which the “two-n ,-n
in-a-horseskm" trick walking r
the audience has been done i, ,

oiten to rate any interest ih- , .

tics of the Night.” with an e\ .

lent solo spot bv Guy p (

"Starry Night Over the Town' a
spectacular bit featuring • ,.

Glamour leers, and finalTv •

closing number. “Gab ...

with the entire cast in eyetihu'.

»

black-and-white costume-
Most of the comic scenes a.e «,

,

the conventional side. he*t | )(
. .

delivered by the Three Impai>
~

cos. who ere in for several - n.
uioely funny novelty effects V ;nif

acts are restricted to the Tun |v .

cellys, whose head-to-head bal'ani'-
ing compares favorably to th. r

last year’s stunt, beside voiu.<
George Percelly, who is hilled m-

"

artely in an act of his own. fix .

dentally, show has another mopp, t

in Juanita, who is remarkably su, >

on skates, but a trifle too cute at
times.

The show's opening scene nfft-i

.

a nice change of pace from similar
revues, showing an airport with j

plane just checked in. from which
each of the stars is arriving, being
announced by the speaker. In the
course of the evening, howevei
a certain lack of fresh material u
evident in some of the numbers.

The costumes, made in Pan
,

New York and Berlin, show every
cent of a top budget. They are all

|

in excellent taste, offering a rich
! variety in colors and designs that
1 is a treat to the eye.

Musical accompaniment b,v the
"Holiday on Ice" orch. conducted
by Sem Kapper. relies exclusivefv
on standard tunes and is not a -

i ways up to par. Vocals are deli.

-

I
ered by Gezina Mooten and Albert

j

Hofstee in average style. Me ,.

i-
|

irent of men necessary to man n

if pit band policy he r< tad ed during

the periods when th-re was no

t- siitgeshow. Paramoun manage- «

g rueut sought td make its posit on
j

1 clear that the p.-nnaueut policy
|

). oi tiie house wou’d In* straight p,x. ,

i- and an otca-ional stageshow 1

would constitute a departure.

-{ Therefore. acco, tiijig to tlr» I'a' a-

w mount negotiators, it wou’d be

• n impossible to retmn tio* crips io»

to lor 1 *' periods befw; n shows.

d An agreement, under those cir-

nt cumsl antes, const ouentli ht ciiuit*

impossible, and negotiations weie
•n dropped.
° Paramount planned in bring in
v

tie Fisher show4 with "The Kddie
C ntor Story ’ t.W’L in s«*r. on.

’’ !•', -.her is legal d 'd a a Cantor
protege and ther mre booking

* * ton’d have prov tied excellent ex-

p'o tntion as well at natural box-

ollte. As il is now. Cantor
Story" will be prevtied at the Par
oil Dec. 22. and regular run as a

straight picture will he the follow-

ing day or the 'day alter

The American Guild of Variety

Ar.ids batted shows at four hotels

in Lakewood. N. J.. la-t Saturday

'22'. with Id performers told not

to perform. Union is going after

all hotels at that resort which
haven't signed minimum basic

agreements with the union.

Basis for the pullouts was a

resolution passed at a recent mem-
bership meeting, which authorized

AG VA to take action on spots that

haven't signed pacts.

-At the same time, union author-

ized a new scale which calls for

$25 per performer in A A hotels;

Philiv Cm s Leery of B.O.

Boost in Burley Raid
Philadelphia, Dec. 1

At "City Halt Comes to Tioga
Might" last week. Police Commis-
sioner Gi’, turns was asked t the

Carmen Th-Mre will continue as a

burlesque house. The Commission
er, noting that tin* police have no
power to do.-e the place, said it

ind h en under-sstrict surveillance

since Mae. by male and female of-

ficers.

"Tilths Carmen." said Gibbons, "is

no (litferent than the Troc (local

hurley t. If you raid one. you must
raid the other. That would tie

Worth $1.00;).0M0 in publicity.' The
SIR) si’ns would go right up."

FELDMAN OFFICE TIES IN

WITH FOREIGN AGENCIES
Hollywood. Dee. 1

Charles Feldman set reciprocal

representation deal in France. Kng-

land, Italy to handle foreign talent

here with alien linns repoing

Famous Artists clientele in their

respect ive count l ies.

Deals have been s»*t with Andre
Bcrnheim, Raoul Levs. France;

Verc Barker of Connies Ltd. Kng-

land. and Franco Barham, Italy N.Y. COPA INKS TRAUBEL,

ALSO SETS MASTIN TRIOllrnny Youngman honked into
the Balin v Hoorn, Galveston,
starting Dee. to for 15 da\S. Mpls. Vaudfilm Traubel, former Metro-

p-ra Wagnerian soprano
Will Mastin Trio have

the Cooaeabana

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branchet of T^^rtolibeen signed forLA PCRTI

Ice" show is the big production
numbers. Most lavish of them all

is the fu st -act
r

finale. "20.000
Leagues Beneath the Sea." with
fluoro cent effects giving the illu-

sion of luminous fishes, an octo-
pus. etc., floating through the
‘sea.” This is neatly done, and
audience response is excellent.

A, y. The former lirunnmtde will

open at the Jules Podcl I spot Feb.

25 and the Mastin threesome
shuts sometime in March.

Miss Traubel. lately, lias been
taking oil cafe dates throughout
tlie country. The Mast ins have
been regulars at the Riviera. Fort
Lee. N. J* Since that spot is in

process oC'hcing sealed olT by the

londruction of the Palisades In-

ter rale Parkway, it’s not expected
to open next spring.

films regularly. However, they

fradually decreased m number, be-
j

coming fewer and icw*m-. The same
lias gone for tue ItKt > ( )rpheum.
too.

What happens now is that once
in a long while a unit dimes into

j

the two theatres tor a one -night er

and is offered .sans pictures at $2. fit)

top or thereabouts. Fur evsmp’i*.

the Stan Kenton show will lie

played thusl.v at the Orphemn here
Dee. 1.

Reason for the absence of vaudo-
film, it's pointed out. is the fact

that only shows tupped In big

names mean anything to tin* box-

office and that sucli names aren't

available berau'-e ol 1 V and film

eommitmeins or a desire to play I

one-nighlet's as a unit sJj.ow. or lie

cause their sal ir,\ demands are pro-
hibitive as far a> a City H he -Mm-,
ncapnlis with its limited boxollice

potentialities are concerned.

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG fllE

<Tho Service ol the STARS,
First 13 files SS.OO—All 35 Issues S10
Singly: S1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping,
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 o
• MINSTREL BUDGET ..$*$•
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. SIS e
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) SSO e
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

S3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, S300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D.'t

BILLY GLASON
200 W 54th St.. Now York 19-Dept V

Circle 7-1130

Ov«hr< CPy
Canada

Where Show Business Meets

At MoAgan, Errol Garner. Delta
Rhv thin Bovs, Page Cavanaugh.
Betty McGuire. Connee Boswell,
Nellie Lutcher and Billy Williams.

Split came when the Baineses
insisted on SI covers for the eight

•straight weeks instead of inter-
spersing with some itiinimums. and
also involved a big squabble on the

!

Boswell show’s backing. DiGiacomo
claims his new spot should he

! ready by early spring—w hich
would he a boon in catching the
racetrack throngs at Ak-Sar-Ben

j

here. The heavily-trafficked Lin-

j

eoln-Oinaha highway will pass only
four blocks from Angelo’s dobr.
Meanwhile, Don Hammond, own-

er of the Seven Seas and other
downtown niteries. apparently has
shelved his idea of selling all his
spots and building one big affair in
the neighborhood of DiGiacomo’s
new place.

Other Omaha places are chiefly
lounges, with organ -and piano
solos. Tops «f these are Cotton-
wood Room of Blackstone Hotel,
and the White Horse Inn of the

;

St. Regis Hotel.
,

In Lincoln, where wh/skf w
i

strictly off-sale and niteries must

7 20% DISCOUNT
\\

I TO SHOW FOLKS
]

& MUSICIANS
'

AT THE

SH0WBUSINESS CORNER
Cabana Club Facilities

24 Hour Coffee Shop

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON.1 3 S East 33rd Sr.. New York
PLoso 7-4300 presents

Special

Permanent Hotel

from $17.50 Weekly

Transient rooms

also available

American Rep.: WM. MORRIS AOENCY
*»AVIL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

& Hotel Winshrn
WHEN IN BOSTON

It's the

P.iliih Hawn L. M«r

EVERS and DOLOREZ
"America's Topflight Wire Dancers"

With to Thank MR. MAXIN LOWE for Holding Them Over at the

SHOREHAM HOTEL - Washington, D. C.
e e e

Dec. 5fh—"BIG TOP"—T.V.

Dec. 7 to 21—BLINSTRUB’S—-Boston
Jon. 14 to Feb. 10—ROOSEVELT HOTEL—New Orleans

The Home of Show Folk

Avery i WasWegtoeSt*.

Helm Haves, national chairman
ot wmmen's activities for the Na-
tional Foundation fur Infantile
Paralysis, will be honor guest and
principal speaker at a March of
pi til c.* l pstatc New York luncheon
in the Ton F.vek Hotel, Albanv.
Dec. 15.

"ACES IN TERPING"
—Variety, Nov. IS

Opening December 9
3rd Return Engagement
IL RANCHO VEGAS

Direction: MCA

Just Signed for 1954 Seoson Fairs

BARNES and CARRUTHERS

i v 'tI • a t P I f ) I



Apollo, V.
Ella Fitzgerald, Jose Curbcllo

9/\!
1 *><,y L *’y Bates, Nick

Wall, The Wanderers i4>. Crack-
shot & Co ; “Bronco Busters ” >U).

Although Ella Fitzgerald makes
frequent stops at this Harlem flag-
ship. she s never worn out her wel-
come. Thrush is one of the few
attractions who delivers socko each
trip. This time out she’s heading
a neat hill that features some spicy
chile rhythms, terps, song and
comedies.

Slotted in the closing niche. Vliss
Fitzgerald belts out a songalog that
displays her top rhythmic sense
and tune savvy. She’s adept on
the current pops as she is on the
lave oldies l lets a lilting and ear-
catching beat into such items as
’Sposin',” "All 1 Need Is You.”
‘’Why Don't You Do Right.” "Baba-
lu.

'

“Crying in .the Chapel” and
St. Louis Blues-.” Clicko all the

trey, is an amustng turn. Seven
trained cockatoos go through the
paces of seesawing, ringing a bell
to show arithmetical prowess,
parading, and Anally storming a
toy castle, rescuing a bird from a
Are and putting out the flame. It’s

sureAre, and the comic effects pro-
vided by an “unruly” bird get good
audience reaction.

Ross Wyse Jr. & June Mann do
a comedy-acro turn which suffers
lrom too much talk and too little

aero work. When the pair get down
to doing their stunts, however, it’s

last-moving and expert. Cleopatra
& Co., a femme magico and two
assistants, must have had a bad
ciay at opener, for the trickster
kept lumuling her props and was
on the obvious side in two of the
more elementary type tricks. Tne
escape stunts, however, went oil in

fine fashion. Cuban duo-piano
team of Felo Bergaza & Bruno
Tarraza are expert 88 ers, but the
act has a static quality that's re-

lieved ortiy when the pair get off

their benches and do siandup key-
boarding and some Latino terping.
In closing, Alfredo Landon & His
Midgets are an appealing turn via

the midgets’ aero-comedics.
Jo Lombardi crew does its per

usual fine job of showcutting.
Chau.

p 'l
Darnell, Al Connie r union,

Vorcl los 1 2 i
,
Archie Stfinc House

Qrch;' "Bright Road”

On her Arst theatrical engage-

ment hereabouts. Christine Jorgen-

M . n is packing them into the Casino

f ( ,r a take that may approach a

house record. The daily lines are

lengthy, with the customers taking

standing-room at back and both

side-aisles to the orchestra pit.

when caught. Autograph-seekers

jam the stagedoor alley and the

street at all night performances,

with a heavy police escort neces-

sarv.

Onstage. Miss Jorgensen Is reeal

in appearance, has a stunning

wardrobe and opens with a bouncy
“Happv to Know You.” Courago-

ou «ly. she kids herself, admits she

knows all the Christine jokes based

( n that trip to Denmark, and gives

a sincere explanation of that per-

sonal unhappiness which prompted
jjje trip and its outcome. This is

JENNY COLLINS
Songs
”0 Mins.
Hotel Barclay. Toronto
Jenny Collins is a young lady

with p.enty of sex and savvy who
went from the Godfrey Show into
the Broadway production of "The
King and 1' tor 18 months and
now is essaying the mteries En-
cased in white, sequined hoop-
skirt gown and exotic in appear-
ance' with that centrc-puii and
drawn-back coif, this high soprano
exhibits a happy personality

.
plenty

ot class, hits and holds those high
C passages more than once, some
thing not too often heard in a

club act.

Opens with a "King and 1 med-
ley. notably 'T Have a Love ot My
Own,” then switches tempo t<>

"Somebody Loves Me." "Man I

Love’’ and "Embraeeahle You
Continuing on diversified styling,

brunet is hack for a bourn >
" >

Wonderful” and "St Louis Bines.'

a whJiimno "1 Believe" finale lit a

white pm point spot on the f.co
It s an auspicious break in. hi Ity

on disciplined pitch and cmiin ta

lion showing plenty of background
training, plus that freshness oi

personality. Miss Collins got over
io it terrific ovation, when rang Iff,

seems definitely set on her new
< nicer, is tops tin song-sty Img de-
livery and visuality. MeS'.ay

|

MARIAN MURRAY—. -
Songs
ft Mins.
La Vie rn Rose, N.Y.

Marian Murray is a well-built
singer who, despite opening night
nervousness in her debut at La Vie
en Rose, indicated that any show
In/ future tor her would lie in the

i
intmic rooms Miss Murray has a

which hasn'tthin textured voice
yet been developed to show its

maximum color At this point. Miss
Murray appears to he limited in
scope, both in projection and in

interpretation.

Of course, she works under a
terrific handicap on this hill She
cannot hope to make any • impres-
sion as a singer on a hill that is

capped by Nat (King* Cole, nor
would special material make any
head wav on a show which includes
Dick Shawn While her present
vocal equipment is such that it

doesn't yet command attention,
physically, she does hcaticoup.

Jose.received in taut, understanding
silence from an absorbed audience
bereft of heckling. Miss Jorgensen
exhibits dignity throughout her act

and wins on personality. She has

a pleasingly contralto voice and
wisely conAnes herself to plenty of

recitation and admits that she has

had little voice training (though
Mercury records will bring out an
album shortly).

The act is immeasurably aided
by Myles Bell, whose wife. Nan
Bell, wrote the dialog material.
Interspersed with time steps, the
two play well together on quiet
comedy exchanges, all in good
taste that immediately defeats the
hecklers, and making for cross-
patter that is in excellent fast",

with Miss Jorgensen in on Analc
of a bouncy "Keep It Bright” and
a poignant “Hold Your Head Up,”
this is an on-face spotlight.

Apart from the Jorgensen mar-
quee lure, the entire 65-minute
stage presentation is marked by
swift-paced diversity. Opening are
A1 & Connie Fanton for combo
tars and juggling with the tennis
halls, limber acrobatics, plus plenty
ot flips and cartwheels, to a rousing
begofF reception. Same goes to Bill

Darnell for his robust singing of
"For You.” a blues type rendition
of "Ain’t Misbehavin’” and then
into a "Sugar Foot Rag.” his ballad
style of "Lonely Wine” and a
wham bpgoff to a bounce tempo of
Tonight We Love,” all over to

hefty response. The Novel los, man
and girl, also score on their ladder
work and juggling, with Myles Bell
as emcee expertly knitting the
whole bill together.
On his own segment, apart from

partnering Miss Jorgensen. Bell
proves to be a very funny fellow-
on relaxed storytelling, plus his
Iri^h song singing, this receiving
a top reception on the comedian’s:
own capabilities. But it’s still the
Jorgensen song-patter, with Bell,
that is the top customer lure in
many weeks at the Casino, with
Miss Jorgensen earning not only
a top stage reception but those
crowds of stagealley enthusiasts.

McStay.

JUDY A, VIVIAN COOK
Dance
IK Mins.
Bellevue Casino, Montreal
The voter act of Judy A Vivian

Cook iv one of the trimmest hoof-
ing teams ever to plav this spaci-
ous saloon Both girls are of me-
dium height. well-proportioned
and their brief hut not gaudy cos-
tumes do much to point up both
their phvsieal attributes and their
t ei p ability

l "se«l in the Bellevue Casino
--liAw by producer Natalie Kom.i-
i mi a to highlight all three of her
lav eh production numbers, duo,
despite 'lime rather dim lighting
no the meld caught. show belter
than average promise as key per-
formers in a big revue.

Both femmes are dark and the
twin appearance is further estab-
lished by their euordi nation and
apparent savvy of flu* interpretive.
A • hold \oeal hit at the beginning
ol their final routine is a little un-
tidv and lost in this big room and
t hey should cither drop this added

Olvmphi. -Miami
Miami, Nov. 27

Huntz Hall & Gabe D* II, Hindi
combers (4>, Manhattan Rockets.
Ben Toro, Matt Tuck & Co.. Ias
Rhode House Orch; “Appointment
In Honduras’’ iRKO).

JEANNE D ARC CIIARI. I BUIS
Songs, Impressions
1H Mins.
Bellevue Casino, Montreal
Jeanne D’Arc Charlebius, a stat-

uesque blonde with an ample fig-

ure. has been a radio and icvuo
fave tor manv years around Mon-
treal and in outlying ljuchcc towns
hut this is her first appearance in

a cafe such as this. That she gar-
nered biggest reception of c\ t il-

ing had little to do with her local

popularity, as a solid performer
and with her unique, almost meo.i
griious impressions, this handsome
doll clicked with tip* payees from
her first musical interpretation to

Lineup this week generates
enough diversity to make the hill

a pleasant one. "Bowery Boys"
Huntz Hall and Gabe Dell are in

topline spot and set well with the
stubholders, though stint shows
need for smoothening and tighten-
ing. It’s a melange of broad com-
edy with the dialog in some spots
weak and in others good for
laughs. Aud goes for major por-
tion of their antics with topper
their takeoff on "Dragnet.” Duo
handle themselves well enough

—

it is in the material department

Continued from i>.»ne 2

was anti -Nazi in content, and that

its withdrawal was ordered by
pro-Nazi elements in the West

singing at a concert.
All materia', offered in pre* cut

Bellevue show has been standard
with Hip performer over past few
years hut the novelty and sharp
ness of all sessions still register
Y’cciiig off with a Irunipci o'

qurnco in the Henry Bicsc vein,
she switches to a southern medley
imitating a banjo and then varies
pacing nicely with a Inee/v
KicnchCan.idian folk tune m a

straightforward manner. .\«uf.

The Beachcombers are familiars
in this area and rack up a hefty
palm rating with their mixture ot

instrumental and voealistic ideas
Special comedy material is strong
enough to add to diversification
Groupings are deftly managed to

add to overall impact.

Manhattan Rockets are staged in

the original Rocket tes 'no relation*

tradition of precision routines
Gals are all lookers and handle
their production assignments in

competent style. There's been
imagination applied to their Urp
formations. Reception is big.

Matt Tuck paces matters with
deft work on and around a barrel,

with tap work added tor the
zinger. Ben Toro fills the solo

singing spot in fair fashion. Lad
could use some coaching on vocal

end to drop some of the head
tones; overall, he garners fair re-

turns with his group of pops.

Les Rhode and house orch are
solid on the show backs. l.tiry.

These sources say that when the
order to slop the film came
through there were reported dem-
onstrations hv patrons. The pic-

ture. it is said, was a tacit con-
fession of Germany's guilt in slat t-

ing the war and a frank admission
ol the mass murder of Jews under-
taken by the Hitler regime.

NIC K BALL
Rnl’rr-D.inre Novelty
f. Mins.
A not it, N.Y.

N ii k Ball’s terping on roller
skate is a power packed five-
otihiiti tu t good for opi idiii' spots
in vaude layouts, lie mov< s at a
speedv fail throughout fait man-
age* to include a flock of intricate*
•‘ind ni'M-f'i abhlnp lo’hrtcip rou-
tine* Colored (Inn has a in using
getaway in a frantic dr plav atop
a tattle llis whorl «on

1

1 < <1 here is

t op*
ffflu i p’ic'c* for Hie lad are liis

( '••a" nit appearance and cutaway
garbing tiros,

Hamburg Ignores Ban
Hamburg. Dee. 1.

West German city -stale of Ham-
burg has decided to ignore the

nationwide ban on a film about
Hitler. It's ‘okayed permission to

show the documentary in Ham-
burg.

The government of Hamburg
saw no reason to ban the film, as

it did not constitute a threat to

public security and order, t lie only

legal grounds on which a state

government can interfere* in pub-
lic activities

One viewpoint was expressed on
Radio Frankfurt by Karl llelfrkh.

a commentator, who said he had
seen the pie and found it “a ruth-

less exposure of that Hitler who
up to 1945, had been withheld from
the German 'public” He said the

Federal censorship was not only

TUI! WANDERERS <4

)

Song
15 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.

Past year has seen quite a Mini
he i (.1 Negro vocal combos make
a (hot in the ihythm & blues fold

The Wanderers are the latcl to

join the let and they ‘hape up ;.v

an okay wax and in-peron bet in

their Apollo proem The hoys

have all the attributes of the cm
rent lAh purveyors. They licit the

songs out loud and hard with ex

aggerating phrasing and wild an
ties.

Group displays neat harmony
qualities on a slow' tune such a*

"We Could Find Happiness” hut

get best reception from *w*h fre-

netie outbursts as "Hey, Mae
Ethel” and "Roberta.” Latter tune
isn't even a distant relative of the

Jerome Kern legituner. Grgs.

I niBMl Artists. I-. A.
Los Angeles, Nov 26

Lola Montes Spanish Damn
Troupe ( 14*; Jeronimo Vtllnrino,

Ce Iso de Soyos Guvsy Orch <7>,

"Terror Street” iLipi.

Pa Iii4*o. A. Y.
The Whirlwinds <4>, Beau Jen-

Tins, Bob Hammond's Birds. Ross
Wyse Jr. & June Mann, Cleopatra
& Co. <3), Felo Bergaza & Bruno
Tarraza

. Lew Parker, Alfredrf Lan-
don St His Midgets (4), Jo Lom-
bardi Orch: “Flight to Tangier”
'Part, reviewed in Vahilty Oct.

LOS CHICANOS f5)

Instrumental
30 Mins.
Seven Seas, Omaha
Three brothers and two sisters.

Los Chicanos boast one of the
more promising south-of-t he- border
routines. Kids are young, and with
some polish, could develop into a

hot article.

Standouts of this rniriiature-

Cug.il pot-pourri are lope and
Lwpe Former, mustarhed like he
brothers, first fronts org with

guitar, then takes over for a torrid

drum 'pell while sister Lupe
emerges from behind vibraphone
to do a flip-swinging session that

corners all eyes.

Eugene, a .handsome lad who
seems bored most of the time
doubles from drums to (puma
• flute i. alto sax and bongo Chi'eo

• a la Marx) is on piano and Rebe
strums the bass.

Kids are doing five half-hour
shows here, and have different

routines for each. But they're at

their present freak when Pepe is

stationed on the skins and Lupe
is wiggling away.

Costuming, all done by Mama
Chicanos 'a double for Sophie
Tucker*, is excellent Biz was ex-‘

cellent night caught 1 24 >

.

T runiD.

The second post-Betty Hutton
hill of eight acts-plus-pic at the
f’alace turns out to be mildly di-
verting. more through the varied
nature of the lineup than the sock
dualities of any one act. There’s
a roller-skating team, bird act.
magic stint, duo pianists and a
midget turn, along with comic Lew
Parker, who headlines, and two
nance Turns.

Parker, who won himself a rep
via his "The Bickersons” TV show,
proves disappointing in his next-
to-closing slot: Comic scores via
the "Bickorson” bit. although its

effectiveness is diminished by the
‘act that the wife is, only an off-

stage vbice. instead of being there
in the flesh. His study of types
of diners is fairly good, hut the
re ;t of his material is on the weak
side.

Whirlwinds, -two femmes and
t" 0 Kents, are a fine opening act
' la the use of halters, they pro-
'•de some spectacular roller-
bating spins and twists, all per-
formed on a small round table. In
the deuce. Negro hoofer Beau
Jenkins pleases with his impresh
of Bill Robinson and closes with
nne of those stumping types of
steps.

Bob Hammond’s Birds, in the

Mary Lou Boyd, an attractive
blonde out of the juve das*;, reg-
isters nicety as the femme vocal-
ist in the iavish Casino layout cur-
rently on vo w Jn this large room
with an audience that would ratti-
er wafeh a tumbling act than a
chirper Miss Bo.yd demands, and
get*, attention whenever she j*. on
the floor. First appearance wffli
baritone. Michael Edwards is

marred by poor costuming but
when she gets back into Ihe regu-
lar production' stints and is high-
lighted as the singing personality
she is in with the jpayeer

All parts in show are focused on
the spectacle type offering hut her
voice and general bearing through-

out show ok.'iV nofi'ntial
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.Vof 'Kii-y Cole it Trio, f*rl;

Nbrim-i, Mor'an Murrap, Van Smith
()rdi, Joe ita Hhutuba Hand; %5
idPtit'itim.

The enlarged elegance of Monte
1
*

2 '*>••! - La Vie en Rose should i>e

d I trior in keeping it v. ell-pal i on-
during the last year in us

stand at tins spot. Tile room has
h'*ep iione over in the same wine-.
( ulor* (I motif that retains the Gal-
Jic .pint Hut an integral part
ha» been taken away with the c.x-

lt.ei.ii dy charming Jean Le Scycaux
hent-v. ire morals which a»e no
iou^c. around. Ho..ever, the new
cJ'

,<oi has .varinth and charm. In
burn t the spot infers intimacy, on
H oi <• p.. i loos scale. Pros* r v ill

have to find a new s.ie tor I .a

lie - ii» '- lease calls for liis e .it

9 1 the- end of the Tilt 7*4 season
I'rem. ,*. will he taken over le

tin* own. r. who'll bring Gilmor**V
Sle; |; House to this spot.

1’ioser lias opened the sea on
with a show that should generate
4?\(it meet in cafe circles. In
Nat < Kim.1

i Cole and his trio, L*
\ o- lias a personality who can
dispeire assured entertainment
ami <*|1 list sufficient hoxol. ice In
keep tile loom ill » slate nl pros*
per it.\ And Dirk Shaun i a
Hew eomer lo N. ,Y. cales who
ftllOti Id emerge as the comedy dis
covep ol the year. The eomhina-
t ion ol these two elements makes
lor one ol the stronger saloon
show ; on llie stem. Marion Mur
i i>, other performer here, is un-
der New Arts.

Cole, in his 40minute repertoire,
brings a charming son# display He
leal, through a catalog which
comprises tunes that lie's etched
Im Capitol, plus others ol con-id
erahle merit. Cole varies his
tones so that repertoire carries a
great amount of interest An easy
manner carries conviction, sin
eerily and a facile delivery. Ills

fm.de, •Tenderly.” provides him
Villi* a VMidotf Hud still has the
customers yelling tor more In
lief ween there are sneli divrs
i’eiii, a . Mona I.isa. I'oo
\ 'Calypso Hines” < sole
comeity effort • and That's All.
ins cun i nl (I i k.

Shawn, who smashed at I he N V

]%’. Y. sister acro-dance stint, with enough
>!o, />*«•’ poise and flip-flop* to get by.

'anSmtiit They're an okay duo for first halves

Hu nd $5 ®f b*B». BaJfs* Harmonistes ».V are
in the Gallic group song interps,
but too much longhair and at-

tempted satire, which does not
oi i'»n*e rwme 0 pf ( j u<. a stiII unpolished
s.ioum oe fmrm . tuning and interp, makes
e p.i io,e

1 1 ,

j

s an act uia ^ needs more work
“** r ° and a change in pace before fillingim»m n.is

j n(o a nt. a , supporting groove.
Jim* wine- voices are good and harmony fine.

Thmidrrblrd, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 26.

Cordon Jenkins, Jay Lawrence,

Wedne>4Uyt December 2, 1933

with lampoon on a hillbilly trio a
;
Waldorf-Astoria. V v

top piece of yockmaking. On a Fttelita
1 *

straight tune their harmonics are Brttndww!vJ^°^iui Vf

aa,/
,

v
• •>

dettlv handled, tvnical being their I

^
J* ^ MiscIiq Bot

)

Currently Buddy Lester is in that p0 j
:.
t

»P ^ f^
tellta and harper

spot, and handles the early part
. d( . n*

*
a?
re now ^0 * C*‘ I -

of his stint with aplomb, tossing
a , th HiltnrTrf^in^ff

11 s
.
potll!il 1

series of gags and hits of biz to ?V.he I
1'."'; V s

.

."Whip ho-
keep them interested and on the '

'

f|
-

clita s initial appear-
uairnui) Cuv knows his May

,

L
1.* Chirp shov-

Empire Room, Latino

'* a (Hinge in pace before luting \ very attractive cofneon for
to a neat supporting groove, those diehards around town, as the
mes are good and harmony fine.

,|rtv yule lull sets in. is this Gor-
Tlie Alvarez <2> plav on a low don Jenkins musicalia. Entire tom-
ipeze, witli balancing on two hination will serve the casino well
asses vv.th a chair poised on tor three weeks.
•on for good low comic chuck l«

.. Jenkins’ first Vegas showcase in
inding of glass, teeth and mu -

j al<. spring this year featured his
ng maki- this an ingrai i;dor. “Manhattan Towers" as the big

trapeze, witli balancing on two
glasses vv.th a chair poised on
them, for good low comic chockl* ..

Grinding oi glass, teeth and iiiii:;-

ging make this an ingral iator.

Winding first half is fine ou'-oi-
ord-act in the Trio Eischer. '1'hi*

hunch practices hand shadow k

before a screen for telling chert
' Figures and imagination abound lo

give tliis shadow world hodv
Colored slides add in product ; on
numi.e, s of a hnlllight. love duel

i and military formations. Good ami
hit is throwing, shadows into audi-
ence with a monkey kissing le ads
and playing peek-a-boo for good
•.ellcrt This would he a good nitery

, or v.iiide filler for the C’.S

Tony & i'dd’.e add some prop*
and new numbers to then <h-k
mimic stint here on the stage An
added puppet gimmick, with a
s in a I I enclosed theatre efTeet, •

heightens opening number ai d is

a good beginner on a takeolT on
Ming C ’rushy and Mary Martin.
T-hen hoys essay a neat Kirsten
Flagstad recital wi’h the grand

;

dame getting into her tight, and
i having a hilarious tussle with h« r

hustle. Act is in for mitts Jean-
Iherre Vaillard gives with hep
palter and neat innuendo sivle lo

,

lit'dale and please the people,

ll winds with a 40-minule hegoll
ol young chanter Motiloud ji Siir:er

j
shows his terp background in well-
modulaled and hodily-urulei lined
numbers —cho.wn with care a at I

discretion to make this a top num-
ber. lbs songs of love, Paris w ; t-

fulness and roguish ehaiin are all

top regisler. • 1 A/os.' .

.

Ill»4*k Ori*hi«l. 6 hi
Chicago. Nov l!4

K ' / f!'ilhir<(, Pat Mnrrissr a. / >!>

bit •in>it, flea Street Trio. S4 n >.m-

wannup Guy knows ms way,,... .. T.u V“ p - ,,ov '

around a saloon crowd and by mid-
} ,

1

. „
handling a

die oi his session has them ready t\?» or stiai g! tdie oi his session has them ready
for his series of screwy character
and animal impreshes. It’s all

worked into framework sparked by
production. Although the cleffer bis standard ‘‘Africa” routine, most
lia* brought forth ‘‘Seven Dreams” of which has been discarded tor
• tn a Deeca disk, he presents no the inserts of a crazy assortment
live reenactments from the score, of those quickie carbons. Other
but recalls Hie same finale “Tower” highlights are his aping of a typi-
scenes, It’s surefire for wrapup. cal British music hall performer
utilizing the Ralph Brewster Sing- and his payofl piece a lightly han-
ers, MeQuaig Twins. Stuart Foster died, albeit effective pic o? a strip-

atul house emcee Harney Rawlings per. Offs to solid reception,
as narrator. CeCe Blake fits well in the tee-

Also causing a sii.iilar rampage- *dt assignment. Slim little blond <

at previous stand, the Gordoii works out her son ga log lor good

Jenkins Dixiehmders ininu in i
etieet to plus results. Best of herJenkins Dixielanders romp in ,i

roof-raising two-heat s»*sh. featur-
ing New . Orleans’ Fred Coleman
on the skins, and the maestro on
the HHs, Curtain-raiser is “Do
Your Christmas Shopping Early,” i

with Brewster Singers, Barney
haw lings and Kathryn Du fly

Dansations. with the latter’s Missy
Doran in aero-ilips.

Ralph Brewster Singers, four
guvs, four gals, segue into medley
of Jenkins w.k. tunes, with big
mitts for "Blue Prelude,” “Good-

,

live" and “San Fernando Valley."
Also in the Jenkins’ entourage is

Stuart Foster, who has a solo flight

billowing the Dixielanders. and
does a great job with warble ol

“Ebbtide,’’ and rousing ovation for
“Granada,” His "Papaya Mania”
with the Brewster Singers is a
bright closeofT. Young and cute
McQuaig Twins were ini rued to
Vegas during Jenkind former
semester, but walk oil tliis trip to

bigger hands for novelty dueling
“Two Little Girls From Holly-
wood," “World of Entertainment.”
".Midnight” and “R'enHiel ”

Jav Lawrence, Landre & Verna
were hooked to augment the Jeri-

•ter
1 1 *nes - hut *I*PS down a peg or- two

"all
0,1 somc 01 ,u‘ r bl>eeziei items

by Special material numbers ^aren't,
lost a -sovk genre and femme's ju-
tor

J

tempts at cuteness via grimace-
lent • and Posturing don't come oft t, M .

her i
w'ell. Siie's neatly gowned, wnb

vpi- i
assets and looks on ti »•

ner P' us
.

s ' de>
.

Repertoire is delivered
ian- 1,1 Spanisli ajul- English, wiih
rip- singer doing a standout job in ti .-

1 former tongue on “La Macarena '

tee- prayer of a bullfighter before en-
r,nd tering the ring.

r>od * Material offered ranges from t

her number about a Cuban liillhil :

s

im- and a takeoli on Lena Horne to
far- the serioso. “La Maixarena '

canto is her series of vocal im- and a takeoli on Lena Horne to
preshes on Betty Hutton. Judy Gar- the serioso, “La Marcarena '

land and other toppers, to basic • Distaifer opens with a snapi -

theme, “I Wanna Be a Star.” De-
j

"Cunbanchero” and winds up wilii
livery and deportment add to over- a clicko terp turn, that h;*s h r
all impact. Len Dawson and his costumed for full gam display B -

small crew are a creditable combo sides playing the cafe circuit i\-
on hackings and tor dansapation. telita has also appeared in a num-

Larj.
(
her of pix recently under the l!e-

I
public banner.

Golden. Mono
j

Maxwell, who's playing a return
\ew Golden. Mono

Reno. Nov. 18.

Jo'/ce
'
Bryant , Do t Cui/nninrts,

Ftolliiui Kohinsons <2*. Gobfeu
G ris <8'

. S-tcrliiifj You up Orch;
no cover or minimum.

Fairly well-known in these parts,
Joyce Bryant had fans here before
her "arrival” this y ear via Winchell
and Life mag. And what the fans
have come hack to see has a lot

more polish than when she ap-
peared here last, a year and a half
ago.

Climax is still "Love For Sale."
which pulls 'em right up Things
like “T/ena, T/.ena” get the maxi-
mum effort treatment And while
she works herself into a frenzy
with this type of song, it really

maxwell, wnos playing a return
engagement at the Empire Room
having appeared there in Mav of
last year, is a natural for the spoi
His harp-plucking is excellent art!
selections rendered are surefire.
Only classical number is Liszt s

“Second Hungarian Rhapsode."
which he punches across for a
solid closer. Included in his oi-
lerings are some Jerome Kern
standards, “Ebb Tide.” which is

his own composition, and a med-
ley ol old faves delivered via a
miniature harp.

The Nat Brandvynne and Mist-ha
Barr orebs. regulars at the room,
continue to supply the rhythmic
dance tempos Current shm-

.

which opened Thanksgiving night
'26 f

, is slated to remain until

1 1 u It i >ii I won day engagein'-nt r
cracking through. 'I’ll is, his hrsl
• maim- N Y. nitery showcase,, has
Inin making the same strong im
I’-*' • on the sw ing and -wallow
Dade a. he has on the theatre -H.
Shawn uses virtually tin* same m;i
l'*iial as in the other spot, and at
Hie conclii-hm of La Vic's proem
showing, it was practically unani-
mous that he’s in with the -pend
CIS

Shawn, it's to be noted, com
hide- movement with his standup
comedies, and he’s st rouge I when
illustrating talks with some foot
"oi l; ( )l course, his most potent
hit nl husin.'-s is the vision ol a
( 'ontederate operative bringing m
ammunition to liquidate I he Yank-
ee invader. It’s a recurrent theme
which he uses to cap takeoff on
T’aghaeci.” which he starts as a
vehicle lor a crooner, goes straight
in Hi - midsortjon and discards at
Hie end in taTftr of the ('unfed
•* rale hit. \ not her piece of busi-
ness that he reintroduces is the
takeott on Billy Daniels In all,

he has asserted the fact that he's
a clever performer with more than
0 touch ol Danny Kaye.

In this latest version of I. a Vic
en Ro-c. everything is on a big
gcr scale. Thus. Van Smith's,
tiio i> now eight pieces. Junta, a
lithe, w riggler and singer, 'fronts
the rhumba trio for floorfilling
elicit Jose.

Il4»l»iii4>. I*arix
’

1 ’arc*. Nov. 2 Y
mbrndii. Tony & hUhiie, .lean

r r X iti’lcrd, Pati Yue-Jeit i 4 •

P / hrrirn ustt's Cinei
1

. 7”v \ l rare:. • 2 « . Trio Fischer
'8 ,! 1 1

1

(fait ells i 2 »

,

.Simone. Morin.
Miri ' o c HoitUus Orch ( 12 •

; $2 .’>()

f 1 1 *

'This is one theatre here that
dor-n t sing tin; bo blues, with its
v.iudc format packing them m at
e.n h two-wcck change oF program
( banting of Mouloodji, patter of
Jean -Pierre Vaillard and /am
pi after miming of Tony tN F.dilie,
backed by a series of acts both top
r:d ordinary, fill in a .show that

l
1

i \ + 1
* V

Coi-nha'j; olTheat, Imp and good
fi n-. .-Lil^rnate on this lull, with
t i'll •* spiels being meted out

•• k- shafted Simone Morin,
v '» <• port patter is always mitted
1 •* h t up are Lc- t'inci 2'u
a or >fc Hon aero number with a

• n Hi bulb lit eyes twisting
1 - oi.-sm e shapes and hound-

-i ' the audience as he hexes
* ’ nc.. „

.
mil finally turn- out. to

I**
* Pjihcc Charming. Gallery

* ” it'd it is a nice Wheat
r. . * * »

Current four-week hill is ati>-
lacloi ily rntci taming hut i.s l icking
m headline strength and irnlb ales,
along with other recent hills, a

retrograde in the house’s hooking
policy. Owing to a lower talent
budget, Al Greenfield's mimicry,
whose early promise was to lie

Chi'.- smallest supper club, has
tailed to bring a socko name onto
it- i osier in months; and. while
business has remained good withal,
a -iicce-sion of just standard snow -

is causing tin* spot lo lose sonic ol
Us allure with the carriage trade

Present spread is neither diver-
siRcil or well lialanced and. it any-
th i ihl is topheavy in the helt-d-
l.vpc •'ung. Any ol the three acts is

noteworthy supporting larr. h-t
none is big enough a- yet to
headline

Kay Mallard, femme lead in
“Tup Manana” here a year ago
buhl- the select spot in i,ii> -Jio"
She has a sleek brand of pei-mnl-

!

itV comedy, excellent for this kind
ol dose mom. that warms up ihe
house at once and keeps the pavees
giggling throughout. “Kveiy body
Loves to lake a Mow” is a lively
and lightly humorous opener, hut

flier ingenuous, not to sa\ inele-
j gant. hiccups in the sexiest mo-
ments of a burlesqued “Where Or
When" s(>ts off the simpering.

Biggest hit is her satire on child
record stars, done with he ure. lisp

i

and bizarre ogling and w inding up
- with novelty lime. “I Want a Hip-
popotamus for Christmas ’’

Pat Morrissey, an ey ecalelilw. to
"ay the least, in a skin-tight satin
plunger that shows oft all that's
supposed to show, peddle- -, \

! about as suggestively as a sledge-
hammer There'll he some word-of-
mouth on this readheaded gal
among those who like tlieir hill.sic
raw. She's got verve, stage savvy
and enough spontaneous w it to
Carry her along in the late -how.-
ulien the bo\ s start chiming in

Best offering is “Lover Man.”
dupe in a hare whisper ol a voice
with a few interjections that leave
no question as to what she's din-
ing at. Siie's hired drummer Red
Lionherg to sii in with the .show-
bickers to give her act that hut lev
beat.

Show opens with Bobby S!io:t
good-looking Negro lad who's ;d>-
v ntod himself from the Chi spots
tor Hi years, slugging out an uiio
o! o' t heat tunes. Boyish singer has
good, powerful pipes, but would
do well to dispense .w it h the mike

his y ock-filied
walkon. His

term almost from
channel swimmer.

in a while, when climbing into the
higher register of her music, the

light broadcast and review of his '"ice is too quiet and falsetto to
act are loaded Landre k Verna
are very polished ballrooim-rs with
more than terrif acumen in lifts,

v pins and sudden heart-stopping
drops They are faves of this room,
and always give added sock to anv
hill.

Kathryn Dully Dansations step
-manly to opener, and help dec ro-

ot "Manhattan Tower," with Ciiris-

tit the violence. But that’s where
the action steals the* scene anyway.
Don Cummings, with his "not

overlv terrific” depreciation of
himself, goes fine here. The shv
intro, as he can't stand “tillering.”
gets him oil' well. From h -re. with
the eternal rope in hand always
about to be used, he lias a quiet
good time keeping 'flu* payees in

iwmi, wiiii v mis- gnuu umc Keeping rne payees in •

tina Carson’s toeterpery in “Love lads. Stories are simple stories
Mi.inr- and “Party.” M Julius has not a 1 1 new either, hut ' produced-ome Jenkins lads from Local 47 with "party-like” spontaneity loron l In* st;md lo his own njnks «

a

il.\v«ivs good rc^ult<

,h,
i

**«•-

ter and exhibit- his s*'Kvn arrange-
' " ,,nl some s„ec-

ments behind the singer ,s H e m i , T *' VI 1**
“V’,"*

<,,T ‘‘C,S
I

Tower" finale V/
' .^ntr.fuga lorce. High point

*• tt’lv 1 Oli' IWii l t ml’ ii <1 I ^ 1 . 1 . I I

Ang4»l4»
a
M. Omaha

X elite hyleher
Omaha, Nov, 2fi.

cor r.

Return of Nellie I.utclier to this
popular spot has meant three
things: good biz, toprotch shows
and happy customers. For tTii-
gal, wlio incidentally has lost, fon-
si(terah!e poundage the past six
months, really sells.

An excellent mixer between sets,
too. Miss Lutcher tosses oil re-
quest- as though they were part of
th«‘ routine and inserts some niitv
filling to hoot

At show caught Tue-dav 1 24
"lie opened with “Do You or Don't
N "ii Love Me." “Birth of Blues.”
Dnterence Day Makes.’’ filled in

with a couple of requests, then
legi-tcred with a sock finale con-
sisting of “Hurry on Down." "Rea!
Gore Guy.” "Blues for Bill
Mulo\.' "Verily. Mucbily" and
closing "See You in My Dreams"

Hick Hart, drums, and Johnny
Parker. I>a-s, are adequate in their

k up role True* >.

~t are jtii| an. average

ami to gesticulate h-s tlian
does

Rudy Kerpais at piano and
Pi-konka on bass accompa'iy
other acts, while Ken $w«i« p'

the intermission keyboard.

.» O i ^liami IIVIi
(For.Lowi P)
Miami Beach. Nov 28

1 he Novel ifes have been installed
liy owner Normari St buy ler as reg-
ulars tor the season, with changes
oi surrounding acts every few
weeks. Trio is obviously being built
as a staple for the spot a la the
\ agal^nds. Who um their own
duo across the Bay There the re-
semblance ends.

/.any ism- ot the Novelites are
•milt on a broader ba-e than tliat
"i the \ ags. with comedy play
dtstributed equally among the mug-

'

king accordionist, frenetic bass
player and guitarist's predilection
lor dialects. It makes tor a hapov
combination. Special material al-
lows for display of vocal takeoffs
with spoofing tv s'- as well as

',t,aeu own brand of laiigjunaking, i

A skating team, the Rolling Rob-
in-on-, whirl through some soec-
lacular aero, getting their eJTects
with centrifugal force. High point
ha- femme striking match held in
h'*’! h while being swished close to
floor.

Golden Girl- dig “Digga Digg.t
Don" in while plumes and little
e'.-e for opener, and check out in
good hot routine for nice follow
up of Bryant

Sterling Young's orcli plavs a
driving show — three id them—
"Diking on the frantic arrange-
ment- of .Miss Bryant and the Rob-

i insnns. IPs a strenuous workout
and lets them rest on 1 v for Cum-'
mi ngs. '

A/ork.

IVr4li4i4>. B'nrix
Paris. Nov. 2.7.

.'Aiary Lon U illianis^- Kansas
F’elds, pndda Banks; ^ 17 ') mini-

D'ck Edwards, who runs the
Ringside jazz nitery here, had a
good idea in engaging jazz pianist
d.uy Lou Willi nns and reopening
ti:e Perdido cellar bode to house
nci initially, and then have her
bicycle to the-Ringside. Mi-< Wil-
liams. over from an 11-month Lon-
don stmt, will he here for two
months before a concert tour on
the continent and North Africa.
Her smooth pianoing should build
attendance at both spots through
word-ot -mouth, and when caught
the young French jazz set and the
L. S. sect were on hand to wel-
come the 88'ing.

Miss Williams plays both stand-
ard and of! beat jazz items with a 1

good peppering jii old blues and
'

roinanlicos. Her easv stvle and
grace belie the intricate and pleas,
.ng. rhythm and interp. She i.s well
hacked and aided bv the line bns«
work of Buddy Banks and drum
beating of Karsas Fields.

Perdido and Ringside are near
each other, to facilitate the bi-
cycling. Edwards plans to do this
doubling with other jazz stars who
will he making appearances here.

. MosK, I

Sl4»ail*4‘ll*s. Il4ist4»ll

;
Maurice McDermott

, Nils L
i Vaduae, Mayc & Karr, Don De i-

I nis. Ton >> Bruno Orch <ti>, Harrij
Fiul; Trio: $2.50 minimum.—
Maurice < Maury McDermott,

Red Sox portside hurling tenor,

who made his show biz debut here
last fall, is back for another two-
weeker but this time he strides to

the mound like a vet. Guy. bol-
stered by a slick record <18-10 .

has picked up plenty of sav vy
since his last outing here and
pitches an assortment of song-
tii :t include "Sitting on Top of
W orld.” “No Other Love.” “1 Lo'

e

Paris,” “Peggy O’Neil." trimmed
with strio-comic lyrics, and
"Makin Whoopee,’ with a sl.rk
change of pace.

Display ing a sly sense of humor,
via tossing in a few asides. .Mc-

Dermott teams with the spot's

perennial emcee-vocalist. ’ Don
Dennis, to uncork a Triple A clas-

sification ability to carbon sin ii

personalities as Eddie Fisher. Wal-
ter Brennan, Cary Grant and Ink
Spots. This sesli with Dennis al-

lows the pair to clown around, gar-
nering a few yocks and adds to

the general overall informality ol

the -vt *nt

.

Although overboard in the terp
department, the surrounding line-

up is okay, opening with. Mage iv.

Karr, a mixed duo who score han-
dily with fast-stepping routines
winding with a “challenge," Nil"

& Ni.dyne, recently returned from
a two-year stint in Europe, a e

nifty in t heir,.spot, giving out with

a. slick display of overhead lift"

and twirls, a hit of Spanish hoot-
ing and bowing off wi.th their in -

pre.-h of perpetual motion. Bill h
emceed by Dennis, who nabs a

spot to vocalize “Keep It «Ga^ul!_
‘ Just a Gigolo” and “Red Red
Robin.” in his usual suave man-
ner. Tony Bruno wields a com-
petent baton and Harry Fink’s trio

purvey good, danccable latino

rhythms. Elm.

Him* Lflcly. IlnllflM
Dallas.' Nov. 27.

Jan Avynst, Dale Belmont; $2
coccr.

Midtown’s newest and smallest

intimery, with plush accoutre-
ments, makes its patronage pitch

with a now-and-then platter name
policy, three shows nightly and a

3 a. in. closing. Latest local curfew
plus a 1:30 a m. show daily, bid"

for show biz attendance from act"

playing the same block’s hotel

(Continued on page 73)
, .



untie plumage, sue manes a snappy
tnt ranee, breaking into dance with
three male members of the un-
billed chorus. For three other
Appearances she wears a sleek
spangled gown, a torrid red satin

flapper dress and scant satin <

lights. All her numbers are built

into productions by Billy Daniel,
dancing star of Eddie Cantor's TV
show, who staged Miss Grable’s
routines and who, himself, walks
oil with the top terp honors here.
Most of Miss Grable’s songs are
oldies, like "Cuddle Up a Little

Closer” and "Put Your Arms 1

Around Me.” which she trade-
marked in films years ago.
James, too. evokes nostalgia with

such oldtime Columbia disk hits

as ‘I Had the Craziest Dream,”
"Memphis Blues” and "Trumpet
Blues,” the latter a production in

it self, against a kaleidoscope of

lights. There’s more to this band
than the trumpet that fronts it.

and that’s ouite a bit in itself.

They're good musicians in every
one of the 15 seats (five trumpets,
lour saxes, three trombones and
three rhythm*, solid but not brassy
on the straight instrumental num-
bers. and mellow backstopping the
dancers.

James’ trumpet solos still wow
Ihe crowd. With Tommy Gamina.
slick accordionist whom lie discov-
ered in Milwaukee, he plays two
duets. "Sorrento" and "Flight of

the Bumblebee.” giving the lad

leave for a few select solo runs.

Buddy Rich, who gets third billing

on the card and who's boasted as

Ihe top drummer in the world, has
several solo moments with the
band and later, lrontstage. rouses
Ihe house in an unaccompanied
Lash session while Miss Grable
<bangcs costume for another ap-
pearance.

Patter between Miss Grable and
James is pleasant’, showmanly and
mildly humorous, notably in refer-

ences made to the racohor^e* they
oun. At one point, the shapely
wife maestroes while her hubby
Lies his dancing legs in a ludi-

crous hoofing bit that has him
tupping clownishly into the wings.

Tapsters Lewis A- Van help to

•pen the show with classy, syn-

chronized terp and some light

comedy on miniature staircases.

Tricky solos draw* applause and
the duo goes off to a good hand
• Her a speed finish.

N’ot represented by a name,
since they’re performers who have
never worked together as a unit

before, the unbilled chorus 'two

gals, three guvs* are a good-look-
ing crew who work the dance num-
bers nicely but who are a bit

shabby on the vocal harmonies.

They’re onstage a great deal, how-
ever. and since their singing ob-

ligation consists only of a few in-

/.7— r ».TT.l .or ciociol

sketch, transformed from a recent t

vidshow. De La Rosa Quintet i

shake and quiver the (’ubano or t

Latino tunes during harmonics, i

t,

hut do not register quite as well
t

this trip as preem over a year ago
(

at this same nitery.
I

Du Waynes < four guys, two i

gals* just aren't afraid to risk life
j

or assorted limbs in efforts to

grab mitts for teterboarding.

Many are the twists and double

hack flips into ceiling dusters be-

fore landing in three-highs. Most '

tricks are exceptional and win v

palms all the way. Max Furman
(with Alma Furman » staccatos a I

riotous "French Maid" sketch from <

the hurley halls of ivy. The two
j

<

strippers make all others who have
i i

tossed aside flimsies on this stage

look overdressed. Burning blond
;

j

Helena Gardner presents an inter-
j

esting anatomy lesson even for the

cognoscenti, and flaming auburn
tressed Marcia Kdgington con-

tinues the class, however reveal-

ing no more than her predecessor.

She couldn't, and still mollify the

DA.
Arden dresses up everything

with three breathtaking choreos.

Having a very neat budget with

which to present his ideas has

. helped, and the lavishnes* is ap-

parent. Assembling new line '

chicks to augment his corps ot

regulars, he tirst displays a fes-

tive tour de terps in Mexican

theme, featuring Kvio Lynn on

toes, three male dancers, six v henv-

gals. eight ponies and Arthur

Johnson's vocals. Midway, the

"Symphony of a Starry \ighi

presents mvlhology on Roman
theme, with Fluff Gould s esoteric

whirls. A vivid bacchanalia is

dished up tor the finale, blues and

jazz in Parisieniie mode. I irth

L' II man deserves accolades loi

splendid settings, and similai ap

plau-e goes to Madam Berthe for

costumes Ivan Lancs distinctive

music >cts oil the many Icr.p pal-

terns with performance by Carl-

ton Hayes oreh superlative. Light

ing and special effects by Gbidort

Hayes, directed by Arden i>; out

.standing. .

u

Mniihs I ohm* l« Town
(EMPIRE. KDINBI KGH)

Edinburgh. Nov. 30

Eire Smith Bros, presentation.

With Syd & Max Harrison Billy

Crotchet, Dell 1/ Kin, fwe Jnus &

June. At Empire, Edinburgh,

,Yor. 30. '53.

LiMv vaude quintet, the vocal-

izing Five Smith Bros., aie spon-

soring this production and also

starring, combining their haimony

talents with the comedy ability o!

• the Northern Ireland slapstick duo, •

the arrangement with Tcchnl was
made in line with Ins belief that

there is an expanding color mar-
kid. Teehni prints it processed in

the imbibition. dv e-transfer meth-
od, are considerably cheaper than

prints turned out in any other
color.

flexible

Freedman stated that De Luxe
would continue to be flexible. The
lab is .now *it up to handle the

new Eastman color in which most
CinemaScope films aie being shot.

With the Technicolor capacity for

Eastman color printing very limit-

ed, De Luxe will do 201 It's "King
of the Khy her Rifles” and also two
more Cineni, S< opei s fiom 20th
• Hell and High Water” and "We
Believe in Love

Meanwhile. Metro is lensing

three of its CinemaScope produc-

tions in Ansco Color. Tint method
is to be applied to "Mrigadonn,” "A
Bride for Seven Brothers” ami
"The Student Prince. ” Studio's

own lab, which now has a capacity

of 1,000.000 feet, will do the daily

rushes on fix* tiio. M G also has
installed Eastman color processing
equipment at its t studio lab.

Knights of King Arthur's Round
Table.” "Rosemarie” and others

are using the Kastman negative-

positive process.

Freedman said that De Luxe has
now reopened the 20th Western
Ave lab on the Coast and that 20th
will do its daily rushes there Stu-

dio plant is now being managed by
De Luxe.

Pix B.O. Perks
Lv.

. V
<

' <>tlt 1 1| i<e fl fiom p.iKf J

the trend,.’'back to the theatres,"

i e f I e < t e d bv reem d breaking
pros c*-, and the many long runs

Still a problem however i the

winning back of the hot middle-

aged and elderly clientele, too

many of whonv --till are among the

mb sing it v pointed out Many of

the latter, of course are averse to

making the effort involved in at

ten71ing a theatre and prefer in

lerior TV entertainment amidst

theit home euiolorts. Seibel hopes

tliat {,s it gradually peicolates

among the more mature and older

folks that pictures really "are much
better than •vet" and different

too. and that by absenting them-

selves from the show houses they're

losing out em much worthwhile en-

tertainment. they, too. will gradu-

ally (hilt back.

company 1 or Hire mterv stmts,

which benefit Ironi rood tin.allies

and imaginative* staging Hen* in

"L Image's DEpinal the toinmla
is e'hanged Iremi strong paioely to

gentle spooling ol the 1 old lurn-ol-

tlie-ccntury illusli adofis ot nalmnal
(

heroes and tabled eliaraetei* Its

a beguiling parade*, and lamed
sailors an<! medieval skullduggery
round this edl with hep l.'eties an*l

well constructed pine c e iling* lo

rate* big palms.

l.rs Gareems I )«* La Bin* '3* with

a ne*W le p, supplv tlie*M e\i e • 1 1«* lit

harmetnies and fine* pi e,elite I ion

l values lei then seuigs of Ihe* diet

j

\v it h vv istfnl and beguiling over-

i tones. The* tine* it rime and pioelne-

tion. are imaginative* ami in gorrrtr

keeping with Lie* songs Philip

Clay anil Moniepu* Senate, r have

not renewed tlicil aels tint aie* still

pleasing with goml pie *e nee* and

delivery in their bop sours and

child e at e* i vv aiding i espe*< t iv elv

|
Ge-orgrs Lafaye* Puppets *5> wind

up this (le*lt show with then e ntil-

ing puppet<*cring A new nunilicr

about a group of di embodied
j

newspapers which told ami eontoit

to act "out bits ed news is a fin**

complement to then w k numbers
ed the* abstract "Te mpo ' ami Hie*

delightfully erode tapci mgs ed a

top hat arul a boa to Stan ! i<-

berg's elisk. "Joim-Mai ha Rente

was paeke-d and look 1 in i*o
,

olid

biz with w orei-of -inoul li a big phr

fae tor This is a tv |,e of how that

r..n be* enjoyed by the* tout'd
'.Ur I

W hile- Horse- Inn. Oinnlm
( ) iiaa ha Nov 2*»

MnrioTo'. no < om r or «»«<»»/> • '

Mai jorie* , (SI i g'lit a in «*xpeit or -

pan-piano plonkei < ontmm ’o

reign maje 1 1 e -;i ! by at * 111 vv < II-

appinnfed do vtitov, n spot- m die

ha errient of the* St Rem llod-t

Good-look i riP b'.-oi moi'd elol-l

was oruunnllv caught Pu s
' •• v \o

m V \gj» i v Sep? lfi
' although

he's playe >1 pot on olhei o«* t a-

v i riii s Sim e t h* li he i_ -op', ion

have been puked no i giilai ! arul

t hr- 1
**'s e* vr •

i y
indie, a? ie,n t i"i»* mi »*

Will happen when die new? i

due Dec. 10

Dressed in low-Mit gold tormal

that sots off In i liaii A I
i j

* * r i *
*

features a dazzling e hanl'»*-o! pace

doit abounds Loin Sabre- Dam*
t o a mellow "Lover. Com* Mae k to

,

Me ”

Adde-d fl
i p of gal playing both

piano and organ pins sjghi ed he r

• trim gams > lipping ano - foot-

* boards, helps *.e i|

Spot gets a led of demnfovvn

trade with good drinks going for

‘only 45c. 'Iru-ip,

I cil slie*e*r wealth ed pe rfenme is.

plus plenty ed talent llary Hol-
me, k's new layout at the* Bellevue*

( asiiiei ranks ne*ar the* leq, Kuelets

on all e*e, lints go to proeliie-e-r Natalie*

Komarova, vv he» has assembled
<>iu li eliv e rsity as the* e*ighl All

Aim i le an Be,\ • and the n faiie v

1 1 ampedine* *.tulf the* bike antics ed

Beddiy Whelan; the* <n oil e In ks ed

Le*s ( *rieds; the* sillieli v heiede-l'S and
siiige*r.s. letgethcr with a pony line*

into one* sbeiwease* that |e lls lor an
appreciative* (id minutes

I remi the* te*e*edf. a latlie r he»ke*d-

op item e ailed "’Ihe* Aine*rie*an

Wav,” to the* inevitable* Parisian
lainboiee* at die- finale*, tluie* is

h . 1

1

el I v a elull inouunt l.es Orieds,
Nr veiling Danish team ot acredials,
pe rfen m a serie s ed eiul.slaneling

aerial routine-x he,m a |»e*re*h near
die* ee*iling that etiavvs e-eiut iimems
plamlitv. The* feinine* member of
tr ain tied only is atti ac tive* but sup-
pents lie i wedl-built partne r with
e.'i'c in many ed Ins better layouts
ami lueakaway ed firings

I
1 lie* eome-elie-.s of Bobbv Whelan

i * s is | eel |>y ( iiiv.ucous Yvedle* em
In- v arious urn anef two-vv Ue.ele r

bikes are* standout, and fbe* inl-

ine' h <-e rie s by Je anne I
)' \ i e*

< barle beijs: 'New A e t s * make a nic e*

change* o| pace* he- lore* the* tumbling
«d tlu* All A ineiiiari voung'lgi*
l iiie » ed i at be*r lame e e ssarily hv
the ir le*ae|e r Walke*r l)ie*k, tins hep
e edle e trori, ed trampoline* ar t i< ts

pi e,din e s r v e rv bounce pe,s< i t> I •*

.

itre-aking die- repetition with »-e,ine*

lajr e enpedv arul v. e,r king at all

t one s with speed arul pi e-etsie n

7lu* Casnio line, always tlu- big
eli aw ill t his pe»l look-, bette-i t li.-n

eve, ;md tluil tTne'-e- w e- 1 l-e eist uined
* fur" ing' are* 'pai k'-el bv tire li i p-

mg ed Win*.on f. Nixon and Jbely
e* \ iv ian ( r»ok botli \e-vv Acts,.
Krog uig lionor ' ,*n e* eli vide el bed -.- e-e n

"
1 u h;i e-

1 Eel** aid*-, arul Mary Lou
If',* e| \, .< Aft i V 1 1 h .'U'emrlion-

i • t \ iv ian M« - bae king t lierr big
<<:ig hrit. iAulv av duqu;'|<i M Viie-

I'.i I'u l.ni mi h b.u |; he,.*, ably
, rid the ( ;<c ton quailed does flu*

t.unlhv mu* ie aelmpia?* I*. V* f.

‘Shclin,’ ‘Station’ Win
Jap Distrib Okays ’

Terk.o Nov 24

1 'a, , iUMint s "Coim* Back. Little*

She-,Ira arul Sedznu k s "j e-rmnial

,

Station ’
e amed an e*xtra bomi«

l.lm import iiee-n e* I or eHstnbu-
t,e,n m Japan alter the- Finance
Ministry ie-vie*w board selected

tlu in a* Iv.o ot five* supi-rior film*-

leRaseej during tlu- evui rent fiscal

,

vear. The e,ther llin-i- were "Jenx
loterdits.

’

"Falle n Idol” anel "II

,
C.dtmnno della S|*eranza.”

Unit Reviews
<»rflble-laim»N
(CHICAGO. CHI.)

Chicago. Nov. 27.
(

[}. it-/ Grable. Horn/ James
'

1 5 » . Bill!/ Daniel, Buddy

/ J j,
Tommy Gamina. Lewis &

\
Chorus (5*; " Half a Hero

iMtGL

Teamed together for the first

time. Betty Grable and Harry

j\ ncs front a neat, well-fashioned

*i .ickage that is pushing for the

v tar's top grosses at the B&K
dagshio. As long as it lasts

—

v iiu-h for the nonce can only be

t <o weeks, one here and another

j,t the Michigan Theatre in De-

nt, it followlfng which the team will

i ,ve* to answer other commitments
individually—their tour should be

. lucrative one as, judging lrom

ihe holdout l'or the opening show.

Liable and James are still big

, awing cards, together or sepa-

taiely.

thev’re on .the hi# end of a 70-

:',() split with the house, albeit they

have to shoulder all expenses, and

Ihe nut on this show is large. It’s

]de!v that sometime next year,

idler Miss Grable’s next picture
jv made, the group may be re-

iMscmbled to tour other presenta-

tion houses.
On the whole it’s a strong pro-

duction. packing a fast-paced hour
that seems longer with a fast turn-

over of acts and their constant
returning in new costumes. Miss
Grable herself has four garment
changes, each of them revealing a

Mill lovely frame. As her husband
*.,ys of her A-l chassis: "How do
you like that, folks? A mother
ot two.” And also well past her
twenties—blit she doesn't look it.

Pulchritude is still her greatest
h^set. Her voice is a small one.
and at outset a timid one. though
she opens up later in the show as

she gains assurance from an en-
thusiastic audience. Nor is her
dancing, any thing fancy. Essen-
tially it’s her elegant body and
the subtle movement of its parts,
ail in good taste, that carry her
through her chores with her ade-
quate other equipment.

troduetory bits, it's not a serious
tailing.

In all. it’s a big show to package
into the space of a single hour —
what’s more, without the slightest

suggestion of crowding. Layout
is well rehearsed, with everything,
including the lighting, on cue. and
with some of the most elaborate
productions to pass across this

stage in years. Les.

Ali risk v Follies of Mi
(DESERT INN. LAS VEGAS)

Las Vegas. Nov. 24
D<mu Arden production with

Paul Gilbert. De hi Rosa Quintet,
DuWaum s * 6 * . Max Ik Alma Ear-

(

man, Marcia Edpiiifiton, Helena
Gardner, Dunn Arden Line i 1 8 *

uitli Erie Limn. Fluff Gould: set

tuft* by Firth Cllmau: cbst nines.

Madam Berthe.: music, Iran Lane:
house oreh. Carlton He, yes: no
itner or minimum.

A far cry from the first Minsky
spectacle three years ago is this

Donn Arden-produced vehi( 1 1
*

bringing in the multitudes tor the
next six weeks. Harold Minsky
supervised the tirst mounting of

large package shows to hit this

desert metropole. and despite wor-

ded wrinkles appearing on tore-

heads of DI bosses, proved that

the package unit was the answer to

.dwindling or static state, of top
'headliners for Vegas. Sitter that

time, the name of Minsky has been
magic on die marquee.

Minsky in name only, the cur-

rent "Follies'" is a variety melange
lasting 100 minutes, and loaded all

the way. Arden has transformed
the hurley offspring into a chichi

extravaganza, leaving only three
reminders of former bump-and-
grind, low-comedy heydays to bald

;
or otherwise pated gents at front-

row ringside. These are comic
Max Furman, and peelers Helena
Gardner and Marcia Kdgington.

1 Paul Gilbert has been recruited

lo top the list ot acts. He hils very

big with his collection of gags, in

or out of innuendo, familiar, new
and tile material. Belts a good
songspiel. "My Wife Has Gone.”
lor springboard to funny drunk

Syd & Max Harrison. It adds up
to entertaining family fare.

Favorites on English radio, the
brothers are tall, well built lads
who wear the dark red Szot kilt

and give out in both pops and bal- ,

lads, concentrating on lolk.-v songs*
ltoin their native l’yiieside. in
norliieu*t England and trom Scot-
land Act lias pi act 1

1

ally grown
up to hill M.. 10 U* round Scot valid-
erics, and is .„dnVoM play ing on
home ground here

Natural fre h manner adopted by
tlu- quintet marks t'icin down as
worth watching, their uninhibited
work placing them in satpe well
loved category here as the Deep
River Boy - Eanii'.v nature of their
act. with* Rov S* 1

1

Hh c ihreing in

friendly fashion, sets the -seal of
good cute i tuiiiniein on production

Singers give* out m pops like

"Poppa Picolmo I Believe,”
Sev en * Lonely Day s" ami Eternal
i> 1 Imy oiler a s

1

1 \ k line* of
comedy m a vvell-i c'lic.'ii sed oper
.'tic tukcott and gain mcnc yocks
hv inviting amlu-ncc* pari icipat ion
in the* m On he i "She* Weals Rc*d
Eeathcis

Comeclv side of then 35 minute*
songs pot i- . idecl b\ stooge work
trom Syd & M* x Harrison, a Bel-

' last twain who work in zany antics
and s | .

,

p • rick Antics of tlu* pan-
strike a gt'oel level ot humor

In opening stages ot show. Roy
Smith, leaclc i ol the quintet, par
lies interruptions se*nt up from
among the* stubholeh is bv two of
his hrothers and Max Hariison,
arguing over Irish. We Mi. English
and Scot prowess. lnle*i lections
arc s lieuit eel Up from stalls, gal

ie*ry and boxes thus creating in-
1

tcres-t all over the vauelcry,

Dclly Kin, lulled as t he* "Little

;
Lady from ('lima." e,ffe*rs an
unusual nove ltv speciatly. in which
she* swings lighted’ lanterns, whirls

j
plates round unbredlas anel re

vulves two gilt how h round and up
land over without spilling any of

the water the\ contain. Under
New Acts are Crotchet, a promts
ing e low n music ian and the- aero
sexte-t ot l ive Javs & June, fiord.

Night Club Reviews
l olll I ll lit (I I t«,IM |*U K«*

*'* ___

Deluxe Lab
( toil imie-el (non .V

IKIim* I.ikIv. IIiiIIhn
•

rooms and cabaret l.ikcvu.c
there's an upcoming 120 minute
midnight dee jay show to einanate
thrice-weekly Ite'ie, Vvtth ovuiii »*p

Joe Bonds and Ills vVite D.t e Be l

muut. talking ttclw t e-n tutu s w ith

V isitoi's

Jan August opener filled dll*

Blue Lady wit It responsive* t . t» ! « is

tor all tliiei* slums opening in hi

i25> With Miss Belmont le*nu « tin t*

pianist satisfies easily vii his

key hoarding trom opening W.,i

saw Concetto a c-tie* into l ie

hesfrautu" and leh'aikow k\ s

"Coneerto "
( hattei tie lwe e n tunes

includes a JYifson t
,'* n'ute* as JU> er

lingers a s|u k me’die v ot tune s

Itom "Ihe* .lots,m Story ' \ilds

"\Y here* Is A oui 1 le a t Piano
Roll ltlli.es" init Ins vs k v .(Mil *.

"Misirlou. teu so! ul milt m * i
':«>

ing hied ley ot staiol.uds etuis tlu*

30-nnnute tveov si-li witli M.ss
Belmont at 1 lie* mike toi a nd I

l.vitteii. a leioke i and e apahli* ,v n< at

ist. will add ilioiiees dm ing \u
gust's iottnigl.il here* i

;

’

'on 1 4i i«n* lh'*» <fiialn*v
Sjiison**. Ihirix

Pails \,»v ? 3

(ireiiierllu'-.n'iiiii nroup pi< > !

!

"/. Innlm s D I'piml, n ,:h ( h'le n ,*

I

ItusSi’ilvl. Annie \m ! ./{ nil i,oe/o*

i fort, lieui 1 JUil ttrd, ( nreilei f* i .11.

((ierf \ idal ie*. deem .
.hiin-lle.ns

! Mueh s. music. Loins U- < (• r> • di

i i’i ted by Ji ll i / ',< lie t in mi i les
1 (Miremus /)<* la line Li

.
Mo-oipie

Senator, f’liilip Clan, (heroes l.u

fui/e I’lippils Is2 .50 ri.-nrmi
f

.

With the* Greiili i llusseiiot I he

atre Group *fn liaek into tins Lett

Banket v with a new taut alinng
presentation, anel tire line l.adc

acts also unveiling new m,diiia|.

this hoite shapes as one* ol Hie

j' iiittiest oMbeat eahaiet 'iosss in

town, anel is paving oil in word ol

mouth and atti*nelaiie e It gel*, die

atter-theatre crowd and ttmse want-

ing some febrile in.'illi a liom their

nitery going

( Irenicr-llnssctiot is a tlieatre*
- II ....u.innl ..I 111,.

Sliumrorlt llolol
I loust on, Nov 24

E : > ,e ,'m H ltd \ ('ere Robin-
•

,
,l( ,* Smly (hu b with l yui

I

s. k ol, 1 1 ri. M .>0 ^2

In (its jdnrth appearance at tlu*

Sliaiuioiks hmeiaid Room. Latin
i ,u:e: I Tito l in. . ai sk k»r«'d a

• ( .| nl smash on oiik'OOtg night e*t a

I s\ osve ek stint Repealed eUl'I.im

k ails t atiseil act t* 1 s.refch a lull

(•-minutes and even then the* vvell-

tille.l loom was a king lot galore.

Luu.ii does a te*w ol the stainl-

.i tit numbers, mo tly Spanish and
Mesiv.m Ins exceptional singing

voue getting, .added eliavv via s,»if

ace dmp'aninieiit «»t tin* guitar Miel-

s ,,v Re sw ill lie s to American
limes k.uiving die crowd down
'Hint'll Hie yeais. during which

he vs .
s gaining tame He asks lor

and gets plenty of cooperation
in in tlu* guests in Ins community
<nc version It has an endiusias-

tu I es |,oii* i*. with nngsiders c\-

.
i i . ism** i heir tonsils unrestrain-
,i|ls mueli to their mutual en|ei\-

iii* ot

Btul A Leee Robinson. Imshand
and wile* have a new .

version of

i. ip and sottslioe routine, ami score

he.ivilv Single and duo numhers
an* dune w itlNorigtiiiililv and pre-
,f ton I he y seore-tl an ab«»\ e*-av ei -

a* e lot with their t.ikeoff on tilt*

jil.u k hot tom. Chat teston and a

liner spiced tap version ol titter-

hug; ing complete v illi (lips anil

l ipov or*

7 lie* Joe Sudv on li cuts a pleas-

ing show anel with buxom beauty,

I v,nn Bin ns. leading the vocaliz-

ing, ale sediel Jcdo.

ll(*lh*\aM* LiPeino.
Mont real. Nov. 27

All American /inns <H>. Les
Otml::. Hobby Wlolan t. Vie Me,
.Ireiiue IFAre Chiirlebms, Winson
K V i.i on ,

.luily K \ o mil Cool,
,

\’i

mini Mi s. Mary Lou Hoyd. Mi-

i Inn I Edwards, Casino Line OO

,

H< t Heluir Oreh « I I >

.

Untidy Clay-’

Ion Quartet with Shirley Sheldon,
Hill Deepmi 1‘rodm ed hy Natalie
Kiiniiirniii imiste -Ini (ieome Korn-
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preparation of newsreels and willBeechcombere it N
Marly May
Riverside Starlet*
Bill Clifford On-

Rivertide
OI*en It Johnaon
Beverlee Denni*
June Johnaon

presents to millk
• a video tape re-

corder, an inexpensive eleiWc
air-conditioner without - ,

parts, and~a true amplifier ot h->\'The demonstration todav he IV-V
answered his first request and^e!
search is proceeding on the 0 tl

,

two.

,

-------
,

The tape system recorded
ventional kinrtie recording of TV TV picture on a strip of ma >ne!
pictures and describing the work-

j
cally coated paper-thin plastic tai*

ings from the TV camera to the half an inch wide, with tlie ta!
I chemically processed film, charac- reel unwound and given imniediv
terized the kine method as “a playback. The Haves starring \\

*

roundabout and costly approach”
j
nettes were produced In mu "'

j

with film processing time running i Herbert Swope Jr.
* ‘ 4

most cases. The compact exnorimnm-.t

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF DECEMBER 2. 1953

Numeral* in cennectlen with hill* b*low indicate opening day df »how
whether lull er split week

Letter in parenthete* indicate* circuit. (I) Independent; <L) Leew; <M, Me**;
<R> Paramount; <Ri RKO; ($> Stell; <T) Tivoli; <W» Warner

Mentmertre
Frnestn Bomno
Matildc l.imrjo
Knur Varga*
S Calero It R D141
Nancy A Rolando
Hole dr Nieve
Adonis Huertas
Ra.v Carson
\ Alonso Ballet
K Antuoe* Or«<
C'no dr la Pla.sa O

Sant Souci
Olga (haviano
Waltrr Nick
Juliet It Sandor
America Crespo
Kos-ma Martin Trio
Ilfii'i Royer
Tondrlay o

ALTON
Grand (Pi S only
Asylum of Horror*

CHICAGO
Chlceeo 'Pi 4

Biliv Daniel*
George Dr Will
Shvref to*
Martin & Klorenz

DETROIT
Michigan (Pi I

Kcttv (liable
II J.-iine* Ore A Rev
EAST ST LOUIS

Maiettlc <Pi 4 only
Asylum of Horror*

MIAMI
Olympia (Pi 1

Manhattan Rockets
lloliltv Julr
Marry Hi st

Don Chrnv

Jonathan l.uca*
llrrb Klrlil*
M Duiso Ore
Krank Marti Ore
ttetel Ambassador
lule* l.andr Ore

Hotel Aster
Threr Sun*

Hotel * itmere
filch Ycllin
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
loan Walden
Dru A Dijon
Kimr Kudv f»rc
A Rnllini Trio

Hotel Piei re,
llilde^ardr
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico (trill Ore-

Hotel Plate
Col let tr Mars
Ted Siracter Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
fiuv I.omliardo Ore

Hotel St Regi*
It CourlwriRht
Milt Shaw on
Horace Ota/ fire

Hotel Sherry*
Netherland

Juliana I.arson
Foster l.anin Ore
Jan Hruneaeo Ore

Hotel Statler
Itu** Morgan Ore-

Hotel Taft
Vincent I .ope/ Ore

Latin Quarter
Franklin A t.nne

; tackic liri-fht

llos* A l.a Pierre
1 Howard I,ear

|

('hill 'ivel*

\rt Wanet Ore
It llarlowc Ore-
La Vie En Rote

I Nat King Cole

I

I lick Shawn
1 -Marian Murray
No 1 fife Ave

!
Van Smith Ore

tJovitn Ore
|

Holt Mosvnev
'

Harold Konville

NEW YORK CITY
Mutic Hall di I

Patricia Kavnav
N 04 iiian Wyatt
Jeahet'e Taltnen
Jack He a tier
Javne Hornby
Kile Hutson
f.eorge Sawtrlle
Bauhvs Greyhound*
Hockrttex
Corps dr Ballet
S.vm On-

Palace (Ri 1

Ferdinand A Jerry
Joyce Aimer
Moke A Poke
( 'lung

‘

Jackie Bright
Cii o Kimji. ( n
It'Areo A Gee
C'otm.ir

Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian

Sadie Ranks
Sid Gary ,

Joe LaPorte Ore
r'Aogila Orr

Park Sheraton
Irving Kielda
Joan Bishop
Kridie l.itwin

Le Ruban Bleu
Nino Nanni
Topper*
Rita Dimitri
llud MrCreerv
Norman Pari* Trio

Two Oultar*
Vladimir Ro/hen
l.uhov llamshav
Misha L/(lanoff
Scuta K ravaeff
.Misha Markoff
Town A Country
Artie Dinn
Dannv Sutton
l.a Plava Sestet
Johnny Morris Orr

Versatile?
Nice To See You -

Ceorgie Kayo
I* iv DeWitt
Don l.iberto
A1 Nr.-inaii
Foil Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Boss •*

t.inda l.omhard
Barbara Stewart
Carol Ohm.art
Salvatore Cioe Ore
I'anchito Orr

Villae# Rarn
Inckie Jay
David Blight
Holly Warren
/.eh f barter Ore
llal Craham On-
Village Vanguard

Sylvia Sims
Irwin Corev
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
K.SI-lit .1

Robert Maxwell
N Brandwynne Ore
Mi*cha Burr Ore

;

to several hours in

j

‘And the quality may be limited,

' since the pictures must encounter
:tll the hazards of both the televi-

sion system and the photographic
process.” M-tape. on the other
hand, stores the electrical signals

directly as they come from the

video camera, he said. ‘ A single

compact piece of equipment, which
handles both recording and repro-

j

duction, will do the job of two
complex installations needed with

photographic methods, he asserted,

j

The cost factor was accented

,

further in the statement that al-

though M-tape currently costs more
per minut? of program time than

1 33m color film, the fact that tape
1 needs no processing before play-

back compensates for the expense
of raw tape.

Cost Factors

Recording b&w programs on
film was estimated to be a mini-
mum of five times as costly as it

would be on one-quarter inch M-
tape, ‘‘assuming that the tape

' would be reused many times.” In

making copies for telestations, a

half-hour show could be taped for
less than $15 per copy, with the
proviso on reuse included. Even
greater economies were envisaged,
as previously stated, for making

1

the original tape recording of
colorvision stan/as, and in making

!
copies on tape that would be used
again, a tape recording of a 30-

niinute color show would cost
roughly $20.

Summarizing the present status
of research and engineering prob-
It ms as they relate to video tape
recording, Di\ Engstrom said:
"While some technical problems

Continued from page 1

nicul observers freely expressed
themselves as having great faith in

the ‘ immediacy” of the process as

applied to video, with other prac-
tical uses envisaged in intervals of

from two to perhaps 10 years. First

there was a playback from the tape
of a pre-recorded black and white
TV transmission originating in an
NBC studio in New York and
beamed via microwave across the
45 miles to the Research Center.

Network’s Margaret Hayes took
the starring role in this and sub-
sequent unfoldings in both b&w
and tint, including a live cast in
color with one of the receivers
then switched to continue the per-
formance uninterruptedly as an
immediate, perfectly synchronized
playback wherein only a slight loss
of definition—mostly in excess
light values—was observed. There
was no doubt that the packed hall
was seeing history being made in
Hu* couple of minutes which that
particular method consumed.
Finale item was a delayed play-
back with similarly effective re-
sults.

The real story seemed to lie in
• he application within two years or
so to television. It will take about
• bat much time, said (.Jon. Sarnoff
m an afterpiece, for refinement of

cici anu win recora lour minutes
of a TV program. RCA is working
toward a new reel 19 inches in
diameter to provide a quarter-hour
playout.
The mass junket to Princeton w as

via RCA’s two special Pullmans
backed up on a regular train, with
same for the return journey. Coflee
was provided upon arrival at Hie
center and there was an elaborate
steak lunch served after the dem-
onstration, this being preceded In
cocktails in another portion ol the
Princeton Inn. In the large con-
tingent were several rival execu-
tives, including Frank Stanton,
prexy of CBS. Inc., and Howard
Meighan, CBS veep plus Leon
Levy of the web. Another inter-
ested spectator was Dr. George
Gallup, head of the Institute ot
Public Opinion. There were many
Hollywood toppers including Nich-
olas M. Schenck and David -O.
Selznick in a large attendance from
Coast studios and N Y. headquart-
ers.

Duke A llm stim uli

I .Iih*v Porter
Habs McKinnon
Peter
Doroi hv Hall
Wnllv Peterson
Debonair*
Vlurables

SYDNEY
Tivoli ')0>

II Sieman A An hie

|

Deleted 3
l.owe A I .add

I Charley Wood Co
j

Krank Conk
- Susan Jeans
|

Itenlt.i Kruinr
Carlisle A WeldoR
Clauiiine Chei i-t

j

< baddells
I Show (.ills

I Nude*
1 Ballet

LAUNCESTON
Notional (T » 30

Tommy Trlnder
Tom Green
Joe I.ee

S Kaye*
ti lie Paul*
Rouna
Marv I’rieslman
Ha rrv Moreny
l.lovd Martin
Toni l.ainoml
Maureen lleloiail

Daneing Bov*
Pallet

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (30i

Bel t v Driver
Walton A O'Rourke
Chevalier Bros
Jiinae Co
(Inn- .limae
Norman Vaurhan

\V esl -rn Stars
l.e* Tra verso-.
NORTHAMPTON

Now Hi 30
Whitt.tker A I av
lire I’ov nt oir
Gregu Amt* i s A J

I.ee Hrnnklsii
Karl Harney
lima l.mmn
\l Brandon
Kite V Marsh
Kilvvurd Oi l uni
'I'env How.ml

NOTTINGHAM
Empire iM> 30

ttev Roper X Pat
Shit lev Abu .ur

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome <M>
I.aurel A Hatilv
3 Jills

Ke .lover A .laik

F Harris A C
1 rsala A (in*
I* A I* Pane
1) Rosalie A T
Haves IV ke*
Mov A R tv

BLACKPOOL
Pilact Hi 30

Kordites
* lias Warren A
I .ai*y Tp
<ii*oii;e Melton
Itiinnv Movie

CHICAGO
Bluo Angel

'

Tany Itom.in
Bill YimnK
\ al Navaro
I <ekie M imiis
Rob WeDvi-k Trio

Bl/ck Orchid
Kaie Italia i it

llobbv Short
l*a( Morrissey
Ken Sweet Trio

Chet Paree

MaiitUh &
Peterson

Mii-k Salter
lliil .Ionian
N A .1 Waldo
Itmidv Rust
Olie Clark
I tennis A Darlene
RiMilevar-Deara < 7 >

K. Masters Ore.
Crossroads

l.ennv Colvei

|

Nitwits

[

Kirk Steven*
Sent t Saudi -

1

s

Rallet Mon 1 hi m I re
EDINBURGH

Empire iM> 30
1 Smith Bros

;

Hilly Croi ln-t

S «*• M Harrison
i

i .I s A June
' Dell v Ki i

Kvi .t Kverlo

)

FINSBURY PAPK
|

Empire iMi 30
> l.imla •* I a-ia

I

Mon u Cnne.imi
I
J i in in v JeO A June

1 Kve Roswell
|

> Killies
Timiniv Field*
Nelson Bros
loan Tin net
l.arrv Mn *it .3

GLASGOW
Empire iM> 30

i Seaton O'Mell
I \nrie Shelton

j

t >sw inns

l

1 1 in v Secomlie
|
Peter Mulav
I .muse X Pet*
i'o\ Twins
Alatt (live

GRIMSBY
Palace <M 30

|

Fu k H II :

(

Russell W I I«!it ;t

I Ri-K I Invil
! II A J Penn
I Pat ru i t ltd*'

v

|

lovee Tern
i Runts Kennedy
10 1 teiafi’s.l (

• i i Is

SOUTHAMPTON
Grand «

f
> 30

Turn-in* Ciifre*
I'iois \ .itisllii A P
Met* Mas ies
t-'o idles \ *|..ire

I Kddte Rlaeli
Pi -4 a I li* i i;K Club !

SUNDHRL AND
Empire iM- 30

Cal l nil I es is Co
Violet Pretty

i

I eenauei s

3 Ke'lss
SWANSEA

Empire iM 30
Phvllis Mixes
V ;i |-'ta Models
N A P Kase
Mi‘l«»-n/ie Re i'll A M 1

J A S l.ainoriie
Jaek Tt aees
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome ll> 30

I i-iin ( ill’ll*/

Moreen ll.urts
Nal (inneUa
IHlndes A I a, i*

1» A R I. me
Walters Mui:s

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (li 30
Csid Mosvier
It Inula ItuMets

BRADFORO
Alhambra <M> 30

Issy llnnil

Kddie t .i I \ i-i t

1 niidmis
lias- A 111
Andnras
Kirhv A liases
P Hatton A PeKS.s
Kesanns

BRIXTON
Empress (l> 30

3 Moliatahs
Jaek Jai-kann
Tonin'* Cooper
Jean Ileum
llarr* Worth
\ jet or Seaforlh
2 Man els
l.e* Maithss
Conwav A Mav

CHELSEA
Palace ill 30

Jaek Movie
IMamhester lad*
t.us Aubrey
I'eter Bros
Kav Sottiern
So lit" Ros
A J Powell
Johmis Peiei s

Ni,trni'-n Teal
Arthur Cannon
Irene Natise!
Don Carlo*
Junes Kdyar
V in * libels
D.iKi-nhaui (.ill P

EAST HAM
Grenada (M 30

V.ililette-
l.atents T'p
< A '.I MaNiin
1 ess is Is

m

4
1) R osji't'e A Tons
h.i*i‘< l-Vkes

LINCOLN
Royal ili 30

Pal laies
J Kidd >1 June
Dennis Silii'les

(it-ne \l. li-

lt i) s' l.e 1 ef
Je.«n Stii-rl
Arthur Studies Co

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M> 30

Frankie \ auiihn
Hertist i d .Miles
1 as ne X- Ksans
Mass n W li. e to
Joe Rlaek
2 Culuinhu*
I. oi l .line

Man Kim;
Footnotes i -I

•

Brian Karnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hod
Kileen Carroll
Maruie I.ee
Seit/ A lain hm-.'er
Mirk Pi-ire
Sid Kroflt
Kodell

Sort ('etnaires Ci

»

Edqewater Beach
C irl Rrisson
Ceppella A I’atriiin
Dorothy H i Id Msrs
Ski-mas Klims Ore

Palmer House
l.o* ( has.lies (III
Ti ini lies es
M l.a Salle Ola It

duel ion and for completion of the
remaining research projects that
arc now in progress.

‘Taping’ National Defense
In a statement on the develop-

;

rnent Gen. Sarnofi cited the pos-
sibilities that, while printed im-

!

mediately f >r TV. it w ill later ex-
tend to national defense, Hu* mo-
tion picture and theatre indus-

|

tries, business and industry in gen-
eral, plus education and home en-
tertainment. “We are confident

”

lie declared, “that it is only a mat-
ter of time, perhaps two years, ho-
lme the finishing touches will
bring the system to commercial
reality. It is essential for the fu-
ture of the television art that video
tape recording he introduced to
give the television industry a prac-
tical. low-cost solution to program
recording, immediate playback.

ilo distribution,

agreement last

suSsidv to 1-0' b
video tape equipment can be made

j

with the understanding that none
available commercially, RC A con- of the coin could be used to aid
siders that the toughest of them the IFE distribution outfit

M 1 d ^ on t,le VOsi 01 may be used by any subsidized dis-

tributing agency or that may he
used for the promotion of films
distributed through any such
agency.”

Burstyn added that this was con-
sistent with his prior discussions
with Johnston “in which we were
assured that no such direct or in-

direct payment would he made.”
Cravenne’s View

Robert Cravcnne, head of L'ni-

trance, which aims to push the dis-

tribution of French filn.s abroad,
said in N. Y. recently that there
was a possibility not only of com-
bining French promotional film

activities in the lT
. S with IFE

but. in the long run. also of chan-

IOS ANGELES

about 25 times—when the law of
diminishing returns might set in—would provide the necessan
amortization to make this a low-
cost as well as effective depart-
ure in the electronic world. The
tape is going now at a speed of
about 30 .feet per second, but he
Imped this would soon he reduced
to 20 feet — against sound travel
of one and a quarter feet per s *c-
ond—the lower gait being desir-
able.

Quick on Retakes
A good deal of the forum ques-

tions related to its applieabiliu to
motion pictures. Dr. Engstrom
thought full employment of the
equipment may he years away, but
that the cost and immediate play-
back factor w it bout
slow processing would indicate
plication to tests, multiple
and "at once" witnessing
niM'.cs. It would be a suppo on , l(

to the regular m.p. lenses', he said
emphasizing that the TV use
muc h nearer .achievement.
The time for magnetic -taj:

video is not tight now. sines
signal has to be taken apart
Ptd together again, but this.
Sar roll declared in answeri
query, is not a major problem
will be solved in normal prove
It was brought out that a spe
of colorvision in smaller conn
ties would not necessarih he
cl need by the new
M-tape is similar to sound tape in
magnetic structure and that, in
general, the preview supplied the
basis for a belief that the new
technique will eventually simplify
"the entire art of making pictures

Black Orchid

ll.il Winters
I.im Mat litres*

SlKiye i nitati
J.n k Ken-
lli. I I’li-nt

Muni 1.,-ititie

Bar of Music
Mill JnriLm
J;n k Al ii Im
i .ni.i V;iIoii!m
Ins IlnrtKrs
hied Thompson

Clover Club
I'.it t i I'.ive
(ins Mirks
Klc.in.ir l.urkcv
led l..i*vtu*

Tuny l.npc/ Ore
Selina M;irlnsse l.ine
Ink SI mil t ::

Woods Woodinirs
Five 0‘Clock Club
Rudds I .ester
No' Til it (- s <;;>

IVFy Itlake

l.e -i Mass-son Ore
Nautilus Hotel

Ruuer t’olcm.in
Vnlnne A Ina
Sol Stanles Ore
Joe H.irncM
Leon A Eddie'*

\l s r.i M is is

CIum k Fontaine
\cies O'lteills
(IreiMt Hail (iirl
Jackie Ciordon
Mills Austin
Nam s Kent
( karloltc W'atei *
Mill liras
Rai|i!i (.illicit

San* Souo Hote
llnh.ml Haves
\i tie Harnett
s.n .ii as I li e
Ann Herman Mcrs

Saxony Hofei
Kstcl'r l oririij
I ai-.ii A Mcr
V d oiman Ore
llclrne
Ions Me l.a Ci tu

there has been a moclifir.i-

in the position of some "f
complicated and the indies. Burstyn in pari idli n'

<1>- w;is assumed during a visit to Rome
rctaki s that he could have any impot l.ml
of the Italo productions that he wanted'.

In addition, the Italians offered r >

make advances on pix the indie*
is had their eye on, and also to make

dollar advances to the distnbs
n- here to help them ad\crti>e the*v-

Vo imports.
u! There have been frequent ry*

n. ports from Europe on talk^ he-

a tween French and Italian indu**
id try reps anent a get-together in

e the U. S. Cravcnne indicated that

ip nothing concrete had been agreed
i- on. The French confidently o\-

pro- pect some kind of subsidy to con e

process, that the out of any new arrangement with
the Americans, the tentative figure

|

being put at around. S25p.000*. P.nt
of this money would be "used to >ct

up a promotional office for French
pix in N. Y. in early 1954
American distribs’ relationship

to IFE has sparked a Federal
that two years Trade Commission inquiry. It *

anniversary of understood that this investigation
m. SarnofT ask- would wind up within another
t researchers to month or so.

LAS VEGAS. NEVADA
Desert Inn

" Miiixk.s s Follies"
Him I (iilli.-it

Mi- l.i Ri%sj .i

Monn Aritcn Minis
l.i i it mi I l.i s cs (Hi

El Cortet
•it' iiini- W rliiiim
Kililii- Ski is.nick (!

El Rxncho Veq.i*
(i A S Al.iill.li'

/ci l».s s

i )ot i tec Dttrt s

Roll Kil t N (tn
Ruild.s H.ickcit

Fl.miinqo
K.is Starr
li.llHiMs
(innimi IF ns A .1

Rarliitra I’ci i s

S Felix I'rint

Tm i is Brand (tir
Last Frontier

Mm oil" Silas'
-

Allen A McW ood
Radio Rogues
lies Is n Mncrs

,

Mu k (it cum s

(!.l rss ood V in Ore
Golden Nugget

Ish Kaliditile

V.c 4 .-ic Rsm.il
ttouoctlcs
Joe \ onul i (»u

Sands
StUd-ent eiilVcc

- '

li." sin.it i a oic
Sahara

Mol.ircs l ,i as
* .one Has * ox
S/ollv s

'll" del s ->

s a H. i rent I tin i <

( cc | >a* idsoli IV t

Silver SI ipper
Hank llcnis
s,iaiks K.isy
I isa Stan
Rdls Rai \

\ II Ulllia Mess-
Rill Will, til

J 'mins l as ahauuli
M (>.i'cs I'.ilnmiiios
(1 Heilman'* Ore

Thunderb^rd
las I a ss i cm c
I .a ml i c A \ et na
Nluart Fiofci
Mi SJu.iu; I s* ms

r i- is stci Smuci s

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

|

Kn kss nod A
(.oodman
Cafe Albert

Serena shass
i I'cx (.cnlrs

J
Frank Saiiliilci*
Caf# Society D ntwn
Trciiicrs

J

Riscra 11

Jos a Slict-I ill

Celebrity Club
Man (ialc
Freddie Slessart
J A J William*
Fair* Foster

Chateau Madrid
-sari* Souci Re*

Copacab na
Kean Sisters

i Norrn. n Riuok*
1
Munltills

Basin Srrert
I, ills Clinstine
Jail I Mason
Step Bru*
I'lul Napoleon
Jose Mclis Trio
Bills I as lot > Ti s>

Blue Angel
iJssiuht Eiske
ptl ( jirrotl
J.n kson Si*
Odctta Eelious
Ilirry Snow
Bart Hnsvaid
Jirnms l.son* Tiio

Bon So»r
Jirmruc Daniel*
( harlofte Ra#
Norene I ate
(.arlani Wiiyop
Mae Bame*

RENO, NEVADA
Mape* Skyroom

The ( out inenta !*

Johnns i) Ri icii

M.ii*es Ski Idles
K III /pal i ok ( lu-

New Golden
Joyce Hr* ant
Mon ( ilium. n r*
Rolliii-; Robinson*
i .olden (,ii Is

.Sterling Young On

I
%



Because of the uncertainties of*

). Lit producing under present con-
J

(1,1 ions. Gilbert Miller lel't last

weekend on a hurried scouting ex-

1

Potion to Europe. With an empty
vpason’s schedule where he only

recently had the most extensive

lineup in

hopes I

new
nt

re

‘ lV;»hou*»e of the AtuniM Moon"
iv now m the black after six-aud-

a h.i’l week" uperat.on alt he Mar-
lin Peek \ V I i.-it lake s into cOli-

suieiation the show's .share of the
down p.i\ ment .nut uikh pa\-
nonts on the lilm .vile The Man-
lier I' v an ‘-George St Ir.tctrr pro-
duel ion is av craving ahout $8,200
we; U> operating profit

.’olm Patrick's dr.ini.il )< at ion of
the \ • in Sunder no\ct was fi-

nanced at $100,000 and involved
Mi".005 p'viiuct :

oil end The show
irt'ssid 570 404 in Us two-and-a-
I i.i 1 1 week Irvoiit in \ew Haveie-i
and Poston, earning S’.001 oper-
ating piollt, bringing the inn mug
n ’hi t est m New t mi In Mi. i 044.
Pr. ause of Ihe tej ins ol. Hie liini

sale preliminary advertising r\-
pam.* was e'larged against the first

'ink's operation m New Noik,
I in tin 1

1 list Ih'ee and a half
Vi -T.*' operation on Pio.nlwav, tlie

Idv id M.ivne John I i » i - > 1 1

u
* slar-

iii griev'd $11 HIM I and earned
S'7 0o4 operating prod That le't

$40 340 to In* recouped ; s ol Nov 7.

i \i lulling Hie pi'Oeeeils 1 1 mil Ihe
film •ale Adding an estimated
SIM 00(1 operating prolit lor the
follow i ng three week 1 through last

Sat in d. i v '28) tell $20 740 to he
i c' imped

Mi 'io him deal tails im down
p.iv nietil of $00 000 plus an amoiinf
equal lo 111* , of the v eeklv hox-
otliee eiiiss. to a celling ol $150-
000 I ledliet lllg Ihe agent's 10'

b

commission and the authors’ 00'

hair the show's end ol Ihe down
pa' incut is $21 000 Mak infrsff'imilar

atom and author deduct ion\| mill
• he Mihsequerif film payments
ha ‘ id on the weekly ::mcs. the
show's end of flie addilnuial film
sale (.linings have i cached $10-
204 Thai brings Ihe total profits to
dale limn opiralinii and him sale
lo Shift.000, and pul the ‘how $2 I .*>4

in I hr black as of the • rid ol last

W rrk.

All lulling to the vv eeklv opcl.lt-

.or > ol t lie first $25 nnu pro-.* plus
25' r of llie fialanee I h» i ,rl pav-
ro!l is around $0 Kill mi a SMI 50(1

Cross, with Wav lie and loiwtlie
gilhnglOM each Awthoi royalties,
split between adaptor Pah u k anil
novelist Sneufer an* a ‘li.tighl

I0M . with 2' « lo diieiloi Ifohert
law is and a flat $50 in Dai K*ong
Lee. who composed the incidental

1 music Tin* vv eeklv charge lor oi-
lier expense is $200

R&H Restrain St. Lou Solo

Femme Showing of ‘King’

St. Louis, Dec. 1

Attorneys tor Hichard Rodgers
and Oscar Hammcrstcin 2d last

week obtained a temporary re

straining order against Julie II al-
and. of Chicago, who was skedded
to present a one-woman perform-
ance of ’The King and 1* before
the Men's Club of Temple Israel.
Miss Harand was ready to tee ofl

her interp of the Rodgers & Ham
merstein musical smash when she
was served with tin* writ.

U. S. District Judge Roy \Y. H.ir
per issued the papers on complaint
that Miss Harand s performance
was a copyright infringement. The
complaint also asked for an un-
specified amount of damages lor
past performances.

When the "King and 1" presen-
tation was sidetracked. Miss liar
and presented "The Life and Song*,
of Irving Berlin."

ich tune Melton will * vvm tv i iv

T^rz In With Pitt Civic Hoopla
no role in the play iv Pittsburgh. Dee l

is type of comedies World preem of iuw fay and
icreenw liter Lou Melt Michael Kanin comedy ‘"His and
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. iuui Robert Preston, at the Nixon
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in his career, the producer
- to acquire the rights to the

Agatha Christie meller. "\Vit-

.s«t for the Prosecution." a cur-

nt Lonthrrr*trH.

Miller's prospective productions

r the season conked out for vari-

is reasons. In two instances,

oilier managements outbid or out-

maneuvered him for scripts. One
,
(.-production project couldn’t be

financed. In two cases stars

couldn’t be signed. One play-

flopped in tryout. One foreign

translation was abandoned by the

adaptor. And several dozen script

possibilities just petered out.

Meanwhile, the producer’s stafl

i< sitting around with minor rou-

tine matters to handle. Included

are Georges Banyai. of the office

viaff. recently on loan as company
manager of "Gently Docs It." arid

nephew Darcy Miller, aim of the

of! ice staff; Robert Schnit/er.

house manager of the Henry Mil-

fir Theatre. N. Y.. w hich goes dark
next week, but relights in two
weeks with "Oh Men. Oh Women."
and Edward Choate, a producer-

general manager on his own. who
books the Miller Theatre.

Series of Collapses
Among Miller’s season projects

that blew up on him -were "Queen
nt Clubs.” French play to have
been adapted by Ruth and Augus-
tus Goetz, but dropped by them in

favor of "The Immoralist." drama
about Andre Gide. to he produced
by Billy Rose. Another v.as "Lu-
< irnne and the Butcher." to have
been adapted by Anita Loos, but
recently ditched by her.

"The Dazzling Hour." a co-pro-
duction item with Jose Ferrer, was

Still playing to standee-limit at

tendance at all performances. "Can v

Can * has just returned imoiJu r

$50,000 to its back'Ts. bringing ilu*

total payoff to $250,000 on tv
$300,000 investment. The ('i
Feuor-Frnest H. Martin production,
which has actually been operating
in the black since Oct. 17 had
earned $25,800 profit as i.f Oct :n

.

according to the most recent ac

ahandonf ry oua Coas
with Olivia dc Havilland starred.
Revival of Molnar’s "The Swan."
another joint venture wilh Ferrer,
was mapped as a vehicle for
Audrey Hepburn, but collansed
when she signed to do "Ondine"
for the Playwrights Co.

Unavailability of Miss Hepburn
also wrecked Millers tentative
plan for a Broadway production
“f the new Graham Greene drama.
"The Living Room." a current
London hit. The Producers Thea-
tre. in which Robert Whitehead.
Hoger L. Stevens and Robert W.
Dowling are partnered, beat him
out for the Broadway presentation
with Henry Sherek of T. S. Eliot’s
"The Confidential Clerk." Finally.
Ids eo-producer project with Jean
Dairy mple of her own "The Quiet
Hoorn," couldn't be financed and
is now off the slate.
So Miller is in London to try fo

get "Witness for the Prosecution."
If that doesn’t work out lie'll look
around for some other importable
project, perhaps going to Paris for
a gander at French stage proper-
ties.

For the four weeks ended ( b t

31, the Cole Portcr-Ahc* Burrows
musical grossed 5203.700 'capacity
was $200,840) and earned $40,814
operating prolit. That brought the
operating profit to date to $280,040
and. alter deducting the $254,240
opening night expense* $338,794
production cost, less $88 394 tryout
profit and $14,180 incidental pre-
liminary profit), brought the net
profit to date to $25,800.

As of Oct. 31. there has been
$200,000 repayment of capital 'the
additional $50,000 was returned
last week) and the remaining as-

sets included $23,530 in bonds and
deposits. $7,477 accounts receiv-

able. $1,381 prepaid insurance and
electrical equipment, $25,000 cash
reserve and $88,411 balance avail-

able.

The musical opened May 7 at

the Shubert, X. Y.. and is in its

31st week.

All hough Miss Best had not pro-
vi*u:!y given the matter thought,
she agreed with Mis.s McBride that

the current Broadway season is a

successful one lor "older women"
— herself. Miss Starr, Josephine
Hull. Lillian Gish and Lucile Wat-
son. "Let's not total our ages," slit*

commented.

('mill house. V V lie gave U an

unfavorable notice.

Deadpan piece had the l
,"‘i's

slot k' "Two-on-thc Aisle" head lor

a di.tina review, with boxed agate

credits of a show titled "Mystery

at Monmouth," with Senator Mo-

Carl by listed as author, producer

and director, as well as a member
ol the east including Hoy "Shine"

'apparently an error tm commit-

tee counsel Hoy Colim. <> John

Rogge. Col. Walter K L"D Jr

Joseph Levitsky and Leonaid

Boudin.
Knlire "review" was in critical

phraseology, with references to in-

adequate "script" and comment on

the "performances, " particularly

those ol the "star," whom Walls

described as "not one ol those

hammer - and - longs actor* , but

quiet and almost detached" Culm
was referred to as a "uhtful and

"dashing juvenile
"

Yiddish Comedy-Drama
Preeming in Brooklyn

"Children Never Forget," Yid-
dish comedy -drama starring Mena-
cliem Hubin. will open Friday '4»

at the Parkway Theatre, Brooklyn,
as the third production of the sea-

*on.

Sholom Scrunda wrote the music
for the play by Z Libin. which will

feature Mina Bern, Ben Bonus.
Frcidole Lipshit/, Yudel Dubinsky,
Hanna Hollander, Jacob Susanofl

and Sam Gertler.

Guy Lombardo Switching

To Impresario Chores

In ’54 at Jones Beach
Guy Lombardo will ‘ witch fioni

batoning to producing next summer
when lie takes over a* impresario
at the Marine Amphitheatre, Jones
Beach. L I . N Y Orch lead* r

succeeds Michael ’Judd, who's
handled the piodut lion reins at the
al fresco theatre since its opening
in 1952 During its two summers
ot operation the ouldooi showcase
has presented Todd's "A Night in
Venice." Lombardo intends to
follow the spectacle pattern of
“Venice" with a musical based on
the adventures of Sinbad the
Sailor.

Lombardo's piesenlation will

have a score by Hum kv -Korsakov,
augmented with contributions by
modern composer's. Allan Zee will

stage the offering which will utilize

a east of over 250 and will also
include a performance of the
"Scheherazade" ballet. Lombardo's
production contract is for two
years. Hi« brothers Liebert and
Carmen will be associated with him
Todd dropped out of the' Jones

Beach set lift because of his film

activities with Magna '1’heaf re-

Todd-AO. A pilch for Oscar Hani-
mcistcin 2d to supervise a revival

of "Show Boat" failed to materi-
alize, as the pi odueer-lv i ieiM ex-
pects to be in Hollywood next
summer * ri connection with the
filming of "Oklahoma."

Eugene O’Neill, No. 1 U.S.

Dramatist-Prizewinner,

Dead of Pneumonia at 65
Eugene Gladstone O’X'eill. Amer-

ica's foremost dramatist, died Fri-
|

day *27) at his home in Boston of
:

bronchial pneumonia. The 85-year-
i

old playwright had been in poor
;

health since 1937 and for the pa*t
;

$ix' years had been afflicted with

Parkinson’s disease, a form of
:

palsy which affected
.

his hands, '

rendering him praetieallv incapa-

ble of writing.
O'N’eill. who won t te Nobel •

Prize for Literature in 1938. had
also been a three-time recipient of

|

the Pulitzer award for drama. Lat-

ter honor was bestowed on him
initially in 1920 for "Beyond the

Horizon.” again the following year
lor "Anna Christie'' and finally in

1928 for ’Strange Interlude." His

v orks have been accorded the

same internationalh high esteem
given the ploys of Shakespeare and
Shaw. According to playwright

Robert E. Sherwood. "O'N’cil! was
Hie leader of a great renaissance in

the history of the American the-

atre."

He was the author of around 40

Plays, of which about 10 were pro-

duced by the Theatre Guild. Plays

•Continued on page 80)

OUT SOON!

48th Anniversary Number

Fishing Town Locale

For Holm's New Play
John Cecil Holm, author of

'Three Men on a Horse" "Gram*
ercy Ghost." etc., has written a

new one-set comedy'-drama, with a

New England fishing town lor ale.

Plavw right has dosed Ills house
at North Chatham. Mass

,
and has

rented a studio in Wd port, Conn
,

foi the winter.
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Ne<l Armstrong

Im written • very feed aottolgic

piece witk H»i» plee for the

veteran roadmen

The. Man in the Outer

Office

Indicated clicks of “Tea a- 1

Sympathy” and “Sabrina Fun •

give the Playwright* Co. a recoi l

of 15 boxoffice hits out of 32 pn*
riuctions during its 15-year history.
That’s believed to be the highest
batting average of any Broadway
production firm in memory.
Although two simultaneous:

standee-limit smashes is unprece-
dented for the Playwrights, the
firm has occasionally had two or
three moderate successes concur-
rent. However, this is the first

time none of the original member
dramatists has been represented
among the hits. “Sympathy" bv
Robert Anderson, a new member,
and “Sabrina” is by Samuel Tai-
lor, a non-member.

Payoff shows produced or co-
produced by the Playwrights have
included, by year:

1938-

39: “Abe Lincoln in Illi-

nois.” by Robert E. Sherwood
< 472 performances > ; "Knicker-
bocker Holiday.” by Maxwell An-
derson and Kurt Weill < 166 per-
formances*; “No Time for Com-
edy.” by S. N. Behrman ( 185 per-
formances

1939-

40: “Key Largo." by Max-
well Anderson; “Two On An Is-

land," by Elmer Rice <96 per-
formances*: "There Shall Be No
Night.” by Sherwood (181 perform-
ances i.

1941-

42: “Candle in the Wind.”
by Maxwell Anderson <135>.

1942-

43: “The Pirate.” by Behr-
man ( 177 i

; “The Eve of St. Mark.”
by Maxwell Anderson <291>; “The
Patriots.” by non-member Sidney
Kingsley (172).

1945-46: “Dream Girl.” bv Rice
( 349 ».

1946 47: “Joan of Lorraine." by
Maxwell Anderson c 1 98 »

.

1951-52: “The Fourposter." by
non-member Jan de Hartog <631*.

Failures have included:

Minneapolis. Dec. 1.

Unless something is done soon

about getting at least enough at-

traction. on tour to live up to pre

season promises “respectably.”

Jimrn> Nederlander. manager of

the local Lyceum, bousing legit,

fears the demise of the N. Y. The-

atre Guild subscription season

plan v hie h. he feels, has been the

mainstay in keeping the road

“alive to a degree" up to this time. :

NYdmlander has 2.317 subscrib-

ers. who have advanced sums of

up to $29 40 each on the promise

they’d «*e a minimum of seven at-

traction With the - season now
four mon hs old,* he has been able

to deliver only one of them, and
that on". "I’al Joey, ' at no admes-
UiiMon price concession, and there's

only one other Guild season sub-

script.on attraction. “Tune Out ior

Ginger," definitely booked for the

balance o' I he season.

"Soli < l iber-, are disgusted and
sore,” says Nederlander. "They
have their money tied up and aje

getting next to nothing. Even if I

liad enough gall to go to them and
solicit their subscript ions next s a-

son. what < hanco would I have of

inducing them to enroll again after

the disappointments they're now
experiencing'.’

"As far as Minneapolis is con-
cerned, and this also undoubtedly
applies to other Guild subscription
season cities similarly, the Theatre
Guild plan seems headed for th“

junk pile. If that occurs, the road,

even m its none too vigorous shape
j

of recent » »asons, could he v irtu- i

ally written oil."

Draper, Adler Set For

Gotham Solos This Month
Team of Paul Draper and Larry

Adler, which broke up tn ib^j.

will appear again this month in

New York, but in solo appearances
at different times Tap dancer

Draper will give his first Gotham
performance since January. 1949,

when he appears at the Kaufmann
Aud. YM&YWHA. Dec. 16 Har-

inonicist Adler will give a recital

at Town Hall. Dec. 8

Draper has been dancing the last

three years in Europe, and re-

cently gave a successful series

of 10 performances at the small-

seater Mercury Theatre in London.
Adler has been alternating con-

certs here ami abroad, with a cou-

ple of N. Y. dates in the last year.

aa Interesting bylina footer# in

thn upcoming

4Hlh Annireraary Number

The Brooklyn - Academy of Mu-
sic is ending the ficst lap of its

45th year in what looks like one

of the most successful seasons in

its history. Its three theatres <2.-

200, 1,200 and 400 house the larg-

est number of attractions in New
York, well over 600 a season.

More than 75'; of these events

are sponsored by one organization,

the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences, operator of the city-

owned building, with Julius Bloom
directing.

The Savoyards opened the sea-

son in Brooklyn, doing over $6,000

in three days. The Turnabout The-

atre. in its first eastern appear*

ante, drew $4,000 for one show.

Some sort of a record was set with

the capacity house for Sybil

Shearer, modern dancer from Il-

linois. whose solo performance on
Armistice Day drew close .. to

$2 ,000 .

Biz Went Up 5°i Frcm ’52;

11Weeks’ Gross at 660G
Kansas City, Dec. 1.

Starlight Theatre in its 1953 sea-

!

son improved ifs take about 5%
over the preceding year. The 1953

|

season ol 10 shows in 11 weeks
;
grossed $660,000, compared to

$637,000 in 1952.

Outgoing president Herb Wilson
pointed out tiiat the theatre has

j

operated in the black for three

I
seasons. Production costs for the

i 1953 season rose sharply to $622,-

,000 from $557,000 for 1952.

Revenue from the concessions
amounted to $15,000, and $8,000

came from the sale of programs.
During 1953 about $53,000 was
spent on plant improvements, in-

! eluding $32,000 left from the pre-

ceding year. The association will

begin the new year with a cash
balance of nearly $33,000, Wilson
reported.

New president is William N. De-
ramus, prexy of the Kansas City
Southern lines. Other officers are
Henry Mussman Sr. and K. Crosby
Kemper, vice-presidents; L. Rus-
sell Kelee, treasurer, and Cliff C.
Jones Jr., secretary.

Legit shutterings last week hit

a new high for recent years, with
nine shows closing on Broadway
and the road. Of this total, seven
were Main Stem attractions, while

two were touring productions.

Among the Broadway closing were
loui* Hops, representing a total

loss around $292,000 on a $280,000
investment 'for a breakdown of

these figures, see Broadway gross-

merican Landscape
Quartet of failures, all straight

plays which bowed this season,
were “Escapade.” "Gently Does
li.” “Ladies of the Corridor" and
"Take a Giant Step." The other
Main Stem exiters were “Guys
and Dolls.” which went off at a

profit of SI.690.000 on a $250,000
investment, and “Wish You Were
Here." which made a profit of
$286,000 on a $300,000 investment.
"Porgy and Bess” also closed and
as yet the non-profit venture has
failed to make back its production
cost. Botli "Porgy” and “Guys”
will tour.

Road closings were “Pal Joey”
in Pittsburgh and "Make Momma
Happy" in Phillv. Latter show
closed after 11 performances out
of town. Also slated to close Sat-
uradv '5> are the Broadway pro-
duction of “The Trip to Bounti-
ful" and the road presentation of
’’Maid in the Ozarks.” Latter bows
out .flftcr a 58-week tour and will
begin a fortnight o» stock engage-
ments Tuesday '8'. “Bountiful" is

tolding after a month's run.

$2,500; Edward T* Cone, associate

music professor at Princeton. $2.-

500; playwright Russel Crouse,
$625; theatre owner-investor How-
ard S. (Tillman. $2,500; actress

Mildred Dunnick. $1,250.

Also. Mrs. Marshall Field. $2.-

500; producer - investor Julius

F lieschmaim, $2,500; producer
Mary K. Frank. $1,250; lyricist-

producer Oscar Hammerstein 2d.

$1,250; playwright William Inge,

$1,250; director Elia Kazan. $1,250;

Mrs. Robert S. Kintner. wife of the
American Broadcasting Co. presi-

dent. $1,250; Edward K Kook.
;

head of Century Lighting Co., $1.- I

250; author John Latouche. $5,000;

Mary Logan Leatherbee. Life mag
staffer and sister of Joshua Logan. I

$625; Mrs. Samuel A. Lewisohn.
J

widow of the donor of Lewisohn
Stadium. N. Y . $2,500.

Also, playwright - director - actor
Howard Lindsay. $625; scenic de-
signer Jo Miclziner, $312; L. Jan
Mitchell, owner of Luchow’s Res-
taurant, N. Y., $1,250; Mrs. Don-
ald Oenslager. wife of the designer.
$1,250; Jeffery Potter and actress
Penelope Sack (Mrs. Potter 1

, $2,-

500; producer Ethel L. Reiner. $2.-

500; composer-producer Richard
Rodgers. $1,250; theatrical account-

,

ant J. S. Seidman. $2,500; Ameri-
can National Theatre & Academy !

staffer Alfred R. Stern. $312.

Also. Henry M, Stern Jr., bus-
1

band of film exec-theatre owner
f

Nancy Stern. $1,250; producer-
theatre operator Roger L. Stevens.
$10,000; actress Peggy Wood. S

1

250^-prx)dueer Clinton Wilder. $1.-

250, and co-producer Hambleton.
$37,500. Hamhlctnn and Houghton
are general partners of the ven-
ture. which is capitalized at $125 -

000 without prov ision for overtoil.

i
by Rice < 42 »

.

1939-

40: ‘"Madam. Will You
Walk." by Sidney Howard (dosed
out of town*.

1940-

41; “Journey to Jerusalem."
bv Maxwell Anderson < 1 7

;

I "Flight to the West.” Rice (135
i "The Talley Method." bv Behrman
(56 >.

1943-44: “A New Life.” by Rice
(69

' ; “Storm Operation.” by Max-
well Anderson <23*.

1945-

46: “The Rugged Path.”
by Sherwood <81*.

1946-

47: “Street Scene." by
Rice. Langston Hughes and Weill

!

( 148 '.

1948-49: “Anne of the Thousand
Days.” by Maxwell Anderson
(286) “The Smile of the World,"
by non-member Garson Kanin <

5

i
1949-50: “Lost in the Stars." by

! Maxwell Anderson and Weill
.adaptation of Alan Paton novel
<281 ».

1950-

51: "Darkness at Noon."
by non-member Kingsley <185>;

I

“Not for Children," by Rice (7'.

1951-

52: “Barefoot in Athens."

j

by Maxwell Anderson (29'; “The

j

Grand Tour.” by Rice (8'.

1952-

53: “Mr. Pickwick,” by non-
member Stanley Young (61 ».

There were no productions dur-
ing the seasons of 1944-45 or
1947-48. Recapitulation shows the

j

following hit-failure records for

i
the various authors:
Anderson (4-4*. Anderson-Weill

d-1 i. Behrman (2-1', Rice < 2-5 •

,

Sherwood (2-1*, Howard (0-1'.

Rice-Hughes-^Veill (0-1'. Robert

Anderson (1-0'; and among the

non-members, Kingsley (1-1',

Young '0-1 ». de Hartog '1-0,

Kanin 70-1
' and Taylor (1-0*.

Pulitzer Prize-winning Play-

wrights productions have included
Sherwood's “Abe Lincoln' in Illi-

nois" and “There Shall Be No
Night” and N. Y. Drama Critics

Circle Award-winners have in-

cluded Kingsley’s “The Patriots"

and "Darkness at Noon.”

already are well along, the total ap-
proaching $150,000, according to

Bill Symon. business manager. Sy-
nmn tripped to Rochester. Minn.,
Iasi week to confer with Dick Ber-
ger. production director, who is re-

cuperating from an operation
there.

it was reported in New York la I

w cek.

The drop included two split*

week cities, S(. Paul, with 716 sub-
scribers, and Kansas City, with
1.863, which abandoned the sub-
scription setup entirely. Gains were
registered in. stub rities as Pitts-

burgh and Cleveland. Total does
not include New York, where the
Guild has if., own subscriber list.

New season totals iif the various
cities, with the previous season fig-

ures in brackets, follow; New
York. 14.213 (14.027'; Chicago. 11-
133 '12.954'; Los Angeles, 8 500
(8, 102 Philadelphia. 6,797 <7.282';

Detroit. 6.406 *8.207'; Boston. 6.217
(6.948'; Washington. 6,194' 7,003';
S in Francisco. 5.547 (7,613'; Cleve-
land. 5.200 '2.988'; Pittsburgh.
3.250 (2.942'; St. Louis, 3.029
(3.159*; Cincinnati. 3.011 (3.434*;

Baltimore. 2.502 '3,399'; Minneapo-
lis. 2.317 (3.734'; Seattle, 2.086
(2,976'; Wilmington. 1.972 (2.118';

Hartford. 1.623 <1.623'; Columbus.'
1.607 d.537'; Milwaukee, 1.594
(3.872'; Buffalo, 1.029 (G44>.

COAST BALLET TROUPE

SET FOR EUROPE TOUR

Kismet; Ziegtcld, * tomorrow
(Tluirs.'.

Flame-Out. Lyceum. Dec. 8
Richard III, City Center. Dec. 9.
John .Murray Anderson's Alma-

nac. Imperial. Dec. 10.

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst,
Dec. 16.

Dh .Men, Oh Women, Miller. Dec.
1

7

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,
Coronet, vvk. Dec 20.

C harley’s Aunt. C, Center. I)cc. 23.
Little Jesse James, wk Dec 28
In the Summer House, Play-

house. D?*c. 29.
Mile. Colombe. vvk. Jan. 1.

His & Hers. 48th St.. Jan. 7.
I.ullahy, week of Jan. 18.
( oriolanus. Phoenix. Jan. 19
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,

Plymouth. Jan 20.
Dear Charles, Jan 21.
Confidential Clerk, Morosco,

,Feb. 3.

High Named Today, vvk. Feb. 22.
Girl Pink Tights, Hellinger, 2 25
By Beautiful Sc v, March 25.
Pajama Gamz. April 1.

Anniversary Waltz, April 8.

Ogden Nash has written lyrics

for the 14-section orchestral suite

by Saint-Saens, “The Carnival of

Animals,” which the Little Or-

chestra Society will perform at its

next Town Hall, N.Y.. concert Dec.

14. Nash will also act as narrator,

while Thomas Scherman will con-

duct.

Program will also include Bach »

Marc Concerto for three pianos in C.

_.a* with Ethel Bartlett, Rae Robertson

and Scherman as soloists.

ELT’s Chi Season
Chicago, Dec. 1.

Equity Library Theatre preems
its winter season with two per-
formances of Tennessee Williams’
"Summer and Smoke” at the 11th
St. Theatre Sunday and Monday
evenings ( 6-7 ».

Production is directed by Will
Haas, with Jean Movvrv,
Reyna, and Catherine Payne fea

j
tured.
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Mixed Pattern For Windy City B.O.

‘Oklahoma’ {29,000, ‘Itch’ $22,700

Chicago. Dec. 1.

It was a mixed pattern for Chi's

three entries last week, with biz

slow the first part of the week
but perking up over the semi-holi-

dav weekend. ••Oklahoma.'’ wind-

ing up its eight-week tenure at the

Shubert. scored a nice gain, and
• The Children’s Hour.” closing

Saturday '5*. held steady at the

Harris.

"Missalliance” bowed last night

Mon.) at the Selwyn. “Good Nite,

l adies” lights up the Great North-

ern Dec. 22.

Estimates for Last Week
Oklahoma, Shubert <8th uk>

t$3 80; 2.100). Just over $29,000.

Seven Year Itch, Erlanger < 10th

wk> '$5; 1.334) (Eddie Bracken).
Over $22,700.
The Children’s Hour, Harris (3d

v k
» $3.80; 1.000) (Patricia Neal,

Fay Bainter). Under $17,000.

‘Kismet’ $44,500,

Picon 11G, Philly

Philadelphia, Dec. 1.

“Kismet” continued in sellout

category for fourth and final week.
Coast musical after slow takeoff
caught on fast and even agencies
couldn’t get ducats. "The Golden
Fleece,” annual all-male musical
of the U. of Pennsylvania’s Mask
& Wig Club, reaped harvest in big
football weekend here 'Penn-Cor-
nell, Army-Navy).

Estimates for This Week
The Golden Fleece, Forrest (1st

\\k) <1.760; $4.55). Annual college
musical highlights Penn’s Thanks-
giving Week activities. High for
recent years, with $29,000.
Flame-Out, Locust (2d \vk) * 1 ,-

580; $3.90 1. Air Force comedy
drama never took off. Poor $3,000.

Kismet, Shubert <4th wk) (1.870;

$5.00) (Alfred Drake, Doretta Mor-
rpw). Musical could have stayed
longer with local clamor for
tickets. Peak for run, with $44,-

500.
Make Momma Happy. Walnut

(1st wk) (1,340; $3.90) (Molly
Picon). Domestic comedy nixed
by reviewers. Closing here this

week. Fair $11,000 with '•two
benefits.

‘Joey’ Winds Tonr in Pitt

With Good $27,7000 Take
Pittsburgh. Dec. 1.

“Pal Joey” wound up its tour
last week at the Nixon to almost
$27,700, with most of that coming
in the final three performances.
Thanksgiving, which used to be
one of legit’s biggest days here, is

that no more, and weak holiday
right kept take from going higher.

Incidentally, enthusiasm of
Broadway crix for this new pro-
duction -wasn’t shared by the local

aisle-sitters. They were pretty
lukewarm, and in some cases, not
even that. Nixon currently has
“Maid in Ozarks” back again, on
two-for-one basis, and will be
dark next week for four days, re-

opening Dec. 11 with preem of

“His and Hers,” which stays

through the 19th. Then another
dark session, with "Twin Beds"
coming in Dec. 28 for fortnight,

also with twofers.

‘Body’ $26,500, Mont’l
Montreal. Dec. 1.

“John Brown’s Body,” with Ray-
mond Massey, Tyrone Power and
Anne Baxter, grossed a near $26.-

500 at Her Majesty's last week.
House was scaled to $3.94.

Slavendka-Franklin Ballet is

current for one week.

‘Men’ $8,700 in 4, N. H.
New Haven. Dec. 1.

A so-so gross of approximately
$8,700 came into the Shubert till

last week for preem of “Oh. Men!
Oh. Women!” on four perform-
ances at $4.20 top <26-28*.

House is dark this week hut
swings back into action again next
week with “John Brown’s Body”
(10-12). Following stanza gets
preem of “Mauamoiselle Colombo”
*17-19), and Dec. 21-26 brings
“Caine Mutiny Court-Martial."

“Ice Follies” plays the Arena
Dec. 13-20.

Summerhouse’ $9,280

For Four in Hartford
Hartford, Dec. 1.

Neat gross of $9,000 was racked
up here by "In The Summerhouse”
in its three-du> 'four performance)
preem at the New Parsons Thurs-
day through Saturday '26-28*. It

was one of the highest figures of
the season for the house Usual

- _ ' tariff of $4 20 prevailed.

In Cincinnati Stanza , Pt >:
f •huhlh

helped at b o
, plus unusual amount

of word-of-mouth. Currently occu-
pying the boards is "TUm lleds”
Tourer is in for the entire week
OP a twofer basis and a $3 tiO top.

Lillie Plumpish $17,200

Sock Holiday Weekend Boosts B’way;

Ferrer 43^G, ‘Teahouse’ $34,566,

Roz $54,300, Martin-Boyer $39,400

Cincinnati, Dec. 1.

“An Evening With Beatrice

Lillie” grossed a plumpish $17,200
last week in the 1.300-seat Cox
Theatre at $4 31 top. Midweek
patronage sagged due to Thanks-
giving home gatherings, and trade

revived Friday and Saturday.

Currently the revived, modern-
ized “Little Jessie James” musical

farce is preeming in the 2.500-

seat Taft Theatre with Mimi Kelly

! in lead role. Top is $4 35. Book-
ing is independent.

Cincy’s civic theatre group.

Stage, Inc., is doing a swan song

after_ several seasons. Robert

Eagen. vice-president, called upon
the 700 subscribers to use up re-

maining admission tickets for
scheduled present season during
presentation of “Liliom,” which
may not finish out 11 perform-
ances slated to end Dec. 5. Last
year there were 1,600 subscribers.

Current Road Shows
(Nod. 30-Dcc. 12)

Elmer Wiener, pressagent - con-
cert manager, to south and mid-
west on booking tour for Colbert-
LaBerge stable headed by Vien-
nese soprano Elisabeth Schwarz-
kopf, who will make her lirst

American tqur in fall of 1954.

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Henry Fonda, John Hodiak. Lloyd
Nolan) (tryout)—Coe College Aud ,

Cedar Rapids '30>; Anshe Emet
Temple, Chi. (1>; Purdue Hall of
Music, Lafayette. Ind. '2*; Or-
pheum, Springfield, 111. (3»; High-
school Aud., Decatur <4»; Sinai

|

Temple. Chi '5*; Aud , Blooming-
1 ton, Ind. »6); Keith-Albec, Hunt-
|
ington, W. Va. <8»; Mun. Aud..

j

Charleston, W. Va. '9*; Mem. Aud..
Louisville (10*; Taft; Cincy 'll);

Mem. Aud.. Columbus. O. <12* Re-
viewed in Variety, Oct. 14. '53*.

,

—Evening
,

1—With

—

-Bon tr in e—loll

—

' Beat rice Lillie)—Shubert, Detroit
1 (30-12).

I Flameout 'tryout — Shubert,
Wash. (30-5) (Reviewed in Variety,
Nov. 18, ’53).

Good Nite, Ladies—Aud.. Enid.
Okla. '30); Aud., Bartlesville.
Okla. <2>; Convention Hall. Tulsa
'3-5*; Civic, New Orleans (8-12*.

Guys and Dolls—Fords. Balto.

'30-5*; Playhouse, Wilmington, Del.
' <7-12*.

His and Hers 'Celeste Holm.
Robert Preston) (tryout) — Nixon,

1 Pitt. (11-12*.

In the Summer House (Judith
Anderson) (tryout)—Wilbur, Bos-

ton (30-12) (Reviewed in Variety
this week).

John Brown’s Body 'Tyrone
Power, Anne Baxter. Raymond
Massey) — Stanley, Utica. N. Y.

(30>; Vermont Univ. Aud., Burling-
ton <1); R. P. I. Field House, Troy,
N. Y. '2>; Memorial Aud.. Worces-
ter. Mass. < 3 •; New Hampshire
Univ. Aud.. Durham • 4 ); State
Aud., Providence ' 5); Aud., Port-

land. Me. «
7

»;
Shubert, New Haven

< 8 - 12 ).

John Murray Anderson's Al-

manac 'tryout* — Shubert. Boston
I
<30-5' (Reviewed in Variety, Nov.

11, ’53.

Little Jessie James 'tryout*

—

j

Taft. Cincy < 30-5 *; Hartman, Co-
lumbus '7-12) (Reviewer in

Variety this week*.

Maid in the Ozarks — Globe
Bridgeport '30-5*.

Misalliance—Selwyn, Chi ' 30-

12 *.

New Faces—Curran. S. F. 1-12'.

Oh Men, Oh Women <Franrliot

Tone* (fr\ out *— Loc ust St Phila.

30-12) 'Reviewed in Variety this

week).
Oklahoma — Murat. Indnna polls

30-5 >; American. St L. <7-12'.

Porgy ic Bess—Forrest, Phila.

•30-12*.

Remarkable Mr. Penn.vpacker

' Burgess Meredith. Martha Scott 1

•tryout) — Parsons, Hartford 10-

12'.
,

.

Prescott Proposals 'Katharine

Cornell) 'ttryout'—National. Wash.
'30-12) (Reviewed in Variety.

I Nov. 11. *53.

-Seven Year. Itch 'Eddie Bracken*
I —Erlanger. Chi <30-12*.

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal. Webb
|
Tilton*—Orpheum. Madison. Wis.

'30-5'; Orpheum. Davenport 7-12'.

i Time Out for Ginger 'Melvyn
; Douglas) — Hartman. Columbus

30-2'; Victory, Dayton *3*5’; Cox.

Cincy <7-1 2 <.

i Twin Beds — Parsons. Hartford

•30-5); Metropolitan, Providence
• 7-12'.

Wish You Were Here—Shubert,

j
Chi >8-12).

Cornell 32G, Hub;

‘Almanac’ Wfi
Boston, Dee. 1.

Legit biz seesawed here last
week with “The Prescott Pro-
posals." in finale at the Colonial,
outgrossing the mitialer. while
"John Murray Anderson's Alma-
nac,’' in third frame at the Shu-
bert. dipped again from the pre-
vious week.
Lone newcomer this week is “In

the Summer House,” starring
Judith Anderson. wliie|i bowed
into the Wilbur Monday <30i for
two weeks.

Estimates for Last Week
John Murray Anderson's Alma-

nac. Shubert *3d wk* ($4 80; $6;
L700>. Wound third lull week with
near $23,500. Final week is cur-
rent.

The Prescott Proposals. Colonial
'2d wk* ($4 80; 1.500) 'Katharine
Cornell*. Jumped to nearly $32,000
for finale. House is dark until
Dee. 21. when "Little Jessie James”
moves in.

‘PACIFIC’ NABS $24,800

IN FULL PEORIA WEEK
Peoria, Dee. 1.

“South Pacific” grossed almost
$24,800 in eight performances at
the Shrine Moscnie here last week.

Musical, starring Jeanne tun ann
;

Webb Tilton, 'is current at the

|

Orpheum, Madison. Wis.

Savoyards Slow $11,100;

j

‘Misalliance $11,300, D.C.
Washington, Dec. 1.

I

Business continues on the down-
' beat side in the legit houses here.

The one-week stand of the
American Savoyards at the Na-

tional Theatre brought $11,100

!

through the? wickets for the Gilbert
i & Sullivan re pertory. Katharine
Cornell moved into the National
last night (Mon.) in “The Prescott
Proposals” for a fortnight stand,

with things looking up at the box-
office. Reviews were generally cn-

I

thusiastic.

The Bernard Shaw comedy.
"Misalliance.” drew a slim $11,300
for its one week at the Shubert.
The Alan Mowbray play. “Flame-

j

Out.” written originally for pres- i

entation to the Al ined Forces
J

overseas, last night 'Mon.) began
a single week at the Shubert.

Hallo Stock Setup Tees

With Solid $12,000 ‘Moon’,
Baltimore. Dee. 1.

Don Swann teed ofT his Hilltop-

Parkway winter stock operation !

here last Week with a solid $12 000

total for "The Moon Is Blue.”

featuring John New land. The F

Hugh Herbert comedy profited

from local censorship of tin* film
,

version and is being held for a

sex'ond round. This was Swann’s
first week at the Parkway, recently

converted from films to legit Con-
stance Bennett in "Skylark” is

hooked for Dec. 14. and a solo

presentation by magician Mil-

bourne Christopher is scheduled
lor Christmas week.
"Guys And Dolls.” current a*

Fords opened Monday ' 30 ) with a

strong advance safe, insuring ca-

pacity for -the week s engagement.
'Little Jesse Janies” is set lor

week of Dec. 14.

!

‘Pigeon’ 10G, St. Louis
j

St. Louis, Dee. 1.

“Dead Pigeon.” new play h\ Len-
ard Kantor. wound up the first of

a two-week frame at the Empress
Theatre Sunday * 29) with a fair

$10000 The three-person cast of

Lloyd Bridges, Joan Loring and
James Gregory, as well as play,

received plaudits from the crix.

The American relights Sunday !

4) with another one-week frame
of “Oklahoma,” with piece scaled

|

l to $4 27. i

Broadway biz bounced lip the
latter part ot last week alter a
slow start. It's expected that bo
receipts, except in the case of the
solid clicks, will move on a down-
ward keel from now until the
Christmas-New Year's week
Top hike iti take 'over the pre-

vious week \\.ts registered l>\

"Porgy and . Bess." which jumped
up $13,200 Show closed Saturday
'28* “South Pacific" went up
$4,500 out the previous session,
while "Me and Juliet" dipped
$4,000 Capacity shows were "Can-
Can.” "Sabrina Fan," "The Solid
Gold Cadillac. Pea and Sympa-
thy." "Teahouse of the August
Moon" and "Wonderful Town "

There were si\ other closings
besides "Porgy " These were "Es-
capade. ” "Gently Does It." "Guys
and Dolls," "Ladies of the Corn
dor, I’ake a Giant Step" and
"Wish You Were Here." Opening
this week are "Kismet." which
hows tomorrow <3' and the off-

Broadwav stock presentation,
"Madam, Will You Walk," which
opened last night ( rues >

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C < Cmucdj/ >, f) ’Drama),

CD ( Comedy Drama », If </ferne>,

AIC ( Musical Coined »/ > , A/D < AJ usi

cal Drama >, O 1 Opera )

Other parenthetic <lcsii/nations

refer, respectively, to top prices;

number of seats, capacity pross and
stars. Drier includes 20G amuse-
ment tax, but grosses (ire net: i e .

exclusive of tax.

Can-Can, Shubert '30th wk* <MC-
$7.20; 1.361; $50 Him Went up to
$51,100 (previous week. $50,900*.

Dial M for Murder t’lv mouth
(57th wk* 'I) $4 80. I 002, $29,815.)

(Maurice Evans). Over $21,000 •pie-

vious week, $21,200'.

End as a Man, Vanderbilt '7th

w k i ' D-$4 80; 720; $18 500* Ben
Gazzara*. Under $7,000 'previous*
ween, >f>

Escapade, 48th St <2nd wk* <C-
$6-$4 80; 925; $23,720) Brian
Aherne. Ursula Jeans* Over $6000
(previous week. $11,500 for the
first five performances and one
preview'; closed last Saturday «28>

after 13 performances at a loss of
around $70,000 on a $70 000 invest-
ment.

Fifth Season, Cent '45th vx k > <C-
$4.80; 1,056; $25,277* 'Mcnaslia
Skulnik. Richard Whorl'. Crider
$26,200 for nine performances 'pre-

vious week. $24 200*.

Gently Does It, I'lav house i.
r»th

wk) ' D-S4.80; 999; $21,500) (Brenda
Bruce, Anthony Oliver). Nearly
$5,400 (previous week. $6,200);
closed last Saturday <28) alter 37
performances at a loss of about
$65,000 on a $60,000 investment.

Girl Can Tell, Mosaic <5th wk*
(C-$6-$4 80; 1 035; $31,000*. Over
$19,400, with take cut by commis-
sions for one theatre party * pre-
vious week; $19,700',

Guys and Dolls, 46th St 1
1 501 h

wk) ' MC-$6 60, I 139. $39,704*.
Oyer $30,700 'previous week, $26-
800'; closed last Saturday '28*. to

tour after 1.200 performances ;,t a

prof it of over $1,691.000 on a $250 -

000 investment.

Kind Sir. Alvin '4th w k < 'C$6-
$4 80; 1.331; $39,460' <Mar\ Martin,
Charles Boyer). Over $39 400 'pre-

vious week. $39,600'.
King and I. St James <

1 40t h wk*
1 MI)-$7 20; 1571; $51,717' <Yul
Brynner*. Under $35 800 previous
week. $34 £00).

Ladies of the Corridor, Longan e

'6th wk) <D-.$0-$4 80; 1048; $26 -

81

7

1 'Edna Best. Betty Field Al-
most $ F6 800 (previous week. $15-
200'; closed last Saturday 2H> after

35 performances at a lo s of

around $75 000 on a $75 000 invest-

ment.
Late Love. Booth '7th v* k. * C

$G-$4 80; 1 172; $30 000) Arlene
Francis. Lunin Watson Ne.il Ham-
ilton). Nearly $10 500 'previous
week. $9,900'.

Me and Juliet. Majestic '27th v.k

'MC-S7.26; 1.510, $58 000' Nearly
$49,200 'previous week. $53 200).

My 3 Angels. Morose o 30th wk'
f’-$4 80. 935. $24 252) Under $16,-

500 'previous week $17,100'
Picnic. Music 40th wk < I)-$6-

$4 80; 997; $27,534). Under $23,000
previou# week. $24,500*.

Porgy and Bess, Zicgfeld 38th
wk* 0-$6; 1628; $40 244*. Nearly

$35,500. including 20'- tax re-

tained by the non-profit offering

(previous week. $22,300'; closed

last Saturday 28). to tour after

312 performances; venture has not

yet earned back its cost.

Sabrina Fair, National 3rd wk*
C-$G-$4 80; 1,172, $30,000) <Maiga-

ret Sullavan, Joseph Cot ten* Al-
most $30,900 'previous week,
$30,700',

Seven Year lteh. Fulton <54lh
wk' ’(' $6 $4 80; 1.01*3. $24 400)
ltuii Ewell*. Almost $24 200 'pre-

vious week. $24,500*.

Shrike. City Center <lst wk» 'D-
$3 60 3.090; $58,000* <Jose Kerin,
Judith Evelyn’ Opened Hi-

performance engagement last Wed-
nesday '2.51 to unanimous acelafm
Hawkins. World-Telegram didn’t
Rev lew >. lirst seven performances
and one preview glossed almost
$43,500

Solid Gold Cadillar, Belasco >4th
wk* <(’ $6 $4 80; 1 077, $28,3001
Josephine Hull* Theatre party
commissions cutting over-capacity
take down to $27,800 'previous
week, $27,800).

South Pacific, Broadway < 235th
wk> ' MC $6-$4 80; 1.990; $44,000)
'Martha Wright. George Britton).
Over $28,000 'previous week, $23,-
50(1*.

Take a (Bant Step. Lveeuin * 1 01 li

wk* D $4 80; 995; $22,845* Under
$15,600 'previous week. » $10,800';
closed last Saturday <28* after 70
pei lorniancex at a loss of approxi-
mately $82,000 on a $75,000 invest-
ment

Tea and Sympathy. IVarrv more
'9th wk* d) $6 $4 80; 1.060. $28,300)
'Deborah Kerr). Nearly $28,500
previous week, $28,700*.

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Hec k 7th wk* 'C $6 $4 80; 1.214;
$31,681.) 'David Wayne, John For-
sythe). Grossed $34,566 in nino
performances, a new record for a
straight play at the house, which
should lie topped Christmas-New
Yc ar’s week when New Year’s Eve
top will he $7 20. giving theatre a
capacity take* of $37,000 tor eight
performances 'previous week. $31,-
300*.

Trip to Bountiful. Miller <4.h
* 'll $4 HO 92(1 $21. 5861 'Lillian

Gish* Nearly $10 800 1 previous
week, $13,600*.

Wish You Were Here. Imperial
'75th wk* '

M(‘ $7 20; 1.400; $52-
080 ». Almost $31,700 'previous
week $27,900); closed last Satur-
day <28* after 597 performances at

a profit of about $286.OOO on a
$300,000 invest ment

.

Wonderful Town. Winter Garden
' 40th wk» 'Mf-$7 20; I 510. $54,173)
'Rosalind Russell). Over $54,300
’previous week, $55,100*.

Foreign Language
Spanish Theatre, Broadliursf (2d

wk* I) $4 80; 1.160; $28,000* <Ale-
iandro Ulloa) Shuberts’ interim
hooking of Spanish repertory group
scheduled through next week, but
will i»e moved if business warrants;
"Present t Proposals" is due hero
Dec. 16

Opening This Week
Madam, Will You Walk, Phoenix

'CD $3; 1.150; $15,000* 'Jessica
Tandy, flume Cronyn) T Edward
liambleton and Norris Houghton
present a limited-run slock pro-
duction of a play by Sidney liovv-
aid. opened last night *Tues).

Kismet. Zic gfe ld Ml) $7 20; 1-
628; $59 536) 'Alfred Drake),
cii.ules Ledercr-Edw in Lester pro-
duction of musical Version of Ed-
ward Knohloek's romantic- drama,
with hook by Ledercr and Luther
Davis, with Alexanclc-r Borodin mu-
sic* adapted by Robert Wright and
George Forrest; -opens tomorrow
night Tbilisi

‘MUTINY’ ALL OVER CHI;

HEFTY 21G IN TWOSOME
Chicago, Dec 1.

Paul Gregory's "Caine Mutiny
Court Martial” played to two ca-
pacity hoir-es at the Civic* Opera
Home here last week '23-24 > rac k-
ing up a hefty $21,000 tor the- tan-
dem performances

The- i how also played to an over-
flow crowd last Wednesday night.
25' at the* North Side Sheridan
Auditorium under the auspices of
Temple Sholern. The* group rc-
t'lirri' to the Sheridan Aud tonight
Tim i tor the Am he Emet congre-
gation. with another sellout in the?

'offing.

Meanwhile, the South Side Sinai
Temple, w filch has the* show
hooked for Saturday night '5 , has
rented 1 the Civic Opera House for
the- performance. Move to the big
Loop house was necessitated by
both the ticket demand and the
Temple’s inability to Find a neigh-
borhood aud with an adequate

, enough stage.
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i o not u e of a sinter

in the opener Win-
Kelly does all right

as the k;d from
call her Jessie

James h. an e sue nets what she
goes .all r Iter soprano chirping
carries and has personality hack-

ink Tall, handsome Mitchell

Gregg. who *\m<!s up ssinnink the

hand ol little aes-ie. is a svvooncr-

tspe ina'e le;id v Mil ;> pleasink

! reached such an impasse that she
has suggested a trial separation

When Coles tries to discuss the
subject of Cobbler with Myra, it

results in a Mowup, Further 7roin-
nlicat'ons creep in when thesp
Turner, who feels that Coles has
prompted the separation sugges-
tion. decides to square things by
making a pass at Myra, whom he
had known innocently when hotly
were pla* ing summer stock previ-
ous!'

. Upshot is a four-handed
f race's in Myra's apartment that
char ’cs tlm atmosphere with an
anooerg mixture of gab and fist : -

c’lhs ending up with Coles and
Tu- n •*• vva'king out on the sc me
and Cobh'er being dragged out.

Scnvening has made all this
seem plausible.* and dialog is a
combination of witticism*- and
ynct at ing observation on the in-
stitution of marriage. Author’.'
staging of his brainchild has
blended the components of Ibis
uoik to promising jJioporlions.

Despite several c^xl changes in
late rehearsal stages. j»reem per-
I or i nance went off smoothly
1’ ranehot lone p

1

ay s Coles in
am .'di e fashion, having proper

|

poli'li for the role. Although he
i

,; nds himself a silefit witness, udh
little to do for long streches while
otlur players expostulate, this is

an unavoidable condition due to
nature of script. Incidentally, roles
have been so clearly defined that
<a<h ol the several major charac-
ter'; h s its own applause-produc
ing delineator.

Lmoute to his Broadway debut.
Cig Young comes through with an
ingratiating performance that as
hammed no just enough to make
th" actor role authentic Femue's
will like his work here. Betsy von
Furslenberg places herself solidly
within the ranks of capable youtv'
•if ti esses in this one. Possessing
physical attractiveness demamh’d
hv (lie fiancee part, she pla vs the
role with an infenseness that car-
ries considerable conviction

l.arrv Blvden makes capital of
tlie Cobbler, character and gives il

l lie proper semi-screv; hall flavor.
Anne •Jackson, as the malid justed
-\ ll f ii rmn i h ie . ( hr rim li i

explosive barmaid. Jean Stapleton
is also fine, providing much of the
health^ laughter of the show. Eliz-

abeth Ross, as the daughter who
did not want to leave her little

^v orld—a small vine-covered sum-
merhouse—also is effective.

Judith Anderson seems misea s'

in the role of the mother seeking
j
mi escape from her seedy life and

1 the frustrations of her sanctuary*
seeking daughter, although she
turns in her usual high-calibre
acting.

Good performances are also of-

fered hy Don Majo, Logaji Ramsay
j
and Marita Reid. Sets by Oliver
Smith are fine, and aid in the
visual sa'e of the show. Incident:"
music—played live by members of
th" Hartford Symphony Orchestra
—a 'so appeals, aidng substantially
n selling the mood of the plar.

Eel-.

effects by James Pringle to estab-
' lisli the many .imaginary scene
changes. Bark.

Tlie Klltfo Hun .
+\

Rochester. N.Y., Dec. T.
'

D<*r«>ihv (heinurk & Omar K. Lerman
production of comedy in two act* by
Arnold Sundjaard Feature* Carol Stone,

j

Directed bv Mim Chernuck; setting. Sonia
,

l.owen-dcm A* Arena Theajre, Koihester. i

Nov 24. S3 40 top
l.eoiiard Hiennan
OPja Fin*tad .

V 'die Kil^o
(iradv
fiubv Hansen ........
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Oien O.iskill

Play on Broadway

The Shrike
New \ or k Cttx Theatre Co preAi-.tion of dramatic revival' m three act, *»

scene,' by Joseph Kramm Star* j„JJeiic'i, Judith Evelyn; feature, pi,.,Hunon. KendaM Claik. Uabel Bonn.-

j,n,n a.K
•

|s",n'

' C'ii

William Gideon
Sarah Scott
Don Stewart

.' Norma Dec k**r

Julian Kaplciw
Arthur Conescu

Head Pigeon
St. i Louis, Nov. 2.1

'

I!i told llromlcv p; esentation uf dr. mi
n ihree acts by l.enrrd Kintor Directed
I" liromiey. assislc-d by llolie t K !*eri s

\i Kmmess. SI houii. Ncr . 24. ’.V!

Pc I t James Monahan J^mes flretforv
'» • Finest lirad.v I.lovd Brid 'es
Slid r\ I'arkvr Joan I.rflrm^

Ilended for a Broadway presen-

tation next month, this is a melo-
drama vv'th mixed chances. Plot

isn't too involved. Story isn’t for
the puritanical or sensitive, vvliat

with the extremely bawdy dialog
uni one bold, suggesfive— scene.
Three-character cast is firstrate.

L'oyd Bridges, as the cop guard-
ying Jo in I.orrim>, a gangster’s moll
on a 24-hour leave from a prison
jolt for manslaughter in order tint
he may become aTsinger" for the

(' strict attorney, carries the bur*
t'en, with Miss I.orring, using I a n -

nage of the underworld, a clo-e
innnerup. James Gregory, in the
1 w times he is on. amply fulfills

Ids role as another coo not above
do n" some taking from the under-
world.

After a slow start the tempo is

*leoped iii). There’s the inevitable

J

'nye interest between Bridges and
Miss Honing, jealousy motif, and
• realistic fisltiidit between
’’ridees and Greeorv. Direction
I" llarald Bromle* - and Robert K.
Perry is smooth. BP. was SRO for

trfrt i siii
' k

Arnold Siindgaard’s comedy 1

.

“'I he Kilgo Bun.'' which preeined
at

x
the Arena Theatre here last

week '24' on the oc asion of the
resident theatre - in - tlw- round’;,
third anm versar v^ is a pleasant,
leisurely effort—unfortunately too
leisurely for Broadway in its pres-
ent fanii.
~ It's an uneven mixture of com-
edy and melodrama concerning a

smalltime lady bootlegger.,^ big-

league baseball piW-her. and a for-
mer. bootleg queert on parole, in

the roaring '20s.

Simdgaard. probably knows his.,

characters who inhabit a whistle
stoj) in Minnesota similar to the
Minnesota town he hails from. And
the basic notion of the play is

amusing: a crusty, deadpan sister
of the pitcher who. whert the fi-

nancial, need arses, fills her. dairy
milk truck with a homemade
“load” and runs it into Chicago.

But the characters just aren’t
interesting enough and don’t have
~enough to do or say to keep the
aeiiorv'on the move. Play seems a
hit (lutiered.
Dorothy Chernuck. assisted by

n thoroughly adequate cast, has
done as much with the proceedings
as anyone could Carol Stone, in
her arena bow. handles both com-
edy and drama with facility. An-
oiher fine job is turned in by Don
Stewart as the pompous pitcher.
But the Arena's own Sarah Se» 't.

as the sister, has the best part and
makes the most of it. Sonia Lovven-
stein’s setting of a hotel coffee
shop tills the prescription nicely.
It’s the goings on in this coffee
shop that need doctoring up. if not
omo major surgery. Small.
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For its second production in ;.n
eight-week drama series, tin1 (Tty
Center is presenting Joseph
KraInin’s ’The Shrike.” When
originally

,
done oti Broadvvav m

H).)2. tin* Pulitzer Prize pla\ r, n
at the 1,056-seat Cort Theatre The
Center, which has about three
times as many seats as the Cort
is not a particularly choice show-
case for plays of an intimate n..-
Ittro Kt-ch as The Shrike.” Va>t*
ness of the theatre makes it dilfi-
cult for an onlooker to become
emotionally involved in the pro-
ceedings.

Despite the lack of proper hous-
ing. the grimness of Kramm’s vain
registers effectively. Impact of
the work is heightened bv strong
nerformances turned in bv Jose
Ferrer and Judith Evelyn, ‘reneat

-

ing in the starring roles they origi-
nated on Broadway. Another con-
tributing factor is Howard Bav's
sombre setting of a hospital with
barred windows and locked doors.
Ferer'sdcpic tion of the ar-

tUIsb afid gtaduai breakdown of a
tenor voa<

Jack Mann, as Ciregg's pla.vlmv

chum, turns in a splendid peiiorm-
an«e a, light comic. I.ibby Dean
lie'll', keep things alive as Juliet,

a voting wife troubled by unre-
quited love Beverly MrFadden.
wtio fails to hold the love of Gregg,
is a brunet looker and okay in

a couple ot vn. ai.s.

Seasoned performers who help
keep things moving are Dave Mai-
led. as a hustling antique furni-

ture dealer; Bulb Gillette, as Mi.ss

McFadden’s mother; Jack Davis, a.s

Pierce, a persistent hill collector

and husband of the Dean gal. and
Sara Floyd, in the part of Jessies
mot her.

Talented chorines, all specialists

in their own right, pile up heftv

applause with clever routines.

Tlte.v also dress up a picture iu

gaily -colored govv ns.

Only holdover song from origi-

nal show is “I Love You.” the

Standard that still Iris ’em hum-
ming and whistling. ”1 Just Want
to Make Friend'.’’ "llovv Did You
Ever Happen to Me" and “Teach
Me to Dance” are mod promising
of the 10 n "v numbers. Kol I.

wavering between laughs and smiv-
palhv Henry Sharp gives quiet
dignity to the part of a v» notable
psychoanalyst, and .loan Gray, tak-
ing over i secretary assignment at
short notice, fills the hill eipablv
John Compton and Paul Ando, do
just 'cc to hit roles.

three sets comprise the seeiue
appurtenance; a doctor’s office „ a
ieiiime apartment and a steamship
sm e all being colorful and in ex-ce lent taste. IVIiss von Furslenberg
displays a variety of becomingiemme finery. While not lavish

,
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1,1 Summerhouse,” desnite
ami theatrical appeal

• tocsn | loom as a b ,*. success [j\
!° f

!

('om fusing and too full „f Svimm s tor the average th >at regoer
“* hr*t act takes a long time inmm trg the mood for the second

fh'l. which in .a l;,s i-uunute switch upsets the lom 1 -

pre’ia'vd setting of the first star,",
ami adds to the confusion. ii (

.v i

'•oM*e> wiihotu warning or buildup

1 aken piece hy piece, i',,. vm ' segments that make m, ti*-

a !'C
h' s .P |;, > masterful

'( H.v ... direction, setting., vvritii -

a.M toodrawer. However, when'
.together, the p aek.i'v

' 1 .T’!l Fat.it lies i„ ,|,e a|f .

ihoi leaving too much to the ime’i-
B.'t'on ot the ducat -holders

F!ot i(s"’f is threadbare .and
concerns itsell with two neurotic
V id,wed mothers, each ot whom
has a problem daughter. To escap"
her immediate problems. „,u . ot
U'e widows remarries, leaving her
( ompiex-ridden daughter to tace
an alien world against the pleas
ot the girl. The other widow tun s
into an alcoholic following the sus-
picious death ot her offspring.

A' the widowed mother turned
drunkard. Mildred Dunnock turn-
in a superb acting job. As the ,

Harry Granick’s “The Guilty” is
the second of eight new scripts to
gel a three-week tryout in The i-
Ire Ti3’.s new season. Offbeat pro-
duction has the advantage of top
direction from Margo Jones and
i he three-member cast, necessarily
burdened with verbose roles, ac-
units itself admirably:

Morbid drama also burden-
' wers who, at the outset, are
(old a crime has been committed
and are invited to indict the guilt,
after the unfolding, with no set
or costume changes in the most
1 ru gal staging of the arena thea-
tres eight seasons.

( ast could have been expanded
for a better staging, as two mem-
h ‘i s double in bit roles and a one-
sMed conversation is heard wit-i
an invisible secretary. Also, pay-
ers are asked to imagine place-,
costumes and accept 7>anto wining
ficd dining. Plot unfold- via un-
told Hash hacks, interspersed with
modern scenes, a- two hoys and a
"ill recount salient moments Horn
childhood, when the trio was carc-
Iree Liter one male hits it hi",
"’ill* a Ball Street firm and is in
the chips. Idealistic hoy takes the
hard road as an aspiring actor
m the Federal Theatre setup.
Femme, with a sociology degree,
w e;ls the poor actor.

Mental anguish and doubt pur-
• ue all three, as the wealthy one
o—.'s job-, as an old friend, to
husband and wife. He even back-
a nlay that flops and never forgets
he was second choice with the
•* mme After a splitup between
the couple, he’s spurned again
dter making a pa-- and beats her
to death with a hand telephone.
t<* prevent a reunion of Ins lite-
h»ng friends. The audience is a-ked
"ho is guilty.

both interesting and
are capably done,
a- the tempermental
a sensitive, sympa-

thetic recounting of a lengthy role.
Di-taff member. Louise Noble, is
properly appealing and dignities
t be role of a faithful wife. Charles
Braswell s fattest role in his five
seasons here is handled with ver-
'Mdility. Top palming goes to his,
-ock lines as an aetor’s agent in a
role switch.

Single relay set of wooden
cmiii'i and tables gets boff lighting

( tivttli tn IU'|M'rt.,i v Thnaire produc-
* *on ni I a, «•-, min'd v in two arts by
Molkuiv .tdapo'd bv Miles Malles,m. Fea-
tines William Hull. I.yone Gorman.
Vi'vli.! liall, [,ew P.vtdson. Staged by
Mapba,'! Kell\; setting-,. Penelope Geldart.
'la'il Xinistrong At La Salle Academy.
Ottow.i. $2.3(1 top.

' * s '« Willia in Hu,,. I.vnne Gorman.
\t"e!i!i Hill, Lew Davidson. Norah Hosa-
tnond . William Sba'ner, lian Fellows.
C'.me Drew. Neil Cit ion. Bonald Bailev.
''•roM Butke. Jobn (-ilmottr. Anne de
l.aee.v. Dale Jackson, ("lies Provost.

Moliere’s “TariufVc” was banned
tor five years after it was written.

1 because the Church in France ob-
jected to even a pseudo-cleric be-

i

ing portrayed as a colossal, hyper-'
scxc.l hypocrite. King Louis' XVI
dually give it the greenlight after
tlm Archbishop of Paris took a
public swipe at one of his mis-
I ro-ses.

Canadian Repertory Theatre’s
consistently hilarious production
uses a very tree adaptation, as

i

nearly modern in language as pos-
j

sible vv it bout destroying the flavor,!
b.v English actor Miles Malleson.

j

It the two strikes of being <a>
basically a classic and <b' a cos-
lume play aren't too great a handi-
cap. this single-set farce-comedv
should draw < \p older versioii
"'' s fb)nc in summer stock a con-!
pie o! season- ago, with Sam JafTe
a- lartulTc

Stage business in CRT's produc-
tion draw- gasps along with guf-
faw-. although it never quite goes
be'ovv good taste.

William Hint handles the title
n»’ ’ w ith extreme deftne-s. Raphael

!

,\eliv - vigorous direction stresses
! nee tit) to hut rare'v hevond. the
limit, and the setting hv PenelopeG •Id-art and Basil \rm strong is a

’

Card

man unable to leave the confines
of a hospital mental ward because
ot the malicious maneuverings of
his wife (Miss Evelyn) is believ-
able at all times. He turns in a
compassionate performance, and is

especially standout when he bows
to the hospital staff’s attitude that
he’s unbalanced, realizing this to
be the only way open for eventual
release from his imprisonment.
Miss Evelyn leaves no doubt as

to the ruthless, unscrupulous char-
acter of the wife, bent on gaining
an unbreakable stranglehold on
her husband. Her subtle insinua-
tions as to her husband being a
mental case and her general be-
havior indicate that it’s she and
not her spouse who’s in dire need
of psychiatric care.

Kramm’s account of life in a
hospital catering to the mentally
ill and the inadequate, inconsid-
erate handling of the patients by
the hospital staff, grows increas-
ingly shocking as the play
progresses. Supporting cast is

good, while direction by Kramm
and Ferrer leaves little to he de-
sired. Jess.

Shows in Rehearsal
KV’/s: c < Coinrrfi/)

, f) (Drama*.in * ( omi'd.i'Drama • , R iRrvuc)MC 'Mimical Corned i <
. ,1/D t Mu-

sual Drama'. O (Opera).

Portrayals',

-uspenscfuJ,
•lames Field,
actor, gives

IH- and llers 'C’

—

Albert Sel-
den. Morton Gottlieb, prod.; Mi-
' h.ie! Kanin, dir.; Celeste Holm.
Robert Preston, stars.

Mile. Colombo D — R. I. Joseph
Jay Ju I ten. prods

; Harold Club-
man. dir.; .Ill lie Harris, Edna Best
stars.

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker
C —Producers Theatre, prod •

Alan Schneider, dir,; Burgess
Meredith. Martha Scott, stars.

Richard III <D —N. \ c it v The-
atre C o

. prod.; Margaret Webster,
dir ; Jose Ferrer, star.

Sing Till Tomorrow tD'

—

Dorothv Natter. Prod.; Basil Lang-
ton, dir.

j

Current London Shows

London. Nov. 24.

(Figures denote premiere dates'
Affairs *f State, Cambridge <!l 21~>2'.

Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4 22 .3,a

Antony and Cleopatra, Princes (104 .'

As Long As Happy, Garrick (7 8
Birthday Honours. Criterion < io-*',

>
(

Carrington. V. C , Westminster (7 2,1

Champagne On Ice, Hip'p '0 17-“U*.
Confidential Clerk, l.\tic (‘)-16v3*.
Dance Drest, Emhas-.v (4-7 -33

’

Day Bv The S<f H.r . n,;>( !<e' 11 2*>
'•

Dear Charles, New- (12-1(1-52'.
Escapade. Strand ( l-?0-.3;U
Folies Bergcre, Pr. Wales (fl 24 .33

»

For Better Worse. Coipedv (12 17 .',2).

Fun and Fair, Palladium H0 7.33>
Guys and Dolls, Collisoum (.3-28 33'.

King and l, Drury l.ane «
10-8- "ill

*

Living Room, WAndham's (4-l.6-.3Jt.

London Laughs, Adolphi (4 12-32'
Love From Judy. S.iville (

f)-23-.32*.

Love Match, Palace (11-10 33'
Moon Is Blue, Duke York '7 7-33*.

Mousetrap, \mbas. (11-23-52'
Old Vic Repertory, Old Vic '9 14-33*

Paint Your Wagon, Majesty'.- <2 11

PlO.'SUre Yo"r c ' W ile, 1 * ’. 23
Pygmalion, Sr. James', (11 1!) 3 ’>

Reluctant Heroes. While <9 12 50*.

Return, Duchess (11-9.33'.
Ring Out Beils, Vic 1M (11 12 32*.

Seagulls Sorrento, Apollo (6-14.30'.

Seven Year Itch, Aldwych (.3 14 32*.

Sleeping Prince, l’hoemx (10.3 33*.

S'meore Waitina. (dohe < * * 2.3-33

Trial A Error, Yaude (9-17-53'. ^
W'sh You Were Here, ( actnu (IO-' 1

' ;

Witness Prosecution, Garden <19 28
'

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Orchard Walls, SI. Martin's (11-30 .3.1 (.

Boy Friend, Embas-y • 12-1-33*.

Question of Fact, Piccadilly <12-10 331.

Vi

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Aren't We All, Havmarfcet (8 6-53*

Blind Man's Buff, St. Mart. HO-14 a3*.

Devil'* Ceneral, Sasoy (D-23-33*.
Private Life of Helen, Globe (6-11 aJ

Twe Bouquet*. Piccadillv (5 12-33'.

CLOSING THIS WEEK
Moon I* Blue, Duke Yoik i7 7 3J>.
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College Plays

flie Goldfa Flewf i

(Mask St Wlf Club, U. of Penna.)

Philadelphia, Nov. 23.

• The Golden Fleece.” 66th an-

nual production of the^Mask &
^Viu Club of the U. of Pennsyi-

\ ,nia came to the Forrest Theatre

, v tor a traditional week's stand,
j

\\ i'jM’f rs used 10 have their bre< *

nit.M ions at Eastertime but
switched a number of years back

jo Thanksgiving Week. This year's

^ ..lid at the Forrest marks first

tum> in many moons that a club

how has had a booking in one of

tc lour regular legit houses. In i

n cent years, the Wiggers have
j

placed either on their own cam-
pus. at the indie Erlanger or. for

a couple of years, for part-week
runs at the Academy.

• Fleece’’ ranks as one of the

better Mask St Wig shows, being

j.iUd by the club’s regular follow-

ci's as at least the equal of lad
season’s ’ Here’s Howe” which, in

return, was classed as best Mask
\ Wig offering in a decade and a

half.

This year, unlike last, solid em-
phasis is placed upon the dancing
and that’s a wise move, as the

Wiggers always excel in this de-

partment. However, “Fleece” is

aKo vocally superior, thanks to the

fine glee ensembles. The princi-

pals. too. have stronger voices

than is often the case with M St W
shows, and they (and the chorus*

have excellent material with which
to work in the score contributed

by four graduates. Allison Fleitas.

i)anicl Foley. John Hackney and
Henning Ludlow. Numbers that

stand a good chance of getting
considerable play are “San Fran-
cisco Waltz,” “A Little Bit of Love
Won’t Hurt You” and “Free as a

Breeze.” “They Finished Me in

the East” has clever, sophisticated

comedy lyrics and "Shooting Gal-
lery” is an impressive novelty.

As usual, the book In general
and the comedy in particular are
the weakest links, but at least

“Fleece” has a colorful back-
ground (Frisco circa the turn of

the century, although the program
doesn't try to pin it down), with

playmate and wants to call the
whole thing off. it's too late and
both she and a proud Navajo of
70 summers are dead.

Collegiate cast frequently wan-
ders in over its depth, although
Richard Gastello's direction man-
ages to maintain an even pace.
Considering their inexperience,
they’re all okay, but not standout.
Pix might be interested in Lois
Cole, who handles the role of the
Greek chorus, a striking brunet
who should photograph well

Kup.

Don’t Sell Road Inside Stuff—Legit

Our llirli llrlalionw
Minneapolis. Nov. 28.

Authored by U. of Minnesota iac-
preemed on and off the campus by
preeme on and off the campus by
the college’s llillel Players, this

new three-act . 14-character comedy
is strictly for Jewish audiences
who can savvy the many Jewish
idioms and touches. Sueli audiences
also could appreciate that the play-
wright has his tongue in c liegk

while parading his unwholesome,
stock Jew ish characters Whose less

admirable traits are the targets of

fun poking instead of being put on
display as typical or dominant

In this comedy Gelb, radio writer
who also had several other plavV
and musicals produced on cam-
puses. proves more adept at w riting

lines aud speeches than at contriv-

ing or sustaining a plot or invent-

ing rib-tickling situations. Plot con-
cerns complications arising in con-
sequence of gangster-organized
efforts to oust a veteran union of-

ficial, and troubles of a young
femme lawyer relative, from the
family's wealthy side, who is tossed

into the turmoil.

Gelb spoofs or shoots pointed
barbs at labor and other racketeer-
ing. religious cultism, television,

designing mothers with marriage-
able daughters, get-rich-quic kers.

etc., and some of his satire is

amusing and clever.

|

The action is violent and fre-

quently becomes sopliomorie and
silly, as the young newcomer to

the legal profession is beaten up
1 from time to time by jealous hus-

bands. There’s a brief and highly

£5 Conunm-d fiom p.tRf 1

dried up completely except in

Washington. Philadelphia. Boston
and Chicago But it came bat k

with a niii within a mmmoi or two
with the production of good plays.

He believes a similar upsiugr can
happen again perhaps next sea-

son.

Dollar Ket urn I p

In am vc.Vse the producer as-

serts that the drop m the number
of Guild- ATS subscribers hi the

various ,iOa(l cities m misleading.
In most titles he points out. the

number of -how > included in the

subscription season Has been sub
st antially increased, m some cases

doubled, so the number of tickets

sold by subscription and the total

dollar return has risen, despite the

,
decrease in subscription members..

“In Philadelphia.” lie notes, "the
schedule of subscription plays was
increased front six to 12 last sea-

son The subscribers generally f» It

that was too many, so this season
we’ve cut the number to 10. The
main thing is that we’re fulfilling

our subscript ion schedule there

and will do so in virtually every
other city.”

“There have lyen a couple of

calamities.” Langner concede*.
"There always are. ‘The Love of

Four Colonels’ was a disappoint-

ment . but not enti.re.lv unexpected
It was a success in New York and
we couldn’t very well not give -it

a try on the road But road sub-

scribers didn’t like it, so we had
to close it and it will have to be

replaced by some other play.

“There have nearly always been
' some cities 'where ciminisi'iiiees

prevented us from fulfilling our
subscription season. That’s un-

fortunate But we give the sub-

scribers refunds or credit for llir

following season, whichever they

prefer. That’s not entirely satis-

factory. and it makes it harder to

get subscribers the next season

But a season of good plays will

tiring them bark”
v, -e rw^ at r i^Ht'iinmPs ttfl iarf. mi l ommcnria hle

—

act ing contribution
levnv suhtsm 1 *

The Guild director's principal

basis for optimism for hookings on

the road next season is the number
of successful plays on Broadway

,

this fall The quality of louring

shows generally follows Broaduav

by about a season, because the hits

of one scaj^wi usually go on tour
j

the next. In the same way, a dearth

of strong shows on Broadway
usually means a poor following

season on the road.

It’s still too early to be sure, but

there’s a possibility that “Picnic."

the Guild-Joshua Logan production

of William Inge’s Pulitzer and
Critics Circle award-winner of last

season, may go out next spring for

a tour of about 15 cities. That,

plus “Dial M for Murder.’’ “My 3

Angels.” the Robert Whitehead-

1

Roger L. Stevens scheduled pro-
j

duction of “Saint Joan.' to star.

Jean Arthur, a new edition of “An
Evening With Will Shakespeare”

and a similar edition of “Measure
for Measure” with Basil Rathbone.

j

would be enough to rescue the 1

current road season. Langner feels.

There are three principal condi- !

lions that create a boom on the

road, the producer believes One
is general business conditions

—

• and there’s nothing much we can

do about that.” Another is the

quality of plays the previous sea-

son— that is a major factor in the
' number of subscribers for the cur-

rent season. The third is the'

quality of plays the current season,

which brings immediate hoxofTiee

response, excitement, enthusiasm

and easier subscription sales for

the following year.

A new factor, according to Lang-

ner. is the charge system for sub-

scribers. as working sucres'- Cully

in Cleveland and Pittsburgh. That

will he extended other cities

and has great potentialities for de-

velopment. The producer thinks

that rising production and operat-

ing costs, part of the general busi-

ness picture, arc discouraging. He
says, however, that the established

managements have much to lea nr

I rom the methods of Paul Gregory;

as illustrated with his srenoryless.

star-studded editions of “Don Juan

in Hell,” “John Brown’s Body”

and the incoming “Caine Mutiny
Court Martial.”

Television i> hurting legit on the

road. Langner believes, not so

much a« competition for audiences,

but by making actors reluctant, to

risk losing video employment to go

on tour with a play. However, that

will level off before long, J.e

i thinks.

Backers of “The Trip to Bountiful.” Theatre Guild Fred Coe produc-
tion. slated to told at the Henry Miller Theatre N Y Saturday »5>,

include Coe, reppuig a svndic.de $‘U»dO David Susskmd. repping Tal-
ent \ssociates. T\ packaging and pi oducingTuMiL $4 200, Milton Blow,
head ot the Blow ad agem v $2 800. Moms Achlier attorney for Miimc
C.orp of Yinei ica $2,800 XiiUMu.m ITieatiig. I Co. for Celia president,
SI 4 0d. Metro pub-ad topp r Howard Diet/, Si 4(H), plavvv right William
luge. SI.400. Theatre Guild a.toinev Bertram Mayers. $1 400, theatrical

accountant .1 S Seidiiian $1 400, Arturs Fund pre\v Walter Vincent,
$1,500, orcli leader coni i actor Meyer D„v is $700. Andrew Grollv, head
of Eavis Costufne Co $700 souvenir p ogram agent Al Greenstone,
S7l(0. act i csv Jessie Rover Landis. $70.0, -

..agemap.iger Nick Ma\o $700;

RV.\-\I1G \cepcc Maine Sacks $700. Robert W Sarnoll \ecper in

charge ot NlTp s ti:m div ision $700, pi; v w i iglrt Justin Sturm. $700.
William II WatjTOr husband ot actress Peggy Wood $700. announcer
Kenneth Ban; hai l Shalt acli cs's \nnc KutlVri loi d Do/ier. $300, and her
husband. Oils TA « \<c producer William 1 )u/ut. $350, James Fnl/cll,

vn UtT of the "Mr. Peep i
s' | \ sei u * *!to0; TV director Geoffrey Hay-

den. $350, rheatte Guild $'130. JuOith I t.r verone. repping a group
of members ot the MU' Guide Staff $200. Venture is capitalized at

$70,000. With provision loi lie, ovcicall

Willi Macmillan bringing out a tv <» volume boxed edition of a Rob-
ert M l.a Follette hiogtaphv on Dec 7 it's retailed' that coauthor Kola
l.a Follette had a noted theatrical career Daughter of the bite Wis-
consin senator. -she was an act less lor 10 vtars and took part in the
first public meeting to oreain/e Actors Equity

Miss La Follette, who married dramatist George Middleton in 1011,

appeared in the Broad wav |viodmiion of his play, "Tradition." and was
aho seen as the lead in the oiigmal presentation of Percy MacKayr's
“The Scarecrow " With Inn husband's approval and cooperation, she
retained her maiden name protevsionally and socially. Her collaborator
on the biography was hci motto i Belle Case La Follette

Dossie llollingsw oi t It pl.ivmg the Nixon. Pittsburgh. Iasi week in

“Pal Joey,” viitually doubled into the Monte Carlo niteiy there sinee
her old act. the M A Dmoiselles. was winking there at the same time.
Miss Hollingsworth, who did, the "Zip” number as the hardboiled
newspaperwoman ol “Joey ' was mire one ol the M A Dmoiselles her-
self. That ael was put tngethei by Milton 'Levine) Lyon, a PiMsiiufcgher
who went to the Carnegie Tech Drama School, and site's the third of

his former pupils to do that tole in “Joey.’’ The other' two vTere Betty
O’Neil and l.ihi Steiger.

|

'

,

.

i
Out-of-court settlement was reached recently in the breach-of-

con tract suit ol St. John Terrell against Richard Aldrich. In addition
to a ffnnncia! payment, the agreement provides that the name of

i

Aldrich’s Cape' Cod Music Circus, at Hyaunis. Mass., will be changed
to eliminate the term “Music Circus” Suit charged that Aldrich failed

to live up to a contract to pay Terrell for assistance and advice in the
formation and operation of the Hyaunis tent Terrell is the founder
and operator of the Lambert ville »NJ • Music Circus

Stage-arid Screen Fori ign Pi ess Club will issue its first awards for
outstanding achievements in legit, films, TV and radio either April 20
or May 1 of next year <)ig, comprised of foreign correspondents in

I

New York, covering 'how In/, has been functioning since Max'll. 1052.

C i nw |>

Astoria
lions in

i n t ends m mu t mr ,iw .u t h—

r

t t a dinnn s tum
Association im hides active members,

35 dilicx id foreign countries

.i t H i e Wa l dorf ’

topping piibltea-Knob Hill and in an old-fashioned
theatre where, by the way, is

staged a minstrel show novelty in

Act II which is one of the be»l

tilings of its kind ever essayed by
the Wiggers. Typical’ oldstyle min-
strel show gags, nice softshoe and
other <iance““specialties and imita-
tions of oldtimers and new' (best ,

is one of Eddie Cantor) are in-

;

eluded.

Walter Keenan, who staged the
(lancing, shines in that number,
also in the smash finale of Act II. 1

in “Shooting Gallery” which is
\

also a real novelty, and hi “Fire-
man’s Ball.” The Wiggers’ invari-
ably outstanding "first dancing

j

chorus” is much in evidence.
Al Boss rates a bow for his or-

j

c hest rations, incidental music and
choral and vocal arrangements
Clay Warnick assisted and Don
Razey directed the excellent glee.

These are the only non-club con-
tributors to the show.

“Fleece” (which has played
three one-nighters before coming
here) has an extended tour booked
that includes 13 cities and goes as

far west as Detroit. Waters.

by Dale Dunham, who demon-
strates real histrionic talent in the

c-ult ist role.

N. Y
about

Off-B’way Show Legit Bits

< liindoe
Westwood, Nov. 27.

AVI.A I>pt. of Theatre Arts produc-
tion of drama in three acts by Robert
(•uy Barrows. Staged bv Richard Castcllo.
Set by Allw.vn Scott. At UCLA, West-
wood, Cal., Nbv. 27, ’53; *1.20.

Indian lore has rarely served as

a basis for a play, but Robert Guy
Barrows tries it in “Chindee.” a

thesis production of the UCLA
Theatre Arts Dept, which has set

itself an ambitious schedule of aid-

ing in the developing of new writ-

ing as well as thesping talent.

Barrows’ script deals with life

among the present-d'iv Navajos and
is based on his experiences in the
area. It’s interesting, but far from
commercial.

What’s important about the pro-
dint ion. however, is that it offers

encouragement to a fledgling dra-
matist who shows promise. There
L nothing particularly new in his

plot situations, hut Barrows shows
a smse of construction and dialog
that augurs well for his future.
Too. he has laced the drama with
occasional touches of humor to sus-

tain interest.
Basically, “Chindee” is a tragedy

developed from the Indian super-
‘-f it ion that to touch a coyote brings
’Chindee” or evil. When the
daughter of the trading post pro-
prietor returns from six years away
at school, she tiiinks she wants to

leave, so he engages in a minor
swindle—complete with alcohol

—

m an effort to raise money. By the
time the gal discovers •-he’s still

in love with her Indian childhood

Th<» Quick Year*
(ST. CLEMENTS CHURCH. N Y.)

Vance Bourjatly’s “The Quick
Years.” although not strong
enough for Main Stem competition,

has enough moments of interest to

warrant off-Broadway showcasing
for a longer period than the lim-

ited five-perform anee run it had at

St. Clements Church, N. Y.. last

week. Bourjaily. editor of Discov-
ery mag and author of “The End
of My Life.” a novel relating to

World War II. has drawn a group
of sensitive, likable characters for

his drama.
However, he hasn’t succeeded in

making a complete transition from
novelist to playwright. His play
is much too gabby and as a result

tends to become tiring. Major
theme of “Years” hinges on the

neurosis and insecurity that fol-

lows a war. The author shows a

keen insight in expressing his

views on this and other subjects.

Scenes are effectively strung to-

gether by a narrator, who also

takes part in play’s action.

Robert McEvoy turned in a

smooth job as an artist with homo-
sexual leanings. He also handled
the narration. John Conrad was
believable as a philosophical World
War II vet. as was Elsa Raven as

his v ife. Saul Davis and Gina
Shields did okay, respectively, as

a newspaperman and a neurotically

confused girl. Other cast members
included Douglas McC.lish, as a

young doctor, and Jane McArthur,
the girl he marries. Lilija Aus-
irin. who supervised show’s produc-
tion v, it h Evelyn Grant, portrayed
a sophisticated femme, while Jack
Brennan made a brief appearance
as Miss Shields’ brother. Spero
Arbes directed ahlv. Jess.

Peter Blackmore, whose “Down
Came a Blackbird” played to good
reception in Glasgow, will have
"Miranda” produced in N. Y. un-

der title of “Sailor’s Delight.”

Countries which have already seen

the plav have each given it a dif-

ferent t i t Pe-i The French called

it “Low Tide.” the Spaniards The
Seaweed Duchess.” and a literal

translation of the Italian title is

• Tin* Girl From -to Carry At the

Ne' k
”

Staats Cotsworth featured as

Clarence in Hie Jose Ferrer pro-

duct!' n ot “Richard III at the

N. Y. City Center next week.

While Bill Fields is vacationing
in Florida and Cuba, Jack 'loohe.v

is subbing in the press depart-

ment of the Playwrights Co .

Abner Klipstein, associate press-

agent for “Wish You Were Here,
donned a bathing soil to get a tree

dip in the show’s onstage swim-
ming pool for the (male ol the last

performance Saturday night

at the Imperial, N. Y. . . . Maybe
j

it doesn’t signify anything in Verms
:

of a Senate investigation ol Broad-
,

way. hut Roy Colin, counsel of Hi*

McCarthy committee, is a Ircqurnt

patron at Sardi’s restaurant N. Y
. . . Brooks Atkinson. N Y Timws
drama critic, went to Rochester

last week to attend a. tivnut per-
1

fonnanee of. Arnold Sundgaard’s
“Kilgo Run” at the Arena Theatre.

Douglas Rideout, rurreiitly fea-

tured in “Call Me Madam at the

Paper Mill Playhouse. Mjllbum,
N J., signed tor the Bioadwav
production. "The Giil m Pink

Tights.” He’s a vice-pro/ and di-

rector of the investment syndicate.

Broadway Angels . . Max Gordon
planed to the (’oast over the week-
end to try to plant a few seeds

for future legit scripts .
Lynn

Fontanne will be co-director with

her husband. Alfred Lunt, of ‘'Ou-

tline," the Playwrights Co pro-

duction of Maurice Valency’s

adaptation of the Jean Giraudoux
drama (Schuyler Watts, who made
a previous version, will share in

the royalties', to star Audrey Hep-

burn.

Marika Niki, featured Japanese
actress in "Teahouse of the August
Moon ” is the subject ot a picture

spread in the* euiient 'Dec 15

issue of Look mag .
Whatcvei

became ol ( luster Frskine?
Marcella, Swanson, wife of Lee

Shubert, was robbed of $55 155 m
jewclrv last week by sneak thieves

The day after Hie dixovery of Die

theft the Shu tier’s left for their

annual vacation in Florida •

Dick llaymes’ membership in

Equity has been ’ terminated” by

the union because of alleged me-
statements in his application lorm

Singer reportedly tailed to indi-

cate he* is an alien.

Because of the’ newspaper tieup.

regular registration tor the 2-week

winter term of t lie American Jhea-

tre Wing Professional I raining

Program scheduled to rlo-e lodav

Wed. », will be continued ail day

Thursday and Friday
.

Included

tin the winter term aie Ezra Stone s

course. "Performing for TV,” and
Richard Skinner'* "Summer Tliea-

tie Management and Production ”

Registration for winter term
students m the American Theatre
Wing’s Professional Training Pro-

gram takes place today 'Wed * at

Wing headquarters in N. 5' The
new 10 week sessions in theatre,

music, dance, radio and television

begin Monday '7'.

Michelle Reiner, secretary to

producer Shepard Traube, signed

to act m latter's "Gill in Pink
Tights ’’ It's liie femme's first job

on Broadway, though she s toured

and played in straw hats.

Iten Kranz will he production
manager. Richard llornrr company
manager. Bernard Simon press-

agent, Morgan James stage man-
ager and Basil Langton director on
“Sing Till' Tomorrow" . . . Barry
II yams x apparently pressagent of

l In* season on Broadway, with

‘’Ladies of Ihe Corridor.’’ “Take a

Giant Step" and “Frogs of Spring’*

(which closed), "Kismet, Ihe Re-
markable Mr. Penny packer" and

1
"The Confidential Clerk’’ coining
up Wolfe Kaufman has been
unable to east the male lead of

"Mr Byeulla." ‘O he’s returning

the $63.00(1 fie had raised of the
necessary $70 000 financing, al-

though h i v option doesn’t expire*

until next April
Helen llaye, vet 80- year actress

cuuentlv touring Britain in “Ana-
‘tasia,” Will shorllv take Marie
Temnest’s part in "Dear Octopus”
on t K . P levision.

•

I la if Angels ” a new four-char-
acter. one-set ..comedy by Marvin
Hammond, is now making inana-
geiial i omuls r Clifford Carpen-
ter. who before World War II was

on “Terry and the
the lead character*
Library Theatre in

Albert Rein’s “Heavenly Kxnrese”
at la nox Hill Playhouse. V Y,
Dee 2-0 Produet ton was directed

by Robert Fllenstein.
Brenda Bruce, Joyce Heron and

Anthony Otivef, leads in "Gently
Does It “ which dosed in N Y last

Saturday 28 .
sailing Friday ’4)

for London . Edward Choate
flew to L. A /rom N Y Sunday
'25 on a possible film deal for

“G.enllv Does It ” as wi ll as to

talk with f rank Fay on a revival

of "Hat \ e\ ”
. . Charles Goldner,

eOstar of the forthcoming “Pink
lights." arriving in N Y. Dec. 18
oh t he 1 'nit * (I St at ex.

t fie jnVe Terry
PiCalev..'' pta vs

i ole for Knotty



her of the same profession. and
Dorothy Baird registers in the

small role o' a secretary. Play is

directed by Noel Willman.

Somoom* Wailing
London. Nov. 27.

M Te»n**nt pruduction ol inmj In

ait, bl hint v n Williams. Star. W it

with Atlriannf Al'< - n l)it«*'
- '**<1 h.

Willniiiii At Club*. London. Vo 2 .j.

2 20 tot*.
> r hfim ....... Kin I’ n W illiams

Nfiilow Xifrirnn** Alh'ti

Nrillow Crfmphell <Olts

n N«*dlow ...... John Stratton
C<aht i ** 1 1 •* Bin nv

DamooUi t ....... (ilad's lli*ti' | in

l.enni** I>*>ioth' H >

i

.i'«hiini KilVvanI s

Kile 1*11 Uale

Continued from pace 73

lather and had also
j

offered by the producing org in*
! eluded “Strange Interlude” and
“Mourning Becomes Eldctra." Both
works were probably O'Neill’s big-

gest commerieal successes, each
making over $500,000 under the

Giuld's auspices. “Marco Mil-

!

ions’* was the first of O’Neill’.s

:
plays to be put on by the Guild.

It was presented in 1027. Among
other O’Neill plays put on by. the

! Guild were “Ah. Wilderness.”
“Dvn.tmo.” “Days Without End’
and "The Iceman Cometh." which
was presented in 1946 and was his

last new play to he produced on
Broadway.

“Moon” Last Production

The last of O’Neill’s plays

sented by the Theatre Guild

“The Moon for the Misbegotte

which ran out of tow n but never

came to New York. According 1 »

j

Lawrence Langner. co-director ol

the Guild, the show needed re-

casting and rewriting, and O’Neill

wasn’t well enough at the time to

take care of the latter chore. Of

the plavs produced by the Guild.

“Days Without End" and ‘T)yi>a*.

mo" were critical failures.

In 7951 . O’Neill’s “Desire Under
the Elms" was revived on Broad-
w'jfy by the American
Theatre and Academy. That same

j

venr the New York City Theatre
! Co. presented “Anna Christie" and

!

“Wilderness" was Given a TV
i presentation bv the Celanese The-
atre. During the last part of his

writing career. O'Neill had penned
some plavs that haven't been pro-

duced. These include “A Touch of

, the Poet." “Obit," a long ono-actcr.
! and “Long Day’s -Journey Into
Night." which, in accordance with

<4he author’s ui-hrs. will not be

I
presented until 25 years after his

j

death.

Productions Everywhere t

- Productions of O’Neill plavs

|

have been offered on both con-
tinents in such cities as Stockholm.
Buenos Aires, Vienna. Mexico
Citv. Calcutta and Budapest. Some
of his earlv attempts at playwrit-
ing are included in a volume
tagged “Thirst." which was pub-
lished in 1 91 -L In 1916, he became
associated with the Wharf Theatre
in Proviycetown Mass. His one-

I

actor. “Hound East for Cardiff."
was produced , by the group. That
same year, the Wharf Theatre,
moved to Greenwich Village. V Y^-
vhere it functioned as the prov-
ince! own Playhouse. O'Neill’s
works were produced bv the com-
pany and il was here that he first
began to gain recognition as a
plavvright. During this ‘’.apie

,

period three of his one-actors

,

“The T one Voyage Home." ••He"
:
and “The Moon of the Carihhens"
were published hv tim Smart Set
nv>'; From 1917-1920. 10 of
O'Neill's plavs were produced at

[Hr* Province! ou n

.

His f irst Broad wav production
w ‘s toe Pulitzer Prize-winning

[’Horizon." which ran for 111 ner-
fonnaneMs and grossed over S100-
000. His “The Emperor Jones"

i

was also produced off-Broadwav
that year. The nine was later set

i to music by Louis Greenberg and
presented hv the Metropolitan
Opera in 1923. Among other pro
deetions of O’Neill Plavs were
“The Rone." “Where the Cross Is
Made." "Gold." “The Straw." "Ml
God’s Clnllun Got Wings " “T| lf»

|

Fountain." “The Great God

• . appeared w
him in "Count.”
He was married three times ]

first two marriages to KathU
Jenkins and writer Agnes Boult
ended in divorce. In 1929 he m
ried C arlotta Monterev, an Actrewho survives. During his seen
marriage, he had two children a ,

and a daughter. Oona. who’s t

wile of Charles Chaplin.

!,<*« InvifeM ilu Hon lliou
GUESTS)
Paris. Nov. 24.

V h v Morgan- \nrli •• <>ri**» uroduotion
of ioip'-'Iv in thi«*** »ets lr* Atmand Sala-
< i i^n Pit l»i Yve, ltolj«*il, S'*i by
Kiiihruii* Clailliard IC'tVi \l Saint
fiewetfes Th»-:iir*-. Hifil *:} top.
I.i'ilr Leonine- Mana,. Maulj.in
Svl-. ia Maria’ Mauban
l.<*rii» Vm lou\ i*t . . . Hobart Arnoux
III, Wild ... Marti-li'ine Harbulaa
ills I laughter J.miiM-lliw Monti-fnv
(li .indmotlHW Gabrielle Ihulcdl
M. AuiiIIoii ........ KhIkm'I Vattier
Francois .... Panic' Cercaldl
Mbcrt .

. . . . I.iu icn Haimbnurc
.\icxaniicr Ilniat ..... <icor«ten Hex

Pierre Leurnux
Yvonne n*-ch

Lolita <'<• Svlva
(ilC'DIIC Cl OIII.lt I

Legit Customersniscent of “Payment Deterred in

principle, showing a father aveng-

ing his innocent son’s. death on the

gallow s, and hiinging the real

criminal to iuxtiee. Plot is com-

plicated, and scarcely plausible

but drama) ic license covers a mill

t it licit- e 1 ii”'P ohabilit "es 't’he 1

arl could he more effect vc wul

considerable scissoring. hut ttu

niH'Xpect ed angles that develoi

il np iht* i tn-*»
r
»i n :»t ion and providt

Continued from pa:;e 1 —

_

bright, brittle quality of the h fR

pro-
At Performance caught, there u
laughter throughout the entiwas evening.

_

Answer may lie in the fact th
the uncertainty and dread th
existed during rehearsals and <

tryout tour—when cast was toi
between a variety of acting st\k
from Stanislavsky to Abbo
pitched up successively bv a
ailing director—iwpow gone sim
openinenight. CaM. especially tl

two stars, have settled into a n
laxed style of performance, plant
freely, unhampered, as if thorougl
ly enjoying themselves and the
lines. Soothed by warm audiem
response, they are in turn sootliin

National sure and charming in the real sen
of the word, winning the audiem.
completely over.

XI. trie

K'vlie
Thomas

Al’inand Sa la-cron. white hope of
lh<* French drama in the late 1930's
v hen his “Wot Id i, Rounfl" and
“t,’unn\ Story" v ere regard 'd top
plays of the da \ , is a highly re-

speeted literary figure. Hence
crix have let hi, latest effort, first

lidl-length -work in three seasons,
oil ea \. Even so. its days a*

Saint-Gcorges aopcar limited.

Lilu* a 11 Ins nlavs. this contains
some intriguing ideas, well-written
scenes and flashes of wittv dia-

loe. Bui he has been unable to

collect these into a satisfactory,

three-act plav. and “God’s Guests,"
despite >.^me amusing passages, is

marred nv main dead spots and
a useless third net.

A middle-aged father takes a

his mistress a young woman who
resembles his wife in her youth
This allows him the illusion that
he is still in his 20’s It develops
that the same young woman is also
mistress of his future son-in-law,
a fact she tries t« conceal by pre-
tending to he a twin Arriving to

prevent the marriage of her elderly

i

lover’s daughter to her young
lover, she is finally unmasked. Thg

|

idd .hoy’s wile understandingly for-

I

gives him m play’s best scene
elide Ilu* bride-to-be likeyyise par-
dons her bridegroom.
• Salacrou l.a- y\ i illt-ti all this as
r
a phihr-ophii'd conu'dv which h*
prefers to call a “vaudeville." His

i
actors play il vs. though it was a

farce Maria Mauban. although a
looker, shows little range -in man-
aging t he rob* of the trouhle-
makii g mistress while Robert Yal-
lier plays a Biblequoling father in

hurlesmie comedian fashion. Made-
leine Barhidee as the forgiving
wile is excellent and makes most
of her one touching seen:*. How-
ever. thanks to tin* confused direc-
tion by tlu* usually expert 5've 1

Robert, her performance is isolated
from those of her co-actors, and
she seems lo be acting in another
plav Had Salacrou directed his
nhay himself, lie mi dii have been
aide to bring .some of its now mis-
firing scenes to life But as is.

God's Guests" mu I he set down
as or.e of his failin' vs offered in a
bewildering production. Curt.

Honolulu. Dec. 1

Semi-pro Honolulu Community
Theatre has come a cropper wit i

• Is staging of a loosely-tiattslatv t

classic. "The Twin Lovers.” Direc-
tor Edward Mangum. who came
to Hawaii from the Arena Stage
in Washington, D. C\. has given
the ancient Roman comedy a no-

resuscitated note as key evidence
The wife tinds d and horns it. and
other incaleu 1 aide factors mar first

one scheme, then another In the
end. tlu* onlv wav for I lie bereaved
father to fn'fill his mission is to I

shoot himself, place the gun in his

enemy’s drunken hand with the
implication tin* man will eventu-
ally be convicted ol a e-rime he did

j

not commit in retribution for- the:
one he did

Emlyn Williams has written an
eerily, icy part for himself which
he portrays with relish His kindly
conversational tone veering round
to maniacal outbursts bring grim i

emphasis to the plotter’s ruthless
tactics. lbs voting Heroin"! j<v's

rob* is more difficult. John Strat-
ton conveys realistically the hoy's
hatred of his foster-father, al-

though it is hard to swallow the
fact that he would sacrifice an in-

offensive girl in order to bring-the,
criminal to .justice.

\drianne Allen is good as the
vife. hut it is difficult for her to*
cloak her usual genial personality
under the reouisite air of tension
and remorse. Campbell Cotts gives
a natural performance of the
pompous husband and Gahrielle
Brunt* contributes her talented
rendering of a daughter of joy

;

temporarily disguised as a parlor-

,

to aid Laughs are supplied by i

Gladys Henson, as an older mem-

Irate letters from playgoers
have appeared in newspapers a> »

result. One protests against the
"children of the dull-witted alco-
hol-stimulated. crudely-sexed illu-

erates of ancient races and primi-
tive instincts."

Another says, "I can see nothing
more sophisticated about their
motivations in putting this thin*
on than the compunctions that
come upon young boys to decorate
Ijdrine walls. Their approximation
ot art is about the same, too

Controversy is expected to stim-
ulate Huger Theatre boxoflue in

second week of the entry. Ho. -

over, even some of Coinimtniiv
Theatre's most ardent boosters me
unhappy about the situation.

Peter Engle, part-time Hawaii
resident who commutes to Holly-
wood for film roles under name
Peter Whitney, has the load role.

More accurately, the lead role,,

because he plays both twins. De-
spite his professional abilities, it s

a thankless task. In one role, he’s

forced to bind himsell in a male
version of a chastity belt for mo-t.

of the performance.
Mangum next will stage “Romeo

and Juliet,” using a racial cast.

Graham Set for Big O’Seas

Tour; Nixes German Dates
Martha Graham and troupe ot

25 dancers have been s d for an
eight to 12 WfekV ’ European tour,
beginning in March. 19.54, by Paris
impresario Anatole Heller. Tour
will probably open March 14 in Is-

rael.' Italian. Syvis.s. French and
Scandinavian dates will follow.
'I l ip yyill mark Mi<s Graham’s sec-
ond European visit, lust time be-
ing in 1950. when she danced in
Paris.

Interesting angle of the tour is

fact that Miss Graham has refused
to permit bookings in Germany.
Germany, origin of the modern
dance with Mary Wigman and
others, is the only European coun-
try that appreciates the modern
dance. But Aryan .Mis, Graham
wont go there, she said, because
she “doesn’t forget so easily ." "*

Glasgow-. Nov. 24
J.ick !'*• Icon (I’laslivc. lg«L> produc-

t inn of t‘om**dv in l\vi> act, tti\<» si cues'
liv Peter BlackiV'iMo. Star, John l.odcr,
lid tv Paul Dnccicd |>\ tlenrv yj<cnda)l:
set. Fli/ahcth 'I tpl •' \t Kuitj's Theatre.
(Masipm. Nov 20. WT
Mi Peter Arno
Diana ll.irtl.md Viola Keats
Sir Clive I).Olson John I.oder
John Dawson ......... Itichard Gale
Nora Parker Hotly Paul
Gi™ . Lent Freed
Hod Kcnncdv John McLaren
Madeleine Somerset ll.t/ol Pcnw.irdon

New comedy by
more, author of

*

distinct possibilities for
wav run. Brimful i

situations and dealing
man problem of beauty
ing women, il offers
disfaff version of the
Bergerac theme
acted by a well-chosen east It

also offers a suitable role to John
I.oder, who plavs the role of an
Egyptologist, madly enthusing over
his broken pottery and ancient
mummies while neglecting fem-
inine charms He has three loves
on his" hands in this two-acter. and
appears innocently ignorant of
them all

Betty Paul, recently in N. Y. in
the short-lived

Peter Black- 1

Miranda." has
a Broad-

|

of intriguing 1

!
w ith the hu- !

and claw-

1

a sort of
Cyrano dc

J

It is charmingly

ADVANCE AGENTS !

COMPANY MANAGERS

!

BROADWAY ANGELS
INC. ^ ale r. Sets Midwinter

Five-Week Hard Fest
New Haven. Dec. 1.

5 ale Dept, of Drama will plav a
major role in a five-week “Shakes-
peare At Yale" festival to be
staged by the university next Feb.
2 March 9. Highlight of the festi-
val will be a six-performance run
of a drama department production
ot “Merry Wives of Windsor."

Bovd M. Smith, chairman of the
drama department, heads the pro-
duction planners* with assists from
Edward ('. Cole, production man-
ager in drama, and Frank McCul-
len. associate professor of plav pro-
duction.

Plot. Helge Kokerilz. Fli savant
in English, wilt he linguistic ad-
viser on dialog pronunciation,
which will ho done in Shakespear-
ean contemporary style.

I iot. ( harjes r Prouty. whose
research oil the Elizabethan the-
atre 'Culminated within the past
year in throwing new light on that
Mib.itvt. will he general chairman

i
ol the festival.

We have been serving theatrical

shows for over 42 years. Ours is

the oldest, most reliable a/id ex-

perienced transfer company on the

West Coast!

• Railroad privileges for handling

shows and theatrical luggoqo.

• Complete warehouse facilit esl

Authorised in Co'ifornia. [quipped

to transfer and haul cm^where in

U. S !

• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
601 East 5th Street

lot Angeles 12, Calif.

MUtual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

Common Stock

Price 50c a Share

C,<’isii!t your b roper or write or

p'li’ i’ for re i offering circular to

29 W. 65th St., New York 23

TRafalgar 4-1 BIS

Maggie," scores

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Life

“Porgy and Bess”
Just Concluded 33 Weeks

ZIEGFELD THEATRE, N. Y
Currently

FORREST THEATRE, Philadelphia

Mgt.: BILL MITTIER, 1619 Broadway, New York

Attractive front of house opening a

New Parsons Theatre, Hartford, Conr>

assisting In clerical capacity. Wr '<*

letter in longhand, stating age edued
tional background, experience, ere

Small salary but great opportunity
Address Personnel Dept.

NEW PARSONS THEATER
Hartford, Conn.
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Literati

1 st N. Y. Press Blackout In History

What civil war, international

wars, pestilence and economic
crisis never accomplished has
resulted from the N. Y. photo-

engravers’ strike against the metro-
politan New York press: for the

first time in 102 years the Times
t,has suspended publication and the

Post, for the first time in 152
\ ears, has missed an issue.

The seventh N. Y. daily, the

Herald Tribune, voluntarily sus-

pended publication Tuesday * 1 * in

order not to give its contemporary
sheets an ’’unfair bargaining posi-

tion” with the union.

As detailed elsewhere in this

issue. radio-TV stepped-up its news
coverage, and Xmas advertisers

quickly stepped-up their spot com-
mercials. As lor the Broadway
pressagents, they went on a "road
company ’ press binge to trek down
their blurbs in the columns in the
near-Gotham, sheets like Newark.
Philadelphia. ‘Bridgeport. Albany
etc. (Jencroso Pope's N. Y. Sunday
Enquirer started publishing as a

daily for the duration. Arbitration
negotiations between the union and
thg publishers' committee a re con-
tinuing.

C.uildsmen refusing to cross the
picket lines are now slatting to

comment that thousands of news-
paper employees find themselves
not working, especially now before
Christmas, ‘‘because of some 400
men in one union.” referring to

the photo-engravers.

Journalistic Rilling

With the VIP press junket mak-
ing the first nonstop transcontinen-
tal hop on American Airlines’ new
DC-7 last week. Gotham journalists
were conjecturing about the news-
paper accounts if. perchance, the
plane crashed on this historic N Y.

to LA. Somebody wanted to know
who^vould get iop billing in the
Post’s story, in light of both Leo-
nard Lyons and Karl Wilson being
aboard.

B»»b Considine posed the same
quest idn in light of Louis Sobol and
liiim-Aiir lw.lli tmiup linm 1 hi. -t..nr.

appointed lecturer m general lu-
! erature at N. Y. U. At the same

j

time the American Philosophical
Society has given him a $1 000
grant to finish his biography of
Edgar Lee Masters, the Illinois

poet. Previously the Newberry
Library of Chit ago and the KtT-

gene D. Saxton ‘Harper) Memorial
Trust has given Flaccus grants for

the same purpose.

Incidentally, ‘‘Dexter Masters, a

former editor of Fortune. Title anti

Consumer Reports, and a nephew
of Edgar Let* 1 /Masters. is-* writing
a «ovel with the atomic bomb

’

theme.

Ily Gardner’s Operation

When Ily Gardner, N Y Herald
Tribune columnist, checks into

|

Doctors * Hospital ‘N.Y.t tomorrow
• Thurs.i tor a postwar corrective
operation, he will have a couple oi

weeks of substitute columnists.
These will be in the form ot ‘‘let-

ters” from ex-Mayor William F
1

O’Dwyer. Carlos Komulo. Fred
Allen, Tallulah Rankhcatl. Art bin

Godfrey. Mrs. Mark (Mark, (fie

Ambassador from Korea. Rocky
Marciano. Milton Berio. Robert K
Christen berry anti Joan Crawford.

ffcs 3-City Byline radiostint over
ABC’, which be splits with Sheilah
Graham ‘Hollywood) and lr\ Kup-
cinet ‘Chi* will he substituted hv

N. Y. World Telegram columnist
Frank Farrell and the News’ Dan-
ton Walker.

, Incidentally, the Broadway col-

umnists as a class find themselves
unusually busy, not being lnis>.

Walker took a flyer to Venezuela.
The others are writing for their
syndicates, but the Herald Trih's

policy is not to syndicate uniil

first publishing in N. Y.. so if the
photo-engravers’ strike continues,

ttyese guest "letters” to Gardner,
mav become stale.

more copy than any other writer
doing a similar job in Canada
" alter O'Hearn, a former Mon-

trealer. and presently heading up
The Star's bureau at the l tilted
Nations, will take over in Jantiary
from Morgan- Pow ell.

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
«

By Frank Scully<

Criticism I’nprivilegrd

Bruce Angrave. contributor to

the New Yorker and London's
Punch, has illustrated ‘‘(’aught in

the Act.” a volume of oddities in

Florence Desmond’s Autobiog
Florence Desmond is equally

well ‘known on either side of the
Atlantic tor her wide range of im-
pressions of scictn and theatre
personalities, but she first went on
to the stage as a 10-v ear-old migi*
pet in pantomime ami subsequently
became one ot the late C B Coch-
ran s “y oung ladies.” Evidence of
her strong character perception,
'v hicli has hcon .i strong tcalurr.nl
her takcolls ot British and Holly-
wood stars, is to be tmmd in her
autohiog entitled simply "Florence
Desmond • Harrap 1 London ).; $2. 30*

Mainly it is. naturally, an ac-
count of Inr struggles in show
hi/ which eventually brought her
to the Iron! rank, hut it is also
loaded with characteristic per-
sonalia including the tragic •ac-

count of her first husband's death,
her subsequent rc-marriage and
adoption id a child

An appreciable slice of the 300
pages in the book is devoted to her
w artiinc . expt ricn. es. with a fas-

cinating account ol her adventures
as a member ot an F.N’S \ tour
through Gibraltar. Algiers. Sar-
dinia tic Book is gciiTouslv tl-

lustratid with stills of a personal
and prolc*sional interest .Wwro.

CHATTER
Celia Nash named man. icing edi-

tor of T\ Tali, new monthly pro-
gram guide mi New York that's

eiiiloed to retail stores
Boh Levitt, publisher of the

\merican Weekly mag. in Los
\ncclcs for the cfuarterly board
meeting ol llearst Publications.

Edmund (building's novel.
"Cyn." written during a leave of
a list me from L’Ufh-Kox. will lie

published in March l>\ Prentire*-

I lall

i Edgar E Peek, formerly an ac-

count eNeeiif ive with David < >.

Mber Associates, joined pioinotion
de|iart ment of Look as tirtulaliofi

promof ion manager.
Paul Hughes, production direc-

tor at KTAR. Phoenix, has 'old In-

,
Hollywood.

Everybody has his unsung vutoi*e- ami amtmg mine is being trapped
by a fuller brush salesman and not letting him gel a word in edgewise
I once held «dne spellbound tor IMt m.nutis Several tunes he opened
his mouth to speak but 1 b.immd in another bucket of.Timidad pitch

f inally be got to l>at " I'lits has never happened before in m.v life.”

lie erw d. "What ate > ou selling, for licuvrnN sake?"

I told him 1 vv .isn’t selling .liM emmlei selling. So he gave me a

c omcoli blush. We bowed ly e.ulv other and he hacked out, defeated
but still smiling

live other day when I spotted the No I pitchman of the western
world tinging the doorbell ot Bedside M.illjn where I write with the
hope ol being interrupted I derided to give him what I gave the
fuller loush man veais holme It was easier this time because the
No I pit* limali was blinded and weeping from smog, obviously not at

his best, as lie ginped his wav into our living room— a immature of

the waiting room ot Grand t ential station, but vvitli more trait le

I told bun what caused bis weeping, and how the stud was messing
up picture production as well as "the lie.ot lungs-, eves, ears and gen-
eral health ot several mtll'on people .mod ol whom had come west
to enjoy tlie famous Caliim ma e liniate and were now being poisoned
as a pavofl.

lew el I vii New look
Mv l.isemated public v' a Kutiaid Le w elk n the kd who t.ikecJ^jl hair

tonii into a $1(1000 9000 gne m one vt.u Tall, dark and handsome,
will) every indication >1 the tie t upluinging and the highest educa-
tion ‘Which he hadn't had' iR-cssed m a well tailored blue mil., white
shirt. Bond Street tie and will poll lied Idaek shoes, he looked a voting
executive who had inheiitid a iniiili million dollar htz on eonditmu
that ".lie graduate tioiu tin ll.n v .ml Sidiool of Business and pose for at

least one ( 'alv ei t ad
It developed that he had come tinm a line t.uuilv ill the midwest.

Imt lie had had no more -< hooting mail George Bernard Shaw, bolli

ll.fv ing quit M'liool at I t

Levy elk n is now 27 and among Ins aeh.ev i mciils has been Ihe sell-

ing ot millions of dollars woiiii oi hall tome lm olle client over IV
and ladio Whether the skill evei giew hair. I don't know To Lewd-
ly n •uni me) the issue e- ac ademic hce.oiw lie has a mop ot black hall

altnn >t as thick as mv white links Whether lie will lie as well thatched
when he reaches mv age, dc-poncth suyclh not «

I think in Hit" few moments t gave Inin the floor he s;.u| bis father
had been an attorney. tint wa- better Known as \ el’ll (Maik Lcuellvn.
captain of the Nebraska ( 'eu nine k' i ' who beat Emile Boi kilo's lour
Horsemen His father latei became a gi'i-al pro hallhark. and wheli the
fatuity moved from (been Bav to I one Island Ins dad coached the

Long I laud Indians for a while

W hen young Bn kle vv ;e, II lie made III

did it Show In/ got in Ins blood and
studios Imping to eil mo,ie iiiihm 1

1

1 a t mn
so on the side lie tried hrlllioppiiir old

and even lin'd encyclopedia-
He thought maybe Hollywood wool ro until lie grew old enough

to come hac k and eoiiqm i Ni-.v \ hi k hot lie had no dough and tiding

fir I public appearance That
lm bung around New \ oi k
of ame But lie h.ol to eat

•hoes, magazine ' ole i i ipt ions

nal-Amcrican. He concluded, how-
ever. that the N.Y. Sunday En-
quirer would have no problems
with its hypothetieal news story
which undoubtedly would streamer:
."Curly Harris and 47 Others
(‘rash.” latter also making the
junket as rep of that Sunday sheet.
‘The Enquirer, incidentally, is a

daily sheet this week, at least for
the duration of the photo-en-
gravers’ strike which has crippled
publication schedules of all other
other N.Y. dailies*.

British law Tor which the rescan n

was contributed by Ann Huxley.
Book is published by Putnam's.

A typical example is a quote
from the common law of conspir-

acy stating "if any critic goes to a

theatre with the intentibn of

damning a piece it shall amount
io a, conspiracy .” The illustration

i
on the facing page shows a sinister

looking critio flaunting his press
pass for the opening night of

/‘Laughing Gas.” a new side-split-

ting revue.

Vanderbilt’s $6 Guide
Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. says lie

Is in no way financially interested
in Intercontinental Associates. Inc.,

a Reno*. Nevada, for which be is

editing the European Travel Direc-
tory. A 100J000 print order at $6
a copy is planned for next spring.
It was to have been issued for the
Xmas trade but postponed because
ol the voluminous production job.

Intercontinental plans Central
and South America. Asia. India.
South Africa and U. S. travel direc-
tories for which other writers will
be engaged.

Kchessinska Memoirs
N. Y. concert manager German

Severn has tied up film rights to

tne forthcoming memoirs of Math-
ilda Kchessinska. which the lamed
ex-ballerina is writing with assist-

Grand Duchess Marie
Tome is skedded for

in Paris and London

ante of the
of Russia,
publieat ion
next spring.

Mhe. Kchessinska was ballerina
assoluta with Russia’s Imperial
Ballet and the fave ol C/.^i Nicho-
las 11. Married to Grand Duke
Andre, she's now the leading
teacher of ballet in Paris.

Kleiner’s Show Biz Column
Richard Kleiner will do a daily

column on entertainment for NKA
starting early in January. Vet by-
liner is currently eastern TV editor
for the syndicate and also does a

record column add features.
There's no regular N. V. outlet

for the show biz roundup although
the World-Telegram & Sim fie-

ouently picks up his TV stint for
its Saturday edition and mav ditto
l«»r Kleiner’s new chore.

‘Fadiman's Choice*
Clifton Fadiinan with the assjst-

anee of Charles Van Doren will
have "Fadiman's Choice” pub-
lished next fall by Harpers, It will
be a book of quotations by Ameri-
cans and by other people about
America.

Barrett's .Memoirs

Wilson Barrett, w.k. British ac-

tor-manager. will publish his

memoirs and story of his reper-

tory company under title of "On a

Stage. Taking Notes” early in

1954. Publication will coincide
with 15th anniversary of his stock

company, which opened at the Ly-
ceum Theatre. Edinburgh, in 1939
and has since played before audi-

ences in Scotland England and
South Africa.

Rn-

Monlreal’s Le Canada Folds
Wit-h the folding of Montrea

T.o Canada last Thursday ‘2fi‘.

land Cote, the paper's legit and
nitery critic for the past six vearg
is taking a holiday.
Le Canada was founded .">0 yea >

a MO to support the Liberal Party in

Quebec province, and though nev-
a big circulation daily, was con-

sidered one of the top political pa-
pers in the country. Paper had
‘ hanged format to tab size in tin

hopes of reviving interest hot cir-

culation tell ofl to less than 2'kOUO
at the end.

Flaccus* Lectures
Kimball Flaccus. oldtime radio

"liter who served an eight -v ear
hitch us a Naval officer, has been

Vet Can. Critic Retiring

S. Morgan-Powcll. dean oi Cana-
dian drama critics, will retire from
active journalism on The Montreal
Star end of the year.

In his 46 years vvith The Star.

Morgan-Powcll has held many posi-

tion';. from editor-in-cluef during
World War II down, but main bulk

of his work has been as drama and
literary critic. A voluminous writ-

er, he devoted as many columns to

praising one show as he would
damning another.

Because he had the space in the

paper, he could cover any form ot

entertainment 'the Ice Capades
never hit town without at least a

lull two-column review. J in detail

giving trim a magnitude over otl>u

reviewers with limited space wliicii

did much to boost b o returns.

Despite t he severe handicap ol

arthritis which has limited his ac-

tivities m la“t lew years, and- the

tact that be is ill mid-80- Morgan-
Powcll is still aoie to turn out

Co Hughes, in radio production
for 20 years, started lus profes-
sional writing career 10 years ago

Ruth Rainy . e\ Chi ; cl a"en' y

radio-TV v liter, and Eileen (’har-

tley. circulation promotion director
ol \rmy -Navy -Air Force Times, co
authoring a career gal column un-
der K lit I) Charney byline in Wash-
ington Times Herald.

After making his point about
poor proofreading in the recent
crop of show biz books, Robert
Downing's original copy spelled
Ramon Novarro and Agnes Moore-
head correctly but was errat limed
m Varilty publication,

t Actor MiehaeT Browne, author ol

book. “Hollywood War Eflort.” and
doctoral candidate at Columbia
Cnivcisity . li.es written an article

'em “Film In Television ” which will

be published by the* Film Council
ol America in January.

,
Fred C White, formerly of Faw-

cett Publications, lias joined the

X. Y. advertising sales stalf ol

Look. Ron Gilbert of Look’s Pro-
motion Alt staff since January
1951, promoted to the* novvly-cro-

ated position ol assistant promo-
tion art director
Ted Saucier's cocktail hook

"Bottqms I p” 'Greysteine; $7 50'.

first published in October 1951. r
now in its tilth edition. Volume
contains hundreds ol drink recipes

of celebrities, hotels and eateries

throughout the world, and is

j

illustrated with saucy drawings
by 1 I top art ists.

late reporter John Dille has

written his findings following 2'z
years in Korea. “Substitute For
Victory.” which Doubleday will

publish in February, Same firm

bringing out “The Art of Hungar-
ian Cooking” by Paula poganv
Bennett 'sister of artist Willy

Pogany * and Velina R Clark; vvitli

16 drawings by Pogany.

the i oils was no! Inr -in u ad e >h‘ lullK 1 1 Mill'll 1 1 l.l 1 1 kid' Sll tu pit c IimI

for a |ob in the kite Inns ot 1 1 .m < out mental trains. He began as Imiiili

cook which was a refined w.iv Huy had ol naming dishwashers
In I. A. lie learned one mine t act about Inc a boa id Pullman diners

Paychecks were released at the end ol a round Hip lie didn't want
to |'n~ku k to New Volk m t Hun. so all he got was room and boa id

1 from N Y to I. A In Southern Cafeteria be became a waite r Thai
kept him nourished Hit he got a Ini hi "The K in' From Jtrooklv n

“

No more tuts came Iroin Brooklet) or anywhere else, so he latc hed
on to a guy that had a good pmpositum in Cuba. It wasn’t that good
Front the re lie sailorc cl to Panama. There he finally got something
that was to Ins earlie r liking I) wir in a radio station, lie • «-t up and

I ran the first EiMtlisb-language radio station in tlic Republic ot Panama
lie made and saved money and vv,.' well on bis v.av to becoming the

Arthur Godlrey ol the banana icpiiblu when a political upheaval heaved
trim out. The station was orde red closed

He returned to New ^ork via Miami in a novel way for him He
bouglit passage Hi-, credent iab Horn Panama, however, brought him
nothing in New Yen k radio circles Seems Huy had all Hie English-
language c\ pet Is they nee elect

Buys in on Walk-in
^ On fifltli Street lie saw a walk in auditorium
w.ilelucl the pitchmen and thought he could do
doing, lie* got a job on pel re ntage* hid obv iously

for he sold nothing
Hie decided his mateiial was bad His pit cl u

value and weie short cm entertainment So he

be thought would not only hold audiences Imt .<

He developed a bedside maun* i scvnal cut:

cine man.
Tlu* outfit gave him I.ano Tone to •*11

it was a product that was tlu* secret o!

women lb* made two pitches

Oldlimers who sculled at hu

and walked in II**

as well as they were
lac k«d the ant hoi it y

.

lac ke el produc tion-

look to wilting what
II them tomes as w ctl v

allow- tlu* average mcdi-

I understand that he hinted
Pram hot Tone’s success w ith

a night Tlu-y were quality productions
nave approach stayed to admire, lie

His highest take
averaged $300 a

BrniH’tt Orf
•counts how th« man who spooks

for his dinner suffers many
inconveniences, in a

bright piece on

The Lecture Routine

an editorial feature in the

forthcoming

Uilli iiinirrrmirx \iiinln‘r

of

P'fcRIETY

was tlu* first kid to bre ak into that Closed circuit in 15 years. From
5ft I h Street tie moved hi omul Ihe • in nit Mlanltc City, state- lairs and
even got booked into the. ( anadian National Exposition.

In Canada he corraled audiences up to 3000 lie pitched for Lee
Hail is’ 'calp tome and on lie first pitch made $130.

was $416. Ill- pitch i an 75 minute- twice a-day lie

pitch

lb* added an animal to lm act a Peruvian eavy Rv now he was high
above low pitchmen ‘tlu* Sul Stone t\po. tain auctioneers and Mich
He was rated among tlu* elite tlu* medicine nun. He became an ex-

pert on c rowds, the handling o| hoodlums. Hie calming ol cops. In fac t

he became such a spellbinder he- w.r oftc

an evangelist. Ht* drew the line on that

the good old religion It may have been
hut it was too good tor. him

Medicine Men Working on Smog Cure
The n ’IV came along. T * o otlu i top pitchmen invited him to join

tlu-m in lorming a company It v<a> called Charles Antell’s Formula
No. 9 The re we re no eight oH.k j formulas The y jirt began with nine.

Il seemed to give- the pioduct mnfe tabil/v. like- guys who open then
fir t cheeking accounts and number Hu h fust cluck 191. Their pro-

l.ihulou Tiu company grossed $10 090 009
hen ' ll ice rived 20.000 fan le tte rs, few of

In captuM- dead e»r alive,

he 1

1

t K'hulol up to white Hie Bureau fif

i it hire cl it- hand Right now lieV pile lung

re el $50 000 a y ear to become
one He’d sell anything but
good enough for the; profits.

motion *d f ormula 9 became
in its first year. Lcvclivn
tin in enclosing wanants loi

Then he- was. called in to

Inte l rial Re venue gb*e tully

abend < 'hep as * on can go v. jtjmul getting

ci e arning b*i itijuru t uni against pra' tie iug me dic ine without
fen Skin Deep, which i

t lu* A M A
a license.

But at

and act in his e>wn pie iuie

!' act I ing to hi' fillc el and he

But I «nt him out into

he, an unt'.'ppv voun'.' man lb wants to write*, efbeet

I hat void (’t)aplin left hehifiel he b«;li*‘Ves

jest tlu guy In- Hiink to fill if. Could be*,

the- oild
, y i’ll «j pi’ochiet* to se ll anej |u*

be-gge-d nic to get him tad.o m I \ time arid lu ’el do jf on Hu- eulT.

That was to i iel I, \ e,| Hm -mo.' log and grog that is poisoning 4 000 -

000 chumps w lm don’t kno v a loy eh-a'h L<mi a la t truck

.

I in a pretty good pitchman my '•elf.
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Broadway
Van Johnson in from N.Y.
Edgar Bergen planed in from

N.Y.
Edmund Grainger in town after

homeoffice huddles.

. Lou . Co$teUo . w* he. will .be,

ready for work in March.
Worth Larkin and Herb Dallin-

ger formed a new flackery.
Pete Shiith celebrated his 22nd

anni as a producer at Metro.
William Holden. Mickey Rooney

and Earl Holliman planed to Tokyo
for “Bridges at Toko-Ri."

Dinah Shore cancelled her Jan-
uary date at the Waldorf-Astoria
on advice of her physician.
James A. FitzPatrick will lecture

aboard the SS Kungsholm on its

cruise around South America.
Wilshire Chamber of 4 Commerce

tossed its “Great American of

1953“ dinner in honor of Bob Hope.
Southern California Motion Pic-

ture Council handed its three-star

award to Metro’s “Julius Caesar.”
Mervyn LeRov reelected presi-

dent of the Hollywood Turf Club,
in which he holds considerable
stock.

Paul Douglas in a Palo Alto
clinic for treatment of gallstones.

Walter Pidgeon will spend
Christmas Holidays entertaining
troops abroad for his fourth con-
secutive year.

Continued frem pace t

merit of high novelty casting is

causing uneasiness. After all, the

play which becomes a hit, despite

critical discouragement, is, in one

sense at least, abrogating the func-

tion of the dramatic critic.

* In some quarters, of course, the

abolition of the dramatic critic

as a control of theatrical stand-

ards is to be desired, but on the

other hand some alarm is likewise

felt in other sections over the ap-

parent debasement of the role of

play reviewer.

Does anyone listen to the play

critic anymore?

The spectacle of the public rav-

enously buying plays denounced by

the critics is, road critics feel, a

two-part disaster. Not only is their

taste being ignored, but. as it fre-

quently develops, plays with some
literary merit they like frequently

fail.

This places the critic in the lone-

ly situation of accidentally, now
and then, liking a play which also

happens to become a hit.

Far from shaping public opinion,

the road critic functions as a sort dramatic critic

of interesting trade sideshow: did

he guess it right? And, in the in-

stance of a star-cast vehicle, if the

star-casting is of proper magnitude,
the critic can be ignored alto-

gether.
Hollywood Formula

A number of plays which have
been deplored -by road critics so

far this season have gone on to big

success bn Broadway. “Solid Gold
Cadillac" and “Kind Sir" and “Sa-

brina Fair” are good specimens. All

three, however, w'ere casting suc-

cesses. They were a sort of Broad-
way triumph of the Hollywood /or-

mula.

Thi.s disparity of function and
fact, this wide spread between
taste and success, raises the whole
subtle problem of the relation of

the play reviewer to the true state

ly commercial these days, why
favor the medium reaching
lions again&t the medium rea
only thousands?

In several Sunday papers
lished in Washington, Haiti
Philadelphia, Boston-
cities—TV gets much
than the living theatre

Thyra Samter Winslow s new
book. “The Winslrw Weight Watch-

er.” due via Abelard Press.

Ben Goetl, head of Metro studios

In London, returned from the Coast

this week and heads for England

shortly.

Spencer Tracy in from Coast on

a vacation Van Johnson returned

to the Coast following a vacation

in Gotham.
Dick Jones, eastern regional di-

rector of the American Guild of

Variety Artists, bedded at the

Park East hosp.
London producer Jack Hylton in

for a couple of weeks to gander
the Broadway entries with an eye

pub-
more,

-and other
more space

so-called
and in some instances. TV now h
its own complete section of th<*
Sunday paper. Naturally, advert. s.

ing considerations are important,
for TV advertises more than thea-
tre, but so. for years, did the r« >.

tion pictures and yet the cinema
always played a space role inferior
to drama in most Sunday new>.
papers.

There is, in addition, the Lot
that some great dailies in these
cities now own TV stations, and,
consequently, in promoting these
stations are essentially in the new
entertainment medium themselves
and are. indirectly at least, com-
peting with the old medium of the
touring road attraction.

All of which is gradually but
persistently effecting the road city

Ji if not directly as
yet. at least as part of an altering
social and cultural community
geography. Some of the great road
critics have stood out valiantly
against this undertow, of debase-
ment, and some still write with
force and determination, decrying
the decline in Broadway standards,
deploring commercialism.

But this season has already given
evidence that the fight for once*
high literary standards of the spo-
ken drama is something of a lost

cause, and the American public,
adjusted to the star-spectacle, rich-
er and more able to attend theatre
than ever in the history of the na-
tion. are buying the big names and
to hell with literary standards

By Hal V. Cofien
Nixon booked “Twin Beds" for

two weeks beginning Dec. 28.

Playhouse landed “Time of the
Cuckoo” for its January show.

Redheads wind up five-week re-

turn date at the Ankara Saturday
( 5 K

'

Ralph Pew*. Plaza Theatre man-
ager. and his wife celebrated their
35th wedding anni.

Charlie Eagle chalked up 18
years as manager of the Stanley,
big downtown house. ,

Robert Bardwell not only direct-
ing but also doing a lead m
“Affairs of State” at Playhouse.

Rufus Blair due in Saturday < 5

•

with Corbett Twins to plug Bob
Hope’s “Here Come the Girls.”

Karl Kritz named associate con-
ductor of Pittsburgh Symphony,
replacing late Vladimir Bakalcini-

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Oscar Peterson into the Black-
hawk.

Gene Krupa at the Diamond
Knee.
Andrews Sisters clicking at Ital-

ian Village.
Joe Laurie Jr. doing the TV and

radio ciVcuit.

Sammy Davis Jr. intb Venetian
Room of Fairmont Hotel.

Polly Adler honor guesting at

opening of new nitery, “The
House.

Ida Lupino, Frank Lovejoy. Ed-
mund Gwenn and Collier Young in of theatre today

IfSS Continued from pane 1

Miss Francis who’s drawing the
trade for the Rosemary Casey com-
edy is heavy percentage of ticket

window' patrons who inquire, ' Is

this the Arlene Francis show
"

Brokers report a frequency of sim-
ilar queries.

Besides her regular “What’s My
Line?’’ stint. Miss Francis also is

a panelist every Saturday on a tal-

ent quest tele show on ABCTV,
makes occasional guest appear-
ances when her schedule permits,

and does a taped weekly radio se-

ries. Before the growth of tele,

she was one of the top dramatic
and audience-participation stars of

With her modeling season over.
Phyllis (Mrs. Jackie) Heller has
come on from N. Y. for a few
months.

Ben Henry, Eros Films director.
|

back in London *after five weeks in

the U. S.

Vivienne Knight resigning her
job as publicity director of Ealing*
Studios to become an" associate
producer.

Mickey Rooney expected in Eu-
rope this month to do a tour of G!

|

camps. He will be accompanied
by his wife,

British cartoonmaker, John Tlalas,*

back from N. Y. with a deal to de- i

sign an animated introduction to

the next Cinerama production.

.... Greer Gais.unjo:tuiDed ..

last weekend after her lecture
|

tour addressing university stu-
dents on filming of “Julius'
Caesar.”

Ginger Rogers and her husband.
Jacques Bergerac, guests of honor
at a British Lion-Marksman cock-
tailer.v. They’re here to star in

“Loveline.” a new British pic.

Nat Cohen and Stuart Levy gave
a cocktail party for Alexis Smith,;
Alexander Knox and Dirk Bogarde
who are starring in their new pro-
duction. “The Sleeping Gunman."
Orson Welles inked by Herbert

Wrtcnv for ^ Tioubte th the* Glen,** 1

which stars Margaret Lockwood. 1

Forrest Tucker. Victor McLaglen
i

and John McCallum. It's a Repub-

'

lie release.

The Duchess *of Kent and Gen-

!

eral Grucnther. the Allied su-
preme commander in Europe, were
among the celebs to see “The
Rohe" on its European proem in

London last week.

Otto Preminger in town for con- !

fabs with Monty Morton, the
I'nited Artist topper, about release
of the film, “Moon Is Blue." The
legit production of same folds next !

Saturday i3> after a live month
run.

By Lary Solloway
Estelle Loring into Pagoda Room

of the Saxony Hotel
Joyce Bryant switched from

Sans Souci booking to DiLido Hotel
date after first of year.

Jackie Miles set for Nautilus
Hotel Driftwood Room in January.
Larry Storch inked for Xmas holi-

days.
Patti Page tees off name lineup

for Jack Goldman’s Clover Club
Dec. 2. Helen Traubcl follows on
Dee. V4-.

Bill Jordan’s Bar of Music re-

opened for 17th season with Joy
Hodges show which includes Jor-
dan. Gina .Valente, Harvey. Bell and
Jack Marlin.

Casablanca Hotel owner Ivar
Blacker to New York Ht) gander
shows. He’s mulling production of
musicomedy units for the hotel’s
Club Morocco, utilizing feature
names backed by local talent.

devoted servants—the great road !

reviewers—stranded like a beached
j

boat at low- tide.
j

As recently as 15 years ago, the
American stage occupied a literary
position equal to that of music and

,

prose. But tiiis is no longer true.

In a frankly commercial theatre,
with most if not all literary pre-
tensions thrown out the stage door, i

what place remains for the dra-
matfe tkK>Ue -of austere- stafrdm'dv?

!

Actually, some say. what is need- !

ed is not a critique of theatre, but
a sort of expert trade reviewer,
who w ill save himself and his news-
paper embarrassment by writing
guardedly and at least qualifying
his remarks with the notation that
the play will probably succeed even
if he thinks it is Grade C soap
opera.

Or else, as is desired in some
managerial circles, a critic who
will function as a sort of elaborate
unpaid advertisement or press-
agenii who will entirely resign his
role as the arbiter of taste and cul-
ture for the community, and wish
Godspeed to every piece of prom-
ising trash that comes along the
highway. •

So far these extremes have not
been acceptable. To a majority, if

not all road critics, this hour of

!

compromise is as remote as the
good old days of vital and original
playwriting.
One very important considera-

tion involved in the shifting, sands,
and consequent changing geog-
raphy of theatre, at least in the
hinterlands, is increasing evidence
that the decline of drama as a cul-
tural influence is already apparent

j

to many publishers and managing
editors.

TV’s Inroads
A few quite frankly feel that the-

atre. once a major cultural force,
is losing caste, and therefore de-
serves less attention, less space,

i

less prominence in the newspaper
|

than of yore. Since the pressure

Warren Roth left MCA publicity
to embark as an art

Audrey Hepburn guesting for a
few days at Hinsdale Hunt Club.

Playboard. legit program mag.
lias new format and has been in-

creased to 32 pages.
AGVA patted Crossroads and

Moulin Rouge last week to its

minimum basic agreement.
Tony Martin toastmastered at

fund raising banquet of Chicago
Medical School last Tuesday (24 1

.

Former President Harry Tru-
man. Gladys Swart bout, Cary
Grant and Charlton Heston all par-
ticipated in Jerusalem Festival
held at Chicago Stadium last Sat-
urday t23' night.

In limiting her work in the more
remunerative video field to appear
on the stage in “Late Love." Miss

Francis is following her regular
practice. Although she was a pro-

lific-performer in radio before get-

ting her first Broadway part iti

George Abbott’s production of “An-
gel Island" in 1937-38, she has re-

peatedly taken legit assignments
that interfered with her kilocycle

activity.

Although Miss Francis is die

first established TV name drawing
ittt

' Brpad way-,- the vahre-of -a - tt*K*

buildup has been shown repeated-

ly on the strawhat circuit. First

to demonstrate it unmistakably was
Imogene Coca several summers ago
in “Happy Birthday.” Others who
have since repeated the example
have included Wally Cox. Fay e

Emerson. Robert Q. Lewis. Peggy
Wood and Miss Francis herself.

By Florence S. Lowe
The tTed Astatres’ recent visitors

at country home of filmite’s sister.

Charles Munch and Boston Sym-
phony check into Constitution Hall
Dec. 3 for annual stint.

Snvros Skouras here recently for
a Turkish Embassy fete honoring
the Minister-Counsellor of the
Greek Embassy.

Commissioners of the Port of
New York Authority hosting an in-
vitation preem of their tinted
documentary, “Via Port New
York.” for an audience here next
Monday (7».

A vos Mirande completing now*
play.,. “Yesterday."

Yves Montand held over for ox-
tendedrrun at Etoile.

Josephine Baker signed for addi-
tional weeks at Drap d’Or.
Truman Capote here for two

months to work on now play
Lido show on TV here and mi*

dies were covered for first item
New Spanish nitery, La Casta*

gnetta, opening in Palais-Royal
sector.

Peter Walker into first French
3-D nie. “Soil's do Paris" (“Paris
Nights”). •

Jinx Falkenhuhg here to tape
some foreign impressions for her
TV show.

Maria Casa.res to do Jean-Claude
poguy s “Joan of Arc” at Comedic-
Francaise.

Marie Bell has broken with the
Comcdie-Francaise and signed with
Joan-Louis Barrault.

Sylvia Montfort to have lead in

r* w : Paul Claudel play. “Proteus.”
s>-t for Oeuvre home early in 1954.

paramount purchasing “Leila.”
Gt-orge -Sand b og by Andre
Maurois, for William Wyler pro-
dution here

Ginger Ror» rs and hubby. Jac-

ques Bergerac, ai riving for lota-

Cantor Defends

Bv Les Rees
•lean Maxey Trio into St. Paul

Flame.
Songstress Betty Reilly at Hotel

Radisson Flame Room.
St Paul Auditorium had Fred

W. i nng show for one night.
Metropolitan Opera singer

George London here for concert.
Pursuit of Happiness” current

E'l.fh Bush Little Theatre show.
' Hollywood Ice Revue,” at St.

Paul Auditorium Dec. 8-13. using
radio ,md TV extensively for ad-
v.irue advertising.
Jimmy Nederlander. Lyceum

r tr.'iger, back from fruitless New
York quest for legit touring at-
tentions, having only one on
hor ’on. T ire Out for Ginger,”

i New Year s week.

Bala Inn putting in combo after
*5 years of organ music. Lenny
Forte's Trio signed.

A1 Martino booking skedded for
Dec. 24 at Latin Casino cancelled
by mutual agreement.
Lee Guber. boss of Rendezvous

subbed as radio commentator tor
vacationing Steve Allison

Arthur A. Hauser, formerly with
G. Ricordi & Co., now prc.\\ of

Theodore Presser Co., local music
publishers.

Philadelphia Orch held auditions
for’ violinist to replace the Lit#*

M*U~*MHler, only two candidates
showing up.
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EUGENE O’NEILL
Eugene Gladstone O'Neill. 63.

j

America’s top playwright, winner!

;,f the Nobel literary prize and
;

three-time recipient of the Pulitzer

,vv.ud. died Nov. 27 at his home
in Boston.

Further details in the legit s?c-

ion.

JOSEPH BURSTYN
Joseph Burstyn. 52. pioneer for-

( i«>n film distributor, died Nov. 29

..hoard a Paris-bound Trans Woml
Airlines plane.

Further details
#
in the film sec-

•
.

i
> :i

*

1IENRI BERNSTEIN
Henri Bernstein, 77. French

plavvv right-producer. died Nov. 27

ni' ‘Paris alter an operation in a

, iv ate clinic. Bernstein. who**
tii-st plav. *‘Le Marche." was writ-

i
t

.n i n 1900, had been active in the

theatre for 50 years’* During that

imie he earned approximately

sii (>00.000 from his plays.

, \t the start of his career. Bem-
oan turned out light comedies
Inch as v Le Detour” and “Joujou.”

Inter switching to more serious

Humes in "The Whirlwind. Ihe

Thief" and "Samson." When the

Dreyfus ease stirred up anti-Semi-

ii in in France in 1908, he penned
"Israel,” attacking this prejudice.

After a brief retirement, he re-

in rued to play writing. In 1913 he

turned out one of his most sueec. s-

t ul works. "Le Secret.” .which was
n \ivcd in France five times and
was also produced in New York by
David Belaseo.
Among Bernstein’s other plays

were "Judith,” "Melo," in which
Charles Boyer starred in Paris for

two years, and "Esooir.’ which als’o

had a two-year Paris run. He also

iterated his own theatres, the

Theatre du Gymnase from 1918-

1 940. and after that the Theatre
ih s Amhassadeurs. His play. "Ki-

vu e." dealing with anti-Hitier

r< fiigees. was housed in the latter

theatre until the surrender of

Paris to the Nazis. Bernstein
escaped to England and then' the
i- v: in ih» Navi invasion.

Il(> remained in America until

1946.

Following World War II. Bern-
stein wrote only one play. "La
Soil'." During recent years he
-pent Didst of his time reviving
vnine of his older works and nro-

ci icing French versions of British

and American plays. He reached
his peak as a playwright prior to

World War 1. During that period,

there was a production of a Bern-

her debut in "The Blue Bird" in

Sydney. She later toured South
Africa appearing in “Officer 66(5."

"Seven Keys to Baldpate” and "The
Fortuny Hunter.”

Miss Mitchell came to the l S
during the early 20s and made her
American bow in New York with
the Neighborhood Playhouse group
In “The Madras House." In 1926
she appeared in the Theatre Guild
production of "The Chief Thing.”
She later appeared in live shows
put on by the Grand Street Follies

Co. Other plays in which she per-

formed included "Meet the Prince

"

and "The Cherry Orchard
'

.Miss Mitchell also had roles in

such play s as "Miss Susan Ex-

pects." "Leave Her to 'Heaven.''

"Boyd's Daughter. Flic Corn is

Green," "O Mistress Mine" and "l

Know My Love " Besides her

Broadway appearances, she was
seen on the strawhat circuit and
had rotes on radio and TV shows.
She appeared with Ethel Barry-
more and Walter Hampden in

"Hamlet” and "The Merchant id

\ enice.”
Husband, J. Plumpton Wilson,

whom she married in 1924. v hiie

they w« re both touring in the same
company, survives

1

.

3 000 theatrical lodgings •-The-per hsh valid? artiste anil pantomime
made his lu st appearance at ace of * principal boy. tiled at Bradford,
five, as , Little Willie m "East Eng . recently. •*

Lynne" at Manchester, Eng. ~r~— — t
Mother, 79 of Mrs Donald Stem*

Franre* Roardman. -74 retired first wife of tin* PUfsburgJi Post- -

St Paul Pioneer Press-D spa eli ( r/ tie music critic, d cd In that

drama and music «y it it*, died m St city Any 23 after a^long illness.

Paul \o\ 19. She rolincpiuhcd h*i
t

post with St Paul new -papers m
|4'7 alter serving tor 25. v .•a»”- ,

music nd c and ;i'-« doing some I’uth Metier L“i*t :ud L.

drama revitw ng A Indt'acr f la wo New 3 oi k Nov 29 lie*

retue. ot the Si Paul Dupati h i h- i* 5 1 » Lpiws real e-tali' ih pait-

tur.al s.at I . sin \ i\ e-

EDWARD M. STI VE
Edward M. Stuve. 75. who retired

in 1945 after serving as a salesman
for Paramount Pictures out ot the

Pittsburgh office fot 35 years, died

Nov. 22 in Miami, where he had

been making bis home for some
time. One of the real veterans in

the industry, he had spent prac-

tically his entire career in distribu*

Don in Pittsburgh, having been
with the old Pathc Film Co. before

shifting to Par.
Stove was a veteran' of the

1

Spanish-American War and was
one of the earliest members of

Variety Club Tent No. 1. He leaves

his wiie and a daughter.

I)R. GEORGE A. RUSSELL
Dr. George A. Russell. 73. com-

poser. organist and pianist, died

Nov. 24 in Dewitt. N. Y. Retired

director of 'music for the Wdna-
makcr department stores and for-

mer music d'reetor at Princeton l .

he studied music in Europe after

graduating from Syracuse C. and
made his debut a*' a pianist in Paris

in 190ft. He 'thd concert ' work in

the U. S. for a> ‘it two years fol-

lowing his return from Europe.

Songs composed by Bussell in-

clude "Sunset.”. "The Sacred Eire."

"In Fountain Could " and "Lyric

World War I as a camera operator,
in neighborhood theatres
Young subsequently worked at

a number1 of Heading houses-. Last
August he was named chief projec-
tionist at Reading s Warner Toca-
tre but illness forced him to retire
a week later. He was a former
business agent and head ot Bead-
ing Local 661 1ATSI.

v
Ills wife anti daughtir survive.

SOI. 11001*11
Jsol Hoopu. 43 one ot Hawaii's

nuoe noted mpsuianv d i d Nov 16
ill Seattle altei an extended illness
Hi memhi r, d in 11. wan ..

v k ng o!

the steel guitar, he entered reli-

gious v ink 14 years ago alter 16
years as a film pci snnulity in

Holly w ood '
. .

!

Author of count h vs Hawaii

m

songs. Hoimii i- ( rt third with in-

troducing ;.i// o:i the Hawaiian
steel guit'ai lit actually v* Sul
Hoopii Kuaiai ha\ ng dropped his

last name pi OU"vsibnaMv in 19"3
Survivuir

t
ai i lour hrot hi i - and

lour si-u i
-

ALFRED STl.lNRI IU. I RANK
Alfred Sieinh. rg 1 rank.' 66 an

thor at d 1' rii i s t . d < d in \ icirna-
No\ 2‘.i ony a |e\v days ailtr the
deal h of Karl I oerdi 1 1 with whom
he had vi iHeti many \ lenne-e
-on "s.

Steinhert'-Ei ank was laeident
oi the Vienna Soeit ty of folksongs
and was. an ^ tiiiive memhi r o|

\KM, the Aurtrian performing
rights -o iety B; • v

i
< t • v w riling ly-

rics to a niiinbii of hits die eo.-

aiithorid two onneltas '

'Kaiser-
liehelien" and “Fairy Tales tnmi
Vienna."

JO UHIM PR \T \

Joaowim prat a. 71 cmmh ilian and
playwright, died Nov l!t in l/shon
He began Ins theatrical i arei r "i

Ins native (>porto at t’le ;"o,ot 17

Since then lie appeared in legit and
films until last reason

A top comic in his heyday Praia
aho eollal or.-’tcil as a icviic y l iter

lie toured I’or.imal \triea and
Brazil extensively and was a in-

lolinder as welt as duec.or of the
Pension Fund for old and disabled
show lolk

I' SIR IVOR ATKINS
Sir Ivor Atkins, ltd musician-

composer., died Nov 26 in Wor-
1 tester Engl; ml Sir Ivor wiioeon
iluclcil the Fe-tivals of the 't hree
Choirs in V oice ter 12 times was Charles Munnt, 62 mu Inm hi d

a collaborator ol Sir Edward Elt'ar. of the Hoyts thea',." chain m An
His < nl I; Ian at urns with Sir Edward India .

»' cd in Svdiicv Nov 30
included idilues t>( "St Matthew lollow int.' . n opm ai mu Mmc i

MARRIAGES

til* it

B'am lie Mi Kinney t«> l.t Ken-
(’liarlri \V, B -xrr. 1 st *~an ;iefni'- > » Briimbeloe. Btai h- hear («a .

agym 'imv PI30. liied «'t i.mi ci Ndv 27 Bride is actress with

Nov 28 in Hollywood iiiuinallv the I’.ariu Theatre Ahtiu'don. \ a.

an .actor, tor Vitarraph. he redoid
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Alee Rail, w k promoter ot on I

get I rod pi s o t it at. I b nit % I
1
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llappv l.i.Miati Ice known in » am c
as the "ueg.iv yoi'ctlim Dn't !i

(til l

" ami I o’lher o| 1 1 *‘*ii
|
e it r ;

i

a'.’ei Kay I < tei

(."•ilf Harris, 50 lilm ;ili ii i'i

died Ndv 25 m Ihiltiwnoi' lo'low

mg a In .'ii t at I . • K ' 1 t he I hic oi

Ills lit at h be *' n.s \ I hill \ I I i’ l

-a'cs i epri
.

•
' i t. t iv c for A.i *’ia

His w ilc and son iii v n r

Lewis I’i retman. S 3 pioneer (

i

!
>

i

exhibit lii’ III Philadelphia il ' • ' alto ( oinpaiiy

I Nov. 24 in t tint etl\ lie upera'nd
theat res in e- 1 I’bit.idelotiia

Nin th Pliilly and 5 eatton. I’a 'inn'

1919 He reined in 19-M lie widow
and tjwn dauglitei s^m v iv e

1 U’S ( Igtnens to Job* Fank-
i'i i. N <-w ’ Yip k .

\m 2tl Bride
i v n lr-i in S i t Ii tl ,c Theatre

(b ifdA pi f d •
i ' 1 r 1 .it .it It'- tU pt
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IhiHi Mi Mullen to John P
N*

t -ni i ,ira"o Nov 2* 1 Brule is

n. \ ii iv staffer
• i i ' 1

1

» • ,r In N ’ 1 1 lie' .1 ll.nijv.

( I- ia"o Nov !’:t lie’s i! ramn ci it ii*

all 1 ( illumin’ t loi < 'lit i ago 1 >a»ly

Al

(r Mia Rryderr fn Hiifh Firms.
< V..it In id’ • Scot Nov 2(1 lies

\Ui • [it r V.d h llic ( i.'ti .w .iv Tin al re

1 1» 1 linhurgh
\ i b .m \\d!».i'V to A lexaniler

' (",he. Pi t lb S"ol \o\ 17.

B 1d l
’ s an ait , i vs v dli Perth The-

M. i\ A’liie Edict . t * * Neil Waldo
Duluth Mum

.
Nov 26 lie is a

B’p'b v at- 1 tun m the k kat ifig chorus
at ( Nno ad 1 1 il’o’i I lot t I

( ’In.

B IRTHS
nd Mi Haul l.andrv,Mr

* 1 ;i
i

•

:

1
1 1 1 ei I’ll I sbio gli N

<

•» i

Passion' d’ul.'St Joint f’assjoM." eintly b< • a opiiatm <>t a n.ipn
Aik t's

;
s KniglitciT in 1921 for ind'ept iii't h < hr ini"

bis eon! i . In l ions to line and v. a

twite prespiont nl the Bnyal Col
lege ol * »r: a n i ts.

IN FON!) REMEMBRANCE

WILLIAM FREDERICK PETERS
(December 1 st, 1938 )

He could read music—He could write music

He could orchestrate, and was a wonderful Conductor

Hit Devoted Wife. Mr*. William Frederick Peter*

Emanuel ( ohen. PI a im mhei
Ol | ATS I I .a I It and loi 211

ve, r .ri * i (i 1

1

to
. i ol ill \ ( pile 1

1

iv

ot Mien- i'i Hldl.-t.ii pin; t

II • v ill tui and
' "t \ iv e

CiEO'tfiE \\ . JINKS
f ieol j. e Jinks f,!t \ < ! \ am !e- 24 in llifd <

v i 1 1 ; a n ilif d Ndv 26 in t I’rtioklyn. tvt o ti. i f*

Born in IMvmo.titli I’ndaml be

came to Ihe l S in ID' »7 with his
j

Bi\l»v Smitli, al < l.in-t ni far.

“liv e" n-Mionelti s "The t lee mouth *• 1 *N ; nd n m an' *- tb pai l

[

Jays ’’ He play t d the lit !h-()r- mint' did Nov in llnlyvuod

I phenol circuit lor a nnniher of lie 1 1 . r i be- ri w dli Ho < imoari’.

'of’ytars , ?id in 1913 a:»|e a red at -inei H37. Hr ‘on ,,ud danplib i

the Palace "ti the *ani» bill with mh\ •

L Jiwrul^uiU.lle A-v i » u ii • i *

i

n

stein work somewhere every night
tor ID years and at one time there
wi re 80 performances of his plays
on at the same time in Europe.

GEORGE K. SPOOR
George K. Spoor. 81. motion pie

pioncor-invenior and co-founder of
1 --anay Studios in Chicago, died
Ndv 24 in that city. He was a key
l dtre in the pre-Hollywood era
"I the early part of the century
' hen the activities of the Essnnay
Jot along with the Solig studios'
'V'rrrrri hC-Tu/tco r he "* K rim Cn prfn >

"l the World” title ltd' a short
period,

Inventor of one of the first prO-
tors in 1896. Spoor set up the

t sanay firm, in association with
Gilbert M. Anderson. From 1906
ontil folding ten years laier it

tGed- the services of such later
Hollywood luminaries as Charlie
Chaplin, Wallace Beery. Francis X.
Bushman and Gloria Swanson.
Pi aet.ic.ally all of the early Essanay
) cod uct played the nickelodeon
•in uit. projecting such favorites as
Lilfiari Drew. "Beverly''"TTavnc and
Jb n Turpin into "stardom.”

However, t he Windy City studio
’ as unable to withstand the swing
d the Coast and it went out of
business in 1916. Spoor (hen turned
' is attention to the development
r, l a 3-D process, working with
physicist P. John Breggen. The
process was finalized in 1926 and
lour years later was used in an ex-
perimental picture produced by
Spoor and associates. After the
3-D pic failed to catch on in 1930.
he retired from the motion picture
field.

Survived by a daughter.
—r _____

ESTHER MITCHELL
Mrs. Esther Mitchell Wilson, ae-

frc-<5. professionally known as
f>thrr Mitchell, died Nov. 26 in
New York. Bo*’n in Newcastle. New
South, Wales, Australia, she made

from Tagore.” He penned "
I heme

and Variations” and "Contrapuntal

Waltz” for the piano and "St Law- ,

renee Sketches lot the organ.

Wile, a sister and a brother sur-

vive.

HERBERT C. PEABODY
Herbert C Peabody. 79 com-

poser ol religious music. choirmaL
Ur and iornier’dean of the Ameri-

can Guild of Organists, died Nov.

27 at Harwich Mass. Born in Cape-

town. South Alriea he graduated

f **»}•<> iIm' ki-w*’ 1,11g

l

aiwl - oiisi . v*

torv ot Mu-ie and served for yiars

as i liurth organist in the Huh aica

and later in Pittsburgh. Pa.

In addition to composing nli-

gimis music Peabody wrote exten-

sivelv for "The Churchman ” "1 i'-

ing Church" and "Musical Ameri-

ca.” lie recently served on the

conim it tee compiling and writing

the history of the American Guild

ol ( Jrganists.
, Survived by wile, tln'ie daugh-

t * t v and son.

j
rrrt/tyu rern afbh-

Riidolt Bel natter. 73. onefiine

Eiirofiean h git producer and thea-

tre owner, died Nov. 27 in London,
lie was a leading producer in Eu-

rope about 30 years ago. During

his career he owned and operated

four theatres in Berlin and gave

! Marlene Dietrich one of her first

roles when she was a drama stu-

dent.
Bernauer was also part author of

the original German libretto for

Oscar Straus’ operetta. “The
Chocolate Soldier.” He was born

in Hungary, but later adbptcd Brit-

ish nationality.

If. MERRILL YOUNG
H. Merrill Young. 58. pioneer

motion picture projectionist and

un’on head, died Nov. 21 in Read-

ing. Pa after a long illness Jie

started in the industry b'loie

as tlie conn dy lead in '

l oin Hus-
bands "

Wife and tv o sum * in \ iv e

and lour ilau'.'bl' i

Mini.i\ Goldberg.

DAVID Mil l MAN
David M'lhu n 43. ph>' vvrirht-

ooet. <1 cd No* 23 in the Bronx
\ A’ ||e a"i hoi cd sig h play s ;i-

‘The I. i < * net at 'no" and ' \ll Goldberg, pre

The Wot io‘ a St.vu The Im^uer ProdoeHoe
work v. ‘ pi crP'd a' Hie M tin

Studio 'I'li'. ire N A., in 1942 Ibai

n bile tin laflcr v ns produi •» d in

Brook ly n t
1 c e y ear

Wi I e. 1 1 i ot I ;er . a '
i * t cr and

. v.’-u IxruUu -

( h.irb- It Raines. 37. oHico man
ager at Mi 1 1 o s Philailelphia cv

change dicii in that cit\ N'o.v 27
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Waller tov Gbodell 6H com-
.

, „
„„ o, died Nov 21 in B rw' n. IM v Sonnet f t ot lif >i vt«- • ti. v do

Hi had I aorlit music in Mitroooli- of \ct-'an P ’

'

* nu "n ib 1 1 n t • >
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'•Ii and Mif -A Carl Pig'rod,
53 v York Nov 25 f allu r
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Ii and Mrs Noel Ltiseomlie.
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JOHN GORMAN •
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.John Shim) Gorman 81. for- D«i a Cvnge. rm Irther of t)n ada pip.u.ton Y ax Pllm o. I.o-rne ha.s
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Broadway Beat’ Became Frustration f[H ESTATERS

Alley Daring 11 Days of Press Strike IIITn njnifl-T

By ABEL GREEN 4

The frustrations created by the

N. Y. photo-engravers’ strike for

newspapermen covering the Broad-

way beat, be they columnists, dra-

ma reviewers or others whose news
vineyards are the Main Stem, was
something unique in all their col-

lective careers. For the first time

in journalistic history this was a

case of defeatism by a force not

of their own lack of enterprise. It

wasn’t as if they were scooped, or

didn’t get the inside, or weren’t

able to give their own interpreta-

tions of this or that happening.

This was Just an immobile force

that was greater than anything and
everything previously experienced.

It saw syndicated columnists

compelled to
3phone hot news to

this or that favored out-of-town

newspaper buying their service. It

suw the N. Y. Herald Tribune stale-

mated both locally and in its syn-

dicated hinterland by company
policy not to circulate any features

unless first printed in the home
sheet.

It also saw radio and TV for

the most part not making much of !

its excellent opportunities for news
’

coverage. Instead of putting punch !

into the news, they merely dou-
j

bled-up, in certain statu n in-
;

stances, and gave the same tired

newscasts of stock world events in
;

the same monotonous reprise. The i

accent on local news was almost

nil. I

Radio and TV did an emergency
(Continued on pane 26) I

Former Cincy TV Star
j

Now Packing ’Em In

On Evange ist Trail

Columbus, Dec. 8.

Mel Martin, who last year at this

time was appearing on WLW-Tele-
vision and- radio from 12 to 18

hours a week and drawing a salary

second only to that of Crosley's

celebrated Ruth Lyons, ditched it

all last April 16 to become a Bap-

tist evangelist and is now booked
a full year ahead for preaching
missions.

Martin, who appeared nightly

last week in a church at Sunbury,
a town near here, told how he got
into television. Since the age of

six he had been on the evangelistic
trail, but was forced to give it up
when Mrs. Martin’s health prevent-
ed him from traveling. They set-

tled in Cincinnati, where they
‘ didn’t know a soul.”

“1 was walking down the street
in Cincinnati one day in 1950 and
saw a television set operating in a
store window. I went inside so I

could hear a$ well as see the pro-
gram, an audience participation
show.

‘I said to myself, ‘If that’s all
there is to television. I can cer-
tain, y try it’.” WLVV to d h'm
there were no openings and he

(Continued on page 48)

'Hopalong’ Moses
Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Cecil B. DeMille is inter-

ested in casting William (Hop-
along Cassidy) Boyd as Moses
in the remake of “Ten
Commandments.” Negotiations
must await completion of

screenplay. Production slated

for next year.

This would be first time
since Boyd hit television jack-

pot that he’s performed in a

regular theatrical film.

Police, Exhibs

Join to Fight

N.Y. Vandalism
A major move to combat thea-

tre vandalism among juveniles will

be launched shortly in New York.
It entails a "youth movement”
project involving the Police Ath-

letic League and theatre operators

in Gotham.
While details of the plan were

not revealed, Harry Brandt, head
of the Brandt chain, said that “van-

dalism has reached the stage where
something affirmative must be
done.” He indicated that the
“youth movement” proposal would
be a move in that direction and
would be a credit to the film indus-

try in New York.

Meanwhile, means to curb van-

!

dalism. a continuing and serious
problem, have been stepped up in

J

the Broadway and nabe houses.

;
It’s become a common practice for

|

the circuits to employ uniformed
i special policemen to patrol the the-

j

at res. Brandt has for many years
I employed former and retired New
York City policemen as managers
and assistant managers of his

houses.

Sears, Roebuck Catalogs

Vivien Kellems for Video
Scars, Roebuck will make its tel-

evision debut as a sponsor with
Connecticut’s femme industrialist

Vivien Kellems at the head of its

1 show. Mail- order outfit cut a kine-
! scope of the program Monday (7)

. at the DuMont Studio in New

|

York. Martin Jones and Henry
• Olmsted have the production-direc-

tion assignments.

Miss Kellems for many years

has been an ardent foe of social

I

security and withholding taxes. At

one time she refused to collect

withholding taxes from her em-
ployees. but a Federal lien rg;* :.nst

her brought in the necessary rev-

l enue.

While the advertising side of the
Fourth Estate may have its beefs
about the advent of television, for
the nation’s working press, the
medium has become a welcome
source of new funds and activities.

The more colorful and informed
newsmen have been reaping an
unprecedented harvest of coin and
prestige.

The boom is on a network and
local level, with virtually every city

surveyed by Varusty showing local

legmen enjoying the income and
prestige of their own shows. New
York, particularly, is a haven for
the screen-struck newsman, with
network and local shows providing
lots of opportunities for the loose-

lipped legman.
As in other phases of the broad-

casting biz, radio personalities
have led the parade to tele. Such
longtime AMers as Walter Win-
chell. Bill Corum and Dorothy
Kilgallen have moved over to the
more attractive video fold while
retaining their radio berths. But
aside from the veterans of radio,

there’s emerged a new school of

fresh video faces. Kingpin of them
all is the Daily News’ Ed Sullivan,
who’s built his “Toast of the Town”
into one of CBS’ essential proper-
ties and who’s become a master
salesman for the Lincoln-Mercury
outfit.

Others, on a less staggering
basis but still in important slots,

are Jimmy Powers, The News’
sports editor, who has show's on
two local stations (one of them
WPIX, which belongs to The
News) and does .the Gillette fights

on NBC; Journal-Ameriean and

(Continued on page 73)

Xmas Gift Angle

New Angel Pitch

A new high (or low) in shilling

for angeling is the pitch by Eliza-

beth Miele Productions for “Can
You Dance.” offering pieces of the
show as Christmas presents. Idea
is that this gift “should cost you
nothing .... as a limited partner
you merely advance your money to

this production. Recipients of your
gift share only in the profits. This
would be a novel and highly prof-

itable gift. Your friends would be
grateful to you every month when
they receive a check from the prof-

its of this great musical. Since they
share in profits not only from the
production, but also the stock,

radio, television, publishing, record
albums and all other rights, they
should be receiving checks from
your wonderful gift for years to

come.”
The pitch continues, “If you had

given a friend only 1% in ‘Okla-

homa’ as a Christmas gift, the re-

cipient would have received a total

of $50,000 in profits. We honestly

1 (Continued on page 74)

—
;

——— After 20 years of sailing the in-

p u . r* & ii, vj 7 ternational exhibition. “seas, the
Lan He Lount the House ; controversial and much-censored’

Tom Lehrer, who opens next Czech film, “Ecstasy," is now near-
week at the Blue Angel, N. Y., ing a $3,000,000 worldwide gross
is a Phi Beta Kappa from Har- and still going strong.

Tom Lehrer, who opens next
week at the Blue Angel, N. Y.,

is a Phi Beta Kappa from Har-
vard, and has had a varied ca-

reer which included teaching
of first and second year cal-

culus.

Max Gordon, who operates
the Angel with Herbert Ja-
coby, after looking over
Lehrer’s qualifications, decided
he booked the comic at the
wrong time. He felt the ideal

period would be during the ac-

countant’s vacation, so that he
could double at both jobs.

Baseball Commissioner Ford C.
Frick put a big question mark after

According to Sam Cummins of
Jewel ; Productions,

. who's been
handling this hot potato since 193®
both in the U. S. and worldwide,
“Ecstasy”—in both the old and
the new cleaned-up version—is
showing unabated bo. strength
and is only now . beginning to
reach the subsequents and the
drive-ins. It’s currently playing
the Embassy Newsreel on Times
Square where the Rialto Theatre
last' showed it in 1950.
Film has been leading a schizo-

phrenic existence for years. In
the censorship state’s, the Hedy
Lamarr starrer runs sans the vari-
ous nude, scenes which are film’s
claim to dubious fame. New Eng-
lish dialog as well as a number
of up-dating

.
scenes have been

added in Hollywood by Gustav
Machaty, who originally lensed the
film in Prague in 1933. This ver-
sion has the Production Code seal
but not the blessings of the Legion
of Decency which has fought it

from the start;
Rest of the states are at liberty

better than $1,000,000 in annual
|

to see the original version to which
World Series revenue garnered .

English dialog was added. Cum-
from its radio and TV sponsor, mins reports that uncensored 16m
Gillette Safety Razor Co. when he prints are making the rounds, with
presented the executive baseball various colleges particularly inter-
council’s proposal to do away with ested in the pic which gets by un-
the players' pension plan at a minor der the "art” tag. Film just played
league meeting in Atlanta last at the University of Chicago -and
week. Right now an estimated

j

is skedded for U. of Wisconsin stu-
oem ~ t i. l - — L ±1 I t n i i .85% of the cash goes into the pen-
sion fund.
Where the dough will go if the

big league officials vote to accept
Frick’s proposal at their current
three-day meet in New York might
become as much of a mystery for

awhile as the proposal itself was
before it* was made public in At-
lanta. Some newsmen who are well
informed along sports row are
guessing that the club officials who

(Continued on page 24)

Ed Murrow Rfick To

Korea on ’Xmas Story’

(Continued on page 74)

Indians Freed on Plea

!

St. Louis, Dec. 8.

Under an agreement reached in

Chicago last week the Eastman
Kodak Co. will release 8,000 feet

of color motion pictures taken by

j

Denver M. Wright, wealthy $t,

.
Louis County big game hunter.
Kodak held them since 1951 on the

The Edward R. Murrow+red I

l
Jl
e
,i

illns^
Friendly "See' It Now" will do i

-dong the uppei-reaches

Part II of “Christmas in Korea” on
CBS-TV Dec. 29. Last year’s

"CIK” won wide kudos aS a dra-

matic wartime picture of GI’s. This

of the Amazon river, the disputed
films show Amazonian Indians in

the nude.

About 180 feet of the .films

year’s central theme will probably showed the nude natives and a (tor-

be pegged on the truce in general neys for the film company held

and POWs in particular. (It’s sig- that the firm might be liable to

nificant that the six-month truce violations of the postal laws if the

Tfteriod expires two days before films were Sent through the mails.
v

I x«r • -a
-

a _ i j xr r« x-v?’ _i _ _

Christmas.) Wright told U. Sv District Judge

In the Murrow flight contingent Winn G. Knoch that the films were

starting .Dec. 19 will be a camera mpde for the Bible Institute of Los

crew (one already is on the scene) Angeles for training missionaries,

and two soundmen. Murrow’s re- and were not intended for general

porters, who’ll make it a trio with showing. The Judge had a look-see

him, are Ed Scott, who left for at the films and after Wright’s ex-

Korea a week ago, and Robert planation of the purpose of the

Pierpont. Murrow and troupe are films the Eastman Co. attorney

r skeddedi to arrive on the 21st. agreed to release them.
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.
Paris, Dec. 1.

French Bureau of Tourism has

released figures on this year’s tour-

ist influx, and it shapes as a medi-

ocre year, with a definite fall in

patrons from the 3,250,000 in 1952

to 2,500,000 this year. Bad -.werith-

;

« r of final quarter which was .

blamed partly but held most re-

,

sponsible was the nationwide,

strike last July and August, at the

;

peak of the season, which par-

alyzed French transportation, as

v. ell as the: rapidly rising prices.

Last-named is sending economy

.

tourists to other countries, and
j

shortening the intended Stay of

n.any others here.

It was reported that the big

strike did not effect big spots such

as Paris and the Riviera as much
special resort spots. Statistics

showed that Paris guests during

the strike, this year were only,

about 29.000 less than last, year’s

figure while the Riviera dropped
from over 10,000;

It is estimated that there wore
over 300,000 Americans here this

year which rates behind the Swiss,

Italians. Belgians and English.

Americans spent
.
about $90,000.-

000. However, the difficulties over

prices are. beginning to occupy the

French who see the lucrative dol-

lar beginning to slip away as the

t Continued on page 74 >

HUTTON’S 1ST FLA. DATE

AS COSTAR WITH SOPH
Betty Hutton will play her first

Florida cafe date at the Beach-
comber, Miami: Beach, Jan. 12.

She’ll costar with Sophie Tucker,
whose life story. Miss Hutton is set.

to do as an indie film production, 1

Miss Hutton, who recently played
four weeks at the. Palace. N. Y.. for

four weeks, will go in with the Sky-
larks.

Beachcomber will attempt one of

its most ambitious programs for

the season. Spot has signed Miss
TuckCr for the greater part of the
season, and Will augment, her with.

Billy Daniels. . Myron Cohen and
others. Harry Richman will be per-

manent emcee at the spot.

Audrey Hepburn in N. Y.

Audrey Hepburn, having com-
pleted work in the film version pf

“Sabrina Fair” at Paramount, is

due inf from the Coast tomorrow
(Thursi.);

She Starts rehearsals of
.
the

Playwright Company's upcoming
“Ondirie.”

43
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Government official*

counting 'amoA?

Join Annual 18-Day

Yule GI Show Trek
Hollywood, Dec; 8.

This year’s Christmas holiday en-

tertainment for servicemen abroad

will be provided bv 43 Hollywood

performers and 12 USO-Camp
;

Show musicians, all ofwhom have
,

volunteered to join the Hollywood
,

Coordinating Committee's program.
Tourists will be away from home

;

18 days, starting Dec. 18. Groups
anoL their destinations are :

'

. . ,

koREA-^Johiiiiy Grant. Merry
(

Anders, Sheila Connolly, Roberta
Haynes, Terry .Moore, Penny'
Singleton, Susan Zaiiuck. Roscoe
Ates, Cynthia; and Kay Bell. Vir- .

ginia HalK Ann McCormack. Mary
Murphy,: Christine Towner., Larry
Roberts. Kay Marx. Phyllis Mc-
Cann and Lennie Sherman.

EUROPE—Walter Pidgeon. Kee-
nan Wynn. .Lucy Bell, Carolina
Cotton. Sharlee Hudson, Kerb Jef-

fries, Slapsie Maxie Roseabloom.
Gladys Ahern, Will Ahern. Donna
Brown, Dm Daffori. Kay Dalton,

Cathy Downs. . Jack O'Connor.
Maxine Barlowe and Pat Moran.

ALASKA—Buddy Rogers. Jacki
Altier. Jim Crescln. Marilyn HedieV.
Marcelle Philpott. Patti Regan,
Don Price and Evelyn Russell.

Musicians include Dick Saunders.
Joe South, Eddie Ross. Bill Loyd
and Stan Buseth, Korea; Bobby
Tucker. Ludwig Dreyfus. Dihna
Morris and Donna Morris; Europe:
Edmond Burr, Onest Conley and
Eddy Samuels, Alaska. / .

HORACE HEIDT
Opening January l. 1954, at the

KdRewatei? Keaih Hotel, Chicago,
. Then to Mew. Vork . . .. Opening
February >. 1954. at Hotel Stiitleiv

Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER

11 Fifth A ve.. New Fork

Hollywood, Dec. 8, .

A deal Is peeking for Columbia
1

Pictures to produce “Time For
Elizabeth,” a play co-authored by
Norman Krasna and Grpucho.
Marx—right, ‘ Groucho TVlarx.

Marx will star if the contract 1$

finalized with Columbia’s No. 1

exec, Jerry Wald.

Berk’s Benedict Dinner

Draws Show Biz Brass;

Tape A Collector’s Item

Apart from the usual risgay com-
edy which

.

generally punctuates

bachelor dinners, the. 300 profes-

sional arid non-pro wellwishers

who toasted Milton Berle
.
Friday

(11) on his marriage today (Wed.)

to Ruth Cosgrove, evidenced ait

extraordinarily warm tribute. It

was also very funny arid well worth.

the>_$JL2.50 a head for the dinner
served up at the -Waldorf-Astoria.

The jaded show biz bunch voted

the Jade Room: get-together one
of the funniest in their experience.

An ail-star cast of top comedians
did their stint, under the toast-

. j . ] mastering of Joe E. Lewis, abbott
revned Theatre

‘of The Friars. Sid Caesar, Jack E.

Leonard, /Henny Youngmari, Joey
of the Associated Actors & Artistes • A^anrs. Rod Buttons, Dave Garro-

way, Gene Baylos, Harry Delf,

George Raft, Herb Shriner, Jesse

Block, Ed Wiener, Eddie Fisher,

Morey Amsterdam, Pat Weaver,
Irvirig Gray and Earl Wilson were
on the dais and/or performed.

trend towarff^gldUfyiQg
sadism in motion picture

The recently

Authority, benefit control board

v

Enclosed find chock or m.o.

for $ Sond Variety for

ono year ............

two years

ZONE ... STATE

Indicate if gift cord, desired

•NAME.;' ....

ADDRESS ....

CITY. ZONE' . STATE ...../

One Year—$1 0.Q0 Two Years—$1 8.00 *

Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional per Year

- P^KIETY l"c-

154 West 46th Street New York 36. N. Y.

of America- has given the Cerebral

Palsy fund the go-ahead for tele-

thons on a local basis, provided the

CP- agrees to .strict TA supervision

and allocates lO^ of its take to the

Authority for distribution to thea-

trical charities and to the welfare

funds of the various performer
unions. ^
Board meeting last -week Voted

down any wffethori on a national*

basis. CP board, which will meet
Fridavf 'll', is expected to okay
this agreement with TA.
Whether the CP org will be able

to garner sufficient performers to
hold a telethon remains to be seen.
Agencies are in the process of dis-
couraging all acts from appearing
o,n these gratis shindigs. At' the
Wiliiarri Morris Agency, for exam-'
pie, artists will be told that their

. appearance on a telethon jeopard-
izes -guest shot at usual fees, and
puts them in a position .of appear
irig under adverse conditions.
Agency will Stress that the cuffo
shot may cost them coin in other
directions. Agency,, however, will
-have the performer make the final

decision.

over the
crime end

picture*,. .TV, ra-

dio and comic books..

Most recent expression of this

attitude .was that of William 1\

.

Rogers, Deputy Attorney-General-
of the TJnited'''Statcs. In an ad-
dress in Washington recently at

the graduation- exercises of the
,

FBI National ' Academy, Rogers
said; "These are important prob-

.

lems which sooner or later must
be dealt with intelligently by the
American community,” He stressed
that he was not suggesting censor-
ship, but that the situation was
such that “there must be an awak-
ening of enlightened public opin-
ion to halt this trend . .

”

Rogers cited, the press Interview
statements of Maj. Gen, William
F. Dean, the American officer who
was captured in Korea and held
by the Communists for a long
time. Dean , Rogers said, Was

.

asked What differences he noticed,

between the United States how
arid the way it was six years ago
when he left.

“He said, on the credit side,’’

declared the Government official,

“that he thought Americans had
a better appreciation of the danger
ol Communism. On the debit side,

(Continued on page 26)

Jack La.it,

ously ill for

Mostly it was the latter.

The fun was fast and frisky,

(Continued on page 21)

Show Biz lime

At Hotel Sands, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Dec. 8.

A 12-foot time capsule contain-

ing mementos and historic souve-
nirs of current show business will

be buried in the “sarids of time”
at a ceremony to be staged at. the
Hotel Sands on Dec. 16 for un-
earthing and study .100 years hence.
The time capsule will contain

such mementos as Bing Crosby’s
pipe and his autobiography “Call
Me Lucky” (with Pete Martin*; a‘

Walter Wmchell broadcast tape;
key copies of Variety, includ-
ing the July 22, 1953 issue herald-
ing “Vegas’ New Year’s In July”
boom biz; an autographed copy of
“Show Biz,” the Abel Green aJoe
Laurie Jr. best seller; Tallulah
Bankhead’S: autobiog, and the like.

Hollywood, Dec. 8.

who has been spri-

a year, took a turn

for the worse over weekend and
was rushed to Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital from his Beverly Hills

home after uremic, poisoning set in

and he suffered a third cerebral
hemorrhage. He Was immediately
placed in an oxygen tent. He’s in

a comatose condition.
Constantly at his bedside are his

wife, the former Laura ‘ Belle
Leusch; two soils, George, Colum-
bia Studio publicity director, arid

Jack Jr., the L. A. Examer’s radio-

television.columnist; daughter, Mrs.
Lois C. King.

Lait rvas flown to the Coast from
New York last year when stricken

with complications resulting from,
hardening of arteries.

Drift Seems in Direction of Two Organizations But
With TWA an> Outsider on Own

,
The 's'.hf?dulcd Dec. 11 meeting

in New York City to reorganize
the Authors League of America
has .been put. back to January.
Complexity of the problem, inabil-
ity"- of all the respective Guilds to
fully discuss their policy and se-

cure specific instructions for dele-
gates necessitated the delay.

Whatever happens finally, it

seems clear that the League is

proceeding^ in total disregard of
the Television Writers. -of America.
There is no in-League expectation
that the splintered brethe'rn will

fireworks is anyone's guess. Events
have ‘sobered all sides,” ' accord-
ing to one pro-League radio coun-
cil member. A main issue has been
the unwillingness of the RWG U
pay any monies whatever 'toward
the support of the. League. In
theory, all the guilds esteem the
value and prestige of, “.solidarity,”
but in practice they pull apart, be-
cause each guild tends to be pre-
occupied with its own exclusive
anxieties and impatient of the other
guilds. A long-continued complaint
of the Dramatists and Authors

III; Daughter Also in Hosp
Gertrude Berg is seriously ill in

Lenox Hill Hospital, N. Y., where
she has been confined since a se-

ries of hemorrhages last Wednes-
day (2). . Up to Monday she had
been given 13 quarts of blood anil

showed a slight improvement that

day. Creator of “The Goldbergs”
has. of course, been written out

of the script of her Friday night
“House, of Glass” on
Show was not heard
N. Y., last week.

Meantime., Mrs. Berg’s daugh-
ter, Mrs. David Schwartz, is also

on the ailing list and is hospital-

ized at Mt. Sinai. Louis Berg, Mrs.
Berg's husband, .is. commuting
daily between the two hospitals

! and was reported as saying that

..neither one knows that the other
is ill.

NBC radio,

on WNBC,

•
vuv. I vu nil! i £ it- f . .

^be„ part . of a reorganized Leaguer fv - -hers of-.th(^League-eouncnl !

: has

i
Said one Leaguer: “They wr

arit to : that. It was not worth-

he. on their own, and they. arc. We
j l
vh

.

monthly meetings
haven’t heard and we don’t know i

b?^usc
.

^

c
,‘!^

cnda Wfls over-

;
how they are getting along wilh

l their organization and nogotia-
! lion.”

,

In. New York the oldest Guild,
the Authors, and the richest, the

! Dramatists, seem settled on the
conviction that they will - be the

.
future Authors League. It is ap-
parently foreseen that the
Screen Writers Guild, third old-
est unit, the Radio Writers Guild,
and a Television Writers Guild,
whether merged with radio or not,
will be “affiliated” with the New
York League.

\ Whether there may be more

whelmed by radio and television.
Philosophy, has grown that the

Dramatists and Authors, mostly
operating on sale and royalty in-
come rather than staff salary, are
natural - allies, .• whereas screen,
radio and television writers have
many problems in common.
Annual meeting of the. Authors

Guild was held yesterday (Tues.)
afternoon in Manhattan. It was re-
ported ihat the Guild has 2,195
members in good standing. There
were 104 new members during
1953; 10 resigned. 14 were dropped
lor nonpayment of dues, arid 15
died.

i

Claims K.0.d Vid Debut
.
Concert pianist Jose Iturbi filed

a $100,000 suit in N- Y. Federal
Court ‘Wednesday (2) again^
American Broadcasting - Unlred
Ikuamourit Theatres charging im-
proper use on TV of a film short
lie made jn 1939. Ilurbi’s com-
piairit states that he never granted
ABC the right to use the film.

Film, according to Iturbi, was
shown by ABC on Nov, 2 and al-

though he plays various musical
selections, he claims his name was
omitted and that no reference Was
made of him as the perfoririing
artist. Such usage, ho said, was
without his consent arid is a viola-

tion of any agreement anybody
made with him. Film, a 1 6-minute
short, was rivade by Artists Films,
Inc. of California.

iturbi, who up. to now has made
i
ho appearance on TV, further
charges that the action by ABC
harmed his chances for making a

satisfactory deal of a debut video
performance since the use of the

film cbnstitrited a “debut.”

f-



Wednesday, December 9, 1953

Last wetky first in Toronto and later In New York City, the
managing director of the J, Arthur Rank Organization/ John
Davis, sounded a note not original with him but apparently
something of an idee fixe with many British film showmen—
the idea that there is a “prejudice" among Americairexhlbitors
against British features. A round-up of comment in this Issue

supports doubts to the contrary. American exhibitors ar^ pretty

much like British exhibitors; they readily hook any Aim regard-
less of its national origin which promises to turn in, a profit.

Of course, the British feature often encounters resistance in
the U. S, Some of the reasons are made very clear in comments
from the American provinces. British humor is sometimes too
quiet. British accents, and especially Scotch brogues, carry a
strain which stirs some restlessness—in small towns notably, and
among unsophisticated folk.- But many British features do well,

especially where the star is popular like Alec Guinness, Laurence
Olivier or Michael Redgrave.

Did American exhibitors snub the color special, “A Queen Is

Crowned?" John Davis is of that impression. It is unfortunate
if any considerable number pf British flimmen share his convic-
tion. Davis is quite right in saying that great numbers of Ameri-

,
cans wished to view this release. But they did. True, there was a
topical factor and "Queen" tended to run down in subsequent
suburban runs. Two other practical factors must be taken into

account. First, the film, was sold at stiff rentals and exhibited
in many situations, at advanced admissions ($1,80 at the Guild
in N. Y.j. Second/ which British film men may not fully com-
prehend, the Coronation itself got widespread saturation in

American homes via television well before the Technicolor spe-
cial came over.

The British have done increasingly better since the war in ped-
dling their Wares in American situations and that “prejudice"

often amounts to nothing more than a boxoffice fear of unfam-
iliar stories, stars an dialects.

Hollywood, let it not be forgotten, has loaded its features for

decades with "international” casts—British, French, German,
ItaHan> Mexican, Swedish actors. Writers from Hungary, direc-

tors from everywhere. Mixed casts may be the answer for Britain.

In any event, nothing is more opposed to the longpull of the
entertainment industry than for lines to be drawn on a nation-
ality basis. Both sides have everything to gain from smoking out

misunderstandings.

It is unthinkable that American and British show business

should fall into the ungraceful habit of making rough grimaces
at each other. American entertainment owes a great debt of ap-
preciation to British talent in ail departments.

STANLEY PAYS 20c

By GENE ARNEEL
Magna Theatre Corp, which al-

ready has invested $1-300,000 in
developing the (Mike) Todd-A.O.
(American, Optical Co.) 65m film
process, is pitching for $6,200,000
in additional financing.
Of this new money being sought,

$3,000,000 would be allocated to
cover the costs of producing “Okla-
homa," which is to be the firjt fea-
ture in the Todd-A.O. system. Bal-
ance of $3,200,000 will be used for
Working capital, to finance other
pictures, (presumably in prolonging
the tieup with Richard Rodgers
and Oscar Hammerstein 2d) and to.

finance equipment.

Stock Divvy

United Artists Theatres Corp.,
headed by Joseph M. Schenck and
George Skouras, owns the most
Magna stock, holding 60% of the
preferred and 38.1% of the com-
mon issues. Other stock partieir
pants in Magna line lip as fol-
lows:—

Preferred Coirifnori

9.5%
9.5

33.8*
10
87
4
2

1.3 2.3

1.8

.7

4.7

Nepotism
Hollywood, Dec. 8.

: Uncle Julius, a chimp* will

function as stand-in for his

nephew, Tamba, the simian
thesp. in the Johnny Weiss-
muller starrer at Columbia,
“Jungle Man-Eaters.”

ZOTH’S $1.25

TODIVERSHT

But Not Yet Setting Definite
Policy On Dividends

Rodgers . .

.

Hammerstein . . . . .

Mike Todd
Charles Rem bar. .

.

Geo. P. Skouras . .

Edward Small. . .

Arthur Hornblow Jr.

Warren Millais .

.

Kuhn, Loeb & Co .

.

Todd, is voting trustee for these
shares. 1

j

Deals' proposed by Magna for
; pany.

i
garnering the new coin include \

bank loans in the sum of $2,000,000,
plus $4,200,000 through the sale
of five-year 5% notes. Warrants t°
purchase 420,000 Magna; common
shares, representing 20% of the
total, would be made available to
buyers of the notes,

.

Off to Bnffalo
While few execs in the film trade

have been invited to Buffalo to

observe tests made so far in /the
Todd system, the outfit hasn’t been

i so aloof so far as Wall Street
money men are concerned. Bro-

Sock b:o. impact of 20th-Fox’s

“The Robe” arid “How to Marry a

Millionaire" wifi enable the com-

pany to pay a dividend of $155 or

more for the fourth quarter of

1953. 20th had been paying 25c

.dividends for the prior three quar-

ters. While the earnings figure

!
isn’t as yet available, it’s indicated

that, it will represent a
:

record high

in the history of the picture com-

Stock of Cinerama Productions
Corp., originally controlled by 25
shareholders, is being openly
traded now/ Since Stanley Warner
Corp.’s acquisition of the exhibi-
tion and production rights to the
Cinerama process, various broker-
age houses have become interested
in the stock. Interest has been
heightened by the fact that SW
is moving quickly in opening new.
theatres for the showing of the
medium. Report to stockholders of
Cirierama Productions last week
indicated that SW was netting $60,-
000 weekly from the operation of
four theatres—in . New : York, Per
troit, Los Angeles and Chicago.
Returns of two additional theatres
opened recently. — in Washington
and Philadelphia—Were riot includ-
ed in the. .report:

;

Under its agreement with SW,
Cirierama Productions shares 50-50
in the profits after ttie deduction
of installation and operation costs

(Continued on page 22)

Stanley Warner Corp., in a re-

port 'to stockholders prior to its

first annrial meeting in' WilnunS”
ion Jari. 14, disclosed an operating
profit, of more than $800,000 for

the first nine weeks of its fiscal

year starting AUg. 31, 1953. Sum
Is before provision “of federal in-

come taxes $nd before profit and
loss on the sales of six assets.

Stockholders wifi be asked to ap-
prove an amendment to the certif-

icate of incorporation permitting
the company to diversify its biz ac-

tivities “so its income is not de-
pendent’ solely on the entertain-

ment field.” Present agreement
restricts the company solely to

show biz activities. The nature of

the contemplated new. biz ventures
is not disclosed.

Financial aspects of the report,

covering the period from March 1

to August 29, 1953, reveals that

SW and subsid companies lost

$970,000 for the 26-Week stanza.

This comprises an operating loss of

(Continued on page 21) _|

I

Payment of $155 for the fourth

quarter brings 20tfi dividends up

to $2 for the year and automati-

cally assures restoration of the sal-

ary 'cuts taken by the company’s

top execs at the start of the year.

Plan sliced all salaries over $500

a week by 50% and reduced Sal-

aries by approximately $1,000,000.

Scheme called for the cuts to be
restored out of earnings in excess
of $1 a share. With 2.769A86 shares
outstanding, this meant that there
had to be a minimum net of $2,769.-

. Board of directors of the Stan
ley Warner Corp. declared a divi- !

dend Monday (7) of 20c per share
j
kers’ reps and investment analysts.

on common stock. .Melon is pay-
;

in acceptance of bids from Magna, • 486 before execs could, start to par-
1

have shuffled off' to Buff to catch . ticipate. Earnings for the first

test footaige. And, while at least a
few of them have expressed high
opinions anent the widescreen

(Continued on page 26)

In line with the exhibitor threat
to embark on a production pro-
gram to alleviate the product
shortage. Century Circuit, with 33:
theatres in Brooklyn and Long. Is1

land, has been investigating the
possibilities for the past six

months. Extent of Century's inter-

est is manifested
.
in the concrete

action of acquiring the rights to a
property—“Heather Mary'.” a nov-
el bjr English writer J. M, Scott.
“That’s one of the things we have/’

1 (Continued on page 21 >

able. Jari. 5 to stockholders of rec-
ord Dec* 22. This is first divvy
company has paid since it 'took
over theatre assets and property
of Warner Bros, last March,
Board did not set a regular divi-

dend policy for the company. It

revealed that amount and date of

future divvy payments would be
determined from time to time
based oh SW’s earnings and cash
requirements.

. Pittsburgh, Dec. 8..

Exhibs here are burned plenty
at City Council for extending

—

without a single word of discussion
—the Pittsburgh amusement tax of
10% for another year/ Operators
led by Allied Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of Western Perinsyi-
vania had agreed against this a
week before and papers reported
matter exhaustively. Councilriien
didn’t even discuss it either public-
ly or privately, and that’s particu-
larly what riled the showmen.
.

In explaining Council’s silent re
.
jpction of the theatres’ plea for
elimination of the levy, Council
President Thomas J. Gallagher
said ( l ) the city couldn't afford to

( Continued on page 22

)

three 1953 quarters were $1,100.-

000 for a per share earning of 40c.

Equivalent 1952 net was $1 .277,-

000. an earning of 46c per share.

Stan Kramer May Hare

Happy Ending at Col

i

P^Xmas Takes B. O. Toll; ‘Marry’ Again Nol 1,

‘Robe’ 2d, ‘Hondo' 3d, ‘Cinerama' 4th

i

It's the week after Thanksgiving, ; “Flight To Tangier” iPari are run-
and, following the usual pre-Xmas

t

ner-up pix in that order,

trend, trade isr sloughing off cur-; “Easy. To Love” <M-G', aceom-
rently in key cities covered by

!

panring the annual Christmas
Variety. Even the strongest films; stageshow at the N. Y. Music Hall,

;

of recent weeks are feeling the
,

looks big opening week. “Sins of

;
trend away from theatres to the Jezebel” iLipi shapes so-so in

The story of Stanley Kramer:s i stores. Snow and rain, usually' a Cincy and fairish in Denver, “pono-
association with Columbia could

. plus factor, were either tod unex- van’s Brain” (UA). .also new', is nice
have a happy eliding after all.

j
pected or too heavy,with biz hurt/ in L. A. “Escape From Ft. Bravo”

“Caine Mutiny” and “The Wild
j

jn m0st spots as a consequence.
One,” final two of 11 films lensed

| '“How To Marrv a Millionaire”
by the producer in the course of

1 (2QthV again is
* champ at* the

Tiad*. Mark. Rtciistered
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i (M-G) looms uneven on first week
lout, beiqg light In Minneapolis,

-the -Col tieup,—are to be released-

shortly. If “Caine’*' proves a smash
(and Col has great expectations re

its b.o.) losses on other pix in the
package could be wiped out, the

company figures.

Heartening to Col and Kramer
was an Audience Research Insti-

tute profile conducted on the Coast
wljich showed audience iijterest at

a half of one point und<er that ex-

perienced with the now colossal

money-maker, “From Here to Eter-

ity." :
’l

; Kramer, before -Columbia, was
the wonder, boy of the independ-
ents; His last for United Artists

Was "High Noon,” a robust b.o.

performer, and this was preceded
by "Champion,” “Home of

,
thfer

Brave,” “Cyrano, de Bergerac” and
other entries which established him
as a standout talent. His pix com-
bined esthetic values to satisfy pro-

fessional critics, and the general

audience appeal that makes for

profits.

I
Then cameAthe Col deal. . Kra-

1 (Continued on page 26)

'W
T
ick'6tS' fe»T

_
sec6nd week in suc-

cession. And again, “The Robe”
(20th i is winding up second, but

fine in C|leveland. slow
and mildJn Portland.

“East of ’Sumatra”
stout in Indianapolis.

in Seattle

(U) looks
—War of

|
the gap in actual money is being

j

Worlds" /Par', okay in L.A., is dull

widened as “Millionaire” gets fresh ' in Seattle. ‘‘Vice Squad” (UA'
bookings in this session.

“Hondo” (WB) is pushing up to

third position although mainly on
holdover this week. “Cinerama"
(Indie) continues in fourth slot, as

a week ago. “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G)
is dropping down to fifth after be-

ing third last stanza.

“Appointment in Honduras”
(RKO), with~a -batclr ofTTCW' book-

ings, is climbing to sixth place.

“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G),

ninth last round, is taking seventh

money while “Take High Ground,”
"also from Metro, is eighth.

‘Captain’s Paradise” (UA) is

winding up' in ninth, With •‘Eter-

nity” (Col), in 10th spot. “Mo-
gambo” (M-G), for some -time high

on the list, and “Botany Bay” (Par)

round out the top 12 list in that

sequence.
“Decameron Nights” (RKO),

“Martin Luther” (Indie) and

shapes good in Omaha.
“Big Heat” (Col), oke in K.C., is

i nice in Indianapolis. “Jack Slade"

j

tAA), fairly new, looms fast in Chi
! and okay in Detroit. “Back To
! God’s Country" (U> is setting a

house record in. Dot., with Betty
Grable-Harry James heading stage-

show.
"Calamity" Jancy”tWB>; okay lir

Cincy, looks good in Seattle.

•Bigamist” (Indie) looms okay in

Frisco/ “Louis Story” (UA) is fine

in Frisco and okay in Portland,

Ore.
“Golden Blade”: (U) looks fancy

in Buffalo. “Crazylegs” (Rep) is

gbod in Frisco. “Tumbleweed” Is

ace newcomer in Denver.
“Stalag 17” (Par) looks nice in

Balto. “Gun Fury” (Col), okay in

Frisco, shapes week In Balto.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9 )

.
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With Total Prod. Now Ahead of ’52

Buenos Aires, Dec. 1.

There are 13 or more pictures

currently in production at motion
picture studios here, a record this

year when there has been only in-

termittent activity because of coin

and rawstock shortages. There
were 23 films produced in the first

six months, with the final Count for

1953 likely to show almost that

many in the kst half. There were
only 35 in 19o2.

Of the 46 registered producing
units here, only four are really ma-
jor studios. These are topped by
Argentina Sono Film, still the most
active and successful. Also big is

Artistas Argentlnos Asociados. The
other two are General Belgrano
and Libertador. These last two
have been most successful with
muscats and light farces^ *

Previous bigname operations,

San Miguel, Emelco and Inter-

ameiicana-Mapol, are still in bank-
ruptcy, toils although their studio
properties have been leased to

other producers. Lumiton also is

shuttered. EFA is now operating
again, but talent is not anxious to
work there because of so-called
slow pay.

Creation of the Big Five Produc-
tion unit, spurred on by entertain-
ment chief Baul Apold, was fol-

lowed by a long delay, but finally
Daniel Tinayre has ..“International
Train” Well under' way. It is

planned to exhib * this film at the
Mar. del Plata International Film
Fete, now set for next March.

(Continued on page 26)

Falling Starr
Hollywood, Dec. 8.

~

Contract players continue do
fall like autumn leaves on the
20th-Fox lot. .Three more,
Byron Palmer, Casey Adams
and GeorgevW inslow, are due
to drop within the next month.
Rory Calhoun and Ann

Bancroft were recently sepa-
rated from the payroll.

:

Los Angeles, Dec. 8
A battle of dimensions—depth

and width^-instead of the usual
last - minute rush of Academy
nomination hopefuls,

1

will feature
this area's first-run screen offer-
ings breaking during the Christmas
period ih local theatres.

It will be 3-D lined up against
CinemaScpbe in the principal
struggle for the holiday boxoffice
dollar. Of the eight pictures defim
itely set for holiday period bows,
three will have the depth treaty
mentas the chief lure,, plus color.
Two CinemaScope. features in cplor
will be newcomers on the Christ-
mas showcase scene, and a third
anamorphic in tints will hold over
to even, the contest .with the
depthies.
MGM makes its CinemaScope

bow with “Knights of the Round
Table” at the Egyptian. Compet-
ing in United Artists Theatre Cir-
cuit's downtown Loew’s Statewill
be MGM's . 3-D “Kiss Me Kate.”

(Continued on page 22

)

By FILED HIFT

Motion Picture Export Assn. In

1953 was directly responsible for
the remittahee^of more -than $77,-
000,000 via International film
agreements or compensation deals,
Coin doesn't Include Canada w'hich
was good for another $2 1,000,000:
FrOm the point of view of the

MPEA, this has been the associa-
tion’s most successful year in the
foreign field. Thawing of large
amounts in countries like Japan,
France1 and Brazil came in the
wake of_general. economic improve-
ment abroad and was aided also
by the reactivation of the MPEA’s
foreign tax committee.

Monies, .some of which had ac-
crued Over many years, came from
l(r markets. In all of thepi,

.
with

the exception of Yugoslavia, the
companies are doing business on
their own writh MPEA working out
overall remittances and deals via

negotiations pn both industry and
government levels.

MPEA prexy Eric Johnston this

year inked, iiew' film agreements
with Britain, Italy, Spain and Bel-

( Continued on page 22

)

Establishment of a CinemaScope
shorts production unit at the 20th-
Fox studio on the Coast leaves open
the question of where' the New
York Movietone setup fits in the
20th scheme of things. Movietone
has 'Tensed two CinemaScope sub-
jects so far—but-the reelers-‘ha\'*_T-

failed to rouse much enthusiasm
among hoineoffice execs.
New 20th policy re CinemaScope

shorts calls for extended produc-
tion of reels that fit into the

. studio’s Overseas
,
lensing sked.

Since CinemaScope lends itself

particularly well to travel scenes,
it's figured that, it is most econom-
ical to make subject where a studio
crew might be on location.

Scheme has the added advantage
i.of currying favor with foreign

•

|
governments that are cpntinously

I
asking the American companies to

• make travel shorts that^would in-:

J
directly encourage tourism in the
respective countries.' In some
places, the governments actually

.
giant economic favors to companies

1 willing to lens local shorts.
! New production unit at the Coast

I
will be headed by Otto Lang.

' Purpose is to record not only

Seasonal shuttering of a good ?
travelogs,, but also special events

many of the driveins has dealt an-

1

anywhere throughput the World..

other blow to short subjects sales
j

definite effort will be made to

Like Old-Timers on Set
Hollywood, Dec. 8,

Oldtime thesps are getting .».

a break in Paramount’s “Liv- V
ing It Up,” directed by Nor-

—jnanTaurog who likes to have
pros on the set. It is economi-
cal, he said, to have experi-
enced actors who know how
a scene should be played.
Among the screen vets in

picture are Franklyn Farnum,
Fred Sweeney' Hank Mann.
Stuart Holmes', Philo McCol-
lough, Hazel “Sunny” Boyne
and Torben Meyer.

which have fallen off alarmingly.
Spread of CinemaScope is seen
making the position of shorts as

well as newsreels, even more dif-

ficult.
•'

Ozoners are heavy users of the

match the mood and theme of
CinemaScope pix with’ a short
depicting the locale of the film.

Creation of the Coast unit came
as a complete surprise to him,
Edmund Reek, Movietone exec

one and two-reelers u'hich make producer, asserted in N. ^ . Monday

V

Only way to conquering the Indi-
an market is to construct a series
of showcases for American product
and to keep playing it until the
Indian public cultivates a taste for
Hollywood films.

That’s the opinion of Arnold M.
Picker, United Artists yeepee in
charge of foreign sales. Picker,
who said lie was fully aware of the
inadequacy of the U.S. pi* impact
in India, fully understands that the
program he proposes is both costly
and not likely to pay off in a
hurry. .

Picker agrees with Keki Modi,
Indian exhib, who recently stated
on a visit to N.Y. that he didn’t feel
dubbing was the answer-in India.
Several companies have tried dub-
bing and have even gone as far as
putting special songs and dances
into their pix to appeal to the Indi-

. an mass audience. Efforts haven’t
panned out. U.S. distribs still get
practically all of their revenue in
India out of only four major cities.

Picker is interested in the pos-
sible consolidation of facilities
with other companies in the Small-
er markets, but nothing ^,has
evolved to date. Discussions are
going on constantly, he indicated.
Difficulty is the method of splitting
revenue since UA reps indie pro-
ducers. Some distribs, like Metro
and 20lh-Fox, are selling one an-
other's product in territories like
Austria and Trinidad. The take is

divided on the basis of domestic
returns.

There are ample possibilities for
developing world markets, gener

(Continued on page 21)

Bank Seeks ’Scarf’ Coin
Los Angeles, Dec. 8.

Suit for $4,018 Still due on a loan
°f $275,000/was filed in Superior
Court by the Bank of America
^gainst Gloria Productions, Joseph
NUstman. I. G. Goldsmith and Vera

spary, Goldsmith.
Loan, made in 1950, financed the

Pibduction of the film ‘The Scarf,”
starring John Ireland and Mer

les McCambridge*

Chicago, Dec. 8.

Final papers were signed last
week for out-of-court settlement of
the DeLuxe Theatre antitrust ac-
tion. This is one of the oldest cases
on present film row docket, dating
back to 1949.

Attorney Abe Bruissell, who
originally filed suit on the north-
side theatre’s behalf, has since ac-
quired assistance, from Seymour
Simon.

Upbeat of United Artists as a

revitalized major distrib is also

bringing a considerable strengtb-

]
ening of UA’s foreign department
in terms of available product.

In the past, several of UA’s big-

gest domestic grossers. such as
“•Moulin Rouge” and “The African
Queen” and others, haven’t been
available to the company for han-
dling abroad. This has led to some
exhib beefs and the subsequent
need to explain the inequity.

Now, however, things are chang-
ing. As UA’s position grows strong-
er, its prestige rises. Also more
UA money rides on . its releases.

Outfit is acquiring foreign rights

to a far greater percentage of its

pix and the aim is to make it

100?c. Outstanding exception at

the moment is “Beat the Devil” to

which UA has only - Avestern hemi-
phere rights.

good curtain raisers for the hour
•or so when it’s still fairly light.

Drop in revenue from shorts and
newsre.els has been, steady over the
past year or two. One major dis-

trib reports that sales of cartoon
shorts are 'off by as much as 33^

.

Companies blame exhib econo-
mies. Smaller houses especially
have tended,ta lop off the newsreel
as their initial budget-cutting meas-

(Continued on page 21 1
- . .

( Continued on page 21 )

$4,500,000 toUS.

DudleyY Munich ‘Kabarett’

Remittance of about $4,500,000
from Brazil durip" the past Week
has -brought total coin from that

* market during the past few months
to almost $10,000,000. Motion Pic-

Hollywood. Dec. 8 i

ture Export Assn, nbv expects the
; Dudley Pictures Corp. closed Brazilians to live up to their pro-

deal with Carlson Films, of Munich, mise t^ clean up their entire
_
out-

for the joint production of “Ka- standing debts bv the - end of the

barett,” to be filmed in Germany [year That, would involve addition-

early next year; Picture will be film remittances of $o,000,000

made in Dudley’s Vistarama proc-
j

an
£ possibly more. •

ess with an aspect ratio of 2.66.
\

•

Exact amounts to be thawed by

This makes two pictures to be
j

rPe Brazilian go\>emment depeija

co-produced in Germany, Company. I

on whether the film distribs get

recently signed an agreement with
|
Pai“ UP to Feb. 23. or whether

Erich Pommer for “Festival

Salzburg,” also in Vistarama.
m

.-4
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debts accrued to the moment will

be liquidated. T\S. companies had
$15.600,000*

T

blocked up to Feb. 23.
representing an accumulation of
tw’o years' earnings. -Since that
date.

5an additional $4,000,000 have
been piled up.
Companies 'at this point feel

fairly sure that some -money will
be forthcoming also from Argen-
tina where the Pcron government
has indicated it’s relaxing its re-
strictions on imports. Officially,

1 there’s been no talk of remittances,

j

but the distribs are in an optimise
tic mood. Top coin from Argentina
(would be $5,500,000, but it could
! also be as little as $2,200,000.

,
'Robert Corkorv. MPEA exec in

|

charge of Latin America, is cur-

j

rcntly in Rio to insure that there's

;
no hitch in the Brazil remittances,

! He has indicated to MPEA in N.Y.
that his Argentine talks have been

!
going well. Raul Apold, Argentine
communications topper, recently

' visited U.S. as a guest of the
MPEA.

icting -High Irons’

Hollywood. Dec. 8.

Republic's recent story buy,
“High Iron," is likely to cause a

hassle with Metro. ...which has a

“High Iron" of its own although
dealing with a different set of

adventures.
Metro's yarn, assigned to Billy

Grady. Jr., for production, deals
with the operation of a modern
iailroad. The Todhunter Ballard
novel purchased by Republic con-
cerns a cowboy who foils a plot

to
S
steat a trainload of silk, and

later becomes a railroad tycoon.
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Rad far Each Other
i .

'

Formula drama for program-

mer spots. Stars Charlton

Heston and Llzabeth Scott.

Columbia release. Start -Charlton lTe«*

ton, Lizebcth Scott and DUnne Foster,

features Mildred- Dunnook# Arthur Fianz.

Ray Collins. Marjorie Rambeau. Lester

Matthews. Rhys Williams and Lydia

Clarke. Directed by Irving Raplper.

Screenplay, Irving Wallace and Horace
McCoy, story by McCoy; camera, Frank
Planer; editor, Al Clark; musical direc-

tion. Mischa BOkalelnikoff.^Previewed in

N.Y., Dec. 4b '53. Running time, IJ MINS.

Dr. Tom Owen ...;.. i . CharltonJleaton
Helen Curtis ........... Lteabeth Scott.

Joan Lasher . ...... . . • D,1®" 1™* £®si*£
Mrs. Mary Owen ..... Mildred punnock
Dr. Jim Crowley ..... ... . . Arthur *rai»z

Dim Reasonover Ray Collins

Mrs. Roger Nelson . . . . .Marjorie Rambeau
Dr. Homer Cleeopn .... Lester Matthews
Doc Scobee
Rita Thornburg
Pete Olzoneski
Joe Mjurzano
Tippy Kashko
Lucille Grellett
Ada Nicoletti

Rhys Williams
Lydia Clarke

. . Chis Alcaide
Robert Keys
Frank Tuily

. Ann RobinsoiU'
Dorothy Green

girl friend. Simone Silva, if found
stabbed to death in his quarters.

He seeks the aid of Victor Mad-
deftv cripple who works for him
and who is the real killer. It's a
case of trapping Maddem Into a
confession at the climax to .wrap,

up all the story angles and, with
police help from inspector Edward
Uiiderdown, Romero is able to

clear himself.

Romerh • handles his dramatics
capably. Maddem shows up Well
as the killer and Underdown’s po-

lice inspector character is properly
understated in the playing. ICay

Kendall, as Romero’s new . gin
friend, Miss^Sllva as the ex, 'plus

good bit characters by Molly Ham-
ley Clifford, Eileen Way and Paul
Hardtmuth, round, out the gener-
ally acceptable performances.

' Brog.

Any progress the film industry
has made toward weaning people
away from television, “Bad for

Each Other” reverses. It is an ar-

tificial. hodgepodge of formula
drama, cut from the pulp, fiction

pattern, Names of Charlton Hes-
ton and Lizabeth Scott may help
in selling; but

.

generally poor re-

turns are forecast. It rates no more
than a programmer spot.

Once again, perhaps for the
umpteenth time, .the perennial
theme of money versus integrity is

War Arrow
(COLOR)

(who insisted on their ri&mei pot

being listed in the trailer) refresh-

ingly distinguish themselves from
those in previous pix, by keeping

an objective attitude throughout

the scenes. For instance, they

don’t glorify the German soldier,

nor do they put the blame on
stupid Nazi generals for causing

the Reich’s defeat. Their vocabu-

lary is that of an “immoral re-

gime/’ and calls upon the Germans
never to leave decisions and re-

sponsibilities to their “Fuehrers,”

but to carry them out themselves.

Technical credits are par. Borne
scenes, particularly near the end,

could stand some cutting. The best

that can be said about this film

is that it honestly intends to depict

the unholy German past as it really

was. Hans,

Heel Mr* Lucifer
(BRITISH)

Formula cavalry and Indians
actioner. with Maureen O’Hara,
Jeff Chandler, Average for
outdoor market. .

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Universal release of John .W. ;

Rogers
production.

.
Stars Maureen O’Hara. Jtff

Chandler; features John Mclntlre, Suzan
Ball, Noah Beery, Charles Drake. Directed
b.v George.’ Sherman. Written by John
Michael Hayes: camera (Technicolor),
William’ Daniels;, editor. Frank Gross.
Previewed Dec. Li *93. Running time.
7« MINS.

... .. ... . . . ,
, Elaine Corwin Maureen O’Hara

dished up. The -situations are tele- t Major HoweUBradj Jeff Chandler
graphed, the dialog is stilted, and

[

Col. Jackson Meade ...... John Mclntlre

the outcome a foregone conclusion Aua^ wiikV N^hTieSy
after less than five minutes Of un-

,
Sct. Luke Schcrinerhorn., Charles Drake

reeling Maygro ................ Henry Brandon
.

i Pino ' ... Dennis -Weaver
\am presents Heston as an ; Satahta ...... Jay Silverheels

Army doctor who returns to his
coal town home after ten years of
service. He has his choice of min-
istering to the needs of the miners
or setting up a swank practice in

Capt. Roger Corwin .James Bannon
Captain Neil Steve Wyman
Lieutenant ’Brad Jackson

Feeble British comedy poking
fun at TV, slim chances even
on U, S. dualers.

v London, Dec. 1.

GFD release of Ealing Studio-Michael
Balcon production, Stars Stanley Hollo-
way, Peggy Cummins, Jack Watling, Bar-
bara Murray. Joseph Tomelty. Kay_Kan-
dall. Guest artists Gilbert Harding, PhUip
Harben . McDonald Hobley. David Miller.
Directed by Anthony Pelissler. Screen-
play. Mqnja Danischewsky based on play,
"BeggarMy Neighbour,” by Arnold Rid-
ley;. camera. Desmond Dickinson; editor,
Bernard Gribble. music. Eric Rogers. At
Gaumont, London. . Running . time,

.
II

MINS.
Mr. Hollingsworth 1

Hpllywod, Dec, 8,

4<Best Years of Our Lives,” Samuel Goldwyn’s 1946 Academy

Award winner, is being., reissued io./t.6«L.to % vfldescreen ratio

late in January. New $250,000 advertising campaign will back

dates in firstrun situations. _
‘

.

Shown in Hollywood to special press group last night (Monday)

it’s surprising how well this William Wyler-directed and Robert E.

Sherwood-written film stands up in light of pureent events and at-

m
While widescreen projection doesn’t actually enhance “Best

Years” it does put it in modern film dimensions category and leaves

only the feminine clothes as its pnly ‘‘dated*’ aspect. But .this is

no Serious' detriment. „ u
With GoldvVyn giving film brand new ad campaign as though it s

a fresh release, “Best Years/’ which runs twb hours. and 55 minutes,

should again prove a boxoffice winner for exhibitors, Since there s

whole new generation of veterans once again returning from war,

picture is same provocative subject it was seven years ago.

Then there’s added exploitation asset of filmJiaVlng won seven

major Oscars, not counting Thalherg award to Goldwyn and special

award to Harold Russell for bringing “hope and courage_to his

fellow veterans. Scho.

Leg Eofants De L’^mour
(The Children of Love)

(FRENCH)

Mr. Lucifer

-

Kitty . . .

Jim — -

Patricia ......
Mr. Pedelty . .

.

Singer ........
Hector . .

.'.
. .

.

Mr. Elder . . .

.

Arthur '.

Mr. Macdonald

Stanley Holloway

. Peggy Cummins
. . Jack Watling
Barbara Murray

. Joseph Tomelty
' Kay Kendall

Gordon Jackson
... Charles Victor
Humphrey Lestocq
. . Ernest Thesiger

Pans, Dec. 1.

Cocinor release of Gray Film produc-

tion. Stars Etchika Choreau, Dominique
Page. JoeUe Bernard, Directed by Leonide
Moguy. Screenplay. ,

Marlse Querlln. Mo-
guy. jean-Charles Tachella from .novel by
Querllh; camera. Robcrt Juillard; editor,

Louisette Hautecoeur; niude, Joseph
Kosma: - technical advisor,. Pierre. Gas-
pard Hult. At Colisee. Paris. Running
time,105 MINS,
Anne-Marie . ........... Etchikn Choreau
Jkc<)ucs *. . . . * * . * e Jean*Claude_ Paical

There is a germ of a good idea
in describing the impact of TV on
ordinary folk; but this, attempt by
the Ealing Studios must surely be
written off as a feeble effort. The

Maureen O’Hara. Jeff Chandler
^ |

and Technicolor give “War Arrow/
Pittsburgh. He chooses the latter

; an advantage that should rate its
under the influence of Miss Scott,

! routine cavalry versus . Indians
the mine-owner’s daughter. Miss

I melodramatics an average pavoff,
Scott, as a jaded divorcee given to i jn the general market, it starts '.basic idea never emerges with any
cocktail parties and cafe society i

;
with a good idea, but poor devel- I degree of clarity, and the entire

life, steers her wealthy friends- .to ooraent never lets it rise above I theme is presented with the max-
the young doctor's door. Although

.; formula. i imum of confusion. A moderate
undergoing an_ inner struggle as he

| Geom chennan is a director i

attraction for local exhibitors who
prescribes pmk pills . for

.

non-exist- t ws° Wif^ction butThe I
can use the quota ticket, with very

ent ailments of the neb, he con-
, SSSel&oSs «5int doeS? slim chances on the lower half of

soles himself with his loot.
^nn micnaei nayes senpe aoesnr. TT 0

Tb« opportunity, of course, or-
*"'e much- Customer has to
wait 71

He is at a cocktail party. » Indians bigseale brawL
rives for him to regain his in- -va -- * 1 nunn^es for the cavalry-

•U. S. double bills.

The first victim of domestic view-
ing, is Joseph Tomelty who is

presented with a set on his retire-

ment hut soon finds his parlor

tegrity.
The phone rings. There's been an

;

The good plot idea has Chandler,
explosion at the mine. In his tux, !

Armv major on special assignment
{

be rushes to the mine, descends to in Texas, recruiting some trans-

!

clytterc<l UP w1111 neighbors wmie

the pit. and heroically fulfills his planted Seminoles to help him put
Hippocratic oath. The disaster down a Kiowa Indian uprising,
serves as a catharsis. He re- John Mclntire, c.o: at the Texas
notmees Miss Scott, her lack of fort, is against the idea and ham-
humijity and his lucrative practice, oers Chandler wherever possible,
returns to serve the coal town

,

In the end, however. Chandler’s
where he once worked in the mines theory works out, the Kiowas get
as a barrel boy. Naturally, there’s

;

their comeuppance and the hero
another girl waiting, ,Dianne Fos-

;
gets Miss OTIart.

Picture falters in development
of plot. Writing stops too often
for dialog prattle between the

ter. a nurse thoroughly imbued
with integrity.
The picture hardly helps the ca-

reers of Miss Scott. Heston or di-
rector Irving Rapper. Other fine
performers are shamefully wasted;
especially Mildred Duiihodk, who
portrays Heston's mother. Miss
Foster. Arthur Franz, Ray Collins
and Marjorie Rambeau do their
best with thankless roles. Techni-
cal aspects are adequate.
No producer credit is given Unr

der the Circumstances, it s not sur-
prising. Holl.

he gets heavily in debt supplying
liquor. Conveniently, he sails the
set to a young married couple who
have the apartment upstairs, but
this leads to a domestic rift. In
turn, he

.
gives the -tele set away to

a despised colleague

All the proceedings are watched
with a not too benevolent eye by
Stanley Holloway who first appears
as a pantomime demon, and then
seems to be wafted away into an-

principals and the words are out i
other and far warmer place. It all

of keeping with the characters of
.J

adds up to dreary entertainment in

the early-west being more suited
j

which a competent cast, struggle

to cafe society. This incongruity 1 in vain to master such slim material

prevents the stars and featured
|

Slipshod direction doesn’t- help
players from adding any realistic ' matters. .

Myro.

Helent
Lilian* .. .

.

Dollie .

.

Directress
Priest . . .

.

Father ...

Lise Bourdln
Dominique Page

.. JoeUe Bernard
Valentine Tessier
....... . Duvaleix
. . ; Marcel Peres

who made the
education in

.Shadow Maa
Okay British-made program
melodrama with Cesar Romero.

Hollywood, Dec. 3.
Llppert Pictures release of an Anglo

Amalgamated production, produced* by
William H. Williams. Stars Cesar Romero;
features Kay Kendall, vjklward Under-
down, Victor Maddern, Simone Silva. Di-
rected by Richard Vernon. Screenplay by
Vernon, based on Laurence Mynell’s
novel, "The Creaking Chair”; camera, ,

Phil Grlndrod; editor, Geoffrey Muller; !

music, Eric Spear. At Hollywood Para-
mout Dec. 2, '53. Runing time, 74 MINS.
I.nigi Cesar Romero
Barbara Gale . .. ... Kay Kendall
Inspector Johnstone ,. Edward Underdown

characterizations.
Suzan Ball portrays a fiery Sem-

inole princess who wants to better
her lot in life. Henry Brandon is

her chieftain father who helps
Chandler. Noah Beery and Charles
Drake amuse as the two sergeants

: aiding Chandler’s scheme. James
j
Bannon is in briefly as a renegade

! white married, to Miss O'Hara who
: is egging the Kiowas ori.
‘ The John W. Rogers production
! has some strong technical credits
in the color lensing by William
Daniels and the other functions
that do well by the. Outdoor values.

Brog.

Jonny Rettet Yfbrader
(Jonny Saves Nebrador)

(GERMAN)

Berlin, Dec. 1.
Allianz releane of Meteor production.

Stars Hans Albert. Features Margot Hell-
scher, Peter P.aaetti, Ferdinand Anton,
Trude Hesterbefg, Linda Hardt. Directed
by Rudolf Jugert. Screenplay by Werner
Joerg Lueddecke baaed on a novel by
Karl Lerbs. Camera, Hans Schneeberger;
music, Werner Eisbrenner; settings, Fritz
Maurischat. Paul Markwitz. At Gloria
Palast, Berlin. Running time, 13 MINS.

Leonide Mofcuy,
film plea for .

sex
Tomorrow Is Too Late/’ is again
oh a social-sex theme in this new
film. Here a refuge center for un-
wed, expectant mothers is main
scene for gathering a. series

of sketches about the life and fate

of the unwed girls. It gets in licks,

for birth control, church leniency
and the need for greater sex educa-
tion. While the aims are laudable,
the pic suffers from its sketchiness
and ‘ illustration of points, and is

too facile and°familiar in treatment
to make this of more than ordinary
interest. This has exploitation
angles. But it does, not have the
dramatic appeal for top art house
or sureseater slotting in the U.S.

A familiar girl’s dormitory back-
ground has the added dramatic
note of the pregnancy of the occu-
pants. However, 100 girls in the
condition are less poignant than
the fate of one, and this is the
filin’s main weak point. Each
character falls into a pattern and
here the exposition bogs rather
than: making the pic a stirring

social polemic. There is also a
tendency towards preachiness.

Moguy has given this careful but
pedestrian treatment relying on the
obvious instead of delving deeply
into the characters and the subject
matter. Thus, the . marriage of a
pregnant girl to her- young lover
loses its poignancy when all obvious
aspects are used to cheapen the
effect. Etchika Choreau has the
waif quality needed for* her role.

Dominique Page and JoeUe Ber-
nard are fine as child bride and
streetwalker. Jean-Claude Pascal
is wooden as the doctor but Lise
Bourdin manages to get feeling
into an essential preachy role,

Lensing and editing are good, and
documentary aspects and birth
scepes are well done. Mosk.

er gal also sails on it, headed for

the.colonies with her hew husband.
Enroute^ after some-involved do-

ings, a revolt breaks out among
the. women. In the ensuing fire

which sinks the ship, only Miss
Britt and her lawyer are saved.
Revolt: in Which long-imprisoned
women take over the ship from its

crew and. proceed on a self-styled

orgy of wine, men and song, sums
up the pic’s exploitable fare. Much
of this sequence has been trimmed
by the local censor.

In an attempt to skirt trouble
of this kind,, producers have
thrown in a mass redemption with
religious overtones at ffpale, just
before ship sinks ip flames. Un-
subtle acting is in' keeping with
film’s broad-styled intentions, but
presents plenty of eye-appeal, with
Miss Weber, Miss Britt and Kerirna,
as the leader of the revolt, . stand-
ing out. Flo Sandons sings the
film’s one song, “Malasierra/’ local
hit. Pastel color (Gevacolor) is

effective, and Other production
values are okay. Hatrte.

Le Marehand d« Vc^nise
(Merchant of Venice)
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

Paris, Dec. 1.
Discfilm release of Elysees. Fllm-Ven,

turi production. Stars Michel pinion,
Andree Debar, Massimo Serato: features,
Armando Francioll, Olga SolbelU, Glorgia
Albertazzi. Directed by Pierre BlUon;
Screenplay by Louis Ducreux. Billon;
camera, Arturo Gallea: editor. Louis Bel-
lero; music, Giovanni Fusco.--At Trlomphe,
Paris. Running time, 101 MINS.
Shylock Michel Simon
Pbrtla Andree Debar
Antonio ................. Massimo Serato
Bassanio Armando Francioll
Jessica .. Olga Solbelll
Lorenzo ........... .... Gorgio Albertazzi

Limpy
Angele Abbe .

Fred Roberts .

Sff. Hadley
.Gerald Gale . .

.

Nigeh Langley
Starry Darrell.,
Mrs. Toms
Poppa

Bin Fonf Minaten Xach
Zwolf

(Till Five Minuted Past Twelve)
(GERMAN)

Berlin, Dec. 1.
Tempo release of Rapid production.

Directed by Richard Von Schenk. Screen-
play. Gerhard Grindel; camera. Sepp

Robert Cawdron i Kirzeneder: music, Rudolf Perak; sets,

John. Penrose
;

A. Seefelder. Tradeshown in Berlin.
Running time, M MINS.

Victor Maddem
Simone Silva
Liam Gaffney

BiU Travers
Molly Hamley Clifford

Eileen Way.
Paul Hardtmuth

The U. S. programmer market
should find this —acceptablc-
BTrilish-made

.
melodrama,- even

tho’ the running time, is a bit over-
length. Cesar Romero is the only
familiar name in the cast, but
helos give boxoffice value.

Here is another German full-
,

into a pseudo
length documentary on the Hitler : country where a

This German adventure film
shapes up as another piece in the
typical Hans Albers fashion.
Though “Nebrador” is not as good
as expected after the general up-
beat of German film quality, it will
emerge here—due to the powerful
name of Hans Albers—as another
dead-sure .money-maker. Since
there is actually nothihg new or
exciting about it, pic. doesn’t seem
to be qualified to lure U.S. patrons,

Film has Albers playing a double
role, He is a globe trotter coming

- J - Latin-American
revolution has

regime, fortunately one that has a

jnone-^honest -attitude
-than those"

released previously. Pic may be
an interesting item for a limited
number of U.S. situations, mainly
because of the shoMng of new
celluloid scenes. Film has stirred

Michele

Typical British attention to
' controversy here, as possibly glori-
fying Nazism; ttfeen banned by
Bonn, but has been shown in Ham-
burg nevertheless.
Some footage seems likely to be

of special interest, such as scenes
about Hitler's private life (includ-
ing Eva Braun, his mistress, taking
a Shower), excerpts from Nazi
newsreels which didn’t get Goeb-
bels’ greenlight (as the Nazi -chief-.

_ ,,
tain didn’t look too favorable, in

rod. Hbwever, in regards to the 1
them). Japanese war newsreels de-

latter, print seen was grainy. i picting the attack on Pearl Harbor,
Romero, operator of a pinball

,

etc.

joint in London, becomes the ob- i
One positive factor about the

ject of a police hunt after ^n ex- » film is the fact that the- narrators

characterization in bit parts is car
ried out in tho film-but • without
any slowdown, as Richard Ver-
non’s direction puts his script
through its paces. The suspense
element is well established by the
direction and the mood of the
piece- is heightened by the har-
monica emphasis in the Eric Spear
score and by the low-key, interest-

angled lensing of Phil Grind-

broken* out. He is a . villain who 1 Captain
wants to overthrow h is government.
Since both resemble each . other
like two pins, the villain hires the
globetrotter to temporarily take
over his role so that he undisturb
edly can continue his revolutionary
job, .This angle provides the funny
and adventurous situations. Good
Albers beats the bad one, thereby
saving the country called Nebrador*

Albers turns in his usual de
pcndable performance in the man-
ner as his numerous German fans
Want to see him. Since the script
is almost entirely concentrated
upon him, the other players remain
in the. shadow.

Director Rudolf Jugert, rated
one of Germany’s ablest film cre-
ators, in this case didn’t keep the
action rolling at full speed. There
are quite a number of dull mo-
ments. Hans.

La Nava Dolle Donne
MalodeUR

(Ship of Damned Women)
(ITALIAN-COLOR)

Genoa, Dec. 1.

Minerva Film release of an Excclsa
production. Stars- Kerima. Ettore Manni.
May Britt. Tania. Weber, Ediiardo CUnelli;
features Elvy Llssiak. Lul^i Tosl. Marcella
Rovena, Flo Sandons. Directed by Raf-
faello Matarazzo. Screenplay, Motarazzo,
Ennio de Concinl; camera. Aldo. Tomtl
At Orfeo, Genoa. Runninx. time. 97 MINS
Rosario ......... . . ......... .

.

Kerima
DeSilva Eitore Manni
Consuelo May Britt
Isabella . . Tania Weber
Carmen Elvy Llssiak

-Luigi—Tosi

Eduardo Clanelli

Color costumer with several ex
ploitation pegs, this pic looks like

a good grosser, especially in the
local hinterlands where the pop
appeal story will find its best audi-
ence. Its sex appeal and general
audience values may rate it a Spin
overseas as well. However, it’s no
prestige item and not for the arty
houses.

In order to save a profitable
marriage and her .poverty-threat-
ened family, Tania Weber kills her
illegitimate baby and pins the rap
on her cousin. May Britt. Lawyer
defending latter, although power-
less to save her, falls in love and
swears revenge. Gal is deported
ori a ship filled with other con-
demned women headed for. the
colonies.

;
Coincidentallyj the Web

Shakespeare again comes to the
screen in this static adaptation of
“Merchant of Venice.” Although
the scenic appeal of Venice was
used in this, it never gets out of .a

static, pretentious groove, and is

neither good Shakespeare nor good
screen fare; The languishing di-
rection, substandard acting, except
for Michel Simon, and the ordinary
technical aspects make this a ques-
tionable entry for the U. S. It has
only the Shakespeare tag for arty
spots. It also might run into the
same kind of group dissension that
characterized the showing of “Oli-
ver Twist” in the U. S.

The tale of moneylender Shy-
lock is again unfolded against a
background of carousing Venice.
Shylock is hated by the people who
borrow bis money, and his daugh-
ter runs off with his treasures and
a gay nobleman. It then follows
the familiar story only that Portia
is disguised as a man in the court-
room scene.

Director Pierre Billon lias given
this an episodic mountingN^hlph.
detracts from, the story of Slrylbck
and never gives the characters the
intensity or groupings needed.
Simon manages to give a measure
of humanity to Shylock as the em-
bittered man whose quest for
vengeance ends in the loss of all
his wordly goods and his daughter.
Andree Debar is woden as Portia
while the remainder 6f the cast is

comDletely inadequate, Lensing is

a bit flat,, but the Venice exteriors
-give-this^a-nice-productidnass'et.

Editing does nothing to dispel the
wordiness which is also hampered
by a routine dubbing job. Mosk.

Frenke, William$
9 Solo

Hollywood,. Dec. 8

Eugene Frenke and Rene Wil-

liams will produce “Heaven Knows
Mr. Allison” on their own, as a

result of the breakdown of nego-

tiations with Wayne-Fellows Pro-

ductions for the film rights to the

Charles Shaw novel. Understood
the deal fell through because

Frenke demanded screen credit as

producer.

Picture is scheduled for filming

next Spring in the South Pacific

and in Cinemascope and Techni-

color.
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Magnetized tape recording of4
motion pictures in the TV field, as

‘

demonstrated by RCA in Princeton,

N J., last week, represents a giant

step ahead for video. But any
widescale application of this elec-

tronic principle to the film industry

appears off in the distant future,

if ever.

Hollywood -studios, with no stake

in the manufacture of film, obvi-

ously Would welcome any develop-

—ment—bringing-the economy^-and
time-saving advantages whiCh are

apparent in M-tape for' TV.
But production reps from the

Coast and the economy-minded
execs ot the N.Y. homeoffices can’t

see how taped images, either in

color or only in black and white,

could be projected on the vastness

Of a theatre screen with compara-
ble quality of film. They claim they
have the . counsel of electronic
engineers on their payrolls in this

respect.

On another count, and assuming
that the high definition of the
filmed picture is obtainable with
tape, resultant economies still

would be doubtful. It would mean
a conversion (another one) to a

new type projection system for
theatres at a cost of millions. Fur-,

ther, the money savings in tape
stems froni the. fact that the re-
corded motion picture may be
electronically erased froni the tape,
after it is shown. In the picture
business, one film release print
plays as many as 300 theatres so
there are hardly any benefits to
be gained from the erasure factor.
If the spool of tape were to play
anywhere near 300 theatres, it’s

(Continued on page 24)

Scroll for SchaUert;

Don Hartman Explains

Foftogf Pick ‘Belts’
Hollywood, Dec. 8i

Hollywood Press Photog-
raphers selected Robert Wag-
ner and Terry Moore as best
new male and femme stars of
1953. Nominated for stardom
in 1954 were Pat Crowley, Tab ;

Hunter, Jack Lemmon/ Joanne
Gilbert, May Wynn, Jeff Rich-
ardsiirRobert Francis, Steve
Fofrest, Richard Allan, Char-
lotte Austin, Greg Palmer*
Barbara Rush, Ursula Theiss,
and Joan Weldon. ;

Max E. Youngstein, United Art-
ists v.p., last, week made the kind
of speech that members of. the
film industry’s advertising - pub-
licity fraternity have been want-
ing to hear for years. The exec at-
tacked what he termed the '‘in-

gratitude, shortsightedness, stu-
pidity and appalling underestima-
tion” that Characterizes the indus-
try's attitude toward its ad-pub

j

personnel.
I

Youngstein uncorked his tirade
j

before the Showmanship School of
!

tlic Associated Motion Picture Ad-
{

vertisers, in N. Y. The breed have
;

been the trade’s stepchildren long
enough, he stated in effect.

.
j

’‘The industry takes the atti-

tude,” said Youngstein, “that
'

When things are going poorly,; ad-
vertising and publicity methods
are to blame. But when business is

'

good; the advertising and publicity .

forces are completely ignored.” :

The exec continued: “Sales and
yproduction executives seem to eon-

j

sider it their prerogative to take
;

j

entire advertising and publicity
j

Long-pending stockholder suit
|

campaigns and completely destroy
,

against
.
Trans-Lux, with Harry

j

them, without offering a single

Brandt and Trans-Lux attorney constructive thought of their owm.
Milton Weismart as the main de- 1

What's more, they do so withbut
real knowledge of advertis-

Full Circle
Hollywood/ Dec., 8 .

Ever since Marvin Miller
was cast as an Oriental baddie
by director Frank Lloyd eight

years ago, he has been- playing
one Oriental baddie after an-
other. Now he is cast as an
Occidental goodie in “The
Shanghai Story,” an Oriental

film at Republic.
The reformation was brought

about by the same director.

Frank Lloyd, who felt. a .twinge
of conscience.

After another : false flicker of

Every conceivable communica-
tion method and medium has been
brought into play to offset the
vacuum created by . the New York
newspaper strike. Radio and TV
received the bulk of the diverted
advertising expenditure, with film

companies and Broadway legit-

theatres buying time spots wide! y.

Distribs and theatres with open-
ings and big pictures were the

most active time buyers right up
until yesterday’s (Tues. ) settlement
of the photo-engravers walkout.

Warner Bros., with “Hondo”
opening at the Paramount Satur-

! day <o i
; Metro, with “Easy to Love”

’bowing at the Music Hall, and

j

20th-Fdx, with “How tp Marry a
1 Millionaire” current at Loew ’s

! State and the Globe and “Beneath
• the 12-Mile Reef’ due into the

;

ous. While radio and television
' broadcasting benefited greater, ac-

tual coin outlay was not increased
but real located.

- Arty film situations and indie

distribs. were the biggest sufferers

in the press . blackout. These
sources depend almost wholly on
small-space newspaper advertising

for their business. A radio or videofendantS/ is currently in its third - any real khowledg
.

week of trial in N. Y: Supreme !

ing and publicity, yet consider hope that there might yet be *•
• caihpaign^tcrbeeffictiVe' require!

Court. Activity to date has been a I
themselves experts, Motion Picture Assn, of America

saturation too costlv for such
thorough examination of the same !

“In my opinion the men and TV film series, the project now-
.^©.usds •

‘

, A. D. Erickson, secretary- : women in our advertising and pub- appears dodo-dead. Both the
strike has proved a bonanza for

A m .
** .,•! 1 . .. : i . . J v _ 1_J : _ _ t . ? ^1. < If T1 A A . iL J. A MW1 Ann' * D nrSn * *

treasurer of Trans-Lux arid not a
defendant in the suit.

Action is. based on a long-time
complaint against Brandt and other
directors of the corporation. Two
main points are involved: the pur-

licity departments are as bright, MPAA and the American Broad

( Continued on page 24

»

off-beat, secondary, suburban, for-

;

castingXo have reached the point
eigb Jersey Brocik-

,
where they re ready to wash their

ly,, daily newspapers. Such papers

PCC CAMPAIGN IN LAST
as the N.Y. Enquirer, a weekly

-Hollywood, Dec.. 8 .

Hollywood faces a “greater
dream of the future than any ever
dreamed in the past” veteran L.A.
Times film and drama critic Ed-
win Schallert told the 7th annual
Publists Guild Panhandle Dinner
Wed.* night (2) as the affair

turned serious for the first time
to present a scroll to Schallert in

recognition of 38 years of report-
ing on the film industry. Usual
high-jinks of the

'
program; in

which the town’s journalists are
roasted by the publicists, was tem-
pered by the presentation which
drew a standing tribute from the
assembled guests.

Presentation, made by Dore
Schary, Kudosed Schallert for
epitomizing the highest traditions
of the press;

Hartman Keynoter
Keynote speech by Paramount

production executive Don Hart-
man set a rollicking pace for the
evening. He devoted most of his

speech to a humorous Recount of

how little he was interested in

personal publicity, proving it by
reading from a huge pile of scrap-

( Continued on page 75

)

hands of the whole idea in chagrin.

I Last week it looked briefly as if which went dally during the
! the pilot for the series might still strike, The Morning Telegraph, a

chase of seven theatres by Trans-
j

CTIjprC nfrri| 1 0Ar TA rA roll. MPAA had lined up Joan
, 35c racing newspaper; Womeifs

Lux and Brandt’s buying and book-
j
uI/iULO TTmlll lJUtl lU llv Crawford to appear. However, that Wear Daily, the Brooklyn Eagle

ing policies. Suing stockholders, : Hollywood, Dec. 8 feU through when it turned . ( Continued on page 22 >

alleging misrepresentation, are i Permanent Charities Commit- .

out that the star could only be ——

.

seeking to have the deal involving
, tee 's 1954 campaign is $130,770 photographed at her studio. ABC

^
„ .

the purchase of the theatres re-
] short' of its $1,225,000 goal, ac- ,

thought the cost too high.
Nfl llUm&trV-WlfliePaCtscinded and the return of the coin

;
cording to the latest compilation. WhUe. offiriallv, no one is blam-

;

I,w ““"“J " iUt 1HU’

J?
the corporation. They charge intensive 'drive among high- ing anyone else, MPAA rtecs are CJL. fnimianuie InfArm

that theatres w-ere bought from
! income filmites will be made in anything but happy over the way !

riUB UNUpdlllw RBI IPI III
'

corporations controlled by Brandt.
! the next two weeks. things have turned out. Privately C nil; • • » /vji;

i ; Bulk of the collections. or S720;. i ,

blame ABC as much as the SCTM!! rODDCIStS llIDU

80 <0 the Community MPAAJP,e“b
^
r Film companies in New Tort

Chests A.. Burbank, Santa :

approved the idea but d.dnt Irtlovt
. hav(,

,-.

nJxJJ
,p
the request of the(Continued on page 22)

I Monica and Glendale. Slim of SJ13.- “P «ith any kind of enthusiaun puKUcfet* Guild. Districl

400 is allotted to. National Red .

^*5 T"e
-o

e
f.", 65. on industry - wide negotiations

Cross chapters in the same cities;
approval, wth Uiepr^

, new contract. SPG represents
Other beneficiaries will be the f”™

P“*-ad suffers at Warner Bros.
forthcoming films plus sUr inter- Columbi4. United Artist!

and Universal. Reasons given foi

the turndown were that current

pacts expire at different dates ano
Original contract for a four-year that companies did not want to

Sam Katz, veteran exhibitipn
[
Braille institute. Will Rogers Me- agreement was signed last June in

. enter negotations until the expira-
and production exec who is now I

morial Hospital and Military Order ^ Y. At that time, ABC was supr
, t jon dates.

Looks Likely Sam Katz

Be a Production Duo

L. A. YMCA, City of Hope, Amer-
i
ican Cancer Society. Sister Eliza-

beth Kenny Foundation. L. A.
County Heart Association, Arthri-
tis and Rheumatism Foundation.

20th-Fox, Columbia. United Artist*
views. MPAA prexyEnc Johnston Reasons eiven foi
had been slated at the m.c. for. the
pilot.

F
)VVV )

- Rome, Dec. i.

Local newspapers have heati-giv-
ing a big play to the arrest of JSod
Geiger and Joseph Grant, charged
with what the headlines term ’’the

40.000,000 lire ($60,000) swindle”
Geiger and Grant were setting up
production of “The Giant," a prize-
fight feature telling the life story
of Primo Camera with a liberal
backdrppping of corruption and
rackets.

.

Basis for the arrests is a series
ot checks which bounced before
sufficient backing was garnered by
the producers, to cover, thus send-
ing debtees to the Italian police for
action. Both producers were taken
to the Regina Coeli prison after
their arrest.

; Camera has been called to Rome
li’om his north Italian home town,
where he was waiting for picture
10 star t shooting, to testify in case.

bowing out as board chairman of of the Purple Heart. ’ (Continued on page 24

v

the Stanley Kramer Co. (now dis- •

solving), and George Glass, v.p, of
’

the same outfit, are. mapping plans !

to form, a new independent film-
j

making company. I

Splitting with his former pards.
Kramer is setting up another unit

;

to release through United Artists
J

(see separate story).
j

Katz and Glass haven’t made any •

official disclosures as yet but it's!

expected that Katz will handle the
j Motion by writer James Mich -

1

the trio of plaintiffs stemming
bustness end of their enterprise

; ener an^ the William Motris agen -
1

from the sale by Michcner of stage
and Glass will serve as producer.
Project is in too early a stage of

formation to allow for any align-

ment with a distributing organiza-
tion. -

In the trade’s early years, Katz
teamed with the Balaban family in

forming the Balaban & Katz cir-

cuit-in
-
Chicago, subseqtien tly vvas

associated with Paramount Lasky
j

and Paramount Publix. He was a
j

Metro studio exec from 1936 to

;

1939. Glass held ad-pub positions i

with David O. Selznick* Samuel
j

Goldwyn and other indies prior to !

joining Kramer. He had associate
'

producer credits on several Kram-
er productions.

Semblance of industry-wide
talks, however, will be maintained
bv the SPG- with appointment tc

1

the negotiating committee of staff-

; ers from the various companies
. Under this system, a 20th or War-
ner employee, could, for example
sit in on confabs at Universal^

Judge Rules Jury Must Decide If Author and Agent B6lh 2oth*s and Columbia’s man
* *v 1 n r* 1 r\rr •> agement. it s indicated, have noi

Reneged on Dona ride Offer looked favorably at this plan. The
.1 . . other film companies have, as yet.

not made known their attitudes.

OSl's and 20th’s opposition stems

ey to . dismiss the suit brought and screen rights to his novel, -from the -

against them "by Ldew’s, 20thrFox “Sayonara,’’ to Joshua Logan.
;

•.'9
u

.

I^d negotiate 1
.

and •William' Goetz was denied : Judge upheld the contention of 'olving lheu own firms. Both, it s

Wednesday (2) by Judge Denis, LoeW’s. 20th and., Goetz that n°ted. have said the*' would allou

O’Leary Cohalan ih N. Y. Supreme Miichener is obliged to choose one
J* d^run^nr' iLld \ he

Court; , Defendants argued legal
,

of the three to whom he would sell
thc dopa r

f

^^
•.

_

^

1 1 e

insufficiency in complaint filed by his book. Court ruled that the
;

Continued on pa&e iz

_.--- - 1 communication made on behalf of

.

Michcner constituted an offer

rather than an invitation to bid.

By terms of the offers, file Court
added, the defendants were obliged

to choose from those accepting the
offer. As a result of this decision.

(ndi* Producer

Robert L. Lippert
dotoilt why unall towns and

nabes nood

. Hollywood* Dec. 8.

Warners’ cartoon department re-

sumes activity Jan. 4. Shuttered

since June because of a completed

backlog big enough for almost a

year.
Schedule for 1954 calls for 25 to

30 cartoons;

A Break on Product

And Terms
*’

*

i

an interettmjj byline piece (n the

ferthcoming

48th Anniversary Number

.. -of;-'

^RIETY

3

Id Foreign Countries

With “Valley of the Kings” start-

the judge ordere”d a trial: If', ed in. Egypt this .week, Metro cur-

Loew’s. 20th and Gbetz can prove
;

fCntly has three pictures in produc-

tiieir contentions. Michener will be
;

tion abroad and one filming at the

forced to select one, of the three.

Plaintiffs charge that Michenef.
through the Morris office, proposed
a specific deal for the sale of the
rights to his book and all three
parties agreed to the terms, leav-

ing the final decision up to Mich-
ener. It’s claimed that the author

then improperly peddled “Sayo-
nara” to Logan. Logan is also a

defendant in the case but did not

studio.

“Betrayed,” starring Clark Gable
and Lana Turner, is winding up in

England after having started in

Holland. Also being shot in Eng-

land is “Beau Brummell.” with

Stewart Granger and Elizabeth

Taylor, Studio product is “A Bride

for Seven Brothers,” with Howard
Keel and Jane Powell.

All foul* pictures are being made
take part in the move for dismis- in color, with “Brothers” receiving

sal,
'

l the Cinemascope treatment.



LA. Limping;
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Broadway Grosses
• *

Estimated Total Gross:

This Week . . . $512,300

( Based on 23 theatres )

Last Year ... ...

.

$471*200

( Based oh 19 theatres )

“Sins
From

Los Angeles, Dec. 8. +
The dull pre-Xmas days are

taking a toll in the current week
among -first-runs. Overall wicket

trade is slackening, even for strong

extended-run. “Take High Ground

is getting the biggest money among
the newcomers with a good $26,000

in two theatres. “Donovan’s Brain

is rated nice $18,000 in four small-

8C3t6rS*
“Diamond Queen” '100108 lean

$15,000 in two spots. Nebraskan

is pulling a slim $8,000, three sites.

•‘War of Worlds’ - is down consid-

erably in second round although

okay $14,000 in two houses after

sniash opener.
“Robe” is down to $23,0(K) in

11th week, two situations, while

•‘Marry Millionaire” is fair $19,000

in fifth frame. “Eternity” is/rated

mild $15,000 in 10th round but

holds another week. “Cinerama
still is good with $28,800 in 31st

session.
Estimates for This Week

Globe, Iris, Uptown, Loyola

(FWC) 1782; 814; 1,715; 1.248; 70-

$ 1.10)—-“Donovan’s Brain” (UA)
and “Stranger Oh Prowl” (UA).

Nice $18,000. Last week,
Jezebel” (Lip) and “Man
Cairo” (Lip). $17,600. _

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (ABPT-F&M) (3,300; 1,430;

70-$1.25)
—“Diamond Queen” (WB)

and '.‘Shadow Man” (Lip), Lean
$15,000. Last week, “Calamity
Jane” «WB> and “Clipped Wings
(AA) (L A. Par only) (2d wk), $18>
300.

'

';r

United Artists, Wiltem. Fox
Hollywood (UATC-SW-FWC) (2,-

100; 2.344; 756; 7Q-S1.10)
—“Nebras-

kan” (Col) and “Killer Ape” (CqI).

Sad $8,000. Last week, U.A.. ‘Ter-

ror Street” (LipV with Lola Montes
revue onstage, $6,500; others, in

other units.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC

(2,404; 1.538; 70-$1.10) — ‘Take
High Ground” fM-G). Good $26,000

_ Last week, Egyptian, “Mogambo
(M-G) Wth wk). $7,300: State. Wil-
tern, “Fighter Attack” (AA) ‘Tum-
bleweed” <U> (9 daysV, $20,200.
Orpheum, Vogue fMetropolitan-

[
Midtown

.
(Goldman) (1,000; 74- 1 shapes stout while "Big Heat” at

FWC) (2.213; 885; 70-$1.10>—“War
,

$130)—‘Take High Ground” (M-G) Loew’s is mce. “Crazylegs” looks
of Worlds” (Par> (2d wk). Okay

|
(2d wk). Neat $11,000. Last- week, 1 good at Lyric.

$14,000. Last week, fancy $36^00, $17,000.
with smash $66,000 for one nabe

[ Randolph (Goldman) (2 500; 74-
$1.30)— “Kiss Me Kate” <M,G)

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.

Holdovers are dominating the

local scene. This plus the damage

done by_ weekend downpours is

damaging trade this Session. ‘‘Mil-

lionaire” still is getting the biggest

coin with a socko third Mastbaum
stanza. “Hondo” continues smash

in second round at Goldman. Lone
newcomer, “Siren of Bagdad”
shapes fair at Stanton. Despite
sharp dg>s hy most bills after great
Thanksgiving week, some are far-

ing well. “Take High Ground” still

is heat in second Midtown frame.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30)—

"Mogambo”' (M-G) (9th wk). Big
$6,800. Last week, $9,000.

Boyd <S-W) ( 1,400; $1.30-$3^5>—
“Cinerama” (Indie)

..
(9th wk).

Fancy $20,500. Last week, $26,400.

Fox (20th) (2.250; 99-$1.80)—
“Robe’' (20$h) a 1th wk). Good
$18,000. Last week, $26,000.

1 Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
99)—“Hondo(’ (WB) (2d wk). Rous-
ing $15,000. last week, $25,000.

Mastbaum ( S-W) (4,360; 99-$l .30)

—‘How Marry Millionaire” (20th),

Seattle; ‘Jans’ Good 7G
Seattle, Dec. 8.

Saturday’s storm and
Christmas buying are toughing

trade here this round.
.
Powwg.

"How to Marry a Millionaire is

wow in. current (preen) ) session at

Fifth Avenue. ‘ Calamity Jane

shapes good at Music Hall. Fort

Bravo” looms slow, at Liberty, be-

ing one of major disappointments

fpr new entries.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800^ 65-

90)—"Young and Damned (Indie).

Fair $2,500. Last week, “Decam-
eron Nights” (RKO), $2,800 at

$1,25 top.

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829;. 65-

90) — “Botany Bay” (Par) mid
“Vicki” (20th) (2d wk). Okay
$7,000 after $13,700 last week.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

"Fort Bravo” (M-G) and “Shadow
Man” (Lip). Slow $4,500. Last

week, “Glass Web” (U) and “Stand
Apache River” (U), $5,600.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;

($1-$L50)—“How Marry Million-

aire” (20th). Wow $20,000. Last

week, “Robe” (20th) (9th wk-6
days), great $11,300 at $1.75 top.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90-

$1.25)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (20th

wk). Okay $3,500 after $4,600 last

week.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,363; 65-

90)
—“Calamity Jane” (WB) and

“Murder Monday” ( Indie). Good
$7,000. Last week, “Torch Song”
(M-G)" and “Man in Hiding” (UA).

(2d wk-5 days), $4,300.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

90-$1.25)
—“War of Worlds” (Par)

and “Affair Monte Carlo” (AA) (2d

wk). Off sharply to dull $6,000.

Last week, $15,300.

Hub 1IW% Holdover; ‘Hoado’ Hep 19G,

‘Marry’ Jfice $21,000, Kate’ 27G, 2d

Estimated Total Gross
This,Week ; . .$2,637,100

(Based on 24 cities, and 226

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.) :

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . . .$2,129,600

(Based on 25 cities and'211
theatres.

)

Indianapolis, Dec. 8.

Biz is holding up well here this

stanza ^ despite heavy concentration
on Christmas buying. “How to

t ^ , 1

Marry Millionaire,” still sOck in

ioe
Socko $23,500, Last week,

j scicond week at Indiana, will lead
$35,000.

[ city. “East of Sumatra” at Circle

and four drive-ins..

Rialto (Metropolitan) (839) (60-

i

90 “Flight Tangier” (Par) and 1

“Sea Lost Ships”- (Rep) (2d run)
(2d wk). Slight $2,200. Last week,
with Fox Hollywood. $9,500.

El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-$1.10)—
“Songs of . Land” <UA) (2d wk).
Scant $1.200.. Last week, $3,500.
Warners Beverly <SW) (1.612; 90-

$1.50)-
—‘Torch Song” (M-G) (3d

wk). Modest $6*500. Last week,
$9 600
Fox Ritz (FWC) (1,363; 90-$1.50)—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (3d,

wk). Neat $7,000. Last week, $9,600.
Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-

$2.40.)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (4th

wk). Okay $7,300. Last week, $10,-

400. - .

Hawaii (GAS) (980; 70-$1.10)—
•‘Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (4th wk).
Dull $2,200. Last week/ with
Palace, $9,300.
Wilsbire, Warner Downtown

(FWC-SW) (2.296; 1,757; $l-$2^0)—"Manr Millionaire” (20th) (5th

wk Wilshire, 4th wk Downtown).
Fair $19,000.. Last week, $32,200.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)
—“Cruel Sea” (U) (8th wk). Off to

$1,300. Last week, oke $1,500.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2.812; 95-$1.50)—“Eternity”
(Col) noth wk). Mild $15,000. Last
week, $22,000,

Chinese, Los Angeles (FWC)
(1,905; 2i097; $1.20-$2,40)—“Robe”
(20th) (11th wk Chinese, 6th wk
L. A.). Nice $23,000. Last week,
$34,000. -% . v

Warner Hollywood <%W) ( 1.364;
$1.20-$2.40)— “Cinerama”

(3d,
wk). Thin $10,500. Last week,!
$18,000.

Stanley (S-W) (2.900; 85-$1.30)—

!

“All Brothers Valiant” 1M-G) (2d i

wk). Mild $13,009. Last week,
$18,000.

Stanton <S-W) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Siren of Bagdad" (Col) and “Mis-
sion Over Korea” (Col). Fair
$8,000. Last week, “99 River
Street” (UA), $10,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25>
“Sea Around Us” (RKO) (4th wk).
Fine $3,200. Last week, $3,500.

Trans-Lux fT-L) (500; 99-$1.50)

—

“Moon Is ’Blue” (UA) (6th wk).
Bright $8,500. Last week, .$10,500.

Estimates for This Wepk
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60-

85)—“East of Sumatra” (U) and
“Golden Blade” (U). Stout $12,000.
Last week, “Calamity Jane” (WB),
$13,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3.200; 76-$1.25)—

“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(2d wk). Sock $20,000 on top of
$32,000 Opening stanza.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,527; 60-85)—

“Big Heat” (Col) and “Combat
Squad” (Col). Nice $10,000.. Last
week, “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G), $11,-
500 in 8 days at $1 top.

Lyric (C-D)- (1,600; 50-76)—
“Crazylegs” (Rep) and 4iKing of
Racetrack” (Indie). Good $5*000.
Last week, 'Tumbleweed” (U) and
“Project Moon Base” '(Lippert),

$6 ,000.

St. Louis, Dec. 8.

Biz Is spotty here this session

after; a weekend of cool weather.

“Hondo" is holding a second round

starting today after a smash open-
ing week at the Fox. “Kiss Me
Kate” likewise is holding after .a

nice second round at Loew s. “The
Robe” continues strong in seventh
frame at the St. Louis. “Gruel
Sea” looks good at the Pageant.

“So This Is. Love” and “Sword and
Rose” wound up with a modest
session at the Ambassador last

night (Mon.). “Decameron Nights”

is in its third session at the Shady
Oak.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (FAM) (3,000; 60-75)

—“Miss Robin Crusoe” (20th) and
“Blueprint for Murder” (20th)

Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
“So This Is Love” (WB) and
“Sword and Rose” (RKO), modest

$12 ,000.

Fox (FAMV (5,000; 60-75)—
“Hondo”- (WB) and “Louisiana
Territory” (RKO) (2d wk). Starts

today (Tups.) after smash $20,000
for first frame.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)

—

"Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (3d wk).
Starts today (Tues.) after nice $12,-

000 for second week.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

90)—“Cruel Sea” (U). Good $4,000.
Last week, “Martin Luther” (Indie)

(4th wk), $4,500.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;

60-75)—“Robe” (20th) (7th wk).
Lusty $14,000 after $17,000 last

week.
Shady Oak (St. L, Amus.) (800;

90)
—“Decameron Nights” (RKO)

(3d wk). Good $2,000 after $3,000
second week.

Boston, Dec. 8.

Setting what is undoubtedly some
sort of record here, there is not
a single new bill playing a down-
town major this session, product
at all houses being holdover. Con-
tinuing strong are “The Robe,” in

ninth frame at the Memorial and
"Hondo,” in second week at the
Paramount and Fenway. “Kiss Me
Kate” in second frame at State and
Orpheum shapes good. “How To
Marry Millionaire,” is rated, fine in

fourth stanza at the Met.
Estimates for This Week

Astor (BAQ) <1,500; 50-$l,10)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (3d wk).
Fairly good $13,000. Last week,
$15,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;

50-$l)
—“Fanfan Tulip” (Lopert)

(9th wk) and “Miranda” (Indie)

added this week. Nice $4,500 fol-

lowing $5,500 for eighth.

Exeter (Indie) <1,300; 60-$l) —
“Titfleld Thunderbolt” (U) and
Passionate Sentry”. (Indie) (2d

wk). Oke $5,000 after $6,500 for.

first.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l)—
"Hondo” (WB) and “The Fake,”

(UA) (2d wk). Nice $5,500 or near
after $9,000 opener.

Majestto (Shubert) (1,500; 50-

$1.25)—“Martin Luther” < Indie)

(6th wk). Okay $7;000. Last week,
$8,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 85-$1.85)—“The Robe” (20th) (9th wk). Nice

$22,000 following $27,000 in eighth
week;

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 80-

$1.25) “How Marry Millionaire”

(20th) (4th wk). Nice $21,000 after

$29,000 in third. Stays a fifth.

Orpheum (LOew’s) (3v000; 65-

$1.05)—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) and
“China Venture” (Col) (2d wk).

Off to good $17,000 or near follow-
ing $25,000 in first week.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 65-$l)

—“Hondo” (WB) and “The Fake”
(UA) (2d Wk). Still nice at $13,500.

Last week, $20,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-$1.05)—

“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) and “China
Venture” (Col) (2d wk). Neat

$10,000 after $15,000 in first.

(32d wk). Into 32d frame
stoutish $28,800 last week.

‘Honduras’ Lively 12G,

L’ville; ‘Hondo’ 8G, 2d
Louisville, Dec. 8.

“Take High Ground” at the
!

Jezebel.

State* and “Appointment in Hon-
duras” at the Rialto are the only
new bills at firstruns this week.
Latter only started on Sunday.
“Honduras” looms strong. Second

<Indie) ! weeks for “Hondo” at Mary Am
.( « 1 a 1m «

after

T WOW 18G,

TORONTO; WEILS’ 10G
Toronto, Dec. 8.

Xmas shopping is beginning to
dent biz here, but “All Brothers
Were Valiant” is sock to pace new-
comers, “Decameron Nights” looms
nice at two houses and “Sailor of
the King” also oke. On holdovers,
“The Robe” in seventh frame and
“The Caddy” in second continue to
shape up nicely. “Veils of Bagdad”
Is satisfactory but "Inferno” (3-D)
and reissue of “Snake Pit” are sad.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol, Tivoli (FP) ( 1,092: 1,436;

85-95)—"Inferno” (20th) (3-D). Sad
(Continued on page 21)

derson and “Torch Song” at Ken-
tucky shape well, former being;
[especially sock.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 54-

75)—“Torch Song” (M-G) (2d wk).
Hot $7,000. Last week, $8,500.

Mary Anderson (Peoplc’’s) (1,-

200; 54-75)—“Hondo" (WB) (2d
wk). Still socko at $8,000 after
last week’s $12,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75)—"Appointment in Hondur-
as” (RKQ) and "Marry Me Again”
(RKO). Strong $12,000. Last week,
“Robe” (20th) (4th Wk), $18,000 at
$1.50 top.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)—
“Take High Ground” (M-G) and
“Slaves Babylon” (Col). Opened
Sunday (6). Last week, “Kiss Me
Kate” (M-G)

,
and “No Escape”

(UA), good $15;C00 in 10 days.

Cincinnati, Dec. 8.

Approach of Xmas is being felt

at major theatres this week on
heels of Thanksgiving hypo. “Re-
turn To Paradise” is out In front
of among the new bills. “Sins of

is rated so-so at Capitol.
“The Robe” is ending record en-
gagement at Albee. ‘.‘Calamity
Jane” is, solid on moveover at the
Grand.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 85-$1.50)—

“The Robe” (20th) (7th wk). Wind-
ing up house record run and Cincy
all-time high film gross at okay
$9,500 after $17,500 Thanksgiving
stdnza

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and “Cas-
bah” (Col). So-so $6,500. * Last
week*

.
“Thunder Over Plains”

(UA) and “My Heart Goes Crazy”
(UA), $5,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—

“Calamity Jane” (WB) (m.o). Oke
$6,000. Last week; VJoe Louis
Story”: ((JA) and “No Escape”
(UA), $7,500.

Keith’s (SWor) (1,500; 55-85)—
“Botany Bay” (Par) (2d wk). No
complaint at $4,000 after $6,000
bow.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
“Return to Paradise” (UA), Fine
$10,500. Last Week, “Calamity
Jane” (WB), ditto.

Shopping Sloughs Mpls;

‘Manry’15G, ‘Bravo’ 4*G
Minneapolis, Dec. 8.

Winter’s first hard licks are
manhandling biz currently as snow
and icy pavements discourage the-
atre going. Early Christmas buy
ing also is helping to shove the
showhouses behind the eight ball

With holdovers again more In the
spotlight, the newcomers’ lineup
doesn’t hold too much. ; Fresh en
tries striving none too successfully
for public attention include “Torch
Song,” “Appointment in Hon-
duras,” “Escape from Fort Bravo”
and “99 River Street.” It’s the
second week for the high-stepping
“How to Marry a Millionaire.”
“Kiss Me Kate” also is bice in
first holdover round.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 65-85) —

“Torch Song” (M-G). Okay $5,000
Last week, “Mr, Potts To Mos-
cow” (AA), $2,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)

—

“Escape from Fort Bravo’* (M-G)
Slender $4,500. Last week.

“Mo
gambo” (M=G) (6th^wk); $^500.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)—“Bot
any Bay” (Par) (2d wk). Okay $4,
000. Last week, $9,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-$1.20)—"Millionaire” (20th) (2d wk).

big winner ; with mighty $15,000
Last week, $30,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65

85)—“Appointment in Honduras
(RKO). Tepid $6,000. Last week
“Big Heat” (Col), $7,500 in 6 days!
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-76)—

“99 River Street” (UA) and “Heart
Goes Crazy” (UA). Light; $4,500.
Last week, “Joe, Louis Story” (UA)
and “No Escape” (UA), $6,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—“Kiss
Me Kate” (M-G) (2d wk); Okay
$6,000. Last week, $12,000.
World (Mann) (400; 55-$l:20)—

“Seven Deadly Sins” (Indie) (2d
wk-4 days). Dim $1,500. Last week*
$2,800.

Bay’

Cfore; ‘Hondo’ Hep 10G

In 2d, ‘Marry’ 19G, 3d
Cleveland, Dec. 8.

Strongest new* entrant here . is

Botany Bay,” bucking some- high-

voltage holdovers and grabbing a

smart gross for State. “How Marry
Millionaire” contihues great in

third round at Allen. Going, into

its ninth lap, "Robe” displays last-

ing power for Hipp. “Hondo” oil

second folio at Palace looms big.

Captain’s Paradise,” fresh .at

Stillman’s, doing nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) 43,000; $l-$1.25)r-

“Millioriaire” (20th) (3d wk).

Smash $19,000 following $29,000

last week.

.

Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700;

$1-$1.80)—“Robe” (20th) (9th wk).

Fine $14,000. Last week, $18,000.

Ohio (Loew’s) (1^00; 55-85)—-

Escape From Ft. Bravo” (M-G)

(m.o.h Nice $5,000. Last week.

“Melba” (UA), $3,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)—

Hondp” (WB) (2d wk). Excellent

$10,000. Last week, $22,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)—
“Botany Bay” (Par). Brisk $13,000.

Last week, “Fort Bravo” (M-G),

$10 ,000 .
.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA). Fine

$7,000. Last week, “Kiss Me Kate
(M-G) at tilted prices, $6,000.

‘VICE’ GOOD $6,500 IN

OMAHA; ‘HONDO’ 7G, 2d
Omaha, Dec. 8.

_ W-ith-two-holdovers-arid two new
entries, boxoffice pace has slowed

considerably here this week after

the hefty Thanksgiving weekend.
“Vice Squad” is good at the

Omaha. Holdover of “Hondo’
shapes big at Braftdeis. “All Broth-

ers Were Valiant” is mild at the

Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week

Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-$D—
“Hondo” (WB) and “Killer Ape
(Col) (2d wk). Nifty $7,000 .after

huge $10,000_opeher. .

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-76)

—“Vice Squad” (UA) and “The
Fake” (UA). Good $6,500. Last

week, "So Big” (WB), $7,000.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 65*

85)—“AH Brothers Valiant”
Medium $10,000. Last week, Ca-

lamity Jane” (WB), $11,500.

State (Goldberg) (65-90)—“Kiss

Me Kate” (M-G) (2d wk). Good $5,-

500 after $8,000 initial stanza.
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Daniels-'Hoiidiiras’ Oke at $39,

‘Marry’ 48G, 2d; ‘River-Nurse 17G
Chicago, Dec. 8.

Three bills were ushered in this

week to greet the pre-Christirias

lull - which is dropping grosses

sharply' at all mainstemmers. Billy

Daniels topping stageshow with

“Appointment in Honduras” looks

oke $39,000 at the Chicago. Monroe

is mild $6,500 for “Yellow Balloon”

and “Jennifer.” Roosevelt is get-

ting a good $17,000 for “99 River

St.” and “Flight Nurse.”

Of six second-weekers, “How to

Marry a Millionaire” is standout

with a whopping $62,000 at the

Oriental. “Jack Slade” and “Son
of Belle Starr” combo is nice at

United Artists while McVickers
looks bright for “Botany Bay” and
“Flight to Tangier,” two Others in

second, “All Brothers Valiant’- is

tidy at the Grand also on first hold-

over week.
Fourth week of “Mogambo? at

the Woods is chalking up a strong
stanza while “Captain’s Paradise,”

in sixth frame, still is sturdy

$3,600 at the Ziegfeld. “Robe” is

pulling a mighty total in 1.1th week
at State-Lake. Same round for;

“Martin Luther” at" the Loop con-
tinues plump, . “Cinerama” in 19th
at the Palace still is sockeroo.

Estimates for This Week „

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)—“Appointment in Honduras”
(RKO) with Billy Daniels topping
stageshow. Okay $39,000 looms.
Last week, “Half a Hero” (M-G)
with Betty Grable-Harry James
heading stageshow, giant $90,000;
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—

“Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (2d wk).
Nice $10,000. Last week, $14,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (600; 98-$l,25)—

“Martin Luther” (Indie) (11th wk).
Fancy $11,500. after $15,200 last-

week.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-90)

>

—“Botany Bay” (Par) and “Flight
to Tangier” (Par) (2d wk). Fine
$14,000. Last week, $24,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)

—

“Yellow Balloon” (AA) and “Jenni-
fer” (AA). Mildish $6,500. Last
week, “Torch Song” (M-G) (5th
wkl $4 300

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$L25)—"How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(2d wk). Great $48,000 after $75,-
000 last Week.
Palace (Eitel) (1..484; $1.20-$3:60)

-^'Cinerama” (Indie) (19th wk).
Boff $39,400. Last week, $43,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

''99 River St.” (UA) and “Flight
Nurse” (Rep). Fat $17,000 or over.
Last week. “Big Heat” (Col) and
“49th Man” (Col) (2d wk), $17,500.
, State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 98-
$.180)—“Robe” (20th) (11th wk).
H4fty $38,000. Last week, $52,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)

—

“Decameron Nights” (RKO) (2d
wk). Neat $5,600 after last week’s
$5,800. :

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-
98)—“Jack Slade” (AA) and “Son
.of Belle Starr” (AA) (2d wk). Fast
$14,000, Last week, $23,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98-

$1.25) — "Mogambo" (M-G) (4th
wk). Sock $20,000. Last Week,
$28,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Cin-

derella” (Indie) (2d wk). Fair
$2,000 after $3,000 last week.

Ziegfeld (Lopert) (430; 98)—
Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (6th

wk). Strong $3,600. Last week,
$5,200.

Eifeatei^ Net :

Filpi gross estimates as re-
ported herewith from the vari-
ous key Cities, are net; 1. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage; hence the
estimated figures are net In?

''.come,
• •

The parenthetic admission,
prices, however, as indicated,
include the IL S. amusement
tax.

D.C. Okay; ’Hondo’ Hotsy

to Record 70G,

Det; ’Hondo’ Hot 21G, 2d
„ Detroit, Dec. 8.
Big news r here this week is the

record-breaking biz the Betty
urablerHarry James -stageshow—is-
pringmg to the Michigan where
.Back to God’s Country” is on the
screen. Although all other down-
towners are showing, holdovers,

a/c fslrly strong for most
Leaders are “The Robe” in

loth week at the Fox, “How to
F

i

y Millionaire” in rich third

.JSJJ United Artists, “Cln-
in 38th socko week at the

.WMl. and “Hondo” in sec-
0nd s

£1,d round at the Palms.
Estimates for This Week

(

(F?x-Detroit) (5,000; $1-

wk?° T.
T
Jle Robe” (20th) (10th

$38000
tUdry $32(00°. Last week *

Detroit) (4,-

Cmlr,? M
5'? 1 -30)—“Back to God’s

Hapr,
trj

t
(U) Plus Betty Grable-

James topping stageshow.
eading for socko record-breaking

(Continued on page 21)

Providence, Dec. 8.

The holdovers, at upped scales,

are still grossing nicely, with “The
Robe” In its fifth week at Majestic.

“How To Marry Millionaire” is

big in its second at RKO Albee.
Loew’s State Is nice in its second
with “Kiss Me Kate!” Strand looks
fair with “Gun Fury.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 74-$l,25)^

“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)

(2d wk). Upped scale helping to
nifty. $16,000 after $25*000 in first.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 80-$i.25)
—“The Robe” (2C h) (5th Wk).
Strong $12,000. Fourth week was
$15,000.

State. (Loew) (3,200; 50-70) —
"Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) and “Big
Leaguer” (AA) (2d wk). Fairly
good $6,500; Last week, $15,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-
70)—“Gun Fury” (Col) and “Killer
Ape” (Col). Steady $7,000. Last
week, “Botany Bay” (Par), $9,000
in 11 days.

H.0.s, Pre-Xmas Hit K.C.;

’Heat’ Warm 10G, ’Hondo’

7G, ’Marry’ Big 19G, 2d
* : Kansas City, Dec. 8,

Heading into Christmas shop-

ping season, picture biz still is

showing strength^ here. “Big Heat,”

one of few newcomers, looks okay

at the Midland; Bigger money is

being gleaned by the holdovers,

“How To Marry a Millionaire” in

second week in four Fox Midwest

Theatres being stronger than.most

first sessions. “Hondo” at the
Missouri had a terrific first week
and is following nicely in second
stanza. “The Robe" in 10th week
still is fine. “Flight To Tangier”
is moderate at Paramount. Weather
turned moist over weekend.

Estimates foir This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$l)

—

“Tonight We Sing” (20th) (2d wk).
Very slow $1,000. Last week,
$1,400.

^Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)

—“Rig Heat” (Col) arid “Last
Posse” (Col). Oke $10,000, Last
week, “All Brothers Valiant” (M-G)
and “Fighter” (Col), $8,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 75-$D—
“Hondo” (WB) and “Louisiana
Territory” (RKO) (2d wk). Fine

$,7,000. Last week, terrific $15,000,

topping anything in recent weeks
and. considerably exceeding expec-
tations.

Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;

,
$14l.50)^-“The Robe” (20th) (10th

|-wk)—Mudcstr-bu^steady
-
play at

$10,000. May continue a few extra

days. Last Week, $14,000.

Paramount' (Tri-States) (1 ,900;

65-85)—“Flight To Tangier” (Par).

Mild $7,000. Last week, “Botany

Bay” (Par), $8,500.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,TOO; 2,043;

700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Millionaire”
(20th) (2d wk). Big $19,000, and
may go into third week or part

of it. Last week, giant $33,000,

highest total ever on regular

prices, but a few dollars short of

orie-week record set recently by
“The Robe” In first week at down-
town Orpheum.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)

—

“Mr. Potts To Moscow” (AA). Fat
$2,500, and Will hold. Last week,

“Titfield Thunderbolt” (U) (3d wk),

$1,300.

JWVVJ

_ . Washington, Dec. 8.
Trend towards longruns in

town s mainstem houses reached its
peak this semester,, with .not a
single newcomer midtown,: Despite
full swing into Yule shopping
season, biz is surprisingly steady;
with tapering off in holdover biz
about normal. “Here to Eternity,”
in 15th week at Trans-Lux and
current-longrun chanip, is still in
the black. Hold until New Year’s.
“How to Marry a MillftJnaire,” in
third .stanza at Palace, is still
strong. “Hondo" still is big In
second week at Met. Other hold-
overs are oke.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 7441.20)

—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay $26,000 after $28,000 last

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-85)
—“Take High Ground” (M-G) (2d
wk). Brisk $8,000 after $12,000 last
week. Holds.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 9041.20)

—“Martin Luther” (Indie) (6th wk).
Snappy $5,000 after $6,000. Stays,

Keith’s (RKO) (1,949; 7041) —
"All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (3d
wk). Fine $8,500 after $10,000.

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 55-85)
—“Hondo” (WB) (2d wk); Great
$9,000. Last week, $12,600.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 7441.20)—“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(3d wk). Fast $20,000 after $25,000.
Holds.

Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$D—
“Roman Holiday’’ (Par) (10th wk).
Steady $4i000. and staying there.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.2042.80)— “Cinerama” (Indie) (5th wkj.

Great $20,000 after $19,300 last
Week.

Trans-Liix (T-L> (600; 904125)
—“Eternity” (Col) (15th wk). Ta-
pering off, but still okay $6,500
after $8,000 last week. Stays.

^^.^rayo
,

Okay

Baltimore, Dec. 8.

Grosses took a sharp dive here
this week, with downward trend
likely to continue1 until the Xmas
holidays. “Escape From Fort
Bravo” is rated okay at the Cen-
tury, and holds. “Hondo” is fair in

second Stanley week “Melba” wras
a disappointment at the Little and
will be yanked after one round.
“How to Marry a Millionaire” is

holding strongly in its second week
at the Town. “Gun Fury” did poor-
ly at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

70)— “Escape From Fort Bravo”
(M-G). Okay $10,500. Holds. In
ahead* “Take High Ground” (M-G),
$11,000 in 8 days.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100

35-80 )— “Appointment In Hohdu-

, Rain, Press Strike

’

55CI Tire’ 23t “Robe’ (8a 12th
Always hard hit at this time of

the year by pre-Xmas buying, the
Broadway first-runs have the added
handicap of the ' Manhattan news-
paper; strike, in its 11th. day yes-
terday (Tues.). Actually, many
managers of deluxe houses felt that
the heavy rains both Friday night
and Sunday (6) night hurt more
than the lack of newspaper ads.
However, two newcomers are shap-
ing up big and most houses were
helped by an unusually strong up-
beat on Saturday (5); This Satur-
day upswing seemed particularly
robust in contrast with several
very dismal weekdays. Stepped up
radio and TV plugging helped.

Greatest coin in the city is going
to the Music Hall’s annual Christ-
mas stageshow with “Easy To
Love.” Hall’s first week looks to
wind up today (Wed:) with a very
big $138,000, virtually the same as
done a year ago by the Xmas show
on Its first session. Only the Sun-
day torrential rains kept it from
higher ground.
“Hondo,” in 3-D, is giving the

Paramount a socko $55,000 open-
ing stanza arid top coin for Par
since it went to a straight-film
policy. It is due to stay two Weeks
or longer. Second week of “Cease

!

Fire“ is sagging to $23,000, still

big, at the Criterion,

“How To Marry a Millionaire is

8 acts of vaudeville. Opens today
(Wed.). “Veils of Bagdad” <U) and
vaude hit mild $17,500 in week
ended last night (Tues.).

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 70-$l.80)
—“Hondo” (WB). First week end-
ing Friday ill): looks to hit sock
$55,000, With this 3-D pic

.
catching

on unusually well considering time
of year and newspaper strike. In
ahead, : “Three Sailors and Girl”
(WB) (2d wk), $30,000.

Paris (Indie) (568: 90-$ 1.80) —
“Captain’s. Paradise” (UA) (11th
wk). The 10th round ended Sunday
(6) held with fancy $12,000 after
$17,000 for ninth Week.

'

Rialto (Mage) (600; 50-98) —
“Striporama” (Indie) (10th wk).
Current stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like good $4,800
after $6,000 for ninth week. Stays
on, likely through year-end holi-
days.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 9542? —
"Little Boy Lost” (Par) (12th wk).
The 11th session ended.Monday (7)

was mild $7,000 after $11,000 for
10th week. Stays until “Khyber
Rifles” (20th) opens Dec. 22, leak-
ing fourth Cinemascope pic to be
released in N. Y.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (6.200; 9042.40)—“Easy To
Love” (M-G) with annual Christ-
mas stageshow. Climbing to rous-
ing $138,000 in first week, ending .

off sharply at both the State and!
the Globe Where day-dating but
Still strong with $55,000 for the ife fhi

-TOdAfcgg* ^eid! ‘'Ki^Me^a“-
setting the pattern for most the- (M-G) with stageshow (4th wk)

I

'

' Roxy"'NatT. Th.) (5.717; $143)—
^ “Robe” (20th » (12th wk>. Present

.V ni£,
v*

cIr non !
session ending today (Wed.) looks

tt.-

efl non
1

?. rfnn °at thp ranitnV 1 onl >' f°ur days of 13tb week Which

ftill hef&•^*Thl?d wUk^ of^Man
1 **™* ttapotf.. next Sunday U3>;

Between”
5

slipped to $18,000, very
l

“
good although down about $7,000

!

from second week at the Victoria, i ^
Small-capacity art houses are ,

CmemaScope
making the loudest complaints ‘ P1C starts Dec ' 15 '

about lack of newspapers ‘since

they lean heavily for space in the
dailies. Some of these are off

State .'Loew’s) <3,450; &5-$1.80>—
“Millionaire” (20th) (5th wkL
Fourth round ended Mondajv (?)

$2,000 to $7,000 from the rich
!

Thanksgiving week. So far there t
D
jL’2

0(Li,
or

n
have been no fatalities, most of

; Tpar
these arty, houses being unwUling

j JE?™15 SeaS0I? of year

to try. launching a new picture
under current conditions with no
advertising..

Estimates for This Week •

ras” (RKO). Opens tomorrow,
v /cqq. oa.

(Wed ) after second week of “All Lo^m011

Brothers Valiant” (M-G) did mild $240 '— Gl-lbart **• Sullivan (LA

$6,000. First week was $12,800.

and length of run.
Sntton (R&B) (561; 9041.50' —

j

“Living Desert” (Disney) (5th w:k).

t Fourth stanza ended Monday <7)

Acfinr fPifv im.1 (1 o0fv. oft on, I was fine $13,800 after $20,800 for

fl

S“ Chiiy-

?

third VTeek ‘ Continues on.— Queen of Sheba flndie) <6th
i Xrans-Lux 60th St. iT-L) <453;

(M-G)
ended Sun-

day (6) held just okay $3,000 after

— ui oucuu U.UU1C' IUUI
i Tf9nc.l n* AOtli iT I

’

isj;
if

i
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„ir*
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^ *t* Atte#

;

! (WO to fo“uW«* Stays on until I
'-9th S*hth^

near Xmas.
Bijou (City

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 35-
80) — “Lady Wants Mink” (U).

Starts tomorrow’ (Wed.) after “Gun
Fury” (Col) pulled a weak $4,400.

Little (Rappaport) (^10; 25-90)

—

“Melba” (UA). Fair $3,300. Last
week, “5,000 Fingers” (Col), $3,000
in 6 days.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-70)—
Fort Algiers” (U). Mild ^$3,500.

Last week “Last Posse”l (Col),

$3,600.
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 754150)

—“Robe” (20th) (7th wk). Still

drawing well at $11,000. Last
week, $14,000.
.Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-

$1)—“Stalag 17” (Par) (9th wk).
Holding nicely at $5,000. Last
week. $5,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 45-90)—
Hondo” (WB) (2d wk). Fair $10,-

000 after hefty $1.5,500 opOrter.

Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 50-

$1.25)
—“How Marry Millionaire”

(20th) (2d wk). Sock $19,500. Last
week, $26,000.

’Blade’ Smooth

Buff; ’Mogambo’ 18G, 2d
Buffalo, Dec. 8.

Only two neWcomers at first-

runs here this stanza but hold-

overs are doing remarkably Well.

“Golden Blade,” best new entry*

shapes fancy at Lafayette. Bright-

est holdover is “Mogambo,” atil 1

sock in second session at the Buf
fa lo. “Thunder Over Plains” also is

nice at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week

Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 70-$l)—
“Mogambo” (2d wk). Sock $18,000.

Last week, $25,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,0.00; 40-70)

“Thunder Over Plains” (WB) and
“Hot News” (Ihdie). Fine $11,000,

i

(Continued on page 21)

(7th wk). Sixth stanza ended last

night (Tues.) held at good $7,500
after $9,200 for fifth; Continues.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 9041-50)—“Forbidden Stories” (Indie) (4th

wk). Third round ended Friday. <4)

held with oke $4,200 after $4,800
for second week. Stays on for sev-
eral weeks longer.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 7042.20)
—“Eternity” (Col) (19th wk). The
18th frame ended last night (Tues.)
was solid $22,000 after socko $28.-
500 for 17th week. Stays on until
Sadie Thompson 7’ (Col) opens

Dec. 22.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 8542.20)

—“Cease Fire” (Par) (3d wk). First
holdover stanza ended last night
(Tues.) dipped to $23,000 but still

big. Initial round was smash
$41000.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 9041.80)
—-“Boccaccio’s Decameron Nights”
(RKO) (4th Wk). Third round ended
Sunday (6) dipped to $5,600, still

fine, after $7,300 for second week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; $141.80)—“Hnw Maggy. Millionaire” (20th)

(5th wk ) . Fourth session ended
Monday (7) sagged sharply but
still was very big with $20,000.
Third 'week was $31,500. Continues
on.

Guild (Guild) (450; $141.80)—
“Martin Luther” (Indie) (14th wk).
The 13th round ended last night
(Tues.) hit like many other spots,

winding up with fine $9,500 as
against $12,500 for 12th week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-

$1.80)—“Take High Ground” (M-G)
(3d wk). This frame ending today
(Wed.) is off to modest $11,000
after $14,000 for second.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; 954L80)—“Little Fugi-
tive” (Indie) doth wk). Ninth
stanza ended Monday (7) wound Up
with fine $6,000 after $7,800 for

eighth Week, Continues on.

Palace (RKO) (1,700: 6041.20)—
“Thunder Over Plains” (WB) and

$4,200 for seventh frame. “Anna-
purna” < Indie) announced as com-
ing in next.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) )540;

9041 50>—“Lili” (M-G) <40th wk'.
The 39th round ended Monday (7)

was pice $4,700 after zooming to
$7,300

N
in 38th week. Stays on.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 951

$1 80)—“Man Between” <UA) <4th
wk). Third stanza ended last night
(Tues.) continues very well with
$18,000 after $25,000 for second
week. Continues.
Warner (Cinerama PrOd.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.60) — “Cinerama" (Indie)

(27th wk). Present session ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hold
with solid $47,000 after $48,500 for
26th week. Stay's on indef

.

H.O^ Hobble Pitt But

’Kate’ Fat 24G in 11;
"

’Hondo’ Fancy 11G, 2d
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.

Holdovers everywhere in the
Golden Triangle and with pre-
Christmas dip at hand, biz is slow-
ing down although there can’t be
too much complaint with pace of

the two CinemaScopers, “Robe”
in 10th week at Harris and “How
Marry Millionaire” in fourth at

Fulton., “Kiss Me Kate” okay in

abbreviated second stanza at Penn
and “Hondo’s” second week looks
very nice at Stanley. “Captain’s
Paradise” is still sailing along in

second at Squirrel, Hill. Downtown
trade expected to get a shot iri arm
with teeoff of “Cinerama” tonight
(Tues.) at Warner.

Estimates foC This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 85-$1.25)

—"How Marry Millionaire” (20th)

(4th wk). Plenty okay $9,500, after

big dip. Stays two more weeks.
Harris (Harris) (2,100; 854L50)

—“Robe” (20th) (10th wk). Gffer-

(Continued on page 21)
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Both Universal Pictures and*
American theatremen reacted with
more than ordinary surprise last

week to the contention of John
Davis, J, Arthur Rank Organiza-
tion topper, that American exhib-

itors .are blocking the expansion
of British films in the-U, S. mar-
ket.

With Davis’ remarks coming on
the heels of similar criticism by
Reg Whitley, a London film critic,

some observers asked if some Brit-

ish have not lost their sense of

perspective.

Officially, the only comment
from U was a pained “no com-
ment.” Privately, however, U execs
aren't quite so docile in their re-

actions even though Davis had
stressed in a Variety interview
that his remarks didn’t imply criti-

cism of U.

More outspoken exhibs remind
Davis that they are today more
eager than ever to make a buck
and that, if they felt the public
were ready to flock to. British im-
ports, they would gladly play more.
But 'many British releases are of
limited appeal, and some hold none
at all, at least for run-of-the-mill
houses over here.

Explicitly, exhibs disagreed: with
Davis on his complaints re the
“disappointing” performance of
“The Queen Is Crowned,” which,
he claimed, the

.
public wanted to

see but the exhibs wouldnrt book.
“That film died in all but a few
of its subsequent engagements,”
one exhib who had booked it de-
clared/'

What Price Highbrow?
Another theatre Operator sug-

gested that the . British might be
misled by the highbrow film critics'

enthusiasm for their films. The
. British must never suppose that
all of their imports have the. same
appeal as Alec Guinness pix. Such
films as “Seven Days to Noon,”
“The Magic Box” and others had
appealed to exhibs who booked
them but didn’t do big business
with them.
What worries the industry here

is that, via a series of negative
statements, the impression might
be created in Britain that there is

an exhib Conspiracy afoot in /this ,

country to restrict the showing of
British films. This, it’s argued, is*

far from the truth and doesn’t jive
with the. facts, since such- pix as
“Red Shoes” and

. certain others
had done extremely well.

: Wilby Recalled
In 1947, when J. Arthur Rank

was organizing his invasion of the [

U; S. market, Robert B. Wilby, of

}

the WilbyrKuicey circuit, stressed

'

that Rink was making a “serious
mistake” in trying to pressure U. S.
exhibs into playing his pictures.
"He can’t ‘shame’ us into booking
his product,” Wilby then stated.
“Let him make films with internar
tional Appeal, and any American
exhibitor will be happy to hive
them.”

American, filmmenfeel that,* de-
spite obstacles, British pix have
made great strides in the U. S.
since the’ war and are today play-
ing iii many situations that at one
time were closed to them. They
still suffer from slow pacing/un-
known- stars and strange accents.
“The Brave Don’t Cry” recently
had to be withdrawn from U. S.
distribution due to the Scottish
brogue in the dialogue.

BetterJLiaUoil Needed
There could be closer

liaison between foreign pro-
duction centers and American
exhibs, says Waite? Reade -

Jt;;

Reade circuit topper and also
president of Theatre Owners of
America.
Reade maintained in N. Y.

last week that better contact
between the

.
theatres in the

U. S. and producers abroad
would be helpful, particularly
since, in his opinion, film-

makers abroad “never plan
sufficiently in advance for the
market.”.
He added that it was a mis-

take on the part of foreign pro-
ducers to assume that contact
with American distribution
was enough.' “The distributors
don’t necessarily ... know best
what . we want and need,” he
said. In Reade’s opinion, U. S.

exhibs have done a good job
handling foreign imports.

in Canada long before Rank got
into the business. Currently “Cap-
tain’s Paradise” after four weeks
at two Famous houses in Toronto
is doing, well at other Famous
houses across Canada, ditto “De-
cameron Nights” and “Paris Ex-
press,” all getting the full cam-
paign treatment, plus “Gilbert and
Sullivan.”

Says Famous:. “We’ll buy films

from any source that makes good
pictures.”

“Queen” played some 1,000 situ-

ations in Canada, apart from
Odeon chain of 121 houses.

United Artists. There it did ane-
mic business^ On the “A” run, the
pic went to the H&E Balaban Es-
quire, a semi-arty deluxer on the
Gold Coast, where it was socko.
Universal reports a good take on
the downstate run of the pic, but
distribution isn’t widespread in
Chi, largely owing to the poor de-
but of “Sea” in the Loop.

Coronation Saturation
Joe Feulner, booker for the H&E

Balaban. circuit, called “Queen Is
Crowned” a bad example to use for
a “snubbed” British pic—-if any- of
them are actually being snubbed.
For one thing, the coronation was

:

thoroughly saturated with news-
reels both on TV and in theatres;
for another it had -a timely subject,
interest in which has since dwin-
dled; and for a third, it’s a docu-
mentary, add documentaries always
have limited appeal in Chicago.

Guiness Put British Back
Into Pittsburgh Exhibition

Pittsburgh. Dec. 8.

British pix aren't getting much
of a shake in the Pittsburgh area,
but newest and one of the most
successful art operations in the
country, Stanley Warner's Squirrel
Hill, . converted from a nabe, is
keeping the imports from being a
total loss.

Curious situation* here is that
English product was deader than a
door-nail in this

. district until
Squirrel Hill opened up. Small Art
Cinema downtown had been city's
single arter and for a long time al-
ternated British, French and Italian
Few years ago they couldn't give
the best of. the British films away
and stuck to the French and Ital-
ian exclusively after that.

j

Then came the Squirrel Hill to
open up with Alec Guinness’ “The
Lavender Hill Mob,” and the cli-
entele re-discovered English films
all over again. On the .strength of
their success at Squirrel Hill, sev-
eral nabers decided to show them
on subsequent runs couple of days
a week but this quickly petered out,
and now a first-run is about all they
can count on.

How Fares British Film

In French (2/3) Montreal ?
Montreal, Dec. 8;

Ironically for a city of more
than a million persons which is a
good two-thirds French (most bi-
lingual), the J. Arthur Rank Or-
ganization has managed to channel
most of their offerings through a
group of west-end theatres for bet-
ter than average returns. Despite
these theatres being in more-or-
less English territory there is in-

|

creasing interest in moist of the
Anglo films- presented in past few
years.

“A Queen Is Crowned” opened
in three houses, the Avenue (920-
seater), the Snowdon (960-seater)
and the Outremorit (1,500-seaterl
at regular prices and did capacity
biz for 10 days even though one
print

. of this particular film ' was
juggled between the three houses.
Film subsequently stayed 4

at the
Avenue for. seven solid weeks, and
is now- garnering returns in 16mm
size via schools and big corpora-
tions.:

Rank for most part gets its re-
turns in houses that verge on the
"art” idea, “Gilbert & Sullivan”
from London Films played a
downtown house and lasted only
one week with just fair returns

j

while a sleeper like “Genevieve”
played the Avenue and stayed for
five weeks with near sellouts every
night. “Cruel Sea” went into the
Kent and stayed seven full weeks
with block-long lineups some
nights.

Conscious of the need to maintain the Alow of product to the
theatres, United Paramount circuit is making available to its
regional units a list of 15 forthcoming foreign productions co-
starring American and w.k. foreign stars^
Apart from their own selfish purposes, Par execs also feel that

by highlighting foreign productions with built-in marquee appeal
via an American star, they're paving the way for public acceptance
of more pix from abroad,

, ^
Practice of employing Hollywood players to garner exhib at-

tention in the U. S. is well established in Italy and to an extent
also ip Britain. For example ‘The Paratrooper,” a British pro-
duction, will star Alan Lad^l surrounded by a British cast.
Pix on the United Par list are: “Ulysses,” Silvan* Mangano

Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn; “Mambo,” Miss Mangano, Kath-
erine Dunham, Judith Anderson, Shelley Winters, Vittorio Gass-
man; “Neapolitan Carousel,” Leonid Massine; “We Women ” In-
grid Bergman, Anna Magnani, Alida Valli; “Summer Hurricane ”

Alida Valli, Farley Granger; "Judith and Holophernes,” Miss
Mangano, Yul Bryriner; “Romeo and Juliet,” Flora Robson-
“Trip to Italy,” Miss Bergman, George Sanders; “Hand of a
Stranger,” Miss Valli, Richard Basehart, Trevor Howard’ “Fe-
mina,” Hedy Lamarr.

' ' ’

“Destinies,” Michele Morgan, Claudette Colbert; “Forbidden
Women,” Linda Darnell; “Beat the Devil,” . Humphrey Bogart
Jennifer Jones, Gina Lollobrigida, Robert Morley, Peter Lorre*
“Story of William Tell,” Errol Flynn, Bruce Cabot, and “Crossed
Swords,” Flynn and Miss Lollobrigida.

Arthur Rank exec,
. that the audi-

ences are here, but American ex-
hibs won’t give British product the
break it deserves.

Schwartz, Cincy’s leading art
theatre operator, contends that au-
diences

.
for British pix must - be

built up here because Americans
are not accustomed to British type

run of 25 days at the World last
spring arid got subsequent run
with only fair box office at four
nabes of the Neth chain/ . Neth’s
official reported it was strange the
coronation film didn't do better at
the b.o. since it drew heavy tele-
phone queries. ^

Downtown first-run managers are1U liAaIbim ** _*#'
f il • _ I * « <entertainment. Schwartz also holds split on booking of British film

that
.
British films are playing to products. Harry Schrelber, RKO

bigger audiences in this’: country city manager, says it all depends
than ever. - r on the picture. His two houses

In his suburban Hyde Park 650- hadn’t played a Rank picture in
seater, Schwartz grossed very good . some time and that they usually
on “A Queen Is Crowned” for three appear as second features,
and one-half Weeks. That engage- ' Walter Kpcciivr t m •

me»t was the forerunner of Sfiybookings In this area on the film, tion (Of English Six) hainntS
Sin T «*££&£?tE?« %lease in black and white newsreels (he product has hot been gbod.

Kansas City Arties Very
Cordial to British Items

Kansas City. Dec. 8.
British films get a real break in

art houses, in the midwest, but for
general exhibition they are usually
rated cold box office. The art
houses, however, are having a real
heyday withjnany British pictures.

“A Queen Is Crowned” played
four sock weeks in the Vogue un-
der Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Golden
management. Opened to a $3,300
week, which is great money for the
550-seat house* at 65-85c scale, and
turned in strong b.o. report each
week.

and on TV.
Not aiming to be critical,

Schwartz said, a great amount of
British product is not suitable for
showing in this country.

leading the audience to ridicule the
picture.”:

Only success one chain had with
British product Was in house lo-
cated across from Ohio State Uni-
versity campus.

‘Queen’ Got 70-80 Dates
In Albany Exchange Area Olivier, Guiness, Redgrave

Albany, Dec. 8.

“The Queen Is Crowned'’ played
“70 to 80 dates, a substantial figure
for the. Albany exchange district on
a British picture, so reports* A1
Marchetti, office manager and head
booker for Universal-International.
Its local engagement at the Dela-
ware, a 600-seat neighborhood the-

St. Louis Followings
St. Louis, Dec. 8.

Virtually; no demand exists for
British films outside of St. Louis
proper in

. this trade area. Recep-
tion of those shown here at Fan-
chon fit Marco’s two small houses
is mixed. Films starring Laurence:

‘Queen’ Ran 5 Weeks But
Petered Out In Suburbs

Chicago, DecT 8.
Exhibs here are wonderingVwhat

all the shouting is about, the shout-
ing being that of John Davis,. .man-
aging -director -for the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, who first in To-
ronto and then New York deplored
treatment of British product by
American exhibs and who com-
plained that “Queen Is Crowned”
was being cold-shouldered here
(Variety Dec ; 2). Pic shortage or
no pic shortage, Chi exhibs say,
the general audience here is still
leery of the English dialect and
only rarely will turn out grandly
for an import if it has strong com-
mercial appeal. In the main, the
British make .is most favored : by
Ihe select group that frequents the
art houses in this territory.

Recently, the highly touted
Cruel Sea” was aimed at a general

audience, making its Chicago bow
in a two-weeker at the. BfqK

“Queen Is Crowned” also played
the Squirrel Hill and was a rec-
ord-breaker, but spotted for re-runs
elsewhere, including the Art Cin-ema downtown, did nothing. Offi-
cials admit they’re puzzled by Eng-
lish pix’ inability to. click more
generally.

Odeon Tied Up ‘Crowned’
;

Famous Theatres Shut Out
... Vv

Toronto, Dec. 8.A Queen Is Crowned” did: not
Play the 401 theatres of Famous
Players. (Canadian) because play-
ing rights were retained by theOdeon chain of 121 houses for this
Arthur Rank property and was not
available. Odeon advertising cam-
paign gave impression their film
had sewn up the coronation cover-
age. Famous exhibited “Elizabeth
the Queen,” a British-Pathe film.

International Film Distributors
president N. A. Taylor, points out
that Korda and other British prod-,
qct is getting a. hefty play. across
Canada^ with Famous having first
call but this is subject to preview-
ing.

Famous Bip^e^d,^ri^is|i
fl
£}ms

' ^v»e>ivv4 iiuvu uic* ••— — ^ .
dim a uaui^iitc

atre with an art policy, was for Olivier, Alex Guiness and Michael
two weeks “and highly successful,” Redgrave, all of whom are familiar
recalls Manager Joan Brousseau. to patrons of these houses, usually
i-i
Commenting that “My patrons nicely. Word-of-mouth counts

like British pictures and clamor riiost for British offerings as busif
for more of them,” Brousseau said seems little influenced by
the coronation picture was original- critics of Globe-Democrat, a.m.,

./L.
bo
?
ked "*s * second feature to and Post-Dispatch, p.rriT, beyond
°f Silence,” another “splen- Rr^t twp days,

did ’ English film. However, the “A Queen Is Crowned” was first
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Much British product IS
Lep J. Doty, local U-1 office man-

shown at the Vogue first run And i
ger

i?
nd its sP°kesirian during

they get a nickel more 'thAr/A^ branch^ D. J. Miller’s ab-

first funs her
* an °ther :jenoe from, -the; city, feels that -the

Colorado was settled largely hv ?rIt,sh Pictures are getting the
folks of British extraction -and

&ame break as American films,
much, British capital went into de-

Reports Doty: “Rank’s ‘Stairway

‘agreed that
’’ v" 1

I

veiOping mines and other industri „«i?eaY
e
i

n ’ PIayed in approximately

; hold trrie for
suceess4-here, which may In some wajTac- the -territory^-possibilities-

1 ” •* r tish pix as for I count for the nice patronage that
^ Queen is Crowned,’ played off

is the usual thing at the Vogue.
One thing that contributes to the

success
.
of British product at the

D?L
gue ^e owner, Miss Alberta
e, who has had extensive ex-

4

Queen’* quite probably could
i

have stayed more than four weeks,
i
and may well be worth a second

;

run, Golden thinks. He was forced
to move it out for other bookings.
Vogue also finds Alec Guinness

films great shakes, each of these
;

recent releases being good for sev*
ieral weeks run. “The Captain's
Paradise” comes in Christmas day.
Mr. Potts Goes to- Moscow”
opened in the Vogue Dec. 3 and
looks for several-week run.

i

_ Kfmo Theatre frequently uses a
;

British attraction, and also other

j

foreign product. Hasn’t used much
I

English Stuff lately as “Lili” took

i

up
.i
tS scre*n seven months.

Managers here are pretty well

l
u ii

--- British pix as for
I Ho lywood product. The basic rule

be a good picture. And
it is difflcuU for British pix to

,
get into that class because of dif-
ferent viewpoints, social conditions

!trlp
dlaleCts

’
,

Latt^r Puts two
a Picture, especially if

there s Cockney or burry Scotch.

Cincinnati Thinks Britons
Never Had It So Good

p r„. . .
Cincinnati, Dec. 8.

British pix are getting more than
their share of circulation in the

l
h
,t".

se area ’ ln the ®Pto-
*0", of exhibitors and distributors.One spokesman, Vance Schwartz,
put the reverse on a claim in Va-
hiety last week by JoJ^^vis,

early in all key situations where,
for the most part, It drew fine
business,”

All Product Too Scarce

norw.nr.dv vw- Harry B, French, Paramount cir-

wnT n f ,rWSpa
,

per and theatre cuit president here, calls Davis*

Of rpppn1c
h
o?

,*. al
,
s°.Pn the board statement “nonsense.”

Colorado.'
3 * ‘he Un,versit>' «f “We never did draw, the lin.

against a British picture as such
and now that, product is becoming

Columbus,* Dec. 8. if ‘the audiences are- there’ We
Is

E
C?mvnprf”

h
«
r
f

"A Queen wouldn’t book a release if it’s Brit-

distributingw0t a shak® in ishj Italian or Spanish because of

urieasv ^brv
bUt moŝ of them get prejudice. Davis apparently is un-

* a?y when run*pf-mine British aware of how circuits and iridi-

vidual theatres are operated in this
Queen played a veujcsuctessful country.” t.jisj iai v
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Looks Like Sehencks, Rubin,vWarners, Othec Vets
Will Delay Retirements

The new uncertainties and ex-

citement prevailing in the picture

business, and sharpened rivalry

among the top corporations for in-

dustry supremacy in this new era

of width and dimension have had

the effect of keeping the Oldline

Hollywood and New York top-

kicks in command; .

VA' number of top-placed execu-

tives had either set definite plans

for a mort* leisurely pace for |*

themselves, or toyed with the idea

of bowing out entirely. But

they’ve apparently, found new and

stimulating challenges via the new
production and distribution proc-

esses: and intend to remain in

harness*

Nicholas M. Schenck, a kingpin

of the American film industry

earlier had/intended to “step up”
to the board chairmanship of

Metro when the company divorces

from LoeW’s domestic theatres

next March. Whether he'll still

chair the board or keep the title

of
,

president is unclear. But
either way, it's now. apparent that

he will stay on the job full time
instead affixing a morC relaxed

course for himself.

—Similar situation obtains with

J. Robert Rubin, Loew’s.v.p., gen-
eral counsel and board member.
Unless he’s influenced by .reasons

of health, Rubin also will hold to:

his steady work regimen insted of

easing off, as he intended before.

Other Metro-ites, in less promi-
nent but still important spots, like-

wise are reversing decisions, of an
earlier day . to cut down on their

business schedules or retire com-
pletely.

Warners Sticking?

Harry Warner, president of

Warners, is now definitely de?

termined to remain at the helm,
say sources close to the WB opera-
tion. Before dawn of the new era,

trade reports persisted that he Was
angling to retire. Couple of years

ago, Harry, Jack and Maj. Albert
Warner came close to selling out

control - of the company to the

Louis Lurie syndicate but this, of

course, failed to materialize.

Joseph M. Schenck, another
prominent oldliner, quit his exec
production berth on the 20th-Fox
lot to take over personal command
of his theatre interests not many
months ago. This would have
meant relatively mild chores for

the vet. But now he’s head of

Magna Theatres, which is develop-

ing Todd-A.O. 65m film produc-

tions. (See separate story)

There’s excitement in the film

trade again. The oldsters appar-

ently like the new action just fine.

Pecked Out of the Coop
C-. Albany, Dec. 8.

Teacup tempest whirls here-
abouts concerning an oil paint-
ing of Marilyh Monroe. Arti.st

Paul Meltsner proposed to gift

the Albany Veterans Hospital.
Just to cheer the boys up. But
the Women’s Auxiliary of the
hospital stepped in, declaring
the picture, a formal portrait,

too sexy.

Same artist’s portrait of
Gertrude Lawrence is hanging
in The Boston Museum.
Albany Times-Union played

up the ruckus On page one.

BORSTYN’S ORG

Some new form of censorship,
substituting classification of pix for
the more rigid method now in use,
is “bound to come,” according to

Dr. Hugh M. Flick, the N. Y. cen-
sor. As he sees it, it’s “just about
the only way” in Which ‘The people
themselves can participate in cen-
sorship/'

Recently' returned from Toron-
to, Flick reported he was very im>
pressed by the regulations now be-
ing drawn up for the 1953 Ontario
Theatre Act. Under these regula-
tions, the censor sets, up “restric-

tive” classification of films which
minors under 18 should not see.

Tag must be displayed in all ads
and. also on theatre marquees.

Ontario censor further is em-
powered to draw up a list of thea-

’

tres Where a certain .film may play,
.i.e., channel it to the art houses,
where it’s apt to get an adult audi-
ence, and away from exploitation
treatment. Flick

.
didn’t think all

of the Canadian system would be
applicable to N. Y.. State, but in-

dicated it may come to the point
where certain houses are clearly
designated for the playing of
‘adult” pix.

Independent Motion Picture Dis-
1

Despite numerous attempts to
tributors Assn. of America; group

j

knoc'k out-pre-release censorship

of indie distribs and that

importers, 'meets to NY. today
i

(Wed.) to elect a new president to

succeed the late Joseph Burstyn.

Conclave was called by Arthur

!

L. Mayer. IMPDA v.p. and a for-

1

mer partner of Burstyn: Group,*

which has a couple thousand dol-

lars in its kitty, will discuss its

future in the light of current')

developments in the foreign film recent decision to nix his ban on

j

field.

How Wm TM?
Minneapolis, Dec. 8.

Charging that “some of the
Breen office censorship re-

quirements have been stupid”
and declaring the Breen is go-
ing to have to back down even
more than he’s now doing, vet-

eran Paramount studio public-

ist Rufus Blair, here piloting

the Corbett Twins from the
Bob Hope picture “Here Come
the Girls,” told Morning Tri-
bune columnist Will Jones,
that the “depression” now fac-

ing Hollywood is causing many
revamps;

They’re starting to realize . in

Hollywood that the only way
they can make good pictures
is to get good writers and let

them turn out good stories

without being hampered by a

lot of. silly rules,” declared
'Blair;:.

ship rather than away from it, and
he added that he was feeling that
pressure more than ever. He com-
mented that he and his reviewers
saw films before anyone else and

> Wl'.

By WILLIAM J. McNULTY
St. John, N.B., Dec. 8.

"" Deferred four times because the
Paramount theatre, the convention
site/ was being readied for Cin-
emascope and “The Robe,” the
Maritime Allied Exhibitors Assn,
finally held its annual meeting
here,

In some respects this New
Brunswick-Nbva Scotia gathering
is reminiscent of regional conven-
tions of Allied in the States. There
were the usual complaints against
distributors’ terms, suppliers'
prices, failure of fellow-exhibitors
to join the association and pay
dues.
Alarm over increasing number

of theatre robberies was expressed
and need for banking facilities on

I Weekends was pressed upon the lo-

\
t.al keepers -of vaults. Exhibitors

i were in favor of an enforced' ban

. t
against bingo, a big diversion-of-

! spending-money foe of the box-

;
office.

Loud squawks were registered
• against increasing licensing of pub-

v
lie school, properties for entertain.!*

. ments of various kinds/ and espe-

j

daily 1 6m. films, operated . in

“competition” with the taxpaying

.

j

cinemas.'.

What may puzzle American film.-'

— t-Neva- Uotteern"
i with a number of traveling hypno-
tists—that’s right—-who have been
playing highschool auditoriums at

$2 top, a fairly fabulous adxnfssion
price for these parts.

Maritime Allied elected the fol-

Baltiraore, Dec. 8.

Judge Herman M. Moser of Bal
that therefore. “W'e aren’t influ-

J

timore City Court has reversed the
;
lowing officers

~
for* ~ the coming

enced” by the proponents of strict- decision of the Maryland Board of rear* President A J Mason
1

Censors banning the state-wide
. springhill. N. S.; vice presidents!

i. “The Moon Is Blue” './Gordon Spencer. Lancaster, N. B.;

er censorship

Re: /Teenage Menace'
N. Y. Circuit Court of Appeals’-; BqairdV refusal to sanction show- F. M. Gregor, New Waterford/ N. S.
ponf Hnhicinn fn niv hie hfin > ing of the UA rele

showing of
usal

release was ^labeled Also, G. A. Walters. Charlottetown.

Teenage Menace.” a film dealing
[

^hitrarj' and capricious" m a prince Edward Island.as secretary
Mayer advocates continuance, I with, drug/ addiction, was deplored i

lengthy opinion, Moser was out- ’ an(j p. J, Dwyer. Halifax, ias treas-

particularly in view of the French
i by Flick, mostly because it set up sp°ken in attacking the censorship^iirer. The 1954 convention is also

and Italian situation. Only two
j

a precedent. “They didn't rule on [board. He said, the film is neither {0 be held in St. John, at a date

weeks ago Burstyn sent a Wire to
,

our competence to. ban the
.
film,”

' °“scene,
_

indecent, immoral, nor j0 j>e. named bv the executive.

the Motion Picture Export Assn,
urging it not to make a French
deal that might involve subsidized
distribution of French pix in the

j
in error.”

U.S. or financial support for pro-,

motion for films that might be
channeled through a subsidized
agency.

A Break for IFE

Death of Burstyn leaves a void
in the ranks of local importers and
cistribs of foreign and particularly

Flick explained. “The Court” saw *ending to corrupt public morals, j Speaker, at the convention luncb-
the picture and then set itself Up ^^her it is a story7

, of vutue eon vias A. J. Mason of SpringhilL
as a censor, ruling that we weTe triumphant.
• i V w x -?

Judge criticized the board for

In the past, the Courts have h“ving
,

n° -^standards" to

tended to abide by the decision of
interpret what is • -indecent . obscene

duly constituted bodies such as ,

and ln™oral and doubted the ex-

censor boards. The prime question ^ authorization under the

has been whether or not pre-re-
c?dstlt“‘,ony Judge suggested that

lease censorship was legal and con- .

ei*her the board be abolished or a

Qtitntirmai censorship law be passed whichsutuuonai.
could be “constitutionally en-

nf italo and French nix Fact that ' m!
1
*!*

S
n
d bas had discussions forced.” Moser feels the functions

oi ltalo and, French pix. fact mat

;

with the Board of Regents, his suk
. 0f #he board can otherwise be ab-

there is at present no major !m-' i oeriors about changing eenanrOiin
01

L j u
3

-

1C;

nnrter nf Italian anwars 1

• !, ’
, , t. . fnSor^ip

,
f°rbfd by existing prosecuting

porter ot Italian pi oauct appears in the sta te, but that nothing nffiriaR
to some observers to strengthen j-

^ would be done Dendine the II•' - -
W0Uia ^ qone Peeling me u. The board's emphasis of the

[There was a presentation of a sil-

ver medallion to
[
Herman Mc-

Arthur, pioneer distributor.

Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Magnetic tape recording in
the position, of Italian Films Ex-

j

supreme Court's ruling' in the “U,™* ’SfSA.ST'SSf deei/oh tolor -' recently demonstrated by
»»<> ”»r ^ses. Both are

[Broeni. Productmn Code^dec.smn
„CA .,is no surprise to Dr. Herbert

Kalmus.. Technicolor prexv.
iKoting and releasing Italian pix in

. up for bearing Jan. 4. “La Ronde”
, , . , 4l .

the U S.
I was' banned in N. Y. State, and

^ d aga in st “The Aioon Is
"•lOse own scientists have be^n ex-

sors
'
vavb!“ckcd lhe 0hio cen-: Bluer are nit such siandmdl as tha' «*Wprestige in Italy and pioduceis sois.

; niav hn ron«;(itntiftnanv need hv a Due to the long experience and
there and^ in France would fre-

j

Any move by the High Tribunal o0vernment censor.”
'

• ^reat success 'vhi<* Technicolor
quently offer him—or Ilya Lopert

(0 knock out pre-release censorship
°

' has had in the basic and practical—their films first. Now Burstyn is
. per se was seen as “extremely un- il i* -r* r»i a

: Problems of color,” he explained,
gone and Lopert has quit the Gis-

, fortunate” by Flick. He said’ that. ; '-StnOllC raper .Blasts and due to the contributions of
tribution. biz, IFE is frankly hope-

j n .N. Y, State at least, it- would
j Plnvdaf fap i

ils own ^search. Technicolor is

ful that developments may work /inevitably result in the^^licensing of 1

i wjuaica iui iUUUU
« necessarilv in the midst nf these

in its favor in that it may get a

chance at move of the top Italian

product.

Whether it comes in big doses or

small, American film audiences are

still shying away from “art” and

exhibs aren’t far behind. Series

of seven art shorts released by

“20tlFFox' so far has grossed^ardls^

appointing ^300,000 in the U.
:
,S.

and Canada, with the latter doing
proportionately far better than the
domestic market. Shorts, which
concern the great masters of the
canvass, have been a big b.o. hit

abroad.

Series, produced by Boris Ver-
mont for Art Films, Inc., was
lensed in European museums in

Technicolor. Cost was approxi-
mately $560,000. Pix have been in
release for about a year and three
months,, and have been doing par-
ticularly poorly in the midwest and
south.

/

Art Films owns the 16m and TV
rights to the shorts. Murray Sil*

verstone, prexy of 20th-Fox Inters
national, is a partner in the Art
Films setup. , ii ju

‘Top Banana’ to UA
United Artists, continuing

t heatres which would - then risk the
loss of their license if they played

necessarily in the midst of these
Albany, Dec. 8. long-range developments.”

Troubles continue for UAV Magnetic tape, he said, may lead

pix that otTeiided the licensing au-
;

"Moon Is. Blue” via bitter opposi- *

ultimately to electronic photog-

thorities. ’

i tion of Catholic periodicals. On raphy in which motion pictures in

Ac for the lPnrfimi whitfiimr the eve of the film opening^-at the.
:f
black-and-wlMte and in color can

down of the individual state «h- Slrantf hero and the Troy in Troy; be recorded on lape and repro-

in I sorship statutes. Flick said it didn't ;

» f™nt
;P‘V

?t e
.
dit

.?I
riaI }" The Evan- oucod eiectricajl.v for telcviS1on

..." - ; .'

,
• V- . lunt'iw him “T ooiiiH nnor-iio gclist declared: “Local show houses ;

purposes, hut not before two years.
pursuit of deals .for ind ie pioduc

,
j

•

J uuniving -tliis-film- are -guilty any; substantial
-has-picked-uir~distribu tiun rights !

. , „ . j • ..V front to decent citizens of the com-

:

adverse effect on Technicolor biisi-

tc three more films, including ph>

turizdtion of . the legiter., “Top
Banana,” with Phil Silver starred.

/Associated in the pic production

afe Mike Sloane and Paula Stone,

who presented the Broadway ori-

ginal, studio exec Joseph Justman
and Ben and Edward Peskay.

Film was lensed on the Moton
picture Centre studio, Hol.lyw'ood,

headed by Justman, similarly as it

was presented on stage. Six days

of shooting time were required fol-

lowing a week’s rehearsals.

Other films nabbed by UA are

Alfred Palca’s production of “Go,

Man, Go,” which concerns the

Harlem Globetrotters basketball

team, and Lazar Wechsler’s
“Heide,” which the producer made
ini Europet/ > ) \

• 1 1
1 ^ ‘

ill unity.”
alone,” he coihmented.

The N. Y. censor secs classifica* . . .

tion of films as the only sensible
| .

Faper had

iiess, he added, but may prove to

previously blasted
' ^ a(lvar, tage.

theatres for presenting

ship for all age groups. At the i

ori8ina ^l legit versior

sai«e time. he. doesn’t. favor a. re- 1

Hugo .Herbert boy-meets-g.rl-w.th

striction pegged fo a definite age.

!

spicy-diaiOe,.

As for the problems of produc-
method that avoids a Wank censor-

;
j

i..g such Films tor large-s|e the-

His idea is to let parents in part

shoulder the responsibility for

what their offsprings can and can-

not see.

Noah Dietrich Unloads
Noah Dietrich, exec aide to

Howard Hughes and member of

the RKO Pictures board, has un-

loaded his stock in the film - com-
pany.
Dietrich had owned .1,000 shares,

which he sold within -the past

faidnthP> ^ ji ‘ l J 1

1

' '

Dick Powell’s Indie
Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Dick Powell, currently doubling
is going into indie production in

as an actor and producer at RKO,
partnership with his wife, June
Allyson. Switch will be made
when he is freed from his current

commitments,

Plans call for Powell to produce,

and direct for the new company
and for Miss Allyson to star in

S6mb' 6f 1 fh* fiictdfei.

atrical screens, he said: Solution
of these problems are 10 or 15
years away, so they can have no
immediate effect on Television.”

i i..

Premingers ’Dilemma’
Otto Preminger, producer-direc-

tor. returned to »N. Y. from a
European trek Monday (7) with
the picture rights to two properties
which are next on his lensing
schedule.

First is Bernard Shaw’s “The
Doctor’s Dilemma,””'*which Prem-
inger will make in Europe. Other
is James M. Cain’s novel, “Gala*
teb.”

” ; • ” / J
’.

' ‘
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Lauded byXrix,FilmSes,

Paris; Dec. 8.

‘The Rohe,” first Cinemascope
film, had its gala preem here
Thursday *3) before a black . tie

crowd of French VIPS, film peo-
ple, crix, distributors and pro-

ducers after one of most intensive
pre-publicity campaigns ever; un-
dertaken here. It was C'SCope^
with the added Incentive of being
of Gallic origin, which was sold,

and the marquee emblazoned the
• C’Scope name in neon letters twice

the size of the pic title. Pic was
shown at: the Normandie

.
in its

original version, with subtitles, but
henceforth runs only in its dubbed
version at both this house and the*|

Rex, Subtitles were hard to read,
but crowd and professional re-

sponse were big and positive.

Show was proceeded by flashing

a slide on the side walls paying
hom'age to the inventor, Henri
Chretien, and \yith his pic flashed
on the opposite wall the old man
was the recipient of heavy milting.
Show opened with first French
film in C’Scdpe, a one-reel docu-
mentary by Marcel Ichac, “New
Horizons,” an explanatory pic for
the process. Fine moving shots
around Paris and aerial -views drew
a big reaction from patrons.

Audience applauded “The Robe”
Intermittently throughout the film.

One’ producer waxed emphatic
afterwards and said that motion
pictures had opened a window on
the world and now C’Scope had
broken down the walls. Others

^said it was really a new era in

filmmaking, and all distribs and
producers were, convinced it would
be a b.o. bonanza.

The crix had their own personal,
• * «pmtons7*-4miT#«'-were --unanimous-

on the process itself as a new im-
portant technical step. Paufis-

Presse, said when the first image
hit the screen the public was ex-
cited and knew that it was in for
something new. Further the cric

' said that the C’Scope process now
has to be utilized with genius be-
fore it can be a panacea.

Crix Laud New Process
France Sdir, biggest evening

paper, felt that film was full of
good things. Cric also felt that
later films will really show the
worth of C'Scope. Staid Le Monde
cric .said he walked in on the film
and was moved and awed by the

Star Circus Acts For
Hylton’s Variety Charity

London, Dec. 1.

M a n y prominent international
speciality acts have been signed
for Jack Hylton’s second London
circus which opens at the Earls
Court arena Dec. 23 with a charity
gala sponsored by the Variety Club
of Great Britain.

Among the acts are the Leotaris,
trapezists; the Troup Bello, spring-
board performers; the Dinats,
trapezists; the Five Feliars, tight-

rope walkers; the Theda Sisters
from the Cirque Madrano in Paris;
the Arrida ^Troup, trampolinists;
the Adrianis, jugglers; Reno, a
perching acrobat; the Marchita
company, comic cyclists; the Cocos
and Tom, Dick and ’Arry, English
clowns.

Wren Plans VauAe, Revue

Policy in Aussie House
Sydney, Dec. 1.

Harry Wren, independent vaude-
revue operator, has taken a lease
on the Civic Theatre here from
Haymarket Theatres, and will

bring in a policy of vaude and re-

vues and ice shows over a four-

month
.
period. H.e will rename

house the Palladium.
Civic formerly played thrill pix

With: good results.

Out of Shell; Series

Of Concerts in Paris
Paris, Dec. 8.

A traveling group of Soviet art-,

ists will give a series of longhair
concerts here beginning today (8)

and terminating Dec. 22. Concerts
will be given in various houses
around Paris and will usually be
during the Weekly closing of the
houses. Advance sale is brisk and
the curio appeal plus actual inter-
est should make for full attendance
during the coming events. This
is the first time a group of live

USSR artists is making a stand
here since pre-war days.

Wednesday (9) the Marigny
Theatre will have mezzo-soprano
Dario Dbuloukhanova f winner of
the Stalin prize for song. She re-
peats Dec, 1 1 at the Salle Gaveaii.
On Dec. 12* at Salle Pleyel, violin-

Buenos Aires, Dec. 1.

^Apparently determined tb go
ahead with implementation of Law

|

fal, and on Dec. 16, at the Marig-
No. 14,226, which makes it obliga-jny.pianist Bela Navidovitch will
tory; to , include, vaudeville turns in

'*'"’* **

all Argentine film theatres, the
labor, ministry here now has

hold forth.

Theatre Des Mathruins will have
a Russo marionette show Dec. 15

• and 22, with the Moscow Marionetopened a Register ofExhibitor-Iro-
i ThLtrp 'nnHt.r

he
H
M°S^W Marionet

presarios as a special division of i ohttltnir
the Entertainment BnarH !

Plastov. Pala»S De Chaillot Will

Hivfc1nn
re

k”
Clty

:
and singers, Sorokine, Chodvarine,

bfTS
!u
hOS

i

e h°use* ' Oleinitchenko & Miinhov, Otdie-ai
l*

outside the limits of I Ionov and the balalaika playerwhat is known as Greater BuenosYBaraiev
> Aires, together with those of Men-

j ln all 17 Soviet artUtc Win an.

JJ • u T w !

ern countries afterwards andMeantime the Labor Ministry bodes a more wholehearted Russo
continues discussions with enter- participation in the cultural andtamment unions, exhibitor assoeia- ‘ Show biz life of western Europe.

*.tc ’ *as^ °f drafting They are also entering interna-
regulations of this much disputed itiohal tests again
law. Meetings were held here this

j

-

~

week between delegations
, of the ' PPD Iff Ail CllliC CPAV>r

various exhibitor associations of ; ilCAlflAil MLflQ jLUKfc
spectacle, and had felt nothing like

j the
C

ciUes •

it since he first heard the voice of Mendoza San Juan f
e ’

A1 Jolson from the screen. ;

Mendoza, San Juan and Cordoba.
;

Tabs have been hiked to $1.25.
with four shows daily and five on

j

Sunday. Pic will probably run
eight Weeks at these houses in the
French versions. Biz was brisk the
first few days. Opening night audi-
ence included Ministers Paul' Rey-

1

Finlay Returns From
Extensive O’Seas Tour

Glasgow, Dec. L
Alec Finlay, w.k. Scot comedian*

with his wife and five other, enter-
tainers, arrived on the liner Media
after travelling 30,000 miles on an
overseas tour which lasted over six

months. •

Tour, longest undertaken by the
Auld Lang Syne

.
star, took the

party through Tokyo to Korea,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaya,
Canada and America. Finlay now
has gone into rehearsals for a Tom
Arnold pantomime at the Alham-
bra, Glasgow.

Berlin, Nov. 24.

I

German films continued .their
• upward climb also during the lastIJ-WW mwmuum wmy 7

" •••vw uui 1115 VilC laok.

n • • • n t
' month. Trend in boxoffice popu-

KejOlDS IheSDian Ranks :

lari
4
ty in West Germany’s most im-

^ " _ • portant key cities showed annthpr„ Portant key cities showed another
Af,

Home, Dec. 1. remarkable win by domestic filmsAfter spending most postwar while U S. pix Slipped again. Ter-ence inciuaeq -Ministers I'auiKey-
5

" Y “'17 ““*? ‘ wnne u-.s. .-pi* Slipped again. Ger
baud and Loufel, Olivia De Havil-

j

*BiSrX* ThilJf”

f

1X
a
Sh

?
e‘?hlne>” m^n fil^s captured 47.0% of play
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^ostri” (“Qur Times ’). Among eight key cities inH,.d L
The Board of Trade is to con-
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^hcr films in.which DeSica recent- Frankfurt Hamburg T^annnvir’
fiuct a probe into the booking
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oa P]ans returning to direc-
mentary Secretary to the BOT. tl0n WItP "Gold of Naples,” from
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tions raised in the Commons dur- tion ” nnw hpW n
Terminal Sta-

ing the previous week’s discussion release by Davifl .H’
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on the Film Finance bill It was
,

^ Dav,d °.‘ Sel2^ck/’

stated that the chairman of the
National Film Finance Corp. had

f

written to the BOT on the subject,

Current London Shows

In announcing the government’s
Intentions, Strauss said that there
was no evidence that the under-
taking made- by the Rank organiza-
tion in 1948 to book separately for
the two circuits had not been fully

„ , Dec. L
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Welles has announced
i

V er® that he WU1 begin a new film
i
in Europe next month titled “Mr.

honored nor was there any change 1 Arkadine.” It is a mystery film
in the booking arrangements.

j

which Welles has been working on
Under terms of original agree- i

yea, s - Story concerns a mil-
^ « - Q

I hnnoiivA i-:.went, a pledge was given that the
Odeon and Gaumont British cir-
cuits would be treated as separate
entities, and that there would be
no mterbooking between the two
theatre groups. The announce-
ment in the- House of Commons
has: been warmly received by many
independent exhibs who have
charged that in some cases certain
pictures are shown on both cir-
cuits* *,

I i t; J
•» -j

| |

r ,
.

.

. W vvin*will^ a II III-
lionaire who hires a man to track
down his past. The trek leads
around the vvorld and each wit-
ness is dead before he is found,

^ Exteriors probablywill be made
in France, Italy, Germany, Spain
and Mexico. Welles will play the
loigetful rich man and Ivan Desny,
who speaks five languages, will be
his. aid. Role of an. exiled countess
has been offered to Mariehe Die-
Lrich.

. )//(!: .* I

London, Dec. 8.
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Sydney, Dec. 3.

Following the visit here several
weeks ago of Edwin Smith, assist-

ant foreign manager of RKO, it’s

reported that Smith threw out feel-

ers regarding a distribution merger
here between RKO Snd Paramount*
This deal 4ias been up before, but
it is known that serious discus-
sions have been in progress this
time, although no decision has been
made thus far. If arrangement goes
through, it would be for Par to han-
dle only the physical distribution
of RKO .product, with, ‘tooth com-
panies still maintaining separate
saJies, ^organizations, . *« ».

Ralph *tToyfeT long RKO manag-
ing director here, resigned during
Smith’s . viSit after failing to see
eye-to-eye with the latter on cer-
tain company policies. Douglas
Lotherington, RKO’s general sales
manager, and oldest exec in point
of service here, moved up to the
managing director’s spot in the re-
shuffle.

Several years ago, RKO was re-
ported as ready to make a deal
with 20th-Fox on distrib here, but
deal fell through;

Understood that mounting over-
head for some American distribs
has prompted several companies to
mull pacts Which would cut down
actual physical distrib overhead.
The idea of one big clearing house
for distribution in this territory,
while having been mulled, is high-
ly unlikely. Main reason is that’ dif-
ferent U. S. distribs always have
fought shy of such arrangement be-
cause of numerous conflicting poli-
cies and deals which have cropped
up wherever attempted.

Anna Neagle’s ‘Glorious’

To Be Filmed $5 ’Lilacs’

London, Dec. 1.
Production is skedded to start

next February on the filmization
of the Anna Neagle musical, 4‘The
Glorious Days,” which recently
closed at the Palace after a run
of more thap 460 performances.
The screen version, which will be
in color, is to be titled “Lilacs in
the Spring.” It will have Ivor No-
vello’s “We’li Gather Lilacs” as its
theme song. Film will be pro-
cluced and directed by Herbert
VVjJcox.

On the completion of the filmu-
sical, Anna Neagle will start a new
legit tour of “Glorious Days.”
Prior to its West End opening last
February it played seven months
out of town.

London, Dec. 1.

As the bill approving an exten-
sion of the life of the National
Film Finance Gorp. for three years
passed through its final stages in
the House of Commons last week
there was growing concern in
political and industry circ.es that
a future Labor government might
use it as an instrument towards
partial nationalization of the Brit-
ish film industry* The fear had
been expressed in the early stages
of the Parliamentary debate, and
concern grew as Its wider implica-
tions were recognized.

The new legislation, which now
requires the blessing of the House
of Lords, includes a new clause
giving the government special
powers to deal with producing and
distributing companies who are
unable to repay their capital debts.
Under this provision, the NfFFC
is empowered to take over either
ordinary or debenture stock in the
debtor company. This has been
put forward as an alternative to
^be normal Interest payments
which, it is admitted, have been a
burden on production budgets.
The biggest recipient of finan-

cial aid from the NFFC has been
the British Lion group, Which col-
lected

; $8,400,000 within a few
weeks of the formation oL the film
bank. None of this capital loan
has been repaid, and the NFFC
has already written off $2,800;000
as a potential bad debt. Interest,
however, is chargeable on the
balance. It Is now considered prob-
able that British Lion will give the
NFFC debenture stock in lieu of

jpjrobably paying a sub-
stantially lower /tfte

,%‘ i
lfi<ere*sP

>

Thjs would give the state its first
grip on the assets of a British pro-
duction company.
Leading industry observers agree

that this could be a good thing for
the studios in general and British
Lion in particular so long as the
Conservative administration is in
power. The danger rests with a
possible' change in government af-
ter the next general election. If
there were a swing to Labor, it is

argued, some extremists might
try to force the government to
foreclose on British Lion if un-
able to meet its commitments.

• Whatever the long term implica-
tion of the new clause may be,,

there is little doubt that small pro-
ducing groups who are already in-
debted to the NFFC.and who are.

obliged to split their profits 50-
50. with the state bank, will apply
to have their loans funded in the
same way. A

. concession, offered to
a major group could not easily be
denied a smaller company.
Four major British trade asso-

ciations are due to meet this week
to. frame plans for admission tax
relief prior to

.
seeking an inter-

view with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer. So far, the industry
has agreed on the amount of relief
to be requested, but is divided on
the best approach. They are all

unanimous that a minimum $20,-
000,000. will have to be sliced off

the tax toll to put the industry in
a stable position. Producers have
suggested that . this could be
achieved by a simple 20% tax
rebate.

Second West End Spot
Getting: C’Scope Setup

rp, ^ ' LOndon, Dec. 8. *

Tle*°« eon * Marb|e Arch, is the
second Rank theatre in the WestEnd to bP retooled for Cinema-
scope. It is expected that the new
process will be used on London
preem of “How to Marry a Mil-
lionaire” next year.

This second CinemaScope pic is
to be released via Gaumont Brit^
ish circuit, and will probably fol-
low the pattern set for “The Robe”
on the Odeon group. This is being
lpadsho^m at key provincial the-1

atres on ah indefinite run basis.
Nine provincial Odeon halls have
been equipped for the presenta-
tion. ... , ‘n / <1 ; T(I r .) ; r ;

Mon-os’ Single-Track

3-D Liked in London
London, Dec. 8.

The Moropticon Single-Track
System for 3-D was launched in
London last Week by Boris Morros
with demonstrations for the press,
exhibitors and others in the trade.
Distribution is being handled in
Britain through Commerce Inter-
national (UK), Ltd., a British com-
pany. Exhibs who sign up for the
system will receive two prismatic
adaptors for their projection ma-
chines gratis if they agree to take
A minimum of 30,000 Pola-lite
glasses at the rate of 2.500 month-
ly* Monthly bill for these specs
will be about $250.

The Pola-Lite glasses are already •

in production in Britain, and will
be distributed by G. B. Kalee, one
cf J. Arthur Rank’s equipment
subsidiaries.

Exhib reaction to the Moroticon
system was mainly favorable al-

though doubts were expressed
whether there would be sufficient

stereoscopic product to justify the

outlay (forggU&se&i ^ •* 1 ;( ( <» ) /)
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London, Dec. 8.

i The administrative council of

the International Federation of

Film Producers Assns., which met
here last week, decided unani-

mously that there were too many
festivals of every, type. They' iri-

tend'ttTcampaign ior a reduction

in the number held each year and,

in particular, to Insure that there

should be only one at which com-
petitive prizes are given annually.

The session was attended by pro-

ducer reps from Italy, France,

Sweden, Germany and Mexico, with

Fayette W; Allport attending for

the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica.

The council decided to support
only those international film fetes

which either guaranteed that films

entered would subsequently enjoy
unrestricted commercial distribu-

tion outside any import quotas in

countries holding the festivals or

where there was unrestricted

transfer to the country of origin

of: film rentals accruing to the

producers from commercial distri-

bution.

In the first category, at which
competitive prises are given, they
agreed to: support the Cannes and
Venice fetes. In the second group
they will support, the; festivals at

San Paulo, Mar del Plate (Argen-
. tine), . Berlin and San Sebastian.
They also agreed to enter product
fdr the; specialized festivals at Cor-
tina d’Ampezza (Italy) and in

Brussels, as well as national . festi-

vals at Uruguay, Locarno and
Cairo:

,

•

Next session of the council will

be held in Stockholm ih May, 1954.

MASON TO ADD OEDIPUS

Stratford, Ont., Dec. 8.

The Shakespeare Festival here
next summer will add Sophocles’
“Oedipus Rex’’ to the Bard’s
"Measure for Measure’’ and “The
Taming of the Shrew’’ in an eight-

week season opening June 28, the
festival committee announced.
Last summer’s planned four weeks
stretched to six.

James Mason will play Oedipus,
and Angelo in "Measure for Meas-
ure,” with Petruchio (“Taming of
the Shrew”) and all female leads

still unannounced.
Tyrone Guthrie, director of last

summer’s fectival—which starred

Alec Guinness and Irene Worth-

—

will pilot “Oedipus” and "Shrew”
with Cecil Clarke, director of pro-;

ductions, handling the third. Tanya
Moistewitsch will again ’ design
the sets.

Guthrie once directed Mason
at the Old Vic, before the war, in

’Measure for Measure,” but the

actor then had the supporting role

or Claudio.

900,000 Attendance Mark

For Old Vic in 3 Yrs.

London, Dec. I.

In the first three years since its

reopening the Old Vic has played
to 900,000 cash patrons and be-
lieves it will reach tire—million-
mark ‘next March. During the
three-year period, 28 productions
have been staged. ..

It is anticipated that “All’s Well
That Ends Well” will be dropped
from the Old Vic repertory in, the
new year and will be replaced by
“Twelfth Night” which goes into

rehearsal soon. Leads in this pro-
cuc.tio.h- will be played by

;
Richard

Burton and Claire Bloom, wrha are
currently starring in the Old Vic’s

production of
;
“Hamlet.” It is slated

to preem Jan. 6.

London, Dec. 1.

A burlesque pantomime of
"Aladdin,” recorded for the Forces
Broadcasting Service with some
lop British, performers, is being
distributed for worldwide release
Christmas: Day.

. Copies will go to
all forces radio stations, and also
to Japan. Korea and Malaya.

Cast is headed by Ted Ray,
Peter Ustinov,. Maurice Denham
®hd Cherry Lind. The burlesque
"as scripted by George Wadmore
ancl David Climie and was pro-
duced by LesIieuB|lj|g#>on^a joj i’-

ll

London, Dec. 1.

For the second time Within the
9

space of a few weeks, the British
press has attacked American -film

censorship because of interference
with British-made pix. The latest
blast was made by the Daily Ex-
press following the bah on the
Aloe Guinness pic, "The Captain's
Paradise,” which; had been tabbed
as "indecent and immoral."
Claiming that "From Here To

Eternity” (Col) is far more debased
than the Guinness film, the. Express
avers that the American censors
"who approved this sex-ridden pic-
ture pick holes in. the compara-
tively harmless 'Captain's Para-
dise’;”

Their action (argues the story)
prompts the question—is the care
of morals the only concern of the
censorship board or does It also
help along the American film in-

dustry by killing, on the’ slightest
pretext, any, British; picture likely
to have -a boxoffice appeal in the
United States?
A couple of Weeks previously the

Reynolds News columnist attacked
the1 Breen Office for demanding
cuts ip the Herbert Wilcox-Repub-
lic production, ."Laughing Anne/’

’Moulin’ Tops Italo Fix

Biz; ’Shone,’ 'Wax’ Next

Strongest at lst-Runs
Rome, Dec. 1.

"Moulin Rouge,” released here
by Dear Film, which opened
strongly here and other key cities,

is currently leading the field, ac-

cording to late tallies.
4 In . Rome

alone, Where it is playing day-date
in four houses, the pic has passed
the $45,000 mark.
"Shane” (Par) recently wound

up its first release here with an -

approximate of $39,000 gross, and
ranks second for November. Other
boxoffice winners here have been
“House of Wax” (WB) first 3-D to
click locally, its $36,000 first-run

take here doubling that of its

predecessors in the field; Italian-

made, “Canzoni, Canzoni. Canzoni”
(Minerva), and a French comedy,

|

"Les Vacances de Monsieur Hulot”
(Diana).
"Quo Vadis” (M-G), below hopes

here on initial time appearance
around, is second-running it in
first-runs and picking up pace
steadily. It already has passed the
$20,000 mark.

Variety's Pori* Mug|

Gene Moskowitz
Nan written an omiln) piece on

A Real Cone Guy

on* ef th* many byline itori**. in th*

48th Anmvertary Number

•t

OUT SOON

‘Caesar 9G, 4th, ‘Eternity’ 10G, 3d

t

Be Extended By Irish

Dublin, Dec. L
Ireland’s state-controlled radio

setup, Radio EirCann, is not to ex-
tend the availability of time to
sponsors. Currently 42 programs
are being broadcast by 32 spon-
sors, paying about $250,000 a year
for air time, according' to Minister
for Posts and Telegraphs Erskine
H. Childers.— -He-says-its not planned to make
additional air time available, Last
year 19Co of the station’s air time
was sponsored or 8r c ahead of

1951 figures.

New Ustinov Leffiter

Major London Flop
London, Dec. 8

The major flop of the legit sea-

son is Peter- Ustinov’s new play.

”No Sign of the Dove” which Lin-

nit & Dunfee staged at the Savoy
last Thursday ( 3) after a short out-

of-town tryout. The audience be-

came restless early in the second
act, and ironical jeers came from
various parts of the house with

boos at the final curtain. Critics

were unanimous in their pans.

The theme deals with a present-

day Noah who shows his contempt
for civilization during a new flood,

but, the buildup to the cliiriax is

laboriously treated with pretentious

dialog. There is hardly a whiff of

satire, Which, is, after all, the au-

thor’s forte. Principal roles, are

played by- Miles Malleson,. Beatrix

Lehmann arid Raymond Huntley,

but they proved unable to salvage

much from the wreck. . i > ) | o

Paris, Dec. 1.

Although many French films get
sharp scissoring in the. U.S., a re-
cent meeting of technicians, direc-
tors arid producers here accused
the growing film censorship here
of being a menace to the integrity
of the French film/ They do not
Want to do away with the Control
Commission, which gives- out re-
lease Visas, but they are interested
in bringing public attention on the
bad consequences of puritanical
and partisan censorship.

Exainples given included a ret.
cent film; “Virgile,” in which: a~

comic, scene treated the president,
of the Republique in a too broad
come dy vein. Character was
changed to a minister. Too many
anti-policeman scenes in local films

also has come in for a share of
reprimands from the commission.
Leonide JVIoSuy had to cut a birth
scene in his social pic, ‘The Chil-
dren of Love” while Andre Cay-
ette can’t finish his “Avanb Le De-
luge,” a film on parental respon-
sibility ahd' France- during the cc-
cupation, because the b a nks
stopped the loan until the film is

assured of a release: visa.

"The; Snow Was Dirty;” concern-
ing moral degradation and loss of

values during the occupation, is

still awaiting a release permit.
“Without Love.” a three-sketch
Franco-Italo pic has had its French
episode censored and can’t get a ;

visa here. One sketch on a. recent
slaying case caused the trouble.
Argument boils down to the fact

that film producers are not against
censors; but feel that sinee censor-
ship no longer exists for the. press
arid theatre, the film is. sufficiently

of age to do its own censoring.
Goverment spokesmen retort that
the circulation of a film is much
greater than the other mediums,
afld they are not convinced film

people can effectively curb them-
selves in this respect. Other spokes-
rnen made the point that the censor-
ship committee must do some cut-
ting to justify its existence. It- was
also brought up that France is

still the most liberal and adult in

subjects and general tone of its

films, and that censorship is strict

around the ‘world.

On Leave From Metro,

Gassmann Toils in Italy

Rome; Dec. 1.

. Vittorio Gassmann has ' an-
nounced his theatrical plans Tor
the upcoming six-month leave of
absence his Metro contract allows
him yearly. His company goes,
into, rehearsals here soon, and will
move to Genoa, Turin, and Milan
presenting the repertoire used
during last season’s Rome run,
which includes his successful stag-
ing of "Hamlet.” . Gassmann is

booked for a pic stint on Robert
Rossen’s "Mambo” (Ponti-DeLau-
rentiis) in February', after which
he opens with bis . company in

Rome, staying until. April 10.

On April 10, the company opens
in Paris' Theatre des Champs Ely-
sees. In May, Gassmann goes to

Siracusa; Sicily, for . an open-air
staging of "Prometheus Bound.”
He then Teturns to the U.S. and
pic work.

To Assist Mex Pix Biz

Mexico City. Dec. 1.

Federal money to help stimulate
the film industry by practically

subsidizing, its actors was asked of
the national legislature by Con-
gressman Rodolfo Landa Echevar-
ria, an actor and exec of the ac-
tors’ union. He wants the 1954 fed-

eral budget to contain this coin,

exact amount to be decided by
President Adolfo Ruiz Cortines.

Echevarria says his request has
the backing of constitutional ar-

ticle 32 which covers federal bene-
fits to industries'.

This financing, the lawmaker
contends, would result in produc-
tion Of pictures of national interest

having better artistic quality, and
that this should make them more
salable at home and abroad.

Telemeter TV to Fore

Id Brit as Pix Prods.

JUert to Possibilities

London, Dec. 8.

British film producers are being
alerted to the potentialities of tele-

meter television. They’Ve asked
that the. subject should be placed
high on the agenda for the next
session of the four trade associa-

tions in order to facilitate an all-

industry investigation into its pos-
sible use in Great Britain.

Purely as a precautionary meas-
ure, the British Film Producers
Assn, introduced the telemeter
question when it submitted a
memorandum to the government
Television Advisory” Committee^
making it plain that it reserved the
right to go back to the government
if subsequent developments justi-

fied such a move. It is anxious,
however, to act in unison with
other sections of the industry’.

Sir Alexander Korda, who is

taking an active, part iri bringing (

a subscription TV system to .Brit-

ain; is no longer a member of the
BFPA, His group of companies
withdrew some time back. Korda
tried recently to get the Films
Council to support some sort of
telemeter system. ^ While TV re-
mains a government monopoly, no
new developments would be pos-
sible without Parliamentary ap-
proval.

Plant Advocates TV Telemeter
Sir Arnold Plant, an indepen-

dent member of the Films Council
and chairman of a recent govern-
ment inquiry into exhibition and
distribution problems in the film
industry, has advocated introduc-
tion of subscription TV. as the]
means of providing an alternative
program iri Britain. Speaking at

London University where he is prO-
fessor of commerce. Sir Arnold
saw toll TV as the only means by
which expensive programs could be
brought to viewers outside the
present system of an annual li-

cense payment.

London, Dec. 1.

.. A record-breaking gross at a
time when West End- first runs are
normally in the throes of the pre-
Christmas slump has been achieved
by the first CiriemaScope produc-
tion to hit London. "The Robe,”
comparatively speaking, is repeat-
ing, at the Odeon, Leicester
Square, its Broadway triumph.
First week's new house high, is

being followed by smash $17,000
or over in second session.

This is one of three new U. S./
pix bringing boom biz to the West
End. At the Leicester Square; The-
atre, "Here To Eternity” is hold-
ing up near second round to get
a fancy $10,000 or over in third
week. Third success is “Julius
Caesar” which is doing a fine $9,-

000 in fourth week at the. Carlton.
The major British new-comer. Js

the Romulus film, "Beat The
Devil,” which is heading for a
hefty $9,500 opening week at the
Warner;-

%

Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$L70)—

"Julius Caesar” (M^G) (4th wk).'

Solid 'near $9,000 after •$10,000 in.

third. Attracting lines nightly, arid
holding indef..

Empire (M-G) (2.099; 55-$1.70>—
“Actress” (M-G). Likely to finish
first w'eek 1 with fair $11,400. Stays
only one week. ’Torch Song”
(M-G) opens Dec. 3.

Gaumont <CMA» (1.500; 50-$ 1.70)
—"Meet Mr. Lucifer” (GFD) and
“Golden Blade” (GFD). Slender
$3,300.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1.753; 50-$L70)—"Eternity ” (Col)
(3d wk). Consistent draw with
great $10,000 or oyer anticipated
this round after $11,000 in second.
Stays another two weeks before
moving to Odeon, Marble Arch.
London Pavilion (UA) (1.217; 50-

$1.70—“Fort Ti” (Col) and “Straw
Man” (UA) (2d wk). Nice $6,700
after $7,300 first week.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)

<2.200; 50-$l .70>4-"Robe” (20th)

(2d v’kt. Justifying all the fore-
casts. this initial Cinemascope pro-
duction here set new house record
opening w’eek. Apart from Sun-
days when only two show's are pos-
sible, gross has remained constant-
ly above $2,800 daily. Current week
looks to hold at terrific $17,000 or

. better. First wras huge $21 ,000.

Likely to run Welt into 1954.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2.-

200; 50-91.70)—“Wings of Hawk”
(CFDl and “Francis Covers Big
Town" (GFD) (2d wk). Moderate
$3,800 likely this week after $4.-
200 opening stanza. “Bigamist”
(Excli preems Dec. 3.

Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70'—
“Here Come Girls” IPar) (4th wk).
Finishing very solid run with tall

$6,200. “Arrowhead” (Par) opens
Dec. 4.

Rita (M-G) (432; 30-$2.15)—“Con-
quest of Everest” (BL) (1st wek).
Heading for good $3,000 opening
frame after five weeks at the War-
ner. Continues
Warner (WB) (1,735: 50-$1.70'^

“Beat the Devil” <IFD> Opened
strongly with stout $9,500 likely
in first stanza. Holds.

2 1ST ANNI BBC PROGRAMS

Radio To Mark Span of General
O’Seas Service

Dublin, Dec. 1.

Dublin’s Current wave of thefts

has hit thespers and the Catholic

Stage Guild Fair. Thieves burgled

former Abbey ite Maureen De-
laney’s home while she was. play-

ing in England, stealing jewelry.

On the same night thieves stole

goods readied for Stage
;
Guild

London. Dec. 8.

To mark the 21st arini. of . its

General Overseas Service, the
British Broadcasting Corp. is to air

three Je^lure programs which will

be illustrated by recordings from
the archives describing the devel-

opment of the service since 1 932.

First feature will cover the pe-

riod until the outbreak of war, the

second will illustrate the use of

broadcasting as a weapon of war
and the final one will tell the post-

war story of overseas broadcasting.

Among the prominent names
whose voices will be heard in the

features are the King George VI,

Queen Elizabeth, President Roose-

velt; Sir Winston Churchill, Wen-
dell Wilkie, David Niv*n and Les-

lie Howard. .1 > •'

NAT COHEN TO N.Y. ON

NEW PIX, PRODUCTION
London, Dec. L

N,at Cdhen. managing director of
Anglo-Amalgamated Film Distribs
and its associated production com-
panies, planes to New York next
week on his annual visit to the
U. S. to line up new production and
distribution deals.

He is skedded to leave Friday,
Dec. 18, and will stay in New York
until Jan, 1. He will then fly to
the Coast for a short stay in Hol-
lywood.

Hoyts Shows Record
$626,000 in ’52-’53 Year

Sydney, Dec. 1.

Hoyt's circuit, allied to 29th-Fox,
turned in a record profit Of $626,-

000 for year ending June 30 under
Ernest Turnbull; Previous span
was $565,070. Loop will pay a divi-

dend on ordinary shares to Na-
tional Theatres Corp. of America.
Key houses attached to the cir-

cuit are being geared for- C’Scope
immediately.
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Kansas City, Dec.. 8. 4

Most pressing problem before

the rank and file of exhibitors is

whether to install Cinemascope or

not. That query pervaded every

gathering of filmites at the 35th

annual convention of the Kansrs-

Missouri Theatre Association at

the Hotel President here last week.

Issue reached its •" peak in the

luncheon session Wednesday when
\V. C. Gehring, 20th-Fox sales exec,

talked on the development of Cin-

emascope and held an open forum,

'What the exhibs most wanted to

know is what allowances will 20th

permit, them to write off as instal-

lation costs.

Gehring said the best direct an-

swer he could give is that there

is no formula for these allowances

and that 20th will do its best to

meet a fair proposition half way.

The company is conscious, he said,

qf the fact that some of these costs

Will have to be allowed. It is 20th’s

policy that an exhib “must make
money” on a Cinemascope attrac-

tion, whatever the terms.

A pressing question about drive-

in theatres Was answered by Geh-
ring with the statement that 20th

engineers expect to. have an instal-

lation suitable tor outdoor theatres

Within the next six weeks.

Looks For Encouragement

20th is looking to exhibitors for

encouragement in the all-out di-

rection it has taken in throwing its

WHITES OF THEIR EYES

All Congressmen In Michigan
Under Allied Pressure

Detroit, Dec. 8.

Allied Theatres of • Michigan
have appointed chairmen in each
of Michigan’s 18 Congressional
Districts as part of device to line

up support for repeal of the 20%
admissions tax. They are:

M. F. Gowthorpe, Detroit; Jo-

seph Denniston, Monroe; E’. J. Pen-
nell, Bronson; Henry Carley, Hol-

land; Clive Waxman, Grand Rap-
ids; Pearce ParkhUrst, Lansing;

Emerson Wood, Harbor Beach; Wil-

liam Rice, Flint; Martin Christian-

sen, Muskegon; Edward Johnson,

Bay City; Joseph DePaul, Sault

Ste. Marie; Martin Thomas, Iron

Mountain; John Vlachos, Flat Rock,

and Alden Smith, Lew Wisper, Os-

car Gorelick, Adolph Goldberg and
Harold Brown,' all of Detroit.

Aldine’s Course Unknown;

Site Can’t Be Used As

Columbia P'duroi : Voopoo

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.

has his own Ideas
,
of

Memo-ries of 1 953
#. * *

an intfresting •ditorial feature

in W* forthcoming

48th Anniversary Number
of '

Washington, Dec. 8.

Hearings scheduled last week by
the FCC will bring theatre oper-

ators in- competition with radio

stations and other business inter-

ests for valuable TV Channels in

St:’ Louis and Milwaukee.

St. Louis Amusement Co., subsid

of Franchon & Marco, will !
be one

of four contestants for channel 11

in St. Louis! Among them is CBS.

fit Ml n 1 • I . Others in the contest are radio

r hilly rarklDg Lot station WEW and 220 Television,

BENNIE BERGER'S OFFER

Wants to Play 'Robe* Sans Stereo

'As Test
.

Minneapolis, Dec. 8.

Bennie Berger, North Central

Allied president; is negotiating

with M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox division

manager here, for a test run

in Minneapolis r of Cinemascope’s

•’The Robe” without stereophonic

sound*

Berger is installing a new all-

purpose wide screen in his .local

loop first-run Gopher arid he'd like

to have .
the test made in that

house. Such an installation also is

being made at another of his cir-

cuit's theatres at Fergus Falls,

Minn., and that house would be
available for the test, too* Fox has

been advised.

North Central Allied directors

are on record in opposition to

Cinemascope installations uritil

after such a single track sound
test.

[
Inc., owned by local hotel interests;

Milwaukee Area Telecasting Co.,

which is 50% owned by Rolando
F. Gran, a film exhibitor, will

compete against three applicants
for channel 12 in Milwaukee! The

8 Philadelphia, Dec. 8,

.
.Some mystification surrounds the

case of the Aldine Theatre here,

entire resources into Cinemascope.- [
whose bare four walk, were sold

Until recently the industry was do-
j

by Stanley-Warner to trie Harry _ ™ .... .

ing the very best it knew how^ in i
Sley Co. ostensibly' to be riown

are^^ a d j 0 stations')

2-D production, and it wasn’t good for a parking lot. It was a$35U,000
j- WEMP and WFOX arid Kolero

enough to win the battle against transaction but Chestnut Street
! Telecasting Com

televSion and new patters of Assn, and PhUadelphia City HaU
}

ei?ca?lul? UQi;p '

American life and entertainment. .
subsequently nLxed use of site for

Cinemascope is proceeding to do
j

parking.

what. 2-D could not.
f

Then followed a plan to restore
The 125 exhibs in attendance > the Aldine and run it as an inde-

nodded in assent when Howard i pendent film house. That did not
jameyson. Commonwealth circuit

j please the Stanley-Warner people. . . ,. ... ., T„rT

head, declared that Cinemascope
j
There were redfaced mutterings t~P

era ~5a“10 sl^on .VVWL, the

Is something bigger than the in- I about gentlemen's agreements and
{

dustry can quickly grasp,
j

Sir Fabian is supposed to have
"" — - -

Two-day convention devoted, it-
1 chided Albert. M. Greenfield, the

self almost entirely to sessions ' realtor, who swung the deal.

In addition, Fergum Theatres
will battle the Mansfield Journal
for channel 36 in Mansfield, O.

Hearings were, also scheduled on
the contest for channel 4 in New

1

Orleans between Loyola U., which

WTPS,. and -radio station WNOE,
All hearings will begin Dec. 31.

wrapped around the new technical Robert Lynch, head of the Metro
processes..

_

Myron Blank, TOA. rep^'f 'eamliMge Mete, to
resentatxve, spoke on the new 1

a Christmas booking of “Julius
sound methods at the

' Tuesday .Caesar” at the Aldine.Latest .twist
luncheon, and a panel led^by Dale

| ^ that the house did not put up
Danielson, former KMTA presi-

| inquired deposit. The date is
dent, Wednesday morning was
heavily attended and closely fol-

lowed, Convention was tabbed by
vet theatre men as one of the most
interesting in recent years.

Walter Reade, Jr., TOA prexy,
said the broad scale problem be-
fore exhibitors is to learn bow to

use the great strength which the
industry possesses. Much of it is

latent or used in the wrong direc-
tion. In organization lays the an

therefore cancelled and as far as

anybody knows Aldine will not re-

sume grinding.

AT TRIAL’S START

LEA WINS VICTORY
Washington, Dec. 8.

A damage and injunction suit

ITALIAN nLMS GET

46% OF ITALY’S COIN
American • imports hold only a

slight edge over Italian products
in -Italian theatres, according to
Italian Filins Export. Native, pix
during October accounted for
45.89% of the gross in Italian key
cities, a considerable improvement
over last year when the percent-
age was 34j/2%.

.
Remaining October take went to

the Americans to the tune of
48,3%. Another 7% was credited

•
.

urgamz.uu..
filed against the major distributors

j

t

A
<

i_
Fre

2'';i 5p h d Bntlsh
*W*F th'. ">a"y problems lacing

;
more ,°han three years ago was set- I

films - Bl**est
exhibitors today.

| tl d h last' week "as trial beean
The tax relief campaign through

, £ pederaT District ’court. ActionCOMPO probably has? done^more
j brought by Leonard Lea, of

Italo grosser was
“The Return of Don CairiillO.”

Bell &,Howell Purchases

3-Dimension (Slide) Co.
Chicago, Dec. 8,

Reaching into other markets,

iL£%ha»
hi
a
l

iv o-h^nSiefS ' Danville. Va . operator ol the Le^

recent years Reade^ointed’out
*

'

and North Theatres there against

COMPO wort in this area hence- i

i , „ i Theatres, Danville Enterprises and
forth will bo under direction of 1 im ikaei irinAA«f __ l.,i

£fib. ISnaid Mian!.’ "W*** with only the nisWbu-
,

B?!> * Cowell exercised an option

sas City, Mo., independent exhib,
as chairman for Missouri, and R„R< - _ . . , . . : uimoiioiuu w, u, vim,aru. iuanu-
Biechele, circuit official and vet

[

Lea
.

a”d former motion picture
| faCturer of slide oroiectors Deal

showman as Kansas chairman.
j

specialist for the Justice Depart-
; becomes effective Jan. 5 *1954

In a business session Wednes- \
ment Anti-Trust Division, revealed ’ selling price of the stock keot

iy the trade assn, elected Leo |
that Lea was assured the right to . ®l,.

n
t
g prlce 01 tne stock **»

Chicago, Pec. 8.

Injunction sought by a Chicago
distributor, to enjoin Cinerairia

from using a half-minute sequence
from “Son of the Shiek,” Rudolph
Valentino silent film, in the 35m
prologue to “This Is Cirieroma”
was denied with prejudice by an
Illinois State Court. Restraining
order was sought : by Herb Ellis-

burg who owns the rights to the
Valentino film for a 10-year period
endingjIaiL 1 , .1954. HeJiad.obv
tained the feature film rights from
Art Cinema Associates, Inc., which
had sold , the short sequence to

Cinerairia. .

*

Cinerama attorney argued that

the sequence was bought in good
faith from Art

.
Cinema which

should be the defendarit. Point
was also made by Art Cinema that
Ellisburg bbught the feature rights
to the film and it did not involve
the sale of a

.
particular sequence

which the owners of the film had
the right to peddle. Point was Also
made that “This Is Cinerama” had
opened in Chicago last July, and
that Ellisburg waited until Iasi

week to bring his suit or at a pe->;

riod when his rights were just
about to expire. It was also noted
that Ellisburg sought a settlement
of $1,500.

Minneapolis, Dec. 8.

Reversing its position, North

Central Allied’s board of directors

has given the green light to the

[territory’s independent exhibitors

to proceed to install wide screens

as sooii as possible.

Action comes at a time when
many of the theatreowriers anyway
havb been disregarding the organ-
ization’s previous advice to await
standardization, lower prices and
more convincing proof of equip-,

merit'^ boxoffice value.

However, while directors voted

to recommend immediate installa-

tions of a two to one aspect ratio

as “enough for the purpose” and
suitable for Cinemascope, they
again turned thumbs down on the

latter because of its high , cost and
demands in connection with it.

In a bulletiri just issued, the

body charges that the current 20th-

Fox deal, tying, together Cinema-
Scope, CS pictures, its own ap-

proved screens and .
stero sound,

“is probably illegal” arid asserts

“the investment's cost would be
cut Jri half if 20th-FoX lawyers
would brush up on the Sherman
and Clayton Anti-Trust Acts,”

tors as defendants. i last, week to purchase all the out-

PAhort t wrifliif a*»Apnfi„ standing, capital stock of the ThreeRohert L. Wr,m. attorney. for
|

Dimension; C0
:
01 Chicago. m>nu-

day
Hayob from Marshall, Mo., as pres- bid for first run product and also; comDanv will oDerate a rfivi

Went, succeeding C. E: “Doc" Cook, !
set some monetary Settlement, but

! sion B&H '
with Henry Bohni

Maryville, Mo, H. B. poering. Kan- ! 4* «ot d.sclose how much.
|
contimting as prexy of TDC on™
iong=tepm-,-agreement. -Charles' H.sas^.was re-elected vice-president.

E. ~ E. Jarriesdri,' Jr., ^Succeeds'
George Baker as secretary. Frank
Weary, Richmond, Mo., was elected
treasurer. /a —
The line-up of directors was

'Mrf!e> Story’ in Home Burg

Des Moines, Dec. 8.

i

Universal has approved a special
i advance showing of “The Glenn

Percy, B&H chieftain, said there
were to be no major changes in
personnel or policy in the com-
pany. Acquisition Of TDC gives
Bell & Howell a line of stereo table

changed with the addition of Ed i V Stpr
^r.„

in
,

. ^|
a rj.o.da, ^0wa

* i nroiection virwpre ta rp

n

ftrrtprc
Un Pric Npnchn Mo Tnhn Racham !

which - was Miller's home town, on !

prqjection-viewers, tape recorders,
.

9
. ^ . . .

f .Tan ; 1 ^ Wnrlrl nroom r\f 4 im i and a. new Series of still pamoras
Topeka, Kans.; A1 McClure, Wichi-

i

’Ian
'

,

13
;

World- preem. of. the film

ta, Kans., and Baker, Kansas City,
j

ls
^
et fo

£.
Jan - 1

?.
in

Mo. They replace Don Burnett,
\ ,

dlS
u A

J°ckey ^
or

Gordon Holiday, Elmer Rhoden, !

Waterloo, had plugged for

Jr., and Robert S’trowig, v/ho re-

!

^-he Clannda openmg.

tired from the board.
Reade’s Speech

New projection techniques, while
they have revived public interest,

in pictures, “are not miracle drugs
or jet-propelled hypos,” Walter
Reade Jr., head of Theatre Owners
Of America, told the convention of
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn,
herd last Week. Reade declared
that exhibs must not lose sight “of
the basic principles that have made
motion pictures and their exhibi-
tion the great mass entertainment
in the world—a beautiful and com-
fortable showcase, sound. operation,

good pictures and the proper mer-
chandising of those pictures.”
New screens, new methods of

projection, and new sound are not
the Whole answer,- he skid: “They
may make a good picture better,
but they will never make a bad pic-
ture good,” he added. TOA prexy
said that now is a good time to
take stock—to inspect arid examine
theatres for physical improvement,,
to give personnel a refresher
course iri handling the public, and
to strive to improve merchandis-
ing methods.

and a. new series of still cameras,
in addition to slide projectors.

de Rochement Ships Out
Timetable set for the comple-

tion of "The Thrill of Your Life,”
second Cinerama picture, is May or
June, 1954.

Louis de Rochemont, who's
making the film for Stanley War-,
ner* left for Europe Friday (4)
to scout locations in England,
France, Italy and. Switzerland.
He’ll be followed shortly by a
Cinerama camera, crew.
Meanwhile; some of the footage

shot by Merian C. Cooper ior
"Seven Wonders of the World,”
originally scheduled as the first
Cinerama followup film, will be
incorporated into “Thrill.”

Hollywood, Dec. J).

First announcement made at

Universal-International’s five-day

national sale9 irieeting was that
James Stewart had been signed to

star in “Sonora, to be filmed next
year iri Technicolor, with Aaron
Rosenberg producing and Anthony
Mann directing.

Charles J. Feldman, U general
sales manager, has been made a
.vice-president. He has been with
the company since 1929, starting as
a branch manager in Sioux Falls.

Meet also determined on U’s first

two CinemaScopers, both in Tech-
nicolor. Pix involved are “The
Black Shield of Falworth” (former-
ly “Men of Iron”) arid “The Sign
of the Pagan.” Camera tests, oil

both films have been going on for
several weeks.

Total of 70 company (executives
and sales chiefs are here to set up
plans for releases during 1954 and
to arrange promotional campaigns.
They will attend the studio’s. own
talent show, “inside UI, .1953," to-

night and later preview “The Glenn
Miller Story.”

Execs at the meetings include
Milton R. Rackmil, Feldman,. Nate
Blumberg, Alfred E. Daff, Americo
Aboaf, Edward Muhl, David A.
Lipton and Adolph Schimel.

Northwest (Minneapolis)

Sound^ "Service Warns

National Gains Time
Washington, Dec. 8.

National Theatres, which has
made substantial progress in its

divestiture program as provided in
anti-trust decree, has won an ad-
ditional six months from Dept, of
Justice to complete the job.

National has sold 80 of 105 the-
atres it must unload as well as
three of five other properties. Job
was to have been completed Dec. 7,
but the circuit now has "until June

1 7, 1954, to complete divestiture.

Minrieapolis, Dec. 8.

Acting for O. E. Maxwell of
Noi*thwest Sound Service here, lo-

cal attorney Thomas Verinum has
served written warning on six na-
tional service companies arid two
Minneapolis theatre supply houses
that theatreowriers must be left

free to designate their own sound
engineers for 'the installation of

new Cinemascope and other wide
screen equipment. Attention is

called to the anti-trust laws.

Letters werit to the National
Theatre Sqpply and Frosch Thea-
tre Supply here and to AltecrLaris-
ing Corp., Hollywood; Altec Serv-
ice, New York; RCA Sound Serv-
ice, Camden; RCA, New York;
National-Simplex-Bloodworth, New
York, and Motiograph, Chicago.
They were told that coupling of

equipment sales and service ex-
cludes Northwest Sound Service,
an independent sound engineering
service, violates the anti-trust laws. :

Answers now arc being awaited
by Maxwell, head of NSS, before,
if necessary, recourse is had to

litigation, including injuctive re-

lief and triple damages in federal
court.

Maxwell charges that NSS has
beeri excluded from many new in-

stallations of stereophonic sound
and other equipment because, man-
ufacturers have conditioned sales
upon service, demandirig that
either Altec or RCA make the in-

stallations. RCA Service and two
local houses have denied such al-

leged coupling of sales and service.

METRO-HEARST DEAL

AS IS ON NEWSREEL
Report: that Metro would buy.

out the Hearst Corp. in the opera-
tion of News of the Day, Metro-
distributed newsreel, was emphat-
ically denied Monday (7) by
Charles. Moskowitz, M-G veepee
and treasurer.

“There’s nothing to it,” he de-
clared. “We’ve been half partners
for many years and we’re contem-
plating no change whatsoever.”

New. system of 3-D and wide-

screen production, featuring a

single film; a single camera and a-

single lens, has been developed by
R. M. Savini, president, and. John
C. Feys, v.p. of, Astor 3D Films Iric*

Film can be projected via a single

or double projector.

Method has been dubbed the
“Astor 3D Single Camera Optical
Unit. Feys, who came to

.
N. Y.

from the Coast last week for cdn-
ferences with Savirii, returns to

I Hollywood today (Wed.)
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. . . and Gee, THIS is Great too!

A national ad campaign of Color Ads

in 14 leading publications to reach the

eyes of more than 112,000,000 readers!

with BUDDY HACKETT
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it will be backed by

one of the biggest,

most powerful'

ADVERTISING and

PROMOTION
CAMPAIGNS
in U. I. history

...of course!

CHARLES DRAKE * GEORGE TOBIAS • HENRY MORGAN
and these Musical "Greats" as Guest Stars I

FRANCES LANGFORD • LOUIS ARMSTRONG • GENE KRUPA
BEN POLLACK • THE MODERNAIRES

Directed by ANTHONY MANN • Written by VALENTINE DAVIES and OSCAR BRODNEY • Produced by AARON ROSENBERG
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Dinner
Continued from pate t

London/ Dec. 1. .

A neW plan for united industry

action to secure admission tax re-

lief is now .in final stages of formur

lation, and will Soon be ready for

submission to . the government \

Once it is ready, trade leaders will

ask the Chancellor of the Exr

chequer, R. A. Blitter, t6 receive, a

deputation. .

•'

The rtew Industry scheme is

based on the' overall decline in ad-

missions which has taken place

during the last few years. It will

be pointed out that the Chancel-

lor’s earlier estimates of antici-

pated income have not been re-

alized.''

To bring the industry’s share up
to the Treasury's forecast Of box->

office receipts, the exhibs are in-

sisting that they will need around
$20,000,000 sliced off the existing

\

admission tax total of $100,000,000.

The trade has glyen an Implied
pledge that it will increase the Con-
tribution to the Eady Fund under
the new agreement if the Chancel-
lor is forthcoming with a conces-

sion.
.

•

Continued from page 5

ally, Picker opined. He takes issue

with those who feel Europe has
become a static market, incapable

of delivering an increased dollar
volume. “Europe has a dynamic
population, its birthrate Is up/’
Picker observedr~4^When~ii~popUla-
tion grows, we should be able to

grow with. it. It’s the same as in

this country.’’ /
UA’s plans for. -16m distribution

abroad have been stymied by its

inability to get non-theatrical
rights for some of its pix. Non-
theatrical market is important;
abroad. Picker explained. Com-
pany has just started 16m opera-
tions . in Brazil and is getting
ready to launch narrow-gauge re-
leases in Australia next.

C’Scope Shorts
; Continued * from page 5 ;

(7). He thought CinemaScope one
and two-reelers would now be
turned, out bn both Coasts. Since
there’s been ho liaison established,
setup is unusual. Exact number of
CinemaScope shorts required by
20th hasn’t : been* determined. Nor
have the terms exhibs are to be
asked to pay for the subjects.

Theatre ops have been tradi-
tionally hesitant to shell, out any
kind of coin for shorts, with only a
few exceptions listed. Question is

asked also how much overhead
would be tagged on to the studio-
produced shorts. Estimate of the
studio’s planned CinemaScope cov-
erage of the Rose Bowl game and
parade quotes an exceedihgly high
figure and Coast reports indicate
it’s doubtful that it will come off.

One of the difficulties in produc-
ing CinemaScope shorts in N. %
at present is the necessity for ship-
ping all the material to the Coast
for multi-channel recording. Coast
unit has already lensed a subject
on the “Vesuvius Express,’’ crack
Italo train running from Milan to
Naples. It also covered ''the visit

of the Greek King and Queen to
West Point. -

Continued from page 3s
$320,900 and a capital loss of $649,-
800 arriving from the sales of the-
atres and other properties. Com-
pany began operation on March 1,

1953, following the transfer to SW
by Warner Bros, of its motion pic-
ture assets in the U. S,

Fabian disclosed that more than
200 SW theatres; had been equipped
for 3-D, that 125 would be equipped
for CinemaScope and other wide
screen process, and that 75 would
receive stereophonic sound instal-
lations.

Capt. Byrne Reconnoiters
Metro’s eastern sales manager

John P. Byrfie, designated captain
of the company’s 30th anni sales
drive, left Monday (7) on tour of
the company’s exchanges.
He is scheduled to meet George

A, Hickey, company’s western sales
topper in Seattle, starting point of
their tour of the western branches.

with Youngman, Leonard and Am-
sterdam the particularly flip ad
quipsters, chiefly as hecklers but

also effective on their own. How-
ever, nobody heckled the g. of h.,

Friars’ abbott emeritus Berle,

when he acknowledged the ribald

ribbing with an gdult salute to his

prospective father-in-law, in the

AUdiehce;
.
paying tribute to the

warmth and camaraderie from his

fellow troupers,' and seriously no-

tating that his marriage to Miss

Cosgrove was “a contract for life;

this is it.” He was very much the
serious Berle.

• With: the cream of TV talent in

the room, Berle’s opener was that

“if a bomb ever hit this joint,

Pinky Lee would -be ,a big hit.”

(From the table, the William Mor-
ris agency’s Wally Jordan had also

ad libbed privately, “If an A-bomb
hit

.

.this room, radio Would be
back!’’)

Some Notices
The intra-trade stuff was great.

Leonard ‘‘reviewed” everybody’s
speeches with pungent footnotes,
making reference to a Variety re-
view bf his own new Warner Bros,
picture, “3 Sailors and. a Girl,”

Youngman said he, too, piice made
a picture—“It- got four crosses.” ' .

Baylos was; perhaps the humor
highlight in a fast bill with his

own show biz problems observing,
“I’m the only comic who stands
by at the airport with a valise.”

He discovered that “in Las Vegas
they booked me as a player” (not

a comedian). He made a mistake,
“I thought this was it—I had final-

ly made good; I got my picture in

Lindy’s window, so I autographed
it, ‘Next week Max’s Delicatessen,*

and; they cancelled me out of the
window.” Baylor continued, “I'm
getting out of the profession as

soon as I use up my pictures.” And
back to his La Vegas experiences,
“When I’d run out of money I

threw myself on the table and bet
my life on the 9.”

Youngman felt sorry he couldn’t

be. in toWn this week for the nup-
tials. “Somebody at MCA made a

mistake
,
and booked me for two.

weeks in Galveston. For this you
gotta know somebody,”

Just elected NBC prexy, Sylves-

ter Xu. (Par) Weaver saluted Berle’s
j

health and welfare because of their

long stake in his future—a 30-year
contract. Garroway found all. the
words used up so he opened his

speech With, “Darn!”

Berle had the proceedings tape-
recorded for his personal mem-
orabilia file, and columnist Earl
Wilson has a pocket wire-recorder
which took down about 40 minutes
of it. A private audience With the
road company” version will be a

collector’s item. - Abel.

$16,000,

•• Port,; 'Redheads* 8’/iG
411 ,

Portland, Ore,, Dec. 8.
.All cinemas are going through
the usual pre-Xmas strong product
again this week for slump here this
round but some pix are doing okay.
Evergreen now has two theaters

operating with CinemaScope and
Stereophonic Sound here with: the
installation of the equipment in
the. Oriental.. “The Robe” moves
to the new installation for Standout
is Orpheum’s second C’Scope pic,
"How To Marry . A Millionaire,’*
huge at Orpheum, “Kiss Me Kate”
is nice in second Inning. The Cen-
tury has first-run "Joe Louis Story”
and okay. "Redheads From Seattle”
looms tall at Liberty.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 85-

$1.25)—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (2d
wk). Fine $6,000. Last week,
$14,800.
Century (Fostcr-Breal) (800; 50-

70)—"Joe Louis Story” <UA>. Okay
$4,000, Last week, “Crazylegs”
(UA) (2d wk). $2,000.
Guild (Foster) (400; $1) —

"Melba’' (UA) (2d wk). Good $1,700.
Last week, $2,300.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)— “Redheads From Seattle” (Par)
and “Gay Adventure” (UA). Tail
$8,500. Last week, “Torch Song”
(M-G) and “Count The Hours”
(M-G) (2d wk). $8,400.

Oriental (Evergreen ) (2,000;
$1.25-$1.75)—“Robe” (20th) (m.o.).

Ninth; week downtown. F ine
$5,500. Last, week, “Martin Luther”
(Indie) (5" days) (5th. wk), $3,200.

• Orpheum (Evergreen)- (1,600;

$1-$1.50) — “How Marry Million-
aire” (20th). Giant $16,000 or over.
Last week, “The Robe” (20th (8th

wk), $14,000.
Paramount /Port-Par) (3.400; 65-.

90)—“Flight To Tangier” (Par.) and
Key Largo” (WB i (reissue). Okay
$8,000. Last week, “Botany Bay” I

(Par) and “Ft. Vengeance” (AA),
$11,900.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
90) —

.
“Escape From Ft. Bravo”

j

(M-G). Mild $5,000. Last week.
“Mogambo” (M-G) i4th wk), $5,600.

j

TORONTO
(Continued from page 8).

$7,000. Last week, “Island in Sky”
(WB), $5,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059;
955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)^“Slight
Case Larceny” (M-G) and “Peril-
ous Journey” (Rep). Oke $11,500.
Last week, “Joe Louis Story.” (UA)
and “Shoot First” (UA), $15,000.

Egltnton, University (FP) (1 ,080;
1,558; 40-75)—"Decameron Nights*’
(RKO). Nice $15,000. Last week,
“So Big” (WB), $13,000.

Hyland iRank) (1 ,250; 50-85)—
“Snake Pit” (20th) (reissue). Weak
$4,500. Last week, “Conquest of
Everest” (Rank) (2d wk) r same.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 75-$L50)—
“Robe” (20tH) (7th wk). Hefty $12,-
000. Last week, $16,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 65-85)

—

“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G).
Wham $18,000 or over. Last week,
“Mogambo” .(M-G) (6th wk), $12,-
000.

Nortown, Shea’s (FP) (959; 2,386; j

FRISCO; ‘TANGIER’ 12G
San Francisco, Dec. 8.

Launching . of second Cinema-
Scope picY “How To Marry a Mil-
lionaire,” is brightening Market
Street bit this week. Other new-
comers are being hurt by pre-
Xmas shopping, with only fair to
okay trade at most spots.“Mil-
lionaire” is soaring to socko total
oh first session : at the big Fox.
“Flight To Tangier” looms good at
Paramount while : “Joe Louis
Story’’ is holding fine in second
Esquire stanza. “Gup Fury” is

rated okay at United; Artists. “Kiss
Me Kate” looms fine in second

j
round at Warfield,

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 65-

95)—“Appointment In Honduras”
(RKO) and “Louisiana Territory”
(RKO). Modest $10000; Last
week, “Calamity Jane” (WB) and
“Captain Scarlace” (Indie), $16,-
000 . .

40*75)—"Caddy" IPar) (2d wk). Oke i „„Fo* <FWCi '4,651; $1.25;$1.50.'--'

$13,500. Last week. $18,000. i c”°^*J5
a£S M‘U4of»a‘re" <20U,»

nHdtnii rnintv o <ion. ten ant Sock $42,000. Last week, “Robe”
hi ^r ]

(20th) (9th wk). 9 days, $25,000.

T i
811 ' Warfield (Loew’s! (2.656; 80-$ 1)

i™^i*wwk
«inn!iS

° 11 Again
[—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (3-D) -(2d

(Col) (2d.wk>, $10,000, wk). Off to nice $12,000.
TowneJTaylor) (693; 75-$l>—

|
w eek, $25,600.

“Times Gone By” (IFD). Light
; Paramount (Par) <2.646; 65-95/—

$6,000. Last week, “Main Street to
j
“Flight To Tangier” (Par) and

Broadway” (M-G >, $3,500
' “

Uptown (Loew) (2.743;
“Veils of Bagdad” <U). Good $i0.-
000, Last week, “Bade to God’s
Country” (U), about same.

“Terror On A Train" (M-G >, Good
40-75)— i $12,000. Last week, “War Of

Fred Schwartz
Continued from pate. 3

Telemeter Reaction
Continued from pate 4.

against any new system before the

FCC. If, however, they
.
dbuld see

themselves sharing in the profits

via franchises or otherwise, their

protests might be muted. Opposi-

tion to homeptoll is also likely to

come froirJrthe free broadcasters

and the advertisers who support

them.

Faught’s Views
Dr. Millard E. Faught, consult-

ing economist who numbers Zenith

among his clients, said last Week
he thought “the need for the

mousetrap has finally caught up
with the mousetrap itself.” He
said that toll TV would be an ad-

junct to regular TTV and would

specialize in shows free TV
couldn’t afford.

Faught has long
1 argued that the

economics of U.S. advertising can

not support more than 400 TV sta-

tions but with a combination of

free and subscription TV, there

could be 1,000 stations oh the air.

Economics of home-toll make
sense to a lot of producers who are

beginning to fear for the value of

the film in their vaults now that

(1) advertising-sponsored color vi-

deo is around the corner, and (2)

theatres are expanding their

screens. While they can see the

arithmetic of the system, they

question w'hether the time is ripe

to make the switch. Meanwhile,

the film biz is more than toying

with' the idea.

said Century, topper. Fred Schwartz,
“and we’re looking into other pos-
sibilities.”

Chain’s production plans^-one.
two, or a series of pictures—de-
pend, according to Schwartz, on
the participating parties. “We want
to go ahead with other substantial

people,” he said. “Anybody who is

serious we’ll be willing to talk to,

but we’re not seeking anybody out.

The trouble is that a lot of ex-

hibitors feel the need for going
into production, emotionally, but
not intellectually.” Schwartz indi-

cated that Centurywould go it

alone if other exhibitors did. not
join in the venture. “Our inten-
tions,” he stressed, “are serious.”

Actual production. Schwartz said,

would be in the nature of a co-
hemisphere arrangement, with
Century making a deal with a
European producer. Theatre oper-
ator said pictures would be filmed
either on the Coast or abroad. He
indicated that there was » possi-

bility that he himself might act as
production executive.

Schwartz has long been inlerest-

ed'in exhibitor production. He was
one of the guiding lights in the
exhib venture which brought
“Main Street to Broadway” to the
screen in an arrangement with the
Council of Living Theatre.

Clay fRosener) (400: $1 )
—“Fan-

fan Tulip” (Indie) tilth wk). Nice
$2,700. Last week, $2,900
Bridge (Schwarz-Reade* <399; $1-

$1^0—“Cruel Sea” ' tU> ( 10th wk ».

Ninth round wasl okay $2,600 after
$2,700 for eighth week, “Tonight
at 8:30” (Indie) opens Dec. 21.

Larkin (Rosener ) ( 400;; 65-85 )

—

“Magic Box” (Indie) (4th wk). Oke
$2,400. Last week, $2,500.

Continued from page. . 5

ure. pistribs have complained for

years that exhibs refuse lo allow
higher rentals on shorts despite

the fact that production costs have
skyrocketed. Only a very few
shorts, such as some of the United
Productions of America series,

have garnered high coin.

To what extent. CinemaScope
will change the situation isn’t clear

as yet, according to company execs.

Movietone has lensed several Cin-

emascope shorts for which 20th-

Fox is getting better coin. How-
ever, some exhibs hold to the opin-

ion that only features should get

the anamorphic treatment and that

shorts should continue as before

to provide the necessary contrast.

As for the newsreels, the prob-

lem is largely one of circulation.

For one, not enough houses are

equipped for CinemaScope to

make it economical for 20th to

make the switch. For another, it’s

felt that the newsreel should be

in color, which brings up the prob-

lem of speedy processing of, the

prints. Cost factor also is a ques-

tion mark.

Worlds” (Par) and “Affairs Dobie
Gillis” (M-G) (2d wk), ditto.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-SI)
---“Bigamist” (Indie) (2d wk •.

ftp ir if g t, ! Okay $8,500. Last week, $13,000.

ImnDieweed Lofty K>fc i fp^**?^*J .

1
'— Joe Louis Story” (UA) and

? 17P OJ “The Fake” (UA) (2d wk). Fine
1I U, 4.11 $5,500. Last week. $10,600.

Denver, Dec. 8. ;
United Artist* (No. Coast) <1207;

Usual dent is being made at the ^^^l.^tr^Gun Furtr”JCol) <3'D)

boxoffice here . currently by the Combat Squad (Col). Okay
early Xmas shopping but some pix I *2 ?°0: ^^st week, / Sabre Jet”
showing nice strength. Three films i

e
-
s i^ol)

are getting third wreeks. “How 1 To ?'“1 wk), $4>500 in 3 days.

Marry a Millionaire” continues i

Stagedoor (A-R( ^<370r $1-$1 -50)

fancy in second week at the Denver ~ Decameron Nights .(RKO) (4th

for biggest coin in city. It stays Xlood $2,600, Last week, $2.-

on. “IGss Me Kate” is showing /"95-

enough to win a third round at the
Broadway. “Tumbleweed,” top
newcomer, looks lofty at Para-
mount. “Sins of Jezebel” is fairish,
in two spots.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox ) (1.400; 50-85 «

\—
“Decameron Nights” (RKO); Fair
$4,300 or near. Last week, “So. Big”
(WB) (2d wk), $4,500.
Broadway (WolfbergV (1,200; 50-

85) — “Kiss Me Kate” (M-Gi (2d
wk). Fine $10,500. Stays again.
Last week. $16,000.
Denham (Cockrill ) (1 .750; 50-B5 •—“Flight to Tangier” (Par). Fair

$7,000. Last week. “War of Worlds*’
(Par) (2d wk), same.
Denver (Fox) (2.525; $l>r-“How

Marry Millionaire” (20th' (2d wk'.
Fancy $17,000. Holds indef. Last
week, $28,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; $1.20-$ 1 .50

“The Robe” (20th) (2d wk', after
six weeks at the Denver. Nice
$4,000. Holds. Last week. $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85'

—

“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G'* and
“Mexican Manhunt” (AA * <2d wk).
Thin $6,000. Last week, $15,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg* (2200; 50-

85> — “Tumbleweed” JU> and
“Captain Scarface” (Indie). Lofty
$13,000 or close. Last week. “Blow-
ing Wild” (WB) and “Black Fury”
(WB». $15,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—“Sins

of Jezebel’’ (Lip) an'd “Man from
Cairo” (Lip). Fair $5,000. Last

• week; “Sabre Jet” (UA) and “Man
in Hiding” (UA). $5,500.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 60-90)

^Titfield Thunderbolt” (U) (2d wk).
Okay $1,500. Last weejk. $2,700.
Webber (BbileyV'f750; 50-85' —

“Sins Jezebel” (Lip) and “Man
from Cairo” (Lip). Fairly good
$2,300. Last week, “Sabre .let”

(UA) and “Man in Hiding” (U.\).

$2,200.

DETROIT
(Continued from page 9)

week at $70,000. Last week, “Lit-
tle Boy Lost” (Pan and “Tumble-
weed” (U) (2d wk). $15,000.
Palms (UDi (2,961; 80r$l)-^

“Hondo” 1WB) and “Slaves of
Babylon” (Col» (2d wk). Swell
$21,000. Last week. $37,000.
Madison ( UD) ( 1 .900; 95-$l .25)—“Eternity” (Col) tl4th wk*.

Steady $10,000. Last week, $12,-
000 .

United Artists (UA) G,938; $l-
$1.50>—“How Marry Millionaire”
*20th) (3d wk). Fine $20,000. Last
week, $28,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-Sl)

—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (2d wk).
Hefty $10,000. Last week, $18,000.

Broadway-Capitol (Korman ' (3.-

500; 80-$l)—“Jack Slade”> (AA)
and “Man of Conflict” (AA) (2d
wk*. Oke $13,000. Last week, sock
$27,000;
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) <1.236; $1.40-$2.80> — “Cin-
erama” (33th wk). Strong $22,000.

1 Last week, $21,000.

BUFFALO
( Continued from page

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 9

>

ing special rates to church, school
and club groups to hypo trade for
remainder of run. Stays until
Christmas Day when “Beneath 12--

•
i Mile Reef,” also 20th-Cinema-
I Scope, corhes ih. Looks like oke
i $9,000 after $14,000 last week.

. _ 9) ‘ Penn .(Loew’s) '3,300; 50-85'

—

Last week. “Calamity Jane” (WB) “Kiss IMe Kate” (M-G) (2d wk).

(2d wk-5 days); $7,000. Staying 4 days only, with “Escape
Center (Par' (3600; 65-85'— 1 From Fort Bravo” (M-G) following.

“Hondo” (WB) (2d wk>. Smash ;
For 11 days. “Kate” will get good

$9,000. Last week. $15,000. ;
i $24,000. Played here in 3-D and

Lafayette (Basil) <3,000: 40-70) ' moved to the Ritz, which is

—“Golden Blade” (U) and “turn- ' equipped only for 2-D.
. .

.

bleweed” (U). Fancy $12,000. Last ;
Stanley (SW> (3,800; 50-8a'—

week “Gun Fury” (Col) and*“Slaves
;

“Hondo” (WBi (2d wk'. Fell below

of Babylon’’ (Col), $10,000. expectations opening session but

Century (Buhawk Corp) (3.000;
j

still enough to hold. Looks like

$l-$i:25)—“How Marry .Million- !
nice $1X000 after last week’s

- — . . ... . . ~ • —
' $19,000. Stays a third.aire” (20th) (4th w-k). Trim $10,000

Last week, $15,000. Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 50-85>—
Teck (Loew’s) (1,300; 90-$1.20' i “Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (2d wk).
—“Martin Luther’’ (Indie) (6th wk)
Mild $2,500. Last week, $3,000.

Mercury (Michaels) (297; 54-83)

—“Violated” (Indie) (5th wk'. Cur-

.
rent round

.

.looks big $4,000. Last
' Week, $4,500.

Alec Guiness biggest fave of them
1 all at this nabe arter. and showing
jit. Big $4,500 or near, and sticks

indefinitely. Last week, $5,800,

;
missing house record, held by

* “Cruel Sea” (0), by less than $300.
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Hollywood, Dec. 8.

First players set by Metro for
“The P.O.W. Story," are Dewey
Martin and Steve Forrest. . . Ian
Keith plays King Henry IV in UI’s
“Men of Iron." , . . Paramount
signed Havis Davenport for a role
in "Rear Window." . . . Herbert
Kline will produce "Dark Wed-
ding" as an indie, with back-
grounds in Mexico and Cuba . .

".

Columbia borrowed Jean Negu-
lesco to .direct the Betty Grable
starrer.. “The Pleasure’s All Mine,"
with Jack Cole signed to stage
the dances . . . Metro using Ansco<|
Color for the Cinemascope film-

ing of "A Bride For Seven Broth-
ers.’’"

;
Jack Palance Will play the roie

of Attila the Hun in ."Sigh, of the
Pagan" at UI . . .Dore Schary an-
nounced' "The Venetian/’ a tale of
l5lh centiiry swashbuckling, as
one of Metro’s top productions for
1954 . . . Two newcomers, John
Fontaine and June Hammerstein,
will play romantic

.
leads in Hugo

Haas* indie, "Tender Hearts" .

Robert L. Lippert ' signed Paulette
Goddard to star in "Woman With
a Gun," to

: be filmed abroad in
association with a British company

.
Cameron Mitchell renewed for

a year by 20th-Fox . . Richard
Stanley p i ays opposite Karin
Booth in "Jungle Man-Eaters,'’
starring Johnny Weissmuller at
Columbia, \

Michael Curtiz translating a
French play, " Gamin," as a pos-
sible starrer for Audrey Hepburn
eii film . . . Mohmoud Sobieh and
Mahmoud Ed Sabaa, Egyptians,
signed for Metro’s “Valley of the
Kings'’ ... Paramount handed a

_ player contract to OresteJKirkop,
French-Italian opera star . . .Franlf
Ferrin completed two short sub-
jects in color for the Indian :

gov-
ernment, depicting hunting in In-

. diaas a lure for tourists . . . UI
bought two 43-year-old fire engines
from the town of Montebello for
use in "Fireman Save My Child"
. . . Devery Freeman scripting
“Francis Joins -the as a
starrer for Donald O'Connor at UI

. . Vince Barnett drew a charac-
ter role in Wayne-Fellows’ "Ring
©f Fear."

Dudley Pictures closed a deal
with Republic for the independent
production of "Tobor,” a science-
fiction yarn, with Richard Gold-
stone as producer and Lee Sholem
as, director “. . Warners signed
Hayden Rorke for a role in "Lucky
Me" . . . James Woolf negotiating
with June Allyson for the femme
lead in "The Story of Esther Cos-
tello" .- . Hugo Haas moved into
the Chaplin lot to produce “Tender
Hearts” . , Margery Wood drew ?.

a rple in "A Bride for Seven l

Brothers" at Metro . . . Gene Roth
plays circus promoter in Wayne-
Fellows’ "Ring of Fear” . . . Eddie
Quinlan returned to Metro for a !

comic role in "Brigadoon" . ;

Jack Banr upped to casting direc-
;

tor at UI, succeeding Robert A. j
Palmer who was promoted to talent

;

executive.
j

Verne West succeeded the late
j

Bixby Smith as head of Para-
[

mount’s tax and insurance depart-
ment . . . Tyrone Power reports to
Columbia during Christmas week
to test' for ^Vest Point,” in which
he will co-star with Maureen
O'Hara . . . Columbia assigned
Phil Carey as male lead in "The
White Stallion," to be produced
by Wallace MacDonald with Fred
F, Sears directing . . . Albert Lewin

.

signed Cornel Wilde to star in his
indie, "The Naked King," based on !

a French novel by Albert Ades . . . i

Bob Baker and Alton Wood, puppet
jshow producers, Will stage a se-

'

quence in "A Star Is Born" at I

Warners . . . William F. Broidy
|

built a sound stage, at Cedar Lake
where he will produce "Wanted
by the FBI" for Allied Artists J

release.
!

Dorothy Patrick femme lead ini
•The White Stallion” at Columbia :

. . . UI’s "Black Lagoon" now •

“Creature from the Black Lagoon"

;

... . . Superior Court approved Co-
lumbia’s minor contract with
Gloria Kriieger . . Frankie Dar-
tow plays a bellhop in Paramount’s
“Living It Up” . . . CoL Henry Crow
will be technical adviser on War-
ners’ "Battle Cry" . . Virginia
Kellogg checked in at 20th-Fox to
script "Jumping Sisters," a story
.about parachuting nurses in the
Royal Canadian Air Force . . . John
Clift and Tristram Coffin joined
the cast of "Fireman Save My
Child” at TJI . . ; Laurence Harvey
signed a six-picture contract with
Warners, starting with "The Talis-
man.” .;

Paramount sold the
. F. Scott

Fitzgerald story, "Babylon..
ed." to ; Metro where it will' fra

as a starrer for Elizabeth

ing. . . Metro signed Charles Vidor
to direct "I’ll See You Again,"
which will be produced by Dore
Schary from his own original.

.

Barry Sullivan will star in "Crash-
ing Timber," a lumberjack yarn
to be produced by Llndsley Par-
sons for United Artists . . . Richard
Burton’s first role under his. new
contract at 20th-Fox will be "A
Man -Called Peter;" based on a
book by Mrs. Catherine Marshall
. . . Following Metro’s example,
Warners will be represented in the
Pasadena Tournament of Roses
ParadO by a 'float depicting U. S.

Marines in “Battle Cry."

Continued from page 5

20th-Fox’ squeeze-lensed "Beneath
the 12-Mile Reef" opens Christmas
Day at Fox West Coast’s Chinese
and Los . Angeles, replacing • "The
Robe." The Los. Angeles and Holly-

wood Paramounts will debut "Hon-
do,” Wayne - Fellows production
being released by Warners, as the
second 3-D feature. Third depth
biggie will be "Sadie Thompson"
from/ Columbia, opening at RKO
Hillstreet and Pantages. Holding
over during the holidays will be
20th-Fox’s ’ Cinemascope "How to

Marry a Millionaire’' at the Fox
Wllshire and possibly the Warner
Downtown.
"The Wild: One" from Stanley ;

KramqpColumbia gets its Christ-

j

mas bow at the downtown Orpheum
theatre. It

.
is a conventionally-

lensed black-and-white offering.
“The': Eddie Cantor Story," ‘tir

Technicolor, is slated for the |

Warner Beverly either Dec. 29 .or-.j

30, and Disney's "The Living Des-

1

ert," also tinted, makes a pre-

;

Christmas bow Dec. 17 at the Fine '

Arts.

Buy Off Mayen Cooper
Aiming to maintain its oper-

ating expenses at $100,000 an-
nually, Cinerama Productions
Corp., holding company which
passed on to Stanley Warner
thq £xhibitioq and production
rights to the Cinerama medium,
is negotiating with board
chairman Louis B. Mhyer and
veepee and production chief
Merian C. Cooper to cancel
their employment contracts
with the company. Pair would
retain their stock interest arid

executive posts, but like prexy
Lowell Thomas would receive

,

no compensation for their ser- .

vices.

Under
.
present conditions,

Mayer has . n<ft. been paid a
$1,000 weekly salary under a
pact extending to 1957, Cooper
and Argosy Pictures, company
with which Cooper is associ-
ated, have received only por-
tions of $1,100 weekly com-
pensation under a deal also
extending to 1957. However,
these sums are represented as
liabilities of Cinerama Pro-
ductions.
Both Mayer and Cooper are

currently serving only in ad-
, yisory capacities since ail ac-
tivities relating to the medium,
including production and exhi-
bition, are carried; out by Stan-
ley Warner.

Stock Exchange)
o

For Week Ending Tuesday (8)

Continued from page )

and a 59o management fee to SW.
Thus, it has been receiving an
average of about $30,000 weekly
recently. Sum is being used to re-
duce: the company’s bank loan and
bonded debt
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Among pictures not definite- but
almost certain to have holiday
showings is Bob

.
Hope's "Here

Come the Girls’’ from Paramount.
It is up for a seven-theatre open-
ing. Also possibilities are "Little
Fugitive" at the El Rey, "Beat the
Devil" at the Ritz, ‘The Man Be-
tween” at the Fox Beverly.

Moving from pre-release, upped
scale showcasing to regular first-

run will be "Mogambo," going: into
the . Palace, and "Captain’s Para-
dise," from the Ritz into the Globe,
Iris, Uptown and Loyola,

Ns lidisiry Pact
Continued from page T

staffers will be docked for the time
they are absent from the office. An
SPG spokesman indicated that the
union Will counter this move by
specifying that all negotiations;
take place at night at the union’s
headquarters.

The SPG has appointed an over-
all 20-man negotiating committee,
with five members of the group
sitting in with the individual com-
pany negotiators. Talks have al-

ready started with UA, only com-
pany which has shown a willing-
ness to take part in industry-wide
confabs. However, SPG made no
progress in their first meeting
with Max Youngstein, UA veepee.
Exec, it’s reported, indicated that
he would like to wait to see what
the other . companies would do.
Current pact at Col expires in
February, with agreements at WB,
20th and U ending in March or
April.
SPG is asking a 15% wage hike,

3 progressive minimum wage scale,
and full arbitration of all disputes.

Indication of brokerage interest
in the stock is the overtures being
made by Moran & Co., Newark,
N. J., security dealers; Company
notes that it is recommending the
stock for speculation. “Cinerama,”
the company notes, "has been &
tremendous sensation everywhere
shown and we strongly recommend
the purchase of this stock at the
present level of about $3 per
share.” Although Cinerama Pro-
ductions is a Closed corporation, F.
J. Moran/ head of the. brokerage
firm, said he could acquire the.
stock and kiiew . of sources . where
it was available.“It was originally
sold as investment but it’s free
stock now,’* he pointed out. He
noted that number of shareholders
had increased to about 500 from
the original 25.

;
Prior to SW’s takeover of the

J
rights, Cinerama Productions had

;

contemplated a public issuance hut
: the plan never materialized. Origi-
i nal 1,000,000 shares had been split
in two, giving the.cohipany a total

: of 2,000,000 shares. Currently there
r are about 984,000 shares outstand-
: ing, with the remainder being held
L by Cinerama Productions, which,

I

in essence, is a holding company.

.Motion Picture Assn, of America
activities. Country - by - country
breakdown of the dollar take
traeeable to-MPEA-aetivities is as
follows:

Brazil, $15,000,000 or more (by
the end of the year);

Britain,. $20,000,000;
Japan, $7,500,000;

. . Italy, $8,000,000;
France/ $7.-$8,000,000; .>
Argentina, $2-$3,000,000;
Indonesia, $3,000,000;
Belgium, $3,000,000;
Spain, (likely) $1,500,000;
Scindlqayia, $3,000,000 (most of

it in compensation deals);
Australia, $5,000,000;
Holland, $1,250,000;
Yugoslavia, $200,000.

i-Contlnucd from page 7

Brandt Trial
Continued from pact 7

Conttnaed from page 5

Continued from page 3

a -

Taylor with Kie.h.ajrd Brooks direct- !.

drop the tax and (2) good pictures
pay their way in taxes.
Asked what he thought of the

merits of the case presented by the
theatre owners at a public hear^
ing, in which they claimed they
were on the verge of financial dis-
aster due to falling attendance,
Gallagher replied:
"The Federal Government should

eliminate its 20% tax first.” There
was no promise, of course, that the
City would follow the example.

Gallagher added-

;
, .

"Arid the Pittsburgh Pirates
tyb’uldn't “oed to worry about the
.tax^. either If tfiej) . with, a
good leam."., , . .

* * " v<> ^ M . x v X . .

gium.,In addition, the U S. distribs
sighed new pacts with Japan, Hol-
land, Belgium and Norway. Brazili-
an remittance of $15,000,000 or
more, pArt of that country’s gen-
eral liquidation of debts, comes as
a welcome windfall but was largely
arranged by MPEA’s Robert Cork-
er_y. French deal is still pending
with no indications of any pro-
gress in the Paris talks at the
moment. «.

Total dollar take of American
films abroad in 1953 'has been put
at $170,00.0.000, a record high. Fig-
ure is seen slipping in 1954, partly
because of cuts in U.S. aid and
partly due to the fact that much
ei the backlog coin has been
thawed.
While the $21,000,000 Canadian

dollar earnings can’t be credited
to MPEA, it’s pointed out that it
was made possible largely due to
the association’s Canadian Cooper-
ation ^Project, under which Ameri-
can producers are encouraged to
l nix in CAnada^ It also: insures
the. elrculatidft of Canadian shorts
in;f>e/U;8. ••• /

’•

.

Foreign managers take the view
that MPEA this year has done a
completely satisfactory Job In
repping the companies’ interests
abroad. Org is run by Ralph D.
Hctzel, exec v.p , with Johnston
also, spending

. much time concen-
tptip.g on the foreign angle. In
I act, with between 38% and 40%
cf the distribs’ earnings now com-
ing from abroad, foreign scene has
l.alcen the spptWgnt irom a'ii other

closed and that all have been los-
ing money. It is further alleged
that expensive alterations were
made in some of the theatres and
that the work was done by com-
panies owned by defendant di-
rectors. Stockholders are seeking
a return to the corporation of the
money paid for the theatres, the
losses involved, and the cost of
the alterations.

Checks to Brandt
Charges relating to Brandt’s buy-

ing and booking policies state that
Brandt got himself appointed
booking agent for the Circuit. As
booking agent, it’s alleged that
Trans-Lux paid large sums of
money to Brandt for the rental of
filril which Brandt was to turn
over to distributors; Checks, it’s

indicated in the complaint, were
made out directly to Brandt.! It’s
alleged that the theatre topper
diverted some of these payments
for his own use or delayed making
the payments to distribs arid used
the money during that period.
Complaint further charges the di-
rectors with negligence in allowing
these things to happen.

Total .of eight stockholders are
involved in the suit, with three
main plaintiffs. Latter are Jerome
Ross/ a former director and long-
time stockholder; Walter Siemers,
also a former, director and holder
of shares for many years, and
George Mason, the second largest
stockholder in the company.

Separate suits were filed by five
other stockholders, but on a peti-
tion from the Brandt counsel all
the suits were consolidated. H.
Gardner Ingraham, attorney for
Ross, Siemers and Mason; had op-
posed this move,

,
but the court or-

dered the action appointing Ingra-
ham’s firm as general counsel for
all eight stockholders.

Last spring, in an appeal filed
with the Appellate Division the
stockholders were granted permis-
sion to examine Brandt’s books
dealing with the buying of pic-
tures, Brandt had opposed this
move. Ingraham and his staff are

The Brooklyn baily, The Jewish
Daily Forward, 'West Side News
were all recipients t>f added film
advertising. Suburban papers in.
Long Island; New Jersey and
Westchester carried display space
on Broadway openings. In some
instances, the space was up front
in the news sections.

Distribs without Brpadway open-
ings were not noticeably affected
by the newspaper shutdown. As
one pub-ad exec put It: “New York
is just one city; We have 48 states
to worry about.*

On the publicity front, home-
offices taxed

. their ingenuity in
seeking substitutes for the regul-

ar press. One aim was to get
visiting personalities ‘on as many
broadcasts as possible for guest
shots. For tbe “Easy to Love"
opening, Metro taped comments of
the audience for presentation oyer
its own, WMGM. It* also obtained
comments from the newspaper
critics which were wired to all

commentators.

In quoting Kate Cameron, stipu?
latlon was that Metro say, "Kate
Cameron of the News" and not "in
the

. News;” Times told Metro it

could pick up Bosley Crowther’s
views from WQXR. Requirement
Was that M-G "as broadcast on
WQXR, radio Station of the New
York Times."

Metro was also quick on latching
on to the N.Y. Enquirer. In last

Wednesday’s (2). edition of the pa-
per, a total of nine stills, repre-
senting mats from press book ma-
terial/ was used .plugging M-G
films. For "Beneath the 12-Mile
Reef," its third Cinemascope en-
try, 20th resorted to a big poster
campaign, plastering the city with
one, three and six sheets. Picture
was also plugged on laundry wrap-
pers for men’s shirts. Company
also constructed floats and sent
sound trucks around calling atten-
tion to. the picture. It held a spe-
cial screening for high school and
college

.
editors for space iri. school

papers; Announcements were also

placed on school bulletin boards.
Thesps Terry . Moore and Robert
Wagner will be placed on a total

of 30 radio-TV
c
shows.

With Aldo Ray in town to baily

Miss Sadie Thompson,’' Colum-
bia arranged a ...tour of all the

Loew’s houses for personal ap-

pearances. For -thej arrival of An-,
thony Quinn yesterday (Tues.) for

r
bally! on! behalf of "The Long
Wait," United Artists sent a film

cameramen and tape-recording
specialist to Grand Central Station

for his arrival. UA flacks then

sent the film to TV stations and
the tape to radio stations.

.
With the papers shut down,

greatest .concentration was made
on syndicates and out-of-town

newspapers. There was no letup

in the servicing of columnists

•since most are syndicated.
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gregsmen and U. S, senators dur-
ing impending holidays and obtain
pledges to support renewed move
for admission tax repeal when
Congress convenes next year.
Cedric Adams, town’s top news-

paper columnist and TV and radio
personality, donated services as
commentator On Northwest Variety
club’s tinted ;

film trailer shown in

territory’s theatres prior to audi-
ence collections for club’s heart
hospital on U, of Minnesota canv*

S
us. Reid H. Ray Film Industries
ere produced trailer gratis for

fourth successive year. Prints were
contributed by Houston Color Lab-
oratories.
Deal for Cinerama to take over

Paramount’s loop first-run State- or
Century still cooking, but still

hasn’t jelled.

‘‘The Robe” and “Kiss Me Kate”
in their fourth and second St. Paul
weeks, respectively, as boxoffice
conditions continue to improve in
the smaller Twin City.

Universal
:
promoted salesman

Kenny C. Adams to sales manager,
succeeding Pat Halloraii, trans-
ferred to Milwaukee as branch
manager.
Fay Dressell, RKO branch man-

ager, back on job after recovery
from illness.

Eddie McErlane, veteran War-
ner Bros* booker, on sick list, with
salesman Bob Branton helping out
in that department.

NEW YORK
Arthur D^vis Associates, foreign

film importers, discontinuing its

firm name in favor of a new tag,

Arthur Davis Releasing Organiza-

tion. Initial release under the new
set-up will be Colette’s “Strange
Conduct” which stars Simone. Si-

mon.
Leo F. Samuels* Buena. Vista

Films added Jesse Chinich. as a

sales representative. He was
formerly with Rugoff & Becker
circuit as film buyer .and theatre

supervisor.

LOS ANGELES
Allied Artists’ Joseph. Rivkin and

John C. Flinn closed a deal with
Bob O’Donnell, head of the Inter-

state circuit, for saturation book-
ings of Walter Wanger’s “Riot in

Cell Block 11” in Texas.
Francis Bateman, western sales

manager for. Republic, to Denver
and Salt Lake City to arrange
bookings for “Geraldine” and
•‘Jubilee Trail.”
M. and A. Alexander acquired

TV rights to three old theatrical

films; “The Powers Girl,” “Song of
Open Road” and “Urubu.”

SEATTLE
First managerial change in many

months here will find Bob Ander-
son transferred from Roxy, Ta-
coma, to the Orpheum here, both
John Hamrick houses.
Hamrick Theatres pleased by

fact that two of its managers won
national “Lucky 7” Metro contests.

Bob Anderson did it for his cam-
paign suggestion on “Fort Bravo**

„ and Marvin Fox. manager of the
Liberty, Portland, won for his

“ Ideas ' on
~"Mdgambo”__TM-G>, al-

though the film didn’t play his

house. i *

BOSTON
Max Silver, district manager for

Smith Management, resigned. /
The Casino, shuttered as a bur-

ley, reopened as a straight pic
house.
Edward Michaelove. for the past

year apprentice salesman at 20th-
Fox, upped to salesman covering
the Maine and northern New
Hampshire district. John Pecos,
Who formerly handled that area,

assigned Boston, southern New
Hampshire and eastern Massachu-
setts.

Max Michaels, ex-manager : of
the Old Howard, named manager of
Boston Theatre, being converted*
to Cinerama^

DALLAS
Mrs. Roderick B. Thomas named

to succeed the late Mrs. Clarence
Echols as prez . of Dallas Motion
Picture Board Of Review.
Pat Murphree, manager Of the:

WvnnewoOd here, named city man-
ager of Rowley United Theatres at
Waxahachie. Tom McNeely, for-;

merly skipper of the Beverly Hills,

replaces Murphree at the Wynne-
wood.

’ Lackland Drive-In opened at San
Antonio near Lackland Air Force
Base. This makes the 17th ozoner
operating in that area.

Mr. and Mrs. Don W. Trisko
leased Runge Theatre at Runge
from Mr. and Mrs. Alva Strait of
Corpus Christi, and plan to reopen
the house. It has been shuttered
since Nov. 7.

Smerlingi John Jones and John
Balaban, attended Willie Shore
memorial at the Chez Paree last

Monday (301, contributing $2,500
for Chi tent.
One picture was rejected out of

97 reviewed last month by the Chi
Police Censor Board; Board scru-
tinized 487,000 feet of filpi, made
six cuts and; classified one pic for
adults. Of films submitted, 27 were
foreign made, indicating an up-
swing in overseas entries.

TORONTO
W. C. (Wannie) ; Tyers, formerly

co-assistant director in Odeon Ther
atrcs* homeofflce ad dept,, upped
to ad-pub • director for chain, ac-
cording to general manager David
Griesdorf, who named Jim Hardi-
man assistant.

With headquarters at the To-
ronto homednice. Bob Eves takes
over the supervision of the western
division of Famous Players (Ca-
nadian), following death qf Larry
Bearg, according to J. J. Fitzgib-
bons, head Of FPC. As formerl
supervisor of Toronto and subur-
ban houses, Eves will be succeed-
ed by Mori Margolius, who joined
Famous in 1930.
Delegates to annual meeting Of

the Motion Picture Theatres Assn,
of Ontario elected the following
directors: John Clarke, J. L. Hunt-
er, Morris Stein, Lionel Lester

(

Harry Mandell, William Summer*
ville Jr., all Toronto; H. C. D^t
Main, of Sutton; J. D. McCulloch,
of Petrolia; Floyd Rumford. of
Forest; Morris Berlin, of Ottawa;
and Louis Consky, of Haliburton.

20tb Screens

PITTSBURGH
Rudy Navari, of Eastwood Thea-

tre on Fraiikstown Road, elected
to presidency of Penn Township

j

Chamber of Commerce.
Ike Sweeney, of Republic Pic-

tures, home after long stay at
St. Francis Hospital. Exchange
manager when he first fell ill, he
will be reassigned upon his re-*

edvery since John Zomnir, former
UA salesman, has been named
branch head in. meantime.
Sam Yakish, of Lakeside Drive- r

In at Conneaut Lake, resting . at
his home after being hospitalized
for nearly two months.
Ben N. Rosenberg, of Parkway

Theatre in McKees Rocks, new
commander of Variety Club Legion
Post 589, appointed to publicity
and membershi)!) committee of Le-
gion’s 34th district.

John Muller, of Gable in Sharon,
is a partner again in operation of
the NuLuna there. Some years ago
he and the late- Harry Stahl were
Joint owners of the spot, but their
partnership was dissolved.
With the reopening of the Homer

in Homer City, a Marios circuit
house because of the favorable
vote for Sunday films there, Mai$e
Cybolsky was named house man-
ager.

MEMPHIS
Bob Bostwick, National Theatre

supply manager, oh tour of theatres
in the mid-south.
Leon Rountree, prexy of TOA

of Tri-State area,, in town from
Holly Springs, Miss., to check bn
convention details aqd set several
films for his nabe house.

MINNEAPOLIS ,

Corbett Twins from “Here Come
Girls” in town, piloted by Para-
mount studio flack

.
Rufus Blair,

and got newspaper, TV and radio
plugs for new Bob Hope film.

Legit Lyceum again offering
Swedish films oh weekends.
Some Twin Cities’ indie nabe

and suburban houses reviving
Par’s “Greatest Show on Earth.”

St. Paul
.

subsequent-run loop
Lyceum in tieup with newspapers
blankets a

,
different city section

each week with numbered pro-
grains, Newspapers publish some
of numbers daily in Want .ids, and
those holding programs with cor-
responding lucky numbers receive
free tickets.

In current bulletin, North Cen-
tra Allied urging all of territory’s
exhibitors to contact their con-

* st.-louis
Midway Drive-In, near New

Madrid, Mo., operated by Norvih
Gamer and H. Poe, bought in-a-
car Heaters and ' will operate daily
throughout the year.
Mrs. Ralph Welch relighted the

Illinois; Newman, 111. Previously it

was operated by Victor .E. Recker.
Third change in ownership of

the Lee, New London, Mo., in
three months, was made last week
when Thomas E- Gates, Barry, 111.,

became owner. In August, P. Me-
gown and his wife took over the
spot that later reverted to the
building owner, Mrs; L. V. Wil-
liams. Gates, who also operates a
house in Hull, 111., assumed owner-
ship after a deal was made With
Williams.
The Gold, Golden, 111., has re-

lighted.
Carter Smalley, Van Buren, Mo.,

exhib convalescing after major
surgery in Poplar Bljuff, Mo.
Loew’s State here, converting to

Cinemascope and will tee off with
“Knights of Round Table” Xmas
day.

CHICAGO
Abe Teitel, of Teitel Films Co.,

planed to N. Y. for Joe Burstyn
funeral services.
Dave Rosen, vet legit road man-

ager, handling school promotion of
“Julius Caesar” for Metro.
Herbert Johnson, onetime ani-

mator for Walt Disney and George
Pal, joined Sarra, Inc., here as
animation director.
Arthur Van Dyke, 20th-Fox cir-

cuit sales manager, now convales-
cing at home upon release from
hospital.

Holly Theatre," of Sol Best cir-
cuit, sold'" for noh-theatrical use.
Bob Kriman, former sales train-

ing director of Bell & Howell, ap-
pointed district manager for B&H
in Hollywood.
La Port*. Theatre in La Porte,

Ind., and Tivoli, Michigan City,
Ind.* both of the Manta-Rose, chain,
now equipped with Cinemascope
and open with “The Robe” shortly.

Variety Club toppers, Mannie

Assess Continued from pace 4 —
the

. repeated assertion that the
20th policy smacks of a violation
of the antitrust laws.
Equally important, none of the

other companies
.
with. Cinemascope

pix on their skeds have followed
suit in restricting showing of their
widescreen films to theatres with
specified equipment. Both Metro
and Warner Bros, are getting ready
to put their first (CinemascoperAl
into release, which leaves 20th in
an untenable position viz the ex-
hibs.

Equipment dealers say theatre
ops not only beef about the higher
cost of the Miracle Mirror and
Astrolite screens,

. which range
from $2.10 to $3 per square foot,
they also object to the seams in
these screens. Screen manufactur-
ers have been doing a burn over
the 20th position and also over the
company’s reluctance to agree to
comparison tests of the various
makes.

It’s understood that there will
be a test of the new TransLux
screen at the Beacon Theatre in
N. Y. in the near future.. TransLux
circuit has booked “The Robe” into
one of its situations for a run
starting Dec. 25. The hoqse is
equipped with a TransLux screen,
with the circuit determined to keep
the screen in and also to get the
film.

v

Number of other major circuits
have installed Miracle Mirror or
Astrolite screens in some keys, but
by no means in all. It’s the smaller
exhibs who complain the loudest
over the screen restriction as well
as 20th’s insistence on stereophonic
sound. Tests to determine the need
for directional sound are set for
January in a number of spots.

Skouras’ position is that he has a
heavy investment in his screens
and that he is entitled to cash in
on it since it was necessary to get
Cinemascope rolling, It’s* figured
that the first two CinemaScopers

—

“The Robe” and “How to Marry a
Millionaire,” both top grossers—
are enough to put 20th in the clear.

Re:.. Stereophonic . .

Some theatremen feel that 20th*s
proposed test

.
of stereophonic ver-

sus one-track sound will never
come off when M-G and WB offi-

cially announce their distribution
policies on C’Scope films. Exhibs
call test academic since • the eco-
nomics of directional sound is

beyond the means, of the subse-
quent-run theatres.

“As long as 20th insists on push-
ing sterophonic sound, the small
houses will not install Cinema-
Scope. Anyway Cinemascope is not
stereophonic sound. We’ll install
the screens and buy the lenses, but
stereophonic sound is completely
out of the question,” an Allied
States official flatly stated.
While M-G sales chief Charles

Reagan and WB sales topper Ben
Kalmenson have maintained a dis-
creet silence on the question of
stereo sound, exhib leaders have
intimated that they have received
unofficial assurances that C’Scope
films will be available with one-
track sound.

— hade Stuff-Pictures
—
—

A new mark in censorial broadmindedness on this side of, the Atlantic
has probably been set by the

.
Ontario Motion Picture Censore Board

which passed an unusually outspoken line, along with the old- “damn”’
and “hell,” in the British-made “One Wild Oat.” Film version of Ver-
non Sylvaine’s farce, shown at the Elmdale, Ottawa, last week, has
Stanley Hollway (originator of the famous “Albert and the Lion” and
“With ’Er 'Ead Tucked Underneath ’Er Arm”) as a greyhound-racing
promoter with a girl friend called Gloria whom he has passed off to
his wife as a greyhound. She plans to investigate a week-end at, East-
bourne when he admittedly had Gloria with him; and he races to the
hotel where they had stayed to warn them to stick to his story. When
the desk clerk says, “But what about the register?” Holloway replies
hopefully, “Couldn’t you just pit ‘bitch* in brackets after her name?”

Two rival groups of motion picture reporters, the1 Hollywood For-
eign Correspondents Assn, and the Foreign Press Assn, of Hollywood,
are about ready to forget their rivalry and amalgamate. Both organiz'
ations have sent out ballots to that effect. •*

Those in favor Of the merger contend that would create a powerful
group, capable of weeding out many phonies who pose as foreign
correspondents chiefly for the purpose of acquiring courtesy cards.

William Ornstein, Metro* tradeprdss rep, has his second book set for
publication^ Via Story Book Press of Dallas on Dec. 15. Titled “Deep
Currents,” it’s a collection of 25 Ornstein stories which appeared earlier
in various; periodicals.

.

TV Series Blows
Continued from pace 7

posed to go to work immediately
on turning out a pilot picture.

Following MPAA approval, film

was to have been submitted to
various prospective bankrollers,
with the series to preem in the
late fall or winter.

pilot still hasn’t been made and
the extent of confusion is such that
it’s likely never to see the light of
day. Companies have lived up to
tlieir part of the bargain by sub-
mitting pix to ABC. Net hasn’t
been able to match the clips .to

available stars and has. blamed
this, for the-delay.-Liaison- between
the MPAA and ABC has been slip-

shod, with the two Coasts unable
to get together on various prob-
lems. Change of ABC execs on
the Coast, with Earl Hudson tak-
ing over there, also hasn’t helped
matters any.;

Original contract gave ABC an
exclusive, option on the show until

Dec. 31, ’53 to schedule the series
to go on the air not later than
March, *54. Should ABC fail to
exercise the option, or should
MPAA find fault with the pilot,

the enti r

e

project would be
scrapped and rights would return
to MPAA. 'Agreement also pro-
vided for a weekly minimum of
$5,000—or the net proceeds from
the show, whichever greater?—to
go to the Motion Picture Relief
Fund. Sum was to be paid should
ABC dig up a sponsor. Otherwise,
the Fund would get $1,000 weekly.

MPAA is most unhappy over'
the way things have turned out,
particularly since a good deal of
effort went Into the planning of
the series prior'io its approval by
the MPAA board. ABC. spokes-
man in N.Y. said recently that the

is “still interested” in the

same time the Gillette contract
ends in 1956. Then the players’
kitty stands to lose considerably
more than $1,000,000. One ir>

formed source stated that a new
TV contract for the Series might
go as high as $3,000,000 for 1957
alone, for even as far back as 1950
when Chandler

,
inked the . deal

there was much concern that base-
ball was being undersold—that
Gillette got a tremendous advertis-
ing potential “dirt cheap.” Whether
it was true then or not, today, with
the increased number of TV sets
across the nation ebupied with the
advent of the coaxial, Gillette is

leaching a greatly increased audi-
ence at 1950 prices.
Should both major leagues pass

a Resolution "to km “the' pfayeis’
pension the question still remains,
despite all the qualified guessers,
what will happen to all that
moolah?

^Magnetic Tape

net
show, but action on the pilot con-
tinues to lag and pix submitted by
the companies are outdated by the
time an attempt is iiiade to corral
their stars for appearances.

Continued from pace 1

comprise the league governing
bodies will offer each player a
larger series cut.

Frick’s proposal, not calling di-
rectly for killing of pension plan
but instead for the creation of a
committee to investigate the pos-^
sibilities

;
of such-, a . move and.

huddles with insurance firms about
redistribution of funds already in
the pension piot, went up for con-
sideration at this week’s meetings
of. the American and National
leagues at the Hotel Commodore
in New York. No disclosure as to
whether either league had voted
on the measure yet was made since
it’s the kind of measure that neces-
sitates joint action before procla-
mation.
The Gillette contract for radio

and TV rights to World Series Was
signed in 1950 with the then com-
missioner of baseball, Happy
Chandler, for a period of six years-
TV rights went for $1,000,000 and
additional rights for radio sold for
an approximated $175,000. The
eommissionei's office gets jaboutJ
15% of the combined sum for op-
erating expenses and the remain-
der goes, ultimately, into the pen-
sion fund.
The sleeper resolution by Frick

apparently looks toward the end-

=3 Continued from page 7.

said, it would be so worn as to be
inadequate for erasure of the pic-

ture and reuse.

Also in line with this is the
knowledge that substantially more
tape is heeded thou film,'on a per-
foot basis, to record motion but
yet the per-foot costs are estimated
at the same 2V6c for black and
white.

Leonard Goldenson, following
the Princeton showing last Wed-
nesday (2), was greatly impressed
with the potentalitiCs of tape as
applied to the TV eifid of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
of which he is president. But he
said he cannot visualize tape sup-
planting film in the pic business
"for five years, 10 years, or maybe
ever.”
The production branch of the

film industry, in contrast, figures
to derive some benefits when tape
is put into commercial use. This
should be in. about two years,
according to:RCA. The pic director,
it's pointed out, could lay out a
scene, shoot it on tape and get an
immediate playback because the
tape requires no photographic de-
velopment or processing. This
immediately would end the delay
in time awaiting the daily “rushes”
to be printed; it would mean an
on-the-spot correction of flaws in
a scene and could cut down heavily
on costly production shooting time.
The tape also appears lending

itself to economical test shooting.

Continued from page 7

alert, as well informed people
as any to be found anywhere in

the industry. They are as fine a
reservoir as. exists for future ex-
ecutive manpower in all phases
of our operations—including pro-

duction and sales operations. Yet,

when there are cutbacks in our
industry, when there is a wave of

firings, the first people to be let out

are advertising and publicity men.”

Negotiations On
S pea k in

g

extemporaneously,
Youngstein at one point put him-
self on a unique spot. Although he
is now in the process of nego-
tiating a new contract with the

Screen Publicists Guiid—he’s rep-

ping UA management, of course

—

he stated flatly that ad-pub staff-

ers are underpaid. SPG members
in the„ . — - audience obviously were

mg of the pension plan about the delighted to hear this.
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*merchandising jojt) for department,

specialty and general stores, vie

extra added chatterers pitching for

the Xmas trade, but it was per-

force haphazard . because of the in-

ability to properly spotlight it.

In the case of show biz events,

the sudden 'rush for pickets for

“Kismet” at the Ziegfe'ld Theatre,

following its last Thursdays (3)

premiere, was unusual tribute to

the- power of radio-TV ballyhoo.

The long queues at the Ziegfeld

boxoffice were polled by Variety
and the invariable result was that

radio-TV plugging accounted for

the sharp public interest. Steve

Allen’s post-premiere WNBT show;

Bill Leonard’s CBS news flashes;

and the postscript comments by

the Mr. & Mrs. breakfast teams

like The Fitzgeralds, Dorothy &
j Gray’s pro^km for his seasonal

scheduled Dec. 5 opening, of “An-
papurana” because of the.no-adver-
tising limitations. So did the Latin
Quarter, Broadway nitery.

The kid glove attitude between
the seven struck newspapers, (actu-

ally six,’ until the Herald Tribune
decided to suspend publication “in
order not to prejudice the other
newspapers’ bargaining position”)

saw the newspapers’ columnists,
critics, newsmen and the like stay-

ing off the air. Management
thought it wise not to risk per-
haps some enthusiastic Broadway
columnist or other staffers being
trapped into, or unwittingly ex-
pressing comment on, the strike

issues.

When the Post’s Earl Wilson ap-
peared onAVMCA deejay Barry

Judge Dismisses Shea

Mismanagement

Vs. Grainger,

Dick (Kollmar) and Tex & Jinx

Were specifically mentioned. There

was seemingly unawareness or un-

concern that, unlike the other mi-

crophonic encomiums, the Allen

chow was a paid commercial.
Kerr-Lederer Tangle

To further enliven “Kismet,” a

March of Dimes pitch—a presched-
uled ballyhoo for the .charity—
Wilson quickly shied away when
he thought Gray wanted to steer
him into opinion on the labor is-

sues. (Actually he was leading up
to some Wilson’s past humorous
newspaper exploits, such as cover

“Today” NBC-TV network hassle
jng a « nudist convention, and the

between N. Y. Herald Tribune dra- like } xhe N . Y. Times’ seasonal
ma critic Walter F. Kerr and pro- Neediest Cases, a pre-Yuletide
ducer Charles Lederer is hot show

fundraising, was likewise stymied,
biz news. Done .in three .separate but WalteT- Winehell trailerized it

segments—for the east, the mid- on his Sunday night broadcasts,
west arid west coast markets the (jhe Herald Trib meantime has
Kerr vs. Lederer bandying grew resumed publication, not Having
Increasingly sharper. Moderator beep. effected by. the .‘photo-engrav-

ers’ union in the first place.)

Appellate division of the N,Y.

Supreme Court,. . 1st departihent,

yesterday (Tues,) affirmed the

referee’s decision and’ its subse-

quent appuval by the Bronx

County surrojgate in the action of

Gerald Shea vs. Edmund C. Grain-

ger and Edward C. Raftery. The

referee, Jack Flynn, had found

against ghea who had charged

Grainger, -and Raftery with
;
mis-

management of the Shea estate.

Court also approved $25,000 ip

expenses for Flynn who spent six

months determining the facts in

the case. Shea now has 60 days to

appeal; Action of Grainger, whom
Shea dismissed two years ago when
his contract had four years to fun,

is still pending. Grainger, now
with RKO Theatres, claims he is

entitled to $400 a week, and 20%
cf the Shea oircuit’s profits.

When M. A. Shea, head of the

Shea chain, died in 1940, he ap-

pointed Grainger* Raftery and
Dennis F. O’Brien as trustees for

a ten-year period. In 1951, as they

completed their accounting, Gerald

Shea, Shea’s son-in-law, accused

the - trustees of mismanagement.
Matter went to court, and Flynn

report last February, Bronx
County Surrogate Christopher Mc-
Grath affirmed the report

.
which

Shea appealed. Former Surrogate

James A. Delahanty argued for

Shea before the Supreme Court.

on
Summarizing the Magna Theatre situation, on the basis of plans

outlined to investors now being romanced.
o v

Product—First film, “Oklahoma,’? skedded to start rolling in

March or April. Exhibition is slated for January, 1955. Magna has

first-refusal rights to other Richard Rddgers-Oscar Hammerstein

.

picturizations of their Broadway legiters. . , , • •

Test work—Outsiders invited to Buffalo saw three color reels pro-

jected on a 25-year-old Philips machine converted for 65m. This

footage resembled ’’This Is Cinerama” in subject matter, covering

a roller-coaster ride, a bull fight, gondola ride on bana.l in Venice

and providing an advance peek at "Oklahoma,” a ride on a surrey

“with fringe on top” and a cowboy riding through cornfields.

Reaction—“In dramatic impact, it was fully comparable with

Cinerama,” according to one outside observer.
.

.* •

• Theatre installation costs—Magna claims that Converting to the

single-projector, widescreen system will mean an expense of $15,000

to the average theatre. This assumes that the theatre already has

wired for stereophonic sound.
|

_
I J y j —

Continued from page 3

Radio-TV’* Last Word
. New York radio-T^V, which
has been taking on the bulk of

advertising and news coverage

—during~the strike of pnoio-en-

gravers against Six N. Y. news-
papers, had the last word after

all, following settlement of the

„ walkout yesterday afternoon

'
(Tues.).

The returning newspapers
called at least two Gotham

- stations to buy spot announce-
ments Informing the public

that they’d be out the follow-

ing i Wed.) morning. The Times
and World-Telegram & Sun
contracted for a sefies of spots

on WOH and WCBS to hail

their return to the stands.

Journal-American an d the

Times bought spots on WQR-
TV. Thus the last of the

broadcasters’ additional reve-

nue came from the papers
themselves, the very media to

which the strike-created reve-

nue will return.

When the N/ Y * Herald Tribune
resumed its., eight-page straight

newssheet, sans advertising, comics
or features on Sunday (6), at 5c.

as against the usual 20c Sunday
edition, it reprinted Editor & Pub-
lisher's outspoken editorial against
the strike.

In show biz circles, mama was
heard telling papa, “At least, for
the first time in a long while we’re
speaking at the breakfast table

—

you’re not buried behind that durn
newspapert'*

Continued from page 3

Lester Marlin
Continued from page 4

Trucker Admits Double

records if his request were
prompted by honorable reasons.

His principle behind the book-
baring campaign that began in

Supreme Court last February, Mar-
tain told Variety, is based upon
a desire .to aid all stockholders by
prevailing upon Columbia to cut
expenses and pay its security
-holders fair and regular dividends.

‘We’re interested in dividends,” he

Dave Garroway, when observing,’ emphasized, “and not big salaries

‘I’ll just sit in the middle be- for officers.”

tween you,” did this as a matter- His Basic Suggestion
of-course, but it developed that Martin, whose investment firm’s

perhaps he was clairvoyant not to holdings are primarily in the tex-

have encouraged any further prox- tile field, reiterated a suggestion

Imity between the producer and he made at Col’s annual meet last

the critic. Language such as “in- February that the company shrink

tegrity" and “lack of integrity” its capitalization by purchasing its

made it good TV but also fraught stock on the open market. This

with the potential of physical lib- would be a factor,, he opined, in

erties. preventing dilution of stock when
The- picture houses, niteries and share options are exercised by em-

kindred new ventures naturally ployees who hold them. He
suffered because of the curtailed pointed out that Col common was
opportunity to ballyhoo any open- selling at le|p than 70% of its book

ings or new b.o. excitement. The’ value last winter.

60th St. Trans-Lux postponed iU “But noiTs the time to cut ex-
penses for the benefit of stock-

holders,” Martin stressed, since it

appears that Columbia will have
one of its biggest years, if not the
biggest, what with top’pictures like

the studio’s “From Here to Eter-
nity” leading the boxoffice parade.

Old Films Valued

V/nfygfO, Rul^t.tfcrd,

Another. Col asset which Martin
believes should be activated for
the benefit of shareholders is the
firm’s old films. These, he esti-

mates, are worth “at least $20,000,-
000 and possibly up to $60,000,000.”
Meantime, With the company’s an-
nual meet scheduled for Dec. 2t
he said he has no plans for a proxy
fight to displace the management
but is merely interested in getting
the stockholder a fair shake
through a more businesslike opera-
tion of the company.

‘

Martin, whose investment firm
also, acts as sales agents for cotton
textile mills, has a background in

that field as well as public ut ilities.

He has substantial holdings in

Phillips-Jones Corp., makers of
Van Heusen shirts, and served for

|.eight years as member of a stock-
holders’

,
committee of the New

England Public Service Corp.
without compensation. Wasser-
vogel cited his efforts in that

|
capacity as "substantial benefit” to

NEPSC shareholders.

mer was to make 30 films in five

years with Col to finance and dis-

tribute. A rewrite of this pact fol-

lowed. His nine Col releases have
had disappointing impact: But the

point insiders underline is that

these pix, while measuring short of

original hopes, shaped not too bad
iii doilar-slgn respectability.

“Death of a Salesman,” for one,

is close to $1,100,000 in domestic
distribution income. No world-
beater, but nonetheless, no failure

either.

Further, while the production
unit is in the red as a result of
those first nine films, there were
some plusses for Col from . another
viewpoint. Kramer’s activity on
the lot obviously cut down on the
overall studio overhead. And the
distribution end of Col drew 25%
of the grosses.
The string of consistent successes

Kramer had at UA had the effect,

via then-and-now. contrast, of caus-
ing trade exaggeration of losses re-

sulting from his production work-
out at Col. There is a deficit, to
he sure, but “Caine” is raising the
possibility that the frowns may
turn to smiles.

Pact with UA covers only two
pix but 'Tetters of intention” be-
tween Kramer and the distrib
make it clear that the other
Kramer product for UA will be
added in the future. In an ar-
rangement set up by UA, the Wal-
ter Heller factoring company of
Chicago will provide the financing,
with the first two films cross-colatr
erallized against each other.
Kramer is switching from the

heavy production sked he main-
tained while working on the Col
lot. From now on, he’s expected
to turn out films at the rate of two
a year, or three pix every two
years. He’s now negotiating for a
literary property and figures on
adaptation of this as his first new
UA release.
Kramer personally points out

that he will now be able to pro
duce “hand-tooled, hand-tailored
features” with budgets to suit to-
day’s accent on big.pictures. At
Columbia he was committed to
“middle bracket pictures;”

process, new financing deals have

yet to be set.

Whether the lack of additional

capital will stall production fol-

low-through on “Oklahoma” re-

mains to be seen. Also, there’s the

possibility of alternate money pro-

posals from Magna which would
be more immediately acceptable to

financiers.

Rehearsals for “Oklahoma” are

scheduled to begin in January,
shooting is slated for jaext March
or April and it’s figured that the
film could be completed in time
for exhibition in January, 1955.

This entry, incidentally, will be
lensed for standard 35m presenta-

tion in addition to 65m. It will be
made undef the aegis of Rodgers
& Hammerstein Pictures, Inc.,

with Arthur Honnblow Jr. in

charge of production and Fred Zin-
nemann as director. —

Road Shows First

Plan outlined ’to Wall "Streeters
.calls for roadshowing of “Oklaho-
ma” in 65m in advance of conven-
tional exhibition in 35m. George
Skouras, one of the Magna pards
in a complex corporate setup, has
been quoted as predicting a gross,

of $12,000,000 in the first year of
release. He anticipates this on the
basis of funs in 30 cities, 6,000.000
admissions and a price scale of up
to $2.50 top. Exec further conveyed
to observers that the second year
of release could bring $35,000,000
from 20,000,000 admissions.

The Terms
Magna has the worldwide distri-

bution rights to “Oklahoma” for
10 years. Company is to pay R & H
$1,020,000 for the lensing rights to
the musical and is *to. reimburse
the R & H Pic Co. for all produc-
tion costs.

R At H Pic T!o. will have 40%
of Magna’s pre-tax earnings from
distribution, computed after the
film-rights payment is made. Also,
R & H share in' Magna corporate
earnings to the extent of their
stock interest. i

=

Originally, R & H had 60% of
the “Oklahoma” film rights, and
later picked up the 40% held by
ihe Theatre Guild at a cost of
$420,000.

Magna’s income sources are
these: 60% of the distribution
earnings; 75% interest on a 5%
admission royalty on attendance at
any Todd-AO process showings;
75% in Todd-A.Q. Corp.,

.
which

will lease, sell and service theatre
equipment for the system. TheTe-
maining 25% in Todd-A.O. is held
by American Optical Co*

Is in Two Packages
Columbus, Dec. 8.

Huntington-Cincinnati Trucking

Lines presented its witnesses be-

fore Ohio's Public Utilities Com-
mission Monday (7) afternoon in a
hearing in which the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio is de-
manding refunds for alleged over-
charges on film hauling rates.

ITO presented its case last week
and Robert A. Wile, its executive
secretary, has high hopes that a
decision favoring refunds to ex-
hibitors will be forthcoming from
the commission.

Both
.
sides have been given 30

days in which to file briefs. De-
cision may come around Feb. 1.

Truck line witnesses insist film

hauling is interstate commerce but-
dld not point out any. specific in-

stances. They also admit to charg-
ing double rates for a feature if it

is in two packages. ITO insists

the feature should be treated as a

single shipment.

More than $6,000 refund could
be gained by Ohio exhibitprs if the
commission rules against the
trucking line.

Glorifying Bams
Continued from pofe 2
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Continued from page 5

Forms New Company
, Hollywood, Dec. 8;

Stanley Kramer is going back
into indie production when he
severs connection with Columbia
Avithirt the next two weeks. Pro-
ducer has filed incorporation pa-
pers in Sacramento for a new com-
pany, Stanley Kramer Pictures
Corp., with himself as president*
Samuel Zagon as veepee, Anne
Kramer as secretary and Earl
Kramer as treasurer. His former
partners, Sam Katz and George
Glass, are hot in the new company.
Kramer is discussing distribution

deals with United Artists and one
of the major companies but the
consensus is that he will resume
his old associationwith UA, where

j
he was eminently successful.

There is real competition by all
producers here to get films com-
pleted in time for the festival.
Candidates for this honor are

“Torrente Indiano” (Mapol), with
Joaquin Perez Fernandez and his
ballet; “La__Qiilntrala” (Hugo del
Carril ) , baseddn a historic Chilean
episode, and “Haunted Island”
(Primarg), by a hew outfit which
bought an island on River Uruguay
to use as settings for pix. Of the
J3 films now shooting, these are
the only pix which can be said to
have some interest for the foreign
market. “Island” was delayed in
production because heayy rains
flooded the river.

One of the biggest headaches for
local producers is the difficulty en-
countered in obtaining necessary
equipment for production. There
is a dearth of cameras, lighting
equipment and other studio acces-
sories. Many producers now use
the three cooperative technical
crews set up by the staffs of the
bankrupt studios.

he said he was alarmed by the

trend in this country to dramatize

the exploits of criminals. He com-

mented particularly on radio and

television programs which-give all

the lurid details of criminal esca-

pades, very often in terms of ap-

proval. He referred to “the trash

involving crime and sadism which
had flooded the markets in the

form of comic books.”

. Lifelofic Pickpocket

Rogers referred to his own re-

cent experience with a picture he
had seen. He did not name the

film, hut said: “A few weeks ago
I saw a movie which was entirely

devoted to making a hero out of

a man who was a common pick-

pocket and had spent his whole life

as such. The point which impressed
me about the movie was that, at

each opportunity the no'-good thief

was treated with great sympathy.
Aside from picking pockets his

avocation seemed to be baiting po-

lice officers and slapping women.
All his motives were dictated by
hatred of the police and when the
movie finally

. ended, through ' no
fault of his own, he had the last

laugh on the police. The final

scene showed him in the police

station telling the police officers

how stupid they were. Personally,
I do not see much justification in

this type of
:
movie which glorifies

a dishonest bum.”
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28 TV-FILMS

Long-pending sale of Bernard*
Prockter’s syndication arm, PSI,

was finely consummated over the

weekend, with Ely Landau, head of

Ely Landau/ Inc., and Martin Ross,

prexy of Emperor . Films, buying
complete ownership of the firm for

a sum reported well . into six fig-

ures. Four half-hour dramatic se-

ries, a quarter-hour sports series

and 68 features passed hands in the
deal.

Landau and Ross will continue to

operate the firm under the PSI
name for a while, with Landau
as prexy and Ross as secretary and
sales chief.. It’s Understood, how-
ever, that they are planning a new
distribution firm under which the

PSI properties and Landau’s and
Ross’ vidpix properties will be sold
by a single distributing corpora-
tion. ••

Deal had been in the works for

tome time, but others had also

been bidding for the Prockter prod-
uct. Prockter sales ourtfit had been
disbanded, and Prockter has indi-

cated that he’s through with the
distribution end of the business
from now on. Understood, how-
ever, that part of . the deal calls

for Landau and Ross to distribute
those of the Prockter productions
which will be syndicated.' Prock-
ter, of course, retains his Prockter
Television Enterprises, which pro-
duces live and filmed shows.

;

• •
1

*

Part of the financing for the deal
Was furnished by Joseph- D. Blau,
president of Safeway Investment
Co., a factoring-financing outfit
Blau has no interest in the ne
firm, however, with Landau and
Ross holding 100% of the stock.
Blau in the past has helped finance
several of Landau’s productipns,

(Continued on page 46)

TV Film Chatter

a

New York
Animated Productions completed
series of filmed spots with

limited animation for Margo Wines,
via the J. M. Korn agency . . .

Commonwealth Film & TV Co. is

again pushing two features, -Stage
Door Canteen” and “Miracle on
Main Street,” as a Christmas
package ... Veronica Kay and
Brian Dunn doing commercials for

U. S. Rubber . ; . Arthur Kerman,
president of Governor Television
Attractions, left for the Coast over
the weekend for a production p.o.

. Ed Simmel, former Ruthrauff
& Ryan producer, has been named
southern,sales rep for United Tele-
vision Programs and will operate
out of the newly organized Mem-
phis office ... Ronald Alteir set to

film Lucky Strike commercials
Lisa Howard winds her role in

“Man Against Crime” series to step
into a lead in one pf NBC*s “Inner
Sanctum” telefilm episodes .

Tom Gray, Claudia Crawford and
Veronica Kay doing American Ma-
chine & Foundry commercials for
“Omnibus.”

Broadway actress Natalie Schafer
(Continued on page 46)
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JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O’DAY AND
HUMPHREY HIGSBYE

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN
1776 Broadway, N. If.

Ziv s 'No. 13* Hits

%. DA’ Lawsuit
/With 12 TV film series already

under its syndication belt, the
Frederic Ziv Operation is now pre-
paring its 13th venture—a vidpix
series based on t lie long-running
“Mr. District Attorney” radio
series.

'

But a last-minute monkey
wrench has been thrown into the
vidf.ilm project, with the series put
ip abeyance pending outcome of a
three-way lawsuit to determine
whether Ziv also has the right to
produce a “D.A.” radio series.

j

It appears that Ziv acquired the a ®er

rights for the vidpix series’ from
Phillips H. Lord, with a supple-
mentary deal made in which the
Berfiard L. Schubert packaging
firm would take over production
©I a radio series.

However, when the Schubert
radio project reportedly hit a
stalemate. Ziv also moved in to
take over the AM property as well
as the TV film project. Schubert,
it's understood, refuses to relin-
quish his hold on the scries, with
the subsequent filling of a lawsuit

Hollywood, Dec. 8.

United Productions of America
i will step up sharply its commercial

!
sales activities, in TV spots and
filmed announcements in New
York and., the eastern seaboard,
following failure of the cartoonery
and Screen Gems to get together
on ,a new contract. Screen Gems

|
had acted as sales rep for UPA’s

;
one- and two-minute filmed spots

;
for the past two years.

Under the new setup, William
Bernal of UPA’s creative and film
planning staff moves into N.Y. as.

[
sales rep. He reports directly to

Don McCormick, UPA’s Gotham
studio chief. Firm’s entertainment
cartoons ate done in Burbank,
while the Gotham studio turns out
^commercials for such clients -as

General Motors, Johnson’s Wax,
Jello, Jergens Lotion, Lucky
Strike, Chesterfield, Crisco, Moto-
rola, Camel’s, Elgin, - Ivory Soap,
Duffy-Mott and scores of other ad-
vertisers.

UFA will continue to release its/t

Carl M. Stanton was officially

moved in bn Monday (7) as director

in charge of the NBC Film Divi-

sion where he replaces v.p. Robert
W. Sarnoff who became executive
veep of the-network and second in

command to new prexy Sylvester

L. (Pat) Weaver Jr/ One of Stan-

ton’s first activities was drafting.

Edgar G. (Ted) Sisson from N. W.
Ayer ad agency to serve . as his

first lieutenant With title of asso-

ciate director. Sisson had been
with the agency for the last four
years where he’s been in charge
of programs and programming for

radio and TV.

Meantime, one of the division’s

biggest clicks is turning out to be
“Inner Sanctum” well before the

finish of its 39-pic schedule (21

already are wrapped up by Gala-
had Productions). It’s beep sold in

44 markets and is on the air in

six of them. Latest sales were to

Walter J. Klein agency for six

major markets in North and South
Carolina and to Purity Biscuits for.

Salt Lake City, Boise, Reno, Phoe-
nix and Tucson.

Western singer Eddy Arnold has
been signed for one of the longesttheatrical cartoon series through : .......

,

Columbia, which owns . Screen
j

filmed tele series around. He s

been pactcd for 130 five-minute
shows which Purina Ralston will

i
Gems. Latter’s v.p.-general- man-

Ralph Cohn, however, had
asked for a five-year pact, but i

sponsor.

UPA prexy Steven Busustow nixed ! William Morris Agency set the
the deal deal.
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JOHNNY JUPITER

against him. Litigation, has yet to
j

be resolved.

Martin Stone’s “Johnny Jupiter”
vidpix scries, * which has been
transformed, from a live adult

HTS Names R. G. Yates

Eastern Sales Veepee
Richard G. Yates, formerly assi-

stant sales chief for Republic Pic-
tures. last week was named vee-
pee in charge of eastern sales for
Hollywood Television Service, Inc.,
a Rep subsidiary. His appoint-
ment was announced by HTS prez
Earl R. Collins.

Yates assumes the post previ-
ously held by Morton W. Scott. Lat-
ter now heads Studio City Televi-
sion Productions, which will re-

lease all of its telepix through HTS.
Yates will also act as executive as-

sistant to Collins.

.Meanwhile, Collins revealed that
within a month HTS will market
a scries tagged “The Greatest Out-
laws of . the Century.” It will con-
sist of “Biliy the Kid,” “Belle
Starr,” ‘Frank „ and Jesse James”
and “Quantriil arid His Raiders.”
Some five other series are said to
be in various stages of proditctloh,

satire to at film' series with - a

strictly juve slant for M*& M Can-
dies in 85 markets, still hasn’t
realized its potential in its new
format, Series has built some
readily identifiable and merchan-
disabie characters, and its approach
seems like something out of a comic
book (which isn’t bad when it’s

juves a snow is aiming at), but pro-
ducer Stone and scripters Jerry
Coppersmith and Sam Rockingham
apparently haven’t decided just
what direction the series will take.

Episode caught last week on
WABC-TV, N.Y., for example, had
all the elements of situation com-
edy, science-fiction, a puppet show
and downright- slapstick, Wright
King, as Ernest Duckwcather,
grocery store clerk and inventor,
runs into a problem when he’s left
with Michael Mann, a problem
child nephew of the woman who’s
running the local cleanup cam-
paign. King’s boss, Cliff Hall, who
wants to win the cleanliness prize,
leaves Mann, a little demon in a
space suit, with King, but the kid
proceeds to mess up the place just
as the committee is about to come
in to judge the store. King, who’s
invented a television transmitter

miefeesr etfisr fcw-two-j

|
puppet-character friends, Johnny
Jupiter and Major Domo, for help,
and they send down Reject the
Robot to save the situation.
Film was pretty rtiuch on the

whacky, comedy chase side, arid
it’s this that’s likely to appeal to
the kiddies. King’s a likeable
youngster with a slight drawl who
carries a good deal of appeal, and
the Reject character* should draw
the moppets’ fancy via its intricate
armory and its burp method of
speaking. Hall is a stock comic
character, and Patricia Peardon is
likeable as hi£ daughter and King’s
girlfriend.
Howard Magwood’s direction

kept things moving at a frantic
pace, and other production values
w'qjre good, including film quality.
One sodrce of annoyance, however,
was fact that King did the M & M
commercials in the same costume
he uses during the course of the
film. Theory of the integrated
commercial backfires here, since
the cuts to the blurbs are a little
confusing. Series isn’t available to
local sponsors yet, but will be on
first and second run basis in the
near future. Chan.

GEN. ELECTRIC THEATRE
The production team of Clarence

Green and Russel) Rouse has made
some startling and unorthodox pic-
• - • • 3Goftfi*)tt$4 page; 46F • • • -
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THE JOE PALOOKA STORY
With Joe Kirkwood, Cathy Downs,

Sid Tomack, Slapsy Maxie Ro-
aenbloom, others

Producers; Richard Bare, William
• Berke .

Directors: Bare, others
Writers: Various
39 half-hours, budgeted at $25,000

each
Distributor: Guild Films

Guild Films’ new Joe Palooka
series, which goes into release Jan.
1 on a syndicated basis, shapes as
a strong commercial entry, due
largely to the Ham Fisher comic
Strip’s estimated' 70,000,000 reader-
ship. Series itself travels along
conventional lines, with pretty
much stereotyped story lines and
characters.

Series is built for family pro-
gramming, and it should succeed
along this line nicely. It’s not
slanted exclusively at juves, al-

though youngsters will
:
form a

major part of the audience, and
it stresses the usual points of
honest, clean living, etc. that have
characterized the comic strip. In
this respect, it’s a good sponsor-
ship bet, and it has a readBy iden-
tifiable group of Characters with
Whom a sponsor can build a long-
term identity.

.
Of episodes caught, however,

only one rang the bell with any
impact, this being a dramatic seg-
ment wherein Palooka’s wife gets
amnesia in an accident and finally
is sbapped out of it. There was
some excellent fight footage in this
one. Other episodes had such fa-
miliar themes as a phony charity
racket and an unhappy trip to
Hollywood. _ _?
""Oh the thesping side, 'Joe Kirk-
wood, who’s been identified with
Palooka before via theatrical films
<he’s also associate producer on
this series) fills the bill nicely. He’s,
also associate producer on this

1

series) fills the bill nicely. He’s a
goodlqoking, well built gent with
a sufficient degree of acting ability
to get the goodness in the char-
acter across strongly. Cathy Downs
does a fine job as the other half,
and Sid Tomack proves a believ-
able Knobby Walsh. Slapsy Maxie
Rosenbloom is in the series as
Palooka’s trainer, but he’s short-
changed with some, unfunny lines.
Remaining cast members vary with
each episode, but most are familiar
film faces.

Production-wise, series is good.
Stories, while not very original,
move quickly and have plenty of
action. Richard Bare, who left the
series after the dozen mark, kept
the films well paced on the direc-
torial end and didn’t spare the
production trappings. Film quality
i$ good.

Show shapes as an early evening
entry, at a time when juves and:
adults Can |be reached at their sets,
and would show best, in a Saturday
evening slot. Chan.

THE GREATEST DRAMA
Producer: Fox Movietone-General

Telecasting
Supervisor: Jack Kuhne
Producer-Writer: Michael Sklar
26 quarter-hours; budgeted at $4,-

000 each
GEN. TIRE & RUBBER

<37/ Markets)
Distributor: Fox Movietone

(D’Arci/)

General Telecasting (a subsid
of General Tire & Rubber, Co. and
sister company of General Tele-
radio, which owns most of Mutual
and three TV

. and seven AM sta-
tions) has gotten together with
Fox Movietone News to produce
this series of 15-minute telepic
blogs of great Americans. If was-
intended primarily as an advertis-
ing vehicle for General Tire deal-
ers who have bought the series

,37 markets, and it’s also avail-
able to other clients over the rest
of the country.

Series is a compilation of Fox
newsreel clips, with a script by
Writer-producer Michael Sklar,
good narration, by . various voices
and a good scoring. Among shows
caught were biopics of Babe Ruth,
Gen. Douglas MacArthur and Will
Rogers. Others in the series in-
clude Admiral Richard Byrd and
Henry Ford.

Films shape as topnotch fare
for an institutional or. hard goods
advertiser, and in fact, a fine se-
ries for any bankrolled Fox has
done an excellent job of compiling
and restoring its footage, and
Sklar’s scripts and production with
Jack Kuhne's overall supervision
make the series a living testament
to their subjects. The Babe Ruth
episode in particular, was a deeply
moving segment, with Sklar’s
script aiming for sentiment and
capturing it in spades.
- -*rs- progriinr fare? ihe irefiesi8i-

ures for early evening or Sunday
slotting. Its appeal to adults is
beyond question, blit it’s also a
useful educational vehjclfe-for the
younger set, and ira/dhc they
won’t find at all toughW swallow.

Chan.

COLONEL MARCH OF SCOT-
LAND YARD

With Boris Karloff, Ewan Roberts,
. others .

Producer: Panda Productions, Ltd.
Producer: Hannah Vydiistein
Director: Marty Ritt
Writers: Various
26 half-hours

Distributor: Official Films
Official Films has eome up with

a winner in “Colonel March of
Scotland Yard,” a new English-
made series based on stories and
a character created by whodunit
writer John Dickson Carr and
starring Boris Karloff. It’s a col-
lection of offbeat mystery yarns
With Karloff assuming a distinct
character that has a socko video
potential.

As Colonel March, head of
.
Scot-

land Yard’s. Department of Queer
Complaints, Karloff portrays an
elderly urbane gdnf well versed
in all the social and intellectual
amenities, but quick with the de-
tection. He wears an eyepatch that
reminds of the Hewitt, Ogllvy,
Benson & Mather ads for Van-
Heusen shirts, and this adds to the
distinctiveness and uniqueness of
the character. British tnesp Ewan
Roberts provides a contrast as a
prosaic-looking police inspector.

Episode caught Was a tightly-
paged yam about the murder of a
night club dancer Who’s k specialist
in Javanese folk"dances.^ This set-
ting provides an eerie atmosphere
to the pic that sits well with the
Karloff character. Director Marty
Ritt caught the mood and built
.some tense and exciting moments
while keeping the story line mov-
ing quickly and fluidly.

I Series is produced in England
py the Hannah Weinstein-headed
Panda Productions. Understood
Karloff, while not holding an in-
terest in Panda, gets a cut of the
take. Judging from the film caught,
he {ought to do right well from the
series. Production values are ex-
cellent, film quality good.

Series shapes as a good buy for
beer or drug sponsors, and it seems
best - fitted" for a late-night slot.
First 26 half-hours are currently
available and some 40-odd markets
have already been sold Chan.

WIND UP 6 ‘DRAMA’

SEGS FOR GEN. TIRE
First six quarter-hours in the

new Fox Movietone-General Tele-
casting series, • “The Greatest
Drama,” are in the can and pro-
duction on the remaining 20 is

proceeding at the rate of one a
week, according to Telecasting exec
v. p. Dwight Martin. Series, which
has started in three markets and
has been sold to General Tire &
Rubber dealers in 37 cities, was
made available for syndication last
week.

Deal for the 37 General Tire
markets was set via the D’Arcy
agency, but it’s largely a house
Order, since General Telecasting is

a wholly-owned General Tirei>sub-
sidiary, headed by Tom 6’Neii
(also

.
prexy of Mutual and General

Teleradio). Dealers are going in
on a co-op basis, splitting the cost
with the parent firm. It’s General
Telecasting’s first plunge into vid-
pix, with the series jointly owned
by Telecasting and Fox.

Series is a compilation of Fox
newsreel footage drawn into biogs
of American celebrities. Already
in the can are biopics of Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, Will Rogers,
Babe Ruth, Henry Ford and Ad-
miral Richard Byrd. Movietone
will handle non-General Tire sales
on the films, with the price for the
films established in most markets
at about 60% 'of tlie quarter-hour
Class A rate of the station.

Edw. G. Robinson, Bischoff

Team for Telepix Debuts
Hollywood, Dec. 9.

Edward G. Robinson will star in
a dramatic vidpix series to be pro-
duced by Sam Bischoff, in a ven-
ture marking the telepix debuts for
both.

Bischoff will personally finance
and produce the

.
pilot. Package is

being handled by the William Mor-
ris l J c o> j ( 1 1 * i
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Hollywood, Dec. 8.

How many first-run; personality telepix can producers make with-

out reaching the point where reruns in secondary markets are being
jeopardized? That’s the problem facing vidpix producers here,

with Hal Roach Jr. already quitting ’’Racket Squad” because, with
98 in caii, he fears he will harm residual potential if he continues.

At Mark VII they’re wondering how many “Dragnet” pix can be
made without facing the Same problem. They’ve got 78 canned
and while series is now being rerun, it’s still a poser for the com-
pany. .

Revue Productions ponders the same problem with its “City De-
tective” series starring Rod Cameron. Most notable example is

William Boyd Productions, which recently finished 26 “Hopalongs.”
Eyed the.residual situation, and called an indefinite halt to pro-
duction, Boyd’s manager and associate producer, Bob Stabler, says
•Don’t think we’ll resume in predictable future;” making clear

he meant neither 1954 nor 55* Stabler says firm now has 54 hour-
long theatrical pix and 52 half-hojur telepix, all distribted by NBC.

“If we make any more Hopps we’ll be in the position of compet-
ing against our own product." Features are now in 65 markets and
vidpix in 55, with some Stations buying both. “Features are our
chief competition so to make further telepix would merely further
snarl situation.” He thinks 78 is absolute maximum which can be
made in “personality” Series without jeopardizing residuals.

Statler thinks it would be far easier for Shows such as “Dragnet” to

rerun a third yeag around, averring syndication has shown there’s

a sizeable rerun audience. This would not only save the sponsor
a lot of coin but net Mark VII. about $25,000 per show.

Boyd, at 58, has lifetime annuity from vidpix and theatrical pix.

Only outstanding debt is $600,000 loaned by Bankers Trust to fi-

nance last 26 telepix. This is partly repaid since NBC already has

.
some contracts^ Boyd is. planning: a series of Overseas personals
next year beginning with a spring tour of Australia, to launch an
exploitation-merchandising campaign.

onanza,

By BOf CHANDLER'
Foreign production of telepix for

American consumption lias risen

over the past several months to

an alltime peak, with a conserva-
tively estimated $10,000,000 either
currently invested or committed, to
the filming of at least a dozen se-
ries overseas. Nature of the over-
seas production is partially re-

.

sponsible, since most of the series
have been earmarked for direct
syndication without the pressures
and prejudices that can be exerted
on a national; client or network.
Key factor in the overseas up-

beat, which is centered in Europe
and more specifically in Paris, is

the relaxed policy of the film
unions and the AFL Hollywood
Film Council on production abroad.
Question came to a; head last
spring, when a rise in the quantity
of o’seas production brought a
clampdown by the. Council, then
headed by Roy Brewer. The Coun

Tasserby’ Telepix Set

Production resumes in January

on 39 more quarter-hours in Ely

Landau's “The Passerby” dramatic
series. First 26 pix in the series
were completed some two months
ago, and are currently in distribu-
tion.

"

Series will be shot in New York,

at either the Marion. Parsonriet

Studios in Long Island City or at

Bedford Park Studios in the Bronx.

No casts or scripters have been set

yet, but Landau will produce while

Oscar Rudolph and Jimmy Niel-

sen, who directed the first group,

will meg; Among the writers of the
first group were George Axelrod,

Robert - Anderson, Max Wilk and

Aaron Ruben, and Landau said he’d

Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Live TV is far. more stimulating,

provocative and controversial in

its presentation than, film video,

mainly because telepix producers
a re. not fully utilizing the advan-
tages pf celluloid, but are still liv-

ing the illusion that action, not
emotion, is the great tiling.

So avers Richard Goode, one of

the regular directors on “Lux
Video Theatre” oil CBS-TV, which
shifted to Hollywood from N. Y. this

year. Of the vidpix producers, lie

says, “the myth of residual rights is

still their best argument.” To this,

he adds that in his opinion only
the best, or about 2% of the vid-
pix shows, will draw any healthy
residual mooia.

Goode, who saiid CBS’ Televi-
sion City is far superior to any-
thing N. Y. has to offer, noted that
live TV takes advantage or its con-
fines with putting ‘its emphasis on
the relationship of people, deal-
ing with emotion; In film, he con-
tends, it’s impossible to arouse
deep emotion in 26 minutes be^
cause there ’s too much stress on
the mechanical aspects, of “get-
ting it in the can on time.” with
little time for rehearsal. Lux Video
has 27 hours of rehearsal oil each
show.

“I don’t mean the film form
can’t be good, but under present
circumstances there is too much
pressure and too little time for
them to make a really, good tele-
film,” lie said. The director said
most scripts from Hollywood writ-
ers have been nixed because

(Continued on page 46)

SECOND, THIRD RUNS

SWEL WEISS GROSS
Hollywood, Dec. 8.

_cil arid the foreign producers bat-

1

tied it- out, with a subsequent re- ;
series,

taxation of pressure by the Court-]
cil. Brewer is no longer in the
picture, and" Council pressure on
production abroad is now negligi-
ble.

•'

Overseas production is in the
,

hands of various outfits, some Eu-
j.

ropean arid some American, but
with all the product aimed at the

j

American market, Granddaddy of
the , outfits is Sheldon Reynolds •

Productions, which is in its third
year of turning out “Foreign In-

'

trigue” for Ballantine’s spot spread. .

Reynolds shoots in Scandinavia,
j

France and West Germany at the '

_ sign; most of them for the pew

Opening of new markets and
j

rate of 39 a year. Another busy
outfit is the Ed Gruskin-Martin

Guild Films will inaugurate a
52-week package deal under which
stations or sponsors can purchase
tlie firm's three half-hour vidpix
series at a substantially lower rate
under a. firm, 52-week package.
Under the deal, stations, can have
t irstrun and rerun rights for the

)

,52-\ve*ek period. Policy was an-
nounced following a general sales
meeting of Guild sales

.
reps over

|ne weekend on the launching of
the firm’s new “Joe Palooka”
series.

.
“Palooka” films, which went

tnto distribution Monday (71, have
.already been set in six markets,

KLAC-TV, Los Angeles, and
tvBTV. Denver, among the major

(Continued on page

new stations in older markets, plus

general recognition of the value of

second and third runs of syndi-

cated pix, has boosted 1 he gross

business of Louis Weiss & Go. vid-

pix distributors about 55 r c over
that of last year. Adrian Weiss,
distribution director of the com-
pany, predicted that the upbeat
trend that the firm has experienced
during the past three months
would be -continued through 1954,

making it> “an even better year
than this one.”

Firni’s estimate is based on the

Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Most promising year in the his-

tory of telepix looms in 1954 as a
result of development the past
eight months of vidpix syndication
plus entry into the telepicture of
financing, from banks and private
sources, it's . predicted by Hai
Roach Jr., one of Hollywood's pio-

neer telefilm producers.

Roach said another important
factor for the future is that some
producers (including himself) are
only noiv beginning to cash in on
the residual value of their proper-
ties, and that the coin derived
from these sales will mainly be
put back into production of new
series in the corning; year.

Roach said, “I challenge all these
pessimists who downbeat the in-

dustry. I feel - the tendency all

.

along the line is toward sounder
production. It’s true a number of
producers have fallen by the way-
side the past year. but a lot of
these had no place in the business
in the first place. They came into
it without proper financing or op-
erations, and the: sponsor today
has changed his mind about every-
body west of the Hudsop being a
producer^-

—

‘The telefilm syndication, devel-

|

opment approximates motion pic-
ture distribution of our product,
and this, along with the banks be-
ginning financing of our films, has

: all happened quietly in the past
eight months. It presages a new
land optimistic peak for telepix.
! and I think we’ll see the next year
.
as Hollywood's biggest.

“In the past year the telepiX

:
business has finally been recog-
nized as a sound, stable industry,
and that's why there has been such
a tremendous upsurge in financing

Poll Inter-Continental TV Films*
which has just completed the first

batch of 26 “Flash Gordon" films

for the Film Syndication Division
of Motion Pictures for Television
in West Berlin and now moves to

Paris for shooting on “Rendezvous :

Paris” for Studio Films, the new

Claudette Colbert’s deal with

Stanley Wolf, prez of Rotkhill
Productions, for her upcoming (but

Still untitled) half-hour vidpix se-

ries seems to be shaping up as a
]

and syndication. But financiers to-
par-for-th.e-course type of con-

j

day won’t go into vidpix on a
tractual commitment involving top

|
‘flyer’ basis, but only after they

film stars staking a claim in TV i f ctirai Ihov. ham a roliahla an/I

films*

Miss Colbert

Ben Frye-Sam Costello outfit.

claim in TV feel sure they have a reliable and
competent producer to bankroll,

is in for 50^ of ! “With all this taking place. I

the show’s take, thus allowing for ' think the trend inevitably is to-

a cushion on income and a capital J w ard the multiple-picture compa-
gains structure in getting off .the

j
ny. because in this way much cost

j
orie-fell-swoop tax rap. Star will

e nun oaiauan-neaaea rrm-
1 i4.vear-old daughter. Program has j

uct usually superior. At our place
Films, w hich between now

' a 530 oOO weekly budget and. al- 1
we like to think we’re operating

text July will turn Out 26 70-
j though the whole project is still (Continued on page 46)

Another .top overseas.Pricer
j pUv the rol* of a widow .with" -a

is the Burt Balaban-headed Prm- '

cess

and next
minute feature films for distribu- i

jn the blueprint stage as to cast- L

tion by \ itapix Corp., the station-
1 inar -ptc overtures toward a CBS- i

first . 10 months of 1953, in which j 9
wne<* distributing outfit. Princess

! TV network spread have already. 1

the Weiss features, dramatic series
!

*s shooting in Munich, .Another,
j
been initiated. Contract for a svn-

!

1 Paris-made series is inspector
J dicatiOrt deal with an initial

1 39-

;

Maigret.” the French mystery
j
niarket exposure has alreadybeen

j

shows being made by Pathe Cine-
j
rejected in preference to a net-

( Continued on page 46' work showcasing.

can be saved, a higher degree of
efficiency attained, with the prod-
uct usually superior. At our place

and shorts haves played on more
than 80 stations: Bulk of the busi-

ness, Weiss said, camei from new
stations in established markets.

The

01

Forms Usual Advertising rates

Special exploitation advantages

Copy and space reservations may .be sent to any Variety

NEW YORK 36

154 W. 46th Sf.

HOLLYWOOD 28

6311 Yucca St.

CHICAGO 11

61 2 N. Michigan Ave.

LONDON, W. C. 2

8 St. Martin's Placa

Trafalgar Square

With Ethyl Co.’s 45-market, 26-

week sponsorship of “The Big
’ Playback" series of sports films

:

having been completed a couple of

!
weeks ago, Screen Gems is offering

! the series for second run in those
; markets. The Columbia Pictures
! subsidiary will also make the film

! available second run in the 30

:
markets currently being held by lo-.

cal non-Ethyl sponsors as their 26-

week pacts come to an end. Ethyl,
; incidentally, is out of the video

j

sponsorship picture until next May,
; since the gasoline firm is strictly a
' regional bankroller.

Series was 'made last spring at

the Fox Movietone studios in N. Y.
.with Telenews as co-producer. It

'stars Bill Stern as narrator and
emcee, with such guests as Gene

:
Turi noy and Lou Little. ^Telcnevs
sports footage was also used iri the

: series,

WALTER ABEL HOSTING

‘REVAMPED’ FAIRBANKS
'.Production was completed last

Week at Sound Masters studios in

New York on new introductions,
program breaks and closing seg-
ments of. 39 half-hours in the
"Douglas Fairbanks Presents" vid-
film series, which is being syndi-
cated by NBC Film Division with
,Wa ! tcr Abel as host under the title

of "Paragon Playhouse.”
Frank Donovan and Williain

Crouch directed the insert re-

0 1-l‘H V9g,;.ti.' M(M|r nt
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Deejay ADison oi a

By NED ARMSTRONG
Philadelphia, Dec. 8.

Within a wavelength pf Amer*
lea’s famous Independence Hall, a
disk Jockey has been on an inde-
pendent, anti-Red smear kick for

the past year and has thereby
kept this' famous little Cradle of
Liberty rocking.

Every weekday night from 11:15
pm. to 2 3 m.) Steve Allison has
been giving the cutTent witchhunt
a dose of its own medicine — he
brings people to the microphone
to air their hurts and injuries,

and,: what is even more sensa-
tional, sprinkles the word-hash
with the paprika of his own
strongly pro-liberal sentiments.

The result has been letters and
phone

,
calls threatening boycotts,

such expressions as “you haven’t
long to live” and a continuing
hubbub of citywide commentary
which has boosted Steve Allison to
ther No. 1 spot here, and made his
SpOnSbrs, the owners of WPEN,
Harry and Bill Sylk, both Repub-
licans, gratified.

Since dejay Allison’s, sponsors
ate not only owners of WPEN, but
also of. a chain of 150 drugstores
in the Quaker City and its environs;
there is, to put it mildly, a lot at
stake.

'

The broadcast-, conducted with
the now accepted informality of
such

.
radio shows, is run from the

WPEN studios on the ground floor
of 2212 Walnut Street, actually the
rear room of . a Sun Ray drug
store. Working two hand mikes
on a' long table, Allison faces an
audience seated at typical drug-
store lunchroom tables and Spiels

his show while waitresses hustle
In and out with tripledeckers and
frosteds. Room seats about 150
persons,' and there is usually a
Jammed house until the end of
the show. v Quite often the audi-
ence gets vocaL

;

Since Allison first came to
Philadelphia in the summer of

.1951, and since his original show
at Lew Tendler's . salooq, the ex-
actor (“Call Me Mister’* ) has
been partial to controversy.

However, until quite recently, he
kept his controversy on a non-poli-

tical slant. Even with his spiced
salad, Allison’s rating rose rapidly
during his first year. .

Switch McCarthy l

,

The introduction of the defense
of civil rights, Allison’s insistence

that he is against communism but
for the rights of the accused, has
produced a public response by

(Continued on page 36)

Milton BerJe’s three-week layoff

from his Tuesday night NBC-TV
Buick show While he honeymoons
found the network stymied with
a pre T Christmas programming
dilemma. The Dec. 15 time, of

course, was resolved with the Bob
Hope alternating move-in for Gen-
eral Foods. So was the Dec. 29
segment, with the first of the
Robert E. Sherwood original TV
plays.

Blit what to do with that great
big Dec. 22 gap posed a problem,
with the network program boys, as

result, coming up with an all-star

“Christmas Stocking” festival as a

solution.

Going one better, the network
sales dept, appeared on verge of a

sponsor deal for the one-shot Yule
hoopla.

Show will have Eddie Albert as

m e., Ronald Colman, Robert Shaw
Ensemble, Kean Sisters, Ezio Pinza
and either Victor Borge or Mata &
Hari. Barry ; Wood, NBC color
factotum, will produce even if

there’s no tint authorization for the
show.

1
, Chi TV Sets

Chicago, Dec. 8.

Latest Electric Assn, survey
shows 1,516,877 TV sets in use in
the Chi area as of Oct. 31. New
tally' is an increase of 28,329 over
the previous month.

Increase in the past 12 months
was j pegged fit 258,112. sets, ./i , ,

Combo Kid & Admit Show
WNBT’s counterpart of the NBC

tele net’s 7 .to 9 a.in. “Today” is

past the blueprint stage and pro-

gram chief Dick Pack, with a nod
from general manager Hamilton
Shea on opening time, will launch
it as a Saturday stanza Dec. 19
under title of “$aturday” (what
else?). Dave Garroway’s opposite
number for this combo kid and
adult show is Herb Sheldon, whom
Pack expects will supply the kind
of “pied piper” juve appeal; he
displays on his other stanzas.

Among other chores, Sheldon will

intro his Egbert the Bookworm and
Umley cartoon characters.

Accent will be on the kid draw
for the first hour and for mom
and pop in the segueing 60 min-
utes: Part of the later pitch will be
a . “market basket” with a super-
market “point of sale” roundup
right up to the minute. Participat-

ing sponsorship setup is being
geared for the small and seasonal
budget and there’ll be a number
of public service segments includ-
ing items -on where to fish “today,”
what the weather is, plus capsule
newscasts every half hour with
Bob Wilson on this chore.

“Saturday” will be promoted on
WNBT’s five-minute; segments of
the cross-board ’’Today” and the
former will vice the versa for the
mutual’ exchange buildup. Among
facets for the kids will be orthodox
and educational films plus live

news and weather reports (“put on
those rubbers,” etc.).

Hardly a week goes by but that
the Kraft TV double-header (hour
dramatic show on both NBC

.
and

ABC) doesn’t
,
come up with some

auxiliary facets to heighten the
sponsor’s conviction that; as a
“first” for the medium, the unique
pattern of programming merits
consideration on a wider frojnt.

In its six-year tenure on NBC-
TV, the Kraft showcase never suc-
ceeded in exceeding a 10 rating on
the Coast . (where it's shown via
kinescope ) . However, in the short
span that the separate production
has been added to the ABC-TV ros-
ters (where it is picked up live on
the Coast), the NBC offering has
climbed to a 20.9 ip the latest ARB
ratings for the L. A, area.

Unprecedented climb in the rat-

ing is attributed by the sponsor
and J. Walter Thompson agency to
the impact of the ABC live show
spilling over into the NBC counter-
part.

Item No. 2: The ABC Kraft
stanza brings in 52 shows a year
at the same program-production
cost figure as the alternate-week
(26 stanzas), U S. Steel-Theatre
Guild series on the same web. New-
est ARB ratings give Kraft 11.0; al-

most even with Steel’s 12.2.

Borden’s More Instant

On Kate Smith Latchon
Borden’s Instant Coffee, which,

couldn’t wait to hop on Kate
Smith’s cross-board telestanza and
finally pacted for a January start
after the tracks were cleared on a
coffee-maker rival, turned right
around and advanced its teeoff. Its

“Disegpla” latchon for Mondays
and Wednesdays Will get underway
Dec. 21.

Another seven and a half-minute
joiner coming up is U, S. Envelope
Co. for alternate Wednesdays with
six participations starting March 3
in the 3:15-30 spot. Luden’s has
extended its KM ride on Thurs-
days with seven spots Weekly.

S.O.S. has bought alternate
Wednesdays on the show starting
Jan. 13 and kitchen cleanser has
extended its contract on “Today”
and. taken alternate Mondays on
“Hawkin8<Fa#s.”r > . mil,,. ,

ED cooper
Announcer:-r-

(a) Valiant Lady, CBS-TV
(b) Show of Shows, NBC-TV

(c) Comeback Story, ABC-TV
(d) Commercials on Pro Football

DuMont
(e) LExington 2-1100

Dayton, Dec. 8.

Utilization of the UHF channels
and the rapidly improving cover-
age being achieved by the U out-
lets is solving key network clear-
ance problems and Is assuring the
country of a “competitive tele-
vision system,” Ted Bergmann,
general manager of the DuMont
network, declared last week. Ad-
dressing the Dayton

. Advertising
Club, Bergmann also stressed that
color TV would not be commercial-
ly applicable “for several years”
and took a slap at video advertisers
who “trespass” in the nation’s liv-
ing room through .“unpalatable
commercial techniques.”

Solidly backing UHF, Bergmann
said that if the U channels hadn’t
been utilized, television would have
been in danger of becoming domi-
nated by “10 or 12 major adver-
tisers” via a “sold-out” condition
on the Ws. He said that UHF has
proved Its ability to cover markets
adequately, Without dead spots, and
that agency “sniping” at UHF is

becoming a thing of the past.

Re*network clearance, Bergmann
pointed out that currently 133
cities have only one station, 47
have only two, 21 have three and
seven have four or more. With

(Continued on page 48)

BRCTAIGNE WINDUST

PACTS CBS-TV DEAL
CBS-TV has inked stage and

film director Bretaigne Windust to
a contract as producer-director.
Windust, who directed the legit
version of “Life With Father”
went to the Coast last month as
consultant for its TV preem on
CBS. His contract calls for him
to continue as consultant for the
new offering in addition to his
other TV assignments.
• Windust has handled direction
of six Hollywood pix In the last
six years, and in his career he has
been associated with a wide array
of legit productions, including
“Idiot’s Delight,” “Amphitryon 38,”
“Arsenic and Old Lace,” ’The
Circle,” “State of the Union,”
“Finian’s Rainbow” and “The
Heart.”

CBS Radio V.P*

Lester Gottlieb

wants lo know

Xylogist, Any One?

* *' #.

an amusing byline pl«c« In the

forthcoming
•. »

48th Anniversary Number
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Some pretty Important ed agency and. sponsor executives are
deliberately going down the line tn put themselves out.'of busi-
ness—but only as individuals functioning, in an offbeat groove;
About a dozen of the spending boys are going ’’mask & wig” via
two-minute spots in an unprecedented! “debut” in which they’ll -

carry the'banner for advertising in general and TV blurbing in
particular and at the same time plug the “American Way” , in
relation to the billions of dollars spent to confront; i&e? public
With the “grand design” in U. S. products. •*;

' :v -

But the very nature of the TV medium is causing ’em to be seen
on their soapboxes only: on such shows as are sustaining (“Meet
the Press,” “American Inventory,’? “American Forum of. the Ah’,”
etc.) Thus, if the ultimate success is reached in their platform
ballyhooing, the NBC tele programs on which they’ll appear :must
inevitably land a sponsor—granting, of

:
course, that trie’ adhien’s

and manufacturing companies’ approach is directly to the public.
On the other hand, some of the direct John Q. appeal should rub
off on prospective advertisers.

'

' v

What most of this . amounts to is that the “acting” . talent of
these protem announcers is at stake. Fortunately, all of them
can go back to their principal means of livelihood should they
feel that they have fallen on their face in trying to make like on-
screen pros. But that they Want to put themselves out of busi-
ness in a hurry is inherent in the Very nature of (heir tem-
porary foray into public speaking. .

. New Act: Cone* Young & Bristol
The payoff from the horses’ mouths came -Sunday (6 ), on the

aforementioned trio of shows with Ben Grauer doing the intro
- act for two. “World preem” of the “Hucksters’ 9 Commandments”

(as suggested in the “Copy Platform” of the Ad Federation of
America) was made by prexy Fairfax M* (Fax) Cone, of Foote,
Cone & Belding, on “Inventory.” His was a quiet, almost low
key approach woven around the premise that “you can’t sell bad
things twice to the same people.” In the “deuce” position—on
the . segueing “American Forum”—was James Webb Young, vener-
able,exec veep of J. Walter Thompson who, with his w.k. deadpan
that appeared sombre-liker took off on a similar theme, that “it
does not pay to advertise a promise which cannot be fulfilled ... . .

the product must fulfill the promise.’’ (By reflection—and par-
ticularly unfortunate—this ‘seemed in curious juxtaposition to the
program itself in which Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy was examined
by the forum wherein he dictated the length of the questions,
dictated how the moderator should handle the session, and dic-
tated the character of query he would respond to’*).

An especially strong closing “act” was by a man who gets the
bill, Lee Bristol, prexy of Bristol-Myers, on the strongest show,
of the three, “Meet the Press.?’ He cited the important contribu?
tion of advertising to the raising of American standards and gave
credit to mass communications for making this possible; noted how

; a small business caii be built into a big business; declared that,
contrary to popular opinion, advertising reduces prices to the con-
consumer; asserted that television is a “great discovery” and
personalized the. AFA pattern with the statement, “You and I
live better because of advertising.” Trait.

‘
‘

• •

’
•

’

... \

WQXR Determines BeeethQven’s Effect on N. "Y.

' Cigaret Smokers

Never Fails
Being a chairman of Federal

Communications Commission
is one thing; engaging in

TV station, management is

something else again — in
fact miles and miles apart.
Former FCC chairman now
managing a video station
was known for his outspoken
championing of broadcasting
in the public interest when he
was identified, with the Gov-
ernment agency.

Today; up to his antenna in
commercial enterprise, the
maimer in which he’s be6n
knocking off public service
shows to ride the sponsorship
rosters is even throwing his
cohorts for the loop.

TV Time to Tell How

Tax Coin Is Spent
Baltimore, Dec. 8.

Convinced that TV is the most
graphic way to tell citizens how
their money is going to be utilized,
Michael J. Birmingham, prexy of
the Baltimore county’s board of
commissioners, dug into his own
pocket to pay for a quarter hour
of video time on WBAL-TV for
just that purpose.
Only one medium, Birmingham

decided, would give the county
commission adequate opportunity
to tell and show with proper em-
phasis where and how tax money
was to be spent. TV was the
answer, and since the budget made
no allowance for such a public rer
lations effort the leader of the
three-man board came across.
The rnpve, if not the first of its

kind, is still something of a pio-
neering effprt in bringing the lay
public the dope on tax budgets.
However, the effect of this ven-
ture is as yet the unknown quan-
tity since Birmingham and his
cohorts are still measuring public
reaction, If the show were of a
more controversial nature it’s a
sure bet that Birmingham would
already know the answer, i . i, i > i

-

Give or take 5% it is found
Beethoven has small effect on the
smoking habits of New York’s mil-
lions. New York Times’ WQXR has
for the; past three years been spon-
soring comparative surveys by
Pulse, Inc., that have covered
everything from whisker waxers to
packaged puddings in order to
establish the tastes of both WQXR-
Ifsteners and non-listeners in the
metropolitan area* Most recent re-
sults establish cigaret buying
habits of Gothamites:
WQXR, which caters primarily,

to those who enjoy the refinements
of the .classics and which labels it-

self “Good Music station,” began
surveys, through the offices of
Pulse and its tried-and-true per-
sonal interview-random s a m p I e
technique^to1 ascertain the tastes
of its listeners and to help station
time salesmen. Results of surveys
on other products are not avail-
able in the latest report, blit it is

apparent, barring minor fluctua-
tions, that noh-WQXR’ers over the
years, have tastes similar to station
devotees.

Chesterfield leads the pack, ac-
cording to the report, among both
men and women (listeners and non-
listeners), while Pall Mall runs a
distant second among the gals (of
both varieties) and Camels an even
more distant second among males
(once again of both varieties).

Dick Linkroum Set As

’Home’ Exec Director
There’s a “Home-linked future

for. Dick Linkroum that shows up
in NBC’s TV crystal ball. He’s
been tapped as exec director on
one of the network’s pet daytime
projects, the “Home” hour stanza
teeing off next month; Thus he
joins supervisor Dick Pinkham and
producer Jack Rayel on the noon-
time cross-boarder, with Rayel .hav-
ing replaced Ted Mills, last week.
Linkroum’s new berth will oblige

him to surrender the directorial
reins on jean Carroll’s comedy slot

on ABC-TV with official drop-
ping of that chore skedded a couple .

of weeks before the Jan. 18 preem
fit “Hpme,” • 1

1
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At a tiitie when most major i;adio personalities keep repeating

the refrain; ‘‘this is my last ye*r In AM,” Edgar Bergen is on the
verge of* pulling g switch and returning to a full hour Weekly
format similar to his ex-Standard Brands show that projected him
into the bigtijne.

•

During his recent engagement at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y,,

Bergen huddled with John Reber, radio-TV director of the J.

Waiter Thompson agency, on expanding to a full hour weekly
show. Kraft will be the sponsor. It will mean. Bergen vacating
his present 30-minute Sunday night show on CBS, though whether.
Columbia, NBC or ABC gets the full hour program is still to be
determined.

’

Bergen will do the show live, moving east for a New York
origination. Bergen-Charlie McCarthy duo will do a commentary
on the American scene (Kraft feels McCarthy can mouth things
that ordinary radio mortals can’t.) Top figures In public life

will also be brought on the show. Unusual form'at will also find
Bergen*- disk jocking at intervals.

Kraft is shooting for a Bergen return to his ex-Sunday night 8
to 9 slot in a major bid to rejuvenate network radio. Deal rep-

resents another radio-TV expansion; for Kraft, with its 116 products.
Years back it innovated the tworhour network radio show with
Paul Whiteman; it sparked Bing Crosby and A1 JoLson into the
AM bigtime; it established a “first” in TV hour dramatics and
recently registered another “first” with the introduction of a brace
of Kraft hour shows (on both NBC and ABC.)

CBS Television’s scrapping a

couple of months ago of a blue-

print to open up the early morn-

ing time against the rival NBC
‘Today” may have a postscript

after all. Special events director

Paul Levitan has been working on

a news documentary format sup-

plemented by entertainment pat-

terns that is so near the fruition

stage , that a kinnie is expected to

be cut this week—next ait the

latest.!

Web had been working on a set-

up to go against the Dave Garro-
' way-fronted 7 to 9 a.m. stanza, but.

dropped it as an active upcomer
after putting Jack Paar and Edith
Adams in at 10 o’clock Fridays as

the preliminary to a foray into
the preceding segments. Chief
among the current components are
Walt Kelly and the Baird Puppets;
with. Other talent and- ideas- 'form?
ing. The Baird figurines had been
“in” from the start*" but subjected
to a kicking around in late-morn-
ing., spots before the 7 to ‘9 idea
was firmly, planted. They’ll con-
tribute to the two-hour span with
an audience they’ve managed to
build despite the helter-skelter
lock of their previous schedulings.

Expectancy W for a ' January
usher-inner of the unlabeled 120-
minuter. One title advanced is
“Now." Repositioned would be the
8 o’clock “Kovacs Unlimited”
which carries to the 9 ami. mark
ol Margaret Arlen’s 45-minute
sian/.a, both on the local circuit.
Irieidentally, Miss Adams may be
pitched as a deejane on the TV net-
work. She’s featured in the
Rosalind Russell-starred “Wonder-
ful Town.”

il
up

Chicago, Dec. 8.

Robert F. Hurleigh, director of
the WGN news division since 1944,
joins the Washington staff of the
Mutual network on Dec. 28. lie’s

also joining the Felton Lewis Jr.,

organization in the Capitol.
No replacement has been set for

Hurleigh’s several WGN and WGN-
TV news shows, although his 8 a.m.
newscast which is aired as. a
Mutual co-op . will continue on
WGN with Salerno bankrolling
locally.

Presidency of Broadcasting Ad-
vertising 'Bureau • is up iii the air
at least another month, but Wil-
liam Ryan, outgoing proxy, will
icjivo at the end if this' month in-

*n February as planned.
As a result, Kevin B. Sweeney.
RAB v.p. since 1951, has been pro-
moled, to executive vice-president
in charge of, operations arid will
lake over active management of
the organization Jan. 1 until a new'
president can be found.

t ommittee to find a successor
U) Ryan tnet yesterday (Tue$.) but
came up with no candidate. Robert

Swczey of WDSU, New Orleans,
head of the committee, said it ..was
eorng slowly” in exploring a

f’liojco prexy and .would meet
‘main in January for further delib-

ions. Ryan’s exit was at his
2" n request, and appointment of
^vconey was announced by BAB
hoard chairman Charles Ci *PaHey.

A new, management team is

slated to move into the Lever Bi os,

operation in April.
.

Flock of axings with press-public

relations and sales promotion de-

partments reportedly the hardest
hit, is said to stem from ’53 sales-

financinl difficulties and has cued
fresh speculation as to what the
Lever hierarchy has lip its sleeve.

There have been repeated reports
in recent months that the Lever
high command wouldn’t be averse
to disposing of some of its sub-
sid company holdings, but those
have been denied.
The year-end financial statement,

from all accounts, reflects the in-

ability of the company to. cat-ch up
with the competition, notably in

the field of detergents, a .situation

dating back to the Charles Luck-
man era. Luckman, it’s recalled,

took the rap for the detergent set-

back, being ousted from his proxy
spot.

What effect Jtl\p Lever situation
will have on its programming is

problematical. Unlike the Luck-
man days at Lever, when the soap
company had a major slake in

broadcasting (at one time- fpur of its

shows Were in the Top 10 ratings >.

the Lever TV impact is much less*

pronounced when weighed against

the Procter & Gamble and Colgate
expenditures.

CBS-TV network : billings will
lilt $95,360,000 for 1953 (this is

exclusive of the CB$ owned-and-
eperated biz which will bring the
total far over the $160,000,000
mark). This is far above Columbia’s
expectations for the year and rep-
resents the first time network TV
billings have soared to such strato-
spheric figures.

As an indication of how CBS has
climbed into the blue-skies area
on billings returns in ’53, the net-
work in 1952 grossed $69,050,000
(based on Publishers Information
Bureau figures.) Thus in ’53 it .will

go over the ’52 mark
.
by approxi-

mately $25,000,000.

A year ago, in taking stock of
their ’52 TV biz, both NBC and
C’BS were lamenting the fact that,

due to high operating costs, the
bet profits would hardly exceed.
$1,000,000 for the. year. On the
other hand, some broadcasters
Have netted that much on single
station operations.)

However, in the case of CBS-
TV, the ratio of profit between last

year's $69,059,000 and this year’s
$95,360,000 (since there’s little

change in the . basic, operating
costs) is so much greater as to
turn the dividend-happy stockhold-
ers’ skepticism of last year into
one of jubilation. (Because CBS
figures are all-inclusive in its con-
solidated statements, breakdown of
net TV earnings are a company
secret, though admittedly a grati-

fying one.V

Major factors in the $25 000.000
increase in CBS-TV billings are
the vast inroads made on selling
daytime segments and the web’s
successful moverin on station time
areas, such as 10:30 to 11 p.m. Un-
like NBC. which has encountered
difficulty to date recapturing the
10:30-11 time slot from the affili-

ates, CBS-TV is sold out ip that
area, with only Saturday night
(Revlon has cancelled, out on its

vidpix scries) remaining to be sold.

It's generally been recognized, in

(

terms of TV network economics.

|
that “the difference between

' breaking even and profits lies in

the daytime fringe time areas.” On
• that score. CBS-TV registered a
whopping year.

Manie Sacks’ Status
Manie Sacks, staff veepee of

th‘e parent RCA and also veep
of NBC, as well as g.m. of the
RCA Victor record : division,

remains at NBC in a roving—capacity. 1 He will be General
Sarnoff’s personal representa-
tive, as he., has been during
the board chairman’s dual of-

ficership..when he also assumed
the presidency post.

Sacks perambulates among
three offices and will, so con-
tinue his office on the 53d
floor of the parent RCA; his

executive- NBC suite, and at

RCA Victor in the Interna-
tional Bldg., across the street
in Rockefeller Center. Latter
"two hive been his. major bases
of operation in recent months.

y i

By GEORGE ROSEN
Except that it represented a mov-

ing-up of the scheduled timeable.
the ascendancy, of the “Pat & Bob”
team into leadership status at NBC,
crystallized at last Friday's (4)

board meeting with the election of
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver as the
network's new prexy and Robert
W. Sarnoff as executive vice-presi-
dent, came as no particular sur-
prise. to either web associates or
the industry generally,

i
While NBC-RCA board chairman

! (and . interim prexy) Gen, David
Sarnoff was not expected to act

i until January, ’54, at the earliest,
'although the “Weaver for prexy”

[
boom had been gaining momentum
[for a couple of months), actually

|

the decision to speed up the Pat
1
Weaver-Bob Sarnoff “package

j
command” and set the network’s;

[ administrative house in order,, was
j clinched in Chicago three weeks
ago. For it was at the Chi meeting

A Very Bizet Day!
“All Star Revue” for Doc. 2(5 on

NBC-TV will lake off on “Carmen”
with Martha Raye’s gucstar to be
Bert Lalliv Not known whether
latter will play Don Jose or Esca-
millo. but one report had him.

threatening to be very Bizet in-

deed by taking both roles.

of the NBC Affiliates, that Weaver,
entrusted with the task of carrying
the NBC ball on behalf of Gen;
Sarnoff to the. station managers,
not only won a complete vote of
confidence, but the majority of
the affiliate body took a fancy to
the Weaver-type^ leadership as an
imaginative creator in his envision-
ing of future vistas.

If however there were some ap-
prehensions as to Whether Weaver

looking for a new berth as Pr^’.could spark the same type
leadership as an administrator, this,
too. fittEd in with, the General’s
blueprint- to move Bob Sarnoff into
the cxec veepeeship as administra-
tive backstop and No, 2 man. That
the ’Pat & Bob” teams rwe have
the s-mie fundamental concept of
our job,” Weaver told the Board*
clicked in its “first performance”
at Chi was the report brought back
to the General by Manie Sacks.
SarrofPs key veepee aide on net-
work affairs (Avho, incidentally, un-
der tl e new administration con-
t mv-es in the dual capacity as Gen-
eral Samoff’s alter eco on NBC
matters while remaining on. top of
tlv> RCA Victor recording division.)

The “Weaver. era” in the succes-
sion of NBC administrative over-
haulin' s in recent years repre-

'Continued on page 48)

j
“Luy Video Theatre.” on CBS-

,
TV. is

;

and is shopping around the other

i
networks, \yitli CBS unable to de-

j
liver a more favorable time slot.

I
The “Dragnet” competition from

’ NBC-TV (Thqrsday night at. 9> is

'getting too rough. 'latest ARB rat-

, i.iigs gives “Dragnet” 62.0 with:

..Lux getting 10.7.) •

ABC-TY been talking to Lux
agency. J. Walter Thompson, in

; terms of Wednesday night at 10.

the competition 'Pabst

on CBS; Ralph Edwards'
Is Your Life” on NBC;
be somewhat less formici-

NBC-TV. is offering the

where
! fights

“This
would,
able.

Saturday evening segment being

vacated by “Air, Bonino” 'opposite

; Jackie Gleason'. Lux is mulling

j

the offer.

Oddly enough, had “Lux Video
Theatre” been inclined to stay put

a year ago. it would have been a

relief all around to the network
and the client. At that time Lux
was berthed in the Monday night

r.t 8 period on CBS-TV. The. major
competition was from Paul Win-
ch el l on NBC-TV

.(Continued

(who is now-

on page 48'

out

Stepped-up transplanation of

programs arid talent bet ween cast

'and west is giving the classic

'‘never the twain shall meet” a

swift kick iff the groin. First of. (lie

Jlollywood-to-N.Y, teevee iliner-

ants this season o n a consecutive

exposure was Ralph Edwards with

iis “This Is You r Life” which was' \

Chicago, Dec. 8.

NBC's WNBQ. finalized an $183.-

000 sale to Oklahoma Oil last week,
projecting the gas station chain irv

! to the top local bankrollcr ranks.

Oklahoma bought Daily News
columnist Tony Weitzel's nightly

“Town Crier” five-minute squib

leross the. board; a daily Len O'Con-

|
nor local newscast tied in with

1 “Today, “ and a Sunday mornirig

re filing a 1 1 * -• 1

j

v > i vi o >

in Gotham for three live workouts
calculated to hike the rating me-
ters in strategic areas. (As Joan
Davis observed recently, they just

love her CBS vidpix
.

practically

Tinny Kinnie
A Hollywood executive east-

ing last week for RCA’s un-

! veiling of magnetic tape at

' Princeton.! N. J., opined that

I
Whether it's straight kinos or

.

i hot kines. Coast viewers are’

thumbs down on that kind of

TV fare.
• “They may be silver as live

shows' at their, point of origiri-
1

ation. but out there they look

i * liKo. Jin,. Jlo! - - -—

-

‘ cvcryw here; but this fancy does niff,

[extend to N;Y.. where her eompaVm
1

lively low score brings down her
total ratings on “I Married Joan.”
Edwards, however, unlike the telc-

pixers. can make, a virtue of his

' transcontinental .• 'trek, with the

biggest N Y, “for instance” being
his telebiog of Martha Raye a

couple of weeks ago.)

! But there’s also a telepix
.
angle

in that ceMuioided stars can. .break

out of that stricture add come
! alive, as witness Jack • “Dragnet”
Webb's giiestarring spot on Milton

: Berlc’s
.
Buiek hour last • Tuesday

i <2) for his first Gotham. excursion.
1

(The Webb. promotion \vas extend-
ed via his presence twvo days later.

!

at a showing of "Dragnet’s” Christ-

inas patterned stanza in co’or on
: theatrical sercen w hich not only

|

brought , out a press complement
. but a flock of NBC ballyhoo and
: exec timber headed by prexy-clecl

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr;

Despite its champion status as

a longterm kid click. “Howdy

Fred Wile. NBC veepee in charge
of production, is shifting to the
Coast to take over production
reins in Hollywood. At the same
time FniTReltig, nrOgram business
head for NBC Hollywood opera-
tions. is moying east to take qver
Wile's, spot and also move into the
biz operations.
The Wile N. Y.-toJ.,.A. 'and vice

versa for Rettigi. while in no \yay
linked with the new administrative
ascendancy of the Pal Wcaver-
Hobert Sr-rnoff tcamnp. represents'
ported os the first of a series of
shiffs involving kc.v network aides.

Wile himself has long expressed a

preference to operate out of the
Wc.-t Coast.

.

.

For years 'dating back to their
..Young & Rubicam tenure' both
Wile ard Weaver were closely as-?

societcd in ' radio-TV.

k/HI llEj on
Sin. Joseph R.

.e;tr::nce on the
McCarthy’s ap-
NRC-TV “Moot

Sunday ' 13> may
for ecjual time”

P
the Press” next
have a ‘‘.demand
po-s script.

The Wisconsin investigator has
been multiple spotted On the show
but his bride of a few \.ceks 'the

former Mrs.Ocan Kerr' is still to

be heard from, so packager-mod-
erator Lavyrence Spivak is going

(Continued on pfig«i38)i-v) 1 1 .< iafter her 4im an. ^airAy Joppeqcanee;
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WNBT, the N. Y. flagship of f
NBC Television, went mass pro-

duction drama critic last Thursday
(3) by bringing on a horde of

show blzzers for an appraisal of

the Charles Lederer presentation

of “Kismet” which preemed at the

Ziegfeld that evening. Only dif-

ference . was that the half-hour,

was sponsored by the producer al-

though vaguely labeled as such.

It went on at five minutes past

midnight, segueing from the Steve

Allen show, with Allen spilling

Over into this One in a kind of

moderator’s role. However, no
moderation was needed under the

circumstances, which included $2,-

000 in coin to the station ($1,110

for the time and the rest for fa-

cilities furnished ) and thus, re-

gardless of the musical’s merit
(there have been some downbeat
murmurs), this was a partisan

package with ditto evaluations by
the guests. Latter included Ben-
nett Cert. Betty Furness. Howard
Dietz, Ben Hecht, Marc Connellly,
Billy Rose ( who operates the
Ziegfeld ) and Cesar

.

Romero.
George Forrest and Robert Wright
(words and music team for the
operetta) were interviewed by Al-
len and did a run-through, and
straight entertainment included
singer' Richard Oneto who did one
of the show’s potential . hits,

“Stranger In Paradies,” With Jo
Ann O’Connor chirping another]
sure click, “Bangles. Baubles &
Beads.’’ Miss Hayes did a stint a la

her youthful days with Lew Fields;

It was a potent show in its tem-
porary replacement of the shut-out
N. Y. newspapers and their “paid
to be objective” aisle sitters. A
producer poll of long queues which
formed at the Ziegfeld the next
night reportedly showed that “most
of the people” in line first heard
about the performance via the
WNBT roundtable. This was given
as "evidence” that television can
do a sales job without the risks of
professional notices. Show is a
smash on current sales with lines

still forming.
It was the; first instance of a

Broadway producer buying TV
time to sell his show* in “review”
style. It had a post-opening night
aura in format, with the partisans
"dropping in” in their best attire.

Show was produced by Steve Al-
len’s corps and “entertainment”
talent was supplied and paid by
“Kismet.”

Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Despite recurrent reports that
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis’ writ-

ers, Norman Lear and Ed Simmons,
had been fired, Lewis reported
“everything fine, the boys are hard
at work on Jan. 10 show.” Writers
have contract for five television
shows, paying them, as team,
$52,000.

Earlier reports said Lewis fired

them, and they’d been paid off. The
writers said "we’re confused.” It’s

known that since the writers
switched from MCA to William
Morris they were being groomed
for a comedy show starring Buddy
Hackett.

Deal with M&L is non exclusive.
In their spare time they’ve com-
pleted first draft of a_ Broadway
show, “The Good Pitkin.”

VENARD EXITING AS

0. L. TAYLOR PREXY
Lloyd George Venard has turned

In his resignation as president of
the O. L. Taylor station rep out-
fit, effective Jan. 1. Understood it’s,

a consequence of purchase of the
company by the Paul Raymer Co.,
which was consummated a couple
of weeks ago. At the time, Ray-
mer announced that Venard would
stay on in the Taylor urtit, which
was to be continued under its old
name and organization as a Ray-
mer-owned property, but apparent-
ly Venard has changed his mind.
He became president of Taylor

In early 1952, following 10 years
with Edward Petry as an account
exec. Future plans haven’t been
set. Raymer’s choice for a suc-
cessor hasn’t been announced yet.

Cleveland, Dec. 81

Two Greater Cleveland colleges,

Western Reserve tJ, and John Car-
roll U. have announced operation
of campus radio stations; Carroil
will operate WJCU with the Col-
lege Radip Club and ROTC main-

|

taining ijtf. it will be part of the
military amateur radio systems

Reserve'proposes to have its sta-

tion in operation by the end of the
semester.

'

•

New York advertisers intensified

their radio^television campaigns
as the strike of photo-engravers
against six Gotham newspapers
ground into its second week, and
by the time the walkout was settled

yesterday (Tues.) afternoon, some
$250,000 had rolled into the broad-
cast coffers for the 11 day-period
of the walkout.
On the programming end, the

stations had sat back to a pattern
of earlier signons, later signoffs

The Real Stuff

Most novel public service
program dreamed up during
the N. Y. newspaper strike

was WPIX’s series of three re-
motes from Wanamaker’s. Sta-
tion moved camera crews into

the department store Sunday,
Monday and yesterday (Tues.)
to show viewers the Various
items the store was featuring.

Blanche Ravisse and John
Tillman handled the commen-
tary on the shows,, with the
Sunday show running .75 min-
utes and the Monday and
Tuesday segments a half-hour
each.

and an inundation of news, shop-,

ping reports, entertainment listing

and comment and stock market re-

ports as; it became evident that the
walkout wasn't to be a quickie.
Much of the earlier chaos and
ballyhoo was later eliminated,
with the public soon acclimated to
getting their regular news via the
broadcasting media. Even the re-

turn of the Herald Tribune to the
stands after a five-day absence
didn't affect the radio-TV situa-
tion: it carries no ads and its press
run is only a reported 2,500,000,
leaving some 5,000,000-odd New
Yorkers without a newspaper.

Radio 'was by far the biggest
gainer under the strike. Several

(Continued on page 48)

Producers Bare Fangs On

‘Margi^’ Tat Women’ Skit,

Ask $1,200,000 Damages
Hollywood, Dec. 8.

Superior Court suit seeking $1,-
200,000 damages, charging unfair
competition and breach Of implied
contract was filed by Z-M Produc-
tions against CBS, Philip MOrris,
Rovan Productions, Jack Harvey
and Lee Carson. Action is over the
use in the "My Little Margie” ra-
dio program of a skit describing
a visit to see a film tagged, “Cat
Women From Outer Space.” Z-M
Productions produced “Cat Women
of the Moon,” yet to be released.

Complaint says Carson, one of
the writers of “Margie,” visited
“Cat Women” set, and subsequent-
ly radio program “disparaged,
ridiculed, parodied, mimicked and
libeled” the film, it’s charged. Ra-
dio version constituted an infringe-
ment, plagiarism, unauthorized use
of story and unfair competition
in that plaintiffs claim they Cannot
now use. the Vehicle for radio;
breach of implied contract to pay
for material used which plaintiffs
value at $100,000. Pic Was pro-
duced by Al Zimbalist and Jack
Rabin in 3-D and widescreen.

WELLS RICHARDSON
On* “of Broadway’s most skillful

performors.”
Robert Coleman, Daily Mirror.
This former leading man to Luise

Rainer is still remembered, after
nearly three years (and numerous
video appearances), for his. featured
portrayal of the emotionally un-
balanced member of. the vigilante
committee In Studio One’s produc-
tion of "None Biit My Foe,” starring
John Forsythe.

Washington, Dec. 8.

Just when it looked as if Hearst
Radio would get its long sought-
after VHF channel in Milwaukee
through the recent assignment of
Channel 6 to Whitefish Bay, Wise.,
a Milwaukee UHF outlet upset the
Hearst applecart today (Tues.) by
surrendering its UHF permit and
filing a Competing application with
the FCC for the Channel 6 grant.
Station was WMIL-TV, operated
by Cream City Broadcasting Co.

WMIL’s action came as another
in a series of setbacks to Hearst,
which had previously sought Chan-
nel i0 in Milwaukee, but had. been
rebuffed by the FCC to change
Channel 10’s educational designa-
tion. Hearst then managed to get
the Commission to assign Channel
6 in Whitefish Bay, outside of Mil-
waukee, and up to today was un-
opposed in its application for the
channel.

Milwaukee currently has two
VHFers

:
and three U’s, including

WMIL, which has not yef taken to
the .air. One V is Walter Damm’s
WTMJ r the other is the yet unoc-
cupied Channel 10. The newly as-
signed Channel 6 would make a
third V for the city. Action of the
FCC in assigning Channel 6 drew
a blast from the UHF Assn., which
opposed it On the ground that it

wasn’t included in the original FCC
allocations, and that UHF opera-
tions would be hurt. In making
the allocation, the FCC said it was
not bound in any way to protect
UHFers by staying within original
allocations.

But the WMIL action, said to be
the first of its kind, now leaves
Hearst with another fight on its

hands, and at the Same time takes
a little of the pressure off the two,
other Us. Cream City Broadcast-
ing is 75%-owned by Gene Posner,
a local attorney.

DuM.* Shrine Game
The annual East-West Shrine

football game for the aid of crip-
pled infants will be given coast-
to-coast TV treatment by DuMont
on a pickup from San Francisco
on Saturday, Jan. 2.

Marks the third consecutive
timC web has televised the classic,
now going into its 29th year.

Vet Radio-TV maestro

Harry Sosnik
argtitt

Hollywood Recognizes
The Importance of

Music-
Why Not Television?

* *
.

*

an interesting editorial feature
in the .forthcoming

48th Anniversary Number
of

P'AKIETY

Chicago, Dec. 8.

The Western Conference (Big 10), kingpin memberconference
of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn., is expected to throw, its

weight behind regional control of football TV policies which if

put into effect Could mean the end of the nationally networked
NCAA “Game of the Week” package.

The; Big 10’s TV1

committee convenes here tomorrow (Wed.) in
conjunction with the conference’s annual winter meeting. Advance
comments by conference spokesmen, including commissioner Ken-
neth (Tug) Wilson, have consistently espoused regional TV juris-
diction which would mean, in effect, that the individual confer-

r ehces would make their own video deals.

.It’s recalled that the Big 10 a couple weeks back asked the
NCAA TV committee to hold up on plans for next .season until

> after this week’s meeting of the midwest, group. The Big 10’s
stumping for regional deals is seen as a reflection, of mounting dis-
satisfaction with the current single weekly game setup which many
see coming to a climax at the national NCAA conclave early next

L year.
,

Solid Gold Linoleum
Washington, Dec. 8.

Right of a TV station to fire, em-
Armstrong “Circle Theatre-

on NBC-TV pulled a fast one
on the company’s dealers, as-

sembled in annual convention,
at Lancaster, Pa., by doing a
“surprise” origination . last

night (Tues.) from convention
headquarters. It was just a

. little matter of adding an ad-
ditional $75,000 tab to the pro-
gram-facilities costs (moving
of camera crews, technicians,
cast, converting the Armory
into a studio,. etc., not to men-
tion line charges for the out-
of-town remote).

If there were extra precau-
tions taken to sotto voce the
whole deal, it was in the
hopes, too, that the 75G added
expenditure would be bypassed
by the company officers and
stockholders.

ployees for publicly attacking its

programs was upheld yesterday
(Mon.) in a 6-3 decision by . the
Supreme Court. Ruling affirmed ail

action by the National Labor Re-
lations Bqard denying reinstate-
ment of -IBEW technicians who
were fired by WBTV in Charlotte,
N.C., during a dispute in 1949 over
terms of fc contract

In upholding the’ station’s right
to fire the employees for distrib-

uting handbills
. disparaging their

employer’s operations, the court
declared:

“fn its essence, the issue is

simple. It is whether these em-
ployees, whose contracts of em-
ployment had expired, were dis-

charged for 'cause.’ They were
discharged solely because at a
critical time in the initiation of
the company’s TV service, they
sponsored or distributed 5,000
handbills making a sharp, public
disparaging attack upon the qual-
ity of the company’s product and
its business policies, in a manner
reasonably calculated to harm the
company’s reputation and reduce
its income. ^

. “There is no more "elemental

CBS Capsule Buys
General Foods’ wielding1 of a

heavy axe on radio representation
( "Father Knows Best” and Roy
Rogers on NBC and “Gunsmoke”
on CBS) has apparently been halt-
ed for the time being with the out-
fit putting some coin into capsule
stanzas on CBS Radio. Sanka will
be plugged on two Bob Trout news-
casts (Monday and Wednesday),
starting Jan. 4 and on Galen
Drake’s segment on Tuesdays come
Jan. 5. GF has also renewed “San-
ka Salutes” with Win Elliott on
Saturdays.

cause for discharge of an employee
than disloyalty to his employer. It

is equally elemental that the Taft-
Hartley act seeks to strengthen,
rather than to weaken, that co-

operation, continuity of service and
cordial contractual relation be-
tween employer and employee that
is. born of loyalty to their common
enterprise.”

Even, had their been no labor
controversy at time of dismissals,
the Court held, conduct of techni-

(COntinued on page 48)

The combined latchon may not
have the programstic potency of
the jettisoned trio, but for the
Young & Rubicam agency the new.
ahd renewed business represents
an unlooked-for windfall. Another
GF exit reported with the. radio
cancellations a few weeks ago is in
TV, with “Rod Brown-Rocket Ran-
ger” departing after Dec. 26 pn
CBS-TV,

NBC’s .aural activities were also
in upbeat last week. Buick pacted
for one-timers on the cross-board
“Can You Top This?” Jan. 7 arid
the Sunday “Weekend” Jan. 3.
Pharmaco takes 13 weeks of “Dr.
Paul” on 14 Coast -outl etsrfdf Feeif*
a-mint, alternating with Hexol
starting Jan. 5. ,

Rheingold Beer Coin To

Usher in New Year

On All N.Y. Stations
.Rheingold Beer will ; continue a

blanket coverage of the N.Y. mar-
ket for the second straight year
with a New Year’s Eve radio show
starting at 11:30 p.m. for one hour.
Tom McDonnell will produce,
write and direct the layout and ne-
gotiations are on for David Ross
to announce. There will be a con-
siderable amount' of production
connected with' the program. Guy
Lombardo is pacted for the show.
Airer will be heard over WABC,

WOR, WNBC, AVCBS, WMGM,
WMCA, WNEW, and WINS. It
will be a taped session. Foote,
Cone & Belding is the agency,

Board of directors of the New
York local of AFTRA last week
suspended actor Ian Keith for

three months as a result of the
actor’s behavior on WOR-TV’s
“Broadway TV Theatre” three
\yeeks ago, at which time he in-

sulted the sponsor’s product while
doing a live commercial for the
bankrolled Effect of the board’s
action is to put Keith out of work
for the three-month period, since

suspensiGn--=^will^be=-=obsorved fJ^hy_.

AFTRA contractees in. Chicago and
on the Coast, as well as in N. Y.
Board took the stand that Keith’s

actions were “detrimental to the
welfare of the acting profession,
and that in behaving as he did, Mr.
Keith endangered the livelihood of

all his fellow actors in the cast.

Such conduct cannot be counte-
nanced and the union cannot con-
done Mr. Keith’s conduct toward
his fellow actors, his producer and
his sponsor.” 1

Charges were brought by Warren
Wade, producer of “Broadway TV
Theatre,” acting as a packager.
Board heard testiiimony by Wade
and players Sylvia Sidney, Jimmy
Blaine, Edward Peck and Christo-

pher Plummer, the latter by a writ-

ten statement. Keith didn’t appear
at the hearing, instead submitting
a written answer to the charges.
Wade, incidentally; said he wasn't
at the studio at the time of the in-

cident and the nose-thumbing by.

Keith was directed at the audience
and hot at him.
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The old line .network salesmen (both in radio and TV) are

having more than their share of trouble these days;. From all

accounts most' of them appear to be frozen out of the sales pic-

ture arid they’re going around with that hang dog look. When
and if they do get a chance to rub shoulders with the client or the

agency account executive, it’s invariably for the privilege of be-

ing present for the final notorizing of an agreeirient.

The situation—a tar cry from the days When a' network sales-

man was a network salesman — stems from the fact that prac-

tically every client, deal Is now being negotiated on a high

echelon level, in many instances by the president of the network

himself, As far sis the- salesman is concerned, it’s strictly a

freezeout. ^
.

:

'

- . .

Sometimes the salesman is pressed into emergency service —
when the echelon boys make commitments to clients Or agencies

which they can’s fulfil* It's Up to the salesman to get him off

the hook.

Controlled network telecasts Of

pro football have boosted the grid

b.o., attracted large video audi-

ences and Have overcome all ob-

jections of cliibowners and league

officials, it’s beffii learned. Series

of Saturday night and Sunday net-

work telecasts via DuMont, which

Wraps' up next week, has boosted

the pro gate to an alltime high and

has consistently pulled Nielsens for

the customarily.Jow-rated network

jri the 20’s and 30’s. v

Under the DuMont setup, each of

the more than 100 stations carry-

ing the schedule are assured of one

telecast per weekend, either Sat-

urday night Or Sunday afternoon,

while at the same time, the b.o.

is protected via a. blackout of the.

region where the game 'is being

played. Clubowners say that the

telecasts of their road games have
built up and maintained a high

level of fan interest arid subse-

quent big b;o. when the team plays

at
.
home. For non-league cities,

the gridcasts have created a poten-

tial attendance for pre-season ex-

hibition games.

For DuMont, series has had a

doUbly beneficial effect,* via the

Westinghouse national sponsorship

(Continued on page 36)

Seattle, Dec. 8.

J. Elroy McCaw, former owner
Of KRSC here, will dispose of his

majority interests in KPOA, Hono-
lulu; KILA, Hilo, Hawaii, and
KORC, Mineral Wells, Tex., to

comply with the new FCC regula-
tion that prohibits persons from
having interest in mope than five

television stations or seven radio
stations.

McCaw’s other majority inter-

ests are in KYA, San Francisco,
and KELA, Centralia, Wash. Mi-
nority holdings incitide KALE,
Richland, Wash; KYAK, Yakima,,
and KLZ and KLZ-TV, Denver. He
also has an application pending for
the purchase of WINS* New York.

Sales of .interest -iii three '

s'ta-

tioris will bring McCaw one under
the limit.

Dayton, Dec'. 8.

Wendy Barrie is leaving New
York to make her home in Dayton,
where she will televise an hour-
long audience participation show
over ’ a tri-city network Monday
through Friday, from 4 to 5 p. m.
The show will orlgiriate from the
studios of WHiO-TV, and be shown
also, on WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, and
WTVN, Columbus, starting Jan. 11,
and will be known as “The Wendy
Barrie Show,”

. Harvey R. Young Jr., commercial
manager, who signed for WHIO-
TV in New York last week (2),

said the contract was for a long
term. Miss Barrie will make several

pre-broadcast appearances in the
area. She was in Dayton last Octo-
ber. to. promote. 'a hair product

Mac Benoff

haa wrlftM a bright aatira on

The Shows They

Never Did

on amuiing byNni pine* in th«

48th Anniversary Number

of

P&RIETY
DUE SOON

Washington, Dec. 8.

The easy pickings which the

only VHF stations have been en-

joying for up to seven years in

many major TV markets are ra-

pidly disappearing. With the FCC
finally getting around to holding

hearings on channel contests in the

single-VHF station markets, it

won’t be long before VHF monop-
olies will be almost nonexistent.
But in a few areas, the V stations

will continue . as the dominant out-

lets—-at least until conversion to

the Only Competing. UHF stations

has reached 100%.

.
.
Already, VHF

.
competition has!

become a reality in six pre-freeze

single station markets. In five

others, VHF stations have been au-

thorized arid will soon be in opera-

tion. In five more hearings are
under way or have been scheduled.

In the last group are the major
markets of St. Louis, New Orleans,

Houston, Indianapolis and Mil-

waukee.

This leaves 24 markets with

only one. V outlet each, including

Pittsburgh, Fort Worth, Miami,
Jacksonville. Toledo, Tulsa, Buf-

falo, Norfolk. Richmond, /-Char

lotte and Huntington. W. Vai No-
tification of .hearings (so-called

“McFarland” letters ) will likely

be sent out to VHF applicants in

these cities within tha next two
months. Within four to six months,

hearings should be scheduled.

The remaining single-VHF mar-

kets will probably stay that way
because no additional VHF chan-

nels are allocated. They comprise

the cities of Wilmington, Del.; New
Haven, Conn.: Bloomington, Ind.;

Binghamton, N. Y.; Schenectady*

N, Y.; Utifca, N. Y.; Lansing,

Mich.; Kalamazoo, Mich.; Greens
boro, N. C.; Erie. Pa.; Johnstown,

Pa. arid Lancaster, Pa.

With the passing of the pre-

freeze single-station market, a’ new
era of competition in TV broadcast*

ing, with lower profits per station,

appears inevitable. Last year, the

40 single station markets ac-

counted for nearlv half of the total

j
profits of all 108 TV stations.

Washington, Dec. 8.

As the result of the withdrawal

of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

from th‘e contest for channel 8 in

Indianapolis, an initial decision
j
j^eir average earnings were $634,

granting the application of Univer-
j ooO—a .

phenomenally high figure

when it is considered that about

15 of the 40 one-station communi-
ties are less than 150,000 popula-

sal Broadcasting Co., was issued to
day (Tues.) by FCC examiner An-

nie Neal Huntting.
_

The grant,

which becomes effective in 40 days.
.

; tibn.

gives Indianapolis its second VHF
j Good & Bad Factors

station. -
! The impact of new stations in

Voforan Sadia-TV Strlpttr

AlanLipscott

hot written a bwnoroii p)w«

Laughs for Sale

on* of tfto many bylint pwiit In tho

48th Anniversary Number
:

'

at

I^AHIETY
DUE SOON

Chicago, Dec. 8.

. Although there’s been no signi-

ficant upturn in Windy City net-

work TV program contributions

this season, the town continues as

a major selling centre, second only
to New York in web billings. The
newly-powered ABC-TV operation

has especially benefited from the
advertising plums hereabouts, with
Chi-booked network sales current-

ly fetching in close to $1,000,000

in gross billings every four weeks.
. The just-launched Motorola full-

hour Tuesday night dramatic show,
an $80,000 time and production
package, was sold -here as the

..alternate to U. S. Steel hour. Ditto

the weekly Kraft “TV Theatre.”

Both rank as major factors in the

ABC resurgence not only in terms
of income but prestige as well.

Not 7 counting such holdovers as

the Mars-Kellog tandem sponsor-
ship, of“Super Circus” or Hot-
point’s “Ozzie and Harriet,” and
other Chi-placed repeat accounts,

new client wrapups this year rep-

. Washington, Dec. 8.

Highest price paid for a radio
station in several years was re-
vealed here Over the weekend with
the sale of WGAR in Cleveland by
the G. A. Richards estate to the
Peoples Broadcasting Co. for $1,-
750,000. Also sold, for the. same
amount, were KXLY and KXLY-
TV in Spokane, Wash*, in which
Ed Craney and Bing Crosby are
largest stockholders, to the North-
ern Pacific Radio Corp. and the
Northern Pacific TV Corp,, owned
by a New York group.

In its announcement of the $3,-
750,000. sales, the Blackburn-
Hamilton Co., media property bro-
kers, pointed to the WGAR deal as
“something more than another ra-
dio station transaction” and “a sig-
nificant and effective answer to. the
prophets of doom and despair
among radio station owners who
were ready to close, thtir doors
and hang out the crepe when TV
came along*”

..
Company said ithas more po-

tential buyers for stations than it

has properties to offer. Purchasers
of the WGAR and KXLY proper-
ties, ^it added, “have faith in the
selling power of radio” and “would
not be anxious, to risk their money
if they thought radio

,
is dead or

that business is going into a tail-

;
spin,”

i .

Purchase of WGAR marks the
entrance of Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Co. of Columbus. O.,
parent of Peoples, into bigtime ra-
dio. Company owns stations in

(Continued on page 36)

bad.

Crosley representatives told . .

the FCC yesterday (Mon. V that it !
these aieas

dropped out. of the contest for

channel 8 in Indianapolis and

switched to channel 13 following

the merger of competing appli-

cants for channel 8 and >ai reevalu- i

ation of its chances to win the con-
j

test:.
I

Replying to protests by three
.

By Xmas Slim
Washington, Dec. 8.

Prospects of FCC action on color
TV by Christmas now' look dim.
Agency met with its staff last w eek
to review’ status of the proceedings
looking toward authorization, but
still has considerable work before
it can reach conclusions on stand-
ards.

, . ,, , ,
Commissioners are swramped

resent nearly half nf the $L000,M0 these days with a mounting work-
four-\veek take. The local ABC-TV load connection with TV abnii*

'vil!°bc

n
botir|ood and

j

team headed^- James Stirton di-LtionS . m^ “ oT.rgumem,
For the public :t « 'rector c. network TV operations,

| on examiners’ decisions, nror^d-
it means a

choice of programs for the first

time and. in some cases, live in-

stead of delayed shows by kine-

scope. It will also mean more
local shows as the result of com-

petition for audience.

i and sales

But the element of competition

b^SS5..U3
,,

^SnuV‘?l *•» *TjXd
sacoVd* VHF

the grant of its dismissal re<

*J|“

t
_

, many markets. wiU ^nlniost
j

story," iboth alternate week pick-
wrrrir'

ups) and Ekco’s soon-ending satur-

on examiners’ decisions, proceed-
manager Jerry Vernon

j jngs for assignments of more chan-
currently have 16 shows riding the

: nels. and hundreds of petitions in-
web under the Chi %ales banner. volving for contests for stations.
Six of these are new this ye&r.

| As these matters require irnrne-
Besides the aforementioned

;
diate action, there’s little time for

Kraft and Motorola sales, new 1

1953-54 biz includes the Realemon
pickup of tlie John Daly news
show. Armour’s “Pride of the Fam-
ily,” Seely’s “The Comeback

Crosley

t™ss‘t.r=i :
s*-* s

are riot “parties in interest” in the Qratovsvho hav
" bJ

channel 8 proceedings and. are
|

le
VHF hearings

,!!witb.o.ut_Legal:.jnte JR._(h?_i.
a

M -r,,-. cittes -li ke^
Commissiori’s' action in allowing

,

^omtl b^1o> New
dismissal.

sessions on color.

How’ever, it’s still hoped stand-
ards can be authorized by year’s
end, but it won’t bi> surprising ^if'

action is not taken until the first

or second week in Januarv.

atiori spread every-othcr-week on j

'Jamie,” “Quick as a Flash,’’!
! “George Jessel Show’’ and Come-

The channel 13 applicants had

contended that the FCC would not

have granted Crosley’s dismissal

request without prejudice if Cros-

ley had revealed its plans to shift

to channel 13. Dismissal with

prejudice wrouM have prevented

Crosley from shifting.

Crosley denied that it misled the

Commission in not divulging its

(Continued on page 44)

Smoke & Wax Chin
James Sheldon, who stages Arm-

strong’s “Circle theatre” on NBC-

TV, has been tapped as one of four

directors on .the web’s “Robert

Montgomery Presents” in a four*

way production and direction inno-

vation, • .

Sheldon will be one of the two

masterminds for thfc Jdhnson’s Wax
ehd, with alternating Lucky Strike

btfVirig'A similar- setup.

Louis. Pittsburgh. Buffalo.

Orleans. Milwaukee, Miami and

Indianapolis, where two more

(Continued on page 42)

as

Playwright John Cecil Holm will

make a “comeback” as an actor

next Friday night (11) on the

“Mania” tele . series. Part is un-

derstood in for a run.

Before writing “Three Men On a

Horse,” Holm was a legit actor,

arid he's made occasional thespirig

sorties since then, between au-

thoring numerous plays.

TV Scoreboard
Stations on air ......... 335

UHF on air 116

Stations authorized ......

.

612

UHF authorized ........ 300

Permits last week . 10

'MEDALLION' RENEWS;

RIDES 129

NBC FOR FLA. POST
Ad Schneider is resigning this

week as head of news and special
events at NBC.-TV to join Hack.
Swain v Productions in Sarasota,

Chrysler Corp. has renewed the
an(j operations for the outfit.

CBS-TV “Medallion Theatre” for
i His resignation at NBC-TV takes

the ’54 run on 129 stations, largest
{
cifcct Friday (11) and he

coverage for a dramatic series,

With BBD&O turning in the good
news last week. While the renewal
came as no surprise, the motor

joins
Swain next Tuesday (15>.

. Swain Productions is the film
and recording arm of the George.
H. Poulson Co. It's headed by Hack

outfit was well aware of the show’s Swalrvto whom Schneider will re-

heavy competition, with its 10 ^ ^ headquarter^ in Barasota.

o’clock berth being the last seg- J
His resignation- from^NBC

... follows
;

mpnt’nf MttC-TV “Show of Shows." I

a 15-year tour with the net, during
which he launched the first live

ment of NBC-TV “Show of Shows.
However,. “Medallion” 1 has made
steady rises in the ratings, with

the latest Nieisen giving it a 21.6,

MCA-package originates live in

N. Y. and stars Broadway and Hob
lywood names, with several of

these having made their teledebiits

on the show. Mort Abrahams is the

producer, and Don Medford directs.

newscasts, in February of 1948,
and produced or supervised several
of NBC’s* top features, including

the “March of Medicine” series,

‘The Camel News Caravan,” and
the web’s coverage of the annual

Rose Bowl arid Tournament of

Roses Parade.
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Jimmy Durante and Ethel Mer-
man started a little late on Sun-
day's (6) session of - ‘Cdlgate Com-
edy Hour” on NBC-TV, but by the
latter half of the show* it was a
display rolling in high-gear. Every-
thing on the tail-end was socko.
The forepart of the session had its

points, but if was evident that the
duo weren’t on target all the time.

Miss Merman is probably one of
the most assured singers in show
biz. She projects with tremendous
vitality and showmanship. She's
surely a . match for the great
Durante. However, they just didn't
get started for a while. The Schnoz
and Miss Merman duetting the
songs,that she and Miss Martin did
on the Ford show just didn't have
the same impact
One of tpe faults might have

been the fact that filmed and live
portions of the show didn’t give off
an even quality, the difference in
reception was sometimes discon-
certing. The Durante show em-

{
Joyed a gimmick of, relating this
ayout in terms of ancient Chinese
drama. The. presentation used the
forms of the ancient Oriental plays
which made a charming peg for
Durante’s comedies. The Schnoz
as a propraan provided comedy in-
terference With the action. One of
the characters in this segment was
a maid named Kal Cheim. Lineal
descendants (Kalcheim) ot this.
Oriental are prominent in the
William Morris Agency.

There are memorable moments
In any Durante show. For example,
Durante voluntarily cut short a
dramatic moment because he didn't
Avant to make it too tough for the
philco Playhouse to follow him.

Miss Merman also had a top mo-
ment to herself when she duetted
the fugue from “Call Me Madam”

voted to her filmed image.
. Eddie Jackson, had his usual

romp, and Keye Luke as the
Chinese conferencier gave good
support. Jose.

With anyone else but Jack
Benny they would have said, “he
got lucky.” Two sockeroos in a
row, Sundays-on-end, is an event
reserved^ for the great. Those *who
rated his “Horn Blows at Mid-
night” on “Omnibus” as the super
of his TV career, may by now have
revised their thinking. What
passed this reviewing stand cant

f
et any worse than a photo finish.
laying it close to the belt, it was

the yearns comedy standout in
what may be teevee’s biggest com-
edy year.

In this first filming for the
Luckies series, Jack Benny proved
indubitably that all the sponta-
neity of the live show can be pre-
served in the tinned concept. Not
only that, blit for added plussage
it could also be in the forefront

starched wit that help “make” a
show.

Luckily for Luckies this one was
on film. It’ll be around many times
again, the standby for, any emer-
gency or just plain apprising be-
cause .it’s just plain so howling
good. Helm.

Motorola moved into the skip-a-
week alternating slot with U. S.
Steel on ABC-TV Tuesday (1) with
the network’s “TV Hour" package,
now dubbed the “Motorola TV
Hour.” For the third show in the
series and the first under the
Motorola banner, exec producer
•Herb Brodkin brought out a mod-
ern version of Dickens’ “Tale of
Two Cities,” a dramatization of the
Berlin struggle1

, “Brandenburg
Gate."

With Steel and Motorola sharing
the Tuesday night time, the two
series invite comparison, and here
Steel comes off a winner. The
Theatre Guild-produced segment
has more discipline, a more mature
and intelligent approach to video
dramatics. On the other hand, the
Motorola segment has wisely
eschewed the heavier dramatics
that distinguish the Steel stanza
for the more popular type of show
—western, comedy (as in the first

two sustaining presentations) and
intrigue (as in “Brandenburg
Gate”), ft’s a smart approach to
take, but it’s got to be brought off
just . right. “Brandenburg Gate”
wasn’t right.'

.
A; further distinction between

the two series is the emphasis in
Steel on character study and the
Motorola , accent on plot. " Some-
times the emphasis can be carried
to extremes, and that’s what ap-

. . - .. ... . , ,
- ——- . peared to happen in “Gate." Scrip-

-the-screen^ de-4-ter JohnVlahos. .in an attempt to
parallel the

.

Dickens : classic as
closely as possible, did a “twin”
bit with Jack Palance, making his
vidramatic bow, enacting the dual
roles of an American journalist in
West Berlin and an East Berliner

who is leading the underground
uprising against the Communists,
With the two Palahces Sneaking

back and. forth over the border and
with Maria Riva as a fraulein who
for a time ran around with the
American Palance and then turned
out to be the German Palance’s
wife, the show was. pretty much a
study in confusion. Thomas Gomez
as-an opportunist of mixed loyalties
didn’t help : much either. As a
pictOralization of the struggles
between East

;
and West, the play

registered only superficially, mainly
because of the overemphasis on a
trick, plot.

Palance, curiously enough, seem-
ed more at ease in one part than
in another. He was far more be-
lievable as the German than as
the cynical American who in the
end sacrifices himself for * 'humani-
ty” and for Miss, Riva. Latter did
her . customary excellent j o h.

Gomez did the best he could with
a part that wasn’t too clearly de-
lineated. Llli Darvas scored as an
East German fanatic who betrays
her husband for her own ambition
and “the cause" and is finally
destroyed by -Palanee. Others in
the cast gave good support, par-
ticularly Joseph Wiseman as a
Russian commander.
Play had plenty of excitement,

hut little else to . commend
.

it.

Ralph Nelson’s direction was on
the ragged side, due largely to the
vagaries of the script, but other
production values were okay. Fred
Stover’s six-set scenic job was
good. Series, slanted a's it is toward
|* general audience, should build
strongly, hut the yery desire to
pitch it at the mass aud via less

mature properties has its pitfalls,

as demonstrated by “Gate.”
-— -Chonr

—

“Toast of the Town" ran the
gamut from culture to can-can last
Sunday (6) via CBS-TV. It was a
wide spread that lacked sustained
impact but its range was so large

YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS
NBC is making fast and furious

with its chromatic scaling. Bob
Hope, Donald O’Connor and a cou-
ple of specials like “Carmen” and
the KFO-Garroway “St; George &
the Dragon” have been turned out
to graze in the green-red-and-blue
pastures and now “Show of Shows”

t

is over the rainbow hurdle. As a

|
mere color rehearsal, staged for
sponsors-agencies, et aL, at the
Center Theatre’s monitors-in-the-

,
cubicles and originating out of the

of anything he has ever done on
|
usual Colonial Theatre tint HQ atTV .... 4.1 - _ < 1 . c J__ 1C1TV. Good, better or best, as the

mood of variables dictates, it hit
the top strata and stayed there.

If memory serves, early in his
TV career he tried a similar tack
of ktory line comedy with Clau-
dette Colbert and Robert Mont-
gomery and- it scored mightily.
Only the skeleton plot was re-
tained but with Irene Dunn, Greg-
ory Ratoff, Vincent Price- and a
butler named Rex Evans as co-
protagonists it bagged more laughs
that the limit allows. In the hands
of anyone less skilled In the deli-
cate comedy nuances, commonly
called “touches," it would have
played like a dozen others. But
with Benny and his polished -help-
ers, it was a classical gem of atom-
ic humor.
The situation called for Benny

to dislodge Price as Miss Dunne’s
leading man over Ratoff’s protest.
That and little more . hut with
Benny supplying the filling it

made the big difference. From his
writing staff of four he got literary
lace, in his idlom,‘and. at the tiller

charting the course through high
waves of hilarity was Ralph Levy
and. Hilliard Marks, crafty as they
come in the comedy field, Just to
pick one gag from the laugh-
packed. script, Benny tagged off his
curtain speech by welcoming a
new station in Las Vegas to the
network. When he fumbled with
the call letters, a voice from off
stage stopped him. “Sorry, folks,”
poker-faced Benny, “they just
lost it."

It was Benny at his holiday best
and every line and business glove-
fitted to . his peculiar traits of
wringing laughs from every word
and gesture. Miss Dunne was cap-
itally correct and, to borrow from
Lobelia, “never looked lovelier.”

The sputtering, excitable Ratoff
was an excellent foil , for 'Benny ?s

ambitions and Price the exemplar
•of suavity , driven to outbursts of
bad temper. Evans as the butler
supplied thpse

;
little cameos of

o o’clock last Saturday (5). four
hours in advance of the regular
monochrome menu, it represented
about the best kind of shakedown
that could happen.

This being a 90-minute stanza
with an enviable record in the
imagination and general produc-
tion sweepstakes, they “just hap-
pened” to have a show to play mate
to the tint To reduce the risk of
marital incompatibility, Max Lieb-‘
man tc Co. went back into the files
for some surefire skits and pro-
duction stanzas and in doing so
“just happened” to think that
maybe some surefire hands to aug-
ment the. regular roster might be
in order. Everyone knows what
Sid . Caesar and Jmogine Coca are
capable of—in b&w or with the
hues added—so that’s no Surprise.
And that Carl Reiner and Howard
Morris could so extend themselves
at this outing as to reveal stellar
_skill is no secret within the walls
of S of S.” Same goes for dancers
Bambi Linn Sc Rod Alexander; for
singer Jack Russell, whom the
vision of color must have inspired
as to thesping and mobility—and
that goes also for the sOcko terping
groups paced by James Starbuck.
Returning Bill Hayes (on leave

of absence from “Me & Juliet”)
and Judy Johnson, his erstwhile
vocal partner on the show (flown
in from the. Coast), was another
master stroke, for all these are
people with talent and vigor. And
hostess Faye Emerson was good to
look at, including the several
changes in couture that the color
additive enhanced to new dimen-
sions, as it did for nearly the en-
tire gamut of costumes and sets.

The big point is that *color needs
a show, and a show me/ms people.
The. negatives can be corrected.
For instance, the forepart was no
great shakes on tint. Miss Coca
looked haggard under .the low-key
hues with its dominant, pickly
green. The home-neaf-a-hangar

teeoff with Caesar Is a spyndskit
that appeared just as good oh the
monochrome set, perhaps even
better. In the pair’s newsstand
sketch, the green was hazy -rather
than definite and that, with mix-
ture of "purple” and blue, seemed
tasteless. The set was okay in
b&w, while of “studio” odor in the
color display. An approach to good
color employment was in the Linn-
Alexander “Blue Danube” number
on full stage, but this lacked the
occasional intimacy needed to get
it off the ground, despite the
sterling choreo. As a matter of
fact, the first half hour put the
RCA Victor commercials at the
head of the class, with the closcups
of a radio set particularly boffo.
fFrom here in the sponsor con-
tributions were in monochrome
since they’re on celluloid; consid-
ering the contrast disfavoring
b&w, the ad agencies ought to. get
busy pronto.)

About midway, color started its
rampage via reprise of the “Town
Clock” number with C Sc C, Mor-
ris and Reiner plus Ed Herlihy’s
smooth narration. What went be-
fore was only a shakedown for this
sock stanza, which is one of two
sequences that NBC is kinnie-col-
orlng. The other—probably the
best tint number ever telecast

—

was Liebman’s repeat of “Jazz
Mikado” which, as far as the eye
is concerned, ran the gamut of the
spectrum in arresting hues that
showed off the .Japanese- costumes
and decor. The dancing, an chirp-
ing were not less than superlative
and the cast put over a 20-minute
dazzlcr with the collaboration ' of
Messrs. Gilbert Sc Sullivan that
made colorvision come of age in
one fell swoop. G Sc S never had
a finer interpretation in the off-
beat version.
Among the other numbers, Hayes

did well in the Harold Alien tune,
“Any Place I Hang My Hat Is
Home,” with low-key lighting;
Caesar soloed on types of marriage
proposals, but excess motion of his
hands clouded the tint; Miss Coca,
Starbuck and dancers did a rerun
of “Sleeping Beauty” ballet where
the hues were appropriately bright,
almost stunning, with here and
there a clash.. C Sc C’s' panto con-
cert skit was good both as to per-
formance and the tint. There were
a couple of dozen reps from spon-
sors and agencies and they saw
what may have been the top color-
shbw turned out by the NBC corps
in • this ‘ closed-circuit editlbn.

;* Trail.

that it couldn’t help pleasing some
of the viewers some of the time.
. Guestar Charles Boyer was the
exponent of culture and the boys -

from the Princeton Triangle Club1

were . the tacklers of the cam-can.
Boyer came off second best. His
stint, a speech from Shaw’s “Don
Juan In Hell,” was fiery and pas-
sionate but it meant little out of
context. Boyer came on with plenty
of power after Ed Sullivan sbt the
scene but latter’s intro failed to
explain what all the shouting was
abqut.

'

The Triangle troupe’s efforts, on
the other hand, nebded no explana-.
tion. Muscular males ip femme
garb are good for sight yooks and
their can-can terping was solid.
Sullivan gave the boys 'a strong
plug ior their touring “Aiice in
Blunderland."
.
“Kismet,” . legituner which

opened on Broadway last week,
also was on Sullivan’s plug list.

The big production scene was set
in Persian styling a la “Kismet”
and the show’s top song, “Stranger
in Paradise” was given a neat read-
ing by Julius LaRosa. Tune was
blended with a topflight workover
of “The Bell Song” by Metop star
Roberta Peters. LaRosa also did
an okay job with “Old Black
Magic” and the inevitable “Eh,
Cumpari.”
Sam. Levenson, on a one-a-

month basis, came through socko
with a dissertation on marriage.
Spiel was punchy and delightful all
the way. Magico Viggo Jalin and
flamenco terpster Rafael Ruiz were
okay fillers.

Lincoln - Mercury commercials
were dished opt in good taste.

Gros.

“Fireside Theatre" on NBC-TV
seems to be deliberately “playing
down" quality. This suspicion is
aroused and supported by ‘ last
week’s script choice—“The Alien."
Granting that the title is provoca-
tive and tjie theme, deportation
proceedings, promising, merit ends
there. The treatment of motivation
and characterization is unreliev-
edly hokey-pokey and would shame
a “B” (for bad) double feature.
The flavor of mediocrity starts

with the central character. You
will tune in a good many tele-
dramas to encounter a more boob-
like “hero.” Sonny has gotten
himself jailed on a narcotics rap.
Sweet moral turpitude! So the

|Immigration people, who discover
he has no citizenship status be-
cause his papa “forgot” to . take
out papers, want to send Sonny
back to Poland. The stupid son of
a stupid father.
The cornball payoff: the young

man escapes from Ellis Island,
quite a swim. But he really can-
not take it on the lam after a
little girl of five throws a volley
ball at him. In a gush of paternal
feeling, the hero rushes to the
hospital where at that very in-
stance, as the plot has it, his wife
is giving birth to their own Chilch
Waiting for him in the hospital
reception room is the benevolent
and infinitely wise immigration in-
spector who has learned, \yhile the
hero was swimming to the Jersey
shore and doubling back, that the
true narcotics operator was an
ostensibly respectable citizen,
long admired by the young dope,
excuse the pun. Lana.

The savv.V that Lawrence Spi-
vak’s “Meet the Press” usually
shows in selection of an examinee
was entirely missing with ex-Com-
mie Elizabeth Bentley on the re-
ceiving end of the panel’s search-
ing questions. It seemed obvious
On last Sunday’s (fi) NBC stanza
that Miss Bentley could supply
nothing that isn’t already known
andi-that-her-arscnal'ha^IoiTg since-
been exhausted by the FBI to
which she turned during the war
to expose Communist infiltration
into Government, etc.' But that
Miss Bentley is no orthodox sen-
sationalist was just as obvious in
her refusal to get mixed up in the
hot Climate of political turmoil or
make irrensponsible responses, de-
claring time and again that she
would have to refer to her Senate-
House testimony for given data.
As a result, moderator Spivak

and the panel quartet seemed ex-
asperated at their “failure” to
pierce Miss Bentley’s defenses pr
break down her deadpan inscruta-
bility. They tried—Raymond P.
Brandt (St. Louis Post-Dispatch);
John J. Madigan (INS); Robert
Riggs (LoUisville Courier-Journal),
and Richard Wilson (Cowles Publi-
cations)—but it was no soap.

Trau.

t < jt i i

The mere idea of telescoping
Dostoevski’s, portentuous • - “Crime
and Punishment’’ • into •

< half-hour
TV play—‘and • in semi-monolog

form- yet—is a little frightening.
That the “High Tension” show on
WOR-TV last week (3) managed to
strip tbb • voluminous work to its
essentials’and corhe up with an ac-
ceptable and intriguing study of a
tortured -.soul is the more to its
credit.

. , v •

Martin Kosleck, who used to
specialize in playing Nazi villains
on the screen during and before
the war,;had the lea<T in what was
called “The Deadliest Sin.” Thanks
to veiy effective camera handling;
a good"musical background ahd .an
expert performance which avoided
r number of obvious pitfalls, the
show had a unique quality.

It takes a very accomplished ac-
tor to carry off such a monolog
and to carry it off well. Kosleck,
with the cameras concentrating on
him for 30 minutes, did a remark-
able job as the student who kills
and whose - conscience eventually
gives him away.' Jay Bennett did
the adaptation tvhich emphasized—
wisely—the psychological* aspects
of the atory and the student’s inner
struggle over whether he had the
right to kill.

Bichard Simon’s direction had
considerable merit and kept the
show from going stale after the
first 15 minutes. Lawrence Meiikin

f

>roduced. Sets were,kept absolute-
y simple; . Narrator set the stage
effectively and provided some of
the dialog. ffi/t.

The jazz note was the only thing
that was muted in the adaptation
of Mezz Mezzrow’s autobiog, “Real*
ly rrhe Blues," on the NBC-TV
Robert Montgomery show Mohday
night (7). In every other respect,
this was a superlative drama ox
shocking^impact about A jazzman
who was hooked on a four-year
narcqticr jag.

This was strictly adult video and
at 8:30 pjn., it’s hoped that no
kids were watching this candid
spectacle of deterioration and suf-
fering in a junkie’s “lost week-
end." One nightmare ballet se-
quence Was both sexy and scarify-
ing, and Jackie Cooper’s portrayal
°f -an addict’s agony was wincing
in its realistic detail. That Cooper
has emerged into an actor of high
stature was fully proved in this
hour stanza.
The opening act of this drama

,

scripted by Agnes Eckhardt, set
Cooper, as Mezzrow, in- the context
of a typical middle-class Jewish
family completely alien to Mezz*
row’s jazz ambitions. Lile the au-
tobiog, the play was frank in Its
details and how Mezzrow came
under the influence of Negro blues
while serving time in a reforma-
tory. Whether the details of the
Mezzrow book were followed liter-
ally Is unimportant; the video
drama was fundamentally honest.
The rest of the teleplay - deline-

ated the jazzman’s drive to lead
his own band, his early successes
and the subsequent failure which
led to the dope kick. The drama
had pace, and progression but,
above all, it was marked by Coop-
er’s sensitive probing of the cen-
tral role.. An excellent supporting
cast included June Dayton, Ed
Bums and Kenny Delmar.

Herm.
"

Diek Haymes was excused from
a Coast hearing into his immigra-
tion difficulties last week because
he was in New York collecting
some useful clams from Auto-Lite.
He proved a plausible -and attrac-
tive leading man in a “Suspense’*
story with an off-formula plot.
This revolved around an actress
who persists in acting out imag-
inary dangers while on dates. Her
own boy friend is wise to her prac-

the -other-
girrbut Haymes, as a visiting fire-
man, tries to rescue the dame
from a supposed threat of murder
only to get himself: jammed

.
on a

manslaughter rap when he knocks
the supposed ' assassin down a
flight of stairs.

Only one thing wrong with the
story: the American (and CBS)
rule against socking women pre-
vented Haymes from beating lip

that actress at the end Such was
the emotional impulse in at Jeast
one viewer. Land.

Arnold Schulman’s 30-minute
adaptation of the Ernest Hernihg-*
way story, “Capital of the World,"
was the dramatic highlight of
“Omnibus” on CBS-TV Sunday
afternoon (6). The show was also
marked by a dance version of the
same short storjr by the Ballet The-
atre troupe which provided some
poignant touches, but without the
sustained impact of the prose play.
The straight drama,- directed -by

Yul Brynher, \vas a sensitive po^-

(Continued On page 48)
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on television, the professionals are
busy making friends with their TV
program. They are creating new
fans. TV is whetting the public's

appetite for football,'*

'Howdy’, Webb, Et Al
CofttJaaeS Iren page II

and six regional bankrolling deals,

amounting to over $4,500,000 in

billing and boosting the net's total

billings 30% of this year; and via

the solid ratings the games have
drawn against big-show competi-
tion oh other webs. Average Niel-

sen for the 14 Sunday games dur-

ing the six weeks ended Nov. 7

was a solid 27.0, with the highest

individual game getting a 33.1 and
the lowest a 20.0, On Saturday
nights, -against even tougher com-
petition (“Show of Shows,’’ Jackie
Gleason, et al.), the average for

seven games in the same six-week
period was 23.8, with a i high of

8.6 and a low of 19.2. For all 21
Saturday and Sunday games, the
average was 25.9. That’s a lot of

audience for any web, but espe-

cially for DuMont, which exceeds
20 on very few of its year-round
shows.

That the National Football
Lfeague itSelf is happy with the ar-

rangement was testified to -by the
fact that Comr. Bert_ Bell made the
DuMont setup a part of his defense
in the anti-trust suit against the
League. He pointed but that the
League no longer unduly restricts

televising of pro football, that it’s

public service-minded via the tele-

casts.

Even more''important is the fact

that the dubowners, aside from the
coin jingling in from video rights
sold to the met and sponsors, are
headed toward their best gate in
history, one which will exceed last

year’s record ot 2,149,632 attend-
ance. Such record gates* as the
85,000 attendance at Los Angeles
Coliseum for the L, A. Bams-San
Francisco 49ers game and the 93,-

000 at the Coliseum for the Rams-
Detroit Lions fray are traced to
video’s fan-creating touch.

Vic Morabito, co-owner of the
49ers, said that home attendance
has averaged 44,000; which is 3,000
per game higher than last year.
He expects to top. last year’s profits

I of $195,000. “TV was the. con-
vincer,” he said. “The telecasts

brought Up a lot of new customers
whom we found couldn’t be enticed
to the stadium by other means. TV
has proved to all of us that we real-

ly have a major league sport in

pro ball.’/

Tipoff*to the success of the Du*
Mont grid grind came in a recent
statement from Ed (Moose) Krause,
Notre Dame athletics director and
one of the severest critics of the
highly restricted NCAA television

policy. He was reported as saying:
“.The pros are smarter than we are.

While the colleges and the NCAA
are pondering about who will be

WGAR-WXLY
Continued from pace 23

Trenton, N. J., Worthington, O.,

and Fairmont, W. Va. It also has
a TV permit for a UHF station in

Trenton. Farm Bureau recently

sold its Washington, D. C„ station,

WOL, for $125,000.

Sale Of WGAR also is another
step in the liquidation of the three

50 kw radio stations owned by the
late G; A. Richards, who died in

the midst of prolonged FCC pro-

ceedings on charges of news-slant-

ing, particularly on station KMPC
in Los Angeles, Richards’ widow
recently sold KMPC to a company
headed by. Gene Autry. Only WJR
in Detroit is left of the big three.

Purchasers of KXLY are Rich-
ard Jones, formerly general man-
ager of WABD in New York; Jo-

seph Harris, former, president of

Motion Pictures for TV ; and Nor-
man Eisenstein, real estate oper-
ator and industrialist.

Seattle—-Earl Reilly, Jr., account
exec at KING here, has been
named program director .

for the
station, announces Otto Brandt,
v.p. and general manager.

.

Doody” has for some time bad that

worried look vis-a-vis the rating

graphs on the Coast, where the
cross-boarder fares so poorly as to

make an on-the-scene visit there
mandatory. So Bob Smith & Co.

will point their thumbs toward
California for two weeks of dipsy-

“Doody”-ing starting Jan. 11, Here
too, as in the Jack Webb reverse
visitation breakout, the quickie

will be surrounded by promotion.

Not clearly in this one-coast-to-

another invasion is Hallmark’s TV
“Hall of Fame,’’ although its N.Y.
based production of (and with)

Maurice Evans* w.k. “Richard II”

in extension to two hours is ex-

pected to focus an attention on the
Albert McCleery-reined stanza that

it hasn’t enjoyed since last sea-

son’s history-rmaklng production of

/ Hamlet" starring Evans. Whether
the presence of Evans and a legit

cast in the rarely given Shakes-
pearean opus—'Which is certain to

ipake a dent in the rating banks-^
Will be a persuader in shifting the

i Hallmark show into a. larger quota
of4* Gotham originations wherein
legit talent can be used more ex-
tensively, is undetermined at this

point. It’s slotted for Jan. 24.

Sherwood From Coast
NBC-TV’s reverse angle applies

in the case of Robert E. Sher^

Like giant horns on the horizon, radio-relay

towers carrying television programs throughout

the country are now standard fixtures in the

American scene.

coaxial cable facilities make possible an audi-

ence of one hundred million people Who may
see and hear the same event at the same instant.

The ability to cany important public events,

programs of education and entertainment for

millions of Americans truly makes the horn-

shaped radio-relay antennas an important addi-

tion to our nation's resources. •

Already more than $100,000,000 worth of Bell

System facilities and equipment are devoted

to furnishing television network service, The
rapidly expanding television routes extend from
coast to coast and from the Great Lakes to

die Gulf of Mexico. They total some 40,000

channel miles.

wood’s first teleplay under his net-
work pact, with die playwright’s
“The Backbone of America’' riding
oiit of Hollywood under a $155,000
talent and production labeL Bas-
ing on the Coast is predicated on
a twofold theory: immediate avail-
ability of top picture stars plus
production elbow room and away
from a congested New York with
its counterpart in “yesmen” whose
opinions, sought and unsought, can
add up to plethora of script and
technique havoc. (Here also the
results will condition a decision by
sponsoring Miller Beer and NBC
production brass headed by Adrian
Samish as to where Sherwood’s
next two plays u«;der that sponsor-
ship will emanate. Miller has the
option which it can exercise for an
Easter and a summertime stanza.
If the Coast “Backbone" is a click,

that climate will probably be
favored for at least one of Sher-
wood’s next pair as far as the lager
outfit is concerned.) Wendell
Corey is the first of four stars
pacted by Samish for the; teleplay.

There have been other two-ply
'segment and talent) exchanges
since the season was launched, but
the next major, bag-and-baggage
transplantation will bring Wally
Cox & Co. to the Coast Dec, 13
for an origination on Fred Coe’s
“Mister Peepers’* with an upbeat
in the ratings out thataway in.

mind. Not included in the flight
will be one of the key funny girls,

Marion* Lome, who plays the
absentmiiided teacher. Reason is

she’s allergic to planes. Her part
will be written out.

what can only be described as a
switch on McCarthy’s own pa-
tented angle.

As a good illustration, Allison
recently covered the suspension of
suspected Red teachers in this city
by inviting to his show several of
their pupils^ and querying these
students to learn if they had been
“slanted" by .anything these al-
leged Red teachers had taught
them. : This broadcast was a tie-
one said yes, one said no, and pro-
duced a deluge of phone calls.

During the broadcast, one stu-
dent,. now. in business, took time --
out to make a forcible aside to
the radio audience insisting that
his appearance on the Allison pro-
gram did not mean he was a Red.

Allison has kept his own politics
a; mystery to Philadelphians, in-
sisting he is a registered inde-
pendent voter. Recently, he took
a slam at a bill proposed by a
legislator who happens to be a
close personal friend of the Sylk
brothers; Allison’s sponsors. He
has also taken verbal punches at
city politicians, at the high transit
fares, and has come out openly
for legal gambling. Mixed into
this Quixotic crusading are
equally toxic issues, such as the
defense of a crooner who sought
a

.

divorce, and a demand over the
airwaves that : the “Rosenbergs
fry.”

’ 1-Syllable Lowell Thomas’
Allison is a strictly one-syllable

Lowell Thomas and his fracture of
syntax and eloquent mastery o£ in-
elegant speech has won him a
midnight following ranging from
State senators to elevator boys.
According to Allison, the FBI

have been “fine” and came into
his; life recently to private-eye
threatening letters, received by
him. Allison makes a point of
giving a digest over the air of
eyery phone call he receives dur-
ing his broadcast, either pro or
con, and has a policy that no mat-
ter what is said about him on the
phone, he will repeat it in sub-
stance on the air.

Guest's on his prograrn recently
have included Drew Pearson, rep-
resentatives: of the ‘Friends Society
of Philadelphia, and a member of
the counsel for Senator McCarthy’s
committee.

Allison insists he is against
communism in government, but is

also. “investigating committees us-
ing the tactics of inquisition and
innuendo.”

ILL TIIIPHOMI SYSTEM
•W • ‘ ’

PROVI0IN8 TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR INTERCITY RAOIO AND TELEVISION TODAY AND TOMORROW

Importance of the Allison pro-
gi/ftm is that he is the only DJ oh
a controversial kick outside of New
York who has the intestinal forti-

tude to tackle what is at least
very risky open-mike program-
ming.
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NEW YORK wouldn'tknow about a strike on its own waterfront!

NEW YORK wouldn't know a President and a Senator were

inz rules inNEW YORK wouldn’t know about tough new

New York!

NEW YORK wouldn't know about a Big 3 meeting in Bermuda!

NEW YORK wouldn't even know why there were no newspapers

in New York!

If the newspaper strike had come in 1920, New York would be a com-

munity Without communications.

They’ve stopped the presses—but this is 1953, the era of radio and

television.
,

WNBC and WNBT are delivering the news right to the door of New

York's millions. More than 50 editions a day and extras carved into regu-

lar shows.* .

The Sunday edition comes out as usual—on television. An hour-long

Sunday paper, complete with hews, sports, drama reviews, woman's page,

news analysis.

Complete with advertisements, too, from the world’s largest depart-

ment store.

Yes, it's business as usual in New York's big stores. Speedy, flexible

radio and TV are doing the job. Get the order at noon* on the air at 1 . And

sometimes a sell out at 2.

Radio and TV to the rescue everywhere: an anxious producer with a new

Broadway show, packed the house with a single TV adl

From Patchogue to Poughkeepsie—Macy's to Kismet—WNBC and

WNBT are serving and selling.

WNBC§® WNBT§
c

< .* •

.

1



KABIO-TEUBVISIftl*

New York
iLoii Bunin’s “Alice in Wonder-

land” will be WCBS-TV’s Christ-

mas Day film special 4 to 5 p.m.,

with Bank of Manhattan sponsoring

in a “first” from that institution,

Incidentally, station gets 4:30 to 5
“Late Matinee” slotting starting
Monday ’(14)- as--“UN in Action”
exits due to UN's hiatus until next
March — unless an emergency
brings the organization back into
session . CBS-TV blueprinting
“Midway to Fame” for post-noon-,
time Sunday . . . Formula for com-
edy direction by producer-director
Ralph Levy of Jack. Benny’s show:
“I long ago discovered that tricky
camerawork docs not make a man
funny. I prefer to spend most of
my time staging a show and then
simply allowing my cameras to
cover ar.d not embellish the ac-
tion” . . Silent fi’m star Anna Q.
Nilsson in CBS-TV “Topper” next
Friday (18) . . . John Pavelko roleri
in last week’s “Robert Montgomery
Presents” on NBC-TV . , NBC’s
pitch oh “Daytime Dollars Buy
More” Will be stretched over eight
weeks . . . Morey Amsterdam chair-
mans talent committee for WNBT-

WNBC’s. Xmas shopping tour for

orphans.

Tommy Henrlch, ex - Yankee

g
reat, seen locally on Gross &
aer’s “Tommy Henrich Show,”

ABC-TV, Sat. 6 p.m., gets a 40-sta-

tion coverage starting Jan. 2 t spon-
sored by Marvel Mystery Oil . .

Regent Cigarets picked up the tab
for another 13 weeks of Gros$_<&.
Baer’s “Let's Take Sides,” WNBT
panaler.

Virginia Dunning, daughter of
playwright ^Philip Dunning, an
assistant director at WNBT, doing
the “Faye & Skitch” and Steve
Allen shows . .. Arlene Whelan
signed as the sixth and final panel-
ist on DuMont’s “Pantomime
Quiz,” which moved in from the
Coast . . William Marshall, best
known for his legit portrayal of
“De Lawd” in “Green Pastures,”
signed as permanent lead on WOR-
TV’s “Harlem Detective” . . . Jane
Pickens named chairman of the
Greater N. Y. Community Canvass
for the Salvation Army for 1954

. . Ray Heatherton, WOR-TV’s
“Merry Mailman,” elected to
AFTRA board ; Dan Levin, di-
rector of ABC-TV’s “Jamie,”,wrote
the script for the Dec. 14 show . . .

DuMont’s women’s and religious

\22nm*.

j

programming supervisor, Duncan
MacDonald* named television rep-

resentative on _the
.
advisoiy. board

of the United Nations News for

Women Broadcasters, succeeding
Alma Kltchell . . . Steve Allen’s

contest to And the man resembling
him most closely wound up with
ABC’s James Walsh/ assistant di-

rector on the net’s “Motorola TV
Hour,” the winnah.

Nelle Fisher doing choreography
for Philco’s 90-minute closed-cir-

cuit show out of Center Theatre
which i$ going out to dealers and
distrlbs,around country on Jan. 14.
- -The touring “Make Momma Hap-
py” has given up. two of its per-
formers to TV again . . ., Mark
Rydell steps into “The Man Be-
hind the Badge” next Sunday (13)

and Dolores Sutton has been
signed for tomorrow’s (10) “Kraft
TV Theatre” ... , Hugh J. McDer-
mott, from NBC directorial staff,

hops to Varedero Beaclrr Cuba,
next Monday (14) for edmbo vaca-
tion and look into Cuban TV . . ,

John Esau, manager of KTVQ,
Oklahoma City, in New York on
biz ... Mercury Artists new liter-

ary sectiqn has just inked Ogden
Nash and Justin Gilbert to exclu-
sive contracts and will hereafter
offer their more creative pen
works to TV . . . Following past
custom, . INS-Telenews again will

ready year-end film, reviews of

1953 highlights of major news and
sports happenings . . . Dr. Norman
Vincent Peale, religious - leader.

Wednesday December 9/ 1953

has agreed to host, for Stork Fea-

1

tures “Guideposts” TV series,

Patricia Jenkins will be leatured
iri'the old Pinero drama, “The Last

of-' Mrs. Cheyney,” starring Vicki

Cummings, next Monday-Friday
(14-18) on the “Broadway TV Thea-
tre” series . . . John Ross has taken

over management of Bunny
,Lewbel* and - the moppet’s first

video appearance under Ross man-
agement is Perry Como’s “Colgate

Comedy” stint Sunday (13),

Chicago
Chi NBC-TV sales topper Ed

Hitz celebrated his 53rd birthday

and 26th anni with the web last

week . . . As expected Hamms
Beer is again picking up half the

tab for WGN-TV’s Cubs and Sox
baseball telecasts next season.

Chesterfield is due in shortly for

the other half ... Ted Mack here

last week scanning the 4-H Club
talent show for “Amateur Hour’
possibilities . . . WBBM-TV open-
ing its Sunday a.m. schedule with

a Bible quizzer hosted by Mel Gal-

liart . ... Deejay Art Hellyer added
a commuting stretch to his string

of local AM-TV shows, with week-
ly spreads on WCAN-TV, Milwau-
kee, and WREX-TV. Rockford

Hertford—^A member of the

WTIC continuity department since

1950, James £. Hopkins has been
named station’s continuity direc-

tor. He replaces Alien Ludden.

ATTENTION, MR. ADVERTISER

!

BEFORE EFOtf

TALK ABOUT TRANSFORMATIONS l

Have you seen “GLAMOUR GIRL” Lately?
Toko a look (*) at our exciting now format, which adds the pace and excitement of a fast-moving new

quiz foaturo to the greatest woman's program an TV!

Notice hew the tempo of this popular show has bean stepped up by our now MC, glib ad-libbor JACK McCOY!

Hear ttiedifterencein the program since we've added live music to it, with famous composer-musician

GAYLORD CARTER in charge!

Notice the tremendous now foaturo that lots evpry woman In Amorjcg participate In the program . • . our

"Homo Glamour Girl" contest that's drawn almost 250,000 letters from viewers and continues to pull over

1.000 letters a day.

Viewers? "GLAMOUR GIRL" in its latest rating racked up b 4.9, while its closest competition turned up
with a meager .OH f**J.

If you've got a client who sells to wamen, "GLAMOUR GIRL" is made to order for him!

Take a look and see for yourself!

GLAMOUR
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif,

(*) ... on NBC-TV, Monday through Friday, at 10:30 A.M.(EDT)

(**) . . . in Lo« Angalat, tha 3rd largttt market in the U.S.

RODUCTIONS
HOIlywood 2-602S

Sets *54 Pattern
Walt Framer Productions is in

the throes of pre-winter cleaning

that’s calculated to rid the N. Y.

television packager of even the

slightest connection with proper-

ties not owned and controlled by
the house. Parallel with this is a

prospectus of new program fodder
that will receive exclusive atten-

tion from prexy Walt Framer
down to join the lush takings on
“Strike It Rich”- and “The Big
Payoff” in the “under one roof”
sweepstakes.

As of the first of the year, Fra-

mer surrenders the exec producer
reins on the three-a-week “Double
or Nothing” with the CBS daytime
TV’er continuing under the same
aegis of Campbell Soup via the
Ward Wheelock agency. Framer
has masterminded the quizzer since

its original video breakout a year
ago October. With that out of the
way* the five new properties on the
packager's agenda will go into an
“Operation Stakeout” calculated to
make Framer ride with a record
peak in video stanzas.

No. 1 in touted potency^-and
tagged with that economical “un-
dergo,000” label—is a half-hour
dramatic segment, “Crisis,” which
represents the company’s maiden
foray into playscripts. Framer is

pushing this not only as a convex
tional money-maker but one that
will give his outfit that prestige

aura in view of its concentration
until now On aud-participationers
and quizzer-diilers. The latter will

remain in upbeat, of course, since

the other four programs are along
these lines. These are “Make a
Million,” comedy quiz, starring Jer-

ry Lester; “Jack & the Jukebox”
and “YouUl Be Surprised,” audi-
ence shows, and “Race Through
Space,” labeled as an educational
kid quiz.

Some $5,000,000 in billings plus
anticipated acquisition of new ac-

counts ‘ are involved in last week’s
developments which saw the Chas.
Dallas Reach Co. undergo retitling

along with the addition of a couple
of new top executives. The 20-year-

old Reach agency will be known as
Reach,. Yates & Mattoon aS of Jan.
1, when Henry A. Mattoon and
James Yates take office as prexy
and executive veepee, with Reach
as board chairman and treasurer.
Completing the upper echelon bill*

ing will be Francis R. Risley, exec
v.p., posted in Newark; Harold H.
Black, v.p., and Everett Sahrbeck,

1
-'

secretary N. Y. office, will move to
larger quarters in midtown early
next year.

Mattoon Is only 39 and a 19-year
id agency man. He rose from
copyboy to copy chief at Compton
in nine years and was its youngest
v4ep at 31. He was v.p. of Ruth-
rauff & Ryan and was last at Dan-
cer-Fitzgerald-Sample as veep and
'Chairman of creative committee.
Yates left J. Walter Thompson iii

concert with William Esty to be-
come co-founder of Win. Esty &
Co. and its v.p. for 10 years. He
was a principal in the format
changeover by the Satevepost and
in recent years has developed the
“sell” values In a series of TV
commercials. Risley moves over
from Reach, where he was one of
the principals.

Of Gotham Offices
Consolidation of exec offices at

DuMont’s 515 Madison Ave., N. Y.,

building is expected' to be com-
pleted this month at an estimated
cost of $45,000.

Plan, which calls for a concen-
tration of publicity and station re-
lations departments, now located
on the 42nd and 20th floors, respec-
tively, to be moved to DuMont’s
main administrative setup on the
third floor. Members of local and
net sales groups will also move
into the additional 1,600 square feet
of space made available when Du-
Mont picked up a rug concern’s
expired four-year lease.

“
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BABIO REVIEWS

FAUST
(Metropolitan Opera)
With Eugene Conley* Victoria do

loo Angeles, Robert Merrill, Nl-

colt Rowi-Lemenl, Mildred Mil-

ler. Pierre Montenx, others. Mil-

ton Cross* narrator. Rudolf Blnr,
John Gutman, Peter Brook, Mrs.

. Aufwt Belmont, Boris Goldov-
sky, Nadine Conner, Marc Con-
nelly, Robert Lawrence, Georye
R. Marek, Deenu. Taylor, Walter
Ducloux

Director: William Marshall
4 hours, Sat. (5),2 p.m,
TEXAS CO. ... ,

ABC, from New York IKudner)

The Texas. Co., for the 14th con-
secutive year, bowed its season's
broadcasts of Metropolitan Opera
productions oyer the .ABC net-

work last Saturday (5), appro-
priately teeing off with Gounod's
Faust." Opera, in a new version,

had preemed the Met's season two
Weeks before, and had also been
the teeoff when the Met opened
its doors for the first time 70 years
ago.

'

It was also a sumptuous, tuneful
presentation Saturday, with a top
cast that made the familiar musi-
cal warhorse sound fresh and ex-
hilarating again, so that the four-
hour span sped quickly. Presenta-
tion, and familiar intermission fea-
tures, filled the afternoon with the
unique distinction reserved for this
Texaco-Met love duo. Vet maestro
Pierre Monteux conducted with
spirit and authority, and cast
headed by Victoria de los Angeles,
Eugene Conley (subbing nobly for
an ailing Jussi Bjoerling), Robert
Merrill and Nicola Rossi-Lepiehi
(in his Met air debut) served him
superbly.

.

General manager Rudolf Bing !

officiated
.
at some informal back-1

stage greetings before the opera
started, the impresario briefly dis-
cussing season prospects, and the
opem> lead singers offering a few
gradqns sentiments.
For the third intermission, a

new feature was introduced, titled
“The Metropolitan At Work,"
which though brief proved very in-
teresting, 'and to one auditor at.

least seemed more timely and im-
portant than the other features.
Week's topic was the controversial
new (19th century instead of me-
dieval) staging of "Faust," with
Met assistant manager John - Gut-
man firing pertinent questions, and
British director Peter Brook, who
staged this production, defending

his ideas. Persuasive and intelli-

gent. Brook answered criticisms of
his judgment and made out quite
a good case for himself. Future
editions of this new feature, based
jon this sample, sound intrigqjng.

First Intermission feature

,

"Opera News On The Air," had a
graceful introduction from Mrs,
August Belmont, Opera Guild
head, and emcee Boris Goldovsky
discussing the Faust legend with
singer Nadine Conner and play-
wright Marc Connelly. It made for
a pleasant, informative inter-

change, with Connelly literate,

light and amusing. Miss Conner
was a little pedantic and pompous.
Second familiar intermission

feature, "Opera Quiz," hit its

familiar level, with quizmaster
Robert Lawrence, somewhat
heavyhanded, stiff and self-consci-
ous, plying panelists Deems Tay-
lor, George R. Marek and Walter
Ducloux with submitted questions
on opera plots, their tieups with
current events, musical phrases,
etc. Milton Cross was the able,
indefatigable narrator, describing
the plot of the opera as it went
along, introducing the various in-
termission. features, doing the
Texaco commercials; and himself

I

rating star billing as a monodrama.
The Met broadcasts were off to a
fine start. Bran.

NEW WORLD A’COMING
With Roger DeKoven, Maurice

Tarplln, Joe Julian, Sidney Paul,
Earl Hammond

Director: Howard Phillips
Writer: James Patrick O'Neill
34 Mins.; Tues. (1), 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.
"New World A-Coutfng," a long-

time dramatic feature on this N. Y.
indie, was a frightening title for
the first play of this series* new
season. The play was a dramatic
reenactment of the Commie brain-
washing techniques practiced on
American soldiers in Korea and
was scripted by James Patrick
O'Neill from newspaper reports
of prisoner-of-war treatment
This drama gave a realistic,

even horrifying account of the
physical and psychological tortures
inflicted on a group of U. S. air-
men. The drama, however, was
only skillful rewriting of the head-
lines and never went beyond the
superficials. That held for both

» the characterizations of the Amer-
ican hero and of the Chinese Reds

responsible for the brutality. More
probing Into the social and human
motivations on both gides would
have added up 4b some kind >pf

statement. Asit was, the show had
no point of view except the plati-

tudinous one of being against tor-

ture.

The show, however, was effective

on its own level with a flrstrate

production and some excellent

performances by a cast headed by
Roger .DeKoven in the role of the
imprisoned U. S. flyer. Good mu-
sic score by George Gill created
helpful atmospheric touches.
v ;• Herm.

MY FRIEND IRMA
With Marie Wilson, Mary Shipp,
Gloria Gordon, Alan Reed, Benny
Rubin, Hal March, Muriel Land-
ers, Peter Leeds, Jerry Hausner;

John Jacobs, announcer
Director: Parke Levy
Music: Lud GluskUi
30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
TONI, CARTER PRODUCTS
CBS, from Hollywood

( Tatham-Laird; Ted Bates)

"My 'Friend Irma" returned to
the CBS Radio airlahes last Tues-
day (1) after a couplo of months
layoff. Show Is in solid on TV and
the AM version should ride, as high
if it sustains the sharp, slap-happy
quality of the initialer.

Preem stanza was tops in all de-
partments, The script was a yock-
ful delight, the direction kept it

rolling at a giddy pace and the
thespers sustained the mood with
bright and breezy readings. *

: Plot line followed the familiar
comedy of errors formula but it

was handled with such a light touch -

that it had unusual freshness. Each
succeeding show, of course, will
depend mainly on the script line
set down for the director and cast.
This stanza gives them a goal to
shoot at.

. Marie Wilson and Mary Shipp
as Irma and roommate Kay, re-
spectively, (also on TV) are letter-
perfect. They gave each line a ride
for its money and nabbed rib-
tickling results throughout. Also
topflight was Benny Rubin as Pro-
fessor Kropotkin. Rubin has re-
placed Hans Conried who came
East for. a role in the legituher,
"Can-Can." Other caist members de-
livered solidly. . Gros.

AUSTIN UFUNGER
IS MIn».rMen.-thni-Frl* 7;M pJU.
Sustaining
ARC* from Chicago .

Austin Kiplinger, replacement
for Elmer Davis during tne latter’s

indefinite leave of absence from
ABC web, competently summarizes
and analyzes, from Chicago, the
day’s top news developments. He
differs from the veteran commen-
tator, in that his style Is not dry,
cryptic or ironic tinged, but he
registers clearly ana authorita-
tively. Latter angle grows as Kip-
linger has improved the smooth-
ness and sureness of his projec-
tion. 1

Possibly because Kiplinger airs

from the Midwest, his slant on
pressing national problems seems
more objective and balanced than
that of certain commentators mik-
ing from Washington. This seems
markedly, so with respect to the
findings of issues raised by Sen.
Joseph R. McCarthy’s investiga-
tion committee—which is almost a
daily headline. Kiplinger takes
what can bbst be described as a
middle-of-road stand on the* Harry
Dexter White case and its ramifi-
cations—less critical of the former
administration and ex-President
Harry S. Truman, for Instance,
than several Washington commen-
tators heard on early-evening slots,

and less carping of the Senator
than those skeptical of his methods
and motives. Kiplinger insists that
the goal of the probe should be jus-
ests—no mote and no less. Jaco.
tice for the nation and its inter-

TURNER CALLING
With Ulmer Turner
Producer:- Turner
15 Mins.; Mon. - thru -Thors.,

,
9:i5 p, m. (CST) r\.

ABC, from Chicago
Ulmer Turner, w.k. Chi news-

caster, makes his network debut via
ABC with this four-times-weekly
news show that should catch on
strongly. Sessions have a unique
offbeat flavor provided by the
taped pickups of the in-English
broadcasts of foreign stations
caught by Turner's shortwave lis-

tening post which monitors the
overseas airers.

For example, on stanza heard
(30) current news yarn on the
French-Viet Nmn situation was
backstopped by a playback of Radio
France’s own report of the story,
giving added impact to an other-
wise rather routine development.

r, BeMEi % 1953

Also an Interesting Insert was the
monitored propaganda blast (and
so* plainly Identified by Tumor)
from Radio M^W deUlffnTttm
glories of tho Soviet's collective
farms. Surprising note here for
U:S, listeners was the clear Amen-,
can diction of the Russian gabbers.
Regular hews file Was given an

easy, informal and straightforward
rundown, with the whole project
likely to earn' Turner a cross-coun-
try rep. Dave,

COUNTRY COUSINS
With Larry Higgins
Producer-director-writer: Higgins
1'S Mins., Sat., 10:15 p.m. (CST)
ABC, from Hot Springs, Ark.

Here's a nifty fast-moving 15
minute Saturday night ABC pick-
up from Hot Springs via KWFC,
local outlet, that is a cinch to
catch on as a late evening audi-
ence puller for both the web and
this famed mid-south winter and
bath resort* center. Emcee Larry
Higgins, the producer and literally
the "works" . of the quarter-hour
stanza, has turned in a terrif stint
in putting the show together and
coming up with the "Country
Cousins," new musical threesome^
The three lads (namely . Wally
Macklin, Dick Sculton and Jerry
Holton) opened the show when
caught with "I'll Be Seeing You’’
and segued into "What Is This
Thing Called Love" for a boff en-
tree set.
.. The "Cousins" certainly demoh-
starate their "close relations" mu-
sically and turn in a top job
throughout the package. The trio

score heavily in the rhumba de-
partment and practically had 'em
in toe-tapping tempo with the
contagious and ; sizzling "Miami
Beach Rhumba." They actually
wowed em with this one. And em-
cee Higgins was not to be outdone
in his polished style of bringing
the trio on and getting them their

share of applause.
Producer Higgins deserves an

added pat on the back for his all-

around showmanship and direc-

tion. Matt.

Louisville—New announcers at

WAVE and WAVE-TV are And

j

Chappell, formerly with Mutual
and CBS production staff, and Rod
Hoff, who has done annouhcin|
stints at WPLH, Huntington, W. Va.
and WOR, Newark. He comes tc

Louisville from Indianpolis.
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Viewing stars is a regular habit

With Cincinnatians.

Yes, WLW-T brightens Cincinnati

homes every day with a galaxy of top

performers who really pack a wallop!

To sell Cincinnati, you need

WLW-T’s orie-two punch—top talent plus

exclusive Client Service Department!
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What happenswhenNewYork news-

papers stop publishing?
r

.
\

'

More people turn toWOR for news

than to any other New York station*

that's what happens.

Naturally.

WOR has always been the number

one news station in the number one
• • • b

market-and now. .

.

A special Pulse survey two days

after the NewYork newspaper strike

began reveals:

82% of all New York families listen

to radio news (77% to TV news)*

33.3% of all listening families tune

i to WOR news.

I

61% more listening families tune to

I, WOR than to the second-best station.

This is another reason whyWOR is

market advertisers.

Let us show you how WOR can

work for you.

WOR • 1440 BROADWAY • NEW YORK 18

...the station with a larger audience
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Continued from pace ))

VHF channels have .been provided,

the UHF prospector will be in for

a rough time.

The new V stations will take

away his best network affiliations)

leaving him with the fourth net-

work or no affiliation at all. And
experience has shown that con-
version slows up when the second
VHF station goes on the air, which
will make it more difficult for
him to develop, audience, whatever
programs he can offer.

In five of the single-VHF markets
channels -have

,
been assigned for

six commercial stations. In Mil-

waukee, two UHF stations are in

operation and a third has been au-

thorized. The same situation exists
j

in St. Louis and Pittsburgh. In
Buffalo, which will have three*

VHF stations, two ultra highs are
on the air. In Norfolk, where a

Second VHF channel is allocated,

two UHF stations
.
are operating

and a third has been authorized.

The Imminence, of these new
new VH^stations has

;
already

been manifested in the formation
of the UHF TV Assn., which tried

unsuccessfully to keep FCC from
assigning a third VHF channel to

the Milwaukee area. Well do the
ultra high broadcasters know that

few cities in the country can sup-

port four VHF stations, let alone

additional UHF outlets.

They also know that nine of the
14 VHF stations in New York and
Los Angeles lost money last year
and that chances of any TV sta-

tion— VHF or UHF— making a
profit without ' a network . are
pretty slim.

It can be expected, therefore,

that the passing; of the single-VHF
markets will mean the folding up
of more than a few UHF stations

—unless some new form of rev-

enue, such as pay-TV, can save
them)

Wednesday* December 9, 1953
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The great. I^nsas City TV mar-;

ket is swinging right along .with

its favorite stars on WHP-TV—
as Channel 9 presents a full

schedule of CBS-TV network
programming—plus a variety of

talent-packed, locally produced

shows. Your spots are in the spot-

light . when you let- WHB-TV’s
star-studded airwaves do the sell-

ing to 338,699* television homes!

M report of Kansas City Electric Assn
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r A f • •
. agency executives !

SWING, the yeu-pbeket-jize magazine !

published monthly by WHB and |
WHB-TV, is packed with interesting I

and informative reading for time
|

buyers; advertisers, agencies, adverris?
. I

ing and sales executives. Articles oh •

marketing, advertising, research . . , I

excerpts from John Crosby’s Radio I

and Television Column . ... , pictures,
. j

jokes,: quizzes and cartoons . . . you’ll |'<

find them all between the covers of
j

Suing. Request your free Copy on I

your company letterhead. I

WOR-TV becomes the seventh and final New York station to transmit
from the Empire State Bldg, when it abandons its North Bergen,
transmitter this week and switches to its new Empire installation. Sta-

tion is currently airing test signals, with target date set for either Sat-

urday (12) or next Wednesday (16).

Move was delayed because of a dispute with WNBT, which claimed
the WOR-TV installation interfered with the operation of its emergency
equipment. Issue was submitted to a three-man arbitration board
Which subsequently ruled that the WOR-TV site was okay with certain

modifications which would eliminate danger of interference with the
WNBT equipment. WOR-TV is making the modifications.

Lawrence Spivak’s “The Big Issue" on DuMont will have one of those
“accidentally on purpose", national pegs when “What’s Wrong With
Civil Defense" will be kicked around by U. S. Civil Defense Director
Val Peterson and Joseph Clatk, mayor of Philly, as rivals in the “wit-

ness box.”

Show next Monday (14) out of Washington has been timed for the
national mayors’ conference in the capital; and hence the ‘‘court” will

be an all-mayor setup wherein mixed political affiliations may unloose
some fireworks on the hot potato CD issue.

Radio & TV Executives SOciety Workshop is pulling the. first course
on colorvision, at ABC Studio 1A on West 66th ’• St., -N. Y., tomorrow
(Thurs.) at 8 p.m. NBC is trotting out its “color corps" who’ll be under
rigid questioning by . students taking broadcasting courses, in the met
area plus others who’ve. been specially invited.

Under chairmanship of Don McClure and with ‘‘Color TV and AH
Its Glory” as running theme, they’ll trot Out such tiiiters as Barry
Wood, exec producer-coordinator; Dick Day, consultant; Dick Ward,
director* Reid Davis, technical supervisor, and Sta^ Parian, film con-
sultant. ; .

Meantime. TV of the most colorless kind—b&w, that is—is not alto-

gether lost in the shuffle in tint’s latter-day copping of the key head-
lines, with producer Ezra Stone ' doing actually spenes in his new
“Performing for Television’’ course at American Theatre Wing’s pro
training program on West 48th St. Lacking cameras, he’ll use kinnips
of major shows for inspiration, stage scenes from actual scripts and
guide thesps in the medium’s requirements.

.
Course is open to qualified

performers who are currently being registered. '
,

WCBS-TV in : N. Y. has rounded up three newcomers to the femme
acting fraternity to tell their “Struggling Actress” story on Bill

Leonard’s “An Eye on New York” next Saturday (12). But they’re
expected to get pointers from “young pro” Lisa Howard, who’s been
enjoying lotsa TV work. Neophyte trio consists of Peggy O’Hara, 22,

of Reading; Grace Raynor, 19, of Brooklyn, and Rawn Harding, 21,
of Palm Beach. Bill Workman overalls the afternoon segment.

Eleanore Levinson, Israeli specialist for WLIB, N. Y., who is now
in that country on a year’s leave of absence, shipped a specially pro-
duced “Chanukah in Israel” show back to the States for presentation
today (Wed.) via the station’s airwaves. Miss Levinson, w'ho felt an
extended stay in Israel would give full meaning to her job title, taped
a musical and. interview show with the new state’s young people. She’ll
be back for work in March of next year.

Screen Directors Guild, of America is putting, up a new award for
the best TV direction. Presentation will be made at the guild’s an-
nual dinner in January.

Originally five candidates were to have been nominated, but two
were tied, making a total of six. Nominees are Robert Florey, Richard
Irving, Roy Kellino, Lew Landers, Ted Post and Jack Webb;

CBS-Radio’s* 217 affiliates are tieing -in with the Crusade , for Free-
dom’s program to support Radio Free Europe, which the Crusade op-
erates. CBS stations will pipe music recorded by RFE' refugee choirs
to centrally located Christmas trees in their cities. These trees will
be dedicated to the Crusade as “Singing Freedom Trees.” School chil-
dren in the cities will bring homemade Christmas cards to the trees for
transmittal to children who have escaped from Communism and are
now housed in West Germain refugee camps. The Advertising Council
•has accepted the Crusade as a major campaign and will supply promo-
tional and advertising material through the Leo Burnett agency in
Chicago.

j. *

Caribbean Networks, Inc., has been -opened as New York sales
offices for radio - and TV stations in three Caribbean countries
•Pqerto Rico, El Salvador and Panama, Firm is headed by Jose
Ramon Quinones, president of WAPA and WAPA-TV in P.R., which
.are to he represented by 'the new firm. '

Vincente Ramos, who’ll head up the N; Y. ehd, has been named
v.p.-general manager. Firm will represent the Quinones properties
along with YSEB Radio of El Salvador, headed by Boris Eserski, and
RPC and Onda Popular Networks of Panama, which is owned by
Fernando Eleta. WAPA-TV, incidentally, is scheduled to start opera-
tions in January. *

•
x
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Wednesday, December

IN NEW YORK CITY ...
Morris Novik, radio-TV consultant, back in Gotham after week’s

vacation at Veradero Beach, Cuba . , . Phil Gordon, WLIB d^ejay,

taking a troupe to Metropolitan Hospital on Welfare 'Is'-and to tour

the wards for TB patients tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . The first CBS-TV
“Studio One” musical, coming up Dec. 21, will have its choreography
done by Bob Herget. It will be an original utilizing Cole Porter tunes;

' Georgt Thomas Clark Fry, v.p. and account supervisor at Kenyon &
Eckhardt, elected to the agency’s board at last week’s annual stock-

.holders meeting . . . Relaxacizor Sales signed for sponsorship of the

“Carlton Fredericks Show” bn WMGM on a thrCe-a-week basis via

William Warreh, Jackson & Delaney . . . Branham station reps scored

a coup by getting the Southwest Network account, which includes seven
stations plus KROD in El Paso . . ABC renewed Maggie McNeills'
cross-the-board stanza through 1955, with the Gross-Baer package mov-
ing into the 12:15-12:45 p.m, slot starting Jan. 4 ... Capitol Records
singer Georgia Carr signed with WOV to do the station’s Harlem nitery-
originated “Life Begins at Midnight” stanza with Jack Walker . ,

Addy Amor, former ABC producer on the ’’Boston Symphony” show,
Bad his Christmas song, "It’s Christmas Season,” recorded by Emile
Cote’s Glee Club on the ECO label ... WOR-Mutual press chief Frank
Znxolo off on a month's vacation to the Coast . . . Lowell Thomas Orig-

inated his CBS newscast last Wed. (2) from Graduate College of Prince-
ton, in first appearance there since he graduated 3B years ago.

Fred Allen is the latest name to bd pitched for a disk stint on NBC
. . . David Lasley named account exec in Frisco office of CBS Spot
Sales, having formerly been central division sales mgr. for DuMont in
Chi > . . CBS' “Ma Perkins’* celebrated ^20th year last Friday (4) with
same cast, same sponsor (P&G) ... Mme. Syngnuin Rhee in U. S. radio
debut over CBS next Monday (14) on "Dwight Cooke’s Guestbook” .

Med Barker addressing Jacksonville.. Women’s Club luncheon today
(Wed.) . . . CBS reshuffling its Monday through-Saturday 8 a.m. ‘‘World
News- Roundup” chores, with. Ned Calmer, just hack after 30 mbnths
as Rome correspondent, taking over moderator's and N. Y. reporter
role. Winston Bnrdett shifted to Saturday 6 p.m. newscast beginning
Saturday (12) and 9 a.m. “News- Of America’' series later this month
. . . Bernard Myers, whose new book, “Fifty Great Artists,” has just
been issued by Bantam Books, Conducted, an art program series for
NBC about 15 years ago.

Hale Bbndimnt, chief at KFBt. Wichita, in New.York to confer with
ABC execs ... Elizabeth Lawrence, with three current daily stanzas
under her belt, begins a run on “Aunt Jenny” tomorrow (iO) . . .Shirley
Eggleston bas tiptoed into the cast of “Whispering Streets” for tomor-
row’s (10) performance ... “Rehearsal for a Cool Yule” was the name
of the^ last Monday’s portion of Fred GranfCld’s “Music Magazine” via
WQXR. Offered a tape recorded picture of a'new Xfbas carol collec-
tion, nearly all recorded by Primavera Singers.

IJV CHICAGO . . .

Erik Isgrig upped to veepee in charge of advertising at Zenith
Radio . . . Johnson Wax handed Mutual a nice Xmas present with its

renewal of the five-minute newcast aired five times daily, she days
a week . . . Yet radioite Qntn Ryan returns to the windy City scene
as program consultant for WFJL, Bishop Shell's FM’er . . . Virginia
Renaud named education director at WBBM and WBBM-TV, vice
Barbara Tobin who’s getting married . . . WLS news chief BUI Small

played host last week to newsmen Mawhud Kusnm from Indonesia and
Yusuf Slddlgi from Pakistan . , . Lee Bennett added to the Chi NBC
announcer crew , , . Walter Blodgett, vet member of the Standard Oil

(Indiana) ad department, is retiring Dec. 30 after 47 years with the

firm Bill Anspn back in Chi after seven years on the Coast and
bowed Monday (7), with a two-hour disk, session on. WCFL. Deejay-

emcee is also studying TV offers . . . George C* Bigger, ex-WLS
National Bam Dance director and now prez and general manager of

WLBK, Dekalb, handed an honorary membership from the* Loop
Kiwanis Club as a parting memento .

.
'. WRMN, Elgin, Ilk, and KLCQ,

Poteau? Okla., added to the Keystone Broadcasting string, bringing

the total to 681 . . . Dorothy Reynolds, Mutual's midwest sales service

manager, in N.Y. on biz . . Barbara Bramley, ex-traffic manager of

WHHN.. Memphis, added to the WBBM program operations staff . . ,

WMAQ’s 11:55 a.m. news strip SRO with Wyler Soups and Rhodes
Pharmacal aboard cross the board.

IJV SAN FRANCISCO . . .
. \

News and sportscaster. Carroll Hansen appointed director of news
and public affairs at KCBS . . . BaV area had a total of 792,600 tele-

sets as of. Nov.; (1) . . Vocalist Sunny Burkette in for press meet
Del Courtney is the new host of “Fiesta Time” at the Fairmont Hotel’s

Papagayo Room . . Cowpoke Cottonseed Clark leaving his San
Mateo KVSM^post for greener pastures. Also on his agenda—

a

remote telecast '(KPIX) from his new night club “Cotton’s” in Belmont
. , . KPIX celebrates five years of telepastihg Dec. 23, Oldest local

telestation ... Jazz boys’ Gene Krupa and Oscar Peterson enlivening -

local telescenes ... KNBC’s Doug Pledger started -a talent contest . (6)

for operatic singers on his “Pledger at the Opera.” Winners vie for

chglice to appear with the Pacific Opera Co. during February series.

IJV boston . . .

Lea Sanderson and Barbara Keane, prez and treasurer of Beacon
Television Features, back from a three-week trip to Tennessee/ Vir-
ginia and Kentucky, where they shot a series of TV color films on the
subject of fishing. Pair reports interest in color TV i very high In that
section with station actively propping for advent of color telecasting
. . . Hub’s WHDH, WBZ, WBZA and WBZ-TV awarded the National
Safety Council’s: public Interest award for exceptional services to farm
safety at recent meeting of Farm Directors in Chicago . . . Lou German
has .ankled WORL aiid been replaced by Norm Tulin, who recently
concluded a stint in the Army .. . . Announcer John Scott has switched
from WNDH to WVDA . . DaveMaynard, WHIL deejay inviting house-
wives to act ais‘ guest deejays on his platter ShOwS ; . WNAC-TV
has inaugurated a show, embracing both TV and radio with Yan-
kee Network facilities, entitled “Yankee Goes Calling” which. Visits

places of cultural * and educational interest in VHub area. Series
will spotlight the Museum of Fine.Arts, Bostoh Public Library* Harvard,
MIT, a scientific lab, etc.

IJV PHILADELPHIA , . .

James Wechler, editor New York Post, will be guest (14) On “Junior
Press Conference,” for interview’’ by college newspaper editors, on
WFIL-TV and ABC-TV .T. Paul Whiteman’s “TV-Teen Club,” youth-
ful talent show (Saturdays 7 to 7:38 p.m.), will switch to a Sunday
evening slot (7:30 to 8 p.m.) starting Dec. 13 . . i. Frank A. Tooke, gen-
eral manager of KYW. end Dr. ligo Lodrini, of WJMJ’s staff, have been
named to the board of directors of the Philadelphia Civic Grand Opera
Co. . . . Vicki Mills, of “Name That Tune,” Jimmy Boyd and Howdy
Doody*s Clarabell were among TV personalities present at opener of
new Roosevelt Bldg. Shopping Center (5) .

.'
. Col. Colbert C. McClean,

National Chairman of* Un-American Activities Committee of the Vet-
erans of Foreign Wars,—made * on-the-air citation to Margo Wine Co.,
sponsors of “I Led Three Lives” series in Philadelphia over WCAU-TV
... Radio Station KYW and farm director Bill Givens received Na-
tional Safety Council’s public interest award for “exceptional service
to farm safety” at Council's luncheon in* Chicago. This marks first
time a PhUly station has received award . . . Benedict Giinbel, Jr.,

president and general manager of WIP, has been named chairman of
the Fire Prevention Week committee for 1954, by Deputy Fire Com-
missioner Paul B. Hartenstein.

IJV MINNEAPOLIS . . .

Despite TV's spread throughout territory because Of new stations’
openings here and elsewhere, attendance at many entertainment events,
including a number of movies, is hitting new highs . . . New WCCO
radio spot advertising wrinkle, “Paul Bunyan Power Plan,” supposed to
make advertising dollar go further by linking spots buyers with several
Outstanding programs, has been upping station’s business, according
to manager Larry Haeg who originated it. It provides association with
well-known airwave personalities, “king-sized” audiences, adult listen-
ers' frequency and “a solid merchandising plan's support,” he says .

Although team won only ‘four out of '’nine contests and three of five
home games were televised locally, U. of Minnesota football receipts
here set alltime, new high. With attendance of 296,456 at $3.60 per
ticket for home games, gate takings of approximately $900,000 were
swelled by additional $85 y000 TV fees . . . Irving Smith, WCCO radio
producer, passing around cigars. It ?s a boy . . . Ramona Gerhardt Sut-
~ton, former WCCO staffer and now Los Angeles resident, here for
organ recital.

IJV CLEVELAND . . .

Jean McNamara, formerly with NBC New York, has joined WJW’s
publicity-promotion department ... Lou Oswald, WHK salesman
hospitalized . . . Rena and Bob Ledyard opened new 15-minute ‘6:45
p.m. “Detecto” mystery show on WXEL . . . Tom O’Connell doing
radio-TV chatter column for Sunday Plain Dealer . . . Strong viewer
,proie&t..brought .‘‘Pooch. ParMC’Lback_on_WEWS. for 5-minute Wed.T..
nesday 7:15 p.m. with Bob Dale and Freda Champion . . . Ed Edwards,
WERE, will assist Jimmy Dudley . in broacasting Cleveland Indians
ball games . . .George Hoffman, WSRS, joined WXYZ ... Thomas
Greenhaw with WXEL engineering . . . Jackie Lynn marked first year
with WTAM . . . Carl Lyle added to WGAR engineering .. .. . WXEL
switching from channel 9 to 8 Thursday . . . Hamish Menzies dedi^
cated his “Our Anniversary” song to Johnny and Betti Andrews onWTAM “Morning Bandwagon’ for couple’s second anniversary;

IJV PITTSBURGH . . .

Marjorie Thoma, former radio scripter and advertising agency girl,
appointed director of publicity arid promotion for Western Penn-
sylvania Food Fair, set for Hunt Armory late in March . . . Alan Boal,
who was with WBVP in Beaver Falls before going into the army, is
out of the service and has been signed to announce TV’s “Pitt Parade/’
He replaces Leonard Walk, who had to resign with his elevation to.
the general managership of WHOD . . . Will Disney, active in little
theatre work as director-actor at strawhat Little Lake Arena Theatre,
has been added to WDTV sales staff. He takes over berth vacated
by resignation of Gene Adams to go with United Television . . .

Betty Lou Purvis, formerly of WPGH staff and one of the town’s first
femme disk jockeys, has been naiped publicity account executive for
Milburn McCarty Associates in New York. She’ll work on radio 1 and
TV. . . Kaufman’s department store ha& added a nightly newscast at
11 o clock to Beckley Smith’s KQV schedule. He also airs 4he news
for them daily at 6 * . . Bob McKemon, new floor manager at WENS,
was in the original touring company of “Oklahoma!” . . . Mike McCann,
formerly of .Post Gazette art department, has been appointed art
director of the Pitluk Advertising Agency in San Antonio.

Indpls. TVGrant
5 Continued from page 33 =

plans to switch'. /‘The .sole and
exclusive purpose?' of a dismissal
request, it said, “is to avoid the
prohibition against/ the filing of
another application. Indeed, the
granting of such a petition serves
no other purpose.”

It was because of “a change in
circumstanOes” when the opposing
channel 8 , applicants merged,
Crosley said, that it decided not to
prosecute its channel'8 application.
Company said “it received, no con-
sideration for its move and so ad-
vised the Commission.”

The merger of the channel 8 ap-
plicants. (Universal and Television
Indianapolis), Crosley attorneys
told Variety, strengthened the
Universal ctise sufficiently to give
it a decided' advantage in a hear-
ing, particularly on the fact of
local residence of its stockholders.
A substantial interest in Univer-

sal is held by Frank E. McKinney,
prominent Democrat.

Louisville, Dec. 8.

McCann-Erickson opened new of-

fices last week, to serve clients in
the Louisville area.

J. Mac Wynn, former exec v.p.

61 Mitchell Werbell Advertising,
with headquarters. . in Atlanta, is

manager of the new office.

Seven keys to bigger TV

audiences with such Sales-

making favorites as . .

.

ABBOn ft COSTELLO SHOW

52 sure-fire comedies that click with

kids and grownups alike in millions of

homes, made especially for TV.

Q BIFF BAKER, U.S. A.

Overseas intrigue in a fast-moving

fami^f adventure series of highest

network quality. ^

ROD CAMERON in

CITY DETECTIVE
* ..

Recently rated as the country’s #1

local film for television—.and sold to

Falstaff Beer in 118 markets for the

largest regional sale in TV film history.

Q FAMBUS PLAYHOUSE

A super-assortment of over 175 original

half-hour dramas with Hollywood

names and sure sajes appeal.

Q FOLLOW THAT MAN

The exciting “Man Against Crime” films

(34.6 network Nielsen average.)

.
starring Ralph Bellamy, retitled for

first-run in many TV cities.

I’M THE LAW

Starring George Raft in the unique

adventures of a metropolitan police

inspector, packed with sales punch.

Q PLAYHOUSE 15

78 fifteen-minute dramas of highest

quality made for TV by the producer

of BIG STORY and T-MEN IN ACTION.

They ALL bear the same

MCA-TV stamp of quality!

For information, on these

or other MCA-TV Advertising

Showcases on Film, just clip

this advertisement to

your letterhead.

NEW YORK: 598 Madison Me.. PL 9-7500



When a $25,000 Recording Company grows into a $250,000* Giant in 3 short years

. . . it must have something YOU can use, too . . .

It seems like only yesterday—March 1950 to be exact-

conditioned "salt mines" with a small measure of money

dence . . . and ah. infinite variety of recording razzle-dazzle.

-that we opened our ain*

. a full measure of confl-

This combo must have been something that top agencies and producers were wait-

ing for, because we’ve had to consistently expand to meet the demclnd.

«

. Just completed our. third expansion . . .
giving us 4 times the facilities and studio,

space we had three years ago.

Our explanation for this "small miracle "
is simple. While some studios were mak-

ing life a Bed of Neuroses, Gotham provided a Bed of Roses for our customers through

an unbeatable batter of dizzying SERVICE ... . . FABULOUS FACILITIES

SUPERB' QUALITY . ... UNPARALLELED ENGINEERING

TREMENDOUS PRODUCTION KNOW-HOW

So . . . if you're in ADVERTISING, PUBLIC S ERVICE, GOVERNMENT or the PHONO-

GRAPH RECORDING BUSINESS ... if you have to transcribe anything from a flea’s

buzz to a 65-piece orchestra . . . and have it sound UHF (Ultra-High Fidelity) . . .

* -»

THEN“'.CALL"tSOTHAM;'~^

Herbert M. Moss

President

Stephen F. Temmer Harry F. Landori Robert M. Volkell

Vice Pres, & Cbhf engineer General Manager Comptroller-Treas.

2 West 46th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Tel.: JU 6-5577
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Telepix Followup Comment
s Continued front page M

tures for theatre exhibition. Itsi

first effort for TV, seen on the
'‘General Electric Theatre’ • over
CBS-TV^Sunday (6), was therefore
doubly disappointing.

Titled *‘The Eye of the Behold-
er,” the show provided . excellent
proof of something the. film bi* has
Just bad to learn air over again-**

that the gadget isn’t enough. It's

the story that counts, and “The
Eye of the Beholder” was woefully
lacking in that department.

Scripted by Arnold Lavlh and
Hannah Grad Goodman, the yarn
was made to fit the purpose, of a
specific type of presentation which
In turn was belabored to make a
somewhat obvious point. Basic
idea of telling a story through the
eyes of a number of onlookers, and
then retelling it as seen by the
principal character, wasn’t bad but
necessarily suffered from the repe-
tition, Letdown at the end .was
particularly hard and lacked either
comedy or dramatic elements.
- Richard Conte did well as the
artist who looks for a model for
his madonna. He’s in turn called

“a ladies’ man,” “a bum,” *‘a luna-
tic” and ‘‘a murderer” by such
characters as a waiter, a taxicab
driver, his landlord and a cleaning
\voman, all of whom, not knowing
his motivation, judge him super-
ficially by. his actions.

Camera then retraces the entire
story, disclosing his activities in a
very different light; Climax had
him knock down the drunken
model who wants to make love to
him. As she walks out, she calls
him "a square,” Lensing through-
out had a unique quality, and the
trick of having the various char-
acters address the camera . Was
effective to a point.

Performances, with the excep-
tion of Conte, were uneven. Martha
Vickers was wooden as the model.
Katherine Warren played his
mother. Frank Scannell registered
as the Cabby. Otto Waldis played
it for comedy as the landlord; and
Ivan Triesault was suave and gabby
as the Waiter.

Felix Feist directed this Sover-
eign Productions film, produced by
Stuart Reynolds. Introductory
footage, elaborating on the point
that judging things by appear-
ances can be deceptive, was overly
long. GE commercial was topnotch
in every respect and proved de-

cisively that air plugs can have a

lot of viewer appeal; Hijt.

REVLON MIRROR THEATRE
The big bad wolf is happily

killed as he's about to sully the
honor of dear little sister. That’s
the sum and substance of ‘‘Sum-
mer Dance,” a vidpic with more
holes in it than a golf course. .The
attempt to shroud a sordid inci-

dent in suspense and meller fails

miserably, with the whole thing
hanging,on a series of contrivances.
There may be more to this than,

meets the eye, but there were quite
a few paragraphs missing in the
visual translation of a Cornell
Woolrich story. Struggling to save
her sis from a fate worse than you-
know-what, Jane Greer sees an old
flame accidentally killed; She goes
off to a dance, acting as

.
unsus-

picious as John Dillinger robbing
a bank. Her sis and her b.f. take a
look at the corpse, and eventually
the police get around to it. After
grilling Greer in true-and-tried
fashion, the D.A. breezily reveals
he knew it all along—the cops had
a mike in the guy’s room, and so
they know it’s an accident. Putting
it mildly, this is about as easy to
swallow as a watermelon—whole.

Miss Greer, Barbara Bates,
James Lydon, Emory Parnell and
Glen Langan follow the script
faithfully, which means there is

quite a Waste of talent. Leslie H.
Martinson’s direction couldn’t do
anything about plugging . up the
leaks in the. teleplay by Steve
Fisher and Fenton W. Eamshaw.

Dakit.

negotiating for its own studio on
the Coast, Understood a deal may
be set sometime this spring. Firm
is currently using two sound stages

at Republic and one at KLAC-TV,
Where "Llberace" is being shot.

Group of sales personnel in for

the meeting was comprised of

Robert DCVinny, from Chicago;

George Weiss, Charlotte; Vic Peck,

Kansas .City; George Fteher, Cleve-

land; Huh Jackson. Detroit; Geofge
Turner, Washington, D.C. and
George Strickland, Atlanta. Strick-

land; a film vet and formerly head
of Strickland Film Co. in Atlanta,

just joined the firm. Policy was
also set On the problem qf over-

lapping markets, With sales topper
Barney Goldman leaving the prob-

lem to the discretion of the sales-

men in each market on the- basis

that each market has separate and
distinct overlap problems.

Eileen BARTON
Latest Coral Release

THE NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS SONG

Direction: MCA

PEPSI-COLA PLAYHOUSE
“Claire” is an engrossing eternal

triangle tale, smoothly executed,
and generating interest all the way.
Scripter James Gunn has plotted
a fast-moving piece of dramatics,
based on a marriage about to be
wrecked because the wife is ; a
career woman, then saved by the
“other woman” in a neat, ; ironic
touch.
As the career femme, Marguerite

Chapman virtually ignores her
hubby. When be is invalidated tem-
porarily and gets a purty nurse,
he falls for her and proposes, more
than willing to divorce his mate.
But the noble nurse tells the wife
she Wants to quit/because she
loves the hubby, and gives him
quite a buildup. With this the
careerist is more or less shocked
into rediscovering . her hubby and
saving their marriage. And the
nurse, it’s apparent, has merely
applied some Cupid-like strategy
to reunite the pair. .

Miss Chapman as the femme
!
whose selfishness almost costs her
her marriage, turns in a highly
satisfying performance, and Mari-
lyn Erskine is competent as the
Florence Nightingale. Walter Coy
as the hubby and Douglas Ken-
nedy, the persistent pursuer of
Miss Chapman, give strong sup-
port.:

Continued from page 28

planed to the Coast over the week-
end for a spot on the “I Love
Lucy” series next Monday night
714). She’ll return to New York
immediately afterward. .

Hollywood
Mavis Boland, Jean Fetter and

Mary Wishon have formed Rabco
TV Productions, with capitalization

at $25,000 . . “Two of a Kind,”
with Wally Sherwin, Chick Chand-
ler, Hillary Brooke and Ted Lesser,
debuted on KNBH . . . Ralph Acton
set as casting director for John
W. Loveton’s “Mr. and Mrs. North”
telefilm series . . . William Lava
negotiating for Jim Brown to play
lead in series, “Beauty Is Where
You Find It,” to be made by his
new Telescene Productions .

Gotham financier Simon Lipson
formed Cheryl TV Corp. for dis-

tribution of theatrical films to TV,
with capitalization of $25,000 , .

Robert Paige to do commercials
for Schlitz Playhouse . . Larry
Parks stars in Screen Gems’ “The
Wedding March” ... United Pro-
ductions of America, its sales
franchise deal with Screen Gems
ended,, will expand its commercial
sales activities in N, Y. and eastern
seaboard TV spot and industrial
film field.

and Which is being produced by
the two stars along with Andre
Hakim and Joe Eisinger. MPTV’s
Film Syndication Division have the

distrib rights tied up. In addition

to all the series going, a number
of' American and European outfits;

smaller in scope, are doing one-

shots and five and 15-minute films

witb European musical groups;

Reasons' for the sharp overseas

upbeat vary from case to case; In

some instances, it’s' for authen-

ticity. "Intrigue'' and “Ramar” are

cases in point, In. others, it’s a

situation in which frozen coin is

used in the financing of the films,

as is the case in “Secret File/’ In

still others, like “Flash Gordon/’
it’s because of better facilities for

the type of series undertaken.
In all cases, however, cost is a

factor, and it’s accentuated by the

fact that most of the pix are slated

for. syndication. It's here that the

rerun factor enters, , and whereas
in States the union contracts call'

for payment for reuse, overseas

that cost factor is obviated. In

-terms of foreign actors, foreign

scripts and producer-director con-

tracts, that saves a hefty chunk of

poih. And the general Wage level

still is lower than in the state?.

Continued from page -29

Continued from page 29

“they're too expensive for film

and too difficult for live.” As a

result majority of Lux scripts have
been penned by eastern writers.

Comparing Hollywood produc-
tion crews with those in the. east,

he said the local men are “ex-

cellent, almost too
.
good.” He ex-

plained that the Hollywood atmos-
phere tends toward technical per-

fection, and workers formerly in

pix don’t realize that much defin-

ition and detail is obscured in the
reduction of the

.

image to the
telescreen. Consequently “there is

too much preoccupation with de-
tail and authenticity which is lost

in the transmission, and is re-

dundant for the small screen. It

makes it a little more expensive
to do the show here,” he said;

Rehearsing a show eight to .10

times, as Lux does, is of immense
help in bringing a better quality
program to the home audience
he added.

ABC brass dug Ip last Week and
pulled two threatened cancella-

tions, one in radio and one In TV,
but of the fire and the last minute.

Two programs* both in the post-
Walter Wlnchell Sunday night
simulcast slot, were salvaged fol-

lowing disclosure of the cancella-
tions in Variety.

In both cases, the ABC toppers
Went after the clients, Viceroy
Cigarets in TV and P. Lorillard
in radio, With hammer and tongs,
armed with statistics showing the
Wlnchell rating pull and the hold-
over audience from the WW simul-
cast period. They pointed up the
fact, for example, that Winchell’s
video Nielsen had moved up from
a 13.1 in the last October report to
a 15,4 in the first November sur-
vey, and they pushed the point that
the sponsors would lose out oh a
close identity with the syndicated
columnist.

Consequently/ Brown & William-
son arid the Ted Bates agency
changed their minds and decided to
give “Orchid Award” another ride
instead of diverting its coin into
spot, and Lorillard and Lenneri &
Newell decided to stay awhile with
its Taylor Grant news session on
AM.

“Orchid” renewal had the effect
of upsetting the applecart on the
web’s Wednesday night program-
ming plans. Network had decided
to expand the show to a half-hour
format and insert it In the 9:30
slot as a sustained But, .instead,
web has Scheduled a -new varietv.
segment, “The Vaudeville Show/'
which will be a straight five-act
vaude bill with no emcee but an-
nunciators introing the acts. It’s

a house package, kicking off to-
night (Wed.) with Juanita Hall, Gil
Lamb and Teddy Hale featured.
Fred Heider produces and Mickey
Trenner directs.

Guild Cut-Haling
Sli Continnefl from page 29 ss

markets. Guild is planning to kick
the series off On KLAC-TV the
week of Dec. 28 with a press, party
at the station.

Reub Kaufman, Guild president,
also told the seven salesmen at-

tending the meet that Guild was

the people

Wilmington, Delaware

WDEl-TV advertised products

Write for information about your
profit opportunity in WDEL-TV's
large., rich market.

EL AM TV FM
A Sieinmon Station

Safes Representative

MEEKER
Now York • Chicago • lot Angeles • San Francisco

along the lines of General Motors.

Once we have the design and pat-

tern set for a new series, it rolls

along pretty smoothly.

“My job is much easier today,
because the several series I have
on the air constitute my best sal^s
pitch- There is no better salesman
than the product you make. (Roach
produces. “My Little Margie” and
“Racket Squad,” among others.)

"Sponsors are going to be far
more particular on programs—they
demand a better quality of enter-
tainment, and that’s as it should,”
he said.

Roach termed “the arrival of
ABC as a third network” as the.

third major factor pointing to an
upbeat picture in vidpix, saying
this makes for “a new and healthy
thinking, particularly with ABC’s
emphasis on film syndication.”

Landau, Ross
Continued from

,
page 28

St. Louis—W. H. “Bud” Averill,
former sales representative for the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat, and . ac-
count exec for KWK has been ap-
pointed account exec for KSTM-
TV, St. Louis’ newest TV station.

0’seas
Continued from

Vidpix
>m page 29 s—

1

including “Thd Passerby” and the
“Eva Gabor Show.”

Properties involved in the trans-
fer are “China Smith,” “Orient
Express,” “Play of th,e Week” (the j

Irene Dunne-starring “Schlitz Play-

}

house” reruns— ABC Syndication
[

has the hewer ones), “International
Playhouse,’.’ “American , Sports”
and the block of features, Ely
Landau, Inc., has; its. own produc-
tions, “The Passerby,” the “Eva
Gabor Show” and the “Bill Corum
Sports. Show.” Emperor specializes
in. non-theatrical production but
has some TV properties.

Ross is a vet of the non-theatrical
field, having been in exec posts
with such outfits as Films, Inc.,
and Film Highlights before form-
ing Emperor. Landau was with
the. Emil Mogul agency until two
years ago, when he formed his own
producing outfit.

ma’s French subsid for distribu-
tion by the parent company here.
Two series arcjsn.QdtirigJn^AfiiU

ca, with ArfohTproductions lensing
the next 26 “Ramar of the Jungle”
pix on location in the Dark Con-
tinent for Television Programs of
America and a Buster Crabbe-star-
ring unit in French Morocco for
filming of “Captain Gallant of the
Foreign Legion,” Which Official
Films will distrib. Official has
rights to another series being shot
throughout western Europe out of
Amsterdam by Arthur Dreyfuss.
-“Secret File, U.S.A.”
Two series are going in London,

both dealing,with Scotland Yard.
One is Panda Productions’ Boris
Karloff starrer, “Colonel March of
Scotland Yard,” which is also un-
der the Official banner, while
Charles Wick has Anthony Beau-
champ producing “Inspector ‘Fa-
bian pf Scotland Yard.” .In Rome,
Jacques Rachmilovitch is grinding
the. initial entries in Comet’s
“Mediterranean Tales.”
Another series of 117 films is

slated to roll in Paris in the spring,
“Paris Precinct..” which will star

•I Louis Jordan -and* Claude - Daupkii>

Colgate; comedy hour

M9».: William Morris Agency

EAST 30th STREET
Large, sunny 4-room garden apart-

ment, Fireplace, lovely garden. Big

cellar for storage and laundry. Ben-

dix and garden furniture included.

$225. MUrray Hill 5-4475.

WLEV-TV
. .* . .

Bethlehem • Allentown • Easton

Pre-planned coverage reaches the homes — the

pepple— in this rich market. Write for information*

SieinnVpn Station
Sale i Representative

NBC MEEKER TV, incorporated
iv AftJiMS

New York • Chicago • lot. Angeles • San Frdncisco
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With United production? of

America and Screen Gems having

come to a parting of the ways in

their animated production-sales

deal whereby UPA produced, ani-

mated blurbs with SG repping

them on (see separate story),

Screen Gems is expanding it? own
production department to. include

an animation unit.

Under the terminated UPA-SG
deal, the cartooiiery made and SG
sold the cartoons to clients and

in some cases where the Columbia

pix subsid made the commercials,

they called on UPA to provide the

animation. With animation needed

for the 'Screen Gems commercials,

the company will provide its own
via the expansion of the depart-

ment. SG, incidentally, gave a dif-

ferent version of the break with

UPA, claiming it is not renewing

with the cartoonery in view of the

establishment of the new anima-

tion unit.

SG has also set another special

commercial uhit, this one to con-

centrate on the shooting of com-
mercials for U. S. Steel for the

bankroller’s hour-long alternate-

week “U. S. Steel Hour’’ on ABC-
TV. Unit, consisting of producer,
director, cameramen and film edi-

tors, will work under Ben Beren-
berg. Latter will work closely with
BBD&O, which agents Steel. It’s,

said to be the first such setup of

its kind, under Ayhich one prpduc-
tion unit within a company devotes
all its work to the commercials of

one client.

ABC-TV’s Hoopcasts
With football over and out of

the way, ABC-TV’s sport's lineup is

moving into the college basketball
field with a series of 14 games
slated for Saturday afternoons be-
ginning Dec. 12, with the Yale-
Navy game at Annapolis. Hoop-,
casts will ride the 2:30 slot on a
sustaining basis.

‘EXPRESS' AS LOCAL
%

'Orient* Vidpixer Goes on WCBS-
TV Rails in ‘Mirror* Fadeout

With CBS-TV unable to resolve
the 10:30 to 11 p.m. Saturday night
sponsor vacuum occasioned by Rev^
Ion’s dropping of “Mirror Thea-
tre,” the web has thrown the time
to N. Y. flagship WCBS-TV. Latter
has tapped Piel’s Beer to back the
“Orient Express” vidpix series for
26 weeks, starting Dec. 19 (with
“Mirror” breaking up as of‘ pre-
vious Saturday and Revlon later

latching on to “Mr. and Mrs.
North” on NBC Tuesday opposite
“See It Now” on CBS and the
Robert Q, Lewis “Name’s the
Same” on ABC).

"Orient” is currently on WABC-
TV Saturdays at 8, against Jackie
Gleason and the cancelled (Dec. 26)
Ezio Pinza-“Bonino.” The Bernard
Prockter “Express” package was
previously berthed opposite ”1

Love Lucy.” In its upcoming niche
the chief—rival—in N. Y. will be
NBC’s ”Hit Parade.” Radio edition
of the adventure series is a night-
time CBS’er Thursdays at 9:30,

.Flushed with its click campaign
oyer WNBT, N. Y.

, on two of its

hot properties, 20th Century-Fox
is promoting another pair of pix on
the tele flagship of NBC starting
this week. They are “King of Khy-
ber Rifles” and “Beneath . the 12-

Mile Reef.” Pic studio’s most im-
portant drive via the outlet was
for “The Robe.” Other film plugged
was “How to Marry a Millionaire.”

“The Robe”
v
will play a return

date on the station to establish a
precedent. Second push is timed
for the film’s neighborhood run at

Christmas time.

Denver-—Denver gets its first

night spot-originated disk jockey-
gab show via a tworhour nightly
origination from Eddie Ott’s rest-

aurant in the Sherman Plaza Hotel,
via KMYR. Station staffer Gene
Amole and Rocky Mountain News
society editor Jack Mohler will
emcee alternate nights. .

Lyon, Vet Rim Editor,

Megging ’Crime’ Vidpii;

Francis (Pete) Lyon, veteran
film editor who recently, switched
to directing, leaves for the Coast
Dec. 21 after completing a meg-
ging stint on four “Man Against
Crime” vidpix for the Esty Agency.
Sponsored by Camel cigarets, series

stars Ralph Bellamy and is lensed

at the Bedford Park Studios in the

Bronx, N. Y.
.

=V"! -
'

Shooting schedule 'calls for one
“Crime” pic to be turned out every
three days on a Mon,-thru-Fri. work
week. Directorial assignment is

alternated between Lyon and pro-'
duced Edward Montagne. Pace ad-
mittedly, is a^sttff one, Lyon said
in New York this week, but in his
own case he’s been aided by an
“esprit de corps” on the part of
the cast. •

. Players* enthusiasm, Lyon ob-
served, stems from a common de-
sire to improve the show's rating.
This spirit, he added, is also re-
flected imjthe work of the techni-
cians who” labor for the modern
visual medium in an historic
studio which Thomas A. Edison
established. In fact somie of the
pioneer’s original props are still

on the premises,” the director re-
called.

Lyon, who may do 11 more
“Crime” vidpix next month, previ-
ously guided TV films for Revue
Productions and also turned out
ai pilot film in Australia designed:
for TV distribution. He recently
directed his first theatrical filmr
“Crazylegs,” for Hall Bartlett pro-
ductions.

.

‘-Crazyiegs,” a biopic on Elroy
(Crazylegs) Hirsch, star end of the
Los Angeles Rams, presented no
problem despite the . fact that
Hirsch, himself, played the title

role with no previous acting ex-
perience. “For not only is Hirsch
a great athlete,” said Lyon, “but
he’s . also a great actor with a
natural sense of coordination.” Re-
public gave the film a saturation
preem in the midwest a few weeks
ago.

THERE’S

For ‘Ramar,’

Flock of Beer Clients

Renew ‘Favorite
Six major beer sponsors have

renewed contracts in 59 ftiarkets

for :“Favorite Story,” the vidpix
entry out of the Ziv stable which
Telepulse in its most recent survey
places as an in-thO-money finisher

among syndicated non-network
filmed shows '\(for the second con-
secutive year).

Schaefer, Genesee, Drewery’s,
Blatz, Gunther Brewing Co. and
Olympia are the companies who
re-signed. The offering is now sold

in 116 markets.

MPTV SETS CANADA

DISTRIBUTION DEAL
Motion Pictures for Television

set up a new Canadian distributing

organization this week, combining
with Sovereign Film Distributors

of Toronto to form MPTV (Can-
ada ) , Ltd . It’S a 10-year deal un-
der which the new company will

handle ' all Canadian sales of

MPTV’s feature film division and
its new film syndication division.

Negotiations set by MPTV board
chairman Matty Fox

;
and feature

film division v.p.-general manager
E. H. Ezzes with Paul Nathanson,
Alf Perry and Alex Metcalfe of

Sovereign calls for hom£ offices in
Toronto and branches in Montreal
and Winnipeg* Firm will sell to

both private and Government-op-
erated stations in Canada, and also

to American advertisers using Ca-
nadian outlets.

Cleveland-r-Renewal of 52-rweek
Jim Martin 15-minute 8 a.m. cross-
the-board newscast gives WGAR a

SRO.for morning newscasts. Metro-
politan Life Insurance picked up
the renewal with International
Nickel Co., a new advertiser, latch-
ing onto 7:15 a.m. stint and Car-
hart Overalls taking the. 6:25. a.m.
Martin pitch.

+ Intensive merchandising,' pre-

mium and’ promotion campaign on
a local level is being launched by
Television Programs of America
for its Joit Hall-starring vidpix
series, “Ramar of the Jungle.” Deal
has been set whereby Mitchell
Hamilburg, who handles all the
Gene Autry merchandising, will

head up the merchandising setup
On “Ramar” while Fortune Co;, one
of the country’s largest premium
houses, will handle premiums on .

the serlgs.

Deal Was set on the Coast by
TPA exec veepee Michael Siller-

man and promotion chief Jerome
Capp. Pair returned to New York
last week after huddling with TPA
board chairman Ed Small on future
production plans (a couple of new
properties are in the works) and
finalizing the merchandising-pro-:
motion scheme. Duo also laid the
groundwork for a nationwide tour
by Hall and the “Ramar” troupe
next fall, after the unit returns
from Africa, where it’s locationing.
New Hamilburg - Fortune - TPA

tiein represents a 'new approach to

merchandising, .
since it’s being

done at the local level with local
and regional sponsors. With the
series in well over

.
100 markets

with a
;
total, gross of $1,500,000

since TPA -

took the property over
in September; the. firm is going
all-out On the promotional end/
Each sponsor will get a chance- to
tie in With the merchandising setup
^r-for example, where a “Ramar”
shirt is being licensed, it’ll bear
the name, of the particular sponsor
in each city, and the sponsor will
be tied in with the . sale of the li-

censed product. Entire merchan-
dising-premium setup will be
Supervised by Capp.
Plans for the ”Ramar” tour next

fall call for visits to every major
market in which the show is on the
air. Tour will be conducted with a
major : outdoor outfit handling the
details and will consist of a jungle
show. It will visit fairs and exposi-
tions, tieing in of course: with local
and regional sponsors in: the towns
visited. V

b

Specializing in “tight” shows, loaded with impact, attention and memory value, product

identification. .. our unexcelled facilities deliver a’wlnhing combination. We have some

Ideas we'd like to tell you about... and we'djih* to work with you on executing your

own. We are at your SERVICE!

WALT I, l l jfl AVENUE of *ho AMERICA^,New York 36, N. Y • OXford 7-3322
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Radio-TV’s 2506 Strike ‘Take’
a Cofctlavei from put 32

stations were sold otit—WOR and moved Up its publication date last

WCBS
r
to mention two—while all week one day, and in addition dis-

had jumped theia normal business trlbuted some 6,000 mimeographed
substantially. Parade of adver
tiseiis had been led by '•Macy’s,

which on several stations had been

buying all availabilities in sight.

Heavy on. the video end too,

with two one-hbur shows on
WNBT. WOR figures income
from Macy’s during the strike has

totalled $25,000 on that station

alone. I
.

* WNBTs 35G
Tele

:
end was pretty much the

’same story. WNBT had racked up
•some $35,000 since the strike

started, with Macy’s and Peck &
Peck leading the department store

parade. Virtually all stations had
expanded their schedules for an
early morning start. WOR-TV, for

example, which normally signs on
at 4 p.m., took to the air Saturday
(5) at 7 a-m. with cameras trained

on copy running off a varitype

machine, and sold the segment to

Schlossman's Department Store,

which is carrylrg the show on a

day-today basis for the; duration of

the strike.

Not all new business had been
tunneled into the spot and news
end. WABD sold the local end of

the DuMont network’s' hour-long
Sunday “Chicago Symphony” to

- Plummer. *Xtd., one of the top
Fifth Aye. china and silver shops:
It’s Plummer’s first TV buy, but
it's a prolific spacebuyer. But
news and station breaks accounted
for most of the new biz, with

. Bloomingdale’s, Saks Fifth Ave.
and Gimbel’s among the heavy de
partment store

.
buyers, with Rodg-

ers A Hammerstein leading the
legit producers in spot buying, and
with such offbeat bankrollers as
Benet Art Galleries, Wurlitzer
'Piano Co., Emigrant Savings Bank,
Newburger. Loeb & Co. brokerage
and several newspapers • them-
selves.

On the program fronts such off-

beat items as help wanted ads
(WNYC, and WABD), a show on

. advertising and business news
(WABD) and legit and film re-
views moved into the forefront.

On exploitation. WABC-TV tied in

with—cross-plugs with the N. Y.

copies
•’ of advance reviews of

“Kismet” and “Madam Will You

Walk” on the legit side and “Con-

quest * of Everest” and “Anna*

puma”' on the film end.

Survey of listening habits dur
ing the strike, conducted by Pulse
for WOR, showed that 94% of all

N: Y, families depended on radio

and tele for their hews during the

first day of the strike. Of the 700
families sampled, 16.1% heard
news only on radio, 11.1% 6nly

on TV and 66,7% on both.

CBS-JV’* Q.T. Color
.CBS-TV’s 5:30 to,6 p.m. col-

orsbow (closed, circuit and
'very much q.t. . on the* net’s

H. Y. Jocaj, WCBS-TV) Will

topline Rosalind Courtright on
Friday (11). Siriger is current

at the St. Regis Hotel's Mai-
sonette. . /
Web has had the Friday

tlntfer under wraps, but it’s

known that ’twas hoped to do

two or three a week of the

colorcasts after three weeks of

Friday exclusivity, For the
' time being, however, there’s

apparently no enlargement on
segmentation planned. Local
flagship is still running feature

pix in the only available spots

for the color show and web has
made no move to recapture a.

half hour of the time.

Cincy TV
Continued tcbm pace .

i

got a job with WCPO-TV. Four
days later, WLW officials called,

after seeing his WCPO-TV show,
and offered him a contract.

His programs for Crosley includ-

ed “Down .Memory Lane,” “The
Breakfast Riarty,” “Strawhat Mati-
nee.” “Hi-Life Hilarities’’ and
‘Penny’s Pantry.” : He switched
back to evangelism after a 40-min-
ute meeting with Billy Graham;
and announced his decision on the
air.

“I feel.” says the 38-year-old
Martin today, “the spiritual recom-
pense from turning men’s souls
back to God is worth the financial
sacrifice;”'..:-'

Lux
Continued, from pace 31

of the spot, having ihoved over to
Sunday night). When Lux vacated
the Monday 'slot to take its

chances opposite “Dragnet” < which
that time was far removed from

its present No. 2 rating stature),

Bums 8c Allen grabbed the Mon-
day at B time and is now in the
Top 20. swim. With “Dragnet
popularity soaring weekly. Lux
has been having ' nothing but

1 trouble.

Enquirer, which was running as a i

daily until the strike ended.
|

Cue magazine supplied radio-TV !

news desks with its entertainment
listings, despite the fact that the]
issue current when the strike,

Pal & Bob
Continued from pace 3)

is to .programming not business, is

evident from the General’s state-

ment to the Board last-Friday: “All

these months that I have been act-

ing as president, as well as chair-

man of NBC, have confirmed my
belief that basic to the broadcast-

ing business is the quality and
character of its program struc-

ture
—

’the play’s the thing.”’

Immediate conjecture at the net-

work centred on the administrative

reshufflings on tap, chiefly bn the

programming - sale's front. The
next few weeks' are expected to

find Weaver giving the TV pro-

gramming nod to Tom McAvity,
who currently is director of TV
programming for tlie network. The
TV Film nod has already gone to

Carl Stanton, who has been Bob
SarnOff’s chief aide in the division.

The Weaver regime will probably
spark other major realignments,

with chief speculation centering on
how the TV Sales Division (With

its multiplicity of key execs) will

be resolved.

Continued from pace 32

Continued from pace 3t
•

' ’ *
1

' e
.

'

business at its current high, sit-

uation exists that’s equivalent to a

nighttime sellout on three and a

third networks. This situation

makes clearance in nearly all

nights of the week a major head-
ache,, but witjh new stations, includ-

ing U’s being built, “the closer we
are coming to four complete na-
tional networks,” Bergmann said.

/ On the question of color, Berg-
mann pointed

;
out that set circula-

tion will be. limited for some . time
to come due to the high price of

receivers.
.
More important, he

said, is the fact that while stations

will be able to pick up network
color feeds with equipment cost

ing a maximum of $35,000, “they
could not so. much as insert a
.dealer’s card into a color program.
Additional outlay of $75,000 to

$100,000 would be necessary “even
to tie a local . identification into a
network program or to run a color
film locally,” he said, and to origi-

nate a. live program, stations would
have to sink $500,000 to $600;000
into one studio. “We at DuMont/’
he said, “are convinced that color
will not amount to much—for sev-
eral years.”

Bergmann slapped out at “a few
advertisers who are abusing' the
privilege accorded them : to put
their message into America’s liv-

ing rooms.” He said' that, whije
broadcasters are, aware of these
abuses and are solidly in back of
the

.NARTB Code, the Codb itself

is left open to individual applica-
tion and interpretation. He called
on the admen to 'be “vigilant
toward the protection: of integrity,
belieyability, absence of annoying
repetition and unprovable claims.”
He said, that those who would
“milk” audience acceptance
through violations of the Code are
mistaken in the belief that they are
selling more.

broke was sold in two days. Ma*
J

> reyerSal of attitude on the

{

part of Gen. Sarnoff who, only last

[year- faced with alternative of

;

choosing either Weaver or Frank
i
White (who had recently moved

,
over from Mutual) for the coveted
prexy spot, put his chips on White,

i Weaver, given the newly-created
i post of vice-chairman of the board,

j
was shunted aside to an elaborate

S1.M MONTH Establish YOUR perma-

.

n«i( iddmi h«r« in Los Angola*. Wo
forward oil mall for our many custom-
ers personally and tfdciehtly.

ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
1344. S. Grand Ave.

Los Angolas ..If, . California

Unosnal aortii skylight loft; Ideal

for photographer, orelwtoct, etc.

Midtowa Manhattan. VERY REA-

SONABLE.

L LEVINSON
Williams & Co. MU 5-5200

|

Suite toy“think about the future.”

;
As it turned out. White after some

> months threw in the towel and re-

signed. With the recent advent of

|
color television and planning for

j
the future (task to which Weaver

[

was entrusted), the latter worked
;
closely with the General. That he
restored himself to high favor and
apparently won over Sarnoff to the
belief that the first responsibility

qW 1

cians (who were picketing station

but were not on strike) would have
provided “adequate cause” for
their discharge. “The fortuity of.

the coexistence of a labor dispute

affords these technicians no sub-
stantial defense . . . the handbill

diverted attention from the labor

controversy- . It attacked public

policies of the company which had
no discernible relation to that

controversy. The only connection
between the handbill and the labor
controversy was an ultimate and
undisclosed purpose of motive on
the, part of some of the sponsors
that, by the hoped-for financial

pressure; the attack might extract

from the company some, future
concession.”

In dissenting to the majority
ruling. Justices Felix Frankfurter,
Hugo Black and William O. Doug-
las criticized their colleagues for
making a decision which, they
Claimed, will give Tittle guidance
for future cases.

Tele
Continued from page 34

Playhouse’ To

I’s-Who

fa Aviation Industry
“Television Playhouse*’

. (Good-
year edition) will bring in some
of the world’s foremost aviation
realistically into a Robert Lewis
Shayon script titled “Wings Over-
Barriers” slotted for Dec. 20 on
NBC-TV. The airmen represent a
Veritable who’s who of the Indus-
try, in its lineup of Igor Sikorsky,
developer of the helicopter; Elmer
Sperry of Sperry Gyroscope Co,;
Jack Frye of TWA; Major _Charles_
E. Yaeger, who broke the sound
harrier in 1947; Ken Bodecker,
sales exec of the Wright Corp.;

the mechanic for the Spirit of St.

Louis in Col. Charles Lindbergh s,

liistory-making 1927 transatlantic

flight; Arthur Raymond, chief en-
gineer of Douglas Aircraft; John
Stack, assistant director of the

famed Langley Laboratories; Col.

Don Flicklnger, director of “Hu-
man Factors” for the Air Force,

and others.

Joseph Gotten or Eddie Albert
will play the lead in the produc-
tion for which budget has been
hiked. Delbert Mann, director of

the show, planed to Kitty Hawk
yesterday (Tues.) for film footage

at the site of the Wright Bros.*

precedental flight.

Juve Delinquency

Show in WIP Prcem
Philadelphia, Dec. 8.

WIP launched a new weekly
series Friday (9:30 to 10 p.m,) de-

signed to help curb juve delin-

quency. Opener <was a roundtable
discussion by a half; dozen civic

leaders, including a judge, mem-
bers of the Crime Prevention Assn.,

a policewoman and school officials.

Sam Serota, WIP special events

director, acted as moderator for

the initial show. On future pro-

grams WIP will take microphones
and

.
tape recorders to. high school

student council meetings in areas

most affected by juve crime.
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STEEL’S SOLID 23.5

FOR ABC TV PREEM
Some of the concern among

ABC-TV’s new clients lifted this

week when the first Nielsen report
for November showed that the
web’s new U. S. Steel entry had
pulled a solid 23.5 rating in its ini-

tial show. Web and clients feel
that if the preem telecast of a
show can pull that kind of audi-
ence, even with the kind of advance
ballyhoo it got, it won’t be long
before the rest of the shows be?
gin to hike their ratings.
Program, in the Tuesday 9:30-

10:30 slot, outranked the CBS
‘‘Suspense” and "Danger” combo,
which got 22.2 and 21.0 marks; re-
spectively; Only NBC’s “Armstrong
Theatre,” at- 9:30, did better than
Steel, drawing a 29”.3, while Fred
Allen, who followed, pulled a: 22.5.
Fact that “Armstrong” held up
strongly probably came as a relief
to BBD&O, which is in the un-
comfortable position of. repping
both Armstrong and Steel in the
same time slot on competing nets.

Des Moines — Geo. Halsey of
radio station WOI, Airies, has been
elected chairman of the Iowa AP
Broadcasters, succeeding Ralph
Childs of station KMA, Shenan-
doah, la. Bob Graham of KAYL,
Storm Lake; was elected vice-
chairman for western Iowa, and
Lew Hudson of KBOE, Oskaloosa,
was named vice-chairman for east-

trait of juvenile idealism and
heroism. Sal Mineo. as the rustic
Spanish adolescent who envisioned
himself as a great matador only to
be killed in a mock bullfight, per-
formed brilliantly. A strong sup-
porting Cast included Leslie Niel-
son, Johnny Stewart..Ann Bancroft,
John Marley and Mario. Gallo.

The ballet version of the same
story was an interesting experi-
ment in its juxtaposition of two
dramatic media. Eugene Lorihg’s
choreography captured the essen-
tial spirit of the yarn and George
Antheil’s original music contrib-
uted to the ballet's atmospheric
quality... It was a long piece with
special appeal 4or the balletomanes.
Another sequence built around

Lord & Taylor’s Christmas window
display was stretched too thinly.
Show also included a three-minute
slapstic film from Italy, titled
“Laughing Gas,” that wasn’t too
funny. Alistair Cooke as usual did
a suave job of hosting. Herm.

Wagner Names Cohan
Arnold Cohan, head of Arnold

Cohan Corp., ad agency, was offi-

cially named yesterday (Tues.) as

radio-TV adviser for N. Y.’s mayor-
elect, Robert F. Wagner, Jr., with

post going to Cohan as an indi-

vidual. Announcement was made
by Wagner at a luncheon at the

Gotham Hotel given him by gen-

eral managers of AM-TV stations

where the incoming city chief also

set forth the broadcasting policy

of his administration.

St. Louis—-To meet the frequent
requests for speakers from the
station, KMOX has organized its

own speakers’ bureau with Mark
Russell, program director;, Lindley
Hines, night news editor; Ted
Mangner, farm director; and Rex
Davis, news director available.

SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS

AND TITLES
On FIRESIDE THEATRE
Television Show

b*

RAY MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Avt., H'wood 29, Col.

Send for Free Optical Effects Chart

A TOP PERSONNEL AGENCY
33 West 42nd Street

hoi openings for 3 qualified men

—

Public Relations, Time Buyer 1
Advertising manager (appliance

background) to. $20,000.

UpperMidwest
I
I KSTP-TV NOW REACHES

NEARLY TWO MILLION
PEOPLE REGULARLY WITH
ITS 100*000 WATTS ON
CHANNEL 5.

WATTS

MINNEAPOLIS * ST. PAUL
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Record company rivalry reached*

a new high last week as RCA Vic-

tor, Capitol, and Mercury moved In

to get the breakaway platter On

"Changing Partners.” Tune was cut

by Dinah Shore (Victor), Kay Starr

(Capitol) and Patti Page (Mercury).

Tradesters wondered if this marked

the beginning of a new era, in

which the disk companies would

spare no expense in efforts to build

a click record.
'

•
•

.

The three-way ^struggle started

rolling with claims, counterclaims,

giveaways and special deals. Victor

asserts that it was first out with

Miss Shore’s slice, while Cap
claims that Victor may have hit

the reviewers and the disk jockeys

ahead of the others but that Miss

Starr’s waxing was in the styres

first.

Disk' Jocks Wooed
On the giveaway front, the cam-

paign is pegged at the disk jockeys.

Victor has set up a national contest

with two Chevrolet Corvettes (val-

ued at $3,600 each) as top prizes

for the deejay accounting for the
most spins of the Shore version.

Chevrolet, incidentally, sponsors
Miss Shore’s tele show. Victor also

is working out an additional prize

lure of 100 TV sets for the. platter

spinners.

Merc is reported countering with
attractive gift: items for the
deejays. Label also is hitting the
dealer field with special offers of
20 cuffo Page platters for every
100 disks ordered with 100% ‘in-

demnification.

Cap, however, is lying low on the
giveaways and special deals. Ac-
cording to Bill Fowler, label’s

veepee, such campaigns have a dis-

(Continued on page 60)

London; Dec. 8.

:
Arrangements are set for \ the

1954 American invasion of . Britain
by top singing stars. Johnnie Ray,
Frankie Laine, Nat (King) Cole
and Guy Mitchell are all in line
for repeat contracts in variety here
this coming spring and summer.
A new name mentioned, by the

Lew & Leslie Grade \ Agency, who
are booking these attractions, is
Perry Como, who has yet to ap-
pear in England. He is being read-
ied for an August stint at the Lon-
don Palladium.
Ray is due here in May, for a

tour of at least 10 weeks. British
combo of Jack Parnell . and his
Music Makers is reportedly to ac-
company the Cry Guy. .

CLEFFERS WANT EARLY

PREEM FOR BMI SUIT
Motion by the Songwriters Of

America.' to start-exanlihations-be—

|

fore trial immediately in their
$150,000,000 antitrust suit against
tlie broadcasters and Broadcast
Music. Inc., was taken under ad-
visement by Judge John W. Clancy

N - V. Federal Court yesterday
<Tues.). At the same time, the
judge reserved decision ' On BMI’s
request to delay start of legal
naneuvers until next March.
The cleftcrs, repped by attorney

John Schulman, asked the judge
1° set a date for the Examinations
‘incl (he order in which they were
to be made.

Pinky on Kidisks
.

Hollywood, Dec. 8
Pinky Lee will make his debut

-c
a
f

.
artist late, this month,

ti tie voice of a new piece of
ky Bob and .Dick Sherman,

•k .
the Ramferinkas,'’ Yarn is

^out the first bird on. earth.
.

j
li

B
.

u,’t Shefter will arrange, con-

n
Uct and edit the material, with

MwiV. » 215*

Accent on Speed
Extreme speed with which

diskers can now etch original
cast albums was illustrated
this week by Columbia Rec-
ords’ cutting of ’’Kismet/’. Col
recorded the album all day
Sunday (6) till midnight, then
edited the tapes until 7 a.m.
to get them to the factory
Monday afternoon. The ! 12-
inch longplay platter will" be
in the N. Y. stores today
(Wed.), and in general dis-
tribution next week.

Legituner, which opened in
Gotham Thuraday (3), stars
Alfred Drake and Doretta
Morrow.

On 14 Numbers
The knotty problem of copyright

renewal assignments has cropped

up again in a suit filed by song-

writer Hoagy Carmichael against

Mills Music in U. S. District Court
last week. Carmichael is asking
for return of the copyrights on 14
numbers, including “Stardust,”
which are up for their ' second
copyright terms of 28 years.

Carmichael claims that . under
section 24 of the Copyright Act,
after' the expiration of the origi-

nal term,
1

the writers of a tune be-
come the - sole proprietors of the
Copyrights. Suit is similar to the
one -brought by Billy Rose, MOrt
Dixon and Ray Henderson against
Bourne Music for return of the
copyright on “That Old Gang of
Mine.” •

In his complaint, Carmichael
charged that the defendant intends
to violate his rights and those of
his collaborators by continuing to
publish the tunes. Plaintiff asked
that he be named sole owner of
the copyrights and that any claim
by Mills of renewal rights be de-
clared null and Void, Carmichael,
also asked that Mills be enjoined
from exercising any rights in three
tunes which have already been re-

(Continued on page 60)

The initial word from James G,
Petrillo, prexy of the American
Federation of Musicians, on his
demands for the new disk pact*
will be handed down to the indus-
try next Tuesday (is), when nego-
tiations are slated to open. The disk
industry is and will continue to
remain in the dark until next week
on what’s cooking in Petrillo's
office.

From the industry side of the
fence, it’s now

.
evident , that if

Petrillo. asks for a straight exten-
sion of the present pact, he’ll get
it without question. If he asks for
a change in musicians' rates and
number of sides per session,
there’ll be long discussions, but
there’s confidence that a pact Will
be reached sooner dr later. If, how-
ever, Petrillo asks for a hike in

the royalty payments to the Musi-
cian^..Performance—Trust--Eund,-
thefl the fireworks will start add
some major company execs foresee
a new ban on recordings by Pe-
trillo over this issue.

The Trust Fund, which was set

up five years ago, collects and dis-

burses flfbre than $1,500,000 a year
for. free public music. This fund Is

obtaWed from a royalty paid on
records and is administered under
a trusteeship. It’s known that the
Fund is one of Petrillo’s pet proj-

ects, but whether he will ask for a

hike in the present rate has not
been intimated.

There have been . reports that
Petrillo may ask for a hike in the
present recording session scale of

$41 for three hours to $56: Also,

he may. Cut down the maximum
number of sides permitted in each
session from four to some lower
figure. The companies, meantime,
also plan to ask for some conces-
sions, particularly for modifica-
tions of the present ban on the use
of dubbings and the rule against
cancellation of a date even if an
artist is ill.

Martha Raye is set for a return
to the wax field Via Mercury Rec-
ords. Miss Raye recorded a couple
of years ago for several indie

labels.

Merc plans to assign standard

material to Miss Raye. She’ll be-

gin cutting before the first of the

year.

Real Hot ‘Papa’
Eddie Fisher’s slice of . the

Swiss tune, “Oh, Mein Papa,”
Which was released by RCA
Victor three weeks ago, has
moved to the top too fast to be
reflected in the tradepaper
bestselling charts. A spot wire
check Monday (7) by Variety
of six key cities showed the .

Fisher disk in the No. 1 spot

In three markets and rapidly
moving upwards in the other
three.
The Fisher, version is shap-

ing up as the year’s platter

phenomenon at the rate at

Which it’s going. To date, the
disk has shipped over 610,000
copies and, in some cities such
as New York, dealers have
been unable to stock enough

Lto meet the- demand, jn-fact,

the* tune’s publishers. Shapiro-
Bernstein Music, had to ship

.

up some copies from Philadel-
phia last week, Meantime, the
original Eddie Calvert , instru-

mental on “Oh, Mein Papa”
for the indie Essex label is

also maintaining a hot sales

pace.

B1EM9 Columbia

Harry Fox. representing the
French mechanical collection so-

ciety, BIEM (Bureau International
D’Editions Mechanique). finally

reached an agreement with Sidney
Kaye, attorney for Columbia Rec-
ords, last week on disk royalty

payments for French compositions.
Deal is eh route to France for final

ratification by BIEM execs. The
Coil agreement will, set the pattern
for BIEM’s negotiations with the
other Companies.

The proposed two-year pact elim-

inates a longstanding hurdle be-

tween the two countries' due to the
difference in copyright terms.
Under the present deal. Columbia
agrees to pay royalties on all works
copyrighted after 1909. the date

of the U.S. copyright act. All works
(Continued. on page 58)

After holding the status qqo fbr
the past several years, sheet ihusic

sales structure got its second ma-
jor switch in less than two months
last week when publisher Howie
Richmond hiked the price of his

pop copies to jobbers from
.
23c. to

25c. In addition, Richmond an-
nounced that the pop copies would
be sold on a “non-returnable
basis.”

.
Initial step in altering the sheet

music sales: pattern was made by
E. H. Morris Music Nov. 1 . Firm
upped the tab on its pop copies
from 40c. to .30c. (jobbers’ price
moved to 25c. per copy).- Morris
ajso took over the cost: of parcel
post mailings to regain the “short
order” dealers.

.Cause for the Richmond switch
is attributed to rising costs of
printing, production and promo-
tion. The new sales structure goes
Into- effect Jan. 4. .

In the qew setup Richoloird*
leaves a loqphole for returns.
Once a new pop song attains sales
activity and radio-TV recognition;
indicating possible, hit status, he
asserts; the song will become avail-
able on a “return basis.” The guide
to this factor will be the record*
disk jockey, jukebox, etc., lists ap-
pearing in the trade papers.

During 1953, the Richmond firms
issued about 100 songs. Of these,
he States, only six warranted a sale
on a “returnable basis.” The other
94 songs, he adds, sold an average
of 200 copies each, but a total of
154,000 copies were shipped and
returned. This represents only a
fraction of the overall music biz,

so he figures that jobbers must
have paid out big Coin oh two-way
freight and handling costs on mil-
lions of copies that did not sell.

In the Richmond music group
are Cromwell, Dartmouth, Essex,
Folkways, Hollis, Ludlow and Mel-
ody Trails.
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New Peak in ’53

Capitol Records, currently head-
;

ing for the peak year in its 11-year
history, has declared a year-end
dividend of 35c per share for a
total annual divvy, of 65c. Latest
dividend will be split with a 20c
payment on Dec. 24 and 1.5c on
Jan. 1.

According to the gait set for the
first 11 months of this year. Cap’s
sales will probably go oyer the
$16,^00,000 ‘ mark set in 1948, top
year of the disk industry and Capi-
tol Records. Cap’s biz has been
boosted by the Le$ Paul-Mary Ford
duo’s hits and the “Dragnet" clicks
by both Ray Anthony’s oreh and
Stan Frcberg.

As part of its financial consoli-
dation, Capitol has purchased and
retired 2.000 shares of its pre-
ferred-stock-. Over -the- past .fJvrpp-^

years, the diskery has reduced its

outstanding preferred stock, by
92%, slicing the original 30,000
shares to 2,405.

‘SHOW BIZ,’ HOROWITZ

RCA JAN. SKED
RCA Victor will focus its promo-

tional guns after the New Year on.
two major packages, the “Show
Biz” album and

. .
the “Horowitz

25th Anniversary Concert.” “Show
Biz” is a wax version of the best-
seller of the same name with
George Jesse) as narrator. The
Horowitz package is a two-disk
longplay album of the pianist's
25th anni concert in Carnegie Hall,
N. Y., last February.

Selling plans on the two pack-
ages were outlined to Victor dis-
tribs across the country by com-
pany execs at special meetings all

-last week. Larry, Kanaga, Victor
Sales manager, topped the Victor
exec echelon which made, the field

trek. . He returned to the N. Y.
homeoffice Monday (7).
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Stan Kenton Orch: “The Creep”
-“Tenderly” (Capitol). A dance
tune importation from Britain,

“The Creep” .has the ingredients

of a big wax instrumental and-

Stan Kenton's orch gives this num-
ber a colorful ride without “pro-
gressive" mannerisms. It could be
one of Kenton’s biggest. The oldie
on the flip, is also given a topflight

interpretation, with the Four
Freshmen doing an ensemble vo-
cal accomped by a tasteful

.
ar-

rangement.
Gordon MacRae: “High On A

Windy Hill"-“Soothe My Lonely
Heart" (Capitol). Two class sides
that stand up under repeated spins
although not. the type with imme-
diate sock impact. MacRae deliv-
ers a fine vocal in “High On A
Windy Hill,” complementing the
Hugo Winterhalter instrumental
of this standard for RCA Victor.
“Lonely Heart," from the Metro
pic. “Escape From Fort Bravo." is

another interesting, literate ballad.
This side is almost in the “art
song” category.

Stan Freberg: “C’est Si Bon"-
A Dear John and Marsha Letter
(Capitol); Stan Freberg has been
tapping the satirical vein for boff
results recently, and now comes
up with an okay parody

.
of “C’est

Si Bon,” in Gallic accents a la

Faced," a hillbilly-flavored num-
ber that gets a good ride by Grey
and a chorus. Grey also does well
on the flip but handles this side
more conventionally.'

Raymond Scott Quintet: “Dedi-
catory piece' To The Crew, Etc.
“Bird Life In Bronx" (Audivox).
As usual, bandleader Raymond
Scott comes up with the unusual
on these sides. “Dedicatory Piece”
has a solid swinging beat iii the
format of one of Scott’s longest-
titled compositions. Interesting
offbeat fare for jocks. Flip is a
tasteful chamber music jazz piece
also featuring some of Scott’s
strange orchestral effects.
Ruth Casey: “Won’t Somebody

Answer The Phone"-“Hold Me”
(Decca), Ruth Casey, one of Deer
ca’s recent additions, gets off to 3

s

)

dubious’ start with “Phone,” a syn-
thetic ballad With a. corny, lyric
and some irritating telephone
sound effects. Miss Casey sings
this in a tearful monotone. Miss
Casey registers more impressively
on the oldie “Hold Me.” with a
swinging vocal in a solid arrange-
ment.
Buddy Morrow Orch: “Diggin’ ’’-

“Denisse" (Victor). “Diggin,” is a
dramatic piece of material that’s
a switch from the rhythm groove in
which Buddy Morrow’s crew has

.STAN KENTON ORCH . ... . ...
• ( Capitol ) . . . , . . . : . . .

THE CREEP
. ..... a . Tenderly

Eartha Kitt. It’s a hokey rewrite
with enough kicks to put it over.
The flip is a takeoff on the fecerit
crop of hillbilly “Dear John” sides.
This side accomplishes its mission
of being nearly as deadly as the
original;
Mindy Carson: “Crazy; Madly,

Wildly In LoVe”-“Music Box" (Co-
lumbia). “Wildly In Love" is an
pffbeat piece of material neatly
handled by Mindy Carson, Tune
has. a strong tag line but fails to
hold up as pop material, although
it has potential for Miss Carson’s
niteiy turn. “Music Box” is a
charming, lightweight number
with fair chances.
Dolores Gray: “Poppa Piccolino’-

“Face To Face” (Decca). Adapted,
from an old Italian street song.
“Poppa Piccolino” has been gar-
nering a stack of wax versions
with Dolores Gray’s slice for Dec-
ca shapping up as tops. It’s a
bright, bouncy, familiar tune
slated for lots of jock and juke
spins. Art Lowry, for Columbia
Records, and The Nocturnes, for
M-O-M Records, have also cut this
tune but without the sparkle of
Miss Gray's rendition. On the
Decca flip. Miss Gray is effective
on the ballad. “Face To Face.”

Joel Grey: “Two Faced -“Last
Night On The Back Porch”
(M-G-M). Young comedian Joel
Grey may break out on wax with
a big number if the right material
comes along. He has a strong de-
livery and his vocal mannerisms
are suitable for a novelty click.

He has a good potential on “Two

LAWRENCEWELK
and hia

CHAMPAGNE music
,119th Conseoutive Week, Aralgon

Ballroom, Santa Monica.' Calif.

Exclusively for Coral Records
JOEY’S THEME

Backed by
CONEY ISLAND

been riding. It’s a big production
but; with a doubtful .target in
the pop market despite Frankie
Lester’s okay vocal. Morrow’s band
reverts to more recognizable musi-
cal Ideas on “Denise.” a Well-
executed tango that could step out.
George Shearing Q u.i n tel:.

“Tiempo De Cencerro” , (M-G-M).
t Georige Shearing’s Quintet breaks
out of its trademarked jazz shell
with this Latin-styled instrumental.

,

It’s a two-sided composition With
a tricky beat and .some colorful
percussion effects.

Jill Corey: “The First Christ-
mas"-“Silerit Night” (Women’s
Home Companion). “The First
Christmas,” the holiday number
cleffed by Dimitri Tiomkin and
Ned Washington on assignment
from the Women’s Home Com-
bari’on mag. is a reverential hymn
for the religioso market. Jill Corey
gives it a sincere rendition. Royal-
ties on this tune are going to the
Heart Fund, On the flip. Miss
Corey does a straight Version of

i the Xmas standard, “Silent Night/’

Album Review
1.,

’

: :

‘ r

{
Renee Lebas: ; Cherchez La

I Femme (Vox). American debut of

!
the French pop singer serves up a

;

very pleasant melange of eight un-
!
hackneyed tune?, in this album;

|
Deep-throated, < lusty-voiced chirt)

sells a song straight, simply, with
few vocal furbelows, although in
varied styles and moods to suit

each number. Clear enunciation
is. standout. Attractive selection of

well-mixed ballads and rhythm

numbers, to orch accompaniment,

is topped by the sentimental

“Amours Perdues" and the swingy,

rhythmic “La Saint Bonheur."

Platter Pointers

Georgie Shaw has a rousing
folk-styled tune in “Honeycomb”
which, unfortunately, is too much
akin to some of • songwriter Bob
Merrill’s past hits (Decca) . . .

Mantoyani orch has another lush
side iii “The Midnight Waltz" for
London . . . Some, more of Hoiner
& Jethro’s burlesques get across
on “You-rEwe-U” and“Hey Shino”
(Victor) . . . Earl Hines orch. come
up with a solid instrumental in

'“Space Ship” (King) . .. . Pete
•Hanley impresses on the atmos-
pheric “Moonlight In Vermont"
ballad (Columbia) .. . . Eniie An-
drews delivers a neat rhythm vocal
on “Don’t Lead Me On" (Trend) . .

.

Pat O’Day scores with her slice of
“A Bird Flying North’’ (M-G-M).

Standoimt folk, western, polka,
rhythm & blues, etc.: Sammy Cot-
ton, “You’re The Kind Of Woman”
(Qkeh) ... Hawkshaw Hawkins,
“I'll Never Close My Heart To
You” (Victor) ... Sfaeb Wooley,
“I’ll Return The Letters” (M-G-M)

. Hank Snow-BlackwoOd Bros;,
“Invisible Hands" (Victor)' ...

LltUe Sam Davis, “She’s So Good
To Me” (De Luxe) ... Tiny Brad-
shaw, “Ping Pong” (King) . . .

Autry Inman-, “It Hurts Too Much
To Cry” (Decca) •.

. . Swaiiee River
Boys, “I’ve Got A Date To Meet
An Angel" (King).

’

Seeco Records, indie Latino la-

bel, is rolling into the extended
play field in high gear. Label has
prepped 50 EP sets for release
before the first of the year.

Such Seeco stablers as Machito,
Tito Rivera, Pedro Vila and Tito
Puente will be featured in the first

five EP packages.

PQ-riety on

l.

-2.

3.

4.

A
6.

7.

8.

9.

10 .

RAGS TO RICHES (8) Tony Bennett .

RICOCHET (8) ‘ Teresa Brewer

THAT’S AMORE (3) . . Dean Martin .

.

YOU, YOU. YOU (22) Ames Bros. . .

.

CHANGING .PARTNERS (3) / Patti .Page

many times (8) . ? r?7[7^ .. .7. ,'Trrr:':r.Tr. .
7‘:

“
';rf . kidii Fisher'"'.

EH CUMPARI (8) . . JuUxis LaRosa

• • • • i

BABY, BABY, BABY (1) ... Teresa Brewer

VAYA CON DIOS (25) , . . Lfs Paul-Mary Ford,

VELVET GLOVE (1) 7 . . . . . . . . . •. ! . . ;-. .... V/interhaltcr-Rcne .

.

. Columbia

Coral

. . , Caoitol

. . Victor

7 Merciiry^

.

.

. Victor

. .Cadence

. . . . Coral

. . . Capitol

. . . .Victor

Second Group
EBB TIDE .... ...... ...... . . Frank Chacksfield . .... London

OH! . , ......... Pee Wee Hunt ........ Capitol

WOMAN , . . . . . Johnny Desmond ... . . .

.

Coral

OH, MEIN PAPA > ; . Eddie Calvert .. . . . , . . .. .Essex

HEART OF MY HEART .... , ... Four Aces Decca

OH, MY PAPA; i . . ..... Eddie Fisher ... Victor

ISTANBUL : . . Four Lads Columbia
SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN ..... .... . . ., .

.

Judy Valentine Epic

HEART OF MY HEART ....... Cornell-Dalc-Dcsmond Coral

CHANGING PARTNERS . ................. Kay Starr ; . Capitol

SANTA BABY . Eartha Kitt ... ....... .

.

.Victor

MY LOVE, MY LOVE Joni James . . .........

.

.M-G-M

SKIRTS • . . . . ... ...

.

Eddy Howard . ... , .

.

. .Mercury

$TORY OF THREE LOVES . ................ HaymamMurad Mercury

fFigures in parentheses indicate, number ol weeks sonq has been in the Top 10]

Lehar: Merry Widow (Angel, 2

tP; $9.90). Fine, flavorsome per-

formance of tl|e charming operetta.

Unabridged version is artistically

neat as well as theatrically appeal-

ing. Firstrate cast is headed by

Elisabeth .Schwarzkdpf, ;
Nicolai

Gedda, Emmy Loose and Eric;

Kunz. Otto Ackeirmann conducts.

. Handel:. Messiah (RCA Victor;

$5.95). Highlights from the great

religious choral work, taken from
the Beecham-Royal Philharmonic
authoritative previous recording.
Impressive excerpts, with flne
solos and rousing choruses,
Debussy Piano Music (M-G-M;

$4.85). Menahem Pressler, gifted
young Israeli pianist, has a feeling
for Debussy and communicated it

here in a half-dozen representative
selections; most of them familiar
and choice.

Liszt:. Dante Symphony (Urania;
$5.95). Fiery, dramatic reading of
a wild, romantic, infrequentlyT
heard work by the Coldnne Orch
under George Sebastian. Moody,

perturbed score has odd appeal.
Chopin: Mazurkao fRCA Victor,

3 LP; $16.35). AH 51 c mazurkas,
plus two polonaises, make lovely
vighets, in a variety of moods, for
a choice album under Artur • Ru«
binstein’s inspired fingers. Felici-
tous approach, ringing tones and
fine phrasing add up to pn exuber-
ant, rhythmic set, ..

,
Other disks of interest—Rich-

sounding reading of the probing,
elegiac tone-poem, Bartok’s Con-
certo for Orchestra, by the Phil-
harmonia Orch

.
under Karajan

(Angel); charming scores in Au-
rora’s Wedding and Faust Ballet
Music, well played by Royal Opera
House Orch under Braithwaite
(M-G-M); choice disk in Brailowsky
Plays Li9zt, a varied, juicy sample
of hine piano pieces played with
taste and distinction (RCA Victor);

lively, well-balanced, inspiring per-
formance of the monumental Bach
B Minor Mass by Radio Berlin
orch; chorus and soloists; under
Fritz Lehmann (Urania); sturdy
readings of Pictures at an Exhibi-
tion and Firebird Suite by Radio
Leipzig Orch (Urania). • Bron.

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index. & Audience Trend Index.

Published by Office of Research, Inc;, Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, alphabetically listed.

Survey, Week of Nov. 27Vpec. 3, 1953

(Listed Alphabetically

)

Baubles^ Bangles and Beads—+“Kismet” . . Frank
Changing Partners . . Porgie
Don’t Forget to Write

,

. . ....... .... ... . .

.

Advanced
Don’t Take Your Love From Me". Witmark
Don’tcha Hear Them Bells . . . . . , . . . . . ..... . .

.

. .

.

Iris-T
:

Ebb Tide . . .... . . , . . . .... . .... . . ... Robbins
Granada . . ......... ... . , . . ...» Peer 9
Heart of My Heart ... .........................

.

. Robbins
I Just Love You . .......... V. . . . Miller
I Love Paris—“Can-Can” Chappell
I See the Moon . . ......

.

.. . . Plymouth
In the Mission of St. Augustine Republic
Istanbul . ...

.

Alamo
It’s Easy to Remember . . Famous
I've Got the World on a String /Mills
Love Walked In Chappell
Many Times Broadcast
My Love, My Love Meridian
Oh Feist
Pa-Paya Mama Sheldon
Rags to Riches . . . ... . Saunders
Ricochet . > i • ... •

•

. Sheldon
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer ............. .

.

St.. Nicholas
Secret Love—f‘Calamity Jane” . . Remick
Silver Bells ........ paramount
Stranger in Paradise^*“Kismet” ... ... Frank
That’s Amore—1 ‘“The Caddy” Pararifount
Think 1 ... ....... ; . Joy

• RoncomYou Alone '

. .

You; You, You . .... ......... Mellin

Second Group
Am I to Blame . .

. Feist
Baby, Baby, Baby ..... ] Famous
Deadwood Stage---*; “Calamity Jane” * Remick
Happy Christmas Little Friend . Williamson
I Can’t Believe That You’re in Love With Me. Mills
Jones Boy Pincus •

Juhe i Miller
No Other Love--*“Me and Juliet” Williamson
Off Shore Hanover
Oh, My Papa Shapiro-B
Sadie Thompson’s Song—v"Miss Sadie Thompson”. . Mills
Story of Three Loves Foley
Sweet Mama Tree Top Tall ; [ Hollis
That’s All .* .....Meridian
Tipica Serenata Jerome
Typewriter .Mills
Under Paris Skies Leeds
Vaya Con Dios ; [ Ardmore
Woman Studio ;Y All Come . .... ... ,. Starrit.e .

You Won’t Forget Me , . Feist

Top 10 Songs On TV

C’est Si Bon
Ebb Tide
I Love Paris

(More In Case of Ties) • .

• •»<•••••*»*•»•#••••., . Leeds. .

• * * , Robbins
.Chappell

I’m Walking Behind You ........ Leeds
I’ve Got the World on a String . . ...... Mills
Many Times , . . . . .

.

Broadcast
Oh, My Papa Shapiro-B
Rags to Riches . Saunders
Ricochet . . ...... Sheldon
With These Hands .........

.

Bloom

Five Top Standards
(More In Case of Ties)

Bye Bye Baby
; . . , . . . .... .... Robbins

From This Moment On a ........... .

,

Chappell
Give My Regards to Broadway Vogel
Me and My Shadow ; . . . . . . Bourne
Will' You Still Be Mine . .

.'.
. . . . . . . . , ... ... , , ....... Embassy

t Filmiislcal Legit musical.
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By •HERBERT E. MARKS
j president,

Edward B. Marks
Music Corp.)

On Monday (7)/ of this week, I

was re-copyrighted or, as modem
lawyers prefer to put it, renewed,

in other words, 28 years haye

slipped by one way or another

since I first came to this Arm in

1925, A friend of mine has been

flattering enough to say that, if I

don’t allow myself to be renewed,

they are going to have to change

the name of the firm from E. B.

Marks to P. D. Marks, Exactly

twenty-eight years ago on Dec. 6,

1925. I was still a Variety mugg,

the one other job live had since

college.

Now that my copyright is being

renewed, I thought that just pos-

sibly I might mention a few out-

standing recollections of 28 years

with this concern. Coming home

10 years ago from the most arduous

physical experience of my life at

a State Guard training camp to

learn that “Paper Doll” had orig-

inally been copyrighted earlier

than we thought, that its renewal

was coming up a couple of. days

and that half a dozen publishers

were hot oh its trail since it was
by far the biggest hit of the day, I

rushed out to Ohio to learn that

Johnny Black, the composer, had
been killed in a fight Outside his

tavern. He had not one widow but

several, not to mention other rela-

tives running around, all of whom,
came into the picture. Everything

was straightened out, but I will

never forget the train; trip home
with one of Johnny’s widows, her
sister (wdio also decided to come
to New York ) , Julian Abeles, our
attorney, and Carl Zoehrns, our
ebullient sales manager. The whole
story of “Paper Doll" I think is

more fascinating than that of any
of the thousands of songs in our
catalog.

In Havana for a vacation, not

long after I had, joined the firm,

with no ideas of Cuban music in

my head whatsoever, the manager
of my hotel asked me if I would
like to come, to his roof garden for

a special audition of hit songs writ-

ten by his brother. Thinking it

would be pleasant to watch pretty

Cuban girls doing native gyrations,

1 decided to go, only to find out
that the manager’s brother was'

(Continued on page 58)

Band to Be Launched

In Unique TV Audition

On CBS-TV’s
11

Albert Stillman •

Tko Poet Looroatt of Radio City

Monte Hall hat again •done a.

bright versification thaw hit

roundup In hit

Post Mortems of 1953

an amusing bylina place in the

forthcoming

48th Anniversary Number
of

'

P^rieTy
1

HERB REIS LAUNCHES

DUAL PUBBERY SETUP
Herb Reis launched a dual pub-

bery Setup last week with the for-
mation of Herb Reis Music and
H. R. Music. Former firm will be
affiliated with BMI, while the lat-
ter will.be an ASCAP setup.

Reis, who’s already set his initial

song acquisitions for record re-

lease early next year, is heading
for a Florida vacation Dec. 15.
He’s due back first of the year.

Chills Scott
Glasgow, Dec. 8.

“Highland Boogie,” new all-

tartan behop tupe by Scot
schoolteacher Owen Leary, is

running into hot
.

water here.
Published by the Glasgow

firm of James Kerr, Inc., and
sung by> Edinburgh chiper Di-
nah Kaye, “Boogie” has dis-
pleased patriotic Scot clans-
men. They don’t relish the idea
of a piper named Doogie get-
ting so hep and in the groove
that-he has all. the Scot .lads

,and lassies behopping all over,
the place.

Vs. Loesser on ’China’

':•* MCA Voop

Manie Sacks

wrltoo ou tho Record llt't

Continuing Aim to

Build New Stats

oolntoroifiiig editorial feature

lutlioupcomiug

48th Anniversary Number
of

PfiRtEff

Washington, Dec. 8.

Supreme Court yesterday (Mon. )

refused to take jurisdiction in a

copyright infringement suit appeal

brought by Robert E. Overman, of

Frank Loesser. High court, in et-
, HAMPTON DUE IN N.Y.J

feet, upheld the defense of i^»es-
j nDEDC C»D CACT UAD

ser that he. did hot crib his tune,' rAltUAul IlUi
“Slow Boat to China.” from Over-

1 Lionel Hampton returps to New
man’s “Wonderful You,” as alleged York tomorrow (Thurs.) atfer a 15*

by the Californian. week concert trek through Europe.
Overman claimed that he seiit a

1

bundle of music, including _ __
derful You,” to a N. Y: publishing : -first ’ hop

7

to the Far East. Orch is
firm headed by Loesser several

; set to play in Tokyo as well as GI
years ago, upon the invitation of : bases in Japan and Korea.

Loesser’s defense was 1

it
i During his stay in Gotham,

‘Won- 1 Hampton will prep His orch for its

Loesser.
that he composed ‘Slow Boat” sev- Duke Ellington’s orch into Bird-
eral months before meeting Over*

; land. N. Y., for two weeks open-
man * * ing tomorrow Thurs.).

has
will

A new dance band, which
not as yet played any dates,

get a unique nationwide audition
on the Ford Foundation’s “Omni-
bus” show on CBS-TV Sunday
afternoon (13). New crew, to be
known as the Band of Manhattan,
will be featured in the video
show's 20-minute sequence on
“How A Band Is Born.”

Jimniy Abato, alto, saxist, is

, maestro for the new 20-piece or-

ganization, which has been styled
by Will Lorin. Lorin is

; an ar-

ranger who Svorked with Harry
James’ crew before the .war. Band
also features jazzman Don Elliot

on vibes and Mary Mayo on vocals
Band has no recording pact but

has cut four audition , .sides for.

-"“selling-purposesr —Deborah-^Gble-
man and her husband. Jack Rosen-
berg,; are managing the orch, with
General Artist’s Corp. likely, to
handle the bookings.

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical
.
system comprising

.
each of the three major tales outlets enu-

merated abdve. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of point$ scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes, (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

Tfie U. S. platter market Isn’t as

gimmick-minded as England be-

lieves. That’s the
;
opinion 'Of

British bandleader Frank Chacks-

.
field after a three-week disk jockey

i
tour through nine key cities here.

Chacksfield, who hit the U. S.

deejay trail for- the first time since

he broke through with his London
clicks. “Limelight,” “Ebb Tide”
and “Golden Violins,” believes that
“good” music on wax stands a bet-

ter chance in this : country than in

England because the people of
Great Britain get fed more of the
“straight” stuff via radio than we
do here and' therefore flock to the
American-made gimmick-disks. In
this country, however, he feels, the
gimmicks were just a fad.

However, he asserts that funda-
mentally both countries have the
same musical tastes. The deejays
in England and the U. S. t he adds,
program their shows in similar
manner, the only difference being
in the informality of the Ameri-
can airers. He points out that for
the first lime^n his career, he was
allowed to get in front of a mike
and ad lib a question-and-answer

.

sesh (BBC has prepared scripts on
all interviews).

Chacksfield also was impressed
with U. S. jocks’ 'awareness of the
contemporary musical scene.
They’re quick to spot the trends
and know how to ask pointed ques-
tions of guest diskers, he adds.
The radio station- engineers also
struck Chacksfield as being hep
to the .wax field; In almost every
station visited, engineers queried
him on the technicalities of disk-

I making.
Poll of Personals

Although he made more than 75
guest shots during his three-week
hop. Chacksfield pointed out that

l it doesn’t take as many personal
! appearance shots in England to

i reach the same, number of dialers.

Citing Jack Jackson’s deejay show
as example, Chacksfield stated that

i Jackson readies between 9,000,000
and 15,000,000 people in one airer.

He’s a confirmed believer in deejay
tours in the U. S., however. Until

j
he came here, he- remarked, he was

\
nothing more than a name on a
label, but now he feels that the
jockeys know him and he’ll be get- ,

ting a better shake on the. turn-
tables.

The deejay stints also help sales,

according to Harry Kruse, Lon-
- (Continued on page 58)
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POSITIONS
This Laat
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL

Album on Soundtrack
Columbia Records has latched bn

to the soundtrack album rights to
the, upcoming Paramount filmusi-
*al, “Red Garters.” Album will
feature Rosemary Clooney, Guy
Aiitchell and; Joanne Gilbert. Miss
Clooney and Mitchell, incidentally,
are Col pactees.
“Garters” score was penned by

Jay Liyingston and Ray Evans. Al-
bum is skedded for February re-

Emil Cot*'* to.be!
Eirii) Cote, glee club maestro,

bas formed his Own label, Eco
Records.

Initial release features VCote’s
Qlioir on “It’s A Christmas Sea-
so«. - and - -Every- Night* - -------

1 1

2 6

3 3

4 4

5 2

6 9

7 8

Ji 8 • :

9 7
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POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1 i

2 .,.7 .

'

'

3 2

4 8

5 6

6 5
"

7 3

8 4;

9 10

10

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) ...........

TUNE
\ Rags To Riches

/
Stranger In Paradise

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

.

TERESA BREWER (Coral)

• . • a O

EDDIE FISHER (Victor) ...

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) .

.

AlHES BROS. (Victor)

XESPAIIL-JVlARYF-ORD(Capitol)

That’s Amore

) Ricochet > _
’ *

) Baby, Baby, Baby

(Many Times

)
Oh, My Papa

Ebb Tide

Changing Partners

You, You, You

iYayaJ^onj^iosL

• 00 *

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)

EARTHA KITT (Victor) .

.

/Don’cha Hear Them Bells

. Eh Cumpari

(Santa Baby
/C’Est Si Bon

Hollywood,
;

Dec. 8.

,

4
.

Jimmy Wakely makes his debut
as a waxworks monologist 'this

j

week with “Red Deck Of Cards,”
his initial platter under a new in-

|
die label he formed last week after
ankling Capitol, Where he has

i been, under contract for seven
years. During that period, Wakely
sold some 7,000,000 records, best

i of which wa^ “Slippin* Around,”
' on which he was teamed w ith Mar-
garet Whiting in 1949, which has

j sold approximately 2
, Q 0 0 , 0.

0

0
copies.

Wakely’s indie label is tagged
Lucky* Records. “Cards,” the first

rele~ase, is &> narrative, .of the,
^Arrttn'U^'ptyvV^ Com-
munist prison camps through Free-

{

dorri Gate in Korea. A choral group
backgrounds the narrative wit h
"Rock of Ages.”

TIJNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

JUNE PUBLISHER

*RAGS TO RICHES . - . ....Saunders

fCHANGING PARTNERS. ••• >• P° l
'

8ie

*EBB TIDE .... • • • • • • Rtib.bin?

^THAT’S AMORE . .
/.Paramount

*RICOCHET . : . . . . . ... ... ....... ... .

.

• • • • • - ; Sheidon

fYOU, YOU, YOU .... . . . . . ..... *

•

Mellin

*vAYA CON DIOS ......... * • • • ; • * * Ardmore

iMANY TTIMES i ......... • • • Bi oadcast

Staffers in Revamp
Dacca Records dropped 12 staff-

ers from its advertising depart-
ment last week in a move that
reflected the completion of the
diskery’s conversion program to

• extended-play 45 rpm . albums.
Laidoff personnel were temporary
employees who were hired early
this year .when Decca began to

package its pop album catalog into

EPs.
Decca also cut two members of

\

its longhair department. Since

j

most of Decca ’s longhair artists are

! currently on tour, ho recordings

-r, | arc planned here until late next

^STRANGER IN PARADISE .
r ranK

I
j
spring. Meantime, Decca is getting

*HEART OF MyyHEAyy
4

.

4^ 4
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DORSEY BROS. BAND <I8)

With Gordon Poly, Lynn Roberts,
Johnny Amoroso, Lee Castle

Statler Hotel, N. Y.
Singly and together, the Dorsey

brothers, Tommy and Jimmy, have
been beating out jazz and dance
tempos for the past two-and-a-
half decades. They were a part of
the white jazz movement of the
late ’20s, and during the ’30s, when
they split up to form their Own
bands, they were among the prime
movers of the jazz renaissance that

swept the band business to a pin-

nacle not reached before or since.

The reunion of the Dorsey
freres earlier this year has not
moved the band biz clock back to
the heyday of 15 or 20 years ago,

but it has rung the nostalgic bell.

That’s doubly so in their current
stand in the Hotel Statlek’s Cafe
Rouge, a room which used to be
one of Gotham's jumpingest swing
spots when it was known as the
Hotel Pennsylvania.

•The merged Dorsey organization
Is back in the swing groove with
some of the smoothest dance music
now being purveyed. Stylistically,

Tommy ana Jimmy were never too
far apart in their conceptions and
this crew handles both books with
equal facility. In all cases, the ac-
cent is- on precision execution of
arrangements which are rarely too
jazzy. This band, in fact, is slanted
strictly for pop consumption with
a superior brand of commercial
music.

Batoning chores are divided be-
tween the brothers on a set-for-set
basis with both occasionally join-
ing together in some stanzas.
Tommy, of course, features his re-
laxed trombone and Jimmy, his ex-
pressive alto sax, while each is on
the stand. Both Dorseys maestro
from playing posts within the band
itself, and their- solos supply the
major part of the instrumental
coloration.
The band has a conventional lay-

out of five trumpets, three trom-
bones, five reeds and three on
rhythm, in addition to the Dorsey
instruments. The crew plays with
a soft sweet tone when necessary
ta^evoke Tommy’s trademark of
"sentimental gentleman of swing”
and it hits sharply on Jimmy’s oc-
casional jazzier numbers. Latter
also features a Dixieland - quintet
for the real two-beat stuff.

The. band’s repertory covers the
full range of oldies, showtunes,
novelties and swing standards. The
beat is always danceable and open-
ing night (4) at the Statler found
the floor packed with customer
hoofers. Biz for the preem was
excellent with a good representa-
tion of publishers.

. With the de-
cline of the live plug, the pubs are
no longer covering all of the band
openings, but the. Dorseys are
among the exceptions.
The Dorsey band also has a first-

rate complement of vocalists.
Johnny Amoroso registers as a
slick crooner and his handling of
ballads , is. standout. Goodlooking
Lynn Roberts handles the femme
.vocal assignments with a good,

bright voice, while Gordon Polk
scores on the novelties. Polk tends
to ham up his numbers a bit too
much but otherwise show's a flair

for comedy.
.

Jterm.

MERRY MEN (4)

With Lillian Lee
Green Gabtea, Phoenix
Hayder Hendershott fronts a

small but compact crew in this in-

time room and generates type of
musical showmanship that gives
trade a lift even during the off-

season months.

Quartet is long on versatility to

tackle nightly sked that calls for
equal parts of dinner music, dance
routines and Dixieland derivatives.

Sidemen take demands in stride

and double oh instrumentation for

added flexibility and showmanship
fillip.

Lineup has Frank Barker On the
keyboard, A1 •Skully guitar. Bill

Carroll blowing the horn, and Hen-
dershott On bass, It’s a keen com-
bine.

Arrangements run the gamut
from the routine to off-the-cuff,

with sight-reading given short
shrift. Group Is at its best in the
free-wheeling jam sessions that go
on twice a night for the late pay-
ees, with unit being augmented by
the Mack twins on their double
spinets. ^

Lillian Lee lends effectiveness

in the vocal department and is an
added sight dividend that can’t, be
overlooked, ,

Jonh.

JOCK ‘REQUEST’ AIRERS

NIXED BY MEX GOVT.
Laredo, Tex., Dec. 8.

No longer can Mexican disk!
jockeys play “request records.*’'’

The Mexican government halted
radio programs in which songs,

usually on records, are dedicated to

individuals Who have requested
them.

The reason given was that the
playing of requests from individ-

uals named on programs . was “a
matter of personal communica-
tion," and

.
government telegraph

lines have a legal monopoly on
such service.

‘Hondo’ Tune Set For
Sheet, Disking Issue

“Hondo, Hondo,'* western folk-

type ballad based on main theme
of the score to the pic, '-Hondo,”
John Wayne WB starrer which
opened Saturday (5) at the N. Y.
Paramount, will be pubUshed-ihis
week by Keys Music Co. Art Lund
is to record it for Coral.
Music is by Hugo Friedhofer and

lyrics by Aim Ronell. Song origi-

nally was to go along with the film
score, but then was omitted from
the soundtrack.

Composer

Robert Stolz
reprises

*

"

$0 Years of the

German Performing
Rights Society

.
" * . * '• *

•nr *f the mapif •ghortol fMrtwrtt
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'
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IN OMAHA TWOSOME
Omaha, Dec. 8,

Stan Kenton and his "Festival of

Modern Jazz” drew half and near-

capacity houses at the • 2,000-seat

Tech High Auditorium here Thurs-
day (3) in a two-show setup that

has marked about half of his 5V&-

week tour.

. The package, which also includes

Erroll Garner Trio, June Christy,

Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Getz; Slim
Gaillard and Candido, wound up
its stint in Kansas City Sunday (6)

after Friday and Saturday book-
ings at Wichita and Lawrence,
Kans.

Group didn't miss a night during
the tour despite the near-disastrous

bus accident that wrecked Kenton’s
crew Nov. 1 1 on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike.

Kenton 8V&G, Mpls.
Minneapolis, Dec. 8.

At $3.60, top in the 2,890-seat

RKO-Orpheum, Stan Kenton '‘Car-

nival of Jazz,” for two perform-
ances on its local one-nighter,

grossed a good $8,500.

Early show was light, but late

performance found: huge balcony
completely sold out and lower floor

well-populated. Big window sale

helped.

Kenton 12G, Chi -

.. Chicago, Dec. 8.

“Festival of American Jazz,”

Stan Kenton tourer, posted a neat
$12,000 for two performances of

a one-night stand week ago Mon-
day, (30) at the Opera House here.
House, scaled from $3.80 top, was
slightly under capacity for' both
shows.

Dallas Dixieland Reorg
Dallas, Dec. 8.

Garner Clark has reorganized his

Dixieland band here and the group
has been booked over Friday and
On Sunday (13), the band will be
at White Rock Terrace;

Composed of Jimmy Eastland,
Paul James Jack Norwood and
Bennie Benett.

TEENAGE CHIRPER COPS

WURUTm CONTEST
Patty Bross, I6-year-ol4 song-

stress' from Union, N, J* copped

the top prize in the- amateur Vo-

calist contest sponsored by the Ru-

dolph Wurlitzer Co., jukebox and

musical ^instruments manufactur-

ers, and Frankie Laine. Miss

Bross won a, $1,000 check, with

Laine to make the award on Ed
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
CBS-TV show Dec. 13. Winner also

gets a Columbia Records release.

Miss Bross was selected from
4,000 entries, with disk jockeys in

40 cities submitting the top entry

from their territory. Final winner
was selected by a jury of trade

paper critics. Wurlitzer plans to

sponsor similar talent hunt con-
tests annually.

Tunesmlth .Henry Tobias headed
for Miami Beach yesterday (Tues.)

to take over the director of enter-

tainment slot at the Atlantis Hotel
there. ,

In a bid for the country and
western wax markets, Coral Rec-

ords,. Decca’s subsid, has now set

up a * regular release "schedule in

this field. Bob Thiele, head of

Coral’s artists & repertoire opera-

tion, plans to Issue three or four

c&w .disk mdnthly as a starter.

Thiele plans to make
; regular

treks to Nashville every three

months for artists’ contracts in the
field.. In &d<Utlon, he has named
Johmiiy Thompson to head the
Cdral’s folk operation in that city.

Thompson has been with Coral’s
sales staff for the past 18 months
and will continue as a divisional

exec covering southern territories.

At the present time, Coral’s

c&w roster has three artists,Tommy
Sosebee, Texas Bill Strength and
Tabby West. Thiele is negotiating
for additional names.

. .Kay Starr T

HETA1L SHEET BEST SELLERS

K&smFr
Survey of retail sheet music

tales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
* ASCAP t BMI

National
Ratine

This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher
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1 2 *Ebb Tide (Robbins) . .- .: . .... .

.

9 2 • t 3 3 2 2 ; # 1 2 1 3 82

2 3 *Rags to Riches (Saunders) 4 4 p 6 4 4 3 7 2 1 4 • • , 71

3 8 tChanging Partners (Porgie) . . . .

.

1 3 5 9 2 6 7 6 7 . . 6 2 67

4 1 *Vaya Con Dios (Ardmore) . ... .

,

5 . • 8 1 5 5 1 4 4 4 .. 8 65

5 4. tYou, You, You (Mellin) . .

.

7 • • 3 2 7 1 4 5 3 3 .. • • 64

6 5 IMany Times (Broadcast) ........ 10 9 • « 4 9 3 5 9 5 5 .. i, • 40
7 7 ’Stranger in Paradise (Frank) . . .

.

MM 1 1 • • . .. t * •

.

«• * • • • » 1 38

8 6 ’Ricochet (Sheldon) .

.

6 • •/

•

• • 7 6 6 8 8- 5 10 37D 12 ’That’s Amore (Paramount) . . 8 2 - • 8 * i • *. - .. 10 ' » » T i mmm tEh Cumpari (Rosarch) .

.

» - A • •
:

• *. - - 2 8 « • • « « • 19
11 .

-

—

’Heart of My Heart (Robbins) .

.

• • « ;» * • t •* 1 - • < - • '• . . 3 • 18

12 . . * • Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B) 8 •6
• • • • • • * • '•.* • • * • * • • •• • 17

13 • •

.

’White Christmas (Berlin) . . . . 6 . * * • - . • 9 p •. .. 9 5 15

14 12 ’I See the Moon (Plymouth) . .... • - • 7 5 8 * - . * « » • » • .. .

' 13

15 15 -{'Mission of St. Augustine (Rep.). 4

•—pi .

10
wmmm

10 1 « ' • • * • » 12

44
CAPITOL .

"
;

ARTIST
1, THAT’S AMORE • » » *'» . . . . . ... .Dean Martin

YOU'RE THE RIGHT ONE
2. VAYA CON DIOS ... • . .-. ...... . .

.

Les Paul-Mary Ford ^
JOHNNY _

t 3. CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (PART I) .. .. . .Stan Freeberg J
^

, CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (PART II)

4.
’ CHANGING PARTNERS . .V. .

I’LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOU
5. OH! . . . . . . . . ..... ........ . . . .••... .Pee Wee Hunt

SAN
'

'

t COLUMBIA
f 1; STRANGER IN PARADISE ... . .....

.

. Tony Bennett f
WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME? I

2. RAGS TO RICHES .... .... . . . ... ....

.

.Tony Bennett f
HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN

3. I WANT A HIPPOPOTAMUS FOR XMAS . . . . : Gayla Peevey ^
I’D GIVE MY LIFE

t 4. GRANADA ..... . . . ; . . . .
, . ... .

.

.Frankie Laine J
ARE MY EARS ON STRAIGHT?

4 5. I SAW MOMMY KISSING SANTA CHAUS Jimmy Boyd tA THUMBELINA ^

CORAL
t 1; RICOCHET , . . ..Teresa Brewer T

TOO YOUNG TO TANGO
2. HEART OF MY HEART . . . . . . Cornell, Dale, Desmond ' ’

F THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY ^
^ 3. BABY, BABY, BABY ; . . ... . Teresa Brewer f

I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME
4. WOMAN . ./. . . . Johnny Desmoild

BY THE RIVER SEINE
f 5. GIMME, GIMME, JOHN ........ .. .......... ..Eydie Gorme I

FINI
T

DECCA
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE Four Aces *
' HEART OF MY HEART

f 2. DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE . . ........ Bing & Gary Crosby T
WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT CAN DO I

3. WHITE CHRISTMAS . . . . .

.

;Bing Crosby fGOD REST YE MERRY GENTLEMEN
4. PUT CHRIST BACK INTO CHRISTMAS .. ...:Red Foley

THE GENTLE CARPENTER QF BETHLEHEM
5. THE JONES BOY . v. > . .

.

. . . ; . ... ..... .

.

. .Mills Bros. I
SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN

LONDON
Z 1. EBB TIDE .... Frank Chacksfield I

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. WHITE CHRISTMAS . . . MantoVeni

ADESTE FIDELIS
3. GOLDEN VIOLINS Frank Chacksfleld f

A GIRL CALLED LINDA .

4. CARNAVALITO ..... ................ . .. ..Cyril Stapleton
THEME FROM “THE MAN BETWEEN”

t 5. LITTLE BOY THAT SANTA CLAUS FORGOT. . . Lita Roza I
% ST. NICHOLAS WALTZ 4

MERCURY
1. CHANGING PARTNERS ...Patti Page 4

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN GO?
‘

’ 2. NATIVE DANCER .... ................ ....

.

.Rusty Draper I
I! LONESOME SONG T

3. STRINGS OF MY HEART. Gaylords
. _.MAMA-PAPA POLKA- - - - “

4. OFFSHORE ;
. Richard Hayman' ’

JOEY’S THEME "

I 5. TV IS THE THING . Dinah Washington *

1 FAT DADDY *

f M-G-M
1. I FELL OUT OF A CHRISTMAS TREE .... Little Rita Faye fTHE MIRACLE OF CHRISTMAS
2. CHRISTMAS AND YOU . . . . Joni James

NINA NON •

3. MY LOVE, MY LOVE .... .... jbni James Z
YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE
CHRISTMAS EVE ..... . .

.

Billy Eckstine I
WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEW YEAR’S EVE?

5. CALLING YOU .Hank Williams ‘

’

WHEN GOD COMES *

RCA VICTOR
1. OH, MY PAPA .... .

.

,1

.

Eddie Fisher
UNTIL YOU’VE SAID GOODBYE t

l 2. SANTA BABY Eartha Kitt ±UNDER THE BRIDGES OF PARIS

r» « - .n m m w

.

i ,
3. I CANT BELIEVE YOU’RE IN LOVE WITH ME. Ames Bros. -

BOOGIE-WOOGIE MAXIXE ’

" 4. YOU ALONE Perry Como <

PA-PAYA MAMA .
^

5. CHANGING PARTNERS .Dinah Shore
;

THINK
»+++++1 1

1

f Jt . f»OH»
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London, Dec; 1.

In endeavor to stimulate inter-

est in dance bands and dance mu-
|

sic on the BBC, a drive started •

last week, with powerful backing, >

under name of National Dance Mu- !

sic Campaign.
; Organizer is Leslie Evans, sax-

ophone player and teacher, who
has secured the support of the mu-
sical instrument manufacturers’
association^ as well as some 40
bandleaders. The Musicians Union
has given its blessing to any .cam-
paign designed to increase, the
amount of live music played on
the radio, and recording compa-
nies are r being approached for
their support.
Only organization so far ap-

proached that has hot agreed to

cooperate is the Popular Music
Section of the Music Publishers
Assn, In view of the fact that mu-
sic publishers have an agreement
with the BBC that dance band pro-
grams must include 60% of the
numbers on the publishers’ plug-

list, they are pretty well situated
arid obviously not anxious to be
drawn into controversies.

Dance music is the Cinderella
of entertainment as far the BBC
is concerned. Dance bands are
confined -to spots at poor listening

times, or to the ’’Music While You
Work” cornfest, in which they
play non-vocals in “bright” tempo,
non-stop. D e e j a y record-pro*
grams are also encroaching on the
time usually allowed to live dance
bands, although the MU is watch-
ing this position very closely and
has an agreement with the BBC
stipulating a strict maximum of
tirne allowed to records.
On TV, the position is even

worse. The only two dance bands
to get TV spots to themselves in
the last six months were Geraldo
and Edmundo ’ Ros (the Latin-
American expert). '

'

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob-
tained /rom leading stores in
11 cities and showing com.

parative sales ratfnp for this
arid last week.
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1 1

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Rags to Riches”. . . .

.

1 1 • '•
*

. 9 • ;• 2 1 2 5 2 3 71

2 6
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“That’s Amore”. 3 4 2 1 7 6’

: l • t 3 61

3 • z
FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)
“Ebb Tide”-.

--
'

• •
' ^

; : :

• •
•

4 '• • 3 2 5 1 1
-

50

4 4
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
“Ricochei’* . . . 7 • « 8 3 9 3

i

5 9 33

5 12
EDDIE CALVERT (Essex)
“Oh, Mein Papa”. .7.

.

'?• • ' * n 1 5 « • • 7
‘

ft
_

'

,

1 30

6 3
LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)
“Vaya Con Dios”. .

.

5 8 6 4 7 . • -• 25

7A 8
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Changing Partners” . . 10 ; 4 9 6 4 22

7B
STAN FREBERG (Capitol)
“Christmas Dragnet”. *

.
• » 4 f. v * 3 4 22

9A 5
JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
“Eh CUmpari^ . . : . . . . . . . 9 2

*
••

,

5 ' • .•
•' 8 20

9B 10
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Heart of My Heart”. . .... 2 7 4 • » • • • • * • • 20

11/ 7
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Many* Times”. ... ... 3 7 5 • • 18

12 14
EARTHA KITT (Victor)

“Santa Baby” . .... .. 6 10 « • 10 9 9 5 17

13

CORNELL-DALE-DESMOND
“Heart of My Heart” . -

(Coral)
• • • a. • . • •• 4 2 16

14
KAY STARR (Capitol)
“Changing Partners”. • *

-

4 2 16

15
LIBERACE (Columbia)
“Story of Three Loves”, . . . • • • » ^ « • • •. • i

•

7

16
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Stranger in Paradise” . .

.

i

•

• • 7 2 13

.17A;

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Oh, My Papa” 8 ' 6 • • 8 11

17B 9
AMES BROS. (Victor)

“You, You, You”... 3 8
' X

- ^ 11

Test; 5,000 Sales
The Record Industry Assn, of

America’* ’’Operation Phonograph ,”

Which was carried out in Balti-

more during October, resulted in

the sale of close to 5,000 instrii-.

ments. The RIAA’s aim in the cam-
paign was to establish the basis

for a future consumer survey to
ascertain the extent to which own-

'

ership of a phonograph leads to

the purchase of disks.

;
In a report issued by John W.

Griffin, RIAA exec secretary, l^st.

week, the diskeries were informed
that between. 2,000 and 3,000
names of new phono buyers avail-
able;. for interview had been ob-
tained. The RIAA expects to can-
vass a sampling of the phono own-
ers on their record-buying habits
in February.
^Griffin added that there seemed

to be general agreement by all

manufacturers and wholesalers
who participated in the campaign
that the movement of merchan-
dise from wholesaler to dealer ex-
ceeded; expectation^ and that the
costs involved were in satisfactory
relationship to the volume of biz

obtained. A total of II manufac-
turers used newspaper advertising
in Baltimore during the campaign.
Overall space cost; split between
manufacturers, wholesalers and
dealers, was close to $31,000.
The RIAA shelled out $3,000 to

cover organizational expenses of
the campaign, while seven phono

]

manufacturers contributed $300

|

each for the newspaper ads an-
: noundng the drive and for other
i promotional material,

j
Among the manufacturers par-

; ticipatirig in- “Operation Phono-
graph” were Magnavox, Motorola,

•: Philco, RCA Victor, V-M, Webster-
: Chicago, Zenith, Jensen Industries

j
and Perroo. Henry V. Onorati

j
repped the RIAA as coordinator

!
of the operation.

r - - - - -
‘

• •
• •

FORMATION OF GUILD
Hollywood, Dec. 8

First step in the"formation of a
Composers Guild of America was
taken here when 150 screen, radio
and television composers unani-
mously voted acceptance of. a pre-
liminary report by the Composers
Guild Committee headed by Leith
Stevens and Walter Schumann.
Attorneys Leonard Zissu and Abe
Marcus, who have been acting as
legal advisors to the committee,
flew In from N* Y. for the session
to brief the composers on the setup
of the Guild.
Temporary committee will re-

main in office to draft a constitu-
tion and bylaws and lay plans for
an election at which the outfit’s
first officers will be’ chosen,

.

Plans now are being made for
a N. Y. meeting at which the com-
mittee’s brief will be presented to
eastern composers, who will be
invited to join and make the or-
ganization national In scope.

M-G-M Nabs Stewart;

Adds Maxwell, Carroll

M-G-M Records latched on to
-crolmer^-Bob •iStew,art-last--weefcr
Stewart stirred up some noise in

the wax market recently with his

Embassy Record coupling of ‘‘Did
I Remember” and ‘‘Careless.” The
Embassy masters came with the
Stewart MG-M tieup.
Label also added harpist Robert

Maxwell and thrush Diane Carroll
to its roster. Maxwell previously
recorded for Mercury Records.
Miss Carroll is a recent winner of
Arthur Godfey’s “Talent Scouts”

Cane as Paxton G. M.
Marvin Cane moved in to the

general manager’s spot at George
Paxton’s music firms last week.
Cane recently terminated his man-
agement pact with crooner Vic Da-
mone.

Firms coming under Cane’s

Aegis are Paxton Music, Hilltop

Music and Winneten Music. Lat-

ter is a newly formed Broadcast
Music, Inc., affiliate.

19
WINTERHALTER-RENE. (Victor)

“The Velvet Glove” . . . 8 10

FOUR ACES (Decca)
20 “Stranger in Paradise’1 .

.

.... 3 .

.

o'rH

1
ARTHUR GODFREY

Chrutmd* with

Arthur ..Godfrtoy

Columbia
C 438

2
.

GLENN MIUA -

. Limittd Edition

Victor
- LPT 6700

3

CAN-CAN

Broadway Cost

Capitol
S 452

EDM 452

4

CONCERTOS FOR
YOU

Libaraco-WMton

Columbia
ML 4764

[

5

CHRISTMAS
CAROLS

Mohtovoni
London
LL 913

DANCE-CONCERT SETUP i Best British Sheet Sellers [CAP SEEDS HI-FI SET

The Ralph Flanagan-Buddy Mor-
row combined dance-concert stand
in Detroit Dec. 19 has been set for

a network radio pickup via NBC.
Net will carry the show between 11

p,m. and midnight.

Tradesters are studying h.o. ac-

tion at the Michigan State Fair
Coliseum, where the date is being
held, to ascertain whether the
dance-concert formula can boost
waning ballroom biz.'

A flock of Detroit merchants as
Well as RCA Victor are on an allout

promotion kick to hypo the engage-
ment. The Coliseum can hold close
to 10,000 terpsters.

London’s FarkastoParis

For English Decca Meet
Remy Van Wyck Farkas, director

of. classical artists and repertoire

for London Records, left fbr Eu-
rope last week, to attend the year-

ly meeting in Paris of a&r reps of

English Decca, London’s parent

outfit.

Farkas also will combine his an-

nual vacation with the biz trip, hot
returning to the U.S. until after

Xmas.

Hilliard Inks Duo
Hollywood, Dec. 8

First Coast talent deal made by

Jimmy Hilliard, afcr chief for RCA
Victor’s new Label X, was with

Earl Hagen and Herb Spencer.

They drew a firm two-year contract

to compose and record their own
material.

Hilliard is expected to make sev-

eral talent deals during his stay

here for the new Victor platter,

slated to bow next year.

(Week ending Nov. 28

)

London, Nov. 24.

Answer Me . . ... .

.

. . Bourne
Mommy Kissing Santa Morris
Poppa Piccolino .... . Sterling
.Swedish Rhapsody . . Connelly
Big Ben . .Box & Cox
Limelight Bourne
Vaya Con . Dios ...... Maddox
Moulin Rouge Connelly
I Believe Cinephonic
Wish You Were Here Chappell
Chicka Boom . ........

.

Dash
Crying in the Chapel . .Morris

Second 12
Ricochet Victoria
Bridge of Sighs . . .

.

. Maurice
Look At That Girl Cinephonic
If You Love /Me.. World Wide
Flirtation Waltz ..... Bourne
Big ’Ead . .... ...Wright
You You You. .... JVIell in

"Kiss 7.., Feist
April in Portugal. . . .Sterling
Golden Tango ......

.

Wright
Hey Joe . . . , . Robbins
Seven Lonely Days. . .

.

. .Feist

Tops 250,000 Copies
Arthur Godfrey is coming up

with the topselling holiday season

album in his “Christmas With Ar-

thur Godfrey and All The Little

Godfreys” f-r Columbia Records.

Released about six weeks ago, the

set has already topped the 250,000

marker and will likely top 500,000

copies before the end of the year.

Album features' Godfrey with

Janette Davis, Haleloke, Frank
Parker, Marion Marlowe, Lu Ann
Sirrims, The Mariners and the Mc-
Guire Sisters, all of whom are on
Godfrey’s video shows. Julius La-

Rosa, who subsequently exited the

Godfrey troupe, is also billed on

the album. -

Hollywood, Dec. 8
Contract formalities are ex-

pected to be finalized this week and
Capitol will push plans for a “Se-

lections from Benny Goodman's
1953 Concert” album. Sessions are

slated for late next week and the

label will rush the albums—Good-
man’s first Venture into hi-fi-—out
around the first of the year:

Material, of course, will dupli-

cate much that Goodman has re-

corded before. However, other al-

bums were etched under actual

concert conditions. Cap’s offering

will be as a result of special re-

cording sessions and the label

figures the added quality will at-

tract even those; customers who ai-.

ready have much Goodmaniana.

Chappell to Handle 3

BUDDY HACKED BOWS
AS POTENTIAL DISKER

Hollywood. Dec. 8.

Public reaction to the initial

disking of Buddy Hackett, pix and
nitery comic, will determine
whether he becomes a fixture or
simply a one-shot artist on the
Coral label. Flexible recording
deal paves the way for several sub-
sequent releases if his initial of-
fering.;.“The Chinese Waiter” add
“The Diet,” earn ready acceptance.

Hackett disk hits the stalls this
week. Sides are recreations of two
of his standard nitery bits.

in

George Pincus has tied tip with
Chappell, Ltd., in London to hah*
die three of his current U. S. tunes
in Great Britain. Deal was set by
Louis Dreyfus, Chappell topper
there. Songs in the deal are “Na-
tive Dancer,” “The Jones Boy” and
“Never My Love For You.”

Pincus, who recently set up his

own pubbery operation, plans a

permanent tieup with Chappell in

London,.

Joni’s $11,100 in Hub
Boston, Dec. 8.

Joni James’ personal appearance
at Totem Pole Ballroom here Fri-

day and Saturday (4-5) lured a to-

tal of 7,319 patrons, grossing $11,-

100.

’

Tickets were $2.40 a couple Fri-

|
day, $3.60 Saturday.

Missouri Stations Ban

in

Kansas City, Dec; 8.

A running rhubarb developed
here last week which resulted iP
the banning of Capitol records
from radio stations KUDL, Kansas
City, and KOKO, Warrensburg,
Mo. Dave Segal, owner and oper-
ator of the stations, issued the ban
for KUDL when Capitol allegedly
refused to come through with rec-
ord allotments for KOKO, which
goes on the air in Warrensburg
Dec.-10,

(Matter of station issuance of
disks is up to the local distribs,

Capitol execs said in N. Y.)

KOKO has been under construc-
tion for several months in War-
rensburg, to be the first radio sta-
tion there, and the seventh in the
string of independents which Segal
operates through Texas, the central
south and Missouri. KOKO is a
1,000-watter day and night. It will

concentrate on pop music arid

news, as KUDL, Segal said. KUDL,
a 1,000-watt daytimer, opened in

Kaycee last summer.
Staff at Warrensburg will bo

headed by C. L. Parks, commercial

.

manager, and Lonnie Licata, pro-

gram manager, who comes in from
KTFS, Texarkana, ariother of the

Segal properties.

Decca’s 17Vic Divvy
Deccca Records’ board of direc-

tors declared its regularly dividend
of lVVfcc per share at its meeting
last week.
Melon is payable . Dec. 30 to

stockholders of record Dec. 16.
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EARNING BMI ITS FOURTH CONSECUTIVE SPECIAL AWARD FROM
CASH BOX FOR "OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT"

1953-
(TIE)

'

7 FROM MOULIN ROUGE (BMI) ... Percy Folth-Feliclo Sunders (Col.)

I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU (Village) . . . Teresa Brewer (Coral)

-CRY (Mellow) . . . Johnny Roy (Col.)

'

1951 - TENNESSEE WALTZ (Acuff-Rose) . . . Patti Page (Mer.)

1950—GOODNIGHT IRENE (Spencer) .. , The Weavers (Dec.)

1953-MEXICAN JOE

1952 - WILD SIDE OF LIFE

(American) ... Jim Reeves (Abbott)

F3Z yVILU SlUE Ur UltJtarf.nl .. . Hank Thompson (Cap.)

1 ®51 — ON TOP OF OVD SMOKEY (Folkways) . .
... The Weavers (Dec.)

1950- BONAPARTE'S RETREAT (Acuff-Rose) . . . PwWee King (Vic.)

BEST

1953-NO HELP WANTED (Acuff-Rose).. . The Carlisles (Mer.)

1952 -HALF AS MUCH (Acuff-Rose) . .. Hank Williams (M6M)

1951 — COLD, COLD HEART (Acuff-Ros.) . . . Hank Williams (MGM)

1950-CHATTANOOGIE SHOE SHINE BOY (Acuff-Rase) ... Red Foley (Dec.)

1953-HOUND DOG (Lion) . . . Willie Mae Thornton (Peacock)

1952 — LAWDY, MISS CLAWDY (Venice) . . . Lloyd Price (Specialty)

1 951 — 60 MINUTE MAN (tots) . . . The Dominoes (Federal)

1950 —1 ALMOST LOST MY MIND (Hill & Range) , . . Ivory Joe Hunter (MGM)

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC 580 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD TORONTO MONTREAL
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(Coral)

YOU, YOU, YOU (Mdlin) Ames Bros. (Victor)
YOUB (HEATIN’ HEART (Acuff-Rose) Joni James (MGM)

EH, CUMPARI (Rosarch) Julius LaRoso (Cadence)

BEST WESTERN — 7 out of 8 91.4% of total votes

MEXICAN JOE (American) Jim Reeves (Abbott)

CARIBBEAN (American) Mitchell Torok (Abbott)

GAMBLER’S GUITAR (Frederick) RUsty Draper (Mercury)

McDonald (Capitol)

BEST FOLK - 10 out of 16— 72.7% of total votes

YOUR CHEATIN' H|AR! (Acufl-Rost) Hank Williams (MORI) JAMRAIAYA (Acuff-Rose) Honk Williams (MGM)

HEY JOE (Taffnen) Carl Smith (Columbia)

I WON’T BE HOME NO MORE (Acuff-Rose) Hank Williams

(MGM)

S'

Sisters (Victor)

BEST RHYTHM & BLUES - 23 out of 25 - 92.2% of total votes

GOOD LOVIN' (Raleigh) Clovers (Atlantic)

ONE SCOTCH, ONE BOURBON, ONE BEER (Aladdin) Amos

Milbum (Aladdin)

LET ME GO HOME, WHISKEY (Aladdin) Amos Milburn

(Aladdin)

THE CLOCK (Lian) Johnny Ace (Duke)

IABY DON'T DO IT (Bess) ‘‘5" Royalcs (Apollo)

YUASE DON'T UAVI Mi (Commodore) Fats Domino

(Imperial)

SOFT (Jay t (to) liny Iradshaw (King)

YlEAJE lOVi Ml (Modern) I. R. King (R.Y.M.)

HEIP Ml SOMERODY (Reis) “5” Royalos (Apollo)

I'M MAD (Republic) Willie Mabon (Chess)

CRAWIIN' (Progressive) Clovers (Atlantic)

WILD, WILD YOUNG MEN (Regent) Ruth Brown (Atlantic)

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC
NEW YORK CHICAGO

580 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

HOLLYWOOD TORONTO MONTREAL
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Herb Marks Renews’ Copyright
Continued from page 51

Moises Simons, who had composed
a little' something called “The
Peanut Vendor.’* I brought it back
and my dad, E. B. Marks, saw the

possibilities at once. That’s how
the whole Latin-American craze

started.
"

'•

One of the biggest kicks of all

was when the Mills Bros/ Pecca
record of “Glow-Worm” caused
that famous standard to become
the biggest hit in the country just

about a year ago. Capitol had had
a record three years before which
never got started, despite the bril-

liant Johnny Mercer lyrics. Mitch
Marks, my father’s sole surviving

brother, who’d shoot me if I told

you what his age is, suggested mak-
ing this a . real plug tune via our
Harry Link. Harry got Milt Gab-
ler to cut the incomparable Mills

freres disk. It’s unexpected but
gratifying when a 50-year-old song •

that Pavlova used to dance, her
memorable gavotte to, that millions'

of kids had struggled With in their

early piano days, and that had
such lines in the new Mercer lyric

as “Thou aeronautical Boll Weevil,
Illuminate you woods primeval,"
can get to be No. 1 on the Hit
Parade.

Thirteen years of swell associa-

tion with BMI •
~

• the only “con-

spiracy" that ever reached my ears
was something about trying to

keep George Mario’s age' a secret.
4>A Plug Is A Ping!’

Never will forget wj»?t my
father had said for hall * cen-
tury, “A plug is 4 plug.’’ It’S crefl-

nitely true now that only through
records can hits be made. Yet I

hate to go anywhere where there’s
an orchestra or a piano player or
anyone else 'offering music with-
out hearing Marks numbers. •'

The genuine excitement in hear-
ing our Hawaiian “Song of the Isl-

ands" in Norway. our “Say ’Si Si’
’’

in a Viennese wine house, and bur
originally Very Germanic1' “Parade
of the Wooden Soldiers” in a typi-
cal Mexican dance hall. Strange
contrasts, yet one more proof of
music’s universality.

This Universal truism applies
also to serious music, which is the

term now used for classical o.* con-

cert or longhair stuff. I sometimes
wonder.' how. fast some of our old-

time plUggers and writers must be
spinning in their graves if they
know how energetically we are

pushing music by such composers
as Sessions; Schoenberg, de

.

Falla,

Milhaud, Tcherepnln and Schuhian
(Bill, pot Bob).

The pleasure In publishing the
first songs of dozens of new writ-

ers, but the ever-present wonder-
ing as to how many of them, and
which. Will have these same songs
framed on oUr walls 30

.
or 40

years from now as are presently
the very earliest works Of Irving
Berlin, Jerome Kern, Sigmund
Romberg, Rodgers & Hart, and
Arthur Schwartz, Arthur, by the

way, is very proud Of his initial

oitty, a little something called
“Baltimore M.D. Is the Only Doc-
tor For Me." v-

Another of the very earliest was

^ museum piece called “I’d Like
To poison Ivy" by Herbert Rich-
ard Lorenz—Herb Fields, Dick
Rodgers and Larry Hart : Back in

the antediluvian age Larry and 1

were kids at the same
.
summer

camp. I can safely say that that
i£ the only bad lyric of his I, have
ever seen.

.
Incidentally (and here’s

a plug), Rodgers & Hart’s first hit,

“Manhattan" (from “Garrick Gaie-
ties") has finally developed into the
big standard: I always felt it would,
despite its extremely sophisticated
and somewhat localized lyric.

Boners? Plenty! Such as turn-
ing down “Two Hearts in % Time"
(I kick myself every time I hear
it) and “Tipi-Tipi-Tin,” which I

still don’t care for particularly.
Latter’s computer, the wonderful
Mexican lady Maria Grever,'gave
us the lovely “What A Difference
A Day Made." The lyrics for that

and 'some of bur other good ones
about 20 years ago were written by
a kid named Stanley Adams, now
president of ASCAP. I am pleased
to say that, despite our BMI affilia-

tion, he and. scores of other ASCAP
writers and publishers have re-

mained. good friends of mine, prov-
ing that, while a jay may make a

s s * j ' * •Xvwy '
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difference, a little thing like liv-

ing in different performing socie-

ties heedn’t.

Our long, close and, I might add,
profitable association with Ernesto
Lecuona, one of the few men I

know who can; compose concert
pieces and real pops with equal
dexterity and talent. The "horror
of sitting next to him at a private
showing of |r movie for which .he
had written' * beautiful score. The
film; Which shall be nameless at
this point. Was anything but beauti-
ful—in fact, a perfect example of
what a Hollywood musical should
not be but ofen is. The thrill, on
the other hand, of sitting next to
that fabulous? singer, dancer, song-
writer and all-around gentleman,
Joe Howard, when his great film
“I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her
Now" was previewed a few years
ago. Joe’s new wife, 'his ninth by
most counts, is a lovely gal and
right at the top of his marital hit
-parade..

.

Latunes and Jazz
The wonderfully appreciated

lack of difficulty I experienced last
winter in Havana when I Secured
the renewal copyrights of our big-
gest Cuban hits. I don’t remember
ever having been more pleased
than when Dr. Gonzalo Roig, con-
ductor, musicologist and composer
of, among many other works,
“Yours," turned down most polite*
ly my offer of an advance for the
renewal period, saying that he felt
our firm had done so much for
Latin-American music that he
wouldn't dream of such a thing.
Watching jazz develop from the

experimental but lasting efforts of
Red Nichols, Bix Beiderbicke and
other pioneers to an important art
form today. We have been lucky
in having, in our catalog such ever-
greens as “Jazz Me Blues,” “Ballin’
the Jack,” “Original Dixieland
One-Step." “There’ll Be Some
Changes Made" and others that are
constantly given new interpreta-
tions.

^
Gringo Latinos

Getting a laugh When I hear cer-
tain of our songs played like fury
in the Latin countries, as for in-
stance “Poinciana" and “Miami
Beach Rumba," composed by such
Latinos as Nat Simon and Irving
Fields.

Watching “Ida Sweet as Apple
Cider" pass from one Eddie to the
other—Leonard to Cantor,
The enormous satisfaction of

watching the greatest success we
have ever published grow year by
year—Lecuona’s “Malaguena,” Our
opening dealings with the maestro
were for some of his more popular
songs and it wasn’t until I heard
George Copeland play “Malagu-
ena’’ at a ship’s concert on the way
to Europe about 24 years ago that
I felt its full impact. Copeland
^had to play it three times.

I promised not to become senti-
mental but just allow me to say
as quickly as possible that, just as
hia painting hangs oyer my desk,
so does the memory of my father
play an important part in almost
everything I do. His first book
“They All Sang" has become - the
bible of the music business. You
probably recall how happy he was
at our 50th anniversary nearly 10
years ago/ He was getting on to
80, but took personal charge of
the whole affair, which was a
three-day cocktail party, exhibi-
tion of old show business mate-
rial, playbills, title page and photo-
graphs and, finally, a great get-
together for almost everybody in
or around the fringes of Tin Pan
Alley. We’re having our 60th in
February and you’re invited now.
E. B. will be there in spirit you
can bet.

In closing, I want to quote a
line that I am fond of using when-
ever.anybody.-is a -little conde-
scending about the music business.
It’s Noel Coward's and I think
from “Private Lives.” He says,
“It’s funny how potent cheap popu-
lar .music can be." To this, I
would like to add merely who is
going to decide whether it’s
“cheap" or hot?
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Phenomenal click of “Oh! My Pa-Pa" (“O Mein Papa”), by paui

Burkhard who wrote the original words (German) and music, again
points up a now familiar music biz adage about “not keeping a good
song down." This 1953-54 hit dates back to a 1948 and 1950 copyright
by the Musikverlag & Buhenvertrieb, Zurich, AG, of Zurich, Switzer-
land, first produced before 1950 in Zurich in a musical entitled
“Schwartze Hecht" (Black Fish"). It was a static show until repro-
duced in Hamburg, Germany, this past September as “Feuerwerke**
(“Fireworks"), when “Mein Papa" really stepped out.

There Was a delay because the original Swiss publisher had sold the
picture rights meantime and he peeded the tigjits to the English lyric
in both the film and the legit musical, which is why the John Turner-
Geoffrey Parsons lyric is almost literally a translation of the German
(Swiss) original. It has to do with the daughter of a circus clown who
recalls her departed pere, with his painted face, broad red lips, and
his perennial smile despite a breaking heart—the “Pagliacci" theme
The American version, as Shapiro-Bemstein publishes it, and Eddie
Fisher, chirps it, makes mention of “always the clown, so funny in his
way," although the verse has been omitted from the American pub-
lished version. •;

Elliott Shapiro, of S-B, signed the contracts for the U. S„ Canada and
Newfoundland rights with Armin Robinson, as representative of the
Swiss copyright owner of the world rights. Robinson was formerly of Al-
robi Music, a subsld of Alberti, a dominant German music publishing
house before the Nazi ascension. Alberti fled the Nazis and died in the
South of France of what is reputed to be a broken heart, because his
years of building his publishing empire had been summarily wiped out
by the Nazi^ aggression.

Brit. Maestro
Continued from page 51

don topper here. ' In almost every

city visited by. Chacksfield, sales on

his disks showed an increase.

Kruse figures that the three-week
trek will account for an additional
200,000 disk sales.

. .

In a sum-up of the current pop
trends, Chacksfield believes that
one can’t, afford to overlook any.

tUne that’s presented, whether by
a pro or an amateur. He says that
he gets about 50 amateur submis-
sions weekly and /eyes all care-
fully. No one knows where the
next hit will come from, he says.

His rep.for scanning new songs pre-
ceding him here/ A waiter at

Cavanagh’s Restaurant, N. Y.,

nabbed him during his first days
in the U. S. with “I just happened
to have a song in my pocket/’ Af-
ter Chacksfield turned it down, the
waiter’s clincher was, “I’m sorry,

I didn’t bring my best tunes with
me.”

Chacksfield planed back to Eng-
land last week. He was accomped
on the deejay tour by Walt
McGuire, London’s publicity top-
per. They hit New York, Chicago,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Minneap-
olis, Detroit, Philadephia, Boston
and Pittsburgh.

Vet Impresario Quits As

Kaycee Orch Assoc. Mgr.
Kansas City, Dec. 8.

Walter Fritschy, vet impresario

who has been associate manager
of the Kansas City Philharmonic

Assn, the past 10 months, resigned

last week/ He took the post last

February, after conducting his own
concert series for a number of
years. •

The merger which brought Frit-

schy into the Philharmonic fold
gave . the orchestra the opportunity
to return to Tuesday-Wednesday
night twin concerts, which it had
done in seasons earlier. Fritschy
had conducted his series in the
Music Hall on Tuesday nights. In
the 1952-53 season the Philhar-
monic went On a Thursday-Satur-
day. basis, but found it unsatis-

factory.

Fritschy said he may keep a

hand in by bringing in ’a single at-

traction now and . then, but he wilL

not return to the game on a series

basis.

Continued
1

irom page 49I
before 1909 are mechanically free,

but Col conceded payment on
works written after 1909 but before
the date of U.S. copyright conven-
tions with foreign countries, in
some cases as late as 1917.

.

The BIEM pact also calls for a
royalty payment of Vac per minute
on protected works waxed on long-
play disks. Minimum is 2c per
work. The terra of the pact Was set
at two years after Col could not
come to any agreement on a pro-
vision which would give the disk-
ery unilateral cancellation rights.

The proposed deal also would
remove the barrfers set up against
the export of matrices from
France. This ban has been in effect
for the last couple of years while
the U.S, diskeries were tryingv to
reach an agreement with BIEM.
The recent ilaming of FoX as BIEM
rep paved the way for a quick set-
tlement of all outstanding differ-
ences;

-&XDOX
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/ Left to right: Commissioner Renah Camalier,. Jane Froman and Victor
Orsinger, Chief Barker Variety Club Tient #11 in Washington, D. C., pre-
senting plaque to Miss Froman.

The

JANE FROMAN
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CBS-TV Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:45-8 P.M., EST

Presented by the Lamp Division of General Electric
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Vogue Terrace for weekend of
Jan. 22-23 . . . Frank Macquown
playing organ at new Regency;
Lounge located in Bill Green's
Shopping Center , ^ . Marlene Med-
rich, who sings and plays the
piano, has joined Artie Arnell
band, replacing Cathy Kiser; retir-

ing to domestic life . Concert
package starring Duke Ellington,
Billy

1

Eckstine, Louis Armstrong
and Billie Holiday, set for Syria
Mosque Jan. 22 , . . George Perna,
former vocalist with Al Rinaldi,
has signed with a new Steuben-
ville, O., combo, the Esquires . . .

Siboney Quintet goes into the Co-
lonial .Manor Friday (11) for a
week . , . Wally Griffin boqked for
Monte Carlo Dec. 9-19 . . . Del
Monaco Quartet goes back into the
Blue Moon for another run around
the holidays . , . Jimmy Rice and his
Trio have checked into Tommy
Carlyn’s Club for an indefinite
stay . . Jack Mahony Quartet
opened a run Monday (7) at the
Italian Villa and plays Beta Theta
Pi fraternity dance at Carnegie
Tech on Jan. 16.

New York
Betty Madigan currently at the

Boulevard, Queens. Thrush re-

turned from a Metro screentest on
the Coast last week ... Patti Page
currently at

1

the Clover Club,
Miami , . Georgia Gibbs opens
at the El Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas
today (Wed.) foj* three weeks
Bob McCluskey, "RCA Victor coun-
try & western merchandise man-
ager, out on a -two-week promo-
tion tour with Eddy Arnold .

Al Martino opened at the Carousel
Club, Pittsburgh, Monday (7) , . /
Sauter-Finegan orch plays a con-
cert date at Eastman Aud:, Roch-
ester, tonight (Wed). Following
night, orch plays another concert
at Knottingman H. S. Aud, Syra-

from Belgium, France, Sweden and
Holland ... Variety pianist Wini-
fred Atwell has offer from Austra-
lia and New Zealand . . .Mantovanl
taking his

.
orch for 10-day tour of

Germany, commencing Dec. 26 . . .

Despite, the fact that Frankie
Lane’s Pmlips record of "Answer
Me" is baimed from broadcast over
BBC, it still remains as No. 1 in

the list of best-selling disks in
Britain. Mantovani’s "Swedish
Rhapsody" is runnerup.

Hollywood

cuse.
Lloyd Trotraan, former Johnny

Hodges orch sideman, pacted to
Tuxedo Records ... Ruth Casey,
Decca Records thrush, opens at
BlinstrUb’s, Boston, Dec; 28 . . .

Seena Starr (Chappell Music) and
Janie Cans (Nat Tannen Music)
accepted into the Music Publishers
Contact Employees Union.

London
French bandleader Bernard

Hilda here to fix 10 British musi-
cians for Anglo-French combo to

§
lay Monte Carlo. Rome, - Spain,
ranee and Switzerland nlusFrance and Switzerland plus

London, if Musicians. Union
agrees .. Frank Hagley, man-
aging director of ttoe~tondoir
Palladium is resigning due to
ill health ... Ivey. Benson, lead-
er of her own all-girl combo, ih
projected exchange deal with bands

Walter Scharf notified that his
"Israeli Suite,” which he presented
to, the government of Israel some
time ago, has been recorded by the
Israel National Symphony ... HLes
Baxter gets a flat $5,000 for playing
the New Year’s Eve dance of the
Building & Construction Trades
Council in Denver . \ . Milt Nor-
man, former guitarist with Ray
Anthony, now playing at Fat
Eddie’s in Inglewood . . Claude
Gordon,

.
longtime first; trumpeter

with Lnd Gluskin, formed his own
orch and debuts on wax with
"Carnival in Venice" for the indie
Alma Label . . . Davey Pell named
a&r man for Trend Records, Coast
label . . . Freddy Martin prepping
a new RCA Victor recording ses-
sion . . Frank DeVol and his
orchestra signed for dne-nighters
at the Jonathan Club Saturday (12)
and at the Huntington Hotel, PaSa-
-dena?

- Deo. 26 . . -Yma Sumac
looking for guys who beat, the
drums and double on the flute for
her upcoming U.S. and European
tour . . . Ray Austin put together
a 22-piece band to back Joe Gau-
dfo's • platter debut on Crystal.
Gaudio is the" L.A. Rains’ an-
nouncer . . . Palladium cancelled
its usual NBC wire this Thursday
night (10) because Benny Strong
will, be playing for a private party
of CBS employees. Terpery . is

,
in

the midst of its annual Yuletide
private party season, with Harry
James due in Dec. 26 to resume
the regular dance schedule . .

Tr u mpeter Maynard Ferguson
playing background horn in "White
Christmas" at Paramount.

Houston
.
Charlie Fisk and his band open-

ed an engagement Thursday (3) at
the Rice HotelUmpire Room. They
followed Don Reid and his band
into the spot V . Bill Cooper and
his band open Dec. 18 in the Mural
Room, Baker. Hotel; Dallas. Ted
Lewis and his revue are currently
making a stand at the Mural Room,
closing Dec. 12 . . . Teddy Phillips
and his band in the area , for a
series of One-nighters .

'. Stan
Kenton and his band scheduled for
a one-nighter in San Antonio at the
Bexar County Coliseum latter part
of January . . . Henry Brandon and
his band have opened an engage-
ment Thursday (3) at the Anacacho
Room, St. Anthony Hotel, San An-
tonio. He will Continue until afte/
New Year’s Day ... Bobby Tin-
terow and his band played for the
Press Club’s Christmas:dance Nov.
7 at the Pine Forest Country Club,
here.

Toronto, Dec. 8.

Planing here from New York,

Mrs, Kathryn Godfrey, 78-year-

old mother of Arthur Godfrey, last

week heard the premiere;perform-

ance of her "Marine Boys’ March"
when this was played by the To-
ronto Symphony (98 men), guest-

conducted by Andre Kos^ane^z
in Massey Hall. On completion of

the three-minute composition, Mrs.
Godfrey took a spotlighted bow
from the first balcony to ovation

of the 2,300 capacity audience. Into

a mjke proffered by a red-coated

usher. She said: "It was wonderful
tq . hear my work played, by such
a great orchestra and under the

baton of such a distinguished con-

ductor." March . was an unsched-
uled enqdre, not on the program,
and hence a surpise to everyone.

Backstage, Kostelanetz said this

was the first of several submitted
marches from Mrs. Godfrey he had
accepted; On military tempo, “The
Marine Boys’ March" is staunch in

the; Sousa style, and hefty on toe-

tapping tempo and percussion.
Mrs. Godfrey said later that she
had never appeared on television

and that "one in the family is

enough." Among the many flower
presentations were bouquets from
son Arthur and: her daughter, Mrs.
Katherine Ripley.

Carnegie Hall, N. Y., is .going

Latin. A south-of-the-border pack-

age has been bobked there for a
one-nite stand Feb. ,20. Package
Will be tabbed "Mambo Concerto,”

an<f will feature a flock of Latino

headliners, along with a 40-piece

orch under the, direction of Gil-

berto Valdes. The Carnegie Hall

bash will tee off a 25-city tour cur-

rently being lined up.

Among the chile performers set
for the bill are Tito Puente, Tito
Rodrigues, Noro Morales, Joe Loco,
Machito, Perla Marini; Frank Da-
miron, Candido, Faeunfio Rivera
Quintet, Jose Curbello and Sylvia
& Chapeauseaux. Nitery op Irving
Schacht is lining Up the package.
William Raidy is producing.

Tiff to a Head This Week

Big Deals
Continued from page 41

astrous, snowballing effect. He
states that after the "Partners"
heat subsides, the deejays and deal-
ers will be looking for other deals
ahd prize lures with the next re-
lease. .

Scotland

(Hiooo Tha Hero Deligri)

(.Copyright 1953 Folkwoyi}

I WANT A
HIPPOPOTAMUS

FOR CHRISTMAS
(Hippo The Hero)

Kecorded by

GAYLA PEEVEY
Columbia Record No. 40106

FOLKWAYS MUSIC PUBLISHERS, Inc.

Pittsburgh
Howdy Webb, organist, has left

j
Vyeigand’s Lounge after a run of
six years . . Jimmy Spaniel band
set for numbef of weekend dance
dates at Penn State College . . .

Wally Gingers orch one-nights
Saturday (12) at West View Park,
following engagement at Roseland
Ballroom in New York. Gingers
goes back there for another run
in February or March . . . Jack-
town Hotel now going in for
entertainment and has set Penny
Parker, singing pianist, for a few
weeks . . Mariners return to

Anne Shelton headlining at the
Empire, Glasgow, with Hal Cham-
bers, handling the ivories . Syd-
ney MacEwan, Scot priest and pro-
fessional singer, waxing "A Prayer
to Our Lady” and "The Prayer
Perfect’’ . . Geraldo orch, inked
for Christmas revue Dec. 18 to
Jan. 23 at Lyceum, Edinburgh,
likely to be lensed for new British
pic during 1954 . . . Robert Wilson,,
w.k. Scot tenor*, planed to London
to wax new song, "Marching
Through the Heather,” and "Cot-
tage by the Lee,” latter an Irish
ballad.

Hoagy Sues
» - Continued from pare 49

neWed by Mills. These numbers
are "Bone Yard Shuffle," "Wash-

The jocks, sensing the heated
diskery competish, have been poll-
ing their listeners as to which plat-
ter they prefer. In the first 40 min-
utes of Ed McKenzie’s poll last

week on WXYZ, Detroit, 282 votes
Were phoned, in. Miss Starr led
with 137, Miss Page followed with
107, and Miss Shore trailed with
38. Miss Starr also paced the field
iq polls conducted by Emerson
Kimball (WSPD, Toledo) and Bill
Randle (WERE, Cleveland). Miss
Page nosed out Miss Starr in How-
ard Malcom’s poll on WONE, Day-
ton.

Meantime, Porgie Music, "Part-
ners" publisher, is sitting in an
enviable, unusual position. The
diskery battle marks one of the
few times that three platteries
have gone all out on the same
song. Tune jumped into the sheet
sale hit lists in its first week on
the market and orders are continu-
ing to come in at a hefty rate.

Hassle between the Music Pub-
lishers Contact Employees Union
and Sheldon Music over pubbery’s

hiring of non-union pluggers will

come to a head this week if Shel-

don fails to enlist the contactmen
in MPCE. Union has threatened to
place the firm on the-unfair-list
and pull out its two MPCE plug-
gers.

Rhubarb developed last month
when Sheldon Instituted a new
plugging policy of hiring college
undergrads around the country to
promote its tunes with deejays,
jukebox operators and dealers.
Sheldon launched its new plugging
pattern with 12 collegians.

A Solid Hit'

I Just

Love

You
VjmC CORPORATION

board Blues" and "River Boat *Answer* Scot Bestseller
Shuffle."

America's ^Fastest

Selling-Records!

Among the other tunes involved
in the action are “What Kind of

Man Is You?” "Tell Me That You
Love Me,” "In the Still of the

Night,” "Manhattan Rag," "One
Morning in May,” "High and Dry,”

"South Breeze," "My Sweet,”

"Harvey” and "March of the Hood-

Glasgow, Dec. 8.
"Answer Me," waxed by Frankie

Laine and David Whitfield, tops the
list of bestselling disks here, with
Mantovani’s "Swedish Rhapsody”
a close runnerup.

Others well in the lead are Guy
Mitchell’s "Chick-a-Boom,” "Kiss”
(Dean Martin), "Vaya Con Dios”
(Les Paul, Mary Ford) and “I Saw
Momma Kissing Santa Claus”
(Jimmy Boyd). .

ATTENTION

TOP TUNES POP /953-/954//

OFF
SHORE

MOONLIGHT
IN VERMONT

PINK
SHAMPOO

MARGARET WHITING .... (CAPITOL)

LEO DIAMOND. . . . .... . .

.

< (AMBASSADOR) JERRI ADAMS, . . , . . ; (COLUMBIA)
..m lAiiucnu i ati a mti/* i FETE HANLEY... .......... (EPIC)
BUD JOHNSON . . ...... .

.

(ATLANTIC
TEDD| KING . . ; . . . . . . .... (MGM)

AXEL STORDAHL. : (CAPITOL) JOHNNY SMITH QUINTET. * . (ROOST)
MAT MATTHEWS..... .. (CORAL)
RUSS MORGAN . , (DECCA)
DAVE BALLARD. ............... ...

.

(DECCA)
EARL BOSTIC. . . . (KING)

VICKI YOUNG. .. .. i. . (CAPITOL)
CONNIE HAINES... ...... . .

.

(CORAL)

EARL BOSTIC . . ( KING)

REG OWEN. . (LONDON)
RICHARD HAYMAN. .... . .

.

(MERCURY)
ART MOONEY........; . (MGM)
AL ROMERO..................... (VICTOR)
JIMMY CARROLL-IILLIAN CLARK. ... . (BELL)

FAREWELL
IT HAPPENED
ONCE BEFORE

HELEN O’CONNELL../.,.. (CAPITOL)
ALFRED APAKA. ... . .

.

(DECCA) FOUR FRESHMEN. .... .... (CAPITOL)

Hanover Music t-orp. Mirim
INHUUHMBUHNNNiLENNIE HOPES, Gon. Mgr., 1270 6th Avo., N. Y.

MITCH MILLER. . . . . . . . (COLUMBIA) CHAMP BUTLER. PERCY FAITH. . (COLUMBIA)

Michael H. Cioldoen. Inc. Criterion Musie Corp.
V«., N. Y. MICHAEL H. GOLDSEN, 1491 No. Vin», HoHywood

Ail opportHolty to get a "WHITE"
bus that will carry 1 8 and aleep 4.

Original cost $45,000. Motor and
all oqalp. in A-1 condition. Hat
CARRIER air cond. unit,

,
shower/

kitchen, hot water heater, toilet and
full living area. $6000. full price,

cash. Dally Variety, Box 40$,

6311 Yucca St., Hollywood, Calif.

KENNY LEE

dCK^4 )
1

LOOK
j

RCA VICTOR J?
0-5 500 17 Orpml

5 500 (

4

5 r pm

)

Going to Be Big

THIS CHRISTMAS

“FREDDIE
THE LITTLE
FIR TREE”

Gtnt Autry

Columbia #40092-# 1 72

AMERICAN MUSIC, INC*

9109 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood
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November 30, 1953

OF SEN. PAT McCarram

FOR IMMEDIATE

Senator Pat McCarran made the following statement today:

• much concerned about the fact that the Copyright Act of 1909 contains a clause
that Has grown inequitable over the years. This clause is the exemption which permits operators
of coin-operated music machines-so-called juke boxes-to perform copyrighted musical works for
profit without the consent of the copyright proprietor and without any compensation to him.

During the 82nd Congress, % late Mr Bryson introduced in the House a bill to repeal
this exemption, and to fix a fee compensating composers for the use of their music by juke box
operators. A similar bill was introduced in the Senate by Mr. Kefauver.

.

'
• • •

'

Extensive hearings on this measure were held before a House Subcommittee of the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary. Ample opportunity was given for all segments of the music industry to
.testjfy concerning the merits of the proposed legislation. As a result of this extensive testimony,
the Congress had an opportunity to examine at some length both the basic principles and the
economics involved.

\ _
.

. ..

In my view, two factors weighed against favorable action on this amendment during the

Ipst Congress. One wd$ the fact that at that time operators of music machines were under regulation

by the Office of Price Stabilization, which fixed the price of play for their machines and thus allowed
them little latitude for adjustment. Another factor was the phrasing of the measure itself, which con-

tained a provision for a statutory fee.

After studying the organization and 'economies of this industry, which did not exist in

1909, I came to the conclusion that there is no reason why juke box operators should any longer

receive special treatment. Consequently, I introduced S. 1 1 06 in the first session of the present Con-
gress* This measure would have the practical effect of placing juke boxes on the some basis as other

commercial users of music (radio, television, hotels, restaurants and the like) insofar as public per-

formance for profit is concerned, allowing these users to determine their fees by negotiation with

the copyright proprietor or hi* agent, At the same time, the proposed legislation would continue to

, exempt the bona-fide owner of a single juke box.
.* • » • • •

; The principle has been well established, both by the Congress and the Supreme Court,

that composers and authors are entitled to just compensation for the use of their copyrighted

compositions in public performance for profit. As each new means of communication of music to

the public developed—radio, electronic recordings, television, and the like—it was recognized that

commercial users of music should compensate the creator for the profitable use of his music. Although

there may have been a reason q generation ago for exempting a then negligible portion jof the

music-playing industry from its business obligations, there is no longer, in my opinion, any further

equitable, legal or economic reason for doing so, especially in view of the emergence of the juke

box industry as a full-fledged business enjoying a substantial return from the publiG performance of .

copyrighted music.

always better for industry to negotiate its own agreements, subject gnly to general principles of

law and fair practice, rather than be regulated in its every action by a governmental body.

1 urge all segments of the music industry int<erested in this matter to meet and reconcile any

differences of opinion among themselves, in order tc> agree on legislation which will be fair to all*.

Meanwhile, 1 intend to press vigorously for enactmenit of S. 1106 in the forthcoming session of "the

83rd Congress.

*

PvblKoiiori 61 fhu announcement poi’d Iot.kjr the

COMPOSERS' AND AUTHORS' COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE

.M u »
; r

• -V

(NOTE: Underscoring in Sen. McCarran's statement reprinted above is cars. ]
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AGVA, AFM Showdown Due on Talent
.... r

With Blowolf Seen in New England
Showdown between the Ameri-4

can Guild of Variety Artists andcan uuuu ui ¥«uci; ni uaia aiiu • m> * m « |
the American Federation of Mu

]

GrOUD G«tS CODtTOl
sicians is exrected to come shortly

[

r
#

Of Hawaii Act Showcaseafter Jan. 4, when hostilities are

expected to start in the New Eng-

1

land area. Starting at that time,
j

AFM musicians In Boston will re-

fuse to play for AGVA acts. Pat-
tern in the Hub will provide a test

for national warfare between both
unions.

Neither AGVA nor AFM are re-

vealing any strategy in the method
of fighting. AFM prexy James C.

Petrillo is reported fighting mad
at the actors’ union, which charged
that Petrlilo hrd violated the 1951

Honolulu, Dec. 8.
'

•

Fred Matsuo has sold controlling

interest in the Waikiki Lau Yee

Chai cafe to William Mau & Asso-

ciates.

It’s understood that Matsuo, who
will devote full time to theatrical

productions and promotions un-

der the F.M. Productions banner,
received over $100,000 for his

agreement between the unions :
controlling interest in Tropical En-

which defined the jurisdictions of terprises, Ltd.

both. Petrillo is reported to be • William Mau, real estate invest-

riled at AGVA because it’s the ment broker, becomes executive
AFM chieftain’s boast that- lie ; vice president, treasurer and gen-
never knowingly violated an agree-

,

cneral manager of the Lau Yee
ment in Ids entire life, and AGVA’s
charge, it’s learned, hurt him

'

deeply.

Meanwhile, both unions are
strengthening basic argument. It’s

the contention of AGVA that any .

Chai operation. Henry B. Mau, a

tax consultant, continues as as-

sistant general manager. Dr. Kat-
sumi Kometani is president of

Tropical Enterprises.

Lau Yee Chai is main Hawaii
performer in a fioorshow or a ’ showcase for Mainland combos and
variety stage should be an AGVA acts, and has emerged as one of

member. Thus, should the union the real moneymaking spots. It’s

stick to that argument, it would i
presumed that . Matsuo’s profit for-

claim all instrumental acts, or
;

rnula will continue unchanged.
turns that use a musical instru-i — —

—

—
ment during any portion of their ’

turn. Union feels that as long as :

this type of musical turn displaces !

an AGVA member, it should be-
long to AGVA.
On the other hand, Petrillo’s i

union feels that or.ee a member of
the AFM. a musician need belong
to no other union in order to work

»

in any capacity in the musical field.
Thus, a musician could be an
emcee, performer, comedian or :

have any type of act without be-
longing to AGVA. The American

Tooters Hold Off

Hub Talent Nix
Boston, Dec. 8.

Following meeting between lo-

cal nitery operators and musico
toppers here Sunday afternoon (6).

Author-Comodiait

Joe Laurie, Jr.
nostalgically recalls

Blackface Acts "

(an Interesting chapter from Ms
bestseller "Vaudeville:. Honky-

Tonks te the relate"

a bright byline piece In the

upcoming

48lh Anniversary Number
of

JSariety

Chi Electrical Union, Big Talent Boyer,

Paying Out 75G For Giant Xmas Show

Walters Delays

Preem; Needs

It’s no use having a premiere
unless it can be advertised and
publicized, according to Lou Wal-
ters. operator of the ’Latin Quar-
ter, N.Y., who has stated that he'll

postpone the preem of his new
show until he can have at least two
days of advertising to send it off.

New York has been without news-
papers for more than a week be-
cause of the engravers’ strike

which was settled yesterday
(Tues.).

Debut of new layout was slated
for tomorrow (Thurs.)'. He states

that the preem, to mean anything
1 in the w’ay of business, has to get a

{
good sendoff. He needs every facet
of the campaigns he has been put-
ting on for these past few years.
He feels that the ads are as im-
portant as the reviews and pre-
opening publicity, and it. would be
difficult to get the full value of
the preem without his usual cam-

(Continued on page 65*

action on an edict restraining toot-

Federation ofVeYc vision and Radio c
,

re {f
om showbacking union acts,

slated to begin Dec. 7*. was post-
;
paign.

poned until Jan. 4. Decision was! According to boniface Walters,
result of operators’ beef that acts ! the newspaper strike didn't hurt
had already been booked, and

j

his business. However, it’s con-
i' holesale cancellations would ceded that Walters, having the only
cause serious confusion and possi- 1 major nitery on the Stem, wouldn’t
fcle litigation. Local musicians’

j be hit as hard as other nighl-
prooosal to issue 'temporary work

f clubs.

Morris Agency Entree

At Jones Beach Via Zee
One of show business’ contradic-

tions came to light during the past

week when Allan Zee.was signed to

stage and direct the shows at Jones
Beach Marine Amphitheatre, Jones
Beach, N. Y., next summer. Zee
was signed by producer-bandleader
Guy Lombardo on a deal arranged,
by Sandy Glass of the William Mor-
ris Agency, Zee’s, son-in-law.

As a result of this deal, it’s ex-

pected that the Morris office will

have a virtual exclusive on the
bookings of that enterprise. Al-

though producer Lombardo has
been a Music Corp. of America
client for more than 20 years, Mor-
ris office will get the bulk of the
business.

Miami’s ‘Clean Up!’

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branehet of Theatrical*

FUN-MASTER
THE O.M* INAl SKOV/-B1Z GAG fILE

The Service of the STARS)
First 13 files $5.00—All 35 Issues $30
Singly: $1.05 Eich IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping*.
• 3 BUs. PARODIES, per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET $15 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $15 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, S300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W 54th Sf.? New York 19-Dept. V

Circle 1-1130

caius to acts playing here was also;
termed unworkable; although sev-

eral performers were reportedly
agreeable to the setup.

j

With local nitery operators re-

centiy huddling in attempt to re-

;

fule AGVA’s claim that they be
classed as employers, and there-

’

tore responsible for performers’

;

social security., etc., bonifaces are
anxious to have the entire hassle
c.arififcd, although a majority are I

of the opinion it should be on a

national scale rather than local.!

Feeling among operators is that
J

they’ll string along with the musi-

!

cians. figuring that James C.
j

Petrillo’s entrance into the hassle !

should hypo the action, ultimately
\

resolving itself to their advantage.
;

AGVA prexy Jackie Bright and !

national troubleshooter Larry Rio
j

will come up from New York to the
j

; Hub to address a special member-
ship meeting to be called in the af-

ternoon. In the evening, they’ll

confer with nitery operators.

Other bonifaces felt that the cur-

rent slump was a combination of

pre-Christmas dip and lack of

newspaper ads and publicity to

maintain interest. In either case,

there was a letdown in the nitery

field attributed to the combination
of both factors.

Giro’s in PhiBy

Calls It a Night

Miami, Dec. 8.

Dade County (Miami) sheriff’s

department this week started clean-

up. of known hangouts for the sex-
deviates set, with meeting of Flor-
ida Cafe Owners Assn, executive
director Joe Lieber and operators

«Lof several • nightclubs in the area
with Sheriff Thomas J. Kelly.

Kelly warned them to ‘‘clean

house’’ or else. ' At request of Lie-
ber, a 30-day grace period was
granted to allow operators of spots
which attracted the element to
clean up. Strongly defending such
cafes were Leon Enken. who runs
Leon & Eddie’s, and Harry San-
ders, owner of downtown bar, Mou-
lin Rouge.

Sanders contended "it is better,
to keep them where you can super-
vise them . . . than to run them . . .

into residential districts" ( theory
agreed upon by the police depart-
ment).
Enken, in a lengthy discourse, en-

larged upon a theme which em-
braced "changing morals" through
the years, and wound with "most
of them behave themselves.” He
also urged confining the cult to su-
pervised places. They still have 30
days to clean up. according to the
sheriff. -

Miami Beach police have already
embarked on a "harassment" pro-

j

gram, with raids and investigations
! conducted at public beaches where
• the boys-go-girls types congregate,
;
as well as in some of the small bars

;

they frequent at night.

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.
j

two door midtown CANCEL TAB TRINCE’ AT

RAY INTO N.Y/S LA VIE;

LAROSA DUE XMAS N1TE

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON.
presents

American Rep.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

;
Johnnie Ray has been signed for

' La Vie en Rose, N. Y„ starting

;

Monday (14), succeeding Nat
(King) Cole, who remained at that
spot an extra week. - Boniface
Monte Proser had to make ar-

rangements with the Casino Royal,
Washington, where Cole was

I slated to go for that week. Proser

]

shclltfd out to the D, C. spot the

j

costs, of advertising plus an un-
!
stipulated sum to permit Cole to
remain at La Vie for the extra
time.

j
Ray will close Dec. 23. and Jul-

1 ius LaRosa is scheduled to open
Christmas night. Negotiations arc
still under way to have Marshall

! & Farrell open Xmas eve and re-

I main on the bill with LaRosa.

Ciro’s.

padlocked the doors Saturday night
'5> after the midnight closing, fol-

lowing a week of difficulties that

had resulted in the appointment of

receivers.

1 The former Frank Palumbo op-

eration had been run the last five

years by Bob Corson and Dave
Cohen, trading as Stard Corp. At
start of the season, an attempt to

take in a partner and interest fresh
coin failed, and in mid-November
Corson and Cohen pulled out in a

sale to a group headed by Martin
Romm.
Romm went before Federal

Judge Thomas J. Clary on behalf
of Stard Corp., seeking an arrange-
ment under Chapter 11, of the
Chandler Act, asking creditors to
accept 10% on the dollar. Judge
Clary appointed attorney Julian E.

Goldberg and William D. Teefy as
receivers to operate the business
while settlement was sought.

|

Teefy Eind Goldberg removed
jRomm as manager and installed

Arnold Orsatti, Philadelphia and
seashore cafe man, to run spot. Or-
satti judged the situation hopeless
after two days. The help was paid
off Saturday night and the place
closed. The receivers, Orsatti said,
would probably try to find a pur-
chaser for the place. The club was
saddled with between $80,000 and
$90,000 in debts, including $20,000
ii. taxes owed the Government, Or-
satti slated.

Martha Daniels, estranged wife
of singer Billy Daniels, goes into
the Copacabana, Pittsburgh, Dec.

> » iftumifiIm

Chi AGVA ‘Unfair’ List

Form Own Protest Group
Chicago, Dec. 8,

A small band of exotic agents
and performers, teamed with local
tajent buyers, all of whom are on
the American Guild of Variety
Artists unfair list, have organized
into a protest group purporting to
be "doing business together as in-

dependent contractors" under a
new peace policy.

The "industry cooperative,"
which calls itself the Silver Star
Society, is not unlike a similar or-
ganization founded a year ago
which has since been unheard

Chicago, Dec. 8.
One of the steadiest talent buy-

ers in this area, Electrical Workers
Union Local 1031 is plunking
down $75,000 for a giant 12-night
Christmas show with Bert Lahr,
Blackburn Twins, Nancy Wright,
Ginger Kinney and 48 other per-
formers. Normally the union
largest local in the entire AFL
and the only one known to feature
floorshows at meetings, expends
$15,000 to $20,000 for its regular
Spreads running four nights every
second month.
Frank Darling, Local 1031

chieftain, said he inaugurated the
shows seven years ago to keep
Communists from taking charge of
the body. At the time, Darling
said, there were a handful of Reds
in the organization who used the
typical Commie tactic of harangu-
ing aimlessly in order to discour-
age attendance at the meetings.
When other members, bored by
the constant filibustering, stopped
coming, Darling decided to entice
them back with a show. Theme
then become "Let's get the meet-
ing over with, quickly," and the
Commies were booed and harassed
everytime they tried to stall the
proceedings.

Femmes Predominate
Since the kickoff bill, which

consisted of one act and a four-
piece band, interest in the shows
began to grow.and the productions
waxed elaborate. Now they’re re-
vues mostly, replete with costumes
and scenery, much of which is
borrowed from the Shuberts by
the union rep. Until this year, the*

(Continued on page 64)

Globetrotters in Omaha
Omaha, Dec. 8.

Harlem Globetrotters basketball
team and vaude show packed 6,900,
including a couple hundred stan-
dees, into Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum
here last Tuesday (1).

Icy weather and smaller advance
sale kept crowd below last year’s
alltime mark of 8,000.

TURCHEITI
ULTRA-SONIC GUITARIST

I
Opening Dec. lDlh

LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia 1

Direction

MANAGEMENT-ASSOCIATES
7 Edit 55th Street New York

SANDS; ECKSTINE IN
Las Vegas, Dec. 8.

Paul Small package of "Student
Prince,’’ tab version starring Jan
Kiepura and Marta Eggerth has
been cancelled, and exits the Sands
Hotel following tonight’s (Tues.)
performances, completing a one-
week run.

Jack Entratter is bringing in
Billy Eckstine for a week prior to
"Week of Stars” anniversary line-
up starting Dec. 16, with Danny
Thomas, Vic Damone, Frank Si-
natra, Phil Silvers, and Eckstine
on successive nights. He’s still

dickering with Van Johnson to
round out the parade. Jimmy Mc-
Hugh unit remains throughout the
entire week.

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY
and

GAIL
135 East 33rd St., New York

PLaza 7-6300

"Where Show Business Meets'
i*

20% DISCOUNT
TO SHOW FOLKS
& MUSICIANS

AT THE

“SH0WBUSINESS CORNER"
Cabana Club Facilities

24 Hour Coffee Shop >

« f HOTEL

VARIETY
Wl7thSl at ALTON RD .

MIAMI BE ACHH FLA

WHEN IN BOSTON
It’s the

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk

Avery ft Washington Sts*
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Sam Snyder’s WATER FOLLIES
WORLD'S LARGEST

TRAVELING WATER AND
STAGE MUSICAL REVUE OF 1954 .

.

WATER FOLLIES IS THE PIONEER Of THIS TYPE OF ENTER-

TAINMENT! NO OTHER SHOW HAS THE SPEED, GLAMOUR

AND QUALITY OF OUR PRODUCTION, AND WITH ALL THIS . .

.

We are the most reasonably priced show in America

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WATER FOLLIES—23 Smm»IoroI Water and Stag*

Acts! WORLD CHAMPION FANCY and STUNT DIVERS and SWIMMERS
, . • Sidesplitting Diving and Stag* Comedians * . . GORGEOUS BATH*
ING BEAUTIES . . . Lovely .Stag* Ballet • . . Unmatched Water Ballet * . .

Evoletion of Bathing Stilts from 1850*1954 . . . LAVISH COSTUMES and

PRODUCTION NUMBERS . „ . Original Music and Staging. FIRST TIME
ON THIS CONTINENT! BREATH-TAKING REPLICA OF THE STREAMING
FOUNTAINS OF VERSAILLES I

3
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Water Follies has broken attendance rec-

ords throughout the United States and
Canada* Ideal entertainment for sponsor-

ship by all types of fairs, civic centers and
leading organizations, etc,

THE DWIGHT SISTERS
Mary and Frances

Synchronized Swim-
ming Champions
of fhe World.

.v.v.%v.v.,.yJ>
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6 OF THE

WORLD’S

MOST FAMOUS
AND

ACCOMPLISHED

FANCY AND

STUNT DIVERS

&

EDDIE ROSE
Internationally famous diving

comedian. Eddie Rose has
left audiences, howling with

laughter and holding their

"Rose had the crowd roar-
ing with laughter, espe- I
daily the children, , as he I
hangs on-' the board and I
falls into the water in the pi 'M I
most ridiculous positions. is
Rose is a really fine slap- / 'Jf * \ I
stick clown . . . The high / / \ I
points of the show were <ap/ n
the diving exhibitions . . .

^ m
"You’ll have to see it to believe it” . . . Fort Wayn* Nows-Sonttnel

Their diving evokes

"Ahs” and-"Ohs"
from every crowd.

Write, Wire or Phone Our

PERMANENT ADDRESS

SAM SNYDER'S

WATER FOLLIES OF 1954
320-321 Walker Building

120 Boylston Street, Boston 16, Mass.

PHONE: HAncock 6-2245

x <1

V V.

DANNY DILLON

WORLD FAMOUS
IMPRESSIONIST,

MASTER OF CERE-

MONIES OF THE
WATER FOLLIES,

AND MEMBER OF THE
COMEDY TEAM OF
DILLON AND ROSE.

J>
twlmt In total darh*

nett, their' bathing

suits, gloved hands,

and bathing caps

lighting up with

radiant phosphores-

cent effect.

^ •:

4W

“The aqua-musical revue blending grace, beauty and
sparkling humor is something new for this part of the
country and is good entertainment for every member of
the family. The 2-hour attraction ‘'moves along at a rapid
pace with never a let-up in interest”

.... Mentone Standard

"The show was spectacular, is a skillful blend of color,

comedy, music and vaudeville that brought a capacity
crowd at the arena on its feet, cheering for more. The
presentation is so well put together that not a moment
drags. The crowd was rocking with laughter within a
few minutes of the start of the show . . . Fot more than
two houfs of family entertainment the Water Follies is

the standout show of its kind to play in this area for
some time,”

• . . . Montreal Star

" SJ . * *-

ct*3K*

<1
WORLD'S LARGEST PORTABLE POOLS

AND STAGE

Allows Water Follies to play for any length run

you wish. NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1954 BOOKINGS.

All Individual Water Follies artists booked through the

Daniel White Agency. 80 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
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DANII A GENII PRIOR
Dancing
18 Mins.
Cher Paree, Montreal

In the thankless role as a sup-

porting act to headliner Sophie

Tucker at Chez Paree,
:
the hoofing

of Danii A Genii Prior is effective

enough to almost, garner a show
biz cliche of being a showstoppilig
offering.

Both youngsters danced for many
weeks in the

;
productions at the

Copa in New York. This is one of
their first single efforts and if

talent shown in present show is
sharpened with experience, then
duo are naturals for any Visual
medium, particularly the musicom-
edy field;

The Priors are both of brunet
appearance, costumes are. well
chosen and routining, although still

a little restricted, shows a sense of
taste and imagination that', will
stand them in good stead for .future
dates. Their Harlem sequence is

rowdy enough to keep attehtion at
all times, and their deadpan interp
of a jazzed-up East Indian number
makes for a solid begoff. Femme
half of team is a looker and pro-
jected charms, compliments her
partner, and does much to enhance
the overall impact of the act.Team
is trying a bit too hard at present:
added experience will .give them
confidence and smooth out appar-
ent talents. Neurt.

SEATON & O’DELL '

Acro-dancers
1? Mins. °

Empire, Glasgow
Two girls form an opening terp-

team that is useful- for vaude lay-
outs. Agile and talented, they
so>re in both graceful dance rou-
tines: and in tumbling knockabout,
fully living, up to bill-matter of
the

. “tumbling tomboys.” Intro-
duce deft comedy touch as they
whirl and cartwheel and tumble
all over the stage, one partner fre-
quently. tumbling and sabotaging
the other with a wink to stubhold-
ers.

Energetic pair are above-aver-
age terpers with a well-rehearsed
act that shapes up as okay for
yaude and video. Gord.

JAY MARSHALL
SENIOR COMEDIAN

LONGFELLOW'S

CHILDREN'S

HOUR

M9t^MARK J. LEDDY
LEON NEWMAN

tCORINA LAC
Songs
25 Mins.
Clover Club, Montreal

Gorina Lac, a chirper with a
background of. Vienna and sundry
European countries, is Jack Horn’s
first; .choice to intro a policy of
entertainment in his class eatery,
the Clover Club.
Kept at the level shown by Miss

Lac on her first night, this more-
or-less intimate type of offering
should do well. Miss Lac sings
throughout in a clear, seml-operatic
voice without the aid of a mike,
and projection 1$ good enough to
carry to all corners of this medium-
sized room. Although limited in
her English tunes, femme is ade-
auate in those offered such as
“September Song” and “No Other
Loye” bfit relies for the most part
on her multilingual piping for best
effects, v .

Brunet appearance is offset by a
fair selection of gowns that are in
the accepted piping vein but above1

average, and her Continental ap-
proach to her songalog and presen-
tation evidence okay, possibilities;

for the offbeat boites. Netot.

CROTCHET
Musical Clowning
10 Mins.

.

Empire, Glasgow
Bald heads are sometimes a

payoff in. comedy. Crotchet, Small-
ish tubby- musical clown, "proves
it by garnering the yocks with a
silent comedy spot that ranks
above average in the comic slot-;

ting. He wears straw hat which
lacks a brim, effect of latter being
conveyed by his bald dome, plus
a red waistcoat, striped shortish
pants and white spats. Usual mu-
sical 'nonsense at the 88, such ,

as
knocking off a key into mid-air
and clowning with stooL He also
empties flowers from a vase stand-

(-ing on the piano and drinks the
water intended for- the flora.

Novelty gimmick are his .har-
monica fingers, on gloves scaled
with various notes of a harmonica.
Artiste precedes playing of the
Scotch bagpipes by stuffing cotton
wool into his own ears, then throw-
ing out a supply to the outfronters.
As he plays the pipes, a balloon
gradually bloWs « itself ud and
hursts. Winds by wandering on
with huge musical instrument case
and taking out an extra-miniature
concertina on which he plays “Song
from Moulin Rouge.” Worth-
while novelty, act for vaude.
» Gord.

JackNorworth
recalls m taeatory of itfl wA Ms
patron satat, WlHIam Morris, In

the yqqr of vpMsvlIM, wjton

Hie actors got paid

aPerformance
and the Manager

Kicked!
• * - *. . • •

a bright byline pises la the

opcomiag

.

48th Anniversary Number

to heavy, response. Effectively cos-
tumed, they work without seeming
effort and every gal is' a looker. A
natural for television. Gorin.

FIVE JAYS A JUNE
Acrobatics!
8 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Speed combined with grace add

to entertainment value of this sex-
tet of girl lookers, who provide
a honey of an acrobatic turn lim-
ited only by its shortness of dura-
tion., A useful bet for vaude open-
ers and occasional T\T guestings.
Colorfully garbed, the six femmes
get off at outset' to a speedy start

and sustain a whirling pace in
tumbles, cartwheels, flipups, bal-
ances and twirls.
Act works oh a straw matting.

Wind with a nifty' routine in which
the distaffers leap Over each other
and form an increasing horse-
straddle until finally one girl has
to ' leap over the remaining five
and does it at so cracking a pace
she almost hurls herself into the
wings. Gord.

Just Coacleded 2 Yn. o« Factored
Piaeist with the

Louis Armstrong All-Stars

MARTY
NAPOLEON
Currently Appaoriaq with

Hit Owa Trio at

MIKE TUZZO’S

LAMPLITER
ia Valley Streoai, L. I.

LEW

BLACK
•no

PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty arid ^

the least)

A new not* in
CUmol Comedy

Mgt.;
GER8ERWEI8S
200 W..57 St., N.Y.

COlumbui 5-8600

DAWN WHITE A HER GLAMA-
ZONS (6)

Song. Dance
12 Mins;
Empire, Glasgow
Old-tyme zip of this novel septet

j

NITA A PEPPI
Acrobatic
9 Mins. .

Music Hall. N.Y.
Nita & Peppi have a sprightly

aero stint. They are energetic tum-
blers, good hand-to-handers and
fine allaround performers in this
genre. Turn is well-produced to
give the effect of constant - move-
ment and. facile grace.
Boy and girl hit a good stride

with tricks that are standard in the
acrobatic catalog. However, they
impart freshness to most of thorn.
They do some combination rolls
that get spontaneous applause and
some of the lifts get midterm mit-
tings.

'•

Duo are the offspring of the
trampoline turn of Adriana A
Charly, who have an act entirely
different from that which they’ve
endowed the kids with. Jose;

EVE A JOE SLACK
Aero-Comedy
10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

Entrance: of this vaude duo
has solid entertainment value to : proves effective, he being garbed

New York
’Marilyn Maxwell set for the
Chez Paree, Chicago; Dec. 29 . .

,

Carl RavazzA pacted for the Sham-
rock in Houston, sometime in Feb-
ruary . . . Denny Desmond set for
the Town Casino* Buffalo, Feb. 8
. . . ChHs 'Martin signed fpr the.
Gay Haven, Detroit. Dec. 21 . . .

Georgie Tapps, now doing an act
with two' boys end two girls, has
signed with the: William Morris
Agency. •

Singer Valerie Noble returns
this week from a USO-Camp
Shows tour of Korea ... Joe E.
Lewis tapped for the Turf Club,
Galveston, Jan. 23 . . , Billy Dan-
iels into the Fairmont, San Fran-
cisco, March 9 . . . LOu Shorr inked
for the Chalet, Ste. Agathe, Dec.
20 for 12 weeks . . . Marion Colby,
formerly with the Blackburn
Twins, readying a single . . . Phil
Spitalny into the Roosevelt Hotel,
New Orleans, Feb. 11 for the
Mardi Gras season * , . Joe Rtcar-
del tapped for the Hotel Fort
Montagu, Nassau,' Qec. 14..

Hollywood
Nellie LUtcher opens tonight

(Wed.) at Giro’s, sharing billing
with jthe Amin Bros, for a two*
week stand V . . ’India Adams*
launched a nitery tour with a ses-
sion at the Maisson Juissaud,
Bakersfield . Jon A Sondra
Steele

;
open

.
next Monday ( 14) at

the Chi. Chi,..Palms Springs, for a
ip-day stand ... Champ Butler at
the Cave,, Vancouver ... . Gene

connoisseurs of the English mu-
sichall with its roystering choruses
and uninhibited zest of yesteryear.
Dawn White, a buxom fluffy blonde
with good-looking mien, leads six
equally outsize femmes who have
no qualms about showing off their
ample waistlines. Distaffers, smil-
ing and cheery if not the average
male customer’s dream girls, are
dressed in old-tyme costumes com-
plete - with spangles and feathers.
Act consists of vaude tunes from

the oldie file, melodiously nostal-
gic and a big click with older
patrons, plus boisterous terping,
and winding with a particularly
hilarious version of the French
can-can. A moustachioed musical
director, part of the act, Wields
the baton with enthusiasm And oc-
casional vocal ejaculations to the
audience. A final evidence that
even bulky femmes can be lithe-
some, Dawn White does 4be splits
to warm mitting. Okay as vaude
novelty, particularly in U, K. and
Commonwealth houses. Gord.

as a- kitchen chef in white and
wheeling in a trolley bearing a
silver casserole. From under the
lid of this emerges a petite femme
dressed in yellow with contortion-
ist ability , of a high order. Girl s
turns and twists and. writhing
movements score high on the mitt-
meter, her agility giving impres-
sion that her body is almost made
of elastic. Pair^s lifts and balanc-
ing are also solid with the custom-
ers, and comedy slant

:

is well ac-
centuated.
Okay for vaude and nitery book-

ings. Gord.

DYERETTES (5)

Dancing
8 Mins.
Gatineau* Ottawa

Billing and Using, these five col-
ored girls as a chorus line is selling
them short. They have savvy and
showmanship, plus ability to do
ballet, tap, aero and Several other
kinds of terps with smoothness and
effect seldom found in lines.
Trained by Sammy Dyer in Chi-

cago, the Dyerettes have been, col-
lecting kudos in eastern Canada
for several months, playing clubs
in Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto

Chi Electrical Union
Continued from page 62

NEW MISS AMERICA

PREPS BIGGER SEED
Atlantic City* Dec. 8.

;

Means of making the Miss Amer-
ica Pageant a stronger attraction
were discussed here last Thursday
night (4) as its directors elected
Hugh Wathen, resort businessman
and for the past few years host to
visiting newspapermen, president
at a closed meeting.

Last September’s pageant had a
budget of $129,000 and came out
With a bank balance of $7,000,
Arthur G-. Broil, retiring president,
stated. Broil declared in a long re-
port that two national advertising
agencies collected data on publicity
received, last year -and valued it

at more than $2,000,000. v
Pageant publicity, he added,

continues throughout the year, as
the reigning Miss America is con-
stantly on; the move and the name
of Atlantic City is constantly linked
with her. This year she will visit
London, Paris, Rome, Munich and
Amsterdam.

Broil said that $231,000 had been
awarded in scholarships by the
Pageant board since 1945, in addi-
tion to about $100,000 in scholar-
ships awarded annually in local
rnd state contests.

RENEEm EDDIE ROOT
Currently

HOTEL GARDNER, Boston
K "

union staged one show per month,
but as the layouts become increas-
ingly difficult to produce in the
space- o

t
f 30 days, the policy chang-

ed to six times a year;
Local has 37,000 members, most

of them factory workers who as-
semble radio and TV sets: A total
of 104 factories is represented,
turning out approximately 60% of
all sets and parts produced in the
United States. About 70% of the
members are women, most of
them middleaged. As a result, a
good deal of the talent showcased
in the West Side union hall, which
has excellent auditorium facilities,
are oldtime performers like Bert
Wheeler, John Boles, Benny Fields
arid Blossom Seeley, still dear to
the past-40 segment of the audi-
erice.

i

New talent is also in demand,
and previous show spotlighted
Maurice Rocco and June Valli.

j

Latter is also tapped for the up*
i

coming February show with Olsen
;
& Johnson. In any case, big names

;

are the point of order. Darling,
. who deals with all the major book-
ling offices here, reports the pur-
chase of $80,000 worth of talent

|

from the William Morris office
U alone, last ; _jia:

>

imamam*

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N.Y., Dec. 8.
A carnation to Ivan Annenberg,

circulation director N. Y. Daily
News, for bringing in via private
plane a. floorshow for patients
here. It was one of the best seep
here this season.

Jacqueline Fondran rated her
first out-of-the-san furlough; went
to Cleveland

. to see Riverside
Theatre friends there. She was
assistant manager before her
breakdown.
Muriel Sirgheny Danzi, one of

the original Four Eddy Sisters,
landed her first good clinic rep oft.
Helping to celebrate the occasion
are Dorothy (Eddy Sisters) Pino
and Jack Domonick Danzi who
came up from N.Y.

Frances Parnoski, formerly of
Northwoods sanatorium, replaced
Dolly Gallagher in the main office
here. Miss Gallagher, ex-patient,
left for Philly where she has a
position with a film exchange.
The Jack. Gersteins in from

Jackson Heights, N.Y., for a holi-
day weekend and a bedside chat
with Marlene Bronstein, the Port-
land, Me., theatre staffer whose
progress is a special item.
Bob Pasquale, ex-Warner Philly

theatre manager, Who graduated
here in 1950. arid married ex-pa-
tient Helen Grupp, Is now an engi-
neer at station WNBZ.
Two oldtimers happy over their

latest good clinic reports. They are
Joseph A. Grover, artist, and
Janies Stewart, manager of Clarks
Theatre, Chicago, both upped for
bi-weekly pictures and limited
privileges. ( ‘

:

’ Wijfte ib those who are
{ ^ >

1
1

1

Barry signed Earl Brent to write
pspedal material for a - nitery tour
starting next March. Buddy Brejr.
man will do the arranging . , jfrf

Southern makes her Coast bow to-
night (Wed,) at the Keyboard Sup-
per Club , . . Baby Mistln and
Judy Canova share billing at the
Sahara, Las Vegas, starting Feb.
25 , . . Buddy Hackett drew an ex-
tra return ticket for the El Rancho
Vegas, after obtaining a release
from his hectic daily , . bicycling
back to Hollywood for film Work
He returns Dec. 30 for three weeks
with Nat (King) Cole and then will
play an additional four weeks
later in the year, two at $3,500 per
week and two. at $4,000 per week
... Jayne DlGaetano and Jack Mc-
Clelland unveiled their new terp
act at the Biltmore Hotel Rendez-
vous Room here under the name
of Jayne A Jack Adams. Team
was formed after Adana DlGaetano
Was sidelined witli heart trouble
. . Bob London set to open Chrisl-
mas Night at the Chi Chi* Palm
Springs, in support of Carmen'
Miranda. Date officially opens the
season for the desert resort.

Chicago
Lenny Colyer set for week at

Chicago Theatre Dec. 18, aflcr
Crossroads stint . . . Billy Daniels
pegged for three frames at . Chez
Paree, Chi* beginning Jan. 5, fol-
lowed by Helen. Traubel in return
engagement on Jan. 29 ; . . Blue
Angel unveiling “Calypso Holiday”
Dec. J1 for an indefinite stand,
with current headliners plus
Neville Black and Grace Nichols
... Zany-acs go into Cascade Club,
Miami, Dec. 17 indefinitely ...
Allah A Ashton slated for Jeffer-
son Hotel, St. Louis, Jan. 6-19.

Houston
Tim Herbert and Don Saxon,

comedy duo, and the dance team
of Phil Lawrence A Mitzi are on
the bill at the Balinese Room at'
Galveston,, which headlines Bob
Eberly . Rosalind Courtright
inked for the Mural Room, Baker
Hotel, Dallas, Dec* 18-26 . ... Maria
Victoria, Mexican screen actress
arid songstress, and Manolo &
Anita, Spanish dance team, are
scheduled to appear with a Latin
music, show at the Municipal Audi-
torium, San Antonio, Dec. 13 . . .

Rusty Draper has been signed to
appear at the Colony Club, Dallas,
opening Jan. 20.

BOB BAXTER
"Master of Misshlet"

Carroatly

Bill Jordan's

BAR OF MUSIC
MIAMI BEACH. FLA.

thanks to Jorry Roitn of

.
Morcury Artiiti

Season’s Greeting

to All

RADIO ROGUES

.
Currently

Last Frontier

LAS VEGAS, Nevada

Special

Permanent Rates
'

from $17.50 Weekly

transient rooms
alto available.

Ralph

Hotel Win
Madison avt. a ssm

Hamrick. Mir, Ntw Vfrt* fl< V,

Latest Comedy Material

! for M0-«, MfBleitni, Enter*
tsinerf, etc. Send fer aur
latest • iprice, lilt ef Brest

ORIGINAL laafllet, mons*
toBi, dislofli, pared lee,

ihlte, eto,‘ Written by (hew:
bit tip laamln.. Or tend

$10 fer SSO werth ef abeve.
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Deal for Loew s State,NX Vander

For a while it looked like Loew’s 4*

State N.Y., would have its first*

vaude show In many years, start-

ing Christmas Day for two weeks,

when deal with Eddie Fisher to

play that house was in the works.

However, deal was called off Mon-

day (7) when it was felt that it

would be too strenuous for Fisher

to double between his video shows

and five shows or more daily at

the State.
:

Booker Leo Cohen, of the Loew
circuit, is still hopeful of being

able to come up with a headliner

for a State Christmas show. There’s

np chance of opening unless a de-

sirable attraction comes along.

Inability to come through with

a Loew’s State headliner is the

second disappointment to hit

Broadway in the matter of Yule
stageshows. Paramount Theatre

was desirous of bringing in a stage-

show, also to be headed by Fisher,

to accompany “the Eddie Cantor

Story,” to open Christmas Day.

However, the theatre failed to

come to an agreement with the

“American Federation of Musicians

and pic will open sans live accom-
paniment.

Last year, Cohen booked John-
nie Ray Jor the Capitol for three

weeks. No such deal is in the
works for the Cap this year, and
it was felt that stage activities

would be transferred to the State.

Cap will be. getting “Sadie Thomp-
son” (Col) on screen and it was
felt that stage support wouldn’t be
needed.

Open Secret

It’s an open secret in the trade
that Capitol had .been considering
a return to stageshows as a perma-
nent policy until its current pic,

“From Here to Eternity”; (Col),

opened. Success* of that film caused

.

circuit toppers to abandon any idea
of stageshows.

One of the more interesting
facets of the contemplated return
of stagers to Loew’s State lies in
the fact that such a step would
mean that a theatre can have Cin-
emascope and stageshow policies
at different times. State now has
the anamorphic film, “How tb
Marry a Millionaire.” It’s the 20th-
Fox policy not to give Cinema-
Scope pics to houses with stage
policies. In x-most cases, exhibs
cannot affprd to construct the
heavy Cinemascope screens so
that they can be flown out of sight;
for stageshows. The State’s stage
try is: also another indication that
exhibs will try any policy where a
buck’s to be made. ' '

_

At any rate, the outlook for big-
time stageshows on Broadway for
the holiday season seems to be on
the wane. The Palace Will be the
only Stem house with vaudeville.
The Radio City Music Hall will be
the only other midtown house with
a stage presentation.
A sidelight of the various nego-

tiations With Fisher is sebn in the
fact that this singer is heading
more stageshows that never pan
out than any other personality
around.

No Special Dallas Show
For Cotton Bowl Week

Pallas, Dec. 8.

There will be no special Audi-
torium Show here for Cotton Bowl
Week, between Christmas and New
Year’s, it was announced here- by
Mayor R. L. Thornton, also prez of
thg State Fair of Texas,

According to Thornton, nothing
could be found this year to meet
the standards of previous shows
and “we thought it best not to
cheapen the tradition with obscure
entertainment.”

Several attractions were being
considered, but none survived
their road trips, to this area to
make a firm booking.

VET PITT CAFE BOOKER

TO MIAMI
.Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.

George Claire, Veteran cafe,

booker here, will close his Pitts-

burgh office early next spring to

open one in Miami Beach. He’s
tying in with The Vagabonds, buy-
ing their corporate name to do
business under the name of Vaga-
bonds Talent, Inc. Claire will book
their Florida room exclusively, and
is also set to handle the act for one-
night promotions in their nightclub
off-season. He’ll , also operate in-

dependently as a 10 percenter ini

the area.

Deal was first broached during
Vagabonds' record-breaking engage-
ment here at Vogue ^Terrace in Oc-
tober and was finalized last week.
Claire leaves for Miami Beach
right after the first of year to look
for a home and will move his fam-
ily there around April 1, at which
time he’ll shutter his local business
and take off. At the moment, he
books three Pittsburgh rooms ex-

clusively, Jackie Heller’s Carousel,

Vogue Terrace and Horizon Room
at Greater Pittsburgh Airport.

Wirtz Signs da Bief

For Ira Revue Spot
Jacqueline du Bief has been

signed for Arthur Wirtz’s ‘’Holly-

wood Ice Revue.” She’ll join the
show in Chicago Dee. 24.

Miss du Bief, a former Olympic
champ, has been skating in Paris,
where she replaced Sonja Henie in
an icer when latter left to return
to the U. S. She skated for one
season with “Ice Capades."

Dolores Hawkins, Columbia re-
cording artist, will be the New
Year’s attraction at the Mural
Room, Baker* Hotel, Dallas. Singer
is booked Dec. 28 through Jan. 2.

CHRISTMAS BLADE SHOW

IN SOCK LONDON PREEM
London, Dec. 8.

First of the special Christmas

attractions was the blade allow,

“Sinbad the Sailor,” at Empresfc

Hall last Thursday (3), marking
Claude LangdopY fifth skate pan-
tomime. Norman Wisdom stars in

a vaude and tV routine and Andra
McLaughlin from Colorado has
title role.

John & Jennifer Nicks, joe
Jackson Jr., and Diana Grafton sup-
ply main support, and colorful pro-
duction is staged by Eve Bradfield.

Show had wonderful sendoff and
surefire for holiday season.

N Y. Apollo Drops

Pre-Holiday Slump
The Apollo Theatre, N. Y» Har-

lem’s sole vauider, will cancel put

stageshows for two weeks in,favor

of a pre-Xmas double feature. As
in most theatres, business dives

during that period. Talent ; exit

starts Friday (11), with a double
bill headed by “Moon Is Blue.”

Stageshows come back Christmas

Day with a revue topped by Sugar-

Ray Robinson, with Joe Louis com-
ing in New Year’s Day. Faye

Adams, and Dinah Washington ar#

on subsequent bills. v

In Salt Lake Week

SATCHMO IS SRO IN

TOKYO TOUR TEEOFF
Tokyo, Dec. 8.

Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong
opened to a capacity crowd Mon-.
Jay (7) at the Yokosuka Enlisted
Men’s Club Theatre here,, first stop
on a month’s tour of the Orient.
Joe Glaser, president of the Asso-
ciated Booking Corp., is accom-
panying the singer-bandleader dur-
ing the first part of his tour.
Armstrong

. will play various
military installations as well as
civilian dates on this junket.

DANCE STUDIO
.for Sah or Rant .

«<iulpp*d, operating, good -tol-
Also ovoUablo for althar stag*

day .-or ona or two gvo-

il .
w

1
,,k,V« or for danco team, on

• ranral or commission basis.

I i«4 u. V-1Z353, VARIETY
Wisl 44th *»., Now York 34, N Y.

’’Special Material by
VISK

. ..... . tho slgmtur* that
lands prastlgo to your act.

- For information writ*

A. GUY VISK

. .

Writing intarprltaa
*f Apoolol Comodv Matorlil"M Hill Stroot Troy, N. Y,

• . m. m. * « « . . .. • •

lit (TT ^ft^plaso
|f
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Salt Lake City, Dec. 8.

“Ice Cycles of 1954” wound UP
a six-day, eight-performance stand
at the Coliseum here with a sur-
prisingly strong $45,000.

leer, with top tab of $3, headed
into stormy weather in more ways
than one in its first Utah appear-

ance. It faced the problems of a

notoriously cautious town, more
money going for Christmas than
for entertainment, and several

days of snow.

Continued from page 62s
Artists is currently testing* this

contention by PetriUo. AFTRA is

taking the case to the courts; A
musician, it declares, must carry
an AFTRA card if he’s to perform
in radio and tele in any manner
except that of a musician.

AGVA and AFM signed a pact in

1951 defining jurisdictions follow-

ing a tiff which started when
AGVA signed a musician Who was-|

emceeirig a show in a N. Y. vauder,
and thus the musician collected

,

two minimums. AGVA- knuckled
under to Petrillo at that time, and
then agreed to surrender various

types of musical acts to AFM. It

will now make a bid to get back
these turns.

A major question mark for both
unions is the attitude of the

American Federation of Labor,

parent of both AFM and AGVA,
in this jurisdictional dispute. The
present leadership under George
Meany is far stronger and more
positive than it was under the then

ailing AFL prexy, the late William

Green. Meany may not permit this

dispute to go to court. If- the

courts get the hassle, then AGVA
will cite the victory that the

American Guild of Musical Artists

holds over AFM When the tooters

sought to get all instrumental solo-

ists in the concert field under its

jurisdiction. Courts nixed the bid.

Dancers Renee ft Eddie Root,

start Dtc- .l^st po^I,9^dner,
Boston.*

announces

THE SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF

JOHNNIE
OPENING

MONDAY, DECEMBER 14

The Sensational Engagement of

“KING” COLE
and

DICK SHAWN
(Closing Sunday, Dec.

FOR DINNER AND AFTER THE THEATRE

Reservations: MUrray Hill 8-8420

LA VIE EN ROSE

P.S.: For the first til

Parties, Banquets,

other group events.

«, LA VIE offers facilities for

Parties, Fashion Shows

Ask for details.'
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Bine Angel, N« Y.
Rose Murphy, Pat Carroll. Stay

Freeman, Anita Ellis, Jimmy Lyons
Trio, Bart Howard; $5 minimum:

Talent lineup at the Blue Angel'
adds up to a sock entertainment
hill. Show's rhythmic vein is given
nifty handling by Bose Murphy arid

Anita Ellis, while the risibles . are
amply tickled by Pat Carroll and
Stan Freeman. Both Misses Ellis

and Carroll are holdovers. All four
are familiar to frequenters of. this

bistro and Other eastside niteries.

In the musical idiom. Miss
Murphy scores with her sharp
piano playing and baby^vojced vo-
cals. ;Femme displays her keyboard
agility and novelty piping tones on
a flock of tunes. She also gives
the chi-chi routine to some of her
boiincier numbers for good results,

v Chirping by Miss Ellis is along
straighter lines. Distaffer is :pleas-

ing on the eye and gives effective
styling in her songalog. Offerings
are mostly in a dramatic vein and
include such items as “I Lpve You/’
!lA-Woman Is a Sometimes Thing,”
•They Can’t Take That Away From
Me” and ‘‘What Is This Thing
Called Love.” Her rendition of;

•‘Put the Blame on Marne,” which
she soundtracked for Rita Hay-
worth in “Gilda,” is a good pace-
changer.

Freeman’s song satirizations gen-
erally hit the bullseye. . Working at
the Steinway, comic scores with his
gibes at safety jingles and radio-
TV commercials. Bit about an un-
sung songwriter is also amusing.
Takeoff on the TVer, ‘‘This, Is Your
Life,” is one of his Weaker bits.

Miss Carroll, * a pert looking
blonde/ punches across

:
her com-

edies for scintilating effect. Femme
gives topgrade material efficacious
handling. She nabs a steady stream
of yocks with her sly song-styling.
Repertoire runs the gamut from a
parody of the “Rumplestiltskin”
fairy tale to a special material
number on New York not being
w:haf it used to be.

- Jimmy Lyons trip backs show
neatly and also provides intermis-
iOn music, with Bart Howard’s
smooth 8Qing serving as a tuneful
alternate during the latter, phase.
Charles DeForrest runs over the
Ivories for the bar patrons from
xnidnite to closing Jess.

Hotel Chase, St. L.
St. Louis, Dec. 1.

Jimmy McHugh Troupe, with
Beverly Richards, Helene Stanton,
Diana Jergens, Eve Marley; Lisa
Chardel Dancers (3 ) ; Matty Mal-
neck Orch (12 > ; Sl-$l.o0.

There is ear-soothing rhythm all

over this West end spot, what with
composer Jimmy McHugh at the 88
and his Sal ensemble warbling in-
dividually and collectively a num-
ber of bis ditties, all of which
combo to keep the diners in a re-
sponsive mood. Each femme, all of
whom are lookers and fetchingly
gowned, has an individualistic style
of delivery.. The straight thxushing
is enlivened by Diana Jergens, a
bombastic blonde whose hillbilly
style of ‘‘I Can't Give You Any-
thing But Love” as a reprise fol-
lows that of Helene Stanton, and
Wins a resounding mitt
She also scores later with a

smart tap routine and as a cheer-
leader for Hollywood High. Bev-
erly Richards, with titian hair,
clicks in her interp of "I Feel A
Song Coming On.” Ditto for Eve
Marley. a sexy brunet, for her ren-
dition of “Porgy” and a satire in
song and barefoot dance of ‘‘Trini-
dad.”

“Coming In On A Wing And A
Prayer.” with statuesque Beverly
Richards leading and the other
gels supporting, cops the session’s
lustiesti, palm pounding. McHugh
deserts the ivories to join with his
galsin-an audience participation of

. “I Can’t Give You Anything But
Love.” >

Lisa . Chardel and her two husky
male dancers open and close the
65-miniite soiree. Thd • first pres-
entation is an East Indian specialty
dance* with the femme in a striking
gold gown done in two parts, and
the windup is a calypso number in
a special treatment of “The Peanut
Vender,’* with Miss Chardel exhib-
iting considerable torso twisting.
Matty Malneck’s boys are in action
almost continuously and acquit
themselves with finesse.’ Sahu.

Chez Farce, Chi
Chicago, Dec. 4.

De Castro Sisters (3), Kirby
SSi'one Quartet, Johnny Conrad &
Dancers ( 5)

,

Brian Farnon Orch
(10)., Chamaco (5); $3.50 mini-

.ilium, $1.10 cover.

Straight down the line, this bill

Clicks. Word-of-mouth should be
terrific, and biz at the Chez looks
good enough for the two upcom-
ing Weeks, despite the fact that
they’re traditionally slump stan-

> Playing ttyl JPPffb fitf the $rsj
:

time currently, each of the acts is

a cinch ,to repeat,

De Castro Sisters, a vivacious
Latino threesome who of » late have
spent most of their time in New
York’s Latin Quarter, bombshell
the house from the headline spot,

with a smart assortment of har-
monies. Catalog ranges from
laughable hillbilly corn, to produc-
tion of “Cry” a la Cubana with
blinking lights, to delicately blend-
ed straight vocalizing, as on ‘‘Pass-

ing By/’ which gets top salesman-
ship in French;

. They’re personality femmes,
whose patter is spontanebus-seeni-
ifig and full of good-natured three-
way ribbing. .Showmanship rating
is high, especially on , oldtime
Vaude style used for “Alexander's
Ragtime. Rand” and wildly belted
“Smooth Sailing” capper that ends
in stomping, hair-pulling and sam-
ba stepoff against an ovation; Gals
get good keyboard assist from
Herbie Dell.

It’s no easy matter for the Dr
Castros to enter in the height of
enthusiasm fbr the Kirby Stone
Quartet, who precedes them. The
four knockabout instrumentalists
have a slick brand of broad com-
edy and tasteful tomfoolery that
this club never gets enough', of.

From teeoff of. snappy, (nearly)
straight music to “Movie Tonight”
spoofery, the boys envelop the
house and build, and build.

’Balancing the mirth department,
serioso note is struck by Johnny
Conrad and his four eyecatching
dancers, who open the hill with a
torrid, lowdown blues production
and follow,later with a sensual cal-
ypsq. It’s an artful unit that scores
as a prowd

'
pleaser. Conrad has a

tap terp solo, on “Begin the Bc-
guinfe” that wakes a flush of ap-
plause.

Brian Farnon emcees and leads
the orch is backing the show.
Chamaco rumba bafld is socko be-
tween shows, setting the party
mood on the .dance chores. Les.

Sails SoaeK Mi&mi B’ch
Miami Beach, Dec. 5.

Mary Meade with Ted Grouya,
Ann Herman Dancers, Sacasas-
Orch; $2 miiymurm ^

This is Mary Meade’s first ap-
pearance in these parts, and from
manner in which both audience
and management reacted to her
opening night performance, she’ll
be a returnee regularly, bookings
allowing.

Tail, lissome blonde looker is a
class, disease who captures her
hearers from walkon and keeps
the . build throughout, to walkoff a
solid click. Though there’s pre-
liminary publicity on her Parisian
long-stay, she eschews much of
the Gallic chansons, instead play-
ing up the American aspects of
her background to. blend smart
special material with artfully ar-
ranged Cole Porter compos.

Personality is sparklipg and
looks oil the plus side as she sets
up “Great To Be Here,” a fast
opener; change of pace with “You
Do Something To Me,” to reveal
adroit shading on the lyrics. “C’est
Magnifique” is handled in fast
tempoed, tongue-in-cheek manner
with hand - mike allowing

. for
tabler? to join in the “obh, la, la”
segments * for a smart establish-
ment of rapport with the- filled
room. Husband-accompanist Ted
Grouya’s originals make up strong
medley, including “In My Arms,”
“I Heard You Cry Last Night”
and “Flamingo.” '^Encores with
group of French tunes and winds
with another zingy special, themed
on tour of European capitols with
segue - into mitt-raising “Gobi’
Home.”
Ann Herman duo tees off mat-

ters with fast mambo-sambo rou-
tine. Sacasas and < his orch" are
superb on the showbacks.’ Lary.

Atigelo'S, Omaha
Omaha/ Dee. 3.

Billy'Williams Quartet (6 )

;

$1.50
cover., • . /

’
' \ ,

’

All records dipped under the
Billy 'Williams spell as this top,
Omaha nitery ended its name pol-
icy with a nine-day run of the vet
video vocalists.
Brought in for $4,000, Williams

had-the^pot off the nut in five
days. At show caught. Wednes-
day (2), usually an off-night, the
180 seats were packed and there
was some $600 in on covers alone
as well as probably better than
$700 in the liquor; till.

When the Williams run ended
Saturday (5), the spot had some
$4,000 profit. Most sets ran 45
minutes, with a begoff deal at
every one of the four shows
nightly. V
Bass

, Eugene Dixon had stand-
out inning on “Smile for Su-
sanna” and others, while “Cattle
Call” featured tenor Williams, who
also did a super, stint as emcee.
Second tenor Johnny Bell arid
baritone Claude Reddick rounded

Chez Fmere, MMrt’l
Montreal, Dec. 4.

Sophie Tucker (with Ted Sha•

piro), Dick Kallman, * Danii &
Genii Prior, Bob Harrington Orch
( 10 ) , Perry Carmen Quartet;

: $2
cover.

Despite fact that Sophie Tucker
hasn’t played Montreal since the
two-a-day in the vaude houses a
couple of decades back, this per-

sonable entertainer is a household
name to any cafe-ite in Montreal.
Booked into Chez Paree on a deal
that was started many months ago
and was originally intended, for.

the now defunct Saris Souci, this

is Miss Tucker’s first nitery stint

iri Montreal and on every appear-
ance her inherent showmanship
and song savvy draws the nearest •

thing to a standing ovation ever
given by laconic payees of this

town. • .,.

A reiteration of the Tucker
songalog is too obvious; suffice to
say she captures one and all with
her lusty song-and-chatter adven-
tures into the business of love arid

her dramatic iriterp for a united
world that slides

.
neatly into her

payoff, “Some of These Days/’
With the songs that have made her
famous, her gabbing between ses-
sions and interplay with Shapiro
she is terrific; but when the stops,

are pulled, the corn rides high but
seems to cast an appreciative spell

over everyone in the robin.

Preceding Miss Tucker is the
dancing of Danii & Genii Prior
(New Acts ) and the hep singing of
young Dick,. Kallman. For a new-
comer with only the barest of ex-
perience. and in a field that is cur-
rently overrun . with a series of
latter-day Crosbys et. al., Kallman
stands riut head and shoulders
above most.

Youngster has the fresh, willing-
to-please approach which some-
times gets in the way of his sing-
ing. but he backs all intros with a
solid voice and a clarity that
registered solidly. In front of an
audience waiting primarily to see
and. hear Miss Tucker, Kallman
winds up a .

session that draws sal-

vos and can keep him onstage for
another group if time premited.

House orch under the batoning
of Bob Harrington backs show
with authority and the Perry Car-
men quartet dries interlude music
nicely. Club closes Tuesday (9)
and will reopen in mid-Jariuary
with Dorothy . Lamour. Newt.

0 365 Club, S. F.
San Francisco, Dec. 5.

The Appletons (3)/ Ginette
Wander,. Elsa & Waldo, Dorothy
Dorbin Dancers (12), Deryl Knox
Orch (8); $1.50 minimum.

Emphasis is on humor in this
new package, dubbed “Call Me
Madamoiselle,” and it’s solid copy
for the customers who mitt it heft-
ily in appreciation. Girl wrapiip
by the Dorothy Dorbin troupe also
gainers praise, with (he flouncy
ones delivering their usual 365
par.

Warner is a cancan by the
femmes in a spicy routine that
blends easily into the. first special-
ty, The Appletons. This is a rhyth-
mic knockabout apache trio which
specializes in mayhem to good ef-
fect.

Ginette Wander; French, blond
and pert, has song savvy which-
reaches . beyond us ual. Gallic
thrashing in that she sings in both
French and English and in some
items mixes both lihgos. Bigreyed,
dressed in berets white shirt and
velvet slacks, femme has eye value
as well as solid song style. Her “I
Love Paris” is particularly effec-
tive..

Elsa & Waldo are unique comics
whose mime arid buffoon content
is, far and away top text. Pair has
ludicrous appeal that, is stock
throughput and collect the guffaws
With case.

Femme finale by ensemble and
principals is the usual breezy stuff.
Music by Deryl Knox troupe deliv-,
ers in all phases, both for show’
and terping. Ted.

Clover flull, Miami
Miami, Dec. 5.

Patti Page, Guy Marks, Ted Law-
rie & Dolores Renay, Selma Mat-
low Line , Tony Lopez Orch; $2 &
$4 bev. minimum.

Jack Goldman, despite Offish biz
around town in recent weeks, teed
off the bigname run for his main-
land sprit early and* judging from:
patronage attracted first two
nights, looks to hit the pre-season
jackpot with Patti Page.

Miss Page worked this rooiri
over a year and a half ago and
returns a much slimmed down,
more Smartly coiffed and gowned
songstress, bespeaking considerable
attention to her in-person datings
since last seen here. With it, the
songalog has been extended to
coqtjun> Avovp, yh^nges (Qf pace And

for the ‘ customers, more for their
money. The recording background
remains, but there’s now an in-the-
flesh performer who can hold her
own in any of the smarter clubs
or hotel cafes.

Backgrounded by an augmented
14-piece orch, she delivers her
diversified group of platter-hits
and riewies in simple; 'effective

style. There’s plenty of quiet
charm added as she spells out “Got
the World Qn A String,” change
of pace “Ooh, What You Do To
Me,”- “My- Jealous Eyes,” medley,
of old and new love tunes, an
arrangement abased on the Lone
Ranger theme titled “Now That
I’m In Love,”, which is a strong
palm rriuser, “Angry,” plus hill-

billy type “Detour’’ and “Tell The
Man.” Working to a tough and
(loud tables of loaded convention-
eers added to the usual preem
night confusion), she quieted them
quickly and held attention through-
out.

Supporting show is notable for
the bright production numbers
staged by Selma Marlowe. Six gal
line is given two imaginative rou-
tines built around singer Ted Law?
rie (who also handles the emcee
chores, in adept manner) and dancer
Dolores Renay.

Impressionist Guy Marks
couldn’t get going with the fifst:

nighters. Noisy crowd stymied his
underplayed takeriffs on standard
toppers and in-the-ftews types.

Tony Lopez and his crew handle
the. heavy musical assignments in
top manner, with Miss Page’s ari-

companist coordinating the over-
sized miisicrew. Lary.

Erigewater Beacli, Chi;
;. Chicago, Dec. -4;

Dorothy Sarnoff, Robert Lamour
ret, Wonder & Banks, Skihnaif En-
nis Orch (12);, $3.50 minimum, $1
cover.

This well-rounded bundle run-
ning through Dec. 29 will nicely
tide the Marine Room over the
pre-Xmas lull. Only evidence of.
economy for

,
the traditional stay-

at-home weeks is the dropping of
the house’s dance line; Otherwise,
it's a good something-for-everyone
roster, that .should develop word-
of-mouth support to compensate
for the lack of familiar-to-Chi
name values.

Dorolhy Sarnoff makes her ini-
tial Chi nitery appearance to top
off the: lineup with a sophisticated
songalog, exposing a set of pipes
that earns plenty of appreciation.
This big room, with its tiered seat-
ing setup, poses hurdles for war-
blers who strive for the intimate
touch, but Miss Sarnoff’s strong
voice; helps her break- through the
distance barriers.

•

Although she does okay with the
walk-around intimacies, Miss Sar-
noff is at best selling her ditties
straightaway, to take full advan-
tage of her concert-trained voice.
Her “Soihething Wonderful” and
the “Polka Song” from “The King
and I” bespeak her familiarity
with the Rodgers & Hammerstein
production in which she played on
Broadway. Also criming through
potently is an effectively . show-
cased treatment of a “Madame
Butterfly” medley. All in all, it’s
quality stuff. ,

Roger Lamouret handles the
laugh department with his Donald
puck hand puppet, winning build-
ing response in a rapid-fire quip-
ster turn. Slapstickea shaving- rou-
tine with the puppet applying the
lather and wielding the razor on
the comic’s puss pays, off to big
yocks. •

:
Curtain raising is done by Tom-

my Wonder and Margaret Banks,
classy young terp duo who impress
not only with their skill but also
With their projectable eager-lo-
please enthusiasm. Either solo or
tandem; these hardworking' young-
sters score solidly in a slickly tail-
ored sequence.

Skinriay Ennis and orch con-
tinue to hold fourth on the stand.

Dave.

€|iaudftoro9 Ottawa
Ottawa. Dec. 4.

Carmen & Merrick, Billy Reid,
Pauline Thorn and Escorts (3),
Nina Merlin Dancers (5)., Jimmy
Garret Orch (8)

;

$1 admission.

Chaudiere’s current Rose Room
bill is weak—a lot of hard work to
small effect.. Carmen & Merrick
garner light response. Act could be
hypoed by stronger material for
comic half (Merrick) arid more
straight use of Caririen’s okay
pipes. Songs and capering rif Billy
Reid are hardly adequate for a sin-
gle. He’d work better in a group.
:

Highlight of a limp show is the
drunk terpsing by Pauline Thorn
and Escorts (Drew & Dolliii), but
act needs polishing; although it
shines in this week’s Rose Room
dimness. Nicely-dressed terpsing
of Nina Merlin line helped slightly.
Jimmy Garret band is okay for
show-backing and dancing,

c t

'

:

) Gorm. > ,

Jtfecambo* Hollywood
• i. Hollywood, Dec, 1.
Mary Small with Via Mizzy

Paul Hebert Orch (7); Ray
Trocke Trio; $2 cover»

The peculiar talent demands of
Sunset Strip plusheries work a
hardship on Mary Small,- making
her Coast bow. at the Mocambo
That and the fact that she’s follow-
ing Eartha Kitt’s smash three
weeks dim any chance she might
have to do better than, average
business.

.For the more commercial nit-
eries in the

N
country, Miss Small

Is an okay singer. She still has
the large voice for Which she was
known as a. radio . moppet and
could fit into; any multiple-act bill
without difficulty. As solo perform-
er in the intimate confines of the
Mocambo, however, her delivery is

over-boisterotis, her mugging ex-
aggerated and her patter some-
times cloying. Latter is being con-
stantly toned during the current
stand.
Accompanied by hubby Vic

Mizzy on the piano, she knocks
off a half-hour stint that’s best
when she’s showcasing some of
Mizzy’s tunes, like “Three Little
Sisters,” "Easy JDoes It,” etc. Turn
utilizes some special material, too
and it generates some interest, but
her stint is weakened when she
essays such ballad items as “I
Love Paris,” which is out of her
genre. Overall, for the Mocambo
—where the sophisticated song
stylists do best—the turn doesn't
measure up to its apparent poten-
tial elsewhere.
Backing is by the Paul Hebert

orch, which also handles most of
..dari.ce ^ beat, _Mtit - the R^y -

Trocke Trio handling relief chores.
. Kap:

Viennese lantern, IV. Y.
Victoria Cordova; orch ensemble

( 5 ) ; $3.50 minimum.
. — V .i

For a four-week holiday span,
genial host-emcee Max Loew has
dispensed with his usual two or
three-act format, to spot chanteuse
Victoria Cordova as his solo attrac-
tiori. Change is* an interesting,
welcome one, adding new flair to
the wienerwald boite.

Chanteuse, trim,' neat-figured
and saucily-gowned, lends distinc-
tion, to

;
the proceedings, delivering

a song nicely, arid adding an at-
tractive personality to her creamy
dramatic soprano. She’s at fault
•by

. h 6 1 d i n g the mobile hand
mike too far away froiri herself
for complete audibility too
often; Repertoire is appealing,
with emphasis on the Gallic. Sing-
er introes her own songs grace-
fully. “April in Portugal,”. “Mam-
selle, Oolala” and “Pas Dame” get
treatment in French and English;
there’s a rhythmic “Girls in Ha-
vana” in Spanish, and “Leave the
Rest to Me” in English for the
Windup. Al Delmar is a choice
backeriip on guitar while the
house pnsemble also figures im-
portantly.

Latter is also prominent on its

own in the musical proceedings.
Talented, versatile quintet offers
a Hungarian Rhapsody for a
starter, then plunges into a med-
ley of Viennese tunes of the ’20s
for sock effect Boys double on
instruments, play tricks on each
°lher ’

s fiddles or piano, and offer
other shenanigans that don’t mar
the artistic quality of their music.
Ernest Schoeri shines on vocals:
Schoen, Bela Bizony and David
Schoenbrun stress the. violin, Paul.
Marin importantly holds the piano
spot while Charles Albert is in-
valuable on piano, accordion and
arrangements. Broil.

Edilys% K. C.
Kansas City, Dec. 4.

George Gobel, Doris Drew, Tony
DtPardo Orch (8); $1 cover.

Both turns in this lineup are
fairly well known from previous
dates here, arid both combine in
some of their / better efforts to
make this a slick, pleasing show:
Miss Drew .upholds the Mereury

label of pop singer with charm
and style, clicking off a quintet of
tunes to very dice, reception. The
livelier numbers seem to reap the
most from her individual style and,
personality, although she proves
quite apt on dreamier tunes.

Since he last appeared here,
Gobel has gone up the show biz
ladder several rungs; through ef-
fective television work* ’ his own
average-guy and-deadpan delivery
and large store of funriy material
(spotlessly clean). The bit about
the lost bowling ball, ribbing orch
leader Tony DiPardo as a real
dude, and a piay bn stuttering, are
all choice routines which proved
good for plenty of .laughs here.
Gobel finally gets around to plunk-
ing his kingsize guitar and clown-
ing a vocal to "SippinV Cider” with
a genuine ybdel thrown in. It’s a
very fine Show throughout the 40

minu^qs^niii. . t nn)v! l'Quw.
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Road Biz Off $2,277,400 In Season’s

Road biz for the first 26 weeksf
of this season hit a new low for

'

recent years. Estimated take at the-

season's midway mark was ; ap-

proximately 25% below last year's

receipts for the same period* Total

was $7,847,400, representing a

drop of $2,277,400.

According to available figures.

Itinerant productions, during the

Initial half of the ’52-’53 season

reached an estimated, gross of

$10,124,800, Which topped the 26*

week tallies of the previous three

seasons. Estimates for those pe-

riods . were . $8,468,400 C51-’52),

$9,906,700 (’5(k51) and $8,333,100

C49-’50). Totals, however, Were all

below the '48-*49 figure of $11,-

136,300 for the first half of the

season.
Playing weeks for the 26-Week

period, from June 6, ’53 to Nov.

28, also dipped below the totals of

previous years. Touring presenta-
tions during the initial half of this

season had an accumulative total

of 341 playing weeks, which was
58 below the 399 recorded for ihe
same period last year. Figures for

previous seasons were ’51-’52 (348),
•50-'51 (433), ’49-’50 (385) and '48-

•49 (539).

Peak number of shows this sea*

Son was accounted for the week
ending Oct. 10, when receipts from
28 presentations were scored. Top
gross for the first half of the sea-

.son was also registered' that Week,
with - combined takes - totalling

$547,400. Of the 28 productions. TO
were pre-Broadway tryouts. There
were only three other weeks when
the total number of shows On the

(Continued on page 72)

First 51 Wks. on Tour
"Children's Hour,” K er m i t

Bloomgarden’s revival of the Lil-

lian Heilman melodrama, lost $19,-

657 on the first five-and-ahalf
weeks of its recent road tour,

through Nov. 7. That included $10,-

686 operating loss and $8,971 pre-
liminary tour expense. Show fold-

ed last Saturday (5).

The revival/Which represented a
$25,237 deficit on its $50,000 invest
ment 'when it ended its Broadway
run last spiring, was thus $44,894
in the red as of Nov. 7. The show
grossed $76,513 for the five-and-a-
half Weeks' period covered in the
accounting. For three weeks since
then, it has been in Chicago, earn-
ing a small operating profit.

There has not yet been any re-

turn of capital to the backers.

Atkinson in Tribute To

O’Neik Never His Like

,or

Typed!
For three years Robert

Downing was Elia Kazan's stage

manager for "A Streetcar

Named Desire," which is an-

other way of saying he was,
"father confessfor” to the com-
pany.

In Kazan’s current film
production, "Waterfront” now
shooting on the New York and
New Jersey docks, he has cast

Downing as the waterfront
priest—-still the "father con-
fessor.”

,m
Eugene O’Neill "transformed the

American theatre from a silly craft

into a seriously intended art,” ac-

cording- to N. Y. Times drama
critic Brooks Atkinson. In a guest
spot last Friday night (4) on the
"Stage Struck” radio series over
CBS; the N. Y. Times drama critic

rated O’Neill’s "Desire Under the
Elms” and "Mourning Becomes
Electra” as masterpieces.

Text of Atkinson’s eulogy, me-
morializing the dramatist Who died

SPIKE’S B’WAY TRY IDEA!
* ige 01 * foUi>ws *

"I suppose O’Neill was one of
the amateurs when

.
his one-act

plays were being done in the

EXTRA TOOTERS SCOTCH

Excessive costs that Would have \

made a Broadway booking eco-
nomically unfeasable was the pri-

mary reason for the scotching of

plans to bring Spike Jones’ "Musi-
cal Insanities of 1954” into the
46th Street Theatre later this

month. Archie Thompson, Rita A1-.

len and Alexander H. Cohen had
planned to sponsor the attraction
oh Broadway, but decided with the
bandleader to cancel the project: ,

Major stumbling block was. the
requirement that Jones' use 23 pit

musicians in addition to his regu-
lar 12-man crew: With the extra i

• tooters on the payroll, the attrac- t

tion would have had to do capacity,

biz to make a profit at a $4.80
top, apd Jones wasn’t in favor of
playing at a higher b.o. scale.

Wharf Theatre*in Provincetown in

the summer and in what came to

be known as the Provincetown
Theatre in MacDougall St., N. Y.,

in the winter. But he was certain-
ly a professional when he put on
"Beyond the Horizon” uptown in

1919. He received the Pulitzer
prize for the first of bis full-

length dramas, and he received two
(Continued on page 72)

Signs With PUOy Co.
Philadelphia, Dec* 8.

David Poleri, the tenor who hit

nationwide headlines by walking
offstage in a huff in Chicago in
the final act of "Carmen" to let

the heroine die a stabbed-less natu-
ral death, has been signed by the
Philadelphia LaScala Opera Co. for
Its Dec. 30 performance of "La Bo-
heme” in the Academy of Music.
The 2&year-old Chestnut Hill,

Pa., singer will take the . part of
Rudolf6. Terms of the contract
were not revealed but La Scalp
manager Humbert A. Pelosi said
Poleri Would be paid an . amount
“substantially, higher*’ than he re-

ceived in Chicago.
Poleri attributed his "lamenta-

ble behavior” at the Chicago per-
formance Nov. 19 to personal dif-
ferences with Joseph Rosenstock,
general director of the touring New
York City Opera Co. and conductor
of the pit orchestra that night. If
the Phiily performance runs
through without a hitch, Poleri is

slated for the lead lyric tenor roles
with LaScala for remainder of sea-
son, Pelosi said.

SOLO CONCERT TOUR
Anna Russell, concert come-

dienne who Was briefly on Broad-
way this fall with a legit revue,
has been scoring solidly in a short
autumn season on the concert stage

i again as a solo. Last Week, singer
gave three concerts in Chi’s Kim-
ball Hall (4-5-6), for standees at
each date. Booking was ah outright
rale, as was the previous SRO date
at Symphony Hall, Boston, Nov. 19.

On Nov* 27, in Carnegie Hall,
N.Y., Miss Russell grossed a near-
capacity $4,500.

Dates tonight (Wed.) in Pitts-
burgh and tomorrow in Philadel-
phia wind the fall tour.

Selection of an attorney for

Actors Equity, to succeed Rebecca

Brownstein, is now wide open.

Union council Was unable to make
a choice last week between two
remaining candidates, Sidney Cohn
and Godfrey Schmidt, so it de-
cided to re-explore the entire field

of availabilities.

WitlT a quarterly membership
meeting Friday afternoon (11) at

the. Astor Hotel, N* Y„ the situa-

tion is expected to come up for
discussion on the floor, With Miss
Brownstein's adherents making a
bid to have her reconsidered for
the assignment. At the last mem-
bership session, a resolution Was
adopted urging her retention as at-

torney at the existing $19,000 fee.

However, when the council went
ahead With a reduction to about
$13,500, Miss Brownstein exited.

Committee headed by Lee Tracy,
subbing for chairman/ Maurice
Evans (who is temporarily inactive
because of a television commit-
ment in addition to his regular
legit assignment in “Dial M For
Murder”), has been screening at-

torney prospects, but had not
boiled down the list for submis-
sion to the council in time for the
regular meeting yesterday (Tues.).

However* it decided that neither
Cohn nor Schmidt would be con-
sidered again.

A* Frank Reel and George J
Mintzer, the' other two included
among the four names offered to
the council

;
two weeks ago, are

being considered again. Both are
now regarded as outside prospects;
however. The' committee has spe-
cifically voted not to consider any
"theatrical : lawyers”' among the
names to be submitted to the coun-
cil/

*

At the council meeting two
weeks ago, . Mintzer and then Reel
were eliminated. On subsequent
ballots Cohn received 19 votes to
10 for Schmidt, but When neither
candidate got the necessary two-
thirds majority, the final selection
was postponed until last week.
When that meeting also dead-
locked, both candidates were
thrown out and the matter Was re-
ferred back to committee.

Engagement of the Paul Gregory-produced "John Brown's Body” at

the Rensselear Polytechnic Inst: ute in- Troy, N. Y., last week had a
special significance for managing director H. L, (Jack) Garren, Who
for the 16 years of his tenure as manager of the Olympia Arena in

Lake Placid, led the annual pllgrimmage of the John Brown Memorial
Assn., of Philadelphia, to the abolitionist’s grave In nearby Mount Elba.

The State of New York maintains the farm site. Garren's wife deliv-

ered the address at the placing of a tablet on the grave of Mary Brown
in 1941. Mount Elba Was the northern terminal of the underground
route for escaping slaves. Curiously, the RPI Field House presenta-

tion (Dec* 2) came on the 94th anniversary of Brown’s hanging in

Charlestown, W^ Va., after he had been convicted of treason by a pro-

slavery court. This followed his attempt, with 21 men (Including two
of his sons) to storm the Harper’s Ferry arsenal* in a desperate bid to

arm southern slaves.

Backers of "His and Hers," the Albert Selden-Morton Gottlieb pro-

duction of Fay and Michael Kanin’s comedy starring Celeste' Holm and
Robert Preston, include stage manager-production assistant Billy

Mathews, $600; Shirley Mellher, representing a syndicate of CBS of-

fice staffers, $600; co-producer Selden, $600; hi%, father and mother,
Lynde and Muriel Selden, $1,200 and $2,400, respectively; mag photog
Martha Holmes, wife of legit manager Arthur Waxman, $600; Harold
Stehle, treasurer of the Royale Theatre, N. Y., $900; legit producer
and TV-radio commentator Kenneth Banghart, $1,200; souvenir pro-
gram agent A1 Greenstone, $1,200; TV producer Max Liebman, $1,200;
theatrical attorney Jess Moss, representing undisclosed clients, $1,200;
Ruth Green, secretary of the League of N. Y. Theatres, representing
a syndicate,; $1,8Q0, and theatrical attorney Michael Halperin, repre-
senting the William iMorris agency, $1,800. Venture is capitalized at
$60,000, with provision fogr 20% overcalL

Final performance of the abortive "Our ToWn” revival on the Coast
last week was given by. the actors on a free basis, but with Equity’s
blessing. Thesps had asked the union for permission to do the per-
formance at Pasadena Civic Auditorium because the show’$ other six
performances were qway from the Hollywood area, and the Pasadena
date was their only showcase possibility* Revival of "Our Town”
marked the intial effort of American Theatre Arts, which had an-
nounced a series of four touring productions for California. Budget
of $30,000 disappeared almost immediately, however, resulting in the
shutdown of "Our Town” after six, unsatisfactory dates* ATA is now
attempting to revise its. financial structure to attempt another pro-
duction early next year.

P. G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton collaborate on musicals and plays
as though their: minds were one, whereas many collabprators are ready
to call it quits "in the second year;” the pair said in an interview
with Mary Margairet McBride over ABC last Thursday (3). They ap-
peared on the afternoon program to discuss their book, "Bring on
the Girls.” Wodehouse made the observation about the synchroniza-
ation of their mental "machinery,” and Bolton commented about
the usual dissolution of collaborating teams* in dissatisfaction or anger.
There was a reference during the exchanges to Gilbert & Sullivan. Bol-
tion concluded that he and Wodehouse-could continue to contribute to the
theatre and at least write a swan song.

Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents & Mgrs. won a quick victory in its
first show of strength on the Coast, Union earlier this year threatened
to picket Maurice Schwartz/unless he sighed an ATPAM pressagent
and won its point. Last week, when negotiations failed, APTAM
pickets paraded around the Marcal Theatre for 15 minutes and
promptly won a contract with the producers of "Brooklyn, U. S. A.,”
who hired Jack Proctor to handle publicity for the revival. It was the
first time in the history of the union on the Coast that pickets had
been called out.

Las Vegas Opera House
Seeks Legit Bookings

Las Vegas, Dec. 8.

Following a reconstruction and
remodeling job, the El Rancho
Vegas Opera House here will be-
gin housing legit attractions some-
time this month. Theatre will be
operated by Rom Douglas, who has
fltaged acts for such performers as
Joanne Gilbert and Lill St. Cyr.

Douglas is pitching spot at

Broadway producers as a tryout

location, for>musicals* -

,

Wilbor Evans Back In

N.Y. on B’way Show Hunt
Wilbur Evans, who’s been vaca-

tioning in Rome: since closing re-
cently in ‘South Pacific” in Lon-
don, planed to New York over the
weekend to discuss an uhspecifled
new Broadway show.
His wife, Susanna Foster, is re-

maining in Rome with their two
small boys, for a series of opera
appearances.

Israeli Drama to Open
40th Folksbine Season

"The Struggle for the Negeb,”
new Jewish drama by Yegal Mo-
senson, staged by Abraham Ninio,
will open the 40th consecutive sea-
son of the 1 Folksbine, a Yiddish
acting group, at the Radin Thea-
tre, on New York’s East Side, Sat-
urday (12).

The play* which was first pro*
duced in Hebrew by the Habima
Theatre in Tel Aviv, was trans-
lated by Zwl Stock for presentation
here by the Fplksbine players. It

will run 16 weeks, with perform-
ances on Saturday evenings and
Sunday matinee and evenings only.

Ohio Sheet Gives Bonus
To Theatre Party Patrons

Columbus, Dec. 8.

The Columbus Citizen is keeping
up interest in its twice-a-year the-
atre party trains to New York by
giving away orchestra tickets to
performances here this week of
"Little Jessie James” at the Hart-
man,

Paper has run two spring tours,
and one tour this fall, to Manhat-
tan. It is planning another theatre
train for an unannounced date next
spring. Approximately 150 tickets
to "Little Jessie James” were pur-
chased and handed gratis to former
patrons of the Citizen theatre par-
ties.

Metropolitan Opera Houte Ant. G,M.

John Gutman
puts accent on the new

show bin flavor

The Met Is On
Broadway Tod

an interesting editorial feature in the

48th Anniversary Number

..

PjfcRIETY
DUE SOON

Anne Woll, who’s been handling press for the Spanish Theatre at
the Broadhurst, N. Y., translating Hispaiio copy into English, etc., pulls
a switch next month. She’s leaving Monday (14) for Puerto Rico, to be
p.a. for the Group 20 Players, invited by the government to the U* of
Puerto Rico for a six-week session of. plays in English, starting Jan.
25. Troupe will do "Androcles and the Lion,” "Taming of the Shrew”
and "Saint Joan,” for first English presentations there. And Miss Woll’s
job will now be to translate English copy into Spanish, etc.

®yuce Bliven Jr. has made the standard number of boners in "How
to Be an Angel.” an article on legit financing, in the current issue of
Esquire mag. It’s a readable piece, but misleading. Just one instance:
If ah angel or a syndicate had put $1,000 into all of the 54 ’52-’53 sea-

son’s (Broadway) shows, betting on every horse in the race, the invest-
ment would have been profitable.” Profitable to whom? Not the
backers.

Number of Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society subscribers in
Milwaukee this season has reached 2,332, not 1,594, as reported last
Week. Latter figure, given out by TGrATS representatives, was cor-
rect a$ of a couple of weeks ago* but has been increased by the sub-
sequent signing of members. Last season’s Subscriber total in Mil-
waukee was 3,872.

A new, pop, ' His & Hers,” based on the upcoming Broadway legiter
of the same title, has- been written by Albert Selden, the play’s pro-
ducer* and Ruth Aarons, manager of Celeste Holm, costar of the play*
The time is not part of the play but may be used as a promotional idea*
Alec Templeton Music is publishing.

‘Romeo & Juliet’ on LP

In

New RCA Victor longplay al-
bum of "Romeo and Juliet” is an
interesting, appealing production.
It presents the Old Vic Co., not
with the all-star, cast of some re-
cent diskings, but with a compe-
tent company headed by an inter-
esting pair of youngsters as the
ill-starred lovers.

Claire Bloom, highlighted in the
recent "Limelight” and "Man Be-
tween” pix* who did Juliet for Old
Vic last fall, repeats here for a
jouthful-sounding, attractive per-
formance* Alan Bade! as Romeo is
slightly subdued and even-toned,
btit still convincing.
Hugh Hunt* as producer, has

handled details well! There’s good
diction and natural rather than
declamatory speech from the cast,
which/is to the good. Satisfactory
support comes from Lewis Cassoth
the Friar; Athene Seyler, a warm,
hearty nurse; Laurence Payne, as
Tybalt, and others, Bron.

TOURING ‘HARVEY,’ WITH

Edward Choate and George Ross
will produce a touring edition of

‘‘Harvey ? ’ oh the Coast, with Frank
Fay repeating in his original

Broadway role. Fay will also s.tage

the Mary Chase comedy, which
will open in Santa Barbara, Cal.,

Dec. 29, moving to Sqn Francisco
the following night. An engage-
ment in Los Angeles is slated to

begin Jan. 25. Ventura is being
financed at $20,000.

Enid Markey will be featured:

in the role originally created, by
Josephine Hull. Emmett Callahan
will be * company manager and
Paul Foley stage manager. Sam
Stratton will flack- for the Pulitzer

Prize play, which ran for 1,775

performances on Broadway. Cho-
ate and Ross, incidentally, were
represented on Broadway recently

by "Gently Does It.” which folded

Nov. 28 after 37 performances.



By JESSE GROSS >
Broadway flops sometimes pay

off—at least for the authors. Fail-

ure of a play on Broadway appar-

ently doesn't hold too much weight

with amateur producing organiza-

tions. Because of this, playwrights

are still able to cash in on Main

Stem foldos via non-pro presenta-

tions in community theatres, high

schools and colleges. Although

royalty payments on amateur pro-

ductions are minute compared to

Broadway percentages, it’s under-

stood an author' can rake in sev-

eral thousand dollars a year on a

pop property. ,

Pointing up the amateur orgs*

disregard of the ; treatment ac-

corded a play bn Broadway are the

numerous productions being given

to two of John Patrick’s recent fail-

ures. Patrick’s ‘’Curious Savage”
and “Lo and Behold,” which were
flops during the ’50-’51 and ’51-52

seasons, respectively, are both be-

ing widely produced on the non-
pro circuit. Former work is cur-

rently one of the most popular
items available for amateur presen-
tation. Patrick is also doing okay
via non-pro offerings of his “Hasty
Heart,” which was a Broadway hit

a number of years ago. Playwright
is currently cashing in on Broad-
way with “Teahouse of the August
Moon.”
Other plays that didn't fair too

well on Broadway but have since

become good bets for the amateur
group are “Here Today,” "Por-
trait in Black,” “Gramercy Ghost,”
“Jenny kissed Me,” ‘‘Mr. Barry's
Etchings,” “The Young and Fair,”

“Laura” and “Buy Me Blue Rib-
bons.”

'

‘Giants’ Steps Out
Almost immediately after “Take

a Giant Step” was made available

(Continued on page 72)

Harvard Cites Shirley
Boston, Dec. 8.

Declaring Shirley Booth the
most nearly representative of
the ultimate* ideal of people in
show biz, officers of Harvard’s
Hasty Pudding Club have
elected the actress as the out-
standing woman of the year.
Club presented a citation to

Miss Booth which reads in
part: “For the past few years
Shirley Booth, through dili-

gent work and excellent per-
formance, has proved herself
the foremost actress of the
American stage. She repre-
sents the ideal towards which
we of the younger generation,
interested in the theatre, are
striving.”.

Production of “The Fancy
Dancer" slated for early spring by
Aldrich & Myers, has been post-
poned until next fall. The author
has returned to the coast to work
on script revisions.
Meanwhile, A & M are readying

productions on “Dear Charles,” to
star Annabella, and “The Wooden
Dish,” to be staged by Herman
Shiimlin, while the production of
F. Hugh Herbert’s “A Girl Can
Tell” is current at the ROyale,
N. Y.

“Sabrina new Samuel

With the return of $30,000 capi-

tal to the backers last week, “Tea
and Sympathy” has repaid its en-
tire $60,000 investment and earned
a profit of $12,442. It is playing
to standee-limit trade and netting
about $7,400 a week at the Barry-
more, N. Y., where it opened
Sept. 30.

The Playwrights Co.-Mary K.
Frank production of Robert Ander-
son’s drama involved $51,579 and
made $7,344 tryout profit, bring-
ing the opening night cost in New
York to $44^235. Operating profit
for the eight-and-a-half weeks on
Broadway through Nov. 28 was
$57,302.

After repayment of its $60,000
backing, the Deborah Kerr starred
had assets of $8,400 in bonds and
deposits and $4,042 available for
reserve.

Taylor comedy, iow in its; fifth

week on Broadway, is due to get

into the black by about the second
week in January. Playwrights Co.

production, which opened Nov. 11
at the National, N.Y., has already
repaid $20,000 of its $50,000 invest-
ment.

Margaret Sullavan-Joseph Gotten
starrer involved $57,210 produc-
tion cost, earned $10,876 on a
$155,970 gross during its five-week
tryout tour and had $5,645 pre-
liminary expense in New York, so
its actual opening night nut was
$51,979. First three weeks on
Broadway grossed $87,696, for an
operating profit of $8,997.

;

In addition, the show’s share
was $27,000 of the $75,000 down
payment on the pre-production sale
of the film rights to Paramount
So that left $15,982 to be recouped
as of Nov. 28. Figuring on a weekly
operating profit of about $3,500,
plus the show’s $540 share of the
$1,500 weekly bonus from the film
rights, the production would have
earned back the balance of its nut
by Dec. 26. However, the pre-
Christmas week layoff will cos
an estimated $10,000, which wil
take two-and-a-half more weeks to
recoup.

After payment Of the initia.

$20,000 return to the backers, the
assets of the venture included
$13,350 bonds and deposits, plus
$668 available for reserve.

The Vienna Academy of Music
Chorus will give its debut New
York recital at Town Hall Sunday
(13):

Delay ‘Dancer’ Till FaH

Concert-Hall Package Of

IS Is Set as Experiment
A tabloid folklore musical, com-

bining singing and dancing and a

book, has been put together as a

Columbia Artists Mgt. (Community
Concerts . series) package by legit

stage director Mary Hunter. Com-
prising 14 performers and four
musicians, company is now in re-

hearsal in Manhattan; and will

open Jan. 4 at Malvern, L. I. Bill-

ing is “Mary Hunter’s Musical
Americana” and the package is a
first attempt to meet the fact that
present-day concert audiences want
more for their, money” than just

solo recitals unless the names are
of smash impact.

Choreography of Jerome Rob-
bins, material by Paul Green, and
musical arrangements of Baldwin
Bergersen have keen incorporated:
Talent includes Ray Harrison,
Margaret Cuddy, John Reardon,
Keith Chalmers, Francelia Ken-
nedy and James Tarbutton. .

Performance will be a tworhour
revue with folk, traditional and
parlor” music, and humor. Pio-

neering venture is being closely

watched in the hope it may open 1

up new type attractions for the
concert, stage. Humphrey Doulens
is handling the project for the
Coppicus, Schang & . Brown di-

vision of Columbia. Company will

tour by bus and is booked to the
Coast and back by May.

WhatY the Use?
Bert McCord, legit reporter

of the N. Y, Herald Tribune,
was the most frustrated man in

New York this week. With
all the other dailies shut down
by the photo-engravers’ union
strike, McCord had the only,,

drama column in town, so
everything he wrote was ex-
clusive.'

However, with the HT de-
clining ads and limiting itself

to an eight-page paper to con-
serve newsprint for its vastly

increased circulation, McCord
was limited to a couple of

.sticks of type a day.

.Y. Bow
Ramon de Alba, president of

Alba Associates, has optioned Rob-
inson Jeffers’ newest script, “The
Cretan Woman” and will present
it as an experimental theatre pro-

duction in N. Y. Newest offering of

Jeffers, who wrote “Medea” and
“The Tower of Tragedy,” in his

dramatization of Greek mythologi-
cal characters based on the Hip-
polytus of Euripides.

As a companion piece. Alba will

present a choreographic work with
a symphony background. Alba is

a N, Y. public relations counsel. He
starts casting the Jeffers play this

week.

New York correspondents of
Paris newspapers and French
radio are burning at their inability

to get passes to Broadway shows.
They assert that their editors are
aroused over the situation and
may try to retaliate by pressuring
Parisian theatre managements to

bar U. S. correspondents there.

In most instances, the French
scribes claim, they’re given a
brushoff by Broadway pressagents
on the ground that press coverage
in Paris papers means nothing at

the
.
boxoffice here. In the few_]

cases where they get: passes, they
add, it’s so long after the opening
that the show is no longer news.
This is particularly galling, it’s ex-
plained, in regard to plays of
French authorship or with French-
born stars..

As an example, New York cor-

respondents of French papers and
radio were unable to get into

“Kind Sir” in which Charles
Boyer is costarred with Mary Mar-
tin. However, they appealed to

the French actor personally, and
he .

turned over his own house
seats to them for successive! per-
formances, assuming the expense
himself. They w;ere irate at that,

however, as uniair to Boyer and
to them.

In an effort to arouse public at-

tention to the situation, three of
the correspondents wrote a letter

of protest last week to Brooks
Atkinson, drama critic oit the N. Y.

Times, asking him to give the mat-
ter “thoughtful attention" / pre-

sumably with the idea of airing it

in the paper. Signers were Pierre

Crenesse, U. S. director of the

French Broadcasting System and
correspondent .for la- Parisien

Libere; Georges-Henri Martin, cor-

respondent of France-Soir, and
Leo Sauvage, of Le Figaro.

Shutdown of six. of the seven
New York dailies the last 10 days,

due to the photo-engravers union
strike, had little perceptible effect

on the Broadway boxoffice. it’s

figured likely to have a delayed
Impact, however, end otherwise
proved an Inconvenience.

Contrary to expectations, there
was nip drop in attendance, ad-
vance buying at the boxoffice, or
mail orders. Although the post-
Thanksgiving week traditionally
marks the start of the pre-Christ-
mas b.o. slump and the weather
was generally adverse, particular-
ly on the weekend, receipts for
virtually all current show's actu-
ally went up.

In the. case of “Kismet,” the
lack of published reviews by the
firststring daily critics was offset
by television-radio exploitation ar-
ranged by . pressagent Barry Hyams
and the ; Larry Weiner agency.
Most spectacular item in this cam-
paign was an after-premiere TV
show over WNBT, New York, with
Steye Allen as m.c. and a flock of
name guests raving over the mu-
sical.

Other TV-AM promotion includ-
ed review-comment by various tele
and radio columnists and over-the-
coffee-cups gabbers, guest appear-
ances on assorted programs, par-
ticularly by producer and co-
author. Charles Lederer and N. Y.
Herald Tribune critic Walter F.
Kerr in a high-temperature inter-
view by Dave Garroway on the
‘Today’* . video series the morning
after the opening.
Hyams also arranged for a “re*

(Continued on page 72)

With $45,ON Loss
9 Washington, Dec. 8.

Folding of “Flame-Out” at the
Shubert Theatre here Saturday <5)

represented a loss of approximate-
ly $45,000 on the production. There
was no limited partnership ^setup
on the offering, which was slated
to have opened on Broadway at the
Lyceum . Theatre tonight <Tues.).
Financing of the presentation was
undertaken by Wayne-FeDbws; Inc.,
Coast film producing outfit.

Play, which was written and
staged by legit-film actor Alan
Mowbray, opened at the Parsons,
Hartford, Noy. 12 and had an out-
of-town run of 28 performances.
Prodaction loss was minimized due
to a Government loan of costumes
and equipment Play was espe-
cially wTitten. by Mowbray for the
U. S. Air Force, and for nearly a
year had played military installa-
tions with a soldier cast

Canada Critic Raps

Agency ‘Stranglehold’

On 1)5,-Brit. Hays
Ottawa, Dec. 8.

. Lauretta Thistle, Ottawa Eve-
ning Citizen, music-drama critic,

wrote in a recent Saturday col-
umn:

_ “The * stranglehold which
H.S. and British play agencies
have on Canadian theatres is caus-
ing yet another change; in the pro-
gram Of the. Little Theatre. ‘My
Sister Eileen,’ planned fop spring,

production, has to be dropped, be-
cause the play forms the basis for
the musical ‘Wonderful Town/
and the agents will not release the
rights, The reasoning is presum-
ably that recent production of the
play might jeopardize the box-
office business of . a touring com-
pany of the musical. Since. ‘Worn-
derful Town’ will probably be in
New York until kingdom come,
and since in any case Ottawa gets
an average of one touring play
every two years, the reasoning
seems a little strained.”
.
Ottawa Little Theatre, long-es-

tablished high-standard amateur
Rroup, opened season with the
Anita Loos-Colette “Glgl,” then
dropped Odets* “Country Girl*' be-
canse of casting snags and subbed
Sidney Kingsley’s “Detective
Story” last week. - „ ~

Forms closing shortly Usual Advertising rates prevail
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Memphis Aran Week;

McCulloch Bows Out
Memphis, Dec. 8.

Memphis' Arena Theatre had a
blowup in frontoffice management
and policy last week. The big beef,
which Spotlighted new owner Wy-
att Dickerson and Arena Theatre
founder and originator Sara Mc-
Culloch, literally overshadowed, the
boff $5,900 gross for the theatre’s
preem week, which starred Donald
Cook in “The Moon Is Blue.”

McCulloch, who turned in his
resignation while Dickerson was in
Washington, preferred not to give
his reasons for taking a powder in
a huff. He said he hoped the the-
atre would “remain in Memphis as

: a permanent institution under any
name or any management—theatre
is theatre.”

Dickerson, who assumed control
of the Memphis project with his.

two wealthy o,il partners. Eugene

“I
Owens of Washington and Richard
Cowell of New York, claimed Mc-
Culloch was let out.

McCulloch, who was encounter-
ing financial problems towards op-
erating the 1953-54 theatre here,

sold Dickerson and his partners On
the Memphis proposition during
the past summer.

Dickerson announced that he had
signed Isabelle Jones, producer of

1 (Continued on page 72)
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Chicago, Dec. 8.

Teeit trade inched up a bit last

with some help from the out-

If towmers in for the Intematiohal

le Stoek Exposition "The Chtl,
W' . rr dirtfoil ctrnnplv with

‘Faces’ 30G, Frisco
San Francisco, Dec. 8.

‘Body’ 7G In Troy Date;
$6,300 for Utica Stand

, 4 T . w,. Troy, Dec. 8.
John Browns Body grossed

approximately $7,000 on 3,500 ad-
missions at $3.50 top in the RPI
Field House here last Wednesday
(2). The Paul Gregory production,
starring Raymond Massey, Tyrone
Power and Anne Baxter, had play-
ed to a $6,300 house at $4.20 top
in the. 2,700-seat Stanley, Utica,
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pade/* All were Main Stem flops
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ment;

Fie Playhouse Preems
**
Hi? ' and Hers (Celeste Holm,

- - - . n. M Robert Preston) (tryout)— Nixon,

Goldstein Short Plays pt (

ii;
19i
s«m«.rh.us. <ju<mh

Erie, Pa., Dec. 8. Anderson) (tryout)—Wilbur. Boston

Ken Goldstein, playwright-in- (7-12 )r Shubert, Wash^(14Tl9MRe-
viewed in Variety, Dec. 2. *53).

“The Winslow Boy,” Plays like
“Death of a Salesman,” “Streetcar

l 9 ovpr S9K inn Named Deshe ” "^eht uP the
UlVLn* ViLSy ^LOylVV Sky” and “Glass Menagerie” have

TAD ltfCrir IN INADI C als<^ stored UP -some interest.

rl/U VIIXA IU lllDriiU* Comedies by George S. Kaufman
Tndiananolls Dec 8 and Moss Hart go over big, with

“01dahom‘“5lS& tef* over their “You Can’tTake It With You”

$28,100 in eight performances at a perennial click,
.

the Murat Nov. 30-Dec, 5, building Also getting sock reception ona ificaiv oiiu —V.
.j ^ Dl.,,|,ni,.A ' »»cnsu iu vw. (,116 IVlUlal 11UV. OU-WCt, «l, uunuuis - ... .

-

which will have to be written off residence of the Erie Playhouse, jPhn Brown’s Body (Tyrone to capacity biz after a slow start, the amateur circuit are plays that

Bs a total loss. presented two new short plays of Power, Anne Baxter, Raymond First time here at $3.60 top. Mur-
* " ” *

Coming so soon after his world- his at The Playhouse here recently. Massey)—Aud., Portland, Me.. (7); at, hard up for shows .this season,
wide success with “The Love of

Hlli 0
/n,s

^

tirArid“ Shubert, New Haven (8-12); Vir- has nothing else in sight until Jan. also a solid summer stock entry^
Tour Colonels ” this new effort is titled Warfronts of the World

ginia Univ. Aud., Charlottesville 15 , when Ballet Theatre is booked There’s also a trend towards doT
a major letdbwn for the theatre- and “The Glade Before the Rise. ’ (14); Syria Mosque, Richmond (15): for a single performance, ing legit versions of TV shows

Henderson Forsythe and NeweU Cl6>:
l- u'n’.'

presented two new short plays of Power, Anne Baxter, Raymond First time here at $3.60 top. Mur- were never done on Broadway, such

his at The Playhouse here recently, Massey)—Aud., Portland, Me., (7); at, hard up for shows this season, as “See How They Run,” which is

titled “Warfronts of the World- i‘
s0 a solid summer stock entrjw

going public as wdl as for l*je au- Henderson Forsythe arid Newell 1 Add,, Norfolk (16); Playhouse, “Caine Mutiny Court Martial” wRh plays already turned out un-
thor. Admittedly, it is an attempt

^ rttlco cfoff Wilmington (17); Lyrie, Balto. (18- played to an audience of 6,000 in der the tais of "Mr PwnM-«" #n)i
to do something different but the Tarrant, of the Playhouse staff, dl-

19) ^ a single at Purdue U. Hall of Mu- SfVSL
approach is all wrong and the re- rected. Little Jessie James (tryout) — sic, West Lafayette, Dec. 2 and to

1 Lucy.

tT£Z : Goldstein plays are strictly one- ?’2«° U
i nf the »ild^ i. *makh« ,L-S^

arid daughter arid their worthless pair, takes place in the tent of a

—friends-to drowri. orystal^gazer, to-whom -goes a con-
The play opens in the drawing fused plaj^vright lookirig for end*

Misalllance-r^Selwyn, Chi (7-19).

.

New Fl

aces=Cuirarir-Sr-F- (7-19 );'

Oh Men, Oh Women (Franchot
room, of a baroque mansion but as rings to his uriresolved, incredible Tone) (tryout)—Locust St.. Phila

^ Vaa ALjo aibap I'm a t i vm T • ^ ^ - :
:

1 —

^

Continued from page 69

2, *53).

Oklahoma—American. St. L. (7

umvards withthe second^act Skin?
plots' (7^12V (Reviewed in Variety, Dec. yiew *» 0f the musical by Oliver pressagent, Bernard Simon,

^ in the hedroS^ Mrtdol^Sd * Th« Glade” tells of a bomber . mppiMn o
t T n Dragon, in his Ollie characteriza-

the final scln^on the roS.
d
A^S crew bailing out over North Korea,

Birmingha‘m
S

( 14-19^ tion on the “Kukla, Fran and

from an occasional brilliant quip, Th6 group is
Porgy & ’ Besa—Forrest, Phila. Ollie” TV. stanza Sunday (6) on

the sole merit- rests, in the moving huddled on a hillside waiting for
(7^9 )

. . . . . NBC out of. Chicago.. Representa-

speech bv Miles Malleson before the “Gook” to bring them food and Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker tive of the program had been flown

he sets off in bis ark. That he sue- medical aid. Then the group get (Burgess Meredith, Martha Scott) to New York at the legit show’s
ceeded in gripping the audience to talking about, faith in them- (tryout) — Parsons, Hartford (10- expense, to cover a performance.Aac lAarc . -%nA KnAlrtsllr une nn cdIvdc ivith flncnhnrlrC iVA2vinff t ov. c* . hu«U 711 mV ^ *. k .. A M A

process as “For Heaven’s Sake.”
- Biz on these Broadway offshoots

has become so big, that it’s proved
worthwhile for a Broadway legit

Dragon, in his Ollie characteriza- cover these amateur groups with
tion on the “Kukla, Fran and a package publicity service, with
Ollie” TV. stanza Sunday (6) on necessary data to promote these

NBC out of Chicago. Representa- plays. - - - -

after jeers and backtalk was an selves, with flashbacks, weaving 12); Walnut St., Phila. (14-19). Sriot announcements were
a! *

* £ wl‘ 1m a Aa1J 1

V ' 4mW*i4'A ‘ 4a - A -A Aim J*. m ^ A bk! S A _ A A - _ ll I * L. T_. _ __

2

.m dm- .equal (but belated) tribute to per-r
j
into their present plight

former and writer.
Prescott Proposals (Katharine bought by Hyams and other legit

Goldstein is a native New York- Cornell) (tryout)—National. Wash. pressagents, particularly Michel

Road Biz
Continued from pace 68
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R^ie"ed ln Nov
- Mok for the Rodgers-Hammersteih road reached 20 or higher. Grossej

sre unreal characters although He ,ion the 1951 Hoowood Award Seven Tear Itch (Eddie Bracken) Productions
;

,on I0r
,

th« l?st four weeks of the 26-were unreal characters although
J jje . won tbe 1951 Hopwood Atvard

they, as well as other members of
1 at Michigan. Hffcs written five

^LC
.

a
faV

dl£ k«'! three-act plays and three one-act-

—Erianger, Chi (7-19). radio and TV stations. However, week period showed a Steady drop.

ers. Two of his three-acters were Tilton)— Orpheum, .Davenport (7-
Sonth Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb a move for the League of N. Y. easing off from $397,100 to

claims directorial credit. Myrp.

Lf Dlable a Qwatre
(The Deril For Four)

Paris, Dec> 1.

M- Pe La Palmira production of com-
edy in three acts by Louis Ducreux,

preiduced-one at Kent State, the
,
Cedar local stations for coolperative pliig-

.other at Michigan. Mead. KENT TheaJre.^erMoines (17-19K g,ng of all current Broadway
Time Out for Ginger (Meivyn shows, fell through, as some man-^

* im- « n \ .
0

.

Theatres to buy time on various $328,700.
local stations for cooperative plug- 50 Offerings
ging of all current Broadway About 50 different offerings
shows, fell through, as some man- played touring outlets during the

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys : C ( Comedy ), D (Drama )

,

/ 1 iq\A / /irJii Amawi a V D ( D /ttH 1 a 1 . * .“
.
*0*XJ7
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Douglas) — Cox,
.
Cincy. agements declined to

,
go along and period covered. Of these, 26 were

Prnv others had already made similar pre-Broadway tryouts. The remain-

idJn?e f7 l^^L\^?c Alfentown
commitments direct. One diffieul- |ng presentations included the out-

^ffl-M)
' '

AUenl°wn
’ ty facing legit managements was of-town engagements of the Broad-

staiced by Michel D* Re; sets by Jean
, CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R ( Revue )

, iyi-i. Vnii Were Here Shubert (hat department stores and other way companies of “South Pacific”

gSgSK-l «C m»hM (Mu- cY'jgMr
^er* HCT*^hUber

*’
firms had bought up much of the and "Guys and Dolls” during the

Noeiie. At Theatre .Montparnasse, Pans. i
Sicat Drama), d Kupera). - available spots in. an attempt to siimriier. Both musicals did potent

counteract the lack of printed ad- b. o. biz. “Maid in the Qzarks,”
vertising. which wound up its road tour .Sat-

Remy Andre Valniy
j

SSK ! J?*** v. city
Marguerite Jacqueline Noeiie

j
Theatre Co., prod., Jose Ferrer,

Madame Isa Suzanne Demars. dir.-star.

; Dear Charles (C)—Richard Aid-?

This is a boulevard comedy
j

rich-Richard Myers, John J. Wild-
based ori a good gimmick which ; berg >tc Julius Fleischman, prods.;

soon wears thin because of lack • Romney Brent, dir.; Annabella,
of character development, and the Oscar Karlweis. stars,

needed sparkle and wit. Main idea Starcross Story (D)—Shuberts,

Continued from page 68

counteract the lack of printed ad-
vertising.

One of the more surprising as- urday (5), was* the only straight

pects of the lively legit attend- .play to run through the entire 26-

• • ance was that “Madanl, Will You week period;
Walk,” which opened Tuesday Only other shows to span the 26

«.nd the Nobel prize in 1936 for mght (d at the away-from-Times weeks were the touring editions of
his eompiete works.

1

Square Phoenix Theatre, drew “South Pacific,” “Guys and Dolls,”

^ ^has be5” healthy trade despite the absence “New Faces” and ‘!Pal Joey.” Last~ -v-™. -— i ^ ~
. , • ... . . , • , 1 . iivuivhj v&nuv . uvopivv wiil. awoviiLV IwCW I ttLCd allU Tfll UUCj . uaov

of two men exchanging their wives
t

John C. Wilson, prods.; Wilson, Since he^^was active hi the theatre. 0f an advance sale and the lack of named called it quits Nov. 28. Of
°n. a trial basis gets a workout dir ; Eva Le Gallienne, Mary Many lovers^ of the theatre, and press coverage. The house received the straight plays that went on
with all stops pulled out. Piling , Astor, stars. workers in the theatre today have generous TV and radio plugs and tour this season, ‘Time of the
up of complications soon wears nut i never seen most of his plays done £vnhpil hl,cinACC hv .rJfinVVint. »«¥«.,« Ar

fm ,
raa
J,od?mE^c«sf herf bStJ .. ..

^
offers little for the U.S. sinci the i Mgt. BlOW UO thS&«- from

T
1

her* w
*,re n

S"l
er0“s ‘““enUl and "Make Mdtnma HaSpy" are

hiasip nint wnniH nooH dractip pa. : . B .

iQi 7 tn iQQi whiDh w»c hi« richest angles to the whole situation. For already casualties.

=— Continued from page 69 1 period He put on about 20 plays
examP^' premieres of “Madam” Only other road productions so

the Starlight Summer Theatre in in that period. And they were not S?zrng o?°rnAato^
£ar thi
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seas0n
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f

pawling n y tn tairp ovpr the- iust Drofessional rilays. Much of 1,clz,nS a change of curtain time, way entries are “Seven Year Itch,
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Ont
right ahead with our plans,” Dick- sionate attempt to say something

^
press John Brown s Body, _ Time Out

erson said, “and what’s more, I of tremendous significance about shutdown meant that critics on For G.inger, Misalliance and

have just signed Veronica Lake tb iriankind in a fresh and passionate dailies had no deadlirie to “Children’s Hour.’ ^Last named

star in T Am a Camera’ beginning dramatic form.
' meet. play wound up its tour Saturday

Jan. 5, as the first series of eight “Many of his plays were not General feeling in the trade ap- (5).

shows for the *54 season.’’ They good. I think we would all have pears to. be that: the whole situa- New additions to the current

have Tom Drake to star in “Stalag to agree that a few of them were ti°n may have a healthy effect, crop of tourers are “Porgy and

17”; this week (8), along with sev- terrible, for he often let his vio- For one thing, it’s believed, that Bess” and “Wish You Were Here,

era! members of the original New lent emotions overcohne his critical may be a reevaluation of the Im- Both tuners wound up long Broad-

basic plot would need drastic re-
working.
A heady! stormy character con-

vinces his prosaic friend that they

Continued from page 69

the Starlight Summer

BROADWAY ANGELS,
INC.

Common Stock

Pric* 50c a Share

Consult your broker or*write or

phone for an offering circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 65th St„ Now York 23 ..

TRofalgar 4-1815

are in a rut and need something Pawling, N. Y., to
.

take over the just ^^11 ot

to bring them out of their moral managerial reins. We will move* them represented a sincere, pas-

torpor. He suggests changing wives right ahead with our plans,” Dick- sionate attempt to say something
erson said, “and what’s more, I °f tremendous significance about
have just signed Veronica Lake tb mankind in a fresh and passionate
star in T Am a Camera’ beginning dramatic form.
Jan. 5, as the first series of eight “Many of his plays were not

play wound up its tour Saturday
(5).

New additions to the current

York east. judgement. But every play was for pact of reviews by the daily critics.
|

way runs Nov. 28.

The new Arena boss said that his him the product of overwhelming In the case of “Kismet,” it appears
partners are currently dickering to conviction. He transformed the that the public may be reached
buy full control of the New York American theatre from a silly craft via TV and radio, with a previous-
Arena Guild and will start theatres into a seribusly intended art. And ly; unsuspected audience ready to
in Ft. Lauderdale, St. Petersburg ‘Desire Under The Elms’ and patronize legit if directly ap-
and Cincinnatti. ‘Mourning Becomes Electra’ are, I. proached. Avalanche of window
The Arena is scaled from $1.80 to think,; masterpieces that will al- trade and mail orders for the show

-$4.80 and last week’s gross of ways, rank with the best works of following the opening seems to
$5,900 for “Blue” was a record for Ibsen and Strindberg. support this view,
the Mehphis 400rseater; in seven “it is difficult now to realize
performances. Janet Riley < sup- how much energy he poured into

vMmqwi cfmTmwM.
qmA torietitainme^

ikt UftpekMiJu/Cdt.

ported Gook.

Sportin' Life

“Porgy and Bess”
Currently

FORREST THEATRE. Philadelphia

"Sportin' Lift . . . Cab Calloway givtt it froih inipotus,”

—Phifa. Cvening Bulletin.

Mgt.: BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, Now York

I B’way Flops
Continued from page 69
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the theatre, and how much excite-
ment he stirred up in theatre peo-
ple as well as in the public. The
beginnings were rude, but some
of his niature works were and are for amateur productions last week,
magnificent; There had never been following jplay’s Broadway clos-
anyone like him in our theatre be- trig Nov. 28, Samuel French, licens-
fore and there will never be any- ing agency on the work, received
one like him in the future, no mat- two requests for the property,
ter how great some future drama- Bids came from the Karamu Play-
tists may turn out to be. For every- house, Cleveland, and the Pitts-
thing he wrote bore the personal burg (Pa.) Playhouse, both top non-
stamp of a powerful, courageous, pro outfits. French,, incidentally;
earnest, aspiring genius. And I am has ‘also acquired the amateur
using the , word ‘genius’ judici- rights to “Ladies of the Corridor,”
ously.” “The Frogs of Spring,” “The

THIS WEEK
.
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Bylines and Cushy Sidelines
Continued from page l

wparst-syndicated Bob Considlne,

Sith an NBC commentary show;

rVor (Cholly Knickerbocker) Gas-

cini also Hearst, With his society

n on DuMont (previously local

L WNBT); World-Telegram* &
Sftn’s Bob Dana, who’s airing a

video version of his dining, tips

column; News’ sportswriter Hy
Turkin, with a sports segment on

ivplX;- and on the panel show

roster, w-T & S radio-TV critic

Harriet Van Horne, The Post’s

sports columnist Jimmy Cannon

and of course the Jburrial-

Amerii-an-Hearst MisS Kilgallen.
* On the AM side, the. Herald Tri-

bune’s Hy Gardner, who’s had

some tele exposure, currently

handles the NlY. . end of ABC’s
“Three-City Byline” (with IiV

Kupcinet in Chi and Sheilah Gra-

ham in L.A.), Winchell’s now
simulcasting; Powers and Corum
also handle the radio end on Gil-

lette events, and Miss Kilgallen

still has her longtime Mr. & Mrs.
segment with hubby Dick Kollmar,
“Dorothy & Dick” on WOR.
Plethora of newsmen on radio-

TV lias even worked a switch, with

several video personalities moving
into: the newspaper field! Faye
Emerson is syndicated by Kings
Features, with her column on ra-

dio-TV appearing locally in the
W-T.& S. Mary Margaret McBride,
who left the newspaper field years

ago to establish a near-unparallel-

ed niche in radio, is back in the
fold with a column in the Daily
Mirror. And Te» McCrary & Jinx
Falkenburg had their newspaper
heyday not long ago with a column
in the Herald Tribune.

Coast Bunch Too
Hollywood, Dec,. 8.

There are some plum pickings
in radio-TV here for local news-
men. but not as much as one might
expect in the film capital. Most of
the top gossip columnists have
broadcasting berths, however, with
the Los Angeles Mirror leading the
pack in the number of its Writers
on the broadcasting end.
Paul Coates, Mirror columnist,

has three local . shows, all on TV

:

“Bachelor’s Haven,” “Our Famous
Husbands” arid “Paul Coates Con-
fidential.” Virgil Pinkley, Mirror
editor-publisher, has a local TV
news commentary segment and is
airing regularly on the ABC-Radio
net. Los Angeles Daily News has
two writers on news segments,
Paul Price, the paper’s radio-TY
editor on video, and Les Claypooi,
political writer, on radio.
Along thfe gossip beat, North

American Newspaper Alliance Hol-
lywood columnist Sheilah Graham
has a radio show, as has Hearst
columnist Louella Parsons, one of
tire vets qn the AM spectrum. F)or-
abel Muir, ex-Mirror columnist
and now Hollywood correspondent
for the N.Y. Daily Nervs, has a TV
“expose” show on local issues.

Chicago

„ Chicago, Dec. 8.
Radio and television* particular-

ly the latter, continue as lucrative
-sideline operations for Windy City
gossip columnists, and their col-
leagues from the city side pick up
some extra coin on an invite basis
Horn the two remaining local
panel shows dealing with city and
national current events.
Top coin honors are shared by

li'v Kupcinet, 'Sun-Times colum-
nist and Tony Weitzel, his Daily
I'ews counterpart. Kupcinet hosts
a nightly quarter-hour celeb inter-
view session on WBBM-TV for
R.atz Beer, and handles the color
on WGN’s Sunday radio, broad-
casts 0f the Chi Boars' games fol
standard Gil. Weitzel works' a
dinner hour 10-minute TV stint
on VVNBQ, and he is joined by
. Weitzel for a daily hubby
•jno • frau ; radio

:
interview show

aired by • WMAQ. from the Conrad
RUton’s Park Row eatery. Both
v/citzel ventures generally are

A. *• im’ded with participating

.

Arch Ward, the Chicago Trib-
unes sports editor, also has him-

Tv AT
Sl)onsored TV show on WGN-
nday "n*8hts following the

jniMont show from Eastern Park-

11
‘W

,

ai
'

ena * Foxhead 400 Beer picks
llP the tab.

Jr lci
;

est
:

ing switch on the type-

vv .

ter*to-image orthicon . routine
rp”‘ Provided several months by

Iv ggan who became a hot

bnv;?
10perty via hi$ sports soap-

•mg and who was hired by the

Chicago America to double- as a
sports columnist.

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Dec. 8.

Very few newspapermen are get-
ting radio-TV pickings here. At
present there are only four—Frank
Brookhoiiser, Evening Bulletin

J

columnist, has a 15-minute Sunday'
night .show on WCAU-TV: Lanse
McCurley, sports editor of the
Daily News, has .a cross-the-board
sports slot on WPTZ, at 7:15 p.m.
(10 minutes with A1 Wistert, for-
mer Eagles lineman and captain ).

Jerry Gaghari, columnist and
drama editor of Daily News, does
a “First Nighter” bit on WPTZ
alter each stage opening. Joe Mil-
ler, political editor of the Inquirer,
does political surveys periodically
on WFIL-TV, paper’s own station.

Several have fallen by the way-
side, Last Spring, the Evening
Bulletin broke out with a rash of
staffers on its own station,. WCAU-
TV, in a late, mite segment called
“Columnists’ Corner.” Detail wa$
split among four men : Earl Selby,
politics; - Harry Harris, show biz;

Don Rose, chitchat and humor, arid
Fd Pollock, sports. Lasted about
five or six months , arid folded.
John McCullough, former Inquirer
writer . acted as moderator for
WFIL-TV on program dealing with
local events. McCullough has since
left paper for agency post.

has ended

14 in Boston -

Boston, Dec. .8,

While the Boston Globe is the
lone daily with no staffers dou-
bling on either radio or TV, 14
scribes, . representing seven local
sheets, are currently augmenting
their incomes via regularly skedded
air shows.
On the WBZ, WBZ-TV roster,

newspapermen and: women handle
the following shows:

Cornelius “Neil” Scanlan, city
editor of the American, who con-
ducts an across the board 15-min-
ute news summary on TV at 7:15
p.m. tabbed the “Shawmut Nightly
Newsletter.”
The panel TVer, “Starring the

Editors,” with Erwin D. Cariham,
editor-in-chief of the Christian Sci-
ence Monitor as moderator, flanked
by C. Edward Holland, the Rec-
ord’s executive city editor, John
Griffin, editor-in-chief, . .Post and
the Herald’s political editor, Wil-
liam E. Mullins. . .

Marjorie Mills, Herald-Traveler
food editor, one of the' first news-
paper staffers to enter radio, has
for many years conducted a half-
hour stint at 12:30 daily from WBZ,
building it into one of the major
shows of itsL-type in New England,

Mildred Carlson, Post food edi
tor, conducts the 15-minute. “At
Home With Mildred Carlson” TVer
every Monday at 2:45 p.m: and
a across-the-board 25-minute stint

on WBZ at 9:30 a.m. .

Appearing on WNAC are: Bill
Cunningham, Herald feature writer
whose Sunday night 8 p.m. 15-rnin-

ute broadcast is beamed over Mu-
tual. Ruth Muggleby,- Women’s
editor of the Sunday Advertiser
and the RecordJAnierican, conducts
the “Yankee Home Town Food
Show” Monday through Friday for
a half-hour starting at 1:15 p.m.
Fred Foye, Traveler schoolboy
sports editor, with a. 15-minute
sports roundup Saturday at 6:30
p.m.
Heard through WHDH are: Hal

Clancy, Traveler city editor* who
airs a 10-minute news shot Mon-
day through Friday at 12 (noon).
Bill Schofield, Traveler editorial

writer, conducting a . 15-minute
cross-the-board news report at 7:30
p.m, Alice Dixon Bond, Herald-
Traveler book, editor, discusses the
current editions during her 15-min-

ute stint Sundays at 7 : 15 p.m. Lone
daily staffer heard on WVDA is Bill

Buchanan* Herald-Traveler radio

and TV editor, who. conducts a 40-

minutO deejay show, “What’s Old”
each Saturday at 7:05 p.m.

fraternity was grabbing some tele-
vision coin, - and that was Harold
V. Cohen, drama editor and col-
umnist of the morning Post-Ga-
zette and Variety, mugg here. He
and his wife,. Stephanie Diamond,
radio actress, have been on WDTV
since, last October for 15 minutes
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons

j
doing a show biz chitchat ‘ with
frequent guest interviews of vis-
iting theatrical figures.
Couple of other . Post-Gazeltc

staffers
. since then liave landed

soine lettuce on TV, tpo; . with
start of Ghannel 2’s weekly “This
Time Next Week” panel show,
wnich is a tieup with Hamburg
Bros., RCA - Victor distributors
here, and. the morning sheet. On
it, Andrew Chancellor, P-G edi-
torial writer, is the moderator and
Andrew

;

Bprnhard, the newspa-
per^ editor, one of the panelists.
Vince Johnson, a P-G reporter and
former sports columnist, had a
brief ride this season on WDTV,
too. on Pontiac Dealers’ “Sports-
men’s Club.” but it lasted only

Now It’s Just l Cudlipps
The reign of the three Cudlipp

brothers as Londoq national news-
paper. editors was shortlived. - Ten
days after Reginald Cudlipp was
promoted editor ' of the News of
the World,;: his brother, . Percy,
ankled the chair at the Daily Her-
ald. Latter post has been filled by
Sydney Elliott.

TJh^vtM^ edi-
torial
Pictoriaioi

lished by Lucius Beebe, former
columnist for the N.»Y. Herald
Tribune, this week celebrated Its-

95th anniversary as Nevada’s old-
est4 newspaper. Well Wishers who*,
sent congratulations to the pioneer
paper included President Eisen-
hower, Bernard Baruch who once
prospected in the NdVada desert,
Gov. Charles Bussell and William
Randolph Hearst, Jr., whose grand-
father. Senator George Hearst,

the first of his many for-

five weeks and Johnson’s TV. take Hare, second veepee; Lillian' Pick-

Virginia City in the ’60s.

Flack Guild’s Co-Prexies jTeflPMfcMiwere also received
Dick . Linke arid Walter Kancr ! from Bankhead occar

were named co-presidents of the
;

sioned by th^Uccumstance that
N.Y. Publicists Guild at org’s an- 1 one of the baeker^Wf her Broad-
nual elections last week; It marks way success, “The own of Our
the first time in Guild's history ’ Teeth,” was Charley Clegg,

,
now

that, two flacks will share the proxy ; editor of Territorial Enterprise,
post. .. . and Beebe’s partner in the prop-
•Other officers elected were John erty which they acquired three

O’Malley, first veepee; Spencer
;

years ago.

ard, treasurer; and Edward Mintz,

going prez.
On the distaff side, there’s only [''secretary.^ Ivan Black is. the put-

one ori TV, and that’s Dorothy
Randall, fashion editor of the Sun-
Telegraph; She’s been on the
twice-weekly afternoon panel of 1

New Chi TV Mag
TV Today, new mag of Chi pro-.

Prolific Neil Morgan
Neil Morgan, San. Diego Tribune

columnist, has two tomes on
stands this month arid another due
in January; His “Crosstown.” a
sequel to his "My San Diego” of
1951, and “It Started With a

re months, along with Cohen,'WE.^taffed^^S.io-Biz-Quiz in the early days olj!riJL, Clow andPafo'Rri?;^' i

LiUle Brown, and due next month.

{^.0 U°^Iy
V
bUV lha

! TU'T haS
: We

C
e
e
kly
C
'is bein/ iublShed ' by

leen off now for nearly two years.
; Williartl Hilliard, now publishing [ Twa™??nMshers ST L issu.-—- I mags of the same name in Canada,

'(Murage te^The
,

Kw,! '

I

OdfSd
by Alexander Klein, containing 49Detroit

Detroit, Deq. 8.

There’s a fairly good-sized dele-
gation of newspapermen doubling
iri radio and television in this

Michigan and Ohio.

Tom Weatherly B’way ’Pomes’
triumphHOVer-adyersity yarns. In-
cluded are Billy Rose’s “Saga of

Publicist Tom Weatherly has <Jimmy) Savo,” Helen Hayes’ “I
just signed with Martin L„ Wolf, Learned,- To Live Again” (follow-

cwpnf n
a

!t

ae
°r
^

* Tentative titl^ of the. book at the of Fred Holloway,
swept^qmte * °f the senbes

f morWent is “Main Stehn 'Stuff” /" Other contributors include Paul
back behind their typewriters arid

: practically all of the pieces (Which de Kruif, Lucy Freeman, James
away froni the mikes .and the pertain to Broadway

,
and other Ramsey Ullman, Paul Galileo,

lights. iphases pf show business < first ap- Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Alexari-
Only one person. Bud Lanker. peared in Waiter Winchell’s col- der P. de Seversky and Thor

has receritly deserted the news . umn or on Pige 2 of Variety, Heyerdahl,
room for the studio. A former De- ; . — -—

—

troit Free Press reporter, Lanker
had his owri show “Hello Girls,”

|
on WXYZ-TV for about a year.
But, now he’s limited to a spot on
a nightly news telecast.

Bruce Campbell, executive city

editor of the Free Press, still mod-
erates “Press Conference" once

Pictorial History, of Humor CHATTER
Humor reflects many aspects of- Simon & Schuster have brought

American life and growth and out Roger Price’s “Droodles ”
.

“Pictorial History of American Eddie Ashton, show scribe of
! Humor,” to be published next Glasgow Bulletin, penning series
November by Barnes, will offer an < 0n Scotch comedians.

Pete Martin has completed his

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.

Newspapermen all over the

country may be finding lush pick-

ings in TV these days* but so far

at any rate the "bonanza hasn’t hit

Pittsburgh. That’s probably due,

as much as for any other reason,

to the fact that until recently town
has had only a single channel, the

DuMont owned - and - operated

WDTV,
Until this fall, only one_ mem-

ber of the big Pitt male scribbling

historical document that undoubt-
edly will tell not only w hat Amer- t pnve on the life of Bob"Hope -and

weekly over WXYZ-TV, with Leo :

ica laughed at from Colonial times u ’awaiting latter’s okay.
DorioVan, automotive editor of the to I"? present, but will also nar- James A. FitzPatrick working on
I'ree Press, as a regular member f^

le
.?
n

\
exi a

J
ld Pictures the au- trie concluding chapters of his new— • - — - -

- book. “Fireside Travels;”

view persons in the news.' Durant "ami *\;athanTe? “Renrhlev • _

f

oiT?st_ Ackerman
'

' .signed' by

Tommy Devine. Free Press ••.gd^Ill sell ’.for SI 0
'

-
Bcnchlc> ’ Films m Review, to cover ..science..

Sports writer, has his own hockey | -pictorial Historv of American

; a reeular member r^le in text ajld Pictures the au-

nf a A * thentic story of our modes and c-us-
of a panel of reporters who inter-, toms> , It is

" ^mg edited bv John

show on WXYZ-TV. Dick Osgood,
a vetera ri of radio, has doubled in

brass in reverse. He is a Free
|
American Sports” by John Durant

fiction and fantasy1 films.
Dr. Edgar Proenca and Igor de

Humor” is third of this series. The Souza Tenorio in Hollywood to
.first was “Pictorial History of round up material for Brazilian
A man onn Cnnrf c” Kr TaISh nin^rit :

Press radio and television colum-
nist and, at the same time, con-
tinues his “Show World” and new s

programs on WXYZ.
Laurene Pringle, women’s edi-

tor of the Free Press, has just

left a panel of femmes who dis-

cussed things “Strictly. Female”
each afternoon on WXYZ-TV.
At WWJ, Detroit . News colum-

nist Jack Carlisle appears on AM
five days a wreek as does Herschell
Hart, radio and TV editor of the
paper. Various members of the
Newts’ sports staff appear on
“Sports Closeup” once weekly on
WWJ-TV. The station is owned by
the News.
WJBK-TV has a working ar-

rangement with the Detroit Times,
biit one of its regulars is Lyall
Smith, sports editor of the Free
Press, who appears once a week
on “Pro Press Box” preceding the
Detroit Lions games. Ed Hayes;
Times sports writer, has his own
daily show on WJBK-TV.
Ray Giradin, Detroit Times re-

porter, has a nightly news broad-
cast on CKLW.

and Otto Bettman; and the second,
just published, is “Pictorial His-
tory of American Ships” by John
and Alice Durant.

Tale of A Sleeper Hit
Dancers of Bali, the exotic tei;p

troupe that proved the sleeper

newspapers.
Inez Wallace in Hollywood on

her semi-annuftl tour to round up
film interviews for the Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
Macdonald Daly, Scot scribe, off

to Brazil to o.o. the South Ameri-
can scene for Sunday Pictorial of
London’s Auld Lang Syne edition.
Radio Novels Inc. chartered to

Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Dec. 8.

Cedric Adams and Geoi’ge Grim,
newspaper' columnists, rate as Twin
Cities’ top radio and TV personali-

ties, On radio they’ve been that

for many years, even long before
TV's advent, but video has pro-

pelled them more into the lime-

light and bcipsted What already
were fat earnings.
Adams boasts a total of 43 week-

ly sponsored air programs, an
amazing number arid by far the

largest had by any one other local

individual, it’s pointed out. The
mystery is how he finds sufficient

time to get them all in. His- annual
income from radio and TV is esti-

mated at Well in the six figures.

Grim’s Weekly airlane stint com-
prises 2 T" TV programs and six

(Continued on page 75)

published. Book is unusually ap-
pealing in being a simple, very
affecting story of the selfless zeal

of Englishman Coast and his Java-
nese wife in making the overseas Knr
junket possible.

-Newsweek- s Chi bureau chief.

$RO attraction on Broadway 'and
around the U.S.) last season 'stay- ^
ing seven weeks alone in N.Y. for

a $140,000 sellout), gets a further .
M1® filing attorney,

bouquet from John Coast s Ban- <
1

eers of Bali” fPutnam: $4. juit

day (Wed.) on experiences as a
writer-critic.

Bob Fleming, ex- Milwaukee
Journal, slated to take over as

sue-

Enamoured of Balinese dancing.
: f®

edin« Charles (Chuck) Roberts

the Coasts lived in Bali; slowly put: „
s
,

hlJ^d 4!.°c «.

N
ci

the dance company together; over-
1 n^n

a
l. ftJ

U
toi

came temperaments, jealousies, po- Pean f *^aK
C

litical difficulties and govern- ^ings for the Future ” to be

mental knifings, for final success. Pp^ils)?ed con lai ri

Their achievement proved not only :

Iul1
,

pal
e drawings^.

Broadway’s first hit of last autumn. > „
Cleveland Press.

^

key Seripps-

but a sensation around the country. !

Howard paper, published booklet,

in theatres, concert halls, even From Humble^Beginmngs, com-

niteries. Coast's way of telling the
;

n
l
e
”i
0ra

^
ng anniversary. First

yarn is unaffected and utterly ab- i

c
\
am

' PaP^r b fls been top

sorbing. He underplays the pa-
f

dpllar-maker. Louis Seltzer is edi-

thetic note Of his final sluffoff • by
j

t01
^. • ..

ari ungrateful Indonesian govern- '

,

sold Euroi)ean rights

ment-. Rm.. cto Mildred and Gordon GordonBrou.
novel,“Case File: FBI,” to Les

Nevada Ctheel’c 95th Anni Presses de la Cite, Paris. PUb-

Nt
- ®vada’s first newspaper now pub-

j Artists

Ever Young
JVfademoiselie -mag—is pull-

ing a switch, naming among
its 10 Young Women of the
Year the ancient figure of

Aphrodite* sculpture which
was rediscovered this year
and now on permanent display

in N* Y.’s Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art.

Eleventh annual award list

also includes . Audrey Hep-
burn, from films arid legit, and
Maria Callas, opera singer.

Richard A. Riley elected presi-

dent of the Youngstown (O.) News-
paper Guild, succeeding William
K. Gibson, who declined renomina-

1
1 ion. . Riley is telegraph editor of
the Vindicator, only daily there,

' and Was former head of the Guild
for three terms.
Michael Stern, FawcettsT/roving

‘ Rome corresporident, in on a cou-
ple of deadline stories for True
mag. including a roundup piece on
1 he Major Holohan murder behind
the Allied lines iri Italy, an inter-

;
national story which Stern uncov-
ered abroad and scooped in the
‘ Fawcett monthly.
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Broadway
Louis R. Lurie back to the Coast.

Jack Hylton in and out on a

quickie Broadway o.o.; flew back to

London over the weekend. ••

Marcel Hillaire back from Holly-

wood where he did a featured part

In Billy Wilders “Sabrina Fair
1
' at

Paramount. .

•

London music pub Reg Connelly
In for a fortnight before his annual
Nassau holidays for the Xmas-New
Year’s period.

Harry Ruby in with his wife,

the former. Eileen Percy, who is

consulting eye medicos because of

ah optical ailment.

Keefe Brasselle, who portrays

Eddie Cantor, in from the Coast
for bally work on Warners “The
Eddie Cantor Story.”

M-G studio exec E. J. Mannix
returned to l|ie Coast over the
weekend after a week of confabs
with homeoffice. execs.

Claude C. Philippe flying to

Paris for the Xmas-New Year’s

holidays with his wife, Mony^who
Is currently in the Comedie-Frah-
caise.

' v

Eve Sully (Block &) flew to the

Coast for a guester on “Place the
Face,” CBS TVer which originates

from the Coast and is seen in N. Y.
tomorrow (Thurs.).

George Jessel will emcee the
"Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) preem
at the Paramount, Dec. 23, for

benefit of the Educational Alliance,

a' lower eastside N. Y. settlement
house. •

The Bob (Dottie) Macraes made
Gladys and Frank Folsom grand-
parents for the 18th time. This is

the fourth son for the. Macraes and
their sixth child; the other two are
daughters.

' Metro producer John Houseman
due in from the Coast this week on
leave of absence to stage a presen-
tation of the Shakespearean drama,
"Coriolanus.” at the off-Broadway
Phoenik

-
Theatre.

Noel Coward lias added the Ver-
sailles to the bistros he will “au-
dition” before accepting any
Gotham nitery date; he plans also
to compare the Waldorf's Empire
Room with the Plaza’s Persian
Room.'

Rise v .

Stevens. launched the
Music Research Foundation’s 1954
fund-drive

;

at a dinner dance
celebrating the Foundation’s 10th
anniversary at the Waldorf-Astoria
last Friday (4‘. Opera star was
guest speaker.

In the show-must-go-on tradition,

Hildegarde is commuting to Mil-
waukee by plane (she doesn’t like

to fly), because of . her .
mother’s

Illness, while completing her 12th
week at the Hotel Pierre’s Cotil-

lion. Room;, and scripter Ken Eng-
lund wrote the “Man of the Year”
hour show over NBC-TV this past
Sunday while his wife. Bernadine,
was critically ill in Lenox Hill

hospital and his aunt died sudden-
ly in his Wisconsin home town.

terest, in new play here, “Kean,”
it is being called “Citizen Kean.”
Luclenne Boyer into Alhambra

next week with two new songs in

her rep which Edith Plaf composed
for her.

Eleonora Rossi-Dragd here
,

to

begin work on Julian Duvivief pic,

“L’Affaire Mayrizius” opposite
Daniele Gelin.
Roland Araon to. N. Y. with a

copy of. recently , completed Sacha
Guitry color-spec, “If Versailles

Were Told To Me.”
Christiaa-Jaque set to direct

“Du Barry” pic with Marline Carol
in title role in January. Henri
Jeanson is preparing script.

Marc-Gilbert Sauvajoii finishing
up French adaption', of “Love of
Four Colonels.” He hopes to have
Daniele Darrieux as femme lead.
Jean . Marsan replacing Serge

Reggiani, out on sick-leave, in “To
Dorothy >a Son” at Bouffes-Parlsi-
ens. Marsan is play’s French
adaptator.
Peace has been made. here, at the

Comedie-Francaise and friction be-
tween old and younger factions has
been quelled as the C-F goes into
its season.
Jed Harris announced that he

will settle in Europe to produce
films. He also has U.S. distrib
rights to German pic, “As Long As
You Are Here.”

Stratford-on-Avon Shakespeare
troupe booked for week at Theatrb
des Champs-Elysees, Jan. 12-17.

Company will present one play,
“Anthony and Cleopatra.”

Erik Charrel here for opening of
“White Horse Inn” revival at Chat-
elet Producer then returns to.

Munich for filming of “Fireworks,”
revue he staged at the Marigny
house two years ago.

v San Diego
By Donald Freeman

“Ice Cycles” did fair biz at
Glacier Gardens.

Newest nitery In town, ithe Al-
giers, set for opening with Hank
Milan at helm.

Alan Hale, Jr., emceed benefit
show for Muscular Dystrophy at
Russ Auditorium.

Leighton Noble. ' down from
Hollywood, to lead band at
Shriner’s . benefit show in Russ
Auditorium.

Richard F. Poura.de upped from
managing editor to editor of San
Diego Union; Howard Taylor
named M. E.

XETV launched “Just Beautiful
Music,” program of hi - fidelity

music with San Diego scenes on
film for Sunday afternoon slotting.

Dublin Players, due Dec. 14 and
15 in Russ Auditorium, will present
“Pygmalion” and “Playboy of
Western World” under Howarth-
delannoy auspices.

London
Leslie Caron joins Roland Petit

ballet at Stoll Theatre Monday (14).

Spyros Skouras. spent 48 hours
in London eqroute to Paris for
French preem of “The Robe.”

Leslie Faber, British Lion gen-
eral sales manager, planed to Paris
today (Wed.) for opening of “Mou-
lin Rouge.” *

Visitors here from N.Y. include
Martin Jorow of the William Mor-
ris office; Tony Owen, Ron Randell
and Lester' Cowan.

C, J. Latta, Warner Bros, nomi-
nee on the board of Associated
British Picture Corp., sailing for
U.S. today (Wed.) on his annual
trip home.

Phil Leacock, the director, heads
a small advance unit which has

?
one from Ealing Studios to Aden
or camera tests in Eafctmancolor
for “Ingrams' Peace.”
Alexander Paal hosted a reception

for Walter Koppel. German Film
Producers. Assn, prexy, who was
here for the meeting of the Inter-
national Federation of Film Pro-
ducers Assns.
Jack Worrow resigned as pub-?

licity director of Granada Theatres
to take over a similar spot at Eal-
ing Studios, succeeding Vivienne
Knight, who has become an asso-
ciate producer.
Vivian Blaine and Winifred At-

well filled guest spots in the
Frankie' Howerd BBC radio pro-
gram last Monday (7), Claire
Bloom and the Deep River Boys
will be on the program.
Joan Greenwood; * who has just

finished her role in “Father
Brown” off on. a two-week tour of
Norway and Sweden in “A Doll’s
House” before flying to N.Y. to
play iu “Confidential Clerk.”

of Chi’s w.k. jazz cellar last Sun*
day (29) night. Chicago Tribune
cafe cric, Bill Leonard* staged
stunt.

Contributions for Willie Shore
memorial at present now upwards
of $40,000, with such performers
as Sophie TUcker, Danny Thomas,
Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Durante and
Milton Berle wiring generous
sums. Collection is being turned
over to La Rabida Children's Sani-
tarium.

By Helen McGill Tubbs

Gino Cervi to Milan for legit

production of “Cyrano."

Lois Maxwell back from location

in LaSpezia on the Italo pic, “The
Great Hope.”

“Summer Hurricane” troupe lo-

cationing hear Venice and Verena
for next few. weeks. ^

The Merry Macs planed out for
Paris and Berlin after a holdover
date at Open Gate Club.

Truman Capote has taken the
D. H. Lawrence villa in Taormina,
and arrives from Paris soon.

“The Giant,” story of Primo Car-
nera’s career, postponed for the
time being following money diffi-

culties.

David Hanna takes over publicity
duties for “The Barefoot Contessa”
for Joe Mankiewicz which starts
in January.

Victor Pahlen Starts on third
episode of his trilogy signing
Hedy LaMarr next week. It will be
directed by Marc Allegret.

: Eleanor Parker, Robert Taylor
and Carlos Thompson will stop
here for a few days before going
oh to vCairo for "Valley of the
Kings,” new Metro production.

Portland; Ore.
Olsen & Johnson in “Oh! What

a Night” set for the Auditorium
next weekend, Dec. 13-15.

A1 Forman launched ticket sale

for Olsen & Johnson in “Oh! What
A Night,” set for the Auditorium
Dec. 13-15.
Yvonne Moray, Cy Melano and

Jat Herrod’s Manhattan Revue held
for a second week at Amato’s
Supper Club.
Paramount fieldman Walter Hoff-

man here with Par’s Helen Wins-r

ton. She ended a 30-day coast-to-

coast tour here.
.

‘ "

Zolly Volchock and Jack Enger-
man appointed distribs for “Mar-
tin Luther” in Oregon, Washing-
ton, and Alaska.

Mills Bros. and The Sparkelettes

In at Amato’s Supper Club for two
weeks! George’s new spot is nearly

completed after extensive face-

lifting.

Evergreen’s Oriental Theatre in-

stalled CinemaScope this week.
This makes two Evergreen houses
here and one in Eugene with the

new process.

By Matty Brescia

; Little Jack Little to the Silver
Slipper nitery for two weeks. •

Jimmy Palmer orch t<TPeabody’s
Hotel Skyway for two weeks. :

Carl Sands orch to open Clar-
idge Hotel’s Balinese Room for
holiday season.
Frank Liberto, Southern pro-

moter and showman, just upped to
veepee of Hull-Dobbs Motor Co.,
here. *

Marguerite Piazza to N. Y, with
hubby Bill Condon, American
Snuff exec, for Dec. 12 personal
on “Show of Shows.” •'

Fred Harm, WJJD general man-
ager, checked in here from Chi-
cago, for a- powwow with Plough,
Inc., execs and WMPS’ Harold
Krelstein.

By Les Rees
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has

songstress Betty Reilly.
“Pursuit of Happiness” on tap at

Edyth Bush' Little Theatre.. :

Comic “Shecky” Greene into Star-
light Club with Doc Evans Dixie-
land Band.
Plans furthered for proposed

new $750,008 U. of Minnesota
Theatre’s campus showhouse.
Vera Zorina spoke title role in

dramatic: oratorio ‘‘Joan of Arc”
with Minneapolis Symphony or-
chestra .

Arthur Wirtz’s “Hollywood Ice
Revue,” playing first Twin Cities
date at St Paul Auditorium for
six days.
Yaudefilm, which Minneapolis

formerly had, occasionally at least,
absent from Radio City and RKO-
Orpheum for nearly two years now.
With nothing in prospect, it ap-
pears to be thing of past.
Although three of its five home

games were televised locally the
past season, Minneapolis football
drew 298,455 at $3.60 per ducat,
only 16,000 less than the 1948 rec-
ord-breaking high when team had
a better record than this season.
Maurice Chalfen, local iceshow

producer, to give Middle East its

first glimpse of such entertain-
ment in 1954; also will tour a
Sonja Henie skating revue in U. S.

and continue with troupes in Spain,
France, England and Switzerland.
Northwest Variety club officers

for 1954 are L. J. Miller, Universal
branch, manager, chief barker, suc-
ceeding Bennie Berger; Sim Heller
and Charles Winchell, first and
second chief barkers, respectively;
Tom Burke, property master, and
Joe Podoloff, doughguy.

House Reviews
; Continued from page 47 i

Walter Wanger planed in from
N, Y.
Hedy Lamarr in town after

months' in Italy.
Herbert J. Yates back from N.Y

after Republic homeoffice huddles
. Lena Horne sold her California
home and is moving her furniture
to N. Y.
Dick Continoi now a sergeant

will be out of the Army for
Christmas.
Rex Allen to Dallas for the

Variety Tent’s annual charity foot-
ball game.

Alan. Jay Lemer trained in from
N. Y. for the start of Metro’s
“Brigadoori
David Farrar planed in from

London for his role in Universal’s
“Men of Iron.” .

-Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz will
attend preem of “The Long Lons
Trailer” in N. Y.

6

Paul Crenesse of the French
Broadcasting System in town as
guest bf William Goetz.
Morgan Cox elected chairman of

the TV Writers Executive Group
of Screen Writers Guild.
Esther Williams to San Diego to

christen the Navy’s newest sea-
plane transport, “Tradewind."
Screen Directors Guild will hold

its annual awards ^presentation
dinner at Biltmore Bowl Jari. .24.

Continued from page 1

Edith Piaf inked for two weeks
at the Alhambra.

Carlo Rim starting new sketch
pic, “Seven Squares.”
Andre Roussin’s book of mem-

oirs, “Patience and Impatience,” is

a bestseller.
Michele Morgan and hubby,

Henri Vidal, back from TV appear-
ances in N.Y. °

Jean-Louis Barrault to stage
Chekov's “Cherry Orchard” at the
Marigny in February.
“My Husband and You,” Roger

Ferdinand comedy, off to tour the
stix and Switzerland.
. “L’Aigrette,” George Chavchay-
adze-Princess Bibesco ballet, into
rep of Marquis de Cuevas Co.

Since Orson Welles evinced in-

By Hal y.: Cohen-
Local dancing act, the Bombust-.

ers, make N.Y. debut at Palace
Dec, 23.

“Little Fugitive” booked to fol-

low ; “Captain’s Paradise” at
Squirrel Hill.

Casino Theatre shut down for
three weeks;

.
burlesque resumes

Christmas Night.
Keefe Brasselle coming in Fri-

day ill) for some drum-beating on
“Eddie Cantor Story.”
Martha Braun Daniels, ex-wife

of Billy Daniels, brings her sing-
ing act to Copa Xmas week.
Harold Lang and Carol Bruce

tossed a tour-closing party for “Pal
Joey” company at the Carousel.
Elmer Weiner in town lining up

concert dates next season for Vi-
ennese soprano Elizabeth Schwarz-
kopf.
Bobby Jule playing Florida club

dates, following Olympia Theatre
stand in Miami, until after the
holidays.
Bandleader Tommy Carlyh,

painfully hurt in an auto crackup
two weeks ago, home from Mc-
Keesport Hospital.

Barbara Ann Scott spotlighted
in Hollywood Ice Revue slated to
open here Christmas night.
James Breyley, Chi MCA vee-

pee, off to N. Y. last week to con-
fer -With homeoffice toppers. .

Showmen’s League, outdoor
amusements conclave, at Sherman
Hotel in four-day meet last week.
Gertrude Niesen returned to her

home on the Coast with hubby A1
Greenfield, Black Orchid bohiface,
Richard Tucker, Selma Kaye

and Albert Dekker featured in
Opera House Hanukkah Festival
Sunday (6) night.

Frieda Fishbein, N. Y. play
broker, handling new full length
play, “Th^j Family,” penned by Chi
TV scripter Paul Kane.

Dr. Esther Flom, who sang at
Jerusalem rally last week, is prep-
ping an act and may swap medical
career for one in show biz.
Nan Merriman, mezzo-soprano,

pegged for five December appear-
ances with Chi Symphony Orch at
request Of conductor Fritz Reiner.
Leo Salkin, longtime Chi agent,

honored by A: L. Sachar Lodge of
B’nai B’rith Monday (7) for bring-
ing theatrical entertainment to
hospitalized vets.
Local newspaper guys and flacks

hired buses bannered with “First
Annual Blue Note Tour” to cart
them through the Loop for closing

Apollo, X. Y.
tertaihment : burden. There are
only three other acts on the bill

—

all topnotch entries—-The Drifters,
vocal quintet; George Kirby,
mimic, and Nicholas Bros., vet
acro-terp duo.

Reigning spot is held down by
the Nicholas Bros. They glide
through their routines with polish
and finesse. Freres . remain a
powerhouse attraction, displaying
agile footwork, neatly 'augmented
by splits and vaults. Accentuation
of hand movements gives stint art
effective dramatic flair. Songster-
ing by one of the duo, While the
other fronts the, Johnson band,
makes for a good pace switcher.

Kirby’s carboning of celebs con-
tinues to draw top audience re-
sponse. Inroads of TV on show
biz are pointed up via his utiliza-
tion of material based on “Drag-
net” and “The Web.” Only film
personality to get the aping treat-
ment is Gary Cooper. His take-
offs, all firstrate, include vocals a
la Pearl Bailey, Billy Eckstine. A1
Hibler and Norman Brooks. Kirby
injects some humor into his stint
and also executes an occasional
terp step for okay results.

The Drifters, headed by Clyde
McPhatter, give frenetic han-
dling to a quartet of tunes. Be-
sides vocalling, boys spark one
number with a series of robot-like
movements that make for sock
eye appeal. Windup number is an
offbeat arrangement of “White
Christmas” that gets seat-holder
approval. McPhatter delivers most'
of . the lyrics via a flexible tenor
voice; He’s also a definite lure
for the teenage femmes.
The Johnson crew, comprised of

six brass, five reed and three
rhythm, blasts away on “Bop Top,”
"Mush Mouth” and “Jeanette.”
Lewis vocals on “Love For Sale”
and “I Never Had It So Good”
while Miss Johnson’s numbers in-
clude “Ain’t You Got Me” and
“I’m Just Your Fool.” Jess.

dents. Harvard and Yale also

have seen it.

“Ecstasy” has been running a
rough course ever since its incep-
tion. At the 1934 Venice film fete,

Austrian munitions magnate Fritz
Mandel, then husband of Hedy
Kiesler. (who later became Hedy
Lamarr), managed to swing the
top prize away from the film.

Later he tried to buy up. all the
prints, but failed. -He offered Cum-
mins $250,000, but the latter

couldn’t guarantee corraling all

outstanding copies bf the picture. :

Later, in 1939, Metro offered

Cummins $100,000 to get “Ecstasy”
off the market. “I would have gone
for it,” he said this tveek, “but
Metro at the last minute changed
its mind. Some genius figured it

was silly to plug up all the pub-
licity about Miss Lamarr.”

. U. S. Customs at first wouldn’t
permit the film to come in. A U. S.

Marshall burned the* print. Cum-
mins went to Europe, got another
copy, and then went to Court.

Eventually, Judge Learned Hand
.

okayed the importation and “Ecs-

tasy” was off on the first rpund of

a long fight with the nation’s cen-

sors who saw only raw sex where
Cummins thought they should see

“culture.” In Europe, too, the

scissor-wielders got busy on drop-

ping the curtain on the uninhibited

Miss Lamarr who at that time had
no further film ambitions.

.
In the U. S., the film opened in

Washington and Boston fpr “trial”

runs. Nothing wa$ cut, but a scene

was added to show that the hero-

ine had gotten a divorce before

taking her famed nude splash in

the pool and accompanying the

handsome engineer to his cabin.

Unconcerned over any re-

proaches from moralists, Cum-
mins speaks of his “classic” with

an affectionate voice. “I hope it'll

still make money for my grand-

children,” he says.

tourists
ss Continued from

.
page Z

U.S. tourist watches coin more
closely.

A new innovation Is lowering of
some prices 10% to 20% during
the period of Dec. 20 to March 1.

The 20% slash is for those staying
at hotels for more than three days.
This will apply to over 500 tourist
hotels here with the percentage
coming off the complete bill. This
is a move for getting winter tour-
ists, and the big problem remains—to give tourists a break in the
big season from April to Septem-
ber. It Is definite that something
will have, to be. done About hotel
prices and cost bf meals, before
the declining U.S. tourist trade
can be stopped.

New Angel Pilch
Continued from page 1

believe that ‘Can You Dance,’ star-

ring Irrra Petina, has the same
potentialities.”

“Special Christmas Offer” reads

“please designate to whom you
wish to give: one full unit for

$900; one-ha!f unit, $450; one-

third unit, $300.
“We will not only immediately

mail acknowledgement but also a

set of original records of 14 of the

20 new Valerio songs announcing
that, they are getting the profits

from ‘Can You Dance’ as a Christ-

mas gift from you. These records,

are original and cannot, be bought

anywhere, at any price, until after

the show! opens on Broadway ....
You may also make such a gift to

any worthy cause in which you are

interested . . . a church, hospital,

boys’ or girls’ camp, tec! . . • •

These securities are offered pur-

suant to an exemption from regis-

tration with the Securities & Ex-

change Commission. The !
Commis-

sion does not pass upon the merits

of any offering circular or other

upon the security or completeness
of any offering circular or other

selling literature.”
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York^^iiile^In his "teens, he made
* 01 K-; . *... ; 4_ Vau, Vnvlr in

JAY STRONG
jav Strong, 57, actor-director-

.odacerr 4d v
j5ee., 1 ih New

hk tiiesping how in New York in

‘•Treasure Island.” He later ap-

,im-e6 in- "April,” “Home Fires!'.

»a;,«tl*r. »tions

Romantic Composers.” “Artistic
Ideals” and “The Dilemma of
American Music/’

Wife survives.

of his work, was done on the silent
screen.

Best remembered among de
Grasse’s roles Were those in “Birth
of a Nation," “Robin Hood” and
“King of Kings.”

. He leaves a
daughter, Clementine, Sageser.

;

ALFRED. GELBSMM
I

.

• Alfred •GelbsRanir

<

';f.d(etherly «nsso-

i
elated with Columbia.

. Pictures,

,

!
died in ,N. Y

?>
yesterday (TuesO. He

’ was the father of Herbert R/Gelb-
of the

Canada and also worked .m vaude.

lie toured the latt.er medium with

William Gaxtoii. A member of the

original Washington Square Play-

t'i sT he also was a member of the

stagers. He was involved in the

1,.undine of th* Meteopplitoiv Play-

em which functioned off-Broad-

waV for about 20 years employing

Equity and non7Equity perform-

el

m 1949, Strong entered TV,

dr ived as a director/ producer and

writer He alio directed the com-

merclals^for “Show of Shows/*.and

other productions iiL 1950. while a

member of the TV department of

Aiaxoh, Inc. Since 1952 he was, a

free-lance producer of Industrial

films for video
Wife sur

OSSY- RENARDY
Ossv Renardy, 33, concert Vio-

linist.' was killed Dec. 3 jrf an auto-

mobile collision 27 miles south of

the Colorado, border while enroute

t0 Monte Vista* Colorado, from

Las Cruces, New Mexico. He was

on a concert tour under auspices

ol Columbia Artists Management.
Bom in Vienna,, he came to the

TJ. S for a concert tour in 1927.

He remained in. ttis country and

became an American citizen.

Renardy had performed as solo-

ist with the Chicago and Boston

Sun plipnies and had appeared

with orchs in New York, Boston,

Philadelphia, Chicago and else-

where in the U* S* He also toured

Israel, the Netherlands, France

and Switzerland and had recorded

lor the London, RCA Victor, Co-

lumbia and Remington labels.

Wife survives. _

JORQE NEGRETE
Jorge Negrete, 42, top Mexican spam, N. Y. rep and v.’p.

sta6e »nd screen sihger-actor, Ha! Roach Stjdips?
,

P
,

He had also been east jn the lum,
jjjed Dec> 5 in Los Angeles of cirr i

— U—
1

°ninved stock for several ^

rhosis of the liver., He was strick- Mrs. Bessie Wellihan, 40, whose
S trong P

j Qut the East and tw° weeks earlier, .shortly after husband, Peter, operates two
Aicjus; through si

^
anu

,

.^ ari.iYat for * yaudate at, L.A.’s theatres in Girard, O., was killed
Million Dollar' Theatre: His wife, -in an auto accident near Pitts-
actress Maria Felix, was at his bed- . burgh airport Dec. 2. Her hus-
side. ! band, who was driving,, suffered a

A top Mexican film star for
j

compound fracture bf his right leg,
many years, Negrete had frequent- - shock, cuts and bruises. ' Surviving
iy refused offers to do a film in i. are her husband,; a daughter, and

of the Victor Theatre in McKees-
port* Pa., died in that city Nov. 28
after a long illness.

Ascer Asmussen, 77, retired mu-
sician, died Nov. 30 in Los Angeles.
His widow and two sons survive.

George Taylor, 68, member of
the 20lh-Fox police department
for 17 years, died of a heart attack
Dec; 1 in Hollywood.

MARRIAGES
Virgin!* Gosden to Richard

Jackson, Montecito, Cal., Dec. 6.

Bride is the daughter of Freeman
Gosden,'
Ruth Shmitken to Dick Roach,

San- Francisco, Nov. 27. Bride is

with KGO-TV engineering -dept.;

he’s a station cameraman. .< i

. I .'.

Continued from page 73

Hollywood, preferring to work in
his own country. He came to Los
Angeles about once a year, how-
ever for. a personal appearance.

four sons,

Arthur Lieber, 79, composer, or-
ganist and choir director, died in
St. Louis Nov. 29. He began his
musical career at the age of 16
and served as organist m several
St. Louis churches* His widow and
son survive.

RUDOLPH MONTER
Rudolph Monter, 51, {notion

picture and telefilm producer', died
Dee. 5 in Hollywood after a short
illness. In past years he produced

i aA
numerous ; pictures abroad for

: n
United Artists release.

;

ggfiL*
1

” A At
ieA*°

More recently Monter was asso- nklivm Th^ rh
dated with Sovereign Television I

Platform manager foi the Chau-
PrnVWtnnc a i tv pW taiiqua and booked musicals, :lec-

•' /nci ! turov and tours. His wife, Mrs.

Sonob/1; ^v.
Ruth’ d

I

Ethel Hull Miller, a novelist; two
daughter Diana survive.

I sons and two daughters, survive.

Elsa Kercel to Harry Ray, Los
,

Angeles, Dec; .5. Bride is dn ac-

JT—r— itretfs; he's a makeup' man.
GhurWtte Zoupcert to Dr.' Mar-

\r h *rJ*S
f S ihrpv^ If.?,.?’ vin L. Fiedler, Pittsburgh. Nov, 22.

di‘prf

H
ih thnt tAui'ifiSnv* off®

s ta s ’
’ Bride’s with Screen Guild ex-

died in that town Now 29. change in Pitt.

j
Ruth Bernhardt Schliesser to

• Jack McDonald,
.
Roceyn. Quebec,

Nov. 29. He’s a Pittsburgh radio

!
and band singer.

|
Jessica - Wpolman to Anthony

1 Cuccaro, Pittsburgh, Dec. 5. Bride's
weekly hews shows for which he .secretary to Bemie Hickey, man-
also: does the writing. All are sporv ager of Shea’s Fulton in Pitt,

sored; He, too, turns out a lengthy
j

/—=

-
- '

,

.

d -
.

-
! ,

daily column—for the Minneaoolis I biDTtlC
Morping Tribune. And, lika Adams, i oIRTHp
he was a veteran newspaperman

j
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Bihari, son,

lOhg before he found radio first

,

Hollywood.Dec. 1. Father is presi-
and then TV a source of much

, dent of Modern Records.
added revenue. . Mr. and Mrs, James Connelly,

P. J. Hofstrom, St. Paul Dis- .^^Sbter, Palo Alto. Cal., Nov. 25.

patch cartoonist and columnist, is
' father is ABC veepeem San Fran-

on KSTP-TV nightly with a |
weather show which gives him the

a* Mateo. Cal., Nov. 27. Father is a
opportunity to do -sketching in Krr0.TV annftlinf,pr
front of the camera. Bill Diehl, St.'

Paul Dispatch • movie editor and

CHARLES C. WARREN
Charles C. Warren, 53, manager

of. station WCMI, Ashland, Ky.,
Was killed Dec. 5 irt an auto acci-

dent near Fullerton, Ky. Starting
in vaudeville, he left the stage in

1927 and moved' into the radio
sporlscasting field.

Warren previously was asso-
ciated with such stations as WBBM.
Chicago; WGY, Schenectady, and
WCOL, Columbus. His wife sur-
vives.

Henry Clay Grant, veepee and

critic, doubles as a WMIN radio
disk jockey, picking up a neat sum
of side money. Will Jones, Min-
neapolis Morning Tribune column-
ist, has been receiving

,
a stipend screen director.

. and Mlrs,

!

TV panel show; Halsey Hall, a c-on, Chicago- De

KGO-TV announcer.
Mr. and. Mrs. Erich Aberbach,

son, Hollywood. Noy. 29- Father is

Coast rep for Hill & Range Music,
Mr. and Mrs.

.
Haro'd Daniels*

son. Hollyvs'pod, Nov. 29. Mother
is Anna Hope, actress; father is a

In?
Cr

died
a
Nov!’

r
30

f

in

O
'N<w ’vortt

regular member ^ a KSTp- Mr. and M*. Sam Saramopoujds.

41e was active in the production of

ALBERT DU-MARTE
Albert Du-Marte, of the novelty

dancing duo known as Du-Marte &
Denzar. died at Llandudno, North
Wales* Nov. 20. Pair had been part-

ners for 27 years. Du-Marte was
equally at home in legit as well as

vaude. He formerly had an act,

Dillon & Du-Marte, with femme
partner Gyp Dillon, playing their

whirlwind terping in musical com-
edy successes like “Little Nelly
Kelly,” “Wild Flower” and “The
Blue Kitten.”
Teaming with Bob Denzar in

1926, twain created their “Skeler
tons Alive” effect into a comedy-
dance novelty, and toured U.K.
and overseas. They made two trips

to America with their' “Ten Min-
utes to Paris, Flying Skeletons
Alive” act.

THOMAS A. HUGHES
Thomas Arthur Hughes, 66, re-

tired screen actor, whose resem-
blance to Sir Winston Churchill
gaVe him casting preference in his-

torical pictures, died of a heart
attack in Los Angeles Nov/ 25/ He
also played many western roles
during his 35 years* residence in
.southern California.

A-brother, William, $urvives. in-
terment was in Los Angeles,

1. Father is a

ttdu/waT'/nd" educationar"Kims. J
Minneapolis Morning T ri b „ n e CM NBC ne«s a*r.

tor g*» vparc a« u writer 'director : sportswn ter., has had his- -own .spon-- w
."r. ana Mrs. Ro^rt Tracy, son,,

and product l

^red- WCCO . radio sports news Ho!]yvrood Nov. 29. Father is

—— show for many years. Carl Lab?- ^or Toward Small

William Wallace, 47, head of ac-

!

land, who covers city hall a:-d poll-
Prjm»mons.

; Vftrma_
counting department of WTTG- : tics fer the St. Paul Pioneer Press. ^ r'^ ? v

D
2o’cuunung uepaumem ui .ttuo-juuiw tuc oi. rani, i-iv-rva. J yajpj. minYr.hiiK 90

DuMont; and prior toMhat auditor r has a radio and TV show on Fa!h“L 'wb^S-TV Kes^Wst'er.
'

^ 1
WM,N- Mr. and Mrs. James Scbtatz. son.WOL, died in Washington of a

1 It’s the boys in . the sports de- PjUcburgij, Nov. 28. Father’s chief
partment who. for the most part

,
en^neer at KQVT

.

otherwise, find themselves in de- Mr. and Mrs. Norman Mervis,

heart attack Dec. 1. His wife, his

daughter and mother survive.

ROBERT (BOB) STEVENS
Robert (Bob) Stevens, 58, mid-

south radio salesman with WMPS,
Memphis ABC affiliate, died Nov.
26 of a heart attack in Memphis.
With WMPS for nearly four years,
lie topped all salesmen with his
monthly billings and accounts. He
also served as . a radio salesman
\\ ith. WHBQ, Memphis ; Mutual out-
]d, before joining WMPS.

Born in Hartford, Conn., Stevens
also performed for many years as
an actor on the legit stage. He
also served as a flack for RKO in

1 929 as well as the Gorman Bros.
('ircDs. He was popular during the
Christmas season with youngsters
with his “Santa Claus” role over
WMPS.

His wife survives.

HERBERT J. MASON
Herbert J. Mason, 56, one of the

original members of the Canadian
Army’s “Dumbells Revue,”, which
entertained- Allied troops overseas
during the World War I and then
toured Canada {for subsequent 12
seasons, died Npv. 27 in Toronto.
Latterly forsaking vaudeville, he
was widely known In Canadian ad-
vertising agency circles as space
buyer for The Walker Press,
Toronto.

His wife survives.

Fred W. Morrison, 82, prominent^
exhibitor, died at Newcastle, Eng.,
recently A pioneer in the U.K.

]

cinema trade, he* was an experi-
enced negotiator in the Cinema-
tograph Exhibitors Assn, and a
delegate from its northern branch
for 32 years.

'

mand as radio and T

V

T panel mem- dciuriUe'r, Pittsburgh. Nov. 28
l. ; . — : k _ .

4
F*?i1 a mrnnr Uriil ,

Thomas R. Mills, 75, stage,
screen and radio actor, died Nov.
29 at the Motion Picture* Country
Home in California after a long

bers or guests on sports shows,
many of them seasonal. ' Those now
adding to their newspaper earn-
ings from the aforegoing source are
St. Paul Pioheer Press sports staff

members Don Riley < he has. two
panel shows) and Mark Tierney.
Minneapolis Morning. Tribune
sports writers Ed. Franey and Dick
Cullom ‘latter’s on two TV7 shows
and also contributes comment*, on

j
radio after the U. of Minnesota

EDWARD R. KELLEY
Edward R. (Patrick) Kelley, 51,

former professional ice skater,
died Nov. 29 in Fort Wayne, Ind.
He spent most of his life in show
business, specializing in ice skat-
ing exhibitions at- night clubs.

For several years Kelley had his
own traveling ice show. He went
to. Florida last April to attempt a
comeback but returned to Fort
Wayne after becoming ill. He was
a member of AGVA. His wife, twro
sons, and a. stepdaughter survive.

... YT « j . •.. M J
VT WIV w#.. • V5 • I v W

illness. He had been in pictuies for

;

football game play-by-play broad-
30 years.

leasts.)

Mack D’Agostino, 53. unit pro-
;

duction manager at Universal-in- 1

ternational. died of cancer Nov, 30
in Hollywood. He had been con-
nected with the film industry since
shortly after World War I. His wife
and son survive.

Don Hartman
Continued from page

DAN LEARY
Dan Leary, 33, engineer- at

WHD1I, was found dead in the
"oocls near Unity, N. H., Dec. 5.

Ho had been reported missing by
his mother on Oct. 27 and his car
was iound in nearby Acworth, N.H.,
a'ov. 20. A vet of 13 years at the
station, for the past year he had
served as president 1 of local No,
1228 IBEW He attended 'the New
England Conservatory of Music and
•|e Mass. /Radio School. During
>v oriel War II he served five years
,n the Air Force.

.
Survived by his mother and two

sisters.

CHESTER HALL
Chester I. Hall, 65, Avho devel-

oped the electric phonograph turn-
table and other devices during 24
years with the General Electric
Co., died Dec. 7 in Boston, He won
G.E.’s top honor, the Charles A?
Coffin Award, for his work on
disk-type motors used in record
player turntables.

Hall held a total of 739 patents,

books. He told the flacks he he-

Jack Rubens, 60. veteran thea- 1
Neved in publicity for the glamour

tre manager, died Dec.; 5 in To- ! personalities of the industry but

ledo, where he had lived for nine
. that he had no personal press

years. He operated the. Gayety I . ... cr, iA .u:-.!.

Theatre, Toledo, until it closed
;

at,ent * ln fact * be .aid. I think

last year. His wife, two sons, a ! our publicity department can tel)

sister and brother survive. you that I have called many times

Mabel B. -®1. pianist'/!
“d saiA T,ta” *^'i

P™' ;,h*'

who played' With the Boston Sym-

•

I am making marmalade in m>
phony Orchestra years ago. died
in Manchester, N; H., Nov. 28. A
native of Worcester. Mass., she
conducted many recitals, in addi-
tion to teaching piano.

back yard .”

Hartman said he differed from

other executives in town in that

they are working their way up to

becoming geniuses where “I. on
Alfred Schaefer, 66. musician.

! the other hand, started as a genius
died in San Antonio Dec. 2. He

! ape! am working mv way dow n to

was director of the. Beethoven : becoming an executive
band, Hermann Sons Band and a
former director of” the Beethoven
Mannerchor.

ALLEN WARDWELL
Allen Wardwell, 80, partner in

the law firm of Davis, Polk. Ward-
well, Sutherland & Kiendl and
former chairman of the Metropol-
itan Opera Assn., died Aug. 5 in

New York. He had also been a

trustee of the Juilliard Music
Foundation.

Wife, a son and daughter sur-

vive.

^DR. DANIEL G. MASON
Dr. Daniel Gregory Mason, 80,

composer and professor! emeritus
and lonher head of the Music De-
partment of Columbia U., died

!•.!
4 Greenwich, Conn. His

Di -i

s
,

VniPhony was played by the
^mladelphia orch in 1916.

Dr. Mason Authored several
;)orks relating to’ music, including
ccom Grieg to Brahms,” “Beeth-

°' cn and his Fbreriinners” “The

ERNESTO CQRTAZAR
Ernesto Cortazar* 39, a top Mex-

ican songwriter who composed for

Mexican pix. and his wife, Elena,

32, were killed Nov. 30 when their

car crashed into a bus near Guada-
lajara, Mexico. The Mexican mu-
sic composers Assn, observed

ithree days mourning.
.

Burial of both was in Mexico

City under the Assn.’s auspices.

SAM DE GRASSE
Sam .tie Grasse, 78, retired char-

acter actor, died of a heart attack

Nov.. 29 in Hollywood. One of the

pioneers of the film industry, most

Elijah B. Goodman, 60, known as

the Poet of the Desert, died of a

heart attack. Dec. 4 irt Compton.
Cal. He was stricken while riding
a bus.

/v

Mother, 82, of r.ctrcss Cherry
Hardy, died recently ih London,
Another daughter. Mi*s. Russell
Lloyd, of Melbourne, Australia,

also survives.

Sussirian Hasten, 67, writer of

cultural and religious articles for

Jewish publications, died in St.

Louis Nov* 26.

Production cxcc drew repeated

j
laughs, as he described his exper-

; iences with .a succession of column-

:
ists who continually spelled his

name wrong. “But after 20 years
in Hollywood I picked up the

trades one day and saw reviews,

and there were similar reviews in__-.fimy finny

papers throughout the country, of
jv ; \v n iirci

v

a picture I did. In eveiy one of
' .ijmnrv Caxaii

these my name finally was spel’ed

exactly right. The picture was ’Mr

father’s a theatre owner and Chief
B: rker of Variety Club Tent No. 1.

M r. and Mrs. Clare Tucker, son,
Pittsburgh, Nov/ 27.. Mother’s the
daughter of Paul Krumenacker,
sa’^-s manager for WB in Pitt

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Kotun. son,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 30/ Father's a
camei'amac at WDTV.
Mr. and Mrs. Bany Farnol,

daughter, Pittsburgh. Dec. 1. Fath-
er is head of *TV department of
Dubin-Feldman ad agency in Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goldwyn Jr.,

^on. New York, Dec. 3. Mother is
the former Jennifer Howard,
daughter of late playwTight Sidney

. Howard/ father is a CBS-TV pro-
ducer and son. of film producer
Srm Goldwyn.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank LjTie. son.
Nottingham. Eng.. Nov. 39. Father
is member of Frank & Jack Lyric,
Lyric Twins vaude aeL
Mr, and Mrs. Herb Shriner. twin

sons. New* York. Dec. 6. Mother is
former daneer Eileen Joy; father
is a nitery-TV comic.

Mr. and Mrs. SylvJ an Chabert.
da vi g-hler.- Paris. Dec. 2. Mother is
L'ene Hilde. cafe chant euse.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Macrae, son,

their sixth child. Dec. 5. Boston.
He is regional manager of the
eastern region office for RCA Vic-
tor: Mrs. tDottie) Macrae is the
daughter of RCA prexy Frank M.
Folsom.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fleisher.

daughter, N. Y.. Dec. 3. Father is
a concert pianist.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter LaMae.
daughter; Nov. 27. Mother and
father are a ballroom dance team.

Variety Bills
Continued from jiace 4?

anauch
M Xlatfs

. Palominos
(i Kcdman-s Ore

TKunderblrd
..ay" Lawrence
l/uidre A Verna
Sluart -1’ositr
MrQuaiy 'Twins
nixw6ter Singers

Mapes Skyroom
Chai'li\el Trio'
Harry Sisters
.Mapes. Kk.vlcit.es-.

E Fitzpalrlek Ore
New Golden

Howard Spillane, 47. member of
Paramount’s operations depart-
ment for 18 years, died Nov. 29 in

Van Nuys, Cal.

Mother, 58. of ventriloquist Paul
WirteheH. died Dec. ‘4 in Holly-
wood after a short illness.

lmperium’.V i

Hartman insisted that his dislike

of personal publicity had cost him
advancement in Hollywood;-: “For
example;' I disliked seeing my name
in print so much th.tt i w fonldn l Ccll)r(

even be listed in the phone book. !**„„> jesters ‘3)

When Louis B. Mayer was looking De.w.uiiazis

for a production head at Metro
j

he went looking through the phone
;

book for my name/ He didn’t find Montmartre

it. But Dorc Schary’s name was ^u.^iio^Duc
0141

T A )* Koilrigucz
n....; HoSendo Rosell
Danny An,P ,-t0 a Ballet

RENO, NEVADA
Golden Girls
.Sterling Young Ore

. Riverside
.Morton Downey
Sue Carson :

Cj-iss Cross
JUversifte Starlets
Hetty Mbit

I Hill Clifford Ore

HAVANA

Mother, 76, of Blanche Forst,

secretary to Perry Lieber at RKO,
died Dec. 4 in Hollywood.

John Hori'ath, 61* B6cK Belmont
Theatre employee for 27 years,

died Nov, 29 in Chicago.

Father Of Leo Mackey, manager

in the book-

Hnrtman
-so he got the job,”

then joined

Kave in lampooning the “Melody in Sonia xaicro

4-F” routine from Kaye’s “Let's. om
Face It.” C de la °iq

Entertainment lined up for the oiga chaviand

program included Lena Horne.
’

Terry Moore, Lou (Joe ‘Fingers'
*

A incrica ' Crespo

Carr) Busch. Slapsie Maxic Rosen- Rosalia Martin Trio

bloom, Phil Foster and Jim Backus, :'®‘
l.,â S'

cr

\vllO Clhceed. I.jii.bmai;a
_

Alfard

Helena & Hector
Cachia
Fernando Valencia
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Tropicana

Los Xey '.

Maino Lopez
Paulina Alvarez
ItudolCo Borges
Marcel Dcfour
Roilicros
Elia Valladarcs
Miguel Chckls
Jorge Martinez
Bol)l)>* rfc Avgas
A Roineu Orq
Scin-n Suarez Orq
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CAFES TO STARS: GET AN ACT
WATV ‘Pingo’ Coin Throwaway Dents

A Friday night coin throwaway V
telecast directed at markets in

north Jersey and Long Island cut

so heavily into weekend pix the-

atre grosses that film operators in

those areas called a meeting fol-

lowing show’s recent premiere to

request sponsor Newark . Star-

iLedigtr to change its time.

Contest, call*'1 “™ngo offers

big money prizes and necessitates

reading the Star-Ledger or the

Long Island Press, both S. I. 'New-

house publications, and then

watching the WATV telecast. Ap-
parently the ‘'Coin lure was suffi-

cient to keep many families before

the TV set that first night at 8:30

instead of going to the usual Fri-

day film show.
Fred Jablons, promotion director

for both papers and copyright-

owner of the 15-minute show, was
called in by the theatre operators

immediately and arrangements
were miade to seek a new time for

the program.
Before third broadcast of “Pin-

go,” WATV executives and Jablons

had found a new time slot for it

oh Thursday at the same hour, 8:30

p.m. The film-houses, chief among
them those of Loew’s and Fabian-
Warner, might have hoped that

the show be switched to an earlier

time that wouldn’t conflict with
the evening theatre-going audience
at all, but it was impossible to ar-

range, apparently.
To compensate for the continued

conflict in time, the Newhouse pa-
pers carried the same material

(Continued oh page 54)

Record-Sized ‘N.Y. Times’

With Peak Ad Revenue Of

Estimated $1,250,000
Largest single newspaper ever

published in New York, consisting
of 436 pages in 10 sections with
615,000 lines of advertising bring-
ing an estimated total revenue of

over $1,250,000, was turned out by
the N. Y. Times on Sunday (13).

Size of the paper was partly due
to Christmas advertising volume,
but more directly to the recently
ended newspaper strike.

In addition to its 152-page main
news section, the Times carried a

20-page special section, “for the
record,’” with front and second
Page news for each day of the
strike. ‘Its Christmas book section,
originally scheduled for Dec. 6,
ran 64 pages. Sunday edition, in-
cidentally, marked the second rec-
ord-sized paper in a week—the
Thursday (10) edition of 96 pages
(176,858 ad lines) was the largest
Weekday edition in. the paper’s his-
tory, surpassing the 76 pages of
Dct. 1951, (Another weekday
edition, that of Jan. 2, 1952, con-
rained 96 pages, but that included

Durante to Get 46G For

9-Day Frisco Auto Show
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Jimmy Durante has been set to

headline the annual San Francisco
Automobile Show at the S.F. Audi-
torium for nine days starting Feb.

13. He’ll get a flat $46,000 for the

date.

Out of his share, Durante will

pay his usual crew and two acts to

be selected within the next few
weeks. Auto show management will

pick up the tab for the 30-piece
orchestra that will back the show.

PIC THESPS NSC

L

GH s 100G 1-Shot

TV Motorama For

CBS & Godfrey
It’s costing General Motors an

approximate $100,000 to do a 45-

minute one-shot on TV. It’ll be
the GM Motorama show from the
Waldorf-Astoria. N. Y., with the
nod going to CBS-TV. As was the.

case last year, Arthur Godfrey
Will emcee the show. Latter’s pal-

ship with GM’s (now Secretary of
Defense) Charles E. Wilson
clinched the CBS biz two years in

a row.
General Motors is putting on the

TV show on Wed., Jan. 20, and for
the occasion is paying Pabst $25,-
000 to $30,000 for preempting its

45 minutes of fight time. Add to

this another $47,000 for the Class
A time. Aside from the Motorama
spectacle (which will be road-
showed), the auxiliary TV talent
components, including Godfrey’s
participation, will run another
$25,000.

That’s probably top coin in TV
annals for a less-than-an-liour one-

shot to sell cars.

the year-end reviews of business
*nd finance.)
AU told, the Sunday Times

(Continued on page 51)

MAYOR-ELECT WAGNER

HAS THAT AM-TV GLEAM
That N. Y. mayor-elect Robert

F. Wagner Jr. was not merely pay-

ing routine obeisance to TV-AM
stations last week when he plugged

the role of broadcasting in public

affairs at a luncheon for him by

executives of Gotham outlets is

-reflected in his followup appear-

ance. Wagner will be the top

speaker at monthly meeting to-

morrow (Thurs.) of Radio, News-
reel, Television Working Press

Assn, of New York in board room
of NBC, listed for 8 p.m.

Last week the mayor-elect

named Arnold Cohan (of ad agen-

cy of that name who handled the

TV-AM election campaign) as his

broadcasting advisor.

Admits Producers Partly to Blame

By MIKE KAPLAN

Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Film stars without prior training

in vaude or cafe entertaining who
attempt highpriced cafe engage-
ments on their film boxoffice repu-
tations are risking their prestige.

Failure either to know from past

conditioning or to coach for dates
results in embarrassment all

around. Such is the warning sound-
ed by H. D. Hover. He should
know, for he operates Ciro’s here
and books the Last Frontier in

Las’ Vegas. Both spots are prized

by film performers who,take flyers

as floor attractions.

Too often film stars bring a

“slumming”-in-the-boites attitude.

That’s where their lack of show
i

biz training is glaringly exposed.
They literally don’t know the risks

they are running, or what they are
doing.

Hover feels the difficulty is that

“they’re just not prepared.”
“Times have changed,” he points

out. “Money is tight and live en-

tertainment is fighting a constant
battle with television.. And the

public is no longer interested in

going to see a film star who is

merely going to say how wonder-
ful it is to be here, and then tell

a tired story about ‘a funny thing

that happened while I was making
my last picture.’

”

The field of nightclubs is wide
open for an invasion by pic names,
Hover believes. There’s been a

(Continued on page 54)

Now It’s towpnnching

As Tax Gains Technique

Chicago, Dec. 15.

Leland Hayward, here last week
to launch “Wish You Were Hert**

at the Shubert, confesses be finds

the Windy City legit situation

something of an enigma. He says
Omaha, Dec. 15. 1 it stumps him why the No. 2 rnetro-

Prospect Of going into the cat-
: politan centre should lag so far be-

tle biz in Nebraska is proving an ! hind New York in the number of

attractive lure for pix stars. Tax ‘ shows it can support, pointing out
gains and depletion allowances on

;
that Chi currently has three Loop

herds pay qff to those with bank-
[

productions while there are 22 on
rolls.

J

\

Broadway.
Gregory Peck last week added

j
The population differential isn’t

his name to the growing list of
;
great enough to account for the

celebs applying to Secretary of
;

one-sided Chi-N. Y. ratio, and
State Frank March for Nebraska neither is the tourist factor, the
cattle brands. I

producer opined. Actually, the
Rosalind Russell, Gene Kelly Chi convention and vacationer traf-

and Jack Benny previously had fic runs a close second to Manhat-
applied. tan. It’s noticeable, however, that

A Kansas City investment firm Chi is more of a weekend town
is negotiating leases for all four.

$530,000,000 In

’54; Radio Up3%

with the first-of-the-week falloff
greater than in New* York, although
that trend seems to be growing
t here too. Hayward stated.
He indicated some of the local

legit lethargy can be blamed on
the producing fraternity itself.

Theatre patrons hereabouts and
the four newspaper watchdogs es-
pecially, have, down through the
years, grown extremely sensitive
about shopwonl merchandise.
“A producer has to bring the

best possible production to Chi-
cago, or he shouldn’t come at all.

There can’t be any shortcuts.
Everyone that tries to cheat gets

Santa’s Stocking

Sans Sock Songs
Chicago, Dec. 15.

Unless one disk gets unexpected-
ly hot in the last lap, it’s pretty

clear by now that none of the new
Christmas spirit tunes, which this

Lyear number near 50, will grab the

current forefront and the big coin

as "White Christmas,” “Rudolph
the Rednosed Reindeer” and “I

Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus”
have done in past years. At least

one of the multitude of ditties is-

sued each Christmastime was able

to lead the rest in popularity for a

season. This term, disk jockeys

hereabouts report,- requests have
been largely for the old standards

and traditional carols rather than
for any *>f the new releases.

That record companies aren’t

bandwagoning on any one tune
seems to bespeak the unimpressive-
ness of the lot. Customarily, when
one new tune shows early signs of

clicking, nearly every major wax-
ery hastens to duplicate the num-
ber in a new version; this season

it’s only true in a few cases—but
in no case on an outstanding sell »r.

Each diskery this term seems out

to make 'or break its own bundle
(Continued on page 46)

Washington, Dec. 15.

A prediction that the TV broad
casting industry will gross $530.- : muroered by the local critics, and

. 000.000 in 1954 or an increase of rightly so.” Hayward said.

I $82,000,000 over the expected rev- ‘Actually, from a producer’s

enues for this year was made here .

standpoint, a successful Chicago
yesterday (Mon.) by Richard P.

j

(Continued on page 56)
Doherty, director of employee- -

employer relations of the National

Assn, of Radio and TV Broad-
casters.

Elaborating on a talk he made
last Friday (11) before the Mary-
land - D.C. Broadcasters Assn.,

Doherty told Variety that open-
ing of new TV stations will con-
tribute substantially to industry
revenues next year. The impact of

the lifting j>f the freeze will con-
tinue to swell business in 1955, he
indicated, as additional VHF out-
lets get under way in many major
markets.

;

Doherty estimated that this i

N.Y. Trib’s Ungallant Kerr

Brushes Wife in Notice;

Others Rise to Occasion
Jean Kerr, author of two sketches

in “John Murray Anderson's Alma-
nac.” drew several amusing men-
tions in the show’s reviews last

week because she’s the wife of
Walter F. Kerr, drama critic of the

i
N. Y. Herald Tribune, The revue,
which opened last Thursday night

year's TV gross will be $448,000,000 :

a
f, ^le Imperial. N. V., drew

or $114,000,000 higher than last
' generally favorable notices,

year's revenues, I

Iverr nimself, in 8 psn of the

Despite the great expansion in .show, noted that it contains the

TV Doherty expects that this year’s
J

darndest things” and, after listing

radio broadcasting gross wilL ap-
' some of them added, “You will

]

also find a couple of sketches by
my wife.” Further along in the

I notice he cited a “Drama Quartet
. version of the Mickey Spillane

;

stories, written by that Jean Kerr,

i
who is not related to Deborah

;
Kerr or John Kerr,”

A filmhouse chain in New Eng*
! .

Brobks Atkinson, in his review

land has been making overtures to =

J

n the ;*• * • Times, mentioned that

Equity Library Theatre to tour an i

‘Jc&n Kerr, a pretty breezy dame

ELT production throughout, its cir- 1
wil-l1 the slapstick, has written a

(Continued on page 54)

NEW ENGLAND PIX CHAIN

WOOS RT PRODUCTION

cuit of theatres. ELT would have
tb finance the presentation. It’s

understood that the film chain is

offering a guarantee of a $5,000

weekly gross and 30 weeks of play-

ing time.

No deal has tteen made yet.

gruesome jest about horror litera-

ture. 'My Cousin Who?’ which Mr.
De Wolfe acts with gusto. She has
aiso caricatured the form of dra-

matic readings in ‘Don Brown's
Body’ by applying the culture of

(Continued on page 58)



MISCELLANY

By ABEL GREEN

In ah extraordinarily warm sa-

lute to Frank M. Folsom on’ his

10th anniversary with the Radio
Corp. of America, board chairman
David Sarnoff’s dinner in honor of

the prexy of RCA will temain a

show biz and a big business
.
high-

1 ight for : a long time. It was not

only a public salute to the com-
pany president, but put Into fine

oratory a pattern of thinking for

teamwork which will undoubtedly
be utilized as a text in human and
business relations^

Brigadier General Sarnoff, an
anomaly among tycoons in that he
is a scientist and a researcher who
is. also aif orator of first degree,
echoed not Only his own and his

company’s regard for the president

of RCA, but also brilliantly mir-

rored the unusual concept of Fol-

som the man; Sarnoff was wise in

his appraisal, proper in the choice
of language, lavish in his praise

of his second-in-command, but.

never sticky. He leavened the en-
comiums with human punctuations!

•>As a Man and Merchandiser*
. lb sequence he appraised Folsom
the men, the merchandiser, and
the: teamraaker. . On human rela-

tions he accented Folsom’s capacity
for making the great many friends

for^ which he is renowned, A&. the
executive he saluted ‘Trank for

his ability to play it by ear, but
he .always plays on key and keeps

(Continued on page , 38)

JOAN CRAWFORD, WITH

STORY, MCA PACKAGE
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Music Corp. of America is prep-
ping deal under which Joan Craw-
ford would set up her own indie
unit to star in "Miss O’Brien,"
Charles Speer story which she purr
chased from Warners three years
ago for reported $35,000. . She was
originally skedded to do story for
Warners while tender contract and
bought yarn when she ankled. .

.

MCA is working out deal which
Vill include a producer, director,

plus, releasing organization, plus
Crawford.

Ferrer Duo’s Pep Single
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Ferrer (Rose-

mary Clooney) are being teamed

up on Wax ipr a pop slngle^releage

by Columbia Records. ^ <

The Ferrers will warble “W6m-
an” and “Man.”

Sullivan Video Bally

Wednesday, December 16, 1953

Celebration for Metro
Metro’s 30th anni will serve as

a gimmick for an overall institu-

tional bally of the company. While

a current sales drive is one facet

of the anni celebration, consider-

able effort will be expended in

pitching the company generally.

Plans for the Institutional cam-

paign Were set last week at a

homeoffice meeting of pub-ad ex-

ecutives.

Hefty use of TV and radio is

contemplated, with M-G name
stars expected to wave the banners

and cheer for Alma Mater in the

ether airings. Biggest deal set so

far is an arrangement with Ed Sul-

livan for a two-part history of

Metro on the CBS-TY “Toast of

the Town” show some time in

February. Sullivan, it’s antici-

pated, will use clips to provide a

panoramic picture of the com-
pany’s achievements over the past

three decades. In addition, ^ M-G
performers are expected to lend
personal support via an appear-
ance on the Sullivan show; Com-
pany’s musical and terp talent will

be mu-ch in evidence. It’s also ex-
pected that production chief Dore
Schary will appear on the show.

Similar Metro celebration Shows
are being talked with other radio
arid. TV programs, with M-G dan-
gling its impressive player roster

|

to support any radio-tv coopera-
tive efforts.

1J/14
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HORACE HEIDT
Opening January 1, .J954, at the

Edge-water Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Then to New York . . . Opening

February 1, 1954, at Hotel Statler.

Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER

. Ill Fifth Ave., New York

LQ ‘Eve’ SeDout

Sellout of the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., to an organization, on New
Year’s Eve js .figured automatically
to guarantee the same sellout to
every major N. Y. nltery. With
more than 700 seats taken off the
ush holiday market, rest of the
cafes will most likely get the trade
that might normally go to the Latin
Quarter./

Philco bought out the Quarter
for a party for dealers and sales-

men as prizes in a contest for sell-

ing the greatest number of appli-

ances. It’s the first time that an
organization has been able to cor-

ner a top spot on this holiday. Gen-
erally, only part of the spot is sold

o one party, and the rest goes to

regular customers or during a slow
year to anyone who has the neces-

sary tariffs.

So far, most of the spots have
had not much more than inquiries.

Organizations have started buying
space, but generally reservations
are going slowly. However, by next
Week the advance sales should be
hitting the usual stride and none
of the bonifaces anticipates any
white space on the big night.

Prices are on the same level as

last year. The hotel rates will run
to $25 for the Empire Room, Wal-
dorf-Astoria, and will go down to

$7.50 for the Peacock Alley cafes

of that hostel.

The $25 seems to be the ceiling

(Continued on page 51)

Chevalier’s Tight 1954

Sked; to U.S. in April

Paris, Dec. 15.

Maurice Chevalier, just in from
a Spanish concert tour, has plans
that will keep him busy with no
breaks through the coming year.

In January, the singer goes to

Switzerland for recitals, and then
in February, and March he will fill

engagements in North Africa. After
that he does brief whirlwind tout
of provinces.

Chevalier is due to go to the U.S.
for two months of recitals in April,

returning here for a pic in June.
Film has the temporary label,

“Masks Off !” In October, he is set

for one-man show at Theatres des
Champs-Elysees Which will likely

hold him for the balance of year.

Rosalind Russell Film

Set for Next Summer
Rosalind Russell is quitting the

legit version of “Wonderful Town’’
at the end of the season n&xt June
to star in “Girl Rush/’ a musical
western in color. Pic Will be pro*
duced by Frederick Brisson, head
of Independent Artists and Miss
Russell’s hubby, in association with
RKO’s Howard Hughes.
Frank Loesser will write the mu-

sic and Michael Kidd will handle
the. choreography. Brisson’s last
film, “Never Wave at a WAC,”
starring Miss Russell, also went via
RKO.

-By FRANK WAYNE-
*

( Goodson L Todman Staff Associate)

’Twas the night before options, and all through the land
There were actors and actresses-rcoqtracts in hand.
The agents were massed by the bank doors with care
in hopes that their 10% ,soon would he there.

"
1

‘

'i'
'

The comics were nestled all snug in their files

With visions of packed houses, laid in the aisles.

And my wife in a dress, and I in a suit

Had just started out on a pre-New Year's toot,
,

When out of the bight there arose .such a clatter,

I sprang from, the cab to see what was the .matter.

Away to my flat I flew like a jet,

Tore open the door and turned on my set.
.

-

The knobs that I twirled for my 30-inch screen ,

Gave a contrast and .
brightness I never had seen.

Where a test pattern should have been viewed pq the channel
Sat a mystery guest, and a blindfolded panel.

When the guest stood for hows to cued-in applause,

I knew in a moment it must be S. Claus!

More rapid than usual questions were dropped,
“Were you in a hit play or in one that had flopped?”
Now, dash-it-all, dam-it-aU, how was he hooked?
Through Celebrity Service he must have been hooked!
And the smiling M.C., he was right on the hall

Saying, “Guess away, guess away, guess away all!”

As the blindfolded four guessed his name and unmasked,
They laughed as they thought of the questions they’d asked
Then, while they were shaking his hand merrily, r

Each slipped him a list for the things neath their tree.
And then, as the engineers faded to black
Camera four in the street picked up S. Claus's hack.
The director said; "Focus up sharp, number, four!”
Then shouted, “Dissolve, here he comes through

,
the door!”

He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot, .

And the wardrobe man screamed at the sight of the soptl
On hie back was a bag of diversified loot,

And he~ lapked like a giveaway program eh route.

His shoots* were I. Miller, his . suit came from Eaves
His face proved that shaving was one of his peeves.
His hack Was. a Jaguar With leopard trimmed seats.
And flanked by eight Petty girls draped all in pleats.
A bunch of new ratings were clenched in his fist,

And he hummed bits of “Dragnet” while checking the list.

He had a broad face that was perfect for yocks,
Which went with his body like cream cheese with lox.
He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf
With, a long list of credits at playing himself.

A wink of his eye as he picked up a cue ^...,
J"

Soon gave me to know a commercial was due.
~ ""

He spoke not a word, but went straight to his pitch,
And you knew that the sponsor quite soon would be rich.
Then, seeing the clock as it ticked on the Wall,
He cued in the closing: cast, credits and all.

He sprang to his Jag, and with theme music blending.
Sang eight bars reprise like an RKO endings
But I heard him exclaim as he ended his rhyme,
“Won’t you join us next week . with our star’ Father Time!’’

On ‘Hour (or Damning Play Unseen

Farrell’s TV Package
James T. Farrell; the novelist,

has made up a TV package com-
prising 150 published and 50 un-
published short stories, Malyin
Wald, Hollywood script writer
(arid Jerry’s brother), is negotiat-
ing a percentage deal to whip ma-
terial into broadcast shape.

Farrell’s 15th novel, “The Face
of Time” (Vanguard) is selling
well at present. Resultantly, his
old Studs Lonigan triology has
been reactivated as a screen pos-
sibility via Steve Strassberg who
has taken an option from Farrell.

Wants; Will Boo Audience

London, Dec. 15.

Peter Ustinov, whose latest play,
“No Sign of the Dove,” opened
Dec. 3 to unanimous critical pan-
ning and to boos arid jeers from the
first-night audience at the Savoy,
and closed after nine dftys (12), corir

tributed a feature to the Sunday Ex-
press which was headed “Poo^-the
noise you get to hear sometime if

you are any good at all.” Under the
byline, in very small type, were
the; words: “whose new play this
past week has had plastering from
gallery and critics.” (Ustinov’s
“Love of Four Colonels,” a big
London hit, played on Broadway,
last season and toured the U. S.
this year).

In the Express feature, Ustinov
opens with the comment that the
sound of booing, when directed
against you personally, is particu-
larly unmusical, but it does clear
the mind as no amount of adula-
tion can. A praised author, he says,

(Continued on page 51)

Chicago, Dec. 15.

Chi Daily News columnist Syd-

ney J. Harris, who doubles as the

sheet’s legit critic, last Week tossed

some barbs in the direction of the

Chi American Legion’s anti-sub-

versive committee for its recent
boycotting of “The Children’s
Hour.” In a daily piece Harris
called the committee’s stance
“stupid, arrogant and vicious,”
and the “customary technique of
totalitarian societies.”

Group’s boycott,, which got
pretty much the so-what treatment
at the. time from the local preSs,

had no apparent effect upon the
show’s boxoffice, with, attendance
on upbeat during final two weeks
at the Harris. (Show closed in Chi.
Dec. 5). Legionaires’ charge that
the play, is “salacious and inde-
cent,” with references to author
Lillian Heilman did, however,
considerably disturb the cast, It’s

known.

Harris pointed out that the. Le-
gion committee voted to boycott
the play before' any of its mem-
bers had seen it. “If this doesn’t
sound morei like' Nazi Germany lor

Soviet Russia than America, then
the word ’freedom’ has lost what-
ever meaning it ever possessed,”
the columnist-critic said:

“Some day I’d like to find out
whom the American Legion is real-

ly speaking for, When jt v makes
these ex-cathedra pronouncements.
And do the members at large: want
their minds made up for them by
[a handful of self-appointed cen-
sors who don’t even see the things
they judge?”

Harris ended with: “ironically,

’The Children’s Hour* points out
the perils of irresponsible gossip
and defamation of character. It’s

a pity that the committee didn’t

see the play before its preposter-
ous accusation. No group s'tood

more in need of heeding the moral
(of the play.”
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Minneapolis, Dec. 15.

Growing product shortage has caused the sun to shine for an
independent distributor here, Don Swartz, who also owns the local

Lippert franchise. His “Sins of Jezabel,” has been booked into

the Paramount circuit’s flagship house, the 4,000-seater Radio

ritv here on heels of “The Robe” and “How to Marry a Million-

aire” opens this Thursday (17).

Swartz also is currently selling, the old “Rain,” starring Joan
Crawford, to hit the market at the same time as Rita Hayworth's

"Sadie Thompson,” based on the same Maugham story.

And he's even taking off his shelves some of the really ancient

senior Douglas Fairbanks, releases, with, the star's voice dubbed in.

Country’s first art theatre circuit*

Is shaping with some 20 unidentl-
*

fled houses already signed Up.

Chain will advance coin to buy

foreign imports and eventually may
also go. into financing of produc-

tions abroad. ; ^ ;

•

Move to get the arties together

has been under Way for consider-

able time and is sparked by exhibs'

complaints over the. lack of a

steady flow of product. Circuit Was
organized by Frank Kassler, prexy

of Continental Distributing Corp.,

in which Walter Reade Jr. has an
interest.

Continental so far has two plx

secured and is negotiating for

others. The two are “Tonight at

8:30” and ‘-The Final Test, X” both
British* Idea is for Continental to

buy films with the dost propor-
tionally distributed over member
theatres who’ll contribute in ad-
vance of each purchase. Exhibs
then get first-run rights to the im-
ports in their, towns at “reason-
able” terms. After Kassler deducts
his expenses, remaining coin com-
ing from, distribution to the subse-
quent is split as profit among
participating theatre ops.

.

It’s figured that there are about
150 arties now Operating on a full-
time foreign film policy in the U S.
Continuous attempt will be made
to get as many as possible to join

.

the circuit whose buying power will
thus increase. It’s thought that,
eventually, a combo of arties may
also begin to interest the Ameri-
can majors when they cOme up
with offbeat pix.

HEFLIN STICKS TO FILMS

Actor Turns Down Sherwood TV
Script Starring Role

FIRST QUARTER OF '54
Hollywod, Dec. 15.

At least 10 indie productions, the
largest number in recent; years,
will go . before the cameras next
month, regardless of the March 1
tax on exposed film. Only three
pictures were started last Janu-

flhd six during" that month in
1952.

Leonard Goldstein’s Panoramic
Productions will start three: “The*
Raid,” “Baton Rouge,” and “A Mat-
ter of Life and Death.” Other
January starters are: Robert Bass-

j
er ? “Suddenly”; Carl Dudley’s

or
”

; Vanessa Productions’
/The Bride Wore Pajamas”; Albert
Jugsmith’s “The Naker World”;
William F. Broidy’s “Wanted By
the F. B. I..;”. Edward Small’s
Screaming Eagles” and Gardner-

Levy’s “Case File: F. B. I.”

Film Editor Specializes

As Employment Counsel
_ Hollywood, Dec. 15.
George White, for more than 25

years a film editor at Metro, has
opened his own employment firm
for members, of the craft.

*
*s Sun Island Agency

with headquarters in BeVerly Hills,
Whde’s outfit will handle 38 differ-
ent types of workers and artists in
various fields of motion pictures,TV and radio. - "•

Alfred Hitchcock’s 3
A1f

' • Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Alfred Hitchcock, currently pro-

ducing and directing “Rear Win-
dow at Paramount, closed a deal
jo make three more pictures on
lhe same lot.

rp h
Fift of the trio will bo “Catch a

starring Cary Grant. Two
tner films will be selected later.

Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Because of a commitment to ap-
pear in Leonard Goldstein’s “The
Raid,” starting Jan. 4, Van Heflin
turned down a $12,500 offer to star
in Robert E. Sherwood’s TV drama
on Dec. 29.

Heflin, who has nixed 30 offers
to do TV series and guest spots,
explained that there would hot be
enough time to do either job prop-
erly, and that as long as he is

primarily a film actor he wants to
be at his best in that medium.

Robert Anderson , author of the
N., Y, legit hit, '-Tea and Sympa-
thy,” is mulling formation of an
indie company to bring his play
to the screen without a Production
Code seal.

“Tea,” in its current form, is

too strong a brew for the majors,
all of whom have had their reps
in N. Y. appraising it as potential
screen material. Play, starring De-
borah Kerr, has as one of its main
characters a boy wrongly suspect-
ed of homosexuality. Subject is

ta'boo under the Hollywood Code
which states that .“sex perversion
or any inference of it is forbidden.’’

Anderson told Variety (Monday,
14) that he had been contacted by
number of indies with proposi-
tions for turning “Tea” into a pic.

He feels that the best way would
be to form an indie outfit to make
’•Tea” just as he wrote it. Direc-
tor Elia Kazan, and Miss Kerr are
sympathetic to such a project.
“I want to make an honest pic-

ture,” Anderson declared. “I’m
not out to offend anyone. I want
to prove that a pure story, well
done, can be pure also on the
screen/’ “Tea”, doesn’t actually
deal with homosexuality, but only
with the impact the false Charge
has on the boy and the sympathy
his predicament arouses in Ills

house-mother at school.
Code Administration recently dis-

patched Geoffrey Shprlock, Code’s
second in command, and Jack Bfz-

zard, a staffer, to. N. Y. to o.o,

“Tea” and report on it. They re-

turned with the opinion that the
play would have to undergo dras-
tic changes to be acceptable to

Code authorities.

Par Holds 50c Divvy
Paramount board of directors is

holding to the company’s $2 an-

nual dividend rate. Fourth quarter

divvy of 50c was voted last week;
payable Dec. 26 to holders of rec-

ord oh Dec. 18.

At a NT. Y. meeting, the hoard

also confirmed the appointment of

James H. Richardson as treasurer

of the corporation, replacing the

late Fred Mhrhardt. Richardson
had been assistant treasurer.

By GENEARNEEL
Joseph R. Vogel, head of Loew’s

Theatres, can’t see the .wisdom in
exhibitors entering production.
“My experience has been, and this
goes back to the First National
days, that theatremen can’t produce
a picture that brings the peo-
ple in,” the exec stated, “Boxoffice
hits are not too plentiful and the
chance Of producing them should
be left to those whose experience
warrants the financial gamble*

Vogel makes it clear that produc-
tion should be left to the produc-
ers. He puts it this way : “Every
studio in Hollywood can make a
good picture if they are given 'a
good property. The reason there
are few,pr films is that only the best
story properties now are being pro-
duced. If the spript is anyway
doubtful it will not be used*

“This is in contrast with the pre-
divorcement era. : The film com-
panies had . their own theatres ond
this meant sufficient playoff and
payoff for even the so-so picture,
These theatre ownerships no longer
exist and the studios are compelled
to concentrate on improved prod-
uct, and the lesser-scale pictures
largely arc being eliminated.”
Vogel is not concerned anent any

shortage of product despite the
lessened number of releases. He
reasons: “I would rather hold •over

. (Continued on page 21)

Darryl F. Zanuck

sees

Cinemascope Values

As K,0. To Dualers

* * *
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PAKIETY
DUE SOON

Ham, the Lo(w) Indian
Hollywood, Dec, 15.

Tourists returning from
Germany report some hilari-

out situations resulting from
the German dubbing of Ameri-
can films. In an oater recent-
ly screened over there, Ameri-
can GIs enjoyed a belly laugh
at one scene.

. It showed an Indian ap-
proaching a wagon train and

:
greeting!! the pioneers with a

:
non - Navajo salutation: “Wie
Gehts!”

.

.

That the Screen Writers Guild,
largely based in Hollywood, may
cut the tie which binds it (by affi-

liation, not membership) to the
Authors League of America and go .

it alone is now a distinct possibil-

ity. For two years or longer an
earlier schism between the League
in New York and the Guild on the
Coast has been headed largely be-

cause both organizations were irri-

tated by the “rule or. ruin” tactics

of the Radio Writers Guild, Just
now it appears that the screen

i scribes are focussing their major
1

irritation on the League; itself,

charging dilatory conduct.
A meeting in New York "sched-

uled for early December and now
undated for January was ostensl^

bly to give all Guilds comprising
the League a chance for fuller

caucus of membership sentiment
on a League “reorganization." It

now appears that the delay cloaks
deeply felt pique. Not all of this

is in Hollywood since there has
been a growing fatalism in the
east that the Dramatists Guild aiid

(Continued on page 13)

Biz Drift* Pre-Holiday; 'Marry’ Champ Again For

3d Week in Row; ‘Robe’ 2d, ‘Cinerama’ 3d

Most -first-runs in big key cities

covered by Variety this session

are merely marking time awaiting

arrival of fresh fare for the year-

end holidays. As usual -pre-Christ-

mas influences are being felt in

nearly all spots, with snow in some
localities and torrential rains along

the Atlantic seaboard no help.

Some idea of how exhibitors are

juggling their product around to

fill out to Xmas Day is found in

fact that more than 56 different

films are current in the larger keys

this stanza,.

There is no change in leadership

from a week ago, with “How To
Marry Millionaire” (20th) on top

third week in succession and “The

Robe,” from same distributor,

again placing second,. B ,o t h
C’Scopers are down considerably on

Individual dates and in totals. How-
ever, the $265,000 being grossed by

“Marry” is plenty strong for this

season of the year, especially since

only in 16 keys currently*.
’

Third money is going to “Cine-

rama” (Indie), now playing in seven

key cities. It Was the only really

sock item in Pittsburgh where
launched in the present round.

“Hondo,” (WB)> third last week; is

coppirig fourth position. “Escape

Ft. Bravo” (M-G) is winding up
fifth although spotty.

“Appointment in Honduras”
(RKO) is finishing in sixth position

but doing nice trade in only a few
locations. “Jack Slade” (AA) is

landing in seventh spot. . “Take
High Ground” (M-G) is taking

Six of the ten novels How on
the current bestseller list have
been bought by Hollywood studios.

Story editors in N.Y. say they’ve
had a dull year, but point to the
corresponding lag in picture-mak-
ing which circumscribes their ac-
tivities.

The five snapped up include
“Desiree” (20th-Fox), “The High
and the Mighty” (Wayne-Fellows),
“The Female” (Metro), “The Robe”
(20th), and “Lord Vanity” (20th).

Also “Battle Cry” <WB). Un-
sold bestsellers are “Time and
Time Again,” “Beyond This Place,”
“Too Late the Phalarope,” and
“The Lady of Arlington.”

.

On the non-fiction bestseller list,

“Spirit of St. Louis” the Lind-
bergh biog, is still being discussed
as a possible film despite Lind-
bergh’s tough conditions. “Lelia,”
Andre Maurois’ George Sand biog
has been tapped by Paramount but
actual contract is still pending.

As in the years past, most of the
majors continue to maintain story
departments in England and in
France on the theory that even an
occasional find justifies the ex-

(Continued on page 18)

CUBANS PRODUCING

TINT FILMS SOON
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Color production by Cuban film
makers next year is predicted by
Havana cameraman Roberto Ochoa
who functioned as assistant lenser
during the filming of “Treasure of
the Untamed” in Haiti by R-K Pro-
ductions. Ochoa was assigned by.
the Cuban film industry to work
with Hollywood cinematographer
on the picture and to learn all he
could about fine points of color
lensing. He states that at least two
tinters will he made in Havana in
1954 “Treasure” is currently in
the editing stages in Hollywood.
R-K is headed by Harry Rybnick

and Richard Kay, with Ed Barison
and Sam X. Abarbanel as partners.

eighth place, with “All Brothers
Valiant” (M-G) in ninth.

“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) rounds
out the top 10 list, “Diamond
Queen” (WB) and “Martin Luther”
(Indie) are in runner-up category.

Few new pictures have braved
the pre-Xmas shopping period.

H o w e v e r, “Conquest of Mt.
Everest” (UA) tried it at the arty

Fine Arts in N. Y. arid hung up a

new house mark. “Little Caesar”-
“PubliC. Enemy,” WB reissue pack-

age* also made a hew record open-

ing session at the N. Y. Holiday.
“Give Girl Break” (M-G), also new,

is weak in Philly.

“Melba” (UA) looms solid in

Montreal. “Nebraskan” (Col) is

mild in same city. “Torch Song’’

(M-G) shapes okay in Cincy but

not elsewhere.

|

“Tumbleweed” (U) is rated okay
in K.C. “Jamaica Run" (Par) looks

good in Montreal. “Kiss Me Kate”
(M-G) is. sock in Cincy.
“Man Between” (UA) continues

fine on its extended-run at N. Y.

Victoria. “Glass Web" (U), fine in

Washington, shapes fair in Philly.

“Decameron Nights” (RKO), okay
in Frisco, is brisk in Chi.

“Back To God's Country” (U)

looms good in Denver. “Captain’s

Paradise” (UA), good in Pitt and
L.A., looks fine in Chi and big in

Boston.
“Flight Nurse” (Rep) is fair in

Frisco. “Moon Is Blue” (UAh good .

in Seattle, shapes bright in Philly.

;

“Cruel Sea” looks fine in SI. LouK
; j

* (Complete Boxoffice Reports on i

Panes 8-9) • ‘
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Exhibs and equipment manu->
facturers are exploring ways and
means of getting the theatre TV
ball rollliig again. Series of meets
have been held in N. Y. in recent

weeks and more are skedded in

an effort to break the no pro-

grams -few :
theatres - insufficient -

coin-for-stiows dilemma,
: Exhib group has been called to-

gether on the initiative of S. H.
Fabian of Stanley-Warner and
Fred Schwarts of the Century cir-

cuit, Theatre ops, who . may even-
tually do their own booking of

largescreen TV attractions, are
taking the position that theatre TV
could be moulded into an effective

weapon to fight subscription TV.
They figure that, if and when

toll TV becomes a reality, it will

be in a position to grab off many
of the outstanding public attrac-

tions which sponsored video can’t

afford. . Large circuit of theatres
equipped for TV projection is seen
in a position to compete with sub-
scription TV for events. At pres-
ent, there are only about 100
houses that have largescreen TV
machinery installed. Only a part
of these theatres can be tied to-
gether for a show due to the lim-

ited availability of lines from
AT & T.

National Theatre Interest

Equipment outfit which has also

gone, into the problem of how to
revive theatre TV is National The-
atre Supply. Firm feels that only
the availability of regular pro-
grams will get theatres interested
enough to spend the $15,000 to

$20,000 it costs to install large-
screen TV: NTS execs, with un-
sold TV equipment sitting on their
shelves, have been talking things
over with several promoters. Idea
Is to supply a strong program
lineup independent of the thea-
tres’ current and limited capacity
to pay.

Availability of shows, it’s felt,

will serve to break the current
stalemate. Demonstrations b y
20th-Fox early next year of its

color Eidophor theatre TV system
also are expected to hypo exhib
interest. Latter look to largescreen
video not only as a good oportu-
nity for tying in with the competi-
tion, but also as a means of filling*

program gaps that may be created
via the projected product shortage.
Off-hour presentations also loom
large in the theatre ops’ thinking.

Red Infiltration Of

NO ACTION, JUST TALK

Allied Slaps Police Censor*Only
Verbally

*;
. Minneapolis,. Dec. 15* V

Although North ’ Central Allied
has dropped its injunction suit to

restrain the city council from sus-

pending the license of the lower
loop Grand Theatre for showing the
nudist colony film, “Elysia,” and
for displaying posters advertising
it, S. D. .Kane, executive counsel,

says the organization still does not
concede the validity of local one-
man police censorship of movies.

.
“In this particular case we de-

cided not to go through with the
fight because of certain circum-
stances,” explains Kane. ‘‘But we
still are convinced that the consti-

tutional rights of Sam Berger, the
Grand’s owner, have been violated
and if the police morals squad per-
sists in such censorship action we
definitely will start a test suit."

Have You Ears for the

•lie of Ike meay edflorfcpt

featerea la tkf -

48th Anniversary Number
'

- "'ef
:

USrWty
'
DUE SOON

200G libel Suit vs SEG
Los Angeles, Dec. 15.

Walter Pidgeon, Sterling Hayden
and Martin Berkeley told about
Bed infiltration of Hollywood un-
ions as defense witnesses .In Mike
Jeffers’ $200,000 libel suit against
the Screen Extras Guild. Jeffers
charges that a newsletter issued by
the Guild implied that he had
Communistic leanings.

Pidgeon said there was a strong
Communist influence behind the
1946 film strike. Hayden, a for-

mer Communist, told how the Reds
tried to gain control of the Screen
Actors Guild during the^ strikje.

Berkeley, also an ex-Commy, said

he did not know whether the strike

leader, Herbert K. Sorrell, was a
Bed or not, but that he "certainly

adhered” to the party principles.

Sorrell has denied under oath that

he ever belonged to the party.

Par, WB Prereleasiiig

Fibs for

New Year’s Eve B.O.
Practice of pre-releaslng a pic-

ture for one night only as a New.
Year’s Eve special is being fol-

lowed this year’s end by Paramount
and. Warner Bros, only. Par, for
the third year in a row, will make
available to theatres a Dean Mar-
tin-Jerry Lewis ^ntry for New
Year’s Eve celebration audiences.
Picture is "Money From Home,’*
comedy team’s first 3-D film. Com-
pany hopes

tjE>
have the complete

print order, working at the* special
midnight shows.

Warners is selling “His Majesty
O’Keefe,” Burt Lancaster starrer,
for the hoopla night. WB dates
won’t be extensive as Par’s but Will'

provide theatres with a plus for
selling the local film house as spot
to' ring in the new year. The M&L
film goes into regular release in
February while the WB entry Is

set for mid-January .distribution.

These special showings give the
distribs a.chance to pick up some
quick and extra coin. Usual policy
is for the picture to return for a
regular engagement to the bouse
where it made a single New Year’s
Eve stand.

tYhile Metro, Columbia and Uni-
versal aren’t offering any one-night
specials, they’ll have solid product
in distribution at the year’s end.
Metro will have "Knights of the
Round,” its first Cinemascope pic-
ture, in a dozen situations. In ad-
dition, company is offering a re-
release of "Quo Vadis” in a wide-
screenversion and Esther Williams
in "Easy to Love.” Col has potent
New Year’s Eve lure with Rita Hay-
worth in "Miss Sadie Thompson.”
U is contracting New Year’s , dates
for "Walking My Baby Back
Home.” WB will have "The Eddie
Cantor Story” in several situa-
tions.

'GHOSTS' $1,000.000-RUN

1,800,000 Attended During 5-Yeat
Buenos Alreai Engagement

There is less under-reporting of

b.o. receipts by exhibs today than
at any time in the past, distribu-

tions execs say. Impression is

borne out by Edward A. Sargoy, of
Sargoy & Stein, which has repped
the companies in such matters since
1943.

Number of percentage fraud
cases filed by distribs against the-
atre ops has been declining in re-
cent years and has now hit a new
low* Reasons are difficult to pin
down, the companies, maintain.
One . is that they continue - to

spend very considerable amounts
on checking, even though one*dis-
tribution topper maintained this

week that checking coin also is be-
ing gradually reduced. Feeling is

that exhibs, especially in the me-
dium-size towns, are aware of the
vigilance* with

. which the distribs

are Watching receipts and the pre-
cise averages • that have been
worked out^over the years for the
performance of certain type pix at

a given house.
Added factor, some say, is the

large number of flat deals that
have replaced percentage engage-
ments in certain smaller situations
where there has been a lot of ex-
hib pressure.

Distrib execs sound more
amused than annoyed as they recall
what they term "shenanigans” en-
gaged in by exhibs over the years,
such as failure to issue tickets, sub-
stitution of phony tickets, etc. "We
liye and learn,” one company offi-

cial commented. "Since that goes
for both sides, I guess by now
we’ve wised up to most of the
tricks.”

Buenos Airos, J)ec.

The Orlando Adama record-

breaking play, "When Ghosts Hunt
Partridge,” at Astral Theatre here,

wound up its record run here after

1,021 performances. It drew 1,800*-

000 patrons in the five-year run,

and grossed $1,000,000. Luis San-
drini played the lead for the full

five consecutive years.

The author collected 10% royal-

ties, apart from selling the film

rights to Sandrini for $20,000* for

the run.

This summer "Ghosts” will be
produced at Mar del Plata summer
resort, and in author Adama’s na-

tive Montevideo (Uruguay),

Both producer Francisco Gallo
and Sandrini had intended keep-
ing the play open until December,
but had to switch plans because
of the Protectionist regulations.

Under these, no company . may
open a new season with a
foreign-authored play and San-
drini was determined to open with
"The Dance,” the rights to which
he purchased in Madrid earlier

this year from Spanish playwright
Edgar Neville,

WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN

JOINS LAW FIRM
William Zimmerman, who rer

cently resigned from RKO Pic-
tures, has joined the law firm of
Leon, Weil & Mahony. Partnership,
with offices in New York, Wash-
ington, London, Paris and Basle,

engages in international law, cor-
porate practice and is active in

motion picture matters. Firm mem-
bers Harold Weill and V. L. Chal if

were one-time members of the
board of United Artists.

Zimmerman had been With RKO
as counsel and executive for al-

most 20 years. In 1952 he, served
as general counsel, veepoe and a
director. He has testified exten-
sively on trade practices in key
industry cases and has appeared as
aii industry spokesman in hearings
conducted by the Senate Small
Business Committee.

Ava Gardner as ’Female’
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Ava Gardner and Pandro S. Ber-
man,. femme star and producer of
Metro’s "Knights of the Round
Table,” will repeat the combination
in "The Female,”, based on a novel
by Paul I. Wellman.

Picture makes a total of four on
Miss Gardner’s schedule. Others
are "My Most Intimate Friends,”
"St. Louis Woman” and "Empress
of the Dust.”

Only One House Closes

For Christmas Week
. . Minneapolis, Dec. 15. •

While a North Central Allied
move to effect an,agreement among
the Twin Cities independent ex-
hibitors to shutter the month of
December for economic reasons
and to "meet the increasing prod-
uct shortage menace” died aborn-
ing, one St. Paul neighborhood
house, the Royal, will go dark for
the entire week before Christmas.

Practically all of the other Min-
neapolis neighborhood and subur-
ban houses will be closed „on
Christmas eve, the same as in
previous years.
Bennie Berger, NCA president,

tried unsuccessfully • to effect the
closing, pointing out that "it would
save product and money.” gRhpse
balking declared they’d remain
open even though they’d be play-
ing to losing business in order not
to divert their customers doWn-
toWn or to competing Paramount
circuit theatres.

Two major pictures, "The Robe’ 1
arid "Hbre’ To Eternity,” will

wind up their New York showcase runs with a total gross in ex-
cess of $3,000,000, both bringing new highs in total money apd
length of runs to the Roxy and the Capitol where

;
they1 played.

"The Robe,” initial CineriiaScope production, finished off its

new longrun hiark of 13 weeks (final week was only six days)
last night (Tues.) at the Roxy having grossed $1,639,000, biggest
ever at any film theatre. The old mark was held by "Great
Caruso” at the Music Hall, with $1,390,000.

"Eternity” will finish its 20-week run plus one day at the Capitol
next Wednesday (23), with better than $1,500,000. This is far
ahead of previous longrun pix, "Moulin Rouge” having gone 15
weeks and held the previous money mark. "Gone With Wind,”
which until "Rouge” came along held the record, went 11 weeks
plus two days a number of years ago at the Cap.

Foreign Film Product
Washington, Dec. 15.

"A Queen Is Crowned” has been

sold so faHto 160 theatres of 526

possibilities in this sales territory..

U salesmen are still offering it on
the road as a historical document
in double feature^ tie-ins. So re-

ports Norman Weitman of the local

Universal exchange.

"Queen” preemed in Washington

at the MacArthur, a de luxe house

away from the center city and
grossed $12,700 for its Initial

stanza.

Washington 1$ unique as a mar-

ket for foreign films because the

embassies have brought in a sub-

stantial colony from overseas. The
city has eight theatres which
specialize very largely in foreign
films for firstrung. Two houses use
them - occasionally and there is one
subsequent run arter which plays
many reissues of Imported pic-
tures.

N. Y. to lu A.
Robert Ardrey
A. 1. Bezzerides
Kermit Bloomgarden
Don A. Davis
Jerry Devine
Fred Folsom
Clark Gable
Greer Garson
Frankie Laine
Jerry Lawrence
Charles L. Levin
Hal Maag
E. J. Manhlx
Paula Morgan
Maria Riva
Joe Roberts
Charles Sohnee
Paul Stewart
Howard Strickling
Emily Torchia
John K. West
Stanley J. Wolf

L. A, to N.
America Aboaf
J. D. Bloomgarden
Roy M. Brewer
Barbara Britton
Wally Cox
Pat Crowley
Alan Dent
Charles J. Feldman

.

James R. Grainger
John Houseman
Saul Krieg
Robert L. Lippert
John Magala
Harpo Marx
Sam Norton
William Orr
Helen Rose
Robert Ryan
Natalie Schafer
Maurice Schwartz
Irene Sharaff

Y.

Box Office Television, Inc., has
retained a former NBC director
E^gar Rosenberg, approach the
theatrical $fafl runions to see if
feasible terms can be negotiated
whereby stage plays in New York
legit theatres, could be fed to out-
of-town New York Aim theatres via
closed-circuit television.
Rosenberg has also been talking

to American National Theatre and
Academy concerning a possible
ANTA tie-in with a play series
Plays being; considered are "Three
Men on a Horse,” "Barretts of
Wlmpole Street? and "Victoria
Regina.”

.
. .

'

Legit angle Is only one aspect
of BOTV’s long-range plan to pre-
sent 30 events annually to exhibs
with closed-circuit equipment
Company’s * current efforts are
aimed at inducing exhibs to in-

stall equipment. Exec veepee Wil.
liam Rosensohn and other BOTV
staffers have been concentrating
their pitch for Installation of porta*
ble equipment in Ohio* Indiana,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Mas-
sachusetts. :

Under the BOTV plan, exhibs
shell out $1,500 annually in ad-
vance as rental cost for the port*
able equipment. Unit, however,
remains the property of BOTV. For
permanent installations, cost is

$2,000 yearly, with the exhib foot-

ing the Installation costs. However,
permanent unit becomes property
of theatre after full cost is paid via
the rental method; According to

Rosensohn, portable rental cost

will be reduced to $750 annually
after the second year. Exhibs are
required to sign two-year pacts,

with the proviso that they will take
the 30 BOTV events. For each
event, BOTV and theatres share

the b.o. receipts un-ra 50-50 basis.

As ‘Pessimist’; Declares

His Honses Prosper
Memphis, Dec. 15.

Members of Theatre Owners of

Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennes-
see heard sharply conflicting views
on the state of the picture business

at their convention here last week.
Taking opposite stands on boxoffice

conditions were Col. H. A. Cole, re*

gional v.p. of Allied States and
cochairman of the Council of Mo-
ion Picture Organization’s national

tax committee, and Walter Reade,
president of Theatre

.
Owners of

America*
Cole, who owns theatres in

Texas, painted a dismal picture

that will brighten, he said, only if

the 20% admissions tax is re-

moved. He declared that business

is continually dropping and there Is

no end to the downtrend in view.

Reade, who operates numerous
houses in New Jersey and New
York, rapped ' the downbeat na-

ture of Cole’s comments. "He

(Cole) Is pessimistic,” stated

Reade. "My business is up this

year for the first time since 1946.

There have been great develop-

ments in widescreen, Cinemascope,
Cinerama and stereophonic sound

and people are talking about

movies again.”

N. Y. to Europe
Marcel Dalio
Kurt Kreuger
David Lichine
Hal Prince
Anthony Quinn

Eurbpe to N. Y.
Julian T. Abeles
George H. Bookbinder
H. K, Brock

*

E. Martin Browne
Prof. Guido Cantelll
Ninette De Valois
Barry Fitzgerald
Julius Fleischmsnn

.

Joseph Gevaert
Charles Goldner
Joan Greenwood
Lionel Hampton
Kay Harrison

.
Allan Jones
Alexander Kalioujny
Hedy Lamarr
C. J. Latta
Ilya Lopert
Eddie MacDonald
Victor McLaglen
Abe Olman
Stephen Pallos
N. Peter Rathvon
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Midwest exhibitors are charging that 20th-Fox is boosting the

cost of its reissues from $10 and $12.50 per pictures to $20 and up.
Complaint has been registered by Allied of Iowa, Nebraska. North
and South Dakota and Mid-Central.

According to Leo F. Wolcott, board chairman of the exhib
unit 20th is now giving managers and salesman a cut of reissue

. rentals which exhibs are forced to pay via the hiked prices.

“Exhibs should watch this, and reissues generally/’ WaKott
warns. He points out that in a survey made by A1 Sindlinger,

Philadelphia 'research agency which prepared the industry’s case

for the 20% tax Cut fight, “theatre patronage is made/ up almost
exclusively of regular fans; thus reissues are not the answer.”
Wolcott states that a theatre cannot run too many reissues al-

though there’s a chance to “pick up a dime here and there with
reissues in moderation.” He Warns, however, that 20th.’s policy

can easily price the reissues out of today’s market.

Foreign pix that couldn’t get 4
clearance via Irving Fishman, Dep-

1

uty Collector of the restricted mer-

chandise division at the Bureau of

Customs in N Y., are showing up
in the country anyway, and Fish-

man isn’t happy about it.

The trouble is there are a good

many ports of entry, some right

in N. Y. State. An importer who
gets the red light in New York
has only to ship his film to some
other port and chances are he’ll

get it in with nothing more than
a letter to testify that there’s

nothing wrong with it.

, Fishman said that this wasn’t the
Hand of thing any major importer
would do, but that he had even
run across instances of a foreign
film being shipped in via New York
City with “hot” footage from the
same, picture coming in. via San
Francisco or some other port.
Later, the print is reassembled.

. At the moment there isn’t very
much the Customs Service can do
about this. The various ports have
been circularized by Fishman to
explain the situation, but a good
many don’t have the equipment
necessary to screen film and don’t
attach much importance to it. One
way out, it’s explained, would be
to restrict ports of entry for pix
to five or six Where there are ade-

( Continued on page 18)

M-G’s Geo. MurphyNow

Ambassador;

May Turn Producer
George Murphy, who hasn’t made

a picture in the past year and a
naif and hasn’t a new acting as-
signment .in definite prospect—is
now giving virtually full time to his
job as ambassador of goodwill”
for Metro in particular and the in-
dustry m general. Over the past
several years Murphy has appeared
at more meetings of exhibitor and
community groups than any other
Hollywood personality.

N. Y. late last weekmat he has some thoughts on be-
coming a producer on the M-G lot.
His contract with the company still

in* i

t U>ee
.
years to run - Filmmak-

nrnrfn/.
11

?
1 ne^ to him; he recently

thp
d
n

d
c

feature-length pic for
Scouts of America, and

jnade other non-theatrical pix. But
t the production idea doesn’t Jell,

trail i
,nue

L
on the hop with *is

1

‘‘Thi
n
?

public relations chores,

to
tyP? of work is agreeable

so x l /,M,
air

l
ly because I think it is

veaJc
Murphy. “Seven

talks f
g?’ w

?en,.

1 began public
K

’ /L found that many people
t continued on page 18)

10-Best Time Is Here
Philadelphia, Dec. 15.

Spate of 10-best film lists, ex-
pected to break out throughout the
World at the year's end, got off to
an early start here with the Phila-
delphia Inquirer issuing its selec-
tions. Choices are based on a poll
of readers with senior and junior
voters taking part in the news-
papers 21 annual poll.

;
"From Here to Eternity” topped

the senior poll. “Martin Luther”
Was named second and“The Robe’’
third. ’’Roman Holiday,” “Moulin
Rouge,”- “Stalag 17,” “Hans Chris-
tian Andersen,” “Lili” and “Come
Back, Little Sheba” finished in that
order. Junior list went as fol-

lows: “Eternity,” “Robe,” “Lili,”
"Young Bess,” “Andersen,” “Sta-
lag.” “Holiday,” “Shane,” “Sheba”
and “The President’s Lady/’

^ V
Every time distribs display signs

of weakening relating to .the sale
of their old pix to TV, the value
of the footage in the vaults via the
theatrical channel is strongly dem-
onstrated. Most recent example is

that of Warner Bros, with the dual
package of reissues. “Little

Caesar” and “Public Enemy,” re-

garded as classics of the gangster
films. Tandem is showing remark-
able b.o. power in its first test en-

( Continued on page 18)

Filni distributors have made con-
siderable, headway in negotiating
a deal with National Screen Serv-
ice Corp. looking to the establish-
ment of a centralized depot system
to handle shipping and inspection
of prints in N. Y.

Project, which has been batted
around for many years but never
got much beyond the initial talk-
ing stages, ; has now advanced to
the point where a definite plan
has been blueprinted and is ready
to be submitted to the various com-
panies. Move is part of an overall
scheme aimed at streamlining the
distribution setup:

Motion Picture Assn, of America
prexy Eric Johiiston admitted Mon-
day (14) that two .test cities had.
been picked to gauge the efficiency
and. revenue gain derived. _from
bringing the physical facilities un-
der one roof. Cities are New York
and Charlottesville; Va.
Deal With National Screen Serv-

ice has been worked out to the ex-
tent that lawyers have met on it

(Continued on page 21)

WW
IN ’53

Boosted by the thaw of - a big
chunk of backlog, coin from Brazil,
Latin America this year was good
for close to

.
$35,000,000 in actual

remittances, making it the second-
most important market abroad for
U. S. film distribs.

Normal potential N Y. share of
the companies from Latin America
is about $31,000,000 annually, fig-

ure being based on a combo of
gross and expenses. Market is con-
sidered capable of considerable ex-
pansion in its major-areas. Many
L. A. countries permit free dollar
convertibility. \

Execs in N, Y. this week ex-
pressed interest in a report issued
in France by the Organization for
European Economic Cooperation.
Study showed that, even assuming
that there Will be no further lifting

of import bars by the U. S. in ’53,

gold and dollar reserves of the rest

of the world Will keep increasing
(Continued on page 21)

Warners’ 30c Divvy
Board of directors of Warner

Bros;, at a meeting Monday (14),

declared a dividend of 30c per
share of common stock,

. Mcl°n is payable Feb. 5, 1954, to
all ., stockholders of record as of

*:• 15.

It took six years to do it, but the
film industry is now finally rid of
the problem of “hot” prints which
plagued it in the post-war period
and required, the aid of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation to
solve. Number of bootleg pix in
circulation has hit rock-bottom,
even though the distribs still keep
a sharp eye out for them.

Once in a great while, a stolen
print will still turn up. It hap-
pened a couple of months back
when a TV station in Cleveland put
on the air a film dating back to
the early thirties and belonging to
one of the majors: A local exhib
who

.
happened to be watching

alerted the company which in turn
had the Copyright. Bureau of Sar-J
goy & Stein go after the station.

Dufflebag Release
In the years immediately follow-

ing the war, the industry was]
plagued by'the appearance in the

(Continued on page 18)

Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Pressures, premiums and come-
ohs from foreign governments are
the chief reasons for features be-
ing made increasingly outside
Hollywood and the United States.

This is the gist of a report by .the

Overseas Production Committee of
the Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil.

Chairman Carey Wilson’s report
er..phasized the policies of foreign
governments which , offer mone-
tary inducements through quota,

systems, currency restrictions or

special subsidies to benefit the pro-

ducer or company are outstanding
factors in the overall picture.

Listed by-Wilson’s Committee as

major Causes:
Need for authentic background

and locale.

The 18-month tax break.
Financing: Through policies oj

foreign governments ( quota sys-

tems, currency restrictions, Eady
plan, etc.).

(2), Through availability of for-

eign private financing.
< 3). Through inducements via

4
split hemisphere* deals.

(4)

, Actual or . supposed lower
costs of production.

(5)

, General importance of for-

eign boxoffice.
The committee said that “seldom

was any one cause, alone of it-

self,” the reason for “a film be-
ing made abroad which might have

(Continued on page 18)

Col 3d Qtr. Earniogs

LES MARTIN’S REPLY:

Cfimbs to New High
Columbia Pictures earnings sky-

. , . rocketed for the third" fiscal quar-

FXTRA fOI nlWY ter ended Sept. 26. And within the
sfss i t i past week the company’s (common

An extra dividend, the first in

three years, was declared yester-
day (Tues.) by the board of di-

rectors of Columbia. Divvy is for

1 25c on shares of common stock plus

a 2**% stock dividend with frac-

tional shares payable in cash. Slice

is payable on Jan. 19 to stockhold-
ers of record Dec. 29.

The diwy announcement comes
on the heels of a complaint by
Lester Martin,

:
holder of 59.000

shares, that the company has beeh
lax in declaring dividends and has
not . been run on a business-like

basis. Col’s annual stockholders
meeting will take place Monday
(21) at the N. Y. homeoffice.

ias In Own Biopic

RnK ^Hollywood, Dec, 15.

Olvhin! ^thias/ Winner of two

her??n
C
u°

ecathl0”s ' will pl«Y the

dueprt
n

-

h
l
s 0wn kiopic, to be pro-

sE„ '^"Penderitly by William

film *

Who bas acquired rights to

wMeh Sranf-
of 01ympic events in

"S, Mathias competed.

U th?;
Uas graduates from Stanford

tur<»
l^Htb apd will make the pic-

he goes into the U. S.
Corps. lt Will be Selwyn’s

ducer
°ntUle 3S an indie fil*n pro-

The

Oi

Forms Usual Advertising rates prevail

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office

NEW YORK 36

1 54 W* 46th St.

HOLLYWOOD 28

6311 Yucca St.

CHICAGO 11

612 N. Michigan Ave.

LONDON. W. C. 2

8 St. Martin’s Place

Trafalgar Square

and preferred stock issues climbed
to new highs for the year on the
N. Y. Stock Exchange.

Strong monetary upbeat reflects

a string of good boxoffice pictures,

particularly “From Here to Eter-
nity/’ This entry, however, was in

only limited release in the Sept. 26
quarter, consequently its profits

will be more substantially shown
in future statements.

Col’s earnings for the 13-week
.period amounted to $762,000vequal
to $1.01 per common share. This
compares with a net of $128,000.
or 9c. per share, in the correspond-
ing period of 1952.

Operating profit (before taxes)
soared to $1,947,000 in the new
period, compared with $360,000

! last year.

Col’s 1953 fiscal year, which end-
ed last June, brought a profit of
$942,000. The net for 1952 was
$803,000,

New high price for the common
; stock reached over the past week
/was $19.37 l*. Low for the year was
$11.62^. Col’s $4.25 preferred is-

• sue went up to $67.50 on the big
board. Low price was $59.50.

ERIC JOHNSTON ON

PRO-EUROPEAN ‘CULT’
Next five years will see “revolu-

tionary changes” in the film indus-
try, changes that will affect not
only the pix themselves but also
the architecture of theatres. So
said Eric Johnston,- Motion Picture
Assn, of America proxy, to a Town
Hall audience in N. Y. Monday
(14). Declaring that the industry is

in "a state of transition," Johns-
ton said studios are retooling and
refueling and he predicted a trend
"toward more faithful reproduction
of the world in which we live.”

MPAA topper took the occasion
to take a slap at “the foreign film

cult which contends that pictures
made abroad are vastly superior to

those produced in the United
States.” What these people Over-
look, Johnston declared in what
was an obvious reference to the
critics, is that the comparison they

(Continued on page 13)
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BeaMih 12«MII*Bwi
(CINEMASCOPE—COI^OR)

Sock Cinemascope w pictorial

values heighten audience In-

terest, and b.o. fro^eetefo
romantlc-actloner on Florida.

sponge divers*

, Hollywood, Dec. 9.

20th-Fox release of 5o1^JSir
Bl* T«jrry

gA'S- c “.r
1
mr°°c«i .rKUSt S:

Written by A. I/Beizerldes: camera

•Technicolor), Edward CjfonJafar; special

Photographic effecta. Ray K*0«**/
-JJitor

water photography*JTU1 WJ*"Vd*He?r'
William Reynolds; music, Bernard Herr

mann, Prev)s’"ed Dec.. 8* S3. Running

time, m MINS.

prevent tbe 102 minutes of running
time from seedling too long*- The
color tensing by Edward ; Cron-
jager, the underwater photography
by Till Gabbani and the special

photographic effects by* Ray Kel-
logg are the technical stars of the
presentation, their contributions
being the big plus factors. Ber-
nard Herrmann’s score is a decided
mood factor, adding to the drama
of the underwater scenes. Editing
and other credits ate Satisfactory.

Brog.

Mam*
Arnold
Sinrn ......
Snfotes ....

Penny ....
Griff
Card
Paul
P t Ceor**
I) vid Rhys
.Tommy / .

.

Lnn* Arm.

.

L-. Bryant ..

JDoctor
Ambulance Attendant
Jamison
Younr Priest

Angela Clarke
Peter Graves

.. Jay NoveUo
Jacoues Aubuchon

Gloria Gordon
........ Harry Carey Jr.

. James Harakas
Charles Wagenhelm

........... Marc Krah
Rush Williams

.. John Gonatos
... C.P.O. Eugene Halpin

Jonathan Jack*°n
Cammander Jack Enwlsh

James McLauehlin.
Guy Carleton

George Tsourakis
Frank JoynerCaptain of Snapber ...

Crewman of Snapper , . _ . .
—

William Llewellyja Johnstone
Buyer at Sponge Market .

, , . .

. Milton B. Wrlrht
Auctioneer John George^fHadakis
Deckhands on the' Hellos Jack Pappas.

' Demetrlos I. Mitsofas
Sailor on the llelios Michael Pappas
Concbs. .... Jack Burke. Ski Skewes,

John Lehman

Act el Love

Outlook fair enough for Kirk
Douglas stirrer. produced in

France, by Anatole Litvak. ;

Strong promotional values.

United Artists release of Anatole^Llt-
vak production. Stars Kirk Douglas, Dany
Robin: features Barbara Laage, Robert
Strauss, Fernand Ledoux, Gatorlelle Dor*
slat, Gregolre Aslan. Directed by Litvak.
Screenplay, .Irwin Show: based on novel;
**The Girl on the Via Flamlnia'* by Alfred
Hayes: camera, Armald Thlrard: editor.
Leonide Aur; music, Michel Elmer and
Joe Hajos; original songs, Emer. Pre-
viewed at Museum of Modern- Art, N.Y.,
Dee. 8, .'S3. Running time* 08 MINS.

. .

Robert Teller ......... .. Kiri? Douglas
Lisa . Dany. Robin
Nina ; . . ... . .... .......... Barbara Laage.
Blackwood Robert Strauss
Adele ... ............. GabrieUe Dorzlat
Commissalre ............ Gregolre Aslan
Young Woman ....... Marthe Mercadier
Fernand .............. Fernand Ledoux
Claude Serge Reggiani
Miml . Brigitte Bardot
Mme. Henderson Gilberte Geniat
Henderson George Mathews
English Sergeant Leslie Dwyer
pete . . . , ... . ... ...... Richard Benedict

CinemaScoue gives another dem-
onstration of its photographic yer-
saimty. this timegoinJT under-
water to add sock pictorial values
to “Beneath the, 12-Mile Reef”:
The romantic-action gains audi-
ence interest and: boxoffice pros-
pects from the anaihorphic treat-

ment. without which it would prob-
Ably be an entertaining, but aver-
age feature entry for general re-

lease.'

The story basis is not new to

films, the sponge-diving Greek col-

ony gt Tarpon Springs, Fla;, hay-
ing been used a number of times
to springboard coastal sea sagas.

Thus “Beef*' has a familiar look,

but only as fa»* as plot and per-
formances go. The sobeeze-lensing
gives it fresh ijnnpct. making the
coastal scenery and story look al-

punch

Against the milieu of morally-
blemished Paris during World War
n, Kirk Douglas, as a Yank GI,
and French actress Dany Robin,
as a destitute-native, engage in an
illicit ill-fated romance, Anatole
Litvak’s production is a., class job
that captures the' ribald back-
grounds with apparent authenti-
city but. 'never compromises with
good taste. Similarly, the story of

a genuine love which grows from
a sordid beginning is treated with
dignity.

The film is interesting, but slow
moving. It . lacks the pace and ex-
citement that might have made it

a distinguished boxoffice perform-
er, but still has sufficient values,
to assure fair-enough returns: The
original novel, Alfred Hayes’ "Girl
on the Via—Flaminia,” the basic
story line and the Gallic flavor of
the pic figure importantly as
strong exploitation material.

Act of Love,” tinder Litvak’s

AnatlhM
“Anatahan” , was reviewed

for Variety from Tokyo July
lfl, 1953. K- Takimura produc-
tion was: directed and photo-
graphed by Josef Voh Stern-

berg; and stars Akemi Negishi.

The film is being distributed

in the U. S. by George J.

Schaefer A Son.
According to Lars/ "Josef

Von Sternberg has labored :

mightily in' Japan and brought
forth a mouse. Picture has no
future either at home or state-

side wheTe Von * Sternberg’s

name . rhight be .‘expected to

draw., Scxationai aspects of

story about a lone woman,,
marooned- on a- tiny isle . in the

Pacific for five years, with
some 30 men leching for her,

have been played down de**

liberately by Von Sternberg.
Picture has English narration,

but the only credits go to the

authentic Japanese score.”
.

fiction yarn. Enough novelty is in-

serted .to attract, both juve and

adult spectators who lean toward

this form of entertainment aiid,

turned out for both 3-D and wide-

screen projection, it Carries a

Wealth of production values which
add to its b.o. potential.

A1 Zimbalist and Jack Rabin,

who co-produced from their origi-

nal story and Roy Hamilton’s mov-
ing screenplay, . have taken the

earth-to-moon premise and embel-
lished it with a civilization of cat-

women on the mOon. .Femmes,
2,000,000

a tUn dbOUmcnt^ry ,yen»eiv. An-

ethef plus is the music olffoltarist

Tony Mottdla. It’s*keyed to

the soiriid, uiSikenipt*; atmosphere

the story is steeped ln> Mottbla,

incidentally, doe* the seore^or
CBS-TV’s “Danger.” Gilb.

El Alameln

World War If deserfr actloner

for programmer bookings. ^

Hollywood, Dec. 9.

Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald
production. Stars Scott Bfidy* tortures
Edward Ashley, RoWn Hughes/ Rita^Mo-
reno. Michael Pate, Peter Bracco. Pftter

Mamakos. . Directed by .Fred ’ F. . Sear*.

Screenplay, Herbert Purdum. George
Worthington Yates: story, Purdum; cam-
era, Henry Freullch; editor, Richard
Fantl. Previewed pec. 7, 53. Running
time. 84 MIMS.
Banning . ... • Scott Brady
Cant. Harblson .... ... . . . „ Edward Ashley
Sgt. Alf Law .............. Robin Hughes
Jara . I ....... . ..... « Htt®’ Moreno
Sgt. McQueen . . , • . Michael Pate
Selim - Peter Brocco
Sorp. Singh Das . . Peter Mamakos
Nazi Pilot . . . ^ RoyJPage
Egyptian Driver ........ Benny Rubin
Nazi Officer .. . . . .... Henry Rowland

This program market entry
makes use of the. North African
campaign during World War II as

a plot background and comes off

to mild results. It’s long on talk

and rather slowly paced despite
the. actioner classification.

The war story Is told via flash-

back, having Scott Brady return
to the scene of skirmishing after

10 years. During the war, ,
while

a civilian servicing and delivering
tanks to the British Army, he in-

advertently gets involved in some
* The

most brand new. There’s
in the disnlay of underwater won-

,

dertf. the seascapes and the bril- i
direction^ has an assortment of

fiant. beautiful sunrises and sun- !

honest character portrayals and
sets of th-* Florida Gulf coast
In the brirder asoects of trans-

ferring the A. I. Bezzerides story
to the screen, the direction by Rob-
ert D. Webb does a good job. There
Is a strong air of expectancy in the
wrter footage that sustains a feel

the dialog in Irwin Shaw’s script
is adult and realistic. Miss Robin,
a fresh newcomer, gives a deli-
cate charm to the role of a tragic
girl who is denied the chance to
legitimate marriage and happiness.
Douglas appears excessively re-

vears ahead of Earth’s shooting at a desert oasis, me
^viIiiatioh

y
verv' hearlv wr^k- the British tank crew and Bradyr sep-

ParSSSen^blaM 5f return to their 'Mated from the main force through

h£ I«seC fflhSo 5y 5e a faulty compass, hole up at the
“SKyflgfi Wir to Earth them- oasis, discover it is a supply dump

selves and eventually control this

contact with her m&tally before: riJIT
p
,„l'{fiin

8
1hI™

ntorce,nents ar'

the constellation jaunt, so she is n
^.

them.
.

able to direct ship to a safe land- The performances are accept-

ing on the moon able under Fred F. Sears’ direc-

Cast ablv oortrav their respec- tion of the script by Herbert Pur-

tive^^ rolis^ ^nnv^ Tnfte is com- dum «nd Geofge Worthington

rn^n^r'Af Victor Yates. Showing up best among the

ptifo* Players are Edward Ashley, Robin

in7&C
vS£f£* 2her mem- Hughes, Michael Pate and Peter

hers^f D^ty wfth Miss Windsor Mamakos. Heading up the heavies

women, an, enticing wench, and
i„ « h“ nie”vihm the

tank crew adopts.

The -.Wallace MacDonald produc-
tion uses a great deal of stock war

- v '
. UMhasjl
(I^AUAN) .

. Gefio*, Dec. 10.

icppe Berio: novel by Luigi Cupu^nai
earner*, Leonlda Barbonl; music, Carlo
RusticheUl At Odeon,. Genoa. Running
time* f5 MIN*.

;
.

Agrlpplnc . * .^* Marlsa Belli

X?* Eni(rGfi«a .

Don ' Silvio AlMund(o
Zosimt Liliana Geraco
Rocco • • • • v« fri ••• re*' Vincenzo Musollno
Baronese ;«.«•*’ •••••*•,«*.•.*'# Paola Bopbonl

This is a remake of a successful
1942 pic of the same title. Com-
petently made; it looks headed for
average grosses lpcally, .with no
word-of-mouth overcoming its lack
of names. Elsewhete its chSnces
are mild. : -

Set in Sicily., at the turn of the
century, it tells of a Marquis who
{against all social convention falls
for a peasant girl in his employ.
To squelch gossip, he has her
marry a trusted hired hand, with
agreement that the marriage is to
be in name only. Seized by’ un-
justified jealousy he kills the fnan
he thinks guilty of breaking the
pact. A third man isframed ’as the
killer, and the Marquis marries -a-
childhood sweetheart as a further
cover. However, he finally goes
berserk under the weight of his
crime.

The old-style tale is well handled
and nicely acted by two newcomers,
Erno Crisa and Marlsa Belli, as the
lovers, the latter particularly good
in sketching, the sehsuar&spects of
the peasant girl. Others are com-
petent. Direction by Pietro Germ!
is technically skilled, hut he fails,

to give the
?
5tory the proper spark.

It rarely comes to life as more
than a cold, well-drawn illustration

of the novel*

Leonida Barboni’s lensing is ex-
pert, and he obviously worked very
closely with his director with
results visible in vigorous images.
General production credits are fine .

Hawk.

Susan Morirow also scores as a
moon femme.
Arthur Hilton makes his direc-

tion count in catching the spirit of I^
the theme, and art direction by I

^00ta8e * flashing it on at intervals

William Olasgow is far above aver-

t>f action and creates suspense. !
strained as the soldier whose un-

n* • a.1 i_ i- 1 : x unco oohrom pafncoa him o namrur
F’nny threats tn swimmers and
divers are thriller inserts used
generously, although the only time
mail and sea denizen actually tan-
gle is an octonus attack ori a diver.
In anamorphic

.
this is a thriller-

chiller. .

In handling the young cast neo-
ple: Webh’s direction is less effec-
tive. n?»-ticularly in the case of i

PoheTt Warmer and Terry Moore.
Both are likable, so the shallow-
ness of the’ r performances is no
serious handicap to the entertain-

wise captain refuses him a permit
to marry and orders him to an-
other city.

Barbara Laage endows the film
with refreshing zest as the hard-
ened femme of. easy virtue, and

(
Robert Strauss is fine as an Army

1 sergeant sympathetic to Douglas’,
ironic

.
problem. Fernand Ledoux,

GabrieUe Ddrziat and Serge Reg-
giani, as a family of in keepers,
handle their assignments -com-
petently.

Hayes’ book focused on Rome.
TWninS L ic n !

WhUe the pic moves the story to
rnent. . . Tnespin? duality is _main -

1

ppanYlfl i^e ctin fmiH2m»fitAiiv th»
' tained by the more experienced
casters who turn in performances
on^ai p?r •with the aiiamorphic im-
oact. Scoring rpsoundingly is Gil-
bert Roland, colorful Greek diver
a^d father of Wagner. Angela
Clarke also dick* as t.hg wife and
mother, as do -T. Carrol Naish.
Wrvfrner's uncle. Rfqhard Boone, as
>iiss Moore’s father, and Peter
Craves. Wagner’s romantic rival.

The others are to type, lending the
proper color to go with the Gulf
co*»st setting.
The plot takes on two, lines of

conflict—the age-old battle be-
tween man and the sea, the more
personal rivairv between the div-
ing Greeks of Tarpon Springs and
the hnbk-sponger$ of the shallow
Key West waters. The Key West
conchs. descendants of English set-
tlers, hook their sponges from the
shallow bottom, while the Greeks
dive in the deeper Gulf waters, be-
ing prevented by long-followed
custom from encroaching oh conch
territory..
Romance gets In its licks when

the daring Gilbert ventures into
• Key West waters controlled by
Boone and. the young Wagner
meets conch -girl Terry Moore. It’s

an instant attraction between the
pair and their romance builds to a
ruhawav marriage after Gilbert is

killed diving at the dangerous 12-
mile reef. Wagner then becomes
the man of the family, proving his
right to the title by diving where
his father met death, fighting off
the octopus and beating, and then
saving, Graves in an underwater
battle.

.

;
Robert Bassler’s production su-

pervision is loaded with sound
escapism values that tie the film
together with enough interest to

France it’s still fundamentally the
same: a chocolate bar and a bottle
of wine are a soldier’s open sesame
to a night of romance; moral
standards are the casualties of the
harsh influences of war. This is

the backdrop for the Douglas-Rob-
in idyll.

Story unfolds retrospectively as
Douglas, visiting the French Rivi-
era in the present time, looks back
upon the then wartime interlude
that closed with his separation
from the girl and her implied
suicide.
Music is standard, camera work

is standout, other technical work
is adequate although tighter edit-

ing might step up the pace.
Gene.

age for a film of this Calibre. Wil-
liam Whitley’s photography pro-
vides the proper eerie quality, but
as unspooled in widescreen some
of the right side footage is fuzzy.

Whit.

to background some rather tire-
some narration as the cast mem-
bers listen to radio accounts of the
war’s progress. Technical assists
are standard, Brog.

Violated!

Sexer headed for. fair returns
in : the exploitation market*

Man Crazy

Downbeat drama, with poor re-
turns. Indicated in program
market.

Palace . Picture* release, of Panther
Production*. Inc., presentation; produced
toy. Wim Holland. Features Holland, LIU
Dawn, • Directed by .Walter Strate. Origi-
nal

.
screenplay, William Paul . Mishkin:

camera* Pat Rich; music, Tony Mottola.
At World Theatre, N.Y., Dec. 11. '53.

Running time* 78 M|NS.
Jan C. Verblg Wim Holland
Lili DeMar LUi Dawn
Lt. MacCarthy Mitchell Kowal
Sue Grant Vicki Carlson
Dect. Dana William Martel

Jason Niles Mr, Duncan
Michael Keene I

Ray
........ Fred Lambert
.William Paul Mishkin
. . . .* Sally Peters
.......... Mary. Noble

Charles Uday
.: Juana

Janitor Pete Caudreaux
District Attorney ........ Wambly Bald

Dr. Jason
Gardner
George. Mastro
Louis Quinto.,
EUen Tinker .

Mrs. Grant
Joe Summers
Mary Barrow

Hollywood, Dec, 11.

Twentieth-Fox release of a Sidney Har-
mon-Philip Yordan

. production. Features
Neville Brand. Christine- White, Irene
Anders, Coleen Miller, John Brown, Di-
rected by Irving Lerner. Screenplay,
Harmon-Yordair, Camera, Floyd Crosby;
editor, Marjorie Fowler: music, Ernest
Gold. Previewed Dec. 11, '53. Running
time, 79 MINS.
Paul Wocynski Neville Brand
Georgia Daniels Christine White
Millie Pickett Irene Anders
Judy_Bassett Coleen Miller

.......... ... . John Brown

<*b
II Turea Napoletano

(The Neapolitan Turk)
(ITALIAN^OLOR)

Genoa, Dec. 1.
- Lux Film release of a Rosa Film pro-
duction. Stars Toto* Isa Barzlzza, Carlo
Campanini, France Faldini, Enzo Turco,
Mario. Castellanl* Prlmarosa Batistella.
Directed, by Mario Matioli. Screenplay
from play by Eduardo Scarpetta; com*
era, KaH Struss, Riccardo Pallottinl. At
Arlston* Genoa. Running time, 10 MINS.
Don Felice Toto
Pasquale Carlo Campanini
Giulietfa Isa Barzizza
Lis^tta Primarosa Batistella

» i 1 • • * • i

Marge
Bob .

Steve
A Farmer .

Mrs, Becker
A Mechanic Charles Victor
A Woman Customer Frances Osborne

Joe Turkel
. Karen Steele

Jack Larsen
Bill Lundmark
John Crawford
Ottola Nesmith

Cat-Women of the Moon
(3D—WIDE SCREEN)

Imaginative science-fiction en-*

try for the exploitation mar-
ket.

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
A1 Zimballst-Jack Rabin production (no

release).- Stars Sonny Tufts, Victor Jory,
Marie Windsor, Susan Morrow, Douglas
Fowley, Bill Phipps. Directed by Arthur
Hilton. Screenplay* Roy Hamlltonr orlgl-
nal story, Rabin, Zimbalist; camera, Wil-
liam Whitley; editor, John- Bushelman;
music. Elmer Berstein, Previewed Dec.
7. '53. Running time* 44 MINS.
Grainger .. ...... Sonny Tufts
Kip Victor Jory
Helen Marie Windsor
Doug Bill Phipps
Walter Doug Fowley
Alpha Carol Brewster
Zeta ..... Suzanne Alexander
Lambda Susan Morrow
Hollywood Cover Girls: Judy Walsh,
V" Arleii, Ellye Marshall, Roxann

Dolman,

^ Tl

The ^exploitation market has a
strong entry in this imaginatively
conceived and produced science-

Over the last few months there’s
been a small market for “strip-
tease” type pictures in one or two
theatres located In some of the
larger U. S. cities. These sexily
slanted, quickies fit into a broad
Category known as “exploitation”
product. Such a film is “Violated!”
which producer Wim Holland
turned out on an obviously meagre
budget.

Exhibitors In search of a lurid
subject without regard to quality
insofar as acting, writing or tech-
nical requirements are concerned
will find it in this weakie. Its Cen-
tral -theme purports to show how
sex degenerates are detected by the
police. Moreover, the William Paul
Mishkin screenplay also contains a
thin message that proper psychiat-
ric treatment for the offenders

| down,
would prevent, them from becom-
ing problems for society.

Unconvincing script is portrayed
by a cast of unknowns who floun-
der about under the inept direction
of Walter Strate, Producer Hol-
land has one of the major roles.

Downbeat drama of femme de-
linquency, “Man Crazy” never
reaches any entertainment goal
and is strictly for secondary spot-
ting in less discriminating dual
houses. Burdened with a subject
which fails to attract and lacking
hny known names, poor returns are
indicated. Pic will be distributed
by 20thrFox as a flattie.

Plot deals with theft of $28,000
by three Midwest smalltown teen-
agers who head for Hollywood to
have themselves a time, knowing
victim of theft won’t set the law on
them because he.had secreted cash
to

.
avoid income tax. Footage

swings back and forthv between
femmes’ experiences in film capi-
tal, where they rent an expensive
mansion and have man trouble;
and efforts of victim to track them

The Toto name, color lensing

and subject matter should place

this in upper b.o. brackets on its

Italian run.. Elsewhere; chances .

are minor, with much of the local
humor losing out to the language
barrier.

Based on a well-known play by
the Neapolitan. Eduardo Scarpetta,
pic is a natural vehicle for Toto.
Story introes him as a ladies’ man
who takes the place of a highjacked
Turk, complete with clothes, papers

.

and money. Following up the
Turk’s destination, Toto ends up
as guardian to an extremely jeal-
ous husband Intent on protecting
the virtues of his young wife and
daughter by previous marriage.

The fact that the original Turk
was a eunuch is not known to Toto,
who swings into his new occupa-
tion with obvious relish and be
sopn becomes the village favorite.
Developments are predictable, aiid

film milks situation for all its

worth.
Local censorship has largely

been averted by framing pic as a
filmed play, with a tribute to its

W>k. author, helping its acceptance
as a “classic” of the genre. Toto
is in usual good form as the false
harem-tender, and gets able back-
ing from Carlo Campanini, as the
husband; and Enzo Turco, as a
local viveur. Isa Barzizza, Prima-
rosa Batistella and Franca Faldini,
are the three objects of Toto’s
attentions. Karl Struss has done
the first generally satisfying studio
work with the Italian Ferrania-
color system. HawJc.

Despite weak story interest, caSt
under the able direction of Irving
Lerner turns in ; competent per-
formances. Standouts are Neville
Brand, former football great, and
Christine White, one of the trio,
who falls for him, both delivering

Lili Dawn is embarrassingly awk- forcefully. Other two gals are
ward as a nitery stripper. Vicki Irene Anders and Coleen Miller,
Carlson, as a model, displays some
promise. Most of the participants
in this one no doubt are blushing
with mortification.

Among the film’s few assets are
some scenes of New York streets
and landmarks which give the pic

and John Brown is their victim,
Sidney Harmon and. Philip Jor-

dan team up on both the writing
and producing end, but neither
department shows any imagination.
Floyd Crosby’s photographv is

gobd. Whit.

Seattle Public Educated
To Like Bfitish Imports

Seattle, Dec. 15
Seattle’s view of the ' British

product problem Is simple. “We
search eagerly among all British
and foreign releases for promising
features,’’ declares: Herb Sobottka
of the Hamrick Circuit, “Boxoffice
is the sole consideration, I. believe
Seattle is one of the country’s best
outlets for British stuff. The pub-
lic is fairly well educated to ac-

cept it.’
r

Few. British features hit the big-
gest capacity. houses but; there is

steady playdating in the smaller
spots.

.
“A Queen Is Crowned” got

one big opening week and' two sat-

isfactory followup weeks here.
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Following the pattern of the Ital-4-

lan film agreement; the Motloii Pic-

ture Export Assn./ this week en-

tered into a: new French deal in-

volving a subsidy of $260,000 over

a twoyear periodi

Pact retains the number of Amer-

ican imports from.MPEA member

companies at 110 a year and also

continues remittance arrangements

calling for a monthly dollar trans-

fer of $200,000; Indies would get

their usual 11 plx a year. Capital

account deals are out. However,

many of the distfibs’ beefs in

France will be cleared up, with the

reserve fund also going out of the

window.

The French, are ready to set up
an office in N. Y. early next year.

Specific purpose will be to help

launch and promote French im?

ports, particularly In the areas

outside N. Y. Agreement provides

specifically that the French activ-

ity will be: restricted to publicity

and promotion and that the coin is

not to be used for distribution pur-

poses. .

Subsidy, provision in the :
French

deal comes as something of a sur-

prise ini view of the MPEA prexy

Eric Johnston’s repeated insistence

that it is not desirable if for no
.other reason than .that; it sets up a

bad precedent. In the case of the
Italians, who set. up Italian Films
Export, the U. S. government ex-

pressed its misgivings over the ar-

rangements. Washington doesn’t
like subsidies, that might be used to

.
create monopolies in this country,
and has told the companies so.

' Johnson outlined the deal to the
foreign managers in N, Y. yester-
day (Tues.). It's indicated the
French subsidy coin will be de-
rived differently from the Italian
money.

... .. Hollywood, Dec, 15.

4 K
VVIt

?.,
0ne more week remaining,

P,
e

.£
l *m industry’s Permanent

uiarmes drive has reached 91%
f Us $1,225,000 goal. Campaign
oinnuttee will make its final -re-

Port on Dec. 22. V ...

To date, 18,870 film workers
®ubscribed a total of $1,114,

-

Balance of $110,180 will be

k!.
u

,

1 among the higher income
Plackets of the industry.

' Life of a Manager
Omaha, Dec. 15.

Everything v happens to the
manager of a film house. Ted
Emerson, at the Omaha Thea-
tre here has retrieved shoes,
hose, false teeth and undies
for Careless fans.

One afternoon,last week Ted
found a nickel. Shortly there-

:

: after, two girls dashed up arid

,
said they had lost one.

. “Can" you describe it,” Ted
Aslccd

Said one little girl: ‘‘It had
one man’s head on one side
and a house on the other. The
date was 1942.”

Emerson looked, found the
information <correct, and sur-
rendered the fortune.

Experience with 3-D abroad is

serving, to some extent, in deter-
mining the foreign release plans*
of Cinemascope pix by Warner
Bros, and Metro. Both companies
which, made the deepies available
to foreign exhibs in either the 3-D
or flat versions will follow the
same policy with the C’Scope
product. Houses equipped for the
widescreen technique will get the
C Scope treatments; those sans in-
stallations can have the films in
the conventional manner. Both WB
and Metro have indicated -that all
their C’Scope product will be
tensed in regular dimensions also.

20th-Fox, on the other hand,
committed to a Cinemascope pol-
•ey only, hasn’t officially announced
any o’seas policy, but indications
arc that it’ll be similar to the do-
mestic one—C’Scope only on 20th-
approved screens plus stereophonic
sound.

;,,/f
e

.

ebn2 of WB and Metro is that
1

.L
be s°me time before there are

Mr
C’Scope installations

oroad to constitute a serious prob-
lem. *

St.; Louis, Dec. 15.

Motion picture theatres can be
assured of 65 feature films in Cine-
mascope during. 1953, according to
Edwin

. W. Aaron, asst; gen. mgr.
of 20th Century-Fox who addressed
400 members of the MPTOA of
eastern Missouri and. southern Il-

linois at the 35th annual conven-
tion here Monday (14). Aaron
broke down the number of such
films, which- he said, may be in-

creased, by stating that 20th will

have 20 or more, MGM about 15.

WB 16, Columbia four or five, Uni-
versal three or more and at least

six indies have also indicated they,

planned C’Scopers. Although the
decision rested with the exhibs
he urged them' to install stereo-

phonic sound if they can afford it

and the admish_poIicy~waT’a'matter
for the individual exhibitor as his

company cannot dictate the admish
scale.

.
Before start of the next outdoor

season Aaron said 20th will have a
new Cinemascope plan for drive-

ins, details of which are still un-
known'to him. He said his com-

( Continued on page 13)

CENSOR BINFORD (86)

DISALLOWS ‘SADIE’
Memphis.' Dec. -15~

City censor Lloyd Binford has
added Columbia’s ‘‘Miss Sadie
Thompson” to the long list of pix

which he doesn’t think- are fit for

Memphis audiences to see. His
edict holds good not only for the

city, but for the remainder of

Shelby County.
In the past, the 86-year old Bin-

ford has banned such films as

“King of Kings,” ‘‘Lost Bound-
aries” and ‘‘Brewster’s Millions.”

Redlighting of a picture here as a

rule hypoes attendance at the the-

atres playing the attraction at

neighboring West Memphis.

By HY HOLLINGEB
The United States Army, and Air

Force Motion Picture Service,
which operates more than 400 do-
mestic theatres and numerous
houses in overseas installations, is

experiencing woes similar to those
of ordinary U. S; exhibitors. These
include television, shortage of
product and the turmoil created
by the introduction of new projec-
tion techniques.

Army and Air Force theatres,
whose aim is to keep the GIs with-
in the confines of the military
camps, have been undergoing a se-

rious drop in attendance and, like

any local exhib, heed a sock attrac-
tion to draw the service patrons,
Video is the greatest bugaboo,
since the majority of posts have
TV receivers in the recreation
rooms and other gathering spots.

In addition, attempts are being
made to bring TV to isolated posts
which - are beyond - the reception
area of commercial video. An ex-
perimental low-power video unit
has been installed at the Lime-
stone Air Force Base in Maine.
Station, which will be Gl-operated,
will receive some 60 hours of kine-
scope and vidpix programming a
week. If the Limestone venture
proves successful, similar low-pow-
ered stations will be installed in

other noncommercial TV areas,

and even at . overseas installations.

Amusement Lineup
Television Is not the only com-;

petition faced by the Army and Air
Force film houses. Pass privileges
during

;

peace time are, of course,
more liberal than during the war
period and the lure of nearby
towns (and babes) is a potent com-
petitor. Elaborate entertainment
media right on the posts include
the service clubs, the officers’ and

(Continued on page 63)

Aldermen Asked to Cot

One-Man-Per-Machine

— Ordinance in St Look
St. Louis, Dec. 15.

Major struggle is expected fol-

lowing introduction in the Board of

Aldermen of a bill that would re-

duce the number of projectionists

employed in local motion picture
theatres. The present ordinance
requires one projection for each
machine which, in effect, means
two operators for each house.

The new bill W'ould require only

on projectionist for each house.

Alderman William Brady, who in-

troduced the bill, said it was done
at the request of theatre owners.
He did not elaborate. -

One-man-per-machine ordinance
was adopted about 10 years ago
after Local No. 143, IATSE, waged
a long fight.

Now It’s ScenicScope
:
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

New anamorphic process
known as ScenicScope will be
used for the first time by Beiie^

diet Bogeaus irt the production
of ‘‘Desperate Men” for RKO
release. . It will also beRKO’s
first anamorphic release.

John Payne will star in the
picture w'hich is slated to roll

this week at ‘ Republic with
Allan Dwan directing,-

BUT GO FOR

Publicists Ask 15% Hike
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Lloyd Ritchie, business agent for

the Publicists Guild, is discussing

new proposals for a contract with

the Association of Motion Picture

Producers. The old pact termi-

nated last Oct. 25.

Among the demands made by
the Guild are: A 15% pay raises a

40-hour week and a pension plan.

Publicists also ask severance pay
equal to two weeks for each year
employed, and an additional week
of vacation after three years on
the job.

Counter-proposals bymapors are
expected to be presented today
(Tues.) when Guild business rep-,

and producers negotiating commit-
tee meet with Charles Boren, labor
relations chief for AMPP.

As exhib orgs continue to rail

against the forced use of stereo-

phonic sound, equipment manufac-

turers continue to push sales of

directional sound units.

Walter E. Green, National Thea-

tre Supply prexy, last week let it

be knowm that his company during

the past four months had taken

orders for, more than 600 installa-

tions and that an increasing pro-

portion of the sales wrere for houses
with from 500 to 1,000 seats.

Green even cited an instance
u’here his company had equipped
a state censorship board screen-

ing room for directional sound. He
failed to point out that, unless the
room was thus equipped, the cen-

sors couldn’t see any of the 20ih<

Fox Cinemascope pix which only
come with four-track sound.

Green urged exhibs to look at

the expense for sound gear as an
investment in the future of their

own welfare and said they’d be
agreeably surprised by the: low' cost

of stereo sound for the smaller
houses “if measured in terms of ad-

missions per wTeek.”

Theatre ops have complained to

20th-Fox that the cost of multi-

channel sound doesn't match its ef:

fectivenness in the theatre or its

b.o. pull. Cost of directional sound
installation is put anywhere from
$4,000 up, with wiring, labor, speak-
ers and other items added on. Ex-
hib opposition has forced 20th to

agree to comparative tests of its

sound next January. Theatre ops
want 20th to make its films avail-

: able with both a single optical

track and with stereo sound.

Yank -pix overseas are losing
ground in the battle for playing
time. Hollywood imports are still

the most prominent—and in most
places the most popular—enter-
tainment item on foreign screens,
but execs in N. Y. are ctrticerned

over the gradual gains chalked up
by Ideal productions even in coun-
tries where screen time isn’t fixed
via quota regulations.

According to government sta-

tistics for. the year 1952, American,
films grabbed off 74% of the play-

ing time in the world’s theatres.

Total for 1953 1$ expected to be
somewhat lower, the drop being
particularly pronounced in the
European market where there’s

been a sharp upswing in local pro-
duction. *

Down In ItoJyr

In . Italy, domestically-produced
pix in 1953 spurted' ahead to cap-

'

ture 46% of the gross, Yank pix
simultaneously falling back from
56% in 1952 to 48%. The Italo

slice in 1952 was only 34%.
Down to; 56% In. Greece

In ‘ Greece, where Hollywood
^

films' dominated local screens to*

the extent of 75% in prior years,
1953 saw' them falling back seri-

ously. American imports got only
56.3% of the playing time this

year.'
’

And In Berlin
Same story comes from Germany.

Best example is Berlin where, in
the postwar period; U. S. imports
provided almost half of the city’s

pix. By 1951, the Americans had
slid back to 36.7% with local pro-

(Cdntinued on page 63)

Los Angeles. Dec. 15.

Attorney Bernard Reich’s sweep-
ing motion for appointment of a

. Republic P'cturei Prexy

Herbert J. Yates

while retaining a wary eye on TV's

continued growth reiterates his

reasons for why he’s

Still High on
* * ’ e

» '

One of the many byline pieces

in tH« upcoming

48th Anniversary Number
of

P^AHlEfY

master to investigate tangled mi-
nority stockholder actions against

Howard Hughes and RKO has been
put off calendar by Federal Judge
Ben Harrison. Jurist said he would
await outcome of scheduled Jam 5

trial of similar case before Clark
County Superior Court Judge
Frank McNamee in Las Vegas, Nev.

Reich has been pressing fob in-

vestigation contending collusion

existed between defandants and
N. Y. attorneys for plaintiffs. The
Ne-vada action-was-filed after-simi-

lar complaints filed here but Vegas
case proceeded quicker because de-

fendants agreed to accept service

there although firm’s principal

place of business is here. This ac-

ceptance of Nevada service is pne

of circumstances which: Reich

wanted investigated. He originally

was local counsel for plaintiffs but

N. Y. counsel had been trying to

get him out of case.

Jockeying for position for the
Broadway Christmas trade has re-

sulted in a jam-up of openings in

the-, two days preceding the holi-

day. Total of four pictures, three
with gala premieres, will bow on
the Main Stem in the two-day per
riod.

The hoopla preems ran into the
most difficulty, to the extent that
two are scheduled next Wednesday
(23', Warner Bros, will unveil
“The Eddie Cantor Story” at the
Paramount and Columbia will pre-
sent the Rita Hayworth 3-D star-

rer, “Miss Sadie Thompson.” at

the Capitol. To avoid a conflict,

the WB pic is set for 8:30 p.m.-,

while the Col entry will go on at a

special midnight showing.
On the previous evening *22*.

20th-Fox is holding an invitational

preem at the Rivoli for ’’King of

the Kyber Rifles,” its third Cine-
mascope entry. The only regular
opening is that slated for the Astor
where the Ida LupinO indie. “The
Bigamist.” starts on Christmas
eve.

Earlier conflict between 20th

and Universal was avoided when
20th shifted the CinemaScope
opening of ‘‘Beneath the 12-Mi'e

Reef” - at the Roxv to tonight

[

(WedJ. It was originally sched-

uled for Monday (14 > when U held

an invitation preem for “Tlve

Glenn Miller Story” at the RKC
86th Street Theatre.

More About Kid Wolves
Hollywood. Dec. 15.

With young hoodlums. making
front page heaidlincs in Los Ange-

les (and elsewhere) William F.

Broidy is preppirig an indie pro-

duction. ”Wolf Pack,” for Allied

Artists release.

Story, written by Harry Essex,

is based on police files dealing with

actual cases Of youthful gangsters

in this area;
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LA. Martin rime; ‘Escape’ Brisk

MM, ‘Vkrfated’ 9*4G,Tan’ NSG

Los Angelos, Deb. 15.

First-runs are coasting through
this week, with most, houses draw-
ing soft trade as Xmas shopping
increases.

- - Best of new: bills ' is

“Escape From Ft. Bravo/’ whifch

looks nice $17,000 in two small

theatres. Also doing surprisingly

well is “Violated,’? sex-exploitation

subject, which is good $9,500 at

the United Artists.
"

Popscale run of “Peter Pan’
shapes '• thin $12,000 in three

houses. Reissue combo of “Grapes
of Wrath’* and “Tobacco Road”
looks slim $11,500 in four smaller

' spots. ’‘Perez Prado and Roberta
Linn onstage at tlm Paramount

, with “El Alamein” looks light

$15,000.
Holdovers are feeling the Yule

shopping impact, with many just

marking time until the holidays
arrive.-..

EstimatesforThlsWeek
Palace, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S) (1.212; 980; 70-$1.10)—“Fort
Bravo” (M-G) and “Terror Street”
(Lip) (2d run) at Palace only. Fine
$17,000. Last week, Hawaii, “All
Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (4th wk),

$2 ,000 .

*

Rialto, Hollywood, Paramount,
Wiltem (Metropolitan-F&M-SW)
(839;- 1,430; 2,344; - 70-$1.10)—
“Peter Pan” (RKO) and “Without
Reservations’* (RKO) (reissue)
(Wiltern-Par) “Little Boy Lost”
<Par-2d run) (Rialto only). Thin

r$12,000 shapes likely. Last week,
Rialto, “Flight Tangier** (Par) and
“Sea Lost Ships’* (Rep) (2d rim)
(2d wk), $2,500; others in units.

Globe, Iris, Uptown, ' Loyola
(FWC) (782; 814; 1,715; 1,248; 70^
$1.10)—“Grapes Wrath?* (20th) and
“Tobacco Road” (20th) (reissues).

Look to get slim $11,500. Last
week,' ‘‘Donovan’s Brain” (UA) and
“Stranger On Prowl” (UA). $17,-
700.

Los Angeles Paramount (ABPT)
(3,300; 90-$1.50)—“El Alamein”
(Col) with Perez Prado, Roberta
Linn onstage. Light $15,000. Last
week, with Hollywood Paramount,
“Diamond Queen” (WB) and
“Shadow Man” (Up), $16,000.

United Artists (UATC) (2,100;
70-$1.10)—^Violated” (Indie) and
“The Ringer” tlndie); Good $9,500.
Last week, with Wiltem, Fox
Hollywood, “Nebraskan” (Col) and
“Killer Ape” (Col), $8,500.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$l .80J—’-Take High

—Ground” (M-G) (2d' wk). Medium
$15,000. La$t Week, $24,000.

. Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan-
FWC) (2,213; 885; 70-$1.10>—"War
Worlds” (Par) (3d wk). Modest
$9,000. Last week, $14,000.

El Bey (FWC) (861; 70-$l,10)—
“Song of Land” (UA) (3d wk). Dull
$1,000. Last week, $1,200.
Warners Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90-

$1.50)—“Torch Song” (M-G) (4th
wk). Slow $4,500. Last week, $5,700.
Fox Ritz (FWC) (1,363; 90-$1.50)

.—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (4th
wk). Good $6,000. Last week, $6,-
900.
Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-

$2.40)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (5th
wk). Okay $6,500. Last week, $7,-
200.

' Fox Wilshire, Warner Down-
town (FWC-SW) (2,296; 1,757; $1-
$2.20)—“How Marry Millionaire”
(20th) (6th wk Wilshire, 5th wk
Downtown). Moderate $14,500. Last
week, $18,400

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)
—“Cruel Sea” (U) (9th wk). Light
$1,000. Last week, $1,400.

Hillstreet, Pahtages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 95-$1.50)—“Eternity”
(Col) (11th wk). Lean $13,000. Last
week, $14,300.

Chinese, Los Angeles (FWC) U,-
905; 2,097; $1.20^$2.40)—“Robe”
(20th) (12th wk Chinese, 7th wk
L.A.). Modest $18,000. Last week,
$22,900.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$I.20-$2.40)—“Cinerama” (Indie)
(33d wk). Into 33d frame after okay
$25,900 last week.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . . .

.

$524,700
(Basest bn 24 theatres)

Last year . . . $441,000
(Based on 19 theatres).

Philadelphia, Dec. 15.

Rain Ploughed weekend bir
With holdovers further dampening
grosses. “Escape From Ft. Bravo”
surprised with a strong opening,
and a dice session is in prospect at
the Stanley. “Glass Web” looms
fair at , the Stanton.

.
“Give Girl

Break**: shapes light at the . Ran-
dolph.. “Hondo” is fine at the
Goldman in third round while
“Hour to Marry Millionaire**: is

rated sturdy in fourth Mastbaum
stanza.

.

EstliBatesfor This WeeK
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30)—

“Mogambo” (M-G) (10th wk). Okay
$6,000 or near. Last week, $6,800.

Boyd (S-W) (1,400; $1.30-$2.80)—
“Cinerama** (Indie) (10th wk).
Hefty $20,000. Last week, $20,500.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.80>—
“Robe” (20th) (12th wk). Oke
$13,000. Last week, $18,000.

Gbldman (Goldman) (1.200; 50-
99)—“Hondo” (WB) T3d wk). Fine
$11,000. Last week, $15,000.

Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 99-$1.30)
—"How Marty Millionaire” (20th)
(4th wk). Sturdy $21,000. Last
week, $23,500.

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-
$1.30) — “Take High Ground”
(M-G) (3d wk). Fair $7,000. Last
week, $ii,ooq.

Randolph (Goldman) (2*500; 74-
$1.30)—“Give Girl Break” (M-G).
Weak $12,500. Last week, “Kiss
Me Kate” (M-G) (3d wk). $10,500.

Stanley (S-W) (2,900; 85-$1.30>—
“Escape From. Ft. Bravo” (M-G).
Fine $20,000. Last week, “All
Brothers Valiant” (M-G), $13,000.

Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Glass Web” (U). Fair $7,500.
Last week, “Siren of Bagdad” (Col)
and “Mission Over Korea” (Col),

$8 ,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)
—“Sea Around Us” (RKO) (5th
wk). Okay $2,500, Last week,
$3,200.

Trans-Lux-. (T-LV (500; 99-$1.50)
—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (7th wk).
Brisk

:
$7,500 or close. Last week,

$8,500.

FWC House Relights
Banning, Cal., Dec. 15.

Fox West ^Coast’s 600-seater,
newly named the Fox, will be
re-opened Friday , night with a
preview of Paramount’s “Here
Cpmes the Girls,” attended by film
(names and circuit executives.

House, managed by Ray Hawley,
has been refurbished at a cost of
$50,000

.
and equipped to handle

ail types of features, including
Cinemascope and stereophonic
sound.

‘Thunder’ Mild $5,000,

Seattle; *Marry’ ll'/JG
'Seattle, Dec. 15.

Standout this session is “How to

Marry a Millionaire*1 which shapes
big in second Fifth Avenue week.
“Moon Is Blue” continues okay air

though in its 21st week. “Thunder
Over Plains** is rated fair at

Liberty. Otherwise; boxoffice re-

ports aremild to drab currently.

.

Estimates ifor This Week
Blue Moum ifcamrick) (800;

90)—“Volcano*1 (UA). Slqw $2,5Q0.

Last week, “Young and Damned”
(indie), $2,300..

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
90)—“Flight to Tangier” (Par) and
“Hot News” (AA); Dull $5,000 in

6 days. Last week, “Botany Bay”
(Par) and “Vicki” (20th) (2d wk),
$6,800.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
$1-$1.50)—“Millionaire** (20th) (2d
wk). Big $11,500 after $19,600 last

week.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—“Thunder Over Plains’* (WB).
Fair $5,000. Last week, “Fort
Bravo” (M-G) and “Shadow Man”
(Lip), $4,600 in 9 days.

Musio Box (Hamrick) (850: 90-

$1.25)— “Moon Is Blue” (M-G)
(21st wk). Good $3,200 after $3,400
last week.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,363; 65-

90)—“Calamity Jane” (WB) and
“Murder on Monday” (Indie) (2d
wk). Mild $5,000 after $7,400 last

week.-.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90) — “Gun Fury” (Col) and
“Slaves of Babylon” (Col). Drab
$6,500. Last week. “War of Worlds”
(Par) and “Affair Monte Carlo”
(AA) (2d wk)f $5,300 at $1,25 top.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 15,

Golden Triangle getting a shot
in the arm with opening of “This
Is Cinerama” at downtown Wariier,
which had been closed several
weeks for remodeling. If already
has the feel of a hit. Rave notices
and

.
great word-to-mouth are al-

ready building up big advance
sale, but management expects big-
ger results . after the holidays.
Despite season of year, it looks
sock in first week. “Captain’s
Paradise” is holding up - okay in
third week at Squirrel Hill, and
stayg on.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 85-$1.25)—

“Millionaire” (20th) (5th wk). Nice
$7,500 and Will get 4 extra days in
sixth week before coming out. Last
week, $9,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,100; 85-$l.50)
—“Robe” (20th) (Ilth wk). One
more stanza and then out for “Be-
neath 12-Mile Reef’ (20th), another
CinemaScoper on • Xmas Day. Eas-
ing off to okay $7,000. Last week,
$8,000.

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
“Escape From Ft. Bravo?’ (M-G).

(Continued on page 13)

Estimated Total Gross ,

This Week . . . ., $2,136^00
(Based pn 23 pities, and 222

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding ; Y. )

Total Gross Sama Week
Last Yete ..... $1,714,000

(Based on 23 cities and 198

theatres;)

Washington, Dec. 15.

The pre-Christmas shopping sea-

son and a long list of holdovers are

generally slowing up mainstem film

biz. Couple of : days of rain the past

weekend are further restricting

the boxoffice; “Escape From Fort

Bravo” looks to get the mostmin
of newcomers^ with “The Glass
Web” doing nicely. “How to Marry
Millionaire” is strong, in fourth

round.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 60-85)—
“Escape From Ft. Bravo (M-G),

Som $20,000; Last i«reelr, “Kiss Me
Kate” (M-G), $19,000.

'

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-85)

—“Take High Ground” (M-G) (3d

wk). Pleasant $5,500 after $8,000
in second. ,

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.20)

—“Martin Luther” (Indie) (7th wk).

Dull $3,600 after $4,200 in sixth

/week. Stays over.
I Keith’s (RKO) (1,949; 70-$lV

—

“Glass Web” (U). Nice $9,000. Last
week, “All Brothers Valiant”

(M-G) (3d wk), $7,000. <

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200: 55-85)

—“Hondo” (WB) (3d Wk). Fair

$6,000 after nice $8,500 in second
week*

Palace (toew’s) (2,370; 74*1.20)—“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)

(4th wk). Strong $12,000 after $17,-

000 last Week. Holds.
Playhouse (Lopert). (435; 55-$l)

“Roman Holiday” (Par) (ilth wk)..

Good $3,500 after $3,800 last week.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $L20-$2,80)

—“Cinerama” (Indie) (6th wk).
Fair $15,000 after $16,000 last

week. Heavy advance for holiday
season.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)

—“Eternity” (Col) (16th wk). Fine
$5,000 after $6,000 last week.

Toronto Off; ’Heat’ Hot

12G, ‘Honduras’

Detroit, Dec. 15.

Christmas shopping is cutting
into grosses somewhat this week.
Qf three newcomers in downtown
houses, “Blowing Wild”* looks best
at the Michigan with solid takings.
“Sins of Jezebel” shapes good at
the Broadway-Capltol while “Sea
Around Us” is fair at the Madison.
“Cinerama” still is sock in 39th
week at the Music Hall. “The
Robe” at the Fox arid “How to
Marry A Millionaire” at the United
Artists are fairly strong holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1-

$1 ;
80)—“The Robe” (20th) (Ilth

wk). Good $26,000. List week,
$32,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

80-$l)—“Blowing Wild” (WB) and
“Crazylegs” (AA). Stfell $18,000.
Last week, “Back "to God’s

1

Coun-
try” (U) plus Betty Grable-Harry
James onstage, terrific $60,000.
Palms 'CUD): (2,961; 80-$l) —

“Hondo” (WB) and “Slaves of
Babylon” (UA) (3d Wk). Nice $16,-
000. Last Week, $20,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 80-$l)—

“Sea Around Us” (RKO). Fain
$12,000. Last week, “Eternity”
(Col) (14th wk), $10,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1-

$1,50)— “Millionaire’’ (20th) (4th
wk). Oke $15,000. Last week,
$18,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-$D*

—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (3d wk).
Good $7,500. Last week, $9,800,.

Broadway-CapitoI (Korman) (3,-

500; 80-$l)—“Sins of Jezebel”
(Lip) and “Bom to Saddle” (In-
die). Good $15,000 or near. Last
week, “Jack Slade” (AA) and
“Man of Conflict” (AA) (2d wk),
$14,000.

Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-
tions) (1,236; $l,40-$2.80)—“Cine-
rama” (Indie) (39th wk). Great $23,-
500. Last week, $25,000.

Columbia Pix Safes Veepee

Abe Montague
advocates that Hia picture business

which Is now an tha upbeat

* Needs Uniform
Techniques

a *

an Interesting editorial ‘feature

in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

DUE SOON

Toronto, Dec. 15.

Xmas shopping is cutting into
film revenue but “The Big Heat”
is a hot newcomef “Appointment
in Honduras” plus “Marry Me
Again” at two-house combo looks

'Nine. “All Brothers Were Valiant,”
in Second frame, still is solid in
second round, with “The Robe” in
eighth stanza only a step behind.
“Stand at Apache River” shapes
solid in' five houses.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol, Tivoli (FP) (1,092; 1,436;

85-95)—“Flight To Tangier” (Par)
(3-D), Light $7,000. Last week,
“Inferno” (20th) (3-D), $5,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059; 955;
470; 6981 694; 35-60)—“Stand at
Apache River” (U) and “Golden
Blade” <U>. Nice $12,000. Last
wfeek, “Slight Case Larceny” (M-G)
and “Perilous Journey” (Rep),
$11,500.

Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080;
1,558; 40-75)—“Marry Me Again”
(RKO). Nice $10,009. Last week,
“Decameron Nights” (RKO), $13,-
000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 75-$1.50)—
“Robe” (20th) 8th wk). Sturdy
$11,000. Last week, $13,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 65-85)

—

“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (2d
wk). Swell $12,000. Last week,
$16,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—

“Big Heat” (Col). Big (12,000. Last
week, “Sailor of King” (20th),

$11 ,000. ~
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-75)—“Ap-

pointment in Honduras” (RKO).
Fine $11,000. Last week, “The
Caddy - (Par) (2d wk), $9,500.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 75-$l)—

“Times Gone By” (IFD) (2d wk).
Big $5,500. Last week, $6,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-75)—

•

“Sea of Lost Ships” (Rep). Fair
$7,500. Last week,“Veils of Bag-
dad?’ (U), $7,000.

Cincinnati, Dec. 15,
Complete array of new bills this

stanza figures t<r halt somewhat
the Yule-shopping penetration of
downtown trade. “Kiss Me Kate'?
is town topper and shapes as a nice
Albee entry. “Torch Song” appears
fairly gdod at Palace. “Diamond
Queen” looms as a Grand sparkler.
Capitol is moderate with “Sabre
Jet” while Keith’s has a slow riser
in “Flight to Tangier.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) <3,100; 75-$ 1) —

“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G). Smash
$13,QQ0* Last, week, “The Robe”
(20th) (7th wk),

4

$10,500 at 85-$1.50
scale

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85) —
“Sabre Jet” (UA) and “That Man
From Tangier” (UA). Just okay at
$6,000. Last week,“Sins of Jezebel’?
(Lip) and “Casbah” (Col), $6,500
in -8 days.
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 55-85) —

“Diamond Queen?’ (WB) and “Cap-:

tain Scarface” (Indie); Bright $7,-

000 or over. Last week* “Calamity
Jane** (WB) (m.o.), $6,000.

Keith’s (ShOr) (1,500; 55-85) —
“Flight to Tangier” (Par). Mild

$3,500. Last week, “Botany Bay”
(Par) (2d wk), $3,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85) —
“Torch Song” (M-G). Fairly good

$9,000 or near. Last week, “Return
to Paradise” (UA), $9,500.

’Brothers’ Valiant 15G,

St Los; ’Hondo’ 10G, 2d,

‘Robe’ Robust 9G, 8th

St. Louis. Dec. 1 5.

Christmas spending splurge is

gaining momentum here. With

:

downtown opposition removed by
shuttering of Ambassador for Cine-
rama installation, “All Brothers
Were Valiant” is grabbing the big

coin this session at Loew’s. “The
Robe” is Wheeling in eighth frame
and still hefty. “Cruel Sea” shapes
as good holdover at the Pageant.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)— Closed currently. Last week,

“Miss Robin' Crusoe” (20th) and
“Blue Print for Murder” (20th),

nice $9,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75) —

“Jennifer” (Indie) and “Jack
Slade” (AA) Opened today (Tues.).

Last week, “Hondo” (WB) and
”Hot News?* (AA) (2d wk)* good

$10 ,000 .

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75) —
“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) and
“No Escape” (UA). Hefty $15,000.

Last week, “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G)
(3d wk), $10,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) ( 1 ,000;

90)—“Cruel Sea” (U) (2d wk). Fine

$3,000 after $5,000 opening stanza.

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;

60-75) — “The Robe” (20th) (8th

wk). Solid $9,000 following $13,000

in last frame.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

90)
— “Importance Being Earnest’

<U). Fancy $3,500. Last week,
“Decameron Nights” (RKO) (3d

wk), $3,000.

’Melba’ Tall at $22,000,

Monti; ’Sins’ Good 8G
Montreal, Dec. 15.

Biz Is off this week prior to

Christmas but holding up quite

well in view of conditions. “Melba
looks standout with solid takings

at Loew’s.; ^Jamaica Run” shapes

as good at; the Capitol. “Robe”
still is okay in seventh Palace

week.
4

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 75-$i.50)-

“The Robe” (20th) (7th wk). Okay
$12,000 following $18,000 last

Week
Capitol (C.T.) (2.412: 80-80)—

“Jamaica Run” (Par). Good $12,-

000. Last week. “Farmer Takes a

Wife” (20th), $17,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 50-80)—

“The Nebraskan” (Col). Mild $8 -

000. Last Week, “Appointment in

Honduras” (RKO), $15.000.,

Loew’s (CJ.) (2,855; 50-85)—
“Melba” (UA). Solid $22,000. Last

week, “So This Is Love” (WB) (2d

Wk), $16,000.
Imperial (C;T.) (1,830; 34-60)—

“Powder River?’ (20th) and “Ghost
Ship” (20th), Last week, “Gang-
ster, at Bay” (Indie) and “Captain
Scarface” 1

(Indie), $12,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,Q48; 40-65)--

“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and
“Shadow Man” (Lip). Nice $8,000.

Last week, “JotrLouis Story” (UA)
and “The Twonky” (UA) (2d Wk),

$7,000.
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Marry’ 35G, 3d; Hogambo’ 17G, 5th

f

Chicago, Pec. 15. *
Customary seasonal slump has t

iJtin and most Lodp deUwers are

'

Sftctine just par figures. Three new
KmV are o* to » fate *tot. with

"Sins of Jeiebol" «nd ‘'W«n From

Cairo” hitting * nlee *17.300 at

iSvipkers “Diamond Queen** and

^ghter AtWck”, IS grabbing an

okay $16,000 at United Artists.

Second round. of “Appointment

in Honduras’* shapes^ tidy at the

Chicago, with Billy Daniels^ help-

Sg onstage. *‘99 River St.- and

•‘Flight Nurse*’ looks average at

Roosevelt.
.

“How to Marry Millionaire’ con-

tinues hot despite general,biz alack

at $35,000 in third week at the

Oriental. “Decameron Nights is

nice $4,300 at the Surf. Fourth

week of “Mogambo” at the Woods
heads for a staunch session, while

seventh stanza of “Captain Para-

dise” is bright at the Ziegfeld.

“Robe*’ is fast in 12th week at

the State-Lake, while same frame

of “Martin Luther” looms smooth

at the Loop. “Cinerama” is great

in 20th week at the Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)

— “Appointment in. Honduras”
(RKO) with Billy Daniels onstage

(2d wk). Fairish $25,000. Last

week; $39,000.
Grartd (RKO) (1,200; 55-98) —

“Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (3d wk).

Good $8,000. Last week, $10,000,
Loop (Telem't) (600; 98*$1.25)—

“Martini Luther” (Indie) (12th wk).
Nice $8,000 after $11,500 last week.
MeVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-90)

—“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and “Man
Froih Cairo” (Lip). Looks good
$17,500. Last week, “Botany Bay”
(Par) and “Flight .to Tangier” (Par)
(2d wk). $14,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)

—

“Yellow Balloon” (AA) and “Jenni-
fer” (AA) (2d- wk). Slow $4,000.
Last week, $6,500.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)—“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(3d wk). Strong $35,000 after $48,-
000 last week.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.20-$3.60)

—“Cinerama” (Indies (20th wk).
Sock $35,000. Last week; $39,400.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“99 River St ” (UA) and “Flight
Nurse” (Rep) (2d wk). Neat $11,000
after last week’s $17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-

$1.80)—“Robe” (20th) (12th wk).
Plump $30,500. Last week $38,000.
JSurf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)

—

“Decameron Nights” (RKO),. i(3d
wk). Brisk $4,300. Last week
$5,600.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98) — “Diamond Queen” (WB)
and “Fighter Attack” (AA). Shap-'
ing bright $16,000. Last week,
•Jack Slade” (AA) and “Son of
fie

«r
e S

J
tarr" (AA) (2d wk), $14,000.

Wciods .(Essaness) (1,198; 98-
“Mogambo” (M-G) (5th

$20000
tUr^^ ^ast week,

..o
Z
!
C^®W (Lopert) (430; 98) —

Captain s Paradise” (UA) (7th
wk) Fine $3,200 after $3,600 last
week.

Estimate* Arc Net
.

Film gross estimates as re-
ported herewith from Die vari-

ous key cities, are net; i. e„
without the 20%iiax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated -figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax. .

Buffalo, Dec. 15,

“Jack Slade” shapes sturdy at

the Century this session and is

holding nine days. “All Brothers
Were Valiant” is very good at the
Buffalo. : “The Actress” looms fair
at Paramount as is “Hondo” in
third stanza at the Center.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’S) (31000; 40-70)—

“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) and
“Fort Algiers” (U). Sturdy $15.-

000. Last week, “Mogambo” (MrG)
(2d wk-8 days), $17,000 at $1 top.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“The Actress” (M-G) and “Half a
Hero” (M-G). Fair $10,000. Last
week, ‘‘Thunder Over Plains” (WB)
and “Hot News” (Indie), same.
Center (Par) (3,000; 65-85)—

“Hondo” (WB) (3d wk). Fair
$7,000. Last week, $9,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000: 40-70)—
“Conquest of Cochise” (Col) and
“Combat Squad” (Col). Oke $8,-

500. Last week, “Golden Blade”
(U) and “Tumbleweed” (U), $10,-
000 .

Century (Buhawk) (3,000: 40-70)—‘‘Jack Slade” (AA) and “Private
Eyes” (Indie). Trim $13,000 in 9
days. Last week, “How Marry
Millionaire” (20th) (4th wk), $12,-
000 at $1.25 top.
Mercury (Michaels) (297; 54-83)

—“Violated” (Indie) (6th wk).
Looks like good. $3,000. Last week,
$4,000.

Denver; ‘Honduras’ 10G
Denver, Dec. 17,

"Weather is fine for Xmas shop-
ping here, and biz is suffering.
Two films are being held to give
houses a Christmas Day start.
“Kiss Me Kata” stays a fourth at
the Broadway while “Jack Slade’*
holds a second at the Denham. !

Top newcomer is “Back To God’s
Country,” good at the Paramount.
•“How to Marry Millionaire” moves
out of the Denver after four days,
of third week, .but gods on move-
over to the Esquire.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50-

85)—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (2d
wk). Good $7^500. Stays. Last week,
$10,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
—“Jack Slade” (AA). Fair $7,000,
and holding. Last week, “Flight
To Tangier” (Par), same.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; $1)—“How

Marry Millionaire” (20th) (3d wk-
4 days). Fairish $6,000, and moves
to Esquire. Last week, $17,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; $1.20-$1.50)

—“The Robe” (20th) (3rd wk).
After, six weeks at the Denver.
Okay $2,000 in 4 days. Last week,
$4,000. v
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
Appointment in Honduras” (RKO)
and “Twin Troubles” (Indie). Mod-
est $10i000: Last week, “All Broth-
ers Valiant” (M-G) and “Mexican
Manhunt” (AA), (2d wk), $6,000.

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50-
85)—“Back To God’s Country” (U)
and “Yank in R A F.” (20th) (re-
issue). Good $12,000 or near. Last
week, : “Tumbleweed” (U) and
Captain Scarface” (Indie), $12,500.

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—
Donovan’s Brain” (UA) and
“Shark River” (UA). Fairish $4,500.
Last week, “Sins of Jezebel” (Lip)
and

. “Man from Cairo” (Lip), $5,-
000,

Vogue (Pike) (442; 60-90)—“Mr.
Denning Drives

J

North” (indie).
Mild $1,500. Last week, “Titfield
Thunderbolt” (U) (2d wk), ditto.

Webber (Bailey) (750; 50-85)—
“Donovan’s Brain” (UA)- "and
Shark River” (UA). Slow $1,500.

Last week, “Sins of Jezebel” (Lip),

$2,300.

Get L’ville Play;

MOd $10,000,

‘Heat’ $9,000, ‘Hawk’ 5G
Louisville, Dec. 15.

Three of the first-runs are show-
Iv

ng .product this week, with
one holdover “Hondo” in third
stanza^ at the Mary Anderson.
Downtown department stores are

m® Piny this stanza.
ght

un
To Rangier” at Rialto is

min, ;
"Bte Heat” is equally

KJW State, “Wings Of Hawk” at
the Kentucky is fairly strong.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (SWitow) (1,200; 54-75)

ri ,;i,

Wl”6s Of Hawk” and “One
5£

l

n
la

9onfession” (Col). Nice

,

Last week, “Torch Song”
(RLG) (2d wk), $7,000.
*/??** Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

“t75) Hondo** (WB) (3d wk).

$8^000
^6,00° aft®r last week’s

fourth Avenue) (3,000 r

ffiL ge «Jheads From Seattle”
*
F
.
air ^10»°00. Last week,

»!fPSment in Honduras’* (RKO)

$12 000
Marry M* Again” <RKO),

"n?i
atu (Lpew’s) (3,000; 54-75) —

v?nf
H®at (Col) and ?‘China Ad-

venture’’ (Col).

‘Tumbleweed’ OK $12,000,

‘Slade’ 7G, ‘Bravo’ Ditto

Kansas City, Dec. 15
Theatres are beset by the Christ-

mas shopping season, most of line-

up being hard hit. “Tumbleweed”
in four Fox Midwest houses will

get average money with boost from
sneak preview each night, “Jack
Slade” is modest at the Paramount
while “Escane From Fort Bravo”
at the Midland is light. “Sea
Around Us” is oke at the Kimo
Weather turned, cooler over the
weekend, and proved no help.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504: 75-81)—

“Sea Around Us” (RKO). Satis-
factory $2,000. Last week. “To-
night We Sing” (20th) (2d wk),

$ 1 ,000 .

Midland (Loew’s) (3.500; 50-75)—
“Escape From Ft. Bravo” (M-G)
and “Sky Command” (Col).

$7,000. Last week. “Big
(Col) and “Last Posse”
$7,500.

Missouri (RKQ) (2.650; 60-85)

—

“Thunder Over Plains” (WB) and
“That Man From Tangier” (UAV
Thin $5,000. Last week. “Hondo”
(WB) and “Louisiana Territory”
(RKO) (2d wk). $7,000.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest’) (1.913;

$1-81.50)—“The Robe” (20th) ( 11th
wk), Down to $6,000. but figured
oke for season. Likelv will go a
12th. Last week, $6,000,
Paramount (Tri-States) (1 .900;

65-85)—“Jack Slade” (AA). Hold
ing its own . at $7,000. Last week,
“Flight to Tangier” (Par), $6,000.
Tower, Uptown; Fairway, Gra-

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043:

700; 1.217:- 65-85)—“Tumbleweed”
(U) with “Star in the Night” (In-

die) doubled at Tower and Gra-
nada. Circuit bringing back its

last year’s policy of adding a new
sneak preview every night of week-
days. Okay $12,000. Last week,
“Hour Marry Millionaire” (20th)

(2d wk), fairish $13,000.

;

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
I “Mr. Potts to. Moscow” (AA) (2d

Light
Heat”
(Col),

Medium $9,000.
j-ast week, “Take High Ground” rum j« t-v

sii #iL
and ‘‘Slaves Babylon” (Col), wk). Strong $2,000. Last , week,

511,000. •

• < * J

$2,500.
‘ • 1 • *•

Boston, Dec. 15.

The usual pre-Xmas slump has
set in here with biz at majority of
downtowii spots below average. Of
the new comers, “Take High
Ground,” at Orpheum and State,
shapes best but only fair take
looms. “Jack Slade” at Paramount
and Fenway is mildish. “The Robe”
continues okay in 10th week at the
Memorial but “How to Marry Mil-
lionaire” in fifth week at the Met
is skidding.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-$1.10)—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (4th
wk). Fast $9,000 after $12,000 third
week. •

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
50-$l)—“Fanfan Tulip" (Lopert)
and “Miranda” (Indie) (10th wk)
Good $4,000 following $4,800 for
ninth.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
“Titfield Thunderbolt” (U) and
“Passionate Sentry” (Indiev (3d
wk). Big $4,000 after $5,000 for
second.
Fenway (NET) (1,373: 50-90)—

“Jack Slade” (AA) and “Private
Eyes” (AA). Fairish $4,000. Last
week, “Hondo” (WB) and “The
Fake” (UA) (2d wk), $5,000.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; 50- $1,-

25)—“Martin Luther” (Indie) (7th
wk). Fast $5,000 after $6,200 last

WTeek.
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 85-81.85)

—‘•The Robe’’ (20th) (10th wk).
(Continued on page 13)
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Drift; ’Everest’ IDG, Taesar •‘Enemy’

Despite a dearth of new bills,

he heavy rains and usual pre-

Xmas influences, Broadway is

boasting several- strong first-run

situations this session. In fact, two
new records were Established,
something seldom, heard of for this

Ime of the year, Peculiarly enough
ast Saturday (12) night’s heavy
downpour failed to keep the day’s
rade from being unusually big.

But the early Monday (14) rainfall

and. threat of more or snow
sloughed trade generally. End to

newspaoer strike late Tuesday (8)

naturally was a plus factor.

.

“Conquest of Mt. Everest” es-

ablished a new high of $19,000 in

its fiirst week at the Fine Arts, with
crix . appraisal obviously helping.
Pic., did over, *$10,000 . Friday-
through-Sunday (3 days) and had
standing room at every show on
Saturday. Reissue combo of “Pub-
lic Enemy No. 1” and “Little

Caesar” also set a new record for
the holiday with a terrific $34,000
in first week. It was the surprise
of Broadway how .these two oldies

caught on at the outset, the $1.25
and $1.80 scale, prevailing most of
the day, making such big money
possible.

Third newcomer, “Annapurna.”
is heading for big $9,000 ooening
week at the Trans-Lux 60th Street.
Launching of ‘‘Everest” a few days
ahead of it naturally hurt 'since
both are concerned * with the
mountain-climbing angle.

Real chamDion, which is cus-
tomary for this time of the year, is

the Music Hall. With its impres-
sive: Christmas staeeshow and
Easy to Love,” the Hall, is climbs

ing to a great" $143,000 in its sec-

ond week. easily beating opening
round. Both Friday and Saturday
trade topped comparable days a
year ago, Rain hurt bn several
weekdays but the long lines con-
tinued until the final show last Sat-
urday (12), rain or no rain.

“Hondo” continues to disnlay
unusual strength, with a sock $47,-

000 likely in second stanza at the
Paramount. This wins it a third
week. Fifth sessions of. “How to
Marry Millionaire” held at smash
$45,000 at State and Globe, where
still day^dating.

“The Robe” wound up its record
run, with final six days of 13th
week, at the Roxy last night (Tues.)
with fine $33,000. “Beneath 12
Mile Reef” another C’Scope pic, is

being, launched with a gala preem
tonight (Wed.).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)—“Queen of Sheba” (Indie) (7th

wk). Sixth stanza ended last night
(Tiies.) held with okay $7i500 after
$8,000 in week ahead. Stays on
with “The Bigamist” . (Indie) com-
ing in night of Dec. 24.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.8fc$2.40)
—“Gilbert & SuUivan” (UA) (8th
wk). Seventh round ended last
night (Tues.) Was good $8,000 after
$7,500 in sixth week! Goes through
year-end holidays.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)

—

“Forbidden Stories” (Indie) (5th
wk). Fourth session ended Friday
(11) held okay at $3,800 after
$4,200 in third. Holds on another
week and a few days.

Capitol (Loew’s) <4.820; 70-$2.20)
“Eternity” (Col) (20th Wk). The
19th round ended last night (Tues.)
was good $18,000 after $20,000 for
18th week. Stays until “Sadie
Thompson” (Col) is launched with
special midnight preview' the night
of Dec. 23, Regular run starts; Dec.
24. The 18th week was $20,000.

. Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)
—“Cease Fire” (Par) (4th wk).
Third frame ended last night
(Tues.) w'as fine $17,000 after $22,-
500 in second week.
Fine Atts (Davis) (468; 90-$ 1.80)

—“Conquest of Mt. Everest” (UA)
(2d wk). First week ended yester-
day (Tues.) soared to $19,000 or
over, new record here. In ahead.
“Decameron Nights” (RKO) (3d
wk-10 days), $6,500. Old record
here Was held by “Cruel Sea” (U).
Making, a new high at this time of
year rated phenomenal.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; $1-$1.80)

—“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(6th wk)i- Fifth round ended Mon-
day (14) held in great shape at

$19,000 after $20,000 for fourth
W'eek. Stays on indef.

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1 .80)—
“Martin Luther” (indie). (I5.th wk).
The 14th stanza ended last night
(Tues.) was fast $9,000 after $9,500
for 13th week. Stays on.

; Holiday (Rose) (950; 95-S1.80)—
“Public Enemy No. 1” (WB) ail'd

“Little Caesar” (WB) (reissues) "(2d

wk). Initial round ended Monddtf

(14) soared to a mighty $34,000,
sensgtional for season of year, and
new house pecord. - Jammed from .

start and charging $1.25 and $1.80
much of time, this combo of gang-*

ster pix is baffling the showmen by
the biz it is doing currently.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)
—“Take High Ground” (M-G) (4th
wk). This frame ending today
(Wed.) looks like $9,500, good;
after $10,500 in third week.
Normandie (Normandie ' Thea-

tres') (592; 95-$1.80)—‘^Little Fugi-
tive” (Burstyn) (11th wk). The 10th
round ended Monday (14) held at
okay $5,500 after $5,800 for ninth
week. Continues,

Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
“Man From Cairo” (Lip) and
vaude. Opens today . (Wed.). Last
Week, “Thunder Over Plains’*

(WB) and vaude, was mild $18,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$l.80)

—“Hondo” (WB) (2d wk). First
holdover session ending Friday
(18) looks to hold at solid $47,000
after $53,000 opening week. Set
to hold a third round: Gala preem
of “Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) the
night of Dec. 23. with regular run
likely to begin Dec. 25.

Paris'* (Indie) (568; 90-$1.80)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (12th
wk). The 11th stanza ended Sun-
day (13) held with stout $10,000
after $12,000 for 10th week.

Rialto (Mage) (600; 50-98)—
“Striporama”. (Indie) (11th wk).
Present round ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is heading for good $5,000
after $4,800 in ’10th week. Con-
tinues until after Xmas, according
to present plans.
Rivou (UAT) (2,092; 95-$2) —

“Little Boy Lost” (Par) (13th wk)
The 12th week ended Monday (14)

was okay $7,000 after $7,500 foi
Ilth frame. “Khyber Rifles” (20th)

opens .with gala preem Dec, 22,
being fourth C’Scope pic to be re-

leased in N. Y. Regular run starti

Dec. 23.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (6,200; 90-$2.40>—“Easy tc

Love” (M-G) with annual Christ-
mas stageshow including the “Na-
tivity” pageant (2d W’k). Initial

holdover session ending todaj
(Wed), is climbing to around $143,-
000, smash. Both last Friday and
Saturday receipts topped compara-
ble days of Christmas show run a

year ago. First week was $136,000.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5.717; $l-$3)—

“Beneath 12-Mile Reer (20th)
Big' preem of this third Cinema-
Scope pic for N. Y. scheduled foi
tonight (Wed.), writh regular run
starting tomorrow (Thurs.). In
ahead, “Robe” (20th (13th wk-6
daysVwound up with okay $33,000,
making $1 ,639,000 for run. Both
length of run and coin grossed hit

new high here, gross being big-
gest for any film house.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.60)—
“Millionaire” (20th) (6th wk). Fifth
frame ended Monday (14) dipped tc

nice $26,000 after $35,000 foi
fourth week. Stays on. this second
Cinemascope film to be released is

N. Y. now expected to run through
year-end holidays.

Sutton (R&B) (561; D0-$1.50)—
“Living Desert” (Disney) (6th wk).
Fifth round ended Monday (14)
w’as sturdy $11,500 after $13,800 foi
fourth wreek. Stays, on indefinitely.

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50) — “Annapurna” (Indie).
Initial session ending Friday (18)
looks to reach big $9,000. Was
headed for great $10,000 until pre-
Xmas conditions on weekdays
clipped it. In ahead, “Actress”
(M-G) (8th wk-lldays), $4,500.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (41st wk).
The 40th week ended Monday (14)
was fine $4,900 after $4,700 for
39th round. Continues.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-

$1.80)—r“Man Between” (UA) (5th
wk). Fourth stanza ended last night
(Tues.) still was in chips with good
$16,000 after $18,000 for third
week: Stays through year-end
holidays.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.60) —
.
“Cinerama” Indie)

(28th wk). Current round ending
tomorrow’ (Thurs.) is heading for
fancy $46,000 after $47,000 for 27th
w'eek. Continues indef.

Doing Sock Biz, Becomes Store

Buffalo, Dec. 15.

Mercury, downtowm art cinema,

is closing its doors pernianently

Dec. 20. House has been leased by
Dewey Michaels as a retail store.

Irony of situation comes in fact

that closing W'hich was contracted

last summer comes at time w'hen

house has been doing peak busi-

ness; <-': T ’• *
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Proposed amendment to the cer-

tificate of incorporation of * Stan-

ley Warner Corp. td -allow the the-

atre chain to diversify its. business

interests provides for almost any

and all conceivable commercial

ventures. It ranges from the op-*;

oration of hotels and resorts to. the

mining and/or exploration for oil,

ores, metals and timber.
.

Present certificate' limits the

company to activities In the enter-

tainment field. The board of

directors, it’s noted in a proxy

statement to-- stockholders, feels

that it is of the best interest of the

company that its activities are

broadcast “so that its income is

not dependent upon one segment

of industry/’

Should the stockholders approve

a ’change in the corporation’s

rules,
,
it’s conceded that non-pro-

ductive theatres could be torn

down and converted into parking

lots or commercial property could

be built. Company, under the new
ruling, could build and operate de-

partment stores and supermarkets.

Move, it’s figured, is based on
overall declining revenue from
theatre operation. Sale of the-

atres usually resorts in losses in

capital assets while the converting

of theatres to other uses
,

can pro-

vide a continuing, source of im-

portant revenue. Officials of SW
note that “at this lime there .are

. no definite plans to engage in any
particular type of new business.”

ANTI-CODE CRACK

REPUDIATED BY PAR
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Statements attributed to Ru-
fus Blair, Paramount publicist;

that the Breen office is easing its

Production Code restrictions be-

cause of the current Hollywood
“depression,” weijp repudiated in

no uncertain terms by Y. Frank
Freeman, Par studio chief. Blair’s

remarks, quoted in the Minneapo-
lis Tribune, do not represent the.

studio's official position, Freeman
declared emphatically.

Blair, according to the studio

chief, denied over the telephone
that he had made the comments
attributed to him. explaining that

they were the result of a “misun-
derstanding” by the Minneapolis
columnist. He added: “If Blair had
made such statements I, as chief

executive in charge of the Para-
mount studio, would completely re-

pudiate them.”

“Here at the Paramount studio,”

Freeman, continued, “we know of

the fine job done by the Code Ad-
ministration under Joseph. Breen.
We support the Code Administra-
tion and that will continue to be
our position. I am sure that will

be the position of Rufus Blair.”

Titles Never
How to title biographical

films for acceptance both in

the United St^es and. abroad
has Warner Bros, in a quan-
dary.

The blog of Grace Moore
was shown in the U. S. as “So
This Is Love.” In England, it

was . changed to “The Grace
Moore Story.”

The upcoming film life of

Eddie Cantor WiU 'be ''The Ed-
die Cantor Story” in the U. S.

In England, it’ll be “Whoopee
Kid”

Col’s C’Scope InitiaOer

To Be Grable’s Tleasnro’
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Columbia’s first use of Cinema-
Scope, under its multiple-picture

deal with 20th-Fox, will be “The
Pleasure Is All Mine,” starring

Betty Grable.

Picture goes into, production Jan,

5, with Jean Negulescu, on loanout
from 20th-Fbx, directing and Jack
Cole handling the dance routines.

KALMUS ELABORATES

ON TECHNi’S PROBLEMS
Special year-end dividend of 10c

per share on the new $1 par com-

mon stock and 20c a share on the
old no-par common stock was de-

clared last week by the Techni-

color board. It also declared the

regular'25c a share divvy on the

$1 par common stock and 50c on

the old stock.

.Techni prexy and- general man-
ager Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus pre-
dicted a sharp decline in earnings
for the last two months of 1953
compared with earlier months. He
attributed this to uncertainties
brought about by the swing to
widesert n and 3-D as well as to
“the extended use by the . produc-
ers of relatively new types of color
negative which has ^necessitated
the adoption of new procedures in

our manufacturing process which
have not yet become standardized.”

He- concluded on an optimistic
note, stating that the low level of
volume and profit for November
and December of 1953 “will not
continue into the first quarter of
1954.” This; he said, wras due to

the number of pix how in prepara-
tion for Techni printing and "be-
cause of the opinion of yoiir com-
pany’s technical staff with respect
to overcoming current difficulties

in the plant.”

Reference is to Techni’s current
inability to process Eastman color
negative used in Cinemascope
films in its own dye-transfer im-
bibition method. Lab ops believe
Techni will lick this problem
shortly. Meanwhile, it’s turning
out a limited number of Cinema-
Scope prints for 20th-Fox on
Eastman positive.

Lone vs. Short Ranee
Kalmus said the board, in de-

claring the special divvy, had con-
sidered "both the long-term licens-

ing of De Luxe . Laboratories in
N. Y. to process films in the Tech-
nicolor method, and RCA’s recent
demonstrations of electronic pho-
tography. “The directors believe
that the short range consequence
of

.
these developments will not ma-

terially affect your company but
that in the long range they should
be of considerable favorable im-
portance.” Kalmus had stated
earlier that Techni was “necessar-
ily in the midst of these long range
developments.”

MORE RE: SHEA ACTION

AGAINSt TRUSTEES
Despite some disagreement with

the referee’s report ou the action

taken. by Gerald Shea against Ed-
mund C. Grainger, and Edward C.

Raftery in the matter of account*

ing for their trusteeship of the

Maurice A. Shea estate, the Ap-
pellate Division of the N. Y. Su-

preme Court; last week upheld the

report of the referee. Jack Flynn,

Latter had found' against Shea and
was later upheld by the Bronx
County (N. Y.) Surrogate.

The Court found that “there

may be some transactions in the

dealings between r esp o n d e nt
Grainger, and the estate corpora-

tions which appellants, may ques-

tion, e.g, the bonus payments re-

ceived by Grainger and the Shea
Penn-Erie Amuse. Co. matter.”

However, the decision added, the

Shea .Penn-Erie matter was outside

the scope of the intermediate ac-

count and the question of overpay-

ments on Grainger’s bonus "can be
asserted by the estate corporations
independently of an estate ac-

counting. These transactions do not

require or warrant vacating the
settlement of the intermediate ac-

count.”
“On the whole,” the decision

continued, “we must be mindful
of the fact that the Shea family
was intimately associated with the
business ; . . . and :

that their lack

of objections to the intermediate
account at the time cannot be dis-

regarded as an ignorant or inno-
cent default. They knew enough or
had the information readily avail-

able to raise most of the questions
thanwhich they raise now.” .

U’s $45,00ft

Firtt Quarter qf 1954 Allocated $1,800^000 (or

i . Advertising Support "

*

‘Battle Cry’ and ‘Giant’

Scout New York Talent
Warner Bros, talent diggers are

tombing the New York market for

performers for roles in the two of

the studio’s big upcoming pictures;

Films involved are “Battle Cry,”
based on the novel by Leon Uris
and “Giant,” from Edna Ferber’s
book.

While WB will release “Giant,” it

will be directed and produced by
George Stevens in association with
Henry Ginsberg, who arrived in

JNew York. last week for prelimi-

nary confabs and is also actively

engaged in scouting talent.

"Battle Cry,” set for the Cinema-
scope treatment, is a Warner stu-

dio production. William Orr, a
studio executive, has arrived in

N. Y. to interview talent and super

la Ronde’ and
1’

Washington, Dec. 15.

The United States Supreme
Court plans to view two censored
films to help in its decision regard
ing legality of the ban against

them. The two features will be
shown on portable equipment in

the high court’s conference room
Pix are “M r

” barred by the-Ohio
censors; and “La Ronde,” barred in

New York. The high court will

hear argument on the two cases in

the week of Jan. .4, probably reach-

ing the case on the afternoon of
Jan. 5 or morning of Jan. 6.

Court Redded that it would view
“MV at the end of the day of Mon-
day, Jan. 4, and “La Ronde” at

the conclusion of the court the
next day.
“La Ronde,” a series of interlock-

ing love affairs, has been shown in

most states but was barred in New
York as immoral. “M,” also okayed
in most states, was thrown out by
the Ohio censors because of the
theme in which a demented man
kills small girls.

‘Prize-Winning
9
Critic*

Hollywood, DeeV 15.

More than 300 film reviews,
written by 'magazine ' and
newspaper critics, have been
entered in the Screen Direc-
tors Guild’s first annual
Critic’s Awards contest.

Winning critic will be hand-
ed the award as guest of honor
at the Guild's annual dinner
Jan. 24.

JOINT BARGAIN PLEA
Homeoffice pub-ad staffers, rep-

resented by the Screen Publicists,

Guild; have requested the film

companies to reconsider their nix;

on taking part in industry-wide
negotiations for new contracts.

Companies involved are Warner
Bros., 20th-Fox, Universal, Colum-
bia and Universal, Metro pub-ad
staffers are unaffiliated* Para-
mount’s are connected with the
Motion picture Homeoffice Em-
ployees Union (IATSE) and RKO’s
are members of the Sign, Pictorial

and
.
Display Union,- AFL.

Letter to the SPG .companies
went out this week; and.the union
is currently awaiting a reply.

Meanwhile, the SPG has requested
WB and Col to set a date for the
opening of pact talks. Two-year
pacts of both Companies with the
SPG expire in February, but un-
der National Labor Relations
Board regulations' negotiations Can
be started within a ,60-day period
prior to the expiration date.

Yalks have already commenced
with United Artists. Union held
an exploratory session with UA
veepee Max Youngstein and is

hopeful of setting up another date
before Christmas* U’s current pact
expires in March and 20th’s in

April.

‘Knights’ Wins'Unlimited
Run Right for Loop

Chicago, Dec. 15.

An order was entered in Chicago
Federal District Court last week
granting an unlimited run to

Metro’s first CinemaScope release,

“Knights of the Round- Table.”
Film seems bound for the B&K
State-Lake Theatre upon termina-
tion of “Robe” there in view of the
fact that Metro continued to seek
unlimited run privileges

.
after

Judge Michael Igoe earlier ruled
the pic could not day-and-date
with “Robe” at B&K mainstem-
mers. Lifting time limitations at
two B&K houses at once would
have all. but negated the Jackson
Park decree.

JP binds B&K houses to two-
week first inns except with pix
that, get special Court permission
for longer tenures.

While Metro’s first intention was
to get the earliest possible debut
date for “Knights” here, it’s

livetty apparent that the distribvise screen tests for several of the
leading roles. Picture .will depict J Will have to.^vait ynfil “Robe”, is.

the^xplbit' ordie Marines, 1 bilked.
’

YONKERS LATEST IN

ANTITRUST ACTION
Two Yonkers, N. Y., theatre out-

fits filed a treble damage antitrust

suit in N. Y. Federal Court. yester-
day (Tues.) against Harry Brandt,
seven major distribs, and 14 sep-
arate theatre corporations, asking
a total of $562,000 in damages,

Plaintiffs are the Vilastor .Kent
Theatre and the Bur-Don Theatre
Corp., operator of the Terrace
Theatre. Vilastor is asking $67,500
and Bur-Don $495,000. Complaint
charges that the defendant dis-

tributors discriminated against the
plaintiffs in first-run. and other
runs in favor of affiliated and
large circuits. Suit seeks to enjoin
the defendants from allocating its

first-run pix exclusively to the
RKO and LoCw chains. It also asks;
for an injunction to restrain the
defendants from combining and
conspiring in the exhibition of
first-run pix in the Yonkers area.
Plaintiffs also alleged^ they were
compelled to play pictures on arbi-
trary dates.

Plaza in Reading, Pa.,

Revives 10-25c Scale
Reading, Dec. 15.

Reversing the trend of small
houses closing, the Plaza Theatre
opened with a new low price policy
of 10c for children and 25c for old
sters. Walter S. Finch Jr, is man
ager of the double feature house
and in ads inserted in local papers
he stressed he was returning fam-
ily prices for theatre-goers which
his father, W. S. Finch; brought
to the Rajah Theatre many years
ago. The only other ^competing
downtown second run house is the
Park, which has prices of 15c and
40c.

Plaza in recent years had op-
erated with weekly burlesque
shows and a few sex pictures. No
strip shows were booked this year
except Thanksgiving eve as the
owners of the building wanted to
raise” the reputation of the prop-
erty.

Reopen Detroit Arter
* Detroit, Dec. 15.

Cinema Theatre, 453-seater in
downtown Detroit, will, be re-
opened New Year’s Day as an ar-
tery by the A Sc W Theatres. House
was closed and sold a year ago last
April,

Main arter in Detroit is the
.1,500-seat ,Krim which is located in
Detroit’s north-central area.

Exhib Invites Oldsters

To ‘Just Sign and Enter9

Huntington, W. Va„ Dec. 15.

In an effort to recapture part of
film biz’s lost audience, the Palace

Theatre here is offering free ad
mission for a whole week to per-

sons 65 years of age and older.

Offer is being made via special ads
in the local newspapers.

“Thank God For The Older
Folks . . a two-column ad head-
lines. The copy reads: America
has too Iong regarded our older
people as a liability and a prob-
lem. Sopial security is a help . . .

But that’s notvthe complete answer.
Any crisis in our economy or poli-
tics invariably seeks an older per-
son, rich in wisdom and experi-
ence; coming to our rescue.

“We’ve decided to do something
about it and really show our ap-
preciation, 27 years ago the Palace
Theatre was born . . . A customer
then 38 years of age is now 65.

“To each and every one of these
wonderful,, loyal fans and friends
we extend the courtesy of the Pal-
ace next week. You’re going to be
our guest—yes and your wife.

We have made arrangements with
-the senior citizens of Huntington’
Who will - act. as our official hosts.

'Just sign the register and walk

. Hollywood, Dec; 15.

Universal-Intemationars produc-
tion budget for \1*54'will exceed
any previous annual budget on that
lot by several

:
millions. That is

wbat Edward Muhl, production
chief, told the delegates at the
company’s ffimuaf sales, convention.
While no amount was specified it

is estimated that the UI program
of 34 features will represent an
outlay of approxmiately $45.-
000,000.

Two pictures on the «1954 sched-
ule are definitely set for Cinema-
S6oper and others may follow.
Careful consideration,” Muhl

said, “will be given to the suitabil-
ity of the contents of each picture
for possible filming in this ana-
marphic process.”
David A. Litton, ad-pub chief,

declared that an advertising budg-
et of $1,500,000 had been allocated
for the first four months of 1954,
ah all-time quarterly high for the
Company.
He added that $600,000 will be

spent in daily newspapers, $400,000
n national magazines and $500,000
will be divided among trade papers,
radio and television.

“Charles J. Feldman Annual
Sales Drive” has been skedded by
Universal to start Jan. 3 and run
through May 2, according to Alfred
E. Daff, U exec V.p., who said 12
U pix—to be known as U’s “Golden 1

azen^’ will be -released in that
period. Of the 12, nine are in
Technicolor and two in 3-D.
Weeklong : U sales meet broke

up here late last week. While
Charles Feldman, U general sales
manager, and Americo Aboaf, for-
eign sales manager, headed for
N. Y., Daff is staying at the studio
until after the Christmas holidays;

DEBATE ARBITRATION,

BUT NOTHING HAPPENS
Film companies fayor a resump-

tion of talks on arbitration even
without the participation of Allied
States.

Arbitration was the main item
on the agenda of a sales managers
meet at the Paramount boardroom
in N. Y, Monday (14). There was
extensive discussion of the pros
and cons of a Theatre Owners of
America resolution urging a re-

vival of arbitration talks. No ac-

tion was taken since three of the.

safes toppers sent alternates and
another three didn’t attend even
by proxy.

Charles Feldman, Universal v.p.

and general sales manager as head
of the sales managers commttee,
will call another powwow after the

first of the year. Delay will give

the companies a further chance to

clarify their own thinking on the

subject.
Allied has indicated that it will

be no part of an arbitration sys-

tem that doesn’t include arbitra-

tion of film rentals. Distribs have
been firm . in their position that

they cannot make such a conces-

sion.

Pickus, Film Man, Is

Theatre Owners of America vee-

pee Albert M. Pickus, owner of the

Stratford Theatre, Stratford,

Conn., has been named chairman
of the Stratford Shakespeare Com-
mittee. Aim of group is the estab-

lishment of the American Shakes-

peare Festival Theatre and Acad-
emy in Stratford. Mary Hunter,

with headquarters at the Theatre
Guild in N. Y. ( is executive direc-

tor.

Plans are being made to erect

the theatre on a 6ix-acre tract of

the Boothe Memorial Park; Proj-

ect will include the presentation of

four Shakespeare, plays each sum-
mer and operation of a school to

train American actors in the intri-

cacies of the Bard's rhetoric.

Boys Will Be Stinkers
Minneapolis, Dec. 15.

<At Devils Lake, N.D„ youngsters

with rubber band snappers shot

enough bobby pins and clips at the

Lake Theatre’s' screen to ruin it.

Manager Gordon Jacobson fi-

nally called the police after the

offenders refused to heed his pleas

to desist. A 15-year, old boy was

arrested.
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How Small Is^miill «id l»pw nar-*

row is narfow? . V"

that’s the question exhibs were

asking themselves last,week in the

wake of 20th-Fox*a -announcement

that it was dropping Its.restrictions
’

on screens for CinemaScope show-

ings in narrow-and small theatres.

While expressing themselves as

eratified over 20th’s decision
§

to

null a switch on its screen policy,

theatre ops at the same, time were

flooding the distrib with queries

as to the actual meaning of its

move. “It’s a little like trying to

figure out how many trees make a

forest,” was one comment.

Decision to relax the policy re
,

screens came in a cable from 20th

pi-cxy Spyros P. Skourota ^
Parte.

He said that approximately 1,800

of the country’s larger houses had

by now been equipped with the

20th-apprOved Miracle Mirror or

Astrolite screens and added: “As

to the larger and first-run houses

of which nearly all have been

equipped with either Miracle Mir-

ror or Astrolite -screens wer must

continue to insist that they use a

screen providing equivalent results'

for our Cinemascope productions.

“We . . . have determined that

henceforth We will leave to the ex-

hibitors fn the case of the narrow

and small theatre to Choose what-

ever make or type of screen he de-

sires to use.”

Each on Own
Asked how 20th proposed to de-

termine when a house might or

might not fall into the “small and
narrow” category, 20th assistant

exec director of. sales William C.

Gehring said last week that each
theatre would have to be consid-

ered separately. He stressed that

20th intended to enforce its' screen
dictum for all important first-runs

where. CinemaScope pix are

launched but conceded that it

would be difficult in some cases

to draw the line.

It’s understood that 20th actual-
ly isn’t sticking very closely to the
“small and narrow” term in ap-
proving CinemaScope bookings for
houses that don’t have either of
the two approved screens. Quite a
few theatres, including, some that
by no stretch of the imagination
could be called “small”, have al-

ready had the green light, and
indications are that 20th does not,
in fact, expect to sell a great many
more of its screens.

.

Exhibs point out that Skouras, in
stating that 1,800 theatres are by
now equipped—the figure strikes
some observers as quite high-
covered practically all of the
houses that go in for an extended
run policy. They comment further
that the rank and file of exhibition
has so far stood aloof from buying
the more expensive 20th screens.
One circuit exec indicated that the
seams in the Miracle Mirror and
Astrolite surfaces detracted from
their value and that it vwas . dif-
ficult to get perfect screens of
either make.

According to Gehring, 20th will
continue to make available both
types of screen, particularly with
an eye for export. He also said
that the 20th decision didn’t really
represent a reversal in policy since
20lh execs so far had been com-,
coined only with the first-runs and
hadn’t looked to the day When
both ‘‘The Robe” and “How to Mar-
ry a Millionaire” would percolate
down to other houses,

.ft’s no secret at 20th that the
exhibs repeated 1

reference to the
antitrust laws has had a bearing
on the company’s decision to give
111 °n. the screens. Distrib has had
numerous threats of court action
l i om exhibs determined

: to play
Scope films with a screen

ot their own choosing. Screen man-
iilacturers also have made it clear

,

t they wouldn’t stand much
i
01
]f
er for being pushed out of the

no d. The Miracle Minror andamroute screens are appreciably
oore expensive than Ordinary
•Screens.

Gehrinr-explained that he had
In r

n
»
e
?,

Vario«S tests of Walker
®nd Rathone screens in Cinertia-

Pv
Qpe

r
Promotion and that the quai-
the reproduction depended

Pn-
Ir

,

e y on the Si*e of the house.
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AUTHOR WON'T TAKE NO

Myra Wiren Still Spine on ‘'Death
Takes Holiday’*

Washington; Dec. 15.
Appeal in a plagiarism suit in-

volving Paramount and “Death
Takes a Holiday” was filed here
Dec. 8 with the U. S. Supreme
Court. Action, brought by Myra
Page Wiren, charges that Par used
her work, “Most/’ as the basis for
“Death.”

'

, Two prior Washington courts in
the past have nixed Miss Wiren’s
claim in which she charges Par
knowingly pirated her work.
Back in 1933, Miss Wiren . was

involved in a similar action , against
Shiibert Theatres Corp. It, too,
was dismissed. Fifteen years later,
the Shubert case was retried, with
the same results. When she claimed
that tl\e Judge's criminal convic-
tion proved that his decision re-
quired reappraisal.

Kids Dowd Front (Natch)

3 Killed, 22 Injured
Vicksburg, Miss., Dec. 15.

"Three youngsters were killed and
22 other children injured when
caught in a screeching tornado
which literally ripped the Saenger
Theatre to shreds here. Children
were Watching Par’s “Botany Bay/’
in the 700-seat house, 'heart of this
river town of 28,000 people.

Tornado roared into this city at
5:35 p.m. on Saturday (6) and
“shaved” the big roof Off the the-
atre. In falling, roof ripped part
of. the balcony at the same, time.
There were 73 persons in the house
at the time—34 of them children,
according to Mrs. Gladys Perkins,
manager. Most of the youngsters
were in front row seats, (their hab-
it) and got full brunt of the debris.

Total damages to town estimated
at. $25,000,000.

TO TEN U RELEASES
Los Angeles, Dec. 15.

Bank of America has been
awarded full title to, 10 indie films,

in addition to cash ... judgments
amounting to $1,584,082, by Judge
William C. Mathes in Federal
Court. Four of the pictures with-
out financial judgments were “The
Senator Was Indiscreet,” “Mr. Pea-
body and the Mermaid,” “Casbah”
and “Countess of Monte Cristo.”

Others involving cash judgments
were: “The Magnificent Doll/’

$88,355 principal and $45,816 in-

terest; ‘‘Secret Beyond the Door,”
$500,152 and $65,106; “The Last
Moment, $370,884 and $52,915;
"Letter From an Unknown Wom-
an,” $108,044 and $21,498; “A Dou-
ble Life,” $45,157 and $16,227. and
“One Touch of Venus,” $234,057
and $35;871. All the films were re-

leased by Universal. .

Nord Agents Polaroid
The Nord Corp., manufacturers

and distribS of/ a new system of

single-strip projection, has been
named an additional distributor of

Polaroid 3-D viewers. Nord also

has a similar arrangement with
Magic Viewer and will continue
this association. 1

Nord also revealed a “pay-as-

you-go” plan which will permit
exhibs to acquire Without cash in-

vestment, the Nord projection,

equipment which makes possible

the showing of 3-D pix with a

single strip of standard 35m film.

Deal, involves the purchase of cer-

tain quantities of viewers.

that the problem of light distribu-

tion over the entire wide screen
becomes a problem only in the

larger houses. Some of the latter

run into a situation
1

where, because
of their stage/ they use a screen
smaller than what they could use

qndpr fttdiparx ,circ,uraslances.

;
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CHOICE OF MOUNTAINS

Birmingham, Dec. 15.

Public Safety Commissioner-
elect Robert Lindbergh has abol-

ished this city’s five-month-old

Motion Picture Review Roard set
up by his predecessor as the re-
sult of a jmb|ic clamor over cen-
soring of a scene from ‘‘The Moon
Is Blue” by the Police Chief.

Lindbergh, an attorney, notified

the chairman, Mrs. Mervyn Sterne

and her 17 female and
.
one male

board members, that the review

board was. being dissolved because
it smacked of censorship.

Any censoring that is to be done,

Lindbergh said, w’ould be done by
the Police: Director . in.

;
collabora-

tion with a city
; attorney and only

When a film violated a city ordi-
nance. (Some of

; the decisions: in
the past by Police Chiefs had been
arbitrary.)

Exhibitors are. going to have to
notify the Police Department of
all. film showings, an order set up
by the Review’ Board which never
acted on a single film.

The Board viewed the film
“Pinky” at the request of a Negro
theatre chain to See if it could be
shown in this city for the first

time. It has been shown in neigh-
boring areas. However, the board
hadn't made a decision at the time
of the abolition.

One
,
of the chief factors aiding

in the abolishment was constant
editorial criticism of filth censor-
ship by the Birmingham New's.
A former Police Chief had ad-

vised exhibitors not to show
“Pinky.”

Jam Continues in New York City
Art Situations

Tight booking situation in •N. Y.

arties last week saw “The Conquest
of Everest” beating “Annapurna”
to the punch »as the former
preemed at the Fine Arts Thea-
tre, “Annapurna” followed three
days later

,
at the Trans-Lux 60th

St. Theatre.
Both pix are in color and have

mountain-climbing as their theme
even though they differ in execur
tion, “Conquest of Everest” being
strictly a documentary while “An-
napurna” is based on. Maurice
Herzog’s bestseller,.
: “Annapurna,” released by May-
er-Kingsley, should have had the
green light first. Since Trans-Lux
owns the film, it Was slotted origi-

nally for the Trans-Lux 52nd St.

Theatre. House got bottled; up with
“Lili,” so after a long wrait, “An-
napurna" was slated to follow “The
Actress” into the 60th St. berth;

.

“Everest” pic, a United Artists

release, was rushed into the Fine
Arts when “Decameron Nights-* did

a mild' floppOroo there. Crix greet-

ed it with standout reviews, giving
it a slight initial edge over “An-
napurna.”

to

ButBri

ANDY SMITH, JR. INTO

CHEEVER COWDIN SPOT
Washington. Dec. 7.

Andrew' W. Smith Jr., film dis-

tribution vet, is taking over as

chief of the picture section of the

U, S. Information Agency. He re:

places J. Cheever Cowdin who re-

signed two.' months ago.

Smith w ill be in charge of pre-

paring and distributing documen-
taries put out by the agency
abroad. He has expressed a desire

to work iii close cooperation with
the industry.

According to Theodor Streibert,

Information Agency topper, Cecil

B. DeMille will continue as hils

consultant on motion picture mat-

ters. Smith has been in distribution

for 35 years. His last position was
as v.p; and general sales manager
of 20th-Fox. Prior to that he held

exec positions with RKO and
United Artists.

Bridgeport, Dec, 15;

Bridgeport downtown bouses and
nabes generally bear out J. Arthur
Rank exec John Davis’ plaint

about the cold U.S. treatment of

“A Queen Is Crowned” and other
British product, but . the story is

definitely different in the subur-
ban “Chateau” area of -Fairfield

County.
“Queen” died at Majestic. Loew-

Poli maih-stemmer, and later at

Art Cinema, Bridgeport art theatre,

j
On the other hand, at Fine Arts

i in Westport, the Rank coronation

j
picture rang up $4,500 in a week.

‘ fast going for 700-seater. “Queen”
also did well at Darien Theatre and
New Canaan Playhouse, Prudential
operations in tho commuter sector,

as well as in Stamford.
Norman Bidlek, manager of

Westport house, figures that in

class spots, where there is a large
Anglo-Saxon pull, “Queen” clicked.

As for British film product in

general, unless productions are
rated world-beaters the Bridge-
port downtown, first-runs lay off.

One of the few recent exceptions
was “Breaking the Sound Barrier,”
which did well at the Beverly and
Hiway, Perakos operations. Alec
Guinness’ “Captain Paradise” is

j
also expected to get top bookings
in Bridgeport main stems.

Sydney Buys Makes It

12 for M-G in Australia
Sydney, Dec. 15,

Metro has acquired a sixth the-

atre in Sydney, bringing the total

of the company’s Australian chain

to 12 houses. Newr theatre, the

Crow’s Nest, begins operations un-
der Metro Thursday (17).

It will play four sessions daily

on a first-run basis day-and-dating
with the St. James in the city’s

center and; with Metro’s suburban
houses —- the Bondi, Manly and
King’s Cross.

House is being completely reno-
vated, including the installation of

a new; panoramic screen.

i c if 'i *. ) r
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CLUB GALS PRAISE

IMPORTS AND INDIES
Washington, Dec. 15.

Imports' and indie product do
very well in the latest monthly
‘ Cinema Guide” issued by the Gen-
eral Federation of Women’s Clubs

|

which places the top two-star rat-

;
ing on only four films and gives one
star to six others.
Two star winners were the

! United Artists’ British import,
I “Gilbert and Sullivan”; "Joe Louis
1 Story,” UA: “Kiss Me Kate;” Met-
1

ro. and indie "Little Fugitive.’’

Single stars went" to Universal’s
“Glass Web” and “Tumbleweed";
“Calamity Jane,” WB; “Crazy
Legs/': Republic'; “Murder on Mon-

! day/* a Maj’er-Ki ngsle.v
1

im port, and
"Young’ CaruSo,” l.F.E. import.

Elated over their victory in forc-

ing 20th-Fox to drop the require-
ment that .only 20th-approved
screens'; would be permitted for
CinemaScope pictures, exhibs are
stepping up their efforts to induce
20th to . eliminate stereophonic
sound as a “must” for C’Scope
product. Exhib leaders, who have
been asked to submit a plan for
the testing of stereo versus one-
track sound, have delayed submit-
ting a formula in the hope that
20th would drop the sound stipuiar
tion voluntarily.

Technique being applied by ex-
hibs. although no one would ad-
mit it openly, is to drive a wedge
between 20th and the other com-
panies with upcoming Cinema-
Scope product. Verbal pressure*
via numerous confabs between ex-
hib leaders and sales managers, is

being applied. Exhibs secretly feel
they have achieved ; a victory on
the sound question, although
neither Metro sales chief Charles
Reagan nor WBdistribution topper
Ben Kalnienson have officially

made known the policies of their
companies relating to stereo sound
on C’Scope pictures. Indications
are, however, that both M-G and
WB ^ will make directional sound
optional, leaving the decision to .

each individual
.
theatre owner.

Once this policy is officially deter-
mined, exhibs feel that 20th will
have no choice but to follow suit,

. ; Ordinary Dimensions
Exhib thinking even goes be-

yond, the question of sound. There
are many who believe that 20th
and other CScopc producers will
also make the widescreen films
available in ordinary dimensions
shortly. Ifs indicated tiiat the film

j
cq&panies cannot ignore the tre-

; mendous potential of drive-in the-
atres and cannot afford to shut out

i
this source of revenue. Feeling is

i that once the drive-in season opens
) 20th and other C’Scope companies

j

will revise their C’Scope policies,

j
This, it’s noted, will even extend

:
to the smaller conventional bouses
which cannot afford or which do

^ not choose to Install equipment for
the new dimension era. These

I
houses plus the ozoners. it’s em-
phasized, still, represent a potent
coin source.

: Exhibs do not dispute the tre-
mendous grosses being chalked up
by 20th for“The Robe” and “How.

]
to Many a Millionaire” in a limi-

j
ted number of engagements. Point

i is made, however, that once the
CinemaScope process becomes com-

1 monplace, each picture will again
i have to sell itself with little aid
Jfrom “novelty". And. at this point,
' it's stressed, 20th Will need as
, many outlets as possible,

j
Gratified Anticipation

I Indicative of exhibitor reaction
: to 20th’s announcement of its

j
dropping of the screen approval

: requirement is that of Allied
States Assn. In a Statement is-

sued by prexj’ Wilbur Snaper and
board chairman Abram F. Movers,
Allied said it was gratified by

! 20th ’s move, but that it hoped "the
1 company will now take the next
logical step and make stereophonic

;
sound optional.”

- Allied,, in seeking an overall
hands-off distrib policy, further
staled: "If ali companies would

' only announce that they will re-
lease CinemaScope ’pictures in
whatever media the theatres are
equipped to handle, it will con-
tribute mightily to make 1954 the
year of recovery.”

|

Allied, the statement notes, has
long insisted that exhibs alone
control operating policies of the

i
theatres and “this principle has

i
been vindicated by the courts."

Crowley Heads Boothmen

;

Hollywood, Dec. 15. <

Wallace Crowley succeeded John
Maynard as president of Moving;
Picture Operators/ Local 150.

'

IATSE, in the annual election, with
Charles Vencill named as secretary
and Clyde Shuey as business agent.

First job for the new administra-
tion is to negotiate a new contract
with independent exhibs. Present
pact expires next month.

.S* : I . l

BANK WINS JUDGMENT

FROM CAMERA FIRM
Los Angeles, Dec. 15.

Bank of America was granted a
default judgment of $20,328 in Su-
perior Court against Camera Vi-

sion Productions, Inc,. Arthur
Lyons and Edward C; Flynn. Case
involved 'two promissory notes is-

sued in 1952.

Lyons organized Camera Vision

to develop a new type of camera
equipped to permit a director to

get a frame by frame view of ev-

try
«f
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Only her kind of woman
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StUl tn chips »t *l7,000 following

*19 000 in ninth* -
?
M^ronolitah (NET) (4.367; B0-

<20th) (5th

J^Trim $10,500 jtfter $17,000 for

Orpheum (Loew'i). jGtaO^O-90)-
"Take High- Ground? (M-G) and

Vnnoucst of Cochise" (Col) . .Fair

«?9 M0 Last weelt, "Kiss Me Kate"

S?G? and '"Chtoi Venture” (Col)

,2
piamo

$
iini

5
XNl!iT) (1,700: 50-$0)

"Jack Slade" tAA) and "Private

Fves* )AA) Good *11,000. East

E. '‘Hondo” (WB»»nd "The

Fake” OJA) (2d wk), $11,000/ .

State (Loew’s) (3,500; «50r90)-"—

••Take

C

High Ground” (M-G) and
‘•Conquest Cochise" (Col). Fair $7,-

<00 Last week, "Kiss Me Kate”

?&) and “China Venture" (Col).

$7,000. .
,
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‘SLADE’ OKAY

MPLS; ’MARRY’ HOT 10G
Minneapolis, Dec. 15.

Usual pre-Christmas boxoffice

slump is a beaut this time, and bot-

tom has fallen out of grosses at

most spots. Theatres are holding

back much of stronger product *per
usual for arrival of Xmas. One
exception is the okay session being
done by “JaekSiade" attheState.
It’s third, final week for “HoW to

Marry Millionaire” at Radio City,

where it is okay,

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 65-85)

—

“Torch Song” (M-G) (2d wk). Puny
$2,500. Last week, $3,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)—-

“Escape from Ft. Bavro’’ (M-G) (2d
wk). Slim $3,000. Last week,
$4,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85) —
“Blueprint Murder" (20th) and
“Miss Robin Crusoe” (20th).' Sad
$3j0C0. Last week, “Botany Bay”
(Par) (2d wk), $4,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-$1.20)

—“Millionaire” (20th) i(3d wk).
Okay $10,000. Last week, $12,000:
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65-

85)—“Lion In Streets” (WB). Slow
$6,000. Last week, “Appointment
Honduras” (RKO) $5,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-76)—
War Paint” (UA) and “The Fake”

(^A). Light $4,000. Last week,
99 River Street” (UA) and “Heart
Goes Crazy” (UA), $4,500.

S‘aJe (Par) (2,300; 65-85)—“Jack
Slade” (AA) and “Black Fury”
JWB )

- $6,500. Last week,
<M'G) <2d

.<n
W

,?
rld (Mann) (400; 55-$l^l0)—

Jonn1
?
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as
£

Cas
,
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y
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Fair *2 ‘S00‘ Last
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Tlanry’ Brisk 23G, 2d
San Francisco, Dec. 15.

Cold spell, quite unusual for
here, plus seasonal downbeat, is

hurting first-run trade currently.
None of, newcomers is measuring
up to its potential although “Bad
for Ea<$ Other” is rated good at
St. Francis. “Donovan’s Brain”
looms okay at Esquire. "How ,to

Marry a Millionaire” continues
bright in second round at the Fox.
“Flight Nurse" is shaping fair at
the Paramoiint.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-

85)—“Veils of Bagdad” (U) and
“Back to God’s Country" (U). Thin
87,000. Last week, “Appointment
in Honduras” (RKO) and - Lousiana
Territory” (RKO), $10,600.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$L50)—
“How to “Marry a Millionaire”
(20th) (2d wk). Bright $23,000 or
near. Last week, $37,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656: 60-815)—“Escape From Ft. Bravo’* (M-G).
Fair $12,500. Last week, “Kiss Me
Kate” (M-G) (3D) (2d Wk), $12,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—'
“Flight'Nurse” * (Rep) arid “Crazy-
legs” (Rep). Fair $13,000 in 9-days..
Last week, “Flight to Tangier”
(Par) arid “Terror on a Train”
(M^G), $12,000.

- '

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 85-$l)—
“Bad for Each Other” (Col), and
“Conquest *of Cochise" (Col). Good
$9,000. Last week, “Bigamist”
(Indie) (2d wk), $8,500.

Esquire (No. Coast) (957; 65-85)
—“Donovan’s Brain” (UA)—and
“Mari in Hiding” (UA). Okay $5,-

500. Last week, “Louis Story” (UA)
and “The Fake” (UA) (2d wk),
$5,500. -

UniteB Artists (No. Coast) (i;207;
65-95)—“Shark River” (UA) and
"Fort Algiers” (UA). Fair $7,000,
Last week, “Gun Fury” (Col) (3D)
and “Combat Squad” (Col), $9,500.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1-$1.50)
—“Decameron Nights” (RKO) (5tli

wk). Oke $2,300. Last week, $2,600.
Clay ' (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Fan-

fan Tulip” (Indie) (12th wkL, Fair
$2,000. Last week,‘$2,700:

;
-

Bridge (Schwarz-Reade) (399; $1-
$1,20)—“Cruel Sea” (U) (11th wk).
Nice $2,600. Last week, same. “To-
night at 8:30” (Indie) opens Dec. 21.

Xarkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Magic Box” (Indie) (5th wk). Okay
$2,100. Last Week,. $2,400.

BALTO IN DOLDRUMS;

‘HONDURAS’ OKAY 7G
Baltimore, Dec. 15.

Low grosses here this week re

fleet the seasonal trend and are

expected to stay that way until

the yearend holidays. With v few
exceptions to offbeat trade, “Robe
in its eighth week at the New is

still fair for a long runner. “Ap-
pointment Iri Honduras” was okay
at the Hipp corisidering general
situation. “How To Marry A Mil-
lionaire” is holding nicely at the

Towm “Diamond Queen” very
light at the Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20

70)—“Escape From Ft. Bravo”
(M-G) (2d wk). Dull $4,800 after

$10,000 opener.
‘ Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;

35-80)—Closing tomorrow (Wed.)
for installation of new screen. Re-
opens Dec. 23 with “Ki$S Me
Kate” (M-G). In ahead, “Appoint-
ment In Honduras” (RKO); oke
$7,000.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 35-

80) “Fighter Attack” (Rep).
Starts tomorrow. (Wed.) after
“Lady Wants Mink” (Rep) hit slow
$4,000.

Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)
—“Below The Sahara” (RKO)
Starts tomorrow (Wed.) after “Top
Hat" (RKO) (reissue) hit low $2,-

800. In ahead, “Melba” (UA)
$3,000.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-70)—

“Stand At Apache River” (U)
Limp $2,500. Last Week, “Fort.

Algiers” (U), $2,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 75u$1.50)

—“Robe” (20th) (8th wk). Still

holding okay at $8,500, Last WeCk
$11 ,000 .

Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50
$l)—r“Stalag 17” (Par) (10th wk)
Nearing end of long run with nice
$4,000. Last week, $4,200.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 45-90) —
“Diamond Queen” (WB). • Drab
$5,500. Last week, “Hondo” (WB)

f(2d wk), $8,000.
'

.
Town (Rapport) (1,600; 50-$1.2fft

—‘How Marry Millionaire” (20th)

,

(3d wk). Potent $i3,D00 after $18,
*500 for second.

‘Redheads’ Fair $9,500,

Omaha; ‘Honduras’ S^G
Omaha^ Dec. 15s

Boxoffice pace is off sharply in
most spots currently as downtown-:
ers get in their Xmas shopping.
Best of four riewepmers is “Red-
heads From Seattle,” fair at Or-
pheum. “Honduras” is modest at
Brandeis while “Guii Fury” is dis-
appointing at State.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75)—

"Appointment in Honduras” (RKO)
arid “Marry Me Again” (RKO).
Medium- $5,500. Last week,
“Hondo” (WB) and “Killer Ape”
(Col) (2d wk), $6,500 at 75-$l scale.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-76)
—“Vicki” (20th) and “Miss Robin
Crusoe” (20th). Slow $5,500. Last
week, “Vice SquAd” (UA) and “The
Fake” (UA), $6,500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 65-
85) — “Redheads From Seattle”
(Par) and “Flight to Tangier” (Par).
Good $9,500. Last . week, “All
Brothers Valiant” (M-G), $9,000.

State (Goldberg) (875; 50-80)—
“Gun Fiiry” (Col) and “Prisoners
of Casbah” (Col), Oke $4,000.
Last week. “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G)
(2d wk), $4,500 at 65-90c scale.

PITTSBURGH
( Continued from page 8)

Staying for IQ. days and should hit
fairish $12,000 for extended stay.
LaAt week, “Kiss Me Kate” (MG),
iri 11 days, $24,000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 50-85)—
Captain’s Paradise" (UA) (3d wk).
Alec Guinness still meat and pota-
toes at- this nabe-arter arid^heading-
for fine $3,000 this stanza. Stays,
indef. Last week, $4,000.

Stanley ($Wi (3,800; 50-85)—
Steel Lady” (UA). and “Thunder
Over Plains” (WB*. Looks dull $8.-
000. Last week, “Hondo” (WB) (2d

* Warrier^W ) ( 1 .200; 81 .30-82.80)
—“Cinerama” (Indie). Great cairi-

paign with widest newspaper cov-
erage for any entertainment in
years, along with great notices and
extravagant word-to-mquth, setting
this one up for long and profitable
run. Advance is heavy for after
holidays, when run is expected to
hit its stride. Right now, until pre-
Xmas dip ?s over, everybody will be
content just to stay even. How-
ever, it looks like soek $28,000 in
first week. ~

Price of Prbgret*
Hollywood, Dec; 15.

Fire
.
engine horses, once

plentiful rn. the American
scene, have vanished with the
dodd and the dinosaur.

.
That

Is what Howard Christie, pro-

ducer of UI’s “Fireman Save
My Child,” found out when he
tried to line up three steeds

trained to answer fire alarms,

He had 'to hire a trainer to

spend three weeks teaching
the horses their new job.

READIES FOR CONFAB
Columbus, Dec. 15.

Board of the Independent Thea-
tre Owners of Ohio, an affiliate of
Allied States, last week“endorsed”
recent resolutions- passed by the
national body asking for: considera-
tion of small houses vis-a-vis Cine-
ma-Scope. Allied’s all-or-nothing

stand on arbitration was also sup-

ported and the board additionally
expressed dismay at the “shabby
treatirient” accorded Allied nation-

al counsel, Abram Myers, on the
matter of arbitratiori.

’^"LofigTuhs in firstnms, “bottle-

necldng of product also concerned
the board which is planning a state

membership: convention at the
Netherlands Plaza here Feb. 3^.
Other action of the board' last

week included validation of a con-

tract for the trade assn, to act. as
sales agent for Box Office Tele-
vision, Inc., and extension' for one
year of the contract of Robert
Wile, the ITOO exec sec.

Columbus, Dec. 15.

An attack' by exhibitors against
Varying arbitrary excessive rates
charged by film truckers in Ohio
went into high gear this week as
three

.
protesting petitions Were

riled With the Public Utilities

Commission of Ohio and the In-
terstate Commerce Commission.

Five film carriers operating out
of Cleveland have asked for rate
increases from the PUC and ICC. .

Exhibs, working through the Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio
office, have asked the commissions
to suspend the applications of
three of the trucking lines for rate
increases pending an investigation
arid also requesting the carriers to
justify their rate boosts.

. First petition; carrying tho
:

names of 64 exhibitors in the
Cleveland area; was riled against
Film Transit Co., P. L. Tanner,
president; on Friday (11). . Peti-
tions against E. S, Johnson and
Leonard Albrecht were filled Mon-
day (14). The other two carriers,

.

L/C. Gross and Larry Nuccio, are
asking only nominal rate increases,
according to an ITO official, and
exhibitors; are riot concerned with
them. They are fighting mad, -how-
ever, over requested hikes of the.
other three, which, in some cases
run as high as 200 per rent

SWG Going II Alone?
Continuedy from page 3

New Rep Aides Divide

Adimnistfation Chores
Three executive assistants will

handle various phases of Republic’s
N. Y. homeoffice sales

.

operations
under sales chief C. Bruce Newv
bery.:‘

John A. Alexander will
.
be iri

I charge of contracts while Albert
i E. Schiller w ill head up branch,
operations. Overseeing general ad-
ministration will be Frank A.
Soule, who returns to the Repthe Authors Guild are natural al-l* ... „

lies living by royalty arid sales
|
^°)d* ,

was

whereas screen, radio and tele-1^ 1

^
uiception m 1935 untd

vision writers tend to live by
weekly wages, or the equivalent
thereof.

Whether the Screen Writers
Guild W’Ould or would not “forgive
and . forget” with respect to the
new “third force” in Writer unions,
the Television Writers of America,
is a matter of speculation, in the
east, the League is openly hostile

to TWA and proceeds in all mat-
ters as if TWA did not exist.

Actually the Authors League
would probably not object to see-
ing the Screen Writers Guild ex-
panded to take in radio and tele-

vision. If that eliminated both the
Radio Writers Guild and TWA,
many in the League would not be
morose about it. There is much
feeling among Dramatists and Au-
thors membership that they could
probably get along far better as
friendly outsiders rather than as

quarrelling relatives, as at present.

1942. Thereafter he w'as associated
with Eagle Lion and Pictorial
Films.

’MOON’ OKAY IN ALBANY

But Troy Papers Refuse Film’s
Advertising C»py

Albany, Dec. 15,

“The Moon Is Blue,’’
.
comedy

with spiced-up dialog, opened to

good, patronage at the Strand here
with no outward show of opposi-
tion in Albany itself . The issue was
sharply draw’n by Catholic influ-

ences in nearby Troy and the two
dailies there, Record and Times,

According to an ITQ official, if

appears carriers are suffering from
both a shortage of film and the

'

reduced number of theatres. Rates
are being hiked in order that the
carriers’ business stays at an even
keel, tbps penalizing; the exhibitors
Who remain iri business.
Film Transit, for instance, has

'

generally based its fates on a flat

charge for delivery of 40 or less
reels per week with an extra
charge for each reel over 40. Un-
der the proposed changes, Transit
Wants to base its charges on de-
livery of 80 or less reels per week
and has doubled the present mini-
mum. Since the trend has been for
fewer bill changes in theatres each
week, there are no exbibs In Film
Transit's area using 80 reels a
week, although, if the fates afe
approved, the basic charge will be
for 80 reels.

ITQ office has requested the-
atres serviced by Film Transit,
E. S. Johnson and Leonard Al-
brecht to send in their hauling
bills for four weeks in November,
these to be used in presenting the
exhibitors’ case before the PUC.

Meanw'hile, Ohio exhibitors are
awaiting a report from the com-
mission examiner and a followup
ruling in its case against the
Hntingtoh - Cincinnati Trucking
Lines. The decision hinges on such
things as whether a feature pic-
ture shipped in two cans is. one
shipment or two. The carrier says
it is tw-o, the exhibitors say it i§

one shipment. A decision is ex-
pected some time after Jan. 20.

’

Buttonhole Congressmen
Indianapolis, Dec, 15.

State exhibitors will reactivate
their campaign to pledge congress-

refused to carry paid advertising ! men for amusement tax repeal as

Erie Johnston
Continued from page 5

make with American pictures is

apt to be unbalanced.
“Europeans carefully select the

movies they export so that the
American public sees only their
very best efforts,” he opined. “We
do riot get to see a fair cross-

section of their output. If all of
us saw all foreign picturej .

.'. we
would take a higher view—a much
higher view-^of American skill -iri'

making movies*”
"

More on Critics

In another reference to critics;

Johnston^painted an imaginary pic-

ture of what it would be like if

Detroit’s automobile industry or
Chicago’s meatpacking biz were to

be subjected to the attention paid
Hollywood by the press corps.

Nevertheless, he’ s&id, he didn’t
mind the critics. “Although they
won’t come out and say so, I think
way down deep in their hearts
even our severest critics would
hate to see the motion picture dis

appear,” he commented.

for the film.

However, the radio station.’

WTRY, was quite willing to broad-
cast spot announcements.

Gala Preem for Years’
Washington, Dec. 15.

White House Correspondents
is sponsoring an Invitational gala

'“premiere” of Samuel GoldwynV
reissue, "The Best Years of Our
Lives' at the RKO Keith Theatre
here Feb. 3. Goldwyn is expected
to attend as are members of the
White House, Government officials

and ‘.diplomatic reps.

Pic will be shown on a wide
screen. Robert, J. Donovan of the
N; Y. Herald Tribune, head of the
CorrespondeiiU Assn,, will play

hosf
'

'
•

result of steps taken at the Decem-
ber meeting of the Allied Theatre
Owners of Indiana board here.
Trueman Rembusch ' was . ap-

pointed chairman of the tax cam^
paign committee.

Continued from paie 7

Geo. Sheratim Forms Indie

Hollywood, Dec. 15.

George Sherman, who recently

signed a non-exclusive director

pact with Universal-International

calling for two pictures a year, has

formed his own :
indeperident com-

pany with a program of one Aim
annually.

'

First will be “File 246,“ to be

made in Roirie next April With

Shelley Winters. Van Heflin and Alfred Starr, chairman of the na-

Pedro 'Armeridariz in top roles. ItionalTOA.

pany did $8,000,000* biz with out-
door film houses last year and “we
don’t intend to throw that over our
shoulders."

Robert Livingston, secretary of
TOA, predicted that exhibs are
going to set some tax relief during
1954 but strong fight for such re-
lief must be made at the forthcom-
ing session of Congress.
Other speakers at the first ses-

sion included Loren Cluster of

Salem, III.; Byron Blank, president
of Central States Theatres, Dos
Moines; Edward Lachman, gen.

sales mgr. for the Nord system of

3-D, and George Murphy. MGM
player who also will speak at the

closing dinner session.

Aniorig others who will wind up
the session are Elmer Rhoden Jr.,

of Kansas City, ^arid Mike Simons,

public relations for MOM; Herman
Levy, counsel of national TOA;
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'Universal-lnternatiohal presents

"WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME"
starring DONALD O’CONNOR and JANET LEIGH

rf with Buddy Hackett • Lori Nelson * Scat Man Crothers

Directed by Lloyd’ Bacon • Screenplay by Don McGuire and Oscar Brodney

Co-Producer: Leonard Goldstein • Produced by Ted Richmond

. . Pictures with that Universal appeal’*
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Borne, Dec. 8. 4

Court case* Involving film pro

auctions recently took »n upswing
t company involved is

here. Latest company
Ponti-DeLaurentiis. itm- «. ^ * - v*.,

‘‘Ulysses,” the! Kirk Douglas-SIL

vana Mangarto itarrer, Ii>cal film-

rnaker SergiO Scherahaa claimed

nrio? deport S* the Society of

iuifidfsnShd^Ws^ story

titled, “Ulysses' and Polyphemus”

from which aii^himated cartoon

was made. Schera claims .that

"Ulysses,” if released, would dam-

age his pic, and has asked court

to impound it. Ponti-DeLaurentiis,

through counsel* countered with

claims to a 1949 title registration,

and the fact vehicles in any case

are so different that mutual inter-

ests are not affected.

The same producer^ meanwhile

are fighting another case involving

a film “Nazario Saurtf,” semi-blog

of an Italian hero. Sauro’s heirs

claim distortion of acts, and also

want the pic impounded. Both

cases are up for judgment.

A precedent-setting and differ-

ent type of case is that of Bomba-
Zeus’ “The Bridge of Sighs,” di-

rected by Leonvlola. Latter has

succeeded in getting the film im-

pounded on the grounds that the

producers have so tampered with

the finished product, in an attempt

to make it
.

commercial, that the

spirit of its conception has been
altered. Granting of megger's re-

quest is considered important here.

Still another action involves

three original producers of a

‘Donne Proibite,” pic project

since bought and completed by
Giuseppe Amato (with Linda Dar-
nell

,
Valentina Cortese). Dealing

with prostitution, the film was
originally started With Tamara
Lees, Eleonora Rossi Drago, and
others. It soon ran into . censor-
ship troubles and was abandoned,
until drastic script changes en-
abled it to start again under an-
other aegis, Two of the original
backers, Angelo Morigo and Mario
Mirolo, were sued by the third,
Hedy Colombo, who wanted his
money back after the pic was
abandoned. In court, Colombo lost
his case, decision favoring others
being based on grounds that non-
completion of “Donne” wat- solely
caused by the censor’s ban, and
thus independent of their free will.

‘Wind’ Nears One-Year

Mark in Vienna, Record

in

W. German Film Trade .

Starts Export Union
Frankfort, pec. 8.

. After years of frustration and
weeks of internal • warfare, West
German film* producers and dis-
tributors have formed the nucleus
of what one day should become an
organization like France’s Uni-
france or Italy’s Unitalia. It Is

called Export-Union and has de-
cided to headquarter here.

The outfit will not try to sell
individual pictures but will work
on the foreign promotion of Ger-
man filmmaking. Managing direc-
tor is Dr. Guenter Schwarz. The
board consists of top producers,
exhibitors, and the few hard-trying
German exporters who, thus far,
were mostly limited to sales in
neighboring European countries.

London, Dec. 15,

The government is being urged
to advance a $700,000 subsidy to
the British Broadcasting Corp. to
help finance a . telepix program
which will enable. Britain to com-
pete for screen time on Dominion
and Commonwealth programs.

Overseas broadcasting toppers
of the BBC claim that American
telepix programs, which have al-

ready recovered their cost in their
domestic market, are ousting Brit-
ish films on Canadian TV screens,
and are now preparing to invade
the remainder o^ the Common-
wealth. J. B. Clark, director of
BBC external services, stated that
unless something is done quickly
American productions would domi-
nate world TV as they dominate
the world cinemas.

The BBC is asking for the coin
to enable it to speed a three-year
program “before it is too late.”

BERGMAN AGAIN ‘JOAN’;

Vienna, Dec. 8.
Within a few days (Dec. 18)

“Gone With Wind” (M-G) Will cele-
brate the first anni of its continu-
ous two-a-day run here, breaking
all previous records for b.o., total
attendance and longrun for Austria.
Previous high mark was held by
Best Years of Our Lives” Which

racked up 25 weeks. “Wind” .has
played just two Vienna houses,
bol h at advanced prices ($1 top),
highest ever asked in this country,
according to Wolfgang Wolf, local

“Wind” opened at the 1,300-seat
Gartenbau Kino, moving later to
the smaller Metro on a two-a-day
sked necessitated by the picture’s
Rieat length. The German synced
version is used. In Vienna alone
' omc

.

255,0(M persons have paid ap-
proximafeTy $45,000 to see the film.

. addition; the pic has scored lo-
cally sensational runs in Graz
nee months); Linz (three months);

fealzhurg (six weeks); and Klagen-

PmL-
four weeks). Surprisingly,

Russian authorities licensed it into

twi
Po

f?
n

* Wiener Neustadt and

iovc
e
f

n atter is Russki headquar-

ih,l
fpr Al

\
stria) and “Wind” playedS in each, and likelyK d

,
J

?f
ve

.

gone longer. But the

Of
d
. V.

h
?
n
i
ies didn’t like the idea

f
Yank film notably oiitscorihg:

fit v
rn

,

pVoduct and ordered the
P*c yanked.

Facet Buy* 2d Pic Script
.

' London, Dec. 8.

ar
a ? .

Productions (Paul Moss
i

r
.

d
y

lvian Cox), whose first Brit-
ish fij^m,

‘‘

Father Brown,” starring

f yuinitess, came off the studio

8 J ia^t Friday (4), has acquired
Hi^^^Pwperty to be made In a

dish studio.
ha

f
bought Thelma Schnee’s

Cook
f
’

,P aj
’

"^ouragebus -Captain

Rome, Dec. 8.

. Ingrid Bergman once more as-

sumed the role of Joan of Arc, but
this time as a narrator for an or-

chestral piece, when she essayed
the name part in Arthur Honeg-
ger’s oratorio, “Joan of Arc at the
Stake, ’’ at the San Carlo Opera
Co., in Naples last week. Opening
night was capacity despite a $25
top.

The role of Joan, and that of

Father Domenico, played by Tullio

Carminati, are both spoken. A
chorus and full orchestra fill in the

musical parts. Roberto Rossellini,

film director and Miss Bergman's
husband, staged the Honegger
work. The two will team again

for. “Joan” in April at La Scala

Opera House in Milan,

IM'a IrHlth Akmoffof Director

C. Morton
It >f Hit •plila*

* . ? . V :

Something Neuo Has
Been Added—Hope

of the moiiy ocNiMipf footwroo
io tho upcoming

46th Annivertary Number

Anti-American Film In

Tokyo, Dec. 8.

Toho’s “Red Line Base/’ the pic-
ture dealing with U. S. military
base problems here, once termed
as “anti-Americanism at its. worst,”
will be released in Tokyo this
week with only minor revisions.
This was announced by Chief Pro-
ducer Iwao Mori of Toho.

Originally set for release in late
September, the $50,000 film was
shelved' at the last minute when
U. S. correspondents angrily de-
nounced it after a Special preview.
Mori said Toho had spent “a lot of
time and money” to modify the
film. These include a preface,
which will, state: “This picture is
never intended to serve as denun-
ciation of anybody or a protest
against anybody but has been pro-
duced as a record which would
provide fare for out own reflec-
tion. It is designed to eliminate
various misfortunes which take
place around a military base.”

A few bars of the U. S. national
anthem, originally heard in the
title music and in the' background
of one scene have been eliminated.
At more than 20 points, remarks
by the protagonist of the film, com-
paring Japan, full of U. S. bases,
with Red China, have been deleted.
All references to racial distinction

have also been removed from the
dialogue. The scene in which lo-

cal . American publisher and part-
time actor Bob Booth frolics with
a prostie “has been shortened
somewhat,” according to Mori.

Mori denied that the entire
“Red Line Base’’ furor was a
shrewd bally stunt, saying that
such an idea “was a gross over-
estimation of the studio’s business
acumen.’’ He concluded that the
studio had not budged an inch

from its original theme in the pic-

ture.

Mary Lou Williams Wins

Extended Austrian Tour
London, Dec. 15.

Mary Lou Williams, the jazz pi-

anist who came to London a year

ago for a Royal Albert Hall con-

cert date, has had her current Con-
tinental tour extended by the offer

of 40 concerts in Austria.

She is currently in Belgiuin and
will shortly open at a hew Paris

club named Chez. Mary Lou Wil-

liams, on the premises of the now
defunct Perdido. She will double
this- date with the Ringside,

CHILE TO SEE ‘ROBE’

Rep Launches Selling

Spree in Aussie Mkt. 1 occupation ioiiw of Austria came

Vienna, Dec. 15.

The whole question of Soviet
control of films shown In their

\ Santiago, Dec. 8.

20th-Fox's Cinemascope debut
of “The Robe” will' be made dur-

ing the coming holiday season in

simultaneous openings throughout
South America. Locally the. film

will be opened with invitational

preview during last week of De-
cember, date to be set.

“Robe” will be housed here at

the new Astor theatre, 1,560 seater,

inaugurated recently with smash
presentation of “House of Wax”
(WB). 3-D pic has been going great

and is now in its second week.

Astor is located in basement of

new building of Bank Employees
Social Security Bank and exhib is

E. Yazigi & Co.

' Sydney* Dec. 8.

Visit of Richard Altschuled, Re-
public foreign chief*- Indicates that
Rep Will go all out on product sales

in the year ahead on a new policy

under 20th-Fox distribution, Vic
Green is in charge of the Republic
Setup here. y.\

Understood that where an ex-
hibitor in the past has indicated
Republic product is too costly for

his particular situation, the new
policy will give Jiiip.a buying figure

Which won’t leave him In the red.

Altschuler is striving to give Rep-
product blanket coverage from
coast-to-coast Down Under to keep
pace with other U. S. distributors.

up for a new airing in press and
government circles recently. It
was charged by native distributors
that the Russo-controlled Univer-
sal Film exchange (no connection
with the American Universal Co.)
has been pressuring exhibitors into
showing more Red product by of-
fering indie US. and West Ger-
man. plx in limited quantities with *

Russian exhibition licenses guar-
anteed. >

Just what American product is
available through Universal ex-
change isn’t yet clear, but they
can be only minor Indie films
since U.S, majors either distribute
for themselves here or have ap-
pointed western-owned Austrian
exchanges; Operators of the 400
houses in the

. Russian-occupied
zone have suffered b.o. business
ranging from bad to terrible ever
since' the War’s end since Soviet
authorities have to issue a sepa-
rate license for each booking.
Thus, permission to show West-
ern films has been mostly with-

Berlin Dec 8 l
*rom time to time they

The West-German government Sfi1

e
nSZk

nt
Sf..

th
*
c“ briefly to avert

has lifted the ban on “Five ?r whcn
.

Ru
f-

tites Past 12,” documentary film
; „

a
t

n P^W?re
*
Slipply

on the Hitler regime, after burner-
j
?
it .

avai^a^e 1° sufficient quan-

oiis protests from German film r
* *

circles. The West German Censor I
.Last August, when the Russians,

Board bad okayed the film, which >
“ter an eight-year fight by west-

then was preemed in several cities !

ern powers, finally agreed to the
three weeks

!
ago. Immediately

|

abolition of mail, telephone and
thereafter the government stepped

;

telegraph censorship, .they re-

in - and forbade further- showings t
served the right to . censor

.
films

of the film* because of its alleged *n their zone. Under these circum-
Nazi propaganda. stances. Universal exchange sp-

in a meeting held by reps of the f
Up~

government this week, with Chan-
cellor Adenauer present, it was

; tlirnArf ^J5L
CXhl

?
s

said that there is no law to pro-
.^ ^ *°

hibit the film, and the ban was • l
2®

J
h\theatres “

lifted. Hamburg and Duesseldorf
; 2, ?hfc

Were the first cities to defj- the
; f

K

tA ^terna"

bah by showing the film. ;

tive to^ exclusive diet of propa-

Whether the film will be shown ‘ p
jf*

in Berlin depends on the decision ‘tie Communist press replied

of its city fathers, who get togeth- to -these charges with the state-

er next Monday (14) to see the teent thaL the Soviets are con-

film in a special screening. ' , cerned with keeping the “flood of
— i dirty American gangster and cow-

$534,000 Paris Offer
‘ boy pix” out of their zone, thus

Paris, Dec. 15.
' protecting Austrian youth.

Helmut Mattner, the producer •

'

'

.

" —-—.

—

of the documentary montage film ’ A • 9 vv* .. •

'

on Adolph Hitler, “Five Minutes KAnp Hltc nRW KPfATlI
Past Twelve,” is in Paris with a

IW
-

11115 1WW
copy of this film w'hich yas put on i

the forbidden list in Bonn Nov. 21 . !

Film,' Which is made up of old
'

clips
,
and some intimate aspects

;

of the late dictator not seen be- •

fore,was forbidden by the Bonn 1

government as pro-Nazi. Mattner

$84,000 in First Paris

lion, 2 Bh

Athens Finally Gets
‘

Athens, Dec. 8.

After a lengthy dispute, “For
Whom the Bell Tolls” (Par) pass-

ed -through censors and has been
released day-date and at the big

first-runs Attikon and Rex. Open-
ing was terrific but audiences

were disappointed because con-

siderable footage . has been cut by
the Greek censors which hurt the

story continuity.

Result is that a longrun does not

appear likely. Second week was
weak*

Mex Film Bank Makes

$17,440 Its

Mexico City, Dec. 8.

The film trade’s owh bank, the

i
Banco Nacional Cinematigrafico,

has placed a ceiling on all loans of

$17,440 each. It only lends When
there is the most ample guarantee;,

when budget is kept down, prexy
Eduardo Garduno has announced.
The bank has $4,650,000 working
capital and immediately available

assets of $1,380,000,

In its latest balance sheet, the
bank announced loans, credits and
discounts totaling $2,005, 1 83.59 and
$1,050,000 worth of its bonds cir-

culating. ^

Paris, Dec. 15.

First week’s biz for “The Robe”

skipped Germany with a copy of
.

'..

fi ie^,ĉ v®s mdica-

the pic a day before the ban went a

into effect
Playing two big houses, the Rex

Mattner' has been offered $534.-
,

pic
4lf

ro
ls1
ed

000. provided he gives up his right P®’
w ^lch indicates this film

to the pic and the. copy he now has
T ai* ^5- sen

f
atl

i
)Yia^.?rosse^here.

in a bank here. He has until today
0

.
nly

f
9 Plx Passed

(15'> to decide, but is now worried 560,000 yearly take.

that if he sells he may not be able There are already 25 city spots

to return to Germany, where his equipped for C’Scope, and others
wife is. Mattner feels he is only are in the course of being fitted,

a businessman who is tn’ing to sell A French company, Mareclial-Ave-

a pic and doesn't know why all .

nard, is now manufacturing the
this fuss started. /Miracle Mirror screen which will

-—-—.—— be available to exhibs here next
January. Siemens, in Germany, is

also making the screens as well as
Cinemeccanica in Italy, Niels Nis-
sem in Sweden and Jose Jover in

Mexico City, Dec. 8. , . ...

, Mexico more than holds her.ow’n ' A1 * French key cities will get a

;
in the highly competitive world blanket openings of

tourist market because it affords ' H°be m the next^
^
few \veejks. It

visitors much more for their ®Pcns Sweden Dec. 18, m Greece

money, particularly in the matter 1 Switzerland on Dec. --

of food and lodging than do Eu- and
.

Belgium the same date. All.

popean countries making a play for cnUcal as well as industry con-

tourists, So boasted Edmuhdo M. sensusis now in. In a critical w ay

Garza, head of the Mexican Assn. • C Scope process got nearly

of Ttavel Agencies, back from :

P
5
a
?^,

0
S
s

-

1,
app

J
oval

, )
vhll

,
e 1,10

Rome where he represented Mcxi-
;

^obe hself got a salvo of pans.

,co at tlie international ASTA meet. !

—
...
——^—

-

“In point of price, Mexico is sub- u
stantlally better for; tourists than

;

Europe,” Garza declared. “In the i

matter of food, Mexico is 50r ? ;

cheaper than tlie Old World, It

is much more attractive in tlie mat-
ter of cars and guides.”

if Than

Europe for Tourists

Other Foreign News
on Pago 16

ACCLAIMED AT PREEM
—London, Dec. 15.

“Question, of Fact,” which

opened Dec, 10 at the Piccadilly,

was enthusiastically acclaimed

opening night and looks a winner.
Cheaper Air Fares to Hawaii

Sanction of trans-Pacific tourist This tense study of a ^murderei s

air fares, authorized here by Inter-
;

son dreading this hereditm V •

national Air Transport Assn, dele- :

w splendidly a<
?
êd ^ ?

gates, opens Up potentially profit- !

Br0
'Y
n

i
Pa,

j

l . Scofield and a tri-

able Pacific tours for entertainers, i
umph for Gladys Cooper.

New rates, effective April i (sub-
1

.
“No Sign of Dove” folded at the

ivi .Uv c^' 12 perform-

stitute a 25Vo fare cut., *a.nces.
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Buenos Aires, Dec.

The biz trend in Argentina at talent Agency For Pig

Set U^:In Honolulu
Honolulu, Dec. 8.

A promoter * interested In han-
*• — • *

‘"-is:

present Is spotty to offish and first-

run tfade is melting as the arrival

of spring weather lures the citizenry

outdoors and out-of-town ever, diiug' native talent for

weekends." Currently it is fairly Hawaii-Ojiped: pi* has opened a

easy to get into the big flrstrun talent agency h^e; He's, Denny

houses even on Sunday afternoons, : Wilp
Formerly they were sold out from

William Morris Agency in Chicago
Friday to Sunday nights. and more recently production sec-

Following a series of big releases retary for two Hollywood films

In October, these have died dowa. shot partially In the islands, .is

•

. . . .„ i acf in associated with Dennison in the
to a mere trickle in the last 40 agency
days. ... Dennison claims he has exclusive
'

“Don Camillo” (Italsud),. which casting rights with two groups

took top boxoffice honors jn Oc- planning to make TV films using

tobdt, was duplicated by “Bicycle local talent

Thief” in November, teeing off

.simultaneously at eight first-runs.

It is still in five houses and past

the fourth weeks. “American in

Paris” (M-G) wound up with a

gross of $124,073 for an aggregate

of 17 weeks first-run, surpassing

'•Great Caruso” (M-G), which Rome Dec. 8.
grossed $121,152 in 16 weeks.

Italian feature films cut them
European pictures have remark-, selves an unprecedented 46% slice

ably well, the French “Nous Som- of the local market during Octo
mCs Tous des Assassins” (DIFA) her, statistics reveal. Yank portion
held 19 weeks, with $74,025 gross for the same period dipped to 48%
while “La Beaute du Diable” did while French and English: grosses
$45,367 in nine weeks. A Spanish lagged. Figures are based on
musical in color, “Violetas Im- grosses in 15 key cities. Total
periales” went over big, holding October take for all countries was
five weeks in first-run for $55,303. just over $2,000,000. Last year at
Universal “Browning Version” con- same time, percentages stood at

founded the crix by holding nine 56% for U.S. pix and 34% for
weeks at the Premier and Ideal, Italy. Gross for this October in the

' With a gross of $51,183. While 15 key cities by Yank product was
these foreign-makes are not in the about $975,000, while the Italian

highest coin brackets, they have was close to $925,000.
shown endurance: Biggest reason for the rise in

“Way of a Gaucho” (20th), shot the Italian boxoffice potency are
In Argentine was fairly well re- ascribed to four sock releases,

ceived and ran nine weeks first- “Return of Don Camillo” (Dear),

run, day date at three of the best with a 15-city first-run of $300,000;
houses, grossing $52,065. “The Wastrels,” aided by its Ven-

The only l/cai picture to do ice prize; “Canzoni, Canzoni, Can-

above-average^ biz was “Black zon^ (Minerva) and Una Di

details why eed bew
. » , .

r

Aussie Is AU Steamed

Up on CinemaScope

zoni” (Minerva) and “Una
Quelle” (Rosa-Paramount).

Final November . figures, how-
ever, are expected to show a rise
in American pix grosses, with

_ . . .
. ... . , . , such strong releases as “Moulin

*•3?"* *“rr*“t'y ?,
.
a
f
Ung

°?i Rouge” (UA), "Salome” (Col)
e ( Salome” (Col) which open«l "Shane” (Par) and others denting

at the Gran Rex, Luxor and Brpad- the market.
way day-date, doing $42,113 in tfee

Ermine” (SonO), helped by the
preferential protectionist holdover
terms, got six weeks at the Gran
Rex and $53,750 gross.

are

byNiw pi«c« In tb#

48th Atiniveriary Number
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OUT SOON

Pommer UsingRuss©
-Invention on

.
Berlin* Dec. 8..

Eric Pommer has decided to pro-
duce his film, “A Love Story,”' si-

multaneously in two forms, one in

the conventional version and the
other; using a widescreen system
called Plastorama. Pommer had
seen this system, an invention by*

a Russian, and acquired European
rights.

“Story,” based on a yarn byZuck-
mayer, is filming in Hamburg. It

stars- Hildegarde Neff and O. W.
Fischer. Rudolf Jugert is direct-

ing. Pommer-Jugert made “Nights
in the Streets,” which won. the
1953 federal government award. -

London, Dec. 15.

Major first run West End thea-

tres are the Cinemascope derby.

J. Arthur Rank’s two first-run

Odeons ,
at Leicester Square and

Marble Arch are taking the lead.

The first is already playing"The
Robe” while, the second is skedded
to proem with “How To Marry A
Millionaire” Jan. 14/

T„Wo Other installations already
in progress are for Metro’s Empire
and the Warner Theatre. The
Metro showcase is skedded . to

launch its anamorphic system with
Knights of the Round Table”

early next year.

It; is predicted that between iOO-

150 “C’Scope installations will have
been made throughout the country
by next March including some .75

Rank theatres. Equipment for these
is mainly being imported. But
starting late in March, British man-
ufacturers will be turning out
screens, lenses and stereo equip-
ment at the., rate of about 100 sets

per month.

Diabolical Canadian

Plane Crash Set As

ANOTHER 'MAN BITES DOG'

Jailed Bandit Asks Damages For
Way Film Depicts Him

first week; “On Riviera” (20th)

“Operation Cicero” (20th) and
“Texas Carnival” (M-G). Para-
mount is readying release of “Here
Comes the Groom” for this month.

Emelco-Adpca has released “Ar- Rome Dec 8
gentine Pony” at the Gran Rex. Pic Gaspare Pisciotta, a jailed bandit
has been delayed for two years a„d ex-henchman of the famed
when the production unit went into Sicilian highwayman, Giuliano, has
bankruptcy.

British Prods. Abandon

Plan for Fixed Rebate
has been given credit for shooting
Giuliano in his sleep, claims that

A D! A J • • T certain sequences of a documentary
UD HX Admission lax feature titled, “Ten Years of Our

Londoii, Dec. 15. «v<
£, <'^h ^ ia,ppe?,ed s\e

As a result of discussions with It} fi. ^
other trade associations, British

ntod bandits in

producers have dropped their pro-
‘heir mountain hide-out, was not

sued three persons for actions
“damaging to his reputation,” in an
unique court case soon to be tried
here. The bandit, who incidentaflyldirector and writer Will be inked

London, Dec. 15.

Film version, of the 1949 Quebec
plane crash in which 19 passengers
were killed when a time bomb ex-
ploded aboard the craft is on the
1954 production agenda, of indie

producer Alexander Paal. To be
titled “Flight 108,” it will be lensed
next spring mostly on location in

Canada with cooperation of the Ca-
nadian Pacific Airlines.

.
Financing will be through a pri-

vate London bank, Paal disclosed.

He' added that a representative of
the backers planed to Montreal last

week to confer with Jean E. Belan-
ger^ Canadian Pacific. Railways offi

cial who solved the crime. Stars,

Helsinki, Dec. 8.

Film business enjoyed a real

boon! here during September, Octo-
ber and part of November as a re-,

suit of releasing several top money-
makers. The No. 1 boxoffice hit

by a big margin was “Quo Vadis”
(M-G), which ran for 10 weeks at

Scandinavia’s biggest cinema, the
,200-seat: Aloha. The French pic,

‘Clochemerle,” was second with 16
smash weeks

;

at the medium-size
arty Arita,

These two were closely followed
by “Moulin Rouge” (UA) five weeks
at the Metropoi., “Adorables Crea-
tures” ran 13 weeks at several me-
dium-sized first-runs. A French
pic, “Le Minuta. de Verite,” Came
in fifth with eight weeks, at the
arge Rea. Sixth was “Cousin
Rachel” (20th) with eight weeks at

Elysee, while, seventh, place was
taken by “Shane” (Par) with five

strong weeks in first-run.

Of the Finnish entries, “Snow
White and Seven Lumbertacks”
looms as a big success, closely fol-

lowed by a tragedy, “Matron of
Sillankorva” and “Billy Block-
head’s Boarding House.”

With Christmas jiist ahead, busi-
ness now has come to a temporarily
slowed down but “Salome” (Col) is

fighting the downbeats now being
in third week at the Aloha.

posal of a fixed percentage rebate
on the admission tax, and are par-
ticipating in a united campaign
for a $20,000,000 relief program.
Final details are now being settled

and the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer is being asked to fix an
early meeting to receive an all-in-

dustry deputation.

The main exhibitor proposal,
which was further discussed at a
meeting of the trade drafting com-
mittee last Friday (11), is to seek
relief for over $11,000,000 on seats
priced up to 28c, with the balance
going to higher-priced admissions.

The exhibs have given a pledge
to. the government that if a sub-
stantial concession is introduced in

next year’s budget, they will up
their contribution to the Eady
Fund from the present guarantee
of $6,450,000 to a maximum of

$8,400,000.

Dublin to Ban Kids Under 7
Dublin, Dec. 8.

Dublin corporation is to make
new regulations controlling admis-
sion of children to cinemas. All
under 7-years-of-age are to be
banned, and there is to be an in-

crease in^the : number of ushers
and Usherettes on duty at kiddie
shows.

true to fact. He also charged that
this gave a false slant to his rela-
tionship with Giuliano.

Pisciotta wants the film (made
some years ago) seized and the of-
fensive bits cut and destroyed, as
well as asking for damages. Docu-
mentary bits were shot some time
before Giuliano’s death.

Another Sicilian flareup was
caused by “Cavalleria Rusticana,”
newest pic version of the familiar
opera. Villagers of Vicinazzo pro-
tested loudly and publicly because
pic was not shot on the site tradi-
tionally ascribed to the action, and
because the three Sicilian leads in.

the story were all played by for-
eigners.

Brit. Studio Unions
Ask for More Money

- London, Dec. 15.

All British studio Unions have
put in a Claim for more pay. They
have made their application
through the Joint Industrial Coun-
cil of the film production, industry.

The union claims now are being
considered by the. British . Film
Producers Assn,, but to facilitate

negotiations part Of the application
has been submitted to the tech-
nical and supervisory negotiating
sub-committee.

following . Paal’s return to Holly-
wood the end of the month.

Plane disaster took place Sept,

9, 1949, when a time bomb was
hidden on Flight 108 by a man
whose Wife was a passenger. The
bomb exploded at the time set and
19 passengers died. As a result
of CPA’s investigation, three peo-
ple were hanged in Quebec two
years later. Meantime, prior to
leaving for the U.S., Paal will at-

tend a trade screening of “Three
Cases of Murder” which he re-
cently completed for Sir Alexan
der Korda’s London Films.

EDINBURGH FETE ATTENDANCE

72,863 Visitors at '53 festival
7,015 From U. S.

London, Dec. 8.

year’s Edinburgh Fe?tiva
set an attendance record: according
to final published figures. Tota
number of visitors . numbered 72,

863 of. whom 7,015 came from
America and 1,998 from Canada
Altogether there were 18,100 over
seas visitors, 3,700 more than in

the 1952.

Already lined up for the 1954
Festival are two leading British
orchs, the Halle and the Philhar-
mbnia, as well as the Statsradio
fonien orch from Denmark and the
Hamburg Radio Symphony.

Theatrical programs will include
a se^on by the Comedie Francaise
and an Old Vic production of “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,” with
Moira Shearer and Robert Help-
man in the leads.

Edinburgh, Dec. 8.

Pre-Christmjrt legit season looms
as lively in Scotland despite most
theatres deserting drama for tin.
sel and glitter of traditional Eng-
lish pantomime. Jean Kent, film
star, end Stephen Murray, have
leading roles in “Uncertain Joy,”
new Charlotte Hastings play, how
at the King's * Theatre, Glasgow,
Stephen Murray also handled the
megging chores.

Citizens' Theatre, -Glasgow thea-
tre group, is pulling in coin with
“The Laird of Torwatletle,” Auld
Lang Syne cbm.egy by Robert Mc-
Lellan, . Another native piece,
“The Other Dear Charmer,” play
by Robert Kemp about- the poet
Robert Burns, is notching up nice
coin at the Gateway Theatre here.
Lead role of Clarinda, Burns' lover,
is taken by’ Iris Russell, with stage
and radio actor Tom Fleming as
the poet.

‘

'

Gateway group has set. Charles
Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol” for
two-week run starting next week;
with young actor Ian Macnaughton
as Scrooge. The comedy oldie,
“Buiity Pulls The Strings,” a safe
bet in heather locations, is skedded
for Dec. 28, with Rona Anderson,
film actress, returning to her na-
tive city to portray Biinty.

A plea for building a chain of
at least four Scottish . theatres, pre-
senting plays by Scottish actors in
the Scot language, was made at
Glasgow by playwright Robert
McLellan.

3 SHORTS ON ROYAL TOUR

Assoe. British-Pathe Making Tint-
ers of ’World Trek

London, Dec. 8.

A series of color films of the
royal tour of the Commonwealth
are being made by Associated Brit-

ish-Pathe for worldwide release.
Howard Thomas, the company’s
production topper, returned here
last week from a round-the-world
tour, during which he lined, up
facilities and crews.

A minimum of three featurettes
is planned,’ .and the number may
be upped if there is no sign of
public saturation via newsreels,
TV, radio, et al. The first, cover-
ing the West Indies, will go on
release on Jan. 4, opening day-date
in Britain and the Empire. The
second film, covering the Queen’s
Visit to Fiji and Tonga, will be
available a month later, and the
third, embracing the New Zealand
visit, will be out in mid-March.

_ Realizing that the formal part
of the tour, including all the hand-
shaking, will be adequately cov-
ered by the newsreels., the AB- :

Pathe films are to concentrate
. more on local background and ritu-
al. They are being filmed in East-
mancolor and two Pathe camera-
men, Stan Goozee and Martin
Rolfe, who are accompanying the
royal party, are being supplement-,
ed by local technicians.

ABPC Chairman Blames

Lash Days, Poor Films

For Brit. Biz Problems
London, Dec. 8.

That the present problems of the
picture industry are largely at-

tributable to the fact that during
the lush years from 1945-1947 the
trade was making too much money,
was the

.
view expressed by Sir

.

Philip Warier, .chairman of the As-
sociated British Picture . Corp!, ,

speaking at the’ annual convention
dinner at Brighton last weekend.
It was during that period, he
averred, that the public was an-

tagonized by too many poor pix and
it had no means of hitting back
until the development and expan-
sion of TV.

The, new cinematic mediums,
said Sir Philip, would, in due
course, provide the trade’s answer
to the competition of TV. Al-

though it might lead to an eventual-
reduction In the number of pa-

trons -per week from the present
level of 30,000,000 to 35,000,000

down to as low as 18,000,000, the

industry is capable of adjusting its

affairs to meeting the new public

demand.
.

The new production trend,

which had been, established by.

Hollywood majors, is being fol-

lowed at their Elstree studios. The
prbduction execs there were
launching a policy of bigger and
better, albeit fewer, pictures,

Associated British Ginemas an-

nounced that the Champion show-
man for the year is Douglas Ewin,
being given a two-week trip to the

U. S. next spring in order to gan-

der exhibition and promotion
methods in America.

9 Scot Houses on Block
Glasgow, Dec. 15.

Nine Scot cinemas in the Harry
Winocour group are up for sale.

Controlling
.
interest is currently

held .by trustees- of Winocour. He
died three years ago. Four of the
houses are here and the others in

Edinburgh, Paisley, Coatbridge,
Dalmuir and Dundee,

Peck Set for Three Pix

To Be Made Overseas
Paris, Dec. 8.

:

Gregory Peck has a year’s for-

eign pic chores lined up and winds
his stay, here Jan. 10 to go to Co-
lombo, Ceylon, where he starts

“The Purple Plain,” J. Arthur Rank
production to be released by
United Artists. Robert Parrish will

direct. “Purple” will have interi-

ors done in England.
As soon as Peel: winds up this he

goes into the John Huston film,

“Moby Dick,” which, will be made
in Ireland and London. . Film is

skedded. to start in May and Will

be another Rank pic with a A re-

lease;
'

Peck has a personal properly

which he owns with Parrish and
Tom Lea. This will be done from
Lea’s novel, “Wonderful Country.”
It will be made in Mexico some-
time during the year. Peqk has

signed with 20th-Fox for another
five years with a pic-a-year stipu-

lation.
4
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REGARDING SCREENS FOR PRGIECIION

of Cinemascope pictures
VVE cannot overemphasize our belief and convic-
tion that CinemaScope is the only remedy to combat
the, ravages of television at the box office arid re-

capture lost audiences. CinemaScope must be safe-

guarded to the end that superior entertainment,

which is so much needed to attract audiences to

theatres again will do what it is capable of doing.

CinemaScope is a complete new process erigineeped

to provide a whole new form of entertainment.

CinemaScope is not merely a lens, or a screen, or
stereophonic sound, or a new size, or a new aspect

ratio. CinemaScope involves the proper use of all

these components as an entirely new system designed

to tell a story in a new and more dramatic fashion.

The results obtained from the first two Cinema-
Scope productions are ample proof of the soundness
of our position as to the way CinemaScope should be
exhibited. CinemaScope demands a bigger story,

more action, whether outdoor or indoor or intimate.

It requires more material, for instance when Darryl
Zanuck produced the second CinemaScope picture,

HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE, he com-
bined two great Broadway stage plays—THE
GREEKS HAD A WORD FOR IT, by Zoe Akins,

produced on the stage by William H. Harris, Jr.,

and LOCO, by Dale Eunson and Katherine Albert.

Exhibitors know that the public wants to see only
great pictures, and since CinemaScope requires big-

ger and better pictures, this system represents .to the

theatre man the answer to the box office drop.

We have conducted many tests on screens other

than Astrolite and Miracle Mirror and while we find

the manufacturers of these other screens have re-

cently made improvements in their screens to meet
our CinemaScope jrequiretrients it is our feeling that

they have not yet made a reflective screen which will

distnbute the light evenly Over the full theatre area

as is accomplished with the Miracle Mirror and

Astrolite. The Astrolite and Miracle Mirror screens

contribute substantially to this superior entertain-

ment in nroviding clearer and sharper pictures with

improved color brilliancy.

The exhibitor must keep in mind the dramatic

qualities of CinemaScope and that the action no
longer is restricted to the center but occurs on both

sides of the screen as well. Therefore, this could be
very disturbing to the theatre patron who does not
see both sides of the screen with equal brilliance.

While one outstanding picture like THE ROBE may
have so much appeal as to outweigh this disadvantage
still in the long run an inadequate screen could have 1

a destructive effect on the whole CinemaScope pro-
gram. It is comparatively easy to make a screen
bright in the center but it is extremely difficult to
maintain brilliance and effectiveness clear to the
edges of Cinemascope’s enlarged area of effective
action.

In order that there will be no misunderstanding
of our attitude we still feel the Miracle Mirror and
Astrolite screens are superior in the distribution of
light equally to all seats in the theatre. Especially
is this so in a wide theatre with balcony and high
angle projection where we are of the definite opinion
that other screens are not adequate although im-
provements are promised. The Hollywood demon-
strations of CinemaScope were directly responsible
for providing an entire new market for screen manu-
facturers and afforded them new opportunities of
prosperity, and they were further aided by the an-
nouncement of other producers of their intention to
make CinemaScope pictures. We have encouraged
many screen manufacturers and promised our fullest

cooperation to improve the quality of their screens

to meet the exacting CinemaScope requirements.

The exhibitors in the case of the larger theatres

of the country have appreciated the importance of

a proper screen and there have been installed in

'the larger houses approximately eighteen hundred
Astrolite or Miracle Mirror screens. As to the larger

and firsl: run houses, of which nearly all have been
equipped with either Miracle Mirror or Astrolite

screens, we must continue to insist that they use a

screen providing equivalent results for our Cinema-
Scope productions. We are presently concerned

primarily with the medium sized and small house.

Believing that every exhibitor has a responsibility

to give his patrons the very best in CinemaScope M
exhibition we therefoire have determiried that hence-

™
forth we will.leave to the exhibitor in the case of the

narrow and small theatre to choose whatever make
or type of screen he desire? to use.
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Inside Stuff—Pictures
Per share earnings of 20th-Fox for 1953 will he a record high as a

result of the strong- Cinemascope b.o. in the current fourth quarter.

Story in last week's Variety should have referred to minimum per
share earning of $1.25 for the quarter,, father than to a dividend as

erratumed/ Fourth quarter net is expected to be the highest in the

history of the picture company. Per share earnings for. the 39 weeks
ended Sept. 26, 1953, including an estimate for th$ third quarter,

were 40c. .

Two-part article recently In the San Francisco Chronicle reviews
the fabulous career of Louis R. Lurie, the millionaire realtor who has
many show biz interests. Yarn, by Elmont Waite, of the Chronicle’s

staff, is titled “Lou Lurie, Career Millionaire/' • „

Waite describes Lurie’s rise from a Chicago newsboy 56 years ago,

his career as owner of a printing plant, his start in real estate in

Vancouver, and his move, into the San Francisco and Chicago realty

markets. In 1946, Waite points out, he- was able to write a check
for $14,500,000 for two Chicago office buildings. In Sail Francisco,

he showed an early interest in theatrical property. ^Vaite notes, and
“he has never gotten out of the theatrical business." He bought the

old American Theatre and converted it into a modern and profit-

able film house. He has the lease on the Curran arid Geary Theatres
in S. F. and “has had a financial finger in many New York productions.”
“Two years ago,” Waite says, “he set up a deal to acquire the film

and theatrical empire of Warner Bros/ Pictures for $25,000,000, in-

cluding $5,000,000pi Lurie’s own money. Lurie said he arranged the
deal by telephone

—

4

it was simpler than getting into the Stork Club—
and the Warners themselves ;

announced it. But they never did sign.

As Lurie explains it, ‘they reneged.’ ”

Stanley-Warner circuit was afraid it might have a hot potato on its

hands, publicity-wise, in the preem of “This Is Cinerama’’ at the War-
ner last week in Pittsburgh. . For years, theatre chain has annu-
ally turned over one night in December and given the Press an as yet utt-

released picture to be shown for its pet charity, the Children’s Hospital,

for which Press annually raises a huge sum through an Old Newsboys
promotion. This year, with house being converted for Cinerama, Press
asked for it, naturally,; But SW officials were a little leery, figuring
a Press-sponsored premiere for Cinerama might alienate town’s other
two sheets. Before finally making a commitment, M. A. Silver, head
of SW Pittsburgh zone, and Arthur Manson, pub-ad director for
Cinerama in Pitt, visited the publishers of both Post-Gazette and Sun-
Telegraph, explained the .tie-up ite long had with the Press on the
Children’s Hospital benefit "and gave the green light upon receiving
assurances from heads of other two dailies that they understood and
Cinerama could expect the fullest cooperation

.
from them regardless.

“How To Marry- a Millionaire’’ is commended, In an editorial printed
In the Dec. issue of ‘The Optical Journal and Review of Optometry,”
as a film “that points up the value of . opthalmic correction and at the
same time makes a good case for eyewear style/’ The editorial oh-
served that “All too often spectacles are used in the movies and tele-

vision for comic effect or as a prop to convey the idea of personal
drabness."

Pointing out that another page of the
;
same edition shows Marilyn

Monroe as she appears “in her more sensible, moments in the story,”

the article recaps the plot and the finale, lii it, Miss Monroe “finds
herself in the company of a young fellow who himself wears shell spec-
tacles without any qualms whatever, and he convinces her not only
that she needs her correction but that the attractive mounting actually
enhances her appearance . . . from then on all is clear sailing for them
both.”

.
Clyde Grimour, film critic of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. end

of Maclein’s Magazine, used soundtrack slices from “Julius Caesar”
Sunday in a coast-to-coast review of Joe Mankiewicz’s film. , “Don’t
let anyone or anything keep you from seeing it," he said. “I don’t
think it quite measures up to ‘Henry V’ or. ‘Hamlet’ but it is far ahead
of any Shakespeare Hollywood has ever done before." He played
speeches by Gieigud—“superb”; Mason—“rather lacking in depth,” and
Brando—“amazing, though still a bit rough around .the edges."

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers will have pvail
able presently four test films to aid in the installation and servicing
of Cinemascope multi-track sound '"equipment, according to .SMPTE
prexy Herbert Barnett.

.
Society is pushing the production of*the test films for worldwide dis-

tribution and he urged test film users to submit their requirements
promptly to permit SMPTE to establish efficient production skeds.

First types of test Strips to be turned out are multi-frequency films
in 426^foot lengths, an 8,000-cycle azimuth test film in 50-foot length
and a 1,000-cycle balancing test film in 50-foot length.

Foreip Riporl
ss Continued from page 5

been produced in Hollywood/’ that
“therefore for all causes and their
possible combinations need to be
understood.”

The now defunct 18-months tax
break “provided a real impetus for
overseas production/’ w hi c h
through Congressional action “has
been aborted ( nowlimited to $20,-

000^. for all important considera-
tion, but which again serves to call

attention to the need for ’lean

years’ tax legislation,” report said.

MPIC voted to set up a special
committee to study such legisla-

tion.

Many ’Announce* :

Report also spotlighted “the very
sharp difference between the num-
ber of films announced” for over-

seas production and the number
which actually go into production,
saying three out of every four an-

nounced turn but to be the '“fig-

ment of some alert' imagination . or
the expression of some wistful

hopf.”

Nevertheless, the committee
said, there is a sufficient volume Of

overseas pix in. American inter-

ests to warrant a continuing, con-

structive study, and : it was voted
to have the group continue its in-

vestigation.
.

Matter of “alleged

lower production costs abroad must
be considered in relation to the

factor of ‘total efficiency/ ” it was
stated.

'

Committee approved the prac-

tice of American companies mak-
ing pix overseas because authentic

locales enhance the story values;

observed “general, importance of

foreign boxoffice” was indirectly

linked to the need for authentic

background and . locale, and said,

while it is “not unaware of the
reciprocal necessities of tradfe re-

lations with foreign countries,”

trade spokesmen in addressing

MPIC, might help the membership
to “better consider this phase of

overseas production."

Other Factors ’

While overseas pix contributed

to the lag in Hollywood production
there were other factors such as

uncertainties about 3-D, wide-
screen, etc., the committee said,

then recommending the study be
continued, adding, “we would be
indeed intrepid today—during this

transitional period—-to attempt to

define with any substantiated

exactness the extent of the sepa-

rate impacts of these new and
significant factors.”

MPIC membership unanimously
approved the report and okayed a

recommendation that invites be
extended Eric Johnston and Ellis

Arnall to address MPIC on the

matter of subsidies, quotas and re-

strictions in regard to foreign pro-

duction.

Drive is on to make motion pictures a recognized art form.
Film group, devoted to that aim, is currently being organized in New

York. Guiding lights behind the project arer’George Capsis, of the
Columbia University motion pictures department, and Richard Serly
Brummer.

Pair are working on initial aspects of the plan following a meeting
of “40 leading film artists.” Two committees were named to study
proposals for a constitution, charter, immediate goals and action. Group
hopes to function internationally and “will initiate various projects to
stimulate the creative film movement.”

General Electric has completed work on the electronic end of the
two, Eidophor color theatre-TV prototypes ordered by 20th-Fox and a
GE engineer has gone to Switzerland to incorporate the parts in the
optical equipment being produced by the Swiss.

Earl I. Sponable, 20th research topper, in reporting on progress of
the Eidophor, said this week (7) that “everything’s going on schedule.”
Two prototypes are expected to be shipped to N. Y. early next year for
further tests and demonstrations. Sponable said there had been no
hitch in the development of the System.

Upcoming Columbia release of ‘Bad for Each Other” stemmed from
a unique package deal between the film company and producer Hal
Wallis. /Film; originally titled, “Scalpel,” was a Wallis property. When
Col borrowed Burt Lancaster from Wallis for “From Here to Eternity,”
agreement also was made for Col to produce the “Scalpel” script with
a couple "of other Wallis players, Lizabeth Scott and Charlton Heston.
Col lensed It as “Bad for Each Other” and Wallis has a percentage
participation.

J. Norman Lewis and Milton Mound, partners in the . law firm of
Lewis & Mound, are more or less on different baseball teams.

Lewis, as attorney for the players in organized baseball, is battling
the club owners to obtain additional rights for the players. Mound,
on the other hand, as head of Box Office Television, Inc., is negotiating
with the club owners fdr rights to telecast certain ball games over
closed-circuit theatre TV.

Curb Pirates
Continued from page 5

U. S. of many hundreds of 16m
prints of pix it had donated to the

Armed Services for 'overseas show-

ing. Total of 43,000 feature length
prints and 28,000 shorts made up
part ' of Hollywood’s contribution

to U. S. troop entertainment
abroad.

When the fighting was over, some
of these prints began to trickle

back into this country via. soldiers’

dufflebags and other means. Fly-
by-night ops acquired many of

them and peddled them in the
hope that the. law wouldn't catch
up with them.

Fact that this problem has been
licked now is in part due to the
age of these pix and the. wear-and-
tear on the prints. Only inexperi-
enced film buyers (as at TV sta-

tions) are tempted to snatch them
up. Big TV stations, now, are very
careful to establish ownership be-
fore booking any film.

Percentage of 16m prints stolen
In the U. S. is y6ry ! small. There’s
practically no filching of 35m
prints since there is no market for
them. .

Amusement Stock Quotations
- (N'Y* Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (IS)

• 1953 Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
High Low in 100a High Low Close
15% 12% AmBr-ParTh 86 15% 14% 15
50% 38% CBS, “A" . . . 31 49% 473/4 47%
50% 38% CBS, “B’* . . ; 14 49% 48 48
20% 11% Col. Pic. . . . ; 219 20% 18 19%
12% 7% Decca . . . 191 10 9% '• 9%
.47% 41% Eastman Kdk. 201 47% 45% 46%
14% 10% Loew’s ...... 227 12% 17% |1%
• 7%

v
4%’ Nat. Thea.t .133 7 6% 6%

30% 24% ' Paramount? 44 26% . 26 26
36% 26% Phllco . . . . . , 73 28 .27% . 27%
29% 21 RCA . . 392 ; 23% 23% 23%;

f
4% 2% RKO Piets. . . 131 3% 3 9
5% , 3% RKO Thea. ... 150 .

5 4% .
4%

.4% 2% Republic ... > 55 3% 3 •3%
n%. 9% Rep., pfd. ... 37 11 10% 103/4

12% 8% Stanley War.. 82 10% 10% 10%
20 13% 20th-Fox .... 248 19%' 19 19%
18 14 Univ. Pix, . .. 214 ^ 18 16% 18
68% 61 Univ., pfd. *200 62% 61% 62%
17% 11% Warner Bros. . 146 13% 12% 13%
84 * 63% Zenith . . . . . 12 68 6634 663/4

American Stock Exchange
17% 8% Du Mont . . . 112 9% 9% 9%

- 4%- 2% Monogram . . 27 4% 4%. 4%.
17% 13% Teehnicolort. . 30,0 15 13% 14%
3% 2% Trans-Lux . V 7 3% 3 3%
Over-the-Counter Securities Bid Ash
Color Corp. of Amer. .

.'. ........ % 1%
Cinerama 2 2%
Chesapeake Industries ...... . . .

.

2% 2%
Polaroid 50 52
U. A. Theatre;: .......... . . . . .

.

. 7% 8%
Walt Disney - 7 8

Net
Change
for week— %—

1

— %+m
+ % .

— 1/4+—
+ %— %

1,78

Actual Volume,
t Ex-dividend.

(.Quotations furnished bp Dreyfus & Co.)
" —

,-f2

+1
+ Vs— %

+ %
+ Vs

+ Vs

-f- %
4-1

'

— %— Vs
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quate screening facilities. How-
ever, this would involve changes in

regulations at the Treasury In

Washington.
One instance of a film being re-

jected by Fishman only to be
shipped in through a Coast port,

is the French “White Cargo.”
Swedish import, “She Danced

One Summer,” . brought in by ;

George Schwartz of Times Films
Corp., also didn’t come via N. Y.

Pic, which has a couple of nude
scenes, so far has played only non-
censor states.

Cummins Again?

Fishman is currently embroiled
in a dispute with Sam Cummins,
distributor of “Ecstasy,” over 1,300

feet of “Ecstasy” footage which
Cummins calls “hot.” This is ma-
terial that was snipped out of the
original film and can’t be shown in

censorship states. Cummins had
shipped the film to Italy. On its re*

turns to this country, Fishman
pounced on it, He now says he is

going to dispose of it. Cummins
objects, holding it is positive made
from a negative made in the U. S..

Fishman’s position is that, Ameri-
can or not, the footage was shipped
out of the country and, upon re-

importation was seized under sec-
tion 305 of the 1930 Tariff Act as
r.on-adniissable njerchandise.

LEFT IN THEATRES?
Use of uncalled-for items of iost

clothing for- aid to Korean children
has been suggested by the Theatre
Owners of America to its member
theatres. Idea stems from the ap-
peal made by an American Army
sergeant iii Korea. •

.

Statement issued by TOA prexy
Walter Reade, Jr. urges all exhibs
to take part in the project. TOA
veepee Albert M. Pickus has been
named chairman of the exhib org’s

participation in the venture.

Geo. Murphy
Continued from page 5

had only lurid ideas about Holly-
wood. These had to be corrected.”
Murphy has a set of formulae.

When appearing before Parents-
Teachers or other such non-indus-
try groups, he simply invites ques-
tions re the Coast film colony. This
assures that he’ll always be dis-

cussing a subject of interest to the
audience. But with trade organi-
zations he makes with the comedy.
“Exhibitors need cheering up and
I try to provide this,” says the
actor.

Murphy was in Gotham to attend
a meeting of the Boy Scouts, left

over the weekend for Washington
and from there heads to an exhib
conclave in St. Louis. Asked if he
did any pressagenting for Holly-
wood when in D. C. official circles,

Murphy replied in the negative,
adding: “That’s Eric Johnston’s
job/’

Advertising technique, being employed to bally CinemaScope pix,
is resulting in complaints from exhibs and public.
One complaint involves the layout which shows the CinemaScope

screen Surrounding the audience to a point half way back in big the-
ses. There’s also beefs concerning the copy, especially the line which

states: “New Dimensional Marvel You See Without Glasses.” Point
is made that words “without special glasses” should be used. Claims
of “Realism and Infinite Depth” are also disputed.

Exhibs, particularly, feel that this type of advertising can once
again cause the industry to fall from public favor. *

Jules Verne’s adventure yarns are returning to the screen after a
lapse of a quarter century, with Walt Disney ready to start “20,000
Leagues Under the Sea” next month and Alexander Korda preparing
“Around the World in 80 days” for production in England; Metro pro-
duced the last previous Verne yarn, “The Mysterious Island,” in 1929.

Continued from page 5

gagement at the Holiday Theatre,
N.Y. ,

Pictures achieved a new house
mark for the Holiday, racking up
$34,225 during the first week’s run.

Returns have caused Michael Rose,
operator of the Broadway house,
to hold the reissue showjtfor an in-

definite engagement. WEk will also

test the pix in other selective

cities before establishing a regular
re-release policy. Indications are,

however, that the package will be
generally available shortly.

WB’s experience recalls the tre-

mendous success RKO achieved
more than a year ago with the re-

issue of “King Kong.” Latter, a
20-year-old picture, grossed close to

$2,500,000. While hardly as sen-

sational, Metro had a degree of suc-

cess with “Trader Horn.” It is

these experiences, isolated though
they may be that put the brake on
when the calls of the TV networks
are heard. Videoites, it’s stressed,
aren't dangling enough coin for the
distribs to hazard the sale of poten-
tially valuable properties.

Best Sellers
Continued from page 3

expense. With a very few excep-
tions, 1953 has brought the com-
panies no return on their invest-

ment abroad. Execs admit that this

has been the pattern throughout,
Television in the U.S. has been

a distinct disappointment. Most
dramatic shows are tailored to the
half-hour segment and don’t lend
themselves to a full 90-minute
buildup. But story execs continue
watching the hour-long TV dramas.
While they haven’t found material
to suit Hollywood’s fancy, a num-
ber of TV performers have been
picked up and signed for films that
way.

'
-

Overall trend In Hollywood for
some time—and especially since
the advent of the wide screen—has
been towards originals wtoich cost
less money and are apt to fit more
directly into the", widescreen pat-
tern.
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NEW YORK
Noel Meadow picked up U. S.

distribution rights to ‘‘Sunday By
the Sea," two-reeler which copped

the Grand Prix as best short at the

1953 Venice Film Festival. It was

produced in London by*Leon Clore,

Albert Margolles &
.

Co., .
which

handled the campaign for the N.Y.

opening of Walt Disney’s ‘ The Liv-

ing Desert,” is staying with the pic-

ture. Public relations outfit has

been retained by Disney to super:

vise openings in numerous other

cities. ..
• ^ ' . '

„
;
Meanwhile, Jesse Chinich, for-

merly associated with Rugoff, oe

Becker and United Paramount The-

atres, has joined Buena Vista Film

Distribution Co. as sales rep. This

is the outfit set by the Disney com.

pany to handle the release of

•Desert;”

PORTLAND, ORE,
All Evergreen theatre managers

off to Seattle for annual Xmas
meet and celebration, Dec. 15*16.

. Paramount . field man Walter.

Hoffman in town working -with

Paramount Theatre; manager Dick
Newton . -./

-i'-'" .

Jim Beale and Columbia branch
office sales force to San Francisco

for sales meet.
Oriental Theatre manager Oscar

Nyberg credited with smash pro-

motion oh “Martin Luther,” Pic

broke all records for gross and
length of run.

M. M. Mesher, managmg direc-

tor' of Portland Paramount Corp.,

took over the 3,490-seat Paramount
from the Evergreen Chain this

month. Dick Newton, former man-
ager of Northgate, Seattle, is man-
ager of the Paramount;.

LOS ANGELES
Universal will open its ‘‘Charles.

1 Feldman Annual Sales Drive*

on Jan. 3/ with a total of $36,000

in prize money. Campaign ends

May 2. _
A1 Taylor, manager of Para-

Mount’s office here, notified that

his organization landed first place

In Adolph Zukor Golden Anni
sales drive. It led all other ex-

changes during the last nine weeks
of the 14-week contest ending

Dec. 5.

^JfourtL
t LaCrosie, Wl*-, and second Sioux
* {

Falls* S. D.i and Eau Claire, WJs.
Vet Warner Dios, booker Eddie

McErlane retiring because of ill

health; . Bob Branton,
^
former

salesman, returning to replace him.
“Quiet Man” getting: a number

Saturday (1$), and special student of repeat bookings following an-
show may become permanent, nouncement by Republic that' it

Three hoodlums^ who stole , a will go out of release Feb. 1.

seven-foot cutout of Marilyn Mon- “Hy” Chapman, Columbia branch
roe, from the outside of the Mast- manager, visited son-in-law Byron
baum (“How to Marry a Million- Shapiro in Des Moines where lat-

aire” is current), were chased by ter heads same company’s ex-
police, and spent night , in cell, change,
along with the cutout. •

. Chet LeVoir; formerly with Re-
W. R. Buckley, Mt. Carmel and public, joined Universal sales staff,

Shamokln, Pa., exhibitor, recuper- replacing Kenny Adams, promoted
ating inHanhemann Hospital here to sales manager.

Bennie Berger installing new all-

purpose widescreens in local down-
town Gopher and Fergus . Falls,

Minn., theatres.

ST. LOUIS
Ralph H. and his wife, Joyce J,

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley-Warner sold the Circle,

3.200-seat North Philly key, to

North Philly key, to Lionel Fned-
man( realtor) for commercial pur-

poses.
Ted Schlanger, Stanley Warner

zone chief, to Pittsburgh for open-
ing of Cinerama there.

Visual Education Department of

public schools devoted special tele-

cast over WF1L-TV, to science

classes in 45 junior highs exclu-
sively to “The Sea Around Us,”
current at the . Studio.
Keefe Brasselle in town (9) do-

ing advance work on “Eddie Can-
tor Story,” shepherded by Bemie
Serlin of WB’s New York office.

Lester Krieger, of Stanley War-
ner, held test trade show at Mast-
baum (il) for new 16m 3-D film
General Motors produced this one-
repler.
SRO results of first Saturday

morning of “Cinerama” for stu-

dents led to repeat performance

following an operation.

ALBANY
The Colchester in Downsville

now operated by Wally Wynkoop,
who conducts a drug store there.
Cliff Hall, who had run the vil-

lage’s only liquor house, still
t

is \yeish) regained possession of the
operator of a drive-in at Palatine Illinois in Newman, III., after liti-

Bridge.^ . .

. , : ; gation in the Circuit Court at Tus-
L. The Bay Theatre in Alexandria coia ( -ill., and house has been re-
Bay closed for the winter by Don lighted
Gilson, also operator of ozoners at * Curtis Dunn, Mt. Carmel, 111.,

Alexandria Bay, Canton and Mas- former manager of theatres in Mt.
sena. Carmel. 111., took over the man-
The Colonial in Waddington, agementof the Idaho in Sumner,

near the Canadian border, tern- m .

porarily closed by Lloyd Bashaw. The Lovington In Lovlngton,
111., relighted by Hal Merold.

DAI 1 aAS The Alamo in Stewardson, 111.,

_ , formerly operated, by Norman B.

,
C. O. Wise, general manager of Merold. reopened by Fred Gut-

Isley Circuit, announced appoint- man. House shuttered last Aug.
ment of Truman Jones as manager 27 *
of Major Theatre. He had been Business men in Riseo, Mo., took
with th

,
e °S Theatw Circuit. over management of the Algerian

Claude C. Ezell, head of the In- Theatre there, with Kenneth Bird
ternational Drive-In Theatre Own- in charge, in recent months the
eis Assn,, will hold a special show- house was operated on a mouth-
ing here Dec: irat Buckner-Blvdr To-montfiT affeemehVwifh lCTSIc-
Drive-In of “Fort Bravo” on the Dowell, former lessee,
newly completed, wide - aspect Tom Gates, Barry, HI., relighted
screen. the Lee in New London, Mo.
..Jfajld Allied Artjsts* Labor Temple Theatre, owned
“Riot m Cell Block 11” will 'be by Local Union No, 8, Progressive
held Feb. 25 with -a saturation Mine Workers of America. Staun-
bopkinff .over

m
the Interstate Cir* ton. 111., is being rehabilitated \m-

cuit. All of the Interstate houses der the direction of Edward C.
and about 100 spots on other dr- Morgan, successor to the late
cuits will be dated *for initial Elvin H. Wieck, manager,
sbjjving. Fanchon & Marco, in conJune

R. M. Muse is new owner of Pal- tion with the
,
Globe-Democrat,

ace .Theatre • m Plano, having morning daily, *will be host to
bought it from O. B. Hancock. Imore than 3,000 underprivileged

youngsters at a Xmas party in the

CHICAGO |
huge Fox theatre Dec. 19,

John Housman, director of
Julius Caesar,” in town for film’s

screening last week. A. P. Way, veteran DuBois ex-
Wait Disney asking extended-run hibitor, celebrating his 57th anni

okay on /Rob R°y from Chi Fed- as a theatre owner this month,
eral District Court. the Warner in Jane Lew. W.
.
Sam^Lesner, filmjcntic, celebrat- Va., reopened under, management

ing 25th year on Chi Daily News of its new owners, W, E. Bailard
•

.• and W. L. Ballard. They bought
Chicago Theatre prepplng Cine- it from Alex Silay and Steve

maSCope installation. Me^ps tern- Medve. Gray . Barker of Clarks-
porary surrendering of atageshows burg will do the buying,
for run of Cinemascope pic. li&s.. Ted Mano's; wife of the
• •
Jack Garber, Bd^K publicist, into vice-president of Manos Theatre

Michael Reese Hospital for sur- .circuit, in Presbyterian hospital
8erY-

.
. following a heart attack.

Albert Dezel completed distri- Films will be eliminated when
bution arrangements with Irving Casino Theatre reopens Christmas
Levin, prexy of Filmakers Releas- Night after a* three-week shut-
mg Organization, acquiring long- down. House plans to stick to bur-
term franchise for Chi and Detroit lesque exclusively with continuous
exchange areas. afternoon showings and two regu-

Essaness hearing adjourned until lar performances, at night.
Jan. 4 while Eddie Silverman goes Francis Guehl, head of Uniiver
to winter home in Palm Springs, sal exchange, and his assistant,
Calif. Pete Quiter, again running the
Members of stagehand union Variety. Club’s annual Kiddies’

getting 4% wage increase along Christmas Party Sunday afternoon
with three-week vacations; . (20).

Trueman Rembusch, former Mrs. Joe Mazzel operating the
Allied chief, In Chi at National Grand in Millvale while her hus-
Assn. of Amusement Parks, Pools band, who was an FBI undercover
and Beaches, enlisted joint action agent for many years while work-
towards repeal of 20% amusement « house manager at the Art

PITTSBURGH
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MINNEAPOLIS

Cinema, continues to testify
Communist trials here and
Washington.

in
in

TEST LICENSING POWER

Donlal of Owner Leads T*
lows Rhubarb

'
> Oynaha, Dec. 15.

Iowa • Attorney General Leo
Hoegk haa announced a Floyd
County District Court decision that
outlawed the right* of township
trustees to license drivepin theatres
and other amusement enterprises
will be appealed in Iowa’s Supreme
Court,;
Hoegh Said he felt it is the state’s

duty to appeal “all trial court deci-

sions involving the constitutional-
ity of Iowa laws.”
The decision was by district

Jud^e William P. Butler at Charles
City In a case involving the refusal
of a board of township trustees
to license an ozoner. .

.

Judge Butler held that the
licensing law In effect since 1924
is Unconstitutional because “it

gives township trustees unlimited 1

power over legitimate businesses.”

ARTHUR MAYER STEPS

INTO BURSTYN JOB
Independent Motion Picture Dis-

tributors Assn, of America, formed
by the late Joseph Burstyn, will
continue operations. At a meet in
N. Y. last week, the org elected
Arthur L. Mayer as its president.
Group also pledged itself to

“militantly encourage and promote
the presentation of motion pictures
from all the free nations . . . and
to oppose any subsidized film dis-

tribution which might encroach
upon private enterprise or the ut-
most freedom of competition
among independent importers, pro-
ducers and distributors.”
Mayer told members that he had

received from the Motion Picture
Export Assn, a reply to the group’s
message to Eric Johnston, urging
him not to agree to sny French
film agreement involving the sub-
sidized distribution of French pix
in the U. S. MPEA letter said the
IMPDA request would be consid-
ered In the Paris talks.

Assn, is creating a Joseph Bur-
styn Award to go annually to the
foreign; language film picked as the
best of the year by the N. Y. film
critics.

Elected with Mayer Were Max
A. Goldberg, first v.p.; Martin
I^ewis, second v.p.; Walter Bibo,
secretary. George Margolin con-
tinues as treasurer.

Arsonist Blamed For

' Honston Theatre lire
Houston, Dec. 15:

More than 300 persons were
evaedated from Loew’s State The-
atre here last week When a fire

destroyed the theatre’s stage cur-
tains;

According to Homer McCallon,
manager, the blaze is reported as
the work of an arsonist. It was the
third fire within the last two weeks
at the house.
McCallon said the fire was set

deUberately.

Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Rita Gam wBl co-tfar with Jeff

Chandleir. Jack Palance and Lud-
milla Tcherina in UIr

s Cinema-
Scope production, “Sign of the
Pagan” ,. . , Harry Hines plays a
toothless character * in Wayne-Fel-
low!s “Ring 4>f Fear” , . . Consoli-
dated lab is installing new equip-
ment, costing $150,000, to run off
16m prints oh Eastman color posi-
tive . . . Rock Hudson drew the top
male role in UI’s Ted Richmond
production, “Bengal Rifles)” ori gi-
nally Intended for Tyrone Power.
. > . Dana Andrews slated to star
in Columbia’s “Gun Slinger,” to be

S
roduced in Technicolor by Harry
oe Brown .. . . Walter Mlrisch

readying “Battle Star” and “The
Police Story” for production at
Allied Artists. ^

Stanley Kramer bought the late
Morton Thompson novel, “Not as
a Stranger,” for production as his
first picture under his new deal
wjth United Artists . . . Warners
building up its science-fiction film,
“Them,” with a week of added
scenes . Y . ; RKO signed Glenda.;
Farrell for “Busan Slept Here.”

. Lisa Gaye with Donald O’Con.
nor in “Francis Joins the WACs”
at UI, with Chill Wills repeating
his role as the mule’s voice . . .

Rosemary Harris makes her screen
bow in Metro’s “Beau Brummel,”
to be filmed in England , . . Mau-
reen O'Hara's "brother, Charles
FltzSImmons, drew a featured role
in “The Black Shield of Falworth,”
formerly “Men of Iron,” at UI . .

.

Paul Thompson shagged a part in
Columbia's-”Jungle

-
MaiFEateriT’

Yette Dugay In Frank Lloyd pro-
duction; “Shanghai Story,” at Re-
public . . , • “Prisoner of War” is

the hew tag on “The P.O.W. Stoi^’’
at Metro . . , George Chandler in
Wayne-Fellows’ “The High and the
Mighty” . . . Evelyn Keyes will star
in the Mildred Cram story, “The
Promise,” to be produced by Gari-
al Pascal in Italy , Y . Mary Alan
Hokanson landed one of the leads
in “Them” at Warners * v . Next
picture for Robert Newton Will be
Joseph Kaufman’s “Return to
Treasure

.
island,” with Byron Has-

kin directing * , . Metro handed
Steve Rowland a part in “The Stu-
dent Prince.”

Alvy Moore, stage comic, signed
for the role originally intended for
Mickey Rooney in “Susan Slept
Here” ait RKQ ... Pal, son of
Lassie, draws the canine role in
“A Bullet is Waiting,’' starring
Jean Simmons . . . Sam Newman
Productions will tee off with “No.
Deadlier Sin,” a documentary on
abortion, based on data from the
L. A. County General Hospital . . .

Dolores Donlon sighed by Victor
SavUle for “The Silver Chalice,”
based on the Thomas B. Costain
novel : . , Warners rounded up
150 horses, three camels and two
falcons for scenes in “The Talis-
man.”

Ivan Haas plays the moppet role
in “Tender Hearts,’’ produced by
his father, Hugo Haas . . . Berman
Swarttz negotiating with Denise
Parcel for “My Five Hubsands”
* ... Metro set Ronald Reagan to
star in “The P.O.W. Story”
William Woodson joined the cast
of “Playgirl” at UI . . . Adele

Screen Shielded Against

After one' excursion into Swedish
films, legit Lyceum resumed week-
end reissue dualers with “Open
City” and “Paisan.”
Film exchange employes held

second all-industry
party.

. Greensboro, N. C., Dec. 8.

Two Stokes County motion pic-

§**utitu Vineyndi Rulhtiloid,

OMAHA .

Elmer Haines, manager the
new Fox at Sidney, Neb., reports
“Martin Luther!’ broke all records

Christmas at the house.

. .. .. “How to Marry Millionaire”
Following his visit to the Coast, slated for its Omaha bow Christ-

Miniieapolis Star-Tribune film edi- mas Day at Ralph Goldberg’s flag-
tor Bob Murphy doing series of Ship, the Statfe.
articles on Hollywood personalities
and conditions for his sheet.
Admission price boosts still being

reported in various parts of terri-
tory, New Richland, Minn., theatre
being latest to'lilt scale. . - — -.-r« t-r-
Minneapolis Colosseum union of ture theatre operators have denied

film salesmen -elected William allegations that they attempted to
Woods, Columbia, president, sue- defraud six motion picture rcleas-
ceeding Joe Murphy, Paramount; ing firms by rendering false state-
also Chet LeVoir, Universal, vee- ments of gross receipts. Denial
pee; George Fosdick, Republic, sec- was • contained in answers to suits

Greenstein, filed by the motion picture firms
on Oct. 9 in Middle District Court.

In their answers, James Jesse
Booth and James Jesse Booth Jr.
deny the charges made by Loew’s,
Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-
Fox, Universal, and Warner
Brothers.
Exhibs declared alleged basis for

the suit took place three years ago
arid pleaded the statute of limita-
tions, They asked dismissal of the
suits on' that ground.

treasurer, and Howard
Universal, sergeant-at-arms.
COMPO’s current drive for ex-

hibitor donations headed by Harry
B. French, Paramount circuit pres-
ident; Jess McBride, Paramount
branch manager, and Eddie Ruben,
circuit owner.

E. G. Fitzgibbons, Paramount ex*
ploiteer, in from Chicago to work
on “Here Come Girls.”

.
“The Robe,” which played seven

weeks at 4,000-seat local Radio
City, now in its fifth St. Paul week;

Daylight Saving Dusk
Indianapolis, Ind.

It was bound to happen.
Sydney D. Grubbs, of nearby

Martinsville, Ind., has invented a
device to permit patrons at drive-
in theatres to see the film before
darkness sets in. It is a shield
which extends 'bver. the top of the
viewing screen 20 feet, and slopes
outward from the sides.

This darkens the screen suffi-

ciently while giving all viewers
full sight.

Jim Carbery Elected
Memphis, Dec. 15.

Jim Carbery, of Roy/ley Theatre
chain, was elected prexy of the
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennes-
see Theatre Owners Assn, at Hotel
Gayoso convention. Succeeds Leon
Rountree, who was named chair-
man for 1954..

Other hew officers for the tri-

state TOA group are: Nathan Flex-
er, Waverly, Tenn., secretary-treas-
urer; R. B; Cox, Batesville, Miss.;
Bill Sockwell, North ‘Little Rock,
Ark., and Jack Marshall, Dyers-
burg, Tenn., veepees. K. K. King,
Searcy, Ark., rep to the national
TOA board; Max Connett, Newton,
Miss., reelected 'to the national
TOA board along with M. A. Light*
man Sr. of Tennessee, who was hot
present, as he is on a European
tour*

Fire-
man Save My Child” „ . . George
Sherman’s first assignment under
his new pact at UI will be “Chief
Crazy Horse,” with William Alland
producing.

Dewey Martin and Steve Forrest
added to the cast of “The P.O.W.
Story” at Metro . . . Delbar Pro-
ductions bought “The Great Fall”
by John R. Roberts, as a starrer for
De* Barker next year „ . . Filming
of “Lucky Me” at Warners shut
down for five days of song and
dance rehearsals ... Dan Barton
drew a featured role in “Conquest
of Space” at Paramount

-MOM) tin MOIIO Mil-
lUckcftltw Ctntct
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a good picture Info a,second week
than bring in a new second-rate

film. Over-extending the run of

the good film may mean some loss

of money but the poor
,
picture also

would las* money and the public

at the same time.”

Is the motion picture ceasing as

the “poor man’s entertainment*’ via

admission-price tilts? “Although
costs have gone up 100% since

1941/ Loew's scales have been
taised-only IOC. to 15e,” Vogel an^
swered. “The theatre admission

still is only the price of a highball.

On Broadway, the top reaches $1.80

but to me a good picture at that

price is a greater value than a play

at $6.60. And, don’t forget, itVthe
20% tax that has substantially

caused the rise in cost to the pub-

lic.”

On the new dimensions and
processes: “Theatres —should be
equipped for everything from 3-D
to Cinema$cope with stereophonic
sound. As a theatreman I am
ashamed to say that we went for

so long without making Changes.
But we are making them now and
we are giving the public variety.”

Agrees With Skouras .
Vogel stresses that stereosound

is an important part of the pro-
gram: “I agree with Spyros Skou-
ras on this. The ' Cinemascope pic-

ture was mdde for stereophonic
sound; it means a new change, new
and added values. Another point
is that the producers will learn to do

. new and greater things in. the., fu-
ture with the sound/ the widened

should show up favorably in the
distribs’ current quarter earning
reports,

Argentine remittance constitutes
the first coin from that country
since the war and is seen heralding
better times ahead for the U. S.
distribs in Argentina. Robert Cor-,
kery, Motion Picture Export Assn,
rep in charge of Latin America,
was in Buenos Aires during the
past Week, working but details of
further remittances with Argentine
authorities. Total available for
transfer is estimated at around $2,-
000,000 but may go higher. Corkery
is skedded to return to N. Y. later
this week, . _— - - -

Preliminary talks looking to an
easing of the film situation in Ar-
gentina were held in October dur-
ing the, visit to the U S; of Raul
Apold, Argentina’s communications
chief and a close advisor to Juan
Peron. At that time, he made
known his desire to have an inter-
national film fete in Buenos. Aires.
American companies told, him they
couldn’t participate unless at least
’some of their money would be un-
thawed to cover out-of-pocket ex-
penses. Apold visited New York,
Washington and Hollywood as
guest of the MPEA.

MOROPTICON'S SALES PLAN

Offers Exhlbs Choice Of
Three Different Deals

"

Plan Central Print Depot
, Continued from .pate. 5 mimmididwiji

Pola-Lite Co., now pushing its
Moropticon System of single-strip,
one-projector 3-D, has set up
three different sales plans for ex-
hibitors, under each of which the.
projection apparatus is furnished.

First calls for a contract for 30,-

000 pairs of Pola-Lite viewing
glasses at a minimum rate of 2,500
per -month; Theatreman pays a
deposit of .$5.00 . which will apply.

|

against the last 5,000 pairs. Al- 1

though
0

the full 30,000 order may
be used up in shorter time, the
projection equipment stays with
the exhib for 12 months and the
deal may be renewed on an annual
basis.

Second plan provides for pay-
ment of $500 for . the Moropticon
projection installation for five

years, plus the exhib’s. commitment
for 12,000 pairs of

.
spectacles to be

used within a 12-month period.
Third Concerns only the rental of

the projection system (no glasses
involved) for a two-year period at a
cost of $1,500,

on several occasions. Committee of

sales managers is due to take up
the subject again in a few days.

also put In a bid to handle the

work., Distribs apparently prefer

the National Screen setup which

Some of the companies are not

fully in favor- of the ftlan. Others
have indicated they,would go along
in an all-industry move even
though they couldn’t see much im^
mediate advantage for themselves.
Meanwhile, ior the pait.ye.ar dis-

tribs have been negotiating a new
pact with Local B 51, Film Ex-
change Employees (IATSE) and
there have been -several strike

threats. If the deal With National
Screen is finalized, it would inevi-

tably inyolve the dismissal of some
of the workers currently employed
in the distribs’ shipping and in-

spection ;
rooms. National Screen

would have to acquire a building
and would take over whatever per-
sonnel is needed to run the stream-
lined operation.

Film Carriers Bid
It’s understood that National

Film Carriers Inc. in Philadelphia

would work out as a cooperative

venture, whereas the Film Carriers
>: proposition would handle the job

[

on a more straightaway, contracting
[deal. Distrib execs were hesitant
this week to comment on the nego-
tiations, but stressed that any final

agreement would not involve the
selling or actual distribution work.
Companies for some time have

been studying the possibilities of
merged operations in certain for-
eign territories as a means of cut-
ting expenses. Metro end 20th-Fox
are cooperating in such places as
Austria and Trinidad where one
distributes the other’s pix. RKO
and Paramount are discussing an
Australian deal along similar lines.

Local labor laws in many cases
balk consolidation of physical
branch facilities. Problem of split-
ting revenue in many instances

[ also creates a potential problem.

lens and the 3-D."
What of exhibs on the economic

downbeat Who won’t or cannot
shell out the coin for new equip-
ment? s “Unless he has a shooting-
gallery type of operation/' Vogel
replied, “the theatrqman is- faced
with the same problem as with the
advent of sound; You can’t stop
progress. Our business cannot re^
main stagnant.”

C’Scope intimacy
Vogel is particularly high on

Cinemascope, and argues that an
intimate situation can be effective-
ly depicted; on the vastness of the
screen. “The picture downstairs
has some intimate and closeup ma-
terial/such as with the three girls
sitting together,” the exec ob-
served. He was referring to “How
to Marry, a Millionaire” at Loew’s
State, N. Y. And he maintains
that the broadened screen is ais

fitting in the small theatre as it is
in a large showcase.
Vogel is anti standardization,

however. He insists that variety
for the public is what counts most-
ly; “It is no longer going to be
sameness; we’re getting out of the
rut in our programming.”
As for dimensionails, he believes

that some producers were in toe
nuich of a rush to the 3-D market,
Tins is because it is a highly com-

petitive business and the result was
P?01*

3*P product. A new thing
like this, done badly, obviously
caused the public to take a jaun
diced view of the medium. Con-
versely, CinemaScope got off to an
excellent start with ‘The Robe
and there is strong public satisfac
tion.

Latin Gross
Continued front page 5

due both to U. S. economic aid and
American military expenditures
abroad.

Latin American revenue is seen
gaining as a result of increasing
economic stability. Biggest in-
dividual markets now are Brazil,
which is good for a N. Y. share of

5S"?e
-
n $9,000,000 and $10,000,-

(. 00
; Argentina, theoretically good

for about $3,000,000; Venezuela/
which contributes $3,000,000 anriu-

Mexico, with about $5,000,000;
Cuba for $3,000,000 and Chile and
Colombia for a little more than
51.000,000 each.

. Total, take from
many of the smaller countries, such
as Nicaragua, the West Indies, etc.,
runs to approximately $5,000,000.
With Brazil this week liquidating

the rest of its $15,000,000 debt to

^ S. film distribs up to Feb.
1953, Argentina also has agreed

to an initi^kcemittance of $500,000.
Brazil coin currently being re-

mitted comes to $5,100,000 and
cleans up all of the distriBs’ out-
standing coin with the exception of
current earnings. It’s figured that,
since Feb. 23/ ’53, about $4,000,000
das been accrued to the American
companies. With about $10,000,000
of the Brazilian backlog coin re-
mitted within recent weeks, monies

PRESENTS
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Now you can get Lifelike color in every

scene — in 35mm as well as 16mm — plus

24-hour processing service.

ONLY THE GREAT NEW

OFFERS YOU THESE

EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES:

1. Lifelike color in every scene— indoors or out.

2 . Twenty-four hour processing.

3. Volume print orders on highest speed

equipment in the industry.

4 . Direct 16mm prints from original material.
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:

Demonstration reels of Pathecolor now ready.

Phone now for Your showing:

NEW YORK: TRofalgar 6-1120

HOLLYWOOD : Hollywood 9-3961

Laboratories, Inc., is a subsidiary of CHESAPEAKE INDUSTRIES, INC.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY
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There’s a gleam of triumph iir

the eye of NBC’s Film Division as

it takes a more or less definitive

look at second-runs, before closing

the 1953 accounts and finds out

that’s it’s bceh cutting a series of

fancy figures; Armed with the lat-

est ARB findings as of a week ago,

it’s making factual capital of these

points in the overall pitch that

'’rerun is no longer a dirty, word!”
1. That “second money” is a

misnomer, with rerun ratings tak-

ing few back seats and in many
cases beating out the original edi-

tions.
•

•

2. Specifically, reprises of net-

work film programs in local mar*
kets generally equal their first-run

ratings whi^n their competition and
time placement are the same or

Similar.

3. Because of the constant in-

crease in TV homes, second-runs
often reach more homes than did

the original showings, even if the

reruns show the same or slightly

lower ratings.

4. When these facts are foupled
with the. lower program costs for

reruns, the advantage is to the
purchaser on a cost-per-thousand
basis.

. In citing the hard-and-fast
figures, the webs vidpix syndicate,
with, Carl M. Stanton newly
berthed as. the boss in Robert W.

. Sarnoff’s ascendancy to executive
veepee, uses the candid approach
to the ARB statistics with this

-statement: in the cities used, all

ratings available were averaged
and represent two or more indi-

vidual ratings except where only
one rating was available. The latter

one-timers were: “Victory at Sea”
in Cleveland, Houston and Detroit;

••Badge 714” iex-”Dragnet”) in

Salt Lake City,VLos Angeles and
Detroit;: “Captured” (ex-Gangbus-
ters”) in Columbus and “The Vis-

itor” i ex-'The Doctor”) in Salt

Lake City. (Important to remem-
ber, too, is that in some of the
major competition against the tele-

pix- there are several kinnied shows
involved.)

• In a study of both the competi-
tion and time slots compared to the
maiden, run, the rating histories

vary. “Victory at Sea” seems to get
the nod on repeating because its

original excu^Mtjh on the network
was Sunday af3 p.m. <N. Y. time).

With hardly anything against it. the
widely acclaimed 30-minuter drew
the highest average—20.3-^-of any
show except football in that time
period. Currently, with program-
ming largely as a nightime stanza
but not always in the best slots, its

ratings have zoomed to as high as

31.9, as in Houston.. In there and
Cleveland, New York, Sail Fran-
cisco*and Washington, the re-rides

are faring better than the debut.
In Boston, where the slot is the
h.s.h. 11:15 p.m., the ratings are

. lower, but not by much; in Detroit,

about the same as on first-run; in

Chicago, the only market where
(Continued on page 23)

Kaufman, lamer Service

U.S. Vidpixers in Italy

Rome, Dec. 15,

Two ex-producers and publicists;

Hank Kaufman and Gene Lerner,
have set up a unique public rela-

tions-personal management opera-
tion here, acting as liaison between
American performers and Italian

television operations and between
Italo performers and American
Vidpix producers.

Firm, Kaufman-Lerner Associ-

ates, is currently casting and aid-

ing on the production end of the
new Dennis O’Keefe vidpix series

being shot here, and also has set

Katherine Dunham (who’s in Italy

shooting a new feature film) for

an appearance on the Italian Na-
tional Television network tomor^
row (9).

Kaufman, who formerly handled
many of the Cerebral Palsy tele-

thons in the U.S., came to Europe
last April to produce a series of

vidpix in Paris. Deal fell through,
and the twosome then moved to

Rome with their new setup. They’re
also European correspondents for
fan mags, Silver Screen, ’ Screen-
land and TV Land.

Official Films is planning to

package a group of pilot films it’s

currently handling for national
sale along with pilots of new prop-
erties into a 13-Week series for
‘showcasing as a network summer
replacement. Idea is to present the
pilots over the 13-week summer
period as a preview for expansion
of each show into a. fullfledged
series should sponsor interest be
aroused.

Slated for the series, which
would be hosted by a show biz per-
sonality, are the Mercedes McCam-
bridge pilot of “Defense Attorney”
and others already in the can.
About half the series wou-d .be
composed of still unproduced pilots
based on story properties con-
trolled by Official. Plan is to start
production bn these in about two
months, with Don Sharpe in on
production of some of them! Show
would be called “Preview Theatre,”
with the sponsor’s name tacked on.
Same idea in the live field pro-
dticed results for ABC last spring
with its “ABC Album” series of
one-shots, with “Jamie” getting a
network berth as a result of its

“Album” showcasing.
;.i j 1

*

That .the coming “color era” is

not just flamboyant terminology
but a dollars and cents tipoff was
clearly evidenced last week in one
development that may produce a
series of followups. It had a “go
west” tag Clearly marked in the
blueprint by Color Service Co.,

Inc., Of New .York, to extend its

commercial tint operations to Chi-
cago, where a setup will be estab-

lished in the heart of the near
nqrthside by mid-January.
Launching the integrated branch

are Nat Sobel and Bob Crane, pards
in the outfit ( secretary-treasurer
and prexy, respectively), with sales
manager ; Robert B* Prell making it

a trio on the planning. There' are
several film labs in Chi, biit this

one will probably supply the Windy
City with its sole establishment de-
voted exclusively to telefilm com-
mercials In color.

Sobel • and Crane have . been
studying the move for some months
and, convinced that the time was
ripe to make a move pending an
announcement expected shortly
from the FCC giving the official

nod to colorvision, translated their
analysis of the situation into con-
crete action. .

Virtually every producer-distrib-
uto^o^Jblurb _ fqfc/pv has
heeff^on the “hot seat* ;as far as
the transition to color is concerned.
Their main efforts have been ex-
erted toward studying the problem
of telecasting tint prints via com-
patible circuits. They have been
involved with the double headache
of < 1 )

;
production already photo-

(Continued on page 28)

Another Guy Witli Whiskers

WM. KEENE
, (Not $iiota Clause)
Wants to Wish You •
Very Merry Christmas!

With Latin American television

undergoing a rapid expansion and

representing a hew and untapped

source of revenue for the vidpix

industry, one firm at least, Official

Films, is investigating the possibil-

ity of putting Spanish subtitles on

its pix for sale below the border.

There are about 18 or 20 Latino

markets now open or opening in

the near future. Some, like Ha-

vana and San Juan, Puerto Rico,

are semi-English-speaking and to a

large extent can buy up American
vidpix without, worrying about ‘a

language barrier. But Others, in

countries like Brazil, Venezuela,
Argentina and Mexico, need some
type of translations, either via

dubbing or subtitles. For that rea-

son, vidpix sales to the Latin mar-
kets Up to now have largely been
confined to musical series, with

dramatic shows registering only

scattered sales in the English-!

speaking markets. "

Up to now, it hasn’t paid for

any of the American vidpix dis-

tribs to subtitle or dub, for two
reasons: the scarcity of markets
and low set circulation . (which
means low prices) in the estab-

lished markets. But Latin Ameri-
can TV is expanding, both mar-
ket and set-wise, and the Ameri-
can distribs are becoming increas-

ingly aware of the fact via visits

from station operators, requests

by mail from the stations and in-

creased agency activity for clients

with distribution, below the

border .

Dubbing, according to Bud Aus-
tin, Official national sales chief
who’s been handling the project

for the firm, appears too expensive,,

amounting to $1,500 and up for a

half-hour pic. Only other solu-

tion appears to be subtitles, and
the firm is investigating that angle
from price, handling and reproduc-
tion viewpoints. Firm is expected

. to make a decision
,
on subtitling its

1 series within a couple of weeks.

THE- LITTLE MATCH GIRL ,

With Regina Bredow, Karin Rain-
boldt, Johanna lyichmann, Fritz

Genschow, Sabine Eggert, ethers
Producer: Paul Gordon

. ,

.

Director: Graf Stenboch
30 Mins.
Distributor: RCA Recorded Pro-
gram Services
RCA’a Recorded Program Serv-

ices has latched on to a century-
old Yule classic from the Hans
Christian Andersen shelf as its

initial integrated TV program for
distribution as a one-shotter. “The
Little Match Girl” was produced
in Germany by Paul

.
Gordon last

summer under the European Tele-
vision Corp. banner and is wrapped
in a delightfully contrived holiday
package made to order for spon-
sorial spotting during the holly-

berry span. The narrated dream
sequences fill the screen with bal-

let, straight dancing and whimsi-
cal stanzas addressed to the Match
Girl as she’s transplanted to a
world of wonders she had never
hoped to know*

Covering many of the scenes*
and particularly the

,
ballet, Is a

portion of .Tchaikovsky '‘Nutcrack-
er Suite” to which has been added
some original music by Richard
Stauch; Story is carried out .with
ultra simplicity with sole offishness
being in The dubbed-in dialog. But
since this only occurs briefly be-
tween the dream playout, it’s only
a temporary jarrer. Jockel Stahl’s
choreography is spirited.

RCA came into' the rights late
but even so, has sold the oic in
some 30 markets for this Christ-
mas and hopes to make it a year’s
end catalog show; Traui

SPORTS REVIEW OF 1953
With Joe Wills, narrator

:

Producer: United Press Movietone
Supervisors: Edmund Reek, : Wil-

liam *C. Payette
Writer: Marvin Lorber
EditorsrBen Loweree, Vincent Du-
rand

One half-hour
Distributor: United Press

United
.
Press Movietone, the

newsreel combo of UP and Fox
Movietone which has some 80 TV
stations on its video newsreel serv-
ice roster, has edited clips of the
year's .top sports events into a
smooth-running summary that

manages in th* half-hour to cap.
ture highlights of every major
(and some minor) -events' of the
year.

'

_ There's a long Vrecap, of the
World Series and baseball in gen-
eral, some football highlights
showings of the Kentucky Derby’
Preakness, Belmonts and Hamble-
tpnian Stakes. Auto racing, from
the Soap Box Derby to the India-
napolis speed race, < water sports
winter sports, golfv tennis, bowling
and boxing are all shown, with the
tennis and golf shots particularly

Editing job of Ben Loweree and
Vincent Durang is a ^coherent one
and Marvin Lorbers ' script pro-
vides good continuity and conveys
a sense of excitement. Joe Wilis*
narration is good. This one-shbt
Shapes as a good juiy for a week-
end sustained on the station side
and would make an excellent
years-end wrapup show for a local
snonsor of a regularly scheduled
sports show.

, Chan.

CAVALCADE OF 1953
Witli Joe King, narrator
Producer: United Press Movietone
Supervisors: Edmund./ Reek, Wil-

liam C. Payette
Writer: Charles Schuman
Editors: Ben Loweree, Frank Coff-
man

One half-hour
Distributor: United Press
United Press. Movietone has

compiled here a vivid playback of
the major news stories of 1953,
such items as Stalin’s death, the
Inauguration, the Harry Dexter
White incident, Senator McCarthy’s
hearings, the Trieste ripts, the Ko-
rean truce and the prisoner atroci-
ties and dozens of others. .

With Joe King’s excellent nar-
ration, ! a fluid script - by . Charles
Schuman and good editing jobs by
Ben Loweree and Frank Coffman,
this

4
half-hour- is a good buy for a

station looking for a year-end news
wrapup or a local news sponsor
who wants to tag the review on to
his regular newscast. Film quality
is for the most part excellent and
production is thoroughly profes-
sional; -One minor irritation, how-
ever, is the frequent mention of
UP poll on the important story, of
the year,

; with each -major story
shown in the film rated according
to the poll. Chan.

! +»»»»»»*
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CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
There’s nothing distinguished

about this historic documentary of
Benedict Arnold’s betrayal. Slow
of movement and lacking in any
element of suspense, it becomes
merely a costumed reenactment of
a story every school boy knows.
Nor does the cast raise the level of
popular acceptance. Fine writing
by Curtis Kenyon partly redeems
the plodding unfoldment.
Whether Kenyon uncovered any

heretofore unrevealed character-
istics of the traitor or events lead-
ing up to his sell-out and eventual
self-banishment to England is not
embellished for any

.
particular dra-

matic effect. Here he’s the embit-
tered general, played with dour
mien and unchanging emotion. Not
even his loyal wife, played by
Betty Lynn, could brighten his
mood or change his attitude in
selling out West Point to the Brit-

<• j l . • • < » . » f H't •
j

ish for 20*000 pounds and a gen
eral’s rank with the enemy.

Best of the characters is that of
Arnold’s aide played with strength
and corivibtion by Kirby Grant.
Dan. O’Herlihy is too stiff and un-
bending as the betrayer and Miss
Lynn gives the military atmosphere
its only ray of warmth. The rest
reek with rank. William Thiele
directed .with soldierly discipline.

Helm.

FIRESIDE THEATRE
The warming story of a boy and

a dog and how; their lender friend-
ship ended a long-smouldering feud
is given the fireside treatment by
Frank Wisbar that snugs up close
to the heart. The drama is toned
down so that the script by Marion
Cooper and Eugene Vale loses
none of its flavorsome qualities in
the telling on celluloid. It’s real

(Continued on page 28)

Sound Masters
,
completed a

three-minute film for “Treasury
Men in Action’s” Christmas Eve
program* in which Betty Johnson
sings carols instead of delivering
the middle commercial . . . Dr. Al-
fred N. Goldsmith, chief consultant
for RCA, will address tomorrow’s
(Thurs.) annual, election meeting
of the National Television Film
Council at the Warwick . . . Her-
man Rush, .Official Films sales
v.p:, took off for the Coast over the
weekend on a belated business-
vacation trip . . . Errol Flynn flew
in from Rome to huddle with
Oliver Unger, Comet Films prez,
oh their new Rome-produced series
starring Flynn. Unger came back
from . a brief visit to the Coast for
the meeting ... Clayton W. Cou-
seng ProdUctipns moves into the
old Filmways studios as of Jan. 1
. . . Irv Feld, formerly MPTV’s
eastern sales chief, becomes south-
western sales manager for the
firm’s feature film division, head-
o_uartering in Dallas . . . Charlie
RosS, Official Films account exec,
back from a month-long sales trip
through the south.
Winners of Jackie Gleason Nes-

cafe Contest will be made known
'(Continued on page 28)

TV Film Series On

. Memphis, Dec. 15.

.

Kroger Babb, Hallmark Produc-
tions prexy, has inked a deal for a
TV-film series on the life of Judge
Camille Kelley, who before retire-
ment served 31 years on the bench
of Memphis. Juvenile Court and
won national recognition for her
work with teenagers. Babb has
contracted with Fotovox, Memphis
telefilm outfit, to handle the series.

Bailey Campbell, Fotovox topper,
will produce, while Julian Roffrrian,
onetime CBS director, will meg.
Ben KCrner, a freelance scripter,
will write the series together with
Fred Lasse of Fotovox. Film firm,
incidentally, is currently lensing
“Juniper Junction,” which is play-

i
ing some 26 markets.

Hollywood, bee. 15.

Gross-Krasne, which on a limit-

ed scale .has been shooting com-
mercials for Lever Bros, in con-
nection with production of “Big
Town,” is expanding its commer-
cials operation and has named
Hampton W. Howard as its New
York rep on the commercial end.

Howard resigned as the sales chief

for Transamerican Television and
Broadcasting Corp. to take the

post, in which he’ll act as agency-
producer liaison.

Firm will continue to handle
Lever commercials in addition to

other national blurb accounts and
will also shoot blurbs for regional
sponsors of the *vidpix distributed
by United Television Programs,
which Gross-Krasne now owns.
Production will be at the Gross-
Krasne lot here under supervision
of v.p. Vernon E. Clark.

Standard Oil Footage
Standard Oil of New Jersey is

making approximately 100,000 feet

of stock footage from its film

library available at cost to film

producers in the New York area.

Subjects deal with , all phases of

petroleum production and dis-

tribution.

Footage is mostly black and
white, on 35m. Service for the

time being will be confined to N.Y.
Standard Oil’s public relations de-

partment, which is running the
service, has compiled a catalog*

which is available to producers.

Lakeside Distrib Deo!
Lakeside Television has acquired

distribution rights for “Adventure
IseMy Job,” series of travel, na-
ture and animal life adventure
films shot and narrated by Hal H.

Harrison, photographer - lecturer-
author.

First 13 films are already in dis-

tribution, with 52 vidpix planned
for the series*

.n
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Yes, But, But, But, Bat-
Audiences react more quickly and give readier acceptance to

half-hour dramatic shows on film than they do live segments,

and by virtue of the residual arrangements with producers,

v dDix Represent a more economical buy for the advertiser for

the rating achieved than do live dramatic segments, *

That's Lfeslie Harris speaking, He's one of the toppers in the

Bernard' L. Schubert production outfit and former TV program

chief for Colgate. And thus film vs. live controversy goes on its

merry vfay.

• Harris derided remarks made in last week's Variety by Richard

Goode One of the "Lux Video Theatre" directors, to the effect

that it's impossible., to arouse deep emotion in audiences with

filmed shows and that residual coin is largely "a myth."

Harris points out that there's hardly half-hour dramatic show

nn TV that's successful. He points to "Lux's” 10.7 ARB rating,

alone with "Philip Mortis Playhouse" at 23.2, "Campbell Sound-

Btaee" at 18.9 and "Medallion Theatre" at 21.0, and then by

contrast Points up the filmed "Fireside Theatre's" 37 5, "Four-.

Star Playhouse's" 27,9, "Ford Theatre's" 45.8 and "Schlitz Play-

house's" 37.3. Only successful half-hour live dramatic show, he

says is "Circle Theatre," which uses simple basic plots, "de-

veloped ' froth their (Armstrong’s) daytime radio experience." .

It’s the hour-long live dramatic airers that are successful,

Harris points out that there’s hardly a half-hour dramatic show

motivate plot and shift locale. It'S film’s ability to duplicate

these factors over h half-hour period* he says, that make it a

more successful dray of producing short drama.

Audiences are, "pre-conditioned to accept swift transitions’’ on

film Harris says, because of their long association with motion

pictures. "A half-hour film show on TV is in effect to the average

audience a miniature movie:" It’s also easier; Harris says, to get

better film name stars for film than for live, and to get better

scriotci'S*' . i.

Producer-sponsor contracts in regard to residuals, Harris says,

in most c&ses allow the producer to turn out the vidpix at a lower

cost than the same show* live. By giving the producer all resi-

dual rights, he turns' out the show at cost for the client. At the

same time, he can make a substantial profit via residuals—witness

such properties as "Dragnet,” "Schlitz Playhouse," "Fireside

Theatre," "Ford Theatre" and others. By contrast, a half-hour

live dramatic show, unless cost has been "well padded," can

mean nothing in profit since it can’t be repeated and profit mar-,

gin is usually small.
:

,

.

While the move to color is rapr

idly gaining ground among the

producers of syndicated vidpix,

producers of commercials are
growing more and more festive

over the lack of a definite standr
ard for production of tint film.

The half-hour
.

pix producers are
storing up for the future, but the
blurb-makers, pressed by agencies
and clients alike, are concerned
with immediacy and are reported-
ly steaming over the lack of in-

formation from the networks on
the whys and wherefore's Of color
film production.

1

Commercial producers want to
know: (1> the timetable on tint;

(2) type of color film aqd process
best suited to tint and (3) the type
and effectiveness of projection
equipment for color tv film.
While the nets have been advocat-
ing 35m for color, for example,
the only projection equipment cur-
rently available is 16m. Producers
are

. caught between practicality
and demands by their bankrolled
clients to come up with tint pilots.
If they’re filmed .in 16m, they
won’t be worthwhile when 35m
equipment is developed; if they’re
in 35m, they can’t be shown until
the equipment is set.

That’s only one of the perplex-
ing problems facing the producers,

(Continued
.
on page 28)

’Jupiter’ to IMPS
Martin Stone’s Kagran Corp. is

switching production of its "John-
ny Jupiter"

.
vidpix series for

M & M Candies from Sound Mas-
ters Studios to Ben Gradus’ Inter-

national Movie Producers Service,

effective Jan. 4.

Final 15 of the first cycle of 39

half-hours will be shot at the new
N. Y. studio site.

Flash; $1,

Hollywood. Dec. 15.
Sovereign Productions’ "Your

Jeweler’s Showcase" telepix series
has been cancelled by Hamilton
" ;,tcli Co.; reportedly because of
sponsor dissatisfaction with gen--
eral quality and results from tlie
telefilms.

.Previously Sovereign had pactsm niake the GE and “Cavalcade of
America” series also, but GE has
£een contracted to Bing Crosby
enterprises, and ‘‘Cavalcade" to
several other vidfilm companies,

nr u
altes the third telepix axing
® seas°n, first two being

Wes Revlon and Chevron series.

vi, i t_

ocal airihg of "Showcase"
VUl be on KTTV Dec. 22.

Indicative of the rapid expan-

sion of the telepix field over the

past year is the growth of Comet
Television Films, which in the

space of seven months has pro-

jected itself into a toprung posi-

tion among the vidpix syndicators

with a gross business of $1,000,000

and a production stake in four syn-

dicated series of $750,000.

Firm, headed by Oliver Unger
(prexy) and Harold Goldman (sales

chief), two former principals in the

old pre-litigation Snader Telc-

scriptipn-.oUtf.it,. was formed last

spring with a package of 13 feature

films. Since that time, firm has ac-

quired an interest and is distribut-

( Continued on page 28 )

Screen Gems Pickering

Hollywood. Dec. 15.

Columbia's telepix subsid,

Screen Gems, currently producing

the Ford Theatre, is in negotiation

for two additional series. ‘The

Damon Runyon Playhouse," and

"Father Knows Best,” • the latter

package starring Robert Young.

SG is talking a deal for the

Runyon rights with Howard
Welsch, who acquired them last

year. Current discussions on new
series are in line with expansion

program long reported for the sub-

sid.

By GEORGE ROSEN
What are the chances of the

indie producer and distributor in
tlm ever-expanding telepix market?
Will he, like his counterpart be-
fore him in the film industry, be
relegated to a secondary sphere of
importance and get . the squeeze
play as he fails victim to the econo-
mics of a business where the big
guns, as with the major pix studios,
dominate the scene and call the
turns in terms of taleqt4 production
and outlets?
Wrapped up in the answer is mil-

lions and millions of dollars in-

vested in .a mushrooming vidpix
business by independent organiza-
tions seeking to make a major
splash in a bid for the TV film
dollar. What the ultimate answer
Will be, will effect even such big
league operations as Motion Pic-
tures for Television, United Tele-
vision Programs, Official Films,
PSI, Inc., Consolidated* etc.

If history repeats, as in the Case
of the film company indies , vs.

majors, the likelihood of NBC, CBS
and ABC (with the NBC,Film Divi-
sion already asserting itself in no
uncertain terms) maneuvering into
a topdog status by . virtue of their
access to coin, talent and station
priority, has tended to create; some
element of doubt as to whether the
indie boys can remain in the fore-

front.

Always allowing for some excep-
tions, the big personality telepix
shows would seem to bear the net-
work stamp. When <a Procter &
Gamble moves into the picture
with a Loretta Young series, it’s a
network-patterned (NBCb opera-
tion. Claudette Colbert’s upcom-
ing vidpix series will go network.
That’ how it is with Joan Davis,
Ray Milland, William Bendix, etc.,

and NBC is already moving into
the picture on the projected Ronald
Colman TV film series.

The networks are in a position
to deliver stations—and big ones!

The networks, too, have the coin
to splurge on name shows. When'
a network comes up with a solid

vidpix series, the affiliates are in

a position to demand first crack on
second runs, .where'- the ratings
time after time outdistance, the
first rims, as witness ‘‘Victory’ at

Sea," "Badge 714" ("Dragnet" re-

runs), "Racket Squad" (now an
ABC-TV syndicated property), etc.

There are other facets, too. that

have a hearing on the situation.

A network showcasing of a vid-

pix series can take it off the cost

on the first runs. The network ex-

!
ploitation-promotion on the shows
tends to deliver a pre-guaranteed
audienjce for second runs. The
indies, saddled with big overheads,
lack such advantages.

Just where that’s gonna leave
the indie operator is what’s cueing
a lot of speculation. True, with
more and more stations dotting the

(Continued on page 34)

Screen Gems, UPA Split

Leaves 250G Animation

in

Parting of the ways of Screen
Gems and United Productions of

America and Screen Gems’ subse-

quent decision to set up its own
animation production department
leaves a $250,000 annual animated
billings plum up in the air. Big

question is who will get the lion’s

share of the animation billings,

UPA, which has set up its own
sales department, Screen Gems,
with its own production resources,

or other animators in the field?

Under the Screen Gems-UPA
agreement which expired last

week, SG was the sales rep for

UPA, selling the clients, producing
live^aclion sequences and bringing
in UPA for animation work. It’s

estimated that of SG’s $1,000,000

billings this year for commercials,
the animated portions accounted
for $250,000. That UPA wasn’t go-

(Continued on page 36)

Real Really
With banks now firmly in

the tv-film: fold as sponsors of
syndicated shows, real estate
agencies have begun to enter
the local vidpix sponsorship
picture. Official Films reports
that about a . dozen realtors
have bought the “My. Hero"
series for local bankrolling,

There’s a natural tiein here,
though, since the Robert Cum-
mings starrer (first exposed on
NBC-TV via Dunhills) centers
about a real estate firm: The
local realtors are tieing the
theme of the show into their
promotion-exploitation opera-
tions, even to the extent of
advertising "Beanb.lossom
Specials" for some of their
offerings. Beanblossom is

Cummings' name in the situa-

tion comedy series.

. Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Eddie Cantor is through with
hour shows on television. He won’t
re-sign with; NBC for* "Comedy

Hollywood, Dec. 13.

New First National Studios syn-
dicate which over the weekend
bought the Eagle-Lion studios
here for $1,100,000 is setting up
a revolving fund of $1,000,000 for
Vidpix production at the lot. First

films to go into production under
the Bernard Prockter - sparked
operation are to be Chester Er-
skine’s "Reader’s Digest" series

and Prockter’* own "International
Police."

Deal, one of the most important
in Hollywood’s TV-film history**

brings into the vidpix fold some
key financial figures, headed by
Fred Levy Jr!', Los Angeles realtor
and financier, and at the same time

_

employs veterans of the video
‘

business. Prockter, w'ho's current-
ly: in New York to wind his affairs

and move back here, is president
and exec producer. Eddie Conoe,
of the producing firm of Conne-
Stephens, is exec

.
v.p. and in

charge of studio operations. Wil-
liam Stephens will probably, be-
come production chief. Levy is

board chairman of First National.

Culmination of the $1,100,000
deal over the weekend with Wil-
liam C, MacMillen Jr., president
of Chesapeake Industries. which
owned the studio, came after
months of negotiations. Chesa-
peake, then Pathe

.

Industries,
bought the lot from Grand National
in 1043 for $260,000“ When Eagle-
Lion was formed, it became known
as Eagle-Lion studios. New outfit
plans to spend some $400,000 in
renovation. Studio, is currently be-

^ „ x . . . j. Wei “j ’ ing used for vidpix production by
Hour. Instead^ he will do. a filmed > suci, firms as Frank Wisbar Pro-
senes of 39 half-hour shows to be

| duCtions Sovereign Production*
simulcast on radio sirailar^ toi the

j
Arrow Productions. No deci-

Life"^
0 ^IarX * OU * our

]
sion yet on whether they’ll have
to move.

editor goes to N.V • Dec, 27 to
j Firet National will probably add

confer with network execs and *
j
other properties to those already

sponsor interested in the series.

He says: ‘Tve got a deaL It’s up
to me. to sign." Program will have

planned. "Digest" is already be-
fore the cameras under a prior

1 deal with Prockter; three half-
a flexible pattern with Cantor pre-
cidinj? sc ctftrv teller niii*. i

hours nave been completed at
siarng as emcee, stors teller, quiz-

j KKO ptUle Audios. • PoUce," 61
P*rt,c‘I«“lon

|

which 26 have been shot overseas.
stimulator.

The handwriting is on the wall,"
;

Cantor say’s. "Costs must come
down if hour show’s are to survive.

It's becoming increasingly difficult

to get good material, especially*

when w riters take time o(ff between
shows. They get out of the mood.
The hour show* is too fatiguing on
the performer, and takes too. much
out of him. By filming one half-

hour show’ weekly I can deliver a

better show, one not so wearing
on physical effort." Cantor said he

„ !
will be produced at the lot, with

(Continued on page 34)

HORACE HEIDT FORMS

Chicago, Dec. 15.

Klihg Studios, major Chi-based
would film 10 show’s this summer

, tv to film producer, 1 is set to carve
to get a jump on the season. I an evefi bigger niche for itself in

the vidpix and TV commercial
field with the acquisition of the
Charles Chaplin studios in Holl.v-

___ <
wo0^ Ten-year lease was set yes-

TELEPIX DISTRIB SETUP terday ( Mon * hy te?s andllOilil IA Kling ppexj. Robert Eirinberg a?ld
Hollywood. Dec. 15. * veepees Fred Niles and Lee Blev-

Horace^tleidt will fonn his own ins.

telepix distribution company to chaplin , ot plus sont Ch ,

handles sales of his Jouth Oppor-
, t>cilit,es givcs Klins

‘

on(, of the
tunilj show, oliicli he will begin Xargest studio layouts outside Ihe
telefilmmg in halt-hour segments major motion pic companies. Hol-
eaily next > ear in N. \. He will

)y\VOo(l studios will handle* TV
later shift shooting to the coast, ‘blurbs and some of Kling’s grow-

Heidt said he had planned to be- ing string of sy ndicated telepix.
gin rolling last month, but unveil-

j

—_———_—

—

}
ing of magnetic tape.was' respon-

1

1 sible for his delaying the program,
• since he ‘didn’t w’-ant to be out-

i

moded by new developments in the I

'field. !

WABC-TV Sets Yale Roe
As New Film Director

Yale Roe, continuity director of

WABC-TV, N.Y., has been named
film director of the station. His
appointment is another step in the
ABC-TV flagship's move toward
autonomy, with Freeland Fowler,
who formerly handled film buying
for both the network and the sta-

tion, now confining his activities to

network film.

Roe, before moving into his

Gotham continuity post this Sep-
tember, was continuity chief for

ABC-Radio and ABC-TV in Chi-

cago. Previous to that, he was Chi

.video continuity head at CBS.

In NBC Film Division
John E. Halloran has been

tapped as assistant manager of ad-
vertising and promotion of the
NBC Film. Division, reporting to

Jay H. Smolin. It w’as the second
kty appointment by Carl .VI. Stan-
ton since he became director of the

division last weekWhen Hobert. W.
Sarnoff moved up as exec v.p,. of

the web, Stanton's first nod went

to Edgar C«. (Ted i Sisson as asso-

ciate director. Publicity wing of

the sector remains status quo with

Charles < Chuck ) Henderson head-

ing it up, Fritz Jacobi and Jack
Sebastian.

Halloran is ex-NBC radio ad-

promotion aide, having previously

been a conlinuity writer for WLW,
Cincinnati.
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A good deal of what radio al-

ready knows or ha6 suspected and

much of what it doesn’t has been

Incorporated Into an elaborate

study by Alfred Politz Research,

Inc., under the billing of “The
Importance of Radio in Television

Areas Today.” Politz was tapped

for the detailed analysis of 11 sta-

tions repped by Henry I. Christal

Co., reportedly with post-fact
.
co-

operation by several aural net-

works. The field work was done
between Dec. 13, 1952, and Jan. 29
of this year and involved 4,985 per-

sonal interviews projected to a
probability sample of 61,600,000
persons aged 15 or over and resid-

i

ing in TV areas. It's pitched as a
j

penetrating qualitative study with
ho . relationship to TV viewing or
any : competitive comparison as

such with the visual medium.
In a complicated distribution of

the findings, with
,
press releases

emanating from various channels,
largely from interested public re-
lations W'prks, the first official

word concerning the poll seems to

have been timed with the appear-
ance last Friday ill) of Harold E,
Fellows, NARTB prexy, before an
advertising group in Detroit, where

ing salient points of the Politz
sampling. First, he said, it’s

a study of individual people
and not of homes, with empha-
sis on their' motives and attitudes,
and second, that it seeks to de-
scribe radio, not to compare it

with other media—meaning, it’s

assumed. TV in the main.
Medium's •Virility*

“The booklet containing the re-
port;” he declared, “points up
typographically and pictorially
that the researchers were seeking
to determine the ‘virility” of radio
as a medium, under circustances
of all types of competition, in-
cluding but not limited to televi-
sion.”

Interpretation of these findings
was made by Alfred Stanford in
pungent, hard-hitting commentary
accompanying each classification
embodied in a large two-color Pic-
ture Press book put out by Thorn-

> Continued on page 28)

Pad Brenner Getting

Full Hour Nighttime

Id WATV Gotham Bid
In an effort to. utilize participa-

tion of New York City high school

students and satisfy two potential

sponsors, video outlet WATV,
Newark, N. J., has: shifted Paul

. Brenner’s “Requestfully Yours"
stanza from an afternoon half hour,
three times a week, to an hour-
long evenings show. Effective.
Jan. 8, the program will be aired
between 8 and 9 p.m. on Fridays.
Aimed at a teenage audience,

the show has-been on since October
of this year. Since the station

shifted its transmitter from New
Jersey to the top of the Empire
State Building and turned its eye
more toward the New York mar-
ket, it was deemed expedient to

find a time when Gotham high-
schoolers could attend the show
and participate in the dancing and
games that are part of the format.
When the new stanza premieres

early next year, first guests will be
Les Paul and Mary Ford.

CIS itedle Producer

Howard G. Barites

\ fcoi • fcrlfht pies#

The Three of Them
Make a Lovely Couple

* ;
* • *

another editorial feature Ini the

48th Anniversary Plumber
o#

PfiRlETr
DUE SOON

NEW NOTE IK TV CLIENTS

StLUniv.

Washington, Dec, 15.

Efforts to oust CBS. from the
hot contest for Channel 11 In
St. Louis on grounds the Web al-

ready has its quota of TV stations

under the new FCC anti-monopoly
rules were renewed yesterday
(Mon.) by St Louis Univ., licensee

of radio Outlet WEW, Hearings on
applications are to begin soon.
Through its counsel, Segal

Smith & Hennessey, WEW filed a
motion with the FCC to dismiss the
CBS application as being in con-
flict with the revised regulations
which limit to five the number of
TV station interests a licensee may
have, regardless of whether they
are controlling or minority; CBS
owns three TV stations and has
minority interests in two others;

Regardless of a provision in
• new regulations wrhich would per-

''

mit CBS to prosecute its St. Louis
and Boston applications, providing
they divest themselves of surplus
interests in the event of grants?
attorneys, for WEW pointed out
that as recently as Nov. 25 the
Commission refuse^ to allow the
Storer Broadcasting Corp. to apply
for a channel even though Storer
was willing to dispose of one of
its five stations if it received a
grant

Gypoum Coin For ‘Today* Lends
Significant Sponsor Tone

• With a multitude of consumer
products as- yet untapped by TV,
for :reasons of which HCP (high
cost of programming) is not the
least, there’s a significant tone to

the latest sponsor to be wrapped
up by NBC-TV’s “Today.” Nation-
al Gypsum Co., with BBD&O front-
ing, has just signed for a year
round exposure on the Dave Gaf-
roway hosted cross-boarder starting

Feb. 5. ; Gypsum will pitch its Gold
Seal building products, a wallboard
heretofore more or less addressed
to contractors, jobbers, etc. It’s

the first- such network use of the
product, and may introduce a new
note .in the advertising of * “old”
items freshly readied for the di-

rect-to-user market. *

Other “Today” paciees are Mu-
tual of Omaha for 39 spots over
13 weeks; Baker’s Cocoanut (Gen-
eral Foods) for 28 shores from
March to May; Accent spice for 26
plugs; Capitol Airlines, which
latched on last fall and then went
off, is back with 39 blurbs; Emer-
son Drug has added eight parts-to
give it a total of 112 for a year.

One-shotter is Ladies Home "Jour-
nal for Jan. 5.

Sherwood TV Cast

Set; Van Heflin’s Nix
Remaining key roles in Robert.

E. Sherwood’s first teleplay, “Back-

bone of America,” skedded for

Dec, 29, were filled by NBC-TV
this week, with Yvonne De Carlo,
James Dunn and Gene Lockhart
set for the telecast. Wendell Corey
was signed last week.
Web encountered one bit of

casting trouble when Van Heflin
turned down a role, reportedly be-
cause he didn’t like the script.

NBC had offered him $12,500, then
upped the bid to $15,000, but Hef-
lin stuck to his refusal. Program
goes into the Milton Berie 8 to 9
p.m. Tuesday slot, and it’s the
first of a series to be written by
Sherwood for the web.

KING-TV Dethroned

From Monopoly Status

As KOMO-TV Proems
Seattle, Dec. 15.

Advent of KOMO-TV here Fri-
day (11) will change TV sales pic-
ture considerably, with KING-TV
now having competition for first

time. Result is seen in the trade
locally as bettering situation for
TV advertisers and, agencies. In
the past unavailability of time on
KING-TV has kept many adver-
tisers and programs off the air.

Now, with two statidhs, both pro-
ducers and agencies will have
easier task.

Indications are that competition
between the two local TV outlets
will be stiff. KOMO hit the air
Thursday With big premiere pro-
gram, with KING preceding with
fifth anni hoopla on Wednesday.

Competition will center to great
extent on local productions, with
KOMO, as NBC-TV. outlet, seen as
haring edge on KING; ABC-TV af-
filiate, in net programs.

Washington, Dec, 15.

Ultra high station,operators have

no call coming to the FCC for pro-

tection against VHF competition,

Comr. John C. Doerfel told the

annual meeting of the Maryland-

District of Columbia Broadcasters

Assn, here last week; Alluding to

petitions by UHF broadcasters

against assignment of additional V
Channels in their areas, Doerfer

declared: “We can’t be concerned

with the individual equities. The
only time you can. invoke the regu-

lating function is where the whole

industry is threatened and the pub-

lic interest is involved.”

However, Doerfer suggested that
some of the UHF’ers who have
been appealing to the Commission
for help may be selling ultra high
short- As illustration; he pointed
to the continued production of
manufactured ice and phonographs
in the face of expected competition
of electric refrigerators and radio.
Disclosing some preliminary, com-
pilations of a study

,
FCC is now

conducting, Doerfer said that eight
out of 42 UHF stations are already
in the black, although less than a
year in operation. He reported
that one unidentified ultra high
outlet grossed $29,000 and earned
$15,000 after four months on. the
air.

In contrast, Doerfer noted that
the 40 VHF stations which operat-
ed the full year qf 1948 lost $8,500,-
000 and that it was not until 1950
before they made an aggregate
profit,

“The survival of UHF,” said
Doerfer, “depends on program-
ming,”

Chicago, Dec. 15.
Video’s share-the-load hookups

continue apace as the junior-sized
advertisers seek their niche in the
TV sweepstakes. Consolidated
Royal Chemical has notified NBC-
TV that it wants help in sponsor-
ing the Monday night 15-minute
“Arthur Murray Party.”
CRC wants to retain its stake in

the show on a alternate-week basis
and the web has obliged With Boni-
Fide Mills slated to pick up the

alternate.

Just Like People
Working television news-

men can come in the front
doors of New York hotels now,
and can use passenger instead
of service elevators on their
assignment. Board of direc-
tors of the Hotel' Assn, of New
York, agreed to stop the prac-
tice! of sending* TV newsmen
around to the freight en-
trances after the Radio, News-
reel, Television Working Press
Assn, of N. Y. protested the
practice.

What started the practice is

the fact that the newsmen us-
ually work in three or four-
man teams, consisting of cam-
erman, soundman, electrician

.
and reporter, and carry four

.

to six suitcases plus camera
and tripod.

Follywoofi, Dec. 15 .

Name thesps shouldn’t appear on television, live or film, more
than six or seven times annually or they take a chance on losing

their b.o. appeal by being seen too much. Such personalities also

shouldn’t appear in more than two theatrical Rims annually for
the same reason.

That’s thfc opinion of Bing Crosby, currently shooting his initial

vidpic. • “Whether live or film, television is still a movie,” he said.

“You wouldn’t want a movie starring the same person coming
into your home every week. Situation comedies too, will eventually
wear out their welcome because it’s just too much to have one
show with the same people every week. I think perhaps dramatic
shows with different casts may be the answer. What television

needs ,1s more entertainment but not the kind Which will wear
itself out. If people see too much Of me they win wise up, say
T don’t want to see him so often.’ They’ll Catch on to every trick

I have.
“I’ll never forget what George M. Cohan told me: 'Get off while

you’re still wanted: Leave ’em begging for more.* ”

i

Carroll Carroll

It of Hie eplnlon thot TV’t concept

of domentlclty In

The Greatest Libel

Ever CommUted

e . humorous editorial footuro in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

OUT SOON

Toronto, Dec. 15.

All commercial programs will

be cancelled on Xmas Day over the

three networks of the Canadian

Broadcasting Corp., with the 12-

hour activities comprising round-

the-world Commonwealth greet-

ings, topped by the Queen’s mes-

sage at 10 a.m., originating in

Auckland, New Zealand, and re-

peated a 10:05 pjn. Other high-
lights include “Dickens by the
Fire,” readings by British stage
and screen stars; the “Serviceman’s
Christmas Card,” a revue aimed at
Canadian forces in Germany and
Korea, directed by Mart Kenny,
Toronto; the Toronto Symphony
performance of “Hansel and
Gretel.”
Other Canadian items in the Em-

pire broadcast will include a re
cital from the Peace Tower caril-

lon by Robert Donnell at Ottawa;
“Carols of the Nativity” from All
Saints’ Church, with the CBS
Windsor Singers; Benjamin Brit
ten’s “Ceremony of the Carols” by
the 40-girl chapel choir of Bishop
Strachan, which toured Britain last
Spring; the Xmas celebrations at
Twillingate, a Newfoundland fish
ing village; “The Christmas Story,”
an oratorio by the Montreal Bach
Choir and orchestra under the di-
rection of George Little; various
features from Pakistan, India; Cey
Ion, South Africa, Australia' and
New, Zealand. :

Hollywbd, Dec. 15.

Facing the heaviest schedule of
new TV' shows in the history of
the CBS Hollywood operation,
web’s Coast veep, Harry Ackerman,
ordered stepped-up preparation
following a Chicago meeting with
program v.p. Hubbell Robinson,
Scripts are being speeded to get
the production jump on the New :

Year, will’ 11 newjproperties cur-
Tentiy in the hopper.

'

Foremost on the sked is a half-

hour dramatic series starring Gin-
ger Rogers, now in the concluding
stages of negotiation. Actors new
to'tele will be used in support,
With different stories being drama-
tized weekly. Othef flew proper-
ies include “Pass in Revue," a

topical musical show being readied
by Paul Harrison; Bernie Gould’s
Gus and Joe,” a comedy about
partners in a plumbing business,
created by Dave Schwartz and Bob
Ross and “Ciipe,” a romantic dra-
matic series being scripted by Rob*
ert Russell.
Other properties in the works

are “Whistler,” “Escape” and
Gunsmoke,” which are being read-

ied for syndication by CBS Film
Sales. “Lineup” will be filmed for

both network and syndicated sale.

Pursuit” is planned as a live net-

work, show, with Bill Brennan pro-

ducing.:
*

Ackerman also signed Everett

Freeman, film producer and writer

and onetime scripter on the “Baby
Snooks” series on radio, to a

writer-producer contract. Acker-

man . feels that the comedy cycle

hasn’t worn itself out, but if any

of the CBS comedy series should

become shaky, he’s got “That’s My
Boy” «bd ‘‘Vanity and . Mrs. Fair”

.

as backstops. Ackerman said a

sponsorship deal, for "Meet Millie,”

which:!* sponsored on radio but not

on tele, is in the works and should

be concluded in a few days.

P. Lorillard, which last week de-

cided to renew its Sunday at 9:15
Taylor Grant news show on ABC-
Radio after first notifying the web
of intention to cancel, now has

gone ahead and renewed its second
Sunday night news show oft the
net. Ciggie outfit gave the web
the greenlight on “Monday Morn
ing Headlines,” which is in the 6
p. in. slot.

Decisive factor in the renewals
is the continguous rate feature of
the ABC fate card, which gives
Lorillard two quarter hours at the
half-hour rate.

1

CBS ‘Stage StruckY

Players Club Anni

Show as Col. Album
A. month ago CBS Radio’s am-

bitious Friday night “Stage Struck”

presentation joined in the Players

Club anniversary tribute with an

hour-long showcase spotlighting

some of the . Players’ top personali-

ties. These included Clark Gable

(who taped his bit in London),

Rex. Harrison, Walter Hampden,
Marice Evans, Bobby. Clark, Sir

Cedric Hardwicke, etc. CBS broad-

cast-recOrding execs were so en-

thused with the'manner in which

the show played that it’s been de-

cided to convert the stanza into a

Columbia Records album.
Proceeds of the album -will be

turned over, .to the John Drew
Memorial Fund for indigent actors.

For the occasion, AFTRA has

agreed to waive all performer fees.

'

The Gabriel Heatter commen-
taries on Mutual have been chosen

by Niagara Manufacturing and Dis-

tributing for its first swing into

radio advertising. Starting Jan . 5,

contract calls for Niagara, makers

of massage equipment, to sponsor

the Heatter show each .Tuesday
All the new advertiser’s biz was

placed in national magazines until

recently when it came out with a

reclining chair*
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The manner in which Colgate “Comridy Hour*’ Is doubling up
week after week on its talent pool (Jimmy Durante, Donald O’Con-
nor as added attraction for Eddie Cantor and vice versa' down the
line) is indicative of; the rating blight of the NBC-TV Sunday night
star-studded showcase as opposed to the competing ’"Toast of the
Town” entry on CBS*

.

While Colgate got itself a “breather” last Sunday (13) when the
Perry Como-Ben Blue-Martha Bay© combo walked off. with a 31.5

10-eity Trendex as against “Toast's” 21,4, the cumulative 10-week
average for “Toast" (31.9) as against “Comedy Hour’s” 23.9 (with
“Toast” also going into the No, 4 spot on the latest Nielsen tallies)

will probably Wind up as one of the standout success stories of
the TV year.

It's no secret that there have been several “crises” sessions at

Colgate’s Jersey City hqs. this season, with reports that the client

will revert to a two liaU-hour separate-program formula next
season. •

••..••
’

What makes the situation all the more ticklish (and why Colgate
can’t afford too many misses) is the budget differential, with
“Comedy Hour’s” $60,000 and $70,000. par-forrthe-cdurse weekly
as against “Toast’s” $19,000 weekly for talent (Including emcee
Ed Sullivan) and an overall talent-production nut of $30,000—
half the cost of “Comedy Hour.” .

Brother V*. Brother in Bangup Battle for Block
Billings

New York radio field is witness-

ing a brother vs. brother act, and
it’s got more twists than a day-

time soaper with a detergent for

a sponsor. Brothers are Ted and
Ira Herbert, both vet radio sales-

men, Ted with WABC, the ABC
flagship, and Ira with WNEW as

sales v.p. The feud, if. it can be
termed that, centers' around • the
impending transfer (Jan. 1) of
Martin Block from his longtime
berth at the Gotham indie, to

WABC and the ABC network.

Twist in this case is that Ira has
been the lontime Block promoter
and sales rep, with WNEW in the
past holding a virtual sellout on
Block’s early evening “Make Be-
lieve Ballroom” two-hour jaunt.
With . Block moving to ABC, the
network and WABC veep Ted
Oberfelder pulled Ted away from
his regular chores to make him
the sales “specialist” on Block
and on Mary Margaret McBride.
As a result, Ted and Ira have been

crossing paths in virtually every
agency in town, and have been
competing for business in ©very
one of them. For WNEW’s busi-
ness is substantially the same type
as WABC is seeking for Block.
Another point in question is: the
lineup of “Make Believe Ball-
room” sponsors, some of whom
have agreed to move with Block,

,
deci(Jing to stay with

WNEW arid Jerry Marshall, Block’s
successor. Either way, one Her-

(Continued on page 36)
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Robt. QV Hey

With 3 Shows
After establishing his major

Identity on CBS as Arthur God-
frey’s perennial stand-in on his

morning shows, Robert Q. Lewis
comes into his own in ’54 with a

multiplicity of shows which will

give him radio-TV exposure second
only to Godfrey himself.

In addition to his cross-the-board
radio Show, Lewis will also do a
full hour Saturday morning AM
show, either from 11 to noon, with
three sponsors already in the bag.

These are Pinesol, Mutual of

Omaha and Nehi. Bruno Zirato

Jr. will produce and talent will

comprise Ray Bloch’s orch, The
Chordettes, with either Arlene
Francis, BUI Cullen or John Reed
King as an added attraction. Pro-

gram tees off Jan. 2.

Lewis is also down for a cross-

the-board afternoon 30-minute TV
show, which will be comprised for

(Continued on page 37)

MIAMI-ORIGINATING

NBC appears to, be on the verge

of unleashing the first TV series

originating in Miami and strange-

ly enough it is being whipped up
as a mid-morning cross-board

skein. With “Glamour Girl” being
axed the first week in January,
the 10:30-11 spot is being primed
for the new show emanating from
WTVJ in the Florida metropolis,
starting Jan. II.

Pattern will be typically “Miami”
in deployment of comics, emcees
and other perfoririers playing the
town, plus intro of “name” hotel
guests, joeblows, breakfast stanzas
and poolside vignettes. Web is

understood pitching the format to

sponsor projects., flq. tj-tle yet.

Start of the New Year will
mean more than putting a freshly
printed calendar on the wall u far
as hlBC Television is concerned.
The continuing invasion of Holly-
wood by a few of the network’s
New York-based shows- is not just
to audition the climate, granting,
however, that such quickie barn-
storm trips can win friends and
influence ratings. A “Howdy
Doody” or a “Mr. Peepers” may
be. seeking a rise in the dialing
riieters by virture of a Coast orig-
ination, to be sure, but either show,
would play just as well on either
coast. “Peepers,”* in fact may be
one of the first to hop the Burbank
bandwagon after having done a
show from the web’s $3,000,000
studios on Sunday 113),

From here in, the newly in-

stalled hierarchy of prexy “Pat”
Weaver” & Co. will go down the
line, to- encourage other stanzas to-

“rhove to Burbank” and establish
permanent residence after testing
the returns from such originations.

Immediate reason for the ex-
pected transplantation is the com-
ing decline in N. Y. studio facili-

ties. Two of the web’sMnggest lay-'

outs, the Center -Theatre in Radio
City arid the International on Col-
umbus Circle will soon pass into
history—the former next May to
make way for a skyscraper and the
International not long: after that
to give way to the town’s long, de-
layed Coliseum project to provide
convention, sports-spectacle and
entertainment lebensraum. Cur-
rently originating out of those
houses are “Show of Shows,”
“Peepers”, “Comedy Hour” (latter

on occasion, such as the recent Bob
Hope color stanza, with transmis-
sion from the Colonial Theatre)^
“Voice of' Firestone,” Milton Berle
Show, Paul Winchell Show, “Ethel
& Albert” plus such visiting fire-

men attractions as Ralph Edwards’
“This Is Your Life,” which put in

three weeks in Gotham, winding
with a Colonial colorcast.

TV Center?

The network may try to work
out a deal for large facilities in

the building that replaces the
Center, but that’s only in . the
dream

.
stage; there probably

wouldn’t be .sufficient space, any-
way. Of more immediate concern
to NBC is that it cannot and, in

fact, would not abandon N, Y. as
a major point of origination, and
under this thinking it’s wide open
to proposals that would include
its programming in any projected
or to be projected building plans,

privately done or otherwise (there
having been talk some time back
that the city would be interested
in building- a TV center). The net-
work is definitely opposed to any
“TV City” of its own in the N. Y.
metropolitan district, but will latch

on to private real estate such as
the area back of the Roxy Theatre
where there have been skyscraper
blueprints for some years.

Not discounted, either, is the
role of Chicago as the web’s “nvid-

(Continued on page 28)

(
What About Parking?

v The best laid plans of mice
and motor-bikes oft go awry.
Actor Jay Barney faces a
tough problem this evening
(Wed.) He finishes a stint on
Joseph Schildkraut’s DuMont
TV’er at exactly 8:59 tonight
and is dug on stage as Lord
Ratcliff in Jose Ferrer’s “Rich-
ard III” (City Center) at 9:18, r

exactly 19 minutes later.

But Barney is a man of no-
table foresight. He’s been
making dry runs on his motor-
bike from the feastside Du-
Mont .

Telecenter : on 67th,

N. Y., to the City Center build-,

ing on 55th, between 6th and
7th avenues. Claims he has
made it in eight minutes, thus
he leaves himself 11 minutes
more for getting into cos-

tume—or fixing a. flat tire.

Sol Saks
•

• i

(Writer of ‘My favorit* Huiband'

•m CSS-TV)
’

.
— t

'

hot done o bright piece

Let’s Re Brave
* * " *

OMlhir •dRloriol teatur* In the

48th Anniversary Number
of

Variety
DUE SOON

Gillette Will go in for a bigtime

talent splurge on Christmas Day
as a replacement for its weekly

NBC-TV fight stanza. In place of
the tiffs, Gillette is buying a pack-
age being made up by Music Corp.
of America with NBC-TV cooper-
ating. It will be one of the more
costly Yule units, tab being esti-

mated at $125,000 for talent and
production.

Gillette - originally wanted to
share a kingsized program With
Turns, but latter firm chose to go
it alone and consequently firm was
easily influenced by MCA’s pitch
that it could make up a prize pack-
age for the occasion.

Signed so far are Tyrone Power,
Audrey Hepburn, Eddie Fisher,
Rosemary Clooney, Victor Borge.
and the Boston Pops Orchestra
under direction of Arthur Fiedler.
Others are still being parted with
Tony Martin likely to join this

session. Howard Teichman will

write, and Joe Santley will produce.
They’ll buy an hour’s time to
li p. m., but there's the possibility

that Gillette will purchase an addi-
tional half hour

JOHN BYRAM TO ABC-TV

AS NET STORY-EDITOR
John Byram,

.
former eastern

story editor for Paramount Pic-
tures and more recently involved
in legit production, has joined ABC
as story editor of the network TV
program department. He'll report
directly to Charles M. Underhill,
ABC-TV program veep.

Byram, a vet legit and picture in-

dustryite (onetime assistant drama
critic on the N. Y. Times), left Par
about a year ago to join with
Courtney Burr as co-producer of
the George Axelrod comedy,
“Phffft.” Play never got past the
planning stage, however (although
it’s still on the Burr agenda) and
Byram took the ABC post. He’s
already at work surveying proper-
ties for the web’s “Motorola TV
Hour.”

¥' NBC says It will wind the year
in TV with a 20% hike in business
over 1952. With $76,979,840 (PIB
figures) already in the till for- the
first 10 months of the year (as con-
trasted^ with $67,385,750 for the
Jan.-Oct. period in ’52), the net-
work sees another approximate
$20,000,000 in the bag for the final
two months of the year. This will
give NBC-TV a year-end gross bill-
ings statement of about $95,000,000.
Thus, give or take a few hundred
thousand

.
dollars, both NBC arid

CBS are coming into the home
Stretch in TV on practically an
even keel.

The net profit story, however, is

something else again. CBS-TV is

grossing $95,360,000 this year, as
compared with $69,050,000 last
year,, but the .administrative-cost.
Structure is such at Columbia that
it will realize a greater profit on
its gross business than will NBC.
On the other hand, NBC. is cookin'
with biz on its enviable owned-and-
operated lineup .of TV Rations ( an
estimated $10,000,000 in billings
alone for WNBT, the New York
flagship).

NBC-TV for the first time—for
any network—topped the $10,000,-
000 mark for a single month’s bill-

ings, actual figure being $10,394,-
200. Fact that the early-morning
TV “Today”* show is' winding rip
the year with a virtual SRO status

j

for December, combined with No-
vember football (General, Motors-
NCAA-) billings and one-sbot spe-
cial biz from motor companies will
enable NBC to show a $1-0,000,000
billings on the year-end books for
both in November and for Decem-
ber.

On the radio side, NBC isn’t far-
ing so welL On the basis of the
.first 10 months, the network is
down about $1,400,000 for ’53 as
compared with ’52. actual figures
reading

: $38,047,598 for ’53 as con-
trasted with $39,417,871 for '52. On
the other hand CBS has grossed
$51,433,455 for the 10-month period
compared to $48,287,237 in ’52.

Eric „HodginS, the author of “Mr.
Blaridings Builds His Dream
House” and Who is on the editorial

board of Fortune mag, has been
signed for a radio series by CBS.
HeUl do a weekly 15-minute

light® - tempoed commentary.
Hodgins has . been assigned the
•Thursday night at 10 period. In

addition, he will, also do the com-
'mentary when the Philadelphia
Orchestra returns to CBS Radio.

Nod, VJ. Stripes
As anticipated, Tom McAvity has

been given the nod at NBC as Pat
Weaver’s successor as No, 1 pro-
gramming man in TV. now that
Weaver has moved up to the prexy
spot. With it will go a veepeeship
for McAvity, with several other
v.p.’s at the network reporting to
him. Among these are Fred Wile,
Who is shifting to the Coast as
radio-TV program chieftain in
Hollywood, and Gus Margraf, vee-
pee in charge of talent develop-
ment,. Davidson Taylor and Earl
Rettig, who is shifting from L. A.
to N. Y., will also , report to Mc-
Avity. whose program directorship
puts him in charge of operations
arid production.

Meanwhile there’s some specula-
tion as to the eventual status of
veepee Ted Cott, in charge of net-
work radio programming. Cott has
huddled with Gen. David Sarnoff
on the possibility of expanding his

sphere of operation to include TV
as well as radio. Meanwhile he re-

mains status quo. Whatever other
changes are in the offing are still

very much iffy, with both Weaver
and Robert W. Sarnoff, the new
executive Veepee and No. 2 iri com-
mand, biding their time on any
changes of shifts.

Francis Goes to Town
“Talent Patrol," U. S. Army re-

cruiting TV’er on ABC with
femcee Arlene Francis, picked tip

14 more outlets iri last six weeks.'

That gives it bigleague status

web-wise W'ith 20 going live and
79 kinnied on the 69-station route.
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Washington, Dec, 15. 4
To determine whether: a TV ap-

plication, was filed to exhct a pay-

off to drop out and elihilhate a

contest, the FCC last week or-

dered an inquiry to begin Jain. 8

on the scramble for channel 2. in

the Buffalo; N. Y., area. . ;

In a most unusual proceeding,

the Commission' will attempt to

discover whether. Enterprise Trans-

mission, lnc„ ftljed its application

•‘for the. purpose of impeding, ob-

structing or delaying .
determina-

tion on any other application with

which it may have been in con-

flict.”

Agency will also seek to deter-

mine whether Niagara Frontier

Amusement Corp., which entered

into an agreement to merge with

three other applicants before En-

terprise filed, ‘‘agreed to pay, di-

rectly or indirectly, consideration

for the dismissal of the application

of Enterprise.” ,

Finally, the Commission will de-

cide. on the basis of the testimony,

whether; Niagara’s application

should be granted.
Niagara, according to the Com-

mission, entered into an agrees

ment on Nov.. 2 with the then, com-
peting applicants under which it

was to file an amendment to its

application and the other appli-

cants were to request dismissal.

However, on the day following.

Enterprise applied for the channel

and, said FCC, “as a result of

said filing” Niagara did not file its

amendment afid the competing ap-

plicants did not . withdraw
-

.

,
On D<ec. 8, the Commission re-

lated, Enterprise requested dis-

missal of its application and Niag-

ara amended its application in ac-

cordance with the Nov. 2 agree-

ment
Agency said it is faced with “a

serious question” as to whether
Enterprise filed its application in

“good faith” and whether the cir-

cumstances surrounding its with-

drawal “constituted, additional

consideration for the dismissal of

an application not filed in good
faith.”

The Commission said it is also

concerned as to whether a giant

of the Niagara application “would
not subvert the Commission’s pol-

j

(Continued on page 38)

No Suirjprife

: Eddie Cantor being slated
for next' week's (Dec. 23)
"This Is Your Life” videocast
became such -an open secret

that Hazel Bishop, will frankly
herald it. When Ralph Edwards
started lining up Cantor’s in-

timates—George JesseV et al.

it soon became public. Major
leak stemmed from the coin-

cidental Broadway paramount
premiere of “The Eddie Can-
tor Story” (WB), opening at
the New York dgluxer two
days before Xmas for benefit

of the Educational Alliance,

the lower oast side of N. Y

;

settlement house, where both
Cantor and Jessel, among
other show biz greats, at-

tended;

Rather than 'cancel, as oc-

curred once before when the
surprise element no longer
existed, the cosmetic sponsor
decided to go along With it,

especially because of its rea-

listic ballyhoo impact on the
Cantor biopic.

‘Rocky’i New Cwwt {
Pharmaceutical*, Inc., his .inked

a two-year pact with DuMont to.

co-sponsor “Rocky King,- Detec-
tive.” Agency Edward Kletter
Associates handled the d^al v for
firm's RDX and Qeritol products.

American Chicle, co-sponsor of

the mystery yam series, continues
alongside Pharmaceuticals, which
replaces Krelsler Manufacturing
Jan. 3.

“Ill Buy That,” the . Tuesday-
Thursday afternoon panel show on
CBS-TV which Mike Wallace em-
cees, is being cancelled by Seeman
Bros, after the Dec. 17 telecast,

with the show switching to a Fri.

sustainingsegment Vacating of the
t\vice-a-week half-hour segment
will permit for an expansion of
Garry Moore to a full 60 minutes
bn those two days, with Moore re-

taining his present half-hour for3
mat. on the other three afternoons.

However, CBS-TV is salvaging
some of the Seeman Bros, biz, with
the client moving into a quarter-
hour Moore segment. That leaves
three 15-minutes slots on the “for
sale” list.

In contrast to his status a year
ago, when the web was mulling the
idea of dropping him, Moore has
become one of the hottest commer-
cial items on the afternoon TV
roster.

Detroit, Dec. 15.

In an interview with Dick Os-
good, WXYZ commentator and De-
troit Free Press television column-
ist, actor Reginald Gardiner ex-
plainedWhy he Wanted out of TV
after eight weeks on “The Bicker-
sons.”

“I’m not. a pill man,” Gardiner
said; he told the producer. “But
look at me, aspirin, phenobarbital,
Four Roses. If this is television,

Tve had it.”

Gardiner, whowas in Detroit to
spend a few eveningswith Beatrice
Lillie- at the Shubert, continued:
“Television is 6tage, radio, and
movies all rolled up into one

—

and one seems to cancel out the
other.”

Gardiner complained that his

Work in “The Bickersons” turned
his w’eek topsy-turvy. ‘'‘You telecast
on Tuesday night, then you fall in-
to the nearest bar for a couple to
let down with-—that made it Sat-
urday night. On Wednesday, you
didn’t work, so Wednesday became
Sunday. Then, on Thursday, you
started work toward the next flight-

mare—that was Monday.

Chicago, Dec, 15;

The Western Conference (Big

10), as anticipated, came out offi-

cially last week for regional con-
trol of college football telecasts;

The Big IQ’s TV committee will

start to work immediately drafting
a regional TV program to present
to the annual National Collegiate
Athletic Assn, conclave? Jan.5-8 in
Cincinnati.

*

Should the Big 10 draw support
from other key conferences for its

autonomy TV Wmbitions, The
NCAA’s national “Game of the
Week” program, aired via NBC-TV
the past two years, might not sur-

weekly nationally televised game
package does, win out for next
year, it’s believed likely that will

be the final year because of the
mounting pressure to break the
controls down £o the regional level.

If the regional adherents win
their point, either this year- orthe
next, it could well mean the end of
networked gridiron telecast on any-
thing broader in scope than on a
territorial basis. Under such, a pol-
icy, with more games open to TV
on a given Saturday, more- stations
would have access to them within
a conference area while there
would be less cross-country beam-
ings.

It’s known that conference execs,
especially those repping the major-
ity of tax-supported institutions,
have been subjected to strident de-
mands from viewers to expose
more local contests to TV. Also
with new stations popping up, the
broadcasters, often influential with
state legislatures, have been yelling
to get into the football TV act.

The Big 10 left no doubt that it

would fight hard for regional juri$-
diction, warning that unless some
such policy is adopted “there is the
likelihood of an entire collapse of
the NCAA program.”

CBS-TV TO TRY AGAIN

ON ‘INT’L AIRPORT'
CBS-TV is giving “International

Airport,” which it shelved last year
after an initial ki.nnie treatment,
another try. New kinnie was shot
last week under production aegis
of Samuel Goldwyri Jr., with Mar-
cella Cisney megging and Bill Do.-

zier supervising. Thomas Gomez,
Ruth Warwick

, and Everett Sloan
played -the leads, with Robert Mar-
riott! featured in a moppet role.

William Templeton and Leonard
Kantor scripted.

Previous try. made by Martin
Manulis and David Rich, had
stressed the “intrigue” flavor, but
was shelved. New version, it’s

said, will emphasize character
vignettes. It’s planned as a live

series, with sets by
-j,

ABC ‘Black lie’ Preem

For Martin Block In

New Year's Eve Hoopla
Martin Block will get (and give)

the plush-carpet treatment . New
Year's Eve from ABC in joining the
web after a longtime association
with WNEW, N. Y. As his pact ex-
pires with WNEW, he’ll be sta-

tioned at ABC’s Little Theatre off

Broadway for a combined simul-
cast-allnite radio show*New Year’s
Eve party for press and show biz

personalities.

He’ll take to the air' via network
simulcast shortly after midnight
(following a crowd remote from
Times Square by the ABC-TV cam-
era crews) with a one-hour radio-
TV session. He’ll then .continue
on AM the rest of the night. Simul-
cast vvill feature black-tie guests
at the “theatre party.”

Tentatively scheduled for the
“Block party”, are John Daly, Ed-
die Fisher, Julius. LaRosa, Eddie
Cantor, Perry Comp, Rosemary
Clooney, Jose Ferrer, Mindy Car-
son, Vic Damone, Les Paul & Mary
Ford, Joel Grey and others. Large,
band, alternately batoned by Tutti
Camarata, Hugo Winterhalter and
Henri Rene, will play the show.

.
Allen’s Coast Quickie

With Steve Allen taking a
quickie vacation on the Coast, his
post-11 p.m. cross-boarder on
WNBT, the NBC-TV flagship in
N. Y. will be done by a different
m.c. each night starting Monday
( 21 ).

'

' 1 - "

One of the probabilities for the
chore is Morey Amstcrdami

j ^

Pinky Vice Gabby
Comic Pinky Leewill replace

Gabby Hayes on NBC-TV’s late
afternoon strip which will origi-
nate in Hollywood starting Jan. 4.

Hayes went to the Coast last
week with execs of packagers Mar-
tin Stone Productions to work out
a new format, also emanating
from there.

Lee’s stanza will he live three
days tf week and pre-recorded the
other two, latter method appar-
ently. for lack of studio space.

-Until bow on a sotto voca experimental basis, NBC-TV’s foray
Into “Operation Plug” encompassing every ope :of its programs
(both sponsored and sustaining) will be launched Sunday (20). As
far as the public is concerned, the gimmick will lend an SRb
aura to the programming schedules, but in practice it will mean
hundreds ,of thousands Of dollars—not necessarily out of pocket
but a bookkeeping figure as to time exposure—devoted- to the
“under one roof' admiration idea.

,

-

Blurbi On network stanzas, public service segments, £t al., willKlement the usual chfiinbreaks, and looming as.a sizable, factor
e all-out “look, Ma, I’m NBC? pitch will be specially produced

film fOotage. Latter will include An old Hollywood technique, the
trailer, with ft flock Of these in production now to ballyhoo the
net's vidpixers. Considerable bally will also be devoted to TV as
an industry, supplementing the "name” ad agency-sponsor spots
already invoked on important sustaining stanzas.

“Package” stems from office of tele ad-promotion director Jacob
A. (Jake) Evans who’s set Up a 'four-man production unit fagged
with that exclusive “intra” function on the one-minute bouncers.
Unit is under supervision of Clyde Clem, audience promotion ,

manager on the tele ramparts whose “supporting cast” includes
George McNally and Jack Marshall. It’s figured there’ll be 36 to
,40 spots a week to begin 'with and one. special gimmick being
worked on involves the use of a “live” camera invading the screens
for “spot news” appearances in surprise formation.

TV Scoreboard
Stations on air . . . . ...... 343
UHF on air.;..,;,.,.... 116
Stations authorized..... . 618
UHF authorized.;....,.. 303
Permits last week. ... , . . 6
Applicants pending. ... . 379
Applications in hearing . . .161

The Face on the TV Tube
The day of George Orwell’s

“big brother” is ominously
near at hand. Orwell, in his
novel “1984,” described the
face on the TV screen; the face
that couldn’t be made to disap-
pear, that destroyed all hope:
for privacy.
Francey Lane, featured singer

on the Morey Amsterdam ear- -

ly morning stanza on WNBT,
New York, exploded into a
Long Island living room and
stayed for 51 hours. When the
novelty of the fixed image
wore off or, rather, on through
the next show, “Ding Dong
School,” housewife Mrs. Jerry
Travers turned the TV set off,

but Miss Lane stayed. L. I.

electronic engineer Ray Clur-
man was called in, and he ex-
plained that the face had
burned itself into the phos-
phorescent inner lining of the.
cathode tube blit would event-
ually disappear, which it did.

Miss Lane was singing “I’ll

. Be Home for Christmas” at the
close of her show when it hap-
pened, and, for awhile, it

looked like she meant it.-,
j , r

Washington, Dec. 15.

Additional TV stations for Balti-
more and Miami were among au-
thorizations for six outlets issued
last week by the FCC. These
brought to 618 the number of sta-

tions now authorized, of which 303
are for ultra high operation.
The fifth TV outlet for Balti-

more was authorized to Richard
Eaton’s United Broadcasting Co.
which received a permit for UHF
Channel 18. This makes the second
ultra high for Baltimore.
The Miami-Biscayne TV Corp.,

headed* by Nathaniel J. Klein, at-
torney, was awarded a permit for
UHF channel 33 in Miami, giving
the area its second ultra high au-
thorization. Only one station in
Miami, a VHF, is in operation.

Multimillionaire oil man H. L.
Hunt was authorized to start the
first TV station in Corpus Christi,
Tex.J on UHF channel 43 which
was recently assigned to the area.
Applications for two VHF channels
in Corpus Christi are in contest.
The second station for Asheville,

N. C., where an ultra high outlet is

on the air, was authorized to radio
station WCOS.
The third VHF station for Ama-

rillo, Tex., was authorized to radio
outlet KLYN and the first VHF
for Duluth, Minn., where an ultra
high outlet is in operation, was
awarded to KDAL.

Initial decisions were also issued
by FCC examiners looking toward
grants for ultra high stations in
Erie, Pa., and Corpus Christi, Tex.
The Commission scheduled, hear-

ings to Jbegin Jan. 8 dn three com-
peting applications for channel 10
in Norfolk, Va., where one VHF
arid two ultra highs are on the air
and a third UHF is soon to go into
operation.

Washington, Dec. 1 5.

Television receiver factories are

now devoting about 30% of there

production to sets with tuning fa-

cilities for UHF stations, according'
to a report issued here bjr the Ra-
dio-ElectroniCs-TV Manufacturers
Assn.

; Report shows that of the 680,433
sets turned out in October, 202,605
were equipped for UHF reception,
For the first 10 months of the year,
when TV set production aggregat-
ed 6;204,803 units, output of UHF
receivers totaled 1 ,122,507 sets.

Output of TV receivers is cur-
rently at less than the rate of a
year ago but the turnout of sets
during, the 10-month period has al-

ready exceeded that for the full
year of 1952. The indications are
that 1953 output will be around

8.000.

000 sets. The highest year so
far for the industry was in 1950,
when production totaled 7,463,000
sets.

On Nov. 1, telesets in the U. S.

stood at 26,364,000^ with the Octo-
ber increase a whopping 674,000,
according to the regular monthly
tabulation by Hugh M. Beville Jr.,

NBC research and planning di-

rector. October hike is specially
significant as set against the rise
in corresponding , month iast year
of 626,000, In fact, October's
growth was equalled only three
times since lifting of the freeze
on new stations and only four
times since TV’s birth. When it’s

considered that the increase was
made in the midst of national at-
tention focussed on the coming of .

color video, it represents remark-
able strides in the sale of the roono-
ehromers. Apparently a sizable
chunk—-nearly half, it’s reported—
of hew sets are credited to opening
up of new stations.

'

Since Jan. 1, the sale of receiv-
ers reached the 5,130,000 mark,
against a 10-month 1952 record of

3.974.000. •

ABC Ponders Before

Rybutol, via BBD&O, has bought
the Saturday 7-7:30 p.m. slot on
ABC-TV for a new show called
“Up For Adoption.” It’s an agency-
developed show; and the web is
examining it carefully before it ac-
cepts the order. Format has been
submitted to ABC program veep
Charles Underhill for ari okay, but
understood there’s a question of
taste involved.

Vitamin outfit Would move into
the time vacated by; Paul -White-
man’s “TV Teen Club,” which re-
cently moved over to Sundays at
7:30. “Up For Adoption” is slated
for a Jan. 16 start.

;
.

J3

s No. 2

DuMont is boosting John H,
Bachem to Ted Bcrgmann’s pres-
ent post as general manager of

the web when the latter' replaces
Chris Witting as overall chief on
Jan. 1. At present Bachem is na-
tional sales manager.

Until this summer Bachem was
assistant to Bergmiann who held
the. title of director of network
sales. Then the job of general
manager was created by top Du-
Mont brass and Bergmann moved
into that job. About the same time,
Gerry Martin was brought in .

to

replace the new general manager,,
and Bachem, with the web since
'49, remained where he was. Ap-
parently only job titles were
changed: Martin was called new
director of national sales and
Bachem, national sales manager.
Martin was the boss.

One of Bergmarin’s first acts as

director-designate Was to leapfrog
Bachem past Martin.
Bachem came to DuMont after a

12-year hitch on CBS radio sales

|($taff| n ,j fc ti s I j 1 * : f; 1 » s
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. _ Apprehensions and .anxieties .bordering oji panic gripped the
cigaret conipaiiies and their advertising agencies in the wake of

last week’s widespread, publicity given medicos’ reports showing
cigaret smoking -induces lung cancer, with

,
the attendant stock

market repercussions. /
If the ad agency execs registered the same fears as the tobacco

bosses, it’s because millions upon millions of dollars in ad coin,

the greater ;
portion of it channelled into radio-TV „ rogrammlng,

are at stake* -

.
.

However, as one tobacco man put it, with the race now on
among the rival companies to be first with a cancer-free ciggie

formula, it could, well have a salutary effect, rather than a negative

one, on future AM-TY appropriations, Obviously, he-reasonsrthe
cigaret firms aren’t going to take it lying down; there’s too much
at stake. With result that from the moment the boys lay claim
to a new cancer-free formula, the campaigns and coin expendi-
tures will probably be unprecedented.
Nonetheless it still leaves ah area of ,confusion. How, it’s asked,

can the tobacco men. rid ciggies of their supposed cancer blight if

thP medicos themselves haven’t _yet unearthed the precise ele-

ments withih the cigaret that cause"the*disease?‘

u bright byline piece In the

48th Anniversary Number
of

Ua-riety
DUE SOON

-
~NBe-intends- to - dent-thbse-26,=*r —_

000.000 auto radios even if it is A1 0 i

forced to follow each chauffeur A1 Schwartz
with a hammer. Based on the prin-

rind

ciple that mobile receivers rep*- Gr j c i
'

sent roughly a fifth of the U.S. Sherwood bchwartZ
total, web program veepee Ted ’

.

Cott is going to attack ’em on the ko»e written an amaiinq satire an

highways and byways with a. series falling ratings titled

T tailored strictly for that crowd on _ . _ . _

Saturday in an “Operation Block- Comedian Little —
buster’%with

.

an, ^ura^bf a minor
^

marathon.'
' " *

Intensive research shows that a bright byline piece In the
the peak Saturday listening hours •

•

.

’

for the auto society.are 2 to 6 p.m., 48lh Anniversary Number
with slight variations during the • .

span. So the web’s omnibuster for-

mat will encompass all four hours
with a “Road .Show" tag aimed di- •

J 1
rectly at out-of-home dialers and DUE SOON
including a series of gimmicks
from Which they won't be able to

—

—

escape. A D#1 I? 1 117
There’s a unique and unprecer flK| rPAiC WjIV

dented network giveaway motif in- flDV I vVlu 11
volved. Since the free-for-all via
the phone doesn’t apply, “Road V MM ff -

Show” will use license plates for |f|fA |V|QfY I AY1/*ATIl
the jackpot jockeying. A “Mr. llllU lVlCUf vUllvvIll
Safety” will be deployed in a dif- .

"
.

ferent area of the country each Vf* /I 11 rmn .

Saturday with a phonemobile VlO I OtTAII I V ART
hookup whereby he can call in the f lU VUl 1 U1I I ¥ Vl
plate number of a driver who’s

(Continued on page 37) With available blue-chip spon-
sors now at a minimum, ABC-TV
is feeling its way into, the “divided
segment” field with a 10-minute
breakdown plan on its Wednesday
night Jean Carroll situation com-
edy series, “Take It From Me."

Net is selling the half-hour in

three 10-minute participations, a

la NBC’s “Your Show of Shows.”

, Although ’twas hoped to Wrap
Exact wst per segment, which con-

im c nupea to wrap slsts 0f a one-minute announce-

“Christmas tnrk tn «*

»

ment plus billboards, hasn’t been

NBC-TV hoc ewl
n
f

hoopla Hie decided yet, sine* there’s a station

(in tlio
*? r Dec

-‘
22 clearance problem to hurdle. With

honevmnnnimri!!!?fK
Wh^e coni

l
lc

\
s the show currently a sustainer,

Tudk Mri wee
»
sei?,es ers

l’ clearance
.
is low, but should tlie

eaPiiiroH #EL uu net be able to sell a segment, more

the saipQ nii^h 4̂

°le block. When stations presumably would be -able
: •

s^es P ltch got underway, Turns to clearvas clown for a half-hour and Gil- « 4 ... , .
’>.

lotte for a quarter, With the rithar
Rate would be a combination of

15 minutes dangled before another
orte-third the talent cost (total runs

spender. about ^ 8 -
000 weekly) plus one-

jousting f0r preeminence with
tbir<* the W*™* rate, rather

Turns then sleiminTin to bid bn'
thanthe m0re expensive straight

tlie whole chunk and Gillette
10-mmute rate . Sponsor, however,

meantime, goingto bat oh its oum tvouldn’t be buying 10 minutes of
show. Latter is* a Christmas Dav Hnie, but rather the participation,

excursion with l fvel SSLliJS’ Web is thus far feeling its way.
Purscstrihg attached (see separate

into the “magazine” concept, and
story).

.

*
utiacnea (see separate thus far it’s confined to the Carroll

. Heading: up. the Turns menu will
starr?r> ^ th

,

e uppers. -are

^ Robert Montgomerv Elk) Firr7a
convinced they!ve got to come up

Jhu po Marx and^dcUe'’Albert
with buys that can attract m.od-

bot ty & Jane Kean nnH erate-budgeted advertisers, and at

Shaw Chorale, w^th music by Illr-
the same time get themselves off

py -.Sosnik. Barrw Wood is nrn
the sustaining hook with some of

K?I?*:

ng (and show has that color’
t,ieir n?ore -^nsive’ properties.

billing ,

°‘1UW nas inai color

alt r, rtrt

ta
^.
bed v ^a efress rehears-

Ro'beri I
Garrison directing and

t0,)eit Smith scripting.

Prep Hackett Series

a c «. Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Ken Craig to Coast
Chicago, Dec. 15.

Ken Craig, exec assistant to Chi
CBS veep H. Leslie Atlass for theAc fl

^ nuuu, Id* ^00 veep xx* ijcoiic mtooa iui: uic
j

ec ,

5 Ul® tirst of their outside proj* past four years, shifted to the web
sn>ir,r

nde
j
their new non-exclusive side yesterday (Mon.) and will be

Ed s !«
8 deal T°r Martin & Lewis, assigned to the CBS Hollywood

rPu,?,!P
mons ab<t Norman Lear are operation in an exec capacity.

c m° |
ln8 their “Bury the Hatchet” No formal replacement has been

hiri
ser*es as a possible ve- made as yet, but. Newell Schwin is

1 ,?
l0
5r

c°mic Ruddy Hackett taking over some of Craig’s duties
m> Morris office is handling's here. i'»» J J ‘ 1 f l L

?
J 3

. The first national network for
programming and advertising aimed*
at the 15,000,000 U. S. Negroes is

in the process of formation for a
mid-January start, and by kickoff
date will embrace some 12,000,000
Negroes in the nation’s 40 largest
colored communities.

Web, Which is being, formed by
vet Negro ad exec and marketing
consultant Leonard Evans, togeth-
er with Jack Wyatt and Reggie
Schuebel of the station rep-time-
buying firm of Wyatt & Schuebel,
already- has—sponsors, -programs
and stations lined up. Evans, wrho
for a time headed his own agency,
then repped Ebony mag. was the
first Negro exec ! in a 4A agency
as an account supervisor with:
Arthur Myerhoff and latterly has
acted as a Negro market consult-
ant, will be president, Wyatt will
act as exec v.p., while Schuebel is

to be treasurer-v,p. Cab Calloway
Will be a board member and tal-

ent advisor,
7
while other prominent

Negroes and member-station own-
ers will also serve on the board.
Network, whose name is. National
Negro Network Inc., is a Chi cor-
poration, but will establish sales
and probably administrative head-
quarters in New York.

While formation of the network
-is -one of the first big forward-
stepping developments . in radio
over the past' several years, it

doesn’t come as a complete sur-'

prise in view of . the fantastic
growth of the stations and adver-
tisers aiming at the Negro market.
While only four stations pro-
grammed for Negroes 10 years ago,
now there are a total of 260 sta-

!

tions in the field, with four in
New York alone. Virtually every
national sponsor has at one time
or another used these stations for
campaigns, with a good many stay-
ing on the outlets as continual
bankrollers.

Pet Milk, PM Sign
Network has already signed Pet

Milk and Philip Morris as co-
sponsors of . a new fivtf-a-w'eek

quarter-hour soaper, “The Story
j

of Ruby Valentine.” with Juanita
j

Hall .Aex-“South Pacific”) in the
lead. Web is plotting three other-
quarter-hour soap strips in order
to. give -the affiliates a solid hour-
long soap block and has also set

Calloway as host in a. half-hour
i

once-weekly .mystery scries called ;

“It’s a Mystery, Man."
|

While Wyatt stressed that the
j

development of the network was

;

undertaken as an economic meas-
j

ure designed to provide advertisers

with a national Negro circulation
j

and not as a social “cause.” fornva-

.

tiori of the net will open broad

.

new vistas for Negro thesps and
;

writers, as well as other creative •

and sales personnel. Negroes will \

act in all the programs, and while
j

the writing end will use both Ne-
j

eroes and white scripters, the plan :

'is for the Negroes eventually to

take over the top editorial spots.

Wyatt compares establishment;
of the net to the formation a few;
years back of Ebony mag. the first

Negro-produced and Negro-slanted
publication on* a national basis.

Several w’ell-established Negro

(Continued on page 37)

STERLING CANCELLING

MUTUAL ‘LADiES FAIR’
Chicago, Dec. 15.

Mutual’s morning lineup gets hit

hard when Stdrling Drugs checks
off Dec. .31 its (JroSs-the-board

sponsorship of the half-hour “La-
dies Fair” strip. Web had consid-

ered dropping the audparticipa-

tiqner but after negotiating a new
deal with emcee Tom Moore who
owns the package, will reslot the.

show in an afternoon period for

another 13 weeks. -

“Fair” will shift times with the

Harry Wismer-hosted “Wonderful .

City” strip on Jan, 4, with ‘City”
going in at 10:30 a.m. (CST) and
the former taking over the 1:30

p.m. slot.

.
CfS-TV ‘Stude On*' Producer

Felix Jackson
ditceartM .oa

Millions Look and
Listen—One By One

aa iatarMtlnq editorial foatara

la Hia

48th Anniversary Number

of

DUE SOON

WPIX, New York TV indie

owned by the Daily News, grossed

$374,000 for November—a new all-,

time high which is 21% better thab
any other month in the station’s

history and 43% higher than ihe
$262,000 grossed during the same
period in 1952:

A recent shift in programming
policy by general manager Fred
Thrower' is in good part respon-
sible for the large increase in sta-

tion biz. WPIX bore a decided
sports identification mark for a

number of years. However, two
months ago a more diversified pro-
gram was adopted. The number of

events televised from Madison Sq,
Garden will drop from last year’s
some 15Q odd to 49 and sports will

be limited to four nights a week,
enough in the estimation of Throw-
er to hold the sports audience
while gaining new viewers.

A 140% hike in film program-
ming by Thrower, with a cross-

board feature film arrangement a

couple of times daily plus a mys-
tery block Sunday eves that car-

ries many MCA syndications, and
other items, has accounted for 38%
of the $374,000 gross. Revenue
from live programming jumped by
26% for November over same
month last year, and sports coin
wTas upped 27% for that period.

Better than three-fifths of all

show’s in WPIX’s 80-hour program-
ming week u’ere sponsored. The
general increase in incoming coin
began in September before Throw-
er’s revised schedule began full

strength,. This is an indication i)f

the general increase in TV grosses !

everywhere that began this fall.

;

September of this year saw WPIX
billings go up to 30% over last i

year and 35% in October.

STAN FREBERG NOW
A CBS RADIO ACTOR

Stan Freberg, who hit the plat-

j

ter jackpot with “Dragonet.” is

turning radio actor .(his first.:

thesping attempt V in a situation
comedy scheduled to preem next
month on CBS. Show is called
“That's Rich” and will originate
from the Coast. It will probably

i

get a Friday night time slot. Audi- 1

tion record played for CBS board
chairman William S. Paley won his

immediate okay.

Actually “That’s Rich” repre-
sents a refurbishing of an ex-NBC 1

radio show' called “Cousin Willie" i

which program veepee Ted Cott
lopped off the schedule to make
way for for his “Magic 28” roster

of new entries. Homer Canfield,
ex-NBC, who owns the package, in-

terested CBS in converting Jhe
property for Freberg. It will have
the same writers and director as it

did on NBCV '
f ' ’ • ‘ ^ ^ 1

Now that the “Pat Weaver way’*
of programming appears to have
won

.
the blessing of board chair- •

man David Sarnoff, one of the
early projects on the new NBC
prexy’s agenda will probably be
the realization of his. long-nurtured
hope of recapturing the time from
the affiliates for a late night net-
work counterpart of the morning
“Today” show. -•

Weaver’s .ambitions for a “To-
night” show is a hangover from his
NBC days when, as programming
chief, he inaugurated the Satiir-

day night concept of participating
sponsorship (“Show of Shows” and
‘All Star Reviie”) and the “inser-
tion” advertising on “Today.” Tbe
idea for a “Tonight” show was
just beginning to percolate when
Weaver and ;his plans were “put
in camphor” while riding but the
Frank. White regime.
Added incentive in reactivating

the “Tonight” plan is the emerg-
ence of the “Sieve Allen; Show”
on-W-NBTr-the-^veb’-s-N—

Y

t -fiagship^

: as one of the more solid late night
live entries of the year. Allen and
his show would be the jumping-
off place in the expansion of the
network’s nighttime roster. -Allen
is presently seen 11:20 to midnight,
but the. plan is to expand the pro-
gram for network purposes to ®9
minutes, with a

:
12:50 a.m. signoff.

NBC has been having difficulty
recapturing the 40:30*11 pjn. pe-
riod (station time) for network pro-
gramming. But it’s figured that;
once the 11-11:20 local news show's
are out of the way, the stations
would be

.
only too glad to give

their facilities to the web for a
major liv?C showcase, particularly a.

sponsored one.
While most stations still ride

along with feature films at that
late hour, the. return to a preten-
tious live stanza. it‘s felt, would
be a welcome One.

• r

Spike Jones will fill the Saturday
night vacancy that’s caused by the
Dec. 26 cancellation of Ezio Pinza’a
“Bonino" on NBG-TV. “Bonino”
slotting is at 8, but Pet Milk, which
sdbnsors “Original Amateur Hour”
at 8:30 and has an option on the
w;hole hour (for possible extension
of the Ted Mack show to 60 min-
utes same time in the future), may
want to go at 8 and give Jones
the segue period. I"—

Parting of Jones removes from
consideration an earlier report
that Mickey Rooney’s new vidpix
series would go into the spot, with*
the situation comedy up in the air
on this pojnl. Jones’ format would
be his regular “Craziest Show in
the World Troupe" plus weekly
guestars among whom will be Ben
Blue, Harpo Marx. Cass Daley,
Jack Carson and Dick Wesson.
Stanza will be live from the Coast
with Joe Bigelow the probable
producer. Latter is Jones’ regular
m a s t ermi n d and, incidentally,
reined Jackie Gleason a few sea-
sons ago. with Gleason, of. course,
dominant in the 8 to 9 picture on
CBS-TV.

TO PARTNER WDGY
Minneapolis, Dec. 15.

Wes Fesler. U. of Minnesota
football coach for t lie past three

years, has resigned to become a

partner in and veepee and sports

director of local radio station

WDGY.
An independent operation,

WDGY is owned by a Minneapo-
lis group and managed by C. L.

Hageman, veteran in radio field

here. It s one of 11- Twin Cities’

radio stations.*

During the football season Fes-

ler has had his own television and
radio shows on other stations and
made a name for himself as an
air peribrtality.’ «•) •*. C 1 ''
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Vidpix Second-Runs
Continued from pace 22

troit, taking over a slot rated 2.7,

it went up to 12.4 and is riding in

first position; in L.A., pitted against

formidable Saturday night shows,

it hiked the slot from 2.5 to 6.6

upon its entry in that multi-outlet

market; in Frisco, the shbw has
been moved arotind in three thhe
berths but showed a 12.1 average.

"The Visitor" rates comparison
with parent "The Doctor" in only,

a few instances.! Its followup score

in Frisco \vas 20.6-r-compared to

the debut rating of 15.1—-arid with
that mark headed all Other seg-

ments in the slotting; Salt Lake
City, a 13.9 agaijist Arthur Godfrey,
and' in Dayton last month culled a

13.7 to lead the competitive sta-

tion’s 11.1.

Continued from page 22

the net run was 10:30 Sunday
night, the second edition, slotted at

the same time against the identical

bigleague competition of "What’s

My Line?”, the score is slightly

upbeat, With 13.7 vs, 12 for the

Goodson-Todman show.

‘Badge’ Hot In CM, Hub
‘‘Badge 714’’: Comparison with

(bprranked "Dragnet’ from which
it stems may not make much sense,

but "Badge’’ has been in there

pitching. In 9 but of the 10 cities

“which can compare first and sec-

ond-run ratings, it 'has increased

the audiences, for the time period

in which it is shown,* In Boston at

2 p.m. Saturday it clocked a 22.9

against NCAA football’s 10.4; in

Chi, the stanza took over a period

with a last-place rating of 1.5 and
hiked it to a No. 1 score Of 20

against "This Is Show Business,”

•‘Fireside Theatre” and “Make
Hoorn for Daddy,” all network
atarizas with the last two being
film; in N.Y., on indie WOR-TV
-and 'coinpettnjg^writh‘ fduf flagships,

“Badge” had the third highest
ARB.

In other areas, "Badge” has
been slotted in “trouble spots”
with Cincy, Columbus and Dayton

• setting it against "I Love Lucy.” As
a second-placer, it upped audiences
lor the time period; which may be
the real story on reruns entered
against "Top 10” stanzas. In Frisco,

vs~-"Kraft -TV Theatre,’* it got a

32.6 to rate No. 1 in the time; in

L A. it was also on top with 26.2

vs. “Mirror Theatre” and "Ethel &
flee" to

T
the hills and ;

be -.noted, NBC Film .Division
; t^e close friendship between the

;properties are up against.NBC net-
j two becomes overpowering' when

work shows.) -the dognuzzles up to his injured
“Captured” in Columbus, with j

pal. Sande is finally convinced

strong opposition, drew 21 for top i
that it was hi? son who was drunk

place, whereas in the web run as l

the time of the accident and all

“Gangbusters,” with lesser compe- i

ls f°t'given.

tition, the score was 21.1; in De- !
Given a meaty script with all the

; emotional sweep of the age-old
friendship between a boy arid his
dog, Wisbar avoided exaggerated,
overplay to achieve dramatic ac-
tion. Young Aaiker gives a moving
performance and Hagerty is first
rate as the hounded youth. Femme'
roles are ably‘discharged by Fiona

of new structures ag possible re-

placements.

7he tapping of a number of

execs for N. Y.-to-Hollywood as-

signments appears to emphasize
the web’s ‘immediate future"

family fare that leaves the looker
with the good feeling of- seeing
justice, done and peaceful commu-
nity life restored.

Walter Sande, a sheep rancher,
is obsessed with the gnawing
thought that Ron Hagerty was re-
sponsible for his son’s death in an
auto crackup and is determined to
drive him out of town. Hagerty’s

young brother, a fine little, actor
named Lee. Aaker, becomes friend-
ly with Sande’s sheepdog and
when the pooch breaks but to fol-

low him to his cabin. Hager is

accused of dognaping him. The kid

timetable with respect to progriairi-

ming—and a program without a

decent hoirie may just as well die

on the operating table. But even
so, N. Y. will still be the program-
ming boss as witness the fact that.

Frederick W. Wile; Jr.,, transfer-
ring to the Coast as v.p. of

Cautious Coo
Cast flying out to the Coast

for origination there last Sun-
day (13) of Waily Cox-starred
and Fred Coe-produced "Mr.
Peepers” hopped planes one at

a time.
Idea, of course, follows the

traditional principle of not
putting all eggs into one basket
iri case of a crash.

net’s TV programs division, will

report "administratively" to Pacific

Division v.p. John K. West but
"functionally” to N. Y.’s Tom
McAvity, who’s been put in charge
of the division.

As a postedpt to "Operation
Burbank,” there’s at least a minor
trend developing in. that direction
right now with the departure for
the Coast , last week of Joe Clair,

Martin Stone’s production head,
arid writer-producer of the Gabby
Hayes show (Hayes accompanied
him). Clair is making arrange-
ments for the alfalfa man’s basing
from there starting next month.

TV Film Chatter
Continued from page 22

on his CBS show this Saturday (19) , . . . „ .

....... Phyllis Kirk on “The Web” i
0 Shiel Ruta Kilmonis.

Helm.

NBC Hell Beni
Continued from pare 25

Sunday *20) in “The Closing Net”
. . . Jay Jostyn, the D. A. of “Mr.
District Attorney” in AM. replaces
Ken Smith as announcer on Co-
lumbia vid’s “Philip Morris Play-
house” . . . Ken England to fly to

the Coast to script pilot film
,
of

NBC’s Helen JIalpin - William
j Way” for program originations, it

Demarest comedy senes under
;
being, pointed out that Chi, while

whb’s been there for some weeks

;

readying Robert E. Sherwood’s
;

lts surface scratched

play for video . . . About 200 CBS-
;
fF
om th<? v

.l
ew of bigtime emana

TV employees on the Coast were t1ftnc

Cornel
Continued from page 23

Among salient points in the voluminous figures involved in the
Politz .survey on "Importance of Radio in Television Areas Today”
are such statements as:

In an average day, two out of three adults listen to the radio.

All day long the audience changes, but all day long it accumulates.
A total of 20% of the people in TV areas listen to radio before
breakfast. By the time people go to bed, radip has reached no
less than 05 out of every 100 people in TV Areas. By the end of
seven days, it has reached 88,:

’

"Such universal listening is possible because everyone owns a
sadio and radio is alinost everywhere you go.”

In the sub-classification "where people listen," the study shows
AM’s "characteristic of mobility.” Radio penetrates wherever
people are, accompanies them wherever they go. The medium
acquires its huge audience because it is available to people at all

times, in all places, and no matter what else they may be doing.

Sampling develops the importance of multiple sets such as those

in the kitchen, and also indicates that it’s this dispersion which
precludes accurate measurement of size of audience by rating

service—-"it accounts for their inability to describe who and where
’ the listeners are.’’

In treating out-of-home listening, the heretofore unmeasured
"in car while driving" audience in TV areas alone is shown to be
"as big as some other media all together,"

Developed also are new data on nighttime listening—between
supper arid bedtime AM reaches almost 18,000,000 people in TV
areas fori an average of 104 minutes, with attentiveness of audience
increasing strongly in the evening.

Publishers of the book embodying the report announced that the
NARTB and BAB have purchased "thousands" of copies for dis*

tribution ho U.S, business leaders. The team which produced the
work after Politz delivered the findings consisted of Joseph Thorn-
dike, ex-managing editor of Life; Oliver Jensen, former associate

ed. of Life, and James Parton, former assistant to the president
of the N.Y. Herald Tribune. A check by Variety of several impor-
tant network radio execs on Monday (14), revealed that while some
of them had received press releases, they had not yet come into

possession of the book. In every case they made a beeline for the
phone to arrange getting a copy.

In tpe back of the book was the usual "permission to reproduce
or quote all or any portions will be freely granted," but with the
qualifier, "all such copy must first be submitted to sponsoring
stations or their representatives, Henry I. Christal Co.” Trade
newspapermen and others concerned with the printed word on an
important industry subject raised their collective eyebrows at the
"submission of copy” phrase.
One research head, lauding* the poll for its "valuable contribu-

tion,” said that it "could not, of course, replace a quantitative
analysis.”

given “Parkoa” card keys used for

tions.

With the scrapping of the Cen-
a special non-attendant parking lot

1

ter and International. NBC will be
at CBS-TV City. They drive in down to a slow walk on studio
and park, with gate opening as car

. space for the big league programs,
crosses an approach treadle. To*Qutside of renting theatres and

to’ insert toraHtot .* Brandon
! £ RockefeUer Center tacili-

de Wilde, kid star of ABC-TV
! J‘

es
’ J5

e
,r?*

ly ot
J
er

.

sP.ac® 11 has «
“Jamie,” done up by Jack Long .

old Vitagraph ^studio way out

for January issue of American * n Brooklyn. So for' the time be-

Magazine in article labeled "Have
\

wg. at any rate, the net's eyes face

You a ‘Whiz Kid’ in Your Home?” i
west .to bridge the gap between

. . . Among sponsor and agency ;

theatre dismantling and the rising

tnen who turned out for NBC’s re-
j

hearsal colorcast of "Show, of I

Shows” were Rod Erickson and*
Jim Boyce (Y & Ri, Ben Lazarus !

(Benrus), J. & L. Tardier (Cecil &
Presbrey), Roger Whitman (Bris-

tol-Myers), Harry Ireland (Doher-
ty', Jim De Long (TWA), Hal Davis
<K & Eh Among networkites were
Ted Cott, Dick Pack and Ernie
Otto ; . .Norman Felton is regular,
non-alternating director on Lucky
Strike segment of "Robert Mont-
gomery Presents.” However, for
the Johnson’s Wax segment, James

ing the new Collier Young-pro-
duced •‘’Holiday” series starring Ida
Lupino, Joan, Fontaine and Ed-
mund O’Brien, has just completed
a participation deal with Errol
Flynn for a European-produced in-

ternational variety series to star
Flynn, and is prepping production
on- a. homemaking series starring
Ruth Chatterton and an adventure
series with gambling expert John
Scarne.

In addition, firm is acting as dis-
tributors of 104 four-minute exer-
cise films with Phelina Barden, a
group of medical pix that previous-
ly were showcased on NBC-TV’s
“Today.” 39 four-minute fahiily
counseling films with Fletcher
Hardy, a package of Hal Roach
comedies, a series of Roller Derby
pix and a newly-acquired Hal
Roach Christmas pic starring
Maureen. O’Sullivan titled “The
Lamb in the Manger.”
Scarne and Miss Chatterton

series go before the cameras in
February in Washington, with Na-
tional Video Productions slated to
turn out 39 15-minute "Something
for the Girls” homemaking shows }
and Harold Keats slated to roll 26
15-minute “Adventures of John
Scarne” pix. .All' '26 of the "Holi-
day” pix have been completed and
go into syndication after the first
of the year.

Politz Study on Radio

&
Continued from page 22

graphed and (2) the specific film

medium to be employed. Within
this problem is the planning of fu-

ture production with determina-
tion of the film medium as the "un-
known quantity.”
Most executives-technicians in

.... _ _ -
j

this field say that regardless of
rotates 'Vlth Perry Laf-

j completed pictures or planned out-
ferty.

Maurice L. Levy, NBC staff
cameraman in charge of Dallas
office of web’s telcnews, awarded
Dallas Press Club’s pal ha for cov-
erage of dedication . of Falcon
Dam, joint U. S.-Mexico project
for providing waterpower. Cita-
tion r e a d, "For journalistic
achievement as result of his dra-
matic flight from Rio Grande Val-
ley to Dallas to set a new speed
record for TV film coverage."
Paul Hartman in from the Coast

for huddles at ABC-TV on his
“Pride of the Family" series . . .

Harold Goldman, Comet Television
Films sales manager, off for a
combined vacation-business trip
. . . Joe Kirkwood made a special
film which was shown at the Savoy
Plaza last night (Tues.) in which
he thanked N. Y. Police Commis-
sioner George Monaghan for
awarding the "Joe Palooka” char-
acter a membership in the Police

put, whether features or spots, it

must be taken . for granted that
local sponsors will assume a com-
plexion of “big business” for sup-
pliers of tinted commercial plugs
as well as hued films in general.
Word has gone out also that labs
manufacturing duplicating films or
prints must be made keenly aware
that the print is for TV transmis-
sion, with the caution sign up in
that color projection for tele brings
up transmission problems not ap-
plicable in ordinary projection.

This and other highly technical
abracadabra are giving some of the
commercial yidpixers sleepless
nights. As one color film consult-
ant put it last Week, "We must
achieve an end result in 16m color
prints (for smaller stations) re-
gardless of the photographic me-
dium employed in the past or to be
used in the future. If,, however.

a i
------ .jqq -V'fs.PjjStflEMEhipg . Shaw?. J9C j $«:

network acceptability, then the
35m medium should be employed."
Thus ihe Sobel-Crane extension-

expansion move, with kfey Chicago
on the No. 1 rampart after New
York and Hollywood, hints at a
similar "thrust to the west” by
other outfits with their eyes firmly
fixed on the color scheme. Sobel
has been in commercial motion pic-
ture business for about 25 years;
starting with Consolidated Filirk In-
dustries, Du Art Film Labs and Ad-
vance Trailer. In 1939 he started
his own business, Cineffects, Inc.,
in the same building as Color Serv-
ice, which has been going for six
years. Crane has ' similar .back-
ground and with some of the same
companies as Sobel worked for be-
fore

:

joining him as partner in
Color Service, He was plant super-
intendent of Du Art* • 1934-40,
worked for Loew’s International,,
arid tluring the war was with the
Signal Corps as a civilian on lab
work for the Government.

Color Service staff is about 45,
with Cineffects employing about 55
for a total two-company roster of
100. However, each outfit is sep-
arately operated,, with Sobel cross-
ing Over as an; officer in the two-
fQrpojaUoo jsetup.- _ ___

Continued front pace 24

dike, Jensen & Parton, N. Y. pub-

lishers. (Stanford is former, direc-

tor of Bureau of Advertising of

American Newspaper Publishers

Assn., a founder of Compton ad

agency and ex-veepee and ad di-

rector of N. Y. Herald Tribune.)

Fellows pressed down hard 'bn
Stanford’s statement that “in its

preoccupation with the little meas-
urements’ for a quarter' century,
radio had not only dramatically
underestimated - itself , it has even
failed to see itself as a medium.
The true riature of the radio me-
dium, at ^st suggested by this Pol-
itz survey, is important news for
every advertising man in the busi-
ness today. The big new concept
of radio as a medium can be stated
very simply indeed. Human capac-
ity for 'multiple attention is one of
the basic facts of life. Multiple
attention is a workable principle
and a commonplace fact in Amer-
ican life. This advantage of radio
—that people do other things while
they listen to it—-has not been well
enough understood, in spite of its

common observability every day.
Actually, this fact establishes the
exclusive characteristic enjoyed by
radio alone of all Media."

‘Multiple Attention*
Commenting on some of the find-

ings, Fellows said that radio has
been talking about the "multiple
attention factor" for a number of
years, "but I believe this Politz
study is the most significant effort
to date in attempting to isolate

this factor for the benefit of
those who support the radio medi-
um—the advertisers. We have been
saying, too—certainly not without
justification, but perhaps some-
times without proof—that radio is

close to the people in the sense,
that it has become an essential
part of American living; essential
in. the sense

,
that most

,
people

'would feei that they could no more
get along without radio than they
could, get along without refrigera-
tors and motorcars and other mod-
ern conveniences which have
taken on the character of necessi-
ties.”

Poll was hailed by its proponents
as outstanding in the "demon-
strable fact” that radio and the
American people "remain insepa-
rable companions.” In the areas
where the . examination was con-
ducted, 72% of the people owning
radio sets also own TV sets. Ex-
tensive and detailed charts are
published, including a 40-page
technical appendix covering "why
people; Have radio” by sex arid age,
education, .and-, -economic _ status.

along with what they consider "ad-

vantages” and “disadvantages of

such ownership. Also treated are

news, sports, "like” and "dislike”

categories, average winter week
and winter day listening, the

"where listened to” factor, male
and female breakdown, other ac-

tivities engaged in, set ownership,
types of receivers, replacements,
place where sets are kept, absencV
of set ownership and purchase ex-

pectancy, and among many other

brackets, ownership of car radios.

Teleblurb ‘Silence’
•

.
• t

5SS Continued from page 23 s
and they’re beefing that the webs
aren’t .helping them along by sup-
plying infO/ on standards and time-
table. Another factor, affecting

the commercial producers and the

syndicated filrii producers alike, is

tape. Several producers are Veluc-
tant to move to color until they
observe the outcome of tape dem-
onstrations by RCA and Bing
Crosby Enterprises. Frederic W.
Ziv and John Sinn, for example,
called in both color and tape ex-

perts this week to audition both.

All vidpix producers currently
are studying the results of the

recent demonstration of RCA’s
tape process at Princeton, N. J*

The questions they’re asking are:

Will tape outmode film? How
cheap will It be? How soon will

it be available? Will equipment
be ready for the stations to project
tape? When will the networks
start using tape? What will be the
proportion of tape vs. film used in

network operation? in station op-
eration? These and a host, of

others.

Firms Plunge Into Color
Meanwhile, several top vidpix

firms have gone ahead with color,

along with their black and white
versions. MPTV’s "Duffy’s Tavern”
and "Paris Precinct,” all the Ziv
Shows with one or two exceptions,
Guild’s "Liberace,” Flying A’s
"Death Valley Days,” to name just

a few, are being shot in tint. Feel-
ing among these producers is that
by the time set circulation, justifies

tfie installation of color originating
eonjpment by local stations, prob-
lem of color projection will have
.been licked. Meanwhile, they’re
content to let the tint versions lie

in their vaults.

Seattle—Dick Keplinger, free-
lance newscaster and commenta-
tor, has been named chairman of
the March 6f Dimes here for the
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Aira Serai masterminded “U. S. The best that can be said of Miss

Steel Hour" into the^glossiest pro- Healy was that scripterCarey Wil-

duction of the Theatre Guild’s ber didn’t give her a chance to do

jnSden TV season; with Rex Harri- much more than look quite pretty.

soh-Lilli Palmer and slick support Hayes is a comedian of some
by other intelligent players giving stature. As,the unwilling marshal

“Man in Possession” that aura of in Wilber’s play he failed to regis-

the Broadway and London from ter. Perhaps the. fault was not all

whence it was derived. This 1930 his. Satire, to be effective, de-

vehicle of the late Leslie Banks mands a sharp, overdrawn/: char-

had its polish and elegance show- acterization that pokes fun withoutw all the way on ABC last Tues- either becoming slapstick or turn-

day (8). Arthur Arent’s adaptation ing into straight melodrama. James
from the H. M. Harwood legiter Sheldon, who directed, managed to

was a model of integrity and crisp get a lot of
,
good movement into

conversation pieces plus nifty his show—cowboys kept riding

latchon to the greater elbow room past the cameras—but didn’t man-
permitted by the camera approach age to convey the sense of satire

to one-set-at-a-time theatre. that could make . such a takeoff

The Harrisons’ former residence hilariously funny,

In the Raymond Dabney-Crystal Instead, laughs were few and far

Wetherby roles via U. S. Steel’s- between and Hayes fluctuated be-

Theatre Guild screenless airer a tween a mediocre nightclub rou-

couple of seasons ago added up to tine .and an amateurish straight-

another plus although both these man. Some of the supporting char-

bright thespers have shown them- acters, like Wallace Ford and Roy
selves to be quick studies anyway, Fant, entered much more into the
particularly when cavorting within spirit of the thing, handicapped as

the trapping of gay, sophisticated they were by Wilber’s lack of

and uppercrust farce. punch lines. Technically, the re-

With “Possession” long since mote went off without a hitch.. Sets

established as sound in its sound, were okay and camera handling

the visual lure was strictly upbeat was as expert as in any^Armstrong

In the series of well developed show originating from New York.

. changes from the couture shelf in Hijt.

which Miss Palmer, as the fash-

ionable,. impoverished widow ^en-
|

"Omnibus,” . which this season

not necessarily good on tv. Most tutional commercial for a public tion,- tackling a .difficult and dev
of the scene was devoted to an ex- establishment, but a deserved one; mending part .with^ptegnty and
Sanation by Ferrer of his be- boniface Shor is one saloonkeeper intelligence. S^ehas an* unusually

havior, arid it was static stuff. Very who Hasn’t •. forgotten when. This expressive face atad she made the

necessary for developing the theme genuineness is w.k to many oi his part of Helen live with ah intensity

of the play on a stage, but some- general public;- is more highly that
,
went far beyond' <he super-

thing inviting a switch on the dial focused among his intimates; and flcial reading of lines, Her per.

at home. This in spite of good per- comes through on tv. This .was one formance had real quality and one
formances by the cast. Key to the of Edwards’.,warmest^public inya^ will undoubtedly See a lot more of

discrepancy between good stage sions into, privacy. Not^the least of her in the future.

and tv drama was mentioned- by -it was Baby.-_^MraJ .ghor nsimi, Rest of the da$t all turned in
Cooke in the post-drama discussion and the three. Shor children, it was competent* characterizations. Cath-
with Hart—a quote from Ibsen to a touching finale, and the soft- 9rine Ducet, as a lohely old woman
the effect that the important thing touch Shor. quite ^i^sly was with pronounced Southern charm
in playwriting is getting the. Char- PlayjnK it overacted in part but delivered a
acters on and off the stage right, the finish—he held back the. under- —*--

viewers. ...
Technical side of the entire show

was the usual “Omnibus” plus,

thanks to fine direction by Andy
McCullough (with Bob Banner

Other. On telethons. Abel. T.nn Tnvlnr. lmnro«coH win. ~Lou Taylor impressed with a fine
bit of acting. John Hudson had a

After a bigtime start, “Toast of thankless part as the drunken boy
. .the Town” (Sun. CBS-TV) trailed who^refuses to face the loss of the

handling the band stint in excel- 0ff: into a whisper with a batch of one person who tried to under*
Chun. I opening acts. The succession of stand and help him. Bert Burns

the smallies at the windup did
,

and Leona Powers were good hi
much to counter the fine start the minor roles.

lent fashion too).

Perry Como’s first starring Apr
pearance on NBC-TV’s “Colgate;

Comedy Hour" last Sunday night
(13) should have made for a more
exciting, higher-calibred show than
it did. Highspots of the hour’s ses-

Sets were
.

simple, demanding a
good sense of dramatic movement
from the actors. Vincent Donohue
directed without being able to
bring the show to a real emotional
Climax. For that matter, none of
the people in the play inspired any

gaged tb Harrison’s brother Robert has built considerable, stature (and
Cobte (himself low on the bankroll audience) via more stimulating and
and believing bis fiancee to be in entertaining segments, had one of

the clover) was trotted out in Gene those bad days last Sunday (13),

Coffin habiliments that Set the pro- bogging down into an overly talky,

duction back a reputed 5G. One overly intellectual groove. The
of these chichi, jobs had a mink CBS Ford Foundationer featured
collar; with that and the gown itself “the birth of a band,” an uncom-
adorned in “bangles, baubles and pieted play by Moss Hart* a dis-

beads” of the most tasteful sort; cussion on the psychology of taste

and the sylphlike Miss Palmer and a film showing the effect of a
needed no architect’s sketch to be rocket ride on mice, all of which
poured into the garments. With appeared to be an interesting line-

wastrel, ex-jailbird, Cambridge- up but turned out on the dullish

schooled Harrison also fancy- side.

danned in
.
footman and

.

other The band segment unveiled a
liveried getups appropriate to his new outfit tagged “Band of Man-
masqueraderie as

:
a house servant hattan,” led by saxophonist Jimmy

though actually in possession of ^bato and arranger Will Lorin.
the place as a bailiff’s emissary, he

it's an unusually orchestrated:
made it a twain on the eye appeal group, featuring a large reed sec-
values. , tion, woodwinds (flute, piccolo and
The scenic motif was over- contra bassoon) and such brass as

elegant, befitting the posh, coin- French horns. Additionally, it

climbing accent, and the set of the. has Mary Mayo as vocalist and a
Palmer manse so constructed as vocal unit called the Manhattan-
to lend greater credence to the aires. Pleasant sounding music,
Comings and goings of suitors and but nothing that hasn’t been done
Dabney menage, including such before on records. Difference be-
knowing tongue - in - checkers as tween this and the strictly-on-wax

Francis Compton, Anthony Kemble one-shot outfits is that this is the
Cooper, Jack Raine. and Betty first band of its- type that will re-

Sinclair. Add garrulous lady’s main a permanent unit both for

maid Brenda Forbes and William recording and (presumably) for

Podmore’s businesslike bailiff to road appearances. All of which
the list of crackerjack credits; host Alistair Cooke, failed to point

these and Foote's craftily explosive, out, branding the outfit as a new
deportment as the moneyless man approach to jazz, combining for the
dispossessed from his betrothed first time jazz and; danceability and
and shrewdly separated by Harri- releasing jazz from its “dead end.”

son from such coin as he is able Cooke went pretty far overboard
to : scratch up to hasten errant on the outfit, which while .under-

brother’s departure and leave" the standable in view of the fact that

romantic field open to himself un- the band was making its first pub-
challenged. How this design is lie appearance on the program,
punctured is the germ of the story,

l
nonetheless didn’t help the show

with Harrison and Palmer giving

vivid play to their gaily daily

dalliances in sparkingly staged
love-in-bloom duelings.

.
Maestro

Bernard Green followed the script

cleverly in the scorings, to round
but a sock comedy drama.

As a footnote to the production,

it must be pointed out that
:

the

show made , with a batch of top
turns. A more sapient mixture
would have preserved the Keith-
Albee flavor as opposed to the Gus

.
Sun aura with which the program

sion were provided by " the guest wound :Up. ••

shots of Ben Blue and Martha Frankie Lame, on this session.

Raye—and these two bits were took no chances
.

with any new deep sympathy, perhaps" because
riots. Como’s contributions had an numbers. He made a good score most of them didn’t get - a chance
in-and out quality, with the^vocals with ^numbers

;
that he xatapulated to reveal much of themselves. ThJ

up to standard andthe sketches not into hits.via his diskings. It was a repeated references to leaves fall*
so hot. Airer, on the whole, was a rather historic medley tracing his

jnS the bright harvest moon and
slow corny show, enlivened by its top.waxers ft-om “TJiat’s My De- fte lightnS?^ w®
8
Show opened quietly, with Como With Christmas approaching, if ^Tomeo^^h^^forgSten

18

their
walking on into a song-and-dance the seasonal bookings of Jimmy linesTnd was adlibbSf

*
production number, and crooning Boyd start. Moppet, who cleaned
“Papaya Mama” very agreeably, up last season with his etching of „

P*a
»?
ro

»?~
c

*u
S in

.

evl
^
a^y

Another contribution, “I Believe,” “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa

also had a substantial impact from first hit and a fairly sophisticated pmces a rest,

singer and chorus. The subway bit, Christmas song which told of San-
with Como as a bearded; limping ta_being stuck in_the chimney. “Person to
oldster trying to get a seat and bat-

Hijt.

tling with a huge bruiser, was fa-
miliar and not too funny. There
were moments in the big Christ-

Person” usually
The Nicholas Bros, in opening comes forth with polished two-seg*

gave off some excellent tap-istry* ment Interviews on the “at home*
Given good production with a ramparts but last Friday’s (11) on
batch of beige beauts behind them, CBS-TV was offish. It contained

mas Bazaar production number the duo showed a good mixture of interesting ‘ ingredients—the Ed
When Como’s “children” provided aero and terps. Pat Henning, near Murrow stanza always doesr-but
amusement in kidding their Old the close, proved himself to be an too many deadspOts to get it corn-
man, but writing otherwise was extremely 'funny gent. His gab was pletely off the ground. For the
trite.

.
yock producing all the way. In first quarter,* there’s no question

The teenage femme fan fringe fact he was the strongest individu- of Dr. James T. Shotwell's lofty
that follows Como around seemed al item on session. international Stature as historian,
to form a vociferous, if not sub- Another Strong feature was the educator, anthologist, author and
stantial portion of the studio audi- terping- by the male half of the World thinker and it was a good
ence, and All through the show ballet team pf Istan Rabovsky & try at getting the 79-year-old emi-
there was constant frenzied squeal- Nora Kovach, making a repeat ap- ment before the cameras as a kind

anything Como said or did, pearance. The boy’s spins were of time capsule on the sage. But
which probably annoyed the somewhat amazing. The girl just it was mostly a dull, somewhat

couldn’t follow him. A mixed line halting session, hippity-hop in its

in Magyar costumes provided a back and forth continuity. Though
fine setting. Dr. Shotwell’s. mere presence was
Presented in quick order were inspiring* that isn’t sufficient for

the whistling by Pauline De Moro, a telecast Of
.
this sort,

archery by Ann Marsden, knife The Ed Sullivan sequence may

crooner. Once, during a commer-
cial, the . squeals seemed to. get
under the singer’s skin, and he let
the group have it With a kidding-
in-earnest “Oh, shut up.”
Como worked as hard on the

commercials (for Chesterfield

any.

Band segment consisted largely
of commentary by Cooke, and the
discussion on the psychology of
taste which followed was all talk,
little action and of little interest.
Cooke had psychologist Rudolf
Arnheim up for the session, and
what came out was pretty much

show didn’t get off the ground' the usual cliche-ridden stuff on
personality types, motivation, etc.

To try to cram a discussion of this
type into 10 minutes can Only re-
sult in meaningless jargon, some-
thing which Cooke and producer
Fred Rickey should have realized
in advance.

More interesting (and entertain
ing) was the Air Force film on life

until the second act and from there

oh had clear sailing. But TV, with
its convenient invitation to tune-
outs, hardly can afford to luxuriate

in such time’s-a-wastin’ tactics as

compared to sitters imprisoned, in

the theatre. “Steel Hour” is a bit

vulnerable from 9:30 to 10:30 p.m„
both on the inheritance and coin-

ciding segments dished up by CBS in a rocket fired some 40 miles into
and NBC. The race is to the swift the air. Two mice were installed

—in Act I. Trau.
. in rotating capsules faced, by a

camera in the rocket head, and the
Satire on television, unless well film studies their reactions all

done, can be more painful than the through the flight. At the zenith
most amateurishly-produced show, of the flight, they had lost prac
’The Marshal 6f Misery Gulch,” tically all sense of gravity, but
put on last week (8) via “Arm- their recovery by landing time was
strong . Circle Theatre” on NBC- complete.
TV, forcefully drove home that Final segment was Hart’s iinfin-

simple truth by coming close to ished play, “The Nature of the
falling flat on its face. Beast,” With Mel Ferrer; Audrey
Show Was staged as a remote Christie* Edmond Ryan, and Carol

from Lancaster, Pa., for the amuse- Goodher featured in the first (and
ment of an audience consisting of only) scene. Ferrer took the role
Armstrong dealers and personnel of a husband who pretends he has
assembled there in convention, amnesia, with Miss Christie, as the
Perhaps they got in the way. At nurse who realizes he’s faking,
any rate, this attempt at satirizing probing into his reasons. Theme
Hollywood westerns—a fertile sub- of the play, it develops, is an in-

ject for such efforts if ever there quiry into a point in marriage
was one—ended up as pretty un- which is the last step before the
Inspiring fare. . settling Into middleaged marita'

It was unfortunate, in a way, mediocrity,
since the program starred the hus- While the limited “preview” in
band and Wife team of Peter Lind dicated that the Hart work may
Hayes and Mary Healy in their prove a stimulating experience on
first TV play and didn’t show them the stage, it amply demonstrated
tip in a tyar.^icql^fly favorable ^igh^. that ^vhj^t’s .^oot^.on t^e |gage

commercials (for Chesterfield as wielding by Manu hnd the balanc- havrstfflered aT a reshlt plus a
JH O* ">* ot Eric

.
Bedicton, The first S th/t ohS^^Murrowx „ time runout that obliged Murrow

imprmt.
^
Manu to cut off the columnist and “Toast

pan
l
M n™acHetes like of Town” host and coproducer

*
THugu-i while he was in the midst of a

Li^;Lent ’ an
?

Bedicton hit rt pitch. Sullivan .did an okay sizeup
of the pictorial and functional as-

uiue
a
*jr

andsta
i

n > on three tables piled pects of his Delmonico Hotel apart-

Night at Hammerstein,” made Mmngio
P
i

t£

things hilarious with his shenani- -
.

identified and described- pictures

and stuff at Murrow’s behest. Sul-

sketches, and enlisted Blue and the
Fontane Sisters to help him. The
Sisters also had their spot in a
sprightly song version of “Kissing
Bridge.”

Blue, taking over for an oldtime
vaude show bit titled “Ben Blue

gans in a stage box while a cancan
number, a juggler’s turn and a
singer’s bit were going on onstage.
It was low comedy of highest
grade, in the best custard-pie-days

a trapped Como, and other silly
business. Without the reliable Blue-
Raye turns, this would have been
a dull show. Bron.

“Philco TV Playhouse” oh NBC- livan did a quickie autobiog of

TV in recent months has made a sorfs-r-including why he became
specialty of “mood” pieces and last known as the Great Stoneface—

„ Sunday’s (13) “The Midnight and was best in a sentimental nar-

tradition. Miss Raye, as a wouldbe Caller” fitted squarely^—if with no rative on the late Bill Robinson’s

student nurse in a hospital where great distinction—into this pat- funeral in Harlem, with Bojangles

Como was bedded after a charity teni. Scripted by Horton Foote, shoes serving as centerpiece,

wrestling mishap, also added a one the Playhouse regulars, it Somehow or other, one newsie in-

very funny slapstick turn, attempt- moved along unevenly amidst a terviewing another doesn’t come
ing to change linens, getting under great deal of semi-poetical dialog off too well if this one was any
the bed in order to converse with which scotched dramatic values in criterion. But if the whole half-

some parts arid aided them in hour were devoted to Sullivan, the
others. show might have come into proper.

Like the tone and atmosphere of focus. (The Sullivans are skedded
the play, the characters; too, are to go to Europe during the Christ-

.

by now faintly familiar. The set- mas period, with “Smiley” to scout

Some saloon-keepers in this day ting is a boarding house In a small talent for his Sunday night show.)

and age of columnar publicity have Texas town. There are only women Mrs. Sullivan’s “P to P” appear-

gotten to believe their press no- living there and, depending on ance, incidentally, was her major
tices, and some even act as if their age

,
and temperament; they videbut. Some time ago she took

they’re the equal of their betters, are bitter, lonely and nostalgic, a bow on “Toast.” Trau.
In fact some of the waitering- There arrive a gentleman border r——

—

catering staffs of the more popu- and a young lady who, after -four Fred Waring helped to ring in

lar joints reflect- their bosses’ years of going out with a neurotic the Christmas season with a pro-
stance and forget that, technically, drunk; has finally . broken off with gram 6f familiar holiday pieces on
they’re not superior to their su- him. However, every midnight he his CBS-TV show Sunday night
pecior customers. What has made comes into the frontyard, calling (13). A large part of the session
Toots Shor the personality among her name. was devoted to a puppet produc-
the new “name” restaurateurs is This is pretty thin stuff around tion by Bil and Cora Baird of Cle-
that he makes no bones about his which to wrap a full hour show, ment Moore’s poem, “T’was The
transition from speakeasy boqncer Foote, however, has a knack for Night Before Christmas.” For
to bistro, boniface. This came creating moods that capture the adults this was spread on too
through in the wariii affectionate viewer and help him to overlook thickly but the kids who were up
“This Is Your Life” stint under the lack of substance. Last Sun- after 9 p.m. may have gotten a
Ralph Edwards’ pacing which was day, the script tried very hard for kick out of it. Unless there is an
almost like an automatic champion effect, but somehow the chords it unusual comedy, punch, puppets
racehorse getaway—it just played struck didn’t respond properly.: tend to dull rapidly on the TV
itself. Quentin Reynolds, who sup- Most pleasant surprise of “The screen.
posedly shanghaied the bon’ of 51st Midnight Caller” was Betty Miller During show’s second half, War-
St. over to the NBC origination as the tortured girl who, in her ing reprisedi his production of

teletheatre, Jackie Gleason, Pat loneliness, wants to ease the suf- “Our Lady’s Juggler,” a religious
O’Brien, Eddie (Leon Sc) Davis fering of her lover. Miss Miller, ballet featuring dancer Nadine
(where Toots was bouncer and later on her debut on a Playhouse show Gae. There were a couple of stnk-
day manager), the restaurateur’s some time back, failed to impress, ing. bits in this- offering but the

sister, and his family were warm Last Sunday, she proved herself total impact was missing,
participants. Itrwas^ dreaqa inqti- an* actress of censidorablo distino r 'i r * * \ Herm.
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the vaudeville show
With The cycling VIUen»ve’» (2),

Bunny Briggs, BusseU Swann,
Juanita Hall, Gtl Lamb; Glenn
Osser Orch; Art Fleming* an-
nouncer _

producer: Fred Helder
Director: Baron Trennef Jr.

30 Mins.; Wed., t:30 pjn.

Sustaining •

ABC-TV, from N. Y.

ABC-TV .
rushed this deadpan

vaude segment in as a last-minute

replacement for "Dr. I.Q.," which

it moved into the Thursday post-

pay Bolger
.
plot. An expanded

version of -‘Orchid Award" was
supposed to flU the Wednesday va-

cancy, but this ,had to be aban-

doned and "The Vaudeville Show”
was a final choice. It was also an
unfortunate 6ne.

With the little time the web had
to rush the show in, a poor preem
could be excused, but it’s the basic,

premise of this one that’s wrong.
And if the network is considering
Wednesday night from the long-

range point of view as a future

base of operations for new top tal-

ent and program acquisitions,

there’s still, no reason why it

shouldn’t develop sustainers that
have a good chance of being sold

and moved to some other -night.

“The Vaudeville Show” doesn’t
fall into that category, since at best
there’s a limited audience for a
straight vaude presentation on tele

and an even smaller one for a
vaude segment that’s . obviously
proceeding on" a limited budget.
With ABC currently hard put to
sell some of its better sustaining
segments, it’s going to be exceed-
ingly tough to find a bankroller for
this one, /

Show is a straight vaude layout
with no emcee, just voice-over-an-:
nunciators to bring on the acts. It’s

a five-act layout, opening with the
usual dumb act, In this case .a.

cycling team, with a dance act in
the, deuce and the headliner in
next-to-closing, .. Opening lineup
consisted of--. The Cycling Ville-
nave’s, Bunny Briggg, Russell
Swann, Juanita Hall and Gil Lamb.

Villenave|s cycling duo was okay
in the opening slot, doing standard
but unspectacular bicycle and uni-
cycle aero turns. Briggs impressed
with his hoofing, but could have
eliminated a vocal stint With which
he opened. Swann’s magico-com-
edy stint moved crisply and was a
decided asset. Tricks were good,
ditto gags, and Swann’s assistant,

June Holden, dressed up the
screen nicely.

Miss Hall reprised only one of
her "South Pacific” numbers.
"Happy Talk," using it as her
closer. Her essayals of "Mood In-
digo" and another jazz item were
in rock-bQttom jazz style, strong
and rugged, stressing the rhythm.
It was a solid turn. In closing, Gil
Lamb frittered away a few minutes
before moving into a funny im-
presh of a bebop fan in a theatre.
This was a strong closing turn.

Lack of preparation for the show
was evident in the camera direc-

j

tion, but this is a minor item that
oughts to be taken care of by the
second* show, Glenn Osser orch
cut a good show, especially in view
t>f*the quickie deadline. Chan.

YANKEE GOES CALLING
With Bill Hahn, announcer, inter-

viewer, Milton Lord, others
Producer-Director: Tony Lane .

45 MIns; Fri. 5 p.m.
WNAC-TV, Boston

The second, in a series spotlight-
ing interesting and .historical Hub
landmarks by WNAC-TV cameras,
this 45 minute visit to the Public
Library afforded ' the viewers a
complete insight into the available
advantages and complicated func-
tions attendant on running a com-
plicated, modern library. Partly on
film and partly live, the show -was
effectively produced and inte-
grated With the net result the
viewer learned more of the inner-
workings of the libra ry in 45 min-
utes than he coiild in months of
personal research. >

Opening with filmed shots of
the library’s exterior, and the sta-
tion’s mobile unit; the viewer was
then transplanted inside where
interviewer-guide Bill Hahn in-

troed director Milton E. Lord, who
in turn briefly outlined library
routines and functions.. From then
on, cartieras moved to various sec-
tions of the building focusing on
department heads who explained
concisely and clearly

,
their own

duties and the offerings of their
departments. This phase included
a display of “rare” books and an
explanation of the term by curator
Zoltaii Haraszti; glimpses of the
famed Wiggin Collection of black
and white prints plus several ex-
amples of the ingenious, but now
practically extinct art of fore edge
paintings on books, the busy read-
ing and periodical rooms, the chil-

dren’s section, views of the (valii-

(Continued on page 37)

Keep It Fresh, Bub
j

Today’s film and vidpix pro-
ducers. undoubtedly will—or
should—avoid any topical ref-
erences, in light of the large
future use of celluloid for
residual values on video. It is

somewhat of a shock to hear
topical references in yester-
year films Such as

. “I’d be a
bigger hit as a crooner than
Columbo, Crosby and Vallee .

combined"—and Bing’s the
mostsolid suryivor today from

/’ an era when (now the late)
Russ Columbo and the still

active Rudy Vallee eclipsed
• him. •

Item 2: Why not revive the
. Phil Baker $64 QuestioVi show,
Any program whose lingering
impact with a slogan that pop-
ular should continue to have

,
sponsorial potency. - Sen. Mc-
Carthy used the "$64 ques-
tion” term on “Meet The

; Press” this past
.
Sunday.

.

"
•

, Abel.

NATALIE HINDERAS
With Richard McClure, Henry Le-

vine and WNBK Orch (22); Joe
Finan, announcer

Director: Joe Tahski Jr.
30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
WNBK, Cleveland

|

NBC has latched on to a nugget
in parting concert pianist Nataiie

Hinderas. The petite, charming
pianist scored a triumphant, home-
coming, video debut <12). In com-
plete command of the occasion, the;
Oberlin College grad offered a cap-
tivating interpretation both of
“General Lavine,” a prelude by
Claude Debussy, and “Prelude No.,
4,” by Frederich Chopin. Then, ac-
companied by the WNBK orches-
tra, under Henry Levine, she con-
cluded with an enthusiastic and
skillful presentation of the finale
movement from Rachmaninoffs
“Second Piano Concerto

”

Miss Hinderas' approach to the
Debussy selection was a touch of
devotion and depth, while her pla}'-

ing of “Prelude” was a demonstra-
tion of fine keyboard virtuosity
and expressive artistry. In fact,
her appearance was evidence of
complete mastery of the keyboard.

The stanza was programming of
prestige and. network calibre. Even
the slight thinness of the Rachma-
ninoff accompaniment—due to the

TELEVISION REVIEWS SI

lack of sufficient strings—was nev-
ertheless offset by excellent overall
musical balance in this studio pres-
entation,

Levine, who batoned the aug-
mented staff orchestra staff (there
were nine members from the
Cleveland* Symphony), showed
high professional skill* and an au-
thoritative and highly- expressive
baton. Both Miss Hinderas and
Richard McClure reacted superbly
to the supporting orchestra. For
its own, ^.the orchestra

:
played

"Dance of the Comedians” by
Smetana ; Tschaikowsky’s “The
Trepak" and "Waltz of. the Flow-
ers” from. "Nutcracker Suite,"

McClure, one of Cleveland’s out-
standing tenors, sang "Una Furtiva
Lagrima" from "L’elisir D’Amore”
by Donizetti, There /was warmth,
feeling and clearness in his capable
rendition.

Camera-wise, crew under Paul
Kirrkamm didn’t miss a shot. En-
tire production was well directed
by Joe Tanski and fortunately ig-

nored the tinsel and hoopla that
could have marred the end result.
Especially good were the cross-
studio shots during the Rachma-
ninoff selection with Levine in the
foreground and Miss Hinderas
calmly awaiting her cue.

Routinist were the medium-high
closeups of Miss Hinderas, as they
failed to do her justice/ The high;
shots were daring and . marked 'a

change of pace. However, the use
of abstract drawings should have
been used to better advantage.

Credit, too, to Fred Wilson, who
supervised audio in a most com-
mendable way..- — —-—==—

-

Telethon Season’s Top;

in

. Total effect: an excellent half-

hour; one that demonstrated Cleve-
land can turn out classical' stanzas
worthy of net offering. It also
demonstrated NBC can continue to

find in Miss; Natalie Hinderas an
ambassiaidoress of good will: Marie.

WMGM’s Dodger Client

Despite Barber Switch
While the Brooklyn Dodger front

office hassles oyer sportscaster Red
Barber’s replacement for the 1954
broadcasts of its baseball games,
Gotham indie WMGM has already
signed up one-half of the sponsor-
ship. F & M Schaefer Brewing Co.
has inked a contract, through us
agency, BBDO, with station chief,

Bertram Lebhar, Jr.

. The hfart-tugging appeal of the
cause and the herculean efforts of
the femcees and emcees made the
third annual "Celebrity Parade for
Cerebral Palsy" on ABC-TV (Sat-
urday-Sunday) one of the best
marathoners to come over the air-

lanes this season. Attesting to its

quality was the hefty $555,000
pledged in the 19-hour running
time. The telethons of recent
months didn’t even come close.

Like, all telethons this one, too,
had a solid lineup of stars. The
coin-pulling airers are just about
the biggest, free shows available
and viewers, who’ve got sit power
as well as orb strength, are. gen-
erally in for a hefty share of en-
tertainment.. Sometimes the shows
are mismanaged and badly pro-
duced but there’s always the Inter-

1
est in the

.
next marquee name to

'hold the viewer for another hour
In the case of the “Palsy’’ tele-

thon. however, the added draw
was that

.
it Was excellently pro-

duced and staged. And through it

all fenicee Jane Pickens shone like1

a guiding spirit. Miss Pickens, one
of. the execs in the United Cerebral
Palsy Assn., stuck with it all the
wav. Her pitches wjre from the
heart and the warm exuberance
she registered when the tally

:
in-

creased- made—it—difficult for i
viewer not to pitch in to see her
face light up again. Also in line
for credit for long-hour work are
Dennis James, who’s becoming a
pro at pitching for causes; and

:
Maria RiVa.

! Sandwiched between the' talent

;

array were some of the palsy vic-
tims. Their pitches were the most
effective of all. Through them
viewers became aware of the fal-

lacy that palsied and feeble-mind-
ed were synonymous. Fact that it

was an injury to the motor equip-
ment of the brain was drummed
home effectively. .

Unusual sidelight to the airer
was that the United Cerebral Palsy

;
Associations and the "American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres
are both prexied by Leonard H.
Goldenson. Gros.

1

talk about hair raising
Imagine your reaction if—suddenly—your stocks

were completely sold out in the Atlanta area!

It could happen—with dtnamic WLW-A
behind your advertising. One smashing sales

success after another!

ARB ratings explain why WLW-A leads all

other stations in local TV programming.

. And WLW-A backs up that drawing power

with exclusive client services.
i „

Want sales in Atlanta? Use WLW-A!
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This is the pattern of radio-of CBS Radio-
at the heart of the keenest media competition

in all America.

In nighttime hours. ..in the nation’s biggest

television city, where more broadcasters

(and publishers) compete for people's attention

than anywhere el$e...WCBS is delivering

far bigger advertising values than a year ago.

Here are the facts-. .

In a market with more radio homes 0%)

and more new radio sets (35%) than last year,

network and local advertisers on WCBS are

reaching 10% bigger nighttime audiences. At

a correspondingly lower cost per thousand.

New York Listens Most to

AUDIENCE DATA front-PutH of New Yort, e'pRHRMnlgM, II iwntfta,

1052 and 1999. (Avmia audio** 0-10 pm, up 11% )

SET SALE!, RETMA, f.map, lf» md 1W3. •wluflu* wta radios

m.

§
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From the Production Centres

JJV mw YORK CITY . . .

Adolf J. (Ad) Schneider, who has resigned as head of NBC news

and special events after 16 years, farewell-partied Friday (ID) by

ex-colleagues at Trader Tom's . . . Sammy Kaye getting^checkup in

Flower hosp. . . . Hush Studebaker of CBS’ “Beulah" series celebrating

25 years in the biz this month . . . “Old Trail," theme of the CBS
“Gunsmoke/' now on wax and sheet music ... Walter O'Keefe of

•‘Wizard of Odds" down with lobar pneumonia . , . “Dead Stop," pegged
on traffic fatalities, eighth in CBS Radio’s Feature Project skein, will

be narrated by network sports consultant Red Barber who says he’s

doing the Dec. 23 stanza for personal reasons, his mother-in-law having
died in an auto accident three years ago . . . Masterson, Reddy St

Nelson will take over packaging chores on “Double Or Nothing" as

of Jan. 4. Walt Framer Productions exited CBS-TV show to concen-
trate on house-owned packages.
Edward J. Noble, finance committee chairman of AB-PT, donated

$2,000,000 to the Edward John Noble Fount ition, endowment of which
goes to education, hospitals and charities ... McCann-Erickson made
three exec changes among its v.p.’s, naming Robert E. Healy general
manager of the N.Y. office, appointing William E. Berchtold g.m. of

the midwestern region and naming Wilbert G. Stilson treasurer and
a director . , . James Monks has been added to “Stella Dallas" cast

. . . Alexander Scourby substituted on both “Backstage Wife" and “Just

Plain Bill" during James Meighan’s recent illness . . . Staats Cotsworth,

NBC’s “Front Page Farrell," can now be seen as Clarence in the City

Center’s production of Richard III.

Earl Gillespie and Chris Schenkel will do Dec. 27 pro championship
football account for Mutual ... Mike Jablons, radio-tv publicist just

* returned from sojourn at White Sulphur Springs . . . Ann Blyth will

host and Marjorie Steele and Marvin Miller will star in tonight’s (1,6)

pre-Yule presentation on “Family Theater” via Mutual . . . Vassar and
Hamilton colleges will blend their voices in the “Magnificat” as a

holiday feature on New York’s WOR Saturday (19) . . .
Lester Fletcher

has a full schedule for the next several days, with appearances on
“Front Page” Sunday, Dec. 27 (did a stint on same shq.w last Sun.

also), “Nightmare” tomorrow (17) and “Starlight Theater" Jan. 1. To
top it off he will do Alan Anderson role in “3 Steps to Heaven’’ . . .

Sam Taub, sportscaSter, has become a grandfather for the .fourth time

. . . Bill Edmonds, announcer, has been named publicity chairman of

Ketler PTA at the new $1,000,000 grade school in Westwood, N. J.

Max Cole, WOV personality who collects gifts for the patients at Gold-
water Hospital on Welfare Island got himself a larger helicopter to

fly the gifts in this year . . .
WLIB’s annual Xmas party for some 1,500

children has arranged, in collaboration with Gotham’s P.A.L. to bring
in a goodly portion of the Dodger roster for the affair.

I\ SAX FRANCISCO ...
KRON-TV’s award winning “Science In Action" added a sixth tele-

market—Portland, Ore. . . . A. E. “Shorty” Evans celebrated 30 KGO-
radio years . . . Eddie Arnold radio-TVisiting on local shows . . . Ex-

localite Lex Boyd now stabled at, KAFY-TV (Bakersfield) as producer

;s
announcer . . . Alan Hale Jr., and Randy

1

Stuart in (15) to meet-the-
press.* Their “Biff Baker" series was tagged by KGO-TV, complete
with Butter-Nut bread sponsor . . . Eartha Kitt and Sammy Davis Jr.,

•joined localites on KPIX (12) for a gala three-hour “Toys For Tots
.teleshow , . . News .commentator William Winter nabbed H. S. Tittle

Wishing you a Boff Yule that will

H.O. for the next 52 frames!"*

NANCY KENYON

*Tfie layman's translation:

"A VERY MERRY XMAS and

A HAPPY NEW YEARn

Electrical Co. to sponsor his 52-week air show on KGO . . . Bill Bennett,

asst, to Sheriff of Santa Clara County, spinning “cops and robber"

tales, week days, on San Jose’s radio KEEN . . . KPIX lenses the

East-West Shrine game, Jan. 2 . . . KGO bossman Vince Francis and
producer Bill Hollenbeck recent Gotham visitors . . . KWBR (Oakland)

signed two new deejays—Don Churchill (daytime) and Jimmy Wyatt
(nightside).

IN CHICAGO . . .

Chi NBC veep Harry, Kopf in New York for a round of conferences

, . . Mutual pfexy Tom O’Neil a Chi stopover visitor on way back to

Gotham from the Coast. Sales veep Ade Hult in from the opposite

direction . . . WLS National Barn Dance cast members trekking out

to Downey Vets hospital Jan. 2 to put on two shows for the patients/]

with the second being broadcast as the regular Saturday night bam
dance airer . . . Chi NBC pub-affairs and education director Judith

Waller guests at the radio-TV workshop conducted for Evansville, Ind.,

school teachers by WEOA Dec. 30 in Evansville . . . Bobble Home
Permanents and White Rain Shampoo have re-signed for their quarter-

hour segs on Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club" via ABC . . . George
Heincmann, WNBQ-WMAQ director of programs, back at this desk,

after a three-week honeymoon in Jamaica . . . Ballantine Beer and Ale
has extended its 17-per-week spot splurge on WBBM . . . Illinois Bell

is picking up the bill for WEAW’s airing of the full U. of Illinois

basketball schedule ... George Stone’s 5:45 p.m. WMAQ newscast
now bankrolled three times weekly by Perfect Power Corp, . . . Annual
Xmas party for Chi NBC staffers’ kids slated for the M&M Club
Saturday (19).

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
Marvin L, Rosene, former WLOL general manager, has been ap-

pointed by S. D. Hubbard, KSTP general manager, to newly-created

post of radio sales manager. At WLOL (MBS affiliate) Rbsene has
been succeeded by H. W. Cassell, former KIOA, Des Moines, general

manager . , . WCCO’s 50,000-watt radio station’s all-night record show
heard in 9,500 miles distant New Zealand, according to card received

... An estimated 2,000 or more ham radio operators in Minnesota
include 500 to 600 in the Twin Cities ... U. of Minnesota College
Quiz Bowl team won sixth straight victory on the NBC network radio
quiz show carried here by KSTP and will continue to compete every"

Saturday until defeated by another school opponent . . . Jimmy Valen-
tine’s KSTP-TV show “You Should Know," sponsored by Northwestern
Drugs, celebrated 500th anniversary and initiated contest for European
trip . . . Dr. Kenneth Christiansen, former U. of South Dakota faculty
member, named director of the southern regional education board’s
project to develop regional cooperation in educational TV . . . FCC
okayed second Duluth, Minn., TV station, Red River Broadcasting Co.
receiving the permit . . . WCCO radio and TV personality Bob DeHaven
during past six months made 21 personal appeatahees before 36,178
persons in eight of territory’s towns, according to figures compiled
by station.

IN CLEVELAND . . .
.S' •

.

TV sets in area total 823,629 as of Dec. 1 . . . Howie Lund has left

WJW disking with Tom Purse, WENR, succeeding him . . . Carl Reese
has left NBC’s announcing staff . . . Everett Rhodes Castle who created
“Colonel Flack” is now readying new TV net series . . . WGAR sold
spots series to National Pear Bureau and National Carbon Co. . . .

WEWS’ “Inside Catholic Schools” has been picked up by the Vaticap
City station . . . NBC’s Lloyd Yoder accepted citation for WTAM's pro-
gramming of “Eternal Light” . . . WEWS’ Paige Palmer leaving morn*;
ing exercise programming for expected third child . . . WXEL named
John Fitzgerald promotion director and added Jack Beauchamp, WHEN,
to announcing staff . . . WTAM producer -John Wellman was nipped by
lion cub guesting on “Mildred & Gloria” show . . . Maurice Condon
leaves TV Guide managers’ post to return to WGAR where he’ll gossip
a five-min. 6:25 p.m. daily column. . . . Gus E. Ameier, ex-NBC, received
a Chicago card with AFL United Scenic Artists of America.

IN PITTSBURGH ...
Pete Wasser, of Wasser, Kay Sc. Phillips ad agency, and his wife off

for a month’s vacation in Spain and the Canary Islands . . . Dan Mall-
inger, WENS news editor, will marry Marlene Heyman, former sales
research analyst for Heinz Co., on Dec. 27 . . . Pittsburgh boy Johnny
Kirby has turned in his notice to NBC in Hollywood to concentrate
on putting together a nitery act. Singer had a weekly Sunday show
with Russell Armbruster’s band on the Western network . . . Ray Scott,
telesportscaster, and his wife have dated the stork again . . . Jane Ruoss,
continuity writer at WKJF-TV, has a featured role in “Affairs of State”
at Playhouse . . . Bob Holt, ex-WDTV director and more recently with
WTVI in St. Louis, has been named program and production manager
of new Steubenville, O.. channel, WSTV-TV . . . Barbara Lewis, little
theatre actress, now doing flock of “voices" for Rege Cordic’s early
morning show on WWSW . . . Dairymen’s Cooperative Association has
renewed the Wednesday evening quarter hour on KDKA featuring
Aneurfn Bodycorabe, organist, and Bill Nesbitt, announcer ... Si Stein-
hauser, radjo-TV editor of Pittsburgh Press, heads for Miami Beach
next week, with his wife to spend a month with their daughter and
son-in-law.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .

“Story of Silent NigHt," dramatization of story behind writing of
famed Christmas Carol, will be originated by WFIL-TV for ABC-TV
web, Dec. 24. Seventh consecutive year for show on station, but first
time on network. In the cast are Phil Sheridan, Harry K. Smith, Earl
Rowe and Phyllis Whitehom . . . Mayor Joseph Sill Clark, Jr., of Phila-
delphia, discussed civilian defense on DuMont’s “The Big Issue” (14)
; . . Bill Givens, KYW farm director, was guest speaker at National
Convention of Foreign Agriculture Editors, in New York (10) . . . Bill
Manns, WIP staff announcer, is recuperating from an ear operation
in University Hospital . . . Matt Goukas, sports director of WPEN,
received third annual sports award of Brith Sholom, of Philadelphia . .

.’

Marge Weiting, absent from air for two months, returns to her mid-
night WFIL slot “Street of Dreams.” Return of femme platter spin-
ner gives WFIL solid recorded music shows from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., each
weekday.

Vidpix Web Baby?
Continued from page 23

spectrum there will be outlets for
his product. /But the network in-
roads on coast-to-coast showcasing
of first runs/plus the webs’ ascen-
dancy in ~the bigtime syndication
sweepstakes is reducing the indie’s
chances of cracking the big affiliate

TV stations. Whether or not he
can siphon off enough coin from
the remaining stations to justify
the elaborate coin investitures he’s
presently Indulging in, remains one
of the video ripleys only tomorrow
can resolve. If he’s got a good
property, it’s conceded, it,will sell,

regardless of the competition from
the networks. But since these are
few and far between, his future for
the most part is tied up in run-of-
the-mill programs. If these don’t
sell or deliver ratings, he’s in
trouble.

Morse Rides Again With 3
- Hollywood, Dec, 15.

Three Carlton E. Morse radio

packages were renewed this week,

with one of them, “One Man’s
Family," thus moving into its 22d
year of continuous broadcasting.
Others renewed are “Woman in

My House" and “Family Skeleton,’’

the Mercedes McCambridge soap-
er. All three renewals take effect
Jan. 4,

Seven keys to bigger TV

audiences with such sales-

making favorites as . .

.

22 ABBOTT & COSTELLO SHOW

52 sure-fire comedies that click with

kids and grownups alike in millions of

homes, made especially for TV.

[

2

BIFF BAKER, U.S. A.

Overseas intrigue in a fast-moving

family adventure series of highest

network quality.

ROD CAMERON in

CITY DETECTIVE

Prockter Studio Buy
Continued from page 23

13 more immediately scheduled.
No distribution setup for syndica-
tion is immediately contemplated
—Prockter, who sold his PSI setup
a couple of weeks ago, said at the
time that he was staying out of
distribution. He’s got several live

network packages on the air via
his Prockter Television Enterprises
banner, and while in N. Y. will
presumably arrange for supervi-
sion of those by. another party. He
returns to the Coast permanently
Jan. 14.

Other principals in First Nation-

al include L. A. oilman and former
Democratic Party bigwig Edwin
W. Pauley; Daniel F. Reeves,
broker and L. A. Rams pro foot-
ball club owner; Bertram Gamble,
prexy of Gamble-Skogmo Co. of
Minneapolis; Edward Matz, prexy
of Kurly-Kate Corp. and Metal
Moss Corp. ofv Chicago; and F. R.
Long, L. A. indie oilman and v.p.

of Mohawk Oil Co. Levy, who’s en-
gineered several realty deals in-
volving studio properties, will also
serve as treasurer and supervise
the firm’s financial structure.

Recently rated as the country's #1
local film for television—-and sold to

Falstaff Beer in 118 markets for the

largest regional sale in TV film history.

22 FAMOUS PLAYHOUSE

A super-assortment of over 175 original

half-hour dramas with Hollywood

names and sure sales appeal.

22 FOLLOW that man

The exciting “Man Against Crime” films

(34.6 network Nielsen average)

starring Ralph Bellamy, retitled for

first-run in many TV cities.

I’M THE LAW

Starring George Raft in the unique

adventures of a metropolitan police

inspector, packed with sales'punch.

PLAYHOUSE 15

78 fifteen-minute dramas of highest

quality made for TV by the producer

of BIG STORY and T-MEN IN ACTION.

They ALL bear the same

MCA-TV stamp of quality!

For information, on these

or other MCA-TV Advertising

Showcases on Film, just clip

this advertisement to

your letterhead.

NEW YORK: 599 Midison Ave.,H 9-7500
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WALTER WHITE SHOW
With Major Milford Stanley, meat
Producer: Morris No?ik
15 Mins., Sat. (12), 5 ».m.

VIM
WLIB, N. Y.

Walter White, life-long advocate

of civil liberties, has been airing

his views on iVLIB, N. Y., for a

couple of years now. As executive

secretary to the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Col-

ored People he comes close to. thi

problems of his people daily and

meets them energetically and in-

telligently but his eagerness—even

though understandable—to point

out injustices gave portions of his

Sat. (12) show a forced quality.

One reason he . fails to be con-
vincing at all times (his ' material
certainly is) is that he has an ora-
tor’s voice which doesn't lend it-

. self to conversation. His approach
in questioning his guest Major
Milford Stanley, recently released
from a POW camp in Korea, was
uneasy. His questions Were rhe-
torical and made the Major’s an-
swers seem superfluous.

< AWhite is best when someone else

poses the queries. It’s more nat-
ural tor an answer—to—sound
“speechy.”

Remarks concerning the at

tempts of Commie’s to convince
Negrb prisoners that American in-

justices Would continue, that they
were the true fathers of the op-
pressed peoples, 'Were interesting,

but with the play the dailies have
been giving them recently, they’re
just old hat today.
- - -At—the -outset -of- the—prograntr
White gave a clear account of hap-
penings in the'U.S, Supreme court
Where segregation is a current is-

sue. His interpretation of events
was incisive, but here the success
lies in that this was straight mono-
log.

With Theodor Uppman, guest
Producer: Ruby Mercer
25 Min*., Sat. 2 pan.
Sustaining ^ -

Mutual, from New York
Ruby Mercer has added another

segment to her radio commitments.
This one banters

.

on about hi-fi,

fashion, entertainment news, has
music ranging from classics to pops
and a weekly guest.; It’s another
stanza designed for mild Saturday
afternoon listening. Variety of

music . and topics should satisfy

catholic tastes without making
people listen too hard to catch
everything. >

:

Miss Mercer does ,well without
the legacy of many Gotham female
commentators : to be effUsiye and
patronizing, although she lapsed
into annoying* cuteness. After
speaking a phrase in Swedish, she
laughed and said to her Swedish
guest, “Did I say it right?” It’s a
common affectation.
Show began with a hi-fi test sig-

nal arid a story about a dog who
“seems to enjoy it.” It segued in-

to selections from operas “Faust”
and “La Boheme,” later a brief
acapella rendition of a Swedish
folk song (for guest Theodor Upp-
man). Talk about Xmas in Sweden
Lwas interesting

Eileen BARTON
Latest Corel Release

THE NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS SONG

Directioe: MCA

All in all. Miss Mercer did a
workmanlike, distinguished job.
Her comments, in the main, were
pleasant and Intelligent but of no
marked consequence. The same
holds true for the show.

SING A U. N. SONG
With George GUI, Rosemarie Dana,

_ Alim Williams ; :

Director: Howard Phillips
15 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.

Presented over WMCA, N; Y„ on
the. second and fourth Tuesday of
every month, “Sing a U. N. Song”
is touted by the station as being a
program “for young people of all

ages.”. It’s an okay entry fpr
adults but a much better offering
for the younger element. Stanza
spotlights the folk music of mem-
ber countries of the United Na-
tions. Program .is repeated

.
the

second and fourth Sunday of every
month at 8:15 a.m.

Show caught, Tuesday (8), was
devoted to native tunes and songs
of Czechoslovakia. Numbers played
were tied together with a brief his-
tory of the country. Lyrics, all in
English, were given okay handling
by George Gill and Rosemari^
Dana. Former also does the origi-
nal research and orchestrations
for the series. Alun Williams did
a satisfactory job of narrating.

Authenticity of programs could
be sharpened by having ; some of
the lyrics delivered in. the native
tongue of the territory being cov-
ered, with an explanatory comment
as to the meaning. Show, inciden-
tally, is produced by WMCA’s
Public Service Division.

;

Jess.

FIESTA TIME
With Del Courtney, guest*
129 Mina., Mon.-tlmi-Sat., (12

(Midnight)
KSFO, San Francisco.

A platter-chatter fiesta at mid-
night from One of S.F.’s most col-

orful restaurants—-A1 Williams
Papagayq Room (Fairmont Hotel),

this sesh has natural possibilities.

Ray area should absorb such late

hour programming because of

available glitter names from all

walks of life. Host Del Courtney
has a star-rung ladder of cele-

brities to call on.

Courtney knows show biz, has.

speaking acquaintance with most
“name” visitors; Elsewhere around
the dial he’s putting in 25 radio-

TV hours a week plus frequent
bandleadihg engagements at hotels

and clubs. Despite the Herculean
activity he has developed into a

relaxed, sociable interviewer With
sharp insight for palatable con-

versations. His disk knowledge is

extensive. This sesh clothes his

talents handsomely*

Last stanza caught (?), Del’s

guest list Was impressive with

such personalities as baseball

great Walter Mails, Fairmont
bandleader Ernie Heckscher, pix

producer Tom Gries, Maxine An-
• * ’

-Sisters;

LETTER FROM FATHER
With Laurence Olivier
Producer: Michael Hayward
Writer: Ken Pittendrlglk

15 Min*. Thura. (!•), 5:15 pjn.
WABC, New York (transcribed)

ABC’s public affairs department
and the Radio Divisions ofUNESCO
and the UN joined to bring listen-

ers on Human Rights Day last

Thursday ( 10) Sir Laurence Olivier

in a quiet, moving plea for the

preservation of man’s inherent
dignity. With the help of BBC
technical facilities, Olivier record-

ed the program in Glasgow, Scot-

land;.'
'

.

'.

;

;;

“Letter from Father” is simply
the declaration of a man speaking
to his as-yet- unborn-child—about-
humanity’s “new promise” for tol-

erance, first promulgated by the
assembled representatives of more
than 50 nations in 1948. Writer
Ken Pittendrigh’s intelligent nar-

rative could stand alone as an
essay of stature, hut with the ad-

dition of Olivier’s^ intelligent minor
key delivery the broadcast Was
tantamount to a'work of art,

Program voiced a strong hope
to that unborn child (arid to every-

orie listening who abides in an-

other kind of darkness) that deeds
of bigotory may some day seem
“xemotfl—and strarige.*!—Thfi--plea
i Jtlik M 3MAA friMnM 1a« A '

Latter interview was tops, bring-

ing to light personal episodes of

sisters’ career. Courtney had no
qualms inquiring of recent hub-
bub various artists had with
Southland’s City Council (ques-

tionable entertainment afforded

the King and .
Queen of Greece).

Maxine was gracious and frank

with her answers, explaining art-

ist’s problems. — .. -• .

A telephone gimmick is worked
into yack sesh with listeners .

call-

ing in questions to guests. An ef-

fective idea. Platters are inte-

grated, including recent disks by
the visiting talent. •

. .

Stanza should attract dialing in-

terest from the stay-up-late crowd.
Tone.

THE SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM

BOAG’S
Bedford Park film Studio

2826 DECATUR AVE., BRONX

THE LARGEST IN THE EAST

YES! WE ARE READY FOR

NOW BOOKING FOR 1 954-55

Telephone LUdlow, 4-2166

HEADLINES & BYLINES
With Arnold Friedman, others

15. Mins,; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6 p.m.
*

ALBANY GARAGE
WROW. Albany

Program; in its shift from WPTR
to WROW, has . lost much of the

distinctive flavor which complete
originations from. the Times-Union
plant imparted, although the all-

over news balance has been im-
proved. Pickups from the Hearst
daily arev now telescoped into a

three or^^our-minute segment,
^ome^dfthe reports by news staf-

fers do not run more than two or

three sentences:
Tabbed as "direct or transcribed”

they are not too good technically,

the tone being rather muffled. Ed
Fennell, who covers the police

beat, was perhaps the only byliner

to get color into a story—on the

blocks heard. He had a natural, jn
a fistfight which brought hospital-

ization to a 90-year-old former
Santa Claus and a 76-year-old Tro-
jan, after they allegedly clashed

over. one’s verbal abuse ofi a

woman. •

The reading phase, including
that by Arnold Friedman, is too

obvious, mechanical and monoto-
nous. Flexibility and pace are cry-

ing needs. Jaco.

LADIES DAY
With Meg Zahrt
15 Mins.; Mon.-thr.u-Fr!., 9:45 a.m.
WGAR, Cleveland

This is 15 riiinutes of daily

chatter that offers housewives a
snappy Welcome break in morning
chores. Miss Zahrt has a pleasant
style of delivery; projects charm
along with her Information. On
stanza caught (10) she ranged
froin making candles, through beef
stew, Christmas wrappings, odors,
people Wearing purple, along with
participation blurbs.

. There’s g closing thought, for
the day and hri audience participat-
ing letter-writing gimmick in which
best returns’ on “John and Mary”
home problem receive prizes.

Mark.

is impassionate since graphic and
undeniable examples of intoler-

ance are. exposed beforehand,
Program merits playback every

Human Rights Day.

PETE LEE SHOW
With Pete Lee, Musical J’s (3);

Dean’s Men (4); Ethel York, Marr
Sisters (3).

Producers^ PeteLe£=BQb Batch-
elder

COCA-COLA
WJW, Cleveland'

Pete Lee’s efforts to bring local

achateur talent to the foreground
"• ave long paid dividends, as, for ex-
ample. the successful “Radio Nani-
garis” that have made local radio
history, In his newest move, he
continues to bring opportunities to

those who 'seek to crack the air-

ways. In stanza caught (9) the
Dean’s Men sang “Stardust”; Ethel
York did -‘This Nearly Was Mine”
and the Marr Sisters offered
“Rhumba Boogie.” They were
Strictly amateurs, yet Lee handled
them with ease and made them
feel at home. : Professional talent
showed its hand when the Musical
J’s furnished the background
music.

This is 15 minutes of local pro-
gramming that should help build
for sponsor and station. Commer-
cial. pitch for Coke was timed
nicely. Mark.

Tintair Biz From R&R

To Erwin*Wasey Agency
General policy disagreement be-

tween ad agency Ruthrauff &
Ryan and heavy spending Bymart-
Tiritair account has forced a split

which becomes official Jan. 1.

Erwin, Wasey & Co., Which takes
over for the home hair tint outfit
after that date, is the third agency
it has had iri a little over a year.
R&R stepped in for Cecil &

Presbrey at the beginning of ’53

when the manufacturing firm had
a financial shakeup. One report
said, that Bymart was then receiv-
ing supplementary financial sup-
port to the tune of $300,000, inci-
dentally, the same figure which is

said to be the firm’s advertising
allocation.

SerfM Hems
sss Continue* from past 23 s

ing to sit back without a try at
that billings was Indicated by Its

appointment of William Bernal as
eastern sales rep for TV. At the
same time, SG is in a favorable
position to keep the billings be-
cause it’s been doing the selling
and handling the clients all along
and because it^s-equipped to do
both live-action and animation,
thus obviating the necessity for
clients to farm out production to
different sources.

7 There are no
-
longterm agree-

irierits with the clients involved,
since the blurbs are assigned on a
job basis. UPA is finishing off
those currently- in production, but
Where the next batch will go is

anybody’s bet. Some of the clients
involved are General Motors
Johnson’s Wax, Jello, Jergen’s Lo-
tion, Lucky Strike, Chesterfield,
Crisco, Camel’s, Motorola, Elgin,
Duffy-Mott and Ivory Soap. .

PlTiladeTphla, DecT 15.

Marked increase in FM owner-
ship in Philadelphia area is shown
in a. mail survey conducted by
Audience Analysts, Inc., .who
sampled 4,000 householders in
12-county coverage.
Of the radio homes in area,

37,2% now own FM, more than
double the survey figures of two
years. _ago. Test showed that—
65.2% of people within 25 mile
radius of Philly listen to their
radios as much and more than they
did a year ago. ---

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Mgt.» William Morris Agency

D J WANTED
For 2 to 7 pm daily program. Aggres-

sive. Knew music and artist*.
.
Mutt

have personalised toll ability. Terrific

opportunity right man. Self promotion

idia a must. Eager to attack ;.comp*ti-

ion. Million and one half eastern,

market. 5,000 ABC affiliate. Send tape,

picture, ideas, salary expected.

BOX V 121453, VARIETY,
154 West 44th Street,

New York 36, N. Y.

OPTICAL EFFECTS For
KLING STUDIOS, Chicago

by

RAY MERCER & CO.
4241 Normal Ave., H'weod 29, Cal.

,

Sond for free Optical Effects Chart

Continued from page 25

bert or: the other is pitching, for
the biz.

Final twist is the pitches them-
selves. WNEW's Herbert Is claim-
ing that Block’ll lay an egg out-
side the station, that the show arid
Gotham listening habits will win
out for the indie. WABC’rf Herbert
claims the opposite, that Block’s a
personality and that his audience
will move with him and that
WNEW will see a substantial drop
in the “Ballroom” rating after
Block leaves. In a sense, the
brothers are staking their reputa-
tions On the outcome, and it's got
to be one or the other—no in-be-

W DEI
AM tV FM

it 6 .1 rt rn.a n

s * a to I
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Television Reviews

on scoring

through a long-winded folklore basis' this section gives the young'

tale being unravelled to a group of ster a point every time the pro-

Irtimssters by a vet story teller, fessionals muff a query. Jack
J.
1
!. tha Antire DrnduCtlon Whitfllcar. flsshriafp nrnrlnrur of

Continued from page 31

wpI Christmas exhibits, the mi- handle the horsehide. Section very
555 im section and filmed segment informative for baseball devotees.

hawing the ‘‘Bookmobile,” which Last quarter of program is a

Ses sections of the city not sery- quiz in reverse with boys in studioK bv branches, in *ction. audience tossing posers at panel

t one foultip, from a timing view- consisting of Roberts, Simmons and
was the cutting off midway Campbell. Arranged

a long-winded folklore
_ *•

. ”11 . j « .

tale being

fSberwise! the entire production Whitaker, associate producer

moved along at a neat pace, result- the show, emcees this section,

ing in a very informative and in- WCAU-TV brochure points up
fpypsting

session which
f
should yalue of fan cLubs.JSobeilsLfollaw-

prove to be a valuable-birof puhlrc yng constituting a ready-made mail-
relations for both the library and ing list, with prospects prepared
WNAC-TV. to participate in anything their

, gin Hahn turned in a nifty job pitching herd advocates. Prospectus

of announcing and interviewing, also states availability of Bill

unobtrusively introing the various Campbell for live commercials,

spokesmen, . feeding each a perti- Should be an odds-on winner for

nent query and then retiring to everything from- breakfast' food to

the sidelines. Technical work was storm shoes. Gagh.

also slick with entire undertaking

topnotch. Elie.

Murray to Moderate 1

ABC ‘Town Meeting’
. „ . ,

F. Murray, New York at-
torney and lecturer, got the nod
as permanent moderator of ABC’s
“America’s Town Meeting of the
Air,” starting Tuesday (22).

He’s been moderator of the show
several times during the past six
months, and he’s the first perma-
nent successor to George Dehriy,
who bowed off the show some time
back.

'

-

Omaha—Resignation of George
X. Smith as general manager of
KFOR and KFOR-TV, Lincoln, ef-
fective—Deer-31, was ahnouncecf
last week by James Stuart, prexy
of the Cornbelt Broadcasting
Corp. •

Robt. Q’s 3 Shows
Continue^ from page 23

the: most part of the same talent

components as the Saturday morn-
ing show. Ray Purdy will produce
the latter.

Recently Lewis signed a new
contract with the network, .after

several overtures had been
,
made

by competing webs. Decision to

give him the full-blown treatment
as a major property on his own
(rather than as a Godfrey filler)

presumably stems from the net-
work still -smarting-over the Steve
Allen situation. CBS, after spend-
ing a barrel of coin and several
years trying to establish the right

niche for Allen, finally let him go.

He Was grabbed. *P by WNBT for

the late night.program on the N. Y.
flagship which he’s parlayed into,

one of the success stories of the
year, with indication • now that it

will go network in the near future.

Midland, Tex.—Sid Grayson has
been named general manager of
KMID-TV which recently started
telecasting. He was formerly com-
mercial. manager of KWFT-TV,
Wichita Falls. He was also previ-
ously with KFDX and KWFT,
Wichita Falls.

ROBIN ROBERTS SPORTS CLUB
With Bill Campbell, Jack Whitaker
Director: Fred O’Neill.

~Witter:~Jini—Lindemulh
60 Mins., Sat., 2 p.ra.

Participating •

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia

‘Road Show’
Continued from page 27

_J.riding~carefuliy-or—who-practioes
highway courtesy, etc. The number
will go out on the air immediately
and all the chauffeur has to do is

Winning his audience as easily I identify his license to collect the

as lie does a major league game,
Robin Roberts, the Phillies star

righthander, plays to a packed stu

did of 250 ardent fans recruited by
the Big Brothers, the Police Ath-
letic League and schools from over

-ua-22-county-area._Spor.ts conscious
young spectators are not disturbed

by the somewhat battered diction

of their hero, who tosses every “g”

ending out into left field.

The show opens with the kids
asking questions Of “Robbie.” Like
their adult counterparts, there are
plenty of . repeats. A favorite

, (“What batter gave you the most
trouble”) was up three times

The segment following pitted two
groups of youngsters in precision
pitching, with Curt Simmons, Rob-
erts left-hander runhingmate on
the Phils hurling staff, turning
umpire and calling the pitches. Bill

Campbell, WCAU’s sports director,
acted as receiver during this stunt.
Station’s suburban location makes
it ideal for taking this segment out
on lot in back of studio. Sports
equipment prizes are awarded on
team basis.

Next quarter toffers a brace of
teams competing in a sitdown quiz.
Game has. baseball setup with
scoreboard arrangement, in back-
ground. Kids come up to bat and
try for single, double, homer—dif-

' ficulty of question determines po-
tency of hit. Questions seemed over
the heads of the youngsters on
panel, although they wouldn’t have
given much trouble to more adult
fans; Winning team got auto-
graphed baseball, bat, etc.

The third session “Here’s Hdw
Time” finds guest expert in dem-
onstration. Three high school stu-
dent .athletes queried Simmons
and Roberts on various pitches,

boodle (coin or merchandise in-

volved is being worked out).
;

Largesse is only a small part of
|

the pattern,- Other projected fix-

tures for the show to be launched
next month are car-applied cha-

Sat. Formula
Parallel with the Ted Cott-

devised “Road Show” beamed
at car radios for a four-hour
Saturday afternoon series will

bri . the elimination of NBC
network service after 11:30

p.m. except for emergencies
and prime public events. “Mid-
night Column” ahd rotating

.,

orchestras will thus go to the
scrap heap and the time re-

captured locally.

Shortly after the first of the
year, a big; Saturday push
back - to - back with “Road
Show” will be launched under
the label of “People” and
slotted at 6:30, for a half-hour,

segueing from two quarters of
variegated newscasts. These,
with “Road Show,” will con-
stitute a five-hour block, with

car radio listeners expected to

spill-over into the extra hour.

“People” will be impregnat-
ed with nationally syndicated

and area scribes having name
value, with a reservoir of 65

such newspapermen to draw
from. Under the setup, there’ll

be five columnists per show
and thus work out as a “13”

cycle.

disk
fhZ m various .pitches, rades, safety slogan getups, disl

U*S i*!! Jockeying, live singers and instru
they hold . ball, and their ideas as to
now other big, league moundsmen

84 St. 103 E. off Pork Avn.

Permanent Apartments

For Business Firms

To Lodge

Personnel and

Customers

New Penthouses
With Terraces

Modern, New Furnishings
and Kitchenettes

Continued from page 27

THe Baths—Wall to Wall
Carpeting—Decorator Styling

1 rm.
. apt. from $145 per mo.

2 rm. apt. from $225 por mo.

Immidialt Occupancy
Apply Premises or

’

Keoliy Agency Corp. Ill E. 56 St.

PLasa 5-1345

TONITE—CATCH

RICHARD

Starring In

FHIICO, PLAYHOUSE -- RADIO .—

-

1-' 1 r o t iw-: .fn a< eh- f f.

newspapers were in the field at the

time, but it wasn’t till Ebony’s

formation that an advertiser could

reach the Negro market on a na-

tional basis. He expects the net-

work to enable them to do the

same via radio. Wyatt said that

26 stations of 27 approached thus

far have signed as affiliates, and

that the other is still mulling the

deal. By kickoff time, he expects

to have 40 in the fold, among them
outlets in New York arid Chicago.

He added a list of the affiliates

would be published shortly.

Wyatt also stressed that Evans,

as president, would be running the

net, while Wyatt and Schuebel

would be execs as individuals, not

as the firm of Wyatt & Schuebel.

Latter will continue as a separate

entity; serving all its clients as

previously. ,

Memphis—Hal Benson, former

general manager, of
;

WMPA at

Aberdeen, Miss., has joined WCBR,
Memphis daytime indie, as a com-

bo disk jockey, and salesWan,
J

to

mental groups, capsule newscasts

(three minutes at the most)' and
“entertainment” commercials in-

tegrated as part of the Overall

continuity. There’ll also be local

station cut-ins for both programs

and paid blurb matter.

Cott’s unit on “Road Show” in-

cludes Parker Gibbs as producer h

with Rhoda Rosenthal as associate 11

and Art Small scripting.

1 )
%

How can we tell it? . . . letters, sales, contracts and ratings

prove it.
.

.Advertisers and audiences seek out WWJ’s
Ross Mulholland, the man who sells with record-music

from 1 to 3 P.M. oh weekdays.

Mulholland’s following consistently ranges from 14% to

19% of Metropolitan Detroit’s 8-station audience, dur-

ing early afternoons when adult, purchase-planning

listeners control the home radios.

MulHolland’s advertisers are happy with their increased

sales. Their letters tell him so, and their renewals of

WWJ time prove it’s so.

Automobiles or zircons or zwieback or whatever you produce . • •

let Ross Mulholland sell them for you in Detroit, a wealthy market

with V/i-million home radios.

Atm*!**

t*k*t*m m WWJ.TV

\AM-FM

IcwcNIC Affihalt

AM—SM KIIOCICUS—MM WAITI

fM—CHANNIl 24*— 97.1 MIGACTCIU

1HE WORtO’J FIRST AAOI© STATION • OwmJ Optrltd ky THE DETROIT NEWS

THE OCO- P. MOIUNOMRY COMPANY
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in tube as' our excellent balance
’ sheets will attest. HF has the happy
faculty of getting good ipfen around
him.' As industry grotys It hfeqdmes

more and mord itnpradtifcal' fOr one.

man to head it alone. Teamwork is

necessary arid' is smarts I do not

know of any company secret that

isn't open between us, on the desk,

in the desk, and in our hearts.

Without that relationship, as it ex-

ists, between RCA’s chief officers

no business, can go forward. That
relationship is reflected in his love

of people, and that is interpreted

in the follow-through in our mer-
chandising, with our tradesmen,

and right down to the ultimate con-

sumer. Frank insists on the best

standards. He sets up a fantastic na-

tional service organization to main-
tain that standard, in any form of

electronics,
,
be it radio or tele-

vision, and right into aircondition-

ing and ‘white* goods.”
Teamwork accent .

continued as

General Sarnoff noted how. he was
long ago impressed by the rela-

tionship between Owen D. Young
and Gerard Swope in General .Elec-

tric; how it exists in General Mo-
tors and other spheres. - Sarnoff
cited his own 48 years of service

with RCA and added, ‘’that if it

were not for Frank Folsom I could
not have done what RCA did in the

last decade.”

Dignitaries on Dais
—-Cardinal Spellman;'on the eve oF
his fourth trip to Korea to *spend
Christmas with our GIs, was on
the dais, which otherwise com-
prised RCA directors, including
Major General Harry C. Ingles,

William E. Robinson (publisher of

the N. Y. Herald Tribune), Harry
C. Hagerty (Metropolitan Life),

John T. Cahill (chief counsel and
toastmaster). Admiral Lewis L.
Strauss (chairman of the Atomic
Energy Commission), Dr. Charley
B. Joliffe and Edward F. McGrady.
General. Sarnoff “with His Emi-
nence's permission”, recalled Fol-
s&m's first visit to the Vatican and
“his great salesmanship-—he came
back with a $1,000,000 order for
RCA communications equipment.
I. too, went to visit a shrine of my
forebears and coreligionists and:
after addressing the Weizmann In-
stitute of Science in Israel and the
best I could do, when I got back
to the States, was to get a request

PERFECT SOUND

ANYWHERE . .

.

tfigh fidelity sound motion pi«turn an
now possible in the field with tight-

weight battery powered RANGERETTE
magnetic tape recorder, and any

standard models gelt t Howell Eyemo,

Rlmo, etc.

Weight:- Recorder 35 lbs.

Power Pack 45 lbs.

Developed for the Armed Forces .

Now Available for alt t/ses

Write for foil information

RANGERTONE, INC.
73 Winthrop St. Newark, N. J.

that if I cared to donate some RCA
equipment they would like to have

Sarnoff reviewed the, economics
of the c6mpany iii the 10 years

of Fplspm’s association .with RCA
“which- actually* were .only, six or

sevens because . with^the .'war’s end
We entered a period of conversion.”

Citing facts and figures he put

accent that in that 10-year period

RCA went from >300,000,000 to

“probably the $830,000,000 we will

do this year. Our profits have
multiplied 3V& times; our dividends
six times; oiir employees from 40,-

000 to 65,000.” The dizzying fig-

ures reeled off mentioned five bil-

lions in gross volume; a half bil-

lion in profits; $300,000,000 in

taxes and $116,000,000 in dividends
“since Frank Folsom became asso-

ciated with RCA. And he actually

had but six to seven years' oppor-
tunity to do his stuff as he took
hold of our RCA Victor riieis

chandising, first the phonograph
business, then television; I am in-

terested in electronic research;

Frank Folsom has the genius of

merchandising the products of re-

search . . , I feel happy and a little

sorry for Frank-M. Folsom tonight

because I know how difficult it is

for him to Sit and listen to eulo-

gies; also just to sit and listen

while other people talk.”

Folsom's Response
;

.

Folsom responded by riot "read-

ing his. prepared speech but sim-
ply expressing his humility and
for “getting the credit for what so
many wonderful people helped me
do,” He expressed his devotion to

and affection for General Sarnoff.

and cited that “if the warmth and
friendship of man for his fellow-
man. as reflected in this room to-

night by all these wonderful peo-
ple, were projected there just

would never be war or strife.”

A cross-section of business - and
professional leaders and Folsom’s
farflung legion of friends came
from all over the U. S. and over-
seas to the Waldorf-Astoria for the
Monday night (14> black-tie din-
ner. Robert W. Sarnoff and Pat
Weaver sat at two front tables re-

spectively with William S. J*aley
and_Frank Stanton. All cross-sec-
tions of broadcasting and elec-

tronics were represented. Behind
the scenes RCA veepee Manie
Sacks did the difficult chore of
arrangements with competence. A
divertissement emceed by Ben
Grauer included Robert Merrill,
Rise. Stevens, Sid Caesar, Imogene
Coca and Eddie Fisher,

Columnist Earl Wilson cracked,
“The joint was jammed With 350-^
all millionaires—and Toots Shor.”
The restaurateur observed, “So be-
cause this is the only* job Folsom
has been able to hold for 10 years
straight they give him a dinner.”
It was a signal tribute to the ty-

coon with a magic touch for mer-
! chandising.

From Air fo Air
Edward M. Roberts moves from

.

his job as flight superintendent of
National airlines to WPIX, N. Y.,

j

as assistant operations manager. .

I In his new job, which became
I effective last week, Roberts reports
directly to Leavitt J. Pope, the sta-

tions operations chief.

New York <

Richard Trask* 14*year-old legit

,esp, starts in this week on a

ur-week itipt avpne of leads 'in

Japtain Video’
r
.on DuMont ...

Just released ' is * Victor kidisk,

“Ben And Me,” >ith Merrill E.

Joels narrating, as- Amos the

Mouse *>. Gene Rultan makes an
appearance ori Friday's. (18) offer-

ing, “The Big Story,” ... WRGB,
Schenectady, on Saturday (12) be-

came the 97th TV station to carry

Ted Mack and ‘‘Original Amateur
Hour.” .

New York Times Youth Forum
Will help Columbia U. launch its

bi-centennial celebration for *53-

*54 on Saturday (19) over DuMont
and as its guest . the :Forum will

have W. Averell Harriman . .

Songstress Dolores Hawkins, plan?

1st Jan August and the . Gold -Or-

chestra of the U. S. Military Acad-
emy will appear tonight (16V on
DuMont’s “Stars on Parade” ...
Stefan Schnabel and Marian Win-
ters are being featured for the

next six weeks on “Captain ^Video”

series . . Ben Hammer goes on
“Goodyear TV Playhouse” special

documentary (20) about flying on
which he plays Orville Wright, and
on Sat. (26V he will wax villain on
“Rocket Ranger.”

WCBS-TV’s lyrical New Year’s

Eve -special will be “Sing Out the

Old," cavalcade of the year’s tune
toppers featuring singers Jimmy
Blaine, Carol Reed (splitting' time
With her regular weather reports);

hooferPat-Stanley^md Buddy
Weed Trio . , Betty Sue Albert
doing Toni commercials on “God-
frey & Friends” . ,

. Byron Pal-

mer’s pact with 20th-Fox ending
soon, so the thesp is coming east

for video stints . . . Kathy Nolan
taking a one-week vacation from
her role on ABC-TV’s “Jamie” on
Dec. 21 . . . Jo Stafford’s' new show
on CBS-TV will kick off Feb. 5 for

Gold Seal Wax. She’U have the
7:45 to 8 p.m. Tuesday spot ro-

tating with Perry Como and Jane
Froman . . . Nell Fisher to choreo-
graph and appear in Kraft TV The-
atre version of “Rip Van Winkle

'

(NBC-TV) Dec. 23.

Marian Russel reviving her orig-.

inal Broadway role in “Gioconda
Smile” on CBS-TV Philip Morris
Playhouse tomorrow (Thurs.)
Pidkie Jamieson and Angela Ada-
mindes on Robert Montgomery
show Dec. 21 ... Ethel Barrymore
may do a “Philip Morris Play
house” in January . CBS dan

:

gling a deal before Nanette Fahray
for a half-hour series . . . Eddie
Albert will host “Show of- Shows
Jan. 9 just aftel* he completes his
pinchhitting for Tom Ewell in
"Seven Year Itch” on B'way . . .

Wm. Morris Agency trying to per-
suade Marlene Dietrich to go live
TV but . actress holding out for
strictly vidpix series along lines Of
her radio “Cafe Istanbul.” .

.William Marshall and Owen
Jordan star in tonight’s (16) “Har-
lem Detective” . Sylvia Sidney
back to “Broadway TV Theatre”
during week of Dec. 21-25 to star
in “Angel Street” . . . New super-
vising editor at IMPS <s Rita Ro-
land, who last was assistant pro-
ducer with Sol Lesser Productions
on the Coast . . . Paula Morgan
flew to the Coast last night (15)
to fulfill new TV commitments
there and to visit family ... Jan
Murray’s “Dollar a Second” rating
now 16—doubled since Sept. 20.

CBS cancelled its 5:30 to 6 experimental color show last Friday

(ID in the first such action since the phce-a-week tinted musical revue

series was launched a month or. so ago with Mike Wallace hosting and
rotating performers spotted. The void >yas reportedly necessitated

by the installing of new equipment, including an iinproyed flying scan-

ner for the projection of color slides. William B. Lodge, v,p. over
engineering for the telenet, said the .new device will be used to provide

titles, captions,, credits and photo stillsr—all in color—for the series.

According to Lodge, the use of 50,000 volts on the scanning tube

should produce better quality NTSC (National TV System Committee)
color stills than has been possible with* other equipment. He said the

new slide projection unit; would 'simplify production since it will

release a live camera previously needed to focus on caption material

several times during each stanza,

CBS board of directors voted week’s Xmas bonus for employees
on payroll a year or more with those hired in January, February, or

March getting half a week’s salary. Of more longterm interest is web’s

absorption of half the premiums on health insurance plan to be invoked
in January for those in the labor grade structure with two or more
years of continuous service.

Radio Pioneers’ N.Y. chapter dinner last week at Toots Shor’s drew
a large, enthusiastic turnout, many from hundreds of miles and a

couple from the Coast. Fete was staged in a “prosperity atmosphere”
with virtually every station manager observing that ’53 Will mark a
record year in billings.

George B. Storer, prexy of Storer Broadcasting Co., headquartered
here, denied a story datelined Toledo that of . 200,000 shares disposed

of a couple of weeks ago in the first public offering of its common
stock, he. had put up 34.375. Storer asserted that he did not sell . any .

shares; personally but bought 5,000—shares at the market price, and
that Mrs. Storer and his son Jim purchased 1,500 shares at the market
offer. •,

Storer said the stock referred to as being sold by him as founder
of thfc company “was, in fact, sold by the Detroit Trust Co. for the

benefit_pL an~irrevocable -and involuntary trust^created-some years—
ago for my four sons.”

Accompanying Red Buttons on a week’s vacation starting Monday
(21), one of four he’s skedded for to conserve his energies, will be the
scroll given him by the Grocers & Allied Industries Division of Fed-
eration of Jewish Philanthropies. Buttons was .kudosed by the group
at a Plaza Hotel dinner in his. honor lasfweek, with citation, taglined

by, “No therapy is more important than the therapy of laughter and
in this, he is the doctor supreme.”

“Studio due” Jast week signed Ann Crowley# for the lead in next
Monday’s (21) musical production Of “Cinderella ’53,” for which Cole
Porter wrote the songs. Singer, however, had a two-week engagement
at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington; and had to shuttle between the
capital and N.Y. for initial rehearsals:

In addition, she had to cut her engagement by a week, which left

the Shoreham management displeased. So to appease the hotel, Jack
Bertell, her manager,' gave the hostelry a list of suggested singers to

replace her. List contained the names of the other singers submitted
to “Studio One” for the part Which Miss Crowley won.

Buff. Channel 2
; Contimied from pace 34 ;

UpperMidwest
I

I
I

I

I

KSTP-TV NOW REACHES

NEARLY TWO MILLION
PEOPLE REGULARLY WITH
ITS 100,000 WATTS ON
CHANNEL 5.

100,000 WATTS
REPRESENTED

•Y

EDWARD PETRY^
art COMPANY

MINNEAPOLIS * ST PAUl

Chicago
Ken Nordine handling the live

blurbs inserted from here on
Motorola’s Tuesday night ABC-TV
drama ..Tom O’Connell exits his
exec producer berth on NBC-TV’s
“Welcome Travelers” at month’s
erid to return Tn Dancer-Fitzgerald-
Sampie agency as an account exec
. . .Burr Tillstrom and friends and
comic Paul Gray headlining the
Chi Television Council’s annual
Xmas party tomorrow (Wed.),..
WAAF deejay Vince Garrity named
sports editor of TV: Today new. Chi
fan mag ... Geraldine Kay subbing
this week on WNBQ for Dorsey
Connors, honeymooning with new
hubby Jim Bannon, Chi NBC actor-

14 announcer/, -Kellogg has renewed
its half-hour slice of ABC-TV’s
“Super Circus” for another cycle

. . Terper Dorothy Jarnac featured
in a new blurb lensed by Sana for
use on “What’s My Line?” by Jules
Monteriier, Inc. # . . Chesterfields
signed last week for half of WGN-
TV’s Cubs-Sox baseball schedule,
wrapping up the diamond package
at the Chi Trib station for the com-
ing: season with Hamms Beer pre-
viously inked for the' other half . .

.

Mrs. Grass’ Noodles has ordered
five segments of Wayne Griffin's
early qnd late evening weather
shows on WBKB. . .Roy Holm back

I

on the Chi NBC-TV engineering
]

i a ai ia-a

icy and efforts to discourage ' the
filing of so-called ‘strike’ applica-
tions (i.e., one filed by an appli-
cant hot having the bona-fide in-
tention of prosecuting the applic-
cation, receiving a grant and con-
structing a station to serve the
community).”

Niagara’s agreement was made
with Victory TV Corp., headed by
Arthur Victor, Jr., furniture deal-
er; radio station WHLD, and radio
station WGR, The agreement pro-
vides for the purchase of WGR,
contingent on grant of the appli-
cation, ownership of 25% of Niag-
ara stock by Victory and options
to WHLD to purchase a similar
interest.

Niagara is headed by Myron
Kirk of the Kudner ad agency.
Enterprise is headed by Samuel B.
Darlich, attorney and real estate
operator.

USE the Versatile .

MARY LOU

FORSTER
TH« Girl With The lift -

in her voice!
• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN'S VOICES
• COMEDY CHARACTERS
• DOUBLES (090 2-60)

•COMMERCIALS
‘ C»nt»ct: RAOIO REGISTRY, MU •-6600

Pittsfield—William P. Geary,
former assistant general manager
of the El Paso, Tex., Chamber of
Commerce, has been appointed
sates manager of WMGT-TV, UHF
station which the Greylock Broad-
casting Co. is putting on the air.

;

I1.M MONTH EstablUh YOUR Rorma-

ntnt addros» boro In Lot Angalaa. W»
forward . all mall for our many cuitoin*

•ra personally and offlclonfiy.

ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
1244 6. Grand Avo.

Los Aneolos IS, Cillfornli

414 West 22nd St.. New York City
NEW YORK CITY

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
LONDON TERRACE AREA

Exquisitely appointed V/t room apart-
ments, also double end single beauti-
fully furnished rooms with full kltth-
on. or kitchenette-utilities Included.
Good transportation, You must see. to
appreciate. Agent on premises.

A NEWER

. . . . co infile(ely re -styled and
excitingly tlccorcd with'

extravagant simplicity.

Dancing, En tertain in en t, 'KTlie v is ion

. . . and & superlative, cuisine

( modified American plan, if dnittd). 'V'*-

=3

S’

=9

COMPLfTEir

AIR-CONDITIONED

Your Hosts, The Family Jacobs

MIAMI BEACH
B/ockfront Ocean Privacy

For Rosorvatlons, PltoSo . ..Walter Jacobs

IS. Y. Office; TR 4-3193

'Summertime," SKY HIGH Lake Tarleion Club, Pike, New Hampshire
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Preliminary. .^pawing -between*

Tames C. Petriilo, American Fed-

eratiori ' of Musicians wez, ,and

record company - reps took pljce

vesterday afternoon (Tues,). Its

understood, however, thst Petrillo s

demands were transmitted to the

majors last week^and rejected.

Anxiety of major diskers on the

possibility of a strike has jhjen

growing and more recording activ-

ity has been taking place.
'

Major union demands are a sub-

stantial hike—the taxTor the Music

Performance Trust Fund and a

boost to $56 per session as against

the current $41 rate. The com-

panics are known to have rejected

summarily Petrlllo’s bigger Trust

Fund bite.

The Trust Fund collects and

dishes out more than $1,500,000 a

year for free public music. Tt was

set up five years
,
ago. Fund is ob-

tained from a royalty paid on rec-

ords and is administered under a

trusteeship. It’s one of Petrillo’s

pet projects.

In the current dickering it’s ex-

pected that the companies will ask

for some concession's, especially

for lifting of the present ban_ on

the use of dubbings and the stipu-

lation against the cancellation of

a date even if an artist is ill.

ChiV Meat Is N.Y. Poison
. V Chicago, Dec. 15.

• • Tiffany Records Is trying to
overcome a ' ban by NBC in
New York on their latest re-
lease, Cuy Chemey’s ‘'Song of
the Shirt.” Objection is to the
Use of the word “heir’ in the
lyrics. Tiffany pointed out to
Chi NBC toppers that ; the
word Is really “health” in the
rhyme which runs: “Bound-
less in wealth, wretched in
health,” and

. Chi ' stations
stamped approval.
Same thing was pointed out

to the N. Y. biggies,' but they
insist it still sounds like “hell.”
The ban still holds.

.
RCA Victor Ctitifof Aftittt A

. 'Roportolro'

George R. Marek
'

. reviews, why oadhow •

ft Takes All

Kinds of Music
•

;

* *
.

..

ait lRtereitiitf byline piece In the

48th Annivertary Number
of

OUT SOON

Recent swing of bandleaders to

their own diskery operation was
pointed up again last week with 1

the formation of Equity Records
by Louis Prima. Maestro ankled
Columbia Records, after a long-

time tieup several months ago. He
had. a one-disk deal with the indie

Jubilee label before setting up
Equity,
Prima will partner in the firm

with Louis Fagenson; op of the
• Fairlawii Golf Centre in New Jer-

sey. Ted Eddy has been set - as
artists & repertoire topper.- He’s
currently scouting new talent.

Diskery already has set 16 distribs

around the country and will be
repped in Europe by EMI;

Equity’s initial release will be
Prima’s etching of “Oh • Cunvari”
and ‘‘Take A Little Walk- Around
The Block.” Label’s musical direc-
tor will be Howard Gibling.

After being shut out of the hit
lists for more than six months, pop
tunes from filmusicals are swing-
ing to the front again. Currently
hitting, a solid selling pace on disks
and sheet; copies are “That’s
~Amore,” from Paramount’s “The
Caddy,” and “Secret Love” from
the Warner Bros, pic, “Calamity
Jane.”

‘

“Amore,” which was kicked off i

in the film and on wrax by . Dean
Martin, is already being talked up
as an

. important Academy Award
entry. It’s also. ! shaping as one of
Martin’s biggest disks. He etches
for Capitol Records. The Cap slice
is over the 500,000 sales mark and
is still climbing. The sheets, too,
are moving rapidly.. Tune was
written by Harry Warren and Jack
Brooks, Paramount-Famous is pub-
lishing.

“Secret Love,” which is. sung in
the pic by Doris Day, is racking up
a big score for her at Columbia
Records. Cut has topped the 250,-
000 sales figure and it’s expected

(Continued on page 46)

GR1DDER

DISK GRABBED BY CAP
After cleaning up with Johnnie

Standley’s “It’s in the Book,” Cap-
Jtol Records latched on to another
recitation disk last week with the
buyout of Deacon Andy Griffith’s
“What It Was, Was Football” from
the indie Colonial label. Hal Cook,
Cap’s national sales manager,
planed down to Chapel Hill, N.C.,
to finalize the deal with Colonial
topper Orville Campbell.

“Football” is a two-sided disk
dissertation of a Hillbilly's reaction
to a grid game. Cap shipped out
10,000 jukebox copies over the
weekend and is planning a hefty
promotion Campaign.

in

as Indie Label Head
.

Jinglewriter Phil Davis will bow
in the pop wax field this week as
topper of the recently set up indie
label, pavls Records: Earl (Nemo)
Pa ul co-head the diskery.
The preem Pavis platter will be

a coupling of. “That’s Wh>t.a GW
Appreciates,” thrushed

,
by Dehiso

v°-’i .
“Whenever

.
I’m. Near

x ou,” an instrumental under, the
direction of Paul. Miss Lor is with
Garry Moore’s TV show.

Seeco’s R&B Subsid
Seeco Records, indie Latino la-

bel, is moving into the rhythm &
blues field. Subsid will be tagged
Dawn Records. Boh Rosen, who’ll
head up the artists •& repertoire
department, is currently eyeing
hew talent;
Dawn -will preem with Roy El-

dridge and Anita Love. Label also
has tabbed French orch leader Alix
vom Belie, j. „•

„

Jf g ,, j( ,
,

Coral in Disk Race With

Original German ‘Papa’
In a move to cash in on the

quick takeoff of the; English ver-
sion of “Oh, Mein papa” in the
U. S., Coral Records is hitting the
market this- week with the original
disking cut, in Germany by Rita
Wottawa. Unusual aspect of the
disk is . that Coral coupled Miss
Wottawa’s slice With a workover of
the same tune by Benny De
Weille’s orch.
Both sides were originally re-

leased by Deutsche Gramophone.

BMI, Songwriters Suit

In Draw for 1st Round;

Exams Set Before trial
TI^ first round In the $150,000,

-

ODD ahtffrust
T
suit brought" against

Broadcast Music, Inc., and 42 other

defendants by the Songwriter's of

America. wround in a- draw Monday
(14) W'hen Judge John ‘ W. Clancy

of U. S. District Court, N. Y., gave

the defendants the right to ex-

amine before trial the plaintiffs in

the action. The Songwriters had
been pressing for an early start to
the examinations. Examinations
are now scheduled to begin Dec.
2T, or off such~aiiate~tirwhich the-
attorneys agree.
Judge Clancy’s ruling gave the

defendants the right to examine
any 10 plaintiffs. (Songwriters of
America includes 33 tunesmiths.

)

At the end of two months of ex-
amination the defendants have the
right to show necessity for further
examination. If they fail to do so,

the plaintiffs may examine the de-
fendants.
The antitrust action was filed

last month. Defendants are BMI,
the major networks, recording com-
panies and the National Assn, of
Radio and Television Broadcasters.
The 33 plaintiffs are members of
ASCAP. .

Tuneful Science
The record biz is moving in

off the science fiction field,

Brunswick Records, started
.. the ball rolling last week with
an album release of “impres-
sions From Outer Space.” Set
was^cut tty Larry Elgart; : .

" Titles/ incltided ."in
" the "pack-

age are "Beyond Gravity,”
“Lunar Sleep,”

.
“Asteroid

Ballet,” i 'Gravitational Whirl-
. pool," “Primordial Matter,”
“Space Intoxication,” “Airless
Moon” and ‘Purple Planet.”
Bill Simon’s Thornwood Music
is publishing the tunes. .

f The American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers and
TV negotiators have scheduled an-
other conclave on the music rate
deadlock Friday ( 18) alter another
meet earlier In the week (14), Out-
look for Settlement is not tod
bright, but attempts, are being
made to keep the TV rates ques-
tion out of the courts..

:
Hassle between ASCAP and-TV

Is over the Society’s desire to re-
tain the current network blanket
rate. The nets want a reduction in
the rate.

ASCAP is also
.
negotiating with

local TV stations on the current
rate structure. The All-Industry ^
Local TV Music License Commit-
tee, representing 75 stations, is

dickering for the telecasters. The
All-Industry Committee is angling
lor what it considers a fair jratwon ...

both the blanket and per program

.

licenses. . A couple of weeks ago,
the indies petitioned the courts to
set an interim, fee. The stations are
pressing for this since the money
is considered as station money, and
therefore taxable.
Meantime, network and indie sta-

tion negotiators are attempting to
form an all-industry committee to
rep the. locals as w'ell as the nets.

Boston, Dec. 15.

In an unprecedented move here
last week, trustees of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra sent out an
SOS for funds to meet obligations
for the current season via half-

page ads in two Hub dailies. Ads
stated frankly that the BSO is in

critical financial 'cohditioh, point-

ing out the dire need to raise $250,-

000 for this season, and urging
broader community support. In
addition to the public appeal, sev-
eral committees have been organ-
ized to solicit individuals and busi- Chicago, Dec. 15.

ness houses fpr'contributions with Russell Q. Facchine, former v.p.

the feelings in some quarters that an“ director of General Artists

if this method fails, the only alter- Corp.. has been named coordinator

native is to cut down personnel or °f tbe 'band department of AssO-

drop the orchestra entirely. How- ciated Booking^Corp.,effectiyeJan.

ever, regarding the latter course,
1' “ ^ '

trustee Michael Kelleher optimis-
tically believes no such drastic

move will be necessary and that
the citizens will dig up the coin
to underwrite the orchestra.

The. annual budget for the or-

ganization, which includes 104 mu-

1. Facchine will headquarter here,
although he will spend: consider-
able time on both coasts. He’ll
wrork under supervision of Asso-
ciated prez Joe Glaser and v.p.

Fred Williamson, head of the Chi
office.

Movein of Facchine to head the

‘3

HERB MARKS SPARKING isssr iS $L500JD00, but " only !
band department points up Associ-

BIOPIC OF HIS DADi
The upcoming 60th anmversary

of the Edward B. Marks . Music

Corp. may spark a biopic deal on

which the; late founder’s son, Her-

bert E, Marks, present head, of the

firm, has been working. It’s titled

“Mother Was A Lady,” one of the
songs E. B. wrote, although he is

better known as a publisher. The
Marks firm dates back to the time
when he was partnered in the Jo-
seph W. Stem Music Co., later ab-
sorbed into the present corpora-
tion.

Marks’ autobiog, “They All

! Sang,” is now a standard Work on
J the yesteryear music business.

$1,000,000 of that amount is raised
by concerts. The balance is de-
pendent on record royalties, earn-

j

ated’s band expansion program,
both nationally and in this terri-
tory, Bandwise, the booking office

mgs On endowments, rental of - has a^commanding position in the

Symphony Hall, which this year
|

field with Louis Armstrong,

has been exempted from taxes, and j

Duke Ellington, Dave Brubeck,

contributions of “friends of the ! '-'erie Krupa and other topdrawer

orchestra”. ,

units in the fold. Recent acquisi-
•* '

- '

.

- tion of Jimmy Palmer orch and the^

a. . nr n 1 return of Russ Morgan, with Les'

Shannon S nHX DOW ?
Brown and Tiny Hill also on the

/ . „ •

•

. !
r°ster, has Associated in good

Tvitery pianist -crooner Hugh > stead with one-nighters and pack-
Shannon will hit the wax market

j age bookings. Overall w’eak spot
this week via Atlantic Records.

{ has been the commercial bands on
Label is releasing_a longplay Pac“" I location dates, which Facchine will
age tagged Hugh Shannon Plays caue<j upon, to strengthen,
and Sings.”

j

_
-.

•

Meantime, Shannon is prepping
J

for the opening of his Piano Bar
in St. Thomas, Virgin Islands,

Jan. 10.

OUT SOON!
The

Of

Forms closing shortly Usual Advertising rates prevail

.
\
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disks with 2 albums
1 »_»'»* m m .

• «
0

• « A
Torch singer Libby Holman will

return to the disking fold after a
long layoff via the recently set up
MB Records. Two longplay al-

bums, “Libby Holman Sings” and
“Libby Holman’s Blues Classics,”
are being prepped for release next
month.
Miss Holman, who last recorded

in 1^42, will be accompanied on
the albums by Gerald Cooke.

Victor Eqiloitation For

‘Big Four’ Packages
RCA Victor is gearing its pop

promotional guns on four album
releases set for next month. Pack-
ages are by Eartha Kitt, Peri'y

Como, Eddie Fisher and Ames
Bros. Diskcry’s sales department
Will exploit the albums as “The Big
Four.”

Miss Kitt’s set will go out under
the tag of "That Bad Eartha” and
Como’s package will be labelled

"I Believe.” Titles for the Fisher

and Ames Bros, albums have not

yet been titled.

Lipton’s 21st Anni
London, Dec, 15.

Sidney Lipton last week cele-

brated 21 years as a bandleader at

Grosvenor House and invited 30

top West End batoners to a party.

He is the father of Celia Lipton,

the British chirper who is cur-

rently featured in “John Murray
Anderson’s. _Almsoso,” w h i c

‘
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Jocks, Ji/kes
By MIKE GROSS

Monty Kelly Orch: “Granada”-
“Sriow Snow” (Essex). Already on
the revival trail via a flock of top-
flight Vocal waxings,. “Granada" is

given an added foothold on the hit

brackets by Monty Kelly’s lush
instrumental workover. It’s a rich,

melodious slice that’s surefire -for

all spinning levels. Kelly backs it

with a sprightly orch and chorus
treatment of "Snow, Snow."
Deacon Andy Griffith: ’’What It

J

Was, Was Football" (Part 1 and 2)

(Capitol). This Is an offbeat wax-
ing that should repeat for Capitol
the success it had with Johnny
Standley's similar-styled “It’s In
The Book." Deacon Andy Griffith’s
analysis of a football game makes
dor a ribtickling shellac piece. The
diskertation is delivered in a quiet
southern drawl. It was taped with
an aud present

. but the laughter

belts it out in topflight style. Lee,
Roy and his orch have a bouncy
treatment of the tune on the Epic
label. Marterie also > has a good
commercial bet with. “Love’s
Theme" on the reverse,
Rita Wottawa-Benny De Wellle

Orch: “Oh Mein Papa" (Coral).

This is ai novel coupling of the
same tune that’ll get plenty of dee-
jay attention. Tne Bits Wottawa
side is the original version of the
song issued abroad by Deutsche
Gramaphone. It’s done In German
musicomedy style, but

.

the lingo

barrier won’t hurt its chances; In
fact, it may give it an added push.
Benny De Weille’s orch gives
“Papa" a s'.ylng treatment that’s

easy on the ear.
Gay Cherney: “Song of the

Shirt”-“Don’t Ever Say Goodbye"
(Tiffany). Guy Cherney should stir

George Frazier

has • hep. nostalgic pleat , ea

Dto Tunes Like Show
Tunes

a bright editorial feature In the

48th Anniversary Dumber
;

-el

DUE SOON

Monty kelly .. . .. ...................... .... .... granada
( ^Sssex ) « . «. » , . . « ...

.

. .

,

. .. . . . ... . . .. *, ,Snom, Snoiv
DEACON ANDY GRIFFITH . . WHAT IT WAS, WAS FOOTBALL

( Capitol ) : . . . . . (Part 1 and 2)

sounds aren’t , obtrusive. A sock
commercial bet.

. Teresa Brewer: “Our Heart
Breaking Waltz1’ - “Bell Bottom
Blues’’ (Coral). Teresa Brewer is
on a waltz kick again, but it's

doubtful If “Our Heart Breaking
Waltz’’ will come close to the clicko
proportions of “Till I Waltz Again
With You/’ It’s a routine tune
Without much lilt or spirit. Miss
Brewer has better spinning chances
with /‘Beil Bottom Blues.” Side'
has a lot of pep and. Miss Brewer
gives it a good. ride.
Damlta Jo: “Sadie Thompson’s

Song*V‘Face To Face;’ (Victor).
“Sadie Thompson’s Song” got off

to a good start a couple of weeks
ago with two topflight instrumental
versions (Richard Hayman, Leo
Diamond) , so Warbler Damita Jo’s
vocal warkover has . slim chances
"of overtaking the orchs. However,
she sells the bluesy beat with
proper emotion and will pick up
occasional spins. “Face to Face,”
out oil the Warner Bros, pic, “Three
Sailors and a Girl,” also rates jock
and juke play.

Charles Paul Orch: “Martin
Kane Theme”-“Love” (M-G-M).
This is the kind of instrumental
coupling that could come out of
left field for a big score. Paul,
Who’s the composer of both sides,
gives each tune a colorful, imag-
inative reading. The theme from
the “Martin Kane” TV show has
best commercial chances; It has
a nifty danceable beat set against
an eerie melodic line. The platter
spinners should get behind it in a
big way. “Love,” the theme for
the “Nora Drake” radio show, also
rates spinning attention.

Ralph Marterie Orch: “The
Creep”-“Love’s Theme” (Mercury),
“The Creep,” an English import.
Is getting wide diskery coverage
and Ralph Marterie’s slice stands
tip as one of the best. Tune has
one of the catchiest beats offered
on wax in a longtime and Marterie

up Some noise with this coupling.

He’s^jS good wax prospect with
clicko potential. He has a lively
side in “Song of the Shirt” and
displays an exciting song styling
that -should-Win - femme-fans.—He
slows up on the reverse and fails,

to register with as much impact.

George Beverly Shea: “I Found
a Friend”-“Robe of Calvary” (Vic-
tor). “I Found a Friend” and
“Robe of Calvary” are 'a couple of
tailor-made tunes for George Bev-
erly Shea’s religiose renditions.
It’s not pop shellac but it’ll clean
up in areas where Shea and re-
ligiosos are the big thing. He de-
livers both in a deep and sombre
mood.

Billy Williams Quartet: “Ask Me
No Questions”-“If I Never Get to
Heaven” (Mercury). The Billy
Williams Quartet is a purveyor of
slick harmony techniques and this
coupling gives the group ample op-
portunity to display its wares. On
“Ask Me No Questions,” combo hits
a bright and breezy pace and then
segues to a soft, melodic mood for
the likable ballad, “If I Never Get
Heaven,” on the reverse. The gay
lilt to “Questions” should win it a
strong ride oq all levels.
June Allison recovering from ah

ductipn “Le Fugitif.”

Platter Pointers
Charlie Adams has a bright folk

side in “Hey, Liberace” (Colum-
bia) . . Ben Light takes “Blue
Skies” for an ear-appealing ride
on the Capitol label ... Gene
Autry has an okay seasonal entry
in “I Wish My Mom Would Marry
Santa Claus” (Columbia) . ... John-
ny Bond will Win new friends with
his cut of “Sweet Mama, Tree Top
Tall” (Columbia) . , . Dave Bal-
lard’s Workover of “Off Shore” on
Decca rates/ attention . . . Irene
Valencia has a clicko chile version
of “Anna” on Seeco . . Charlie

1 Palmieri will nab lots of s$ins for

1. RAGS TO RICHES (9> ......

.

2. THAT’S AMORE (4)

3. RICOCHET <9)

4. MANY TIMES (9) i

5. YOU. YOU. YOU (23)

A. CHANGING PARTNERS (4)

7. BABY, BABY. BABY (2) . .

8. EBB TIDE (4) , .

9. OH, MY PAPA (1) ..............
10. VELVET GLOVE (2) , . ............. ...........

.

Second Group

VAYA CON DIOS ..........

WOMAN..' . ,

STRANGER IN PARADISE .

SWEET MAMA, TREETOP TALL * .

.

OH, MEIN PAPA . . .

SANTA BABY ' _ ........ ......

HEART OF MY HEART
MISSION OF ST. AUGUSTINE
SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN
HEART OF MY HEART
STRANGER IN PARADISE ....

TO BE ALONE .... ,V

Ell CUMPARI

• • i*. • 4' •' •

• 4

/Figures in parentheses indicate number oi weeks sona

t
>

( V > ..} n:v i » i 1 * • . ,

T y ,T T f 9
i t-* i r

.

his slick treatment of “El Conti-

nental” on the same label : . .

Frank Rullo does okay with “I

Love Paris” and “Oh, Mein Papa”

on a Mercury coupling . > . Lee

Monti should get some action with

“A Bottle of
;
Wine apd You” fAl-

lied) ... Guy Lombardo covers

“The Jones Boy” on Decca in fine

style . . .. Lee Nichols will get spins

for “Have a Heart” (Allied).

Waring Winds Up Tour

MfiMraansra
Reading, Dec. 15.

More thari 2,100- persons jammed
into the Rajah Theatre here last

Tuesday (8) for a Fred Waring
program. The show, booked by
-Patrick -Hayes of-W-ashington, with'.

priees at $1.90 to $3.90, had keen
competition from a religious Christ-

mas parade the same night, which
attracted anv estimated 50,000 per-

sons.
1 '

.

Hayes, who is represented Ideally,

by vet booker G. G. Keeney, was
extremely happy with the turnout.

Extra chairs were added to ac-

commodate the overflow in the
2,100-seat theatre. Keeney is cur-

rently negotiating for several

stagesbows to be presented in Jan-

uary and February.
Waring ended a 58-city tour here

and went into New York with his

troupe for a new series of televi-

sion programs. ^

Kosty to Baton Special

Philly Pension Concert
Philadelphia, Dec. 15.

Three special concerts will be
presented by the ' Philadelphia Or-
chestra this season for members
of the orchestra’s Pension Founda-
tion.

Concerts , will include one under
baton of Andre .. Kostelanetz Jan.

11, a concert with Eugene Ormandy
conducting and Zinka Milanov as

soloist March 7, and a “First Chair”
concert April 12, starring nine
first-desk members of the orches-

tra as soloists, also under Qrman-
dy’s direction.

Elmore White, Who recently was
named professional manager of

Forrest Music, will continue to

operate his own indie publishing
firm, Elmore White. Music, as well.

Tony Bennett Columbia

Dean Martin . . Capitol

Teresa Brewer Coral

Eddie Fisher .... .... . . . Victor

Ames Bros. Victor

Patti Page . Mercury

Teresa Brewer .........

.

Coral

Frank Chacksfield , ... .London

Eddie Fisher .. ......... .Victor

Winterhdlter-Rene . . . . . . . Victor

Pee Wee Hunt . . . ... , . . .Capitol

Les Paul-Mary Ford .... Capitol

Johnny Desmond .

.

. Coral .

Tony Bennett Columbia
Lancers Trend

Eddie Calvert .......... . Essex

Eart.ha Kitt . . ... Victor

Four Aces . ............. Decca
Sammy Kaye. Columbia
Judy Valentine ........ . ... Epic

Corn ell-dale-Desmond . . . Coral
Four Aces ^ . .Decca

Hi 1Hoppers Dot
Julius LaRosa . , . . . .

.

. Cadence

has been in the Top 101

.

Verdi Sc Mozart Arias (RCA Vic-
tor; $5.45). Ezio Pinza in a fine

disk of basso
.
operatic faves. De-

spite some chalkiness and hoarse-
ness in the top register, rest of
voice is the. rich, tingling Pinza of
old, exciting ifl the Verdi dramatic
arias (like “Dormiro” from “Don
Carlos”), charming in the Mozart
(“Figaro," “Giovanni," etc.):

-Bellliil: I Puritanl (Angel, 3 LP;
$14.85). Rarely-done opera makes
a striking impression in this vig-
orous, melodic Italiah version of a
dramatic, tuneful work. Maria
Callas shows a flrstrate talent,

!

with a dark, creamy soprano, in

femme lead. There’s good support
from Giuseppe di Stefano. Nicola
Rossi-Lemenl and Rolando Pan-
erai. . Tullio Seraftn conducts.

Britten: Diversion on Theme
arid Strauss: Burleske (Urania;
$5.95). Pianist Siegfried Rapp is

an accomplished . soloist in Brit-
ten’s engaging, light set of varia-,
tioris. Elly Ney gives a dashing
performance of the youthful
Strauss work. Radio Berlin symph,
under Arthur Bother, lends fine
assist on both.

D'Indy: Symphony on a French
Mountain Air and Salnt-Saens:
Concerto No. 5 (M-G-M; $4.85).
Two fine French works for piano
and orch. Fabienne Jacquinot
gives a Well-balanced reading to
the romantic d’Jndy and a man-
nish, glittering performance of the
unfamiliar though lush Saint-
Saens. Westminister symph under
Fistoulari assists. >

. Other disks of Interest—Res-
pighi’s Concerto Gregorlano, a
lovely, . serious work well-played
by violinist Kurt Stichler and the
Radio Leipzig orch (Urania); Bee-
thoven’s Moonlight and Pathetlque
sonatas in quietly reflective, neat
readings by and accomplished
Dutch pianist, Theo Van Der Pas
(Eritre); neatly-phrased, felicitous
performances by Ania Dorfman
and Robin Hood Dell Orch under
Leinsdorf of two appealing war-
horses. the Grieg Plano Concerto
and Mendelssohn Concerto No. 1
(Bluebird).-— - Bron,-

Pianlst Walter Scott yesterday
(14) started his 5Bth week at
Omaha’s Hayden House,

The top 30 songs of week (more In case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, alphabetically listed.

'

'
:•

. ..

Survey Week of December 4-10, 1953

(Listed Alphabetically)

Are My Ears On Straight . . . . . < . - ........... Glenwood
Baubles, Bangles And Beads—+“Kismet" .Frank
Changing Partners . • . ^ * • . .«,.•••. Porgie
Don’t Forget To Write Advanced
Ebb Tide . . . . . .

. Robbins.
Eh Cumpan • , .... « Itqsarch .*

'
Granada ...... , .

.

. «. . .

.

.^. l^^eer

"

Happy Christmas Little Friend . . . . . . . .. .. . . .... ..Williamson
Heart Of My Heart /. ...... . . . . .... .

.

Robbins
Hi-Lili Hi-Lo—t“Lili" . . . Robbins
I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me . . . .. Mills
I Love Paris—*“Can-Can" Chappell
I See The Moon Plymouth .

In The Mission Of St. Augustine Renublic
Love Walked In . . . . . . . .;. . . . . , .

.

Chappell
Mdny Times f- ••**•*•* *

.

. , * » •»•••••• * v 4 • .Broadcast
No Other Love—*“Me And Juliet" ...... ..... . . .

.

Williamson
Oh My Papa Shapiro-B
Rags To Riches . . ... .....

.

Saunders
Ricochet

. Sheldon
Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer ...... . .. . !

.*

.

.*
*

st. Nicholas
Santa Claus Is Cornin’ To Town Feist

^
ecrll Jane” • ! Remick

South Of _Thn Border . Shapiro-B
Stranger In Paradise—*“Kismet" Frank
Sweet Mama Tree Top Tall Hollis
That’s Amore—t“The Caddy” .Paramount
Why Does It Have To Be Me .........Feist
You Alone . . . . . . . . . . . ; ............ . . . . . ...... Rbncom

Second. Group
C estSi Bon .......... ,,. r ,

.. Leeds
Crying In The Chapel . . . . . ....

!

Valley
Deadwood Stage-f’Caiamity Jane” . . . . . . . . ...

.

Remick
Don t Take Your Love From Me ^ . Witmark
Don’tcha Hear Thera BeUs Iris-T
I Jus‘ Love You ...... ..Miller
1 Want A Hippopotamus For Christmas Folkways
Istanbul Alamo

'

Jones Boy Pincus
Jungle Bells . .....

.

. . Deerhaven
Keep It Gay—* Me And Juliet” Williamson

Gone Good Bye Pickwick

2?tS
horM • • • . Hanover

S^ay
i,
Ma

r
a Sheldon

/ ’o’
’ • * * • • . Chappell

Sadie Thompson’s Song—1 “Miss Sadie Thompson” . Mills
Santa Baby Trlnitv

;:::::paSount

Under Paris Skies *Leid<
Gon ArdmoreWoman

. Studio

Top 10 Songs On TV
(More In Case of Ties)

' •••••••••• Robbins

‘-tv-’ V
• * * • • • * • •

•'
• • • • • > • Rosarch

Granada,, . ...
• . , , , , ; ,

.

..
, peer

Highly .Unsuccessful Leprechaun . . . ! !
‘

i
.*.

|

’ ’

*

]

‘

!Mark-J
Kissing Bridge . .

.

,

< .

.

Roncom
••••••••••••••••••••••

. Broadcast
Sleigh Ride Mills
Stranger In Paradise ......... .... ......

•*•••• *
•

. .

You Alone ..... .............. ............ Roncom

(More In Case of Ties)
In A Persian Market ..... . ... . . . ;Z? . . ... ....

.

Bosworth

That Old Black Magic Famous
Goes My Heart Feist

Winter Wonderland BVC

t Filmusical. Legit musical:
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The fivc-cent piece, a victim oU

inflation in the subway turnstiles,

’bhone booths and other coin ma-

chine devices, is still very much
alive in the jukebox field. Despite

sporadic movements of some oper-

ators to experiment with 10c plays,

the nickel is still standard in the

jukes, with little likelihood of it

being displaced in the near future;

In the main cities of the east,

where the! 5c jukes are virtually

universal, the ops are showing a

profit despite the competition froiii

video in spots that use the coin

machines. There’s no indication

that the juke operators want to

upset the status quo by introducing

a 10c machine and thus risk a

sharp fall in the volume of plays.

In some areas, notably Chicago,

the 10c machines are being used
without any adverse financial re-

sults. Despite the good Results in

Ghi and some other smaller cities

in the midwest, most of the ops are

in favor of standing pat with the

nickel jukes. One factor in stabilis-

ing the 5c machines has been the
introduction of the 45 rpm plat-

ters, which have reduced replace-

ment costs even though other op-
erating expenses have gone up.

In an effort to boost their rev-

nue, some juke distributors have,

been going into the “one-stop”
busihesJI/J?!Le.^Qilerstep’

,

:
is.a .store

where the juke ops can buy disks
from all companies at a nominal
overcharge of 5c per disk; Since
these locations get heavy traffic

from the juke ops, the distribs are
in a position to plug their ma-
chines to potential buyers.

Theodore E, Steinway
(Pr#ii of Stoinway i Sons)

recoils r

GreatDays of Music
and Legit

* . * *

on iRtoroitinq editorial feature

In tjhe
'

48th Anniversary Number
of

PfikitfY
OUT SOON

inN.Y.

After Coast Trek
Jimmy Hilliard, artists & reper-

toire chief for RCA Victor’s new
Label X, returned to his Gotham
desk Monday (14) after a Coast trek
where he made several talent deals.
Joe Delaney, label’s sales manager,
is due back in N.Y. from his road
hop next week.

Latest-plans-cal]-for-the-disk
to preem early next year uader the
Label X banner.

Furtwangler ’55 U.S. Tour

Tijoff to the changed times is

this week’s announcement of a
U. S. tour of the Berlin Philhar-
monic next season, with controver-
sial Wilhelm Furtwangler as con-
ductor. Orch of 105 to 110 men
has been booked by Columbia Art-
ists Mgt . for a 4V6-week tour, start-
ing in February, 1955, giving 26
concerts. It’ll play in the' east, go-
ing as far as St, Paul, on one-night-
ers, with two performances each in
N. Y. and Chi. .

Tour will be under the patron-
age of Chancellor Adenauer of
West Germany, and represents a
deal of from $200,000 to $250,000
in guarantees and expenses. Henry
R. Reichhold, Detroit industrialist
who angeled the Detroit Symphony
for several seasons, has made an
outright gift of between $50,000
and $60,000 to pay the orch’s over-
seas .passage. Col came up with
balance of guarantee.
Tour was originated and worked

Out by Andre Mertens, Columbia
veepee and its foreign expert, who
made three trips to Berlin on the
deal, consummating it Novi, 28,
when he signed with the City of
Berlin government. It’s reported
that James C. Petrillo, American
Federation of Musicians head, has
given his okay, and that the U. S.
State . Dept, unofficially has ap-
proved the tour in principle; al-

hough-alLorch-merabers still-have
to be screened individually to get

(Continued on page 44)

Veteran Songimlfh

Charles Tobias
In dfroe-wlieelluq Nick Keney-type

"pome" style, compares y»it*r-

year and today's socqplNgqlnq *

stylos In

The Old Order
Ckahgeth

O. /. * .

*.

on* of the many editorial features

In tfi*

48th Anniversary Number
. of

DUE SOON

Cap’s Tolynesia

Features Tahitian Chief
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

An album of South Sea Island
tunes, tagged "Polynesia," will be
released by Capitol shortly after

the first of the year, featuring
Mauii Ariiteira Triitahi, a Tahi-
tian

.
chief known in Hollywood as

Charlie Mauu,
Mauirls backed" by six sidemen

on the album, which includes two
numbers he Wrote himself.

Broadcast Music, Inc., held its

Second annual award dinner for
publishers and writers of hit tunes
during the past year, in New York
last week (8). Martin Block, WNEW
disk jockey, emceed the entertain-
ment bill, which Was headed up
by Tommy, and Jimmy Dorsey, Ter-
ry Gilkyson, Ray Bloch, Pee Wee
King and Redd Stewart.

Recipients of the BMI awards
for 1953 were:

"Your- Cheating Heart," com-
posed by Hank Williams, published
by Acuff-Rose.

"The Song From Moulin Rouge,”
penned by Georges Auric and Bill
Engyick, published by BMI.
“Many Times," by Felix Stahl

and Jesse Barnes; BMI.
“Tell You’re Mine,” by Nino Ra-

ya sini and Ronnie Vincent: Capri
Music. •

"Don’t Let the Stars Get In Your
Eyes," by Slim Willett; Four Star
Sales.

"Gambler’s Guitar," by Jim
Loew; Frederick Music.
"Anna," by R. VatrO and F. Gior-

dano; Hollis Music.
‘‘You. Yoij, You,” by Lotar Olias

and Bobby Mellin; Mellin Music.

?fy You’re Mine Again," by
Charles Nathan and David Heisler;
Meridian Music.

"Tell Me a Story," by Terry Gil-
kyson; Montclare Music.
"Changing Partners," by Larry

coiemari and Joe Dorian; Porgie
Music. ...

‘Eh Cumpari," by Julius LaRosa
an

<7_4rc^e Bleyer; Rosarch Music. >

Ricochet," by Larry ColenSStn
and Norman Gimbel; Sheldon Mu-
sic.: .

.

"Crying in the Chapel," by Artie
Glenn; Valley Music.
.

’‘Till I Waltz Again With You,”
by Sidney Proseh; Village Music.

on

Unfair List in Pay Snarl
Music Publishers Contact Em-

ployees Union placed Joe Lubin
Music on the unfair list last week.
MPCE action was taken against the
firm and its officers, Joe Lubin
and Al Vann, because of failure to
act on a claim against them by con-
tactman Jerry Lewin.
.Lewin, who was on the Lubin

plugging staff several months ago,
claims that the firm owes him two
weeks vacation pay. According to
a MPCE spokesman, Lubin has
agreed, that the claim is correct but
has failed to do anything about it.

or

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

'

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wuter sources, which are exclusive

ipith Variety. The positions resulting front these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent Adiisks, coin machines ),

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

2

6

TUNE

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) ,
|sSn^^radise

7

8

9

10

5

7

EDDIE FISHER (Victor). .

TERESA BREWER (Coral) jB^y^Baby, Baby

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)'. That’s Amore

„
(Chahging Partners

PATTI PAGE (Mercury ) ..*•••• !«••••« «

•

• •
• )This IsMy Soii§

„WTWm . /T^ . * (Stranger In Paradise
FOUR ACES (Decca) •••••

) Heart Of My Heart

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London) ....... Ebb Tide

AMES BROS. (Victor) ......... . . . . . . ..... You, You, You

EDDIE CALVERT (Essex) .'

. . ... ....... Oh, Mein Papa

H WINTERHALTER-H. RENE (Victor) . . . . The Velvet Glove

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1 i

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

TUNE a vvMKUfiMn -

•“RAGS TO RICHES. ; .Saunders

*OH, MY. PAPA . . . . . ........... i
Shapiro-B

EBB TIDE. ... . v . * . .
• . . » ...... . . , . . Robbins

•(•CHANGING PARTNERS Porgie

•‘RICOCHET. . . . . . ....

.

;

i

•

•
.'*

* • • • Sheldon

•“THAT’S AMORE; • • Paramount

•“STRANGER IN PARADISE ... . . . . . . ... .

.

Frank

iMANY TIMES. . ... . . . . . . . . . .

.

-Broadcast

fYOU, YOU, YOU Mellin

•“HEART OF MY HEART.. ....... ... ... .... • • • ••• •" ... ...... Robbins

PUBLISHER

; 2 • '•

3 3

4 2

5 5

6 4

7 10

8 8

9 6

10 10

Washington ,
Dec. 1 5.

James C. Petrillo, American Fed-
eration of Musicians prexy, urged
repeal of the 20% amusement tax

at a ipeet with President Eisen-

hower yesterday (Mon,). Some
25.000 to 30,000 jobs would become
available immediately to tooters

with' the repeal of the tax on hotels

and niterles, claimed Petrillo.

Petrillo’s plea for relief from
the tax results from a current sur-

vey of footer unemployment. He
estimated that more than half of

the 244,161 AFM members are not
gainfully employed as musicians.
According to the AFM chief, the
20% tax puts a penalty on the
employment of live entertainers

and has already reached the point
of no return when weighed against
the growing unemployment it

causes among musicians, waiters,

singers, dancers,, etc.

At the White House confab, Pe-
trillo also told of his belief that
serious music is threatened with
extinction unless it is supported
by Government subsidy. He said

that Government aid alone, at na-
tional, state and local levels, can
prevent the wiping out of the re-

maining 129 little symphonies now
waging a hand-to-mouth existence
in the U. S. and Canada. There is

some hope, he stated, that the 3JL
major symphonic groups may be
able to survive on their own. He
predicted, however, that in cities of
300.000 population and less the
days of longhair music and skilled

musicians are numbered.
Petrillo pointed out that the

large fortunes of past generations
that once Supported serious music
and

.
musicians are fewer today.

Taxes have dried up new sources
of financial support and without
governmental help the end of this

phase of our culture is plainly in
viewi he added.

London, Dec. 15.

Contracts are being signed in
London today (Tues.) for the take-
over by Robbins Music Gorp. of
the British publishing firm of B.
Feldman & Co. and its three asso-
ciate companies, Herman Darewsld
Music. Publishing Co.; Dix, Ltd.,

and British and Continental. Music
Agencies.

Negotiations in connection •with

the involved estate have been go-
ing On the last two months. Julian
Abeles, the copyright lawyer, who
came to London nine weeks ago in
connection with the deal, is return-
ing to New York this week. He
will be accompanied by his wife
and by Abe Olroan, Big Three gen-
eral manager, who joined him in
London a few days ago.
Under the new deal, both Brit-

ish and American music companie's
will have an interest in Feldman.
The takeover was negotiated on an
outright stock basis and involves
all the assets of the four compa-
nies. in addition to the catalog.

Containing the names of many
famous, composers, the Feldman
catalog is regarded as one of the
most important in the trade and
is reputed, to be the third highest
royalty earner through the Per-
forming Rights Society, with an
annual income of $280,000.
John Firman, managing director

of Feldman, is leaving the com-
pany, No decision has yet been
made in regard to a successor.

RCA Starts Work on New

Camden Building Project
Camden, N. J.. Dec. 15.

RCA Victor Division (Radio
!

Corp. of America) lias began con-
1

struction on a group of buildings

on a 58-acre tract in the Cherry
(Hill section of Camden, to serve

! as administration and laboratory

j

headquarters for home instrument

and service company activities.

Walter A. Buck, v.p. and gen-

eral manager of the division, said

! the project will have five intercon-
1

nected buildings providing 325,000

square feet of office and labora-

tory spade and accommodations for

1,400 persons. Project is expected

to be completed by fall of 1954.

i
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Heath Band to Top

London, Deo. 15.

Ted Heath and his Music, lead-

ing British combo, is to too the

London Palladium variety bill for

two. weeks commencing next
March 8. ...

It has become almost, inevitable

that-—except for topliners of the
calibre of Grade Fields, George
Forniby, etc.—the top-of-the-bill

spot at the Palladium during the
variety: season is occupied by
Americans.

Typical is the sock business be-
ing done by this band on one-niters.

At Barnstaple. Devon, on Friday
(111!, the Queen’s Hall where they
played Was sold out weeks before
the event, so the promoter had the
band’s music relayed from the ball-

room to an adjoining covered mar-
ket square. And 5,000 people paid
a shilling each (14c.) just to listen,

to the music.
A rival, established bandleader

told Varikty: “Ted Heath is the
biggest crowd-pulling phenomenon
In our business. At halls where
bands normally can do a gate of,

say £ 800- £4)00 ($2,240-2.520 >, some
of the leading touring bands may
draw in up to £1 ;200 or £ 1,300
($3,360-3,640'. Then along comes
Heath and does £2.500 ($7 ,000'.

That’s an indication of his popular-
ity with the public.’’

Christmas Best Sellers

( Week o1 Dec. 16-MDS, N. Y. )

1. White Christmas
2. Silver Bells
3. Rudolph . . . Reindeer
4. Winter Wonderland
5. Mommy Kissing Santa
6. Santa Baby
7. Frosty The Snowman
8. Santa Coming Town
9. Here Comes Santa Claus

10.

Hippo For Christmas.

Tornado Benefit Concert
Chicago, Dec. 15.

• Huge benefit concert for Vicks-
burg tornado . victims is being
staged in Jackson, Miss., by James
C. Petrillo. prexy of American Fed-
eration of Musicians this week. Pe-
trillo is shelling out for a sym-
phony orchestra from the union’s
trust fund, realized from disk royal-
ties.

Additionally, the union is pay-
ing the

-
expenses oi. actress Joan

filondell, one of the participants in
the show, and is contributing
$5,000 to Vicksburg rehabilitation.

LOEW’S INFRINGE SUIT

ON*
Loew’s, «jnc., was named defend-

ant in an infringement suit brought
in N.Y. Federal Court yesterday

(Tues.l by Edwin H. Morris & Co.,

which charged the film company
with improperly using the publish-

er’s copyrighted tune, “Tenderly,”

in its Joan Crawford starrer,

“Torch Song.” An injunction,

damages sustained and delivery of

all prints of the picture for im-
pounding are sought.

Last April, according to the com-
plaint, Morris entered into an
agreement with Loew’s whereby
the latter firm was licensed for

visual Usage of “Tenderly” under
certain terms and conditions. But,

it’s alleged, the defendant subse-

quently infringed by utilizing the
number in a manrieft not prescribed
under the contract.

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers
CAPITOL
i.

ARTIST
. . . Dean Martin

., . .

.

. .Les Paul-Mary Ford

Plagiarism Suit Hits

Tm Walking Behind You’
Keystone Music, a California

publishing firm, filed a copyright

infringement suit against Leeds

Music in N. Y. Federal Court last

week over the latter’s song, “I’m

Walking Behind You,” one of this

year’s - biggest hits. Keystone
charges that the Leeds tune. Writ-

ten- by British songsmith. Billy

Reid, is based on its copyright, “I

Can’t Forget You,” by Lou
Herscher arid Paul Meliih.

Latter tune was copyrighted in

1951 and was recorded by Capitol
Records. Keystone, Whose attorney
is Leonard Port of New York, is

asking for an injunction and -dam-
ages.

JONI JAMES
SINGS

NINANON
A Chrlitntai Lallabye

CHRISTMAS

AND YOU
MGM1U37

K11637
78 APM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
/*

THE GREATEST N A M E
[ * irJl IN ENTERTAINMENT

701 SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK 35 N Y

THAT’S AMORE
YOU'RE THE RIGHT ONE

2.. VAYA CON DIOS
JOHNNY

3. CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (PART I) , . Stan Freeberg
. CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (PART II)

4 4.. CHANGING PARTNERS . . .Kay Starr

I’LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOU
5. . OH! » , . « . ....

.

. .

SAN
COLUMBIA
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE

WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME?
2. RAGS TO RICHES .

!

HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN
GRANADA . ; ..... .... , . .

.

Pee Wee Hunt f

3.

4.

t 5.

I’D GIVE MY LIFE
SECRET LOVE . .

.

DEADWOOD STAGE
KOBE OF CALVARY
MINNEAPOLIS

. Tony Bennett

, . Tony Bennett

.Ffankie Laine

. . , Doris Day

Jill Corey

CORAL
1. RICOCHET ..

TOO YOUNG TO TANGO
| 2. HEART OF MY HEART . . .

. Cornell, Dale/ Desmond
1 THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY

3.
' WOMAN- . .

.• t J . . .

.

.

.

BY THE RIVER SEINE
4. BABY, BABY, BABY . . . .

.

I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME
5. DRAGNET GOES TO KINDERGARTEN

ROSITA RED RIDING HOOD

. . Teresa: Brewer

Johnny Desmond

. . ! Teresa Brewer

.Ricky Vera

. : Four Aces
DECCA
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE ........ .

HEART OF MY HEART
2. DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE . . . . . . ,

^

. Bing & Gary Crosby
WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT CAN DO

3. CHANGING PARTNERS ... . . .... . . Bing Crosby
Y’ALL COME ...

THE JONES BOY . . . . . ......... .Mills Bros.4.

5.

SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART
A LITTLE LIE

Kitty Kallen

LONDON
1. EBB TIDE

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. WHITE CHRISTMAS .. ..

ADESTE FIDELIS
3. GOLDEN VIOLINS . ,

.

A GIRL CALLED LINDA
4. CARNAVALITO . .

THEME FROM “THE MAN BETWEEN
5. THE SKATERS WALTZ ......

MIDNIGHT WALTZ

.......

.

Frank Chacksfield

. .Mantovani

Frank Chacksfield

....... Cyril Stapleton

........ Mantovani

•

« * • i

• * •

• • • •

..Patti Page

Gaylords

Rusty Draper

Richard Hayman

. . . .Vic Damone 4

MERCURY
1. CHANGING PARTNERS

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN GO?
2. STRINGS OF MY HEART .......

MAMA-PAPA POLKA
3. NATIVE DANCER : . .

LONESOME SONG
4. OFF SHORE . . .......

JOEY’S THEME
5. EBB TIDE

IF I COULD MAKE YOU SING

M-G-M
1. CHRISTMAS AND YOU Joni James

NINA NON
2. I FELL OUT OF A CHRISTMAS TREE . . Little Rita Faye

THE MIRACLE OF CHRISTMAS
3. YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING . . . . 1 Joni James

YOU’RE NEARER
4. CHRISTMAS EVE . . ; . Billv Eckstine

WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEW YEAR’S EVE? • p
5. GOD WAS SO GOOD.

, Jimmv Walker
look what Followed me home tonight

'

RCA VICTOR
1. OH, MY PAPA

UNTIL YOU’VE SAID GOODBYE
2. SANTA^BABY Earlha Kitt

UNDER THE BRIDGES OF PARIS
3. YOU ALONE

. . . Perry Como
PA-PAYA MAMA

4. YOU, YOU, YOU Ames Bros
ONCE UPON A TUNE

5. CHANGING PARTNERS ..Dinah Shore
THINKMMMMMMMMMMMMM *MMMMMM

Eddie Fisher

BMIs Dual Kudos

Within the short span of three
months, Larry Coleman has
emerged as one of the hottest
young composers in the music biz
Currently riding the hit lists with
“Changing Partners” and “Rico-

1

chet,” he broke into the bigtime
in early September with “Tennes-
see Wig Walk” and “Papaya Mam,
ma.”

Coleman received a double acco-
lade at the Broadcast Music, Inc.
award dinner last Tuesday (8) for
“Ricochet” and “Partners;” He
switched to BMI last February
after a year’s tenure as an ASCAP
writer. Coleman figured that BMI
offered the best opportunities for
tyro cieffers. He is 30 and a World
War II vet.

,

The young tunesmith takes ex-
ception to the remarks of several
vet . songsmiths, that newebmers
should set their goals high and not
“write down” in hopes of nabbing
a quick buck. According to Cole-
man, publisher^-and—reeord com-
pany acceptance of times along the
lines of “Moulin Rouge,” “Ebb
Tide,” etc,, is still small. The coun-
try music influence is steadily

penetrating the pop field, he adds,

and that’s what the music men are
looking for. He admits that his

current tunes were deliberate at-

tempts to inject the country flavor.

In order to sustain himself, he
points ouL a young writer has to

“writedown.”
' Pop Field Fjrst

Like most novice sorigsmitlis,

Coleman’s sights are set on the

iegiturie field. He believes, how-
ever, that a cleffer should try to

beat the pop field before attempt-

ing musical comedy.

At this stage, Coleman doesn’t

feel that he should team up with

one steady; lyricist. Switching col-

labs, he believes, puts him in line

for a
,
constant flow of new ideas.

He penned “Ricochet” with Nor-

man Gimbel and Joe Darion, and

worked With Darion, solo, on

’Changing Partners.” George
Sandler penned the words to “Pa-

paya Mamma,” while Gimbel
wrote “Wig Walk.”

In today’s music market, Cole-

man claims,, a young cleffer has to

do much more than just write. He
has. to knpw .how to make deal

with publishers* see artists & rep-

ertoire men and, most importantly,

he has to keep tab on public tastes

and trends. In fact, he says, the

writer today Has to be 50^ busi-

ness man and 50 c
.o artist-crafts-

man.

Monti Masters to Allied

Allied Records, Coast diskery,

has picked up the masters cut by

Lee Monti & His Paisans from

Sharp Records. Sharp is a Chicago

outfit run by Jimmy Martin.

The Monti sides being released

by Allied this Week, are “Everyone

Loves Mary Ann” and "A Bottle

of Wine and You.”

Continued from page 41

entrance visas. Fact that members
might have been Nazis won’t deter

visas under the McCarran Act; fact

that some might have been or are

Red-tainted may affect entry. If

so, subs would take their places.

Controversy cehters mainly
around Furtwangler, considered by
many the top conductor in Eu-
rope. He Stayed in Germany under
Hitler, continued to conduct arid

headed a cultural setup officially as

first musician of the Reich. He
had conducted the N. Y. Philhar-

monic In 1926-27 as a guest, but

after the Hitler regime lie was a

stormy petrel. When Arturo Tos-

canini quit the N. Y. Philharmonic

in 1936, Furtwangler Was offered
the post of musical director. Pro-
tests from New Yorkers brought
withdrawal of the offer,

. Similarly,, in 1949', when the Chi-
i cago Symphony offered the Gcr-

i

man maestro its headship vacated
! by Artur Rodzinski, strong protests
nixed, that. A group of top U. S.
soloists stated they wouldn’t ap-
pear with: the orch under Furt
wangler. The next year, a move to
bring the Vienna Philharmonic to
the U. S., also under Furtwangler,
fell through due to feeling against

|

the maestro.
.

A prominent Jewish
artist, violinist - Yehudi Menuhin
however; has risen to Furtwangler’s

|

defense as a misjudged character,
and has appeared with him in Ger-
many, since the war.

Top Christmas Favorite

Louis Jordan and His Tympany
Five set for a swing through
Florida next month.

(Hippo The Hofo De*i0 n )

(Copyright (953 Folkwoyi)

I WANT A

HIPPOPOTAMUS

FOR CHRISTMAS
(Hippo The Hero)

Recorded by

GAYLA PEEVEY
Columbia Record Ho. 40106

I FOLKWAYS MUSIC PUBLISHERS, Int!

Americans Fastest

^Selling"Records!
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Inside Stutf-Mnac
Some ASCAP writers, despite their sympathy for the Songwriters

f America's $150,000,000 damage suit against BMI, the broadcasters,

pt al are wondering if the broadside, "Isn’t this Crosby column great?/'

Is great. The N.Y. Herald Tribune’s radio-tv columnist John Crosby’s

hlast “appeared in some 35 daily newspapers, coast-to-coast, with a

combined circulation of Over 15,000,000!” (according to the flypiece 1

accompanying the tearsheet), but some writers now wonder about

fighting the case in the public prints. Besides, "while it follows the

ASCAP-Schwartz line,” to quote one writer, "it just isn’t 100% correct.”

“Oh” happens to be an old Byron Gay-Arnold Johnson 1918 copyright

which, for some, reason just caught on via the diskery treatment of
|

Pee Wee Hunt on Capitol, and "You, You, You” happens to be a good
\

song despite its BMI license. So this firigerpointing at BMI’s alleged i

shortcomings isn’t favorably regarded.

Of course, there was much that was good in the Crosby column,
1

including the conclusion: ; . : .

'

..

“If the public wants hillbilly and ‘You, You, You,’ for heaven’s sake,
’

jet ’em have ’em. But let the rest of us have Cole Porter and Irving
;

Berlin and Rodgers & Hammerstein and the rest of them. Their great-

ness as songwriters is attested to by the fact you can hear their melo- i

dies all over the world—in Paris and Rome and Berlin and Helsinki I

and Vienna. But you can’t seem to hear them over here.” But even to :

this, the average ASCAPer says that "Crosby is carrying the torch
about poor millionaires—(-the big issue is that the average songwriter
needs that plug because that means an extra few dollars. There’ll be
no benefits ever played for Berlin or Porter or R&H.”

Julius LaRosa, playing Twin Coaches in Pitt, last week, and Celeste
j

Ilojm, who was there for preem of her new play, “His and Hers,” are
old friends and met socially one afternoon. During their get-together,
Miss Holm sang the tune "His and-Hers/^-inspired-bytitle-of-Pay^and-

Michael Kanin comedy and written by Albert Selden, cd-producer with
Morton Gottlieb of the show, and Ruth Aarons, Miss Holm’s personal
manager. LaRosa fell for it on the spot, learned the words in nothing
flat and called Archie Bleyer in New York immediately to listen while •

he bariton’ed it. Bleyer agreed with LaRosa on, the song’s merits and 1

said he’d be set with an arrangement for LaRosa to record for his
!

(Bleycr’s) Cadence record just as soon as singer gets back in New York. :

w '

. i

“Oh! Mein Papa,” Swiss song which. Elliott Shapiro (Shapiro- !

Bernsteinl.latched on to abroad, is continuing td_set a phenomenal.;
sales pace on. disks and sheet copies. S-B has been peddling about
5 .000 .

to 6,000 sheet copies a day since the tune broke through. A '

high of 10,000 copies was peddled in one day last Week. Sheet copies
j

already have passed the 175,000 sales mark. RCA Victor,, meantime, I

has shipped out 750,000 copies of the Eddie Fisher version. Shapiro
contracted for the rights for all English speaking countries with Armin
Robinson, representative of the Swiss copyright owner.

Disk jockeys around the country are hopping on “The Creep,” new
dance importation from England, for special promotion dances. Dee-
jays, pushing “The Creep” step*with their dialers are Bob Horn (WFIL, !

Philadelphia), Robin Seymour (WKMH, Dearborrj, Mich.), Bill Randle
(WERE, Cleveland) and Bob Clayton (WHDH, Boston). Miller Music,

1

which is publishing the tune in the U.S„ is including the terp instruc-
tions, devised by the Fred Astaire Dance Studios, in its sheet copies. !

Special instruction flyers are being sent to the platter spinners.
j

i

'

!

Management firm for “exotic” talent is being, put together by Yma j

Sumac, Peruvian canary. On an upcoming tour of Latin and South :

America, she and her composer-husband Moises Vivanco will be, on
the lookout for new, unusual talent. Performers discovered will get
a chance to appear in a package revue together with professionals.

'

Package will tour the South American countries and the mosf'prom-
'

ising talent will be brought back here by Miss Sumac and Vivanco
tor American debuts. I

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

;
Survey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob-
tained from leading stores in
11 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
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Artist, Label, Title
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2A 17

2B 2

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Rags to Riches” . > . . . . . .

.

.
.' ..." 1

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Oh, My Papa”, . 4

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“That’s Amore”. 3

3 1 4 8 1 3 9 67

4 1- ... 1 8 2

2 2 4 6 3 .

TERESA BREWER (Coral)
4 •'4 "Ricochet” . ... . . 8.

RANK CHACKSFIELD (London)
“Ebb Tide”. ... . ... 5 .

. 4

4 3 3 6 5 6.. 42

2 10 . . 3 . . 1 41

7A 12

7B 11

EARTHA KITT (Victor)
“Santa Baby”;

EDDIE FISHER 'Victor)

“Many Times”. ...

.

EDDIE CALVERT ( Essex)
"Oh, Mein Papa”

... 10 7 6 10 .

5 . . 5 3

77.. 4 26

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
"Eh Cumpart” . .

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Heart of My Heart”

STAN FREBERG. (Capitol)

"Christmas Dragnet” ; ...............

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

"Vaya Con Dibs”. . ,.v , .. .... . . . V. . . . .

.

WINTERHALTER-RENE (Victor)

"The Velvet Glove”. . .

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
"Stranger in Paradise” . . . . . . ... .

.

CORNELL-DALE-DESMOND (Coral)

“Heart of My Heart”. . .... ;

LIBERACE (Columbia)
“Story of Three Loves”

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Stranger in Paradise” . . . . .

FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Istanbul” . .

STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

"C’Est SI Bon” . .......

4 .

.

2 ..

10 .. ...

3 26

2 20

7 10 2 10 10

7 6 .. .. ...

.. .1 .

4

. 1 9 .

9 .

8 .. 7 7

The current, first exhibition of record album design is being spon-
sored by the American Institute of Graphic Arts at its headquarters i

r .•
Gallery- N.Y. Exhibit includes covers for “Romeo and i

ir
ie
i ,

(GolHmbia) ' “Music of Mexico” (Decca), “Mass In Time of War’’
(Haydn Society),. “Missa Soleninis” (Period) and “Christmas Oratorio”
(Vox); Show was compiled by the Bookbuilders Workshop, Boston.

Sheldon Music will play host to the writers and artists who waxed
us songs a t a cpcktailery at Toots Shor’s, NY., next Tuesday (22V
inwte tabs the shindig' a "Family Gathering” arid pays tribute to the
giiests with_ “your voice, your words, your music.” Firm is. operated
py Moe Gale. Goldie Goldmark is professional manager.

FIVE T0P4M,THUR GODFREY

Chnitmai with

albums "tisr
C 438

GLENN MILLER

Limittd Edition

Victor

LPT 6700

CONCERTOS FOR

YOU
Liberact-Wttfon

Columbia

ML 4764

CHRISTMAS

CAROLS

Montovonl

London

LL 913

FORD. S0TH ANNI
TV SHOW
Mary Martin

Etlitl Mormon
Decca

DL 7027
DU 999

Go/ng fo B» Big
THIS CHRISTMAS

“FREDDIE '

the Little
FIR TREE”

Gtn« Autry
Columbia #40092*-# 172
AMERICAN MUSIC, INC.

4109 Suhiet Blvd. Hollywood

Pubs Hit Upstate Grill

With Infringe Action
Buffalo, Dec. 15.

Suit was brought' in Buffalo

Federal court last week by Broad-

cast Music, Inc., E. B. Marks Mu-
sic, Regent Music and Lois Music
against J & J Grill, Rochester, for

copyright infringement and per-
formance without permission on
“Paper Doll,” “Nosey Joe” and
“Bloodshot Eyes.”

Plaintiffs ask Injunction and
damages of $250 minimum for

each claim.

Set for N.Y. by Art Ford
Disk jockey-sponsored terp-con-

certs, which have been spreading
arpund the country, will get a New
York preem Dec. 27 under the

aegis of Art Ford, platter spinner

on N. Y. indie WNEW. Bash, which
is being pegged at the teenage disk

devotees, Is set for Manhattan
Center from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

The hop will feature about 30

wax artists including Don Cornell,

Alan Dale and Johnny Desmond..
Neal Hefti will head up the orch.

Coral Records plans to record por-

tions of the bash for a longplay

album to be tagged “Art Ford’s

Music Time U.S.A.” Tix for the

bash will be priced at $1 .50.

Loew’s theatres will try a deejay
policy at the Melba, Brooklyn.

Ford will take a package to that

house for three days, starting

Christmas Day. Loew’s is
.
trying to

tap the juve market for its houses.
If the Ford stanza works out, other
deejays will be offered spots
arpund various other houses in the
city.

Heart Attacks Fell Two

Chicago, Dec, 15.
By unusual coincidence, heart at*

tacks felled tw’O bandleaders of
this vicinity while theywere at

work onstand last Saturday ( 12

)

night. Wellknown Chi batonist Lew
Diamond died in the midst of a
performance at the Palmer House
Hotel here, and in nearby Joliet

local orch leader A. R. McAllister
collapsed during a number with the
Harwood post American Legion
band In the Sherman Hotel.
. McAllister is reported in fair

condition at a Joliet hospital.

Adams to Derby
Derby Records, .which has been

expanding into the rhythm Sc blues
and hillbilly field, last week named
Charlie Adams to head up its

country music division.

England's Big Smash Ballad!

,V 1

1 1 1 R u >
i. LuRPuRMLN

FRANK CHACKSFIELD
m̂ _ _ _ STILL GOING STRONG .

.

p mm - LIMELIGHT-1342 & EBB TIDE-1358

VIOLINS
Backed by A GIRL CALLED LINDA—1348

WDON
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New York
M-G-M Records picked up Gln-

ny Gibson’s option. . Betty MadU
can into the Casa Marina, Key
West. Fla., Saturday. (19) Erroll

Garner, opened the new Birdland,

Miami, last Thursday (10) Hen-
ry Okun handling disk promotion
for Epic Records pactee Bill

Heyer. Okun is also personal man-
aging rhythm & blues thrush Pau-
line Rodgers Paul Flannagan,

disk jockey on WTRY, Troy, N. Y.,

recuperating from surgery at St.

Mary’s Hospital in that city. .

Crooner Danny Sutton currently

at the New Monte Carlo Club, Lit-

tle Ferry* N. J. Warbler Jeanne
Dunne opened at the Cascades
Club, Miami Beach. Monday (14)

. . . Pat Terry begins an engage-
ment at the Flagship, Union. N. J.,

Dec! 22 Bob Snyder and Marty
Ross teamed up for a deejay show
on WABY. Albany,
Tommy Reed orch currently at

the Hotel Statler. Buffalo . . . Carl

Stutz. cleejay on WRVA, Rich-

mond. Va.. in town visiting pub-
lishers . . . Hy Ross! Big Three
contactman. celebrates his ,16th

wedding! anni Friday (18V .

Thrush Pat Reed inked to Epic
Records.

Pittsburgh

Christmas Week show opening
Monday (21) . . Tony Little, or-

ganist, has checked out *of the
Ankara after a. long stay and set

up shop at the Mona Lisa Lounge
.‘

. Slim Bryant Wildcats) signed
for Calvary Sunday Evening Club
dinner dance Dec. 29 , . . Siboney
Quintet into Colonial Manor, fol-

lowing the Johnny Pineapple unit
. Louise Shaw singing with

Marty Kirtg band at William Penn
Tavern.

Chicago
Artie Shaw ahd his Gramercy

Five slated to reopen the Encore.
Room on Jan. 8 for four weeks
. . . Russ Carlyle, current at Tria-
non Ballroom, Chi, doubling at

Aragon on Dec, 21-25-27 ... Duke
Ellington booked for a single
frame onstage at Regal Theatre
here, beginning Dec. 25 ,

Frankie Masters held oyer for new
ice revue at Conrad Hilton Hotel
starting: Dec. 18 ... , Horace Heidt
to Edgewater Beach Hotel for New
Year's Eve - . . Sax Mallard Quar-
tet now indefinite at Crown Propel-
lor here ... Teddy Phillips to
Southern Hills Country Club, Tul-
sa. Dec! 18-31 . . . Charlie Barnett
set for Terrace Lounge, East St.
Louis, Dec. 22 for two rounds , .

Skinnay Ennis pegged for Schroed-
_ r

..* RnKKv (
er Hotel, Milwaukee, Dec. 29 for. a

- TS*n
P

- ol-i Li ®
H
ob
^7 ["fortnight . . Ted Lewis into

Cardillo and Reid Jaynes and or- Roosevelt Hotel New Orleans Dec
Everett Haydn have ex- !

New uneans,_uec
Tommy Reedgamst bvmii n«;uu uu*c *r.\- ., 7 , r,n .'

changed rooms. Cardillo and I purrpnt. c t ,»ipr Hotel Rnffaio
Jaynes moving downtown to'HrfteP^J^ . ,

Sheraton Lounge from Dore’s through Jan. 6.

Restaurant in East End and Haydn
switching from Sheraton to Dore’s RnllntfonJ
. .. . New combo of Pat McCauley, sit ° ^ ,

guitarist, and Loran E. Hodgkiss, ,
8 Prc^ J^ked tc play

on organ . into Hotel Roosevelt's
;

-the -City of .Hope cocktail party at

Sylvan Room for a run . . . Ralph •
Sunday (-0) .

Flanagan, booked into Horizon i .

Mart1® ^claims to be the

Room for one week, held over five !

only bandsman NOT to have cut a

extra tiishts! through Friday fist ’ new* Xmas djst this, year . . . Pud
. .... Hugh Tully Trio renewed again

r F l

?
,w

f
n
,i
ome<:

l rPu8 aC3
c
<luin

!
at Carlton House . . . Del Monaco .

at the new -2 Club on Sunset

Quartet returned to BlueMoon feature a jazz

Monday t4‘ for an indefinite stay policy with Red Mchols, Jack Tea-

. . . A1 DiLetnia’s threesome had
! f^e". fiL.Gra™l

;

'

option, picked up at William Penn 1

to follow Stacy m
Hotel. DiLernia himself, after the

,

....-mcmths. . . . .Les

hotel job. doubles into
;
Playhouse

. .5™^ ^ *J?.
r

.

a Christmas Night

Grill, playing the accordion .

date at the Riverside Rancha here

Weela Gallex will follow Waily
.

eve

Griffin into the Monte Carlo . ..

1h
nn^ K I?

’

Jack Durant and singer Marion ?2l
b
°a

' Qlef”

Colby, formerly with Blackburn i neftv/ ^
T.w i ns , cojieadlirie. Ankara

; shu^in? °™et'of D™by d>nere
! Harry James reports to Columbia
today (Tues..* to -cut a new album

, Elmer Bernstein wrote a new
• tune, “Sgt. Jack,” for the score of
the film “Dieppe Raid,” with lyrics
by Richard Bartlett.

ATTENTION

BANDLEADERS!!
AN opportunity to gNt a"WHITE*-*
bat that will cony 1 8 and sloop 4.

Originol cost $45,000. Motor dad
oil oqaip. la A-l condition. Has
CARRIER air cond. naif, thownr,

kitcbnn, hot wotor hooter, toilet and
fall living area. $4000. fall price,

cash- Daily Variety, Box 405,
4311 Yacca St., Hollywdod, Calif.

and non .

LEROY
ANDERSON

- nith hit grtotat jtf . .

.

he Typewriter
.1 : ,il*

MILLS MUSIC# INC.

HoUfton
Pee Wee Hunt, who played to a

capacity house on his recent, one-
night stand here at Devonshire
Lounge, may be booked for 4 re-
turn engagement at the same spot
in March. This time Hunt and his
band will be in for a week’s stand
; . . Don Cannon and his orch have
completed their third straight year
here at the Trading Post. Connie
Bnrgess has joined the band as
vocalist . . Teddy Phillips and his
band are in for a three-day stand
at the Mural Room, Baker Hotel,
. . . Jack Teagarden and his band
in at Louanns Friday (11) for a
one-nighter.

Omaha
Pianist Hazel Scott gave concert

at Blackstohe Hotel here Sunday
(13) in connection with Omaha
Committee for the State of Israel
bond drive . . . Jack Cole orch
opened last Wednesday (9) at the
Music Box ... Billy Albers orch of
Lincoln played Doane College’s
"Winter. Wonderland” dance at
Crete Saturday (12) . . . Organist
Bob Welch set at

: Johnny’s Cafe

r-r- t Vifr"

BMI Tin Up" Hit

BOBE OF CAIVA81T
records

froman
.

JILL COREY CaP«M

©EORG. BEVERLY SHEA
ROBERT MILLS.

••••.* .Victor

P-WUhod by Hill & RANGE SONGs^
1

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

V&fHETY
Survey of retail sheet music

sates based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 citiec

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

Thia Last
wk.,: wk. Title and Publisher
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1 2 *Rafs to Riches (Saunders) .

.

6 5 6 3 3 3 1 5 1 1 8 2 88
2 1 *Ebb . Tide (Robbins) . .

.

5 1 7 mm 6 2 2 .

;

2 2 4-' 3 86
3 3 tChanging Partners (Porgie) . . - .

.

2 3 amm 5 8 2 4 • » 6 8 64
••4.: 5 tYou,: Yoa, You (Mellin);.. 9

.

• • . 2 7. 1 6 4 5 3 * .• .7 55
5 7 •Stranger in Paradise (Frank) ... 3 2 1 Kin 7 8 9 • - 1 5 53
6 8 •Ricochet (Sheldon) . .

.

4 4- 5, 9 • • 5 9 7 6 9 • 40
7 ,

4 : •Vaya Con Dios (Ardmore).

.

7. 6 5 .

.

3 6 6 « '« 6 39
8 12 •Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B) . . . .

.

i 3 2 9 • • - • - • • • • 2 • a 38
9 6 tMany Times (Broadcast) . . . Y. .

.

... ;. . , *. ...4 . 4 4 « • 3 4 • • i • 36
10A 9 . •That’s Amore (Paramount) 8 10 •' 4 8 . .

.

8 7 , , 21
10B 11 •Heart of My Heart (Robbins) .

.

4 • • 4 • . . • * 10 5 , , 21

12 • *
• •Rudolph the Reindeer (St. Nich.) 7 . • v *•. 6 » 4 « • » 4 16

13 15 tMission of St:. Augustine (Rep.) • - • • « • on' • n • 8 • .n e 1 t • • « • • • 13

14
1 K

13 •White Christmas (Berlin). .

.

6 • • • • • _7_
1 A

• • e.o • •

e
10 • » • 10

here . . Eddie Skeets orch one-
nighted at Grand Island’s Glovera
Ballroom Thursday- (10) . . . Slim
Eberhardt emceeing WQW’s radio
Jamboree here . .Lambert
Bartak orch weekended at Peony
Park (12-13), with Bobby Mills and
Mai Dunn following . . Larry
Camello, dance pro at Peony, in-

augurated “Let’s Dance” program
on KMTV.

Scotland
Anne Shelton, topping bill at

Glasgow Empire, mulling trip to

Holland for radio and concert
stints . . . Dott Emsley, 27-year-old
Scot singer and lead tenor of Lon-
don vocal groups, off to America
under name of Donald Macdonald,
complete with dress kilt . . . Cliff
Hanley & Ian Gourlay wTote new
tune, “Marching Through the
Heather,” for Scot singer Robert
Wilson . Lee Lawrence, English
singer, headlining at Empire, Edin-
burgh, and introducing novice
singers into his act . ... BBC’s
Scot Variety Orch, under Kemlo
Stephen, making TV debut Dec. 31.

Chi Symph Swings Over

To. Victor From Mercury
RCA Victor will add to its long-

hair orch roster this week with
pacting of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra; The symph is. currently
headed by Fritz Reiner, longtime
Victor pactee. George Marek, disk-
ery’s artists & repertoire chief,

heads to Chi Friday (18) to ink the
deal.

Although no repertoire has yet
been set, initial recording date has
been set for March. Orch will wind
up its current pact with Mercury
Records with two more releases.
Upcoming sessions will be conduct-
ed by Antal Dorati, maestro . of the
Minneapolis Symphony, which is a
Mercury pactee.

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Dee. 5.

)

London. Dec. 8.

Answer Me . . . ! Bourne
Mommy Ki'ssihg Santa Morris
Poppa Piccolino ..... Sterling
Swedish Rhapsody Connelly
Big Ben Box & Cox
Vaya Con Dios ....

.

: Maddox
Wish You Were Here Chappell
I Believe . . . . . . .

.

Cinephonic
Chicka Boom Dash
Ricochet .Victoria
Moulin Rouge ...... Connelly
Limelight ........... Bourne

Second 12
Crying in the Chapel. Morris
If You Love:Me. .World Wide
Rags to Riches. . . . .Chappell
You You You Mellin
Bridge of • Sighs Maurice
Look At That Girl . Cinephonic
Big ’Ead. . .... . . . .. . . .! Wright
Flirtation. Waltz .... . .Bourne
Kiss . . v . Feist
Where S’man Go . . Polyphone
Be Mine Bron
Golden Tango ....... Wright

Film Tunes
Continued from page 3D ^

to continue to move up steadijy;

Remick Music, which is publishing

the tune, expects to keep “Love,f

its top plug for the next few
months.

“Love," a ballad, was Written by
Paul Francis Webster and Sammy
Fain. Both publishers and disk-
eries prep longrange plugging
plans for ballad items since it’s

been proven to tradesters that
ballads take time to move out.
Col expects “Love” to be Miss
Day’s biggest ballad hit since “It’s
Magic” five years ago. “Magic,”
incidentally, was from her first
WB pic, “Romance on the High
Seas.” .

No Sock Songs
i Continued from page 1 ;

in an all-or-nothing bid with new
releases! Instead of waiting to grab
a share of the biggie, the disk-

makers are gunning for the lion’s

share, and the competition is keen.

jQ^ificidental

Mercury^Snd Coral are covered
on “Ebenezer Scrooge,” and Dec-
ca, London and Mercury all have
etched copies of “Where Did the
Snowman Go?,” but neither of
these tunes is being hummed all
over town. Top popularity bid by a
Christmas tune is being made by
Eartha Kitt’s “Santa Baby” on Vic-
tor, but it’s not of the Christmas
Spirit ilk and its relation to the
Yule is somewhat coincidental. Be-
sides, its double entendre limits
the tune’s appeal with the juves.

Saxie Dowell, WGN deejay, sub-
mits that the disinterest may have
resulted from an overloading of
novelty type songs and a lack of

promotion, owing to the brevity of
the record plugging season. The
rage for towheaded singers he calls

a false trbnd, opining that people
are tiring of hearing kids sing
Christmas songs offkey. Another
Chi diskflipper, Hal Tate of WAIT,
blames the downbeat on a general
absence of holiday spirit, and a
number of other record spinners
suggest that the Yule itself be bet-
ter touted with tunes like “Let’s*
Put Christ Back Into Christmas."

Ken Remo, M-G-M Records pac-

tee, set for a two-week date at the

Skyway Terrace, Cleveland, begin-

ning Dec. 21.

Recorded By

DORIS DAY
COLUMBIA #40108

M. WITMARK A SONS

KENNY LEE
Ai ... A
j dcngA o

j

LOOK
OK I

s *

rca victor ;:!:s

Thn Mlgktlnsl Bond In »hn Land

LENNY HERMAN
Ju«f Concluded 12 Weeks WARWICK HOTEL, FHILA.

Frank Daly’s MEADOWBROOK
Docember 11-12-13

Currently CARLETON HOTEL, WASH., D. C.

DECCA RECORDS
Binaural Sound Recordings for Livingston

HARRY WEINSTEIN, Personal Manager

Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER

, Pres.

New York
j

Chicago
J5 5?li Avp PL. 9.4600

| 203 No Wobc<h
Hollywood

8619 Surnef Blvd
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Chicago, Dec. 15.

On the announced closing of his

TJhlto Theatre here last week,& Minsky, One of
.
the Coun-

ts top hurley impresarios,
.

told

variety that burlesque could not

survive anywhere any more as

long as* for labor reasons, it is

classified, with other forms of show

bl7;;

The basic cost- for our opera-

tion nf the Ttialto," he said, “is

n bout the same asiriTfbr a pres^

" entat ion
'

‘"house like- the Chicago
r

i licat rc. but our grosses aren t

a, where as high. While the Chi-

Scan draw from 95% of the

.public, a burlesque theatre has a

potential audience' of about 10%
ol the populace, since most people

won't consider coming near' our

Pl

Minsky thinks it’s unfair that

tne same salary situation should

prevail for both burlesque and

variety acts when business ill the

two fiel d s is so different. The R 1-.

alto has been employirrgneight nni-

sicians on a five-day basis and two

sets of stagehands, and when the

house shutters on Dec. 31 it Will

release 75 employees, including

performers. If burlesque is on the

v ane everywhere in the country

today, Mirisky complained, it will

soon become extinct unless it is

(Continued on page 48)

ArtistiTKeps liaising Fee

On Filing Pacts to $4
, Artists Representatives Assn,

will raise the fee for filing of ex-

clusive agency contracts from $2
to $4 starting Jan. 1. Move was
adopted at a meeting of the board
of governors last week as a means
of producing revenue.
Agency org registers the num-

“dxer~ of "acts each~agency -books -as
a means of protection for the va-
rious percenteries. .

‘Himberama’ Bridgeport

Biz Off Despite OK Press
Bridgeport, Dec. 15.

Richard Himber’s “Himberama”
goofed on a one-niter Friday (11)

at Klein Memorial. Despite heavy
campaign and plenty of coopera-
tion from papers and radio, only
300 saw the show at the city-oper-
^ated—1-,400-seaterr-Most—of—the-^at^
tendeeswentfpr$3,60t^ Guaran-
tee, slrared by Stratford Lions, was
above $2,000.

Himber and hand were comple-
mented by Slate Bros., Cardini,
Nina Varela, Palmer. & Doreen,
Norman Jensen, James Reneau and
Hal Sands girls.

Ohio 4-Year Drink Freeze

Over; 17 Permits Given

Lou Walters
.appraises

Show Biz - How She9

$

Spoke on the

New York-Paris-
London Wheel

.4

ent of rho many bylina pieces

in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

DtK-SOON

irdsr wHosc place was 0ne
J

. l iabi,ity for csrCe arrd^thcan'e-^pef-

laided by state police last ators in the event of the jurisdic-

Was arrested in a daylight ..tional AFM-AGVA tiff,. Clauses in

Las Vegas. Dec. 15.

Beginning with the Marlene
Dietrich show which opens to-

;

night <Tues.),. Bill Miller has as-

"L’plumbus, Dec. 157

Ohio’s Liquor Dept, cracked a

fOUr-year freeze last Wednesday
( 9) and granted new liquor per-

mits to 17 applicants.

They were issued as a result of

a Court of Appeals decision in

Hamilton County last June, which

held that the department must

issue * permits to the freeze level

—the number of permits in ef-

fect in any area at the. time of the

freeze.

Five of the permits were for

nightclubs, five for sale of liquor

by; the glass and seven for private

clubs: Some of the applications

had been 'pending seven years.

Director Anthony A^ JRutkoj^ski

duction at the Congo Room of the

j
Hotel Sahara and wili headquarter
here henceforth. For the last

eight months, he has been, handling

" “ ——-— —

—

’

The forthcoming battle between

Cairn 111 Nifprv Ownar the American Federation of Musi-
L/airo, in., rmery uwner cians and the American Guild of

Fined on Gambling Charge Variety Artists will reach interna-

O* Tfii.ie ApA tional proportions on Jan. 4. The
_ _ v"’ .. •

,
AFM, which previously stated that

E. E. Edwards, owner of the. Col-
j
its Boston local, will not play for

ony Night Club,, 25 miles -northwest
j

AGVA ads starting.Jan. 4/has now
• of Cairo, 111., last week pleaded ’expanded the ban to Montreal and
I guilty to the charge of possessing

;

other-. cities will follow, it’s antici-
‘ gambling equipment In the spot. ! l?a ted.

^md-Was fined $100: by Justice of \ Agencies are now making, dou-
the Peace Albert at Cairo. I bly sure that there will be no
Edwards;

Of 16 l’£

October, Was arrested in a daylight
;

T

visit by two Alexander County
,

a, l contracts are being Inserted
constables, who confiscated a dice

‘ specifying cancellation or post-
table. Since the state cops renewed

i

P°nement in the event of a strike,

i the campaign to taboo gambling.! The Associated Actors & Artistes
local officers . have continued the of America has also entered the
drive.

, proceedings,, with passage of a res-'

i
olution stating that should the
AFM hit at AGVA or any other
affiliates, entire 4A’s will support
the affected member, Another
AFM. tiff . is -beintt-DJOcessed with
the American Federation of Tele-
vision and Radio Artists. In that in-
stance, AFM feels that its musi-
cians may assume regular singing
and acting roles on video without
belonging to AFTRA. Latter; union
feels that the tooters go into
AFTRA jurisdiction when they

Bal Tabarin Nitery In

Paris, Dec. 15.

Sad news for oldtimers here is

the room's bookings but has head-
! niterv SDbt thp Hal

6

quartered at his Fort Lee IS, J.)
j Sn f?r aurtinS tS? %

Riviera. Hotel’s executive direc- ;

j

J

g at nnh ru
tor Milton Prell announced that ; iVin'SE*

be®n jurisdiction • when they

!
Miller’s decision to move here was 1

d *th of d,rect0r .abandon straight instrumental

j
based on the realization that han-

-j tP-,
worlL '

j idling ..the- -.shows' fqt/tfae. .Sahara is_ dame-Sandrini Ind ,^h?r
noticc ' by

- <he ^ontr*a1' local
a fulltime assignment.

I Beginning immediately, all ads
: for the Sahara will read "Bill

[Miller Presents . . .
.” George,

!

Moro, whose Saharem dancers have

j

been signed for another year, will
]

continue to stage all production
numbers and Stan Irwin, hotel’s

promotion director and entertain-

!

ment coordinator, maintains his

says other applications for permits

are being processed. .

fcu-iifh in _ . •
°^ners- of the AFM that it will not play

-
^ n Policy to a for AGVA members after Jan. 4

puts a different complexion on the.
inter-union battle. The widening
scope indicates that a pattern of
expansion is being followed, and
there may be some court tests

led to a
straight vaudery from the more
grandiose production

. spectacle':
and intricate specialtieswhich gave
the house its international name.
Long a tourist "must" and lead-

lpg Paris-By-Night stop, the club readied before the deadline,
began to skid with the ordinary There’s also the possibility that the
vaude bills it offered. Biz was slip- American Federation of Labor maytvuiuujau/i, iiiAuuaiiid i n nir* U* j .

~
, i . . mi ^

former duties in working closely
£ it closed down again last step in. The AFL is now readying

^ j flct^ibei^——7-here—yW^as; talk that ~th e-^^^raiding" 'legislationr and—thewith Miller and' Moro. • ci,nu- .77 WJW -

Miller, meanwhile, expects to
1 |f the Me m!^.

SUSC,^te<i K ‘
w,y

vij?'
t0

Li .1 - .1 . •.! 7i «-n a . » . VflC DIE nit*rv DrflrillPPFc ITlfiKP thf1 4 A c.AFM . cmiiiKKIfi ite

//

The New Singing Personality . • •

M

//

DELIGHTFUL"

"IMPISH"

ROLLICKING"

// #/

'VOLATILE"
I;

Thank you CLEVELAND I . . .

for the Wonderful Reception

NAN GREEN
Until December 17th:

Cleveland, Ohio

Partonal Management

MIRIAM SAGE
51 6 Fifth Avenue, New York

Agencyt M.C.A* ARTISTS, LTD.

settle

N
euie shortly with the State of hut nian / 7 ~

^ >
sew Jersey for finally clearing the -tin

P
he °- r

S

ma^
•

'
£

egal path lor razing of the^ Fort .

big nitery producers here, make the 4A‘s-AFM squabble its

first test of the new regulations.

legal pain tor razing 01 tne rort bought hv
L;* tnu m^h, £ ^

* ro
' In . cfflrt in. Anr-ili

a su^rhighway to George Wash-
! some ot5^ bg ‘enUrp^

;
mgton Bridge. His wife and chil-

,
—— - -

6 prise.

' dren will join him here early next
'

year.

700G Valuation on Riviera?

Bergen County <N
T

. J.i. tax offi-
;

j

cials are attempting to place a,
j
$700,000 valuation on the Riviera,

' Ft. Lee* N. J.. which is likely to be
/condemned in order to build an
fapproach to the new Palisades In- >

,

terstate Parkway. Riviera claims
( the property is worth at least

^$1 ,000,000 for the buildings and
I the land is worth S2.000 per front-

I
foot. Bill Miller, Riviera boni-

;

face, is still .fighting the condem-

j

nation on the ground that nearby
1
sites can be used as easily to build

I the approach.

i
One of the sidelights of the situ-

! ation came to light this week when
;
Fred. A. Tettor, local realtor, who

;
is appraising the land to be con-
demned for the highway, received

\
threats on his life. Most of his

[

valuations are considered by vari-

;
ous property owners to be too low.

'Convulycd tvtrybody
VARIETY . Jutf Concludod

SEVILLE THEATRE, Montreal

JAGUAR ROOM, IndloaapolH

JERRY LISTER SHOW~NBC
: Currently Hold Ovor

RUBY FOO'S, Montreal
Noxt -

TRITON HOTEL. RoehMftr

WILL JORDAN
Ptrsonal Manidomcntt

MILTON H. BLACKSTONE
S4S 5th AV«./ New York EL 5:1540

Direction: MCA

‘HIPPODROME’ $70,000

FOR 7 KAYCEE SHOWS
Kansas City, Dec. 15.

“Hippodrome of 1954,” playing
Muncipal Auditorium Dec. 9-13 at

$3 top, the first, major travelling
slitiw- in here, this fall, took in

about $70,000, a very pleasing fig-

ure. Much of the money was in

hand before the show opened, city

firemen selling raft of tickets for
benefit of their 'pension fund. Fig-

ure compares favorably with
grosses of previous units brought
in here by Harold Steinmau.

Five-day engagement included
seven shows, with matinees Satur-
day and Sunday.

LEW

BLACK
,
0

and

PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty,and
the leant) ' -

A n«w note In

|

Glamor Comedy

/SiERBER -WEISS
200 W; 57 St,, N.Y.

COlUmbuS 5-0600 .

PARISIENNE MODELS
Choreography by ELNA LAUN

Opening Dee. 17—HOLLENDEN HOTEL, Clevdland

followed by CHEZ PAREE, Chicago
BROWN HOTEL, Louisvill* THUNDERBIRD HOTEL, Las Vegas

• AVAILABLE MARCH II, 1954 •

Direction LEON NEWMAN, 48 West 48th Street, N. Y.
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A complicated legal razzle-daz-4

zlc revolving around the contract

of dancers Chiqiiita & Johnson

may erfdangeh the series; of book-1

i gs • which include the Moulin

Ilouge, Hollywood, for 12 weeks at

$1,600 weekly; four weeks at the

Desert Inn, Las Vegas, at $2,500.

per, and two weeks at the River-,

side. Reno, at $2,500 each.

Manager William L. Taub. last

week obtained a temporary injunc-

tion against the dancers and the

American Guild of Variety Artists,

which was enioined from .interfer-

ing with Taub’s handling of the

team. Hearings on a permanent
Injunction were held yesterday

(Tues.) in N. Y. Supreme Court
and decision was reserved.

Union was enjoined from placing

Taub’s name on its unfair list, and
from inducing or coercing defend-

ant not to perform at places des-

ignated by Taub, or from inducing
-any-agent-noL to book—Chiquita_&_
Johnson for Taub. Justice Thomas
Aurelio signed the order.

Situation is complicated by the

fact that visas of Chiquita & John-
son ( legal names are Erna Grabler
arid Johann Julius Kralik) , who
are residents of Cuba, expire to-

day (Wed. i and Taub, who has
also been acting as their attorney,

hasn’t as yet interceded for them.
According to AGVA,. Taub wants..

(Continued on page 50)

.

Dallas Preppiitg New
$5,000,000 Muny Aud.

Dallas, Dec. 15.
'

The City Council here has ap-

proved a contract for the design

of a new municipal auditorium,

slated to be built at a cost of

$6 ,
000

,
000 .

The auditorium would be built

on a 23-acre tract in the downtown
section of the city, and/* will be
designed by George DaHl.

Reshuffle of Top Vaude

Albany -Area Nitery

In $40,000 Fire Loss
Albany, Dec. 15.

Fire destroyed Dinty’s Terrace
Gardens, leading area nightspot on
the Albany-Saratoga Road north of

Latham, last Tuesday ,(8). State

police called It the woA of an ar-

sonist, -

Wednesday, December 16, 1953

Blaze razdd'^h'e 20-year-pld night-

club, for dri - estimated loss of

B’way Deluxers

LENNY COLYER
"Mr. Specs Hins«r ;

Currently:

CHICAGO THEATRE
DECEMBER 11-24

Per. Mgt. AL BOROE
203 N. Wabash. Chicago

. When hr Baffalo Stop at the

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL

An Apartment for the price of a Room
. Complete Cooking Facilities

M. Leiichner, Mgr., 206 So. Elmwood Av.

To Scot Xmas Pantos
Glasgow. Dec. 15.

General reshuffle of. top Vaude
narnes has given a facelift to lead-

ing Scot pantomimes. Jack An-
thony, longtime comedian at

Pavilion Theatre, is imported to

the Alhambra Theatre for the Tom
Arnold production.

Three other, principals remain
the same. Alec Finlay, pawky
comic, does adequately, and singer

Robert Wilson, in a 20-minute song-
spot, is a firm fave with stubhold-

ers. Duncan Macrae, legit actor

. from . Glasgow: Citizens, remains a

pantomime misfit riding on a Wave
of snob audiences appeal from a

section not attuned to true vaude
appreciation.
The Howard & Wyndham panto-

mime. “Puss in Boots.” teanis sen-

ior Scot comedian Harry Gordon
with youthful Jimmy Logan, ace
member of the younger fun-making
crop. This proves a happy partner-

ship, shrewdly selected by impre-
sario Stewart Cruikshuar.k. boss of

Howard & Wyndham.
Christmas shows and revues are

bringing millions of patrons both
from cities and faraway rural loca-

tions, thousands traveling in spe-

i cial coaches. .

j

Vic Oliver, leading English radio

l
and TV comic, is heading ’ Old

! King Cole” at the Empire, with

|
Fay Lenore as principal boy. This
is a well-staged, twice-nightly pro-
duction, with Robert Nesbitt (who
handles the Alhambra show) doing

• the megging chores.
Leading Scot attraction is the

Costly Stewart Cruikshank revue
“Starlight for You.” set to open at

j

the Lyceum, Edinburgh, Dec. 13.

;
Stars Chaz Chase, Alan & Blanche

. Lund, Geraldo O.rch, Frances Day
' and Jack Radcliffe & Co., with T.
Heath Joyce producing.
Land of Lauder and Fyffe has

scores of other smaller pantomimes
and Chirstmas productions.

Gord.

PLE
al r

r'/ ' ,

. s.-. .

Here is. comfort plus convenience —
spacious, home-like rooms, and excellent

facilities in a hotel that's right in the center

of Philadelphia's night clubs and theatres.

JohnBartram Hotel L
BROAD AND LOCUST STREETS

\ WM. H. HARNED, pen. Mgr.

THANK YOU

Bill Daugherty, Plantation Club, Nashville,

Tenn. , and Allled A rtists Agency, Atlanta, Ga.

For 4 Wonderful Song-Filled Weeks

N VELEZ

Editor, Variety:

Would like to sound off on some-
thing that really makes us furious

and which we think pretty well ex-

presses the. feeling o£ the general

public. . We refer to the new policy

of the Paramount Theatre in drop-

ping its stage shows. This senti-

ment can also be applied to the;

Capitol arid Warner ( ex-Strand ) as

well. However, it was the new pol-

icy just put into effect by the N. Y.

Paramount that really is the last

straw because by so doing none of

the Broadway houses* which once
afforded such great pleasure to the

crowds is now offering stage shows.

The attitude now; of the average
New Yorker, and, of course, out-

of-town citizens, is this: “Why
should I spend $1.50 or $1.80 for

just another picture when I can
catch it at my local neighborhood
theatre, and probably on a double-

bill?” And who can blame them?

Another thing which was pointed

out by the .undersigned when
speaking with Mr. Bob Shapiro,

manager for the Paramount, is that

j

a general feeling of mistrust is

,

formed by the public when it be-

comes so easy for someone in a

i'higii position regarding the policy

|
of a theatre to just suddenly snatch

j
out from under the public’s nose

! something: it had long enjoyed land
had taken for granted as a matter
of course. We referred, for ex-

’ ample, to the thousands of dollars

i that had been spent on advertising

j
and making the Paramount known
as the “home of 2-for-l hits.” That
phrase referred strictly to the Para-

!
mount and for 27 years this was

! drilled into the average theatre-

goer. You might even say it had
' become- a regular “password” to

! one and all in connection with the
Paramount. Now, all of a sudden,
and without a word of warning, the

generally appreciated stage shows
are no more. It just isn’t fair. In

making this protest which we hope
it will be heard and re-echoed and
picked up so that at last, not only

the Paramount, but the Warner and
the Capitol will return to their.’

original format of stage shows,

i Most people would rather see a
movie with a stage show than not.

of course, even it one or the other

were supposed to be bad.

It is likewise felt that if the

three theatres referred to feel that

they weren’t breaking even by hav-

ing stage shows, we are sure the

public would not mind a slight in-

crease in price if it were to con-

tinue bringing them the best in

variety entertainment to be found
heretofore on the stages of Lhese

same theatres.

Of course, all this has dealt strict-

ly from the average citizen’s point

of view, but there’s another side,

too. What about the entertainers

who go to make up the different

variety acts, the dance bands, etc.

and even the stagehands them-
selves. Is is fair to them? There-

: fore, in general protest, we say,

“Give us back our stage shows and
go on providing the public with

j.real variety act entertainment. We
{.want.it back especially since we
didn’t ask that it should be taken
from us in 'the first place!”

We feel that if a poll were taken,

! better than nine out of 10 persons
• would say they feel that the stage

|

shows should return to the above-
mentioned three theatres.

Peggy Klgtz
(Universal Pictures

.Publicity ^Dept.)

Promotion is becoming an in-
1

;

creasingly important factor in sell-

ing the major arena shows. The
factor, that frequently determines

whether an engagement Will wind

up profitably,; lies in the degree of

promotion that’s put into an event.

Difference is seen by the fact

that such layouts as “The Biggest

Show” series and the Stan Kenton
concert, both produced by the Gale
Agency; are heavy investors in pro-

motion and exploitation. According
to agency’s prexy, Tim Gale,

amounts up to 60% of the' gross

have been invested in promotion
and exploitation in some towns.

That figure, he said*, is unusually
high, and generally the average

Status Quo on Acts Stays

As AGVA, Statler Tiff

Is Put Over for Month
Hollywood, Dec. 15.

Legal hassle between AGVA and

the Hotel Statler was put over to

Jan. 20 in Superior Court, with

both sides agreeing to get together

and see if an agreement can be

worked out with view taward estab-

lishing a contract for performers

at the hostelry. AGVA had placed

the hotel on its unfair list, after

it was unable to get a contract, but
the hotel last month obtained a

temporary restraining order under
which Nelson Eddy .opened a

scheduled date, although two days

;

late. Hearing Monday (14) was to

have had AGVA show cause why a
temporary order should not be
made permanent.

Instead, Superior Judge Frank
G. "Swain suspended the order
when both sides agreed to retain

the status quo until Jan. 20 or un-
til agreement was reached, which-
ever came sooner. As a result,

AGVA acts will continue to per-

form at the hotel while talks
.
go

forward. Hostelry meanwhile had
protected itself by booking George
Gobel. Though basically a comedi-
an, he plays the guitar, is a mem-
ber of American Federation of

Musicians, and could therefore
have played the hotel along with
the Frankie Carle orch. They open
Thursday (17).

Burley Needs
Continued from page 47

Unionized apart from other live

entertainment.

Won’t Give Up
But in practically the same

breath he. indicated he was inter-

ested in reestablishing the Rialto

at some other Loop location, if he

can secure a lease for some suita-

ble house. He suggested that the

association of his name with the

burley field helped the Rialto to

flourish in the face of all the afore-

mentioned hardships.

Last of the big burlesque houses
in Chi, the Rialto is to be replaced
by s one-story building of shops
early next year. Only two small
strip shows, the Follies and the
State-Harrison, remain active ori

South State St., once dense with
girl shows. Closing of the Rialto

leaves Minsky with only one. other
theatre, the Adams in Newark,
N.J., and a road: show, noi^ in Las
Vegas.

It’s understood that Minsky’s
landlord, Joseph Rosenberg, was
in on a percentage deal that ate
heavily out of the Rialto take, even
when business was good, during
the four years of Minsky’s proprie-
torship. The old Rialto, a 1,600-

seater, was built in 1916 by Jones,
Linick & Schaefer and at first

operated as a picture house.

promotion expense is nowhere near

that amount. In all cases, according

to Gale, promotion brings back the
coin originally poured into it.

Advance men, according to Gale;
were used to bolster up situations
where the promotion work was go-
ing slowly* Where the exploitation
was hitting well* they stayed in a
town no longer than one day.
Otherwise they had to be around
for three and four days. Promotion
took the form; of disk jockey ex-
ploitation as 6ne major method of
selling the show. Newspaper, te!e

and radio publicity was also used.

The Kenton tour, according to

Gale, was
.
successful. The jaunt

grossed over $10,000 nightly in a
Norfolk, Boston, .Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh, Buffalo, Cblumbus, Detroit,
Lansing, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
Chicago and Minneapolis. Tour was
out for 38 days and will go out
again Jan. 26 to play some other
dates.. Gale is how working on the
fall tour, for this outfit as well

Scribe’s Jackpot
Las Vegas, Dec. 15,

Looks like December is Sid Ful-
ler month in Las Vegas.

Billy Eckstine at the Sands Ho-
tel; Will Mastin Trio and Sammy
Davis. Jr. at the Last Frontier;
Tony Mairtin at the Flamingo and
Donald O’Connor at the Sahara, all

are using Kuller material.

HARBERS
now

The SANDS HOTEL
IAS VEGAS, Nov.

and DALE
COMEDY material

For All Branches of Theatrical!

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE

(Tho’ Service of tho STARS)
First 13 files S5.00—All 35 Issues $20
Singl* $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning, with No. Ir-No Skipping)
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10 O
• MINSTREL BUDGET : $25 0
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk. . $25 0

.

• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 e
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00
GIANT. CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D.'t

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St.. New York 19-Depl. V

Circle 7-1130

CORRECTION
And RETRACTION

The COLUMBIA ENTERTAINMENT
BUREAU, 1697 Broadway, N. Y

;
,

was listed on the National Unfair

List, in tha December issue of the

AGVA NEWS,
This, occurred through a printer’s

error.

COLUMBIA ENTERTAINMENT IS

NOT on the Unfair List!

We greatly regret the mistake,

and apologise for it.

AGVA NEWS.

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
presents

w
i

The Amazing and Amusing Mentalists, Stars of "What's On Your Mind?"

7
APPEARING TO JAN. 10th

LUCILLE PflRFRTQ COTILLION ROOM
ami rnnir ViwDbli I w H^ r,w"
flDU Kal/I/ lb A Return'Engagement, Thanks to:

MR. STANLEY MELBAMANAGEMENT: MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

American Rep.) WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PAR'S

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

CHI
The Home of Show Folk

Avery & Washington Sts.
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“Ice Capades" will wind up the

first half of its current season with

a gross of $2,500*000, with business

being approximately $500,000 above

that for a similar period last sea-

son. Show is having its biggest,

season in its 14-year history, ac-

cording to. John H. Harris, show’s

producer. This season’s gross is

gieater even than the peak show
biz year of 1946-47.

Harris is how start!ng work on
the 1955 edition of the show. Cos-

tume designer Billy Livingston and
Celine Faur, who executes the

garb, went, out to the Coast last

week for preliminary conferences.

Next year's edition will similar
be a -big-budgeted show.

The biggest gross of the season
was scored in the Cleveland rim.

which lasted 15 days. Outfit

chalked up $538,000, which was
$100.000 better than that of last

year.' -

The ice field, generally, has been
untouched by any type of recession.

Takes of most shows are on the
same level of last season, and most
are doing better.

One of the exceptions, however.
Is the ‘Tee Capades” companion
show. “Ice Cycles,” which is under
lasr season, major reason being
that three profitable stops had to

,000,000 Year

,000 Over 1952

be dropped from the schedule. Con-
version to television of the arena,

where show had worked in Fresno,

forced cancellation there* and un-

availability of the largeseaters in

Portland, Ore., and Tulsa, Okla.,

made engagements in those towns
impossible, Otherwise, business in

other towns is holding up for that

show.

Saranac Lake

,

Reno, Dec. 15,

Raymond I. Smith, Inc., operator
Of Harolds Club, has made the first

real move for beginning of develop-
ment of a RenO strip along U. S.

Highway 395, three miles south of

town. The corporation announced
this Week the purchase of 350 acres
along the southern, entrance to the

city.

Negotiations by various buyers
have been in progress all year for

the purchase of different proper-
ties along the four-lane highway.
Most sought-after property has
been the th of Nevada Dairy Farm,
directly across the road from the
new Smith property. University
board of regents -put- a price tag

of $5,000 per acre on the 208-acre
farm, however; and so far. there
have been no takers. .

Prime negotiator for the univer-
sity property has been the Mor-
gan & Peacock Co.. Frisco real es-

tate company. It turns out that

the company was fronting' for Ray-
mond 1. Smith.
.One of the University’s biggest

financial supporters, the Harold's
Club group, .then made the pur-
chase of the land across the road
from the farm, for approximately
$2,000 per acre. .

No immediate plans for develop--
* ment have, been announced, The’
land has a highway, frontage of
more than half a mile. From the
quotes of Morgan & Peacock offi-

cials. a desire for the university
'property still is evident. Said, one
spokesman: “The combination of

both properties could conceivably
be. developed into a city within .it-

‘ seif.”

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Dec. 1p.
Arthur Mayer, exec chairman of

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
Fund accompanied : by Murray
Weiss, Ned Shugrue and Fred
Schwarts in for general inspection

tour. Gang received a big kick
from the greetings handed them.

Virginia (Loew) Ferraro, former
cashier Loew’s Theatre, Mt. Ver-
noiv N. Y., took 15 months to get
all-clear' okay; now resumes work.

At recent meeting of “We The
Patients,” a new house committee
Was elected. Bbb Smith, chairman,
Murray Kissen, Larry Quinn, Wil-
liam Joyner, Elise Rivera and
Jackie Fondran, form a new com-
mittee now launching plans for
Yuletide party.
Murray (& Bums) Kissen, who

mastered two serious ‘setbacks!

elated over his first good medical
clinic report that allows him an
up occasionally.

" to those .who are ill.

Larry Adler started at the Cbpa,
Pittsburgh, Monday (14) . v . Three
Riffs go into the Village Vanguard,
Jan. 5 ; . . Pat Henning sighed for
Radio City Music Hall Jan. 7 ., . .

Dominique an added starter at the
Moulin Rouge, Hollywood, show
starting Christmas Day . . .Black-

burn Twins and Evelyn Ward into

the Last Frontier, Las Vegas, Feb.
15 . . . Dave Barry tapped for the
Chi Chi Club, Palm Springs, on
New Year’s Day.

Denise Darcel moves into the
Cotillion Room* Pierre Hotel. Jan.
12 . . . Terrace Room of the Hotel
New Yorker will distribute gifts

for the kids at its special Saturday
skating show matinee, with Chub-
by Silvers of Ernie Rudy’s band
acting as Santa . ... Betta St. John
and her husband, Peter Grant,
readying a nitery act ... Bea Kal-
mus starts at Basin St„ N. Y., Dec.
17. Jaye P. Morganwill be an
added starter for that show.

Minneapolis, Dec. 15.

With business at .
Minneapolis

nightclubs and theatre bars at one
of its lowest ebbs, the bistros, look

ipTg for a villain responsible, in part

at least, for their present sad
! ©light, are training their guns on
I TV. There’s a feeling among the
tavern owners that video is harm-
ing them as much, proportionately,

as it has hurt films, and more than

;
sports.

The trend here now is for people
to buy Their liquor bv the bottle

and consume it in the homes while
1

watching TV entertainment, ac-

cording to current surveys. This
development has been accelerated
locally, too. hurting the niteries

harder, by the. police department’s
! spot checking of motorists in a

,

oresent safety campaign. If. alco-

hol is detected on a motorist’s

breath, arrest may follow.

}
Survey just made indicates that

; whereas 60°^ of liquor consumers
formerly imbibed alcoholic bever-

!.ages in the niteries and bars and

;

40 at home, the percentages pres-

i
ently are just reversed and the

marjority of drinking is being done
in the homes.

Chicago
Barry Sisters filling in at Chez

Paree for the De Castro Sisters
Dec. 26 for three days ... Marilyn
Maxwell headlines Chez for week
beginning Dec. 29, with Kirby
Stone Quartet held over ... Sid
Krofft, current at the Conrad Hil-
ton

;
here in a seven-month engage-

ment, bound for fortnight at Chi-
cago -Theati^e beginning Christmas
Day . . . Charlie Applewhite head-
lining Chicago Theatre Dec 18 for
a week . . . Prof. Backwards into
Shamrock Hotel, Houston, Dec 31
. . . Bill Crosby now keyboarding
at McPartlens Lounge, Chi, in-
definitely.

Supper. Club. . .Lise , Alonso and
her Ttoplcelres opened the Doll
House, Palm . Springs. . .Marjorie
Cavanaugh Trio bowed at the Vil-
lage Cafe, Ridgecrest . . .McConkey
Artists Corp, inked the Anita-Lou
Girl Duo to a management pact.

Omaha
Don Johnson opened at Dundee

Dell. . Organist Rea held over at
Giovanni’s Round Table Bar.
Bolero Boys In at Colony Club
Stripper Aiine Toinette doing bi«
biz at Town Theatre. . .Charioteers
opened at Don Hammond’s Seven
Seas. . Bill Monroe and his Blue-
grass Boys touring state with one-
niter vaude show going at $1.25
top . . Nunco Pomodoro combo
set at Cave under Hill Hotel.

r! vr. ?N
se . «>, -it.

.
Special

Permanent Haft*

from, $17!_50 Weekly

T'ans.ent rooms

. also available.
y>

-JXL 1 * •-mrnQ

Rilah Hamrick. Mjr.

MiOrtSOH I’Jfc 1

Nev Ysrfc. N. V.

Omaha ’Stork’ Passes
Omaha. Dec. 15.

The building and property that
once was the Stork Club, Omaha’s
top nitery and gambling, casino of

. the ’40s, last week .was sold to ml
: distributor C. Francis Putnam for
$18,000.
He said the spot will be con-

,
verted into a service station and

1 restaurant.

Chiqiiita & Johnson
Continued from page 48

f

LILLIAN ROTH
i

Currently

SANS S0UCI HOTEL
MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

December 24 • January 4

LA VIE EN ROSE
NEW YORK CITY

Exclusive Management

SID BILL

HARRIS - KENT AGENCY

350 LINCOLN ROAD MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

Telephone 58-4464

the dancers to give him power of
attorney and assign all their funds
to him. This, according to AGVA,
would permit Taub to dole cut
funds to them as he wishes.
Under terms of the contract

Taub has with the terp twain, he
guarantees them 30 weeks an-
nually at $1,250 weekly for the
first year, and 30 weeks at $1,750
for the second year. Their recent
engagement at the Radio City Mu-
sic Hall, N. Y., was at $800 for the
team and $400 for Taub.

1

Troubles started with the danc-
ers during a recent arbitration at
AGVA. Ken Later had an authoriz- 1

ation from them that included the
period during which the Music.
Hall date was booked. He sought :

and later got commissions on that •

.
deal. During that hearing, AGVA
asked to look into the Taub con- ,

tract and found that since Taub,
in effect, was paying their salary,

;

he was therefore their employer.

|

As an employer, Taub was required
.

|

to post a bond or be placed on the ;

unfair list. Dancers were told that :

they were not to work for Taub
without a bond. Another action was

\

;
brought against Taub by the Mer-

!

: cury Artists Corp., which booked
\

the dancers under Taub’s direction.
Mercury brought Taub up on
charges before the union when
Taub sought to. replace them With
another office.

Hollywood
.
Lynn Carter and his four Car-

tiers opened a two-week stand last
night (Tues.) at the Mocarnbo . . .

Will Mastin Trio, featuring Sam-
my Davis Jr., follows Nellie Lut-
cher into Giro’s Dec. 23 . , . Mary
Kaye Trio, after 22 weeks in the
Gay Nineties Bar of the Last
Frontier, Las Vegas, shifted Mon-
day < 14) to the hostelry’s Ramone
Room for a two-week stand, shar-
ing billing with Buddy Lester and
Senor Wehces . . . Billy Gray, Patti
Moore & Ben Lessy round out the
week of stars inked by Jack En-
tratter to celebrate the first anni-
versary of the Sands Hotel, Las
Vegas, starting this week. . .Tere
Sheehan brought her ‘‘Girl in the
Champagne Glass” act back . to
Larry Potter’s Supper Club where
she started. . .Jack Thomas put to-
gether a combo featuring Shelton
Brooks Jr. for the opening of the
new Timpani Club in Encino last
night (Tues.) . . . Bebe Allan and
Barry Ashton back to El Rancho
Vegas, Las Vegas, for their third
stand there . . . Vocalist . Joan Elm
joined the revue at Charley Foy’s

Houston
Joanne Wheatley, formerly with

Fred Waring, opened a two-week
engagement here at the Shamrock
Hotel last Tuesday (8>. Also on the
bill are Hal Kanner, Eddie G arson
and his Chico^Chico . . . Angclene
Collins and George Roth, who
completed a tour with Laurltz Mel-
choir, have formed a team: and
opened a two-week stay Wednes-
day (9) at the Montague Club in

Houston . . . Bernice Parks opened
on Thursday (10) at the Balinese
Room in Galveston, for a two-week
stay. ...

TURCHtlTI
ULTRA-SONIC GUITARIST
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Fnl»ee, N. Y*
The Fleetwoods (2 ) » Een9j. Cor*

te r McFarland ft Broton, Wartin

Bros (2 )', George
.

Hopkvns* Zorn

m Archie Robbins, Dalton ft

mdieiffo Lombardi Howe Orgh;t

f'Thunder Over the. Plains ^WB),
reviewed in Variety Nor. 11 ,

53 .

Palace layout this week is well-

tiatanced fare that runs at neat

rlio throughout. The eight-act

hneup blends nicely and conies

across for an overall okay score.

Comedy chores are handled^ by

Ardiie Robbins and George Hop-

Kms and they net good yocks.

Robbins, in the key next-to-clos-

ing niche, is a breezy raconteur.

h| knows his way around a laugh-

Mne and-' makes each tidbit count.

Gab runs gamut from nightclub,

iokes to mother-in-law jibes. .Its

all good fun. Hopkins, too* 'hits

ti e funnybone. He wins via mug-

c ng and solid vocal lampoons of

f couple of current pop crooners.

He carbons Vaughn Monroe, Perry

Como. Frankie Laine and Billy

Daniels with sharp accuracy.

Nifty tcrp duo, The Fleetwoods,

get bill off to a pleasant start with

a bright “cavalcade of dance
^
.rou-

tine Boys go through such items

is soft-shoe, Charleston and Lindy

with precision. Latino mandolin

olucker Senor Cortez follows with

a gay musical stint. Turn runs

about eight minutes and he could

stay longer. His mandolin virtu-

osity is showcased in a series of

strictly south-of-the-border stuff to

a hot boogie beat.

McFarland & Brown have a

socko knockabout aero stanza*

Guy and gal work smoothly

-thm»gh ' a stint that;s loaded with

sight laughs. : His aping of a chirnp

is a gem. The Martin Bros., slotted

fourth, are slick puppeteers. They

work the strings with dexterity

and create a lifelike illusion. Get
especially good results from; a pi-

ano-playing entertainer and a

clown playing.with a balloon.

The Zoris,
l
an exciting dance

duo, and acrOs Dalton & Baliey

are reviewed under New Acts. Jo
Lombardi’s orch supplies a handy
show-backing lift. ’ Gros.

. Alhambra, Paris
Paris, Dec. 6.

Lucienne Boyer, Malta' Co. (3),

Musical Elephants (3), Lynn Yen
(2), Raymond Wraskoff Orch
(10):; “L’Envers Du Paradis”
(“The Other Side of Paradise”)
(Col).

HOUSE REVIEWS 51

Alhambra is the only big first-

run pic house to also feature a
stageshow here. Current show has
singer Luciehiie Boyer surrounded
by. circusy acts in a group of mu-
sically minded pachyderms,, a pack
of performing dogs, an Indo-
Chinese magicp and the Raymond
Wraskoff orch (10).

Miss Boyer, who has
. put on

poundage, opens and closes With
her w.k.: “Parlez-Moi D’Amour”
and has a nice rep of the pash and
cuddle songs associated with herT
Singer seemed to be a 'bit cold
when caught, and her forte is more
the intime nitery than this large
house. However, she mikes out
her stint with a nice mitting fob-
lowing.

Musical Elephants are three in
number and bossed by Franz Koss-
maycr, who puts the lumbering
bunch through a series of stands
and balancing bits, and then has
1 fly. a sPecial pianO, drums,
and blow into outsize tubas, for a
neat offbeat act. Malta Co. (3) is
a family of pa, ma and junior who
naye a bunch of canny canines •who
act like human beings. They walk
iibout dressed in clothing, balance

a
/l
d contribute a fine, bouncy

act with nary a bark. Lynn Yen (2)

!

S a tastpaced eastern magico act
in which, aided by wife, he goes

ir^,
11

*
a Se

,

r
.
les 0* E°od gimmickK big mitts, Raymond

Wraskoff orch (10) supplies proper
mood music for all this. Mask.

Ol.vmpln, Mlniiii

}°
4

Quintet, Manhattan
® ’ Julia Cummings, Del-.

Lc* £ats
’ Eal l & Mitchell,

/or
Rhode House Orch;
(AA).

‘Jenrii-

that is tailored for risibility-rais-
ing. Offed to polite palming.
Best of the supporting acts is

Julia Cummings. She is a well-
versed impressionist with an inci-
sive manner who gets the most
out of her material. Rated biggest
reception of the lineup.

Delian's cats are, per usual, aud
pleasers. The well-trained felines
raise giggles and howls with their
boxing bout. . Blow by blow com-
mentary is k plus factor. Teeoff
slot is taken care of in nimble fash-
ion by Earl Jk Mitchell with their
deft balancing, Stunts are carried
Off in mitt-raising manner through-
out.

;

The Manhattan Rockets, held
over (fourth week), again click
with hew routining that shows im-
aginative staging, With the femmes
executing a Mexican idea expertly
for their best segment. Les Rhode
and house orch are in the groove,
on the showbacks; . Lary.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, Dec. 11. ^

Pee Wee Hunt and Band (6),
johnny . D’Arca & Parker Gee,
Dolores Martell, Young China
( 4) , Foster J'ohnson, Archie
Stone’s House Orch; ’’Monsoon”
<UA)..

Bobino? Purls
Paris, Dec* 2,

"Festival of Paris Cabarets with
Suzy Solidor; Gilbert Becaud, Les
Garcons De La Rite (3), Jack

.
Sifnpson, Hamilton Twins, Les 3

*Milsan
, Trampo Looneys ( 2 1

,

Dick & Dot Repiy, Tarzan ft

Pongo, Myr & Myroska," Ballet De
Falla ( 7), Maurice Boulais Orch
(9), Simone Morin;. $2.50. top.

It’s slim entertainment fare at
the Casino this Week, marked only
by the lure of Pee Wee Hunt with’
the elder . Dixieland jazz enthusi-
asts. On that hot trombone, Pee
Wee and his five men jump the
joint for: "Muskrat Ramble” and
“Big Noise from Winnetka”; a
tempo switch to a muted ”Qh”
and a. wham “Darktown Strutters
Ball” for his first set;: then a fur-
ther mitt-pounding reception to!

“Sugars Blues”; “12th Street Rag,”
with Pee Wee on-chair doing the
foot-slide on the trombone for no
hands; and a wham begoff to
“Tiger Rag.”

Apart from headliner,, rest of
bill is sad, with exception the
acrobatics of the Young China
troupe, with Parker Gee as emcee
resolutely refusing to warm up the
audience on his offhand deadpan
intros of the first three acts. These
include Foster Johnson for tap
work, Complete with butterfly
spins, all tops on technique but
lacking in salesmanship; the same
fault applying to Dolores Martell,
shapely brunet singer, for her
opening “Got My Love to Keep
Me Warm” in* shout style, her
switch to whisper delivery in a too
coy style, and her finale of “Where
Is Your Heart,’’ this to fair returns
but her other numbers light on
audience reception. I

. Young China troupe, family group
(three women and man), hit the
applause decibels for their swift
acrobatics and risley work. ’ one-
hand balances and one-hand hops
bn the stairs, a novelty act over
to top returns. Johnny D’Arca
and Parker Gee are also over
heatly on their face-slapping com-
edy mayhem and patter, with Gee
as emcee somewhat redeeming his
previous emcee’ing. Coihedy brunt
is borne by D’Arca in this stand-
ard act, with both boys exhibiting
excellent volume voice in their
“Donkey Serenade,” “Irish Eyes”
and “Pagliacci” vocal bouts in the
oldtime vaude tradition. McStay,

For the second part of its season,
this music-hall is talking its head-
liners from, the cabarets around
town and surrounding them with
its handpicked variety acts. Cur-
rent show has the grand dame of
song. Suzy Solidor; another Right
Banker in Gilbert Becaud, «and a
Left Bank neutralizer in the
Garcons De La Rue (3). Result is

a fair vaude show with crowds, but
not the packed atmosphere jbf the
bigger topliners, •

Miss Solidor displays her show-
manship as she gives them a hep
selection with good diction, phras-
ing and song delineation, for ap-
preciative mitting. Becaud

. Is a
recent disk prize-winner and is a
composer turned warbler to push
his own; ditties as he sees them.
Though engaging, energetic and
winning, Becaud still lacks a defi-
nite style ?nd falls between the
biggies he has written his songs
for. A good filler, he needs work,
timing and warmth before he can
leave his cleffer’s bench for the
vocal circuit.

Les Garcons De La Rue (3) bring
their Offbeat togs and deliveries of
specialized songs in.fqr good effect,

with finely-mimed add timed pro-
duction numbers; Other acts are
fair to middling,' with Les 3 Milson
giving with a McBoing Boing num-
ber that has them: doing ail the
noises for a dial-twiddling char-
acter on the Paris networks. Jack
Simpson beats nice 'tattoos on an
xylophone with four sticks. The
Trampo Looneys (2) do a neat aero
net tumbling act- that is nicely
rounded out with buffoonery and
fine tumbling.

Dick & Dot Remy supply a wel-
come comfed item with the pon-
derous femme showing an amazing
sprightliness as her brother tries

j
to throw her bulk around. Couple
is .ingratiating and wins crowd with
tomfoolery and hep acrobatics.
Hamilton Twins are a so-so femme
terp act with a mixture of ballet
and cabaret that is, okay.fillin. The
Ballet De Falla (7) is a group of
Spanish adolescents whose fire and

1

intensity belie their tender years.
They manage to appear fresh and
exuberant behind footlights and
make a colorful, swirling addition
to the show. Myt ft Myroska do
a popular mi,nd-reading act, with
Myr circulating and handling ob-
jects for his partner to nartie. Code
is tricky and act seems uncanny,
with aud participation and ap-
proval. Show ends on corny Tar-
zan & Pongo act with an apeman
running amuck in aud and dancing
with a welLbuilt Tarzan before
shedding the monkeyskin. Mosk.

this part be always played by .a

man. Heather Balbin makes a
graceful, talented genie and John
Moss a formidable jpnagician, whose
magic carpet spiriting away the
princess causes most «of the plot

entanglement.

Outstanding among the specialty

acts are John & Jennifer Nicks,,

skating champions now turned pro-

fessional. Joe Jackson Jr. offers
his standard bicycle hobo act,

which,never fails to get over with
adults and kids alike, and the
Olympiads, continental posing ac-
robats, make a statuesque,; artistic

contrast. Jack Harris and Basil
Cudlipp-Green and other support-
ing players and chopus help com-
plete the cast to 200.

The usual Colorful dress and
settings make a bright, dazzling
ensemble; and an Underwater illu-

sion of fishes, octopus and seahorse
adds an effective novelty, with a
giant whale for good measure. A
naval finale with model destroyers
crossing the ice terminating in .

a

lane of illuminated ships brings
the mammoth spectacle to a patri-
otic close,

.
Show will undoubtedly

prove a winner for the holiday
season. Clem.

Ustinov
Continued from page 2

is usually an embarrassed, man.
An abused author, on the other
hand, is given the rare oppor-
tunity of exercising the latent dig-
nity which lies wthin us all.

Paramount, L. A.
Hollywood, Dec. 11.

Perez Prado Orch (14), irifli

Charlita; 'Roberta Linn; Eugene
Louis Trio; Oscar Cartier; “El
Alamcin” (Col).

act this week falls be-

f
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For the mambo clan the music
of Perez Prado, a zopt-suited,

south-of-the-border hbmbre billed

as "The Mambo King” and who
practically invented the rhythm,
provides a satisfying lure. In for a

week on his latest excursion into

the States, his tunes parlay warm
reception and expected brisk biz.

Complementing is the bright
singing of Roberta Linn, the
Eugene Louis Trio’s fast stepping
and Oscar Cartier as emcee.

Prado’s 14-man orch is heavy on
the brass, and leader conducts with
stamping feet as well as his hands
in coaxing out hot rhythms, It’s

fast, it's loud, and, it hits the beat

best calculated to arouse the

Mambo fan. For a Latinesque
background, there’s Charlita, whose
atomic hips sway constantly to the

rhythm of such numbers as "Bongo
Bongo,” “Mambo No. 5,” “Mucho
Mambo” and “Pow Pow Ni Hablar.”
Miss Linn’s best - offering is

“What You Do to Me” in a fivb-

song presentation^ She’s an easy
singer who gets right out to the

audience. “The Ivory Rag also

gets top response, abd “Changing
Partners” and “Istanbul” are me-
lodically chirped.

Eugene Louis Trio is a deco-
ratively costumed act which socks
over two numbers in line with
Prado’s theme. Oscar Cartier’s

emceeing,, however, fails to im-
press and he slows down the pro-

Sinbnd tlio Sailor
London, Dec. 5.

Claude Langdon presentation of
pantomime on ice in two parts,

written and produced by Eve Brad-
field. Stars Sorman Wisdom,
Andra McLaughlin, Joan Connell,
Diana Grafton, John & Jennifer
Nicks, Jane Conlon, Errol Lake,
Heather Belbin, Joe Jackson^Jr.,
John Moss

t

Basil Cudlipp-Green,
Ronald Privett, The Olympiads,
Jack Harris; Empress orchestra
and choir directed by Leonard
Morris. At Empress Hall, London,
Dec. 3, ’53.

“The first thing to realize,”

Ustinov wrote, “as the witless cries
come tumbling from the gallery,

is that you aire Being initiated: into
the magnificent company who have
gone through it in the. past, and
who have survived With grace and
humor.” „•

Pointing put that in such cases
bad notices are inevitable because
the critics cannot ignore a demon-
stration nor enjoy a play which is

punctuated by improvised com-
ments from barrackers, Ustinov
argues that overdone hostility will

immediately awaken the most de-
fiant sympathy. He then forcibly
asserts that be has not the slight-

est intention of changing his style

of writing or his ideas because of
this particular brawl. He recalls

the praise which the play evoked
on its out-of-town tryout and also
underscores the fact that on its

second, night it was greeted with
cheers: This, he claims, was. not
due to alterations in the play nor
to any differences in the perform-
ance but to the changed attitude
of the audience who had come in

a spirit of foreboding and were
warmed to life.

Ustinov adds: “I do not for a

minute admit failure on this occa-
sion, but I have known it in the
past often. It only heightens mv
resolve to make the best ‘of what
humble gifts I may possess and the
only arbiter of how- those gifts

should be used is myself ” He con-
cludes his feature page article
with the comment. “1 shall write
as I think, even if I have to boo
the gallery from the stage.”

Hippodrome of 19$4
Kansas City, Dec* 10.

Harold Steinman presentation of
roller skating, novelty and vaude
production in two acts: Staged by
Gae Foster,, assisted by Flo Kelly
and Aholyn Arden, Dance dtfec*
tor, Kenny Springer; musical ; dr-
rangemehts, Frank Ventre; musi-
cal director, Benjamin Schwartz;

9

m.c. and vocalist, Harry Stockwell.
With Nancy Lee Parker, Gait

Locke, Tony Mirelli, Patricia Botv-
man, Johnson & Owen, Mel Hall &

.

Irving, Sicki, Larry Griswold,, Hip-
podrome Girls (36); Lottie May-
er’s Disappearing Diving Girls
(TO), At Municipal Auditorium^
Kansas City, Dec. 9, ’53; $3 top'.

First of the special Christmas
attractions to bow in is “Siribad

thf Sailor,” marking Claude Latig-

. don’s fifth ice pantomime. It

! conforms inevitably to regulation
' pattern, bearing the title .arid much
of the plot of the old Arabian Night
tale, for decades a pantomime
subject. It has some grand spec-

tacular effects, clever lighting and
mechanical contrivances to put it

on a level with other productions
of this type.

Norman Wisdom heads tile cast,

in no particular character, but
manages to spread his quaint, con-
tortionist „ brand of humor to in-

trigue; the vast audience in this

outsize hall. He is apt to stick too

long at one gag and, as is the case

with other interpolated comedy
items, does not make the most of

his opportunities..

Andra McLaughlin, from Colo-
rado, plays the title role with verve
and nifty blade work, and is ably
partnered by Johri Connell as her
sweetheart. Diana Grafton, ks Mrs.
Sinbad, plays the “dame” for the
fourth consecutive yea r, a. break

Continued from pace 1

weighed about five pounds, re-

quired 3.297 tons of newsprint for
the 1,300,000 press run, used 45
tons of ink mot counting magazine
and book sections', included 748
columns of. news and 615.000 lines

of advertising, beating the previous
linage record of Dec. 7, 1952* by
9.000 lines. Gross revenue was the
largest ever billed by a single
newspaper, in New York, but Times
officials weren't sure about a rec-

ord for the entire country- point-
ing out that the Chicago Tribune
has had a couple of overweight
papers in past years, too.

LQ ‘Eve’ SR0
Continued front page ’2

for the best -locations in the top
layer spots. TheHotel Aster's an-

nual Eve shindig in the Ballroom,
will go at $12.50 per person. The
Terrace Room, Hotel New Yorker,
will be $13.53, tax included Some
of the off-Broadway clubs will go
at. $10 per person. Two Guitars has
posted that rate.

The pre-holiday cafe biz, as Usual
for this time of) year, is offish. The
mild winter has^eliminated the gar-

ment and fur trade from the roster

•f hnhmwrsr -That*s“qt!ite Trcutr*

Vet showman Harold Steinman
is trying it a bit different this

season, combining some of the fea-

tures of his; established “Skating
Vanities” (roller) with a vaude
lineup reminiscent of the Hippo-
drome days and giving heavy play
to the novel, “Dancing Waters,”
fountain and lighting effect. This
is indeed an unusual and beautiful
interlude, a battery of six foun-
tains with multiple jets electroni-
cally controlled and fancifully
lighted in a variety of colors. It
makes a strong finish for the first

act when introduced there, and
adds materially to the proceedings
at several .points in the second
act.

Aside from this specialty, the
unit includes some of the . fancy
skating abd production work for
which Steinman is famous apd *
generous assortment ; of name
vaude acts. Show contains only .a

portion of the former “Skating
Vanities,” relying much more on
its novel effect unit and the
vaude. turns for Shbwmanly values.
As a production unit this, one
would give ground to former
Steinman shows seen here, but is
depending on the shooting waters
to make up the difference.

As if the mixture was short yet
another ingredient there is stand*
ard ballet in the person of Pa-
tricia Bowman. The combo of
vaude, ballet, skating.- production
and novelty adds up to big enter-
tainment, if less clearcut and more
largely assorted than previous en-
tries of this outfit.

Skaters provide the framework
for the show', working out en
masse in an opening production
number, roiling in and .. out of
many sequences, a production num-
ber opening the second act and the
allout finale, with skaters., dancing'
waters and the diving dollies com-
bining. The usual lavish costum-
ing and accoutrements prevail
throughout this production as in
past Units.

There's a wide variety in the
vaiide turn, first half including
Johnson ft Ow’en tossing them-
selves with abandon about .a rig of
athletic bars, unicyclist Mel Hall
and his five-year-old’ youngster,
Irving, good for a great hand as he
imitates his father on junior-
sized wheels, and the imported
French juggler. Sicki. There's a
great change of pace when Miss
Bowman brings classic ballet, if

abbreviated, to the arena near
close Of the first stanza, and ifs
nicely received.

Show returns to skating as sec-
ond-act entre, with an episode at
the seashore, a musical comedy bit
with Stockwell vocalling with a
mike in the rink, speed skating and
high jumping by Tony Mirelli and
rolling acrobatics by Mirelli and
Caroline Green of the company.
Following sail Skating by gal trio,

waters play again standing in for
hula number of Gail Locke, tem-
porarily hospitalized. Vaude is

ably represented by LaiTy Gris-
wold and his comic turn of high
diving and trampolin work.

Closing number features fine
figure-skating of Nancy Lee. Park-
er, lavish costuming of the line,

playing of the waters to “Blue
Danube.” all making one of the
best interludes of the evening,
segueing into traditional finale

with all on rink. As in past, show
was: sponsored by Firemen's Pen-
sion Fund, and heavy trade for the
week was readily provided. Quin.

Barstow’s Circus Stint

Edith Barstow, on hiatu.s from
the Dave Garroway Friday night

TV show, which, she stages and
choreographs, was in Sarasota to

restage the Ringling Bros.-Barnum

& Bailey Circus for its Cuban date,

which begins tomorrow (Thurs.).

Her brother, Richard, is the circus

director.

,
She returned to the Garroway
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Hayes orch off to out tide, will his former and more rioted style » Plaz»J[eifVN. Y*
suit the Durante act is the piu* at the close, when he ^reprises > Mary McCarty, with Billy Roy;

zier at this point, but the Schnoz 'kittle White Cloud and Cry* Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander, Ted
will certainlyfind a way to reduce t hich catapulted him to bigtime. Straeter and Mark Monte Orchs;

the area to shambles. Despite the toning down of- hi? $2-$2.50 cover,

nwi«i> hni«ii OiiUt style, Ray is still the' neurotic,
.

Glitter GUlCn UUiei u:—wii. sinaA. nihn .alirae tViff TtaVclan DAArii le In hna nf U.
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Straeter and Mark Monte Orchs:
$2^2.50 cover.

By BILL WILLARD much of a hassle. He is set to fin

ish out his contract in the Nail

FvPti ihS?sS euDhonlousiy highly-tensed singer who gives the Persian Room is In One of its

ovninifpH*^ Glitter Gulch bvthe impression of being a soul in tor? rare contrasting moods this Yule-
exploited as Gutter tiuicn _Dy tne

a man possessed. He seems bridging semester via the Mary
to he a product of these tortured McCarty and Bambi Linn & Rod

H^YinS; the ^ ® ilmnn Avnrnccino a rpcflpssnpss I AlpYandpr narlaV. hnth rptni«npo.
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Las Vegas, Dec. 1$.
. (Kihg)j Gole epic slated for Dec

After 10 months of raking in the
rpL**' /lArtfAtte hirnrl. frtl* '1

td,w„ ri»H# .n^the Strip
to be a sflck .ttractlori, crazy, mteed-ap kid but withal a

ing the blues because of a year- Quintet 0f madcap musicians, gambling area that hypos trade showman of a superior stamp. Ray :Kft&8bilRn^6uidn*tiiheye^«'v
---

end slump. Biz is way off, with warblers, acrobats won their local with entertainment. Show policy, lives in the past with his song &e-
deeDlv-ulunffing neckline

S

nnur wppkcnd flushings up to par. spurs as a,nitery act, and continue 10 p m,, 1 and 3 a,m., tosses tran- lections, but still he sends mds- mat oeepiy pmnging necKiine.
^J

i xr v.ir’c' to alternate with Steve Gibson’s sients a fast 45 minutes, with cur- sages to the entertainment seekers .Shes a cheerful cutup with a
Discounting the usual,NewLJtears ;

to auetn wjui
^ oiil rent bilt bffing card-flipper Nemo; of® odayr Iff his^ turn; lasting more; savvy sense

:
-of timing and an ex^-v

bacchanalia, none of the easy-come zeni G chirping comedienne Margie Gar- than a half-hour, Ray is the solid pertness
_

at the quickie *one-liners

nrn.npriiv is likely to return Until "
k, .

.
. Wpi, p# retson, clowning Ish Kabibble, and hit.

among other ammunition from the
prospeiiiy^is liKeiy xo reiuiiv uuui

currently voicing a fine batch of fiddl ' Joe venuti’s combo for d,„ n^iv fAi- 9 slinrt hnnk, spice shelf. But it’s questionable
after mid-March when UnclevS™

tunes- -is Georgia ••Gibbs.
" She’s

.
a. KJ- Joe

,

VenutI 8 '
C0™0 1

*

iakos But whether she isn’t using her talents
has been handed

}

hjs. annual tithe.
belter from piUsh saloons who -a

1

few blocks east. Hotel El Lve^wlth \hepro-Yule shopping —and that she has in^abundance—
A few :of;the mighty knows the score and does a top job Cortez weathers the biz cul-de-sac season be should be solid b.o. at to pander to the ganderers to the

bled in t heir efforts to ^bridge the
all the way . She has Jack E. Leon- with its commercial inn trade and ?®aS pl’J„®‘El detriment of her act. Some of her

dull period. Bjggest flpppola of
fld priming^ totri Doaglas^rtF three nightly stmvsTn ftieTiTa^ Sn^s "band does a solid

^ lowdown repertoire couldn’t ^even
the year was -‘Student Prince,”

parlay, abetted
?
by the Den. Closing tomorrow (W.ed.)/.is.. bl^ pre- be luxed, the main f’rinstanee being

which made dubious history at the
flasbblg terpery Of Allan & Ashton. Jeanne Welborn. dulcet contralto sldeg ov6r the Latin relief. Jose. •Sjj

s
JJowder ^room^Sands for one week before being „F w jacb.. should make his mark thrush who was a onetime featured ^ ^

{-he powder room. That s putting

"
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*n Ibis room with its rep of . being name with Phil Spitalny s All-Girl Ijiihasjuidor Hotel, L« A* df f^ie^ passages—iif^r^ut o^ congambling tribe didnt take to the
f rnrnir aahhers He still orch. Jeanne exited the Spitalny: t Awaniac tw ii

oi xne passages m oi oui
.
.oi con-

Messrs. Shubert properetta with
n't«15 :0$ charm circle to mariy|a local ^vMaro Juiy John- pil’i™?"

Clearly ba4 ****
Jan Kiepura and Martha Eggcrth armind the circuit and has ’em architect and concentrate • t*Ppn mid Her Dates ( Bxtddu ... .

iuuassiiuur uuiui, of the passages—in or out of con-
Los Angeles, Dec. 11. text—are clearly in bad taste.
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P l »• w.e^io^K, I Gordon Jenkins has been a boon ling in niteries (See New Acts). Gray Orch (12), with Lmaa Lee,
js in there brightly, and when she

Billy Eckstme was^ nurneai>
t0 the Thunderblrd through the Opening Thursday night, Cooper^ cover. employs her singing voice to corn-

summoned to return after having
juU His packet of warblers. Sisters return to the Den for over .

• . iv'
^

Plenient her oral and physical
played the previous two frames gtuart Foster, McQuaig Twins, New Year’s. Zany comedies of the It appeals that th? Pjl‘sb Uocoa- esCapades, she’s on sound ground,
in the Copa Room. Production Ralpb Brewster Singers, and a rol- -Pair have won the gals a big local nut- grove- -room. -be. coasting The straight vocal!ings. just don’t
chief Jack Entratter retained Har- , icldno, sextet of hell-for-leather following in this room. for tw0 Considering her adeptness at
rison 8c Fisher and Walter Dare Dixieland windiammers featuring One entire year has zipped by pre-Chnstmas perlod. with no^tax- biuhling i series of dames from
Wahl from their “Student Prince” ki Fred rnieman have pi? without the . addition -of another ing of its large capacity. TP_ ^ia\\ nitery ehirps to film-flammers, Miss
extr’actings. and filled the edges PnAm enneider luxury casino-hotel on the Strip, cover payees between no\y <

andllte McCarty is making a mistake in

with Gopa Girls’ routines. Activ-
bYened J The Nevadai State Tax Commission, holidays would take a r^al^sock essaying the drenched - with - sex

lty around the casino began to in spre^din^iheer l^co^nediim
^ich holds -the fate of gamWing ^ 1 thls new route.
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the Sands hot over Christmas and give distinction to the Thun- Kismet hais dwindled to zero, with /nS the turn, closed his stand. The they go/m a country bumpkimplay-
New Years. derbird and the Strip for being these deals falling into the promot- texv among/he Cayallaro faithful 0^t, complete with another change

Money on Marlene the one and only longhair attrac- ing or- floating-stock category.
.
All who turned out liked what^^ they °f habiliments, Having no trouble

.

If fickle dicers and wheelers tion when 19M%o^; *
is 'ouiet on Sie Caribheln ‘front, heard; It’s god piano. registering strongly up to .this

were searching along the Strip for
, Flamingo LeastFlamingo Least Hit

is quiet on the Caribbean front, heard. Its god piano. TeSistering. strongly., up to .this

without a peep from those inter- Judy Johnson and- Her Dates point, they chmax and hit -the high

ested in building this $9,000,000 fBuddy Schwab and Forrest Bon- stakes with their smooth hpofery
.
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na^ Cer^T^ Ber-I The Flamingo felt the recession dream resort. Wm. Moore Jr., co- shire) .are fugitives from television to “Younger Than Springtime.

’

gen should have filled the bill. Vet
j

least of all bistros 0n the belt, owner of El Cortez and one of the "ho spot 22 minutes of songs and They’re top prancers, who are also
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Hollywood, Dec. 9.

. Nellie Lutcher, yvipi Dick Hart,

Tnhniiv Parker; Amin Bros. (2 )

;

& Stabile .
Orch ' (7V; Bobby

Ramos. Rhuinband (4); $2 cover.

Things are usually- slow alons

the Sunset Strip /and every place

*lse) this time of year, so H. D.

Hover, figured to stir up some ex-

ritemen *'««> the first strip book-

• imf of Nellie Lutcher and the aero-

LaticS of the Amin Bros. He-s.

floored, an entertaining show that

Si Please those who can be torn

ixvay from the “open every night

iihtil Christmas” shopping - sprees,

even though it won’t keep the

•‘•"waiters ’Overly~.b.usyA„.;:;j^.,i._-.:...i:. ;.. <

The Amins set a whirlwind pace

as the opener, knocking off a furi-

ous five minutes of acrobatics that,

leaves ringsiders breathless. Some
of their stuff, like a backward
somersault front and back to a

perch on the feet of the under-

stander, evokes spontaneous gasps

and their dazzling dexterity earns

high response.

Miss Lutcher pounds over a solid

20-minute song stint, backed by

Dick Hart on, drums, arid Johnny
Parker on bass, featuring of course

such trademarked items as “Hurry
on Down” and “Real Gone Ghy.”
It’s a foot-tapping turn through--

out and she handles her stuff with

ease, seguing neatly frbm the ex-

pected Lutcher style to, an offbeat

medley of “My Mother’s Eyes”
and “My Little Boy” that serves

as ah interesting change of pace.

Her own pianistics set the beat
and she gets effective backing
from her cohorts.

.

Dick Stabile emcees in his usual
ingratiating style and his band pro-
vides the bulk of the musichores,
with the Bobby RamOs crew on
relief. Kap;

Bir«lIand,iV.Y.
Duke: Ellington Orch (15) with

Jimmy Grissom Bud Powell Trio;
$2-50 minimum. .7

Although this cellar spot caters
primarily to the cool music clien-
tele, Duke Ellington will- pull in
the regulars as well as fans who
won’t come near the place when
its strictly progressive.

Ellington has been here a couple
of times before and he knows the
demands of the place and its trade;
He dishes out solid sets, sparking
his crew of eight reed, seven brass
and two rhythm with his crafty
keyboarding; He mixes up his rep-
ertoire of fave standards with
some of his current pop waxings.
It’s all excellent Ellingtonia.

Maestro always surrounds him-
self with, top sidemen and always
gives them a chance to show their
st u if. Big showcase

1

number on
opening night was “VIPs Boogie.”
Jimmy Hamilton (clarinet), Willie
Cook (trumpet), Russell Procope
(sax), Paul Gonsalves (sax) and Gat
Anderson (trumpet) take solid solo
rides on the “Boogie.” Jimmy Gris-
som registers strong on the. vocal
assignment-8 . He’s especially good
""^Without A Song” and “Do
Nothing Till You Hear From Me.”

?0 ''’ell Trio (piano, bass and
duim) spells Ellington with its im-
pressionistic instrumentals. Gres.

nnilisson, Mpls*
Minneapolis; Dec. 10.

nr5'";' !
{|,S (2), Don McGrane

Orth (8); $2.50 minimum.
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r^/ance advantageously; 'Tm a

iS"« is on themuSin« and a novelty bit,

Tim Begat” Dick Weiss assists
capably at the piano, joins in some
of the vocalizing and does a stint
at the Cuban drum.

„
Don McGrane and his musicians

are all to the good, as usual, and
back up Miss Reilly in superior
fashion, as well as playing nicely
for customer dancing; Rees.

Hit. Royal lidtel, Monti
Montreal, Dec. 11.

Charles Trend (with Freddie
Lihenart ) , Max Chamitov Orch
(8) .with Normd Hutton, Bill
Moodic Trio; $1.50-$2 cover.

Following several weeks in
Quebec City to capacity biz at
every Tshowing,. .singer Charles
Trenet moves to the opposite ex-
treme in cafe clientele to wow the
patrons of the Sheratbn-Mount Roy-
al's Normandie Room in this pre-
Christmas offering;

Other than a recent concert date 1

hbre and a nitery stint several
years ago in Montreal’s east end,
this is Trenet’s first appearance
on the uptown circuit and he
proves once again, regardless of
the totally different crowd, to be
one of the most talented and per-
sonable vocalists in the business.

In current layout, Trenet misses
some of the basic Gallic audience
enthusiasm that he sometimes
needs to put over his specialty
songs, and the lack of fuller or-
chestrations behind most numbers

.

leaves something to be desired.
As usual with •Trenet, most of the
songs

;
presented are from his

prolific pen arid iri the field of the
rhythmic French song-and-story ar-

rangement this composer, stands
alone.

Ail tunes, for the most part, are
in French with the occasional
switch at the midway mark into
English, and for clarity’s sake his
intros are strictly Anglo-American.
On this showing, Trenet is a hiore
solid showman than oh previous
engagements, around town. He no
longer exhibits the rather childish
fits of temperament that spoiled
him, with payees and bonifaces
alike in other years. Gone is the
time when he would cut his show:
because of a poor crowd or patron
reaction. On night caught, Tren-
et worked a solid 491 minutes doing
upwards, of 10 numbers and cap-
ping with *‘Le Mer” for a fine beg-
off. Kudos also go to Trenet’s
pianist Freddie Lihenart for his

okay accomps.

Femcee Norma Hutton docs
intros and then handies chirping
with Max Chamitov’s fine orch
during customer dansapation. The
Bill Moodie trio cuts the interlude

sides effectively. Newt.

Chateau Madrid* X. Y.
Angel Lopez presentation irifh.

Coco & Tina. Mprcniia Rey, Pupi
Campo, Sarita Vasquez, Freddie
Alonso Orch, Line (5); $3.50, $5
miiiimums.

Angel Lopez’s Chateau Madrid
seeihs to be doing a jackpot brisi-

ness. It’s the last of the rhumba-
mambo spots in that sector of

town, and Lopez seems to be en-
ticing a sizable group of aficion-

ados. Adding to the lure of this

spot is Pupi Campo’s band, which
had been a mainstay at the Riviera,

Ft. Lee, N. J., for the past few
summers. Campo has a sizable

following due to his capabilities as

a mixer rather than as a musician
and entertainer. Campo has a part

!

in the floorshow'. Major section of
j

the display hinges around a revue
,

with some personnel holding over}
from the previous show..

Layout is compact and rapidly
gaited. The line of three girls and
two boys provides a lot of action,

which is continued in the rest of

the floorshow. The dance team of

Coco & Tina, a pair of flamencoists.

and singer Morenita Rey, are un-
der New Acts.

Canipo is an affable rostrum per-
sonality, who doesn’t do too much
musically, but gets on the plus side

pi the LatinaddictS; He has men
'll! the audience show their skill at

the various chili-dances with girls

from the line, and he dances with
several femmes called up from the
tables. It’s basically,a sound idea,,

inasmuch as the mambo-crowd is

frankly exhibitionist: and likes

nothing better than ' to show its

stuff before appreciative audi-
ences. Freddie Alonso takes care
of the music while Campo per-

forms.,
:

f

. The major portion of the re^

view is tastefully produced to

make the maxiinum impact on this

small platform. Staging is in-

genious, and the choreography is

colorful and action-paeked without
looking too crowded. Costuming is

tasteful. Okay production singing
is by Sarita Vasquez.

.

The Alonso band ‘ with Sarita
Herrera and. the Campo bands take
.care of the musical needs of the
spot ,j)V. Jose*

Fairmont Hotel, S. F.
Will Mastin Trio with Sammy

T,
a
«?

s
> Ernie Heckscher Orch

(12); $2 cover;

Sammy Davis, Jr. can and does
do about everything that can be
done on a stage, and he does it
With an impact that marks him
one of the best of current attrac-
tions. Terping, singing, miming/
mugging, impersonations, comedy
and hoke are all grist for his mill
and^his warm personality enhances
each of his potions for a solid
score. The,, boy works hard and
there’s a big payoff in mitts. His
opener is a sock outpouring of tat
ent, leavened by support from his
dad and uncle, which requires a
reprise at the begoff.
'/ The" act/ with his- two- elders- act-
ing as feeders, continues a fast-
paced outpouring of all-around

. entertainment. Intro is by father
and uncle as a warmer, then Davis
takes over for the full run of the
stand except for necessary breaks.
As encore to songs and imper-

sonations, he turns in a terrific
traps solo, which at close, syn-
chronized with house band, is a
flash bowout, He handles the
drums like a demon arid leaves

l the checkpayers breathless and
ear-drumless for a happy close.
It’s top entertainment throughout.
Support by dad and uncle ap-

pear justified in light of pace set
by Davis, both as breakins and as
sentimental overtone.
Music by E r n i e^Heckscher

troupe is hot, for both show and
tiptoeing. Ted.

Twin loaches, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.

Julius LaRosa, Danny Crystal,
Dolores Hawkins; Helene & How-
ard, Mario & Fiona, Franke Barr
Orch ( 9

) ; $2-$3 cover.

With more than JyOOO advance,
pre-paid reservations in even be-
fore the opening, big U. 100-seat).
Twin Coaches will pave the biggest
week in its history with Julius La-
Rosa. Customers are going to get
their money’s worth, too. There’s
a lot of show in this package GAC
has wrapped around LaRosa, al-

most an hour and three-quarters
long, but the time goes swiftly, and
this is all that Counts.

;

Nobody around town can remem-
ber when there’s ever been as
much interest in any nitery en-'

gagement. It’s not a first locally
for LaRosa. He played a weekend
last summer at the Vogue Terrace.
Just in the few short months since
he was last aroiind, LaRosa .has
come along. He's not a finished
performer yet, but then that’s only
natural since the kid looks, and
doesn’t hesitate to say so from the
floor, as if he isn’t quite sure yet
what hit him. The be-yourself per-
sonality LaRosa has parlayed into
a gold mine is good for him. but it

can be overdone if he isn't too
careful.

„ ;

Conversationally, there are
|

charms in the boyishly shy stliff,

although LaRosa should speak up
just' a little more at the mike. Half
of his words trail off in a jumble.
Admitting some of his present
faults, he's on his way, however;

}

that much is obvious. Just as
j

Sinatra developed from a person-

}

ality into a bonafide performer sev-

!

eral years ago, LaRosa shows the
same signs. . It’s going to take time
and care, but the signs are there
and the process is already or-

ganizing.
Of course, on the singing end.

he’s in already; it s in the fringe
benefits which still have to come.
He handled the bulging, noisy
crowd, predominantly femme on
opening night, beautifully. LaRosa
gave out with exactly nine songs,
and they were still yammering for
more. He socks them all over, in-

terspersing the tunes with some
personal autobiographical data that
fits arid near the close refers to the
Godfrey saga by neatly quoting
Bishop Sheen's definition of hu-
mility for a nice touch. Among the
strict pros, there may be certain
disparagements about LaRosa's
homespuriishness, but where it

coun.ts most, among the rank-and-
file cashbox clientele, it s safe and
sound. .

Mario & Florin, classy ballroom
pair, tee off with some crack terp-
ing, and by the time they get

around to Their old-fashioried Tur-
key Trot, a big winner,

.
and

Charleston, team’s not only in but
smartly over. Dolores Hawkins fol-

lows them on; and this gal’s Come
a long way since she first hit town
a couple of years ago. In fact, Miss
Hawkins is right up there among
the top song salesladies of the
day, arid with a chassis and face to

match the vbice should go far.

Danny Crystal, who also m.c.’s

the layout, is another performer
who has developed since Pittsburgh
first saw him at the old. Nixon Cafe.

]

He had talent even then, but it was
undiscliplined and there were too

1

many rough edges. But Crystal
]

works it jsiriart now, .with confi-

dence «n«foassarjrnoe, «an<l 'fiefs gcO-i

thing there. Warms them up with
a couple of stories, then into his
vocal impressions and satires of a
bopstdr, a Continental vocalist and
an opera singer to tear the big
room apart.

Helene & Howard follow Crystal
and come right ahead of LaRosa,
These comedy dancers are funnier
than ever, and it’s doubtful if

they’ve ever been so boff.o any-
where. Everything they did, and
kids have some new stuff, too, rang
the bell, arid this kind of clowning
is Surefire. Anybody else but La-
Rosa would have turned that spot,
after Helene & Howard, back to
the Indians.
Twin Coaches is not only getting

a $2 and $3. (Friday and Saturday
nights) cover but on lop of that a

$3 and $4 ..minijiUHT)J bu t thcv ’ re
shelling

. out, with . a smile.
"" The

smile’s even bigger at the finish,
f'Or they’ve had their money's
worth. Cohen..

Latin Quarfor, llo^fon
Boston, Dec. 10.

Richard Hayes, Cy Reeves, Dan
Carroll, Bob Conrad Girls i.9>,

Ted Cole, Harry DeAngelis Orch
i

(8 1, Zarde Bros. Trio; $2.50 min'

Although neither singer Richard
Hayes nor comic Cy Reeves can be

j

considered, strong marquee Jure:
hereabouts, their respective stints

]

at
,
the Latin Quarter are more

than satisfying, resulting in a well-
rounded package for the pre-holi-
day trade.

Topbilled, the youthful Hayes
looks more like an Ivy League un-

'

dergrad than a nitery performer,
and impresses with his enthusiasm

!

and apparent showmanship *avvy.
;

He has a nifty set of pipes and
j

knows how. to use ’em. His artic--
1

ulate between-number chatter
sems nicely to establish the mood 1

of each song and his overall effect

!

on the ririgsiders is tppriotch.

;
While the laconic comic,. Reeves,

is a bit slow in getting across XI

.

the start, his stuff .building as he:
goes along, to strong customer re-

'

action. Guy doesn’t belt his stuff
across but rather relies on sneak-

[

ing in the punchlines in a casual.

;

throaway .style which the opening-

.

night audience appreciated.'
Opening slot is capably handled

by Dan Carroll, who scores neatly
with a sesh of taps interspersed’
with ballet spins and leaps. Bob .

Conrad has installed three new i

extravagant production routines,
the toppers being a Christmas *

number, and “Jet,” during \\hich ;

gals prance around distributing
phials of perfume to ringsiders.

.

Ted Cole vocalizes during the pro-
duction numbers and handles the
emcee chores in his trademarked :

almost too casual manner. Harry
;

DeAngelis showbacks slickly arid 1

splits customer terping assign- !

ments with the Zarde Bros. trio,
j

Elic. i

Holei Barclay. Toronto 1

Toronto. Dec. 11.
Billy SulliV-an; Three' Reeds.,,

Dycrejtes *5), Dennis Slone .and
his CBC Orch < 8 > ; $1 .75 miniminn.

Just back from Korea with a
Bronze Star and Meritorious Serv-
ice Medal, Billy Sullivan is now
out of the service and back in biz
with a straight singing act that is

'

hefty on personality and salesman-
ship pacing. Blond baritone opens
with a bouncy “Gonna Live Till 1

Die.” a mood switch to “With
These Hands” and “Over the Rain-
bow," a swing styling of “Somebody

j

Stole My. Gal” and a wham finale*
medley of Irish and Scots airs. Its
a songalog that earns plenty of •

customer appreciation on lad’s re-

laxed delivery and an ingratiating
appearance that has ' concerted

i

audience appeal. Young man is !

okay material for any entertain-
ment media. .

’

Three Reeds, harmonica trio
1

(Bob Higgins on bass. Don Bras-
seur on reed and Phil Collins on 1

chords ) ; open witlv a lusty “Peg
j

O’ My Heart.” “Lover” an(l “Bye-

j

Bye Blues”; then into-their comedy i

skits for “12th Street. Rag’’ and 1

their Own compositions of “Boogie”
and “Harmonica Jump," all to

j

hefty response, with act needing!
only further professional polish on

j

sales delivery but plenty of tech-
nique there.
The Dyerettes. colored girl

dance quintet, set proceedings off
to a swift pace with their Latin -

1

American rhythms for bouncy hop-
style in bxre feet for a conga exit;

are back later in the bill for a new .

breakiri singing duo of “Gotta
Dance" arid “I Get a Kick Out of!
You,” both for neat vocal harmony
work, plus, followup dance a ban-

j

don . and ballet swings, with first
j

number in gorgeous blue-sequined
j

gowns and then a strip to brielies
j

for modernistic rhythmics. Pro-
j

duction number is stunningly ar-

j

ranged by Dennis Stone and ably i

backed by his CBC orchestra. I

n

all,, whole bill is a neat bundle on
pace and diversity, with all acts

over big at .this top hop nitery. .

<•>• \i .'jiTM ; V 5 >
;

rtf NtlSuCy..'

Bar of Masle, L. A.
Los Angeles, Dec. 10; s

Arthur Blake, Jayne Manners,
Eddie Bradford Orch (4); $1.50-$2
minimum.

Every time Arthur Blake conies
hack to town he has a new act to
unveil—which is why his dates
here are of 16 weeks’ duration,
with the cash register jingling
merrily all the time. This visit
will not only be an exception;,
but it should prove even better
than his last outing here, since
Blake is unveiling, a fast and fre-
quently. socko stint built around a
parade of filmland personalities.

Blake has few, if any equals, as
an impressionist. If there are any
doubts, he squelches them with
the

,
new act in which, with the aid

of tape-recorded vocal arid musi-
1
cal backgrounds, he's able to com-
mand attention constantly without
;any stage waits. The tape serves
to provide a running: commentary
and/or background music for his

!
quick changes under, cover of the

‘ stage blackout, so that each time
i
the lights come up the audience is

I
ready and w ailing for another

j

takeoff.

! He opens; from ringside with a
1 “Taking a Chance on You” parody
!
that leads him into what he calls

• a “forum” on the state of the film.

!
medium. While he changes char-

1 acters the background voices tell

of their favorite thesps or scenes,
v wdiich Blake then proceeds . to re-
create. He ranges from Garbo to
Shirley Booth, highlighting such

'takeoffs as Chaplin and Mary
j

Pickford with a flickering light ef-

:

feet reminiscent of the nickelod-
j.
eons.

" '

' Some of the stuff is in the Serio-
comic vein, the rest of it is out-

! and-out satire on such
; thesps as

: George Arliss, Carmen Miranda^
Gloria Swanson. Jose Ferrer, et aL
His new “Ferrer as Toulouse-Lau-

.
tree” is one of his best arid the

: devastating Louella Parsons bit

;
has been embellished now with
LOP on television. Purely for lm*

leal consumptiori there's an acid-

fetched takeoff on Bar of Music
] owner Regina Villaydy that is im-
peccable carboning. He earns a
begoff after some 40 minutes.

; Opener is Jayne Manners, an
Amazonian blonde who specializes

:
in parodies of such musicbmedy
‘tunes as “Adalaide’s Lament.”
“Nothing Like a Dame,” “Stout

\ Hearted Men.” et al. Much of her
; material is weak, as is her \qice,

but she sells strongly to Win re-

sponse. Her best is a sly “It's the
Same the Whole World Over.”
Eddie Brad/ord orch backs and

‘ handles dance stuff. Kap.:
‘

|
‘

.
•

Saxony. 31iani Bfaeli
! Miami Beach. Dec. 12.

i Mae Williams, Val OUnaji Orch;
S2 .mifliuium,

i

Booking of Mae Williams into

.this plushery is last of the one-act
ideals that obtained through sum-
mer and fall months, With the hol-
iday season, a three-act package is

set in Estclita. the Quintctto Al-
legro and : Suveen.

Miss Williams may wind up as a
lure ifor the nitery regulars who

;
make the Sans Souci and Nautilus
as well as the straight cafes a mark

i
on their rounds. Her catalog of

; standup song material delivered in

husky, full-toned voice, with noth-
ing left to the imagination, is in

i the tradition of the old vaude and
| hig-cafe rooms. It’s an abrupt
switch from the acts the Saxony
patrons have witnessed in recent
weeks. That she walked off to
sound reception is an indication

1 that the change was welcomed,
i Yal Olman and his crew handle
their showback assignments in ex-

' perl manner. Lary.
i '

l.o Gronlor Du Procope*

]

Paris
Paris, Dec. 7.

I Srcphaiic GoTmanu; uiinimu'iu*

$.1.50

i _«

|
A w indup spot is. always a wel-

• conic .addition to the nitery fonriat,

arid this new 1

iritime spot looks like

it v. ill fill t his converted attic every
night. The Procopc is one of the

' oldest restaurants in Paris and of

i

late h.as become a gathering spot
lor show biz people. Folk ' singer

1 Stephanc Golmann had the good
;

idea of converting the attic info a

j

little room and will get the late

' .diners and show biz people, looking
f for a comfortable spot to finish an

j

e.v eriing.

i Recorded music fills in when
1

Golmann is not giving. out with his

i neat rep of. folksongs. Bilingual

j

songalog and warm bonifacing puts

everybody in the . mood and .act.

1
Golmann has a fine, infectious

baritone and gives his fqlkies a

good underlining and delineation

which point up the ballad content.
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NRW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I). 17

Patricia Raynay
Norman Wyatt

.

"Jeanette Tanncn
Jack Bcaber
Jayne. Hornby
Eric Hutson ,,

George Sawtclle
Baudys Greyhounds
Kocketics.
Corps dc Ballet
Sym Ore •

Palace (R) H
Argo- & Faye •

Grace ' Drysdale
George Kirby .

Nils & Nadynne
.

Hilton .& Lee
J A E Shannon
Jay Walkers
L dc P Arlev

CHICAGO
Chicago (P)1S

Charlie Applewhite
Consuelo & .

Melba
A1 Gordons Dogs
Lcnnle Collycr

MIAMI-,;
Olympla (P) 14

.

Delraes
P Bennett A- Crow
Felo A Bruno
Sunny Sparks
Clark Dennis

AUSTRALIA

BRISBANE
His Malestys (T> 14
Tommy Trlndcr
Toni Green
Joe Lee.

.

5 Fayes
6 De Pauls
Bouna
Mary Prlestman
Harry Moreny
Lloyd' Martin

.

T6Trt~tmrt7md
.

Maureen Helinan
Dancing Boys
Ballet

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T> 14

Betty Driver
Walton Sc O’Rourke
Chevalier Bros
Jiuiae Co
Gene Jimae
-Norman Vaughan

Duke St Horsburgh
Joey Porter
Baba McKinnon
Peter.
Dorothy Hall
Wolly Peterson
Debonalrs
Adorables

SYONEY
Tivoli (T) 14

H Sieman & Archie
-DaT«c,

o
_3r~

Lowe Sc Ladd
Charley Wood Co .

Frank Cook
Susan Jeans
Renlta Kramer
Carlisle & Weldon
Claudlne Cheret
Chaddells
Show Girls
NudeS
Ballet

Bob Downey
Harold Fonvlllo
Hazel Webalei*
Old Roumanian V

Sadie Banks
Sid Gary"
loe LaHorte Ore
D’Aquila Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields

.

•

Joan Bishop
Eddie Litwin

Lo Rubin Bleu
Mort Lindsey .

Toppers
Rita Dimitri
Bud McCreery
Norntan Paris Trio .

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozlicn

.

Lubov Hamshny
Misha’ Uzdanoff
Senla Knravaeff
Misha Markoff.
Town A Country
La Playa Sextet
Johnny Morris Ore

BRITAIN

BLACKPOOL 1

Palace (I) 14
Dr Crock A C
Kandy Sis A Ed'
Harry Dawson
Leslie Randall
Shipway Twin*
Len Martin
F Harris. A C

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 14
Tommy Godfrey
T Vaughn A P
Dee Davies ; :

Forbes A . Moira
Eddie Black
Pigalle. Girls Club

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 14
Gladys Morgan
Tony •„ Brent
Johnny Denis Co
P A P. Page , j
Brian Andro
Rusty.
Bobby Collins
Hayden A Day

BRtXTON
Empress 111 14

Anne Shelton .

Jack Watson
Hedley Ward 3

. Frinton. A Willis
Bruce Forsyth
Les Matelots
2 Sterlings

EAST HAM
Metropolitan ll) 14
Leo Fuld

.

F Bamberger A P
Chan Canasta
Corellis-
Barnett A Del Rio
Fred; Atkins
Merle A Marie
Susie A R Russell
Earle A Elgar
Don Peters
The Five Ulms
Miss Lilly
The Shipway Twins
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (Ml 14

’ Violet Pretty
Teen Agers
Western Stars ,

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 14

Cyril Dowleir -

Rhoda Rogers
Francis Langford
Singing Songsters

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (Ml 14

Dennis Bros A June
E A D Waters
Eva . May Wong
Archie Lewis
Des O'Connor
Terry Hall
Woodward . A
Cooper

Kings 4 Sea Lions
Schmacks Chimes
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (l> 14

Roy Lester
Kenee Lucas
Roy Walker
Max Carole
SUNOERLANO
Empire <M> 14

Jack Lewis
Tommy Rose
Sonny Dawkes
4 Mell-Macs
Arthur Knotto
Jackie Lester
Ralph Humber
Douglas Lester

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 14

Joan A Ernest
Maude Edwards
2 Yolandas
5 Skvliners
Nat Hope
Sirdani
KelrOys
Rey A Ronja
Laurie Watson
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome <l) 14
Lee Lawrence
Revel A Fields
Balmoral 4
Noble ; A Denecter
WOOD GREEN
Empire IS). .14

Eddie Reindeer -

Chris Gill
Ike Hatch-
Shirley Bassey
B Nightingale Co
Copper-Colored L

YORK
Empire (I) 14

Morris A Cowley
Johnson Clark
Peggy Ashley
Honey. Brown
Danny Gray :

Vic Ray A Lucy.
Sereno A. Joy
3 Imps

Versailles
'Nice To Sde You'
Geortfle Kaye
Fay DcWitt
Don Uberto
A1 Norman
Lou Nelson .

Dorothy Keller
Patti Koiss. ..

Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart.
Carol Ohinart
Salvatore Gioe Ore ;

-

Panc.mtp Ore
.

v.llage Barn
Jackie Jay
David Blight
Holly Warren
Zeb Carver Ore
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Sylvia Suns
Irwin Corey \

C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Astoria

Jose Greco
N Brandwynne Ore
Mlseha Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Blue Angel

Jene Kelly-
Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichols
Bob WeDyck Trio

Black. Orchid
Kaye Ballard
Bobby Short .

POt Morrissey.
Ken Sweet Trip
De Castro Sis (3)

K Stone Quartet
Conrad Dcrs (5)

Brian Farnon Ore
Chamaco Band
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Margie Lee

<7>

Capek .

Xippc A Ballsch
Bobby May
Bob Bromley
Bill Griffin
N A J Waldo
BoulevarrDears
Boulevar-Dons (6)

F Mast ers . Ore
Edgeweter Beach

Dorothy Sarnoff
Robert Lamouret
T. Wonder A M
Banks

Skinnay Ennis Ore
.. Palmer House
Los Chavales (ID
Trim Reyes
D La Salle Orch

lOS ANGELES

Ambassador Hotel
Carmen Cavallaro
Judy A Friends
Jerry Gray Ore

Band Bex .

Rose Marie ... v
Lenny Kent

.

Del Rubio Sis (31

Larry Green
Bar of Music

Arthur Blake
Jayne' Manners
E Bradford Ore

Biltmore Hotel
Johnny Johnston , ,

Bobby Sargent

Eileen O'Dare
Hal. Derwin Ore

Clro's
Nellie Lutcher
Amin Bros
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

' Charity Foy's
Doodles Weaver
Jimmie- Ames
A Browne Ore

Mocambo
L Carter A Cartiers
E Oliver Ore

Statler Hotel
Ted Weems Ore

MlAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Black Orchid •.

Chaya .Nash
Patti Lynn
Colette
Bob Schuman
Charlie Castel

Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Jack Marlin
Gina Valenta
Joy Hodges
Fred Thompson

Blrdland
Erroll Garner Trio
Sarah McLawler 5

Shoremede
Preacher Rollo 3
Ray Mairibo Ore
Lynita

Clover Club
Helen TraUbel
Harvey Stone
Eleanor Luckey
Ted Lawrie
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury

Five O'clock
B Ward Dominoes
The Nov-elites (3)

Dominique
Len Dawson Ore

(

Nautilus Hotel'
Sonny King
Anfone A Ina
Sid Stanley Ore .

Zig A Vivian Baker
Loon A Eddie's'

Myra Davis
Chuck Fontaine
Acres O'Reilly
Green Hair Girl
Jackie Gordon
Billy Austin
Nancy Kent >

Charlotte Waters
Bill Gray
Ralph Gilbert
Sans. Souci Hotel

Lillian Roth .

Arne vBamett
Sacaras Ore
Ann. Herman . Dcrs

. Saxony . Hotel
Mae Williams
Tano A Dee
;Val Olman Ore
Helene
Tony De La Cruz

'

shortage of good new- nitery tal-

ent, developed in recent years and
fiLrristers with any kind of an act

can make an impression, particu-

arly since they have aome exploi-

tation factors to . begin with.

Lack of Preparation
“But,”- he', emphasises, “it

f
s

.
got

o be an act—not just something
hat sounded good in r Bel Air
iving room. I’m not going to

name names, but i
f
ve seep a lot

of ’em start out. They play one
or two dates and that’s the end of

it. The reason is that they don’t

lave the material to survive in

nightclubs, where the ; competition
is keen.”

Whether the lack of preparation
is due to indifference or lack of

understanding, Hover
:

isn’t sure.

He feels, however, that the root of

the trouble may be that many
filniites don’t take the trouble with
a nitery act that they dp with
everyday affairs..

“They wouldn’t go to a dentist

if they Wanted plastic surgery
donli;’’^ he~grunmblesr^but they’re

perfectly willing to let their act be
written and staged by people who
are almost never in nightclubs,

What they have might be suitable

for a radio or . television appear-
ance, but it doesn’t go in a club.

There are three or four giiys

around making a good living put-
ting together acts for film people.
The minute you see the act you
can tell which One did it.: They’re
all alike—and they’re not too

Strong for clubs,”

Incessant nitery demands for

talent, particularly in Las Vegas,
make the filmites good potential
material, Hover feels,- if they can
be properly groomed for the stints.

With that in mind, the Western
boniface is offering to help film
talent put together an act for the
nitery circuit. Naturally, he’d like|

to see them debut such an act at

either Ciro’s or the Last Frontier,
but this isn’t a pre-requisite.

“I’d just like to see more good
acts available . he declares. “It

will help nightclub business every-
where if there are more acts, with
built in name appeal, that can be
booked around the country. And
we could all use help.”

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Basin S»re«t
Lilly. Christine
Jana Mason
Step Brds
Phil Napoleon
Jose Melis Trip
Billy Taylor T rio

Blub Angel
Pat Carroll
Rose. Murphy
Sam Freeman
Anita Ellis

Chas De. Forrest
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Soir 1

Jimmie Daniels
Patricia .Bright
Noreiie Tate
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood A
Goodman
Cafe Albert

Serena Shaw
Tex Gentry
Frank Saunders
Cafe Society O'ntwp
Nancy -Andrews
Rocnayncs
Rivera 3
Charlie Barnet Ore

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale :

Freddie Stewart
J & J Williams
Larry Foster

Chateau Madrid
Alberto Castillo
I’upi Canipo Oic

Copacabtna
Kean Sisters
Norman Brooks.

,
Dunhills
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Dursti Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador

Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Astor

Three Suns
i / ) .

1 Hofei siltmoro
Gleb Yellin
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shocla
Joan Walden
Dru A Dijon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A Rollini Trlia

Hotel Pierre
Toni Arden
L A E Roberts
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Relli Ore

Hotel Plaza
Mary McCarty
Lion A Alexander
Ted Straeter Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel: st, Regis
Mary. Meade •

Milt Shaw ore
Horace Din? Ore

Hotel Sherry-
Netherland

Juliana Larson
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan BrunOseo Ore

Hotel Statler
Russ Morgan Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lope7 Or«

catln Quarter
Franklin A Lane
Elly Ardelty. :

1. A M Murray
Mon Toy
Vine •Merlin
Darvas A Julia
Lee Sharon
Rob Murray
7 Ashtons
llub.v Richards
Art Wanei Ore
B Harlowe Ore
La Vie En Rose

Johnnie Ray
Marshall A Farrell
Vart Smith Ore
No. I Fifth Avt
Van Smith Ore
Jovita Ore
t i j i i i i , j .

Desort Inn
"Minsky's Follies”
Paul Gilbert
De la Rosa S
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore .

El Cortez
i
Coopelr Sisters
Eddie Skrivanek 6

1 El Rancho Vegas
Georgia Gibbs
Jack E Leonard
Allan A Ashton
Dot Dee Dncrs
Bob Ellis Ore

Flamingo
Pearl Bailey
Ming & Ling
5 Chrlstobcls
S Felix Prod
Barbara Perry .

Torris Brand Ore
Last Frontier

Mary Kaye Trio
Buddy Lester
Senor Wenccs
Jean Deviyn. Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore .

• Golden Nugget
Nemo
Margie Oarretson '

Ish Kabibble
.

Joe Venuti Ore
Sands

Danny Thomas
B Eckstine

;

Vic Damone

.

J McHugh A S
Billy Gray
P Moore A B
Lessey :

Frank Sinatra
Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sahara
Marlene Dietrich
Dick Shawn
Sa-Harem Dncrs
Cee Davidson Ore

Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Sparky Kaye
Billy Barty
Virginia Dew
Bill Willard
Jimmy Cavanaugh
M Gates Palominos
G Redman’s Ore

Thunderblrd
Jay Lawrence .

Landre A Verna
Stuart Foster
McQuaig Twins
Brewster Singers

WATV ‘Pingo’
Continued from page 1

MARSHALL Sc FARRELL
Comedy
30 Mins. t

La Vie en Rose, N.V.
Pete Marshall & Tommy Farrell

are a union of two "former teams,

both of which were highly successr

fill in the salqon and 'theatre orbit.

Marshall, was formerly ' with:

Tommy Noonan while Farrell was

formerly of McCarthy &. New
combo has the basis of a solid act.

They have plotted a good comedy
turn . which, while showing

.
Some

rough spots, indicates that they’ll

work up to a team suitable for the
top rooms.
They have a zany brand of com-

edy that combines impressions,
some charming small talk and good
bits of business which build into
laughs. The lads have a fresh and
clean appearance that sets them
off well. Both have pleasant voices,
their : concept of comedy is clean
and their delivery is sufficiently
strong to make a dent on most
-audiences; There-are-some bits iir[

the act that are reminiscent of both
Noonan St Marshall and McCarthy
& Farrell, but even so they emerge
with their own individual stamp.

RENO, NEVADA
Mapes Skyroom

Carl Ravazza
Dave Ban\v.
Wlapes fjkylcttes ...

E Fi'r.patrlck Ore
New Golden

Felicia Sanders
Kraokson
Dewey Sisters
Golden Girls

D Varela A Trio- .

Joe M.a/zeo
Sterling Young Ore

' Riverside
Morton 'Downey
Sue Carson
Chris Cross
Riverside Starlets .

Hetty Holt
Rill Clifford Ore

seen on Thursday’s WATV telecast

in Saturday’s editions!

Ernie Emerling, Loews’ adver-
tising and publicity chief who was
one of the conferees, wasn’t en-
tirely happy about the Thursday
night time slot but realized that
WATV and Jablons had resched-
uled

.
as best they

.
could. “We’d

rather have had (“Bingo”) moved
up to 6 or 6:30—a time when it

wouldn’t cut into movie business,”
Emerling observed,

“It’s not right for a friendly pa-
per to cut into our business,” he
said.. He added, however, that
printing of the show material in
Saturday papers helped alleviate
the situation.

Switch in time for the telecast
"helped, stimulate the show,” ac-
cording to Jablons. Many Jewish
people in the metropolitan area,
otherwise engaged in religious ob-
servance on Friday evenings, are
now able to view the show. More-
over, many of the weekend movie
addicts, who attend them—“Pingo”
or no—have now become part of
the Thursday audience potential.

Jablons and the pic exhibitors
emphasized that their “relations
have always been friendly.”

VAL NAVARO
Songs
15 Mins.
Blue Angel, Chicago

- Mexican balladeer Val Navaro,
Whose only previous professional
turn was a prizewinning shot on
Arthur, Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts/’
toplines a “new faces” spread at
this Rush St. bistro, bags the
crowd-pleasing laurel, and, shows
up as a fine prospect for intimate
rooms. What’s lacking in polish
pays off heavily in charm—and the
lad is loaded with humility.

Good looking and torero-garbed,
he impresses with a fluent set of
tenorpipes;- projecting so welllhaF
the customers chime in ' the ay’s
and oles without being bidden. He
trademarks his stance by playing
the accompanying guitar vertically
from the knee and drumming
rhythms on the woods 'during vocal
rests.

Song catalog is slightly off bal-
ance, resting too much on Mexican
standards like “Solamente Una
Vez,” “Jalisco” and “Cielito Lindo”
which, while nicely essayed, need
to be set in relief by fresher ma-
terial. Walkon “Mejico,” with a
tricky lilt, and SpanishTEnglish
capper of “You Too, You Too”
serve this purpose partly, but some-
thing wholly offbeat is needed in
between. Lcs ;

£0C0 & TINA
Flamenco
8 Mins.
Chateau Madrid, N, Y.
Coco & Tina, identical twins,

are a pair of personable kids, with
an -unusual act inasmuch as girl
twosomes do. not generally per.
form unison flamenco work. The
girls iare lively steppers who show
some good heelwork. Their num-
bers are decorative and get ap-
plause. Although their routines do
not have the folksy, homegrown
quality shown by the top heel-
pounders, they substitute a degree
of cuteness that gets them over
the hurdles.

Their costumes are decorative
They make an excellent appear-
ance that should enable them to be
an asset in production work.

Jose.

JEANNE WELBORN
“

Songs
5 Mins.
El Cortez, Las Vegas.—0netime ‘fefftored *contraTfo" vvHh
Phil Spitalny’s All-Girl Orch,
Jeanne ankled the organization to
reside in Vegas. In her first book-
ing after a three-year retirement,
thrush is singing better than ever.
Tories are rich, with nifty range.
The only drawback to steady hop-
ping around the cafe cycle is

tendency toward concerthali de-
*ivery.

By switching the production bal-
ad, “No. Other Love,” with her
rhythmic “Best Things in Life Are
Free,’’ Jeanne will have a better
sendoff. For late

^
shows, she al-

ternates “Stranger in Paradise,’’
’Sorrento,” or “X Believe" in iol-

owup niche. Concluding with carol
medley, and: serioso “Lord’s Pray-
er” is okay this time of year, but
for general rounds, a brace of
showtunes could be her forte.

GalLhas good brunet-Iool»-and-

HAVANA
Monimartra

M de Paris Orq
Michelle Due
T A .

P RodriRUCz
RdScndo Rciscll
Alberto A Ballet
Sonia. Calcro
Raul Diaz
E Antuncz Orq
G de- la Playa Orq

Sans Spud
Olga Chayiatio
Walter . Nick .

Juliet A Sandor
America Crespo
Rosalia ..Martin Trio
Henri Boyer
Tondelayo
Xiomara Alfaro

[l.

Helena Sc Hector
Cachia
Fernando Valencia
It Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Tropicana
Los Xe.v

Mano Lopez
Paulina Alvarez
Rudolfo Borges
Marcel Dcfour
Romeros
Elia Valladarcs
Miguel Chekis
Jorge Martinez
Bobby de Argas
A Rorneu Orq
Scnen Suarez Orq

TV’s $530,000,000
Continued froin page; 1

proximate $490,000,000, 3% above
1952. He predicts that .1954 Tev-
enues will be about live same as
1953 but sees a mixed trend in

time sales, with some stafions doing
better and others worse.
He anticipates there will be geo-

graphical variations in station
business due ttf am

.
expected de^

cli'ne in the automobile industry,
and its impact on retail business.
However, he believes 'that some
stations will keep their volume up
by accelerated sales activity.

The fact that radio volume won’t
be greater in 1954 than this year,
he said, will, not be due lo TV but
to a levelling off as radio achieves
“maturity.”

*

THE ZORIS (2)
Dance
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
The Zoris

.
have a long run tn

Ken Murray’s “Blackouts” on the
Coast but haven’t previously been
recorded in New Acts. Theirs is
an exciting dance stint that packs
a lot of power. Tabbed “The Dance
of the Leopard,” turn is adagio-
styled bit that combines violence
and rhythmic grace for a socko
score.

Gal covers her neat build in a
leopard costume; muscular guy
wearing only bathing trunks. They
move fast and furious but manage
to. get off lots Of mitt-grabbing
stunts. A good bet vaude and
nitery showcasing. Gros

DALTON & BAILEY
Abro
9 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Dalton & Bailey have been play-

ing their aero work on rope and
trapeze in fairs and circuses for
the past couple of years, In this
Palace showcasing they evidence
a good future in vaude too.

The two gals start off with some
okay balancing feats on the ropes
and then stir up some excitement
when they switch over to the tra-
peze. Turn • gets some comedy
angles when an unbilled third
partner is pulled up from the au
dience to “experiment” with the
trapeze. She’s all thumbs at first,
for the yocks, but then hits solidly
with some breathtaking swinging
and balancing. Gros.

MORENITA REY
Songs
7 Mins.
Chateau Madrid, N. Y.
Morenita Rey is a lively Latin

chirper with a flair for chili-fla-
vored rhythm numbers. Miss Rey’s
high spot is a folksy tune. that in
vites audience participation.

Her trio of tunes gets a good re-
sponse. At this point, she’s for
specialized situations in which art

Iberian singer is needed. Jose.

. — . 4 - J .

very classy stature. Could become
an addition to Vidshows by reper-
toire contrast and photogenic qual-
ity. .-Will.

TANY ROMAN
Songs
10 Mins.
Blue Angel, Chicago
A bouncy West Indian dish with

plenty of nuance and chirrup in

her voice, Tany Roman sells

calypso stuff hotly with enough
sex suggestion, Via hip and shoul-
der work, to keep her in demand
in this close-quartered room for
some time. Previous nitery work
has only been in small eastern
saloons, but her stage demeanor
and mike savvy don’t betray it'

Out of the Carribbean genre,
she treats a mambo with home-
growri flavor and peddles “Peanut
yendor" smartly, climaxing the

number in a sensual terp duo with
Afro-Cuban dancer Neville Black.
She’s an eyecatcher in a cutaway
gown, a cool, performer, and has
good nitery potential. Les.

Ill

GEORGIA BROWN
Songs
15 Mins.
Mars Club, Paris

Georgia Brown is a young, neat-

ly styled English lass who has a

mellow, sweet and at times low- -

down delivery that is fine in small
rooms and fits in with her rep of

standards and -blues. She has

.

presence and bodily delineation,
and use of a more comprehensive
rep with a needed light note w ill

help fill out her stint.

Also needed is a change of pace
in moods to make this gal a good
asset for club shows, or with
orchestras. She will need more
time and work before a definitive
style emerges. Mosk.

GEDDES BROS. <2)
Comedy Instrumental
10 Mins.
Empress, Glasgow
‘

, Male due offers sound musical act

which has novelty of colorful getup,
and quaint use of business. F’rin-

stance, one partner is dressed in

ancient Highland dress of kilt, vel-

vet doublet and white wig, like an-

cient Scot nobleman, and t’other

wears red wig and ordinary kilt,

playing a bagpipe chanter attached
to wooden chair in takeoff of the

Scptch bagpipes. In this odd garb,

twain plays various musical instru-

ments* including the clavichord,
and have interesting spot where
they belt out Scotch pops by twirl-

ing round plates on a lit-up in cen-

tre of darkened stage. Another
novelty is the playing of bells at-

tached to straps lying vertically on

metal frame. Wind with a time on

an ordinary bicycle pump.
Okay for general run of. vaude

dates, and not restricted linguis-

i tically,.
, _ . , . ,

Cord.

Hi ' i F > t i i- •r i i
('
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or What’s

Contrary to general belief,

“Solid Gold Cadillac,” current hit

at the Belasco, N.Y., is not the first

Say co-authored.by Howard Teich-

mann and George S. Kaufman,

previously, they wrote the first

Waft of a comedy about the. United

Nations but threw it away because

ihose"who read the script re-

garded it as derogatory to the idea

of world organization, which the

authors fa.vor;

After junking that effort, Teich-

mahn and Kaufman decided to try

aeam with a new idea. In one of

their early confabs, Kaufman re-

vealed that he'd long had in mind

merely a title, “Poor General

Motors/’ without ever actually do-

ing anything about doping up a

story for it. Teichmann enthused

over the title, suggesting some-

thing about a minority stockholder

taking over control of the corpora-

tion.

Tt^finan^heir^ofTered- fhe-hlea

R&H Make Good
Howard Teichmann, Who

collaborated with George S.
Kaufman on “Solid Gold Cad-
illac,” was walking along 44th
Street, N. Y., last . Saturday
(12) With his wife, Evelyn,
when they met Cy and Mrs.
Feuer. Latter Were accompan-
ied by their two small sons
and several other children,
whom they were taking to a
matinee of “Can-Can.”
. As the two couples stopped
for a brief chat, with the mop-
pets swarming around, the
smaller Feuer youngster, age
five, stared at the Teichmanns
for a moment and then tugged
at his father’s coat. Feuer
looked down and asked, “What
is it, Jed?” \

“Daddy,” the round-eyed
J—urchin inquired, “Is that

of the stockholder being. -a' woman
—someone like Josephine Hull,

and teichmann quickly agreed.

Kaufman called the actress, whom
he had directed in his and Moss
Hart’s "You Can’t Take. It with

You,” and she expressed ah inter-

est in appearing in it. Thereafter,

as the project developed, the col-

laborators always referred to the

leading character as “Mrs. H\iil,”

and didn’t get around to giving her
the present name of Mrs* Laura
Partridge until the final version.

Title of “Poor General Motors”
was dropped virtually from the

start, and dozens of alternate tags

were considered at various times,

including "Ten Little Shares” for

a short time. Finally, .however,
Teichmann and Kaufman took the

“pr^RentT^’Solrd—Gold Cadillac”
from one of the lines in the sound-
track spiel they wrote for Fred
Allen that opens the show and
serve.s as an intermittent com-
mentary.

Max Gordon liked the idea of
“Cadillac” from its inception, and
wanted to produce it. Play, cur-
rently in its seventh capacity week
at the Belasco, N.Y., is Teich-
mann’s first production (although
he’s had other Scripts under op-
tion), Kaufman’s first authorship
success since “The. Late George
Apley” (1944-45) and Gordon’s first
hit since “Born Yesterday” <1945-
46).

Bernstein 1st U.S.-Born
To Conduct Scala Opera

Leonard Bernstein has been en-
gaged by La Scala Opera of Milan
to conduct four performances of
Cherubini’s “Medea” during De-
cember. This will ,mark first time
an American-born conductor has
been engaged by the famed opera
company.

Bernstein is also conducting or-
chestral concerts at La Scala, the
Santa Cecilia Orchestra in Rome
and Orchestra of the Maggio Musi-
cale Fiorentino, Teatro Municipale,
in Florence, this month.

David .
Wayne is in a rut

—

he can’t seem to. get anything
but hits. “Teahouse of the

August Moon," in Which he’s

currently costarred, is one of

the biggest smashes of recent

Broadway history. Actor's last

two legit 'appearances Were in

"Finian’s Rainbow” (1946-47),

725 performances, and “Mister
Roberts” (1947-48), 1,157 per-

formances.
In the interim, he was un-

der contract to 20th-Fox, but
by a lucky break Was able to

take the “Teahouse” assign-

ment when the studio can-

celled the scheduled: produc-
tion of a film, “Susan Slept
Here.” .

Rodgers and Hammerstein?”

", Pittsburg, Dec. 15.

Critic-baiting, it appears, isn’t

-thc-exclusive province;7of-tlre-pro-
fessional producers for now com-
munity theatres are getting into
the act, too. Pittsburgh Playhouse,
apparently smarting Under some
recent pans by the local aisle-sit-

ters, obviously had it up to/the
neck with reviews of “Affairs of

t Upped-price policy for divan-

type down-front orchestra scats,

first used by; the recent; “Little

Hut” at the Coronet, N.Y., will be
repeated for two incoming shows,
“The Remarkable Mr. Pennypack-
er” and “The Confidential Clerk.”
Both will

.

play houses operated by
Producers Theatre, Inc., as did
“Hut.”

Scale for “Pennypacker,” also
slated for sthe Coronet, opening
Dec. 30. Will he $7.80 nightly for
the first seven downstairs rows
comprising the so-called orchestra-
divan. Rest of the lower floor will

1 be $4.80 Week nights and $6 Friday
and Saturday nights. Liam O’Brian
comedy, presented by Producers
Theatre, is currently trying out in

i Phflly, with Burgess Meredith and
’ Martha Scott costarred.

“Clerk/’ new T. Si Eliot comedy
si being presented Feb. 22 'at the

i Morosco by Producers Theatre , in

_ {

partnership with London pro-
"

I ducer Henry, Sherek. W’ill also have
! the $7.80 price: for the down-front

;
rows. With the divan-type seats
slated for installation following the

: current run of “Mv 3 Angels” at

|
the house. Top price for the rest

: of the orchestra for “Clerk” Will
Besides showing $335,414* net . $5.40 week nights and $6 .

Fri-
State,” their: current show, and 1 profit to date on the two^company « day and Saturdays. Ina Claire,
went after the crix --with, extra-

j

operation, the latest account's
; Claude. Rains and Joan Greenwood

large advertisements in all three
j

statement on “Seven Year Itch”
; will costar in the London bit.

of the local dailies. contains several interesting items: Producers Theatre is-a new. syn-

Under the heading of “Who's I oLanother $40,-
, dicate in which producer Robert

Mixed ” ad went on to sav that i
000 dividend, the distributed pro- whitehead, producer-realtor Roger

“aSs" a sit orm^d n?-
‘ «'> Uie .Courtney Burr-EUiott

: l Stevens io* realtor Robert W.
tices when it was orieinallv ore- !

^u6en’ production has reached • Dowling are partnered. It is oper-

sented on Braid^wSuflt l**»*»* :»~2*K2rrproflt on a i ating the Morosco and Coronet

ran there for 75 Drofitable weeks • ^60,000 investment for the back-
j

fr0m City Playhouses, Inc:, a sub-

|

Of City Investing Co., of

-Are the criticfl right? Would the
sllare «>e net which Dowling is president On

public patronUeVTad Play in New-
!' .Weekly operating statement for the. eompfetion^of the current ran

York for a vear and a half?” ! the touring company, currently in . of Seven Year Itch at the City
I one lor a year and a naif.

I 13th week at the Erlanger. Chi- : Playhouse-operated Fu)tpn._N._y.,
ters were un&himoai

Drive to repeal the 209c admis-

sions tax on legit will be spear-

headed in New York tomorrow
( Thurs. ) by the National Assn, of

Legit Theatres! Org, hewiy-formed
to conduct a campaign to wipe out
the excise, will hold a meeting at
the Hotel Astor. Conclave is a fol-

lowup to the ^League of N. Y. The-
atres recent efforts to arouse legit
interests throughout tiie country
. , , , A1 .

. -
. .

......
. caeo indicates that the company ‘ the syndicate -'will also take over

to fi®ht for the removal of tlie tax/ ,
in .blasting the play , itself,while

, pavi-dll has. increased slightly and j
lease of that theatre.

„

'Attending the meeting .wili'
,

be v '^*b 1U1

J

1fe..9.°upIe of performances
; director royalty has risen ! .

' ———

—

reps of Actors Equity, American/ “Y lo9' mad® it fairish en-
£rom to 21^^ of the gross!

|

Federation of Musicians, .Theatre tertamment, and after taking cri* presumably since the production
j

Arts Council, International Assn. /0 task, Playhouse went on to say s cos j- 0 f the second edition has been
(

of Theatrical Stage Employees and in the advertisement: recouped.' Author royalty is the-
the American National Theatre A “We believe that ‘Affairs of

, standard minimum, -'5-? 1 2-109r, . |

Academy. Also, the Committee of ! State’ is an amusing play—worthy
: The $100-a-w*eek item for pro-'.

Theatrical . Producers, the Theatre
|
of vour attention; While the critics

. (juc.^on assistant has been dropped !

Guild, the Council of the Living
J

sneered, the audience cheered. Be-
: but .t j,e stage managers’ salaries"

Theatre, Chorus Equity and the |
cause we believe in the entertain- ’ have been upped $10 to $540 and ! Reps of theatri

(Continued on page 60) I ment value of ‘Affairs of State/ we
: lhe companv and general tnan- ; £I5d road theatre

are buying this space to say:
. agers - pav from $375 to $412.50.

'

ii jr ' • Tf »VJ tT - ^ ! ^
.

• r *• ... ' • n.

theatrical organizations
operators met in

York yesterday <Tues.) to

/‘Messrs. Cohen ! (Harold V. of the other touring company items in- < map out plans for increasing itin-

> Post-Gazette v, Knig 'Karl of Sun- elude charges of $237 and $48 for
’ erant productions and safeguard-

n . .1 • m .1 a f
;
Telegraph) and Monahan (Kaspar railroad expense, $17 and $200 ing those on tour. Conclave was

DOOM 10 l>y Ul€ J0a Of Press), we think you are viTong
\ for hotel expense and a total , of

;

held at the heado.uarters ol the
w_, %•’ «• . y ^ f ilt • rr>i_

about the play.”

Stern’s Baton Debut
Tel Aviv, Dec. 8.

Violinist Isaac Stern made a sur-

$138 for “miscellaneous and tele- : League of N. Y: Theatres,

phone,” in addition to the $250 ! Meeting resulted in the forma-

weeklv office expense 'same re- lion of a committee .to get show's

spective items are $40 and. $30.0 on on the road this spring and to

the Broadway troupe). secure conditions by which they
violinist Isaac orern rnaae a sur-

1 enmman- for operate profitably. Committee
prise" debut as^a -tonduetpr in .Tel. ^ S^total ;

- **<> act on a number of

.
Becirion of producers Richard

Aldrich, and Richard Myers to
close “A Girl Can Tell” next Sat-

night (19) at the Royale,

f'
^ - followed the refusal of Ac-

tors Equity to allow two featured

r . ft
Janet Blair and paul Mc-

Liath, to take provisional salary
cuts.

^

Union rules forbid cuts for
non-stars except with the approval

t the organization’s cuts board.
Despite its generally unfavorable
v icws , the F. Hugh Herbert com-

edy has done profitable business to
oate, with theatre parties and mail
order advance helpful factors.
owever, for the current week,

}'/ - no parties scheduled and lit-
a< vance loft, prospects . were

<i,ra*

a
vf
eve

V
e attendonce drop. Fact

Jvni
show uses 22 stagehands

« kes its operating costs prohibi-
c except for hefty business,

nidnagement
. approached

n i» u
B a,r and McGrath, the only

..
i7

0
'Il[

)ers
,

of
.

the company getting
rn ,,

bIe salaries, suggesting Up to a
0 Cl,t for the week if. business

'Continued on page 60)

Wilbur Evans will be the male
lead in “By the Beautiful Sea,”
new musical to star Shirley Booth,
to be produced by Robert Fryer
and Lawrence Carr. He recently
closed in “South Pacific” in London
and was last seen on Broadway in
•

4Uo in Pfentrfll parir ^

“S«a,” with a book by Herabrt iiig the Israel Philharmonic Or- including $1,592 for special adver-
^ conclave

and Dorothy Fields, lyrics by Miss i chestra. ••<«'"» ^ connection with the --Participating in the _ conclav e

Fields and music by 4i'thur ! Ster
Schwartz, is slated for a Broadway

;

oyer the
opening March 25. concert.

Aviv tonight <Tiijs.',
-

^hen-. RMkel. ;;.the
fK^biShda^ e^iense *’•

I
proposal , made at the meet to

Kubelik collapsed while conduct-
,

of $2,448 for birthday expense,
j

.

. actiViiv
‘ ^

"he Israel Philharmonic Gr- including $1,592 for special adver-

-a . tiding in connection with, the --^arucipaung
a

*
. • , ... a » : A * an-- 'v«r^ Arthur .Schwana 'Council of

m, the evening s soloist, took George Axelrod comedy .Just a
Theatre). Leland Hay-

the podium and Bnuhed fhe
;

•»*”
: ward <U«de ot X. Y. Theatres).

As

Vanderbilt Booker
Proser, nitery operator,

ino
r
?.
p ac®d ®en Boyar as manag-

v-fnci
and booker for the

t
-
Theatre

* N - Y - He as->

J? d
(

the« Dec. 1, which was
a,

date tbat Boyar’s contract with
e theatre expired. Proser for-

p
Y was a legit producer,

ooyar is currently acting as gen-
*2} uianagetioE-Harald-Bromley’s
P'ocluction. of “Dead Pigeon,”

t,
ls sla^d to !bow at the Van-

1101 bilt next Wednesday (23).

The

Of

Forms Usual Advertising rates

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office

CHICAGO 11 LONDON* W. C. 2

412 N. MIcKlqoB Ave. • St. Mortia’t Ploe#

Trofdqor Square

NEW YORK 34

1 54 W. 44th St.

HOLLYWOOD 20

4311 Yucca St.

; Lawrence Langner tTheatre Guild',
Warren Caro 'American Theatre
(Society), Marcus Hciman 'United
! Booking Office. Richard Myers
, 'Committee of Theatrical Produc-
ers' and Willard Keefe 'director of
public relations for ' CLTu Also
Paul Beisman -American Theatre,
St. Louis-. Gabriel Rubin *\Tixon,
Pittsburgh), Milton Shuebtrt 'rep-

resenting the Shubert, Washington)
and Philip Langner and Charles
Bowden 'Parsons, Hartford*.
Committee members are Hay-

ward. James F. Reilly, Langner,
Caro: Heinian, Beisman and
Shubert.

Paul Beisman. of the American
(Continued on page 60)

Looksee—At ‘Sir,’ Natch
.Joshua Logan, who lias been in

a sanitarium since his recent coi-
: lapse from nervous exhaustion,
• was back in town last week and
1 'attended-*® performance of “Kind

;
Sir,” at the Alvin, N Y. It was dur-

j

ing the tryout tour of the play,

!
which he produced and directed,

'..that he bccaivie ill, .

i After seeing last Thursday
I night's <10> performance. Logan
' went backstage to see Mary Mar-

i tin,. Charles Bojer and other cast

1 members. He \V4s accompanied by

his wife, actress Nedda Harrigan,.

and a. male nui’se. He revealed that

lie. is living for the present at his

country home In Stamford. Conn.,

rather Ilian his New York aparl-

1 ment.
'

l

.
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The Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker

Hartford, Doc. 10.

comedy in three *ct® f£j?5
te . Producers theatre (Robert .Whitehead

arid Michael Kan
i
n‘,^« Howard and Roger L. Stevens) production of

Robert Pre*don:.f«t5e* »°.^eth comedy in
,
three act.Jfour scenes) by

0

status, but the scheme crumbles
when she can't take sister’s lying

boasts, and blows up. Milady, how-
ever, makes good use of the situ-

ation when the star’s amour chases

in frbm Hollywood. She invites

him to stay and lets nature take

over.

Hamick, there’s also the goofy
“Dinner for. One,” by Laiiri Wyliem1*iM Mlftd ITaI #1^(1 *»1 a. !

*

. mm Ation when the star’s amour chases . .

|

Akn MarrftV MamicK, ^
mere s aiso tne goafy

His and Hern The Remarkable fn from HOUywobd. She invites - a 9|# Almanac "Dinner for.One,” by Laurr Wylie,

P*"bur" Dee. u. Mr. FMlBypwker him t. Stay and lets nature take
|g*Igf

‘

.We. rh«KSir^.,12ue °™RT thesuing honors g. equally Billy if&fi

SS^&ST^^rB&JS. keeps 'alPlmKe 'ends froui'ldrlig- ^S^2*BL£5«a a smash song, the passable tan.,

i^,«sa;

?%sv!SS eg-S SS^toSSrSSS--
Fnlnk* Thompson. At Nl»oh. Plttshurgn, Michael wager. Directed, by Alan Schnei- maid;

.
Araby LOCKnart in ine roie

Frank Thompson. At- a-i Michael wager, uireciea. oy Aian pcmie.- uwiut niunj ~~~2

P
r4 Ut *53; *4.w top.

: petry Wilson Felicity, the lady of M^^od
-.^^.JSSS ArNew-p-rsons. H.rtford. Dec. io. -33

; Ly^ Goririan, Who
janitor v;v.v.v;::": . . • ••

• c&e
G
Hoim • Peviin plays the .screenstar. The part uf

g?5Kri
P
Hrtibk. sa foptt •••••••

w?ns the femme back, is a cliche,

aXwuUam Shatnet makes It aq

a smash song, the passable tunes
Include “My Love Is a Wanderer.”
“Pini” and “I Dare- to Dream,” all

sung by Miss Bergen; “When Amv

I Going to Meet Your Mother?”
and “You’re So Much a Part of

George • n David . wws sem e ana wmiamonumvu uian-ca u <u* Donald saaaier; wemovy, -.--r Moftflow” and "HnlH Tm Tna«
Clem Scott • i*

B^bSf»i.
P
ifpo2n Edward . Jackie Scholle olcaV ci;ci,e Able work is also Bols: costumes. Thomas Becherr vocal MeaOOW ana HOW Lm Joe,

Her Lawyer ...... Heywood^te Broun
- E,llabeth . ......... Ronl Dengel Kv "Snr»h ’RAsamund Ian •arrangement*, and .musical conductor, sung by Belafonte.

Hia -Lawyer- I,
J5
rLa

li5i maK*c Aunt Jane ..- Uqa Merkel done by JNOran KOMJTUlim. tun Bluter Davis: orchestrations. Ted M?!- More than for most shows pum
- .. ... Donald McKee Wnt,„r- - - Miuhai Wiser i<Aiini.rc T.u»„r Davidson. Harold: ms, arrangements. Gerald Alters. .

c i“«*n avi Hivai evenw^^ieid -

v

JUQR0 JtbV MOHStll *
* uivsia

HI rCUUW9| AJVW
B“n,y Vennyp.ck.r Martha* Scott Burke and Claire Drew.

ijti.so'Vpcning), Lpc asset. The scenery by Raoul Peiie

Wager Fellows. Lew Davidson, Harold dohee muHc*^^^ing^ent^GeraW tnan^^ior ^osv snows,^eyen

Hnrwrnhd Claire Drew. At imperial. N.Y., Dec, 10./33; $7.20 top for revues, the decor is a major

Geldart.
*K»m«®lves Fay ana JVIlcnaei QUtnlan William L,anteau
tnemseives, r y ..

f
.

. to write Young Man .............. Roger Stevens
Kanin are well quaufiea to wciip

Dr Fifleld . ;

;

cienn Anders
nhoiit the breed. Much of .their sheriff ,. Howard Fischeraooui

- , “His and Hers, Pu Pennypacker ...... Burgess Meredith
new comedy,. ...

HIS... »“«.
.

;• Policeman ........... James Holden
must be a domestic case history y*

then, and if an accurate compost
the successful launching of

Corm.

Pu Pennypacker ...... Burgess Meredith Wish You Were Here
(SHUBEKT, CHI.)

Chicago, Dec. 15,

“Wish You Were Here” broke

shock* urcu liuuoi i »»*w*j*»
. i - Cmiih rW4 ivuu

Myers. G^en. Neiison. .Gloria smith, diamond-shape designs and tiny

Ce^rnf Dean^SrVne

*

n
Raiph

n
McWHiimns» lights, is simple but visually su-

Gerald Leavitt. Jacqueline Mickles. Col- perb, and the COStumes Of Thomas

Sise^uf/y Kt*!'
1

Bob
n
Ro~!

e
ceIrg5 Becher are in striking, exquisite

Reeder, Jay Hamick. Kenneth Urihston. taste,_
eeiist siri. Millard Thomas.

. Cyril Ritchard has staged the——— . , sketches brilliantly and Donald Sad-
John Murray Anderson, the ola dler has directed the dances and
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sketches brilliantly and Donald Sad-

hind the scenes in the playwntmg
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overall charge of the produc-
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thlS entertain^ng Almanac,

brightly, too, the Kanins run out-
tJhe organization. It- is also the despite critical nix by the local. re- ^ Hobe"

on it. L first produced play of ,film scriv- viewers, especially when the word good and at times ^excellent
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“His and Hers” is pretty much ener Liam O'Brien, gets around among early-1954 con- “Almanac, sub-billed A Musi- Ricliai*ll III .
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Jessie Boyce Landis. Maureen Stapleton
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Richard III
N.Y. . City Theatre Co. production of .
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riown Richard Jose Ferrer
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people attractively played by .Ce- nal whip of Alan Schneider has lures. There’s the swimming pool, iong as if Anderson and his ere- Lord Grey Bert Whitley
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one had the idea first. The old er of custom turns in his usual^^
strobe lights and luminescent suits. Anaerson, as the permanently Whitley, g. Wood, David Wright. Stefan

fl"me
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s rekindled, of course, and fop^^actterchorU Glenn ^ Andere W* one more flash of color in an crouchjfl Cello player a bewil- oi»n.

after an unsteady Start on the col- ih
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his eancature of a strai«htlaced already highly colorful layout; ?
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Utoration. ihey turn out something id™ ir^e?”lyTthi . ,W udicrous femme fatale of a Tou- Thl,_ Is an amazing achievement
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if f louse-Lautrec music hall, she al- these days—-the startling change of

most invariably brings down the pace Jose Ferrer is showing at the
joint. City Center, one fortnight as the
De Wolfe Is a convulsing antic- gallant in “Cyrano de Bergerac,”

mate, whether portraying a dimwit next two weeks as the badgered
Daphne du Maurier hero (in “My hospital inmate in “The Shrike.”
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^0p acting chore, Glenn Anders, u"e nasn c?™r in .

after an unsteady Start on the col- 'm his -caricature of a straightlaced a“eady highly colorful layout,

laboration, they turn out something clergyman, aids immensely in the - Dave.
really good and wonder if, lheir guffaw department. Thomas Chal- —
two previous flops weren’t tied in mers, as the dictatorial grandfa-
somebow with having been mar- ther, turns in a good performance
Tied. despite last-minute line changes.
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mw-wage_ciass^into a. Detier^joo, Qjjawa stock gr0up in its fifth, swimming pool was installed in Nanci Crompton; impressive char- miscast), handsomely garbed .'by
Howardi ht. Jonn_ nits tne part oi

sejason> - presenting the North the Shubert at a cost of $25,000, acter-voealist Harry Belafonte, and Emeline Roche, these combine for
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a remarkably able job. Equipped coiintrements, plus hew costumes. The sketches are standout. Play- suavely dished up for the most.

is f^^d-tohmored dpetor-spitor. With sparkling, brittle lines, but were brought along to give the wnght- Jean Kerr, wife of Walter part. ;
"

All of the action except the brief with a rambling story, “Values”. : play full as-on-Broadwav valnec • 51* Kerr, drama critic of the N. Y. Show starts a little uncertainly,
courtroom scene in the first act isn’t the easiest chore for any .j . u *

^
*. Herald Tribune, has contributed Ferrer as Gloucester (later Rich-

takes place in Maggie’s apartment, group. Coward has tossed another Hayward^ too nep to engage in “My Cousin Who?” and a howler ard III) seems a little offkey, feel-

an attractive one designed by unmerciful challenge to thespers [^
uch on-the-record discussion of called “Don Brown’s . Body,” in ing his way into the character But

Charles Elsom. There’s a lot of and whoever plays it will find the local critics, did express a which Mickey Spillane sex and toe gets his teeth into the meaty
okay stuff for the insiders in “His plenty of red meat to sink their wonderment as to whether the gore is«given a Paul Gregory-style role soon, and socks over a richly
and Hers,” but it’s generally a theatrical teeth into, Chi legit guardiains would com- “reading,” “Hope You Come Back,” varied performance for the chief
piece of pleasant inspiration but Story centers around the per- nient on theT full Broadway treat- by Sumner Locke Elliot, with song honors. Maureen Stapleton,, as

arrested development. Kanins must sonal maid of a lady of quality in ment, from cast to staging, given ^ Richard Adler and Jerry Ross, Anne, also is a little out of key,

have thought the idea of examin- England. Mincing-type maid col- the touring “Wish,” in view 0f lamPoons the sex, nudity and sock and slows the beginning with some
ing their own craftfrom the inside lapses when she learns her lady’s their frequent “Chicago was short- of “Wish You; Were Here” and struggles against the heavy rhe-

would be a lot of fun, but it Works wealthy, titled son is engaged to changed again” comments annlied
’

Allan Melville and toric. But she, too, gathers strength
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Charles Zwar supplied the “Which in the stretch for an appealing job
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out that way only in part. They an American screenstar who turns to other arrivals
Charles Zwar supplied the “Which m the stretch for an appealing )0 b.

haven’t been able to bring the play out to be maid’s longlost, unpleas-
‘ Witch?’ song-sketch for Miss Gin- A host of fine players has been

UP to the size of their inspiration, ant, feline sister, who skipped the
When the four reviews, fqur. gold. assembled (at an $85-a-week rate'

or their often buoyant banter, and home-hearth years ago. With soil Pans.* aPPeared the following day In addition to the Bean mono- for the difficult job of making a
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There will be at least five legitf

productions geared for juve audi-' 1

Inces in off-Broadway theatres

during the Christmas holiday. B o.

firale on these moppet offerings

SS range from a low 10c,,to .a

high of $2.40. Presentations will

run the gamut from ^Little Red

Riding Hood” to an original Yule-

yarn tagged “The Christmas

Festival.”

Productions will be put on by

The Junior Theatre, Playmart

Children’s Theatre, Children’s Own
Theatre, Henry Street Playhouse

and Edwin Strawbridge. Of that

quintet; all but . -Strawbridge.-^are

running a regular season of kiddie

shows in New York. Strawbridge,

who’s been touring his-dance^plajr

productions for children for 13

years, goes into Carnegie Recital

Hall, N. Y., Dec. 26 for a limited

run of morning' performances and

a few matinee offerings. Play to

he presented will be “Pecos Bill, The
Coyote Cowboy.”

Of the four other producing

units, Junior Theatre has been in

operation for the past 15 years.

Group has been putting on Satur-

day matinee performances at Car-

negie Recital Hall for the past

eight years. Tab on the offerings

range from $1.20 to $2;40. Outfit’s

current offering at the . 300-seat

Recital Hall is “The Five Little

Peppers.” It’ll be followed by
"Little Men,” which will, be giVen

extra performances durihg the
Christmas holiday. ; Also on the

production slate are “Tom Sawyer”
and “The Cobbler of Fairyland.”

Season usually runs from late in

November through April.

Plasnmart, which runs through-
out the year at the Carl Fisher

—/Concert Hall, has.been operating at

that locale for the past four years.
Productions at the 260-seat house,
are put on for two-month run of
Saturday and Sunday matinees.
Admission tab ranges from 75c.
to $1.20. At capacity, house can
gross $258 a performance. For its

holiday offerings, Playmart Will
present "The Christmas Festival,”
penned by group’s producer-direc-
tor Gustave Landiase. “Rip Van
Winkle” is slated to open in Jan-
uary. Ballet is Integrated into
most of the productions.

Vet Setup
The Henry Street Playhouse has

been offering a program of kiddie
entertainment since 1943. Opera-
tion is labelled "Saturday at 3,”

with the price of admission at 10c.
B.o. tab was originally 5c. but af-
ter the first three or four years
was doubled. Programs are made
up of dance-plays and an annual
holiday festival is slated for Christ-
mas. Production schedule . this
year also includes a new ‘ballet
based on “The St. George and the
Dragon” legend and bearing the
same title. Season at the Play-
house runs 32 weeks, with pres-

,
citations confined mostly to the
Saturday afternoon slotting.

Children’s own Theatre, which
operates in Greenwich Village, will

Ksen
i

“
Little Ridin8 Hood” and

The Toy Show” as its Christmas
otiering. Group, formerly a New-
®rk

;

J., setup, is currently in its
tirst full season of operation in
New Tork. Current session began
pt; 10

,

and may run through the
.aster holiday. Group performs atme Met Duane and charges an ad-

«
S

^
lon

T/
ee raiiging from 76c. to

House is set up to accom-

in
0^ 200 Patrons and can take

jn $150 at capacity. Outfit per-
ormed at its present -showcase for-

t\vo months last year.

Real Backers’ ’Picnic’

20G Divvy
Another $20,000 dividend was
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week 0n “Picnic,” bring-m g the distributed profit on the
Theatre Guild-Joshua Logan pro-

' Ctl
.
0n

.
$115,000 thus far. On

1 ,

°asis of the usual 50-50 split
netween management and backers,
t^brought the latter a profit of

8,o on their $90,000 investment.
... .\.° r tne four-week period end-

rrn^°vi
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j?n

the V'Tillianl Inge drama
gi ossed $95,785 and netted $22,-

total earned
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t0 $145,638. After— dividend, assets
cash_rese.iyejML4

tributioi?
51^06 avaUable for dis-

Votoran Broadway logit PuUidtf

Nat Dorfman
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hat a cureell panacea In a piece
•n bow

‘House, Seats
9 Can Save

The Theatre
* * >

abrtqht editorial ftaturolntha

48th Anniversary Number

"DUE “SOON

Birmingham; Dec. 15.

There’ll / be two Oklahomas ... in

Miami Jan. 1, : theatre^promoter
Francis -Falkenburg reported

1

here.
One will be the U. of Oklahoma,
which plays Maryland In the
Orange. Bowl. The other will be
the musical, “Oklahoma,” which
Falkenburg. is bringing to Florida
for the. first time, opening on Dec.
26 at the Miami Auditorium.
Falkenburg is opening up the

entire southeast for musicals , by
dealing directly with the show
management for bookings in many
of the key cities where formerly
bookers had to make a separate
deal for each town.

“Oklahoma'” is playing 'the'

Temple in Birmingham for eight
performances, starting Monday
(14). It then goes to Jacksonville,

where Falkenburg says it wilt be
the first legitimate show to play
the Florida Theatre there’ From
Jacksonville, the show goes to

Miami for an indefinite engage-
ment.
Falkenburg brought “Guys and

Dolls’’ here this season and “South
Pacific” here last year, both for

eight showings. On the return of
“South. Pacific” to this territory,

Falkenburg will play it ' in Nash-
ville, Montgomery and Moble for
the first time.

Kid Stuff
Omaha, Dec. 15.

Junior class at Rushville,
Neb., High School evidently
likes to liven it up. The class
play, presented last Tuesday
(8), was “Good Night Ladies,”
spicy version of “Night in a
Turkish Bath.” However, the
kids eliminated the stripteaser
role.

Tickets went for 65c-^and
no twofers, either.

“Little Jessie James” folds at

the Ford’s Theatre, Baltimore, Sat-

urday (19) after a three-week try-

and Hal Olver plan to have the.

musical recast and rewritten. Gen-
eral Teleradio and a group headed
by Tom O’Neill, prexy and board
chairman of the Mutual radio net,
are prepared to finance a re
vamped edition of the" tuner. Tur-'
ner, incidentally, is film Consultant
to Teleradio, which owns Mutual.

Current production was financed
at $50i000 and cost7-$48;000 to
mount. Show, however, lost addi-
tional coin during US tryout run.
Musical, which has a small cast, is

breaking evfen at around $1 1,900
exclusive of theatre share. Turner,
and Olver are planning . a larger
chorus and seek name performers
in the lead roles.

Musical was slated to lay off the
first four days of next week and
then go into the Colonial, Boston.
Engagement has been cancelled.
Musical opened at the Taft, Cincy,
Nov. 30, then moved to the Hart-
man, Columbus, before going into J

Ford’s.

;
Want 18G

For Lease, Equipment
Stockholders of the Falmouth

Playhouse, Coonamessett, Mass.,

are. considering two Offers to dis-

pose of the Spot. One of the
wouldbe purchasers Is James Awe.
general manager there for the last

two years, but the identity of the

other isn’t disclosed.
.

Understood
the stockholders have, asked $18,-

000 for their lease on the property,
extending through the summer of

I960, plus electrical equipments
and various incidentals.

Richard Aldrich, managing di-

rector and one of the stockholders,

is said to be interested in with-
drawing, so as to be able to devote
more time to his activities as a

Broadway producer. He is also

managing director of two other-

Cape Cod strawhats, the Cape
Playhouse, Dennis., Mass., and the

•Cape Cod Music Circus (the name
of which is to he changed this sum-
mer), Hyannis, Mass.
Falmouth stockholders, besides

Aldrich, include his Broadway
partner, Richard Myers; their asso-

ciate, Julius Fleischmann; Al-

drich’s attorney, David Marshall
Holtzmann, and about half-a-dozen

others.

Gotham Y Set$ ‘Bpheme’
New English translation by Ruth

and Thomas Martin of Puccini’s

“La Boheme” will be premiered
in a concert-form version by the

Y Symphonic Workshop, under di-

rection of Maurice Levine, at the

YM&YWHA, N; Y., Sunday (20).

Workshop has given dramatic
concerts of Kurt Weill's “Street

Scene” and Marc Blitzstein’s “Re-
gina/- and a similar treatment is

planned for Villa Lobos’ “Magda-
lena” on March 7. 1954. Musical

played at the Ziegfeld, N. Y.,^n
1948.

t’ and the Press;

Maybe It’s Fate That Crix

Were Shut Out on Slow
Philadelphia.

Editor, Variety:

A very big subject, in my opin-

j
ion, is not so much the individual

critic—but the standard of criti-

cism. I suspect that the drama
critics here and elsewhere are high-

browing the theatre to death.

Their standards are too high, the

yardstick they use against the legit

is an out-of-date measurement.

For instance, the word around
is now well known on “Kismet’’; it

got a break because the critics

didn’t review it—*nd radio and TV
did. The general feeling was that

the radio-TV reception would be
“kinder/* Perhaps this stems from
the angle that radio-TV is candidly
commercial, and more suited to

discussing a candidly commercial
theatre.

It’s all a long argument and
never seems to get anywhere, but
my contention is that the standards
employed today are standards not
appropriate for a theatre fighting

to survive high costs.

I suspect, too, that critics used
to be kinder when one or two big

new things came along but do take

a dour attitude when everything is

more or less ordinary—as it is

these days. Of course, in the final

analysis, the theatre today needs
highbrow criticism like an extra

stagehand. The whole business of

reviewing a new musical on any
other basis than whether it is worth

the $4 is absurd.

How about suggesting that the

drama Critics take a sabbatical on
highbrow criticism for six months
and see what happens? Among
other things, they would agree to

abandon all references to yester-

day; when it was done, before; how
much better the actor was in his

role in something else; and all:

brushoffs based on- the fact that the

show in question i? not great the-

atre— since by pre-arrangement,

everyone agrees iii advance that

this is the case.

What I’m trying to say is that we
are 'at the end of a cycle. It may
be -some while before the new big

thing starts, and until such time,

let’s regard what’s left of show
business with a little joy in the

heart, and go to the theatre in the

frank spirit of entertainment which
obviously is proriTptlng~most man-
agements. Ned Armstrong,

Eddie Cantor

noitalgically. recalls some more of

Those Ziegfeld Days

.. .flu absorbing bylina pi*C« jn

48th Anniversary Number

:
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OUT-SOON

4* With the closing next April 10
of “The King and I.” at the St.

James, N. Y., Rodgers dr Hammer-
stein will have only a.jingle show,
“Me and Juliet,” on Broadway,
Their original production of “South
Pacific” is folding Jan. 16 at the
Broadway, N. Y,, although the
second company will continue tour-
ing indefinitely.

A solo R & H tuner on the
Main Stem will be a novelty, the
first time- such a : situation, has . ex-.—
isted since. March 29, 1951, when
“King and I” opened at the St.

.

James. “South Pacific,” which had
premiered April 7, 1949, left town
last May 16 for a limited engage-
ment in Boston, but resumed dur-
-ing—the- -summer—ta-bring—the—
R; <Sc H current list to three.

' Return of “Oklahoma’’ last Aug.
21 for a limited run at the N. . Y.
City Center, expanded the lineup
to four, believed to be the largest’

number offered simultaneously by
_
any~authpr-producers -in modehr—
Broadway history. “South Pacific”
was the first R & H production,
but the collaborators were previ-
ously represented on Broadway as
co-authors of the Theatre Guild
productions of “Oklahoma,” “Car-
ousel” and “Allegro.”

Simplified Setup
With a simplified physical pro-

duction; sacrificing virtually noth-
ing to visual or playing . effect but
expediting setting up, taking down
and transporting the show, “King
and I” will go directly from Broad-
way to Cincinnati for a two-week .

engagement opening April 12. play
the w?eek of April 26 in Indian-

Main Stem foldos are getting

extensive runs in off-Broadway
show’casings. A trio of shows that

failed to click on the boards dur-

ing the past two- seasons has been
given the off-Broadway treatment
this year. All three have outdis-

tanced the original Broadway runs
by wide margins.

,

’ Of the; three productions, two
are still running. These are “Cli-

mate of Eden” and “The Emper-
or’s Clothes.” Both, have already
racked ud about 60 oerfOrmances J

v*^rjv 1,1 iUUWU’

eacSf^The i

»»*>“*.«>*«». go « City lor

“Eden” and “Clothes ” respective-
^ performances starting May 3

1 “were 20 aS 16 pert™\t night. May 15.

Former offering is being present- i _
It plays eight weeks on Civic

ed by Current Stages at its 50-seat Light Opera subscription, May IT*-

midtown theatre, while the latter
j

July 10, at the Philharmonic, Los
production is being given by the ^Angeles, and four more weeks
Greenwich Mews Theatre at its/ July 12-Aug: 7 at the Curran, San
280-seat Greenwich Village show- ! Francisco. Show than tours th«

case. Both operations function on norfhw’est, including stands in

a voluntary admission basis.
- Portland. Seattle, Vancouver, etc.

The other offering this year wa^ >
1° negotiation is a 16-perfonnancc

“The Grass Harp,” which ran for
‘ engagement during the Texas

183 performances at the Circle-in- State Fair, opening Oct. 9. at th«

the-Square in the Village. Produc- State Fair Auditorium, Dallas,

tion, incidentally, followed the : Closing Jan. 16 of “South Pa-
longrun at that theatre of “Sum- ! cific” at the Broadway, N. Y.. wiU
mer and Smoke,” which was a be the end of a 1.925-performance,
Broadwey . flop in the ’48-’49 sea-

j
57-month Broadway run for the

son. Performance tallies on the ’ original production of the musical.
Village runs of "Harp” and : Touring edition, currently playing
“Smoke” were 183 and 385. re-

, the midwest, will travel through
spectiyely, while the Broadway the South and some eastern cities
figures were 36 and 102, respec-

;
before going into the National,

tively. Washington, probably opening May
/

— ———— ,17. for a summer run. Tentative
• bookings for the 1954-55 season
are being worked out.

|

"Oklahoma,” the rights to which
i
R & H recently purchased from

If • |1 ,he Gui]d. will continue on tour
may Be in PI. I. Next I6&r

j

through the balance of this season

•Diary of a Young Girl." Ann
:

e,®“ per‘

Frank’s bostsoller account of a ii2K*f
™n‘

Jewish family’s perescution under aS
-*

the Nazi occupation of Holland. <

ihay he dramatized hy Albert and ft™ ^ mIIov ‘oSK?
!
Kansas Cily’s Starlight Op?rrtta;
etc.

ested in the project and are dis- 1

cussing their ideas about treatment
with Kermit Bloomgarden, who
holds the fights. Property was for-

merly under option to Cheryl Craw-
ford

Meanwhile, librettist-lyricist Os-
car Haihmerstein 2d started last
week on the writing of the actual
collaborators’ next show, a musical

The producer planed to the Coast drama based on characters and

last week for the confabs, and is
development from

^
John

due back in New York within the Steinbeck s Cannery H°Wi He

next day or so. If the Hacketts a |?d ^mposer Richard Rodgers

undertake the assignment, the will hutWle^ on tlie project tins

drama is a prospect for production
.

'V<

;

0
A‘ , J

rfuc.un l?
.

tent
.
at

on Broadway next season.
• scheduled for thfe spring of 195§.

Also on Bloomgarden’s tentative 1

schedule for next Season are new’

scripts of undiscTosed title and
theme by Arthur Miller and Lillian

Heilman. Bloomgarden produced
the former’s “Death of a Salesman”

f
n
^ Ahe ,?

1UC e
A
an

f
d

,,

lhe Jat’
. dramatization by John Cecil Holm
from a John McNulty sketch,

“Back to a Place I’ve Never Been.”
will be given a single performance
by the St. Joan of Arc Guild be-

fore an invited audience next Mon-
day night '21) at the St. Joan of

Holm Eyes TV Test With

One-Act Amateur Try
“The Windfall.” a long one-act

ter’s “Another Part of the For
est,” “Montserrat.” “Autumn Gar-
den” apd last season’s “Children’s

Hour” revival.

40-Week Toronto Rep
I Arc School Hal). Jackson Heights, .

bet Bjk INeW Company QUcens NiY . Playwright’s main
Toronto, Dec. 15.

Barbara Chilcott and her hus-
idea in adapting the piece was
that it would be suitable for TV,

band,; Max Helpnianh, have just
,
but he okayed the amateur stage

flown in from London to join ’ presentation so he could get an

former’s brothers, Murray and ; idea of how it .plays.

Donald Davis, in. their 'venture of
f

Holm, author of “Three Men on

40 weeks’ repertory, commencing :

a. Horse-,” “Gramercy Ghost and

Jan. 5; with “Richard of Bordeaux”
r
the book of “Best Foot Forward,

at $3 top.
;

has recently completed a new full-

On a two-year lease, with option ; length cpmedy with a New Eng-

to buy, new company has taken i
land fishing to\yn kocale. Its un-

over the Crest Theatre, [titled as yet.
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College Plays I ugH Bits
Inside Stuff—

DSH»gjth,
Triangle club (Princeton _univeM‘[y> .dances , (mostly in the. second of Wonderful Town Ro*aI*nd

noting that the situation is bad in most British theatres, it asserts

stanza), but empbisls remains iome of the dressing rooms of many provincial theatres .»
heavily on the booh throughout. *^nt

w
‘ff^e Brisioi, and their veritable pigsties, and. suggests that Is the reason many leading West

Murray/ schuiiz, w#yne a, Lawgon; •tag-
Jt pays Qfr t5Q jn pi^ty 0? sPlid son, Lance. Edith Evana» featured End players refuse to tour,

. *u~ ~au « ,

<4* topical gags in: the show, wlH^pUne to Miami Reading
If

iSaSS^SS
•gjjjj

involving everyone, from Arthur ^ prince wu/make °a flying trip stagedoor keeper to restrain them, so the young rascals look upon the

Br?dy.
H
At

y
-McCarter' Th’eltte. 'operiinS Godfrey to the drairia crix.

to Paris . . : Julius Fleischmann theatre as a sort of Liberty Hall, where they can run about unmolestedBrady. At J
Pec. 10. 1953. As the emphasis is on the lines returned last week from: Europe, and even open dressing-room doors to.take, a peep at the artists apply.

Wt f ^ ... . , and the comedy, show needs su- left over the weekend for Naples, ing their makeup or getting into their costumes. Performing animals
Triangle Club of Princeton s perior acting and timing, and this Fla., wll spend Christmas with his

at a circus have more privacy and protection,
COth anniversary .

propuc t i o n, one ge ^s ^ in abundance. As Feek, ^family in Cincinnati and. go^ to “The dressing rooms themselves in this particular theatre are damn
which, preemed here at _the^McCarr Schwarz (who with Frederic Tau- Washington for the opening Jan.

as dungeons and equally filthy. The furniture -is rickety, the mirrors
ter Theatre,, is in thj wsual. tradi- send contributed lyrics of superior 4 -of a tryout engagement of Deal

a broken and the lighting quite inadequate for the, purpose of makeup

t&^e^eSmke^ tSI^mSmr P'a*'** SitlT'Slirtoh 'Kwi™
* ,?socla 'te'1 Sn belt kno^ trthe^

talent. "Malice" is spottier than t„n UlirKirhi'slai/ rieuort- British actress-singer Petry Bar- available, during the last two days of the week, *nd throughout the

dist & Col) and tends to become
tra but all the leads are standout, a poliomyelitis patient in Royal appearance, comfort and convenience of dressing rooms of some Broad-

too wordy. However, it’s still a wit
’

h particular reference to Harry Free H o s p i t a 1, Northwestern way theatres, notably those operated by City Playhouses. Ihe_a»/|—
topnotch college production^.relj^. .^eekwith-as the~prexyVgirlrWtt-- Brarichr-London . ~^Hgs~anyoTre~ a couple of other independent managements,
lng primarily tor its sock on the

iiam Wood as Chris (a sock por- mentioned the Span, in type of
'

brawny talents of the chorus and trait of a nal intellectual with all character as well as years, be- .. .. . . , . . « . .
.

the better skits which really carry thestaridard attitudes vs. coirimer- tween Margaret Sutlavan’s present “Wish You Were
.
Here, ^which opened a road tour last Tuesday

the show. ' - ciaUsmV, Walter Littell as the proxy role, of the eager, 25-lsh girl in (8) in Chicago, was panned by all four first-string critics there. Except
> Charles ,

Robinson as Bizarre and WiiUam Allison as Chris
r
boy- “Sabrina Fair” and her last sea- for Sheila Bond, who received unanimously personal notices, and. one

Macfaddist; Charles H. Schultz as
friend. son’s part of the desperate, 40-ish or two players who drew a few passable mentions, the only thing

Dixie; Ronald Friedrich as_ Roland; a m* nf v«mpn »n haviH .Tam^ errant wife in “Deep Blue Sea? generally praised Was Jo Mielzlrier's scenery.,. Even the onstage-swim- —
-.David—Reed-.-as—Bilious. -Bourboni- Stephen " Bolster

-
* and Edward . ... Whatever became of Broad- ming pool drew brushoff or sarcastic Comment, while Harold Rome’s

and Thomas Pettus as
j
Florence Bursk als0 turns in a bright per- way producer Marie Louise Elkins? songs were rapped and the book was unfavorably compared to the

<Superdame) are featured in most
formancet wowing in a dance rou- Edith Lane, who plays one of the original Arthur Kober play (which few people seem to recall drew

°
*l ~

a
«.2 ,vli r/ tine with Sandy Lou Lee, while Navy nurses in the touring “South mixed reaction and never drew strong business,; even with two-for-

n
a
i«®.zin.,»K?«i

'-

s
£»i.£

n
»*

u
*8?ii thS Samuel Gilflx, Richard Waldron Pacific ” went ori as the femme ones). Chi aislesitters who nixed the Leland Hayward-Joshua Logan

Triir” “Biiit-m* Bourbon’s Dance* and p
.
irie MacDonald Tuchings lead, Nellie Forbush, last week at prQduction were Claudia Cassidy, of the Tribune; Roger Dettmer,lldlU IllllUUSy J)U.Ui UUII 9 I^OIIXC /4rnnp tkn tnn nnmKnp in iha ehnur fhA fimnDlim nfiVOnnOPr U/nPn PB* » • « • .« » rr wt: j tr- n _ #«. •

"•"RjVinne Bourbon’s Dance- and Pine MacDonald Tuchmgs lead, Nellie. Fortnish, last w’eek at prQduction were Claudia Cassidy, of the Tribune; Roger Dettmer,

Easv’ The Latin Nicker’andthe ?»w .the top number in the show the Orpheum, Davenport, when co- American; Sydney J. Harris, News, arid Herman Kogan, Sun-Times.

.first ' act finale, '"The Throne-
that *woh5d iioM^its'own ’in

1

''aiiy With^the’cttmp'letiSi^of^casUhg o£ I i^eiister^a'sST^BertoShfancc'vSn
P*nn*™8 °* '',cnt on

Ro«m
-

. . - ^ company. None of the voices is real the Playwrights Co. production of
t0 reglster a 5»T-pertonnance run. ,

. Second halt ^contains the. best
5jg; but all are competent enougli “Ondine,” Alfred Lunt and Lynn

. t ,sketch ip the show, * silent movie for the material, Fontanne have returned to their Stratford. Ont.’s, second Shakespeare Festival (opening next June
skit, leatunng Schultz and/ Fned-

The songs Are generally utilitar- home at Genesee Depot, Wis , to 28 with Jam^ Mason starred) “will have to $teer between the Scylla

Delilah that^ods thri oroceedin
* iah, being

8
singable and ^kay for spend Christmas, but will /return of popularity degenerating into vulgarity and the Charybdis of preci-

hv
l

Vnurh
h
mittinff

S
from autH- the occasion. No romantic ballad of to take over direction of the Au- osity and snobbishness,” wrote Tyrone Guthrie, who will again directi

eLe Tin Vie "inai^Vral Ball in consequence turns up. but the drey Hepburn-Mel’ Ferrer starrer in the Dec. 12 issue of Saturday Night mag, “The thing not to be

the Park ” winds thiiSs up in good score ' set forth by two pianos, per- Dec. 28 Random House Avill afraid of is being thought arty, highbrow, longhaired . ... At any mo-

shape and features the best danc- cession and bass, .is engaging ^he text
;

of Samuel Tay- ment some other city may pop up with a festival that is more popular,

big, but all are competent enougli “Ondine,” Alfred .Lunt and Lynn
for the material, Fontanne have returned to their

The songs are generally utilitar-

Fontanne have returned to their Stratford, Ont.’s, second Shakespeare Festival (opening next June
home at Genesee Depot,/ Wis:, to 28 with Jamqg Mason starred) “will have to steer between the Scylla

Wit throughout, there afe but lor's "Sabrina Fair.
ment some other city may pop up with a festival that is more popular,
fashionable and glamorous than Stratford's, and aWay the tourists will

on “Toast of the Town’? Dec. 6.
a

.
coVpi

e of line numbers, involving Le» Thomas, company manager fly like bees to a bigger, brighter flower. Stratford’s long-term chance
Music for the show was written fta*^ «!i

n
S

touring "John Brown’s 0f survival depends~upon aiming to please the most exacting taste
primarily by Fred M. Stewart, ®pd

^.i ,
to !h* Coast. vgxt rather than that of the greatest number.’*

with collaboration on some of the shows, but alMhtrdances are airius- week for Christmas
.
dinner and a

numbers Best tunes include “Car- inSjy staged by PoIly Niggemeyer_ look at his_new_granddaughter- v ---—— ;

—
toT'

J

uice and~Tomato Juice” by
+?nd as amusingly put over by the Richard Krakeur is planning a pro- Milton Lyon, w-ho produced “Annie Get Your Gun” and “Gentlemen

Stewart- “Gee, I’d Like to' Wiggle hoys, eduction this season of “Blaze of Prefer Blondes” as miisiqal packages on the straw'hat circuit last sum-
You In Mv Little Igloo” and Pace is all important here, and Glory,” by Leo Lleberman . . . Del mer, was at the Ten Eyck Hotel in Albany over the weekend acting

“Rollin Roland,” both by Stewart when caught, theThow had plenty. Hughes wlll^ be ^production stage as accompanist for The MADmoiselles. Lyon, who writes special
and G, Donald Murra*'; “Umgawa the direction of

.
Donn Fischer be- manager of ‘The Confidential material for the act, planned to stop at the Ford Theatre in Baltimore

0u*bef by. Stewart ^ .

..tvubo^d dUlog.,^ w.ntiug ^‘"tbo.S”
•amtStfe' *£ ‘ th? last few lift* it tq th?

1

topSevluS lh£ field.- PrSkofieff’s “Petor Li the Wolf”
t0 Hnow what musicals would be available for packaging in the 1954

and takps advantage of the manv Show/ this year has run into with the Roanoke (Va.) Symphony seaspn -

good tunes to bolster the show, union snags for out-of-town per- Orchestra.
—

"
;

~ ~ ' ~

*

Bill Powers has done an excellent usual A,an Dent, drama critic of the agement the day after the opening vue sketch should be—funny, ridic-

job with the beef trust dancing mumts,. ^ London. News-Chronicle, was the and said the nitery performer was ulous and observant. It is a Mickey
girls and specialty numbers, _cUi- IzSi

’ guest of honor at a luncheon yes- ill ’ and wished to be released Spillane thriller told in the man*
minating in the sock “Can-Can” °«c 18-19 and Riverdale. Dec. terday (Tues.) Of the N. Y. Drama from his contract. Request was tier \lohn Brown’s^
finale.

:

21 '22 ' Ehe • Critics Circle . . . Jacob Friedus. granted, During the “Almanac” "J

V

Mike Howard s directmg gives former owner of the old Empire tryout in Boston, one of Mimmo’s nretendinc to rerd and
1

! chorus-the show balance and pace though Calliope Theatre, N. Y., was convicted in two solo spots was eliminated. He nntt.m? i Thirntfmslow spots are present these are
' Salt Lake Citv • TW in Federal Court, Washington, last received mixed notices from: the ?^;
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due to weak scripting. Howard has
Univeraify ThMt. nr^frVPn ^ i°‘

week of filing false statements with New York critics.
her leads me to believe that Mrs.

used the available talent to
+
ad- the Reconstruction Finance Corp. Charles Goldner arriving in

' a.s food -a drBma critic

vantage, and the overall effect-w
j

^. written and directed by Robert Hyct« in 1950, as . president of the Star- N. Y. Friday (18) on the SS Ihiited
as her °ld man is.vantage, and the overall effect

bv Hueh. G Hardv are the
sixeSAo “takTtiS tead^lS John McClain, in the ;N: Y. Jour

Sets bj RuSh_G. Hardy are the of ut^n. Dec. i, *53; $2 top. ously seryed a jail term for tax “Pink Tights,” Shepard Traube nal-American, remarked, ‘ It should
ct coon in rprpnr TnanoiF nro- . nr,c am xja ..i

j

: mi , , .
•- .

"uuv *... ’best seen in recent Triangle pro-
ductions. and are the equal of

Utah. Dec. i, *53; $2 top. ousiy seryed a -jail term for tax “Pink Tights,” Shepard Traube nal-American, remarked, “It should
. —“ ,

. evaston. He sold the Empire The- musical goes into, rehearsal tomor- recorded that I was delighted
The problems of a maladjusted *tre several years ago, and it has row (Thiirs ), when the ballet con- by two sketches, ’My Cousin Who?’

1 1

1

ri a man ^nA * nlrAM • m !•» cmaa haon- • a i*n ^4 • > » •>«' 4a ^ i

^

i a. _ a. _ * . . . > . . " **

v..— v— — o— nr.iaL uuucdt icuiiiique is siignuy w ncdits, com^ay Dy jean buii- two seasons aeo now in ®if ••

ta|f n , , + f • ,a5n
confusing at first, it succeeds in de- Kerr and Eleanor Brooke, with “Caine Mutiny.”

' n afternoon?)
The all-student orchestra is fair veloping a thoroughly interesting Walter F. Kerr, husband Of the co- Priscilla Morrill takes over thp

:

ir"-•nH Hope a enori ioh under the ahle ai^nmn w.- i, . /?. !r "y^r*** LdKes over me IfTr H.nd does a good job under ihe able eve^ng of
thetoul?

'

^he^ratinSl ^v^lSrle ^ioss ^’e^o
Plot is essentially the unfolding ?•’ Y - Herald Tribune, handling the ing “Misalliance,” replacing Janchestrations by Earle ^Moss help- of the thwarted personality of ^ lrection, Cyril Ritchard is men- Farrand, who’s eavin^ the com-

SfhMcT“,“‘ James
.

IJerry Murray, ^hose fioned for the lead . . "Th* Crc pany to return^^to N Y.°to join h«
mg the music
with pace.

After three
here, show go

James (Jerry Murray),• ~ *»»****i*j i, rr i (vow . .. _ . i » *«# bv n, i f JU1II IltfL

iree davs (Dec 10-12)
'®truSSle to fit himself into a pat- }A", Woman, by Robinson Jeffers, husband, Albert Marre, “Kismet”

eoes
d

to Plainfield 15- \
ern of ^mg is complicated by a

v be Pr°duced by Ramon de director. ... Leland Hayward, his
' 1647: Philadelphia f^a domineering aunt Fa

J_
k
’_

th
.
e “fneral manager

; llermari Bern-

Plays on B’way
5; Continued from page 36

Richard 111
Price is very good as the knavish

^9-
iS

Chicago Ind'ianapolfs ^31^ backwards, ^th ea^h sc'ede <Tl.
f
mas and Patrick Chi s Shubcrt " Jeffrey cu?l luS^thrSnSeSriShlhS-iicc.;

CincinnatVjan 1 - Columns 2
' back Further in time. Clancy and Neil McKenzie, will rently playing the title role in "Mr >« heF several scenes, and most

q n *

’

S\jd. A narrator clown, located on the -Thp
U
w,c rt

P
H
U,

^ Tcnt i

Ca"0,1,s Roberts" at Showcase Theatre, Poignant and moving in the wind*
J

upper level of the stage, is used to hi!?? ,^e
rPi

ve
t

N
£i

Spoken
-

pei'- Evanston, 111., featured speaker at up - Staats Cotsworth makes an
m . . fi<» tho tnnotbon lj/uti.. a.. 0aps wun iiennis King as star and i the Ameuir;in Onora cirtniatu'r .affectine Clnrenep. eivine a minorAd Man Out

Camijridger
Dec. 10.

production, Siar’.: Hesscltlne: choreog-
raphy. Polly >Ji“gerheycr; direction, Donn
Fischer, At Brattle, Cambridge, Dec.
1 .

'33 . .

tie the action together. While the
5l« i

5,
R
!??. a

|.
star and the American Opera Society’s din- affecting Clarence, giving a minor

clown holds interest and is ablv
Hâ .Wagstaff GribbIe

t
directing, ner last week in Chicago. role major stature. Florence Reed,

handled by Oliver Osterberg there c®
eSfc/7-H

!
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Chicago, Dec. 15/ 4

With only three theatres lighted,

leeit grosses held an even keel last

week despite the absence of any

Wtor conventions and a coupleS father. "Wish You
Were Here" registered so-so its

opening week at the Shubert. with

unanimous pans from the Chi

quartet of critics.

Estimates for Last Week

Misalliance, Sjiwyn-t (2d -wk)
80' 1,000). Slight upbeat at

$13 9.00. Departs Saturday (19),

Seven Year Itch, Erlanger (12th

uk) ($5; 1.334) (Eddie Bracken).

Pipped under $23,100.

wkh You Were Here, ShubertM wk) ($5: 2,100). Hit $34,400

for seven” performances;
“
- ;

~

‘His and Hers’ Fair $5,400

For Three in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Dec. 15. .

-iqik and Hers,” comedy by Fay

and-’Michael Kanin, With Celeste

Holm and Robert Preston co-

starred, drew a fair $5,400 for the

first three performances last Fri-

day-Saturday (1M2) of an. 11-per-

formance tryout at the Nixpn Thea-

tre here. Albert Selden-Morton
Gottlieb production has a $9,000

advance for this week from Thea-
tre Guild-American Theatre So-

ciety subscription.

.

Show, which goes to Detroit next
week, is slated to open Jan. 7 on
Broadway.

‘Sisters’ Delayed
Opening of -‘Sisters,” new Yid-

dish-American play with riuisic,

scheduled to open at the Second
Ave. Theatre, N. Y., Monday 414),

has been postponed to Friday (18).

The LooisJErciman-Manny Fleisch-

mann production will star Edmund
Zayenda and Irving Jacobson.

Featured are Miriam Kressyn,
Berta Gersten, Mae

,
Schoenfeld,

Muni Serebrov, Lucy Gehrman and
Esta Salzman.

Washington, Dec. 15.

“Prescott Proposals,” starring
Katharine Cornell, raked in an un-
usually flashy $33,600 for its sec-
ond and last week at the National
Theatre, en route to Broadway.
National is dark this week, but re-
lights next Monday (21) with a
four-week return engagement of
“Porgy and Bess.” The Gershwin
opera has been cashing in on a
neat publicity gambit by house
manager Ed Plohn. Show has been
advertised over the “Strike It

Rich’- national TV show, with the
winner of the “Why I Want to Go
to—Washington—XTna*r-Weok^Tnon-v

test to witness a performance from
the President's box.

Shubert,, which was dark last
week, relights tonight (Tues.) with
a fortnight run of the new Judith
Anderson play, “In the Summer
Housed > -

•

Current Road Shows
(Dec. 14-26)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Henry Fonda, John Hodiak, Lloyd
Nolan) (tryout) — Bushnell Aud.,
Hartford (14); Opera House, Bos-
ton (15-19); Shubert, New Haven
(21-26). (Reviewed in Variety,
Oct.: 14, ’53).

Evening With Beatrice Lillie
(Beatrice Lilliel^-Royal Alexandra,
Toronto (14-19); Hanna, Cleveland
(21-26).

^ Good Nile, Ladies—Civic,. New
Orleans (14-19); Great Northern,
Chi (26).

.Guys and Dolls—Shubert, Phila.
(14-19); Bushnell Aud.,. Hartford
(21-23); Shubert, Boston (25-26).

His and Hers (Celeste Holm,
Robert Preston) (tryout) — Nixon,
Pitt (14-19);. Cass, Detroit (21-26).
(Reviewed i-n Variety this week).

In-.the Summerhouse (Judith An-
dei’fvon) (tryout) — Shubert, Wash.
• 14-16). (Reviewed in Variety,
Dec. 2, 1953).
_John Brown's Body (Tyrone
Power, Anne Baxter, Raymond

"~MYlrginia Univ - Aud.,C 1.11 lot tesville ?14); Syria Mosque,

Siur
hn

??«
d ^5)

: Mun. Aud., Nor-
folk (16): Playhouse, Wilmingtoh

a,,i
: hvnc>. 5alt0 ‘ ( 18-19); Muri.

'
,Miami Beach (21-26).

Pn,vr>
11

*^sie James (tryout)—

Va rf
0 ' U4'1^- (Reviewed inVABIKTY, Dec. 2, ’53).

Tlm^
cn

Z®?
selle Colombe (JulieKm L(lr
i?

Best) < tryout)—Shu-

PhilkSa""®" (17- 19,: FolTCSt '

I) fvir

S
il

,

i
a,
lA*rSelwyh ‘ Chl (14-19);

AJ.ividson, Milwaukee (21-26K

S$8A!»* ~ Erlanger, Buf-

nC

,

Faccsi—Curran , S.F. (14-26).

hnni
'Temple, Birming-

( 2 l-24 i-

4
n
9

i’
*^?rida, Jacksonville

(26 ,i

’
^ade County Aud., Miami

(l 4-?m \m«®e?s
.

~ Forrest, Phila;

ftin
• ^K01131

’ Wash. (21-26).

(BuS
arkSle “*• Penhypacker

(tivoun Martha Scott)
st” Phila. (14-26).

Sovon v
m Variety this week).

Inn\,
Vea

£j!ch (Eddie Bracken)
alanger, Chi (14r26).

Tilton i Facific ^Jeanne Bal. Webbllon ’-rnwa Cedar Rapids (14-

, D.C.

Tennypadker’ Okay $9,950

For Four in Hartford
Hartford, Dec. 15.

Sturdy $9,950 was racked up by
“The Remarkable Mr. .7 Penny-
packer” in a three-day (four-per-
formance) tryout at the New Par-
sons Thursday through Saturday
(10-12). Comedy, a first production
for film scrivener Liam O’Brien,
garnered excellent press and word-
of-mouth. Marquee featured Bur-
gess Meredith and Martha Scott.
Usual $4 20 top prevailed.

House is dark until Dec, 30, when
it relights fbr tryout of a new com-
edy, “Dear Charles,” an Alvan Mel-
ville adaptation from the French
script, “Les Enfants d’Edouard,”
by Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon. In for
a four-day stance, it costars Anna-
bella and Oscar Karlweis.

Ned Armstrong
wants to know

Are New Dramatists

JFaiting For Atomic
Inspiration?

* * *

'

on InferosHitg
, tdltorial feature’

in Hit

48th Anniversary Number
if

DUE SOON

, ‘Kismet’ $54300,

Pre-Christmas slump hit Broad-
way last week, with all but the
dick entries falling off; Downbeat
pattern is expected to continue
through this week and early next
week-

Only musical to go' clean last

week was ‘‘Can-Can.” Other shows
t straight plays) , that Registered
capacity were “Sabtina Fair,”.

“Solid Gold Cadillac,’’ “Tea and
Sympathy” arid “The Teahouse of
the .August Moon.” Of that quartet,
aH—but—“Tea—-had-- their—grosses
dented by theatre party commis-
sions. —

_

mast $3Q,90Q with .theatre
-

commissions cutting into the take
(previous week", $31,000); lays off
for a week beginning Monday (21).

Seven Year Itch. Fulton (59th
wk) (C-$Br$4,80; 1.063: $24,400)
(Tom Ewell), Over $23,900 (previ-
ous week, $24,400).
Bolid Gold Cadillac; Belasco (6th

wk) (C-$6-$4;80; 1,077; $28,300)
(Josephine Hull). Over $28,000
with theatre party commissions
holding down take < previous week,

1 $27 900) .

—

i

South Pacific, Broadway <237th
wk ) (

M

C-$64»4J1Q;—L990;—$44J)Q0)-

‘Body’ $14,800,New Haven
New Haven, Dec. 1 5.

The customary pre-Xmas let-

down meant nothing to the local
three-day stand of “John Brown’s
Body,” which came through with
one

.
sellout and two near-sellouts

in its four-performance stopover
at the Shubert last week <10-12).

At $4.80 top; this meant a fine take
of $14,800.

Current is preem of “Mile. Co-
lombe,” Julie Harris-Edna Best
starrer, in for Thursday-Saturday
(17-19). Next week is a full stanza
of “Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
(21-26), then house goes dark till

breakin of “Confidential
.
Clerk”

(Ina Claire, Claude Rains), due
Jan, 7-9.
'

“lee Follies” is current on eight-
day run at Arena (13-20).

Philadelphia; Dec, 15,

Aided by strong word-of-mouth,
both legit attractions .Jiecc .success-

fully bucked the pre-Christmas
doldrums. “Porgy and Bess” upped
first week's take in second stanza

at Forrest, and “Oh, Men! Oh,
Women!” built solidly in second
semester at Locust.

“Guys and Dolls” returned last

night (Mon.) to the Shubert for a

Of last week’s openings, “Rich- |Martha .
Wright, George Britton),

ard III” pulled down two favorable I

Under $21,000 (previous week,$24,-

notices and five pans, while “Joliri 40Q); closes Jan. 16.

Murray Anderson’s Almanac” drew
, , «J* ,

four affirmative and three negative wk)
v

review’s. Latter missed hitting ca- ;3Q0 ) .(Deborah Kerr).
,

Almost. $28,-

paeity because of ofTish matinee (previous w'eek, $28,400).

biz” Saturday (19). Empty seats at
' „

matinee performances were also !

< C-$6-$4.80; 1 ^14;
responsible for other top entries

' * v/®” .. ^_^av,d
01
'' ayne * .

Eor"

failing to register cabacitv.
' sythe>. Ov’er $31,500 with theatre

„ . . y
: party commissions denting capacity

End as a Man moved out of
: take (previous

.
week, $31,400).

J
Wonderful Town, '(Vinter Garden

(42nd w'k) (MC-S7.20; 1.510; $54.-
173)

.
(Rosalind Russell), Went

under capacity at nearly $53,800
(previous week, $55.2001; lavs off

the Vanderbilt Saturday 112) and
reopens tomorow (Thurs.) night at •

the Lyceum. “The Spanish Thea-
i

tre” wound up its limited run at

}

the Broadhurst Saturday < 12). ‘‘Dial ‘

one-week stand, and first of holiday- M for Murder.” “Sabrina Fair” np?
urn... rv J • nr\A ‘*wnn4»rf„i TWn” lairtnfr |

from Saturday (19) through Dec.
attractions, “The Remarkable Mr.
Pennypacker,” costarring Burgess
Meredith and Martha Scott, also

bowed in, at the Walnut.

Estimates for Last Week
Porgy and Bess, Forrest l2d wk)

(M-l .760; $5,20). Non-profit organi-
zation adds tax; to receipts. Notices
and good play in Sunday sections
helped. $31 ;100 (tax included).

Oh, Menl Oh, Women!, Locust
(2d Wk) ( C-raaO; "53 90 )—Franchot
Tone) Show-shoppers’ talking up
comedy, plus Theatre Guild-Amer-
ican Theatre Society subscription,
brought in nice $23,000.

‘Oklahoma’ Fine $25,600;

I, St Louis

Future B’vray Schedule
( Theatre indicated if booked )

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst,
tonight (Wed ).

Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller,, to-

morrow (Thurs.). .

Charley’s Aunt. C. Center Dec. 22.

Dead Pigeon, Vanderbilt, Dec. 23.

In the Summer House, Play-
house, Dec. 29.

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,
Coronet, Dec, 30.

Mile. Colombe, Longacre, Jan. 6.

His & Hers, 48th St., Jan, 7.

Starcross Story, Royale, week
Jan. 11.

Immoralist, Lyeeunl, Jan. 18.

Coriolamis, Phoenix, Jan. 19.

Caine Mutiny Court Martial,

Plymouth. Jan. 20.

.Dear Charles, Jan. 21.

Lullaby, Jan. 27.

Mardi Gras, Jan. 28.

Ondine, 46th St., Feb. 16.

Confidential Clerk, Morosco,
Feb. 22. • ^
High Named Today, wk. Feb. 22.

Black Candle, week Feb. 22,

Girl Piiik Tights, Hellinger. 2/25.

By Beautiful Sea, March 25.

Pajama Game, April
Anniversary Waltz, April 8.

St. Louis, Dec. 15.

Seventh \isit and 12th week of
“Oklahoma” proved that the Rodg-
ers-Hammerstein musical is one of

j

the best draws to hit this town. In
i the one-week stand at the Ameri-

}

can Theatre ending Saturday 1 12)

|

the piece, scaled to S4. 27, grossed
approximately $25,600, “Time Out
for Ginger,” with Melvyn Douglas,
teed off. a two-week stand at the
American Monday il4'. The piece
is scaled io

.

•

Crix put thumbs down on “Maid
j
in the Ozarks” at the Empress, but
first of a two-week stand ending
Sunday (13) grossed an estimated
$9,000. “Charley’s Aunt” follows
“Maid.”

•Ginger’ $14,800, Cincy

;

‘Caine’ $6,500 One-Niter
Cincinnati, Dec. 15.

“Time Out for Ginger.” with
Melvyn Douglas, grossed a fair $14,-
800 last week in the 1.300-seat Cox
at $3.69 top. “Caine Mutiny .Court
Martial” onc-nighter Friday (11)

did capacity $6,500 in the 2.500-seat
Taft.

Cincy will be sance road shows
until Jan. 4 when “Misalliance”
opens a week’s engagement at the
Cox. then “South Pacific” is in at
the Taft for week of Jari. 11,

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C ( Comedy ) , D ( Drama)

,

CD ( ComedihDrama ), R (Revue),
MC ( Musical Comedy), MD (Mu-
sical Drama), O (Opera).

‘Pacific’ $25,400, Dav’port
Davenport, ia„ Dec. 15.

Touring edition of “South Pa-
fic,” playing the Orpheum here

last w’eek, drew a moderate $25,400

gross.
, .^wa, ^euar Kanm« 114-1 Rodgers-Hammerstein hiusical . is

Theatre, Des Moines splitting this week between Cedar

Sio^gf
;

Rapids and Des Moines.

•24-261.
’ 0,phcum

. Sloux Clt>'.

'DOLLS* $37,400, WILMINGTON
Wilmington, Dec. 15.

“Guys and Dolls” took in over
. . . V - ; _ < « • 1 . i

Ginger (Melvyn

Tw n r J
eric

l
in ’ St * L * (14-26)

_ Beds ^ tiVfiih AllnniKTiiv
f l6-19),.

Beds — Lyric; Ailentbwn $37,400 at the Playhouse here last

Chi "'ocl
u Here—Shubert, I

Musical is' current at the
U4 '26) -

• Shubert, Philly.

Charley’s Aunt .<C)—N. Y. City
Theatre Co., prod.; Jose Ferrer, i

dir.-star.

Confidential Clerk (O) — Pro-
ducers’

'

"Tlieatr'e.rHenry Sherek,
prod,; E. Martin Browne, dir; Ina
Claire, Claude Rains, Joan Gren-
wood, stars,

I Dead Pigeon (D) — Harold
! Bromley, Haila Stoddard, prods.;

'Bromley, dir.; Lloyd Bridges; star.

Dear Charles (C) — Richard
Aldrich *• Richard Myers, John J,

Wildberg & Julius Fleischman,
prods.; Romney Brent, dir.; Anna-
bella, OScar Karlweis, stars.

Moon is Blue (C) (Road)r—George
Brandt, prod.

. Sing Till Tomorrow (D) — Dor-
othy Natter, prod.; Basil Langton.

: dir. •

> Starcross -Story <D) — Shuberts.

j
S. S. Kreliberg. John C. Wilson.

|

prods.; Wilson, dir.; Eva Le Gal-
I lienne. DI.Trv Ast.or. stars.

arid “Wonderful Town” are taking

!

pre-Christmas week layoffs. Sched- ;

°

uled to close Saturday (19) is “A I

Girl Can Tell.”
Estimates, for Last Week

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-

cal Drama), O (Opera). *

Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;

number of seats, capacity gross and
slats. Price includesT2Qf

/c amuse-
ment tax, but grosses ere net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Can-Can. Shubert '32nd wk)
MC-S7.20; 1.361; $50.1 60 >. Under
$50,900 (previous week. $51,000’.

Dial M for Murder, Plymouth
<59th wk) (D-$4v80; 1.062; $29,815)
(Maurice Evans). Over $17,500
(previous week^ $19.700t; lays off

for a week beginning Monday <21 >.

End as a Man, Vanderbilt <9th

wk) (D-S4.80; 720; $18,500) (Ben
Gazzara). Topped $5,000 (previous
week, $6,000); wound up run at

this theatre Saturday <T2), slated to

move over to the Lyceum tomor-
row (ThursJ. night.

Fifth Season, Cort (47th wk) *C-

$4.80; 1 ,056; $25 .277 ) • Menasha
Skulnik. Richard Whorf); Over
$22,400 (previous week. $23,800).

Gid Can Tell, Royale (7th wk)
(C-$6-$4.80; 1.035; $31,000). Over
$20,000 (previous week,^ $21,500);

closes Saturday (19).

John Murray Anderson’s Alma-
nac, Imperial (1st wk) iR-$7.20;

1,400: $50,300). Opened Thursday
(10) night to four favorable notices
(Atkinson. Times; Chapman. News;
Coleman, Mirror; HaW'kins. World-
Telegram) and three unfavorable! the Shubert.
reviews (Kerr, Herald Tribune, starring in

McClain, Joumal-American; Watts.
Post); first four performances
grossed over $25,600.
Kind Sir, Alvin (6lh wk) f C-$6-

$4 80; 1.331; $39,460) (Mary Martin,
;

four-day

Charles Boyer). Over $36,200 ipre- i Mutiny
vious week. $38,700).
King and I, St. Janies 0 42nd

wk) (MD-S7.20; 1.571: $5-1.717) (Yul
Br>'nncr).. Under $30,000 (previous
week, $35,800); closes April 10.

Kismet, Ziegfeld (2nd wk) (MD-
$7.20: 1.628; $57,908) (Alfred
DraKe). Topped $54,300 (previous
w’eek. $33,600 in four performances
and one preview).

Late Love, Booth 19th Wk) (C-

$6-54.80; 766; $20,235) (Arlene
Francis, Lucile Watson, Neil
Hamiltoh). Over $8,600 (previous

week, $11,000).
Me and Juliet, Majestic <29th

wk)' <MC-$7.20; 1.510; $58,000).

OVer $47,300 (previous week. $52.-

400).

Mv 3 Angels, Morosco (40th wk)
(C-$4.80; 935; $24,252). Under $14.-

600 (previous week. $17.500 r
;
closes

Jan. 2 or 9,

Picnic, Music Box (42nd wk)
(CD-$6-$4.80; 997; $27,534). Nearly
$21,800 (previous week. $23,80.0).

Richard III, City Center (1st wk)
(D-$3 60; 3.090; $58,000) (Jose

Ferrer, Vincent Price). Opened 16-

performance engagement last Wed-
nesday <9) to two favorable re-

views (Chapman, News; McClain. !

journal-Arriei'ican) and five pans
’

(Atkinson/Times; Coleman. Mirror;

!

Hawkins, World-Telegram; Kerr,
j

Herald Tribune; Watts,. Post); first,

seven performances and one pro-,

view grossed over $44,600.
Sabrina Fair, Nalional '5th wk)

(C-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $31,300) (Marga-
ret Sullavan. Joseph Cot ten). Al-

Forcign Language
i Spanish Theatre, Broadhurst
,

1 4th Wk) (D-$4 80; 1 .160; $28,000)

j
‘Alejandro; Ulloa). Spanish reper-
tory group wound up Saturday

’
f 12) after limited engagement of
28 performances.

! Miscellaneous
Madam Will Ton Walk, Phoenix

(2nd
a
wk) iCD)-$3; 1,150; $15,000)

I

(Jessica Tandy; Hume Crpnyn)^
Over $21^00 (prexious week, $13,7
600 in seven performances and one

" preview).
Opening This Week

Prescott ^Proposals, Broadh tirst

'CD-$6-$L80: TsJ 60; $29.500V (Kath-
arine Corjbell). >Leiand Hajpuard
production of a play by Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse; opens
tonight (Wed.).
Oh, Men; Oh, Women, Miller

• C-$6-$4,80; 920: $23,000) ‘Franchot
Tone). Cheryl Crawford and An-
derson Lawler production of a. play
by Edward Chodorov; opens tomor-
row (Thurs.).

House’ $12,500,

Boston, Dec. 15.
Jose Greco and his troupe of

flamenco dancers supplied the big
noise here last Week, creating
strong crix and fan reaction dur-
ing the single-week engagement at

Judith Anderson,
In the Summer

House.” in finale at the Wilbur
dipped under the previous week’s
gross.
Lone newcomer this week is the

engagement tof “Caine
Court * Martial,” which

i bows into the Opera House tomor-
row (Wed.).

Estimates for Last Week
In the Summer House, Wilbur

<2d wk) ($4.20; 1,200) (Judith An-
derson'), ' SI 2,500.

Jose Greco Co., Shubert .one
wk) ($3.60; 1.700'. Nifty $22,000
or near. House is currently dark.

Bea Lillie Grosses 17G

For Second Detroit Week
Detroit. Dec. 15.

Second and last week of “An
Evening With Beatrice Lillie” at
the 2,050-seat Shubert grossed
SI 7.000. Top was $4.20. Shubert
now goes dark indefinitely, with no
new bookings in sight.

The Cass, a 1.482-sealer, relights
Dec. 21 with two weeks of “His
and Hers.” new comedy by Kay
and Michael Kanin, starring

Celeste Holm and Robert Preston.
Seats are scaled at $4.20.

‘Faces’ 35G, Frisco
San Francisco; Dec. 15.

Backed by strong promotion, and
rave crix reviews, town's sole legit.

“New Faces,” soared lo a sock

$35,000 for its second stanza at -the

Curran.
“Harvey” will reopen the 1.550-

scat Geai*y Dec. 30. when Frank
I’av opens in the lead, under the

aegis- 'of Edward -Choate; and George
T(o<-s.
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The Orchard Walls
London, Dec. 1.

John Forbes-SempM, Ltd., production

of drama in three acts by R* F, pelder-.

field. Stars Valerie White. Directed b>

John Forhes-Sempill. At St. ^^Martins
Theatre. London. Nov. 30. 53. S2.20 top.

Christine Muir.
Philip O'Dea .

.

Beatrice Maynard
Rachel Ames
Mrs. Grant
Shirley Grant
Nicholas Stu.bhs ...

Michael Pritchard
Godfrey Pritchard

. , . Valerie White
, .

.

'

Cyril Raymond
Gillian Lind,

,
< Maureen O’Reilly

, . Helen Horsey
Dorothy Gordon

. Colin. Douglas
John Charlesworth
. . . Edward Evans.

. As a change from his usual flip-

panels, E. F. Delderfield. has, tac-

Kled, a serious theme in this play

of eloping teenagers. He handles
it sincerely and logically but the

— conclusions are obvious', and there

is no real suspense. Play is well

acted and presented but is not

likely to register more than mild
approval, nor attract for any-

-length of time— It -would have in-

sufficient originality for the U.S.

—market^— ' ^ — -

Set in a girl’s school in a cathe-

dral town, a love affair between
one of the pupils and a. local boy
sets the place gossiping. .Dialog

consists of. theorizing and justify-

ing the . natural impulses of yout‘

the principal wishing to ignore the
^-assoeiaHoh7->i4iile-the-girrs mother

is deterniined to withdraw, her and
send her abroad.

At 19 and 17, the romantics be-
lieve they are experiencing the

- grand -passion.* and elope hoping
for an <?qsy marriage over the Scot-
tish border. When they are caught
and brought back, the girl attempts
suicide, but the understanding
headmistress makes her realize

that two years’ absence wrl
sharpen their emotions if genuine
and prove a testing time for them

' both. .

Valerie White is crisply matter-
of-fact as the headmistress, with a
vein of hardness in contrast to her
tolerant kindliness, Cyril Raymond.

. as her suitor, has little to do but
looks affable and duly regretful for

. his tardy wooing. Gillian Lind
gives a beautiful performance as
a teacher who. though outwardly
loyal, is—utterly1—opposed- to

.
her

principal’s tactics. The teenagers
are sensitively played by Dorothy.
Gordon and John Charlesworth.
while Helen Horsey, as the girl’s

neglectful mother, and Edward 1

Evans, as the boy’s father, are well

:

contrasted in outlook. Maureen}
O’Reilly is a trim efficient youngs
secretary and Colin Douglas rounds ;

out the cOmDany as a news editor
with conflicting loyalties. Clem.

earlier
Moon/'

effort,

which
will outstrip his

“Waters of the
,

.

played the same theatre for two
years. •

.

That the play may not merit a

cast of such lustrous appeal is be-

side the point. Tennent Produc-
tions, for reasons of its own, is

doing this playwright proud.

“Moon” was a play of little more
than average quality which was
lifted out of the conventional rut

by its star-studded cast. This time

they’ve even done better by sign-

ing three theatrical knights and
one dame to head the list of -name
performers. The. loyal British thea-

tre-going public will . not let them
down, but a Broadway management
would need a cast of. comparable
boxoffice appeal to sell it in New
York.

By everyday, standards, there is

no . rigid plot. Instead, the author
indulges in some gentle and. intelli-

gent characterization
. ;

writing in

good parts for the principals. There
is John Gielgud, for example, as a

frustrated foreign office career

diplomat who gets passed over: for

promotion; Ralph Richardson, as a

gin soaked inedico with a simple
philosophy of not worrying about

the future; Lewis Casson. as a dot-

Special Coin Sale Wipes

Out Colony’ '53 Deficit

Greensboro, N. C., Dec. 15.

The sate of Sir Walter Raleigh-

Virginia Dare commemorative 50c

coins heiped the Roanoke Island

Historical Assn, wipe out an oper-

ating deficit on "The Lost Colony”

during the 1953 season. State Au-
ditor Henry Bridges said an audit

showed the outdoor drama lost

$2,400 on the season run, but the

sponsoring association increased its

assets by $6,973,35.

The commemorative coins, sold

for about $3.50 each, brought the

association a profit of $10,011. Af-

ter subtracting ’the production arid

operating loss and "other charges”

amounting.^-td $1,590, association

came out $6,973.35 ahead for the

season.

Theatre Art In

ing, dozing octogenarian;
Thorndike, as Gielgud’s, mother,
forever worrying that he worries
about world affairs and not about
getting married; while Irene Worth
is an attractive and tragic widow
who, with, some reluctance, rejects

the diplomat, Megs Jenkins has a
smaller role as a lonely and frus-

trated governess who vainly

stretches out a/hand of friendship

towards the doctor.

This is a play in which very lit-

tle happens. The situation at the

end is little different from the
start, but the interest is held and
the audience gripped by the fas-

cinating skill, of the performers.
From beginning to end7“it is an
histrionic achievement with richly

etched characterizations which
give added credence to the situa-

tions. The roles are flawlessly
played. Under Gielgud’s incisive
direction, there is a sense of]

urgency and achievement about
the entire thing. The two sets by
Felix Kelly have been imagina-
tively conceived. MyrO.

A Dav Bv The Sea

Airs Oh A Shoestring
(ROYAL COURT, LONDON)

London. Dec. 1.

Since its launching last spring,
when it was hailed for its sophis-
ticated satire. “Airs on a Shoe-
string” has continued as an SRQ
attraction at the small offbeat
Royal Court Theatre, playing toLondon. Nov. 30.

.

Tennent Productions’ presentation of s capacitv biz and drawing. SUbstan-
- advance bopkinsp.;

:
:VH»ou*ii

Irene . .Worth, John Gielgud; ..features I
there: has Deen nO uiminUtiOn in

liewia Casson. Mega Jenkins. Directed by returns, the revue has undergone
John Gielgud. Set3, Felix Kelly.. .At The^-

: rprent rpvi^inn? trt lrppn itc
tre Rbval Hayniarket. London, Nov. 27,

SOme recent reWSlOnS tO Keep Its

*53. $2.23 top topicality, and the added numbers
David Anson — i»e'wi5 casson include one on the Senator Mc-

.V;
’

.

Pa;
Peieriliurphv! Carthy investigations and another

..7.." Megs Jenkins 1 on sponsored TV’.
^k^rdson Allowing for the accepted satirj-

yb
Dene°Worth

|

cal stan dard of revue, the London

Elinor Eddison
Toby Eddiaon
Mias Mathieson
Doctor Farley ... .

Laura. Anson !...
Frances Farrar .

Julian Anson
William Gregson
Humphrey Caldwell

John Gielgud t stage
Frederick PiDer
Lockwood West

has rarely seen anything
as biting as “Brave New

Worlding.” which deals with the

With enough names to fill the !
Un-American Activities inquiry

marquees of half-a-dozen theatres, { almost malicious glee. The
there cannot be grounds for specu-
lation about the prospects of this
new play by N. C. Hunter. It must
be a boxoffice smasheroo, which

BROADWAY ANGELS,
INC.

Common Stock

Prict 50c o Shore

Consult pour broker or writ* or
phone for an offering circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 65th St.. Now York 23

TRofolgar 44115

lyric by Michael Flanders /who has
done many of the , hit numbers in
the showi is about an American
couple who play safe by allowing
their offspring only to read Life
and the Readers’ Digest, and who
is - named . McArthur McCarthy
McCarran Brown. There is a sting
in every line and at the show re-
viewed the number was enthusi-
astically acclaimed.

.

“Sponsored Bard,” by Geoffrey
Brown, deals on broad satirical
lines with a commercial television
presentation of "Hamlet” spon-
sored by a watch company. An-
other topical addition is "Stop
Press,” an item which features the
theme,. “Yes, We Have No Guiana.”
With these changes. Laurier Lis-

ter's revue looks well set into the
hew year. The fine cast, headed
by Mdyra Fraser, Max Adrian,
Sally Rogers and Betty Marsden,
keeps the show running with a
lively freshness. Myro..

Greensboro, N. C., Dec. 15.

The Japanese drama is the fin-

est theatre art in the world, in the

opinion of playwright Paul Green,
who last year made a study of the

arts in the Orient. Green lives at

Chapel Hill, N. C
The weakness

.
of the Japanese

theatre; the former Pulitzer Prize

winner said, lies, in the subject
matter, which "is too remote, obso-
lete, unimportant. For this rea-

son many young playwrights in

Japan are turning toward the West
for new ideas.”

= Green gathered a great store of
information and made a large col

lection of theatre data and mate-
rials on his world tour as “cultura
ambassador” for the Rockefeller
Foundation. These materials have
been loaned to the U. of North
Carolina Library and are now’ ort

display

“The Japanese theatre is an old
one—with a tradition of some
1,300 years,” Green said.

He described the seven types of
drama in Japan. They are: the re-
ligious ritual dance dating back to

the seventh century; the Nbh
drama, a classical lyrical drama
which w'as begun

:
in the 14th cen-

tury; the Kyogen or comic drama;
the Bunraku or puppet theatre,
dating from the 16th century; the
Kabuki or classical dance drama,
dating from the 17th century; the
modern theatre, which is the thea-
tre of foreign, translations as .well

as original works, dating from the
19th century with the oncoming of
western influence, and the popular
theatre of the motion pictures, ra-
dio and some television.

Green said the three legitimate
theatre activities in Japan today
are the Noh, Bunraku and Kabuki.
He stated that in these three all

the other elements and kinds of

Stern on Stern
Omaha.

Editor, Variety: s*

Your issue of Dec. 2 ll$ts Aiiieri*

can National Theatre & Academy

staffer Alfred H. Stern among the

backers of the Phoenix Theatre

—

but alas, it is not I. Nor do I pos-

sess the initial, "R.”

Alfred R. is an acquaintance of

mine and has also been involved in

legitimate production both as .
a

producer and investor. ThC same
applies to me. We have frequently

been confused, especiallywhen both

of us invest in the same produc-

tions and on more than several oc-

casions we have received each

others- financial statements and
checks. Therefore, for mutual
protection, we often invest identi-

cal amounts in the same produc-

tions, but the Phoenix venture is

not in that category as I never in-

vest when I am away from New
York, and presently Tin engaged in:

the directioh of Omaha's year-long

Centennial.
Alfred Stcrii f

(ANTA Managing Director)

CANADIAN BARN’S NEW

Hamilton, Ont., Dec. 15.

The Niagara Barn Theatre, vine?
land, Ont, strawhatter, will switch
its operation next summer to
Stoney Creek, four miles from
here. Season is slated to begin
April 17. A new $40,00 theatre on
a three-and-one-half acre site is be-
ing erected by co^producers Jack
Blacklook and 'Mark Saunders
Barn Theatre had been functioning
in Vieland for the last five years.
Last season wound up Oct . 24 after
a 30-week run. Previous stanza ran
for 34 weeks.

New theatre will be a 420-sealer.
Along with the move to a hew loca-
tion, company will also initiate a
student-training program, with
selected apprentices receiving pay
during their training period. Unit
is non-Equity.

N.Y.-RoadReps
: Continued from page H j

Theatre, St. L., was spokesman
for the road contingent.

Subway Op's Plan

A plan whereby indiei road thea
tre owners would produce their

own touring shows is being pitched
at operators by Charles Harrow,
who ran New York’s subway circuit

this past: summer. Idea calls for

a cooperative production.; setup to

be comprised of two to five thea-

tre owners..

Harrow figures that the owner-
producers ..could turn out shows to
play their theatres 6n a nominal
production budget ranging from
$3,500 for a straight play to $9,000
for a musicaLHis totals-stem from
the cost of the productions he put
on during the summer at the
Brighton Theatre, Brooklyn, and
Jamaica Theatre, Jamaica. Among
the presentations were "Country
Girl.” "Four Poster,” “Male Ani-
mal” and "Top Banana.” Name
performers were utilized in the
productions;:

Harrow’s plan calls for the co-op
venture to produce a minimum of
two shows or a maximum of five

offerings, eich going into a mem-
ber house for a week’s run.

In the past, Kermit Bloomgar-
den and George ferandt have also
come up with plans that hinged
on the road theatre owners par-
ticipating in the financing of tour-
ing productions. In both instances
the experiments failed.

33G ‘Itch’ Gain
; Continued from page 55 ;

for a party and $68 for gifts. The
original company profit for thn
four weeks ended- Nov. 28 was
$20,213, bringing the total profit

to date to $60,145. Show is in its

57th week at the Fulton, N.Y.

Profits on the second company
for the

1

.
same four-week period

were $24,554, bringing the net to

date to $22,309 after deducting the

balance of the production cost.

Additional revenue from . souvenir
program sales, French, Italian and
British rights, plus $22,950 as the

show's share of the second install-

ment on the $255,000 film sale,

brought $25,955 more, for a total

net profit of $335,414 from all

sources.

After distributions, remaining
assets included $24,926 in bonds
and deposits, $20,000. cash reserve
and $3,482 balance available, for

future distribution.

Continued from page 55

New Group Fights
Continued from page 55 ss

American Educational Theatre
Assn.

Pitch by the NALT is to impress
theatre and drama are incorpor- upon Congress. that the theatre op-

ated, not including the mechanical crates on a national scale and isn’t

theatre. All the parts in Japanese confined solely to Broadway or

plays are taken by men, he pointed other large cities. In line with this.

Thank You! and
Happy Holidays from

BOB ULLMAN
Just Concluded: 4 Successful Weeks

New Rosenthal Pavilion, Montefiore Hospital

Currently; CHEZ NETTIE
.
(The Last of the Fleur de Levy of 102nd and West End Ave.)

* Booking Agent: Dr. I. Rossman
National Press Representative: Bill Doll & Co.

went below the breakeven point.

They cited Herbert’s prior agree-

ment to waive author-director roy-

alties. Two players also accepted

the proposal and their agents sent

confirming letters to that effect.

However, Equity learned of the

arrangement, and a union repre-

sentative disallowed it, on the

ground that Miss Blair and Mc-
Grath had not cleared the matter

with the proper officials. The pro-

ducers thereupon posted a closing

notice for the show’.

According to an Equity official,

actors with star billing may take

salary cuts without prior, clearance

from the cuts board, provided a

copy of the agreement is filed with

the union. Cut for non-stars must
go through the cuts board, how-

ever, and the management must

prove that the show involved has

actually taken a loss for at least a

vveck before such a reduction is

granted. _

out.

Current London Shows

London, Dec. 15.

(Figures denote premiere dates)
Affairs of .State, Cambridge (8-21-52).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
Antony and Cloopatria, Princes (10-4-53).
At Long At Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).

Birthday Honours, (Criterion <10-6-53).

Boy Friend, Embassy (12-1-53);
Carrington, V. C„ Westminster (7-28-53).
Champagne On Ice, Hipp (9-17-53).
Confidential Clerk, Lyric . (9-10-53).
Day By The See, Haymarket (11-24-53).

. Dear Charles, New (12-18-52).
Escepade, Strand (1-20-53).
Folles Bergere, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
For Botter Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).
Fun and Fair, Palladium (10-7-53).
Guys and ' Dolls, ColHseum (5-28-53).

- King and I, DrUry Lane (10-8-53).

. Living - Room, Wyrtdham's (4:16-53).
London Laughs, Adclphi (4-12-52).
Love From Judy, Savllle (9-25-52).
Lovo Match, Palace (11-10-53).
Mousetrap, ' Ambas. (11-25-52),
Old . Vic Repertory; Old Vic (944-53).
On With New, Ir.vlng (12-11-53).
Orchard Wells, St. Martin's (11-30*33).
Paint Your wagon,- Majesty's (2-11-53).
Pygmalion,. St. James' (11-19-53),
Question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53).

Reluctant Heroos, White (9-12-50).
Return, Duchess (11-9-53). .

Ring Out Bells, Vic. Pal. (11-12-52).
Seagulls Sorrento, Apollo .(6-14:50).

Sovon Yoar Itch, Aldwych (5-14-52).
Sleeping Prince, Phoenix (10-5-53).
Someone Waiting, Globe- (11-25-53).

Trial A Error, Vaude (9-17-53).
Wish YoO War# Here, Casino (1040-53).
Witness Prosecution, Garden (10-28-53).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
London Actress, Arts (12-16-53),
13 For Dinner, Duke York's (12-17-53).

Oddly Enough, New Watergate (1217-53).
CLOSED LAST WEEK

. Dance Dress, Embassy (4-7-53).

-Moon Is Blue, Duke York (7-7-53).

No Sign of Dove, Savoy (12-3-53).

Pleasure Your Co, New Water (11-25-53).

emphasis will be put on the large
number of community theatres, lit-

tle theatres, strawhat groups and
stock ventures that are active in
production. Tactics employed by
the org will be patterned after
those used by the film industry in
its campaign for elimination of the
tax which, incidentally, legit the-
atre interests sought to block.

NALT has hired economist Dr.
A. G. Saxon, a professor at Yale
U., to document the effect of the
tax

.

on legit. The film industry’s
Council of Motion Picture Organizr
ations also employed a statistician
to survey the effect of the tax bite
on that entertainment medium.
New York meeting, which will

be a closed exec session, will be
one of several conclaves to be held
in various parts of the country to
stir up grassroots pressure on
congress.

ADVANCE AGENTS !

COMPANY MANAGERS !

W® hav® b«en-tervlng theatrical

ihows for ov®r 42 y,®ari.
.

Ou.ri it

th® oldett, mod reliable and ex-

perienced transfer company on the

Wett Coast!

• Railroad privileget for handling

•hows and theatrical luggage.

• Complete warehouse faciljf<®>{

• Authorised in California.

to transfer and haul an

0.5.1

• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Traitsftr Company
GEORGE CONANT
6Q1 East 5th Street

Los Angeles 1 2, Calif.

MUtual BT21 or OXford. 9-4764

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Llfo

“Porgy and Bew”
; Currently

FORREST THEATRE, Philo. (umnMC.W
Starting Dec. 21 for Four Weeks

-NATIONAL THEATRE, Wash., 0. C.

Mat : Bill MITTLER, 1619 Broodwoy, New York
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Broadway
Abe Lastfogel due in Dec. 20.

. N. Peter Rathvon, former RKO
Pictures head, in from Europe last

week.
EVa Gabor winged to the Coast

Sunday (13) to start rehearsals on
H night club act.

Bemadine (Mrs. Ken) Englund
out of LeRoy* Hospital following
•n emergency operation.

Esquire travel editor Richard
Joseph's cocktailery invites in-
clude a teaser; RS(you)VIP!

. Greer Garsori, accompanied by
her husband, Buddy Fogelson, re-
turning to the Coast via Dallas,.
Michael Curtiz, now directing

“White Christmas" at Paramount,
quickied into N. Y. for a weekend
visit at the homeofflee.
Myron Mahdel. son of RKO The-

atres national publicity chief Harry
Mandel, to wed Norma Haft Sun-
day (20) at the Hotel Plaza.
Anthony Quinn, Kurt Krueger

and Marcel Dalio as well as dancer-
choreographer David Lichine off to
Europe-rSaturday (12)-on-the- Li-
berte.
The Frederick Brissons (Rosa-

lind Russell) to Vermont for skiing
with their son, Lance, While "Won-
derful Town” is shuttered next
Week.

Joe Roberts, executive veepee of
6ports_Filma^a£filiate of the Inter-
national Boxing Club, to San Fran-
cisco and Hollywood on fight pix
business:

.

The Bohemians, will dedicate
their annual dinner Sunday (20),
at the Plaza, to Steinway & Sons,
now observing their centennial
celebration.
Metro studio publicity chief

Howard Strickling , returned to the
Coast following homeoffice con-
fabs on bally plans 'for upcoming
•tudio product.
George Murphy, in for two days

for the National Boy Scout meet-
ing, left for Washington and St.
Louis. He’ll attend an exhibitor
meeting in the latter city.

Richie Andrusco, eight-year-old
tar of ‘ Little Fugitive/ 1

to assist
Police Athletic League in annual
toy campaign to provide under-
privileged children with Xmas
presents.

Mayor-elect Robert F. Wagner;
Jr., presented the Honor Legion
award last night (Tries.) to car-
toonist Ham Fisher at a Savoy-
Plaza soiree attended by politicos,
Broadwayites, et al.

Jack Entratter junketing VIPs
to the Sands Hotel, Dec. 15-29 for
the first anniversary celebration
of the Vegas hostel. Different
top. star entertainment set for the
duration of the gala.
Ed (and Pegeen) Fitzgerald may

have to undergo another post-
operative hospital stay for a
"cleaning up" complication that
has suddenly developed as result
of his long siege earlier this year.

A. I. Bezzerides, who scripted
the original story for 20th’s
"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef," in
from the Coast to attend the •film’s
Roxy theatre preem tonight (Wed.).
He returns west tomorrow (Thurs.).

Ilya Lopert, back from London
yesterday 'Tues.) for three weeks’
conferences with playwright Ar-
thur Laurents on the film adapta-
tion of “Time of the Cuckoo.”
Lopert will produce "Cuckoo" in
Venice next spring.

Denise Darcel and Mata &
Hari follow the new Toni Arden-
Lucille & Eddie Roberts show into
the Cotillion Room of 1 the Pierre
on Jan. 12 for five weeks and Nel-
son Eddy comes in Feb. 4 for a
month. Miss Arden arid The Rob-
erts opened last night (Tues.).
Hollywood columnist Sidney

Skolsky in with his actress-daugh-
ter, Stephanie Sidney, on his first

trip east in six years. Last time it

was for the “Jolson Story" (Col),
on which he worked, and now
"The Eddie Cantor Story" (WB)
which he produced and coau-
thored.

C. J, Latta, managing director
Of Associated British - Picture
Corp , arrived from London yes-
terday (Tues.) on the Queen Eliz-
abeth for his annual U. S. visit,

Among others arriving were sing-

er Allan Jones, orchestra con-
ductor Guido. Cantelli and the ice-
skating duo of Mr. and Mrs; H. K.
Brock. .

Col. Ed Kirby, who since his
discharge from the army has been
named public relations counsel for
the National. Capital Committee in

Washington, in N. V. this week in

connection with the preview of
Universal’s “The Glenn Miller
Story,’,’ of which he was technical
advisor. Major Miller's orch was
under his command during the
war.

Legs” film, scripted by Albert
Valentin.
Grand Gulgnol switching back to

,
one-act play

,
policy . after try at

three-acters.
Anouk Aimee to Spain for a star

role in new Franco-Spanish pro-
duction. "Le Fugitif,”

Hildegarde Neff into Alexandre
Astruc pic of Dosloevsky novel,
"Brothers Karamazoff.”
American Indian "Red-Skin Bal-

let” into. Theatre des Champs-
Elysees for 3-week stint. <

"Mobilette ” Serge Veber-Andre
Homez operetta starring Suzy
Delgir, to follow "Schnock” into
European Dec. 15.

Eddy Constantine starting his
third detective film, "Women Get
Along,” and also chanting at the
Moulin Rouge nitery.

.

Jean-Pierre
:
Gredy and Pierre

Barillet adapting Ladislaus. Fodor
play, "Cat arid the Moon,” for
Paris production with Simon
Simone.

Charles Boyer slated - for—Louis
XV role opposite Martine Carol in
"Du Barry” pic when he returns
from "Kind Sir” assignment on
Broadway.
Top contenders for the Xmas

trade likely will be "Lili” (M-G),
"Peter Pan” (RKO), "The Man Be-
tween” (Rank), "The Robe” (20th)
and "Moulin Rouge” (UA). v

Clneparioramic, the French ana-
morphoscope processr"announcing
that its lenses are now ready for
pic making/ There is no screen or
stereophonic

:

sound in the package.
Madeleine. Robinson inked to act

lead in ."Anastasia.” Marcelle
Maurette play now a London hit,

to be here next season . Erich von
Stroheim being sought for support
role in Paris production.

French film people paying
homage to the memory of Joe Bur-
styn.

Henri Vadna to take over the
Palace, for revue and operetta
March 1,

Ferriandel into "Lamb Willi 5

By Larry Jonas
Ann Lee in town to ready

Sombrero Playhouse for opening
next month.
Ellsworth Stryker band checked

out of Silver Spur to open at the
Arizona Biltmore for 18th consecur
tive Season.
Kathy Godfrey, Arthur’s sister,

commuting between Phoenix and
N. Y. for confabs with NBC re her
new program setup.

Construction work set to begin
in January on Canterbury Play-
house, new art film theatre. It Will
be 398-seater.

Will Rogers, Jr. and Yankee
pitcher Allie Reynolds checked in
to address 10th annual meeting of
National Congress of American
Indians.
Clyde Beatty circus put on four

benefit performances for local
United Red Feather Fund. Circus
is backdrop for . “Ring of Fear,”
which Wayne-Fellows Productions
is shooting here for. WB release.

One-nighter of the Dublin Play-
ers cancelled out by Mrs. Archer E,
Linde when ticket sales hit bottom
for "Shadow arid Substance.” Local
booker hopes for better response
when Agnes De Mille Dance Thea-
tre comes in Dec. 19.

By Les Rees
"Merry Wives of Windsor” un-

derlined for St. Paul Civic Opera
starting Jan. 14.

Jerome Courtland into Hotel
Radisson Flame Room for fort-
night and to be followed by Four
Lads.

Originally booked for One
month, Don McGrane orch* round-
ing out full year at Hotel Radisson
Flame Room.
Minneapolis Musicians Assn.,

AFL, reelected George Murk presi-
dent; chose Al Bienfang, Fred
Keller and Horace Carciofini as di-
rectors.
New Year’s Eve scale for "Time

Out for Ginger,” at Lyceum week
of Dec. 28, tilted from $3.60 to
$4.20. It is Guild’s second sub-:
scription season offering.
Taken ill in Chicago, Stan Ken-

tori was unable to accompany his
"Festival of Jazz” here; Dizzie Gil-
lespie conducted in his place for
two local RKO-Orpheum perform-
ances.

By Jerry Gaghan
Frank Liuzzi, president of Local

77 (Musicians Union), seriously ill,

Kay Karlton took over as im-
presario and manager of Qrsaiti's
this week.

Victor Hugo, former maestro at
Little Rathskeller, has formed
cocktail unit.

Ray Anthony, who opened at
Chubby’s, is first dance band book-
ed by this club in five years.
Bernie Berio, leader of Lofcust

St. Theatre, pit orch, furnished
music for Adlai Stevenson dinner
at Bellevue-Stratford (12),

Honorary membership in Ameri-
can Bandmasters Assn, presented
to Francois Julien Brum-lendor Of
Garde - Republicainc Band of
France, at Academy of Music.

London
Monica Boyar returns to N. Y.

tomorrow (Thurs.) after cabaret
enagements in London. clubs.
Tony & Eddie, back, from a sea-

son In Paris, opened a nitery date
at the Colony last Monday.

. James Carreras, boss of Exclu
slve Films, elected Chief Barker
of the London tent of the Variety
club.
Jean Carson, star of the British

musical, "Love from Judy,” in a
nursing home after a nervous
breakdown.
Anton Dolln's Festival Ballet re-

turns to the Festival Hall Dec. 23
for a

.
short Christmas, season,

opening with "Alice In Wonder-
land.”
Diana Lynn is being negotiated

for starring role on Broadway in

Elmer Rice’s riew play, "The Bread
Winner,” which has been retitled

"The Winner.”
Passengers for New York via

the~Elizabeth who were delayed by
the tug boat strike included Paul
Gallico; Robert Goldstein, C-. J.

Latta and Allan Jones.
Arthur Krlin arrived in London

last week on the last leg of a Con-
tinental tour, for confabs with
Monty. Morton, the UA . topper
here, before returning to N.Y.
Peggy Ashcroft missed a matr

iriee of "Antonv and Cleopatra” at
the Princes Theatre last Week
after cracking a shoulder bone in
the wings while running off the
stage.
Gregory Peck in London for con-

fabs on his new British film, "The
Purple Plain,” a J. Arthur Rank
release which starts lensing in
Ceylon next year, with studio
work to follow at Pinewood.
The former Broadway show,
The Big Knife” by Clifford Odets,

which Sam Wanamaker is present-
ing in association with Stanley.
Birch (also starring in it), is doing
big biz on tour prior to West End
production;
Local radio name Stanley Bldck;

conductor for many Deoca record-
ing stars, . signed Danny Purches,
21-year-old Romany, who. will be
regular feature with ..Black’s or-
chestra on the air. Purches was
discovered: singing in the West
End streets and was featured in
TVs "Shop Window.”

Billy Daniels appointed Ken
Pitt as his publicity manager

.
for

his London Palladium appearance
early next; year, where he’s mak-
ing his third appearance. Mean-
while, Oriole Records have re-
leased two of Daniels’ latest, “Just
One of Those, Things” and "Don’t
Take Yopr Love From Me.”

By Florence S. Lowe
Joseph Borkin, rep for several

film Companies, returned over
weekend from special? mission to
Indonesia.
Screen star Arinabella in town to

meet the critics and 0 .0 . capital in
preparation for Jan. 4 preem of her
legit starrer, “Dear Charles,

Scott Kirkpatrick back at home
base as assistant manager of Na-
tional Theatre; replacing Hy Bet-
tinger as top aide to manager Ed-
mund Plohn.
Howard Lindsay and Russel

Crouse were here for doctoring
and scissoring of their Broadway-
bound "The Prescott Proposals,”
during first few nights at the Na-
tional.

Rio de Janeiro
Carlos Ramirez singing at "Night

and Day,” downtown nitery.

Stravinsky’s "Psalm Symphony”
got its Brazilian preem under baton
of maestro Edoardo Guarnieri.

Plaza circuit, consisting of eight
theatres, inaugurated its wide-
screen with "Sangaree” (Par).

Eleazar de Carvalho, permanent
conductor of ' the Brazilian Symp;
off for a series of concerts in Eu-
rope and U.S.

The Rio Film Festival (limited
to local productions) named "Amei
um Bicheiro” (Atlantida Studios)
as the best pic produced here this
year.

Recent American Releases In
first-runs include "Salome” (Col)
in 15-theatre circuit; "Split Sec-
ond” (RKO), "Monkey Business”
(20th), "Operation Secret” (WB),
“Duel at Silver Creek” (U), "I Con-
fess”

.
(WB) and “Battle Circus”

(M-G).

By Larry Sollpway
Betty Hutton set for Jan. 12 date

at Beachcomber.
Lillian Roth into Sans Souci

Blue Sails Room for 12-day run.
Sophie Tucker took an apart-

ment at the Allison Hotel for the
season. ••

Jack Goldman okayed Dick
Haymes for his Clover Club date in
January;

Birdland, with Erroll Garner trio

featured, opened to big crowds
Avpr u/f»plrATtrl

Estelita, the Allegro Quintet arid
Suveen make up Christmas card
for .Saxony’s Pagoda Room on four
week option- deal,
Bobby Baxter and Hildegarde

Halliday joined show at Bill Jor-
dan's Bar of Music.
WB* technical unit shooting

scenes for "Lucky Me,” Doris Day
Phil Silvers musical.

F. Hugh Herbert’s daughter,
Pamela, named publicity director
by Lou-Walters for Latin Quarter
on Palm Island.

Final lineup- for Latin Quarter
show preeming Dec. 2^ has, Jane
Morgan, The Szonyj, Bernard
Bros., Ving Merlin and his strings,
Veronica Bell, Ralph Young, Ruth
Costello, Piroska and Ernie Amato.
Ben Tobin, owner of the Holly-

wood Beach Hotel arid partnered
in N.Y. real estate with Roger S.
Stevens and Alfred Glancy. joined
Stevens with Investments in “Tea
and- Sympathy” and "Sabrina-Fair”
arnong other legit productions.

By Matty Brescia
Henry Busse. to the Hotel Pea-

body’s Skyway for two: weeks.
Ina Minor, v Memphis fashion

commentator, wowed-* the TOA
|-members—here—last—week with—

a

big show. -

Dick Hawley, WMCT all-around
spieler arid announcer, will emcee
annual Les Passes ball at the Pea-
body Hotel New- Year's Eve.
Roy Rogers arid Dale.- Evans

booked for a benefit by Memphis
Union Mission chief Jimmy Stroud
at Crump Stadium next August.

Isabella Jones, summer stock
manager of Pawling, N. Y., Play-
house, now on deck here directing
the Memphis Arena theatre in the
King Cotton Hotel.

By Hal V. Cohen
Playhouse got most of sets from

"Pal Joey” when musical’s tour
ended here.
Al Abrams, Post-Gazette sports

editor, Jook couple" of weeks off to
have on operation.

Karl Kritz will conduct Pitts^
burgh Symphony concerts featur-
ing Roberta Peters Jan. 1 arid 3. :

Warren Caro came on from N .Y,
to present Council of Living Thea-
tre scroll to the Nixon on its 50th
anni.
Dancer Gerri Gale took week off

from DuMont network show,
"Melody Street,” to play Jackie
Heller’s Carousel.

Si Fabian, Sam Rosen, Harry
Kalmine, Monroe Greenthal, Les-
ter Isaac and Zeb Epstein in for
Cinerama opening.

Paul Palangis expect to spend
part of their holiday vacation with
their daughter and son-in-law, Ken
Rowswell, in Dallas.-

Local actor Al Checco and his
wife, Jean Bradley, back in New
York after 12 weeks of winter stock
in Bermuda.
Eyans Family in Far East hos-

pital but unhurt after crash in
China Sea of plane carrying the
USO troupe in which they’re fea-
tured.

Holqrwood.
Yvonne de Carlo in from Paris

tr»ha^hUm fine<1 $200 »»

June Allyson recovering from anappendectomy. *n

' Ginny Simms to Baltimore for
the Cerebral Palsy telethon.
Marcia Henderson to Las Veto*

to divorce Robert Brodsky,
8 5

E. J. Mannix returned from
day trip to N. Y. and London
,

Violetta Elvin out of the Sad.
ler s Wells Ballet , with a broken
leg*.

Publicists Guild Incorporated aa
a non-profit membership organiza*
tion.

William Broldy and Mark Ben-
nett initiated into the Saints and
Sinners.

.

-

Sheree North, recovered from a
foot fracture, returned to work at
Paramount. ^ __
W. R. Yarnell in from Phiiadel-

phia for Color Corporation of
America huddles.

Shirley Patterson, currently in
The Long Walt,” changed her
name to Shawn Smith.
Norman Taurog will take a three-

month rest at Palm Springs when
he completes "Living It Up.”
Danny Kaye’a leg injury caused

a rearrangement--of--P^ramount’s-
"White Christmas” shooting sched.
Ule.

Jamies Stewart made honorary
life member of AFM Local 47 for
his / work in "The Glenn Miller
Story.”
Eddie Cantor will emcee the Man

of the Year Award to be presented
to Dore Schary by the Beverly
Hills B’nai B’rith.-

By Mark Curtis
"Moon Is Blue” is Reno Little

Theatre’s third offering of season.
New act, Ozark Square Dancers,

set for Xmas show at the River-
side.- •

Morton Downey on first nitery
appearance in three years at River-
side.

First Police All-Star Benefit
Sliow such a big success it will be-
come annual event here;
Norman Biltz is behind next

downtown hotel, block from Mapes
and Riverside. No gaming or shows.
Nevada rancher Carl : Ravazza

will come downtown for two weeks
at Mapes Skyroom, starting Dee.
17 .

So. Africa
"House of Wax” (WB) has proved

a great draw in this territory,

State Information Office film,
"The 1820 Settlers,” accepted for
presentation at a film festival to
be held in Edinburgh.

Five members of a German Film
Unit here under Producer- Dietrich
Von Theobald to work on pic, "Re-
turn to Africa” for Capitol Films
of Berlin.

John Schlesinger wants to. pro-
duce a film about the Mau Mau,
and has visited Nairobi to seek the
co-operation of the Kenya govern-
ment.

Local censor board tightening
the screws on film posters. Guns
and low neck dresses must be cov-
ered, and European women must
not appear with non-white men.
John Calvert, who hasr been

shooting a film in Africa in con-
junction with British Lion Filins,
flew his own plane into the jungle
for the. work. Titled “Strange Hor-
izon,” it will be in wide screen.

Silver Frolics closed Dec. 13 for
Christmas holidays,
Ruth

. Chatterton and Barry
Thomson slated to open “Susan
arid God” at Showcase Theatre
Dec. 25,

David Hall, Mercury Records
classics director, in from N. Yi for
recording of Detroit and Minne-
apolis Symphs. .

Kaye Ballard, current at Black
Orchid, prepping lead role in mu-
sical, "Great to Be Alive,” which
opens Las Palmas Theatre iri

Hollywood Dec. 26.

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass

Ernst Marischka shooting Arnold
and Bach comedy, "It is a Boy,” in
Berlin.
Hans Glilesberger elected presi-

dent of the Vienna Kammer Choir
Society.
Harold Roebbeling will open the

Buerger Theatre during the Christ-
mas season,

Arrierican sponsored Red-White-
Red rietwork' arranged television
exhibition in Salzburg.

- Profit of American National Bal-
let’s appearances here handed over
to Artists in Need Society.
Helen Thimig, widow of Max

Reinhardt, consented to the forma-
tion of a new Max Reinhardt Hon-
orary Ring Society which will grant
annual awards.

Portland, Ore.
Jeannie Ford held for third week

at the Capitol: Theatre.
Mills Brothers held for second

week at Amato’s Supper Club. Burl
Ives inked to follow.
William Duggan signed "King

and I,” "Seven Year Itch” and
"Porgy & Bess” as part of his 1954
series for the Auditorium.
Jack Byrne, from Metro’s home

office; G. A. Hickey, West Coast
district manager for company, and
field rrian Allan Wioder here to

greenlight the Metro's 30th Jubilee.
Olsen & Johnson in "Oh! What

A Night” pfayed at . Civic Audito-
rium last weekend (13-15). Al For-
man Enterprises promoting show
for 24 . days in the P’acific north-
west,

By ft. LaPointe
The Coronet brought in The

Impressionaires De.'c, 9. ;
Panegyris, Royal Greek Festival,

coming to Palais Montcalm Jan. 4.

Opera Junior presented Hansel
and Gretel (in French) at the Palais

Montcalm.
The Three Villans< The Tlri-oe^

Fleetwoods, Great Rubyiat and
Vivian Lore at La Tour.
Le Theatre du Nouveau Monde

gave Idwin Shaw’s play, "Philipp®
et Jonas,” French version of “Gen-
tle People” at the Capitol,
Maria Caruso with Tommy

Roberts and Evelynn Freeman at

La Porte St-Jeari, succeeding Ti e

Three Drifters arid Joyce Hen-
dricks.
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DR. ALBERT COATES.;
Dr. Albert1 .Coates, 71, .British.

oAnriuctor-composer, died Dec. 11

n Capetown, South Africa. Among
Ks more recent posts was that of

5 red or of the Johannesburg Sym-

phony Orchestra. . He "suffered a

stroke last February.
#

Dr Coates, Who conducted in

both Europe and America, batoned

?n° Russia under the. Czar and the

jSet Stalin. PriortO the Soviet

•revolution in 1917, he was the

near’s operatic director. He went

to England in 191B but' returned to

Russia at intervals.

He conducted in England at

rovent Garden and fronted the

T ondon Philharmonic Orch and.the

'WdorrSymphony Oreh. .In 1936,-

he directed fhe British Music

Drama Opera Season at .Covent

Garden; From 1904 to 1910 he con-

ducted in Germany at such places

as the Leipzig Opera House.
.

>
His compositions included the

operas, “Samuel Pepys,” “Ashur-

.
banipal,” “Pickwick Papers/’

gian citizen, left Russia shortly
after the Bolshevik revolution and
was noted as an interpreter of Rus-
sian music. He came to the U. S.
in 1930 to direct the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orch. He also
guest conducted the New York
Philharmonic, Philadelphia Sym-
phony and the San Francisco Orch.
Dowbrowen conducted at the

Royal Albert Hail .and Covent
Garden, London; La Scala Opera,
Milan; in Stockholm and in vari-
ous German cities. While in Rus-
sia he batoned at the Moscow Op-
era and wasassociated withStan-
islaysky’s Moscow Art Theatre; 1

Wifei two children and a broth-
er survive.

PAUL GILL
Gilbert -Wilson Snow, 38, known-

professionally as Paul Gill, radio-
TV character actor and announcer,
died Dec. 7 in ; Portland, Me., of a
heart attack. His “Uncle Hazzie’’
show on the Maine Television Net-
work was the culmination of ten

1
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“Gainsborough’s Duchess” , a nd
“The Boy David.7

*
-
He also directed

and arranged the music for the
films"Song of Russia” and “Two
Girls and a Sailor.’*

In 1946 he went to South Africa
with his second wife the former
Vera De Villiers, a mezzo-soprano.

Morgan Wallace
Morgan Wallace, 72, retired.actor

and playwright died Dec. 12 in
Tarzana, Cal, Starting his acting
career with New York stock com-
panies, he appeared on Broadway
in such plays as . “Women Go On
Forever/’ “Ballyhoo,” “Congratula-
tions’’ and “Loco,” in 1946. .

Wallace was seen in several plays
wit h Lillian Russell and . toured
with a number of repertory
troupes. He also had roles in
several films including “Smart
Money,” “The Pinal Edition/’

IN MEMORIAM

itbWARD B. MARKS
1865 - 1945

“Mama Loves Papa,” “Thunder
Mountain’- and “$1,000 a Minute.”

Active in legit and films as an
actor, manager, producer and
writer, Wallace opened his own
Inno

£°roi,any in Banger, Me., in
J J0.1. Prior, to that he traveled with
a Miakespearean repertory coffi-
pany Iiea doc! by E. H. Sothern and
Julia Marlowe.

,

World War l Wallace
;

'"'Wished theatres' in army camps*
USO camp shows in

.

( ar 1 1Ie was a • former
1 csulenl of the Theatrical Stock
aliinagers Assn, ;

His wile survives.
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who Lm 0sl0
’ ^rway.ucn

, who became a Norwe-

years of steady buildup In Maine
radio and . TV circles.

Before his entry into TV at
WPMT, Portland, Me., Gill was as-
sociated with WCSH,. in the same
city, for ten years^iollowing- »-Stint
in vaude/ In 1949 he appeared on
the Arthur Godfrey “Talent Scout”
show, doing his Down East char-
acterizations and miscellaneous im-
personations, including one of
Godfrey, himself.

Wife, two sons, and a daughter
survive.

MELVILLE CLARK
Melville Clark, 70, harpist and

inventor of the Clark Irish harp,
died Dec. 12 of a heart attack in

Syracuse, N. Y. He was head of
the Clark Music Co., which he had
operated since 1899. The first Irish
harp was placed on the toiarket in-

1913.
As a performer, Clark had

played in more than 4,000 concerts
throughout the U. S., Canada and
England. He was a former presi-
dent and treasurer of the National
Assn, of Harpists, Inc;, and a past,

president of the National Assn, of
Music Merchants.

Surviving are his wife, the for-

mer Dorothy Speich, a pianist; two
sons and a daughter,

LEW DIAMOND
Lew Diamond, 47, bandleader,

died Dec. 12 in Chicago while
fronting his orchestra at a Palmer
House dance. For almost 30 years.
Diamond had played club dates,
benefits and relief nights at. the
major night clubs In the Windy !

City. For a time, in a relief capac-
ity, he played the Blackhawk. Chez .

Paree, Conrad Hilton, and Palmer i

House on four successive nights pf

.

HARRY MOSS
DEC. 18* 1947

the week. Doubling as a club date,

agent at Music Cbrp. of Ariierica

for the past 10 years. Diamond en-
tered the entertainment field as
an agent with the Roy Benson
Office in 1923, even before he as-

sembled a band. He worked ex-
clusively in the Chicago territory.

Surviving are his wife, . two
daughters and a son. .

ROGER L. DANN
. Roger. L. Darin, 51, an assistant
treasurer of the Bankers Trust
Co., died Dec. 13 in New York, He
was associated With bank’s Rocke-
feller Center Branch, N. Y.

Wife, two sons and a brother,
Robert Dann, Metro studio attor-
ney, survive.

VERNON H. STRAWN
Vernon H. (Bud) Strawn, 39,

Minneapolis orchestra leader for 15
years, died in that city Dec. 4 after
having' been stricken with a heart

attack several weeks previously.
He retired 'from the music field
several years ago to devote full
time to tax accounting work, but
prior to that had won wide pop-
ularity over the upper midwest.

For 15 consecutive years, among
other things, Strawn’s orchestra
played at Excelsior Amusement
Park in a Minneapolis suburb. His
wife and. two children survive.

HUGH BARTLETT
— Hugh-^Bartlett, 40, member for
15 years of “The Happy Gang/’
top comedy - musical afternoon
group (Colgate-Palmolive-Peet) on
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
network, died pec. 6 in Vancouver,
Where he had returned to his par-
ents’ home some three weeks ago.

Because of illness, Bartlett was
unable to rejoin ... “The Happy
Gang” on resumption of Fall pro-
gram series. He joined* CJQR,
Vancouver, in 1936; CBC the fol-

_ ..lowing ..year., and wqs_ transferred
to Toronto, where he joined the
comedy-musical unit in 1938.

Survived by parents; a sister;

SAMUEL T. DALEY
Samuel T. Daley, 58, Akron, O..

musician, who authored a series of'
1 instructions for orchestra instru-
ments, died in that city Dec. 5; He
was a. former director of the/old
Ohioans Orchestra at Riverside
Park, Akron, and played the bas-
soon, with the old Akron Sym-
phony Orchestra and the Canton
Symphony Orchestra.
.Daley also was a composer.

After he lost his sight in 1947, he
Wrote some music in' Braille! His
wife, a son, and four daughters
Survive,

'

WALTER WHITTAKER
Walter Whittaker, 70, accompa-

nist for Madame Melba on' her;
world tour; and for Madame Al-
bani and Lily Pons, died Dec^JL
in Toronto. He had previously
played with Sir Thomas Beecham’s
orchestra for seven years,. Came to
Canada to join the Toronto Sym-
phony and was on the teaching
staff of the Royal Conservatory of
Music, University of Toronto.

._.Survived-by sister.

JIMMY GREEN
Jimmy. Green, 56, veterain music

publisher, died in London Dec. 8.

Associated with the Chappell’s
group for 25 years, he helmed its i

subsidiaries including Victoria,]
Irving Berlin. New World and I

Williamson Music. I

Before entering the publishing I

i field. Greeh was a distinguished;
organist. He studied at the Royal i

College of Music. Surviving are !

his,, wife and two children.
;

C. MERWIN TRAVIS
C. Merwin Travis. 59. sales sery-

j

lice director for ABC's western'
division, died Dee. 8 in Hollywood?
following a heart attack. He
served with the photographic, sec-
tion of the War Production Board
during World War II.

Surviving are his widow, son
and daughter. ^

JOHN J. MEEGAN
John J; Meegan.. 62, secretary .

and director of the Buffalo (N. Y,>

'

Courier-Express and WEBR. the
j

paper’s radio station,, died Dec. 7 {

in Buffalo.
j

Meegan began his newspaper ca-
reer as a reporter about 40 vears
ago.

j

ROBERT ANSTETT SR.
Robert Anstett Sr.. 62. former

proxy of Theatrical Protective;
Union No, 1. the Stage Hands;
union, died Dec. 11 in New York.;

i He was a property man at the Roxv
.

Theatre, N. Y., for the past 21 .

years. I

Wife and a son survive.
j

i

CHARLES E. LAWRENCE
Charles E. Lawrence, 59, assist-

ant treasurer of Broadcast Music,
Inc., died Dee. 7 while visiting his
daughter in Towson. Md/. He was
with BMI for.the past 13 years.
Only survivor is his daughter.

Americo “Rick” Caridcp, 33. died
Dec. 13 of cancer _ in Roosevelt
Hospital. N. Y. He was only ill 10
days, according *to friends. Caridco,
a sales representative for WOV.
N. Y.. indie, is survived by his
wife, Lola.

'

Wing Foo, 43, concert baritone
and character actor in films and
television, died of a heart attack
Dec, 9 in Los Angeles. He became
ill on a recent concert tour In

Mexico. ^

Capt. Merl Lavoy, 67, explorer-
cameraman, died Dec. 6 in Jo-
hannesburg. South Africa. He was
a former Cameraman for. Pathe
News and lensed several docu-
mentary films of the South Sea
islands. ..

Harry A. Meyer, 65. stage man-
ager at Loew-Poll Majestic Thea-
tre. Bridgeport, Conn., died in

that city Dec. 7. Formerly in same

capacity at Loew’s Poll and Globe
Theatres, he was a member the
stagehands’ union for 40 years.stagehands’ union for 40 years.

EX*F0H PfOSPBf
Mrs. Helen Collier Judson, for-

"
I

mer actress and director of the continued from page 7

Twelfth Night Club in Manhasset, ..«• ...!««/
N. Y„ died Dec. 7 Ih that tong Mellons taking up 33Ce, Cuixcnt

Island town. Soir and a stepsister ‘lr
iPu

0
ĉ
u^. Pu/

)ad
’ * •

. Hnum 4 a 99 Kt/^ ibifk tlCjL Af thA
survive.

Howard A* Fogel, 69, Canton, 0„
musician, died pec/ 6 in that city.

He organized the. Shrine’s -drum
drill teanii and was a music teach-

y^ar saw U. S. product pushed
down to 22.5%, with 55.6% of the
playdates going to German films.

In France: 37%
Somewhat tlie same story, if not

quite as drastic, comes from Ja-
pan, In France, French pix in ’53

er for years. A daughter and two cornered 49% of the groSs against
sisters survive. 37 f,

r. for American imports,

. . _. j _ .
It’s odd but true that in 1953, a

P’ comparatively short seven years

fr!r%hnmn^n^
l

aH
n

in Ph! after the end of the war, the coun-

cago^died in Shown the
?
most

Dec. 12.
(Significant gams in terms of pro-

eago;/Si; "n.
C

$‘:
! 'rr, f

.'ha' ^ the most
Dec. 12.

(Significant gams in terms of pro-
— '••' jduction are the three defeated

Lou Espinosa, 58, telegraph op- [Axis nations—Ger^vny, Italy and
erator employed by Warners for- Japan.
.30 years, died Dec. 12 in Las_An=
geles after a long illness. A broth-
er arid sister in Texas, survive.

Ross Lockman, 51, KECA-TV
account executive, died of a cere-

Vi of India's Audience
As the U. S. distribs struggle to

maintain their lead position abroad/
they’re also concerned with mar-
kets such as India which hold a

bral hemorrhage Pec, 7 4n North ! tremendous potential but vield the

publicity director of the Municipal
Theatre Assn, and exec-sec, of. the
St. Louis Symphony Society^ died
recently at St. Joseph, Mo.

Hollyw'ood. . He .was formerly a Americans no more than 3% of the
salesman with KNX. He leaves audience. Expansion in Asia is
his wife; son and two daughters, being studied by the

:
Motion Pic-

_ .. - lt
ture Export Assn, with little hope

SfSif
Wi ham/2alken. that anything can be done about it^C

Ji
y
A
dlrect0r^°f tbe Mun

l
cl
fu
al in the immediate future.

ieatre Assn, and exec-sec, of. the
. Louis Symphony Society^ died T 'fvljS?r.* ,

•

cently at St. Joseph, Mo. ..
La

*
Stam^cs__£how

"
.

i that., in 19o3, .63% of the screen

Lucyna Messal, Polish operatic x ilD* in Europe went to the Ameri-
riger. died Dee. 10 in Warsaw'. I

can5 ' Irt the Far East it w;as 48%.
Lucyna. Messal, Polish operatic

singer, died ;Dee. 10 in Warsaw',
according to a Polish News Agency .

In South America, 64%. In Mexico
mnni4 ! P.onlf»o 1 • 8 a* f** 7report,

Michael Monda, 48. father of
screen moppet Richard Monda,
died of a cerebral hemorrhage
Dec. 8 in Hollj wood.

i
and- Central America, 76%. „ In

/Africa. 63% arid in the Middle
East 57%, ;

]

Rising tide of! n a t i o n a 1 i s m
j
abroad, plus a host of restrictions
imposed by local authorities, are
•giving the U. S. distribs a rough

80/ veteran sho“ man dkc? ^
Houston, Dec. 5. As a theatre 1

k
J°C alJ3’:le.®sed P1*, hav

^.
a
J"

manager, he gave Houston its first
a ' been favorites and the rebirth

vaude show. i

0* domestic production nas re-iude show. "
,

of domestic production Tias~r>-
•. awakened that tendency. Its also

A. N. (Pete) Cooke, member of
.

true that the various goverrt-
the WLS. Chicago, radio sales ments involved consciously push
staff for the past 23 years, died the showing of local films as a
Dec, 6 in Geneva, 111, His wife means of nurturing the growth of
survives.

|

domestic lensing.

.

rt... v. ¥ . . . Problems faced by American
^ea^ a distribs in 1954 are twofoldmember of the Film Production tho irjioctrv in -k -op-

code’ .Administration, died Dec. 9
in recent ears has

in Hollvw'ood been increasingly geared to a ris-in noiiy ooa.
n

: ing volume, of foreign revenue
Daughter, 17. of Emmet Lvnn in the instance of some corn-

screen actor, died of leukemia Panle? - accounts for more than
Dec. 7 in Hollywood. '40%. of their global billings. Also,

-—— many of the companies are going
Mother of Faye Parker, Pitts- to have fewer, pix and are therefore

burgh singer and TV artist,
on the Coast Dec. 2.

died

. Mother,-

69. of Joe Louis, former
world heavyweight boxing, cham-
pion, died Dec. 13 in Detroit.

Father, 7-1. -of Maria palmer,
screen actress, died Dec. 10 in
Hollj’vvood after a long illness.

MARRIAGES
Catherine Viviano to Ronald

Thomas. Pittsburgh. Nov. 30. He’s
on U-I staff and is the son of Fran-
cis Thoriias. veteran Pitt projec-
tionist.

Rose Joseph to Samuel Froelich.
Jfcarez. Mexico. Dec. 5, Bride is a
CBS Radio publicist; he's a CBS-
TV editor.

Dorsey Connors to Jim Bannon.
Chicago. Dec. 12. Bride is Chi-
cago NBC-TV commentator; he’s
an actor-announcer there.

Barbara Tobin to Carl O. Tolf
Jr.. Chicago. Dec. 12. Bride was
educational director at stations
WBBM and WBBM-TV in Chicago.
Thdmasinn Mix to Maj. John Al-

len Andre.- Beverly Hills, Dec, 1

1

Bride is. the daughter of the late
Tom Mix, film star.

Lois Andrews to Capt. Leonard
Kleckner, Fayetteville. N. C„ re-
cenlly. Bride is an actress.

depending upon" on longer runs for
comparable returns. Problem is

particularly acute for 20lh-Fox
which must depend on Cinema-
scope alone. Company isn't pro-
viding standard versions of its

CincmaScope films.

-Army Echo
Contuaned from page * s

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hughes, son.

Los Angeles. Dec. 9. Child is the

- J
4* t,

1
/
c s

!
non-commissioned officers’ clubs,

ij
0” °* Fran- uSG-sponsOred

.
dances and enter-

ntt projec-
; tainment. large bowling alley-s,

iel Froelich
basketball, boxing and other sports

Bride k a Pr°moted in the camp gymnasiums.

ie‘s a CBS- Total spent for filni rental last
year amounted to $10 000.000. al-

im Bannon. though the service units' present
ide is Chi- 400 theatres in U. S. is down from
itator; he’s World War II high of 1,300.

re. New technical developments in
arl O. Tolf film projection has not. left the
Bride was Army and Air Force unaware. There

at stations k same confusion which faces civil-

l
n

.p*?’cac ^* ia.n exhibitors. Is it worthwhile in-
»j. <lohn Al- staging 3 lp>. CincmaScope., stcreo-

of (j

ef
i

. l
)luinic sound and what-have-you?

ne late
j ts a question they have been pon-

Dt Leonard Bering for some time. A few 3-D

N c re- •

and w idescreen inst«illations ' have

ress. been made.
_L*

j

Cost, factors, relating to stereo
! sound, is proving as much as a

j

drawback for the service units as
high os. son.

;
it has been for smalltown and riabe

/hild is the ' theatremcn. Ser\*ice officials csti-

Sw bn
rf*

Lait
%

of
!

! 'bate that a complete CinemaScopi

Tal-t

*

1

and theat-giand- installation, including directional
V* f crn'in/1 . . tf nnnmvi'm’^lAlv’

Mr. . and Mrs. John Baade,
daughter, Sari Antonio, Dec. 11.
Father is merchandising manager
of WOA I. AM-TV, in that city.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry White,
daughter. New York, Dec.: 9.

Father is with Benton At Bowles;

sound, would cost approximately
$15,000 per military post theatre,
an undertaking that appears out
of the question in light of the Gov-
ernments economy program. Like
regular . exhibs. A rmv and Air Force
film officials are awaiting the in-

mother (Cathy de Carlo) was with dustry’s decision on one-track Cin-
same agency,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Green, son.
Deo. 14, Maidenheads England.
Mother is Joan Rice, British film
actress; father is the former
American film and legit cornedian.
now a London nitery operator!
Mr. arid. Mrs. Bob Daubenspeck.

son, Summit, N. J/, Dec, 14. Father
is supervisor of ratings for NBC/
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Holt, son.

New Rochelle, Dec. 11. Mother is

Margie Kurash, formerly a scribe
with Young 6c Rulricam; father is

a TV announcer/

emaScopc films. .

Six Changes a Week
The product shortage has proved

a particularly acute .problem, since

the service units provide six

changes a week in domestic thea-

tres and five a week in overseas

installations, To bolster the heavy
film load, the services have been
resorting frequently to reissues.

British and foreign product has

been used on. rare occasions, bill it

hasn’t proved as
x
satisfactory as

American. .films. / \
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By HOBE MORRISON

An encouraging development of

the theatre this season is the tend-

ency of the public to patronize

good shows, not just the top hits.

That’s the opinion of Richard

Rodgers. .

The composer-producer doesn’t

think the critics are responsible

for this new trend.. “It’s the public

itself.” he asserts. "Playgoers are

apparently going to all the better

shows,' so the less-than-greatest

are succeeding. It’s a healthy sign

and very encouraging;
“I saw ‘Solid Gold Cadillac’ the

other night. It’s a. very funny com-
edy and, with Josephine Hull, is

real entertainment. What if it may
not be another ‘You Can’t Take It

With You’? Does every show have
to be the very greatest?
“Of course not. ‘Cadillac’ is gen-

uinely. enjoyable. The night I was
there the audience had a great
time and so did I. There’s nothing
better for the theatre than satisr

fied audiences, so ‘Cadillac’ and
several other popular hits help
the theatre as a whole.”

Rodgers, whose “Me and Juliet,”
--written and -co-produced wit-lrli-
breltist-lyricist Oscar Hammerstein
2d, has won the support of the
public despite the mixed reaction
of (he critics, saw “Kismet” a few
nights after its opening and agrees
with the favorable response of au-
diences. “It’s a beautiful show,”
he says. “It has a fine Score, ex-
cellently arranged and brilliantly
sung, i )lac| a wonderful time.
Kismet’ deserves the capacity
business it’s doing.”
Rodgers .with Hammerstein last

week made a verbal agreement
(Continued on page 61)

Don’t took Now, But

‘Sadie’s’ Getting Into

Censored City on TV
Familiar question of whether

lelevision dips of a locally bannedmm can get the censor’s axe or
,aiso a controversy after the fact
way undergo testing in Memphis
H
*

"!? rr
}
inK (Wed.! when the

r
.y .

.Today” will
. show the

h - <
,*. rul ” Portion of Colurri-

p'
l‘ s

m
Miss Sadie Thompson;” the

,,ayworth, starter., Memphis
ilw/n

Ij oy<* Binford has ruled
the film verboten. In this particu-im case, news of the clip’s inclu-

lji,.
f

remained a dark secret, at
least the web wasn’t sending out

jooimuhiques about Sadie’s

lai^H h^P ’ so the Censor, if he

the
b

’ Would be doing it after

JncidentaUy Bob Haymes, broth-

vvoruk ^Ck
K
Hayme?> Miss Hay-

his s s5p^
Sb

T

and
’i
Wi11 be “seeing”ms sister-m-law for the first time

niSrr n’

Sl.,P «m,
°.
f the film at the

Openine
H
ri

s *“ d0 » tape of the

the y.Ji
8
;

Haymes has never met
actiess—case oLcool-relations.

‘All-Star’ Now 1-Star "...

Having Earned her stripes as one
of the most widely palmed per-

formers of the. season, Martha Raye
has been cancelled out of the “All

Sta^ Revue”—but don’t go 'Way.

Actually, it’s “All Star” that’s

been axed and the NBC-TV Show’s
tag altered to read “Martha Raye
Show” as her reward for good
comedy behavior on Saturdays.

Stanza gets an exposure every
four weeks with “Show of Shows”
moving over for The Mouth.

By GENE ARNEEL r l*. 1 Tl n L P*1 n |

iug vail lwiuru uvci iiir uiuaiv

v . Ldlted H-Komb tllm Due as pact negotiations between the
Official censor boards and un- American Federation of Musicians

official censorship via private pres? Washington. Dec, 22.
. and the niajor disk companies tern-

sure. groups collectively punish the The U. S. Atomic Commission is porarily collapsed last week. With
American motion picture industry

,

readying a half-hour pic for the-
! n0 negotiations slated until at

where- it. hurts most: in the hex-
j
atre and television screening early

: next week and with the cur-
office, to the tune of millions of

|

next year. Object: to - show the rent contract running out Dec. 31,
dollars. (force of the hydrogen bomb. i.it now appears to most trade execs
To start With, the fiiin industry i

Film was made in fall of 1952, < that 1934 will be ushered in for
must pay, each year, some $1.500.-

;

when an H-bomb blew up an island
{ Tin Fan Alley just as 1948 was—

000 in “reviewing fees” to the of- :
at Eniwetok Atoll in the Pacific,

j without any New Year greetings
ficial censors in some six states.

|
Pic has been - cut in half by re- 1 from James C. Petriilo.

But that’s mere peanuts to the in-
;

moving all rootage which might s The situation, however, could
direct losses inflicted upon individ- 1 disclose information to Russia, ' be reversed by a quick settlement,
ual releases because of organized Edited version was shown recently next week, but the disk companies

* The spectre of another record-

|

ing ban loomed over the music biz

as pact negotiations between the
American Federation of Musicians
and the niajor disk companies tem-

. Music Corp. of America is find-

Jng:
for talent alone on a one-hour
TV show. Gillette is willing to spend
that kind of money for its Xmas
night NBC-TV stanza, but as it

now stands, unless some top

names come along, the budget will

stand at about $125,000.

MCA has offered $40,000 to Rita

Hayworth; $30,000 to Betty Grable
& Harry James. They’re still

throwing out offers to top person-
alites, but so far, the hariies that

are worth that kind of money are

saving their teledebuts for their

own shows.
As would be the case in Any

percentery. MCA is anxious to get

rid of the full budget or even in

excess of what’s beeen allocated.

Commissions are generally based
on their purchases in cases of this

kind. So far, it’s a headache get-

ting rid of that dough intelligently.

As it is they’re spending some
(Continued on page 28)

Reenact Murder For
!

TV Audience’s Benefit;
• •/

’

•.
.

• ,’-r -

-• Film as Court Evidence
i Minneapolis. Dec. 22.

Chalking up what’s believed to

be -another TV news first, KSTP-
TV with an actual reenactment of

a deputy sheriff’s murder also pre-

sented the killer’s sound-on-film
confession.

A few hours after the murder
early Dec, 7 and the killer’s appre-
hension, KSTP-TV newsman Juli-

an Roshel and photographic de-
partment head, Dick Hance, obtain-

ed permission from the authori-

ties to do the film.

The sheriff and county attorney
allowed the confessed murderer to

reenact the crime for the KSTP-
TV pair with the understanding

•• »* 4 * 'tContimretPon- page fi*) »:-

hate campaigns, from pickels to ; at the Conference of Mayors
postcards to . anonymous phone

j

— — ~

A rundown of major losses amaA| Aamtia

A

(which might otherwise have been I litflOlSfjL
major grossers) starts with Charles] • .

Chaplin’s “Limelight.” Verbally
battered and picketed by Amen- *} X _ k Tin. nfl
can Legion units. “Limelight” has llfl tt 1 MlBS 1T1DI
played about 1,300 dates and

w MUVW 1,1w
brought United Artists, as distribu- , w A *w* W g
tor, $670,000 in rental money from TLAn if V Ilf- Ul
the U. S. and Canada. This 1 11311 D(Y If . Ill
amount of coin in such limited

are not banking on that possibility.

The speedup in recording sessions.
Which became distinctly' percep-
tible last week., has now entered
into high gear, and all the labels
are cutting as many , sides as pos-
sible. In New York, all the record-
ing studios are booked solidly un-
til the end of the year and the top

;

musicians are similarly loaded
1 with

.
work for . the same period.

[The diskers believe they can ride .

: for about six months on their back-
logs without cutting any new sides

' if the ban goes into effect.playoff would indicate, under nor-
1 «7 tv ban f>oes into effect.

.

mat^circumstances;- a total Of $2,-4
-Colors^. Xalk -of-a-4»an-gained-in^'olume—

500,000 from complete marketing !

\

las
]
week when AFM chief Petriilo

of the film. However, it's doubt- ^^ ^ ^ ^ fh pr I :-
and the majors failed t0 com‘

.fill if $1,000,000will be reachedJ at least as far as contracls
. promise their differences on » newlUl 11 Will UC 1C4U1CU. I

. f -1.^ ’V— ^ «

Many theatremen, fearing Legion !

1

?
act laid a demand

demonstrations dr whispering cam-
' l^on n^iwnmltie ma

P f0t
\

a 3
!

r
.

ln
,

crease ln recording

paigns, simply will not book it On I

™ u
nther data vv^re*

*

scales
;4llmlnatl°5 of doubling and

this picture alone conseauentlv a :
cbbies ' Tbl

,
s a

.

nd Other data were
, reduction of sides per session

5 of S1 500 OOO can fairiv be at- i
developed during a mass clinic and

:
{rom tour t0 three. Petriilo slipu-

ributed^ti^^'ressure
-•

4
!
Press conference yesterday iTucs..

: ,a t<,d ,hat ,he dollar increase toUlDUiea lO pressure. K»- cAi*i'irin» onH tram.nd ; i : i i , >

“The Moon Is Blue” also has
1 beld b>* the ^vicing and training

.

ine Moon is Blue a iso na.
divisions- of the company at the

taken a drubbing from some cen, J]n viclor xhea ire in New
sors and religious groups but this

j

,, ,
3

cannot so readily be translated in „lenMon ,vas (0Cuscd on
(Continued on page .18) three-pronged instaUalion. sen'-

icing and test equipment aspects

f\l •11 n •
: of the coming “color era” with the

PhlllV NT!*AAtllVUV Panel of RCA experts headed up
A 11111Y Uvl VVllUlg by .Edward C. Cahill, proxy of RCA

Service Co.
Ill n .

'

: I Most Important tangible project

I AA \PYV AAlPITQ (Continued on page 23

1

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.

Police activity against exotic

dancers for “going too far” in their

terping to please customers lias

led the Philadelphia branch, Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists, to

register and screen cafe and .
musi-

New December High;

Godfrey Paces Sales

(Continued on page 44)

ASCAP Music Hassle

Blacks Out ‘White Xmas’

in Icelandic Air Base
By COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD

Keflavik, Iceland. Dec. 22.

It may be hard to believe that

|

there is any place in tlie world
i hungry to hear a few bars of Bing
Crosby doing the hardy perennial,
"White- Christmas," but the 6.000-

plus Americans, civil and military,

j

stationed at Keflavik airport are.

Currently caught, in a surprise

ican Guild of Variety Artists, td “VJ * 'r
.

tangle of performance rights - for.

register and screen cafe and. musi- Columbia Records is hitting.its /music on .their 250-watt radio sta-

cal bar danseuiies and issue pro- alltime peak for December sales tion. a part of the Armed Forces

scriptions on the manner of their (his year, even topping last year's Radio Service, at the most home-
dancing. i

turnover, when the diskery was ' sick time of the year for service--

Move followed a conference be-
;
riding Wtth a phenomenal 2,000.000 men —the Christmas season— the

tween Charles GaTvey, manager of seller In Jimfhy Boyd’s ‘T Saw regular l8'--hour daily schedule

AGVA’s Philadelphia branch, and Mommy Kissing Santa Claus.” This
(

of programs has had to be sawed

Police Commissioner Thomas Gib- year’s soles leader is an album, down to a third.Police Commissioner Thomas Gib- years soles leader is an aLnum.

bons; following the bjuecoats’ re- “Christmas With Arthur Godfrey
TI.A t. A 11 T iltlo iflftrlfl'OVC ” T)lk

A • -couple of Icelanders. Jon

er Philadelphia, explained to the year’s'Boyd platter. local reps for ASCAP. and they i

Commissioner that, it was very In addition .
to the Godfrey set, have suddenly confronted the tiny

often, no fault of the proprietor Columbia has a flock of strong, en- AFRS. operatioii> wdh- a demancl

when a young lady got carried tries in Gene Autry’s, perennial for about $190,000 for_ past per-

away by her bumps and floor Wrig- “Rudolph The Red-Nosed Rein- formance rights on ASCAP music

glings. deej” and the newie, Gayla Pee- used since the station began oper-

Commissioner Gibbons accepted vey’s “I Want A Hippopotamus For at ion in November. 1951.

.

the cafe owners’ plea and practice Christmas.” Latter has already] 1 he military position .°n Jcelan

- (Continued ort page 15> *
’ gone- over the 300.000 sales level, (Continued on oaee 4.

(Continued ort page 15>
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Assured of $150,000 in addi >
tional financing, arid with an op-

tional guarantee of $350,000 from.

United Artists in his pocket, Errol

Flynn and his business, manager,
Barry Mahoj^JeftJJ. Y.-for_Jtaly

yesterday (Tues.l, still undeter-

mined whether or not they will be
able to finish up Flynn’s Italo

Cinemascope venture1

,
“William

Tell.’* ; V . ;

With six more weeks of shooting
to do on his pic, which is one-third
finished, Flynn earlier this year
had to suspend production in a
legal hassle with his Italian part-

ner whom he referred to as Count
Adolf Forssataro. tit’s believed he
meant Vittorio Vassarotti). Wheth-
er or not “Tell,” in which Flynn
stars, eventually gets on the
screen depends on whether the
actor-turned-produeer manages to

rid himself of his co-producer.
Flynn, who returned to this

country last week for the first time
in two years, told a tale of woe
which went something like this:

In setting up “Tell” he part-

nered with Forssataro. The budget
was. set at $900,000 for. the
Pathecolor production. Flyrin put
up $400,000; Forssataro $250,000.
Lensing began. Then, Says Flynn

.

Forssataro tried to ho’d up on his

end. Production was suspended

hi bit was inaugurated at the "thea-

tre collection^of theA^s%ian Na-
tional on the

occasion
r or tftfe ^Oth ‘anniversary

of the death of the Austrian pro-

ducer.
'

Helene Thimig, wellknown ac-

tress and Reinhardt’s widow, pre-

sented the library with some 300
mementos, including 15 scenarios,

annotated in his own handwriting.

George Stevens’ Cuffo

Scene (Uncredited) As

Favor to Sid

Although he receives no screen

credit, George Stevens directed

one scene^of Warner Bros.’ .
“The

Eddie Cantor Story”—for free.

Here’s how it happened:
After the picture was completed

and sneaked in the Hollywood, vi-

cinity, producer Sidney Skolsky in-

sisted that it heeded an additional
sequence—Cantor at home, on a
Sunday—for a proper overall ef-

.

. . . |

feet. WB’s
,
executive producer,

after, a while as talks went on be- 1

Jack L. Warner, refusals.to reopen
tween Flynn and Forssataro. Lat-

1

production activities. Skolfcky, how
ter; says the .actor, had actually in- ever. was persistent and garner
vested only $50,000 in cash, but he conditioned, “Okay, if vou can get .

Insisted on getting his full half of thp-P^gll^CQntroversial-film^l‘TillFivc
this final parnin^s. In additinn. 1 » Minntps Past MiHnipht:.” afp antthe final earnings. In addition,

Forssataro let it
.
be known that he

would sue any new investor.

Flynn says he offered his part-
ner $100,000 just to quit the field.

Forssataro declined. Flynn is

.
bringing legal action against him
and, failing this, will try to force
him into bankruptcy, “Unless we
can go ahead by ourselves. I’m go-

ing to close the whole thing down;
take the rap and try again in a
year;’* Flynn declared.

French and American investors
• Continued on page 56)

scene
Later Skolsky looked up Stevens,

revealed ' his problem, and to his
surprise Stevens agreed to do, but
gratis. Skolsky immediately wired
Warner and the latter reluctantly
acceded. Stevens spent three days
at the Warner studio filming the
scene. .

HORACE HEIDT
Opening January 1, 1954,’ at the

Edgewater Beaeli Hotel, Chicago.
Then to New York . . Opening

February 1, 1954, at Hotel Statler.

Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER

111 Fifth Aye, New York

Muninch, Dec. 15.

Audiences
;
finally seeing the

NEW UNSIGNED PLAY

MAY BE BY MOLIERE
Paris, Dec.

.
15.

A specialist in letters, and Moli-

;

er_\ Theo Henusse, has announced
[from Belgium that he has discov-

I

ered an unsigned play by Moliere
• in a 17th century manuscript of a
group of unsigned short plays. All

i. - -n . ***** V|aw French letterdom is excited and in-

|

terested in this, but there is no
HoHjwood, Dec. 22.

, 0fficial indication, as yet; whether
Six units consisting of 42 enter-

, js the real mccoy. The Comedie-
tainers are on their ^way to carry

: Franca i5e> home of Moliere, has
Christmas cheer to L. S, service-

j
0£ course., evinced a great interest

men in Korea, Alaska, and Europe
• in this diSC0Very and wiU

Tours, arranged by the Hollywood
; it thoroughly.

42 Entertainers

Six Yule GI Shows

Minutes Past Midnight,” are apt
to wonder w'hy all the fuss. A col-

lection of old newsreels—Ameri-
can, Russian, Japanese, German,
English, French and home pix shot
by Eva Braun—this film document-
ing* the life of Adolf Hitler arid

the Nazi movement was hastily

banned on Nov. 20 by the Ministry
of Interior at the personal request
of Chancellor Konrad Adenauer.

Official explanation for the ban:
“Because of damage to Germany’s
reputation in foreign countries”
and “other security reasons.” Con-
tinuous rhubarb during the next
21 days until Dec. 11, when the
Interior Ministry mysteriously lift-

ed the ban, has been described by
leaders of the German film indus-
try as “the biggest German film
scandal since the war.”

Idea for. “Till Five” began last

year with Munich film distributor
Ludwig Baier, who in turn got the
idea from an American propaganda
film titled, “It Could Happen
Again.” Baier acquired the Eva
Braun shots from her sister, Crete
Fegelein, and additional material

, Berlin, Dec. 15.

The newsstands scattered all

over the city, with hundreds, of
magazines and dailies hung- all

over the fronts in bit-or-mis's fash-
ion, some headlining “I Knew Hit-

1

ler,” “The Truth About Hitler,” “I
Knew Eva Braun*” “At Last, the
Real Truth About Eva firaun,” etc.

, . the numerous restaurants.
There is prie at virtually every cor-
ner. . . . Beer, Leicas, chinaware,
gals; Probably jthe most sought
after Items by GIs. But; beer tops
them all. . . The clumsy English
written in Berlin .propaganda book-
lets. . . . The predilection of Berlin
youngsters for jazz. They are more
fond of jltterbugging than Ameri-
cans.--

The reckless driving of Germans.
Sincg there is no speed limit any
longer, traffic casualties have
reached art all-time high. Approxi-
mately. 1,400 accidents occur in
West Germany daily with 32 per-
sons killed. Percentage-wise, West
Germany has currently the worst
traffic accident record of all Euro-
pean countries; it is reported. . > .

The speeding Teutonic autos are
something to make an ordinary
U. S. driver pull over to the curb
for self-protection. . . . The startled
look on a local GI’s face when he
learned that a’ Turkish Army re-
cruit gets only 10c a month as pay.
. v . The big contrast between West
and East Berlin as to atmosphere;
clothing of people, shops, et al.

. . . The mushrooming of “dives”
of all sorts . after the end of the
&ar. —,y.. : -

; :

The numerous green cylinder
like round billboards (Litfass-Saul-
en known to Berliners) with Piga-
ret ads, film schedules, plays,
sporting events and concerts post-
ed up to the minute. Their in-
ventor was Litfass, a local printer,
who died in 1874. ... Since the re-
cent ciyUian clothing authorization

Co-ordinating CommiUije, wilT end
; p. Descaves nrexv of the from the wife of Hitler’s adjutant,

ion Pprffirmcrs and their) ^i.eixe uescayes, prexy. oi inei Wi ,M< c~i u
€-E.-is~careful .about-any^-bFusque

Jan. 5. Performers

^Korea
1

;

01

^ni^A—-Merry Anders, |sUtements-but says that there is no.

Sheila Connolly. Johnny Grant, ™cord o£ •*“ ethology anywhere.

Roberta iayne*; terry Moore; Su- However, it wa* a frequent prac-

san Zanuck, Penny Singleton.
, f.

lc5 m
,

Cne cen^r̂ £o
.i

>u^"

Unit B-Roscoe Ates. Cynthia Bell, -
.,
w!‘ho',t

„,
the au«y>r «

Kay Bell. Virginia Hall, Marf 5
a"!e - And

.
“ » on th

?.
rec°rd «“*

Murphv, Christine Towner. Unit C durlP® •“s tours through the

—Kav Marx, Phyllis McCann, Len-
;

Provln
f

ces M?Uar*.^as *lven to tos*

riv Sherman
?

. ing of original little comedies on

Alaska: Jacki Altier, Marilyn sonrte new ideas that, might have

TIedley, Marcelle Philpott, Don

.

strucK nim
*

. . . .

Price, Patti Regan, Charles “Bud-j Henusse claims that certain ac-

dyM Rogers. 'lions- and dialog in the piece are

Europe: Unit A — Carolina . definite worthy of Moliere at his

Cotton. Sharley Hudson, Herb Jef- :
greatest, and the documents will

fries, Walter Pidgeon, Bill Shirley, be studied here before any definite

Bobby Tucker, Lucy Bell White, opinions are forthcoming. Some of

Gloria Winters, Keenan Wynn. Moliere’s important plays, such as

Unit B—Gladvs Ahern, Will Ahern, i “Le Medecin Malgre Lui” (“The

Donna Brown, Dru Dalton, Kay Doctor In Spite of Himself”)

Dalton, Cathy Downs, Joan Elms, I
Parted in this short play fashion,

Maxine Marlow, Pat Moran, Jack
;

so this will get a long and careful

O'Connor, Maxie Rosenbloom. iodksec by experts here.

Wilma Schaub.
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When' copyright squabbles sty-
mied Baier, film producer Wolf-
gang Hartwig, took over.
On Nov. 10 the film and narra-

tion were approved by censors,
which- group included representa-
tives of the Interior Ministry. On
Nov. 20 the same jjroup slapped
on the ban. Police raided several
houses where the film was to have
been premiered. It was reported
from Krefeld that police there
used rubber clubs.
The hassle took an international

twdst when Le Monde (Paris) de-
clared the ban was imposed “be-
cause the film is anti-militarlstic,
which is in direct contradiction to
the policy of the Bonn Government
. . . trying to win the German pub-
lic to the thought of rearmament."

Domestic speculation held that
shots of concentration camps and
Nazi bigwigs was damaging to Ger-
man prestige at home and abrojad.

Private screenings by producer
Hartwick for major politicos re-
sulted in 80 cuts being made, and
the ban was removed Dec. 11.
The cut version will startle few.

The opening shot is that of Allied
(Continued on page 56)

for local GI’s, there has been brisk
biz in the men’s clothing depart-
ments. . . . If you dial 257 you get
the correct time, if you try 253 a
flood of news in German conies
through the receiver, 256 gives you
“What’s New in Berlin?”, 254 gives
you some special tips in fieri iiiese

--

on how to cook potatoes most ef-
fectively. A recipe for baking a
cake comes over the wires into
your receiver, too, if you’re still

listening.

It often happens here: A GI buys
a bottle of wine in a German shop
to save money at a -fiar. Average
pried is $2.75, but he' has to pay $3
for the bar’s corkage charge.

, ,

Fixing up an 80-year-old ladv in-

jured in the last war cost about
$70,000. The lady is “Victoria,’’

who is atop the 193-foot high Vic-
tory Column overlooking Berlin.
One of Victoria’s legs shows a big
hole and her golden color has
faded. . . . Some visitors here still

say: Berlin is a ghost town.
; .

The enormous number of jobless
people in West Berlin; Still about
270,000. That means at least every
third adult person is without a job.

“Gone With Wind,” in German,
will be in Berlin for the first time
this; month. Tickets are already
selling four weeks in advance. . .

.

The genuine sadness of West Ber-

liners over the death of their he-

roic and beloved Mayor Ernst Reu-
ter has probably produced the most
touchy scenes the Americans ex-

perienced this yOar in Berlin. ... A
fascinating person for Yanks is

wears a top hat, has a sooty face
‘

with a rope arid several brooms
slung carefully around his shoul-

ders. His dignity is as remarkable
as his dress: A chimney sweeper;
for Germans a symbol of good luck.

On New Year’s Day Berliners send
their friends postcards with smil-

ing Schornsteinfegers on them.

HOLY LAND CSCOPER

Col Buys ‘Joseph and Brethren’
From L. 0. Itfayer

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Columbia has bought pix rights
<0 “Joseph and His Brethren” for
$206,000 from Louis B. Mayer. Pur-
chase price includes a screenplay
prepared last year by John Lee
Mahiri.

Film will be made in Cinema-
scope in early 1954 in Jerusalem,
William Dieterle,who is already
set to direct,, is selecting shootihg
sites. No casting yet.
-frii'To vjod;. oj '/omuovfoo suol s«4j

RED PROBERS’ QUERIES
Los Angeles* Dec. 22.

Joan LaCour, executive secretary
of the Television Writers of Amer-
ica, and Jerry Fielding, NBC mu-
sical director, invoked the Fifth
Amendment at a closed door Ses-
sion of a special sub-committee of
the House Un-American Activities
Committee consisting of Reps.
Donald L. Jackson and Clyde
Doyle.

Jackson said Fielding at first
refused to- answer but later denied
present membership in the Com-
munist Party. He avoided questions
as to party affiliation last week.
Miss LaGourwoWonly ^refused-^to-j
answer the committee’s questions
but issued a statement accusing
that group of setting itself up as
“prosecutor, judge and jury.”
Meanwhile TWA issued an official
statement declaring that Miss La-
Cour had signed the npn-Gommu-
nist oath required of officers of
the Guild under the Taft-Hartley
law.

After hectic board meeting
Television Writers of Americca de-
cided over weekend to let full
TV/A membership decide whether
to retain Miss LaCour. Mail
referendum of western regional
membership will be held arid a
membership meeting called early
early in January when case will be
discussed and settled.

in’ Sez Actress
Albany, Dec. 22:

The National Foundation for In-
fantile Paralysis helped Helen
Hayes “walk again” after polio
claimed her 19-year-old daughter,
Mary MacArthur, in 1949. So the
star declared in an address, which
climaxed an upstate 1954 March
of Dimes, kickoff luncheon in the
Ten Eyck Hotel here last Wednes-
day (16).

Miss Hayes, who paid tribute to
the Foundation for its unstinted
help to her, via doctors; nurses,
physiotherapists and others, un-
derlined that aid was not confined
to “physical therapy.” The Founda-
tion assists “all. who are in any
way affected by polio,” she said,
and added it had helped her “walk
again.” Miss Hayes found the or-
ganization “waiting, ready and

Anti-Yank Films Shown

To Japanese Daring

Pearl Harbor Week
Tokyo, Dec. 15.

Dec. 8, anniversary (in Japan) of

the attack on Pearl Harbor, was
marked here by the opening of

two films roundly denounced as

anti-American in vernacular and
English language papers when pre-

viewed some time ago, One film,

“Hiroshima,’’ made by the leftish

Japan Teachers Union, has been
languishing on the shelf for sev-

eral months because the big dis-

trib chains refused to handle it.

— other; ^'“Red~ Line ^ Base,
1’’

about problems around U.S. mili-

tary installations here, was the

first hatepic to the made by a ma-
jor studio. The company Toho
withdrew the film for revision

after a storm of protests following

its preview. The selection of the

week of Dec. 6 for release of t he

pix. may have been deliberate;

however, the Pearl Harbor anni.

just happened to fall on a Tuesday
this year and most chains change
bills regularly on that day.

“Hiroshima,” produced by Takeo
Ito and directed by Hideo Seki-

gawa, turns out to be an expen-

sive illustration of the postulate

that conscious propaganda, no

matter how lofty its aim might be,

does not make art—nor does it

make entertainment. BoxoffiC pros-

pects are negligible as it is being

offered for free booking and show-
ing only in tiny second-rate houses
in the suburbs of Tokyo.

Toho’s “Red Lirie Base’

(Continued on page 15)
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Mary S)nclaiir Files

In 16G Bankruptcy
Actress Mary ' Sinclair fi led a

petition of bankruptcy in N. Y •

Federal Court last week, claiming

liabilities of $16,393 arid no assets

The former wife Of producer-di-

rector George Abbott declared her

gross earnings, for ,1951 totaled

$13,142. Of that amount she melted

$L340. In 1952 her gross coin t ake

hit almost $16,000, resulting in »

net income of $2,934. Actress pin

her earnings for this year at $2,500.

Creditors include several N. Y.

department stores and some per-

sonal loans. The petitionwas re-

ferred to Referee John E. Joyces
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Dependence of Warner Bros, on

the product of outside producers

is sharply P0inte4
j
up in the sum

advanced to outside producers in

the six-month period ending Aug.

31 1953. During the stanza, com-

Danv partially financed indies to

the extent of $8,536,942' as com-

pared to $4,748,867 at the end of

Feb 28, 1953. Of 38 current work-

ing or contemplated productions,

17 and co-partnership arrange-

ments with indie film-makers.

These include one or more picture

deals with Wayne-FellOws, Cagney

Productions; Sid Luft, Marty Mel-

cher, Howard Hawks, Victor Sa-

yille, John Huston, Elia Kazan,

and George Stevens and Henry
Ginsberg.

WB’s first annual report as a

solo production-distribution com-

pany reveals a consolidated net

profit of $1,570,000 for the six-

month period ending Aug. 31.

Since the company’s fiscal year

terminates on Aug. 31 of each

year, the current financial state-

ment lists the six-month return

starting with Feb. 28 when com-

—pany divorced its production and
theatre activities.

Current profit is equivalent to

earnings of 63c per share on 2,-

474,414 shares outstanding. Re-
port issued by the company
warns, however, that grosses and
profits for the quarter ending

, Nov. 28 would be lower than those

of the old company for the corre-

sponding period last year.

Profit is based on film rentals

of $34,282,000 for' the six months
Which, combined with $32,097,000

for the six months ,ended Feb. 28,

1953, totals $66,379,000." This com-
pares to $69,062,000 for the previ-

ous year ended Aug. 31, 1952.

Noting that the company had pro-

duced two pictures abroad last

.
year utilizing unremittable foreign
currency, the report says WB will

use ^frozen coin for more Over-
seas production the coming year.

.Government Film Is

Charges Herb Aller

Hollywood, Dec. 22.-

The United States State Depart-

ment, and Armed Forces are let-

ting motion picture contracts to
non-union civilians, it’s charged by
Herb A Her, business agent of the
Cameramen’s Local, 659, Union of
the Inti, Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, launching “in-
vestigation" to see if purpose of
this policy is to “undermine
unions."

Aller is arranging a meeting in
January with International IA
prexy Richard Walsh to explore
situation and see what steps can be
taken to counteract. Legislation
may be sought by IA to prevent
such activities, if investigation sus-
tains reports.

Using non-union civilians to
make pix in this country for State
Department and Armed Force use
js comparable to using prison labor
to escape paying union labor
scales Aller charged;

^ stated further his opinion
rnat practice drastically affects
Mouywood employment, already at
°w^ ebb, but emphasized that the

is national in scope',

f i,

er
;=

t
?
opes to convince Wilsh

ini a
we,g ^lt °t IA should be thrown

11110 upcoming investigation.

Phil O’Brien, Censorship
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Last of His Breed
Les Goodwins, who used a

megaphone to., direct pictures •

in the silent days, is still using
a megaphone—the only one in
Hollywood to follow that an-
cient custom. Explaining the
habit on the set of “Fireman
Save My Child’’ at Universal-
International, he said: ‘’Slap-
stick comedy is one form of
art that needs old time mega-
phonic direction. I’ve been ’

timing pratfalls with a mega-.,
phone for more than 25 years,
and I’m not going to give it

up now.’-
'

Assertion that Hollywood is plac-
ing too strong an accent on pro-
duction of “spectacle'’ pictures is

made by numerous exhibitors
whose opinions were sought out by
Variety. Film colony’s new. em-
phasis on “epics” is designed to
correspond with the- conversion

,
to

widened screens in theatres. The
broadened sets oflF the spectacle
type of film partcularly well, pro-
ducers feel.

However, theatremen generally
argue that spectacles were success-
ful in past partially because they
have been few in number. “Quo
Vadis,” “Greatest Show on Earth"
and others over the years have
been so spaced on release that
there was no danger of overfeeding
the public w'ith bigness.
But such a danger now exists,

according to many exhibitors. It’s

further felt that Hollywood’s rush
to turn out epics may mean some
sacrifice in quality. “Spectacles,
even if not particularly well' done,
had a chance before because there
weren’t many of them around,’.'

commented an eastern circuit
owner. “But going over production
schedules I find a flock of them
coming up. The bigness alone
won’t sell; these pictures simply
miisHhave^produHlW^'Utfritj^^^
On another subject, theatremen

generally disagree with the assur-
(Continued on page 16)

New Romulus Formula

For Yank Sharing In

Co-Production Deals
Hollywood. Dec. 22.

Romulus Films of London,
headed by James and John Woolf,
has adopted a new format for the
financing and distribution of their

joint Anglo-American productions.
Under the new arrangenieht. James
Woolf explained here. American
producers will participate in world-
wide profits of any picture they
help finance. In proportion to the
amount of coin they spend.

In the past, lie said, the com-
pany’s .co-production deals have
given either Western Hemisphere
rights, or a percentage of same,
with the British producer drawing
Eastern hemisphere rights, regard-

less of the amount of American
money invested.

Tuhefllms, somewhat second /fid-
dle to adventure and spectacle
footage ^during the , launching of
the present widescreen era, will be
much to the fore in 1954. Trend
to fewer And bigger pictures will
even see film companies which
have traditionally avoided tuners
because of their tremendous costs
undertaking musicals.
Prime • example is ’ Columbia

which, only occasionally enters the
musical sweepstakes. Col has three
tuners pencilled in for 1954. In-
cluded is musical version of “My.
Sister Eileen,'* property which Col
has owned for some time. Pic is

titled “The Gay * Girls" although
the. -Broadway musical version,
starring Rosalind Russell, is known
as “Wonderful Town.” Judy Hbili-
day is slated for the starring role.;
Also on Col’s list is the musical

biography, “The Franz Liszt
Story,” for which no. cast has as
yet been set, and “The Pleasure, Is
All Mine,” its first Cinemascope
picture, starring Betty Grable.
Marge and Gower Champion, and
Jack Lemmon.
Metro, long the foremost pro-

ducer of screen. /musicals, again
heads the pack in this department,
with seven current, working, or
contemplated tuners. “Easy to
Love,” starring Esther Williams,
Van Johnson and Tony Martin, is

(Continued on page 18)

Oat* Forever
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Regardless; of all the new
processes/ the good Old fash-

ioned cowboy opera is here to

stay. That is what director An-
thony Mann told the cinema
students at the University of

Southern California/

'

Westerns will always be the
bulk of the film industry', he
said, because they appeal to

men ranging from eight years
to 80.

'

ACADEMY EASES RULE

Documentaries and Forelgns Need
Not Be Seen in L. A.

Hollywwood, Dec. 22.

Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences has rescinded its re-

cent ruling that documentary and
foreign language fjlms must be

shown publicly in the L.A. area in

order to qualify as an Oscar entry.

Instead; films in these categories

must he shown somewhere in the

U. S.

At the same time, all short sub-

jects must be exhibited in L.A.

County before the end of 1953.

Sir Henry French
(Director. General of the. Britieh Film

. Producers Assn.)

demils how the llemafieaai Fed-
erafion of Film Producers Asms.

is ie a move to

Cut Doicn Interna*

tiorial Film/ Festivals
f; * '* >

o provocative byline, piece in the.

48th Anniversary !S'umber

of

t'&RIETY
i>i;e soon

Hollywood, DeC. 22.

Production
.
ventures by new-

comers have been confined to tele-

films in recent months, but tyros

! Earle Lyon and Richard Bartlett
are bucking the tide with a new

|

indie theatrical film firm which
!
was kept under wraps until com-

;

pletion of the first feature, “Dieppe

j

Raid/’ While their colleagues are
. eyeing the vidfilm field with eager-
ness. .Lyon and Bartlett have en-
thusiasm for; the theatrical field.

“There will always be room for
good pictures/’ they contend. “We
hope to make just that—and make
’em at a price that permits a legiti-

mate profit.”

Their Enterprise Cinema Pro-
ductions is unusual, from many
standpoints. Initially,., it’s probably
the first Hollywood indie ill years
which sought no publicity until

after completion of its first pic-
ture. Beyond that, it’s basically a
partnership of actors and while
thesps have formed their own in-

dies before, this, such activity has
generally come after the actors
achieved some box-office impact.
Lyon and Bartlett are virtually un-

(Cofttinued on page 16i’

Major company tieups with-' in-

dependent producers are mount-
ing. With Metro as the exception,
every studio is- inviting indie film-

makers, directors. Writers or stars

to enter participation deals.

. Warnets has doubled the amount
of production coin now being ad-
vanced to outside producers. This
Slim

: W'as listed at over $8,500,009
in WB’s financial report last week,
/ Paramount has a new' .deal, set
up with Alfred Hitchcock for joint
production of three films. Same
company is now' flirting with WiL
liam Goetz with the view of pos-
sibly setting up some form of pagr
nership.
Columbia is at work on a team-

up with Jose Ferrer which calls

for. screen adaptation of “The
Shrike” with Ferrer as producer,
director and star. 20thrFox’s
first . Cinemascope entry, “Thi
Robe,” Was a participation pack-
age, producer Frank Ross owning
20% of the. film.

United Artists has a percentage
( Continued on page 20)

Panl Lazarus, Jr, Takes

Over as

Sets Semi-Retirement
Paul N. Lazarus Jr., Columbia

homeoffice exec, expectedly w'ili

take over all public relations work
for the company which had been
handled by Nate B. Spihgold. Out-
fit disclosed on Monday <21 » that
Spin gold, a v.p., will step out of
his fulltime role upon termination
of his employment contract next
March. .The 67-year-old exec will
continue as a member of the board
but will be on a ; semi-active status
and available, as a consultant He
has been with Col since 1933.

Ljzarus. w*ho holds, the reins ort

the ad-pub department, had been
second in command to Spingold.

rJKZ A-J.Tr

Trade Way Off PreOCmas; 'Cinerama’ New Champ;
'Marry* Dips to 2d, 'Robe* 3d, 'Plains’ 4th

It’s the week before Christmas,
and the first-runs which are not
taking it on the chin are the rare
exception. Even the strongest pic-

tures are feeling the competition
from Xmas shoppers, with some of

the recent big grossers falling

sharply in current round. A few
cities covered by Variety had to

contend wijth the further handicap
of snow and frigid weather. With
many exhihs just marking time
awaiting the arrival of year-end
holidays, some 74 different pix are

being called on to carry the load

currently. ’

First place is being taken over
by "Cinerama” (Indie), this new
medium supplanting "How To Mar-
ry a Millionaire" (20th > at the top.

However, "Marry" is holding re-

markably well, and will be a cinch

second-place winner. Third money
is going to “The; Robe" (20thV
which was second a week ago.

Fourth position is going to

"Thunder Over Plains'* (WB) al-

though it had several lightweight

sessions as it added up sizable coin,

“Diamond Queen,” another from
Warners, is taking fifth spot al-

though so-so to mild in many thea-

tres-

“Jack Slade” (AA) is finishing

sixth, with “Escape Ft. Bravo”
(M-G) dipping to seventh. “Sins of

Jezebel" (Lip) is landing in eighth

slot while “Captain’s Paradise”
rounds out the Top.Nine list.

"Torch Song’’ (M-G). “Take High
Ground” (M-G) and “flight Nurse”
(Rep) are the runner-up films.

"Beneath 12-Mile Rec:" (20th) is

the lone newcomer to show’ prom-

ise. It shapes big on preenv week
at the N. Y. Roxy opening in one
of the slow pre-Xmas stanzas.
"Prisoner of Casbah” <Col'. also
new. is mild in Frisco and light in

L.A. Most other new’ product is be-
ing saved to launch just before
Christmas Day or on Dec. 25. Be-
sides the Cinemascope? "Reef."
20th-Fox also is preeming "Khyber
Rifles." another C'Scope pic. at the
N. Y. Rivoli this week.

"Living Desert" (Disney\ which
is having a fine longrun in X. Y,
was the standout new entry in L.A.,
with a big session. "Little Fugi-
tive" .(Indie’', still doing well in

11th session at N. Y. Normandie,
teed off nicely in L.A. "Titfield
Thunderbolt" iU) continues good
in Boston.

“All Brothers Valiant" (M-G>
looms fine in Chi and okay, in
Toronto., "Crazylegs” (Rep) is

rated fair in K.C. "Cruel Sea"
(U) shapes nice in St. Louis.

"

“Glass Web" (Ur looks okay in

Omaha. “Decameron Nights"
(RKO’. okay in Minneapolis, is fair-

ish in Philly. "Shark River" (UA)
looms oke in Cincy.

“City That Never Sleeps" (Rep)
is heading for nice total in Omaha,
"Gun Fury" (Colt looks good in

Cincy. “Half A Hero" (M-G ) is fair
in Louisville, —

—

“Moon Is Blue” (UA) . is sturdy in

Philly on extended-run. “Big Heat”
(Col) is rated okay in Toronto,
“Liii” (M-G), okay in Indianapolis,
still shapes good in 41st week at

N. Y. Trans-Lux 60th St.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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itial Costs, Much Ri

While they’ve been talking ex-*
tensiyely about the fabulous gross

potentials ’.a* thejr .
systems, pro-,

ponents of subscription television

are sharpening their pencils to de-

termine the actual dollars-and-

cents cost Of getting tollviewing

launched in any of the major keys.

Estimates vary widely. Skia-

tron’s Subscriber-Vision execs are.

said to figure on a minimum in-

vestment of between $10,000,000

and $15,000,000 to get the system
on the rails and working in New
York City alone with about 500,-

000 decoders. When Skiatron files

with the Federal Communications
Commission for a commercial per-

mit* it will be for operation in

NY.
To what extent this estimate has

bearing on either Paramount with
its Telemeter iPalm Springs. Cal.)

pay-as-you-sce device, or Zenith’s

Phoneyision 1 Chicago) is a moot
and mute question. Telemeter test

.^cost Par a hefty $750,000 in terms
%f local equipment installation and
engineering alone, and yet there
were prily 71 sets involved at the

launching.
Since Telemeter uses a coin-box

device; observers assume that the
cost of producing these units will

be comparatively high. Telemeter ;

exec said last week that the com-

.

pany
.
hadn’t attempted to estimate

what it would cost to introduce ,the

system in a key city. 1

: Zenith—.providing: it sticks, to .its

Phonevisiori system—faces a "dif-

(Continued on page 15>
'
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Coast Research Lab Of
i

20th-Fox Satisfactorily

’Reduces’ CinemaScope
Satisfactory method of optically

reducing CinemaScope pix to
*

standard size has been developed
by 20th-Fox and has been demon-

;

strated to other studio execs on the
• Coast.

Coast research lab of 20th has

;

been doing extensive experimental'
:
work on this problem and has now ;'

solved it. with the resulting stand-;
ard print framed in a 1.75 to 1'

ratio to keep top. side and bottom
loss to a minimum. Perfection of
this method eliminates the need to ,

actually lens
:
duplicate standard

Versions of CinemaScope pix.

According to current 20th pol-

icy. the company will riot make
—a-vaiiable^—standard—pr-i nts -of- -its—

Is committal ro lls' pictarH
and strams that

WB’4 16 in ’54 Cost

As Much As 42

on* of Iht. many •ditorial feature*

in ih* .
'

•

48th Anniversary Number
•f
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Columbia Studio Shutdown
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

With the completion of “The
White Stallion" and "Jungle Man-
Eaters," production at Columbia is

at a standstill over the holidays,

resuming Jan, 9 with the. start Of

"The Killer Wore a Badge,” star-

ring Fred MacMurrayv with Jules

Scherraer producing and Arnold
Laven directing.

It will be followed Jan. 19 by
Sam Katzman’s "Pirates of Tri-

poli," with William Castle as di-

rector.
'

New C’Scope
Sales. eXecs at 20th-Fox this week

wyre noncommittal in commenting

on whether they’d book their

CinemaScope pix into theatres us-

ing a gadget that would mix the

four-track magnetic sound and

channel it into a single speaker.

.

Company commented that it

hadn’t run across this problem so
tar and id any case it was a mat-
ter that would have to be decided
at top . level. CinemaScope contract
says

.
exhibs must install special

equipment but doesn’t state; spe-
cifically what it is.

Several circuits are currently ex-
ploring means of “collecting” the
multi-channel sound and feeding it

into a regular speaker. Installa-

tion of the gadget, which would
still require penthouse reproduc-
ers and amplifiers, would come to

about $2,000 or $3,000 and is still

considerably .cheaper than Wiring
a house for stereophonic sound.

Exhibs are mulling this simpli-
fication primarily for their smaller
situations where, they claim, the
restricted width of the screen
makes the installation Of three
speakers unnecessary.. Pending
stereophonic sound tests next
month. 20th will coritiriue putting
out all of its CinemaScope with
multi-channel sound only,

Asked whether he thought 20th
could withhold: _i.ts„pi’x if advised

Anxious to make theatre TV a

regular and oaying proposition

during 1954, Theatre Owners of

America has set up a special com?-

mittee to study air aspects of the

closed - circuit medium. Harry
Goldberg, pub-ad chief of Stanley
Warner, has been named the
group's topper by TOA prexy Wal-
ter Reade Jr.

New unit is separate and apart
from the Natidnal Exhibitors The-
atre Television Committee headed
by SW prexy S. H. (Si) Fabian and
Florida chain operator Mitchell
Wolfson,, both TOA leaders. Objec-
tive of NETTC is mainly to push
the medium on the Governmental
level as evidenced by appearances
of members of this group before
the Federal Communications Com-
mission for. the allotment of spe-
cial* high frequency theatre televi-

sion bands. Theatre group com-
plained that it wasn’t getting top
priority service . from the Ameri-
can Telephone, and Telegraph Co,
in the installation of long lines
and local loops.
New committee will have 'as its

prime aim the study and promo-
tion of suitable events for closed-
circuiting, Goldberg’s initial job
will be- a thorough study of the
sports field. He will attempt to
discover just how much sports at-

tendance has been hurt by home
TV. idea being that sports pro-
moters may feel that the tihie is

ripfc to make a shift to theatre TV
where they can be assured of a
large b.o.

Other subjects within the realm
i of the committee will be an ex-
amination of the impact of all

media boxoffice-wise. For ex-
ample, study will attempt to find
out if a radio broadcast simultane-
ous with a theatre TV event can
hurt the latter. If it is discovered
that it doesn't, it's conceivable
that closed-circuit operators who
obtain the exclusive rights for a
theatre TV event may decide to
sell the radio rights.

Prez. of AB-Paramount Thtatrti

Leonard H* Goldenson
It of tk« opinion tliot

Pre-Selling and Savvy

Campaigns at Point of

B.O. Need Hypoing
"*

: #
. .

o

;

on int*re«tjng - aditorial f*atur* in. tho

48th Anniversary Number
of

USSiEfr
DUE SOON

Who Takes

CinemaScope. attractions. All other
studios lens their CinemaScopers in.’

duplicate to have regular prints
available. While Warner Bros, re-

;

portedly is ready to release stand-
ard versions of its CirtemaScope
features simultaneously with the
ariamorphic ones, Metro is under-
stood planning to hold up regular
prints for a year until after the
CinemaScope original has reached
the theatres.

that a theatre would show them
without stereo sound, one circuit
exec said he hadn't stopped to

worry about it. “I don’t see how
they can stop us,” he commented,
adding that he intended to "cross
that bridge when we come to it.”

LIKES BEING ’EGGHEAD’
Hollywood, Dec. 22. .

Dore Schary, Metro production
chief, was acclaimed as B’naiBrith
Man of the Year at the annual din-
ner of that organization in the Hilt-,

more Bowl. In his speech of ac-
knowledgement Schary made a
plea* for liberalism. "I am. a
liberal,’.’ he said in part. "This
term today has been given many
definitions. We are told that a
liberal is someone who wishes to
spend another man’s money; that
he is a man with' both feet planted
firmly, in the clouds; that he is,

among other things, a do-gOoder, a
bleeding heart, a partyliheV, • a
parlor pink and, finally, a fellow
Who likes to .win an argument and
lose a battle. He is also, in recent
months, an egghead.

"I have endured all these. defini-
tions and intend to go on enduring
any others that may be thrown at
me.iri years to come. I endure them
because I know by reason and by
application and by history that a

liberal is one who believes in the
pxterisiori of derivocracy. I know
that no liberal can endure the iri-

.hibilions of any .’totalitarian state,

be it Nazi, Fascist or Communis-
tic,”

AT OLD CHAPLIN LOT
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Stanley Kramer closed a deal to

move his new indie production

company into the Kling Studios,

formerly owned by Charles Chap-
lin. Deal was made regardless of

the recent announcement that the

lot would be used exclusively for

television.

Kramer will move in early next

month to start work bn the Morton
Thompson novel, "Not As a
Stranger,” to be filmed for United
Artists release.

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Members of the Script Supers
visors Guild have been lipped to

the status of administrative em-
ployees by the wage and hours di-

vision of the U.S. Department of

Labor,

• This means that they now re-

ceive fiat salaries of $i52.20 per
week instead of hourly wages.
Negotiations for a new working
agreement will be opened after
the holidays. >

Dividends Down in ’53

But November Melon Was

Way Ahead of Year Ago
Dividends paid out in the motion

picture industry during the first 11

months of this year amounted to

$16,519,000, or about $5,000,000

short of the $21,509,000 figure for

the comparable period of 1952, the
U. S. Department of Commerce dis-
closed last week.

Despite the decline, the Novem-
ber melon for stockholders was a
handsome one. It aggregated $1,-
018,000, compared with a slim
$104,000 for November, 1952; Big-
gest reason is that Warner Bros.
Pictures, Which paid a 1952 divi-

- dend in October, paid the corre-
sponding one this year in Novem-
ber. The November slice for stock-
holders came to $742,000.

Columbia paid out $237,000 to
its . stockholders this November,
compared with only $65,000 a year
earlier. The dividend of Loew’s
Boston Theatres was $39,000 in
both years. These publicly report-
ed dividends, according to the
Commerce Department, are esti-
mated to be 60 to 65% of all divi-
dends paid in the industry.

ing Cartoons
Columbia has extended its dis-

tribution deal with United Produc-
tions of America for another year:
Under the pact, Col will release 13
UPA cartoons.

The Gerald McBoing-Boing type
of animated reeler has been par-
ticularly successful in key cities.

A single-strip. 3-D projection

system is having considerable dif-

ficulty in receiving acceptance by
both distribs and exhibs; Although,
demonstrations have proved that

the single-strip method
.
is superior

to the present dual-camera two-
print technique, the new process is

bogged down in the age-old chick-

en find-egg controversy. .

• Exhibs have Indicated a willing-

ness to install single-strip systems
if the production companies pro-

vide the special prints. Distribs, on
the other hand, say they’ll provide
the prints if theatres install the
necessary equipment to project
them. As of this moment, neither
has shown a desire to take the
initiative.

Currently, there are two single-

strip processes available—Nord and
Moropticon. The two methods are
not compatible, leading to further
confusion and raising the question
of standardization. If either dis-

tribs or exhibs decide.to go ahead
!
with one-print 3-D, the question
arises as to which system to use.

In addition to Nord and Moropti-
cori, the Polaroid Co., manufac-
turers of 3-D viewers, has a single-

strip technique of its own known
as Vectograph. However, Pola-
roid has withheld the marketing of
its system until it can fully de-
termine the industry’s demands.

Both. Nord and Moropticon have
said that

:
certain studios would

make prints available; in their re-

spective special techniques. How-
ever, as far as could be deter-
miner. not a single production corn-

pany has processed anything but
test footage. Both single-strip out-

fits are, going to great efforts to
get their respective systems ac;

cepted, to the extent that they are
offering attractive deals to the
theatres. Companies have indi-

cated they’ll install the projection
equipment free if theatres sign ex-

i

elusive pacts to purchase all their

1

3-D viewers from them.
Moropticon, connected with the

Pola-Lite Co,, is offering the let-

ter's specs while Nord is agent-
ing the viewers of both Polaroid
and Magic Viewer.

Kassler Has ’Final Test’
Continental Distributing, Inc.,

headed by Frank Kassler, has pick-
ed up U. S. releasing rights to "The
Final Test,” J. Arthur Rank iih-

port.

Art theatre market Is being eyed
for the film, which was directed by
Anthony Asquith and written by
Terence Rattigan. Robert Morley
and Jack Warner head the cast.

Europie to N. Y.
Jeanine Beaupre
Paul. Brinkman
Dane Clark
Buster Crabbe
Jeanne Crain
Salvador Dali
Madeleine Foley
Charles Goldner
Richard Hageman
Victor Mature
Biff McGuire
Russell Moore
Frank Nugent
Hal Prince
Spyros P. Skouras
J. Scott Smart
Lawrence Weingarten
John Woolf
Frances Yeend

Exhibs with television interests

have formed a group to explore

inea.is of cooperative action iji the
operation of theiir stations, M. a,

Lightnian, prexy and general maiu
ager of. Malco Theatres, disclosed

in N. Y. Monday <2I).

Group held its first formal meet
at the Theatre Owners of America
convention In Chicago last Novem-
her. Its. precise scope hasn't been
determined, as yet. .

However, Lightihan thought tiiat

theatre ops could do one another
a great deal of good by studying
ways in which they might bo help-
ful to themselves and the industry
in running TV stations. Lightman’s
circuit operates a uhf station in
Evansville, Ind. On his return to
his Memphis hejadquarters he plans
to increase the amount of pro film
material being telecast over that
transmitter and also to. hypo the
effectiveness of the station in plug,
ging specific theatre releases.

Another meet of the TOA video
group is expected, in the near fu-

ture when more specific moves will

be mapped. It’s estimated that, at

present, there are 66 video stations

either owned by exhibs or ii* the

building and application stages.

Lightman, who sees TV helping
rather than hindering the pix biz,

believes that eventually all TV sta-

tions will play ball with the film

industry* but thinks exhib-owned
stations could make a promising
start. ....

Various important TOA mem.
bers, including Mitchell Wolfson

•. (Continued on page 15)

’Star’ Will Be Born With

Five Months Labor And

,—,— in

. Hollywood, Dec. 22.:

Filming of the Judy Gaiiand-
James Mason starrer, ‘‘A Star Is

Born,” now in production at War-
ners for more than two months,
is expeoted to require three

months more and to hike the bud-

get up to $4,000,000.

Production started last Oct. 12

but after eight days of shooting it

was decided to junk the footage

and make the
.
picture in Cinema-

scope. Spokesman for the com-
pany explained that the, slow pace

is maintained to achieve perfec-

tion in color . and other detai Is. As

an instance, the trees at Cocoanut
Grove were repainted for one of

the scenes.

L. A. to N. Y.
Maxwell Anderson
Barbara Belle
Irving Berlin
Kermit Bloomgarden
Keefe Brasselle
Carl Brisson
Frederick Brisson
Gilmor Brown
Wolfe Cohen
Pat Crowley
Leonard Gershe
Don Hartman
John Michael Hayes
George Jessel
Louis Jourdan
Howard W. KoCh
Abe Lastfogel
Sid Luft
Gordon MacRae
Nicole Maurey ’

J; W. Piper
Roy Rowland
Aubrey Schenck
John van Druten

N. Y. to L. A.
Dana Andrews
Mimi Berizell

S. H. (Si) Fabian
L, Wolfe Gilbert
Harry Kalmine
Joseph Kaufman
Kenneth MacKenna
Jean Martin
Norman Moroy

N. Y. to Europe
Dawn Addams
Sarah Churchill
Wilbur Evans
Ganjou Bros. & Juanita
Gaston Hakim
Arthur Lewis
Robert Newton
Lee Sabinson
Olga San Juan



LIP SYNC KEY TO MORE FILMS

Unresolved question of the avail-

ability of Cinemascope pictures

Wans stereophonic sound or in reg-

ular dimensions is making this

Christmas a not so merry one for

exhibitors. Exhib ire is at its peak

at this holiday season, increased as

a result of the woes encountered in

attempting to line up soliid bills

for the. year-end season,

The complaint, almost assuming

the aspect of a chant, is that there’s

no b o. product around for houses

without C’Scope or 3-D equipment.

The smalltown and nabe operators

reiterate they can’t go for the

costly equipment outlay at this

time. It’s further argued that if

they don’t get top films now, they’ll

never be able to install the new
equipment and will be forced out

of business.

New threats of taking the ques-

tion to the courts are again being

heard. Exhibs, especially those

represented by Allied States Assn.,

have been seriously studying a

test on the question of “clearance

by equipment.” Even the larger

circuits have taken up the cry that

new dimension product should be

made' available in the conventional
manner also. Leonard H; Golden-
son. pretty of United Paramount
Theatres, is one of the leaders in

presenting this view.
Exhibs are showing impatience

on not receiving an official de-
cision on. the stereophonic sound
controversy. They have indica-

tions that both Metro and Warner
Bros, will release C’Scope pix with
or without directional sound. How-

(Continued on page 16)

Memphis Ban Boom To

‘Sadie’; Local Dailies

Fight Censor Binford
Source of delight for Columbia

is the ban imposed by Memphis
censor Lloyd Binford on its re-
lease of "Miss Sadie Thompson.’’
The 86-year-old blue-penciller an-
nounced last week that he found
the Rita Hayworth starrer- simply’
too blue for residents of Shelby
County, Term.

Col regards the Binford decision
as not unlike a pressagent’s dream.
While the company will lose about
$12,000 via denial of the Memphis
market, the publicity accruing to
the pic is worth many times that
amount. It was Used on the wire
services and many dailies gave the
censorship nix a heavy play. Col
doubtless will continue to call at-
tention to the Memphis thumbs-
downing. .in. the future. The values
arc much the same as the com-
mercial plusses given the sale of a
novel when it's "banned in Bos-
ton.

f ol is refraining from any court
action looking to reverse the Bin-
lmd ruling. United Artists and the
Mohon Picture Assn, of America

•cd this approach . a few years
ago when the indie film. "Curly,”

(Continued on page 16)

'DON'T PREACH, PLEASE 'EM'

Best Slogan, George
murphy Informs MPTOA

St.. Louis, Dec. 22.
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By GEORGE GILBERT
Critics, Cinemascope and the

difficulties the industry faces in

turning out top boxoffice pictures
came in from some informal com-
ment from writer A. I. Bezzerides
before he returned to the Coast
Sunday (20). Author of the story
for 20th-Fox’s "Beneath the 12-

Mile Reef,” he made a five-day

New York junket to attend “Reef’s”
Roxy Theatre preem last week.

Bezzerides, a veteran -film scrip-

ter, said he was. annoyed but not
dismayed by some of the lay press
reviews of “Reef,” (Most of the
unfavorable reviews singled out
the story as none too* original).

“For,” he added, “there are only so
many basic plots and situations' a
writer has to work with. What
tends to make one script different

from another are realistic charac-
ters, bright dialog and a unified,

point of view from those who. pre-

pare and make a film.

“Too many people' who live in

this town (New York) use ‘Holly-

wood’ as a sneering term,” Bezze-

(Coritinued on page 15)

Because feature film product is

growing scarce in the United
States, there is new economic mo-
tivation for rendering additional
foreign-language features “accept-
able” to American audiences and
to American theatre operators The
challenge is to find a workable
plan for licking the problem of
“lip synchronization” when Ameri-
can actors dub in English Words
too obviously not harmonized with
the mouth movements of the . orig-

inal foreign actors.

It is now proposed that a “work-
ing English” print be made in Eu-
ropean studios by foreign actors.
They speak English with an ac-
cent, their lips will be in syn-
chronization when better-spoken
English is added subsequently in

the United States under the super-
vision of importers.

If this new proposal Works* at
one swoop the illusion-destroying
misfit between dialog as “seen”
and dialog as "heard” may be au-
tomatically removed from much
overseas product and a fresh sup-
ply of playable features would
become available to product-hun-
gry American exhibitors.

Peter Riethof, president of the
American Dubbing Co., and an
official of Parkway Amusement
Co;, a newly-organized firrn whose
purpose is to import foreign films

for dubbing purposes, is now riego-

(Contintied on page 15)

Colombia
.
Picture*' Executive Producer

Jerry Wald
hat written an abiorbing ploco on

••I on tho icroon In rotation

to proiont-day production

standard*

Sadie, Sheiks and
Sirens
* * :

•
*

an- intbrbsting oditoriol feature

in the apeoming

48th Anniversary ISamber
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StiD Talent

BIOUC FOR

Hollywood columnist Sidney
Skolsky. who has turned producer
to do the film biogs of A1 Jolson
and Eddie Cantor, may tackle the
life of Jimmy Durante as his next
biographical project. Skolsky. in

Gotham for the preem tonight

(Wed.) of “The Eddie Cantor
Story” has had preliminary talks

witlv Durante, who is-enthusiastiOf.

Skolsky also has his sights on
other production activities, includ-

ing a vidpix series. A. theatrical

film involves the filmization of

“The Way Up.” a Skolsky original

(Continued on page 20)

Hollywood’s curtailed produc-

tion program has not diminished

its search for new talent. “While
we’re not casting as many people.”

declared 20th-Fox’s Joe Pincus,

“we’re still going after any one
who looks like a picture bet ” Only
change at 20th, according to Pin-

cus. is that directors aren’t making
as frequent casting trips east. “In-

stead of sending the directors,

we’re getting calls for certain

types!”

At Columbia, according to. Ar-
thur Willi, the dimension era has
brought no changes in the talent

quest. “We’ve been as. busy as

ever.” he said, “and talent officials

continue to make frequent trips to

both coasts'.’’ Columbia, he main-
tained, is always looking for new
actors and it has been its policy to

encourage the N. Y. actor.

.--Harry-
talent scout, is also of. the opinion
that N. Y. is still a prime talent

source. He’s: currently occupied
lining up talent in the east for. two
forthcoming WB productions^

(Continued on page 15)

New. and radically different color
process is in the developmental
stages at Eastman Kodak, which
hopes to bring it on the. market
within another six months to a

year. The new color, of which test

Samples have already been seen,
will be competitive with the Tech-
nicolor dye-transfer system prlce-
Wise and may even sell for less.

Industry sources close to. the Ko-
dak work say the new color posi-

tive would sell for as little as 2c
per foot compared to the current
posit ivie rawstock price of $4, 15c.

per foot, which forces the cost of
Easfmancolor release prints up to

between 6M>c. and 63 ;ic. per
1

foot.

The new color would come to about
4.5c at the release print stage, a
difference of 2c per foot.

Techni, which prints on ordi-

nary black-and-white stock costing
1 ,35c per foot, charges 4.98c per
foot for release prints after all the
lab work is figured in. '

• ...

Lab execs in N. Y have been
watching the rise of the Eastman
negative-positive color process with
much interest over the past year
and have equipped themselves for
it/ Producers abroad also have
been using the Eastman stock more
than before. ' At the same time,
there has been considerable specu-
lation over whether Eastman’s en-
gineers .

would be able to bring
down the basic 'dost of the positive

stock which doesn't allow a margin
for profit on footage billed, at less

than 6 > 4c per foot at the release
print stage.

The new. Kodak, color eliminates
the need for a triple-emulsion posi-

tive. The saving gained on a 90-

minute feature compared with
the Eastman color currently in uso
—would be approximately 5162 per

print or close to $50,000 for a 300

(Continued on page 63)
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Par Let Down by B.O.

Of ‘Roman Holiday’;

Good But No Smack®
Paramount has a $2,000,000

i liam Wyler production, "Roman
[
Holiday.” Film initially looked to

; Par execs, as well as others in the

,

trade, as a $5,000,000 grosser in

i

terms of domestic rentals. How-
ever. the pic is now Well in circu-

! lation and promises to bring
. $3,000,000. or even slightly less.

This is still strong coin, of

course, but nonetheless 40'"? under
the amount anticipated. Reason
for the less impressive returns is

1 puzzling. The production shaped
fine, notices were uniformly strong
and the 'campaign appeared an ef-

fective one. Further. Gregory
;
Peck and Audrey Hepburn, stars

of the pic, are regarded as potent
marquee bait.

Observing. 'that his business was
good but should have been better,

a circuit operator in the east com-
mented: "The picture was very de-

lightful; maybe the public isn’t >o

high on very delightful pictures

any more."

TALENT AWARDS

Jewish Philanthropies Luncheon
Set For Astor Jan. 14

Eddie Fislver. Deborah Kerr. E
R Murrow and Bishop Fulton J

Sheen . are to be honored .by the

. Federation of Jewish Philanthro-

pies at a Jan. 14 luncheon in the

grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor.

N. Y.

:
They’ll, be given awards in

re cognition of "outstanding'

achievements in the media of ra-

dio, TV. recording, motion pictures

and tlie legitimate theatre/’ News-
paper columnist Leonard Lyons
will preside at the luncheon. N. Y,

.
circuit operator Harry Brandt -is

chairman of the amusement indus-

try's current drive in behalf of
: the Federation.



FILM BIVIEWS

Knights of the Braid
Table

(CINEMASCOPE—COLOR)

Metro teea off la anamorpWe
sweepstakes with power. Rob-
ert Taylor, Avi Gardner, Mel
Ferrer in leads.

Metro release of Pandro. S. Berinnn
;
production. Stars Robert Taylor, Ava
Gardner. Mel Ferrer; features Anne
Crawford, Stanley Baker, Felix Aylmer,
Maureen Swanson, Gabriel Woolf. .

An-
thony Forwood, Robert Urquhart, Nlall

MacGInrris.-^DIrectcd- by—Richord—Thorpe,
Screenplay. Talbot Jennings, Jan Lustic.

Nocp Langley; baaed on Sir Ihomaa
Malory'* ?*Le Morte D'Arthur": camera.
F. A. Young. Stephen Dade; editor, Frank
Clarke; music. Mlkloa Rozsa Prevlewedjn

• N.Y., Dee. 21, '53. Running time. II*

MINS.
Lancelot .

Guinevere'-.
KingArtbu»l -_i.
Morgan Le Fay .

.

Modred
Merlin .. , .

Elpine
Perciva! ..........
Gareth ...........
Gawnhie . .

Green Knight . .. .

.

Nan . . 1 . . . .v.

,

.
Brohwyn ..........
Agravaine
Simon ...... Hov

Robert Taylor
Ava Gardner
Mel Ferrer

r
ay 7. . . . .

‘.“.' “Anne CrtWfbrd
4.'., Stanley Baker

.-. . • . Felix Aylmer
Maureen Swanaon

Gabriel Woolf
.. i....... Anthony Forwood

Robert Urquhart
t 7 Nlall MacGinnia[ht 7 . . . Nlall MacGinnia

-.v. ........ ...... Ann -Hansllp
. Jill Clifford

Stephen Vercoe
...... Howard Marion Crawford

Bedivere ,. John Brooking
Bishop .......... Peter Gawthorne
Steward Alan Tllvern

. Lambert . John. Sherman
: Vivien ................ Dagmar Wunter
Brigid v . . Mary Germaine
John Martin Wyldeck
Green Knight’s First Squire

Barry MacKaiy
Green Knight’s Second Squire

Lv-rek Tansley
Leoeranee Roy Russell
Enid . ................ Gwendoline Evans
Dancer ... , . Micttel De Lutry

Metro’s first-time-out via Cin-
emaStope is. a dynamic interpreta-
tion of Sir Thomas Malory’s clas-
sic. Boxoffice bigness is its key
dimension.

Screen elements immediately
recognizable as money-making fac-
tors are packed to the hilt in this
sword-clashing adventure. The ac-
tion is fierce as the gallant .Lance-
lot fights for his king, and armies
of lancers are pitted against each
other in combat to the death. The
story has dramatic movement—it

could easily have come off stiltedly
under less skillful handling—as the
knight's love for bis queen nearly
causes the death of both. Splendid
Color tensing. accents the vivid sub-
color tensing in the Eastman pro-
cess accents

.
the vivid subject

matter.

Pandro S. Berman’s production
Is kingsize all the way. The scope,
if it had been . conventionally
framed* would have been impres-
sive. In C’Scope, it’s immense. The
carefully developed script plus
knowing direction' by Richard
Thorpe give the legendary tale
credibility. It’s storybook stuff—
and must be accepted as such—but
the astute staging results in a wal-
loping package of entertainment
for all except, perhaps, the blase.
More about C’Scope.

:
This

squeeze-lens
.
process gives the

film a pictorially masterful sweep.
Particularly effective are the ro-
bust and bloody scenes of strife.

It’s the motion picture technologi-
cally mote grown up. Yet, the vast-
ness of the screen does not detract
from the intimacy in closeups. One
sequencer^or-exampiej ' nr - wnicn^
King Arthur succumbs to wounds
in battle, comes, across with gen-
uine, feeling.

“Knights” is similar to “Ivan-
hoe” in that both were set in
England in the years ago and
focus on knights and knaves in
armor battling over a throne and
fair ladies. “Ivanhoe,” the record
shows, was smash. “Knights”
should outdo it.

Robert Taylor handles the Lance-
lot part with conviction; apparently
'he’s right at home with derring-do
heroics. Not apparently so at home
is Ava Gardner. She gets by fair
enough but the role of the lovely
Guinevere called for more pro-
jected.warmth. Mel Ferrer does an
excellent job of portraying the sin-
cere and sympathetic King Arthur.
Of the featured players, not one of
whom is less than competent.
Gabriel Woolf, as the knight in
search of the Holy Grail, is stand-
out.

Sets and costumes look like they
rightfully belonged 16 Arthur’s era
and all technical work and the
musical backgrounding are top-
notch. N.Y. preview of the film was
preceded by an eight-minute
C’Scope short in which Johnny
Green directs the Metro symphony
orchestra in the overture to "The
Merry- Wives of Windsor.” It’s a
spirited rendition and makes a fit-
ting introduction to "Knights.”

Gene.

Leenhouts As Producer
Following his stint as film con-

sultant to the Television and Radio
Center of the Ford Foundation’s
Fund for Adult Education, Grant
Leenhouts will enter the ranks of
independent producers.

Leenhouts, a former State Dept,
lilm official, will launch his new 1

venture shortly after the first of i

the year when he'll begin story and !

script development for his initial i

effort.
I

Mitt TkraqMoi
(3-P—

S

QNG3-COLOE)

Hollywood, Pec. 20.

Mo i e r n I*e& veralon of

Maugham's tale of iex, si* awl
salvation In the tropics, Rita

Hayworth, 3-D ° and Techni-
color for added commercial ad-

vantages at the boxoffice.

Columbia release
sensation, produced by
Rita Hayworth. Jose Ferrer.- feature*

Aldo Ray, Directed by. Curtis Bernhardt.
Screenplay, Harry Kleiner;.*based on John
Colton's (So|Ufr*et ataU|B8in’s) .play,

"Ralrt”: camera Charles
Lawton Jr.; editor, Afioli .Lawrence; musi-
cal direction. Morris Stoloff; background
music, George Diming; songs, Lester Lee,
Ned . Washington* ADan Roberts. Pre-
viewed Dec. 11, '53.

,
Running time, *0

MINS.
Sadie Thompson ....... Rita Hayworth
Alfred Davidson • v.-wi-; Jose Ferrer
Sergeant PhU O'Hara Aldo Ray
Dr. Robert MacPhalL •'••• ; Russell- Col.llils

Ameena Horn ... . , . . . .

.

Diosa Costello
Joe Horn ; . .. Harr.v Bellaver
Governor . ... . ...... -Wilton Graff
Mrs. Margaret Davidson. Pegev Converse.
Griggs ....... Henry Slate
Hodges . ..................

.

Rudy Bond
'Edwards . .. Charles Buchinsky'
Mrs. MacPhail Frances Morris
Chung '..... . Peter Chong
Reverend John Grossett

“Rain,” the stage play which
John Colton made from W. Somer-
set Maugham’s story about sex, sin.

and salvation in the tropics, is

back for a third try as a. motion
picture. This time it’s a modern-.,
ized version fancied up with 3-D
and Technicolor. On basic values,
it looks likely to hit a fairly fancy
pace . at the Svickets since these
combine well with Rita Hayworth’s
marquee draw. Exploitation an-
gles abound for all-out selling.

The Jerry Wald production uses
an authentic island background for

the story, the tensing having been
done in Hawaii, so the presenta-
tion has a lush tropical look. The
use of 3-D is an okay added effect,

even if not particularly significant.

The screenplay by Harry Kleiner
updates the Maugham original in

craftsmanlike style, but the theme
doesn’t stand up. too well in its

contemporary dress. • The moral
tensions are still there but the
play’s principal motivations in to-

day’s setting appear either illogi-

cal or old-fashioned, or both.

The dramatie pacing of Curtis
Bernhardt’s direction achieves a
frenzied jazz tempo, quite in keep-
ing with the modernization, and
most of the performances respond
in kind, especially that of Miss
Hayworth. She catches the feel of
the title character well, even to
braving completely degLamorizing
makeup, costuming and photog-
raphy to fit her physical appear-
ance to that of the bawdy, shady
lady that was Sadie Thompson.
Less effective is Jose Ferrer’s Al-
fred Davidson, no longer a mis-
sionary bigot but a straight lay-
man bigot. Missing Under the
change is the religious fanaticism
that motivated and made under-
standable : the original Freudian
character. In this version the “Rev-
erend” Davidson ain’t reverend,
just a narrow, evil man.
Aldo Rav. Dlavinif Sergeant

O’Hara, the Marine who makes an
honest woman of Sadie,, is good;
So are Henry Slate. Rudy Bond
and Charie* Buchinsky as his three
Marine buddies. The foursome is

responsible for some raucous fun
in the earlier . sequences. Russell
Collins as Dr. MacPhail and Harry
Bellaver as the island innkeeper,
are among others! showing capably.

A great deal of advance hulla-
baloo has been heard about the
dances and songs in the film. They
don’t come off with the s.a. punch
the advance ballyhoo would have
you believe, but still have plenity
of exploitation possibilities, The
much talked-up 3-D dance, in a
smoke-filled barroom is to the tune
of “The Heat Is On.” It’s a plug
song, as are “Blue Pacific Blues”
and “Hear No Evil, See No .Evil,'”
air three defied by Lester and Ned
Washington. Lee and Allan Rob-
erts joined forces on “A Marine,
A Marine* A Marine,” a less-plug-
gable number.

In this treatment, Sadie is a
shady lady chased out of a Hono-
lulu bawdy house by Davidson, a
man determined to keep sin out
of the islands. She dodges depor-
tation to Sari Francisco, where
she’s wanted for another rap, by
taking a shiip for New Caledonia.
En route, the ship is quarrantined
«it an island occupied mostly by
Marines. There she meets the
sergeant, is temporarily brought
under the spell of Davidson’s re-
form campaign, is raped by the
reformer, who then commits sui-
cide in disgrace over his moral
breakup. The happy ending fore-
casts a new life for Sadie and the
sergeant.

Charles Lawton, Jr., handles his
cameras effectively in capturing
the jazzed up mood of the direc-
tion. Also keyed to this mood is
the background music by George
Diming, directed by Morris Stoloff.
Editing is fairly tight, at 90
minutes. Brog. -J

M»trm PreJuter

Edwin Knopf
hat hit own akurvafiont a* why

yaa.htar

‘That's Why I Never

Go to the Movies
!'

—«—bright byline -piece in- the —

—
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The Eddie Cantor Story
(SONGS-COLOR)

Riopio of Eddie Cantor OK for
key dates; a natural for ex-
ploitation.

Hollywood, Dec. 17.
Warder Bros, release of Sidney. Skolsky

production. Stars Keefe. Brasselle.. Marl-
if J 11)1 JJ,| 1 / I FI iTTjiT

Arthur Franz, Alex Gerry. Greta Gran-
stedt. Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Screenplay, Jerome Weidman. Ted
Sherdeman, Sidney. Skolslty; from a story
by Skolsky; camera (Technicolor), Edwin
DuPar; editor, William Ziegler; musical
numbers sL»ged. and directed by LeRoy
Prinz; muaical direction, Ray Helndorf.
Previewed Dec. 8, '33. Running time, lit
MINS. '

-

Eddie Cantor Keefe Brasselle
Ida ... Marilyn Erakine
Grandma Esther ....... Aline MacMahon
Harry Harris Arthur Franz
David Tobias ............... Ala* Gerry
Rachel . Tobias ........ Greta GranStedt
Rocky Gerald. Mohr
Zlegfeld WllUam Forreat-
Durante Jackie Barnett
Eddie (Age 13) .......... Richard Menda
Cleo Abbott . . ........... Marie Windsor
Leo Raymond ........... Douglaa Evans
LdUlam Edwards ............ Ann Doran
G«s, Edwards ........... Hal March
Ida (Age. ID Suaan Odln
Boy Harris ............. Owen Pritchard.

WiU Rogers Jr. as. his Dad '>

The life of Eddie Cantor as a
man and as ah entertainer draws
conventional treatment in this bio-
pic. Ini its favor, naturally, is the
Cantor name and reputation, the
nostalgic portrayal of a

.
colorful

era in show business, and the
songs Cantor made known during
his long, and still continuing, ca-
reer. The picture will get strong
exploitation, so key dates look
healthy.

Producer Sidney Skolsky, who
scripted with Jerome Weidman
and Ted Sherdeman from his Own
story, gives the subject a kaleidos-
copic presentation to encompass
the various phases of ' the Cantor
career starting in 1904 when, as an
orphan of 13, he joined Gus Ed-
wards* kiddie revue. In the earlier
sequenfeesr. when Cantor is being
impersonated wonderfully by the
talented young Richard Monda,
the footage contains many warm-
ing heart tugs, as well as such
oldies as “Meet Me Tonight In
Dreamland,” “Bedelia.” “Will You
Loye Me In December,” “Be My
Rahv RumhlA R«a* inii “If T Worn
a Millionaire.’*

Cantor as an adult is not so ef-
fective. In the musical mimicry
of Cantor’s trade-marked gestures
and style, Keefe Brasselle’s por-
trayal of Cantor, the man, unfor-
tunately is a shallow caricature,
almost grotesque at times with
popping eyes and gestures that
Cantor reserved for the stage, not
for his home life. This serious
error must be charged to Skolsky,
and director Alfred E, Green, as
well as to Brasselle. Happily, there
Is so much warmth and honesty in
Marilyn Erskine’s Ida and Aline
MacMahon’s Grandma Esther that
they succeed in carrying most of
the homelike scenes.

“Love Me and the World Is
Mine” and “Row, Row, Row” spot-
light Cantor’s singing waiter days,
after which came marriage to Ida
Tobias, a stint in “Canary Cottage”
in Los Angeles, a return to Broad-
way and the Midnight Frolics,
tuned by “How You Gonna Keep
’Em Down On the Farm before
he hit the bigtime with Ziegfeld.
Singing and dancing such tunes as
“Oh, You Beautiful Doll/' “If You
Knew Susie,” “Bye, Bye, Black-
bird,

* “Pretty Baby,” “Yes. Sir.
That’s My Baby,” “Josephina,”
Yes, We Have No Bananas,”
Ida, “Whoopee” and “Now’s the
Time to Fall In Love,” it’s an ex-
cellent cavalcade.

Cantor’s radio career and sign-
off song, “I Love to Spend Each.
Sunday With You,” is touched
briefly before complete devotion
to work and neglect of family pile
up on him and he suffers a heart
attack. The loss of his bankroll in
the 1929 stogk market crash
makes for a good scene, as do the
sentimental touches concerned
with his decision to renew an in-
terest in life through charitable
works. The film closes with a
montage of Cantor aiding the
March of Dimes, selling bonds,
bringing in Blood Bank donations i

and generally conducting himself
like an unselfish American. Can-,
tor and Ida play themselves in
brief opening and closing shots in
a projection room where they have
come to see the picture.

With the exception of the Bras-'j

sefle caricature, Green’s direction

utilizes east talents for good, sen-

timental, effect. 'In addition to

those already mentioned, Alex
Gerry and Greta Grandstedt are
effective as Ida’s parents, Young
Susan Odin is good as Ida at 11

years of age. Gerald Mohr plays'

Rocky Kramer; boyhood playmate
who grew up to be a gangster arid

Marie Wiridsor. is seen as the jeal-

ous leading lady, Cleo Abbott, who
tricked Cantor into leaving; “Ca-
nary Cottage.” William Forrest’s
Ziegfeld; Jackie. Barnett’s Jimmy
Durante; the portrayal of Gus and
Lillian Edwards by Hal March arid

Ann Doran, and Will Rogers, Jr.,

as his dad. all comes off accept-
ably. Arthur Franz has the rather
thankless spot as Harry Harris,
Cantor’s' friend and medico. Owen
Pritchard plays him as a boy.
The quality of the production

values is not particularly lush, yet
entirely adequate to the manner in
which the biopic has been put to-

gether. Edwin DuPar gives the
picture excellent Technicolor tens-
ing. LeRoy Prinz staged and. direc-
ted the musical numbers and Ray
Heindorf nandled the musical di-

rection, The footage is a long 115
minutes. Brog.

KlAg of Khybor lliflos
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)

CinemaScoped romantic ad-
venture of 1457 warring be-
tween IndiaV Afridi tribesmen
and English colonials, . Has .

Tyrone Power and prosperous
b*o. prospects.

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
30th-Fox release of Frank P. Rosenberg

production.: Stars Tyrone. Power* Terry
Moore," Michael Rennie: features John
Justin, Guy Rolfe. Richard Stapley. ,D1-
rected by Henry King. Screenplay. Ivan
Goff. Ben Roberts; from a story by Harry
Kleiner; based on the novel by Talbot
Mundy; .camera ‘ (Technicolor). .Leon
Shanuroy; editor, Barbara McLean: music.
Bernard Herrmann, .Previewed . Dec. .48,
*53. Running time; WO MINS.
Capt. King . . .- . . . . . . .... Tyrone Power
Susan. . Terry Moore
Brig. Gen. Maitland.,. ... Michael Rennie
Lt, Heath John Justin
Kurram Khan Guy Rolfe

:

;

Lt. Baird ... ....... Richard Stapley
Major MacAllister Murray Matheson
All Nur ....... Frank de- Kova
Lili ... Argentina Brunetti
Native Girl Sujata
Ahmed Frank Lackteen
Officer of the Week. ... . Gilchrist Stuart
Pal-Singh Karam Dhaliwal
Ishmael Aly WasslI
Corp. Stuart John Farrow
Sgt. Fowler Richard Peel
Napur Aram Katcher
Rahim Bey Alberto Morin
Raschid Alan Lee
Capt. Rogers Tom Cound
Maeir Lee Gavin Muir
Lt. White Pat Whyte
Cavalry Officer ........... Ramsey Hill

The romantic adventuring : in
“King of the Khyber Rifles” . takes
naturally to the panoramic powers
Of Cinemascope, besides being
satisfactory derrin’-do that could
be figured to give an okav account
of itself without ” photographic

1 trickery. The anamorphic process
is still novelty- enough to be mar-
quee-worthy and a ticket-seller,
thus providing this 20th-Fox re-
lease with added importance at the
boxoffice. The prospects appear
prosperous.
A neat round of showmanly val-

ues feature the Frank P Rosenberg
production, and he has Tyrone
Power to' head the cast in the cos-
tumed display of bravado that is
brightly dressed in Technicolor
hues. Henry King, an old hand at
this type of plot, sends the Ivan 1

Goff - Ben Roberts screenplay
through . Its courses at a gait cal-
culated to hold interest, even when
the picture isn’t concerned with
the more robust doings. A rousing
finale climaxes' the Harry Kleiner
story, which was based on the old
Talbot Mundy n<)vel, and iri be-
tween CihemaScope adds sweep
and spectacle to the India settings,
facsimiled by the terrain around
California s Lone Pine area. Leon
Shamroy’s camera work, is a potent
part of the vvay these compelling
outdoor vistas come over

,
Picture is laid in the

‘

India of
1857 when British colonial troops
were having trouble with Afridi
ti ibesmen, The plot opens with
Power, a half-caste English officer*
being assigned to the Khyber
ij S < a

,
native troop at a garrison

headed by Michael Rennie, English
general. For romance, Rennie has
a daughter.- Terry Moore, who is
instantly

:
attracted to Power de-

spite British snobbery over his
mixed blood.
.
From here on, the footage is

taken Up with developing the ro-
mance while the hero protects the
heroine from native dangers and
kidnap attempts by Guy Rolfe,
leader of the Afridis and a foster
brother of Power’s. King’s direc-
tion builds towards the climax well
and it’s real thrilling footage when
Power leads his Khyber Rifles into
fray against Rolfe’s men with only
their knives as weapons after they

WcJneidiy, December 23, 1953

ihnself fhave spumed new* Enfield
Can- because they.believe the bullet!

res in are greased with forbidden pig fat
tots in

;
The male heroics are played with

jr have a stiff-lipped, stout-fellqwish BriS
ishism perfectly appropriate to the

Bras- characters. Power vis a good hero
ectiori Miss Moore attractively handle#
1, sen- the heroine unabashedly pursuing
on to her man. Rennie is excellent as the
Alex commanding general and Rolfe

It are does another of his topriotch vil-

Young lalns, John Justin, Richard Stapley
at 11 Murray Matheson, Frank de Kova
plays" "Sujaterwharspots a numberwin-"
ymate terestlng dances, Frank Lackteen
sr arid and Alberto Morin are among
e jeal- Others contributing worthy per-

t who formances to the action plot. ;

’

“Ca- Bernard Herrmann, now a film

rrest’s yet, once a radio vet, contributes

limrny background .mwic that heJi^ lo

is and further the feel of the foreign lo-

’h arid c® 1® and it helps also in the action

"s Jr except in a few scenes where sj-

iccept- tehee, riot music, would have keved
rather the mood better. Technical credits

larris, ?£
e
r

topnotch, including Barbara

Owen McLean’s editing, the settings and
ov costumes. Brog.

The Wild One

Open throttle hoodlum brutal-
ity and. citizens to match. Ex-
cellent production plus Marlon
-Brando.

.
Grimly convincing:

suspense melodrama needs
plenty of sell.

Columbia release o< Stanley Kramer pro.
auction. Stars Marlon Brando; features
Mary Murphy. Robert Keith. Directed by
Uislo Benedek. Screenplay, John Paxton,
based on story by Frank Rooney. Camera

1 (Garutso Balanced Lens), Hal Mohr; edit
tor, A1 Clark; musical score, Leith
Stevens; conductor, Morris Stoloff. Pre;
viewed \ in, N Y., n0v. 19, '53. Running
lime, 7* MINS.
Johnny Marlon Bt-ando-
Kathie Mary, Murphy.
Harry Bleeker Robert Keith
^hinOv . ...Lee Marvin
wi.ffi” Singer ... ..... ... Jay. C. Flippen
M*Wred Peggy Maley

|

Cluirlle Thomas Hugh Sanders
i

Bleeker ........ ., . .. . . . Ray Teal
Bill Hannegan John Brown
Art Kleiner Will Wright
Ben Robert Osterloh
WUson Robert Bice
•Hmmy , . ... .......... WiUiam Veddcr;
Britches Yvonne. Doughty
Gringo ... Keith Clarke
Mouse Gil Stratton Jr.
Dinky Darren Dublin
Bed Johnny Tarangelo
Dextro Jerry Paris

Gene . Peterson
Pigeon Alvy Moore
Go-Go .................. Harry Landers
Boxer Jim Connell

I

Stinger Don Anderson
Betty Angela Stevens
Sunmonda Bruno VeSoto
Sawyer pat O'Malley

Obviously inspired by an episode
in recent California history when
a mob of youths on motorcycles
terrorized, an entire town for an
entire evening, this feature is long
on suspense, unmitigated brutality
and rampant sadism. Marlon
Brando contributes another hard-
faced “hero” who never knew love
as a boy and is now plainly in need
of -psychoanalysis. At the final
fadeout he . conveys the faintest
suggestion of a smile, a touching
smile, but a pretty wispy tie to
the human race. Since Brando is

by no means the meanest meame
tiira

on its hands is a small epic of
human nastiness. Powerful, yes.
Hard to sell, yes again.

Basically the fault lies not in
production, which is highgrade
throughout, but in the story devel-
opment. It was most unfortunate
that the script chose to concentrate
on melodrama and suspense to the
almost total exclusion of human
decency. Admittedly a number cf
recent releases have offered piled-
on brutality and registered strongly
at the boxoffice. Mickey Spillane's
I* The Jury,” and “Big Heat” will
come to mind. But both were
heavy in a department this Stanley
Kramer pic is light in—sheer sex.
The suspense Structure in the

present exercise in rough-tough is

reminiscent of Kramer’s “High
Noon,” in that a gang closes in on
a community and the so-called re-
spectable element either has no
guts or Isn’t respectable,. Holly-
wood has long been enamored of.

foe plot device of the “marooned’’
victim unable to cope with a clearly
foreseeable doom. In “The Kill-
ers.” murderous thugs closed in

on a roadside tavern. In “Kind
Lady,” a suave monster sealed a
rich widow off in her, own resi-
dence. Joan Crawford’s recent
Sudden Fear” and “Sorry, Wrong
Number” all are examples of. the
technique Of rriaroohing the victim
to create suspense.
As often happens in such sus-

pense Plots, everything depends
upon sliding by the commonscnsc
point

.
of why nobOdy telephoned

for the county police when the
hoodlums first got obstreperous. A
gi;eat point is made early and often

the script that the village con-
stable is a weakling, coward and
mealy-mouthed do-nothing. When
aP,.^^emP^ is rnade to phone on 1 -

side, the town for aid, the hoods
arrive at the telephone- building at

the exact moment the call is-going
out ard dispossess, the lone oper-
ator. Nor does any citizen think

(Continued on" page 16)



At *ieast a few executives in distribution say they suspect that

rruAatre Owners of America is playing politics in making the move
? v Vn industry system of arbitration. The execs believe it could

be in line With the theatre prganization’s pitch for a merger with

^ Here?hoW^he observers have it figured : TOA, in spearheading

thP drive for arbitration as a means- of intra-trade peace, takes on
[P® ^entity of industry benefactor. Exhibs generally, and Allied

Infmhers particularly, would be impressed to the extent that

want to align with TOA. Direct arid indirect pressures
TI

iii be put on Allied leaders to work out an organizational align-

ment with TOA; < Allied toppers now are on the record as

opposed to any amalgamation).

Failure of the motion picture in^

dustry in Hollywood to arrive at

bractical cooperation for the cre-

ation of a television series promot-

ing theatre films is a many-chap-

tered story, duly reported nv these

columns; Add, as of last Week, one

more floppo-
, .

Proposed revamp in lensing pro-

cedure on the Motion Picture A^sn.

of America ’s institutional series

hit snag when the companies ad-

pub tappers turned thumbs down
pn an ABC-proposal looking .to- the

invasion of Hollywood studio stages

by television^ crews.

Conference (in Manhattan) dis-

cussed the pros . and cons of an

idea sent along by Earl J. Hudson.

'American BrOadcasting-Pararhount

theatres v.p. on the Coast. Hud-
son wanted ABC personnel to go

in during actual shooting of fea-

tures and do the necessary lens-

"ing .for the video series, or at

least for the long-stalled pilot film.

ABC also seeks committment of a

group Of “live” stars for the air

show,

Ad-pub execs, who . at the same
meet also named Steve Edwards,
Republic advertising - publicity
head, as the new chairhian of the
MPAA’S ad-pub directors’ com-
mittee for a six months term, indi-

cated they couldn’t see their way
clear to go along with the ABC
proposal; Originally, the

.
series—

“Hollywood Parade” — was con-

(Cpntinued on page 15)

CRITICS AS PEOPLE

20th Won’t Preview ‘The Robe’
For Glasgow Savants

Until Aug. ’54

Columbia is holding off on re-

lease of Stanley Kramer’s produc-
tion of ‘‘The Caine Mutiny” until

next August despite the fact that
the film is now completed. Harry
Cohn, Col prez, and the sales de-

partment figure the pic as one of

^he^tmuTpany^^top-productions-and

West side Manhattan is under-
going further depletion of motion
picture exhibition facilities with
the transfer of the RKO 81st St.
Theatre on upper Broadway to
CBS for conversion into a studio
for color television origination.

In the 22 Broadway blocks from
Columbus Circle to 81st St., Ne>v
forks map has lost four former
tiimnouses to television. They are
the Park (NBC). Colonial (NBC),
f
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Glasgow', Dec. 22.

Critics being rather leisurely
and -literary chaps on this side
they prefer seeing their feature
films privately away from the hoi
polloi. But 20th Century-Fox is

insisting that critics must see the
debut of Cinemascope opening
night at the Odeori (Jan. 11) along
with the rest of humanity.

It’s a J. Arthur Rank house and;
latter organization wanted to
oblige the critics’, desire for an ad-
vance peep at “The Robe” but in-

structions from 20th-Fox were
strictly nix.

Lo\v muttering among the, criti-

cal breed suggests that they see
thqjr prerogatives (always precious
in the United Kingdom) abridged-

want to avoid any conflict with
other biggies on the release sched-
ule.

Col now has “From Here to Eter-
nity” in wide Circulation. “Miss
Sadie Thompson” moves in shortr

ly. To bring in “Caine” at this

time might result in insufficient

sales concentration on the film. An-
other factor is that both “Eternity”
and “Caine” are military in sub-

ject matter and the resemblance,
however vague, might be harmful
to “Caine” if it.were to be sold im-
mediately following ‘ the powerful
“Eternity;”

George Stevens Due East

For Edna Ferber Talks
George Stevens, who will direct

and produce in association with
Heriry Ginsberg, the filmization of

Edna Ferber’s novel, “Giant,” is

due in Gotham early in January
to confer with Miss Ferber. Stevens
has prepared a screen treatment
of the book and will discuss the
result with the author.

Writer of the screenplay has not

been selected as yet, and Stevens
arid Miss Ferber will confer on
possibilities for the job. Producer-
director will also hold sessions with

homeoffice execs at Warner Bros,
relating to the release plans for

the picture.

Several distributors are doing a
surprise about-face anent arbitra-
tion. They’re now sajHrig that the
proposed system of settling trade
disputes out of Court may prove
more of a pain than a panacea.
This new distrib attitude conceiv-
ably could lead to a final scuttling
of all ideas concerning the subject.

If this comes to be, It would
mean that over five years of work
by the industry’s top legal and
executive talent will have been
wasted. The film companies, indi-
vidually and collectively, arid ex-
hibitor leaders have given consid-
erable time to meetings on arbitra-
tion since the first decree was en-
tered in the Government’s anti-
trust suit..

The feeling growing in sales cir-

cles is. that the distributors would
find themselves paying most of the
bills and in return they'd be get-,

ting only more grief. It’s suspected
that many exhibitors, who know
they don’t have a good court case
against the companies, would be
inclined to try arbitration as a
means of getting new trading bene-
fits and, possibly monetary awards.

Further, the arbitration setup
that’s now proposed would include
a four-yea r statute of limitations.
This would take the exhib back
to the time; when the distribs were
overhauling clearances arid runs/
The exhib Could claim damages
via the systems of pic availabilities-]

Which existed before the overhaul.
Antitrust Burden

About 200 antitrust suits against
the companies and large circuits

are. now pending. Total damages
being asked are in 'the fantastic

amount , of over $400,000,000. While
arbitration once had been looked
to as a means of hoisting the in-

dustry, eventually, but of the .e-

gallstic mire, it could do nothing
in the way of easing the burden
of the court cases already on file.

In line with this, some sales ex-
ecs believe that the number of an-
titrust actions has reached its peak,;

(Continued on page 20)

Eric Johnston’s Travels
Washington, Dec. 22.

MPAA prexy Eric Johnston

(20) for Christmas with his family
before launching on a new year
of glpbe trotting for 1954.

Johnston will be in Hollywood
the entire week of January 4 for

top level studio huddles before
returning to his Washington office;

He plans to attend the Brazil Film
Festival, where he Will spend a

week. :

In his role as a U. S>. ambassador
he is committed to a return trip

to the Near East for a second try

at settling the Jordan River dis-

pute. .

Talks to Council Jan. 7

Hollywood,. Dec. 22.

Eric Johnson will discuss before
the Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil here on Jan. 7 the whole tan-

gled theme of foreign quotas, taxes,

incentives and subsidies.

Invitation was extended follow-

ing Carey Wilson’s recent commit-
tee report covering the Vvhyfors

of “runaway” feature production, a

dread of the filnvcolony here.

'QUEEN IS CROWNED'

Gross Now Nearing $700,000'

And Still Getting Playdates

J. Arthur Rank’s “A Queen Is

Crowned” grossed between $600,-
000 and $700,000 in the U. S, alone,
according to execs at Universal
which handles the Coronation

.
pic.

Performance of the film was
called “disappointing” recently by
John Davis, J. Arthur Rank org
topper; bn a visit, to America; He
blamed U. S. exhibs who< he said,

didn’t give British imports the
chance they deserve.

“Queen,” in Technicolor, so far
has played approximately 4,000
dates and still gets some bookings.
It was released in two versions;

—

one 83 minutes long and the other
60 minutes. Pattern Of the film’s
performance has been completely
irregular, U says. It did Very .well

in some spots and died in others
only a few miles away.

Subsequents as a rule didn’t do
Well with the pic. Part of the
blame is laid against the extensive
newspaper, radio and TV coverage
of the event in London.

Washington, Dee. 22.

Representing a significant ray of
hope for small theatreowners in

particular, members of the House
Ways and Means Committee are
inclining toward full repeal of the
20?c films admission tax' on lesser-
price tickets. It’s figured here that
they favor elimination of the levy
on admissions costing 50c to 60c.
On tickets over that estimated
amount, there’s sympathy for cut-
ting the tax to HKc.

Legit theatre also has fribnds on
the Ways-Means Committee, whose
members privately are endorsing
the idea of slicing in half the 20rp
bite on stageshow admissions.

Columbia Pictures’, gross incoirie

as well as earnings are moving into

record levels stockholders were
told Monday (21) at the company’s
annual meeting held at the. home-
office in New York.; With both
gross arid profits steadily rising in

the last nine months, veepee and
treasurer Abe Schneider informed
the conclave that the gross for the
quarter ending Dec. 31 will exceed
$20 ,000 ,000 .

On the basis of this quarter*
Schneider said, the company de-
cided to pa/ last week’s special

.

dividend of 25c plus a 2.%°? stock
melon. . Moreover, he added, the
December quarter will include
about $500,000 representing remit-
tance. of previously frozen earnings
in Brazil. However, some $4,000.-

000 Still remains blocked in vari-

ous global markets. The September
quarter grossed $18,000,000 includ-
ing SL500.000 from “Here to Eter-
nity.”

Col’s refsy financial complexion
along with its bright prospects for

the future served to take much of

the steam out of dissident minority
stockholders who invariably exer-
cise their prerogatives at the an-
nual meet to criticize management.
“Liberar - salaries paid to officers,

the company’s policy of granting
stock options to certain of its offi-

cers and a “general disregard” for

the average small shareholder
came in for fault finding.

But as discontented stockholder
V. H. Mardfin himself put it: “The
atmosphere is different this year
with the stock selling at 20 instead
of 12.” Heading a committee of

sriiall shareholders, he urged that

the company alter its certificate of

incorporation to permit. cumulative
voting. This, he said, would pro-

(Continued on page 15J

Brazil intends to keep up-to-date

in remitting American film com-
pany coin in category one which
covers 70rr of the U. S. distribs’

Zugsmith Loses Home
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Recent purchase of Eagle Lion
studio by First National and its

conversion into a TV production
center left American Pictures,

headed by Albert Zugsmith; with-

out a home. Zugsmith is, moving
his quarters to West Los Angeles.

American’s next theatrical film

feat&e is “The Naked World,”

slated to start Jan. 4.

. RKO Producer

Edmund Grainger

has some ideas on how exhibitors

can cooperate in

Encouraging Netv

Faces

* * *

an inforbtting •ditoriat feature in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

PfatlETY
DUE SOON

On ' the other hand! some key
Administration officials are show-
ing sympathy for lopping the tax
on all public amusements to 10^.
Tax committee of the Council of

Motion Picture Organizations has
had as its goal elimination of the
20^ Government take on all film

admissions, regardless of price.

However, the COMPO group would
“settle” for less if key lawmakers
here are not disposed to go along
with the complete tax relief.

Preferential treatment for the
lower-priced film admissions stems
from the fact that many smalltown
theatres, with modest price scales,

are in economic trouble - and House
reps want to come to their aid

first.

Further, many lawmakers are
’

from the hinterlands themselves

;

and are immediately familiar with !

the problems of the less-prominent

;

exhibitors. •

Dickson Succeeds Katz

As Exec Dir. of Roxy, N.Y.
David T. Katz, Roxy Theatre, ex-

[

ecutive director, tendered his.

resignation late Tuesday (15) night
j

after having been associated with

the house for 20 years. Dick Dick-

son, who has been Charles Skouras’

representative in tile Roxy opera-

tion since National Theatres took

it over, becomes new executive

director,

Katz moved up as Roxy exec di-

rector when A. J. Balaban resigned
that post about a year ago. He had
been managing director since 1947

Under Balaban, concentrating on
actual theatre operation, labor re-

lations and stage production,
Dickson has been with 20th-Fox

Theatres, both in the middle west
and. on the Coast for years.

New "York share/ RobertCorkery,
Motion Picture Export Assn, exec
in charge of Latin America, said

in N. Y. Monday (21 ).

Corkery. who is just back from
a trip to Brazil and Argentina, re-

ported the more than $15,000,000
transferred by the companies rep-
resented only coin in category one
and still.leaves category two funds
—constituting the remaining 30^
or about $5.500.000—to be remit-
ted.

Amounts received so far cover.

70^ of money due the distribs up
to November, 1953. Category two
coin, representing profits, divi-

dends. etc., is to be thawed, when
the Brazilians have the dollars

available. Bank of Brazil reason-
ing is that it should first pay off

its commercial obligations which
come out of the category otic.

Corkery said that, until he got to

Rio, it had been bis impression
that the $15,000,000 being trails-,

ferred constituted a 100 rr liquida-
tion of Brazilian film debts up to

Feb. 23. 1953. However, the Bank
changed its mind.

Atmosphere iil Argentina has
changed drastically. Corkery re-

ported, adding he was confident
that' the .initial .

remittance of 7.-

000.000 pesos ($500,000) would be
followed by more coin, American
participation in a planned Argen-
tine film fete next March was dis-

cussed by the MPEA board in

N. Y. yesterday (Tues.L

Warner Salesmen’s Gabs
, Warner Bros, district sales man-
agers returned to their home bases
over the weekend following a two-

day sales confab with distribution

chief Ben Kalmenson.
Company’s produ.t for the win-

ter, and spring months highlighted

the sessions.



PICTURE GROSSES
. i .

Wednesday', December 23, I953

LA. Awaits Arrival of Xmas Upbeat;

Desert’ Torrid 96, fugitive’ Fast

i, flams’ Leau 1SG, Nurse’ Same
Los Angeles, Dec. 22.

.

:
. Flrst^runs currently are more or

less awaiting the arrival of the

* year-end holiday season, with the

customary pre-Xmas slump .
clip-

S
ing nearly all spots this stanza,

'espite usual, doldrums for this

session per Usual, “Living Desert”

is heading for fancy $9,000 at

bandbox Fine Arts, this coin being
rated smash for the season of year.

••Little Fugitive” at the El Rey, an-

other small-seater, looms nice

$4,500.

Otherwise, takings are mighty
slim for new pix. “Thunder Over

'/ Plains”; shapes light $15,000 "in two
theatres while same is seen for

^Prisoners of Casbah” also in two
houses. “Quo yadis.” playing the

Wiltem. shapes fairly okay $5,000,

in view of time of year.

“Cinerama” still is getting siz-

able coin in 33d week at Warner
Hollywood despite sharp downbeat
in most spots. “Flight Nurse” and
“Ft. Algiers” both are dragging!

bottom : Holdovers ' are way off

generally.

/l&timates for This Week
.

i Lo« Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (ABPT-F&M) (3.300: 1.430;

70-$1.25)-—"Thunder Over Plains”

<WB) and “Limning Man” <Lip>.

Light Si 5,000. : Last week. L. A.
Par, “El Alamein” (Coiv with
Perez Prado. Roberta Lind on-

stage. $14,600; Hollywood Par, with
another Unit.

Globe, Iris. Uptown, Loyola
fFWC) (782; 814: 1.715; 1248; 70-

$1.10)7—“Flight Nurse” (Rep) and
“Geraldine” (Rep). Scant $6,500.

Last week; “Graoes Wrath” t20th>

and “Tobacco Road” 1 20th) (re-

issues), $12,000. .

Rialto. Fox Hollywood 1 Metro-
politan-FWC > (830; 756;.70-S1.10>—
“Fort Algiers” tUA) and “Man in

Hiding” .(UAL Dim $3,000. Last
week. Rialto with Hollywood Para-
mount, Wiltern.. “Peter Pan”
(RKO) with “Without Reserva-
tions” (RKO) (reissue* at Par, Wil-
tern, “Little Boy Lost” (Par) <2d
run), at Rialto. $10,300.

Fine Arts *FWC) (631; 70-S1.50>—“Living Desert” (Disney*. Fancy
$9,000. "Last week, “Cruel Sea”
(U) (9th wk-5 days*. $1,000.

Wiltern <SW> <2,344; 70-$1.10*—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G>. Fairly good
$5,000. . Last week. With unit.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO* <2.-

752; 2,812; 70-SI.10)—“Prisoners of

Casbah” (Col) and “Paris Models”
(Col). Slight $15,000. Last week,
“Eternity1 ’ *Col> (11th wk-9 days),

$14,200.
. El Rey > FWC) (861; 70-$1.10)—
“Little Fugitive” (Indie); Nice
$4,500. Last week, “Song of Land”

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . ; $512,000
(Based on 24 theatres )

Last Year .... .$410,200
(Based on 20 theatres )

W Paces Slow

Indianapolis, Dec. 22.

The usual pre-Christ riias shop-
ping spree, plus the season’s first

zero cold, has slo\ved biz to a walk
at first-runs here this stpnza.
“Lili" at Loew’s looks to lead with
a just okay figure. “Fighter At-
tack.” at Indiana, and “Back To
God’s Country,” at Circle, are

,
Estimates for Ibis Week

. Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;
60-85W-“Back To God’s Country”
(U) and “Sea of Lost Ships” (Rep),
Mild $7,500. Last week, “Lion In
Streets” (WB.) and “Affair In Mon-
te Carlo” (AA), ditto. .

Indiana iC-D) <3.200; 60-85) —
“Fighter Attack” (AA) and “Flight’
To Tangier” (Par). Slow $8,000.
Last week. “How Marry Million-
aire^ (20th) (3d wk), $10,000 at 76-
$1.25 scale.

Loew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 60-85)

—

“Lili” (M-G) and “49th Man” (Col).
jOke $9,000. Last week, “Take
[High Ground” (M-G) and “Slaves
of Babylon” (Col), $11,000.

Lyric (C-D) ( 1 .600; 50-76) —
“Casanova Brown” (RKO) and
“It’s a Pleasure7

1

(RKO) (reissues).
Dull $4,000. Last week, “Key Lar-
go” (WB) and “Treasure of Sierra

i

Madre” (WB) (reissues), $4,500.

‘ (UA) "iM"wic-9 7days ) uhder"$IJJ0(n
Palace, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S) (1.212; 980; 70-$1.10)—“Fort
Bravo” (M-G) with 'Terror Street”
(Lip) (2d run) (2d Wk) Palace only.

Slow $8,000. Last week, $16,300.
United Artists (UATC) (2.100; 70-

$1.10)---“Violated” ° (Indie) and
“Ringer” (Indie) (2d wk). Off to
mild $4,500. Last week. $9,500.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$l.lQ)—“Take High
Ground” (M-G) (3d wk). Slim $8,-
000. Last week, $13,600.
Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan-

FWCr (2,213; 885; 70-S1.10)—“War
of Worlds” (Par) (4th , wk). Thin
$6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90-

$1.50)—“Torch Song” (M-G) (5th
wk). Dull $3,000. Last week, $4,000.

Ritz (FWC) (1,363; 90-$1.50)—
"Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (5th wk).
Neat $5,500. Last week, $6,700.

Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-
$2.40)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (6th
wk). Okay $4,300. Last week, $6,400.

Wilshire, Warner Downtown
(FWC-SW) (2,296; 1,757; $l-$2.20)
-4“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(7th Wk Wilshire, 6th wk Down-
town). So-so $13,000. Last week,
$14,300.

Chinese, Los Angeles (FWC) (1.-

905; 2.097; $1.20-$2.40)—“Robe”
(20th) (13th wk Chinese; 8th wk
L,A.): Moderate $18,000. Last week,
$19,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2.40)— “Cinerama” (Indie)
(34th wk). Into 34th frame after
fine $22,500 last Week.

tester Clark's Added Title
Board of Technicolor Motion

Picture Corp. on the Coast last
week elected Lester G. Clark as
a director. He’s been with the
company for 18 years, is also a di-
rector and treasurer of Techni-
color Inc.

A day later in N. Y.. the Techni
board elected George F. Lewis Jr.
as secretary of the corp.

Pre-Noel

‘Gun’ (2-D)

‘Shark’

YOUNG’ PERKY $6,000,

PORT.; TORY’ 7iG, 3D
Portland, Ore., Dec. 22>

Town is bogged down with re-

issues, holdovers arid not so strong
product for pre-holiday. Biz has
taken a nosedive after being high
for months; Reissue combo: of
“Mighty Joe Young*' and “Isle of

Dead” is doing better than any of
new bills with okay total at the
Liberty. “The Robe” into an 11th
stanza but it too is off, “Million-
aire” is modest in third Orpheum
week.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway Parker) (1,890; 65-90)—-“Flight Nurse” (Rep) and “Fight-

ing
. Lawman*' (Rep). Modest $5,-

000: Last week, “Gun Fury” (Col)

and “China Venture” (Col), $6,400
at lipped : scale;-

;

7r r
Century (Foster-Breal) (800; 50-

70)—“Bend of River” (U) (reis-

sue). Mild $1,500. Last week, “Joe
Louis Story” (UA) (2d wk). $2,800.
Guild (Foster) (400; $1)—“5,000

Fingers” (Col). (2d wk). Poor $1,-

000. Last week, $2,400.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)

—"Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
“Isle Of Dead” (Indie) (reissues).
Okay $6,000. Last week, “The Ac-
tress” (M-G) and “Top Hat” (M-G)
(reissue). $7,000.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000;
$1.25-$l.75)-i—“The Robe” (20th)
(m.o.). Mild $2,500 or. near. Last
week, $3,300.
Orpheiim (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-

$1.50)—“How Marry Millionaire”
(20th) (3d wk). Modest $7,500. Last
week, $13,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65-

90)—“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and
“The Man From Cairo” (Indie).
Sad $7,000 or less. Last we&k,
“Jack Slade” (Col) and “Royal Af-
rican Rifles” (Col), $6,300.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

90) — “Peter Pan” (RKO) and
“Treasure Island” (RKO) (reissue),
pop prices. Drab $2,400. Last
week, “Escape Ft. Bravo” (M-G)
(2d wk), $2,200.

‘Song’ Mild $20,000/

Cincinnati, Dec. 22.

“Gun Fury” shapes okay at the
Palace to front new bills in this
slow pre-Noel, stanza. “Shark
River” looms moderate at the
Grand arid ahead of “Nebraskan”
at Capitol and “Tumbleweed”' in
Keith’s. “Kiss Me Kate” is the
TrnlyTroTdover and 3-TTerrretaTning
town lead by the margin of Albee’s
upped scale.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)—

“Kiss Me Kate” (3-D) (M-G) (2d
wk). Holding town lead at okay
$8,500 after $11,500 bow.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
“Nebraska*” (2-d) (Col) and “Val-
ley of Head Hunters’* (RKO). So-
so $5,000. Last Week, “Sabre Jet”

(Continued on page 18)

Providence, Dec. 22.
There is more interest in last

minute holiday shopping than thea-
tres this week; hence, all stands
are just marking time. Biggest
money is going to the State’s
“Torch Song,” but actually the best
showing is being made by “Thun-

. AAA der Over the Plains’' at the Albee
at W).UUU: anci Majestic’s “Diamond Queen.”T Strand looks sad with “Steel Lady.”

Estimates for This Week
- Albee (RKO) (2.200; 50-70)—
“Thunder Over Plains” (WB) arid
“Captain Scarlett” (WB). Mild $6,-
500. Last week. “How Marry Mil-
lionaire” (20th) (3d wk), $5,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-70)—
“Diamond/ Queen” (WB) and
Champ For Day’' TWBT. So-so

Robe”$5,000. Last Week, “The
(20th) (6th wk), $5,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 50-70)—
“Torch Song” (M-G) and “Sky
Commando” (Col). Slow $7,000.
Last week, "I, The Jury” (UA)
f3-d) and “Terror On A Train”
(M-G), $9,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-70)

—“Steel Lady” (UA) and “Raiders
of Seven Seas” (UA). Meek $4,500.
Last week, “Serpent of Nile” (Col)
and “The Fake” (UA), $5,000.

Minneapolis, Dec. 22.
Sub-zero temperatures have

helped to put the finishing touches
on the Usual week-before-Christ-
mas boxoffice slump. Even* with a
slight, matiriee lift due to the
school holiday, takings are ex-
tremely skimpy. Conserving prod-
uct for the impending more favor-
able entertainment period, Loop
theatres aren’t putting their best
feet forward. “Sins of Jezabel”
looks sad but “Golden Blade”
shapes okay. Two of the eight
first-run houses are offering twin
reissues. For the first time re-
cently there are no holdovers.

Estimates fof This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 65-85)—

,
“Male War Bride” (20th) and
‘‘Broken Arrow” (20th) (reissues).
Thin $3,000. Last week, “Torch
Song” (M-G) (2d wk), $2,500.
^Gopher (Berger) (1.600; 65-85)—
Sabre Jet” (UA). Getting some

matinee kid trade. Mild $3,000.
Last week, “Escape Fort Bravo”
(M-G) (2d wk), $2,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)—“Tar-

zan and She-Devil” (RKO)' and
“Big Frame” (RKO). Slim $3,500.

Last week, "Blueprint Murder”
(20th) and “Miss Robin Crusoe”
(20th), $2,800.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 65-85)—

“Sins of Jezabel" (Lip). “Has some
of the elements that make for box-
office here, but seasonal influences
are too difficult to overcome. Bad
$5,000. Last week, “How to Marry^llidn3ire” ' (?Qth> (3d wk),
$9,500 at 85-$l,20 scale.

„„?I^L'0rpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65-
85)— ‘Thunder Over Plains” (WB).
Limping with $5,000. Last week,
Liomln streets” (WB), $6,000.

,,
RKO-Ban (RKO) (1,600; 50-76)—

‘Key Largo” (WB) and “Treasure
of tne Sierra Madre” (WB)’ (reis-

« F
l
eeble $3,000. Last week,.War Pamt” (UA) and “The Fake”

(UA), $4,000.

JL
p*r) (2.300; 65-85)—

“Golden Blade” (U). Like else-
where tough going but fairly okay

w®ejc
» “Jack Slade”

(AA), $6,000.
World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)—

“Decameron Nights” (RKO). Mixed
opinions on this not helping. Okay
$2,500. Last week, “Trent’s Last
Case” (Rep), $1,800 in 5

J

Estimated Total Gross
Thi? Week . . . $1,731,800
(Based on 22 cities, and 205

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.)
'

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . .. . .

.

$1,587,100
(Based on 23 cities and 195

theatresj

Kansas City, Dec. 22.

.
Pre-Christmas slack is in full

force currently with light mbney
in tills all around. “Crazylegs” is

making a strong bid at four Fox
Midwest . houses but can’t beat the
season. Paramount holding up
fairly well, with “Those Redheads
from Seattle,” Weather warmed
up for week end but Only aided
shoppers.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75*$1)-—

“Sea Around Us” (RKO) (2d wk).
Fine $2,000. Last week, $2,300.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)—“99 River Street” (UA) • and

“Cruisin’ Down the
.
River” (Col).

Dim $6,000. Last week, “Escape
Fort, Bravo” (M-G) and “Sky Com-
mand” (Col), $7,000.

Missouri (RKO) <2,650; 60-85)—
“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and “Great
Jesse James Raid” (Lip). Thin
$4,500. Last week, “Thunder Over
Plains” (WB) and “Man Tangier”
(UA), $4,000.

Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
$1-$1.50)—“The Robe” (20th) (12th
wk). Good $5,000. Last week,
$5,500.
Paramount. (Tri-States) (1,900;

65-85)^—“Redheads from Seattle”
(Par). Fair $7,000 in 8 days. Last
week, “Jack Slade” (AA), $7,000.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway^ Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) (2.100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 65-85)— “Crazylegs”
(Rep) and “Fighter Attack” (AA),
getting some attention, with pro-
ducer Hall Bartlett of the football
picture in town for holidays and
sparkling press and radio interest.
Light $10,000, although not bad for
time of year. Last week, “Tum-
bleweed” <U) and “Star in Night”
(Indie), $12,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$1)—

"Mr. Potts To Moscow” (AA) (3d
wk): Victim of season, $1,200. Last
week, $1,700.

Toronto Also Off Bat

‘Plains’ Passable 10G;

‘Lion’ Lean at $8,500
Toronto, Dec. 22.

With last-minute Xmas shoD-
ping, biz is way off at all first-runs

here currently. Of newcomers,
“Lion In Streets” Is so-so for best
showing. “All Brothers Were
Valiant” in third week and second
stanza of “Big Heat” for similar
customer revenue. Biggest coin is
going to “Thunder Over Plains” in
five spots.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol, Tivoli (FP) (1,092; 1,436;

60-85)—“Moonlighter” (3-D) (WB).
Light $5,000, Last week, “Flight to
Tangier” (3-D) (Par), same.
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059; 955;
470; 698; 694; 35-60)—“Thunder
Over Plains” (WB) and “Crazylegs”
(AA). Mild $10,000. Last week,
“Stand Apache River” (U) and
“Golden Blade” (U), $13,500.

Egllnton, University (FP) (1,080;
1 ,558; 40-75)—“Man Crazy” (20th).
Poor $8*000. Last week, “Marry Me
Again” (RKO), $10,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-75)—
“Lion In Streets” (WB). Lean
$8,500. 'Last week, “Robe” (20th)
(8th wk), $9,500 at uppe<T$1.50 top.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 65-85)—

“AH Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (3d
wk). Okay $8,500. Last week, $12,-
000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
“Big Heat” (Col) (2d wk). Satisfac-
tory $8,000. Last week, $12,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-75)—“City
of Bad Men’* (20th). Slim $6,500.
Last week, “Appointinent in Hon-
duras” (RKO), $7,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-75)—

“Abbott-Costello Meet Jikyll-
Hyde” (U). So-so $8,000, Last week,
“Sea of Lost Ships” (Rep), $7,500.

Boston, Dec. 22.

It’s the same old pre-Christmas
lull here this week, with the major
ity of firstruns. coasting along un-
til Xmas night to unveil new proi
uct. Lone newcomers, “Torch
Song” at the Orpheum and State
and “Diamond Queen,” at the Para-
mount and Fenway, are below par
“The Robe” in 11th week at the
Memorial, continues to hold up and
will stay on until after New Year’s,

Estimates for This lYeek
‘

Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50^$l 10)_
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (5th wk)
Fair $6,500 following $7,500 last
week. - .

^

Beacon Hill- (Beacon Hill) (800*
50-$l)—“Fanfan Tulip” (Indie)
(11th wk). Oke $3,000. Last week
$4,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)^
“Titfield Thunderbolt” (U) and
“Passionate Sentry’' (indie) (4th
wk). Good $3,500. Last week.
$4,300. .

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—
“Diamond Queen” and “Murder on
Monday’' (Indie). Slow $3,500, Last
week, “Jack Slade” (AA) and “Pri-
vate Eyes” (AA), $4,000.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 85-
$1.35)—“The Robe” (20th) ( 1 lth
wk). Holding okay at $12,000 fol-
lowing $15,000 in //tenth.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 80-
$1.25)-!—“How Marry Millionaire"
(20th) (6th wk). Slipped to below
$9,000 in final week. Good $10,500
landed in fifth frame.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90)

—“Torch Song” (M-G) and “Sky
Commando” (Col). Slow $12;000
looming. Last week, “Take High
Ground” (M-G) and. “Conquest
Cochise” (Col), $18,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)

“Diamond Queen” (WB) arid “Mur-
der on Monday” (Indie). Thin $9,-

500. Last, week, “Jack Slade" (AA)
and “Private Eyes” (AA), $11,000.

. . State (Loew’s) (3.500; 50-90)—
“Torch Song” (M-G) and “Sky
Commando” (Col)/ Mild $8,000.
Last week, “Take High Ground"
(M-G) and “Conquest Cochise"
Col), $10,500.

Pre-Xmas Bends in Pitt;

‘Cinerama’ Sock $20,000,

‘River’ 7G, ‘Diamond’ 8G
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Pre-Xmas bends blanketing city

this .week, with only “Cinerama”
at Warner showing any spunk. Biz
hasn’t rolled into high there yet,

however, but not expected to until

after holidays. Advance sale indi-

cates peak takes are not far away.
Everywhere else, however, the
down-drafts are taking' hold . “The

12 weeks at Harris. Winners of

“Man . Crazy” - “Thy Neighbor’s

:

Wife” at Fulton and “Diamond
Queen”-“Fort Algiers” at Stanley
are doing' nothing. “99 River
Street” is dying at the Penn.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—

“Man Crazy” (20th) and “Thy
Neighbor’s Wife” (20th). Slow
$4,000, just marking time, until

“King of Khyber Rifles” (20th)

opens Xmas. Last week, “How
Marry Millionaire” (20th) (5th \vk-

11 days), $6,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,100; 85-$1.50)

—“The Robe” (20th) (12th wk>.

Hitting close to rock bottom on
windup and on nine days will do
only. $5,500. No complaints about
the run in general. Last week,
$6,500.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85^—

“99 River Street” (UA). A little

action on Saturday (19), but that's

about all. Staying eight days to get

“Knights of Round Table” (M-G)
off on Dec/ 25; won’t break $7,000,

mighty thin. Last Week, “Escape
Ft. . Bravo” (M-G) in io days did

$10,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 50-85)—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (4th wk).

With anybody else but Alec Guin-
ness, who can do no wrong at this

nabe, biz would be deader than
doornail.. But, he’s giving it a satis-

factory $2,000. Last- week, $2,800.

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 50-85)—
“Diamond Queen” (WB) and “Fort

Algiers” (UA). Getting rid of some
piled-up product, but that’s about
all theatre is doing. Dim $8:000

looked for. Last week, “Steel

Lady”’ (UA) and “Thunder Oyer
Plains” (WB), $8,500.
Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.30-$2.80)

—“Cinerama” (Indie) (2d wk’.

Hasn’t started to roll yet, but ad-

vance indicates the momentum will

really explode after the holidays,

As it stands, nothing to worry
about with Solid $20,000 for week
before Christmas, Last week, $23

-

500.
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Chicago, Dec 22.

PAceotion to three new bills this

St ifas frigid as the weather,

as holiday shopping constitutes the

main Loop activity. Some hold-

overs are weathering the slump
flY*5fv but general fare is weak.

Fint double
8
feature at the Chi-

“Vicki” and ‘‘Glass Web.” is

slight $27,000. “Thun-
‘‘S^el Lad^^

fnnks brisk $16,000 at Roosevelt.

First holdover session of ‘‘Sins

nf Weber and ‘‘Man From Cairo”

at McVickers looks fairish. ‘‘Dia-
at
nhH Queen” and “Fighter At-

tack” is bright- $12,500 at United

Al
In

S
fourth frame, “How to Marry

Millionaire" at Oriental is large

ant’’ is chalking up a pleasing take

at the Grand. Fair $11,000 looms

for “Mogambo” at the Woods in

Si

At '.“.e" State-Lake. ••Robe” is

still potent With $26,000 'in. 13th

week "Cinerama” is fast $31,000

in its 21st stanza at the Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98; $1:25)

—“Vicki” (20th) and “Glass Web”
(U) with stageshow. Slow $27,000,

Last week. “Appointment in Hon-
duras” (RKO ) with Billy Daniels

onstage (2d .wk), $25,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98) -r
“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (4th

wk). Fine $5,300 after last week’s

$8 ,000 .

Loop (Telem’t) (600; 98-$1.25)—

-

“Martin Luther” (Indie) (13th

wki. Tidy $4,800 after $8,000 last

Week. .

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-90)

—"Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and
"Man From Cairo” (Lip) (2d wk).
Fair $10,000. Last week $17,500.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98) —

“Slaves of Babylon” . (Col), and
“Flame of Calcutta” (Col). Modest
$6,000. Last week, “Yellow Bal-
loon” (AA) and “Jennifer" (AA)
(2d wk i, $4,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
— 1"How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(4th wk). Sturdy $28,000. Last
week, $35,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.20-53.60)

—“Cinerama”. (Indie) (21st) -\yk

Big. $3 1,000. Last week, $35,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Thunder’ Over Plains’! (WB) and
“Steel Lady" . (UA). Looks brisk
$16,000. Last week, “99 River Si”
(UA) and "Flight Nurse” (Rep) (2d
wk). $n;ooo.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-

$1.80)—"Robe" (20th) (13th wk).
Fancy $26,000 after $30,500 last
week.

, Harry 28G, 2d

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the'
estimated figures are net in-

come. ...

• '/

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

wk). Trim $3,200. Last week, $4,-

.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700;

55-98)—"Diamond Queen” (WB)
and "Fighter Attack” (AA) (2d wk).
Looks oke $12,500. Last week, $i6,-
ooo.

Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98-$1.25)
^"Mogambo” (M-G) (6th wk).
J.epjd $11,000 after last Week’s
$17,000.

,lr.

Ziegfeld (Lopert) (430; 98) —
Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (8th

$*200,‘
Ce $3'°°°- L*St week,

‘SLADE’ SO-SO $12,000,

ST. LOO; ‘RIVER’JMTTO
*. • ..

^ St. Louis, Dec. 22.
.

sDpped- badly over the past

iK®f,
k
,

en<
?' ^lth 8°<>d weather and

sual pre-Xmas influences hurting.

faiF ••

8
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s
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,
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oing mUdly to
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Slade shapes fair at
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nt
,

Fo/. while “99 River

“Cnfil i
00
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s

;

iairly good at Loew’s.

at th* r?
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nlce in third stanza

in

‘

,Robe,, still is nicein ninth round at the St. Louis.

p
Fstl™atcs for This Week

“Th?rn,i
F^M) (5*000; 60-75)—

S^n Kont?
Ver ?laihs” (WB) and

day (tSSs? °n?
U
!
e - °Pdned to-

Sladp" a J-ast week, “Jack

•lndiei/fairMennifer’’ (A“
“9Q °n

(

toew’s) (3,162 ; 50-75)—
Belt'“ (UA) and “Gun
week "uLk Fair

,
$12 ‘000 - Last

and « ;^B
J0thers Valiant” (M-G)

Paeeant
ES
???^r

(UA)
- $15,000.

90 •—̂ ‘Cnfpi „
L

;
Amus.) (1,000-

’60
S
75)!5JtL

(SI

p k' *AmwsV (4,000;
wki nne (2°th) (9th

week.
$10,500 after $10,000 last

DetroitvDec. 22.

Pre-Christmas has put its usual
damper on pix biz downtown. Only
two newcomers, and both are be-
ing hurt. “Thunder Over Plains”
at the Palms is thin while “Wings
of Hawk” at Broadway-Capitol
looks mildish. “How to Marry
Millionaire” is holding fairly okay
in fifth week at United Artists.
“The Robe” is drooping sharply
in 12th week at the Fox. “Cine-
rama” in 40th week at Music Hall
is still plenty okay.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-rDetroit) (5,000; $1-

$1.80)—“The Robe” (20th) (12th
wk). Down to $17,000. Last week,
good $24,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
80-$l)—“Blowing Wild” (WB) and
“Crazylegs”

(AA) (2d wk). Slow-
ing to $10,000. Last week, fine
$17,000. ,

'

Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—
“Thunder Over Plains” (WB) and
“Private Eye” (AA). Thin

1

$11,000.
Last# week, “Hondo” (3-D) (WB)
and “Slaves of Babylon” (UA) (3d
Wk), $14,000.

Madison (UD) (1,900; 80-SI)^
“Sea Around Us” (RKO) (2d wk).
Tepid $5,000, Last week, $12,000.

United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1-
$1.50)—“How Marry Millionaire”
(20th) (5th wk). Oke $11,000. Last
week, $14,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 95-$1.25)
—"Kiss Me Kate” (3-D) (M-G) (4th
wk). Fair $5,500; Last week,
$7,000.

Broadway-Capitol ( K o rm an )

(3,500; 80-$D—“Wings of Hawk”

‘Slade’ Smooth $10,000,

Seattle; ‘Marry’ 9G, 3d
Seattle, Dec. 22.

Mighty tough sledding looms for
first-runs here this round. About
the best showing is being made
by “Jack Slade,” nice at the Coli-
seum. “Millionaire” continues solid
in third round at Fifth Avenue.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; OS-

AO)—“Calamity Jane” (WB) (ni.o.).
Good $3,4)00. Last week, “Volcano”
(UA), $2,400.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)—“Jack Slade” (AA) and ”Royal
African Rifles” (AA), Nice $10,000.
Last week. “Flight To Tangier”
(Par) and “Hot News” (AA), $4,700
in 6 days,;

.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) ($1-
$1;50)—"How Marry Millionaire”
(20th) (3d wk). Solid $9,000. Stays.
Last week, $11,800.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
—Dark currently. Last week;
“Thunder Over Plains” (WB), mild
$4,600.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90-
$1.25)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA). (22d
wk). Nice $3,000. Last week, $3,200.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,363; 75-

$1^“Diamond Queen” (WB) and
“Bombay Waterfront” (Lip); Slight
$5,000. Last week, “Calamity Jane”
(WB) and ‘‘Murder on Monday”
(Indie) (2d wk); $5,200.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90)—"Shark River” (UA) and
“Command Squad” (Col). Drab
$6,000. Last week, "Gun Fury”
(Col) and “Slaves of Babylon”
’4Col), $7,BOO.

Soaks Up

(2) 32G, 6th

Broadway film theatres are limp-
ing through the fin^i session prior

to Christmas, with only a few real-
ly bright spots in evidence. Ifc is

a case of too much Xmas shopping
for the. most part although unusu-
ally cold weather last Thursday
and Friday was no help. Numerous
first-runs are continuing with cur-
rent. bills so as to bring in new,
strong, fare for the year-end holi-

days.

The lone new entry, “Beneath
the 12^Mile Reef,” Is heading for
a big $90,000 opening week at the
Roxy. This third. Cinemascope ef-

fort to be released in N. Y. got off

rather mildly but gained momen-
tum, and was given a real boost
over the weekend, both Saturday
and Sunday being socko.

Outstanding business, by a wide
margin, continues to be attracted
by the Music Hail, with its Christ-
mas stageshow and .“Easy To
Love.” The Hall is likely to hit.

smash $150,000 or over in the (3d)
stanza ending today (Wed.), and
beating the second week. It has
built on each succeeding round;
“Conquest of Everest,” which

hit a new high opening stanza, is

holding 'at a great $17,000 in the
second Week at the Fine Arts.

JThird week (5V& days) of“Hondo.”
looks to wind up a good $30,000
for abbreviated session at the Par-
amount.
Run of “Hondo” is being inter-

rupted tonight (Wed. > by the bene-
fit preem of “Eddie Cantor Story,"

(U) and “Army Bound” (UA). Mild-
ish $12,000. Last Week, “Sins of
Jezebel” (Lip) and “Born to Sad-
dle” (AA); $13,000,
Music .Hall (Cinerama ' Produc-

tions) (1;194; $1.40-$2.80)
—

“Cine-
rama” (Indie) (40th wk>. Great
$19,000, Last week, same.

9 (

Xmas Stageshow to Oke

$9,500, L’vilie; ‘Sins’ 6G
Louisville, Dec. 22.

Biz at film houses is in its usual

pre-holiday doldrums currently.

Few houses are showing . films

which hold big promise. Rialto

with “Vicki” and “Man Crazy” is

bringing a special three-day. (Mon.,
Tues., Wed) stage presentation in

observance of the Xmas season,
with Lo u i s v il l e Philharmonic
Chorus ; and Junior Choir from a

large Presbyterian church. Fair
results loom,

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky. (Switow) (1.200; 54-75)

"Devil’s Canyon” (RKO) arid "Hot
News” (AA). Moderate $5,000.

Last week, ‘‘Wings of Hawk" (Col)

arid “One Girl’s Confession" (CoD,
same.

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—“Sins of Jezebel" (Lip).

Mild $6,000. Last week, "Hondo"
(WB) (3d wk), $6,500.

Rialto: (Fourth Avenue) (3.000;

54-75)—"Vicki” (20th) arid “Man
Crazy” (20th), plus Louisville Phil-

harmonic Chorus oristage for 3

nights. Looks fair $9,500. Last

week, “Flight to Tangier" (Par) arid

'‘‘Redheads Seattle” (Par), $10,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)

—

“Half a Hero” (M-G) and “Combat
Squad” (Col). Fair $6,000 in 4

days. Last week. “Big Heat" Col)

and “China Adventure" (Col),

$9,000.

Philadelphia, Dec! 22.~r
Per usual, the pre-Xmas is

sloughing first-runs currently here.
There are only two new entries,
other houses standing pat until the
Xmas shakeup. Most holdovers are
way. off this stanza with "Flight to
Tangier” at Goldman and “Decam-
eron Nights” at the Midtown both
fair. * Best extended-run looks to
be “Cinerama,” stUL very much in
the chips in 11th frame at the
Boyd. “Escape From Ft; Bravo”
is Crated okay in second Stanley
Week.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30)—

“Mogambo” (M-G) (11th wk). Neat
$6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Boyd (SrW) (1,459; $1.30-$2.80>—

"Cinerama” (India) (11th wk).
Good $18,000. Last week, $20,000.
Fox (20th) (24250; 99-$1.80)—

“Robe” (20th) (13th wk). Looks to
hit nice $14,000. Last week, $13,000;
Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 50-

99)—“Flight to Tangier” (Par).
Fait $12,000 or over! Last week;
“Hondo” (WB) (3d wk), $11,000.
^MsstbTOffTS-W ) (4f360r99^$r36T—-“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(5th wk). Okay $15,000. Last
Week, $21,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-v

$1.30) — “Decameron Nights”
(RKO). Fairish $9,000. Last week.
“Take High Ground” (M-G) (3d
v.k), $7,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74-

$1,30)—“Give Girl Break” (M-G)
(2d wk). Weak $8,500. Last week,
$12 500

Stanley (S-W) (2,900; 85-$1.30)—
“Escape From Ft: Bravo” (M-G)
(2d wk). Oke $14,000. Last week,
$20 ,000 .

Stanton (S-W) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Key. Largo” (WB) and "Treasure
SiOrra Madre” (WB) reissues). Av-
erage $8,000. Last week, “Glass
Web” (U), $7,500.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$ 1.25)
—“Sea Around Us” (RKO) (6th

wk). Passable $2,300 for final

round; Last week, $2,500. .

Trans-Lux tT-L) (500; 99-$1.50)

—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (8th wk);
Sturdy $6,500 or hear. Last week,
$7,500.

‘Slade’ Fine $9,000 In

Frisco; ‘Marry’ 19G, 2d
San Francisco, Dec; 22.

Not much new, strong product,
and it wou>d make little difference

as all biz is sagging currently im-
mediately prior to year-end holiday
upbeat. “Jack Slade” shapes stand-

out with a good total at the St.

Francis while “Genghis Khan”
looiris okay at the Esquire, “Mil-
lionaire’’ looms okay in third Fox
session.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) <2,850; 65-

95)—/ipeter Pan” (RKO). Slight

$6,500 for “Pan” on popscale run.

Last week, “Veils of Bagdad” (U)

arid “Back lo God’s Country” <U),

$7,000.
Fox (FWC) s(4,651; $1.25-$1 .50)—

(Continued on page 18)

off considerably from record open-
ing week but still socko with $20,-

rt)00 in second round at the Vic-
toria.

Khyber Rifles” was launched
with a big preem last night (Tues.)
at the Rivoli, with regular run

“Little Caesar” (WB) (reissues) (3d
wk). First holdover round ended
Monday (21) was sock $20,000 after

new high at $34,000 opening week.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,7.36; 70-
$1.80)—“Take High Ground” (M-G)
(5th-final wk). Going 8 days in
final session with $7,000 in oros-
pect. “Here Come the Girls”
(Par) opens Friday. (25). “Ground”
did $9,500 in fourth stanza.

Normandie (Normandie The-
atres) (592; 95-$1.80) -- “Little
Fugitive” (Burstyn) (12th wki. The
11th stanza ended Monday <21) was
okay $4,800 after $5,500 for 10th
week. Stays on until latter part of
January.

Palace (RKO) <1.700; 60-$1.20i—
“Bad for Each Other” <Coli with
8 acts of vaude. Opened today
(Wed.). Last week, . “Man From
Cairo” (Lip) with vaude, mild
$16,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$ 1.80)
u^Hondo''--(WB) (3d-firial wk).
Current round ending Thursday
(24), making it an abbreviated
week, looks okay $30,000, week

l being really 5Vi days. Second week
was fine $45,000. : “Eddie Cantor
Story” (WB) opens Friday (25). Pic
is being given a benefit gala preera
tonight (Wed,), -bulk of house being
sold out to the Educational Alli-

ance and Eddie Cantor Camp Com-
mittee which had charge of all

ticket sales.

Paris (Indie) (568; 90-$l>80i

—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA> (13th
wk). The 12th session ended Sun-but the regular run does not start

!

at the Par until Xmas Day. “How I

in°l lth w
8
eel?

^9,°0° ft $10,‘

To Marrj’ a Millionaire” wjound up i

its sixth week, day-dating at the 1

State and Globe, with a Solid $32,-
500.
Reissue cornbo of “Public En

Rialto (Mage) (600; 50-98)—
“Striporama” (Indie) (12th

.
wk>.

Current
(Thurs

it round ending tomorrow
.i looks like okay $4,500 after

emy No, 1” and “Little Caesar” is 1 $5,200 last week. Stays through
yearend holidays.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$2>—
“Khyber Rifles” (20th). Given a
big preem last night (Tues.) with
regular run starting today iWed.).
This initial Cinemascope pic to
play here is the fourth to be re-

starting today. “Sadie Thompson" ) leased in New; York City. Iri ahead
is being preemed with a special !

“Little Boy Lost" (Par* H3th wk-
midnight show tonight (Wed.) at

,

6 days', thin $5,000 after $6,500 for
the Capitol. Regular run begins ; 12th week but winding up highly
Dec.. 24.

“Bigamist” is being preemed to-
morrow. (Thum.) night at the
Astor. Regular run gets under way
Christinas Day. Also on Dec. 25.
“Here Come the Girls" is being

successful longrun here.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (6.200; 90-$2.40)—"Easy to
Love" <M-G) with annual Christ-
mas .stageshow and "Nativity”

I pageant i3d wk). Curirent stanza
launched at the Mayfair. The Cri-

j
ending today (Wed.) is heading for

terion brings in
.
‘'Paratrooper" on

J

great $1,50.000 after $145,000. over
Dec. 30,

Estimates for This Week.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$ 1.80)

—“Queen of Sheba” (Indie) (7th-

ffrial "wkL Elding over an extra
da>r in seventh round to land fair

$6,000 after $7 000 in sixth w*eek.
"Bigamist” (Indie) ooens tomorrow*
night (Thurs.), ,w*ith regular run
Dec. 25.

Bliou (City Inv.) (589: $180-
$2.40'—"Gilbert & Sullivan” (UA)
(9th wk). The eiehth frsme
last ni«hf (Tues.) w*as okav $6.800 ! all-time high and longest run here.

hopes, in second week. Continues
on into the new' year.

Roxy (NatT. Th.) (5.717; 65-S2.50)

Initial week' ending today (Wed.)
looks to reach big $90,000.' Opened
rather iriildly but picked up and
did very well over the weekend.
Good reviews also helped; in
ahead, “Robe” (20th), initial

C'Scope pic, wound, up 13-week
run with $32,000 in final week tfl

days), to make $1,638,000 total, new

after $8,000 for seventh week.
Holds on.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-SI 50

>

—^“Samson & Delilah” (Par) (re-

issue!. Opened Monday (211 after
preview* Sundav (20) night. In
ahead. "Forbidden Stories" (Tndie)
(5th wk-8 davs>. held at okay $3,400
after $3,800 for fourth regular
Week

ranitol /Loew’sl (4 ft^O- 70-$2.20)—"jSadie Thompson" -(Cot ). Preems
at midnight tonight (Wed ). with
regular run starting Dec. 24. In
ahead, “Eternity” (Col) (20th wV-
8 davsl. garnering oke $14500
after $16 000 in 19th we#»k. making
grand total of $1,489,000. for rec-
ord run here, both in coin and
length pf engagement.

Criterion (Moss) (1.700 P5-$2.20)—“C<»ase Fire” (Par) <5th wk).
Fourth stanza ended last night
(Tues.) held with okay $10 500
after

.
$10 500 in third. "Para-

troooer" (Col! opens Dee. 30.

F*ne Arts (Davis) (468: 90-$l .801—"Conouest of Everest " (TJA) (3d

wk). Initial, holdover round ended
yesterday ; (Tues.) held with big
$17 000 or close. First was record
$18600. ,

Globe (Brandt! (1.500: $1-$1.R0!
—“How Marrv Millionaire" (20th)
(7th wk). Sixth frame ended Mon-
day (21) continued strong at $12.-
500. very fine for season of year.
Fifth week was $18 500. Stays on.
Guild (GnildV (450; $l-$1.80i—

“Martin Luther” (Ihdie) (16th wk).
The 151h round ended )*»st riight
(Tnos ) held with trim $8 000 after
$9,000 for 14th week. Cohlinues
on.
HoBdav (Rose) (950: 95-$l 80)

—

“Public Enemy No

State (Loew*’s) (3,450; 85-51.80!

—

“Millionaire”. (20th) (7th wk). Sixth
week ended Monday (21) held with
solid $20,000 after $28,000 for fifth
stanza. Continues on.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
"Living Desert" (Disney) (7th wk).
Sixth frame ended Monday (21)
wound, up at nice $9,000 after $11,-
000 for fifth. Stays on indef.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L> (453;

90-$1.50) —: "Annapurna” (Indie)
(2d wk). First holdover round end-
ing Friday (25) looks to hit fancy
$6:000 after $5,600, below hopes,
opening week. Continues.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T.-L' (540;

90-$l .50)—"Lili" (M-Q) (42d wk).
The 41st week ended Monday (21)

was good $4,000 after $4,900 for
40th stanza,

Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 95-
$1.80!—"Man Between” (UA) (6th

wk). Fifth session ended last night
(Tues.) continued nicely with $13.-
000 after $16,000 for fourth week.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1.600;

$1.20-$3 60) — "Cirierama” (Indie)

(29lh wk). Present stanza ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hold
with $45,000 or near after $47,000,
for 28th week. Continues on.

Irvin SulcU Joins Halperri
Irvin P. Sulds, for the past tiiroc

years theatre television cpnsult;mt

of the American Broadcasting-

United Paramount Theatres, has

joined Theatre Network Television

as an executive.
He’ll assist prexy Nate Halpein

but will be mainly concerned uiih

sales arid production (or 'Iele-Ses-

sions, closed-circuit TV somci* lo)

1” (WB) and j industry.
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CAN II EXHIBITED ONWIDE SCREENS

JOHN WAYNE as HONDO'
and Introducing GERALDINE PAGE *nh WARD BOND • MICHAEL PATE
JAMES ARNESS • Seraan Play by JAMES EDWAPO GRANT* Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS

Oiractad by JOHN FARROW • A WAYNE FELLOWS Production • Dutr.butad br WARNER BROS.

CAN M IXHIBITED ON WIDE SCREENS

JANE POWELL ft GORDON MACRAE
•THREE SAILORSAND A GIRL’ rfiSrSK.; -

VEDA ANN BORG and Introducing JACK E. LEONARD • Screen Play by ROLANO KI6BEC and OEVERY FREEMAN

'Musical Numbers Staged and Oiraeted by LaRoy Prinj a Musical Qi'tcilon by Ray Halndorl

Produced by SAMMY CAMN a 0<r«ct«d by ROY OEL RUTH
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can « cxHiiiKD on WIDE SCREENS

DIE CANTOR STORY'

CAN M fXHWTEO on WIDE SCREENS

M
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R
?
WNE * *S|h ALINE MmMANON and WILL ROGERS. JR. •»*» bad.

Awi.cii NNmt![

tVER0ME W£,PMAN* ItO SHERpEMAN and SIDNEY SKOLSKV.

. 0
f* P"*clfd br L«Ror Print • Muiical Oiraetion by R«» Memdarl

^uc«d ty SIDNEY SKQLSKY* Directed. by ALFRED E. GREEN

...KEEFE BRASSELU
BURT LANCASTER as'HIS MAJESTY O’KEEFE'

•ith JOAN RICE * from ih«.Beil S«H«cbf LAURENCE; KLiNGMAN and CCftALO.GRECN __
fcratn PlaiPr BORDEN CHASE and JAMES HILL* Mulic Comfttiad and CdnducltdbyDimitr.T.omy.n I R
Produced Sr HAROLD HECHT , O.racltd by BVRON HASKIN • Oittributed br WARNER BROS. IB

AUTHENTICALLY FILMED IN THE FIJI ISLANDS!



INTERNATIONAL
'VAWSTY'r LONDON OFPICD

• St. Martin's Plica, Trafalgar Square

London, Dec. 14.

A batch of strong product is mak-
ing the annual; pre-Christmas
slump look remote, and has suc-

ceeded in keeping the boxpffice

rolling at a nice pace. West End.

first runs are, generally speaking,

doing better than average, with

“The Robe” still holding the lead.

After it$ record-breaking preem. at

the Odeon. Leicester Square, Cine-

mascope pic continues to hold bof-

fo at about $14,000 in fourth frame.
Other major holdovers are "Ju-

lius Caesar,” with sixth round hold-

ing at great $7,500 at the Carlton
and "Here to Eternity,” which fin-

ished its five-week run at the Lei-

cester Square Theatre in fine style

around $8,500, before moving to a

‘Robe’

Of in

Sydney, Dec. 22.:

All Aussie film house records

were shattered at Hoyts’ 2,250-seat

Regent with "Robe” (20th) oh its

CinemaScope debut. Estimated
that first week will see a sock $31,-

000 taken in at. upped admissions.

PreOfuletide smash biz has created

a great impression here. Figuring

now is that the lush vacation sea-

son will produce near-capacity

trade for many weeks,

Local pic crix devoted reams of

space to the film and C’Scope. Ma-
second West End run at Odeon, I jority opined that the new medium
Marble Arch; ' would "revolutionize” the industry

Strongest new entry is "I the y here. -Prior to debut of "Robe,

Jury,” heading for a sock $9,000 in
’ Columbia’s ‘From Here to Eter-

its initial London Pavilion session. !
nity” and Rank’s "A Queen is

“Torch Song” started mildly, at the
j

Crownedj’ were this year s toppers.

Empire, and a fair $10,000 looms i
. _ ,

.
•

for second frame. "Arrowhead” i |T \ PirAflnri Mill Na T
shapes okay in secand Plaza round. :

1 I UUUvl vUll IW* 1

Estimates for Last Week
Berkeley • CCC) '600; 40-$1.15>—-‘The Juggler” iCol) '3d wk).

Doing hefty biz at this small off-

beat spot, with $2,800 this round.
Holds.

With German Eihibs But

PoU Cites French Gains
Munich, Dec. 15.

. Hollywood product still holds

Carlton rPar) (1.128; 55-$t ?m— the: No. 1 spo t for fo_re_ign_fiIms

Paramount'* Fenign Chid

George Wellner

"advocates ' or
ei .

‘

‘Olympic Games9 Film

Festival Plan
#.'* e *

an intarasting aditarial ftature in tha

48th Anniversary Number
of

I^AHIETY
DUE SOON

“Julius Caesar” <M-G) 1

6

th wk).
Looks fine $7,500. Continues indef.

Empire <M-G) <3.099; 55-SI.70)

r—"Torch Song” <M-G) (2d wk).

Mexico City, Dec. 15.

Unless the government here acts

quickly and drastically, to practi-

cally aid the Mexican film trade,,

that business will eventually die

and leave "Mexico as a lucrative

field for American films, dubbed
in Spanish, as weir as Cuban and
Spanish pictures,” Angel Carvajal,
Secretary of the Interior, was in-

formed in the. resolution adopted
at a meeting of independent pro-

ducers and studio aerators.
'

:
Carvajal was asked to put into

effect promptly the Garduno Plan
rthe controversial program au-
thored by Eduardo Garduno,
prexy, of the trade’s own bank,
Banco Nacionai Cinematoigrafico,
S. A., which, producers oppose.) or
any other plan that would provide
direct and strong official help for
the pix business.

Lamenting that "there is no
\
plan or program at all for the in-

amang German exhibitors but the
public and press give French pic-

tures the nod. This is revealed in

the public opinion poll conducted

Shaping to fair $10,000 in second- & information • service

final week after opening at $11,800.
. rani/ a^ an,e ....

“All Brothers Valiant” M-G) _ J* «ni5 !
dustry next year, the meeting de-

rArmin hlrt! 1sanded that a really comprehen-
bUt Nlth

i
sive and workable program be

t e other filin patrons.
j.
quickly provided, particularly for

Spearheading this advance is t the indies and the studios, which
Fernandel whose "Don Camilla”; include Posa Films, producer of
is as popular a figure as any Ger-

}
“Cantinflas” iMario Moreno) films;

i GFD) opens man ^omespun^ star. Director Ju-
j
Televoz, TV-film maker which^ ^ Miguel Aleman, Jr., the ex-presi-

Despite Only $500,000 Unfrozen In

British Film Vets On

London, Dec. 22.

Five men who have been knighted
for their services to British pix

will be among the celebs taking
part jn a radio program; .“The
Voice of the Screen” Dec. 27. They
are Sir Michael Balcon, Sir Alex-
ander Korda; Sir Laurence Olivier,

Sir Carol Reed and Sir Arthur
Bliss. With them will be Valerie
Hobson (currently starring in

"The King and I”), Anna Neagle,
Clive Brook and Jack Hawkins.

The radio show, which is. de-
signed to celebrate 25 years of
sound, in British films, will include
sound track excerpts from a num*
her of feature pix, starting with
Alfred Hitchcock’s pioneer effort,

"Blackmail.” There will also be
recordings! from “Goodbye Mr.
Chips,” "Brief Encounter,” "Ham-
let” and "Pickwick Papers.”

preems Dec! 17

Gaumont rCMA) < 1.500: 50-

$1.70)—"Meet Mr. Lucifer” <GFD)
and “Golden Blade” • GFD) 1 3d
wk). Below average, with pros-

pects of around $2,500 this stanza.

“The Kidnappers” 'GFD) opens
Dec j? . lien Duviviers films With Parisian

Leicester SWR Th«atr« cCMA) i!»
ck*roun,,s m

.

ad« h‘™ the
„p

*t of

50-Sl "0) "Eternitv”
the German crix in this poll, even

< Col) < 5th wk). ' Finishing current
‘ '

‘ 6cn ’ Abel3rdo L ’ R^iguez.
run with fine $8,500; moves to the

t

R
ufi I

was stressed at the meet that— asked which national group of
; only thj

.ee one a Yank pic>

(1,753;

dent’s son, heads, and the Tepeyac
studios, headed by ex-president

Odeon. Marble Arch, for second
West End run. "Our Girl Friday” >

“ “

(Renown I in from Dec. 17.
publlc “sted French films

London Pavilion <UA) <1.217:

50-$1.70)—"I, the Jury” <UA) and
"Floating Dutchman” < Indie).
Heading, for smash $9,000 opening
frame. Stays on.

Odeon, Leicester Square <CMA>
(2.200; 30-S1.70)—"Robe” <20th)

film-imports was preferred. The
; js now working in the six local

as tops, studios
and U.S.-British pix next The
newspapers also named French t

films as their preference. Italian

as second choice and American
third’ Exhibs on the other hand
listed Yank product in No. 1 spot
and French second. .

Together with Hungarian-born

XMAS CIRCUS SETUPS

MAKE BOWS IN LONDON
’ London, Dec. 22.

First of London’s three Christ-
mas circuses,-' staged by Bertram
Mills at Olympia, preemed last*

Friday (18), It Will be followed by
Tom Arnold’s Harringay Circus to-
night (Tues.) and Jack Hylton’s
Earls Court show tomorrow (Wed.).

The Bertram Mills Circus- con-

_ |

tains an assortment of acts mainly
$4,500 this round after $5,300 i

I
recruited from the Continent. 15

opener. "Eternity” <Col) moves ..
Honolulu, Dec. 22. of which are new to Britain. Out-

over from Leicester Square Dec. Hawaii tourist trade has finally standing • hits were scored by the
17. conquered the bugaboo of seasonal idalys, team of French airealists;

Plaza (Par) <1.092; 70-.$,1.70)
slumps, thanks largely to develop- a 15-yearrpld Danish. acrobat billed

“Arrowhead” (Par) and "Speaking men* tourist fare air service by las John; Ulfi, a wirewalker, and
of Murder” (Par) <2d wk) D<k ^ajbr carriets ’ September figures ' v _ , .

ing average $7,000 this frame, 1 J “ st rel
f
as
„
ed by

.

Visitors ’ Bureau

“Houdini” <Par) preems Dec, 18.
show a 47.3 >o gain over September

Ritz <M-G) <432; 30-$2.151— l^t year, with a monthly total of

(4th wk). Still the biggest biz Eva BartOk,. Germany’s male star
lure here, with prospects of smash o. W; Fischer, and Fernandel re-
$14,000 this frame after $16,500 in

pre:viOus round. Stays, natch! .

Odeon, Marble Arch <CMA)
(2200; 50-$1.70)—"Bigamist” 'In-

die) and "Tumbleweed” f GFD)
(2d wk>« Shaping to get fair

ceived the most publicity.

Hawaiian Tourist Biz

Yong, a family of Chinese acrobats.

JAP QUOTA SYSTEM CHANGE
“Contmest nf' F’vprMt" <Rr i ( Q/i 5.984 tourists only 300 below last ! _ .. . T~ .

on
Warner (WB) (1.735; 50-$1.70)— ' Cut-rate crop of tourists, how-

“Beat the Devil” <IFD) <3d wk). ever, is rot emerging as heavy
Finishing run at fair $5,200 after spenders. Many of the budget-lim-
$7,300 second week. “Jazz Singer” * ted .arrivals are foregoing visits

( WB) Opens Dec. 17.

‘DINNER’ LASTS ONLY

to nitery spots and concentrat-
ing on inexpensive drugstore meals

i while they absorb sunshine. Gen-

Tokyo, Dec. 15.
Procedure for the allocation of

quotas for import of foreign films
into Japan faces a drastic ~chaiige
in the coming fiscal year if the
Japanese government acts favor-

.1 ably upOn suggestions presented.

in

To Grab Big Xmas Biz
Paris, Dec. 22.

Mainly light, new legit fare’' will
be ushered in this week to vie for
the increased b.o of the ChristihaiT
holidays here. Operettas and
boulevard farces wr

ill be the main
offerings, with light comedy, two
dramatic reprises and a heavier
drama bringing up the rear. "A
selected roster of light and more
tinted spectacles are also polished
up for the festivities, .with - niteries
and chansonniers holding their
usual fare, and counting On the
reveilloh (Xmas Eve) crowds for
their receipts. French turn. out. big
for these fests and almost all

boites, cafes and nabe nitery spots
are SRO on these nights.

Jean De Latraz has opened a
new risque boulevard comedy at
his PHlais-Royal which is in for
the usual popular success. Using
old themes and tried hurley props,
these always pay off. In “The
Cambrai Folly” all the action re-
volves around a ravishing girl

forced to dress as a boy with ob-
vious results. Tw;o strip teasers and
a homo enliven the action. Noc-
tambules has a Napoleonic comedy
in. “Les Hussards” about the ad-
ventures of two rampaging soldiers
during the Italian campaign.
Grenier-Hussenot group h a s

“Azouk” at Theatre Fontaine, a
story about an old man searching
for the dream of his youth.

Two oldies are being refurbished,
with Victor Francen bringing “Le
Greluchon Delicat” to the Ma-
thurins, and the Gomedie-Fran-
caise resurrecting "Dardanelle,” an
old classic on cuckoldry which was
recently filmed with Fernandel.
Two operettas are also in line with
a reprise by the Chatelet of the
perennial Erik Charrel opus, "White
Horse Inn,” w'hile Suzy Delair
opens in "Mobilette’’ at the Eu-
ropean in a new operetta by Serge
Veber.

Also around are Jean Girau-
doux’s "Siegfried” back from tour
and into the Comedie Des Champs
Elysiees, and the reformation com-
edy by John Van Brugh, "The
Relapse” here at the Vieux Colom-
bier as "La Vertu En Danger.”

era! picture is good, however, be-^
i^ powerfld Fede^Uon ofron ca tnnr cm I .

HMWC11U1. r cUtii dllOn Olcause tourism to date this year is

about 33/o ahead of 1952.

COL PIX RECORD IN GREECE
London, Dec. 22.- ;

Emile Littler s decision to keep
the gallcryites out of his opening

1

^, ^
of "13 For Dinner” at the Duke ToPP«d U. S; Distribs for Summer

...
of Yorks .[a st..THursday*_.tim_may-
have prevented a hostile demon-
stration but could not save him
from the wrath of the crix. There
was a universal thumbs down on
the production with additional

Biz ; Second in Full. Year..

Athens, Dec, 15,
Columbia topped the U. S. ma-

jor companies handling film in
Greece realizing more billings than

prominence, including two front-

'

any other company, during the past

P«ge spreads, to the news that po-
lice had been called to seal the
gallery.

The play, adapted from its

summer.

This showing pushes Columbia
up to second place after M.elra_on
distribution by American compa

French original by Eric Masclnvitz,
;
nies in Greece during the. full year,

is a poor example of forced farce, 'according to the Statistic Bureau of
Only Clive Motion among the

j

the Greek Union of Film.Importers
name performers emerges un- and Distributors. Third place went
scathed.Withdraw n after one per- I to 20th-Fox followed by Universal
formance. l and W’arncr.

Economic Organizations. The FEO
presented a report urging the
limiting of import licenses: per
country to 70% of the total to be
determined this spring; with the
other

.
30%. 1° he awarded as

|
‘.‘honus” - allocations-—to—eou ntr.ies

which have been “cooperative” ih
the import of Janancse films.

FEO suggests the establishment
of a committee for import alloca-
tion decisions to be made up of.

government officials, film industry
figures, scholars and film experts.
This committee would determine
which countries would receive the
"bonus” licenses. The federation
condemned the present system of
basing import allocations on bush
ness results of films imported in

the previous year and said that re-

examination of this policy was
necessary.

3-D PIX NSG IN W. GERMANY

Buenos Aires, Dec. 15.

With Argentina having agreed
to an initial remittance of $500,000
as a result of huddles between
Robert M. Corkery, Motion Picture
Export Assn, troubleshooter for
Latin America, and Government
officials here, the next step, 0f
course, will be to get additional
sums of the $3,000,000 frozen dis-
trib money released for transmis-
sion to the U. S. While a larger.
amount had been hoped for than'
the $500,000, Argentina’s economic
position is not so flourishing As 'to
allow release of large dollar
amounts. . The Central Bank lets go
of dollar exchange in small drib-
lets, and has such a heavy backlog
of unremltt^d earnings belonging
to a formidable list of powerful
companies waiting for release that
the prospects are not encouraging
for anyone. .

In some quarters^ this first un-
freezing of American distrib money
is regarded as

;
a mere token of

goodwill, possibly to induce U. S.

companies to participate in the
Mar del Plata festival. There have
been other cases of such token re-

:

leases, in the case of companies
prepared to bring in new capital

to the country.

The distrib Coin unthawed is a
small fraction of the $8,000,000
ow<ed the film companies.

. A clause in the Johnston-Cereijo
pact calls for investments of coin

here by the compahies in propnr-.
tion to amounts allowed to take

out of Argentina. However, during
the long hiatus as a hed$e against
inflation the distribs have invested
in real estate to protect their peso
holdings. Metro has a mammoth
theatre and apartment building in

construction, but this has been de-

layed at the excavation stage, RKO
and Warner also have their own
office and apartment buildings
w'hile the other companies are

seeking likely investments.

LAST UFA PROPERTY

RELEASED BY ALLIES
Munich, Dec. 15.

The remaining UFA-property has
been turned over from ^allied cus-

tody to the West German govern-
ment. Some restitution claims may
be brought to court by the old Hu-
genberg-group. UFA property con-
sists of cinemas, Studios in Munich
and West Berlin, old films and
rights.

The biggest single asset is the

Bavaria studio Geiselgasteig hear
Munich , where 28 feature films

were produced this year. Two
American productions included. In

addition four German
.

pix were
shot in nearby emergency places

with Bavaria crews, and 28 others,

shot elsewhere, were readied in

Geiselgasteig.

Equipment, technical crew and
facilities are rented by the Ba-

varia-Filmkunst to producers.

Patrons Not Enthused, Crix Pan
New Dimensional Films

Berlin, Dec. 15.

Reaction of West German pa-
trons to Holiyw'ood.’s 3-D pix. has
not been as sensational as expect-
ed, and a majority of crix showed
an open dislike for them. All nine
big West German dailies disliked

• the subject matter of "House of
Wax” (WB). Six, however, favored
this film’s technique, while three
did not find it satisfactory.

Most of the crix objected to the
-subject- -matter of^Man- in “tlTe

Dark” (Col) while, one gave a
mixed comment. Only four praised
the pic’s technique. "Bwana Devil”
(U.A.), still not show'n in all parts
of Germany, drew mostly negative
press appraisal on its subject mat-
ter.

Finger-Balancing Act

Injures Mex Tent Star

Mexico City, Dec. 22.

Losing his balance while doing

his body supporting on one-finger

act at an elevation, veteran Swe-
dish circusman Boje Johanson,
billed "The Great Barton,” a star

with the Circo Atayde, Latin

America’s oldest circus, crashed 35

feet at Jojutla, Morelos state, lie

broke his right leg and left aim,

and suffered internal injuries.

This was Johanson’s second simi-

lar accident in 17. years of troup-

ing. The first was in Copenhagen;
johanson has played with the

Atayde show two seasons. It j*

skedded to open here late this

month.

Italian Films In Canada
Under an agreement with Re-

gent Film Corp. of England, Inter-

national Film Distributors, Ltd.,

Canada, will handle five Italo pix.

Filins will play Canada in their

original -subtitled -- version* but

French and English language verr

sions also will be available.

Titles of the Italian quintet are

“Three Forbidden Stories,!’ "Bellis-

sima,” "Duel Before, the Mast,’

"Society Defends Itself” and “De-

votion;”
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French Deal Slow in Jelling But Apparently Making
Definite Progress

-• -
' " /+ •

'

>
— •

.

Despite some unexplained delays

in eotUng implementation of a new
in getting

Fxnort Assn, execs are confident

an agreement will go into effect
’ 3n 3ft J •, _^ it. A IfAO K Do/lt

Motion Pictutc

(jeforf the end' of the year Pact

be retroactive to June 30,

S,e (bite when the; last French deal

.expired.' .

Ted Smith, the MPEA .rep^ in

Paris, and Jacques Flaud, the chief

French negotiator, ^now have

'"'reached the point where .several

provisional/ drafts of; an agreement

have been drawn up, embodying

details of a basic pact signed by

[VfP^v prexy—Eric—Johnston—
wbeii-

lie was in France.

Society of Independent Motion

Picture Producers wasn't a party

to the negotiations, and isn t likely

to participate in any agreement

involving a subsidy, of any kind.

Indies have on several occasions

made it clear: that they wouldn't

stand for it.

New French deal is understood
J,

to involve a. remittance of $3,200,

-

ooo for the year . ended June 30,

1954, Taking into account that, un*

der the provisional arrangements

existing since . last June, the com-

panies have received their regular

$ 120,000 monthly remittance quota,

this leaves $2,480,000 to be trans-

ferred officially even though the

final' take may' be higher.

~ Total bfeaksifowi\
:
inio $48U.UU0

in retroactive remittances to last

June since' the monthly transfer

under the new agreement is upped

t6 $200',000. Assuming there is a

final deal at the end of this month,
remittances for the remaining six

months would total $1,200,000;

Additionally, the U. S. distribs

would remit $400,000, constituting

50',c of a 300,000,000-franc fund
created by the companies under
the last pact to acquire French put

and co-produce. The remaining
50?£ also eventually will be trans-

ferable. Coin may be used to

cover, the agreed payment to the
French.

Promotion in U. S.

While the French will receive a

$260,000 subsidy' annually for two
years to finance promotion of their
films in the U. S.V, there is cob 1*

fusion at the moment; exactly
where this money will: come from
and what steps, if any, will be
taken to avoid the “subsidy" label
Which Johnston doesn't caVe for,

either. Partly he is influenced by
the fact that it sets a poor prece-
dent for other countries, and partly
he is aware that Washington
frowns on such arrangements, par-
ticularly if the indies should put
tip a beef.

In return for American finan-
cial concessions, the French will,
keep the number of permits for
the year at the former 110 level,
which is a concession on their part
since Flaud. claimed the MPEA
companies are entitled to ohly 90
permits a year. Figure of 110 was
reached last year by “borrowing”
against this year’s allocation. Un-
der the new deal the French also
would -hand out special permits to
American distribs that take on
l iench pix for U. S. handling and
do won with them. Extent to which
these permits would be covered
by dollar exchange hasn't been
forked out as yet.

Z'&rie'ty

Hall Bartlett’s /Vacation’
Kansas City, Pec. 22.

Indie producer Hall Bartlett
made a two-for-one" deal out of his
visit for the holidays with his
folks here. He combined the visit
with an exploitation campaign for.

his/ picture, “Crazylegs,” playing
the Fox Midwest first run houses,
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada.

Bartlett conducted press, radio
and television interviews, huddled
with Robert Withers, head , of Re:

J. Arthur Rank's "Hamlet" is
j

‘,ub
!J

c
,

M ‘<>west .exchange and

being re-released by Unlvdrsarf
starting Jan. IS; This is the third ,

c
°J

tactlnS Wisconsin, Michigan and

time ’round for the Sir Laurence
: i 5

r?Vps ,

Olivier, film which so far has I
»

• artlett and his wife, Lois But-
ler, otherwise are spending the

PICTURES 13

1ST REISSUE IN 7 YRS.

Olivier’s 'Hamlet' Has 13,000,000
Take To Date

grossed approximately $3,000,000.

. Film has been tested on the
Coast and found suitable for wide-
screening in ratios up to 1.85 to 1.

It’s the first reissue of a Rank at-
traction by U and the first U re-

Hamlet” first played on a two-
a-day reserved seat basis and went
into national release in Nov. ’49.

Charles Feldman, U general sales
manager, points out the playdates
didn’t reach all the way down the
line. It’s now felt that the time
is propitious to give the film an-
other go. The first time out, “Ham-
let” grossed $2,500,000 On its

second release, it took in $500,000.

Re-release of another Olivier in-
terpretation of the Bard, his
‘’Henry V,” isu being mulled by
United Artists which has also found
the film suitable for. widescreen-
ing. Currently making the rounds
to hefty b.o. is Metro’s “Julius
Caesar.”

holidays with, his parents.

1’

B&K Equipping 14

At Cost of
Chicago, Dec. 22.

Balaban & Katz circuit is plunk-
ing down nearly $500,000 to com-
pletely equip 14 major houses for
Cinemascope in strategic areas of
the city to catch “Robe” on its. first

outlying rebound from the* Loop.
Pic quits State-Lake Theatre on
Jan. 14 after a lucrative 16:week
tenure/ Plans are to furnish a sec-

A femme lawyer last, week
grabbed the spotlight away from
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica in matters pertaining to film
censorship and the U. S. Supreme
Court. Florence Perlow Shientag,
attorney for the French-made pic,

“La Ronde,” called a
;
press con-

ference to assure that everyone
was apprised of her high court ap-
peal taken frpm N/ Y. censors’ nix:

of the film.

As a result, Mrs. Shientag’s argu-
ment against censorship — she
called it a. form of thought con-
trol—

w

ras carried by the wire serv*.

.

V* 1954

North CeittraJ ARietf.Almvat ‘Must’

^^vprtcentare BqoklnfS

Minneapolis, Dec. 22. J
One of North Central AUied’S

main tasks in 1954 will be to try

to convince distributors that the
industry can be restored to sound-
ness . and good health

;
if they’ll

eliminate “must” percentage and

president . Bennie. Berger.
Berger says he and his organ-

ization's directors are convinced
that “the attempt to get the same
percentage terms from, suburban
situations and small grossing the-

atres as from, large grossing houses
is not only asinine, but also der

j

structive.”

The NCA president says he’ll

Chicago, Dec. 22.

Downtown competition, court-;

shackled in Chicago for some seven

years, will be freed from Jackson

Park Decree restrictions for the

next six. months at least. Surprise

development -resulted? from-- a-

bombshell motion for temporary
suspension of the JP decree by
its initiator, attorney Thomas Mc-
Connell,. whose move abbreviated
/last week’s hearing of the RKQ.

motion pictures, ’ according to from the wrU . Twd week
tions on first run pictures at both
the Grand, and the B&K deluxers
has been lifted and the clearance
handcuff unlatched/ Judge Michael
Igoe entered an order on Monday
(21i placing the decree in cold
storage until June 24, 1954.

McConneii, who voluntarily yield-
ed relief to the defendants, did so

newspapers across the country.
On the same day, Thursday < 17)

,

the MPAA had filed its appeal in
the “M” case. The industry organ-
isation has been fighting, at sub-
stantial costs, the rejection of this

with ' because he needed time to answer
1 both the Grand’s petition and

!
try to arrange conferences
the various companies’ sales' heads

| ^ Peu\
10n ana

in the effort to get them to alter
; J™ .

s * " hich had been slated for

their present "unwise, unfair sales ,
hearing on. Jan. .25. He had asked

policies” and to give the smaller i
*.or a three month, layoff of the

exhibitors an incentive for sbowv
j

O?tTef- but Ed Raftery and George.

manship.

Judge L0.s

Suit Against Warners

Siegel, counsels for the Grand,
boosted it to six months. McConnell
would not consent to eliminating

i one-week limitations on ! outlying
-j-houses- butr-at-Judge Igoe ’-s sugges-
tion. B&K and RKO. Theatres may
, petition for that also.

The Jackson Park attorney told

j

Variety after the .hearing that his
Los Angeles, / Dec. 22.

[
motion: for suspension was ‘’a pre*

u.v , i
Stockholder suit against Milton lude to a nevv antitrtfst suit,”

n!Sn7 ilf* oh^ininir^a
P
<?i

e
hrm.i ' Sperling. United States Pictures

;
preumably now in preparation. He

a
,.^,

upren? and Warner Bros, was dismissed by
,
y.'Ud his strategy was to let the

Seariv
P
do aw^,^W ?h ‘Jlf’‘nSir ^erai Judge WiHlam a Mathes; ! U.eatres trap themselves info re-

: Who ruled that the court had no , v.eaiing a cohspiracv and indicated.

W,.
P
.^ t'“

n
5 jurisdiction in the case: Action had that the best wav to demonstratewas_doue qrnetly. was unnoticed ;^ iMst3tutea the estate oi the welfare .valui of the original

So ^*^27* WSS
i
ES*ard S. Birn, owner of 400 Jackson Park decree was to fef/he

f ^ , i shares of stock, demanding an. ac: public see how the “theatre con-

ij.
:
ts ’ Jac

J ‘Jlf
1

.
• counting on all losses incurred by spirators'* operate without it

u
h
! the contract betweeb the two com-

'

M brief for the MPAA. also had..
panjes it also asked damages and

Sees. 'Weak Hand’

ond group of theatres with the (hew
[

done some work on Mrs. Shientag’s canceeilation of the pact.
m m m a & .a Mm 1 m A. *1 _ ^ 1. A .t A. ' O Ok 1 ' A ’medium at a slightly later date

With some 75 other, theatres
in the area

.
/likewise equipping,

“Robe” may have a record break-
ing “A” run booking, although

appeal papers.

Alfred Teton',
. a B&K / atto.rnev,

1 * . * v m Mi • “

TtPpage 'decision J»d«& -- -- tion betrayal of a weak hand.”
i

In a

j
Mathes ruled: That the Warners’ tj0 ^ v7”-,

j
11-man board of directors figured j,.w ^ counsel probably

! the pact with United. States Pic- W b
?P/S

,
; lures was sound; that the board tpriAra . -. "f 'Tu

^ a Soneral de-

/acted in good faith arid that the IT C®rnpewt
i
v
£-
mar”

.
t three Warner brothers oumed less

n1
-

a_ v
d

.

1J'

,

^Rerste“'‘ v.p.^

j

Dr. Roy A; Clapp, who was in
;
than 20^ of the shares and were

. ^ suddfP turn oi

N.Y. on a quickie visit from his
i not shown to control or dominate !

expressed confidence that

j

the absence of the decree will in
no way harm anyone here and is

ing, who is Albert W arner s son- ;

n.^sfiar5
.

fo
i

r the freedom
that Were located in every inipor- ’ Council is a “virtual duplicate” of in-law> had conspired with the !

,lex«nnjy of the. industrj- in

tant neighborhood in Chi, Houses i the Nord system which he invent-
, other, defendants “to waste and |

t-nicago - He said Chi theatres

chosen for the n6w installation are
|
ed. ! disappropriate the assets of^^ War- i

not °Perate effectively under

A run booking, a„hough
R0Y CLAPP FLAHERED

“How to Marry » a Millionaire”
should become available to subur-
ban houses at just about the same
time.

B&K took especial care to equip
[
Minneapolis home, states that the. • the board qf directors,

theatres that were largo enough to ; system of singlestrip 3-D develop^
|

Plaintiff has charged that Sperl-
J

n° 1

f.
a

showcase Cinemascope best and
j

ed by the Motion Picture Research ing, who is Albert Warner's son- ;

w

MPRC worked independently of i ner Brothers to enrich United fr1
", in view of how time*

had changed since the original liti-
gation in 1947,

It's expected that B&K will b*
on guard against taking com pet i-

Marbro, Uptown, Varsity. Tivoli,

Southtown, Harding, Granada, • Clapp and did not have access to States Pictures,” of which Sperling
Gateway, Regal, Belpark, State,

j

the details of the Nord singlerpro- 1

is head.
Berwyn .and La Grange. Most of

|

jeetor dimensional process. Clapp
[

——^ --

the theatres have stage openings ' demonstrated the Nord system last
[

Brisson, Gershe in N. Y.
measuring to 70 feet, comparable

j

summer but gave no details on the
;

to the largest installations in the
,
intricacies of the operation,

country,

CHARLES SCHWARTZ’S

IN CHI, $1,000,000
Chicago, Dec. 22.

Hi n-

1 ' 0
!,'

11

,

11
-

1, *n first 20 weeks
t ie I iilneo Theatre here, already

I’iiiked up a $1,000,000 gross,
, (

.

' n^to Chicago managing di-

timv!n
)oug Helgcson. ^ Addi-uo iaiiV" concessions at the Palace

a e au-raqing $5,500 weekly, which
( ‘‘ i s arpimd. $110,000 for the run

01 'be pic date.

tub-a-daycr,’ with added
/‘' special parties, expects

tor the Christmas Week

The
slio\v>

a seljont

Muis
V ,./

ll|,|H' d admissions, for New
J. e,u s c\-(>

N. Y. Stock Exchange records
this week showed that Charles
Schwartz (& Frohlicli>~ ; has pur-

chased 10,000 shares of Columbia's
common stock issue. He had not

held any shares recently. Schwartz
is Col’s corporate secretary.

Other stock transactions involved

Jack Warner, v.p. of Warners, and
Elmer Rhoden, V.p. of National

Theatres. Warner gifted 3,700 WB
common shares, reaucingliis direct-

ownership to 228,999 shares. He
j

also has 12,750 shares in trust. I

Rhoden bought an additional 2.500

shares of N-T’s Common issue. He
,

now has 19.800 in direct owner-

ship and 9;225 shares via invest-

ment companies.

Frederick Brisson, indie pro-
[

advantages that might help

ducer whose next will be “The .-"vvonnells argument next June.
Prior to heading back to Minne-

i Girl Rush.” and writer Leonard! Ramifications of Uie lifted ban
apolis, the inventor said lie was Gershe are in N.Y./.from Holly-

j

are several. Should B&K elect, it
“happy” to learn that MPRC engi- wood this week for preliminaries could fill up its four Lopp house*
neers worked out a system that

,

on the film. with the choicest product for in-
carboncopies his. “This is flatter-; They’ll be huddling with Rosa-

[

definite runs. Previously all can-
ing arid a confirmation of my; lind Russell. B.risson's wife, who is didates for. extended runs at tiios*
work." he declared. i to have the starring role. I theatres had to receive special

7r"
:

* ^7
: ;

court permission, and
. generally

Judge Ingoe would not permit two
extended runs concurrently atB&K houses. What’s more, with
clearance- restrictions abandoned,
the large Windjr City chain con-
ceivably could Control the subse-
quent run of certain pix, as it once
did.

Can Buy in Their Theatres at Original Cost, Referee

Rules in Dubinskys’ Hassle

Kansas City, Dec. 22. I at cost, total rentals of $384,000

Decision by a court-appointed •

' w’ould accrue to him. Referee also

A
S
u

’

U
2

1,

|

erff
1

Extends Stay

ihstrihni
.^‘ri^albcrg, Paramount’s

l'i' cun , T Aopper ’ wi^1 continue

trim*. next ’mpnth .

1 St^ UttU1 SPme'

rl

!

X

on ,

,-

(
7 :

a slipped-

arhlcc in J°
n

^nd .

rias had medico
n ine i (1 . ,

lcni
1

a
.

1

(

n ln a warmer cli-
.

L lt " a- while..

Gangster Tandem Dates
Based on the successful

the reissue combo
sar”. and "Public Enemy,
thrillers, at the Holiday Theatre.

N.Y., Warner Bros, has lined tip

additional engagements in key

cities for lop playing tiinc during

J
;

anuary and early February.

Tandem broke the house record

at the Broadway house during its

, 4-. , tv i
awarded Drinvood $121,000 as darn-

referee sided with Edward D.
'

j

ages resulting from employment
wood i nee Dubinskyi in a long-

; eqntracts^^ by his brothers,

drawn out legal bout with his,
,
On« another count, the referee

brothers over ownership of, thoa- decided that Durwood must pay

tro properties valued at close to ! his brothers'
^
$52,000 as salary un-

$2,000,000. Referee Paul Barnett
,
der an bid'contract which had been

ruied that Durwood, head of Dur-
,

in dispute.
.

unOfl Theatres, Itic.. is entitled to 1 Bamett ! declared the brothers

Actually the B&K . attorneys
had asked for “booking time" in*
stead of clearance, as such. Bui
insofar aa booking time is de-
scribed as “that period necessary
for effective purchasing and pro-
gramming of pix." it s taken to
be merely a cuphenusm for or-
dinal y clearance.

Jackson Park Decree
Prior to the Jackson Park De-

cree pix that had played B&K
will/

flu
.

iti

sky at ' a.Time when they were in , were empioyea ana conspiring juWVMUviu uu-uk uh- m-vi-iii!-'

Durwood’s employ .
! with Maurice Schweitzer and M .n-^. 'V-eeks.-

• The circ uit could then

DurwOod now may purchase the ! nie Schermer in a fraudulent
' {

),a('c l,1 e pie at its qw n.. neighbor-..

'StarView Theatre, Lincoln, Neb-;
j
scheme to secretly breach the cm-

i J

1 0()d bouses 'in any way it c.Iiom*-.
^ * - _ . .. .

. This sometimes held hack product
from the indies for- as long as six

months. ..Under the decree, .how-
ever,- distribs wore .'forced to avail

product for “A" runs for. high-
bidding. theatres almost immedi-

a.«> they quit the' Loop.

River Lane Theatre. Rockford, 111,, :
ploymertt pact. Schweitzer is a

and. the Altwood Theatre. Wood- brother-in-law of the Dubinskys

river. Ill , from his brothers. and Schermer is a retired business

Barnett estimated that the thea- man, Both are of St; Louis.
first week's run and rriaintained a

i r(kS'increased in value by $500,000 : Durwood, who is 69, was
:

famed
hefty pace during ,ts

n£®^ since they were constructed. Should/ as a stock company, leading man.
i
third weeks of what now app n

•

T
>lir

. vooci ,cjcct to take the theatres
,
in the midwest about 40 years ago; j.ately

ian extended run. 1
-
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••in the year’s
most unusual
entertainment

thrill!
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tops his sensational performances in "Sudden Fear"

and "Shane" as he rockets to stardom in
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CONSTANCE SMITH • BYRON PALMER
Executive Producer LEONARD GOLDSTEIN . Produced by ROBERT L. JACKS . Directed by HUGO FREGONESE

Screen Ploy by ROBERT PRESNELL, JR. and BARRE LYNDON
From "The Lodger” by Marie Belloc Lowndes
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continued from P*If 5

'dlTobserved. He thinks such an

attitude is inexcusable and likened

the approach of certain reviewers

o their appraisal tasks as very

much akin to raising a “brain iron

curtain . . . There should be some

crace about „ this/’ But waxing

philosophical, the writer said he

had few qualms despite the critical

barbs “for after all, everybody did

as best they could with the pic-

ture. What more can you do than

tl £l

' Anamorphlc Writing

A9s for Cinemascope, Bezzerides

looks upon this new anamorphic

depth process as A “very valid form

of shooting/' The scripter, he

added, gets a break in the new me-

dium for “generally you can write

a master scene and you know this

big. wide screen can take it all in.

It eliminates the necessity of the

camera moving about in a variety

of cuts from one thing to another.”

Bezzerides, who's written such

films as “They Drive By Night”

< W’B ) and “Thieves Highway”
(20th), feels that “outstanding pic-

tures almost always are an acci-

dent.” But the uncertainty can be
eliminated to some extent if the
producer and director have a “com-
plete understanding of the story

and understand the need for a uni-

fied point of view. How do you
make a good picture? It’s tough.
Do a good story. Work for anybody
who knows what he wants and has
good taste. True, he. may make
errors in judgment but not mon-
strous ones.”

A freelance writer, Bezzerides
just completed a screenplay for
Metro of his upcoming novel, “NotJ
Too Big a Dream.” Scheduled to
go before the Cinemascope cam-
era next spring, it may be a per-
sonal production of Dore Schary
with Spencer Tracy in the top male
role. “America is a wonderful
country” is its theme—“every boy
bigger than his papa.”

Accent The Positive
“Dream,” incidentally, has an in-

teresting origin. Metro wanted
Bezzerides to do a

.
yam on anti-

communism. But he reflected,
“why take the negative approach?
For one thing, 20th-Fox has done a
couple of such pictures,” he re-
minded a top Metro official, “let’s
try and show the advantages of
democracy instead of the disad-
vantages of communism. Of course,
Metro did such a film two years
ago in ‘It’s a Big Country.’
“But the story I envisioned was

one where a couple of immigrants
come to the U. S. with little money
or other material assets save for
an unbounded faith in their indi-
vidual abilities in a land where
they would be free Uf exercise
them. Their experiences were
similar to that of my own father
who came to California as a farmer
In the San Joaquin Valley. Democ-
racy could be shown in no better
light.

”

is th0 simplest decoder device on
the market and that installation
will be comparatively sifnple via a
plug-in. On the basis of a half
million decoders, the cost of the
decoder units and installation com-
bined would run to approximately
$8 ,000 ,000.

Interested parties who’ve con-
tacted Skiatron have been told
that, in addition, about $5,000,000
or $6,000,000 would be required in
advance guarantees against a per-
centage to film outfits and pro-
moters with the kind of program
fare that Subscriber-Vision would
require.

Anti-Yank Pix
Continutd from pace 2

been cleaned up to some extent,
but still carries its message that
U.S. bases in Japan are responsible
for the present low state of morals
among residents living close to the
bases. It has been given a prologue
(in Japanese) which states that no
specific nation is intended to be
depicted in the film, but that the
U.S. soldiers represent the mili-
tarists of any nation, even pre-war
Japan. Use of the American na-
tional anthem in the score has
been eliminated and some of
American Bob Booth’s scenes with
his prostie friend have been toned
down sexwise.

Toll Tele Costs
Continued from pace 4

ferent problem in that it must pay
fur modifying switchboards and
pioviding the necessary telephonic
'lookups in the home. Inability to
001110 (o a sound conclusion on
initial launching costs is said to
no one of the reasons why Zenith

Jar has failed to press its appli-
caiion with the FCC.

Spokesmen for all three sys-
•oms. while referring to the big
remaining obstacle of having to
convince the FCC that home-video

oan perform a real and “so-
( ia ly valuable service, admit that
,()M m its initial stages will be an
expensive proposition witli pro-
nounced risk. While surveys sug-
^'xt that Americans are willing to
Pn' ior superior video fare, how
IK

,

vv^ work out in workaday
pi act ice is a big question mark.

Installation Costs
inanical end of introducing gub-

jeuption video is currently of par-
itcuiar concern to Skiatron which

u,.i
ln tlie of negotiations

,•
11 various interests that want to

into Subscriber-Vision. t)ne
mancier has his rep working

. i^eh- with Skiatron execs but
. \

,

on Pfexy Arthur Levey won’t
• vulge details, claiming that dis-
1 ^jinns are still too nebulous.

,V,

Klall
t

0n
.

decoders, produced on

m,i
<<S

*
S
i-

asis
’.

may cost between $10
'

,

aP lece, with installation
botYeen $2-50 and $3. Skia-
engincers claim that theirs

FilmsTV Series
Continued from page 7 ;

Heckle Cel
Continued from page 7

ceived only as a series of excerpts
from standout features with one or
two interviews with stars.

Long Overdue
Pilpt (a sample) was to have

been ready in July, with ABC pro-
ducing full series for fall presenta-
tion. Prime difficulty so far has
been lining up stars of the films
which were to be previewed. Hud-
son’s proposal to go into the stu-
dios and actually shoot on the sets
goes far beyond the scope of the
original project and presents eco-
nomic as well as other protocol dif-

ficulties.

As the ad-pub toppers mulled
the ABC terms, one of the com-
panies was informed by its Coast
rep that Hudson was by no means
adamant on his conditions and was
in fact willing to proceed along
more moderate lines. Observers
feel that enthusiasm on both sides
has cooled so markedly that only
decisive action by top execs can
rescue the project from oblivion.

vide a more proportional represen-
tation on the board for those* out-
side the “Harry Cohn family con-
trol.”

Mardfin, who read a lengthy pre-
pared statement, asserted that the
Cohn family “monopolizes the
board” with alxmt 40% of the
stock. In the interest of the other
60% he suggested that they be,
“protected” by placing at least two
independent directors on the board
who would “in lib way Interfere
with picture making policies hut
would act as a check on high sal-

aries” and other matters affecting
the welfare of the “outside” share-
holders.

Still another proposal came
from Lester Martin who heads the
investment trust bearing his name.
“Give all the stockholders some of
the assets Columbia carries on its

books for $1 (company’s old pic-
tures),” he urged, “and distribute
these assets by spinning ofif a new
corporation ... share for share
which would be tax free.”

Secretary Charles Schwartz re-
plied that the board “would take
it ithe proposal) very seriously un-
der advisement.” To this Martin
retorted: “They shouldn't give it

‘serious advisement’ but should do
it!” Martin, who holds 59,000
shares of Col common, also remind-
ed the management of a suggestion
he made at last year’s meet that the

j company buy 200,000 shares of its

j

stock on the open market to re-

duce its capitalization. “At that
time, he said with arhusement, “it

was selling, at $13."

In the course of the one-hour
session, attended by some 50 share-
holders and management reps,

nine,.directors were overwhelming-
ly elected to serve for the ensuing
year. They include prexy Harry

1 Cohn, veepee Jack Cohn, veepee-
’ treasurer Schneider, ad-pub vee-
pee Nate B. Spingold, sales veepee
Abe Montague, as well as Leo M.
Blancke' Alfred Hart and Abraham
M. SOnnabend. Jack Cohn presided

i over the meet.

Up Sync
Continued from page 3

Acad Eyes Foreign Pix
Hollywood, Dfec. 22.

Charles Brackett, Academy
prexy, appointee) .. Walter
Reisch chairman of 'the For-
eign Language Film Commit-
(tee for the 26th Oscar Derby
next March.
Other members of the com-

mittee are Daniel B. Cathcart,
Addison Durland, William
Feeder, William Gordon, Steve
Goodman, Ely Levy, Luigi
Luraschi, Roy Metzler, Rudolf
Monta, Carl Schaefer, Geof-
frey Shurlock, Claire Trevor
and Robert Vogel.

NEGOTIATIONS ON FOR

CINERAMA IN LONDON
London, Dec. 15.

Hush-hush moves are being made
to bring Cinerama to London next
year. If present negotiations jell,

it will be introduced here by a

prominent legit manager. Negotia-
tions which had been going on
across the Atlantic for some time
are reported as being brought a

stage nearer fruitionWhen Prince
Littler recently went to America.
It is.understood that be talked with
toppers with the intention of pro-
moting a deal to bring Cinerama
to his Stoll Theatre in Kingsway.

This house, with a capacity of

more than 2,000 seats, has not
housed a straight legit production
since “Porgy and Bess” played
there a year ago. When Cinerama
was first launched on Broadway,
Sir Alexander Korda, the London
Film Productions boss, endeavored
to get British rights to the process
but the deal was stymied by the
Board of Trade, who refused an
import license for equipment. Un-
less the equipment could now be
obtained locally. Board of Trade
sanction will still be required.

Philly Screening
SS Continued from page 1

of hauling out dancer and owner
on cop’s mere sayso was ended.
Policeman now makes a report and
it’s up to the owner to straighten

out the offender, or .get rid of
same. AGVA was called in to

adopt a screening policy and keep
out too sexy steppers, many of

whom are from out of town.

Philadelphia has abundance of

musical bars and girl-type enter-

tainment is much in demand. Gar-
vey, in a letter to all AGVA dance
members, nightclub operators, pro-

ducers and booking agents, said all

acts must be cleared through his

office in order to perform in terri-

tory.

Garvey’s letter asks the full co-

operation of all nightclub owners.
Nitery ops are not to ask dancers
to violate the ethics of the profes-

sion nor force them to mix against

their will. If these requirements
are not met. A&VA will take steps

to remove all entertainment from
the establishment involved.

tiating with several French pro-

ducers for what he terms “post-

synchronization” co - production
deals.- According to Riethof, who
returned this week from a six-

week European jaunt, his company
would provide the French pro-

ducers with an American script.

He stressed that most French ac-

tors can speak adequate English.

“While they have an accent,” he
explained, “they’ll be able to pro-

vide the correct lip movements.
In the U. S. our actors will then
be able to perfect synchronization
and eliminate the typical objec-

tions voiced against dubbed pic-

tures.” Riethof himself expects to

be on hand during the production

of experimental shooting In France
so that he can keep an eye on the

version slated for the American
market.
As a representative of Parkway,

company backed by Baltimore ex-

hibitor Milton Schwaber. Riethof

currently has three French pic-

tures ready for dubbing fold

method) and thereafter will seek

a releasing deal. He’s transformed
such films as “Anna.” “Bitter

“Rice." and “Heidi” for the Eng-
lish-language market.

Cinerama Readies St. Louis i

St. Louis. Dc£. 22.
J

Cinerama, Inc., of Missouri, an ;

affiliate of the Stanley Warner
Cinerama Corp., has leased the

j

; Ambassador, a 3,000 downtown de-
;

I
luxer, from the (Fanchon & Mar-

I

; coi St. Louis Amusement Co. Al-
!

terations will be completed late

next month.

The motion picture industry's

perennial drive for elimination of

the special—and high—amusement
rate in newspapers has been

quietly, revived. Theatre Owners of

America and the Motion Picture
Assn, of America are both canvas-
sing local theatres throughout the
country to ascertain rate policies

of the various newspapers. Posi-
tion of theatres is that film thea-
tre advertising should

.
be placed

in the 'same run-of-paper rate cate-
gory enjoyed by department Stores.

Rate reduction campaign, active
prior to recent technical (wide-
screen, etc.) changes, was some-
what forgotten during the hectic
dimensional rcvolqtion. However,
the pix industry experienced few
rate rises during the past 10
months. Whenever a new advertis-
ing contract came up for renewal,
talks were held with newspaper
publishers relating to the obtain-
ing of parity in line rates. In
some cases there were voluntary
grants of run-of-paper. Only last

week the Bergen Evening Record,
52.000-plus circulation- New Jersey
daily, abandoned the practice of
treating amusement advertising as
a special classification at high flat

rate, in many cases the highest
rate charged to any advertiser.
After Jan. 1 all theatre arid amuse-
ment advertising will be accepted
by the Bergen Evening Record at

the same transient and contract
rates which will apply to all other
display advertising.

Theatre chain ad directors fear
there might be some rate increases
in the future, especially in

.
New

York, where newspapers are sup-
posedly out to compensate for the
losses incurred during the recent
strike and the increased labor
costs. Strike indicated to pix and
theatre advertisers that the news-
papers were their first line of sell-

ing but at same time it pointed
up the fact that radio and TV can
be employed as potent supple-
mental media. Distribs and thea-
tres which resorted to radio and
TV during the newspaper blackout
fared better than those that neg-
lected the sources. As a result,

there’s indication that ad budgets
may be upped for greater use of
radio and TV.

Local Citizens Rally

To Aid Reopened House
Norwalk, Dec. 22.

A citizens’ committee headed by
Dr. Harry H. Hefferan, local den- -

tist, is at work here helping to
;

put the operation of the Norwalk
Theatre on a successful basis when
it reopens Saturday <26>. House,'
dark three years, has been taken '

over by Robert C. Spodick, Leon- >

ard Sampson and Norman Bialek.

'

The localites are dressing up
store windows and trying other ex-
ploitation approaches in behalf of

the theatre, including moves to

enlist press and radio support.
Metro is cooperating by permitting
tlie house to have the Connecticut
premiere of “Easy to Love."

6 FROM FILM COLONY

IN TORNADO BENEFITS
Hollywood. Dec. 22.

Hollywood Co-ordinating Com-
mittee sent six volunteers to put on
benefit show's’ in Mississippi and
Louisiana folk homeless victims of
the Vicksburg tornado.

Players, divided into two units,
were Jerry Colonna, Julia Adams,
Mari Blanchard, Mamie Van Doren
and William and Lucille Demarest.

N.Y. Talent
Continued from page 5

Legion ‘B’ to Nine

Exhifos in TV
Continued from page 4

in Miami and TOA prexy Walter
Reade Jr. in Asbury Park, N. J.,

have tele stations on the air and
it’s believed that they may eventu-
ally work out an exchange of pro-
grams. Lightman, who doesn't have
closed-circuit TV ip any of his

houses since lines
-

^generally aren’t

available as yet, said he was im-

pressed with the quality of such
programming mapped out by ex-

hibs at recent meets and comment-
ed that, should such shows actually

become available, he would be hap-

py to install large screen video

equipment. Eventually, he foresees

closed-circuit video revolutionizing

the entire distribution setup.

j

“Battle Cry” and “Giant.” Wil-
1 liam Orr. studio executive, is in

! Gotham to assist Mayer in the

search for performers for “Bat-

, tie Cry” while Henry Ginsburg.
who is associated with George
Stevens in the production of Edna
Ferber’s “Giant.” is in N. Y. on a

similar mission for the latter,

j

WB’s talent department. In order

|

to get a look at the most appro-
' priale talent for "Giant,’’ has sent

copies of the hook to leading

agents both in N. V. and on the
! Coast. “By making copies of

;

‘Giant’ available to the various

agents,” said Ginsberg, “we hope
to encourage every agent in town
to assist and cooperate in finding

th’e most ideal prospects to fill all

! the important roles in the picture.”
‘ If they’ll trouble to read the book,

agents can get a better idea of the

talent best suited for the various
l parts.

* Couple of new pic classification

lists published by the National Le-
gion of Decency shows an unusu-
all\ large number of films in the
Legion’s "B" category, meaning ob-

jectionable in part for even one.
’

Total of nine entries as thus clas-

'

sified.

Columbia leads with three

—

"Bad for Each Other." “Hot Blood”
mow “The Wild One”' and “Miss
Sadie Thompson.” Others are

;

Paramount’s “Forever Female,”

.

‘ United j-. Artists’ “The Man Be-;

twetjU/* '• 20th-Fox' “.Man Crazy.” !

: Wajprtcfs! ’“Three Sailors and a

Girl.” Universal's “Forbidden” and
IKE’s “Fugitive in Trieste.”

‘Caesar’ Ducats En Bloc
For School Kids, 85c

Chicago. Dec. 22
Metro office here is soliciting

school parties for “Julius Caesar”
matinees on any date, including
Saturdays, after Jan. 11. Groups
of 25 students of any level public
or private school, accompanied by
i, teacher, will be admitted for a

cut-rate 85c each. Same thing is

being done for the pic elsewhere
in t’ne country and lias been done
in the past with “Hamlet.” “Henry
\" and others to bolster matinee
biz.

“Caesar.” which is slated to

open the Sclwyn Theatre on Dec.
25. has already been screened for

the Board of Education, which has
approved it and offered full coop-
eration.

Trueman Rembusch Tapped
1 Trueman T. Rembusch, formerly
one of the three cochairmen of the

' Council of Motion Picture Organi-
,

zation.s, has been named head of

1 COMPO's Tax Repeal Campaign
! Committee for Indiana.

I Appointment was made by Roy
' Kalver, president of Indiana Allied
I

-

Theatres. 1

U1 Rushes 2 Tinters
Hollywood. Doc. 22.

More than 600 construction
workers aix? earning Christmas
spending money on the UI lot tins

week, rushing completion of 14

large exterior and interior sets for

two upcoming Technicolor pro-

ductions.

Six of the sets, including a me-
dieval castle and moat, will be used

in “Men of Iron," starring Tony
Curtis and Janet Leigh. Other',

are for “Sign, of the Pagan,” with

Jeff Chandler and Ludmilla Telic-

rina in top roles.
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the Wild One .

to hop in his automobile and go

for help, although they are pic-

tured .as free to go strolling.

Logic may be beside the point,

since emotional merchandise can

still be potent iri profitmaking with-

out too close adherence to ^reality.

Also beside the point is the im-

pression of life in the ^United

States which this release may leave

with the rest of the world. Early

In the dialog there’s a squarer for

.the sensitivities of .
the American

motorcycle manufacturers,, a po-

liceman observing, “These charac-

ters give guys on cycles a paa

name.” Yeah, man.

The young cyclists are a motley

mob of jivesters, some carrying

their own female cargo. Much giv-

ing to showoff antics and mimicry,

they also drink beer in vast quan-

tities and < incessantly deposit

, nickels in jukeboxes. Reckless, im-

pudent, cruel and knife-carrying,

they break and borrow things and

drive motorcycles into and through

saloons. Some of them affect, prop

whiskers and outlandish pirate

garb, for touring the highways.

They are hellers one and all. Not

one of them apparently was ever

loved by his mama. As types they

vividly suggest the vandals de-

scribed in a recent Variety news
account. Exhibitors - will readily

identify Brando’s chums as spir-

itual kinsmen of seat-slashers and
delinquents who like- to throw

ushers down from - the balcony

foyer.

And yet this is the impres-

sion the story leaves: however in-

. tolerable and barbarian the cyclists

are, aothing they do is as vicious

and. Vindictive as the “vigilante”

spirit which develops among the

merchants of the village. Big

bruisers
,
twice the size of the

young cyclists, these adults readily

and joyously beat Brando to a pulp

and then later try to frame him
by their silence for a manslaughter
rap-of which he was innocent, and
they know he was innocent. Only
a. grudging last-minute speaking

out saves the boy, so at the end
he can manage that wispy smile.

Picture was made some time ago
and has had three titles in suc-

cession, “Cvclists Raid.” “The Wild
One” and “Hot Blood.” Admitted-
ly the subject matter is novel and
bespeaks the perceptive imagina-
tion of producer Kramer. The
picture packs punch. No denying
that. It’s undoubtedly a major
Count for the attraction that Brando
has recently grown in boxoffice

pull Much is owing the taut, di-

rection of Laslo Benedek and the

shrewd scene evaluations of editor

A) Clark. Add, too, the mood-
heightening score of Leith Stevens
as' conducted by Morris Stoloff.

All performances are highly
competent. The star convincingly

makes the moral of the story, that

he is a young man so brutalized in

his childhood that -he literally can-

not respond,to affection nor express
gratitude when the girl saves him
in the end by browbeating her
weakling dad, the village con-
stable, into coming clean to the
county sheriff, who finally shows
up. Brando is leader of a mob of

30 motorcyclists. Where they came
from, apart from loveless homes,
and how they exist or pay for gas

and beCr and food (and they, do
pay for everything!) is not cleared
up. The gang simply rides in over
the horizon. From nowhere, go-

ing nowhere. Just hellers; A sec-

ond band of ruffians comes along
later and complicates the plot by
a little gang warfare. The second
group is led by a colorful young
character named Lee Marvin.
The femme interest is intelli-

gently managed by Mary Murphy.
Motivated by a desperate need to

escape from the beer tavern en-
vironment where she works for her
uncle, the girl makes a romantic
pitch at Brando. But he don’t feel

nuttin', remember, just nuttin’. His
mama never loved him.

Robert Keith; is excellent as the
mush-soft village constable, and a

.
variety of small parts are all com-
mendable. The county sheriff is

the nicest guy in the film, and
nearly the only one. He’s imper-
sonated with professional sincerity
by the old vaudcman, J. C. Flip-
pen.
A picture with so many solid

merits cannot be dismissed simply
because it derives its power from
a cesspool of unattractive traits

and accents the downbeat on hu-
man conduct. But there's no duck-
ing the issue. Exciting though the
film is. many people are going to
be offended by the unrelieved
grimness. Land.

Man In Hie Atile :
-

(SONGS)

Remake of
*

‘The ^ Lodger/
Jack *the Ripper thriller, .

launches new Panoramic *gjg
ductftns program for smaU^r.

.

situations,
.

* v ’V r

r ' ••

Hollywood, Bec-4%s.
20th-Fox <re|ea«« of.

Goldstein) ProduoUom.O^uc^W^ljO-
ert L. Jack*. St»rt J»ck
Constance Smith . Byron JPsIm^ *

Frances Bav.cr, ghys WlUiam*. Directed
by. Hugo Fregonese. Screenplay, Robert
Fresnel! Jr., Barre Lyndon; from The
Lodger’* by Mary Belloc Lowndes;- cam*-

era, Leo Tover; editor, Marjorie Fowler;
musical direction,. Lionel Newman; chore*

ography. Wlletta Smith, Previewed Dec.

15, *53. Running time, H MINS.

Artistic value* make this. •

natural ' for . kooklnffs In the

specialized houses. Has wide
. potential appeal.

William L. Snyder presentation of .an

Albert Lamorisse film. FeaturesAJain
Emery. Direction and. original screenplay,
Lamorisse; adapted- toy Denys Colonib de
Daunent; commentary. Lamorisse, and
James Agee; spoken by Frank Silver*,

music toy Maurice Le Roux. Previewed at

the Museum of ..Modern Art. N.Y., .Dec..

17, *53. punning time, 40 MIN$.

$65,000 Feature
— continued from page 1 ;

known to film-goers. -And, between

them, they manage to keep the

unit’s overhead at a low figure by
cd-produclng, co-directing and co-

writing their pix.

"Raid” Is based on an episode

in World War II when commarido
troops slipped into France to knock
oiit a communications center and

Every once in a while there pave the way for an assault the

comes along a film lensed with following day. Its action covers a

such skill and expert understand- period of 24 hours and the 16-day

Wednesday, December 23, 1953

TOLL-TV ECONOMICS^

UNSOUND: SCHWARTZ
Subscription-television may work

technically, but it. Isn’t economic-

Slade
Lily Bonner ......
Paul Warwick . .

.

Helen Harley
William Hr rley . .

1st ' Constable . . ,

.

2nd Constable ...

.

Daisy
Inspector Melville
Sergeant Bates . .

.

Annie Rowley —
Mary Lebihan ...

Katy

Jack Balance
Constance Smith

. , Byron Palmer

. Frances ;Bavier
, ; Rhys Williams
.. Sean McClory.
. . Leslie Bradley
. Tita PhUllps

. Leslie Mathew’s
. . Harry Cording
... Lillian Bond
... Lisa Daniels
... Isabel Jewell:

Panoramic Productions, new out-

fit headed by Leonard Goldstein,

digs into the remake field to launch

its program of offerings, which

20th-Fox will distribute, for the

smaller situations. Since a majority

of the country’s theatres are not

in the de luxer class, panoramic

will be filling a basic exhibition

need for well-made, medium-budg-
eted product. However, it probably

would have been smarter to test its

wings with new material. Even SO,

“Man in the Attic” has good pro-

duction values, competent perfor-

mances and a general pattern of

budget excellence' and atmosphere
a cut above the usual programmer
level. ;.

Pretty much a straight remake
of 20th-Fox’s 1944 “The Lodger,”
Mary Belloc Lowndes’ old shocker
about Jack, the Ripper: BaTte Lyn-
don, who scripted the oldie, also
draws screenplay credit on this
new version with Robert Presnell,
Jr. it is to director Hugo Frego-
nese’s credit that he makes so
much of an old-hat tale. ^Direction
creates a mood that almost puts the
picture over big and most, of the
players respond to Fregonese’s
guidance with performances which
lift, many scenes to thriller pitch.

Starring as the psychotic killer
who roams London’s streets at
night slicing up femmes is Jack
Palance.. His physical appearance
and talent put the role over effec-
tively". Co-starring is Constance
Smith, the musical comedy actress
who has a sympathetic interest in
the killer, an interest fortunately
returned by Palance because it

saves her from his knife at the
finale and sends him to a suicide
end in the Thames. Miss Smith
is very good in all phases of her
role except when playing musical
comedy in the play-within-a-play
sequences. She has the figure but
not the talents for tune-terp chores.
These sequences are out of place
in the picture, anyway. Byron
Palmer does the Scotland Yard is

spector who falls for Miss Smith
while, hunting Palance; but the
character, hasn't as much authority
as it requires.

Frances TJavier and Rhys Wil-
liams, the couple, that rents a room
to the ripper, are sock, leavening
the melodramatics with many light
moments. Sean McClory and Les-
lie Bradley, as two constables; Tita
Phillips, a frightened maid; Lilian
Bond, Lisa Daniels and Isabel
Jewell, as victims of the killer, are
good, particularly Miss Daniels
w;ho leaves a most favorable im-
pression as a sweet-voiced Irish
girl.

The Robert L. Jacks production
achieves excellent atmospheric val
ues. So does Leo Tover’s photog-
raphy, the settings arid other tech-
nical contributions. Brog,. ...

ing of the true potential .
of the

camera . that it is distinctive as

much for the manner of its execu-
tion as for the story it tells;“White
Mane,” a short feature"import from
France; falls into that category.

Beautifully arid sensitively han-
dled, this is the kind of semi-docu-
mentary on which the arties thrive

and which could prove a strong

draw also in regular situations. It’s
w w

a v. natural for youngsters and yet tertainment.
has plenty of appeal for adult audi-

ences who will acclaim it for many •
nK

striking qualities.

“White Mane” is the story of a

boy who falls in love with a. white
stallion, the leader of a herd of

wild horses in the deserted region
of southern France where the river

Rhone reaches the sea. Local
ranchers repeatedly try to catch
White Mane, but the proud animal

shooting schedule was so arranged

to simulate actual conditioris.

Thus, a scene depicting action at

5 P.M. was-actually shot at"5 P.M.

Unlike most new producers,

Lyon and Bartlett iriake no claim

that “Dieppe Raid” will be one of

the year's great pictures, or even
that it will turn o^ut to be a sleeper.

They merely believe it is good eri-

all unknowns, was
shot on a budget of $65,000. No
release has beep set, but the part-

ners have had; some offers for out-

right purchase^ and expect to reach
a decision in another week or so,

after scoring has been completed.

Once “Raid” is out of the way,
Enterprise Cinema. Productions
will move on to “Calliope,” a car-

ally practical. That's the opinion of
Fred J. Schwartz, Century circuit
topper.’ .

. Schwartz said In N, Y, Monday
(21) that he didn’t think tollview
ing Would .ever amount

. to much
“The Federal , Communications
Commission fnay approve* it, but
they are mostly; engineers. They
know very little about distribution.
And that’s where the snag is going
tb come,” he observed.

Other exhibs, such as S. H. Fa*
bian, have taken a different ap-
proach arid have actually discussed
cooperation with; subscription-video
with execs of Skiatron which spon-
sors the Subscriber-Vision pay-as-
you-see system. Schwartz, who is

working closely with Fabian in try-

ing to get theatre TV rolling again,
said he wasn’t interested in talking
to the toll TV people.

Continued from pace 5

Story Which will be 'shot on
ally, the boy and the horse’ become
friends. The men come after White
Mane again, there is a chase, the
horse arid its young rider plunge
into the river and are swept out
to sea.

This may sound deceptively' sim-
ple. Actually, it is in the photo-
graphic handling of the subject
that its true excellence emerges.
The background is a picturesque
and lonely region reminiscent of
the Louisiana/country. The hoy,
played by Alain Emery, - is appeal-
ing and completely natural. The
horse, fiery and magnificent, is a
joy to the eye as the camera studies

location, The budget on that one
Will be a little higher than “Raid,”
but Lyon, and Bartlett, don’t an-
ticipate any startling increases in

expenses in subsequent pictures.

Final quote: < “Good pictures
aren't necessarily expensive pic-

tures—and vice versa.”
1

Continued from page 5

was declared unfit for Memphis by
its graceful motions. Frank Silvera-

1
the same censor. The case was lost

is the narrator In the film in which
few words are spoken. Maurice Le
Roux’s music is strikingly apt.

It is the camera- that does the
talking most of the time; La-

!

morisse, an expert craftsman with
a flair for both sweep and imagina-
tive detail, has captured many ex-
citing scenes arid they are matched,
by tender almost poetic ones.
There are the rousing shots of the
two stallions fighting and the boy
being dragged through mud and
shallow water as- he captures the
horse. And. there is the unspoiled
charm of a two year old following
the progress of a turtle and of the
boy astride his horse, chasing a
rabbit over a mud-caked beach.
The composition, of Lamorisse’s
shots is forever intriguing and

on .a technical count—UA Was
found corporately unqualified to
institute ah action in Tennessee
courts—after close to $100,000 was
spent on the appeal.

The “Thompson” matter could
have significant repercussions so
far as Binford’s political life is

concerned, it’s believed. Memphis’
two dailies, the Commercial Ap-
peal and Press Scimitar, have un-
capped new editorial blasts at the
antiquated censor. These point up
that the films which Memphisites
may see are subject to the . whims

ever, top executives of both com-
panies have delayed in issuing defi-

nite policies.

Metro sales topper Charles
Reagan, queried egairi this week,
said; “We haven’t resolved the
problem yet.” With “Knights of
the Round Table," 'Metro’s’ first

C’Scoper opening in about a dozen
situations starting Friday (25),

Reagan said they were all theatres
where C’Scbpe pix had already
played: and hence the. sound ques-
tion was not: an immediate profc
lem. He. said the general release
date of the picture depended on
.the speed with which the coriipany

could get prints ready. At that
time, Reagan said, “we'll make a
statement regarding our policy.”

Meanwhile, exhibs who are
adamant against the use of stere-

ophonic sound, are reportedly
weighing the use

_;
ol a mixer/. De-

vice charihels the four-track
sound into a single horn. Reac-
tion* of 20th-Fox, which has' been
insistent that C’Scope pix be pre-
sented with four-track * sound, is

still undetermined; General atti-

tude of 20th relating to the sound
question is expected to be clarified

when prexy Spyros Skouras re-

turns from abroad shortly. During
Skouras’ absence the exhib attacks

on 20th have, increased. The con-
tinuing pressure arid beefs, iPs be-of One man. If the press raps sue

ceed in sufficiently stirring the lo- iieyed, were instrumental in forc-
cal public, it s seen, possible lhat a

jng 20th to alter its policy in in-

thrilling and reminds occasionally get underway.
move to . check his powers might

of a series of masterfully-posed
still photographs.

It isn’t at all surprising that
White Mane” should have received
the Grand Prize at Cannes this
year. Every minute of it has a
unique quality that makes it com-
parable with the effects achieved
by some of the great masters of the
camera. The running time presents
a problem to exhibs, Actually, to
slant the film mofe to juve audi-
ences, it would not hurt to cut
some feet from the scene showing
the stallions going at one-another
with' teeth and hoofs, a spectacle
that might prove urisetting to some
younger patrons. The final chase
also could be tightened up although
the climactic shots are a rare pho-
tographic treat,

. Hift. .

In the case of previously nixed
pix, as “Curly,” there wasn’t
enough public interest to matter
one way or the other.

sisting on specially - approved
C’Scope screens. Exhibs are hop-
ing the. Same pressure will result

in capitulation on the sound con-

troversy.
’

AT RADIO CITY (16YRS)
Metro’s 30th anni special,

“Knights of the Round Table,” its

first Cinemascope entry, will be
the company’s 8Qth picture to play
the Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.,

over a 16-year span. Pic botys at

the Hall early in January.
M-G’s romance with the Rocke-

feller showcase began in 1938 with
“Young Dr. Kildare.”

‘Not a Clean Spot In It*

'Memphis; Dec. 22
Lloyd T. Binford, worldfamed

censor of this river metropolis, was
invited by' Variety to comment bn
his banning of Columbia’s “Sadie
Thompson” starring Rita Hay-
worth. As articulate as he is

opinionated, the 88-year-old (last

week) snipper flatly declared: “This
picture is the dirtiest I have ever
seen—there isn’t a clean spot in

it.” .

He went on: “It ‘violates every
section of our city moral code, It’s

rotten, lewd, immoral, just a plain
raw, dirty picturfe, that’s all, And
what’s more, it’s a direct slam on
religion. It should be banned with
or without this filthy dance scene.
Other members of

;
the Memphis

board would have passed “Sadie
Thompson” If Cblumbia had been
willing to cut the scene before a
group of United Statbs Marines.

“Act Of Love”: Running time of
\ release was omitled }n. last

It’s 108 Minutes.
UA
week's review.

(Continued from page 3 ss

ance given by some execs in pro-

duction-distribution that fewer

blit better pictures will keep the-

atres going via extended runs.

“This principle sounds fine,”

stated one exhib leader; He added:

“But I’m afraid the proportion of

good and poor pictures will re-

main the same. Consequently, cuts

in overall production schedules can

only mean a lesser number of both

types of film, good and bad. I don t

mind the drop in inferior product

but I certainly fear the drof> in

good pictures.”

Third dimension still has many

friends among exhibitors. Three-D

is an added value but on condition

that the film has; quality, many

u aLH.fs marines said. They figure . that early 3-D

Columbia’s New

/

York office quickies stirred

turned thumbs down on. this sug-
j,

ic resentment J)ut |
00“ „

gestion and said through their ^rom now on— Kiss Me Kate .

Memphis rep, Norman Colquhoun, cited numerously can serv

we’re through cutting Our pictures change^ th;s public attt-it:ude^H

Cinemascope widescreen lens is put to impressive use in the
20th-Fox short, “Vesuvius Express.” Filmed in Italy by producer
Otto Lang and cameraman Charles Clarke, the subject uses the
crack express train from Milan to Naples (it’s been discontinued
since) on which to hang a fascinating cinematic sightseeing
tour.

There remains now no question what CinmeaScope can do for
such a travelog. Taken in the wide scope and brought close
up, landscapes and historic landmarks are exciting in excellent
color. One shot rivals the next in beauty and composition to

make this a highly enjoyable ahd unquestionably popular attrac-

tion. C’Scope is plainly second best way to see Italy as camera
focuses on four great cities—Milan, Florence, Rome and Naples.

Short is a real treat and is excellent theatre material. Hijft.

for censors—either the pic plays in

its entirety or it won’t play this

special Memphis key city ruri at
all.”

Binford also told Variety in in-

terview at his home here where he
now maintains his office headquar-
ters, "despite rumors on Memphis
film, row, the picture ‘Moon Is

Blue’ will, never play here while I

am alive.” He okayed the stage
version some years ago. Says. Bin-
ford: “The play was different and
only for adults but the picture is

not for children. I have never
backed down on banning a picture

yet and I am. not going to change
my mind now after 27 years as

head of the Memphis censor
board.'*

ful ecdnomically for 3-D
adoption of a single-projector sys-

tem, such as the Moropticon or

Nord process, theatremen point

out. ,

Interesting note Wa$ made py

some exhibitors anent the "B” PIC"

ture. Hollywood’s stress on im-

portant films, the cornpetition from

television and the widening gap

between “A” and “B” product at

the boxoffice have had many in

the trade writing an Obit for Hol-

lywood’s “B”s. Not so, in some

exhib opinion. It’s belieyed that

theatres which Will not of cannot

switch to widescreen pix ana

stereosound, driveins included, will

. continue to serve as a sufficient

1 market for the lesser-scale product.
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3-D and Color by

Technicolor

Produced by Famous Studios
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And now delighting audiences everywhere:

POPEYE-ACE OF SPACE. ..in 3-D

¥ 4
-m.

s
THE FRIENDLYJL GHOST

in3-°
once in a boo-rtnoon comes a short

feature selling power like this one.

er’s in 3-Dimension now . . . no other

: can make that claim ! He trips

e moon, capers thru the cosmos,

spreads a gadfticy of laughs in The

Greatest Short On Earth ! Available now . .

.
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CINCINNATI
(Continued from page 8)

<UA) and “Man From Tangier”
(UA), $5,400.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—
“Sharp River” (UA) and “Dono-
van’s Brain” <UA). Oke $6,000,

Last week, “Diamond Queen” (WB)
and . “Captain Scarface” (Indie),

$6,600.

Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)—
“Tumbleweed” (U) Fairish $4,000.

Last week, “Flight to Tangier”
(2-D) (Par), $3,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
“Gun Fury” (2-d) (Col). Pleasing
$7,500. Last week, “Torch Song”
(M-G), $8,000.

D.C. Slaw; ‘Tumbleweed'

$7,000, ‘Diamond' 6|G
Washington, Dec. 22.

Pre-Xmas is slipping film biz

here, this round. Current week is

particularly;,brutal on new bills al-
j

though there are few of them. Both 85>—"Jack Slade” (AA). and “Pri-
“Diamond Queen” at the Met and

;
vate Eye” < AA); Fairish $9,000. Last

“Tumbleweed” at Keith's are mild.

“Millionaire” is rated steady in

fifth (final) week at Palace.

Estimates for This Week

Omaha Slow But ‘City'

Crisp $6,000, ‘Web' OK

5G, ‘Slade’ Small 9G
Orrtaha, Dec.i$\

The usual dull pre-Christmas
days are taking..their .tj^hlhi&Jijeek
as exhibs mai^veriflRrttrmSpin
their strong* lijWA pix ®Fr»y.
“Glass Web” at lie StatojSa '-ffty.
That Never Steeps’** At^Bramfeis
shape standout, each getting good
totals.

Estimates for This Week'
Brarideis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75)—

“City That Never Sleeps” (Rep)
and “5,000 Fingers” (Col). Nice
$6,000. Last week, “Appointment
Honduras” (RKO) and “Marry Me
Again” (RKO), $5,500.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000: 50-76)

—“Man from Alamo”' (U) and
“Lugosi Meets Brooklyn Gorilla"
(Tndie). Lean $5,500. Last week,
“Vicki” (20th) and. “Miss Robin
Crusoe” (20th). $5,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 65-

HOMEOFFICE PUB-AD

UNION ASKS 15% UP
Homeoffice pub-ad staffers at

Paramount asked for a 15% wage
hike as negotiations for new pact
gpt underway last week between
the company and the Motion Pic-

ture Home Office Employees
Union, Local H-63, IATSE.

. Initial meeting between pub-ad
veepee Jerry Pickman and union
topper Russell Moss was an ex-
ploratory session, with the Union
submitting a draft of a new pact
to replace the two-year deal which
expired in November.

c~*

week, “Redheads Seattle” (Par).

(2-D) and “Flight To Tangier”
(Par) (2-D), $8,500.

State (Goldberg) (875; 50-80)—
“Glass Web” (U) and “Penny Prin-

(UU Okay $5,000. Last week,

^
.
Gun Fury” (C61) and “Prisoners

wk). Mild 10,000 for final days l

Casbah” <ColV $4,000.

after okay $20,000 last week.

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,714; 55-85)

—“Take High Ground” (M-O (4th- •

final wk>. Tapered off to slim $3 -

500 after $4,500 last week, and

Capitol (Loew's) (3,434;. 60-85)—
;

00sa

“Escape from Ft. . Bravo” (^-G ) (2d

Buff Biz on SUds But

moves.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-31.20)-—

'“Martin Luther” (Indie) (8th-firial

w k). Winds run at $2,800
okay $3,500 last week;.

Keith's iRKO) (1.939; 70-$D—
“Tumbleweed” t RKO). Mild $7,000,
with holiday shopping hurting.
Last week. “Glass Web” <U>, dis-

appointing $7,500.

Metropolitan iSW) <1.200; 55-65)—“Diamond Queen”. tWB). Mod-

Buffalo, Dec, 22. •

First-run biz is hitting bottom
here this stanza, with usual pre-

41101 ‘ holiday dip about same as in re-
cent years. There are no hold-
overs but not a bright spot
shows among newcomers. Biggest
money is going to “Take High
Ground” at the- Buffalo but it is

only fair. Also on the dull side
is "Sins of Jezebel” at the Center.

Estimates for This Week

Of ‘Bounty’ Irks Exhibs
Cincinnati, Dec. 22.

Theatre owners here are beefing

Jhat a reissue playing free aP the
local Art Museum Is unavailable

to exhibitors. Film cited is Metro’s

“Mutiny on the Bounty.”

Point is made that theatres

throughout Ohio would like to

play the picture, “if they; could

get it, and charge admission for it.”

It is stressed, however, that “no
one thinks for a minute that people
will fail to attend a theatre be-

cause they think they might be
able to see the picture for nothing
at the Art Museum.”

. View is expressed in the bulled

tin of the Independent Theatre
Owners qf Ohio, which states that

reissues of the calibre of “Mu-
tiny on the Bounty” would be; wel-
come in light of the current prod-*

uct shortage.

Hondo i Buffale (Loew's)' (3,000; 40-70)—
(W B) «3-D> <3d wk), $6,300.

; ‘Take High Ground” (M-G) and
Palace (Loew s) (2,370; 74-$l:20n “Topeka” (AA). Fair $9,000. Last—‘How Marry Millionaire” (20th) ! week. "All Brothers Valiant” (M-G)

<5th-final wkV Steady $11,000 af-
• and "Fort Algiers” <U), $12,000.

ter $14,000 last week.

Playhouse 'Lopert) (435; 55-Si'—“Roman Holiday” (Par) il2th-fi-

nal wk». Weak $2,800 after $3,000
last round.

Warner *SW> <1.300; $1;20-S2.80*
—“Cinerama”. 'Indie) (7th. wk*.
Fine $14,500 after $15,000 last

week.

Trans-Lux >T-L)
—“Eternity” 'Col)

$4,000 after $4,400 last week.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Flight Nurse” (Rep) and “Crazy-
legs” * Rep). Slow $7,500. Last
week. “The Actress” < M-G) and
“Half a Hero” <M-G\ $9,200;

Center (Par) (3,000; '40-70)

—

“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and "Man
from Cairo” (Lip). Drab $8,000 in
9 days. Last week, “Hondo” (WB)

600; 90-$1.25)
|

3d wk), $6,500 at 65c-85c scale.

17th wk*. Slim
| Lafayette i Basil) <3.000; 40-70)—

Pathe Labs Anticipate

More Biz* 2 New Execs
Anticipating a greater flow of

both theatrical and television

business* Pathe Laboratories this

week created two exec positions
in its Coast division. v
New Pathe officials, both former

|
execs of Color Corp-

:

of Amerca,
are - Otis W. Murray, to be Pathe
v.p. in Charge of Coast operations,
and James S. Burkett, sales man-
ager for Pathe's Coast division un-
der Charles Amory, Coast v.p.-sales.

George Crane, superintendant of
Pathe’s Cqast lab, has resigned,
according to James L. Wolcotti
Pathe exec v.p. With Pathe since

j

1939, he, is leaving as of Jan. 1.

I
Murray, for two years a v.p.. of

j
Color

.
Corp. of America ( formerly

i Cinecolor), is one of the industry's

|

top color experts. Burkett is a vet
i of both production and distribu-
tion.

‘Diamond’ Paces Denver,

SI 0,000; ‘Kate’ 5G, 3d
Denver, Dec. 22.

Biz is way off currently with

only “Diamond Queen” at Para-

mount doing
,
near average trade.

Xmas shopping was bad enough
but a snowstorm and cold wave yes-
terday i Mon. * further clipped biz.

“Jack Slade” held to fair take in

second Denham stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolfberg) <1.200; 50-.

j

85)—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) '3d
wk>. Fair $5,000. Last week, $7,500.

Denham (Cockrill) G.750; 50-85)—“Jack Slade” (AA) i2d wk). Fair
$6,000. Last week, $7,000,

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)—
“Border River” (U) and “Sweet-.,
hearts on Parade” (Rep). Slow $6,^
000. Last, week, “Millionaire”
(20th) (3d wk', $6,000 in 4 days.

Esquire (Fox) (742; $1)—^‘Mil-
lionaire” (20th), after three weeks
at Denver. Mild $2,000. Last week,
"The Robe” (20th) (3d wk 4 days),
after 6 weeks at Denver $2,000.

Orpheum (RKO) <2,600;

I
“Back to God's Country” (U) and

I

Veils of Bagdad” (U). Slow $6,000
(Last week, “Conquest Cochies”
; 'CoL); and "Combat Squad” (Col),

$7,500.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 50-70)

)
—“Four-Sided Triangle” (Indie)
and “Thy Neighbor’s Wife” (Indie).
Drpopy $6,000. Last week, "Jack
Slade” <AA) and “Private Eyes”
AA) '9 days), $11,000.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)

• Millionaire” (20th) (3d wk). Okay
S17.000. Last week, $22,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)—“Escape Ft. Bravo” (M-G) (2d
v.k-3 days). Only $4,000. Last week,
$12,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—

“Nebraskan” (Col) and "El Ala-
mien” (Col). NSH $11,000. Last
week, "Flight Nurse” (Rep) and
“Crazylegs” (Rep), $13,000 in 9
days.

j

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 85-SI)

—

f"Jack Slade” (Indie) and "Jenni-
fer” (Indie). Good. $9,000 or near. 1

Last week, "Bad for Each Other”
• (Col) and "Conquest of Cochise”
(Col), $8,500.

Esquire (No. Coast) (957; 65r85)
50-85)— “Genghis Khan” (UA) and

Cinerama Execs in L.A.
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Trio of Stanley Warner Corp.
execs—prexy S. H. (Si) Fabian,
general manager Harry M. Kal-
mine, and veepee Nat Lapkin—are
stopping off here en route to San
Francisco for Thursday’s (25) open-
ing of Cinerama there.
Toppers denied their Coast visit

involved making a specific deal for
the production of a new Cinerama

' picture. However, Lapkin,, who. has
* made several Coast visits recently
to explore production possibilities,
will continue this activity. Execs
will also confer with sW theatre
officials in this area.

Griffith Johnson's Berth
G. Griffith Johnson, recently

elevated to a vice presidency in

,

the Motion Picture Producers
;Assn., yesterday (21) was appointed
by the secretary of state to serve
on United States liaison commit-
tee working with UNESCO. John-
son was one of 18 named. He Was,
of course, nominated for the-post
by MPPA.
He was formerly a Government

statistician and economist.

“Thunder Over Plains” (WB) and ’ Guerrilla Girl” (Indie). Okay
“Affair Monte Carlo” (AA). Poor '54v500. Last week, "Donovan’s
$6,000. Last week, "Appointment

|

Brain" (UA) and "Man In Hiding”
in Honduras” (RKO) and "Twin

j

fUA), $5,000.

Troubles” (Indie), $10,000. .
|

United Artists (No, Coast) (1.207;

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2.200; of - Casbah’
50-85)—“Diamond Queen” (WB) I iV#?'

a
ffl nn<Y

and "Fallen Angel” (20th) (reissue). a ;

Fair $10,000; Last week, "Back to I

Klvel (UA)

God's Country” (U) and “Yank in
R.A.F.” (20th) (reissue), $11,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—

“Capt. Smith and Pocahontas”
<UA) and “Fake” (UA.). Poor
$2,500. Last week, “Donovan’s
Brain” (UA) and “Shark River”
(UA), $4,500.

Weber (Bailey) (750; 50-85)—
“Capt, Smith, Pocahontas” (UA'
and “Fake” (UA). Dim $1,000. Last
week, "Donovan’s Brain” (UA) and
‘Shark River" (UA), $1,500.

(UA). $7,000.

Last week, "Shark
and “Fort Algiers”

Clay
.
(Rosener) (400; $1WFan-

-an the Tulip" (Indie.) (13th wk).
Oke $2,000. Last week, $2,100.

Bridge (SchWarz-Readc) (399; $1-
$1.20)—"Tonight at 8:30" (Indie).

In ahead.Opened today (Tues.U
"Cruel Sea" (U) (11th wk), okay
$2,000 after $2,600 for 10th stanza,
making highly, successful longrun
in this small arty spot.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

"Magic Box” (Indie) (6th wk). Good
$1,900. Last Week, $2,200.

Veteran ^xhlbilor

. Edward L. Hyman
<V.P. ot AB-PT)

hoi UmimI a 'progrot raport' oii

Strong Pix in ‘Slack
9

Months
. * ' * *

on* of Hio many editorial

feature! in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

U^RIETY
OUT SOON

flV.Y. Stock.Exchange)
;

For WeekEnding Tuesday (22)

1953
High Low
15% 12%
50% 38%
50% 38%
21% 11%
12% 7%
47% 41%
14% 10%
7%;. 4%
30% 24%

Weekly Vpl.Weekly
in 100s High

Am Br-Par Th 154

36%
29%
4%

26%
21
2%

CBS, "A” .

CBS, “B” ...

Col* Pic. . ;

.

Deces . ...

Eastman Kdk. 2 1

1

Loew's , . ... 394
Nat. Thea. .115
Paramount ..

Phlleo
RCA
RKO Piets.

48
37
111
86

82
74
667
457

15%
49%

21%
10%
47%
12%
6%
27%
28%
23T/s
3%

Weekly
Low
14%

‘

47%
47%
19%
9%
46%
11%
6%
25%

.
27%. :

23%
3

Toes.
Close

14%
47%
47%
21%
9% -

47%
12%
6%
26%
28%
23%.
3

Net''

Change
for Week

A.

a

+ T'h

+. %

.+ %
4* ‘*H .

;+ . v(J -

; 5% 3% RKO Thea. . . 96 4% 4% . 4%
4% 2% Republic .... 88 3% 2%

.
2% — %

11% 9% Rep., pfd. . .

.

4 10% 10% 10%
12% 8% Stanley War. . 99 11 io% , 10% —
20 13% 20th-Fox . . 224

‘

19% 19% 19% -

18 14 Univ. Pix. ..

.

99 18 17% 18 —

•

68% 61 Unlv„ pfd. .

.

*270 62% 62 62 ~ %
17% 11% Warner Bros.. 45 13% 12% 12% — » 4
84 63% Zenith ... ,.

.

34 67% 65% 65% - —l'i
American Stock Exchanre
17% ; 8% Du Mont 240 9% 8% 8% : — r

’N

4% 2% Monogram . 13 4% 4% 4% — iy
4

17% 13% Technlcolort.. 111 14% 13% 13% — H
3% 2% Trans-Lux ,

.

A 4 3% 3 3 — U
Over-the-Counter Securltlea Bid Ask
Color Corp. of Amer. .

.

% 1%
Cinerama . . . ... 1% 2% — %
Chesapeake Industries ... 2% 3 -f Vr
Polaroid . .v. . . .

.

50% 52% 4* Vi
U. A. Theatres . . . .... * .

.

7% 8%
Walt Disney ......... 7% 8% 4*

Actual Volume.
{Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

Morals Vs. Isms
Continued from page 1

terms of exact dollar loss. “Blue” '

is headed for domestic distribute/,

income of $3,500,000. Where it

plays without restriction,"the film

is running equal at the boxoffice to

“Moulin Rouge.” Latter pic is a

$5,o6o,000 grosser. The $1,500,-

000 differential is due to the fact

that “Blue” has been censored
clear out of Ohio and other good
market areas.

Catholic churchgoers, are en-

joined from seeing “Blue” via their

annual National Legion of Decency
pledge.

However, the controversy that

centered around “Blue” and the

headlines that resulted doubtless
were a strong plus for the film in

all areas where.it had free rein to

play and the Catholic influence was
not strong enough to matter.

For the pic trade, a familiar les-

son was again rammed home:, at-

tacks against
.
a film on moral

grounds can help the b.o. ; rapping
of a pic on political grounds, as
with "Limelight,” can be murder.

In releasing Stanley Kramer's
production of “Death of a Sales-
man,” Columbia encountered some
adverse political agitation. In-

stances of a whispering campaign
were apparent, stemming

.
from

vague, objections to the film (not
Kramer himself) as holding sales-

manship up to contempt. Nearing
the end of its ptayoff, “Salesman”
has now. picked up about $1,100,-

000 In domestic rentals. This
represents a major disappoint-
ment.

Ohio Nuisance

On the official censoring front,

there’s considerably more of a
migraine fbr the film business than
simply the $1,500,000 shelled out
in fees. Prints must be cut to con-
form with . the censors’ idcad.

about acceptable content in the
various areas. In Ohio, even
though a film is fully approved, a
print of that same film cannot be
taken in from another state with-
out going through the blue-pencil
routine. For example, if there’s a
print shortage in Toledo, Common
sense directs that prints could be
brought in from the nearby De-
troit exchanges. But this would
involve added censorship charges
so the prints are taken from more
distant cities in Ohio.

Also in Ohio; the censor fees
apply to reissues; For each print
of every film, the .distrib mifct pay
$3 per reel. Ten prints . of a 10-

reel film means a cost of $300. If
the same pic goes back to Ohio a
few years later, the censorship ex-
pense begins all over again.

In Massachusetts, only Sunday
censorship exists but the effect is

censorship on a sevenday basis, /A
film plays a Boston area theatre !

for a minimum of one full Week. It

would be impractical for the dis-

tributor to provide One print for
six days and another for Sunday,
so the film, in order to play the
full week, must adhere to the cen-
sorship dictates that prevail on
Sunday.

Continued from page 3

currently in release. “Give a Girl

a Break,” with the Champions and
Debbie Reynolds, will hit the mar-:
ket shortly. M-G will launch 1953

with “Rose Marie,” its second -

C’Scope entry starring Anri Blyth,

Fernando Lamas and Howard Keel.

An April release Will be “Rhap-
sody,” with Elizabeth Taylor and
Vittorio Gassman headlining.

'

In the production stages at

Metro
.

are “Invitation to the
Dance,’* with Gene Kelly and Nora
Kaye, “Brigadoon*” Cinemascope
version of the Broadway musical,
and "The Student Prince.”

Paramount also has an ambitious
musical slate, top entry of which is

Irving Berlin’s “White Christmas,’*
starring Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye,
Vera-Ellen and Rosemary Clooney.
Kaye and Mai Zetterling are sot

for “Knock on Wood.” More im-
mediate at Par is the completed
“Red Garters,” a musical parody
of westerns. It stars Rosemary
Clooney, Guy Mitchell, Pat Crow-
ley, Jack Carson and Joanne Gil-

bert. Rounding out Par's musical
pix are Bob Hope and Dean Mar-
tin-Jerry Lewis entries. Hope,
teams with Tony Martin, Miss
Clooney and Arlene Dahl in “Here 4

Come the Girls." “Living It Up”
is the title of the M&L effort. _
Two lavish CinemaScope tunc?

pix are scheduled by 20th-Fox,

Ethel Merman Will topline “There’s

No Business Like Show Business,”

supported by Donald O’Connor,
Johnnie Ray and Mitzi .

Gaynor.
Solid b.o. names such as Marilyn
Monroe, Frank Sinatra, Van John-
son and Dari Dailey are set lpr

“Pink Tights.”

Warner Bros, also has a pair of

upcoming cieffersi Doris Day and
Phil Silvers will headline “Lucky
Me” while . Judy Garland, James
Mason and Jack Carson will be

seen in the CinemaScoped “A Star

fs Born,” Universal and United
Artists, are both down for one mu-
sical each. U’s, currently going

into release, is “The Glenn Miller

Story,” starring Jairies Stewart
arid June Allyson. UA's contribu-

tion is the filmization of the Broad-
way musical, “Top Banana,” in

which Phil Silvers reenacts his r,

original role.
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ALL THIS AND A
MILLION DOLLARS WORTH
OF PROMOTION TOO !

America’s No. j favorites, the stars of
T\f9* fnmAff ,ff I

LUCILLE BALL • DESI ARNAZ
"THE LONG, LONG TRAILER

{Everything gorgeous in color!)

SEE TRADE SHOW JAN. 4th and Plan Your Campaign!
t

;

In addition to M-G-M’s great magazine and newspaper campaign on"THE LONG, LONG TRAILER”
there will be:

Duplicates of the deluxe New Moon Trailer used in the picture (see photo above) will spark the

ballyhoo in all key city openings. A big New Moon Trailer magazine saturation campaign simul*

taneous with picture’s release.

Two beautiful starlets will cover key cities in a New Moon Trailer for colorful newspaper promotion.

Vast nationalTV coverage on America’s No. 1 program, the Philip Morris "I Love Lucy,” starring

Lucy and Desi. Tied in locally for theatre penetration by 500 field representatives with special

posters, window cards and other material selling "The Long, Long Trailer” through supermarkets,

drug chains, tobacco stores, etc.

Mercury dealers from Coast to Coast in big promotion for their car used in the picture.

• —

—

-
.

M-G^M presentsLUCILLE BALL • DESI ARNAZ in “THE LONG, LONG TRAILER with Marjorie Main • Keenan Wynn
Screen Play by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich • Based on the Novel by Clinton Twiss • Photographed in Ansco Color

Print by Technicolor • Directed by Vincente Minnelli • Produced by Pandro S. Berman •

>
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Max Roth handling distribution

of ‘'Martin Luther” for outlying

run. :

'

' • • ••

“Outlaw Territory,” which de-

buted last summer in 3-D as “Han-
na Lee ” opened in 12 Chi houses
last weekend in first jump from
the Loop as a flattie. ^

; Frisina Amus. Corp. switched

the Varsity, Decatur, to a straight

art house policy.
•'Mrs.' John Balaban in Michael

Reese Hospital* for surgery:
Ford Motor Co. unveiled new

auto to press and radio in Cinema-
Scope at State-Lake Theatre Mon-
day (21). .

B&K staging “Cole Porter

Morning Tribune columnist Will

Jones, Cary Grant says he is still

determined to stay away from TV.
All contracts now let for Para-

mount circuit’s new $350,00(1 Minot,
N. * D., theatre; construction

t
now

will be pushed, as fast as possible.

Ted Mann, circuit owner, next

Week will reopen neighborhood
Granada as a fine arts house. The-
atre has been shuttered since Para-

mount c h a i n relinquished it

nearly year ago. -

At North Central Allied's urging,

territory’s independent exhibitors

working hard during holidays to

line up votes of congressmen and
senators for admission tax repeal.

United Artists eyploiteer Howard
.

- _ J . Pearl back to N. Y. after beating
Week’ with local deejays for bow

1 drum here for “Joe Louis Story”
of “Kiss Me Kate” at Chicago The-

> ancj “99 iiiVer street.”
atre. Dec, 25,

I Fiddlers club of film folks here
Violated” has midwest preem

j revived with Harry Levy, 20th-Fox
at Empress, Decatur* early in Jan-
uary. House is part of Great States
circuit. '•

;

“Little Fugitive,” current at

World Playhouse, getting wide-
spread flack assist from Columbia.
Records*, tcrnitag the film’s album.
RKO . Grand, showing Martin-

Lewis' “Money from Home” ih

special preview on New Year's Eve
only. •

.

Charles Secord, manager of

salesman, as. proxy.

ville exhib, appointed to order of
the Papal Knights -of St. Gregory.
Dr. Winslow owns the Park and
Meade Theatres and radio station

WMGW, and also heads a communi-
ty TV cable system.
Mike Manos, head of theatre

circuit which bears his name, and
Mrs. Manos gone to Florida for

winter^
Knute Boyle returned to Theatre

Candy Co. as sidesman after com-
pleting two years of service with
Army. Intelligence.
Fernand A. Thomassy II, opera?-

tor of Pitt Hotel in McDonald and
theatre: owner there for .years,

named chief of Pitt branch of the
Federal Small Business Adminis-
tration.

Blair Theatre in Hollidaysburg
reduced its playing time to Fridays
and Saturdays

,

only.
Downtown- State Theatre is

manned by two tri-state vets in the
Industry. Harry F. Grelle, man-
ager, and John A. Reilly, his assist-

ant, together represent nearly a
century in film biz.

PHILADELPHIA
Max Miller; UA exploiteer. and

Bill Kanefsky. manager of Studio
Theatre, making much of. Balti-

more, Md,. banning of “Captain’s
Paradise,” slated for the Studio on
Xmas Day.
Trans-Lux Theatres takes over

! the World Theatre (now operated
Westgate Drive-In, Racine. Wise..; by the^Faith interests) early in
transferred to home Office of Spiro 1 1954.
Pappas' chain here.

. 1
William Quintiyan, RKO broker.

B&K paying $60,000 in Christ-
, iQ Germantown Hospital for sur-

mas gifts to employees, .including t gery.
those of Great -States chain; .Alii-.: Motion Picture Associates plan-
ance . announced bonuses totalling

:

ning industrywide dinner Feb. 15
$20,000. i at Warwick Hotel.—— —r

—

I Variety Club and Philadelphia

MFMPI4K * Daily News Xmas-partied 120 crip-m&inr
, pled youngsters at Tent 13 quar-

. . Tony. Tedesco, Memphis UA ters in Bellevue-Stratford, Dec. 20.
sales chief, left rast week with his /

new bride on two-week motor trip

to Hollywood and will return to

Continued from pace 5

BOSTON
his desk here oh Jan. 4. Kay ? Tony Zinn, long manager of the
Randle; office manager, is direct-

; RKO Boston, moved to managerial
ing UA operation here in the in- post of circuit’s Memorial,
terim.

i
Blob. Smith, former Memorial

John Eaton, owner of the fire- manager; joined Stanley War-
destroyed Peabody theatre, bought ner. as manager of the Capitol. ' the places seem to be overrun With
the Normal, nabe house, last week Everett. •

! 1 ’* * v

dealing with Hollywood. Jerome
Weidman, one of his collaborators

on the Cantor screenplay, lias al-

ready fashioned a film treatment.

In the telepix department, the col-

umnist has in mind a dramatic se-

ries to be known as “The Holly-

wood Beat.” Teeoff point and . con-

clusion would revolve around
Schwab’s, the Hollywood drugstore
where Skolsky maintains his un-
official headquarters.

A New Yorker who has become
a self-styled “Hollywood charac-
ter,” Skolsky reflected on changes
in the Main Stem scene. His last

visit to Broadway. jot the unveil-

ing of “The Jolson Story,” was
seven years ago. New York s'ems
to have become more of a honky-
tonk. Going to the pictures has
lost its dignify. It no longer seems
an occasion to go to one of the big
downtown houses. People don’t
dress any more. I’ve seen theatres
full of guys in lumberjackets—and

from George Gaughan.
hoodlums. I remember when it

Opening day proceeds of Cin- i was a big date to go downtown to
• Ml 1 - . _ . • _ * _ *1 . • W - W

the Paramount, the Roxy or the
Riyoli.”

Skolsky is convinced that an al-

liance between pix and video is in-

M. A. Lightmart,. Sr., owner and : erama.u bowing into the1 Boston
operator of the Malco Theatre .Cir- Dec. 30. will be donated to the
cuit in Tennessee. Mississippi and Jimmy Fund..
Arkansas, returns here from his ; Tom Duane, who resigned as
European trek just before Christ- general manager for the Lock--; » ko <.ie
mas: was accompanied by Mrs.

; wood-Gordon Enterprises, appoint- 1

he said, is

Lightman. ed manager of Republic in Pitts-
! kustling yith television picture ac-

Joy Theatre, leased for 15 years burgh. tivity. The old luncheon haunts of

by the Malco chain, at West Mem-. Richie Andrusco, star of “Little !
the studio.workers are now crowd*

phis. Ark . iioW operating under Fugitive.” which opens at the ed with people engaged in making
hew tag of the Avon theatre. I Exeter Dec. 27, here for several I TV films. It won’t be long now

———— -v - I days of tubthumping. before the . major studios start

ILfTMlMfr ADAT TC • Herbert Schaefer, Republic
[
making both theatrical and TV pic-

IVlinnHAr\JLID
: branch manager, copped the com- : -tures;” Skolsky believes Holly-

Loop indie first-run. • Gopher pany’s October award as “Map of
j wood’s future rests with the devfel-

bringing back “Quo Vadis” at
;

the Month. ’' He was cited for his
! opment of subscription TV, a me-

regular scale as its first new all-
;

extra ^efforts m selling ‘Flight
|
dium fie has constantly pushed in

purpose widescreen pic. .Nurse and Crazy legs,.
( ^ column.

Ernie Lund, local Paramount _ _
,

Contrariwise, use of TV for the
branch city salesman, finished first LOS ANGELES .

|
exploitation of pictures, Skolsky

natmna-Uy .in billing -drive just con^
; B

’

eftao;ocs and United Artist< set i

feeIs > is being overdone to the

figm-et Fbr ‘twSfsuocessive^vear ' • p£re?4fen^^ Point of annoyance. “At first,” he

5g
r
?xCh°Z«e at the Fox Ritz and

|

said, “Hollywood was reluctant to

among fir«=t °10 and wa« thus “in Rialt0 theatres here, to qualify it allow stars to appear on television

tte money ” as a candidate for the Oscar Derby, to plug pictures. When it adopts
, . Robert L. Lippert closed a deal a thing, it has a tendency to overdo

All-industry second annual with Wi iiiam Pizor and Bernard
1

Christmas party drew 350 guests or
; Luber for Lippert Pictures to han-

20 more than in 19d2.
! die na

M. A. Levy. 20th-Fox, division Sheba,
manager, to St. Louis to attend: Harry C. Cohen. RKO’s former
exhibitors’ meeting there.

j
Los Angeles branch manager,

“How to Marry Millionaire,"
:
joined Exhibitors’ Service. Inc.,

which just finished three weeks at ; film buying and booking company
Radio City here, spotted into St. headed by Harry L. Rackin and
Paul Paramount for Dec. 31 open-
ing.

Bemie Preets. manager of Fer-
. gus. Fergus Falls* Minn., a- father.

Circuit owner Bennie Berger co

Syd Lehman.

OMAHA
Bernard Dudgeon shuttered his

chairman of the 1954 Crusade for West Dodge ozoner here Dec. 13

Freedom in Minnesota. i

after a big_season.

Purchase of the Town in Fargo.
' v Ad°lPh Rozanek owner of Crete,

N. D„ by circuit owner. Sheldon ^r
‘,
ate

.

d us
^

Grengs cited as evidence that i

there’s a market again for film
j ^ek” preset

S Greek lettcr helP

T. A. Carter, manager of the
"theatres.'

In interview . with Minneapolis

it.” He specifically cited the ex-

, lt , 4 _ !
ample of 20th-Fox’s TV bally cam-

gle nationa! release of “Queen of
;
paign for “Beneath the 12-Mile
Reef.” “It seems that Terry Moore
and Robert Wagner were spotted
on every conceivable show,” he
said. : “I was at a friend’s house
one. night when they came on
again. My friend remarked ‘I’ve

seen those two so much that I

don’t want to see the picture’.” For
this reason, Skolsky said, he’s be-
ing selective in accepting bally TV
appearances for “The Eddie Can-
tor . Story.”
No account of Skolsky would be

fdll without reference to Marilyn
Monroe, whose unofficial Boswell
the columnist has become, “Mari-
lyn Monroe,” he said seriously,
“has done more for Hollywood
than 3-D and Cinemascope;”

- ribio cm mine Rill—

n

Rbcicefellet Center ...
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PARAMOUNT

Crystal at Arapahoe, Neb., re-
ceived citation from County De-
fense Bonds Division for showing
film promoting sales.

Bill Miskell bringing in “Here
Come Girls” at Ofpheum and “Es^
cape from Ft. Brravo” at Omaha
for Tristates Dec. 25.

PITTSBURGH
Enright Theatre, 4,OD0-seat Stan-

ley-Warner naber in East;Liberty,
shuttered since last June; reopens
Xmas Day under dual first-run
policy in that district, with “Mo-
gambo” and “Blowing Wild” as i

opening pix. Jack Kieffer, Charlie
Eagle’s associate downtown at the
Stanley for last six months, returns
to Enright as house manager.
Thomas Strawins named man-

ager of Leona Theatre^ Homestead,
recently taken over by Norbert
Stern’s, Associated Theaters outfit,
reopens Christmas Day.

Dr. Harry C. Winslow, vet Mead-

William Goetz

apprdlatE

The ‘Big* Pictures Vs,

Muss Production

on Intoreirinq tdhorlal featur*

in th« forthcoming

48th Anniversary Number

of

' PjMUETY
DUE SOON

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Jim Davis signed a player con-

tract with Republic calling for.two
pictures a year , . , Amanda Blake
plays an Academy Award winner
in the Judy Garland starrer, “A
Star Is Born,” at Waniers . ..v;

Charles McGraw snagged a key
role in Perlberg-Seaton’s “The
Bridge at Toko-RT at Paramount.
... Warners signed Michael Pate
to play the Marquis of Montserrat
in ^The Talisman” . , . “The Yellow
Tomahawk”* is the : new tag on
Schenck-Koch’s “War Clouds ! . . .

Frances Rafferty drew a character
role in Republic’s “The Shanghai
Story” , . . Yvonne De Carlo will

star, in “Star of Rio,” to be pro-

duced by Arthur Brauer in Ger-
many and Brazil.

Leslie Caron to star in “The
Glass Slipper,” at Metro
scripted by Anatole de Grunwald
. . , Kay Rhiel drew a featured

role in the Hugo Haas indie, “Ten-
der Hearts” . . . Richard Webb re-

turned to Warners for a part in

“A Star Is Born” . . . Param'ount
confirmed the casting of Humphrey
Bogart in “Angels Cooking,” to be
produced by Pot Duggan with
Michael Curtiz directing . . . Leon-
ard Gershe signed a term , writer

deal with Frederick Brisson’s

Independent Artists Pictures, start-

ing with “Girl Rush,” starring

Rosalind Russell next summer.
Lizabeth Scott co-stars with John

Payne in “Desperate Men,” pro-

duced by Benedict .
Bogeaus for

RKO release . . . John W* Rogers
left UI lot after producing “Black
Horse

.
Canyon” . . . George Mar-

shal, Jr., son of the director, in

Paramount’s “Conquest of Space”
. ; . Julius LaRosa sighed for a

test option agreement; with “Here
We Go Again” as his first film if

the test is successful . * Kay
Lenard nominated for veCpCe of
the Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil . . . Hugo Fregonese will direct
Panoramic’s “The Raid,” a Van

j
Heflin starrer which Robert L.
Jacks will produce ... Metro
signed John Caler for a role in

“The Student Prince.”
Paramount bought Margaret

Cousins’ novelette, “The Longest
Day Of the Year,” for production
as “Lucy Gallant” . . . Mike Mal-
tese swinging' from Warners’ car-

toon staff to become chief story

i
director for Walter Lantz Produc-
tions . . . Paul Richards joined
the “Playgirl” cast at UI ... . Mhlro
assigned Robert Horton to a fea-
tured role in “Prisoner of War”
... Paramount signed Stephanie
Griffin for “Rear Window” . , .

Henry Kulky portrays a wrestler
in UI's "Fireman Save My Child”
. . . Alfred Hitchcock signed Bob

j
Landry as technical director on
“Rear Window” . . . Alfred Werker
will direct the Harry Joe Brown
production, “Gunslinger,” at Co-
lumbia ... Leslie Bradley snagged
a role In “The Tailsman” at
Warners.

Earle Lyon, head of Enterprise
Cinema Productions, registered a
story titled “Rat Pack” dealing
with L. A. hoodlums . . . Previ-
ously William F. Broidy had; reg-
istered “Wolf Pack,” dealing with
the same subject . . . Lester G,
Clark elected a director of Tech-
nicolor Motion picture Corp. . . .

A., W. Schwalberg in town to con-
fer on Paramount production plans
With Y. Frank Freeman . . . Rita
Johnson plays a femme psychiatrist
in “Susan Slept Here” at RKO . . ,

Republic picked up Joseph Kane's
producer-director option for an-
other year ... John Qualcn
checked in at Metro for a role in
“The Student Prince” . . . Tommy
Rettig signed for the moppet in
Panoramic’s “The Raid” . . . Ed-
ward Small will personally super-
vise production of. “Screaming
Eagles,” “Timbuktu,” and “King
Solomon’s Wives” in 1954.
Republic's “Fortune Hunter” will

be released as “The Outcast,” and
its picture formerly tagged “The
Outcast” will be shown as “Woman
in the Fog.” ... Mari Aldon was

• signed by Joseph Manklewicz for a
key role in "The Barefoot Con-
tessa,” to be filmed in Rome , . .

Due to personal business commit-
ments, Edward L. Alperson re-
signed as board chairman of Color
Corporation, but will remain on
the . board . . . Leon Chooluck
signed as supervisor of production
on Benedict Bogeaus’ “Desperate-

Men.” . . . Allied Artists will re-
lease its “Royal African Rifles” in
England.as “Storm Over Africa.”
Robert Arthuy will produce Co-

lumbia’s “West Point,” originally
titled “The Long Grey Line” . . .

John Ford’s son, Patrick, signed
with UI to script a W'estern, "Pil-
lars of the Sky” . . . Arnold Laven
will direct “Case File, FBI,” to be
produced by Jules Levey for
United Artists release . . . Greer

Garson goes to England next month
to star In Metro’s “The Case of the
Journeying Boy,” a Henry Berman
production . . . Carl Krueger ob-
tained a Cinemascope commitment
for his upcoming indie film, “Mig
Alley” . , . William Asher, direc-
tor of .the “I Love Lucy” telefilm
series, bought Peter Brooke's storv
“The Witch of St. Malu,” for indie
production as a theatrical fea tu i

f

Donna Reed with Dana Andrews
in “Gunslinger” at Columbia .

Tom Cound plays a C.P.A., count-
ing Oscar.Award ballots, in “A Star
Is Born’ ’

, .• . Hecht-Lancnster
signed Robert Aldrich to -direct
“Vera Cruz,” which James Hill will
produce in Mexico City , , . ida
Esmeralda plays the wife of John
Qualen in Wayne-Fellows’ “The
High and the Mighty” , . ; Patrick
O'Neal will menace Tony Curtis in
UI's “The Black Shield of Fal-
vvorth . , . Jack Iverson, joined i lie

“Conquest of Space” cast at Para-
mount.
Metro assigned Nicholas Nayfack

to produce ."The Big Sin,” based on
a short novel by Jack Webb, no re-
lation to the “Dragnet” star ...
Metro i n s t a 1:1 e d ClriemnSeoiie
lenses in its cartoon department to

make “Touche Pussy Cat,” “South
Bound Duckling” and “Brave Little
Mouseketeer” . . , Employees of Al-
lied Artists studio ‘will be given
three and one-half days off for

Christmas ; . . Deborah Kerr goes
to. England next summer to star in

“End of the. Affair,” based on the
Graham Greene story . . . Jonie
Tapps readying a Columbia film,

tentatively titled “Musical of
1954,” as a starrer for Frankiesta

Laine ... Wall Disney making a

Donald Duck cartoon in Cinema-
Scope for the first time . . Larri
Thomas drew a dancing role in

Wayne-Fellows’ “Ring of Fear.’’

Continued- from page 3 ;

of nearly every pic on its future

lineup. Same distrib has several

new deals on the first and in these

the company will have a financial

take in addition to distribution fee.

In reaching out for choice indie

product, the film outfits for the

most part provide at least part of

the financing, RKO is becoming
active again with indie pards, but
largely because the company is

now willing to shell out part of

the production money. For some
time the company, while anxious
to take on outside product, had
been hesitant anent, advancing
lensing coin.

Last week RKO studio boss

Howard Hughes entered a pact

with Independent Artists Pictures,

headed by Frederick Brisson, lor

the production next summer of

"The Girl Rush.” ' Bfissou’s wife,

Rosalind Russell, will star.

Some time ago a prominent Hoi-

lywoodite predicted that most
studios eventually Will operate with

indie producers exclusively. That
Is/the contract producer will cease

to exist; each studio will negotiate

for films on an : individual basis

with filmmakers.
The trend in that direction ap-

pears continuing.

Law Cheaper
Continued from page 7

that mostly all exhibs with legiti-

mate squawks already have made
the trip to the courthouse. Conse-

quently, the arbitration process as

it is now Written would not he

serving its original purpose of pre-

venting court hassles.

Some in distribution thus feel

that the existence of arbitration at

this late date mKht only seivc to

spur theatremen Into slick senemes
for better dealfc from distribs,

whereas withou' ' arbitration the

same exhibitors vouldn’t be heard

from at all.

Allied States c ropped out of the

arbitration pictui e last October be-

cause the distrib! refused to admit

film rentals as a i arbitrable mat-

ter. Theatre Ow lers. of America,

at its Chicago ( invention , in No-

vember, propose! a system of ar-

bitration without
tribs are mullinj

Allied. The dis-

this but some,

as previously staled, have lost en-

thusiasm for the Idea.

llm ! outfits would

if it concerned

jarance disputes

Doubtless, all

endorse arbitrate
only runs and cL. .

on a non-retroactiye basis and with-

out provision for money awards*

It’s doubtful that exhibs would ac-

cept this watered-down version.
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Syndicated vidpix are. showing*
up strongly

,
against network compe-

tition in key cities surveyed by
Variety in the first of a series of

reports designed to give some of

.the popularity of vidfilms in vari-

ous parts of the country.

Initial survey finds no one single

show nil: top iii all Cities, nor does
it show one particular syndicator
with a program lineup that -shows
repeated^strength in many cities.

It does point up, however, that

if properly exploited on the local

level, syndicated vidfilms can bul-

wark local programming to the

point where it can compete with
quality network shows. City-by-

city results, listing the top six vid-

filmsin the initially suiweyed mar- }

ket, follow:

Columbus — “Marathon Holly-

wood Theatre’* i Ethel Barrymore
package); (WBNS-TV) 28.5;

“ScbifFs Playhouse” (WBNS-TV)
24 0; “I Led Three Lives” (WBNS-
TV) 22 8; “Wild Bill HickOck”
(WBNS-TV) 22.0; “Dangerous As- '

signment” (WTVN) 19.5; “Cowboy
G-Men” (WBNS-TV) 18 5. < Ail

Piilse ratings. **
.

NBC-fV Director

James Sheldon

makes « pitch for

Live Music> Maestro,

- Please
. * •

another editorial feature In the

<48th Anniversary 7Vi<mher

of

PfatlE'TY
DUE SOON

Trench feature films which never
Detroit — ‘'Foreign Intrigue”,.

. .. . . . ....... ,. u .

(WJBK-TV) 20.5; “Boston Blackie” • before have been shown in the

(WXYZ-TV) 19i5; “Cisco Kid” • American market will be dis-

(BTXYZ-TV) 17.5; “Favorite Story”
] tribiited for TV by Gaston Hakim

(WJBK-TV) 16.5; “I Led Three
J
Productions, Inc., as part of a novel

Lives” (WJBK-TV) 16.0; "Danger-
-! plan to tap new sources of reve-

ous Assignment” (WWJ-TV) 15,5;
, nue for these pictures. Dubbed

“Biff Baker” (WXYZ-TV) and
j into English, they’ll first be re-

“City Detective” fWJBK-TV) both
|
leased theatrically and later, will

with 15,0. (All with Piilse ratings.)
j be seld to TV as a 13-part half-

Minneapolis—“Life of Riley,”
Liberace and “Hopalong Cassidy”
are running almost neCk and neck

hour series tagged “Invitation to

Crime.” •

r
.

Hakim, who planes to Paris the
for first place among locally spon-

; end ©f the Week for huddles with
sored syndicated TV shows and

, independent producers there, said
their ratings are high enough to ? his company will assume the entire
put them in the same class with t dubbing costs which he estimates
most of the network live shows,

; will run around $10,000 for a 75-
comparing favorably; for example. mjnute feature. In return for this
with such of the latter’s leaders as advance, he added, he will retain
“Toast or the Town” (30 4) and the theatrical distribution rights
‘What's My Name?” *29.8). on each picture dubbed so that the
Liberace (WCCOrTV) 30; “Life initial expense may be recouped,

of Riley” »KSTP-TV) 25.5; “Hop-
(
A 12-month clearance will be mafn-

along Cassidy” iWCCO-TY) 25; ! tained before they're sold to tele-

“Wild Bill Hickock” tWCCO-TV)
;
vision.

21.5; “Favorite Story” (WCCO-TV)
j TV earnings,

.
however, will be

Se^wave Yidpic Outfit

.Set By Huber, Parks
Cincinnati, Dec. 22.

Bob Huber and Daryl Parks of

WKRC-TV here have formed a new
vidpix outfit, Seawave Productions,
for the filming of a dramatic series*

for network sale. Firm has sev-

eral scripts by Rod Serling,
;
who’s

Contributed to most of the top net

shows. ,

•

Firm will start shooting the dra-

matic series early next month at

the recently completed studios of

Film Associates. Huber find Parks
are looking for top N, Y. and Coast
actors to handle the leads while
local thesps fill secondary roles.

•V>7.

19.5, and “Chevron Theatre'
<KSTP-TV) and “Cisco Kid”
1WCCO-TV) 17.5. 'All Pulse rat-

ings.)

split 50-50 between Hakim and the
respective producers. Practically
all of the films, Hakim disclosed,
ari based upon actual crimes com-

New York—Gothaih situation, in . mitted in Paris oyer the past aec-

which network o&o’s virtually
l
ade. Reason why the pix weren’t

monopolize the ratings and in
j

released in the U. S. before was
which they must cany all network

;

that it was felt the dialog was too
option hours, leaves little room for ; rapid to be captured by English
vidpix to make much of a dent.

,
titles. Dubbing is expected, to

As is noted, five of
.
the. top six overcome this.

film shows, are on WNBT, the NBC
key. and those are in fringe time.

While other Gotham stations carry
syndicated pix in prime time,

they've got to break down the

tContinued on page 28)

Indie French producers, Hakim
revealed, were previously sounded
out on the plan and have shown
much interest. Before returning
to; New York around Jan. 10 he

tr, expects to finalize negotiations

j
with a number of Gallic filra-

' makers. Meantime, Hakim has also
acquired U. S. theatrical distribu-
tion rights to “Crimes of Paris,”
produced by Raoul Levy as well as
an Alida Valli starrer, “The Lovers
of Toledo.” Both have been dubbed

.
into English.

Hollywood. Dec." 22.

Present half-hour telepic will ul-

timately have to ;be expanded to a

.

full hour, chiefly because of an in-

creasing scarcity, of story mate-

rial for the 30-min, segment. That’s

the view of Irving Starr, producer

of Screen Gems’ leading anthology

series, thO “Ford Theatre.”

Starr
;
readily acknowledged that

such expression, while preferable
from a standpoint of quality, poses
many financial migraines, particu-

larly with respect to residuals. He
pointed out that a top telepix se-

ries in the half-hour bracket finds
a market for reruns without too
much trouble, but that it would be
ah entirely different and more dif-

ficult matter, finding sponsors to
pick up the tab for time plus pro-
gram of an hour-long show.

“If the time rate charges keep
going up, then it would be best to
have an hour-long showwith alter-

nate producers to go into entirely
new story fields, such as novels,
plays, and so on.

“Many interesting, dramatic sub-
ject matters < are too difficult to con-
dense into a half-hour: The hour
length would give us more latitude
on subject matter, and more time
to establish characters, whereas in
the half-hour length yon are limit-

ed on your source of material, and
.too much is. sacrificed .in the 26
minutes running time.
“While the hour show would tend

toward hotter programming, the
residual values will be diminished
for the obvious fact that you won’t
find as many advertisers who can

|

pay for reruns on such a time seg-
ment. So today the producer is

faced with the fact that while he
could do a better job on hour-long
shows, he will fare better financial-
ly at the half-hour length,” Starr

! opined.
The producer averred that some

form of subscription-TV such as
Telemeter may hasten the day of
the hour-long telepix. At present,
there are no vidpix produced at
that length, with the vast majority
of telefilmed product being at the
30-min. segment.

Chicago, Dec. 22.

By the end of January Pure Oil

will have completed its live-to-film

aboutface, representing some choice
plums for the vidpix boys at the
expense of NBC-TV’s co-oped (‘Who
S^id That?” Pure Oil, through the
Leo Biirnett. agency, has ..already,

lined up 40 stations for film spot
bookings, and is seeking a few more
select openings. Celluloid spread
reflects an upped budget with ma-
jor emphasis upon TV.

With the remainder of the “Who
Said That” co-op contracts wind-
ing up next month, client will '.ave

ended its association with the live
show that dates back to 1950 and
embraced 27 stations.

Bulk of Pure Oil’s film purchases
have been with the ABC and NBC
syndicators. NBC!s Film Division’s
“Badge 714” has received a big
play, as has ABC’s “Racket Squad.”
And last week, the advertiser,
picked up ABC’s “The Playhouse,”
formerly the Schlitz “Playhouse of
Stars,” for placement in the Mon-
day night “Who” period on WNBQ
when the live Show’s contract ex-
pires Jan. 25. The ABC sales were
wrapped up by John Burns, the
FD’s midwest chief.

’t

Infringement, Benny

Says in ’Gaslight’ Suit

Los Angeles, Dec. 22_
Attorneys for Jack Benny and

CBS filed a brief in Federal Court
contending that a burlesque of a
film does not constitute an in-
fringement of copyright. Brief was
an answer to a suit by Metro and
Patrick Hamilton seeking to pre-
vent the showing of Benny's tele-
film spoofing “Gaslight.” Lampoon
is currently impounded, awaiting
disposal of the suit.

Among other things; 1 the- brief
wants to know how a telefilm pro-
duced six years after the release
of the feature film can affect its

profits, It admits that the telefilm
is a burlesque but is similar to
“Gaslight” in only two incidents
and is aimed at bellylaughs.

Burlesque, the brief asserts, is a
distinctive form of art and has
been used by such comedians as
Fred Allen, Jackie Gleason, Henry
Morgan; Sid Caesar and Imogene
Coca.

Rosenblum, Ruth Cade

Arthur Rosenblum and Ruth
Cade have formed Mayro Tele-
vision Co. to produce syndicated
and national package shows and to
handle TV

fi
lm editing for other

firms. New outfit; which will head-
jflbarter in New_York, has-acquired
rights to several magazine prop-
erties- for possible vidpix produc-
tion.

London Impretorip

Harry Alan Towers
wants to know

How International

Television Be?

an Interesting editorial featura
in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

PfiRIETY
OUT SOON

Hollywood, Dec. 22
. New First National Studios Will set a precedent in yidpix produc-
tion by making “A” and “B” telepic product when it starts pro-
ducton early next year. Policies of the new coinpany, which bought
the Eagle-Lion Studios for $1,100,000, will be patterned after those
of the major .film studios.

Chester Erskine, who’s currently producing the “Readers Digest”
series, will act as exec producer, supervising “A” product; while
Bernard Prockter, president of the new outfit, will supervise as
production chief the overall program planned by the First National
syndicate.

’

Eddie Corine; exec v.p. of the firm, explaining the new policy
said the financiers Who formed First National entered television
because they feel that within two years the current 40 vidpix
companies will be weeded down to eight or 10, and because they
feel that most of the dramatic shows now being done live in New
York will come to the Coast to be filmed.

Conne compared the current situation to the ,early days of the
transcription business when everyone was going broke because fKey
were trying to buy “names.” Too many people today, Conne said,

don’t realize that tele is different from theatrical films. Telepro-
ducer?, he said, deal directly with, advertising agencies and adver-
tisers. “If you haven’t made good telepix within the budget you
Jiave, you’re dead. Residuals becomes a Word picked out of the

Sponsors are no longer going to let product be released for
their show is still on firstrun. Ultimately, instead
abuting companies we now have, there will be two

or tnreev$™^^^^^The so-called producer-distributor is on the

“Television
tures. Too many prod
always tell them pictures are good . when
important factor the producer should consider regarding

9

‘will it move goods for the advertiser? ’ ”

Conne believes more dramatic shows will move to the Coast
and to film because the advertiser how has more coverage with
additional stations oh the air. Advertiser is now thinkiftsLJ^terms
of covering as much of the country as possible, and hsomQHH^|
to go film and recoup some of his costs in a few years tMroQ)
residuals. ‘Television is going to be a business, not a racketas
it is today, Shoestringers are done,” Conne concludes.

I

Asks 100G

Because

Has the
Los Angeles, Dec. 22.

Rudolf BeisCr,- a Federal em-
ployee, filed a $100,000 damage
sujt in Superior Court against Don-
levy Development Co., charging in-

vasion of his privacy through the
re-run of a “Dangerous Assign-
ment” telefilm, first run on March
13, 1953.

In the film, the plaintiff declares,
is a character named Rudolf Beiser
described as a “criminal possessed
of evil character and guilty of
criminal conduct.” In addition, he
says, the character is similar in
age and appearance to himself. He
declares the re-run of the film was
“malicious and deliberate” and ex-
posed him to public contempt and
ridicule.”

King’s Knight Productions has
wrapped up theTV rights to Les-
lie Charteris’ whodunit, “The
Saint,” for whipping into a 26-part
vidpixer to be filmed in N. Y. Rob-
ert Nathe, prexy of KKP, negoti-
ated the deal directly in Florida
with the author, whose sleuth, has
been around for a quarter century
via novels, feature films, radio,
mags and a comic strip. Charteris'
output bridges 39 novels. Radio se-
ries has been done by Vincent
Price and screen versions starred
George Sanders. Short versions
have appeared in the Saint Maga-
zine and the strip is syndicated in
some 300 newspapers.

Out of the same telepix stable
is “Bulletin From Bertie,” situa-
tion comedy series starring Arthur
Treacher and Arnold Stang, with
a pilot just completed for sponsor
dangling. Film was made at Dy-
namic Studios in Gotham with lor
Cation shots in and around the city.
Pathe is producing with Ashmead
Scott, arid Peter Packer scripting
and Charles Powers directing.

OF Sets 26-Week Chi

Dealtm ‘Scotland Yard’
Official Films, which has its

Boris Karloff British-made starrer,

“Colonel March of Scotland Yard,”
in some 40 markets, sold the series

in Chicago to Atlantic Brewing Co.
on a 26-week deal. Official will
also shoot integrated commercials
for Atlantic with Karloff staffing.
No station has been picked yet.

Deal was set by Bud Austin, Offi-

cial’s national sales chief, via the
W. B. Doner agency.

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Demand for upped quality in

telepix will; result in' a continued
weeding out of vidpix producers
next year, it’s predicted by Frank
Ferrin, vet vidfilm producer in his

fourth year on the “Smilin’ Ed's

Gang” series, bankrolled by Brown
Shoe .. Co. Ferrin observes, “pro-
ducers who can make top quality
product will stay in business; but
the others will fall by the way-
side, because agencies and

.
spon-

sors are demanding better quality

continually.”

Ferrin, probably the only pro-

ducer in town content with one
series (he definitely

.
doesn’t want

to do anymore), is also the only

one who doesn’t think anymore
liVe shows will convert to film. He
contends the current live shows
from N. Y. are done much cheaper
than if they were on film, and
opines residual values are vastly

overrated.

“There is too much new and old

product around, and this lessens

the value of telefilm on the re-

run market. Today a station buyer
can. get new film for little more
than the re-runs, so he sees little

need to go after the re-runs. And
the more your film is re-run the

more you diminish its value/’ he

warned. *

Ferrin avers his stuff, being

made particularly for juves, falls

in a different category; that kids

like to see the same shows over and
over again, and there’s a new crop

of moppets around each' year to

ogle the film. That’s why 36 out of

52 telepix in the series to be shown
next; year will be re-runs, he as-,

serts. .

Ferrin, who has been telefilm ing

in color since he began operations
in 1949, believes the spring of

1955 will see commercial TV here

on a -big scale. But, he cautions,

“the fact that we haVe colpr TV
doesn’t mean everything should be

filmed in color. Black-and-white is

best for whodunits; tell me of one

motion picture whpdunit made in

color and I’ll eat the film; The
Itbry should dictate whether it will

ei in color.” ^ —

Unger's New Ziv Status
Maurice (Babe) Unger, manager

of Coast operations for Ziv Tele-

vision, this week was lipped to a

v.p. of the firm. He’ll fly to Chi-

cago next week to meet with

prexy John Sinn in a three-clay

session to outline his new respon-
sibilities;

Unger has been in charge of op-

erations on all Ziv vidpix proper-

ties.



OR SWIM' PATTERN
s $1,000,000

Long-awaited report of The Na-

tional Television System Commit-

tee panel on color film will be is-

sued in mid-January/ Dr. Alfred

N Goldsmith* RCA consultant, and

chairman of the committee an-

nounced last week. He said the

committee’s voluminous report

would deal with every type of the

characteristics and costs
.

color

negative film, positive prints and

projector types for television.

Dr. Goldsmith spoke at the year-

end election meeting of the Na-

tional Television Film Council, of

which he was named a director.

Officers elected were Mel Gold,

National Screen Servicer president;

John Schneider, Biow agency, exec

v.p.; Arche Mayers, Unity Televi-

sion, distribution v.p.; Bert Hecht,

Bill Sturn Studios, production v.p.;

Rod Rodner, WABC-TV, ,N
t
Y., sta-

tion v.p.; Jim Ellis, Kudner agency,

agency v.p.; Sally Perle, Harry
Lawrence Associates, exec secre-

tary; Sidney Mayers, Unity Tele-

vision, general secretary, and Sam-
uel Spring, Spring & Eastman,

treasurer. .

Dr. Goldsmith, summing up the

year’s achievements, described

progress in M-tape but assured the

NTFC that film was still here to

stay for some time* He said it

would be a number of years before
the tape process Was perfected and
made available at a low enough
price for wide distribution. Dis-

cussing color film, he said that

“enormous technical progress'- had
been made in the past year and
forecast even more. Three new im-
provements have been made in pro-

jectors for television . (primarily
for black and white but holding
promise for color projection). RCA
brought out. a high speed pulldown
projector; a number of firms. Bell
& Howell, DuMont, Eastmani-Kodak
and Philco, made improved non-in-
termittent projectors using flying
spot scanners; and most recehtly,
Motorola developed an “electronic
jump” projector which scans one
frame, then “jumps” to the next.
All these innovations. Dr. Gold-
smith said, have given film on TV
more public favor.

Ottawa, Dec. 22.
Michael Sadlier, former operator

of the Bermudiana Theatre sum-
mer stock, is establishing a TV-
Film production company centered
in Bermuda, wffiei'e taxes are prac-
tically nil.

Actual film-making will be done
mostly in England and Europe,
with U. S. producers and writers
engaged for the project, aimed at
the American market. Canadian
actors will include Ronald Bailey
of the Canadian Repertory Theatre
here and formerly of Bermudiana
Tmealre. One series will be
femme-starred suspense-and-spy

and with color TV looming
Ihese may be tinters.

Sadlier is just back from ar-
ranging for production in England,
where lve also talked with Michael
:
°well of the Powell-Pressburger

team “Red Shoes, ’’ etc.); Tie hopes
10 lure him into returning to

San Francisco, Dec. 22.
Walter A. Rivers & Associates

has opened, a studio here to make
industrial and television films,
Rivers was for many; years San
Francisco representative of Castle
Films. A veteran newspaperman
before entering picture production
he once represented Variety lo-

cally.

Currently Rivers’ studio has a
telepix series, “The Legends of
Pinto Fete;”, before the cameras.

r •

With a prediction that stations
would be showing syndicated film
shows in color by the fall of: 1955,
Ed Madden, v.p.-general manager
of Motion •; Pictures for Televi
sion’s new Film Syndication Divi-
sion, said that

; all of MPTV’s new
product would be filmed in color at
the earliest opportunity. Firm is

currently shooting “Duffy’s Tav-
ern” on the Coast in Eastman
color.

Next> On the tint sked for MPTV
is to be “Janet Dean, Registered
Nurse,” first 13 of which were
completed in black and white a
couple of weeks ago. Production
by the Ella Raines-Bill Dozier
Cornwall Productions resumes in
February at the Mairion Parsonnet
Studios in Long Island, after Miss
Raines returns from a vacation,
and Madden said the series will
probably go tint at that time. .

“Paris Precinct,” which rolls in
Paris early in May, is also slated
for tint. Type of process for
“Paris” and “Janet” haven’t been
decided upon yet. “Flash Gor-
don.” shooting in Germany, won’t,
go in tint for ai while, since there
are no color facilities currently
available in West Berlin. Madden
believes they will be set for color
in about a year.

Pointing out that color set cir-

culation should be large enough
in key markets by the fall of 1955
for stations in those markets to ih-

(Continued on page 28)
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• where Powell made “The
49111 Parallel” starring Raymond

;
la ssey during the war* to make

theatre films.
.

Sadlier will also
continue operating the Peterbor-
ough, Ont., strawhat as he lias for
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With. the syndication market for
new product becoming tighter anjl

more selective, the vidpix industry

is keeping a Weather eye on the
new Motion Pictures for Tele-
vision Film Syndication Division,
which gets its operation off the
ground next month with three new
series going on the air. The Ed
Madden-tOpped division of. Matty
Fox’s overall MPTV operation will

launch its 15-minute Brew Pear-
son series on Jan. 8. with “Flash
Gordon” and “Duffy’s Tavern”
taking to the air at the end of
January.

v With lower-priced rerun product
having established a firm foothold
in the vidpix field, distribs of new
product are finding the market
more and more competitive* with
the syndicators. of a couple of top-
priced new productions reportedly
finding the going much tougher
than they anticipated. The meas-
ure of Success that the new MPTV
product achieves will leave some
kind of influence on the patterns
of; operation of Other top Syndi-
cators; For MPTV’s new setup is

unique in that it's distribbing only
new product, and product in which
it has a good-sized ownership.
V/h.’v1

;
tuai s not unusal in itself,

fac' is that the: new' MPTV opera-
tion is the only recent largescale
distribution setup that hasn’t
picked up some older stuff on a

straight percentage distribution

deal.

The three new shows, together
with Cornwall's ‘-Janet Dean, Reg-
istered Nurse,” which starts in

March, represent about a $5,000,-

000 production stake figured over
a 39-week period. “Pearson” will

be made w'eek-by-week out of

Washington by Times Square Pro-
ductions, so there’s none of those
in the can. but MPTV has com-
pleted eight of its “Duffy” pix and
Inter-Continental Television has
finished the first 26 of its “Flash
Gordon” pix oyer in West Berlin.

Cornwall completed the. .first 13
“Janet Dean” films in Long Island

City a couple of weeks ago.

All told, the MPTV entrance
into the syndicated field marks one
of the biggest single efforts to

date, arid the outcome holds some
key to the future of syndicated pix.

MPTV staff; which now numbers
14 operating out of seven offices,

has been selling the films for the

paist. 30 days, but Madden isn’t say-,

ing just how well they’re progress-

(Continued on page 28)

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Fred Henry, program director at
j

KLAC, AM-T-V since 1946; is leav-

1

[

ing the outfit as soon as the FCC
j

j

okays the Copley Press purchase of
;

KLAC-TV to become exec assistant

! to Don Fedderson in packaging and

|
producing telefilmed shows;

I

Fedderson was KLAC-TV mana-

j

ger until September w hen he re-

;
signed to form his own firm. “Life •

with Elizabeth” and Liberace
. shows are handled by his firm.

Hollywood, Dec.* 22.

Cameraman’s local. 659 and film

editor’s local will report to the
AFL Film Council next month on
results of an investigation they’ve
been conducting for several
months inter overseas telepic pro-
duction.

Unions will recommend for the
10 top ad agencies, in the country
that they be approached and asked
to cooperate in keeping vidpix
production in the U. S., to aid

American labor.
Herb Aller, of Tensers local, will

recommend other action. Particu-
larly pertaining to films, after the
report is presented.

ALL HE WANTS IS THE

RE-RUN TAX, MA’AM
Los Angeles, Dec. 22.

James Moser, TV writer, filed

suit for $9,100 against Jack Webb,
Michael Meshekoff and Stanley
Meyer, partners in Dragnet Pro-

Eductions, demanding re-use pay-

,
ment for 28 “Dragnet” scripts,

f Moser declares the defendants
. re-used at least 47 of lvis “Drag-
net” yarns but paid him for only
19 at $325 each. He also asks the

: same minimum fee for each sub-

i sequent re-run.

The

Of

shortly: y:: Usual Advertising rates prevail
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Tom O’Neil and his General Tel-

eradio r Telecasting setup tipped

their largescale entrance into the

TV-film field this, week when it

wrapped up a $ 1 ,000,000 deal buy-

ing out all the Phillips H. Lord
radio-TV properties for ultimate

use as vidpix material. Multiple

rights to some, eight properties

changed hands under the deal, and
Lord, disposing of all his holdings
in the exchange, w ill act as a con-
sultant on the properties.

General Telecasting, sister com-
pany. of Teleradio (which owns
58

r
c of Mutual and all of the Don

Lee arid Yankee networks*, got its

feet wet in vidpix a couple of
months ago with “The Greatest
Drama," series of 15-minu.te vidpix
made in collaboration with Fox
Movietone News. But with the ac-
quisition of the. Lord properties,
insiders say that Telecasting looms
as a $10,000,000 vidpix setup, em-
bracing production and distribu-
tion. It’s lorig been O’Neil’s inten-
tion to set up such an outfit, un-
derstandable in view of the fact
that Mutual, of which he’s presi-
dent and board chairman, is the
only radio network without a TV
counterpart.

Under the deal. Telecasting ac-
quires the follow ing Lord prop-
erties: “Gangbusters,” radio, TV.
crime files, comic and pocketbook
rights; “Counterspy,” radio, TV,
motion picture and comic book
rights; rights to radio scripts; of
Kathleen Norris novels; all rights
connected with the “Black Robe”
tele series; radio-TV rights to. “Po-
licewoman”; whatever motion pic-
ture and radio . rights revert to
Lord on the “Mr.’ District Attor-
ney” series, plus all. pocketbook
and comic rights; all radio-TV
rights on “We the People”; and
radio-TV rights to “Skv Blazers.”

Telecasting will start filming a
revised format of “Counterspy”
within a couple of w’eeks. Produc-
tion-distribution plans aren’t com-
pletely set yet, but format arid

scripts are ready. Other properties
are yet to be acted upon. In a
couple of cases there’s a conflict

of rights—NBC Film Division is

distribbing the “Gangbusters" vid-
films under the second run title of
“Captured,” but it's understood
that Telecasting will get all subse-
quent rights. Film rights to “Mr.
D. A:” have already been sold to

Ziv, but whatever rights will re-

vert to Lord will then be. shifted
to Telecasting.

Actual production and distribu-
tion phases of the Telecasting op-
eration haven’t been set. Outfit
used Fox Movietone on “Greatest
Drama" series, both as co-producer
and distributor to those markets
not picked up by General Tire
dealers under a co-op deal i Gen-
eral Tire is parent company of Tel-
eradio and Telecasting . Telecast-
ing is headed by-O’Neil as prexy,
with Dwight Martin as exec. v.p.

Hollywood. Dec. 22.

Pilot on a projected series of
26 vidpix will be shot here next

^-tnontlr-byriDean -ilf-artnr*and7^fcri,y"V
;

Lewis, .under aegis of their Gar-
Ron Co., with Lewis as director. .

Half-hour telepix are now being
• scripted, arid will consist of a - va-

;
ricty of cojnedy. drama, etc. Danny

i
Arnold is writing the telescripts,

j

Martin and Lewis won’t be in the

product; they plan to use un*

: knovvns.

Budget has been set at $8,000

,

per telepic; fcomics plan for a syn-.

j

dicatipn distribution of their tele-

I films.
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Recent innovations in the anima-
tion field which have cut the cost of

TV-film commercial techniques to a

level competitive with live-action

filming have sparked the use of ani-

mated commercials to a new high

• in television. The new-found tech-

niques are spilling over into video

programming too, with the car-’

tooneries at this point able to pro-

duce a full halfrhour program for

as little as $5,000.

Key to the upturn in animation,

-Which has lifted. . the . . •: animation
production field to double the time

and dollar level of two years- ago

nnd promises to expand It even fur-

ther, is the. use of so-called "styl-

ized animation" and its counter-

part, ‘‘limited animation/’ Trend in

the "stylized" field, began soon
after the war and was sparked by
United Productions of America. It

makes use of modernized artwork,

but more important, cuts the art-

work involved to a minimum, mak-
ing use of one drawing and an
overlay for as many as 20 frames
where one was used previously.

The technique, which has gained
growing acceptance by the public,

has cut the cost on animation by
about one-third, according to A1
Stahl, president of -Animated, Pro-
ductions, New York cartoonery.
Whereas a one-minute spot, fully

animated, used to cost an average
of about $6,000, a cartoonery now
can turn out with the limited ani-

mation technique the same com-
mercial (but with a different type
of animation) for as little as $2,000,

Stahl, who’s a prolific user of the
technique and. who has done ani-

mation for virtually all major Goth-
ami agencies, estimates that use of
“stylized, animation" over the past
two years’ has risen to the point
where 75% of current TV anima-
tion is done in the new style.

Cost Factor

„ Perfection of the technique has
cut cost of animation down to the
point where it’s just as cheap to
produce as live-action blurbs. This,
added to the reuse factor, has also
pulled advertisers into the ani-

mated fold. since no reuse payment
is made to animation producers.
Only reuse payments in animated
blurbs are to the narrator, and both
Initial and reuse payment are low-
er due to the fact that the narra-
tor is off-camera.
Growing use by advertisers of

animation
,
has in turn created a

problem for the animation produc-
er because of the fact that most
commercials using animation also
combine a minimum of live action
in each bhirb. Agencies have been
reluctant to farm out production to
two different producers, and the
animator has had to come up with
live production facilities. Problem
Is even greater for the live-action
producers who are given animation
contracts, since overhead for main-
taining an animation unit is con-
siderably more than that far main-
taining a live-action unit. As. a re-
sult. many of the top live-action
producers have, been farming out

( Continued on page 28

)

‘Minnie in ’53’

Minneapolis, Dec: J2.
WCCO-TV executives 4 are

wandering:what sort of an im-
pression wilj; be $^yeii of..Min-
neapolis to ’ 4UhU)f) t^amjbers
of Co.mmerceVthfcougnriut’ the
nation and what effect there’ll

be on . coming conventions
here, from the shots of a pair

of beauties in scanty Bikini
bathing suits in a Jaycee pro-
motion film produced by the
station, titled "Minnie In ’53’*

showing the national Jaycee
convention parade here last

June;- •

• The gals were on the Indiana
moat and their curvesome fig-

ures play a prominent part in

the movie which: WCCO-TV
staffers Charles McCuen and
Chuck Sorlein assembled from
the latter’s film recordings of
the convention. McCuen wrote
the. script and provided the
commentary and there’s a mu-
sical background.

Vidpix to Sponsors In

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

As a result of KHJ-TV’s new
double exposure policy, some spon-
sors are freeloading for 26 weeks,
on a trio of vidpix . shows ; seen on
the channel. After the 26-week,
free ride, the sponsors who haven’t
paid a penny have an option to pay
50% of the rate card for continu-
ation of the show.

Fitch given the bankrollers by
the channel is that a national ad-
vertiser buying in N. Y. or L. A.
has so much competition one run,
can’t possibly dent the market;
only a small potential of the audi-
ence is reached. Consequently,
channel is re-running vidpix seen

!
earlier in the week on other chtoa-

1

nels first-run.

Shows in the cuffo bloc aire "Cap-
tain Midnight," with Qvaltine on

• for the ride; "Mark Sabre,” Ster-
ling Drug, and "Sky King," Arm-

I our. "Midnight” has its first run on
j
KTTV, the others are on KECA-

• TV first run.

Station tells the free-riders they
must reduce the show by one min-
ute, and the channel tosses other
blurbs into that time segment. Blue
programming helps the channel get
teleblurbs.

Carter Back to ‘Hospital’
Carter Products returns as back-\

jer of "City Hospital” oh CBS Jan.

1
9 with the Julihn Flint show having

} ridden for' two seasons to past
. September under the Carter tag.

j

Show starts sustaining a week pre-
viously, Agency is SSC&B.

Melville Ruick will repeat in the
leading medico’s role.

Cuffo 150,000 Liberace

Merchandise Platters

,,
In what’s probably the mosjt suc-

cessful merchandising - premium
scheme in the vidpix field. Guild
Films has distributed 150,000 spe-

cially prepared Liberace records
over ah eight-month period. Disks,
which are cut by Columbia (for

whom Liberace records) and which
aren’t available in record shops,
are being used by some 39 spon-
sors of the telepix “series as pre-
miums or giveaways.

New high wa$ reached last week,
with additional djders from sev-

eral sponsors. Deal lor the disks,

which are used', by such sponsors
as banks as inducements forview-
ers to open new accounts, was set
with Columbia’s Gil McKean, spe-
cial products director of the disk-
ery.

New York
John D. Jenkins has been made

acting assistant director of films

for ABC-TV. He’s the son of
Lillian Jenkins, ad-pub director of
Madison Sq. Garden, arid son-in-
law of Sidney Ward, v,p,-copy di-

rector of Young & Rubicam .

Ross Reports’ 1953 survey of TV
Film Commercials, covering . some
4,750 blurbs, : is out . . .> John A.
(Jeff). Davis* former director of op-;
eratkins of WETVi. Macon and
commercial manager of WDAK-TV,
Columbus, joined Motion Pictures
for Television’s Film Syndication
Division as a southeastern account
exec, headquartering in Atlanta
. . . George T. Shupert, ABC veep
in charge of the web’s film syndi-
cation division, elected president of
the Radio & Television Executives
Society, succeeding Jim Gaines,
who leaves

;
WOR and WOR-TV to

head up WAIO, San Antonio, the
first of the year ... Louis Jordan,
who’s currently in’ rehearsal for
Billy Rose’s new legiter» "The Inn-

moralist," is nixing all TV appear-
ances so that his “Paris/ Precinct"
costarrer (with Claude Dauphiri>
vidpix. series, which will be avail-

able in September, will mark bis
tele debut. .

Hollywood
Barbara Britton and Richard

Denning to N1 Y. on telebiz , . .

Arlene Dahl, James Craig and;
Larry Parks topline Screen Gems’
"The Wedding March," for Ford,
with James Neitoea directing,. Irv-
ing Starr producing . . . Bob Bag-
ley exited MCA’s story department,
leaves soon for Gotham on TV biz
... Barbara M. White cast in "The
Wedding of Kitty O’Dare," for
Screen Gems . . . . Jack Dufffeld
named account exec at KTTV, and
E.O. Hawkins Is new merchandise
ing director i . . Ellis Marchs script-
ing a "Private Secretary" telepic
lor Jack Chertok ... Jeanette No-
Ian, Steven Geray, Robert Barton
and Jack George in Gross-Kmae’s
"Big Town" at California studios

. Mabel Albertson and Frank
Wilcox in ‘‘Letters to Loretta" . .

Most of the vidpix companies
around town , shattering this week
and some for a couple weeks, for
the usual holiday break ;. . . Arrow
Productions has a Feb. 1 start on
its "Ellery Queen" series starring
Hugh Marlowe, With vidpix to be
syndicated.

In what’s probably the first case
of its kind,. Motion Pictures for
Television’s new Film Syndication
Division has used the Schwerin
Research Corp. to pretest audience
reaction to its new syndicated
product. Ed Madden, division’s
v.p ;-gerteral manager, had the
Schwerin organization test reaction
to the firm’s "Duffy’s Tavern,"
“Flash Gordon" and "Janet Dean"
series as the pix rolled off the
production . lines in. Hollywood,
Berlin and N, Y.

Tests, run at previews in N, Y.
before audiences of 800 (adults for

. _!!D.nffyIsIl and.41Dean’i-bqt-c-hiIdren
for "Flash"), showed a highly fa-
vorable reaction for all three, with
“Duffy’s"

. attaining an average
“lining score" of 76, "Janet"
achieving an average "liking score’’
ef 80 and "Flash" getting better
than ail 85. All results of the tests
are being used by the firm for sales
promotion, but Madden said if re-
sults had proved negative, they
Would have been used to reshoot
the films with the objectionable
factors elimited or corrected.

WE SAW IT HAPPEN
With James Cannon, narrator;
Eddie Rickenbacker, Larry Bell,
John Lockheed, Donald Douglas,
Leroy Grumman, Igor Sikorsky,
Jimmy Doolittle, Glenn Martin,
William Boeing, others

Producers: United Aircraft, Cal-
houn Studios

Producer-Writer: Paul W. Fisher
Music: Harry Glass
One Hour
Distributor; Calhoim Studios, N.Y.

In a smart public relations.move,
United Aircraft has made available
to television stations throughout
the. country an hour-lop{* docu-
mentary on the histoty^oP Ameri-
can aviation, "We Saw It Happen."
-United baa-forsaken’ the, dustomary

1

plugs in a rather unique riianner—
it has combined old clips of ear-
lier flight with up-to-date inter-
views with the very men who pi-
oneered the aviation industry, and
the lineup, .of names makes it evi-
dent that it’s, gone out: of its way
to plug the competition in a meri-
torious effort to give credit where
credit, is due.
The film is top viewing fare, and

even the length (an hour for a
documentary can be tough going
at times)/ doesn’t detract from the

interest it holds for the viewer.
Film traces flight from the very
beginning, showing clips of the his-
toric flights of the Wright Broth-
ers at Kitty Hawk arid progressing
through the past 50 years to the
modern jet ago, showing the latest
advanced designs that cari achieve
twice the speed of sound! Com-
menting on the clips and the part
they played in them are such pi-
oneers as Igor Sikorsky, Jimmy
Doolittle, Donald Douglas, Williarii
Boeing, Glenn Martin, Adm. John
H, Tower, Larry Bell, John Lock-
heed and a host of other aviation
greats, all of whom gave their time
and. talent free for the film;

Pic was produced and written
by United’s Paul Fisher, and it was
a topnotch job on both ends. Cal-
houn Studios, which prepared the
film for video, is also distributing.
Editing both at the United arid
Calhoun end is excellent. Harry
Glass’ score fits the-film like a
glove. Film is being given free of
charge to all tele stations, arid as
of last week, some 38 had used it.

It’s a natural tiein with the cur-
rent hoopla surrounding the 50th
anniversary of American, aviation,
and it makes fine prograirimlng for
any station. Chan.

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
Dick Powell gives a compelling

performance as a midwesterri med-
ico enmeshed with a voodoo ring
in Cuba, with Roy Kellino’s direc
tion keyed to a suspenseful tempo.
It’s a welcome change in pace for
Powell, Who too long has been
playing Willie Dante in this series.

Larry Marcus* atmospheric yarn,
located in a village near Havana;
deals with a doetor from Des
Moines (Powell), opening up shop
in the place; which has an extreme?*
ly high mortality rate for kids. He,
learnS""idi'-Thh'':vnMiBe^S''

:are scaired

stiff of a legendary voodoo man, a
guy some 200 years old, and they
don’t go to medicos because that’s

the way he wants it. In the mean-
time (that’s two centuries, in this

case) the Voodoo clique shakes down
the townspeople. Powell eventually
traces down the real heavies* very
much alive characters who keptup
the myth via a lighted candle in a
basement room, which the ignorant
townspeople believed was the home
of the nonexistent double cente-
narian. > It’s a highly contrived
climax.

.
V

Powell rings the bell in his lead
role,, playing it with the proper
shadings. Raymond Burr is ex-
cellent in a too-brief role as a
detective; Jay Novello is competent
as the heavy and a good portrayal
is given_by.JRena Regis, who has
switched her name from Charlita.

She is seen as the daughter of a
local character who winds up dead
because he was silly enough to
lease a home te Powell, the unwel-
come outsider.

Larry Marcus’ story holds a
good pace. Daku.

FORD THEATRE
Take an orphaned, boy, a dog, a

young couple desperately anxious
to have a family but unable to,

then toss in a baby up for adoption
just for good measure, and you’ve
got a combination ; which spells
success on the tele circuit. All
these, were melanged in a sriiooth

manner in Screen Gems’ “And
Suddenly You Know*” to make for
a domestic drama. .

Teresa Wright is the femirie who
wants to adopt a baby girl. Doesn’t
want a boy because she feels her
parents were disappointed she
wasn’t a he. An urchin (Lee
Aaker) softens her, but just about
the time she finds she loves him
he powders. Of course, when she
and her hubby go to the adoption
quarters to pick up a little gal,

there’s the waif and they take him
along with them. (The dog goes,
too).

. All this adds up to a good deal
of schmaltz, but it’s the kind which
most viewers will like, Ted Post
directs with a keen emphasis on
characters, which in this instance
is more important than the story.
• Ronald Reagan and Miss Wright
register capably in the leads, while
Lee Aaker does a skillful job as
the wandering waif.
Based on a yarn by Luci Ward

and Spencer Raymond, Lillie Hay-
ward’s teleplay doesn’t overlook
an emotion in the tenderly told

|

tale. Daku.

SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE OF
STARS

Les Savage Jr. has penned a
colorful, exciting teleplay in “No
Compromise," the story of a Texas
Ranger taking a captured killer
from Alabama to Texas. Excellent
thesping by Stephen McNally as
the Ranger and Robert Strauss, the
desperado, plus the fine direction
of Arnold Laven, contribute to the
overall quality of the production.
It’s a virile story, one which should
appeal particularly to the male
viewers Sehlitz courts. .

Savage wastes no time getting
it going, with the Ranger capturing
his man in a gunfight aboard a
train, killing the fugitive’s buddy.
But the law man has no extraditibn
papers, and he’s deep in territory
inhabited by the killer’s clansmen,
so - from then on the interest
mounts as they make their way to
Texas. Ranger frustrates several
escape attempts by the killer, also
efforts by his kin to free him. He
never gets the extradition papers,
which have been conveniently lost
by a judge, also a relative of the
gunman.
McNally underplays for a most

effective portrayal of the badge-
carrier. Robert Strauss’ perform-
ance as the heaVy is excellent, as
the customary black-and-white
hues are deftly avoided, in favor
of a finely shaded characterlz^tlori.
Supporting cast is uniformly, good.

Daku.

PEPSI-COLA PLAYHOUSE
A' nebulous affair . concentrating

chiefly on establishment of charac-
ters and background, this Pepsi
travels along at a sluggish pace,

with the story-line almost invisihi.
at times. More footage goes r

to \he
meriy-go-round and carny locale
than to the assortment of charac
Hers involved. '-The only moving
thing in this half-hour is the
merry-go-round.

;

Ludwig Donath. i& operator of the
merry-go-round, and his assistant
is purty Eve Miller. Everyone’s
making a play for her but Donath
who figures he hasn’t a chance’
When the carny cashier is found in
a dead state, with the coin missing
from, the tillv a young roustabout
is arrested, charged with murder-
ing him. It develops that the
cashier wasn’t murdered (he died
a natural death); he had swiped the
money, planning to-pretend he \vuz
robbed; and Donath gets the girl.

Donath and Miss Miller are bet-
ter than their material, while Don
Kennedy, Marvin Press, Gene Roth
and Joe Forte (as the cashier)
turned in satisfactory perform-
ances in support.

. Robert G.
.Walker’s direction was

much too . slow and uneven. Tele-
Frederic Brown original lacked
play by Lawrence Kimbte from a
punch. Daku.

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
Unlike its title which hints this

is a hbss opera , of sorts, "Pony.-
Express" is a semi-documentary
relating the behind-the-scenes
events which led to the establish-

ment ef the PE. As such, it holds
interest throughout, and bears the
mark of careful research and au-
thenticity.

in a web of political intrigue in

Washington, the Postmaster Gen-
eral, a southerner,, decided mail to

California would go py a. southern
route, so that the south would dir

rectly benefit via development of
railroads, etc. His: snubbing of the
w.k. Overland Trail arouses some
backstage hostility, with one U. S.

Senator leading the fight to. frus-

trate the P.G. Arid it’s this battle

.which results in the idea of the

Pony Express, which going via.

Overland, sharply cuts the time to

the Coast. SO successful is , the
Pony Express, it dies after 78
weeks, because the railroads and
telegraph follow in its path, out-
moding the PE.
Trevor Bardette as.the Senator;

Jonathan Hale, the Postmaster
General; Lewis Martin and Robert
Warwick, as pioneers of the Pony
Express, and Howard Negley and
Jphn Qualen are uniformly good
in. their portrayals.

Direction by Robert Stevenson
is well paced. Daku.

Vj

KTLA, Paramount’s Los Angeles
video outlet, this week became a

stockholder member of Vitapix

Corp. and is curreYitly in the proc-

ess of wrapping up negotiations

under which some six KTLA local

shows will be filmed and syndi-

cated- nationwide by Vitapix.
Shows being considered for film-

ing and subsequent syndication are

“Frosty Frolics," “Spade Cooley,”

“Lawrence Weik,” “Continental
Cafe," "Bandstand Review" and the

“Ina Ray Hutton All-Girl Show."

Bill Leonard Pfc Briefies

Add to CBS-TV Stock Pile

One type of “Operation Cap-
sule" has produced some 200 films

added to CBS Television’s News-
film Library, already flooded with

over 3.000,000 of footage on file for

virtually any type of program
matter. The briefies stem from
Bill Leonard’s five-mirtute seg-

ments—mostly on celluloid—on

“Six O’clock Report," cross-

boarded on WCBS-TV, the web's

N. Y. flagship, at 6:05 p.m. .

For these vestpocket documen-
taries either Leonard or assistant

Jack McGiffert dreamis up the. idea

arid then McGiffert arid a camera-
riiari from Newsfilm go out in the

field to lens the story. McGiffert is

triple-threat director-writer-editor<

Leonard provides the narration.

After the vidairings, the films go

into the library arsenal for use on

newscasts, public affairs stanzas

and syndication;- —^—.....

Subject matter runs the gamut
from a minute (meaning detailed)

examination of the influx of

pigeons in Gotham to a pictorial

study of the lonely men who live

in a harbor lighthouse.. Plenty of

them turn up on the - net’s and

local’s telecasts from time to time*
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THE YEAR OF THE PATENTS
inNY.

Now that the FCC has greenlighted color TV, the “housing”

ration in New York is expected tp get some speedy consideration;

After months of searching, GBS-TV resolved its immediate color

Ct, dio prohjem last week by taking a longterm lease on the RKO
nut St Theatre on upper Broadway, N, Y., and a crew is already

at work on installations, refurbishings, etc., to have it in readir

?iess by March 1#

Buf with the impending stepped-up color programming activity,

neither CBS- RKO theatre acquisition nor NBC-TV’s Colonial

(also in the vicinity of the 81st St. property ) will he able to cope

with the situation for long. Even in terms of monochrome pro-

gramming, the studio shortage becomes increasing acute in New
York for both the major networks, and particularly In the case

of NBC, which is compelled to reactivate the old Warner studios

in Brooklyn Which the network acquired some time back but which

have been lying dormant. Ji addition, NBC is trying to persuade

shows to shift to the' Burbank studios on the Coast in a bid to

alleviate the cramped conditions in Manhattan.

All of which Will likely call for some early bueprinting of plans

looking toward the inevitable construction of TV Centres in

Gotham for both, NBC and CBS. (There’s little indication, at the

moment that the rival webs will collaborate on a one-big Centre

project, preferring yathef to go their individual ways.)

A forthcoming announcement hyf
Ford Motor Co. that it is jumping
aboard the network radio program-

ming bandwagon may provide the

long-sought spark toward a revital-

l7atiop ofJhe medium in '54, with

an unprecedented outpouring of

Detroit coin shaping up as the au-

tomotive industry “discovers” net-

work radio.

For the moment Ford is sitting

tight on the announcement, with
time, program aind network facili-

ties being kept under wraps; but
it’s understood the buy will be a

major one and the first of a series

of network program acquisitions

with other auto companies falling

in line.

Years back Ford was a heavy
user of network radio, with Henry
Ford personally taking an active
interest in the musical-type shows
that were sponsored by the com-
pany. The other companies, for
the most part, were in-and^outers,
and in the more recent TV era
practically all the auto makers de-
serted AM as more and more coin
was channelled into video program-
ming. .•

.

However, the "‘radio story”—of
lower-cost programming and in-

creased sale of sets:—appears to
have made a dent in the Detroit
precincts,, with result, that not only
Ford but other companies as well
are in the process of rediscovering
the medium in '54 as a means of
coping With the more competitive
situation among automotivCs.

Fact that Kraft is buying Edgar
Bergen for an expanded 60-minute
weekly show next season is also
seen indicative of major sponsors
“finding” radio all over again.

Robert Saudek

(Director of Radio-TV Workshop;

—-Ford, fotmdation)

hoc on interetlinq dii»«rtafion on

Television’s BeanbaU
.
* * *
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ABC-TV, in its most drastic pro-

gramming revision since its merger

with United Paramount Theatres

last February, swung the axe down
on four shows this week, including

its two daytime segments. At the

same time, the network announced
that Don McNeill’s “Breakfast

Club” would begin simulcasting

shortly after Feb. 1 and that a

morning block would be built

around the longtime radio prop-

erty.

Shows getting the axe are the

two daytimers, “Turn to a Friend”

and “The Em Westmore Show,”
and the two sustainers filling the

Wednesday night 9-10 niche. Jean

Carroll’s “Take It From Me” situ-

ation comedy and “The Vaudeville

Show,” which started only two
weeks ago. Replacements aren’t

(Continued on page 34)

By GEORGE ROSEN
. The FCQ’$ okay. ion.. compatible
color television standards throws
into focus the peculiarly sensitive
situation shaping up on the patent
front, notably in terms of tint TV.
For the. Radio Corp. of America;
’54 could well be the “year of de-
cision,” for at stake are millions of
dollars accruing to RCA annually
from' its patent licensing business
(the millions in revenue that RCA
in the past has been able to pour
Into constant research and devel-
opment in color television and
other electronic facets).

As an indication of the extent of
the “patent upheaval” in the off-
ing, it’s been learned that General
Electric is currently in the process
of negotiating a deal with CBS for
adoption of the. Columbia color
camera system, thus marking the

major defection in :the GE-
RCA long-standing association and
creating a situation where GE
would be riding in two camps—
with RCA on all its past patent
commitments and with Columbia
on color cameras.

.
Significant in the projected deal

is the bearing it will have on the
powerful RCA patent licensing biz,

-rathefr-than-the GE acceptance, as
such, of the CBS sjrstera.

The royalty rate of “less than
of the manufacturers’ selling

price of apparatus using RCA in-
ventions has been the means by
which RCA has been pouring its

millions into research and devel-
opment work, {More than $50,-

000,000 alone went into research
and' development of black-and-
white TV before RCA made a dime
profit; by the end of ’54 RCA will
have spent upwards of $30,000,000
in developing-researching color

IT.)
Sarnoff to Analysts

Gfy along with Westinghouse, is

currently battling with RCA in the
courts and refusing to accept
RCA’s so - called sub - licensing
rights under their patents which
expire Dec. 31, ’54. The all-impor-
tant, decision is now pending be-
fore the District Court in Dela-
ware. What the decision will be
is anybody’s guess, but RCA board
chairman David Sarnoff, in an ad-
dress earlier this month before the
New York Society of Security Ana-
lysts, made it clear that “no matter
what the outcome of the case may
be. no question has been raised as

to the fact that both GE and West-
inghouse are required to continue
to pay RCA, after Dec. 31. ’54,

royalties on ; all radio, television

and other electronic patents in Our
field which they use and which
were developed by GE, Westing-
house, the Telephone Co. or RCA
before Dec. 31, ’54.”

Sarnoff shared the opinion of

RCA- experts that from here on in

the big noise, in areas for licens-

ing, is color television and tran-

sistors, while the GE and Westing-

house inventions, he noted, have

(Continued on page 36)
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Frank White, who bow»ed out as

prexy of NBC \ast summer, has

j

joined MeCann-Erickson agency
]and becomes chairman of the board

]
of the International Division, a

I wholly-owried subsidiary of agency-

(Parent company, is topped by H.
K; McCann as board chairman;
Marion Harper Jr., as president

and Emerson Foote as executive

veepee. At the same time McC-E
also announced appointment of

George Giese as prexy of the In-

ternational Division. Giese was
formerly veepee and director of

the international setup.

. As board chairman. White will be
in command of 17 offices overseas

—in Europe and Latin America

—

and will do extensive travelling.

Immediate speculation was
whether the White move-in will in-

vite a switch of the $3,500,000
j

RCA account to MeCann-Erickson.
4 RCA is yanking the biz from J.

Walter Thompson.) However,
with McC-E already involved

.
in

the lucrative Westinghouse bill-

ings and Columbia Records, it In-

volves conflicts that automatically

rule out any acquisition of the

RCA biz.

Otto Harbach, dean of American

musical - playwrights, will be the

guest on “The Railroad Hour” on

next Monday (28). A special cut-

in has been arranged from Har-

bach’s living-room in New York.

Lawrence and Robert E. Lee

Jerome have prepared a salute to

Harbach. Program features Gor-

don MacRae <and Dorothy Kirsten

in a “Review of the Year.”

:
- Harbach, in turn, salutes the

greats of the musical theatre he

has .worked with': Rudolf Friml,

Sigmund Romberg, Jerome Kern,

-and Vincent. Youmans.

“Railroad Hour,” in its
4

sixth

year, has consistently been in the

top-10 in rating, the first time in

the history of radio that a rnusi-

cal-show hit the niagic circle.

‘OVERLOADED’

EXITS TV ‘COMEBACK’
George Jessel has bowed Out as

emcee of ABC-TV’s “Comeback”
with Robert Alda filling in for a

couple of weeks before Arlene
Francis moves in as permanent
cohferenCier. Bob Weitman. ABC
talcnt-prograrns veep, said the fact

that Jessel’s Overloaded with his

own TV’er plus a radio show is

responsible for the move.
“Comeback,” which has reverted

to single sponsorship by Sealy

Mattress on an every-week basis

(Ekco Products was in as alternate-

week sponsor under a 13-week
saturation deal), is also undergoing

a format change under the Lou
Cowan office aegis. Stress will be

jess on people currently trying a

comeback and more on celebrities

who’ve already done so. In line

with that, George Shearing is

slated as guest Friday (25).

Martin Gabel, Miss Francis’ hus-

band. has taken over as producer

of the show.

ELMER DAVIS BACK,

SET FOR AM&TV
Elmer Davis, who a couple of

months ago quit his longtime radio

show on ABC because of ill health,

is returning to the air on a once-

weekly basis and is also making
his debut as a regular television

commentator. He’s slated to start

a Sunday at 1 p. jn. quarter-hour

TV commentary on Jan, 17, with

radio starting on Jan. 3 in the Sun-

day night 10; 15 slot.

Radio version will be a tape Of

the TV show, but because the radio

segment starts earlier, the first two
shows will be original with AM.
Davis is reportedly on the mend,
but he’s still not well enough to

return to a flve-a-wcek sked.

ABC-TV’S projected Sammy Dav-
is Jr.-Will Mastin Trio musical
comedy show, kinnie of which has
already been completed but is not.

yet being shown, is set to roll with
an all-Negro cast, the first live net-

work TVer of its kind.

Web has been showing the kin-
nie to its sales force, but it hasn’t
put it on' the agency rounds yet.

Ashmead Scott produced and di-

rected the kinnie; Sid Kuller i

scripted.

Year-end rush of { clients into

network radio with sponsorship

deals starting in January has given

CBS something to shout about—
an unexpected $2,000,000 billings

windfall; Just at a timewhen CBS
was bemoaning its fate in the

Chesebrough fadeout from his

longtime bankrolling of “Dr, Chris-

ian” and Lucky Strike’s pullout: on
the Horace Heidt show’, the onrush
of new' biz not only offsets the

casualties but has given the net-

work new heart in appraising the

future. Likewise, coupled with the

revelation that Ford is making a

major nighttime entity into radio
(see separate story J with likelihood
of other auto companies following
suit, the ’54 network radio picture,
and particularly as far as CBS i*

concerned, takes on a brighter hue.

Perhaps the most unique aspect
of the new CBS biz is the manner
in which the clients. are jumping
on the Robert Q. Lewis bandwag-
on. Even though, his new Saturday
morning radio "entry"3oesrTt pfeem
until Jan. 2. CBS last week brought
in its fourth sponsor for the hour
(tl-to-noon i show when VanCamp
negotiated a deal with the web,.
Previously CBS had signed up
PinesoL Mutual of Omaha, and
Nehi. Talent lineup for the show
was also finalized last week.* with
Jan Arden ^recent “Talent Scouts”
winner*, the Cbordettes. Sally
Sweetland, Earl Wrightson and
Ray Block’s brch as the major com-
ponents.

Saturday entry' is. Of course, in

addition to Lewis’ afternoon cross-
the-board radio show. He Also

starts an afternoon five-times-a-
week TV show' in January, with
practically the same talent lineup
prevailing as on his Saturday
stanza.

Decision of CBS to mow the
“Godfrey Digest" radio show from
Sunda3

' afternoon to Friday nights
8:30-9:30 has also

,
proven a spon-

sorship bonanza for the network,
with 45 minutes Of the show' al-

ready sold. Ow'ens-Coming, which
sponsored “Digest" until a month
ago. has decided to returq. taking
Over the 8:30-9 segment. In addi-
tion. Bristol-Myers is; bujlng 9-
9:15. leaving a quarter-hour avail*

ability. “Stage Struck" is currontly
occupying the Friday hour slot, but
is being shifted to Sunday after-

noons 5-6 in. the hopes of inviting
a bigger audience.

In addition to sponsoring Lewis,
YanCamp has also bought 11 Edgar
Bergen stanzas as alternate spon-
sor with Consolidated Cosmetics.

*

The lucrative $3,500,000 Radio
Corp. of America billings are being
thrown on the Open market, with
a mad scramble among agencies al-

ready under W’ay, as result of RCA
serving notice on J. Walter Thomp-
son agency that it is yanking its

biz. The move is not unexpected
since it’s known that RCA has been
unhappy with the JWT association

for some time.

RCA notice to Thompson's proxy
Stanley Resor is six months in

advance, and it’s not anticipated

that the billings will actually

sw’itch to another agency until

some time in mid^’54. JWT handles

all the RCA radidrTV biz, as ..well

as RCA Victor; (White goods, such

as airconditioners, stoves, etc.) are

handled by A1 Paul Lefton agency.

Actually RCA is so set up. ad-

ministrative-wise, that it is in a

position to handle its own accounts.

That goes for advertising, merchan-

dising, exploitation, etc.
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Resignation of John K. Herbert,

as veepee administrative iiales

chieftain at NBC-TV, reportedly

effective Jan. 1 / represents the first

major “casualty" within the net-

work echelon fraternity since the

ascendancy of the Pat Weaver-Bob
Sarnoff regime. The news, how-

ever, that Herbert is due to check

out doesn’t come as any particular

surprise , to those close to the

scene of operation, for it’s not. ex-

actly a secret that prexy Weayer

and Herbert didn't share the same
policy ideologies,

Herbert himself had once as-

pired to: the NBC presidency and

some months back, during the

Frank White prexy regime, had

served as head of the television

network. . with virtually everybody

else in TV reporting to hiniv

When, however, Gen, David Sar-

noff himself took over active com-
mand of both the radio and. TV.

networks after the White exit, Her-

bert’s duties were limited to sales.

His resignation < he still has a two-

year contract which: the network

presumably is buying ufy) helps al-

leviate a situation within the. sales

division, in which at least three

major execs have been operating,

the others being veepee George
Frey * 27-year vet of the organiza-

tion) and Charles iBud) Barry, for-

mer TV programming, chief at tlie

web- Frey, it‘s understood, will

become^ No. 1 sales veepee.
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DERR'S DIXIE' DOODLE

CBS !
Sports. Boss to Barnstorm
To Middle February

A handful of key shifts were
made at Mutual last week. Julius

F. Seebach. web veepee. upped
three men. Richard Puff, director

of research and sales planning,

upped another two, while a. sixth

man was added to the station re-

lations staff.

fiocco Tito, with Mutual since

*49 on production staff, has been

’

named executive producer. Richard '

Sassenberg, lately traffic official,
\

was made production supervisor,
j

Seebach made both appointments

'

. effective, immediately. The. veepee >

also named Frank Miller, night
:

program supervisor for two years.
'

liaison between the network’s pro-

gram. traffic and facilities.
j

In Puff's department, he singled

out Henry Poster, formerly chief

of research for Mutual, to head

the presentation staff and. simul-

taneously. brought in Joseph Stein

to replace Poster.

The Iasi appointment was made
by Charles Godwin, director of

station relations; He has inked a

deal with Charles King, general

manager of WKAL, Rome, N.Y;,-

to take the post of station rela-

tions contact rep for the web.

TR1MEPH0T0G’ BACK

ON CBS RADIO SKED
Lester Gottlieb. CBS Radio pro-

gram chieftain, is restoring "Crime
Photographer" to the roster in a

reshuffling of the Wednesday
night schedule as result of the

Chesehrough cancellation of "Dr.

Christian." New program lineup
goes into effect Jan. 13, with
"Crime Photographer" going into

the 9 to 9:30 segment and
with Staats Costworth back in his

longtime role. John. Dietz will

again produce and direct.

Slotting of "Crime Photograph-
er" will give CBS a sustained two-
hour block of melodramas, with
the. schedule reading: "FBI In

Peace & War" at 8; "21st Precinct"
(the web’s toprated sustainer). at

•8:30; "Crime Photographer” at 9
and "Crime Classics” at 9:30.

Washington, Dec. 22.

Petition by St. Louis Univ.,

licensee of radio station W'EW. to

bar CBS from the contest for chan-

nel 11 in St. Louis, in view of the

recent anti-monopoly order limit-

ing networks to interests in five

stations was turned down yester-

day tMon.) by the FCC.

The agency will allow CBS to

compete providing it diverts itself,

withtn-ff-three-year-period;-of-one

of its minority interests in the

event of a grant.

. The Commission also denied a

petition by Broadcast House, Inc.,

to. make all channels available in

St. Louis UHF in order to equal-

ize the competition.

ABC’S NEW YEAR-END

COIN; BUICK 1-SHOTS
Some unexpected year-end . coin

filtered into the ABC Radio net

last week, though most of it was
shared by other webs. Buick. which
bought several spots on CBS’ Pow-
er Plan, was the main donor, buy-
ing the Jan. 3 edition of “American

:
Music Hall" and the Jan. 4 and 6
shows of the “Mike Malloy” pri-

vate eye series.

;

Web also pacted Assemblies of

God to sponsor “Revival Time” on
Sundays 10:30 to 11. Deal was

i

placed by the Walter F. Bennett
agency. Buick coin came via Kud-

:
ner. Web also got an order from
Gillette to carry the . razor firm’s

; big Christmas show (NBC-TV on
tele) on the radio net. This doesn’t

i
represent new coin, however, since

jit takes the place of the "Friday

j

Night Fights,” which ABC carries
• on radio anyway. But the .pet was
,
pitching several oneshots at the

j

Maxon agency to bally the hour-
:
long Yuletide show.

CBS Radio sports ’director John

Derr departed this week for a tour

;
of the southern circuit where he’ll

I keep going until mid-February on

]
a combo biz-vacation. He’s tapped

himself to produce the .
Miami

Orange Bowl gridcast On New
Year’s Day, this to be preceded by

! experting in which Derr, Red Bar-

ber and Bob Neal will participate.

;

Next Saturday (26) Derr's sports-

;
cast will he quested by Red Socker

! Ted Williams and golf’s Sam
Snead! On Jan. 9 he’ll be in Mo-
bile for web’s coverage of the

Senior Bowl with Barber play-by-

playing and Derr coloring it up.

Derr; will originate his-' weekend
shows from Mobile, with Sabbath

1 stanza to have St. Loo Cards man-
1 ager Eddie Stanky, who lives in

the Alabama city. He’ll then shift

to the Coast to cover Bing Crosby’s

Pebble Beach golf tourney, return-

ing to Dixie after that for the

Tampa Women’s Open where he’ll

have as a guest Ai Lopez, Cleve-

land Indian manager, who’s a resi-

dent of Tampa.

ABC Radio’s new rate plan for

morning and evening strips, cur-

rently in the hands of the web’s
affiliates, should be okayed and
available for sponsors by the, first

of the year. Plan provides for co-

sponsorships of morning and eve-
ning quarter-hour strips at half

the quarter-hour rate instead of

the customary quarter-hour-plus
rate.

,
(

Under the plan, a morning strip

(not yet selected) w'ould be sold
on a half-sponsorship five-days?a-

week basis, instead of the Current
tw-o and one-half quarter-hours-
per-week buy, with the sponsor
carrying show three days one
week, two the next. Under this

type of sale, sponsor buying into
the plan would pay a total weekly
rate of 100Ce of the hour rate for

the five shows. Also, if only one
sponsor is sold, stations can sell

the Other half locally . until a. sec-
ond bankroller is signed.

On the evening side, the 8 to 9
block of four quarter-hour strips
will be available under the same
type of sale, except that a sponsor
must buy four segments per week
(strips run Tuesday-thru-Friday).
Same principle holds, under which
each sponsor pays only one half
the quarter-hour rate, instead of
one-half plus an extra charge.

Barry Gray and; top echelon at

VMCA, Gotham indie, have de-
cided to upset a longtime success-
ful formula and brave , a change
wl^eh ' they drop the studio audi-
ence at the former’s two-hour
night time interview-commentary
show shortly after the first of the
year.

Revision occurs when Gray re-

turns from a. two-week junket to
Europe and Israel,

“All My Love," starring Nina Foch on CBS-TV’s "Studio One,"
was a welcome relief from major production problems for the pro-
gram staff, ad agency and public relations personnel after the re-
cent "Dry Run” program.
"Dry Run", was a submarine epic. The U. S. Navy was asked

for motion pictures of the USS Nautilus, atomic submarine now
being completed in New London by the General Dynamics Corp.
Films were taken expressly for the. telecast, and put through the
Washington process of declassification and clearance. Rear Adm.
Roscoe H. Hilleokoetter, Commandant 3d Naval District, agreed to
introduce the program. The Navy arranged for directors, tech-
nicians and actors—plus publicity men and photographers—to
board both the USS Spikefish and Gato for technical information
and photos. Everything was fine—until Friday morning before
the Monday show. The Defense Dept, m Washington decided not
to release the Nautilus film. After numerous long distance calls,
the decision was dropped in the lap of Secretary of Defense
Charles E. Wilson.
Meanwhile, a model of the Nautilus was sought—and found—in

the Boston Museum of Science; Over the weekend, NaVy men and
CBS finally reached the curator of the museum who said the
model could be borrowed, but as far as he was concerned, it
needn’t be returned. On Sunday morning, another model was
unearthed, but this one was enroute by express to New Orleans. On
Sunday afternoon still another model was discovered, in the home
of a General Dynamics Corp. official who said he would lend it to
"Studio One."
A "Studio One" publicity man was dispatched on Monday, ac-

companied by another publicity man to help carry it—and they ar-
rived at McCann-Erickson, model, intact, to learn that Secretary
Wilson had just released the Nautilus film which was rushed to
the web for cutting. Trimmed down, the film lasted 25 seconds—
on-the-air.

‘Washington, Dec. 22.

The FCC revealed yesterday (Mon.) it has given permission to

the Air Force Base at Limestone, Me., to use a commercial channel
' for ‘ a low power TV station for entertainment of troops. The
arrangements will continue as long as the channel, which is

assigned to Presque Isle, is not applied for.

The station, which J$ being built with profits of the base post
exchange and motion picture theatre, will go oh the air Christmas
Eve with special live shows and film, and plans to start regular
operations in January, Receivers will be purchased by the troops
with their own funds.

. The project, which will cost, about $30,000, may be the first of
a series of short range TV stationyat isolated bases, of the strategic

air command which are inaccessible to reception from commercial
TV service. ‘'Television facilities," said Gen. Curtis Lemay, Chief
of the SAG, “are being considered as a means of increasing in-

centives and making tours of duty, at isolated bases more at-
- tractive.” -----— — -- -~-:v — -----
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Millie’ Clearance

That "station time" bugaboo,

which has thrown the networks for

many a sponsorship loss in recent

months, has cropped up again—
this time at CBS-TV.

Charles Antell has put in an or-

der for a pickup of the "Meet
Millie" show in the Saturday eve-

ning 7-7:30 period (on condition

that the network deliver a respect-

able segment of the affiliates), but

so far it’s been rough going. Sta-

tions covet that 7-7:30 period cross-

the-board for local clients and are
reluctant to turn the time over to

the network. Same situation is go-

ing on at NBC, where prospective
clients are a dime a dozen for both
7-7:30 and 10:30-11 p.m., "when
and if you. can get us the stations.”

CAMELS TO SPONSOR

ABC SUGAR BOWL GRID
ABC got off a sustaing hook to

the tune of nearly $100,000 this

week by finalizing a deal for R. J.

Reynolds- Camels to sponser the
Sugar Bowl on New Year’s Day
over the ABC radio and TV net-
works, Deal came less than two
weeks before the event.

Bill Stern is set to handle the
TV play-by-play, while Bob Finne-
gan will do the radio commentary.
Game pits Georgia Tech against
West Virginia in the 20th New
Orleans contest. Web is currently
trying to peddle fore and aft and
intermission features. Also on the
docket is the annual Mummers’ Pa-
rade from. Philadelphia, to which
ABC-TV has sewn up the rights but
which it won’t put on the air un*.

less there’s a sponsor to go with it.

For Reynolds, it’s its second New
Year’s buy, haying previously
picked up the intermission and
fore and aft features in NBC-TV’s
Rose and Orange Bowl schedule.

. The hot labor, dispute on the
dockfronts over who’s boss—the.
old racket-ridden International
Longshoremen's—Assnvr^r—AFfc’s-
new ILA—has brought coin to the
Gotham broadcast basket. Morris
S. Novik. radio director of AFL,
mapped out a campaign of radio !

news shows under the labor union’s
sponsorship to bring home the
vote in yesterday (22) and today’s
balloting among dockers to see
which organization becomes their

official arm.
'

' The constant bickering between
the deposed Joe Ryan’s "gangster
uniqn"_an<L the_ new .AFL_ outfit,

forced the NLRB to call for the
vote. . Nobody Will know until

Xmas day or after just how effec-

Tivr-Novirr
In addition to f a spot radio cam-

paign (TOO placements or better),

Novik for the past month
;
has had

four morning news ( also weather
and ship

.
skeds ) shows on New

York stations and two .
weekend

shows of the same nature. Two
a.m. stanzas on WHOM, were done
in Italian and Polish for the large
number of longshoremen of .these

extractions. The other two were
on WABC and WINS—and all of
them were aired early enough, to
catch the problem-ridden workers
before first "shapeup."

WLIB got more of the coin w ith

a Saturday Polish newscast, and
WHOM some with a Sunday pres-

entation in Italian; The AFL arm
in sponsoring made no attempt on
these broadcasts to hit the dock-
men over the head with its bene-

|

fits. Instead Npvik restricted; then!
' to a form of institutional advertis-

ing—"Program brought to you by
ILA of AFL, etc."

The spot; campaign was saved
for saturation, for this last Sunday
through Tuesday to get the work-
ers’ votes.

A short documentary on water-

front condition was presented via

NBC-TV’s "Today" yesterday (22).

Free time was also made available

to George Meany, national chief of

AFL, by Bill Leonard on CBS ra-

dio and Kate Smith on NBC-TV.
Meany further expressed his views

on the waterfront setup via WABC
and WOR-TV on Monday (21).

‘3

"Doube or Nothing," production
of which last week passed from the
hands of the Walt Framer organi-
zation, will henceforth be produced
by the packaging firm of Master-
son, Reddy & Nelson.

"Three Johns" were assigned
the show by Ward Wheelock
agency, which, owns the property
and reps the, sponsors, Campbell
Soups. TV version is on CBS,
radio version on ABC.

With Lever Bros, having already

served notice on CBS-TV that it is

vacating Its Thursday night half-

hour slot in order to get its "Lux
Video Theatre" off the opposile-

"Dragnet" hook, the shifting of the

show to a new time and new net-

work facilities will also be the oc-

casion for Lux expanding to a full

hour show.

Just where the show will land is

still up in the air, since there isn’t

a 60-miriute nighttime: span avail-

able on either CBS or NBC. ABC'
TV is bidding for the property and
the lucrative billings, but .

Lever,

it’s reported, feels more disposed

toward an NBC availability.

A full hour "Lux Video Thea-

tre" has been In the talking stage

for a long time, with the move
probably cueing the fadeout of the

long-running CBS radio version

some time early in ’54. But at the

moment it all hinges on when and
if an hour TV slot suitable to both

the client and the network

opens up.
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COLOR IN

ltA»IO-TKIJKVISION

Amid the abundant positive factors relating to the FCC's go-

, p„d on colorvision, comparatively little attention was drawn to

y. ’

part 0f the Commission’s 44-page treatise signalizing, the

,Hinl advent of the ‘‘color era.” But big as life loomed “Com*.

natibiUty Clauses” 34, .35 ahd; 36 of the overall docket which was

ol made officially a part of the publicly directed statement.

The first clause defines compatibility “in the usual sense,” i.e,,

satisfactory reception of b&w pictures from colorcasts; but then

"lacitieslThptHen "the: subject which‘
::

maiy"
,

deyeib'p'
,

'fhtb''"dne"y-r-‘

of the ‘‘hot potatoes” after tint receivers get into the homes tor.

mavbe even before). This is ‘‘reverse compatibility,” which re-

latcs to satisfactory reception of monochrome signals bn color

receivers without alteration. While no change is required in

existing b&w Sets for reception of a monochrome picture from

color transmissions, the FCC observes that ‘‘it appears that the

b&w pictures suffer some degradation” and that “at distances

from the receiver where the line structure is evident there is

also a dot structure visible.” It says, however, that beyond this

critical distance ‘‘there appears to be no significant deterioration in

the picture . . . the degree of degradation is not substantial,: and

we do not believe it will interfere seriously with the public’s
' vicuTn^f'TolOT^ogramming-in-black-&-white^ _

But when it comes to the second aspect—“reverse compatibil-

.

itv
>! the statement reads: ‘‘No test data has been submitted.

a' number of parties commented favorably on the ability of

present color receivers in this, respect, but the statements were

of a general nature unsupported by data. Our own observation in-

dicates that the monochrome picture suffers a notio.eable
. loss of

definition when received on a colorset.”

Clause 37 brings up the rear of this phase to put convertibility

in the dead pigeon class when it comes to changes necessary in

order to enable existing sets to receive color transmissions in

color. FCC’s coup d’grace: ‘‘No practical .. converter has been
demonstrated nor does it appear that proponents of the proposed

Signal specifications have_any current plans for the production :

of converters.”
'

The ‘‘hue and cry”—when and if it does edme—is expected to

center on* the quality of monochrome reception stemming from a
b&\OTtnTsnTissi'on

j intended"for^'C0loi,set^^ —=

From both a public and industry

view, some of the FCC’s comment
on costs embodied in the. official

nod on colorcasting is in many
ways the most important of its de-

tailed statement. Ever 'since CBS’
field sequential system was nixed,

the Commission has been Ultra-

sensitive to ‘‘the public interest”
—and “interest” includes the
money factor, which in turn means
a receiver cheap enough to be
“available” to the masses.
.
A few months ago in Washington

after the FCC had held tinted dem-
onstrations in New York, oppo-
nents of tfrtr new color specifica-
tions on which the. go-ahead has
now been given contended that
“little basis now exists for a rea-
sonable assurance” that receivers
.under the proposed system would
bo cheap enough for the public at
large. The Commission, however,
okayed the NTSC method after
considering a multitude of factors
oilier than the cost to the con-
sumer of a colorset. (Before it

capitulated to the “mating” meth-
od. CBS had been the foremost op-
ponent of compatibility, plugging
instead its controversial field se-
quential method.)
The Commission admits in its

covering statement that figures in
the record concerning estimated

(Continued on page 36)

Wfcat’s The Tint Story?
A group of experts, including

Drs. Allen B. DuMont and Thomas
T. Goldsmith, are being called in

to cue the public on the nature and
future of color TV via DuMont’s
“What’s the Story?” Thursday;
Jan. 14. Third member of the
panel will be Kenneth B. Wilson,
president of the National Better
Business Bureau.

. Emcee John K. M. McCaffrey
will drop regular format for stanza

to conduct round-table . discourse

on the recent FCC greenlight on
color TV.

The best laid plans of mice and
monochrome will be executed from
•hc£e_ in on

; .th^apMpach.;.Jq„_^J
'‘greater black & white era” smack
in the face of the FCC’s authoriza-
tion last Thursday (17) of commer-
cial telecasting via the compatible
color system fostered by the NTSC
to take effect immediately after
adoption of standards. Ordinarily,
a waiting period of 40 days, during
which the standards are to be pub-
lished in the Federal Register,
must elapse. Commission got
around that technicality imme-
diately by permitting interim

Touring Tintele
Robert E..;Lee

;
“baby” mem-

;

ber of the FCC, in his concur-
ring statement on a color^-
sion system, wound up with:

v
“I am delighted St long last

to have had a small part in

putting the show on the road.”

wire in advance of program time.
In short, colorvision is here and
all that remains is (It performance,
and (2) the public’s reception of
that-^on sets . they do not yet haye.

Blit those hordes with a huge
stake in durable goods—black St

Set alongside the enthusiastic
statements by the two other webs
f RCA-NBC and CBS-Columbia)

'_vi*Ith_ a rich-- stake’ in both program-

.

Thing and teTesbt"manufacturing for
"

colorvision; Dr. Alien B. DuMont’s
view of FCC’s greenlight on tint

took a downbeat turn as he
glbmmed the situation beyond the
rainbow. While taking note of the
“progressive course” charted by

|
the TV. industry, the head of Du-
Mont Labs declared that the FCC
decision “is ahead of the indus-
try’s ability to deliver commercial-
ly practical color television equip-
ment and programs in any appre-

feut he also put into the record
that “we are abreast of technical
and industry’ manufacturing prog-

i ress. and in some respects we be-
lieve we are ahead, of it.”

:

WOR-TV would like to shed its -U;
Dr. ^uMont. a piorieer TV and

$3,000,000: Gotham studios on 67th .

tmtele technician, said^his company
white telesets, plus manufacturers UtiWr N Y itv hppn vprifipd hv ! would devote itself to bigsereen

ab i Barnes M^ah^and GOrdom* video because he believes the pub-of . video equipment in general
aren’t inclined to wait for “any“40-

; ‘We Won. Mom!’
Washinton. Dec. 22.

Adoption of NTSC color

_standacds^4s i^“5.i;eat
for the people.” Sen. Edwin
C. Johnson iD-Colo.? told

VARIETY last week following
the FCC action authorizing
commercial , use of the new

.

compatible system. “It’s been
a long hard fight and a very
happy day for me,’’ he added.

Sen. Johnson, as former
Chairman of the Interstate

Commerce Committee, played
a major role in prodding the
FCC to shake color TV out of

the laboratories. Only last

Spring he threatened a Sen-
ate investigation of the elec-

tronics manufacturing indus-

try to determine whether
color, was being deliberately

held 'back. ^

Gray, : outgoing and incoming !
demand it and ‘our policy

chiefs, respectively, of the local ' with respect to large screens shall

divisions of General Teleradio. For ’ not change insofar as color is coii-

J-the—past--three—months^- NBC-T\LT Cerne.d:_. Company will produce

and others have reportedly been ’ a receiver some Cline in 1954,

crying for the studios, large enough i

no particular Period of the

to house a network Drosrhmmine J’ea C indicated,

opefatiom*" -7 ^^*TKr
, _ . .

'

, Dr. DuMont said, “that neither Du-

charge of WOA? ahd VOA1-TV
; g’Tbte to deUver ahy su£

war'Vend rtatfd" in
A
5
t0
meetini stantial number of color '.'receivers

with his successor^ that all but two ^-h”r general public can afford for sev-
I

of wOR-TV s shows will emanate
J , v 5_ Nbr will there b€,

from the new studio in the Empire V .nrAOra _i.enough color programs broadcast
to justify a large receiver instru-

ment investment by the viewing
public until color receivers arc

available in quantity. Meantime, nc
one should deprive himself of the

enjoyment of television on black
& white receivers which will a!

ways be able to recei ve both -coloi

and black & white programs.”

SarnofT-Folsom Statement

In ah elaborate ,10-page state-

State Building. Two major dra
i matic productions, “Broadway TV

.
j

Theatre” and “Harlem Detective.”

,

will for the time being, at any rate,

^continue to be seen from the 67th
’ street studios.

I Neither Gaines nor Gray would
I
disclose the prospective buyers’
names, but it was indicated that

.

!
two of them are major TV webs

|

and the third, a major motion pic
company. .Presently, General Tele-

I
radio is renting the better portion menL RCA board chairman Brig

day wonders” - to find out where of its 67th street studio floor space Gen. David Saraoff and prexj

their revenues are going. Galvan- <

ized into the proverbial action by ;

the FCC’s red-blue-and-greenlight.

;

the TV manufacturers association
;

i. and regional and state subdivisions

(Continued on page 30)

COMEBACK VIA TV
are going down the line at the

!

very source to try to stem the
j

color tide until they can divest
j Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

themselves of teleset inventory and Tommy. Riggs, a Pittsburgh boy
“tool up” for “Operation Tint.” ^vho got his start here in radio s

And the best source for “pressure ’
; more than a score of years ago

is; of course,. 'the .local. TV stations,
;
vrith a now-forgotten partner,

i

which, themselves hardly" ready to Glenn Moke, is poised for another
’

accept
.
the newly ordained color; comeback, this time in television.

j
Frank M. Folsom cited the $25.-

i 000.000 role of RCA-NBC in tintec

'.TV and said that another $15,000.-

|
000 will go into the pot for tin

• first year on the rainbow course
’ Folsr^n said that colorsets will

come off the production line ir

small quantities in about si>

(Continued on page 36)

scheme, are expected to lend a

sympathetic ear to the plaints of

local retailers, distributors, ct al.

Should this, squeeze play mean
anything at all, it's bound to

Riggs departed for Chicago over

.

weekend to sift three network of-,

fers there <ABC, CBS and DuMont 1

after spending three months rest-

'

ing up here at the
: home of his

‘move upstairs” from stations-af-
;
father following a year’s stretch as

, Tlu1

ready
they

|\vo major networks were
"ith program skeds which

Chicago. Dee. 22.

The Windy City may be lagging
behind in its entertainment-type
radio-TV network contributions but

it’s living up to its nickname as far

as network newscasters and pun-
dits are concerned. There are cur-

rently, seven Chi gabbers getting}

national radio exposure with ABC
leading the parade with four.

Within recent weeks Austin Kip-
linger, who inherited the Elmer
Davis strip, and Ulmer Turner, !

(Continued on page 36) a jaek-of-all-trades in _Birmingham.
Ala., teevee.

\

Some of Riggs’ new plans also

Philadelphia. Dec. 22.

Westinghouse outlet WPTZ tele

cast the nation’s first color T\
programming and advertising by ;

local station Friday f 1
S

* followinr
include his Wife. Noel, who was the FCC’s approval of compatibh
w.k. in broadcasting circles in New color'TV. Thursday night < 1

7

! York before their marriage four or Phileo Corp., former owners o'

five years ago. He’s put together a' wpTZ. cooperated with- the statior
. format for a Mr. and Mrs. audi-

j n the color telecast, which was
: ence participation show which is presented under the first color ex

|

now under consideration in Chi.
;
pcrimental license issued bv tin

: During the Riggs’ Birminghanw flee to a local station.
That the FCC went into its stay. Mrs. Riggs was active in lit-

“Color Now” act with its eyes wide
}
tie theatre work.

1

1

K
'
V
Tv^,)lo * ted ^eavily following

l ' ,( ' v Color announcement.
A'nong those on the tint list of
.BC are “Mr. Peepers,” Bob Hope,

a C
'.

,

° Conn or, ‘‘Show of

s ?i)i

S,

c I

'

Kraft Tv Theatre,” Kate

Din i

Dave JGarroway, and
Dinah Shore. Web’s big tint tor-

v move int0 Position New
r-,mnL

Da
r
J

,Y
ia c olorcast of Tour-

fipn',

0nl
Pr ft

Roses Parade in Pqsa-

hup ’r' r
1 2

.

1 stations carrying the

in ?
rwise ’^

;
this’ll- be, the first

lion nS 0'6^ 1, in c°ast origina-

outviru
d
f
r
v
he W standards, in

snechf
Stl

i
dl

4
0 remote pickup of

hv
and in net program

quartPi-Kf
USh

(

ed its
S
olor scheme in

( r
y
„?-

teps
‘ with web antici-

' Continued on page 28)

•

-i
•

ir
kV T X T tk open to the public “disadvantages”

;with bis Monday tluouglT Thuis-
j

Q .

] ninie(jiate tintele is refiected in
day quarter-hour, joined Paul Har- Vn ,

, t . bccur arta iu and
vey as from-Chi ABC hcwsspielers.

| ^ . n # aetajlod declaration ol f

Harveys .daily
_

nooni aircrvis , »|.
t Thui.sdiy (I7) from washing-]

pi esently
.
one of the web s most

^ But the Commission’s overall
lucrative co-op ventures with '»?»>

objective won out-color TV will:
sponsor pickups across the country. I

° J - .. * •• '

Turner

To Pursue Tint TV Prod.

b» rcdcHer for
(

the
t

public :

ti^l ‘^^^
V
|apRaf

t,

to

0
^s?1ix

;
PTZ h

* verge of being sold to Hal- ^

,

reS i “I
1* 1

i If

Telecast consisted of color filiv

programming and a color commer-
cial, presented on “Skinner’s Spot
light” (2 to 2:30 p.m,). Film por-

tion COn si st ed of cl i.ps . from Wall
Disney Technicolor production
"Living Desert.” The color com-
mercial was the regular plug in tlu

program for Fels & Co. Felso

had prepared color slide*

local soap
.

manufacturer

S^rX^’^o s^Sr m;;, Tocam"
]

premature
: {-jj-^a^ iose "iui; more .ban In. months ago.

on WENR. In the show biz news 1 in -
say ’ 1954 or 1959

. |

porarily at least, on their most

gossip category,' Sun-Tiines !
Some of this thinking was sup-

;

recent common stock , dividends.

Irv Kupcinet partici-
1 ported in the concurring state- > Firm’s board of directors met- last

and
columnist
pates in

City Byline” roundelay Tuesdays

through Fridays.

WGN has two newsmen working

Mutual spreads — Holland Engle

ahd Robert F. Hurleigh. Latter,

however, switches to the web side

permanently at month’s end, exit-

ing his WGN news director post to

join Mutual’s Washington staff.

(Continued oil page 36)

the network’s “Three
j

ments of Commissioners E M. Web- Friday (18 » in its. December get

ster, George E. Sterling and Rob- together—right on the heels of the

ert E. Lee.. While all of them stood j FCC okay on commercial color TV
solidly behind opening the door,

|
standards—and decided, to take no

to color; they had certain qualifi- action on the stock,

cations;. Webster, for instance. Money will be used in produc-

j

After pinpointing high cost of tele- tion of color tubes, receivers

sets, complexity of receivers, de-

gradation of color, transmissions as

received on monochrome sets, de-

(Continued on page 36)

transmitting equipment.
Dr. DuMont indicated that sales

for the first 11 months of ’53 were
up 20% over like period last year.

Video section of colorcast, whicl

was seen by Philadelphians ii

black-and-white, originated fron

Phllco Research Laboratory, ir

North Philadelphia. Audio narra-

tion was from the WPTZ midtowi
studio, by George Skinner, emcei
of the “Spotlight” show.
Added technical interest stem>

from use of what is believed t(

be the only 35m continuous pro-

jector.
:
Four-mile distance be-

tween Phileo plant and WPTZ wa*

spanned by a microwave relay.
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-T Natiomrl
_
spot business'-iir radio 4

has riseij 8% in the past year and

television spot business has goae

up 30% over 1952. John Blair,

head of the John Blair station rep
companies and president of the

Station Representatives Assn,, told

the annual meeting of the SRA
last week. Blair was reelected

president of the SRA, the first time
in the group’s sevemyear history a

president has been reelected.

].. .Other officers elected were Rob'
ert Meeker, v.p.; Joseph J. Weed;
treasurer, and Adam J. Young Jr.,

. secretary. Directors elected were
Lewis H. Avery, Russell Woodward
(Free 8? Peters) and Joseph Tim*
li n ( Branham ) . George Brett of
the Katz Agency, continues as a
board member. Meeting also raised
the budget for SRA 40% over last

year's total.

Blair said the increase in na-
tional spot, radio business will

^J^pg: iJ;plaJ_ti.mei.-Sflles..in_.national;

spot to an estimated $135,000,000.
He attributed the rise to good ad-
vertiser results via spot and to the
fact that despite television’s
growth, 109 new stations went on
the air in 1953. This was the 18th
straight year that national spot
business increased oyer the year
before* -and Blair said it showed
no signs of. letting up for 1954;

In television, he said, time; sales
in 1954 Would

,
exceed the 30% in-

crease registered this year, with
_some_ll)0 new stations -expected to
be launched in 1954.

‘Who, Me?'
CBS board chairman Bill

Paley and NBC’s Bobby Sar*
noff are extraordinary' look*
alikes, and this was accented
anew at the Waldorf-Astoria
(N. Y.) dinner last- week to
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom.
An ad exec with a short mem-
ory came up to Paley and
wanted to : know, “How does
it feel being an executive vice-
fpiejudent?” ]'lihe~ title Robert
W. Sarnoff just inherited with
Sylvester L. » (Pat) Weaver’s
uppage to the NBC presi-

dency.
Sarnoff, who was hosting

the Paley table while Weaver
was dittoing CBS prexy Frank
Stanton’s table, said, “I’ll try

and answer that,’’

ColorsetService
Continued from page 1

sponsors that • can go “for this kind

of budget are around. '

However, it’s pointed out that

the names bought for tjie Yule pro-

gram would not ordinarily be avail-

able for guest shots. However, be-

cause of the special nature of the

show and because of the fact that

all agencies are op the prowl for

names for the rnultitldinous holi-

day showings, good talent had to

be bought at higher than ordinary

rates.-'

Gillette show will be the most
expensive of the special holiday

shindigs.

‘Duffy’ in Color

; Contjpned from page 23. ;

Philadelphia — “Superman
3jVCA"U=TV) "3K9';

—"Crscd~~KuT“
CAU-TV) 31.4; “I Led Three

Lives” (WCAU-TV) 24.8; “Craig
Kennedy’? (WCAU-TV) 23,4; “Kit
Carson” (WPTZ) 20.3; “Wild Bill

Hickok” (WPTZ) 18.8. "Ramar of
the Jungle" (WFlL-TV) on eight
times a week With highest rating
18.3 against “Omnibus” (WCAU-
TV) 9. .

Phoenlx^-"Range Rider” (KPHO-
TV) 38.2. bucking "Fireside The-
atre” 1 26 1) on KTYL-TVl "Amos

-’if’ Andy” fKOOX^KOY-TV ) 37.6;

"Chevron Theatre” (KPHOTV)
32.1; "I ted Three Lives” <KTYL-

troduce • color-originating equip'

ment, Madden said MPTY was .tint-

ing up both to be in there first

and to get more residual’ Values out

of pix. He said that with some 65

stations pledged to purchase .net-

work color pickup equipment,, it’s

extremely likely that those very

same stations will find public de-

mand causing them to; install 'seal’

origination equipment. Latter,

whtle-far-moi’erexpensive-thannet-'
work loop equipment, is still only

a fraction of the cost required to

equip for local live color origina-

tions. —

Gleason Show” 1 27.9) on KPHO-
TV; Liberace
"City Detectiv
San Francisco — "Cisco Kid”

‘KRON-TV) 25.5; "Range Rider”
• KPIX) 24.0; "Badge 714” (KPIX)

Continued from page 23

300G TV Cridfest
If TV, is pricing Itself out

of business, it can’t be proved
by the $300,000 in time alone

that sponsors are shelling out

to give them a blurb Interest

in the Bowl grid games on
NBC-TV. Riding from 12:15

to 7:30 p.m. on the New Year’s

Day classics will be a quartet

of underwriters, with a new
name in television, F. W.
Woolworth, the ftve-and-djme
emporium, taking on the

Tournament of Roses parade

.

in Pasadena (this one’s in

color too). Cotton Bowl out of
Dallas Will find Texaco paying
the freight, followed by a

sports vidpix with Camel Ci g-

arets behind the gun.
The Rose Bowl game prop-

er, starting at 4:45, is a Gil-

lette undertaking.

Continued from page 24

ing. Madden said the firm had set

up a policy of not revealing name^!

of sponsors, stations, agencies or
j

even the number of; markets in
- — - — r - — .

, which a series is sold. Latter is a

r. d.n.T.'T lOTBI X'-DUrt '

'

' j • 1 v;!

Introduced was the subsidiary’s
"definitive” book, "Practical Color

j

23.5; "Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Pre-
Television for the Service Indus- Sents” iKRON-TV) 22.5; "Mvstery
try. a ?8-page four-crilor/ hand-

f
Theatre’’ (KRON-TV) 20.5; "Dan-

somely illustrated job complete
j
gerous Assignment” (KPIX) 20.5: >

witq, endpaper charts that at $2
could be making a bid as a trade
arid servicemen’s "bestseller.” Corn-

ally every syndicator climbing on
» (KPHO-TV) 28.5; i the "look how many market’s we’re
>’e” iKPHO-TV) 26.7.

| in” bandwagon.

That it’s to be an allout effort,

however, goes without saying.
Firm has set. up a deal with King
Features for a premium campaign
on "Flash Gordon],” with some 26
licensees, who’ve worked with King

, . - v . agreeing to provide "Flash” spoils
All Pulse ratings.)

|
sors with self-liquidating .

mer-

_
Sf. Louis — "Favorite Story,”.Lchandise for their exploitation

50.5; "Victory at Sea,” 45.5; “City "campaigns. Firm has been pushingpany is backing the: manual "with neSefive ” 41 i: nt th*
rirm^nas oeen pusning

two-day clinics to be held in some
|

4
.Jj*V .

* ‘«>depap,r ad campaign that s

65 kev eiri^cs starting in s-Ahritorv 1 'Ve^ 40 °. Jenicy Jones. 38.5,
, been virtually unmatched for sat-

witS -deaiel-s a^? "frviccmeS i

**•' AU KSD-TV.
j
uration in the vidpix field, and is

vited to take part. Along with this
will be a home-study course in col-
orvision launched by RCA Insti-
tutes.

On the matter of test equipment, *

should this
^
be scarce during the !

early stages of. tint casting, com- !

All Pulse ratings.)

Gillette Coin’
Continued from pate 1

j tying in with various organizations
1 for exploitation support of the va-
rious series.
1 But the key question, as far as
: the trade is concerned, is whether

;
MPTV will be able to sell strongly

1 enough to recover a $5,000,000
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^ avail-
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The other agencies aren't happy
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will, tackle intro to colorvision. , about this state of affairs. It’s
I

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

principles of light and tint, re-
ceivers. color kinnies, receiver cir-

pOinted out that prices of what’s ! Ed Beloin, who joined NBC-TV
Jjecn bought are inflated. Most of here a year ago as a producer-di-

cuits, setup and adjustment, align- the talent, on guest shots are :
rector, has had his pact renewed

ir.ent and servicing, special test i bought at prices far below that for another year. He’s currently
equipment; etc.

;

which MCA is shelling out. Sev-
|

wrapping up a new variety format
About eight officials of RCA sub-

i eral -more situations like that, it’s for comic George Gobels, and is

sids made short talks, followed by
|

feared and inflationary salaries of,j working on formats for Phil Silvers
a complete "servicing” of an RCA

j

top names will start another up-
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and Alan Young,
colorset, which started by placing
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ward spiral. The other datediggers
!

His first assignment after joining
the cabinet on its face and assem- 1

are also moaning that refusal of the web was to try to salvage the
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pariy’s Dynamic Demonstrator.

their animated work, while the ani-

mators, on the other hand, have in-

stalled live-action units so they can

-produee--ia-compl<)te~eoriimercialr'-"

Living Story Board

A final factor in the trend to

animation is newly-developed meth-
ods of agency-client control of the
blurbs at the pre-production stage.

All animation producers have their

own variations of the control meth-
od, but Stahl uses his. own creation,
which he calls the “living story
board.” It?s actually a rough pre-
production print of the commer-
cial, drawn and filmed according
to agency-client . specifications and
costing about 10% (Stahl charges
about $125) pf the cost of the fin-

ished commercial.

Animator works from the story
board arid script provided by the
agency, drawing rough sketches
and filming them in sequence to
provide a crude animated effect
that’s a simplification of the fin-

ished product. . This is .filmed in
sync with the script, and the. agency
and client can then decide what
changes to make before the blurb
actually goes into production. It’s

a sample of the finished product,
something the agency qari’t get in
live-action production, and that
control element is swinging agen-
cies over to animation too. An-
other use of the "living story
bpard” is found by out-of-town,
agencies, which normally would be
able to exercise far less control
over the finished product than they
can with the new method.
Growth of the animation field in

TV has at least doubled in the past
two years, Stahl estimates, arid
points to the fact that UPA, in the
short term of a year (it entered
the TV production field about a
year ago) has risen to become one
of . the "Big Three” in animated
production. The other two are
Temple and Transfiim. Animated
Productions, Stahl*s firm, ranks in
the second-sized group with three
others.

Television^ needs, Stahl says,
are largely responsible for the new
cost-cutting innovations. Adoption
of "stylized animation” has come
about not only from public accept-
ance pf the angular figures and
their jerky movements (as op-
posed _to the pre-war round and
rubbery characters with, smooth
and exaggerated movements) but
from the needs of video advertising
to find new methods of cost-cut-
tirig, especially with time costs con-
stantly rising. He predicts the
trend toward greater use of anima-
tion Will continue for some time to
come.

Everybody Talks About

The Weather, But RDGA

Does.Sonu
the Retail Dry (Goods A$$n. ap-

parently Is very touchy these days
on how the radio-Ty pewsmen
touch on the weather, and is par-
ticularly sensitive to “over-drama-
tization” of the; weather reports,
tetter sent, out,by the association
last week to the various AM-TV
stations in New York chided the
newsmen for “overstatement” on
the grounds that department store
sales are influenced one way or
the other by the forecasts.

Following is the tekt of a letter
sent, to the statiofls .by John C. .. .

Messner, secretary of the RDGA;
“A number of radio and TV news

commentators last
4

Sunday night
and Monday morning so drama-
tized the .weather reports as to
have; in our opinion, an even more
adverse affect on department store
sales than the bad weather would
have had.
“We fully appreciate that broad-

casters render a public service in

providing listeners and viewers
nnth‘-news“about^he-^athW."~We"

>;‘

feel however that accurate report-
ing Is asmuch a part of the broad-
caster’s responsibility here, as in

other news, Oyerstatehnient arid

o . er-dramatization, In our . judg-
ment, frequently add Up to inac-

curacy with unfortunate conse-

quences to many.
“None of us can do anything

about the weather, but we are sure

you would want your ] reporting of

it to be free of distortion.” ..

Colorcast Skeds
Continued fronv page . 27

Continued from page 22

AVNBT-WCBS rating barrier, some-
thing they haven’t achieved yet.

Despite the fringe time, WNBT’s
•‘Douglas Fairbanks Presents”
shows a strong 19,0 on Wednesday
nights, heating out the CBS net-
work Pabst fights, 17.2. WNBT’s
"Foreign Intrgue” on Thursdays
©utrates

. CBS’ “Plare’ the Face,”
18.9 to 12.9. “Ilopalong Cassidy"
(half-hour) with a 14.0 outpoints
CBS’ < network) Red Barber Satur-
day sports session’s 7.7. "Captain
Midnight,” on WABC-TV Sundays,
falls just short of CBS’ "Omni-
bus’” 12.4 with an 11.7. Other
toprated vidpix are "Kit Carson”
(WNBT), 11.0; "Abbott & Costello’’
(WNBT), 10.9, and "Superman”
(WNBT), 10.9. (All Pulse ratings.)

After weeks of struggling .with its Conscience in terms of getting
into the "proper mood” for Christmastime programming, CBS
Radio came lip with the hard decision to slot a "tough” stanza
during a period when "sweetness and light” are on a kilocycle
rampage. As a result of thatweighty decision, "Dead Stop” will
be given tonight (Wed.), only 24 hours removed from Xmas Eve,
as the eighth in the web’s challenging Series of Feature Projects
formulated by the Public Affairs Dept, under Stuart Novins.
That it took a lot of guts to undertake such scheduling—re-

garded as completely out of tune with most all other program fare
amid the hollyberry season—is further accented in the fact that
“Dead Stop” aims to pull no punches, within the context of good
taste,, to dramatize America’s traffic mortality by citing case his-
tories, among other facets] .

The narrative portions will also represent a reversal of SOP in
that these will be done by Walter ( Red) Barber the net’s sports
consultant. But there’s a

1

personal reason for the sportcaster’s
unique role. His mother-iri-law was in an auto accident three
years ago and died several weeks later after intense suffering. It's

Public Affairs’ conterition that if "Dead Stop” saves a single life

or gives caution to a single ‘driver, it will have been Worthwhile
from any point of view.

pating three-a-week late .afterrioon-

ers by end of March, start of ro-

tating, specials arid commercial
stanzas (one or two a week) by
April, Hollywood rotating origina-

tioners in third quarter,] and for

the final three months, a stepping
up in programming conditioned by
number of sets

,
in use and adver-

tiser interest.. Net said it would
“keep a step ahead” so as to help
broaden audience and sponsor in-

terest.

NBC’s Signal, CBS’ Show
With FCC?s approval coming

about 5 p.m. last Thursday (17),

NBC put a color signal on the air

at 5:32, but the "full show” palm
went to CBS, which at 6:15 color-

cast a quarter corisisting of web
prexy Frank Stanton, emcee Mike
Wallace, pug-turrted-actor Rocky
Graziano. and a few acts. NBC
made with a show at 6:30 "star-

ring” RCA board chairman David
Sarnoff and net prexy Sylvester L.

(Pat) Weaver Jr/
NBC’s signal consisted of its

call letters; in tri-tone redrgreen-
blue oblongcd vertically. It’s also

using a repro of this on its mail-

irig matter, colorkits, etc. NBC af-

filiates announced as geared for

tint now are; Philly, Wilmirtglon,
Baltimore, Washington, Cleveland,
Toledo, Chi, Omaha, Denver, Salt

Lake City, Frisco, L. A., St, Loo,

Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul,

Cincy, Detroit, New Haven, Wilkes-

Barre and Johnstown, Pa.

MILLER BREWS UP AN

ABC

Bill Hamilton, ABC-Radio pro
duction manager, has been named
eastern program manager of the
web, replacing Buzz Blair, who’s
moving over to the TV side as as-
sociate producer on the web’s Sun-
day night mystery series, "The;
Mask.” Hamilton wiU eontinue his
production duties, but will also
handle creative programming and
act as

.
liaison with Chicago and

Coast program departments. He’ll
report to Ray Diaz, national pro-
gram director.

.

Web will also bring in a new
man to head a program sales de-
partment, something which the net-
work doesn't have now. Office' will
coordinate program development
with sales needs. Web’s choice for
the post hasn’t been made yet,

|
this area.

DuMont is closing out its season

of extensive football coverage next

week with two major games, the

National Football League cham-
pionship between the Detroit

Lions and the Cleveland Brqwns
on Dec. 27 and—the annual East-

West Shrine classic on Jan. 2.

Last year the pro championship
game was carried on only 63 sta-

tions, but Miller Brewing Co. will

sponsor this year’s pneouriter, .ema-

nating from Briggs Stadium De-

troit, on 140 stations. Previously

this game was scheduled for the

first Sunday fdUovying the regular

season’s close of play. However,
NFL officials, in a bid to take ad-

vantage of the increased attend-

ance that is sure to come from
the Yule crowd held off until the

“off” weekend between Xmas and
the New Year. For this reason,

perhaps more than any other, Du-

Mont was able to sell the telecast

on this substantially increased

hookup,
So far the DuMont web has

cleared 43 TV outlets in an 18-

state area for the Shrine game for

Esso gas. The sponsor has its

25,000 dealers located primarily in
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IN NEW^ORK 15ITY . . ,

Snazziest layout on Madison avOnue: the redecorated 20th floor exec-

utive suites for pill Paley, Frank Stanton dc Co. ; . . Mutual and Gen-
eral Teleradio execs threw a farewell luncheon at *‘21’' yesterday (Tues.)

for Jim Gaines, WOR-WOR-TV veep, who leaves to assuihe v.p.-getoeral

manager post at WOAI-WOAI-TV, San Antonio after fllrst'bfthe'year.

Frank Thomas, his Wife and Frank Jr. playing one of .their ’^fff'all-

in-one family engagements on CBS’ “Aunt Jenny"- all this, week . . .

Mrs. Virginia O’llanlon Douglas, who wrote the classic "Is .There a

Santa Claus?” letter to the N.Y. Sun over 50 years ago, visiting - ‘Second

Mrs. Burton” today (Wed.) . . . Queen Elizabeth’s first Xmas message
to British Empire on CBS Friday . . . James M. Seward, administrative

v.p, of CBS, tapped Henry Howard as director of business affairs .for

network 'programs with Kenneth B. Craig heading up that'dept.' in

Hollywood and Anne Nelson moving up from asst, to associate director,

Howard succeeds Kenneth L. Yourd, who becomes treasurer-biz mgr.
and legal, counsel of Educational TV Sc Radio Center headquartered

. at Ann Arbor, Mich. . . David O. Alber flying to Coast today (Wed)
for 10-day business trip.

Mayor-elect Robert F. Wagner, Jr. was guest speaker at monthly
meeting of Radio-Newsreel-Working Press Assn. Thursday (17), in

which he received honorary membership . , . “Xmas in Israel,” pro-
duced by the official voice of the new state, Kal Zion, has been taped
and Shipped here for Yule day presentation on WLIB. Show contains
portions of Midnight Mass from the Church of Anunciation in Naza-

--rethr—This-will-complete;'cycle'of:*W'MB':holiday-programs^or-year7-.-7-
•‘The Messiah,” Handel’s classic oratorio, will be WQXR’s Xmas day
offering again this year . . . Art Gleason and Bob Wolfe to do Gator
Bowl sportscast for Mutual New Year’s day, while following afternoon
Mel Venter

;
and A1 Heifer do East-West classic for web . . . WOR

employees are contributing services to annual Xmas Fund Campaign
which serves children in public wards of .100 Gotham hospitals . . .

Six-year old Lorry Robbins (kin of Fred) gets .' her own disk session
daily via Mutual. , . . Eddie Cantor will host for yearend broadcast of

“Family Theatre’' ... Jerry Yatkowlts, engineer at WHLI, Hempstead,
married the former Roberta Lou Levinson on Dec. 10.

Elmer Davis, just coming out of retirement brought on by high blood
pressure, will be the second annual recipient of the Laiiterbach Award,
which is administered by the Authors Guild. First recipient, Justice

William O. Douglas# will make the presentation Dec. 29. It will be
broadcast . , . Dill Cooper moving into New York office of Frank Cooper
Associates, to concentrate on program sales, writers and talent. He’ll

wmrk-wdth^fFrnofticeJ
Tnanager

-By-Flsher. Cooper previously-head-
quartered irt the Coast homeoffice.

IN CHICAGO , . .

Melvin Brorby, veep at the Needham, Louis & Brorby ad agency
and prexy of. the Chi Council on Foreign Relations, has announced
that the Council has named a panel of judges to select the Chi radio
and TV station that has done the most to further understanding of
world affaire. Winners will be revealed Feb.* 19 . . . Judith Waller,

Chi NBC’s public affaire and education topper, to receive a gold mike
as one of McCall’s mag’s Women of the Year in Radio and. TV . . .

Bill Anson, with a two-hour morning, deejay spread on, WCFL, gets,

another 12d-mimite crqss-the:boarderj>n.WENR next month , . WNBC-
WNBT’s Dick Pack in for two days of conferences with WMAQ-WlSfBQ
program chief George Heineman . . . ABC will air St. Mary’s midnight
mass from here Xmas night . . . John F. Mehr named Zenith regional
sales manager, headquartering in Washington, D.C. . WBBM news-
room staffer Lu Bartlow discharged from St, Luke’s hospital last week
.‘after suffering a broken neck in an auto accident , . . AmPrh Corp.
plugging its tape recorders on WBBM’s Sunday, night “Music That
Lives” half-hour . . . Natalie Hinderas, . concert pianist, guests on
WMAQ’s “New Dimensions” AM-FM 3-D airer Sunday (27).

IJV BOSTON , . .

--'KenMeth-RroveiMow;"WEEI"staframi5Un"cer^lncr'^35rltas”
J

beesr]

named program director for the station . . .Marylu MacLeod, the
former Marylu Steeves of WHDH promotion department, has been
appointed director of sales promotion and publicity for WCOP . .. .

Walter Campbell, Monsanto Chemical Co., won first
.
prize, a trip to

Bermuda, at the Radio-TV-Advertising Execs Club annual Christmas
party at the Sheraton-Plaza with runner-up Albert; Cross, of Truscon
Co., winning a trip to New York, city , . . Caroline Cabot, longtime
WEEI broadcaster, recuperating from hip surgery at the Duffy Con-
valescent Home, Newton Centre ... Harry Wheeler has ankled WVDA
to handle Ziv-TV films here ; . . WEEI began its 15th year broadcasting
communters’ Christmas carols at the North Station .. . , Fred Laffey,
ex-station manager of the defunct WLAWi has vjoined WBZrTV as
traffic supervisor , . . Edward S. Broughey, . formerly of WTFV and
WKBR, joined WEEI’s announcing staff . . . Richard A. Keating has
been appointed manager of Tele-Reps, TV station reps. •

IN MINNEAPOLIS ... . .

Georgf Grim, Minneapolis Sunday Tribune columnist and KSTP-TV
and radio personality, in Tokyo where he accompanied Mrs. Portia
Howe, Alden, Minn., mother, who hoped to go to Korea to persuade
her Red prisoner son to disavow Communism and return, home . . .

Bertin C. Gamble, local businessmen, one of the group that bought
Eagle Lion Hollywood studio to make TV films . . . PabstBlue Ribbon
bout between Johnny Saxon and Del Flanagan Dec. 30 to be first hav-
ing Minneapolis origination, local CBS’ WCCO-TV feeding it, Minne-
apolis Lakere-Milwaukee basketball game was fed by WCCO-TV to Du-
Mont network . . . Gluek Brewing Co., local outfit, expanding its Bob
DeHaven 11-year-old WCCO radio show from one to three nights a
week . . . U. of Minnesota radio station KUOM one of

.
30 nationally

to receive National - Safety Council’s public interest award for excep-
tional service to farm safety . V . Bob DeHaven, WCCO personality, ap-
peared with Minneapolis Symphony orchestra at Sunday afternoon
concert as narrator for “Nutcracker Ballet,” first time latter had been
given with spoken commentary anywhere, a la ‘Peter and the Wolf” . . .

Bob Ryan and Chuck Sarjeant, KSPT and WCCO. news department
heads, respectively^among 45 newspaper, radio and TV hews men from
all sections of the country who were Northwest Air Lines guests on
weekend trip to Hawaii in connection with inaugural of DC-6 service.

US CLEVELAND . . .

Henry Levine pacted new two-year WTAM-WNBK contract ... Henry
Nagel joined WSRS . . . Maurice Condon does not leave manager’s post
at TV Guide here as reported last week but stays with job and adds
five-minute WGAR gossip pitch to his chores . . . George Patrick is

new WSRS disker , . . Bob Neal will do Orange. Bowl arid North-South
grid tilts .. . . Bob Dale arid Bob Doerr to open 10-minute 6:45 p.m
chitchat on WEWS . . , WXEL switched from channel .9 to 8 with
minimum fuss ... . WHK’s Pinky Hunter celebrated 35th year: in enter-
tainment biz . . . Sohio renewed WTAM 52-week 7:45 and 6:15 daily
10-minute newscasts with Bill Tompkins newscasting both stanzas and
sharing writing chores with Gene Martin . . . AFTRA and WJW re-
ported in new contract agreement * , ; WJW’s Flo Roth into New York
for visit . . WNBK’s Gene Harrison to Milwaukee . . . Drew Pearson
scheduled for Cleveland appearance for WJW . . . Tom Arend back
to WNBK from Chicago visit

.

. Stan Anderson, Cleveland Press
radio-TV editor, ailing.

IN PITTSBURGH . . .

John Klappas, projectionist at WDTV, has left for sarrie kind of a
job with WSUN-TV in St. Petersburg, Fla. . . Walter McCroba has
resigned as. sales manager of WEIR in Weirton, W. -Va., to join business
staff of the Lorain, O., Journal . . . Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Dowty, of
Pensacola, Fla., spending the holidays with their son, Byron Dowty,
program manager of Channel 2, and his farnily . . . Beckley Smith,
KQV newscaster, reelected to the Mt. Lebanon School Board . . . Doc
Carlson, longtime Pitt basketball coach, assisting Bob Prince in tele-
casting several Duquesne and Pitt basketball games over WENS*. . .

Pittsburgh Friends of Jewish Theological Seminary presented Les
Rawlins, manager of KDKA, with a citation for the station on the
10th ahni of the “Eternal Light” program . . . Charles (Red) Donley,
announcer at Wheeling Downs and Waterford Park race tracks, ap-
pointed head of. sports at Steubenville’s new station, WSTV-TV .

Nancy Firigal, -Who has appeared in several Playhouse musicals, is Bill
Brant’s new aide on the Monday and Friday segments of his teevee
show on WDTV. Midge. Nixon remains in the Wednesday slot.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . ,

4
1
{
0
S
dy fefS1*’ executive producer at WFIL-TV, has left the station

to take a New York post with Ward Wheelock agency . . . Perry An-
Atlantic City, has joined announcing staff

at KYWi effective Dec. 23 . . . Program director Gordon Davis has
lengthened two KYW programs-- Bob Benson’s “Midday Revue” has

e^^ra minutes. Ruth Welles program has been increased
to. 30 minutes , . . Tom Moorehead’s annual Christmas party for 400
orphans was held Saturday (19) at WFIL-TV . . > Dr. Max Becker,
executive director of USO in Pennsylvania, presented rnerit certificate
to Del Parks, WPEN’s wake-up disk, jockey for volunteer Work for
service organizations . . . Ed Locke, staff announcer at WIP, leaves the
station (31) to open his own recording studio . . , Dan Curtis, formerWIP announcer, returns to staff, Jan. 1 , . . Sandy Stewart, local song-
bird on Ernie Kovacs show, will switch to Robert Q. Lewis at the
end of next month.

W0R-TV Sladios
Continued from page Z7

to WNBT, which does the Steve
Allen stanza and several other
shows .from there.

, According to
Gaines “it’s too plus, too expen-
sive for a local station.”

Whether WOR-TV sells outright
or leases the studio space is still

in question. Naturally, the Gen-
eral Teleradio people are going
to try to get back as much of the
original $3,000,000 investment as
they can. Finding space for its
two big shows is another facet
which will help WOR-TV decide
precisely what type deal will ul-
tiimately be pacted.

Up till now,- Gray, the new v p
in charge, has been ' eastern sales
chief for WJR, Detroit, and WGAR
Cleveland—the Goodwill stations
The block-wide 67th street stu-

dios' were tagged as “Television
Square” when first opened in Jan-
uary of ’52.

St. Louis—Laurent Torno, Hut-
ist with the St. Louis Symph orch
|ior-"21“-yein’s^last^eek^TFsTih1ea

-

from the orch to conduct a pro-
gram on KACY-TV, new station at
Festus, Mo,, south of St. Louis. He
will remain "as conductor of the
Kirkwood, St. Louis County orch
and on the faculties of the St!
Louis Institute of Music and Com-
munity Music School.*

.f. vi-^ ,

Seven keys to bigger TV

audiences with such sales-

making favorites as . .

.

ABBOn & COSTELLO SHOW

52 sure-fire comedies that click with ...

kids and grownups alike in millions of

homes, made especially for TV.

Q BIFF BAKER, U S. A.

Overseas intrigue in a fast-moving

family adventure series of highest

network quality.

ROD CAMERON in

CITY DETECTIVE

Recently rated as the country’s#l
local film for television— and sold to

Falstaff Beer in 118 markets for the

largest regional sale in TV film history.

FAMOUS PLAYHOUSE

A super-assortment of oyer 175 original

half-hour dramas with Hollywood

names and sure sales appeal.

FOLLOW THAT MAN

The exciting “Man Against Crime” filmi

(34.6 network Nielsen average)

starring Ralph Bellamy, retitled for

first-run in many TV cities.

I’M THE LAW

Starring George Raft in the unique

adventures of a metropolitan police

inspector, packed with sales punch.

Qplayhouse 15

78 fifteen-minute dramas of highest

quality made for TV by the producer

of BIG STORY and T-MEN IN ACTION.

They ALL bear the same

MCA-TV stamp of quality!

For information, on these

or other MCA-TV Advertising

Showcases on Film, ji

this advertisement to

your letterhead.

NEW YORK: S96 Madisoit Ave.. PI 97500
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Tele Followups
Continued from page 29

rtVif nprformed her chores duti-

r
a
n5

h
lVs

e
recalied that on the first

|is mother doing * short bit.

O’Connor went In for a couple of

wirv!rnipk<? on this ' show. He ex-

hibited

k
coaches* of teams partici-

patinff in the Rose Bow* Gante _»5

Well as the Rose Bowl Queen *nd
tpP court. It was a sequence that

meant Very little. Not enough was

made of a showboat scene in which

Seatman Caruthers beat out a

bdefie song and JjnaMaSon went

overly-dramatic on Cant Help

Uvin’. that-Man” V, % - -
Charles Cpbum also had a few

moments of good comedy. He made

[he most of his role as an instruc-

tor in a school for Santas, but

ideally. a good idaa went awry in

t

b
i?rWriting.

K
Other bit in which he

participated was in a scene depict-

ing wandering carol singers.

As usual, the most rewarding

scene of the session is the song-,

writing bit between O’Connor, and

the talented Sid Miller, This, too,

handicapped by bad material

the day in' question, the hubby
battles his conscience and decides
to bring the flowers. He gets to the
flower shop“t6o

-
late

_
¥nd' returns

home empty-handed. Spouse is
disappointed and prepare- to walk
'out on him when the florist showB
up with a bouquet and explains the
hubby got to nis shop when it was
closed. Clinch and fadeout.

Interspersed between the flora*

shenanigans was an okay dream
ballet and a couple of tunes. Melo-
dy and lyrics were routine.

.

.The Champions were assisted by
an able' supporting cast, sharp di-
rection and imaginative set. Musi-
comedy, showcased on Lux as a
pilot for a potential series, was
scripted by Joseph Cochran with
music by Albert Selden and lyrics
by Taylor Williams. Mike.

NBC-TV Scent Deaigher

William G. Molyneux

hoi ci bright piece pit

Jt
r
s All Ojifit lri -

60 Minutes

one of the many byline pieces

, In the npcomlng

48th Anniversary Numher ,

of

was
mid-

at the start, but toward the

LsoctionJthey^M^
_. . .» • t. X wlk «*Aa»*e

It closed in high gear.

It seemed that- the staff was
awed by the pre-Christmas theme,

aiid lost sight Of the fact that the

show dwells mainly in comedy.
Jose.

Color TV Reviews
Continued from page’ 29

tion or contrast. Also, it’s increas-

ingly apparent that the' fringes of

If there’s to be a future for

original muslcomedy on TV, it will

have to be made of stronger stuff

than “A Bouquet for Millie,” which
hit the airlanes via ‘‘Lux Video
Theatre” on CBS-T.V. last Thursday.!

(17). It was a flimsy yarn tied to-

gether by an uninspired scorp.

Stanzas’ only assets -were its stars,

Marge and Gower Champion.
They’re a charming couple but
even they couldn’t pull the half-

hour over the hump.
Plot Had Gower Champion as the

aggressive, toughie hubby of

Marge. He is sentenced by a judge to

bring a bouquet of flowers to Marge
for TO .straight daiys as penance for

socking her. He fulfills this chore
despite embarrassment, and jibes

fibm his cohorts. Big test for the
wile, though, was whether he’ll

bring flowers on the 11th day. On

tfie^'sc'reeh ' an<J7or pefformers’ex-
tremities go errant purplish at the
oddest times, particularly when the
actors employ the most normal of

motion, such as gesticulation. Over-
all, however, this was highly satis-

factory colorvision, especially so

when set against the monochrome
show seen later and wherein the
absence of tint in several instances
would be the persuader in a home-
owner's boarding up his screen
"after "he has seen both editions.

“Peace” was a click effort, with
warmth, high humor and a clever
treatment of the basic philosophy
of life as expressed by protagonist
Fred Stewart, as Father Geronimo,
in what was probably the finest

performance of his legit-TV career1

.

Solid supjport was. turned in by
Arnold Moss, as the general of

Napoleon come to “rescue” the
padre from his humble surround-
ings to join the Emperor of France
in Paris after it’s discovered that

the priest is the Little Corporal’s
uncle; by the padre's housekeeper.

Dora Merande; by Florenz Ames,
aging medico seeking a better live-

lihood than the “healthy” village

can provide; and by looker Judith
Braun, Ray Danton, Joe E. Marks,
Joseph Boley, Micbail Enserro,
Malcolm Beggs and Auguste Me-
righl in other roles in a large cast.

Director-producer Harry Herr-
mann staged the play shrewdly tq

give power and sweep to the action
while not subordinating the run -

1

llirig Tfieme of a forthright clergy-

man’s incorruptibility in the face
of great temptation. Play Was orig-

inally written in Italian by Gia-
vacchino Foranza and Kraft Ver-
sion was an adaptation by George
Faulkner of a Victor Rietti transla-

tion presented on the British stage.

All in all, as a colorshow and a
play, a click, job by ail concerned,
with special kudos reserved for the
sponsor’s mouth-watering franks-
and-cheese and Philly Fudge
blurbs. Tran.

||
Directly aftdp- WQR

York, moved its. transmitter last

week from 760-fpot tower in North
Bergpn>

.N, .

'yf*

i

to atop thO Empire
Stajce Raiding a threat of legal ac-

tionV)was/ made ..-In’ order to .
force

station epeeufciveff \o remove the
original ,tqwer. as. a menace.
ThC.‘Gpb'pfal Teleradio station be-

gan^ransmissldtl of Its signal from
Empite.. Static., on ’pfc'c, 12;

Recalling the recent accident in

which former Michigan governor
Kim Sigler, and three,friends were
killed when their plane struck a
similar tower In Battle Creek, com-
missioner of Public Safety in North
Bergen, Patrick Sullivan,- indicated

that he would give WOR-TV a

chance to bring the costly tower
down of its own volition. He add-
ed, however, that he turned the
problem over to township attorney
Nicolas Schloeder for possible legal

j

steps.

State Space lasf. Wed. ( 161 , four

days after the original transmis-

sion signal wasmade from the new
quarters. Although the building

has seven other TV occupants (all

of Gotham’s TV’eral, WOR-TV is

the only one with, studios there.

(Mlei Singer, chief engineer

for tne local outlet, stated that the

station would have been . tclecast-

4ng from the Bmpire State three'

months earlier were it not for tech-

nical problems encountered with
NBC-TV, which maintained WOR-
TV facilities would interfere with
the former’s suxiliary transmitter.

Empire State charges its video
occupants $70,000 a year rental

alone, plus $7 a square foot for

space. Cost of some operations go
as high as $150,000 to $200,000: an
nually. •

.

’ The WOR-TV facilities in tin

Empire State Building include a
WOR-TV Planned to utilize the studio, a projection room, an an-

J^se^L^tQwert-.loeatecLini-the^heart.i nouncen’4s--boothT.S"newsrOom--and
of North Bergen, as an auxiliary ' transmitter room housing the 50,-

transmitter since it became the 000-watt transmitter. These in ad
seventh and final member of the dition to other rooms occupy 3,001
Gotham TV family to move its ' square feet of space,
technical facilities to Empire State;

;

Gordon: Gray, incoming chief of

WORtTV, when informed of Sulli-

van’s move, . said he had no pre-

vious knowledge of the North Ber-

gen commissioner’s intentions and
that he would immediately notify

his legal staff.

'

FAULK KEEPS STEADY

COMPANY WITH ‘GIRLS

Bea Kalmus Diilcgab

Bea Kalmus returns to the late-

night gab circuit via a six-nights
j

foundation and overturned.” . A
, , u j .i v similar accident, occurred m Sche

weekly schedule over WABG, N. Y.

5 from the Basin Street nitery.

will air from midnight to 2 a.m.

•r Former singer had a longtime

show from Hutton’s restaurant on

WMGM, N. Y.. which lapsed a

couple of years ago.

“Leave It to the . Girls” will un-

, ,
. dergo a format change starting

Speaking of the Sigler accident, , „
Sullivan said "Nat only did a wing Jan

\
2 ’ w,lb John 1Ienr> ?"U|

of the plane hurtle to the ground joining the show on a permanent

and the plane itself burst into b. is as a sort of biased moderator
flames and skid 1,500 feet away, and Maggi McNellis stepping down
but the tower Was lifted from its from her moderator’s seat to be-

come “captain” of the girls’ :
team.

Fauk Will assist the male guest

nectady not so long ago also, the of the evening, who on Jan. 2 will

commissioner pointed out. arid he be Ralph Meeker. Miss McNellis
felt that since the North Bergen will hive as a permanent member
tower is not in constant use it of the squad Eloise McElhone. with
would be senseless letting it stand two guest panelists. Rountree^Pres-

! in the midst of so heavily a popu- brey package continues under Ex-
1

lated area. ; Lax sponsorship in its Saturday
WOR-TV began emanating some night. ABC-TV slot:

Relax! Watch WLW-C harness Columbus

. viewers and plow up greater sales

V for you. How? With top

talent and production facilities

plus complete client service

that exploits your ad message

in tile field.

Sit back. H itch you r

advertising to WLW-C!

first in central ohio
-fjlOSlH JlUMMTINS

[J

EXCLUSIVE sales OFFICES* NEW YORK CINCINNATI • DAYTON • COLUMBUS • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • HOLLYWOOD
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RCA LEADERSHIP

Compatible color television broadcasting has been ap-

proved. This progressive action by the Federal Communi-

cations Commission speeds the day of color television in

the American home.

The RCA COLOR TELEVISION SYSTEM operates on the

compatible color signal standards approved by the FCC.

Color television opens a new era in electronic communi-

cations and odds a new dimension to the entertainment

arts. It supplies a new power to advertising and greatly

increases its merchandising possibilities. It adds realism to

journalism, intensifies television os a social and educational

force and opens the way for a significant advance in service

to the public

December 1 7, 1 953, the day on which the FCC approved

standards for the commercial broadcasting of COMPAT-

IBLE COLOR TELEVISION, will, be remembered in the

annals of communications along with the historic date of

April 30, 1939, when RCA-NBC introduced ALL-ELEC-

TRONIC BLACK-AND-WHITE TELEVISION as a new broad-

cast service to the public at the opening of the World's

Fair in New York.

At that time we added sight to sound. Now we add

color to sight.

RCA is proud of the leadership its scientists and engi-

neers achieved in developing—the all-electronic black-and-

white television system—the a I l-electronic compatible color

television system—and the RCA tri-color tube, which made

the latter practicable.

Dedicated to pioneering and steadfast in our purpose to

give America pre-eminence in communications, we shall

continue our efforts to advance and to merit the faith and

confidence the American people have in "RCA" as an

emblem of quality, dependability and progress. _

Wednesday, December 23, 1953

vl

\i

Owen years ago—on May 7 , 1946—David Sarnoff,

Chairman of the Board of the Radio Coijioration of

America, said:—

“When a modern and practical color ielevmm 1

system for the home is here, RCA will have it.”

The public will benefit

On December 17, 1953, the Federal Communications Com-

mission approved compatible standards for color television broad-

casting. This is a great victory for RCA. But it is an even greater i

triumph for the public and the entire television industry.

Color is a new dimension that will greatly increase the public's

enjoyment and appreciation of the wealth of news events, enter-

tainment, and education available on television sets.

Behind this great development are many long years of scientific

research, hard work and financial risk. Our scientists were engaged

in research basically related to color television as far back as the

1920's . . . even before we introduced btack-and-wKite television

service.

In the intervening years we have spent more than $25,000,000.

to achieve our objective of adding the beauty and reality of color

to the black-and-white service we pioneered.

The fruit of this great investment is the RCA all-electronic

compatible color television system which makes it possible to send

high quality color pictures that can be received in full color on color

receivers; and in black and white on the set you now own.

Without this compatibility, for which RCA has fought and

worked hard and long, your present set would go completely

blind to color broadcasts. With it, your black-and-white set will

continue to bring you every program on the air until such time as

color receivers are available and you decide to buy one.

Now that tfie FCC has approved the standards on which the

RCA color television system operates, the way is clear for the

orderly introduction of color television without any interruption

in the fine black-and-white service you now enjoy.

RCA and NBC have the know-how to broadcast color programs,

to build equipment for color broadcasting, and to build sets that
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will receive these programs. In addition, we have trained per-

sonnel ready to do the job.

RCA and NBG will invest an additional $15,000,000 during

color television's introductory year to establish this new service

on a solid foundation.

The industry will benefit

In the development of any great new service to the American

public, someone must take the risks of leadership and incur the

^initial capital expense required to start a new industry. RCA has

done this before with radio broadcasting and black-and-white

television, RCA has done it again with compatible color television.

We spent $50,000,000 in developing and establishing black-and-

white television. From this pioneering, the public and the industiy

as well as RCA have benefited.

In introducing color, RCA is following the same policy of

making its inventions available to the entire industry as it did in

radio broadcasting and black-and-white television. This means

that other members of. this highly competitive industry can get

into color television quickly and benefit accordingly.

There are approximately 85 competing set manufacturers and

70 competing tube manufacturers in the radio-television industry.

More than 340 competing television stations now are on the air.

The opportunities to advance with color television are available

to all of them. -

When will color television sets be available?

Color television sets will begin to come off the production

lines in small quantities within approximately six months
from today. It will probably be an additional year before

wass production is reached.

The first color sets manufactured by RCA will have a

14-inch picture size and will be priced
-

between $800 and
$1 ,000.

Considering the relative valuesof the dollar, this compares
favorably with the price of the first lO-inch black-and-white
television sets introduced in 1939.

When mass production of color receivers and tri-color

tubes gets under wjqr,pricey will come dbwn, as they did with

black-and-white tubes and receiver8. Inevitablyt it will take

several years to reach this goal.

If you are planning to buy a television set, don’t hesitate

to buy now. For remember, the new RCA Victor television

sets bnng you sharper, clearer black-and-white pictures

every program on the air • • . whether they are transmitted in

color or black and white.

When will color programs be available?

NBC has completed program plans for color television's intro-

ductory year that call for each of NBC's r^ular productions to

be broadcast in color at least once during the year—at the average

rate of two programs a week.

RCA has completed plans for manufacturing transmitting and

studio equipment for broadcasting color. In accordance with our

policies, we are offering such equipment for sale to others.

Television stations throughput the country can make slight

modifications in their transmitting equipment that will enable

them to pick up from the network and broadcast these color

shows. Five NBC-owried stations and 65 NBG affiliated stations

already have announced their intention of doing so and more

will follow.

NBC is giving program and technical people frOm affiliated

stations the benefit of our experience in televising color.

RCA has furnished competing manufacturers with circuit dia-

grams and technical information which enable them to manufac-

ture color receivers and tri-color tubes.

By the time manufacturers have produced color receivers for

sale to the public, many broadcasters will have equipped their

stations to transmit television programs in color.

RCA, the pioneer in compatible color television development, and

NBC, the pioneer in color television broadcasting and program-

ming, are proud to have the opportunity to bring a new service

to the American public . . . for the opportunity to enrich the lives

of people everywhere is a privilege of leadership.

President
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FCC on Tint Cost Factor
Continued from page 27

price, of colorsets is meagre, not-

ing, however, that the major ele-

ments in the price consist of the

tri-color, kinescope '‘and the' com-

plexity of the attendant converg-

ence circuitry* deflation yoke, and

high voltage supply in the re-

ceiver.”

cation kit for sync generator, parts,

test equipment—$43,25Q. ,

3. Color film: additions required
by station already equipped fos
Stage 2 include 16m film chain #nd
^miscellaneous—$5Q,600.

4; Live pickup: additions^, re^

quired by station already equipped
for either Stage 2 or 3 to broadcast
simple live programs with one

Also incorporated in the record camera include three-tube color

is that RCA-NBC has furnished es- camera and associated control and

timates ba«d on » iejncH enve-
• •

. . ,
. ... . ure Is based on using one camera,

lope tri-color tpbe with a measured
{
which’ is minimum equipment.,

viewing .surface of 8Vi by 11, the
]
Generally, twV or more cameras

equivalent Of a 1212-inch mono-

chrome tube (with no estimates fur-

nished on the price of receivers
With larger tubes). This estimated
cost to receiver manufacturers is

j

between $175 and $200, with the
j

estimated introductory price of the
;

first colorset between $800 and
$1,000. FCC says of this:

- Putting Itself on Record
“We do not believe that the data

In the record are sufficient to sup-

are required foir livecasts. In addi-

tion, price quotations have not
been furnished for remote pickup
equipment:) •

Prof. Robert Gessner
(Chairman of tho Motion Picture Dipt,

of N.Y.U.)

hot written a revealing piece on
• • ' •*

t

•

jTelevision Goes To
;

College i(md Threatens
To Steal $he Sliow'

on# ;of the nany editorial features

In the

48ih Anniversary ISumher
of

DUE SOON

Sarnoff & Folsom on Color
Continued from page 27

‘Never Be Readier’
Continued from .page 27

lie the Idea that monochrome tele-
casting is about to be jettisoned?
The FCC, in leaving it up to in-

dustry to produce the colorsets
and the networks to make with
the. color, may have given them
too wide a latitude, it's felt (see
below)'.

Lukewarm Okay
Washington, Dec. 22.

It was in a rather apologetic

gradation of monochrome trans-

missions as received on colorsets,

....... and. susceptibility of color re-

.

P°rt the conclusion thatrthe pre5=T^iVerslolatei7e!^cenie"accehtecr htone-Hrat^the ;FCC; by' a“vote of

.

ently . available receiver apparatus 1

setmakers’’ obligations to over-. •
6-0 (with Comr. /Frieda Hennock I

is cheap enough in price for the I pome these problems. He cited
|

significantly abstaining), decided '

masses, but asserts that several
; these as equipment problems, “not

j

lb adopt the NTSC; specifications,
manufacturers .‘have expressed

? inherent limitations imposed by I

Sprinkled all through its decision,
Kieir conviction that when color

, the standards," and said future i

which was issued at a late hour
on Thursday (17) after two ses
sions Were unexpectedly called to
consider the action, were admis-
sions that the system does not meet
the Criteria it had established. But
in view of the great number of
receivers now in the hands of the

TV reaches the mass production improvement can be expected.

f
taSe r substantial reduction’’ in: Conn*. Sterling compared the ad-

the price will follow, ‘as was the
; ven t of colorvision to the first, au-

Ca
^f

u-'^e bjOhochrome receiy- tomobike, then radio, and finally
er

V- *
Commission did TV itself, and time and time again

not put its ^blessing on tintele with pUt the issue of refinement up. to
its eyes closed to the cost con-, the equipment people. Comr. JL.ee, . ....... - - r —

-

sicn^ration of that ..first, set,
i observing that the imperfections !

pubhe. it appeared that compati-
lly as important as the “ini-' of the new medium aire carefully !

bLity of the system offset the de-
tial cost are. servicing and

;
main-

(
pointed out, said: “It is apparent i

tenance of the colofset which the that color television will not- be
! ,

The Commission conceded that

.-Hi
s *a *es wiH impose “a substan-

: available to most of us for some ’ ihe color quality of the system is
tiaily greater burden on the time to come but this was also hot what it should be put felt it is
homeowner as compared to biw.

j
true in the early days of black & Sb°d enough to merit standardiza-

$187,500 Equipment Nut :white television.” He also pointed
j

Mon '.
“We have reached this con-

On the cost of broadcasting td the mai£len auto and airplane as 1 elusion,” it stated, “despite some ! ,

equipment, estimated figures and ;
being outmoded by experience and I

apparent deficiencies of the color A s with the other majors, CBS
production plan” ,“ore submitted !

new Production gimmicks, saying. |.P“»«re, ,•» viewed on presently I
program — * **•

by RCA-NBC for transmissions !“We would never learn the new ;

^vmlable receivers. None of the

months (June) but that it would

j take at least an additional year

j

before - mass output is reached,

i RCA’s flrkt set will be a 14-incher

i priced between $800. and $1,000:

(This, may be a. working “competi-
tive” figure; however; with sortie

trade oDservers believing RCA will

pitch a set considerably lower in

price by early 1955), Folsom , said
it would take several years before
prices come down “as they did
with black & white receivers.”
RCA, he said, is following the
same- policy of making -its- inven-
tions available to the industry “as
it did in radio broadcasting and.
black & white television.”

‘Full Speed Ahead’: Stanton

Dr. Frank* Stanton, proxy of
CBS, Inc., declared that, with ap-
proval that ends the long period
of development, controversy and
uncertainty, his company along
with other segments' of the indus-
try “can now focus its full energies
toward making color television a

^^^e^»|_reality_foE-.the--American—home.—

-

CBS-Hytron, tube-making division
of the parent company, has develr
oped a color, tube which will be in
mass production next March.
(This is the month in which RCA

i says it will start delivery of equip-
ment for stations, with one or more
Stations in 57 cities having placed
orders for color apparatus as Of
Dec. 1 ) . First Hy.tron tube will

be a 15-incher, according to state-

ments of several months ago, but
this will be followed quickly by a
21-incher, which, incidentally,
meets the bigseveen push indicated
by Mr. DuMont.
CBS-Columbia, tele set division,

of the head company, has had com-,
pleted prototype of color receivers
which will be in mass production
by mid-year, Dr. Stanton reported:

development is hinged
largely on. the number of sets in

covering fit network pro-”™” shortcuts if we bS dil ^fieienciee present is sufficient*
j

use “t’s a ease of pushing set

color slide programs, 1

3

* color film

;

on drawing board;”
programs, and (4* local live pro-

!

grams, with estimated total price
for the required equipment being !

$187,500. Contemplated equipment
for the four types of transmission ;

will be produced' on a “custom ;

Color in Hands
Continued from page 27

basis” at first' at these prices yield- - filiates to the networks, and these I

0 the

ing the total: in turn would be obliged ' to go
J

1. Network operation: including
;
to higher echelons (RCA in the!

co or stabilizing amplifiers, tri-
,
case of NBC, with CBS-Columbia,!

color monitor, phase equalizers.
;
however, being a subsidiary of

miscellaneous parts, extra sideband CBS, Inc.) to appeal to them for
filter, test equipment—$24,500.

grave, however, to interfere seri

|

ously with the overall enjoyment
* which may be derived from view-

ing the color.pictures;”
The Commission also waived its

criteria that the cost of color sets
1
be within reach of the great mass

2. Color slides: including slide in °f tint programming — just
camera, frequency standard, burst ;

enou8h to whet the appetite of
flag generator, colorplexer, modifi- !

prospective customers but notgg—

:

enough to make their collective
• mouths water for livingroom ap-
paratus with which to go ecstatic

:

on the “hue, brightness & satura-

I

tion” pitch.

j
All the way down the line, too,

i
there’s expected to be an appeal
that the publicity and public re-

1 lations factories “go a little easy”

i

on their all-out enthusiasm and
|

excitement for colorvision, since

j

color teleset output wonlt be a
(.mass reality until at least 18
months, probably more. Meantime,
black &' white is not exactly a dead
pigeon and will never become obso-
lete* according to the best brains
on the subject. So why, ask the
manufacturers, et al., give the pub-

’54 Year of Patents
Continued from page 25

a moderate, very graduaj moving dwindled in importance. “While
in of tint programming — lust : w* ** M

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Mgt.s William Morris -Agency

UpperMidwest
TV NOW REACHES

NEARLY TWO MILLION
PEOPLE REGULARLY WITH
ITS 100,000 WATTS ON
CHANNEL 5.

REPRESENTED

•Y

EDWARD PETRY1

and COMPANY

100,000 WATTS

ESI
MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL

we naturally hope to be able to
sub-license under Westinghouse
and GE inventions” said Sarnoff,
“nevertheless we feel that the in-
ventions of our own laboratories
and our patents and applications
on them are of such value for the
future that they represent the im-
portant inventions in our field.”

Figures
Just how important patent li-

censing fees loom in the overall
RCA “future horizons” Scheme of
things was revealed by Gen. Sar-
noff before the security analysts.
He described as “the bunk” the
talk by “some uninformed people”
that RCA. nets $25,000,000 a year
in patent royalties. He pointed
out that from 1947 to 1953 RCA’s
net income from royalties aver-
aged less than $3,500,000 a year.
In '53, he added, it will be less
than $2,500,000.
“ What stood out as significant,
however, was his admission that
“this is after deducting costs and
expenditures incurred in connec-
tion with carrying on the funda-
mental research work of the RCA
Laboratories Division,” not to
mention substantial amounts ex-
pended for applied research and
development » by other divisions
and; subsidiaries of RCA.
The royalties from patent licens-

ing, as such, represents in large
sum the lifeblood of art electronic
empire geared to the future, “if”
says Sarnoff,“RCA were to give
Up its licensing business and stop
licensing the rest of the industry,
it would be RCA’s competitors
who would suffer most in relative
standing and not RCA,”
Be that as it may, the coming

year will wrap yp a lot of the an-
swers, particularly on color televi-
sion patents. Millions and prestige
are at stake. Gen. Sarnoff* having
cleared the NBC decks by • resolv-
ing the Pat Weaver-Bob Sarnoff
administrative high command, will
have more time to pilot the RCA
ship in '54 through some trouble-
some patent waters.

production, selling the public on
high-priced color, and easing into

programming patterns on that
basis.

ABC’s“Let’s Wait & See’

ABC-TV is taking no immediate
steps to begin color broadcasting,
ABC prez Bob Kintner said. He
tol^ Variety the web would wait
until “color is commercially feasi-

ble” before installing equipment
and changing studios over for tint.

He said that on the basis of esti-

mates of 50,000 sets by the fall of
’54, he didn’t think tint Would be
Commercially feasible at that time.
As the only network without man-
ufacturing interests, Kintner said,

ABC would “wait to see how color
develops” before making steps to

convert.

When the time comes, however,
ABC will “be right up there with
NBC and CBS in color program-
ming,” Kintner said. He added that
plans have been drawn for color
conversion and that money had al-

ready been appropriated, but re-

fused to say how much.
Leonard F. Cramer, v.p. over ap-

pliances and electronics of Avco
Manufacturing Corp. • ( and a for
mer DuMont exec), said the FCC
has done “a monumental job” in

getting new TV stations on the
air and “opening entire new mar-
kets to the great benefit of the
public and the industry.” He as-
serted that the full impact of col-

orvision will not be realized by
the public for some ;ihr,e to cori.e,

with color programming limited
until station and network fac'lities
can be adequately equipped. He
thought the screen size of “most
ear'y receivers”, will be relatively
small. Crosley (subsid company)
plans to market colorsets hex!
fall, introducing models with
screens ranging up to 21 inches.:
Company anticipates a large mono*
chrome market to be maintained
“for many years . the Commis-
sion action cart only stirhulate the
sale of black &. white receivers . .

.

which will always have its place
iii the medium of television.”

Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman of
the NTSC and of the TV panel of
Radio-Electronics-TV Manufactur-
ers Assn., said in Washington that
while the FCC has approved basic
standards, “it will take manufac-
turers of color transmittirtg Equip-
ment and home rec iivers consid-
erable time to develop, field test
and irtass produce color equipment
. . . only a trickle of color. TV . re-
ceivers \viil be manufactured dur
ling 1954 (most believe the num-

ber will be between 50,000 and
100,000. from all sources) ... it
may be years before quantity pr0 .

duction can be reached.” Dr. Baker
said early sets will be expensive
(small screen sets giving a 12 1 >-

inch picture will, cost about
$1,000)“
While FCC was strumming on

the spebtrurti, J. L. Van Volkeu-
burg, prexy of CBS Television, was
appearing in Minneapolis to deliver
the commencement address at U.
of Minnesota. He spoke largely of
currentele, but coincidentally
wound up his speech With -a -color
motif : “It will be an. invaluable
teaching. aid, for it will bring vivid-
ness, naturalness and animation to
all its subjects. In color televi-
sion, as in black & white, our
primary goal will continue to be to
win and hqld audience attention,
and then to present programs of
increasing cultural value, antici-

pating rising standards of taste. . It
is in this way, we believe, that
television will contribute most to
general education, and that edu-
cation wiir~bfiirg stTll greater
strength arid riieaning to Airteriean
democracy.”

With retail Xmas business on
monochrome sets ‘“shot to pieces”
but accompanied by several an-
nouncements of dr&stic price re-

ductions, the FCC’s pre-Yule okay
on color put every manufacturer
in the position of making a peak
pitch on his b&W inventory. There
was no statement from anyone on
the immediate: status of mono-
chrome -set -production.- :

Lotsa Chi Gab
Continued from page 27

T

Engle works a daily five-minute
news wrapup bankrolled by John-
son Wax -

- With Clifton Utley recuperating
from a lengthy illness, Alex Dreier
is carrying the NBC banner alone
these days with a brace of shows.
His longtime early morning news-
cast for Skelly Oil continues on a
midwest regional hookup and his
newly-launched ..evening - quarter-
hour for International Harvester
rides on over 100 NBC stations.

Interestingly, CBS which prides
itself on its national and interna-
tional

. correspondent setup has no
Chi representative, nor does it call
on any of the WBBM newsmen.
It’s the only AM network without
a, Windy City “voice.”

Eileen BARTON
Currently Appearing

SHAMROCK HOTEL
Houston, Texas

Coral Racords Dir. MCA

USE the Versatile

MARY LOU

FORSTER
The Qirl With The Lift -

in her voice!
• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN’S VOICES
• COMEDY CHARACTERS
• DOUBLES (ag« 240)
• COMMERCIALS

Contact; RADIO REGISTRY, MU B-6600

Radio Stofion WYOM
lit

.
seeking one .high, type telephone

salesman who .Wants the. best job of

its khtd. Must be sober and willing

to settle permanently in Boston, Mar-

ried man preferred. Do not call.

Write full background to Maba9er '

WVOM, 790 Cfonimanwealth Avenue,

Boston 15, MassachusoHs.
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Oh behalf of the tens of thou-

sands of Cerebral Palsied Chil-

dren and Adults of the greater

New York area, we extend our

heartfelt thanks and apprecia-

tion to all who helped make the

19-hpurjhird annual ''Celebrity

,

Parade for Cerebral Palsy/1

Saturday, December 1 2th - Sun-

day, December 13th, the success

that it was.

Fftidtnt, American iroadtaatlng-

Farammunt fh•atm, Int., A
tinitfd Ccrtbrof. Faliy 4>M<ialiin

Alvin Geiler, Lenny Difson, Lou Leslie

TALENT COMMITTEE

HARRY ROMM, HARRY LEVINE, IRVING CHEZAR
, Marty Baum, Helen Kaufman, Jerry Rosen; John Greenhut, Joe Sully, Mae Gale, Tim Gale

Edith Adams
Joey Adams
Robert Alda
Alfredo & Lenore

Steve Allen

American Breadcasting

Company.
Robert Kintner

Robert M. Weitman
John K. Mitchell

Ardian Rodner
Ray Abel
Charley Holden
Manny Wdrshaw
Alan Pottasch

Lou Volpicelli

Bill Dodson
Paul Burggraf
Toni DeVito

John Vince
Norman Davidson
Gordon Kunz
Ralph Norman
Frank Vahgnoni
Joe Spagnola
Joe Bush

r

DeWard ’Jones

Yale Roe
Program Assistants

Floor Managers
Stage Hands
Graphic Artists

Engineers

Musicians
Guest Relations

Operations and Music
Clearance
Departments

Wardrobe Women
Make-up Personnel
Porters

Matrons
Cameramen
Office Personnel

Morey Amsterdam
Laurie Anders
Ray Anthony & Orch.

Toni Arden
John & Cara Barrymore Jr.

Harry Belafonte

Tony Bennett
Polly Bergen
Al Bernie

Yogi Berra

Isabel Bigley

Blinko

Victor Borge
Connee Boswell

,

Bob & Ray
Bunny Briggs

Rod Brown & Rocket

Rangers
Dr. Ralph Bunche
Yul Brynner

Roy Campanella
Pupi Campo & Orch.

Maureen Cannon
Rudy Cardenas

Steve Carlin

Barbara Carroll Trio

Carol Channing

. Clarabelle

Arnold Cohan
Joe Collins

Columbia Broadcasting

System
Conover Girls ^
Jerome Courtland

Tom Corbett

Buster Crabbe
Nancy Craig

Dagmar

John Daly
Denise Darcel

Mickey Deems
Gloria DeHayen
Angela Drake
Alfred Drake
Bob Douglas
DuMont Television

Network *

The Dunhills

Ade Duval
President Eisenhower
Duke Ellington

Clifton Fadiman
Irving Fields Trio

Fire Dept., N.Y.C.

Eddie Fisher

Father Joseph Flynn

John Forsythe

Arlene Francis

Helene Francois

Betty Furness

Sunny Gale
Virginia Graham
Clifford Guest
Juanita Hall

Jane Harvey
Don Hastings

Erskine Hawkins & Orch.

Margaret Hayes
Ed Herlihy

Gene Hermanski
Eddie Heywood Trio

Harry Hershfield

Warren Hull

Sandy Howard
Hal Jackson

Illinois Jacquet & Orch.

Burl Ives

Dennis James
George Jessel

Jolly Gene & Fun Machine"
Candy Jones
Betty& Jane Kean
Al Kelly

Nick Kenhy
Alan King

Ernie Kovacs
5. L. Leidesdorf & Co.

Jerry Lester

Sam Levenson
Guy Lombardo & Orch.

Eloise McElhone
Scott McKay
Maggi McNellis

Merry Mailman
,

(Ray Heatherton)

Eddie Manson
.

Joe Marsh & Spindletop

Restaurant;

Jay Marshall

Pat Meikle

James Melton
Robert Merrill

Musicians Local 802
Dickie Moore
Terry MoOre
William Morris Agency
Jan Murray
Mutual Broadcasting

System
National Broadcasting

Company
Jimmy Nelson
Rev, Canon Edward N.

Nest

Nta & Pepi

Russell Nype
Geraldine Page
Bert Parks

Neva Patterson

Paulette Sisters

"Margaret Phillips

Jane Pickens

Police Dept.; N.Y.C.

Lloyd Reiss

Ronald & Rudy
Eiise Rhodes
Maria Riva

Phil Rizzuto

Jackie Robinson
Tito Rodriguez & Orch.

Rootie Kazootio
Todd Russell

Hazel Scott

Rabbi David J. Seligson

George Shock
Herb Sheldon
Bobby Shields

Herb Shriner

Bill Silbert

Sloan Simpson
Menasha Skulnik

Star Time
Ed Sullivan

John Cameron Swayze
Maria Tallchief

Tele-Q
Three Holidays
Tien Tsi Lius

Paul Valentine
'Sarah Vaughan
Gwen Verdon
Copt. Video (Al Hodge)
Romo Vincent
Bob Wagner
Mayor-Elect Robert
Wagner

Eleanore Warner
David Wayne
Jack Whiting
Richard Whorf
Irene Wicker
Jane Wyatt

- REFRESHMENTS DONATED BY

-

AAA Chair & Table Rental, A. & P., Adler Milk Company, Arnold Bakeries, B. & G. Foods, Baker Mustard Mills, Beech?Nut Coffee,

Bond Bread, Borden's Fc^m Products, Brass Rail, Capt. Post Pickle Company, Childs Company, The Coca-Cola Company, Consolidated

Laundries Corporation, Dellwood Dairy Company, Dinty Moore, Domino Sugar of American Sugar Refining Co., Doughtnut Corpora-

tion of America, Dover Caterers, Dubrow Cafeteria, Duval French Ice Cream, Gallagher's, Gold Medal Farms, Gristed# Brothers, Inc.,

Hanson's, Harris Brothers Dairies, Harwyn Club, Hebrew National Kosher Delicatessen, Hickory House, Horn & Hardart, Hotel &
Club Employees Onion Local 6, Howard Johnson, Isbraridtsen, King of the Sea, Knoll Creek Dairy, Lindy's, Longchamps Restaurant,

McGinnis Broadway Restaurant, Pepsi-Cola, Nestles, Old Dutch Coffee, Paulmor Transportation Service, Inc., Pillsbury Mills/ Inc.,McGinnis Broadway Restaurant, Pepsi-Cola, Nestles, Old Dutch Coffee, Paulmor Transportation Service, Inc., Pillsbury Mills, Inc.,

Red Cross Canteen, Sara Reich Luncheonette, Reuben's, R.O.T.C., City College of N, Y., Savarin Coffee, Schraffts, Sheffield Fairms

Company, Snow Crop, Stage Delicatessen, Stouffer Corporation, Theatrical Scenic & Property Studios, Tip Toe Inn, Trader Tom Steak

House, United Pickle Company, Waiters Union Local #16 of AFL, Ward Baking Company, Yorkville Paper Company, Zion Kosher
Meat Company.

We hope we have thanked everybody. If any names were omitted, we are very sorry. Please forgive us.

* y t /
•«*.».v.v.1aw.w.v.:

mmmmm
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,By HERM ECHOENFELD.

Rosemary Clooney-Jose Ferrer:
“Man”-"Woman” (Columbia). Re-
cently-wedded duo may not de-

velop into a elicit Mr. St Mrs. team
on wax, like Les Paul St Mary
Ford, but their initial coupling

adds up to a cute disk with definite

commercial potential. . Rosemary
^.Clooney hands the rib to the males
on “Man”, with actor Jose Ferrer
switching roles, on the reverse with
surprisingly good pipes. Lyrics are

clever without being sophisticated

and the melody line is catching.

- Melabhrino Strings:” “Mystery
Street” - “Theme ;

From Eight
oClock Walk” (Victor). George
Melachrino’s British string orch
has built a wide U. S. audience
with his tasteful arrangements and
rich settings. ’‘Mystery Street” is

a strong instrumental with an in-

teresting theme that could catch
on. Flip is a more conventional
number lushly packaged with
piano and strings.

Broc Peters: “The Wonder of

Wonderful You”-*’You Made Me
Love You” (Columbia). One of
Columbia’s more recent additions,

;
Broc Peters, impresses as a comer
in the wax market. He has a rich

baritone and knows how to twist a
note in savvy pop style. On “Won-
derful You,” lie registers solidly

with a slow dramatic treatment of

a fine ballad. Peters is less effec-

tive with, his somewhat heavy
rhythm attack on the flip oldie.

Eileen Barton: “Away Up

solid rhythmon this standard,
combo backs up. ‘

„ „„ .

Danny Davis: “Tell Me What
Happened’VJust A-Wearying For
You” (M-G-M). Danny Davis has

an appealing voice that cuts across

both the pop and folk fields. He
registers with a simple, sincere

rendition of some good sides. "Tell

Me What Happened” Vis in the

“Tennessee Waltz” genre while

flip is another appealing ballad.

Dinah Washington: ‘‘My Man’s
An Undertaker”V.'Sirice My Man
Gone -And Went” - (Mercuryh-The^
rhythm & blues field has its own
jargon and sometimes it can get

on the gruesome side. The follow-

up line to “My Man’s An Under-
taker” is that “he’s got a coffin

just your size.” Dinah Washington
belts it out with humor. Reverse
is a bright calypso

Album Reviews
Echoes of. Italy (Vox). Pianist

George Feyer adds to his flavor-

some “Echoes of Paris” and
“Echoes of Vienna” , albums with
this collection of old and new
Italian melodies, in pop and classic

vein, expertly and ingratiatingly
played. Rhythm accomp adds to

he appeals
Sweet Love Spngs (Murray )

,

Gotham lyric tenor Frank O. Mur-
ray. of Irish background but with
an Italian bel canto style, shows
a pleasant voice of even quality
and good range in a conventional

LAWRENCEWELK
and hit •

CHAMPAGNE MUSIQ
121st Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif,

Exclusively for Coral, llecprds
JOEY’S THEME

Bucked by
CONEY ISLAND

ROSEMARY CLOONEY-JOSE FERRER
(Columbia)

. . MAN-WOMAN

Therc”-“Don’t
(Coral “Away

Ask Me Why”
Up There" is one

set of sentimental ballads of his

i
own composing. Eight songs here

of tliose bright happv numbers i are too similar in vein and style.
\

that’s reminiscent of Eileen Bar- —*” *=••='

ton’s previous “Bake a Cake”
smash. Whether this tune can re-

• Vtiat is problematic, since the lyric

goes practically, nowhere even for

“Kismet” (Columbia; $5.45).
Original-cast album of the new.
Broadway operetta, starring Alfred
Drake and featuring Doretta Mor-
row, Richard. Kiley, Henry Calvin

Beethoven: Symphony No. 3

(RCA Victor; $5.95). Rich, stately

reading of the Eroica by the
.Vienna Philharmonic under Fur-
twangler. Excellent job.

Adam: Giselle (London; $5.95

V

Ingratiating performance by the
Paris Opera Orch under Richard
Blareau of the sentimental, roman-
tic but sturdy ‘and durable ballet

score. ....

Brahms: Variations on Themes
of . Paganini and Handel (Capitol;

$5.45). Sascha Gorodnitzki, a gifted
performer, ’shows off his vigorous
pianism iri these two sets of varia-

tions. differently-styled but
.
both

equally demanding.
Maria Cebotari (Urania; $5.95).

a novelty. Miss Barton hits. on the !
and Joan; Diener. is lush listening

ballad, “Don’t Ask Me Why.” and i
without the handicap of the stage

this side could take the major
|

production’s ponderous book: Alex-
share of the spins.

j

ander Borodin’s music, as adapted

Stanley Black Orch: “Starlight
|

^d supplied \yith spotty lyrics by

Serenade ’-“From Here to Eter-
j

ant
* V^or

“

nity” < London t. Stanley Black is i
".ear? A' ell pn multiple hear-

another British maestro who
churns out consistently superior

ing, with haunting hits in “Sands
of Time,” “Baubles, Bangles and

pop sides under the London label.
| f .

S
at

ar
iAacf

^

ara£*lse
:

In “Starlight Serenade.” Black’s
' and at least Passable tunes l

orch has a lovely melody to fur-

bish with, strings and keyboard.

Rhymes
Nineveh.”: “Night of My Nights
and “This. Is My Beloved.”

There are some: unfortunate num-
topnotch !

bers. such as the ghoulish “Ges-
ticulate” and “Was I a Wazir?” the

Jerrv Gray Orch- “The Creep”-
arrangement of the latter unbe-

”rn.£», »“*««(}»« « “Pass That

The theme from the Columbia Pic-

tures fi'm, “From Here to Eter-
nity,” likewise gets a
treatment.

Cr^'' tha
U
B
k
ritisf

e
dance

^%h
g
?s

rn^a
and how t

the dullness
6
ofKig&l

of wax
;

sides m th s^stde and pow
[ compositions. As in the legit show,Jerry Gray comes, up with a vocal

arrangement that- will give some
Impetus to the. number. Linda Lee
handles the lyric in okay style.

Ralph Marterie has another ex-
cellent instrumental slice for Mer-
cury, as does Art Mooney for
M-G-M Records. On the Decca
reversed Gray , has a lightly swing-
ing instrumental dance side.

The Modemaires: “Salute to.

Glenn. Miller” (Coral). This disk
comprises 3 medley of tunes asso-

ciated with the late Glenn Miller
and played in the latter’s Univer-
sal biopic. It’s a breezy potpourri
of some nine tunes from “I’ve Got

j

a Gal in Kalamazoo” to “String of
Pearls.” belted across by a slick :

.

choral combo that was launched
inside the Miller organization.

Barbara Ruick: “That’s What a

Rainy Day Is For”-“Tick Tock
Boogie” (M-G-M). “RainV Day.” a
clever ditty from the Metro pic,

“Easy to Love.” shapes up as prom-
ising material for Barbara Ruick.
a good songstress who is . still wait -

1

ing for the big breakthrough. This
is a. light tune which sh" projects

: with the right touch.. Flip, is an
okay boogie-styled . item with mild
prospects.

Louis Prima: “Take' a Little
Walk Around the Block”-“Oh
Goomadi” (Equity'. Louis Prinja,
now on an indie label, has a couple
of typical rhythm no/etties on this

disk. “Walk” jis the more likely
entry although that opening dialog
slows it down. Flip is an Italo-
flavored tune also In familiar
Prima groove.
Dinah Kaye: “Ain't That A

Grand And Glorious Feeling”-“No-
bodjF

’s Sweetheart” (London).
Dinah Kaye is a jazzy stylist who
really swings on these Sides. Her
vocal of “Glorious Feeling” ‘has
bounce and her workover of the
flip oldie is likewise a neat job
although far from the top version

The late soprano shows a superior
lyric voice: and style in two familiar
excerpts each from “Boheme” and
“Butterfly.” Singing (also orches-
tral tempo) is a little slow-paced,
but still very effective and appeal-
ing. Good support from tenors
Peter Anders and Helge Roswange,
and Radio Berlin symph.' Nice disk.

Verdi: Aida (Entre; 3 LP; $10.55),
Col’s pop label offers a serviceable
version of the w .k. opera, by’ Ital-

ian artists. Giannina Arangi- Lom-
bardi is a - goody solid soprano,
though sometimes shrill: Aroldo

passable tunes : in Lindi is a slightly metallic tenor.
Have I,” “Not Since f Other disks of Interest—Two fine

recordings of Fanre’s Requiem, the
Angel version by Saint Eustache
Chanteurs being dignified and
devotional, Capitol offering the
Roger Wagner Chorale, is a fresh-
voiced, warm,, resonant version
equally affecting; charming rendi-
tion of Schumann’s Davidsbundler
Dances, romantic, lyric and senti-
mental, by Walter Gieseking (Ura-
nia); straightforward choice per-
formance of Tchaikovsky’s Aurora’s
Wedding by Leopold Stokowski and
his orch (RCA; Victor); competent,
dramatic readings of the familiar
Tchaikovsky’s Romeo & Juliet and
Francesca da Rimini tone-poems by
Vladimir Golschmann and St;

Louis Symphony. Bron .

i
Drake and Miss Morrow are ideal

as principal leads. And as
Dli

choices
in all Columbia, shoiv albums, the
Info on the jacket' is shockingly in-
adequate. Why can’t Col and RCA-
Victor include a clear list of who
sings what on their album en-
velopes? Robe.

By ROBERT J. LANDRY

Until a few years back it was' almost a proverb of the book
publishing trade that any volume dealing with show people or

show business would not sell over 5,000 copies. Since then a num-
ber of books have done well—item Tallulah Bankhead, Ethel

Waters, et al. Then came ‘‘Show Biz (Vaude To Video),” that has
sold into its eighth edition in hard cover and is stilf selling briskly

in softcover. Now comes an
.
unprecedented release from RCA

Victor, a $5.72 longplaying album (clocked at 56V& minutes), which
translates “Show Biz” into phonographese and gives every advance
indication of hitting 100,000 copies;-or better. And in the album
trade that’s memorable.

'

It took nearly two years to put the album together. The Hercules

who* did it is Steven R. Carlin, head of Victor’s kid album section

but bpfore that a radio script editor, radio program producer, arid

radio-video official of various advertising agencies. Carlin needed
all that background.- “Show-Biz” is a 50^year gamut Of changing
forms of entertainment in a changing world. It is nostalgia in

terms of music, personality, mood arid theatrical anccdpta.

The production
'

problem was to pack . information in with the
entertainment; flavor of the past in with a lively modern tempo
acceptable to the restless modems expected to pony up the fin

plus. For his overall showmanship format Carlin relied on three

basic values:. (1) the related-to-liistory-himself narrator, George
Jessel; (2) the original score of Norman Leyden which rode through
and under everything holding the many-gaited cavalcade to a tout

ensemble effect; and (3) variety in technical treatment. Producer
Carlin assured fast pace and change of pace, both, by vailing the
attack. Songs started and faded under the narrator, then there

Were half choruses, full choruses, hunks of gab, song stylists sand-
wiching. monologists, and the like.

The two-year cnbre is apparent to anyone familiar with the

anguish incident to copyright clearances of musical numbers, on
the one. hand and the contractual commitments of certain artists

*on the other. Blossom Seeley and Carmen Miranda, for example,
were not available to the Victor, label and had to be ‘simulated’—
but Virtually everything else in the hour is authentic. A real off-

beat historic bit is Enrico Caruso singing a song he wrote with,

of all people, Earl Carroll!

In ths Victor album, as in the original Henry Holt book written
by Abel Green, editor of Variety, arid Joe Laurie Jr., historian

of vaudeville and most-called name on the Lambs Club loud-
speaker, there was the sheer unavoidable problem of what to omit
for reasons of space and time. There are about 60 greats of oldtime
and presentday showbiz in the album. Included: George M. Cohan
(curtain speech); Will Rogers (“What the orange stands of this

country need are more oranges”); Charles King (“Broadway
Melody”). Included: Sir Harry Lauder, Fanny Brice, Nora Bayes
& Jack Norworth, Paul Whiteman, Eddie Cantor, Sophie Tucker,
Helen Kane, Gene; Austin, Gershwin, Jimmy Durante, Smith &
Dale, Cab Calloway, Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Joe Penner,
et al. Included, in the final fourth, “From TV to 3-D”: Hildegarde,
Ezio Pinza, Perry Como, Danny Kaye and, hot-off-the grill, Eddie
Fisher.

'

•

’

Variett is justified in drawing from the unmistakable omens of
popular appeal in this album the conclusion that a world sick to
nausea of A-Bombs and H-Bombs and constant brainwashings is

very much smitten with backward giances tied in with happily-
remembered other days. Actually this “Show Biz” album is break-
ing loose ahead of its original promotion which was set for January.
When Skitch Henderson on NBC and Art Ford on WNEW jumped
the gun (as did another disk jockey in Cleveland) the album started
to move in a way which is distinctly unusual (10,000 album sales
in New York, so. far). America in transition, immediately .evinced
a spontaneous interest in its own musical-theatrical antecedents.

Incidentally, this reviewer suggests the album will be taken as
what it is—an affectionate salute to the whole entertainment world
r--a craiy-mixed-up mess though it often seems when you read the
columns of our family journal.

'

M-G-M Sets Promotion

For 15 EP Packages

M-G-M Records will focus its

promotional guns after the first of

the year on 15 extended play pack-

ages. Several of the diskery’s

bestselling sountrack and kiddie

albums will get the EP treatment

^or the first time with this release,

The soundtr a c

k

filmusicals

skedded to hit the market are

“Easter Parade” and “Good News.”

M-G-M will begin shipment the

first week in January.

J'&RIETY

RAGS TO RICHES (10)

RICOCHET (10) . .

on
Y
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1.

Z.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

m
4 ,

9.

10 .

Tony Bennett .

Teresa Brewer

. Columbia

Coral

THAT’S AMORE (5) Dean Martin Capitol

Oil, MY PAPA (2)

YOU, YOU, YOU (24). . . .

EBB TIDE (5) ....... .

CHANGING PARTNERS
MANY TIMES (10) .

BABY, BABY, BABY (3)

WOMAN (1) . .

I « i « i i i « <

tit*

*4 ••••••

(5)

• * • •• • *

4*

Eddie Fisher Victor

Airies Bros. .Victor

' .Frank Chacksfield ...

.

. London

Patti Page ...... Mercury
.

Eddie Fisher Victor

Teresa Brewer ... ... ... Coral

Johnny Desmond ......... Coral

Second Group
OH, MEIN PAPA ;

STRANGER IN PARADISE
SANTA BABY .

VELVET GLOVE . ,

!

STRANGER IN PARADISE .

.

EH CUMPARI . .....

HEART OF MY HEART . ....
NEVER STAND IN YOUR WAY
pn: .

YOU ALONE
AVE MARIA . . ..

YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE . ,

.

SHEWAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN
STORY OF THREE LOVES .

.

• • 4 «

Eddie Calvert

Four Aces ...

Eartha Kitt .

.

Wint erhalter*Rene

Tony Bennett

Julius LaRosd
Four Aces

Joni James

..Essex

.Decca :

. . Victor

. . .

.

Victor

. Columbia

/. Cadence

Decca

MG-M

• I « i‘i >• •• • • «« • 4 •••

^Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song

Pec Wee Hunt .. . . .. . . . Capitol

Perry Como . . . ...... . . . Victor
Liberace . . . . ........ Columbia
Joni James ....... . M-G-M
Judy Valentine * ... ... . . . . . Epic
R. Hayman-J. Murad .. .Mercury

has been iri the Top 103

RCA Victor, which has released
its album oh the book, “Show Biz,”

has again turned to the literary

bestsellers for a wax package.
Company is currently prepping a
set of Norman Vincent Peale’s
“The Power of Positive Thinking,”
spoken by the author, who also

conducts a religious video show.

Interest in Peale’s religioso wax-
ing has cued Newsweek mag to de-
vote a cover -.picture to him in an
upcoming issue.

Pitt Burley Maestro

Out in Auto Crackup
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Casino, local burlesque house
unshuttering Christmas night after

a three-week pre-holiday shut-
down, may have to reopen without
its regular house bandleader. How-
dy Baum, who was seriously in-

jured in an auto crackup last week.
Baum’s iri the St; Francis Hospital
with a jaw broken in two places
arid body Injuries. Musician also

lost 12 teeth.

Baum has been jobbing around,
during the Casino shutdown and
aedident occurred early Friday
morning (18) when he was driving
home from a booking at the Pitts-

burgh Athletic Assn. He had. just

dropped hiS'trvmpet player, Clyde
Beilin, off at latter’s home when
his car crashed into a dimly-lit

safely pale. Auto was demolished.

Al Crowder’s Op OK
, Mason City, la., Dec. 22.

Al Crowder, KGLO deejay, run-

ning his show while in the local

Park Hospital where he underwent
surgery.

Doing okay but continuing++ >*» M » >>» > bedded during X-ray treatment



Walter G. Douglas, chairman of the board of the Music Pub-

lishers’ Protective Assiw has forwarded to this paper the follofr-

inc resolution

t

"Whereas, the trade paper, Variety, in its Nov. 4, 1953 issue has
uublished an editorial under the title “Time For a Change,” in

which it makes known its sympathy for the cause of the authors,

composers and publishers of music in their efforts to secure the

elimination from the Copyright Law of the exemption given

therein to coin-operated machines and its support of legislation

calculated to effect the elimination of such exemption and
"Whereas, this is the first time any industry trade paper has

openly supported the position of the authors, composers and pub-

lishers of music on this issue Involving the coin-operated machine,

now, therefore, be it.

"Resolved, that the Board of Directors of this Association take

official recognition of such action by Variety and express to Vari-

ety the appreciation of the Association and its members for the
publication of the aforementioned editorial, and at the same time,

offer the commendation of the Association and its members to'

Variety for the obvious sincerity of its motives and the manner in

which its position has been expressed, and be it further
"Resolved, that the Chairman of the Board be directed.to forward

a copy of this resolution to each ipember of the Association and to

the editor of Variety."

In a move to strengthen its dis-

tributing operations to meet the

steady biz upsurge, Capitol Records

is revamping its sales and dis-

tribution setup around the coun-

try. Under the new program;

which goes into effect Jan. 1, the

supervision and business adminis-.

tration of Cap’s distributing

branches will be set Up under one

management group, while the na-

tional sales and promotion activi-

ties Which involve independent

distribs as well as branches will be

under another management group.

Under the new organizational

structure, William ,H. Fowler,
;

Cap
veepee, will continue as* acting gen-

eral manager of Capitol Records

Distributing Corp., supervising and

coordinating the branch adminis-

tration operations as well as the

sales and promotion functions.

CRDC is a subsid of Capitol Rec-

ords. General management of the

branch administration operations

will be handled by Fowler with

the assistance of Willis Wardlow
snd Clynton Elrod, who’ll handle

the field service of the CRDC
branches.

Branch Division
Hal Cook, Cap veepee; will head

up the management of the national

sales and promotional activities.

He’ll be assisted by Dick Linke,

who’s been upped from eastern

publicity manager to .national pro-

motion manager; John
.
Coveney,

classical
.

promotion. .
manager;

James Chapin, kidisk promotion
manager; Gene Weiss, country and
hillbilly promotion .manager, and
A1 Levine, syndicate stores sales

manager. .

CRDC’s 23 distribution branches
will be divided into five geographi-

l Continued on page 46)

ABELES, OLMAN BACK

Bishop • impact
Selling power of a well-

timed video plug is spotiight-
i

ed by the impact of Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen's praise for Z

the tune, "Are My Ears On
Straight?’* on his recent Du-
Mont TV show, Bishop Sheen
praised the tune as an expres-
sion of a child’s imagination..
The following day, Colum-

bia Records reported 15,000
calls for the side, w'hich was
etched by nine-year-old Gayla.
Peevey.

Over in Tokyo
Tokyo, Dec. 15.

Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong
came to Tokyo last week and
opened a three-week Japan tour
with three shows at the Srnie Pyle
Theatre, w'hich rocked the packed
2,600-seat: house with 90 minutes
of pure jazz w'hich had not a drop
of bop in it, Satchmo and his
four sidemen, plus Velma Middle-
ton, vocalist, are sponsored here by
Toho Enterprises. They/ did the
Pyle shows to UN troops, for the
benefit of the local Scout fund
drive, with ducats going at $1.10.

Ignoring the "go-go-go. man!"
members of the audience, Satchmo
stuck to Dixieland and swing from
the early days of jazz, through the
“Golden Age’,’ of the ’30s, to inim-
itable interpretations of current
ballads. Thunderous applause after

(Continued on page 46)

Draddy Promotion Head

For Columbia Records
. James J. Draddy, formerly New
England district manager for Co-
lumbia Records, has been named
director of promotion for the dis!:-
ery. Draddy will concentrate on
syndicate and department store
sales, •

.
_. ./

Col’s promotional spot has been
open for some months, with duties
handled by various sales and mer-
chandising execs.

Unique Victor, Colgate Tiein on Halo

In $3,000,000 Disk JockCampaip

Bigger Little Dog
Little dog on RCA Victor’s

disk and phono trademark w ill

be barking louder next year.

Under its 1954 merchandising
program, company execs' are
planning to give the dog a

more prominent spotting on
its disk releases to highlight

the Victor identification:

In recent years, the dog has
been reduced to almost insig-

nificant size in the U. S. but
retained his importance' on
the disk releases by Victor’s

British affiliate, His Master’s
Voice (HMV).

Sheet jobber John Bell: held a
confab with music publishers last
week G7) in N.Y. - on problems of
peddling sheet music in the U.S.

(/Meet, which attended by more than
50 firms. Was exploratory rather
than decisive.

Bell, w'ho operates the Southern
Music Co., San

. Antonio, told the
pubs that some unified action has
to be taken to combat the slump
in pop sheet music. Emphasizing
that current hit tunes seldom have
a sheet sale of more than 200,000
copies, Bell stressed the point that,
the public has to be . made more 1

sheet conscious.

.

According to Bell, the jobbers’
biggest problem is how to get the
margin of profits on sheet copies
up. . He stressed that jobbers are
burdened with overhead costs that
aren’t in proportion to the volume
of biz. Current mailing rates w?ere
also brought into the discussion for
future remedying.

Another beef was that too many
titles are being listed in the job-
ber bulletins. This holds, true es-
pecially ini the show tube and

! filmusical field. The complete
: score from the legituner pic mu-
sical is generally listed when there
are only one or two songs that
can be marketed in the pop field.

:
Although no definite plan of ac-

tion was decided upon at the con-,

clave. Bell plans to keep the firms
represented posted on jobber prob-
lems and Suggestions on how to
promote sheet music*

Kaye, Orch Take Break

After Two-Month Tour
Sammy Kaye, who has been in

Cleveland Visiting his sisters, re-

turned Sunday (20). and will take
1

off for Pinehurst today (Wed.) to
1 spend Christmas there. Then he
goes to Florida for a two-week rest.

Kaye’s orchestra' recently fin-

ished a two-month tour of the mid-

j

west and south, and is now on vaca-

i tion until mid-January .r

. The Assn; of Theatrical Press'

Agents &: Managers is planning to

move into the music biz. Union,
which has steadily: been expanding
from its legit field base into pix.

( concerts, etc., isjeyeing dance orch
managers and advance men as

ATPAM members.
Although the orchs haven’t been

approached officially, they’ve got-

ten wind of the ATPAM scheme
and are gearing to battle the in-

vasion. Orchsters claim that the
declining biz has made it tough
enough to keep their heads above
water, without having the union
hike their overhead costs.

Also on the ATPAM’s agenda is

a movein on
.
the symphonic orch

field. First up is the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra,
General decline of legit activity

has directed ATPAM’s roving eve
to the music field. Union officers

feel that organization of the music
field will open up new* avenues of

employment.

RAY TO ROAM CHILE

CIRCUIT NEXT SPRING
Johnnie Ray will hit the chile,

circuit next spring when he takes !

off on .a four-week trek through
South America. Ray has lined, up
a series of dates in niteries, the-

atres and TV in Argentina^ Brazil

and Uruguay. Tour, which is Ray's

first soiith-of-the-border, will be

'

gin in April,

Ray also is propping a European
trek in the summer. He w’ound up',

an engagement at La Vie En Rose,

N. Y., last night (Tues.).

George Haddad, concert pianist i

and instructor in Ohio State UV
school of music, will sail Dec. 30

for a three-month tour of Europe
as winner of the Prix du Canada

Abe Olman, general manager of
the Big Three (Robbins, Feist &
Miller), and Metro-20th-Fox at-
torney, Julian T. Abeles '(& Bern-
stein), returned to the U. S.' Mon-
day (21) after wrapping up a deal
in which Robbins Music, Ltd., the
Big Three’s British affiliate, took
over B. Feldman & Co., Ltd., and
•ts three associate companies.
Robbins Music, Ltd., is jointly
owned by Robbins Music in N. Y.
and Francis; Day & Hunter of
England.

Abeles had been in Europe for
two months working out the deal
and Olman went oyer 10 days ago.

Louis Bernstein,. Shapiro-Berh-

,

ln Music topper, was reelected
Piexy of the Music Publishers Pro-
tective Assn, at last week’s board
n

i

ieet
u
lnS. along with the other in-

i-!

n
!,

b
x
nt offi

.

cei -s * Slate includes
ack Mills, vice-prexy; Abe Olman,

i‘etary

rei
’ ^aclc Bregman, sec-

.Douglas continues as
J'lPPA chairman.

Victor Pacts Kaye Trio

Rr A
le

v^*
ry Trio has joined

rnm
V
K
Ct0
/ under a term pact.
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, For the past several months,
RCA Victor disks have .been get-

ting an unprecedented plugging
push on the kilocycles as a resull

of the diskery's; promotional tiein

With Colgate’s Halo Shampoo prod-
uct. Colgate, through its ad agency,
Sherman & Marquette, has been
picking' Up! a $3,000,000 tab

.
for i

saturation disk jockey and nation-
ally syndicated comic section cam-
paign to pitch, for its shampoo and,
at the Same time, Victor disks. It’s

understood that other dlskers have
been trying to mdve in on this

tiein but thus far have not been
successful.

Under the unique deal, Halo has.
been buying a schedule of from
five to 38 jingle spots, w'eekly,
depending on the size of market,
on 178«top deejay shows around
the country. In return for a cufro
slicing of the jingles by Victor
artists. Halo is specifying that an
RCA Victor disk, be played to ac-
comp the jingle.

Readymade Exploitation
This setup has given Victor and

its distribs, both of which decide
which disks are to be plugged, a
readymade, surefire exploitation
channel. Victor, incidentally, has
not selected the disk jockeys for
the campaign. The jocks were se-
lected by the Halo agency on the
basis of the deejays’ audiencesand
teenage influence. Victor is taking
bows for getting Colgate tospend
over $1,000,000 for the jockey cam-
paign. •

The deal guarantees Victor the
playing of new disks to acedmpany
the spots and, at the same time,
is accruing sidebar gains in get-
ting these disks to the attention of
the jocks for regular programming
on other segments. In cases w’bere
station policy prevented a tiein
of the commercial jingle and rec-
ords, Halo has bought full 15-min-
ute segments so that they could
determine which records were to
be played. In the great majority
of cases, however, the jockeys and
the stations are cooperating with
the tiein of the jingle and the plug
disk.

‘

While the Mctor artists have
been doing the radio jingles gratis
for Halo;

-
they have been cashing

in on the shampoo’s, videofilm spots
assigned to them with fees ranging
around Sl.OOO. In addition, of
course, they are getting the ad-
vantage of the powerful disk
jockey exploitation.

Halo is also giving the artists a
buildup via spreads in the leading
comic sections. It’s estimated that
this campaign is also costing the
company well over $1,000,000.

Deal was worked out by Victor’s
pop promotion manager,* Bernie
Miller, with the diskery’s top eche-
lon execs, Manie Sacks, Larry* Kan-
aga and Bill Alexander, finalizing
the cooperative tiein with Halo.

DECCA, CORAL JOIN IN

‘MILLER’ PIC PROMOTION
Decca Records and its subsid.

Coral Records, are joining in the

(

promotion for the Universal-Inter-
1 national pic, "The Glenn Miller
Story.’’ with a full toundrobin of
sides based on the film. Decca has
a majority stock interest in Uni-
versal with Milton R. Rackmil

i

serving as prexy of both compa-
nies.

j

In addition to the soundtrack al-

:

bum, Decca is issuing a Jerry Gray
[set with the title "Salute To Glenn
1 Miller,” while Coral is packaging
ja similar album ..by the Modern-
Zaires, vocal combo w'hich is fea-
tured in the production. "The Love
|
Theme,” a theme from the picture,

has been cut by Victor Young for
1 Decca and by Sidney Torch, a Brit-

ish orch leader, for Coral."

!
Decca and Universal are work-

;

ing closely together on the promo-
lion drive, with special display ma-

terial designed for both disk re-
' tailors and theatres.

Col Gets Cap’s Becker For

A&R Assist on Coast

Gene Becker, Capitol Records

.
artists & repertoire assistant on

the Coast, is moving over to Co-

lumbia Records in a similar post.

I It’s understood that lie'll cut
' with Col’s polka bands and oilier

specialized combos.
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Eddie Cantor in Multi-Disk Label

HE
By JIM 'WALSH Mary,” written by Van & Schenk,

,
- which Cantor sang for Emerson.

Capitol Records’ release, of the other characteristic 1919-20 Can-
soundtrack set from the Warner tor titles were Irving Berlin’s “I’ve
Bros, musifilm, ”The Eddie Cantor Got My Captain Working for Me
Story” points up fact that the Now” “Come On and Play Wiz
veteran performer has set some- Me , My Sweet Babee,” “Don’t
thing of a record for being a jump- put a Tax On the Beautiful Girls,”

ing jack in his recording work. “You Don’t Need the Wine to Have
Few are the standard disk hatch- a Wonderful Time” “Give Me the
eries that vet comic, hasn’t toiled Sultan’s Harem,” “When It Comes
for since his initial platters came to Loving the Girls I’m Away
out 36 years ago. Ahead of the Times,” and “I Never

Cantor waxing career got its Knew (I Could Love Anybody
first" impetus in lSI7r when Vic- Like I’m Loving You.”)

tor issued a coupling of “That’s the By 1922 he had switched af-

Kindof a Baby-for Me,” cleffed by filiations to Columbia, for which
Alfred C. Harriman and J. C. Egan, he sang such ditties as “Eddie
and ‘‘The Modern, Maiden’s (Steady), “Oh Gee! Oh Gosh!
Prayer” (Ballard Macdonald and Oh Golly, I’m in Love,” “How Ya
James F. Hanley). Gonna Keep Your Mind on Danc-

Cantor’s singing style on* the ing?” “Joe Is Flere,” “I’m Hungry
1917 waxing was just about the for Beautiful Girls,” “I Lpve Me,”

same as it is today and the songs ‘P^1 - Is She Dumb?” “Ritzi Mitzi”

hiight easily be current pops, and “Sophie (I Go So Far With

Comte also recorded the same two and Sophie Goes So Far

numbers for the hill-and-dale .
Sophie presumably

Aeolian-Vocation catalog, but since wasn t Soph Tucker, but the title

ATs made before 1920 didn’t sounds like something that might

play on ordinary phonos of the ^^ have been included in her re-

Victrola and Columbia Grafanola
j

Pcrtpire.

type, sale of the platters was- small
j

With Columbia in l925
and collectors seldom run acrbss

j Cantor’s Columbia affiliation
them.

! lasted for some time after electric

More than a decade passed be-
j

recording was introduced in 1925,

fore; Cantor was again in the Vic- ! and his first versioih of “If You
tor list, but in 1919 he was record- 1 Knew Susie Like I Know Susie”
ing fpr both the Emerson needle-; was waxed during this period; But
Cut records and the Pathes, which! in 1929 he was trying his lUck
Were hill-and-dale and played with • with Victor again, and coming
a sapphire ball. The titles were i through with such morsels as
largely topical and dealt to a large ! “Hello, Sunshine, Hello,” “Hungry
extent with .prohibition. Included i Women," “I "FaW Down and Go
was one of the cleverest - Volstead : Boom,” “If I Give Up the Saxo-
Act take-offs; “All the Boys Loyet ( Continued oin page 44)

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Dec,
• 12

) .

’

London. Dec. 6.

Answer Me . . . . . .... .Bourne
Mommy Kissing Santa .Morris

Poppa Piccolino . . .

.

Sterling

Swedish Rhapsody . ; Connelly
Big Ben . . Box & Cox

.

Vaya Con Dios , . . .

.

.Maddox
Ricochet . . . .. .

.

. ,

.

Victoria
Rags to Riches . ; . . . Chappell
Chjcka Boom . . , . . . . . . .Dash
If You Love Me . World Wide
Wish You Were Here Chappell -

Moulin Rouge ....

.

.Connelly

Second 12
Limelight . . /. , . . , .

.

.Bourne
I Believe ... . * ; .

.

Cinephoriic
Crying in the Chapel .. Morris
Santa Up Chimney , . .

.

Heine
Oh, My Papa. .

. T . . .

.

.Maurice
Flirtation Waltz . . . .

.

.Bourne
YoU You You. , . .Mellin
Golden Tango , . ....

.

Wright
Big ’Ead : . ....*.

.

.Wright
Bridge of Sighs . . .

,

.Maurice
Istanbul .....Aberbach
Where Snowman . . . Polyphone

For New Williams Orch
The newly-formed George Wil-

liams orch is. being prepped for a

n^ajor promotional push by Coral

Re.cordsl Orch is being geared by
the label along dance tempo lines.

The initial release is set for Feb. 1.

Williams plans to follow the pat-
tern

; set by the Sauter-Finegan
orch on the RCA Victor label, by
sticking to the recording studio for
at least six months before hitting
the one-niter and ballroom route.
Williams had been arranger for
most of the top. name bands before
forming his own orch..

Wednesday, December 23, 1953

Inside Stuff-Music
Cole Porter’s tunes were cancelled out of the CBS-TV’s “Studio One”

musical drama, “Cinderella *53,” Monday night (21) due toi the squawks
from Metro film execs. Pic studio did not want any conflict between
the TV production and an upcoming film project involving Porter tunes.
Porter saw the show in rehearsal with his songs and okayed it until
Metro demanded a withdrawal of the clearances. Tunes by Arthur
Schwartz were used 'instead,

•

N. Y. State Sen. Fred G. Moritt; who is a vet songwriter by hobby
with a couple of recorded tunes to his credit, gets his biggest show*
casing to date in the current Radio City Music Hall, N. Y. stageshow.
His tuner “Holiday Greeting,” is being performed by the 50-piece*
M. H. symph, under Raymond Paige’s baton, and a 35-voice choral
ensemble; It’s part of the Music Hall’s annual Christmas stage of-
fering. •

RCA Victorias recently in the position of competing with itself on
the tune, “Changing Partners.” While the Victor pop division was
planning an allout push for Dinah Shore’s version of the tune, the
Victor custom records department was pressing up 100,000 copies of
Patti Page’s slice for Mercury Records. The versions by Miss Shore
and Miss Page, together with Kay Starr’s. Cut for Capitol, are still
fighting fpr top honors on the tune.

' JuliUs LaRosa has cut a special etching for the ^March of Dimes 1 c

tagged “Mother’s March on Polio.” Tune was written by JBernie Wayne.
Russ Case orch backs and the Wanderers supply a choral support!
Tele producer Lee Cooley, who is the drive’s radio-tele chairman,
wrote and announces a special 30-second appeal that’s added to the'
waxing. It’ll be distributed to the

.
deejays next week.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob-

tained: from leading stores in

12 cities and shoxetng com-

paratwe sales rating for this

and last week.
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1 2
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Oil. My Papa” 3 • 1 2 2 6 3 1 1 • 2 / 81

2 1

tony BENNETT (Columbia)
“Rags to Richies”. 1 3 10 3 1-; 4 10- 1 10 4 • » 63

3 2
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

“That’s Amore” ; , .

.

4 • w. 4 3 1 3 • « 4 7 5 « 62

4 5
FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)
“Ebb Tide” .. ... 8 m • • • 4 2 6 2 7 2 . .* • 46

5 .7

EARTHA KITT (Victor)

“Santa Baby”. . 9 4 10 6 8 10 2 • ' • 1 4 0. 38

6A 4
TERESA BREWER (Coral)

“Ricochet” . / . 6 4 0 4 6 4 9 6 6 4 10 4 • 37

6B 9
EDDIE CALVERT (Essex)
“Oh, Mein Papa” . #

’

• # 2 1 3 4 4 1 37

8 6
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Changing Partners” 10 1 8

i

9 5
— 8 3 * • 33

9 18
FOUR ACES (Decca i

“Stranger in Paradise”. 2 2 4 • 5 4 • 3 32

10 10
JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
“Eh Cionpari” . . 7 9 5 4 > 6 3 25

11

A

13

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

“Vaya Con Dios”. . 5 ». • .
• «’ .. 7 • 0 9 6 9 19

11B 12
STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

“dnlstmas Dragnet”. . • • 4 • 9 « « 10 2 • * . * * t • 4 19

13 19
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Istanbul” ....... ............ 4 4 « • • • 4 4

. . *

7 5 7 7 18

TONY MARTIN fCapitol)

14A ; . “Stranger in Paradise”.

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
14B 15 . “Stranger in Paradise” . , ... ,

LL: •
-

’

i it» ii 'ii 1

KAY STARR (Capitol)

14C - . “Oianging Partners” .

' LIBERACE (Columbia)
~ ~ '

17 “Christmas Medley”
- CORNELL-DALE-DESMOND (Coral)

13 16 “Heart of My Heart”. ..... .

EDDIE FISHER (Victor) ,

19 7 “Many Times”. ! . : . . . . . . > . . I

FOUR ACES (Decca)

20 “Heart of My Heart” ..... . . . «

1 ... 2

F I V E TO P ARTHUR GODFREY GLENN, MILLER

Chrittmo,’ with Umi„d E<filiM
Albums Arthur. Godfray

4 5 9

• 3 .

7

8

5 15

13

8 11

10

Columbia

C 438

Victor

LPT 6700

. . : 7 8

3

CONCERTOS FOR

YOU
. Liberacc*We»(on

Columbia

ML 4764

CHRISTMAS

CAROLS

Montovani

London
..

LL 913

THE ROBE

Alfrad Newman

Decca

DL 9012

The top 30 tongs of week '(more in case of ties)
, based on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director,’alphabetically listed,

Survey Week of December 11-17, 1953

(Listed Alphabetically)

Changing Partners Porgie •

Chop Choo Train . .......... . . . . . . . . ...... .... =

;

Disney
Don’t Forget To Write Advanced
Don’tcha Hear Them Bells . . . ... ............. . . .

.

Iris-T
-Ebb -Tide • • • • , , , . .Robbins.
Fini Frank

Heart Of My Heart ...... . . ... ..... Robbins
I Love Paris—^’Can-Can” . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

Chappell
In The Mission Of St. Augustine . . . . . , . . . .. . .

.

; . .Republic
Istanbul > - •••., i Alamo
Jones Boy . , .................. Pincus
Many Times Broadcast-

.

No Other Love—“Me And Juliet” . , .... .... ....

.

Williamson
Oh My Papa ... Shapiro-B
Poppa Piccolino Chappell
Rags To Riches ..... Saunders
Ricochet

.
• • • • » *.»

.

• • • ... . ..............

.

.'Sheldon

-

Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer . . . . St. Nicholas
Sadie Thompson’s Song—t“Miss Sadie Thompson” . Mills
Santa Claus Is Cornin’ To Town Feist

5f,
crct £°?e ......... .... ... . .

.

Remick
Silver Bells . . Paramount
Sleigh Ride . . ... .... . Mills
Song From Moulin Rouge—t“Moulin Rouge” . . . . .

.

Broadcast
Stranger In Paradise—“Kismet” .......Frank
That’s Amore—“The Caddy” . ..... . ... . . v. . Paramount

.

Ays Con Dios • , • » • ... < ^

.

. Ardmore
Wom^i Studio
Ypu Alone Roncom
You You You .......... Mellin

Second Group
Baby Baby Baby ...........
Bimbo. ,

,

Cool Yule .V;

.

Creep . . . . . . .

.

* !!!*.’

Down By The Riverside ...........

.

’

.

’
]

’ * ’

From Here To Eternity—f‘From Here To Eternity”
Happy Christmas Little Friend
Hey joe .

I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me .

*

!

I See The Moon
It’s Christmas Time Again ...!!!!!!!!!!.!/*
It’s. Easy To Remember . . . . . . . ... !

*, '. *. *.

*

Love Walked In
Moonlight In Vermont !.*!.*.'!!.*!.'!! .'

.* *

!

Mrs. Santa Claus .

Put Christ Back into Christmas* !!!!!**
! !!!

*

!

!

]

* ‘

South Of The Border ... .

Think
Typewriter

! . .

!

"

”
!

!

Under Paris Skies .......... *

Why Does It Have To He Me" . . ... ..!!!.’!!!*.!!!!

. Famous

. Fairways

. BVC

.Miller

.Spier

. Barton
, Williamson
. Taiinen
.Mills
. Plymouth
. Bourne
. Famous
. Chappell
.Goldson
. Sherwin
. Remick
. Shapiro-B
.Joy
. Mills
.Leeds
. Feist

Top 10 Songs On TV
(More In Case of Ties )

Down By The Riverside ... ....... ....... . . . .

.

Ebb Tide .....; •

I Believe i ’

I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus' ! . ! !
.*

! !
*.

!

* *

Kissing Bridge . . .

.

. . . . , .... .

Santa Claus Is Cornin’ To Town ........ I

!

I

*

1

1

Santa Got Stuck In The Chimney ....
Silver Bells ......n .

.

" ********* +1* i i *
Stranger In Paradise .

You Alone

. Spier

.Robbins
, Cromwell
.Harman
.Roncom
. Feist.

, AOuff-R
/Paramount
.Frank
. Roticom

(More In Case Of Ties)
A Wonderful Guy
Christmas Song ..... ...
Merry Christmas .........
Stompin’ At The Savoy . . .

.

There’s No Business Like Show' Business . .... .

.

Varsity Drag , . ; . ... ..... . . . . .
... ....... .

Walkin’ My Baby Back Home ; . . . . .

!]’

.Chappell
. Morris
; Duet
. Robbins
.Berlin
. De Syl.-B-H
. De Syl.-B-H

t Filmusical. Legit musical.
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Th£ American Society of Com-

bers Authors k Publishers and

the independent.TV stations agreed

list week to set ASCAFs interim

licensing fee at 80% <rf the es-

Sed blanket rate. Interim fee

lui be in' operation until such

time as the Society and TV. sta-

oiis can settle on a new pact for

-, he period starting after the new

iear Judge Henry Goddard signed

the ASCAP-indie TV stipulation in

v Y Federal Court last week.

ASCAP and the All-Industry

incal TV Music License Committee,

repping about 70 indie outlets,

Vontinued their negotiations lastS on an ’’optimistic* tone

according to spokesmen for both

sides. The negotiations are cov-

ering proposals for both per-pro-

eram and blanket licenses for the

use of ASCAP music. Parallel

powwows are being conducted be-

tween the Society and the major

networks for a license to replace

the one expiring at the end of

* The interim fee to. ASCAP will

be subject to the final agreement

and has no bearing on the current

talks. In general, ASCAP has been

asking for a continuation of the

current licensing fee, while the

video industry has been demanding

a reduction on the argument that

ASCAP’S TV rates are discrimina-

tory as compared with ether users

of music. .

‘Sour Grapes' Chorus lu

‘Partners' Diskery Race
Chicago.

Editor, Variety:
. .

In Variety Dec. 9 you carried a

storv concerning “Big Deals, Give-

aways, Cue Heated 3-Way Diskery

War on ‘Partner’s’;"

This article points out that Mer-
cury Record gave away attractive

gifts to disk jockeys to get them to

play Patti Page’s Version of

“Changing. Partners," and also that

Mercury gave' the dealers special

biters of 20 free records for every
100 records ordered with 100%
indemnification. The article also

stated that Capitol made no spe-r

cial deals arid inferred that Mer-
cury was the only one of the three
companies to make these deals

with the dealers. The article goes
on to state that in a recent poll

Capitol . Records and Miss Kay
Starr

:
paced the field in requests

from listeners as to which version
they, liked best. The whole article

is quite unflattering, as. far as Mer-
• cury is concerned;

I would like to point out to you
that at no time, in no way, did
Mercury ever offer any disk jockey
a gift to play Patti Page’s ver-
sion of ‘‘Changing Partners;" We
made no deals with dealers to give
away 20 free records for every 100
ordered. This would be Impossible:
because no dealer would order 100
records at a crack, especially in
the early stages of a release. I
know for a definite fact that blank'
company in at least three cities
(Detroit, Cleveland, and Los An-
geles) offered to take back any , . .

merchandise if the dealer would
buy its version of "Changing Part-
ners.’' As a matter of fact, in Los
Angeles blank company’s disk jock-
ey promotion man was told that un-
less blank artist’s version was No.
.1 he could look for another job.
1 would like to point out to you
that we were the last company of
the three that released "Changing
Partners" to have the record on
the street, and, according to all
charts and polls, Patti Page’s rec-
ot’U of “Changing Partners’'' is the

• °- 1 i’ceord in the country. Your
own poll of retail disk best sellers
shows Patti Page in seventh place.
Dn your disk Jockey poll Patti

£
ag

j
ls n ^ourth place; I think

\e deserve considerable credit for
making this record the top version

*he field, considering our late
start and the fact that we were
t

l

nd?^pped by the "activities" of
the other companies. ...

as * am concerned this
is strictly sour grapes as far as . .

.

and at least we
frnm

little acknowledgment

an
trade Papers or at least

n honest account of the fight

(v xi
Afthur Tdlmadge,

tv.p., Mercury Records Corp.)

Veteran Songtmith

Abner Silver
rMpprolsM

.

The Small Publisher

•n InMrtcfing bylia* pi*c* In th*

48lh Anniversary Number
of

P'AfilETY
OlIT SOON

A&R MEN TURN OUT FOR

Chappell . Music, which has been
quiet in the showfune field 6ince

"Me and Juliet" and "Can-Can"
last spring, swung into action last

week on the "Girl in Pink Tights"

score. Firm auditioned the Sig-

mund Roraberg-Leo Robin score at
its N. Y. offices for all the major
label artists & repertoire men
Thursday (17),

Current click of the showtune
"Stranger In Paradise” from the
"Kismet"’ score, as well as hefty
diskery coverage on other times
from the same show, is credited
with the solid a&i men turnout.
"Tights" is scheduled for a late-
February Broadway preem.

Col Reactivating Two

Firms For

Columbia Records , is. propping
reactivation of two of its publish-
ing firms, April Music (ASCAP)
and Blackwood Music

.
(BMP, for

special material picked up by its

artists and artists & repertoire
staffers, Plans call for Howie
Richmond to service the songs on
printing, copyrighting and licens-
ing through his special service
firm, Songways Music, for a fee.

i.
Col outfits are not planned to be

competitive with regular publish-
ing firms. In the event that Col
decides that a tune should get full
exploitation, Richmond will place
the tune in his other firms for a
full promotion, with a profit shar-
ing arrangement to be worked out.
That, incidentally, was how Rich-
mond worked on "I Believe," a
time that was originally given' to
him

. by . Columbia Broadcasting
System after the song debuted on
the Jane Froman show.

Dallas 'Shindig
9

Diskers
Dallas, Dec. 22.

Four members, of the “Saturday
Nite Shindig" cast, presented here
each week, by WFAA, have been
signed to recording contracts. They
include Jimmy Coiiis, Orville
Couch and Charlotte Lovett.

;
The Lovett Sisters have been

signed by Loo Chudd for Imperial
Records, Couch has been signed far
Derby Records and Collie for
Hickory Records, by Mel Foree.

Matte Bh Yet

John R* Andrew
dlaeoiurfoi o*

Background Music

* * .
* •.

on* of Hi* many editorial f*.otur*«

• in Hi*

:
48th Anniversary Number

of

DUE SOON

Fisher, Jon

TINY HILL ORCH LAYING

OFF FOR WINTER REST
Kansas City, Dec. 22.

Orch leader Tiny Hill is taking
time out early In 1964 for an ex-

tended vacation for himself and
crew. Orch is a familiar one here
—it did a one-nighter at the River-
side Ranch Sunday (20)—and will

have Completed : eight months . .
of

road work Dec 31.

Final date before the respite is

the Elks Temple, Roswell, N. M-,
Dec. 31. Crew scatters for three
months, after which Hill will re-

group and resume the one-nighters
on the road in the midwest. First

date on the comeback will be in

April Leader will spend much of

the off time at his ranch at Ft.

Lupton, Colo.

• V

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Retail Disks Retail Sheet Misic

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder <s

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of this three major sates outlets earn-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Vabiety. The positions resulting from these finding* denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio ef points scored: too waps in th« case of talent (disks, coin machines),

and three ways in thecese of tunes (disks, coin machinesi sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

3

4

3

6

7

8

9

.10

ARTIST AND LABEL

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

TUNE
(Many Times

*

) Oh; My Papa

1

4

a

7

6

5

9

• *

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

I 2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

6

3

7

4

5

9

8

10

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) ... jl^r^fpiradise
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) ., That’s Amore

TERESA BREWER (Coral) .
• Baby

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London) Ebb Tide

_ .
. v (Stranger In Paradise

FOUR ACES (Decca)
) Heart Of My Heart

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) Changing Partners

EDDIE CALVERT (Essex) . ................ Oh, Mein Papa

EARTHA KITT (Victor)... ........... Santa Baby

AMES BROS; (Victor) :.... ................ You, You, You

TUNES
(ASCAP; fBMI)

tune publisher

*OH, MY PAPA. .... ........ • • Shapiro-B

RAGS TO RICHES ... ............... ..... . . ............ ... Saunderf

THAT’S AMORE . ..... . . «•«.«• ... • •*•.«»••» « • ........... . « .

»

. .Paramount

• *EBB TIDE. .
• • * . .... • » . * ••• »*••»••*•«••••»<>»»• ,

.

Rpbbihs

:

STRANGER IN PARADISE.-. ........ «.. . . • • » . . ..... . * . . . .... • ... Fiank

|CHANGINO PARTNERS . « . • . * i . . * . •.»«.».•«•

.

Porgie

RICOCHET. .. . • . • ......... .

.

Sheldoii

fYOU, YOU, YOU-. • • • * * * *•«••••••»»•• •* » »

»

A4ellin

{MANY TIMES . . . ..... . . . ; • ........ •< » • . . •*••• • . Broadcast

ART OF MY HEART. . . . , • • .... .

.

• .« .* • . . »« Robbins

Eddie Fbher and Jonl James are

shaping up a* disk champs In the

male and female vocalist divisions,

for 1953. Fisher, under the RCA
Victor banner, will his best

year to date with a total of some
:

5,000,000 platters sold during the

last 12 months. Miss Jsimes, an

M-G-M Records pactee, is due to

top the 4 .000,000 ^ales marker in

a year that was generally domin-
ated by male pipers such as

Fisher, Frankie Laine, Perry Como
and Julius LaRosa.

In the last lap of this year,

Fisher has come up with a smash
hit in ‘ Ob. My Papa " which «
due to hit the 1 ,000,000 circle be-

fore the NeW Year, In addition,

Fisher hit pay dirt with several

other top songs this year, includ-

ing ‘Tm Walking Behind You,"
also a 1,000,000-platter seller;

“With These Hands,” "Many
Times" and "Downhearted."

. Miss James has proved to be a

powerhouse since she joined
M-G-M in fall of 1 952. Her first

number, "Why Don’t You Believe
Me,’’: launched her into the big-

time and she has been going at
a steady, pace since then with such
sides as "Yosu: Cheatin’ Heart,"
“Have You Heard?" <4My Love, My
Love” and others.

In the combo field, Les Paul &
Mary Ford continued their domi-
nance this year with one ofv the tap
hits in "Taya Con Dios” in adefi-

tion to several other lesser, but
still strong selling sides. The
Ames Bros, also showed up strong*

ly with "You You You” while tha
vet Mills Bros, team came through
with a potent entry in “The Glow
Worm.”

i %sers. After Ureal
’ Threat of a Music Publishers
Contact Emploj’ees Union damp-

,

down forced Sheldon Music to
drop its 12 non-union phiggers last

i week. MPCE had notified Moe
i Gale, Sheldon topper, that the firm

.
w ould be placed on the mxfdr list

and that the union contactmen in
his N. Y. office would be pulled out

;
if the non-uni.ionites weren’t en-
tered with MPCE.

Hassle developed two month ago
when Sheldon put . on 12 under-
grads around the country to pro-
mote the firm's tunes with deejays,
dealers and distributors. Before

: the MPCE moved in, Sheldon
planned to use the dozen uhder-
grads as a nucleus for an extensive

* cross-countrj^ plugging, system.

Engvick’s Librettist Bow
With Omnibus’ Fable

c “IChicken Little," a new' musi-
’ cal fable by Alec . Wilder and
j
William Engvick, will be aired on
CBS-TV”s “Omnibus” show' Sun-
day (27'. The fable was- preemed
in Spring Valley High School
(N. Y.) last month. It marks Eng-
vick’s bow as a librettist. He
penned the W’ords to this year’s
click, “Song firom Moulin Rouge.”

"Little” is being published by
; Hollis Music, a Howie Richmond
: subsid. It'll be available for vvork-

i shop and school groups this season.

Frank O’Donnell, RCA Victor
'publicity staffer, has been upped
.! to ad manager of the custom rec-

I
ords division.

He. moves into the spot formerly
held by Ben Rosner. who nowwill

‘ devote full time to his advertising

j

duties as assistant to Bill Alexan-
der, RCA Victor diak promotion
chief.

Bemiev
f Kidisk

Nitery comedian A1 Bernie is

hopping on the kiidisk bandwagon
with an etching tagged "Sparky,

The Spaceman." Platter will be

released via- the indie Barbour

label.

Bernie currently is at the Sands,

Laa Vegas.
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...Disk Companies’ Best Sellers
CAPITOL ARTIST*;
1 THAT'S AMOBE .......... ..... Dean Martin 4- U

YOU’RE THE BIGHT ONE
"

> 2 CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (FART I) Stan Freeberg
^ CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (PART II)

3.
VAYA CON DIOS ,\Les Paul-Mary Ford <

'
< >

............................... .Pee Wee Hunt

. .. . . Teresa Brewer I

JOHNNY

l °?iSAN , T
<’

5 .
CHANGING PARTNERS ............ ....Kay Starr 4

^ I'LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOU J

:: COLUMBIA
V, i. RAGS TO RICHES!. . .Tony Bennett 4
4 HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN 4

2 STRANGER IN PARADISE .... , . . . . . ... .... .Tony Bennett

4 WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME?
3 SECRET LOVE • • • . . . . » . . . . ...... ... . .

.

Doris Day
DEADWOOD stage

I 4 . I SEE THE MOQN .........

;

.Mariners . I
i just Want you

I 5 .
ISTANBUL .Four Lads 1
I SHOULD HAVE TOLD YOU LONG AGO 4

t CORAL
O 1 .

RICOCHET
TOO YOUNG TO TANGO

0 2. HEART OF MY HEART .......

.

. Cornell, Dale, Desmond
I THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY

1 3 WOMAN’.... ...Johnny Desmond °
:>

* BY THE RIVER SEINE
4. HEARTBREAKING* WALTZ Teresa Brewer 4

BELL. BOTTOM BLUES
4 5. BABY, BABY, BABY . . . . Teresa Brewer 4

I GUESS IT WAS YOU ALL THE TIME

DECCA
t t. STRANGER IN PARADISE ; Four Aces 4

heart of MY HEART
4 2. THE JONES BOY .... Mills Bros. I

SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN

!

3. DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE Bing & Gary Crosby 4
.[

WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT CAN DO I

4 4. CHANGING PARTNERS . . . ........ Bing Crosby >X Y’ALL "COME
i s. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART /Kitty Kallen 14

A LITTLE LIE T

LONDON
I. EBB TIDE

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
1 2. THE SKATERS WALTZ4 midnight WALTZ

3. GOLDEN VIOLINS .... .

.

A GIRL CALLED LINDA
4. WHITE CHRISTMAS

ADESTE FIDELIS
t 5. CARNAVALITO4 THEME FROM '“THE MAN BETWEEN’’

........ Frank Chacksfield X
.Mantovani

Frank Chacksfield f

. . Mantovani

.Cyril Stapleton

.Patti Page 4
MERCURY
1. CHANGING PARTNERS

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN GO?
4 2. STRINGS OF MY HEART Gaylords I
^ MAMA-PAPA POLKA T

° .3. NATIVE DANCER Rusty Draper
LONESOME SONG

4 4* OFFSHORE Richard Hayman f
JOEY’S THEME 1

5. THE CREEP Ralph Martere 4
LOVE THEME FROM “THE GLENN MILLER STORY”

i M-G-M 4
4 1, YbU’RE MY EVERYTHING Joni James f

YOU’RE NEARER
l 2. I FELL OUT OF A CHRISTMAS TREE . . . Little Rita Faye

THE MIRACLE OF CHRISTMAS
t 3. MY LOVE, MY LOVE . . . Joni James

YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE
” 4. POPPA PICCOLINO Nocturnes

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A LONG TIME
4 5. HI-LILI, HI-LO Leslie Caron i

LILI AND THE PUPPETS *

:: RCA VICTOR
«’ L OH, MY PAPA Eddie Fisher t
^ UNTIL YOU’VE SAID GOODBYE *

.

<» 2 . SANTA BABY Eartha Kitt <

UNDER THE BRIDGES OF PARIS
< > 3. YOU ALONE Perry Como <

PA-PAYA MAMA /
;;

4. I CAN’T BELIEVE YOU’RE IN LOVE Ames Bros. ,,

BOOGIE-WOOGIE MAXIXE .

5. YOU, YOU, YOU , . .

.

Ames Bros. *
\

ONCE UPON A TUNE 4
M »+f « M»++"

Iceland’s ‘White Xmas’ Blackout

ls that the coverage extended
AFRS through the years is a
blanket one, and in granting the
bse oi the ASCAP library to
AI UvS. it was with the intent that
the works of the tunesmiths be
circuhvtocl' abroad to just such
cases of isolation as Iceland rep-
resents.

Since AFRS functions as a part
of the Information & Education
establishment in the Department
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ludes in order to make some laughs

available to
- the base population

which is sorely in need of some.

In this period of the year, the

sun comes up around 10:15 if the

overcast will .let it through* and

goes down at 2:45 p.m., which

means that Keflavik is under a

more of less perpetual pall, in it-

self a dampener of the spirits. The

radio station, operation has been

so important to the morale of the

base that this maneuver, pulled

by two Icelanders, has had a defi-

nite unsettling influence and is

causing a bitter cleavage between

the 160,000 natives and the Amer-

icdxiSt

The station, with call letters of

TFK, was licensed by Icelandic

State Broadcasting which has not

yet gotten into the argument

either way, but if things got bitter,

the license can be terminated by

giving “one month’s notice.”

One ingredient of ruefulness

was added when one of the

Keflavik airmen recalled that long-

time ASCAP president Gene Buck
had a son In the U, S. Air Force,
which “is more than any Icelander
has.”
As things now stand, with opera-

tions severely curtailed and no re-
lief in sight, it appears Keflavik
radio will be without “White
Christmas,” but is sure to have a
bleak one.

Mercury Records |s setting up
an adjunct to its artists <i reper-

toire division to concentrate on the

development of. tyro disk names.
The new department, which will

be headed by Hugo Peretti and
Luigi Creatore, will start rolling

after the first of the year. The
Peretti-Creatore team will work in-

dependently of Richard Hayman,
Merc’s a&r topper in the east.

Operational procedure of the
extra-added a&r setup will be to
prowl new. crooners and warblers
and to coach and nurse them along
during their wax-incubation stage.
Peretti and Creatore plan to give
their new pactees a year’s trial

period. They’ve already got five
new diskers set for the. disk-oondi-
tioning process. Merc brass fig-

ures that if the plan turns up one.
click disker during the course of
the year, it will have paid off.

Peretti and Creatore joined the
Merc fold about two months ago to
develop kidisk platters. Previously
they were indie tunesmiths and
recorders in the juve as v.ell as
the pop field. They’ll headquarter
in New York.

Jorge Negrete, Mexican

Boxoffice Phenomenon,

Gets ‘Valentino’ Funeral
Mexid) City, Dec, 8.

The most spectacular funeral

ever accorded a Mexican enter-

tainer was given to Jorge Negrete,
top romantic singer-actor, long box-
office champ on stage-screen-radio-
TV, and secretary-general of the
national actors’ union, who died Dec.

4. in the Cedars of Lebanon Hos-
pital, Los Angeles, at the age of

42 years, after five days in a coma.
A liver illness struck as the singer-

actor had started a date at the Mil-

lion Dollar Theatre, His wife,

Maria Felix, Mexico’s top money-
making pic actress, planed back
from Europe and aaccompanied the
body to Mexico.

An estimated 500.000 persons
viewed the body, as it lay in state

at the actors’ union headquarters,,

and attended the. funeral. Over
165 persons, mostly women, were
injured enough to be attended by
ambulance surgeons, during the

v

wake-burial. A 19-year-old mar-
ried woman suicided by leaping
from a three-story window, leav-.

ing a note saying “I just can't live

without my Jorge,” police an-
nounced.

Capri, a frontline niterie, and the

Teatro Tivoli, a leading vaude-
revue theatre, closed the day of

the funeral. All local cinemas ob-
served a five-minute silence, some
Of them stopping screening in the
middle of the feature pic to do so.

The Variety Club of Mexico post-

poped until Dec. 15 the gala bow
set for Dec. 9 of Negrete's last pic,

“The Boy and the Cloud," at the

Cine Alameda.

The funeral was covered on a

national web radio and newsreel and
TV-cameraed. Two companies of

motorcycle police and a battalion

of foot policemen accompanied the

last procession and interment. Top
pic-stage-radio: actors were pall-

bearers. There was an honor
guard of cadets and instructors of

the Military Academy, from which
Negrete was graduated as a first

lieutenant. A chorus of 12 "char-

ros” (dude cowboys', garbed in

mourning-black, sang two of

Negrete’s favorite songs at the

graveside. Fellow actors sup-

planted grave diggers at the burial.

Atop the casket were an orchid,

placed by Negrete’s daughter,

Maria, by a previous marriage; a

gardenia, by the widow;, and a

"eharro” sombrero, replica1 of that

which was part of the singe.r-aclor’s

costume in which he had per-

formed and which had endeared

him to millions.

’
to Concert Hall

Concrete Proof
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Elliott Bros. Orcli . really

claims a “new sound” for
bands.

In an M-G-M Records ses-

sion they cut “Row, Row,
Row,” and to simulate the
sound of oars, they used a
cement mixer.

Houston, Dec. 22.

It’s understood here, that Efrem >

Kurtz won’t return as conductor of

the Houston Symphony Orchestra;
He batoned the first four concerts
of the season, with guest conduc-
tors in since. Kurtz first came
here in 1948 {torn Kansas City,

where, he headed the Philharmonic
for nine seasons.

Ferenc Fricsay, Hungarian con-
ductor of the Berlin R1AS orches-
tra, now guest-batoning in this

country, is said to have the inside
track as replacement* with Eric
Leinsdorf, of the Rochester Phil-
harmonic, also a likely candidate.

Dallas Repacts Hendl
Dallas, Dec. 22.

Walter Hendl and the Symphony
Society of Dallas have inked the
conductor’s return for a sixth year
as director of the Dallas SjTnphony
Orchestra next season.

He was assistant conductor of the
N. Y. Philharmonic before coming
to Dallas.

DAILEY WILL MANAGE

ROCHESTER ORCB SETUP
Rochester, N. Y-, Dec. 22.

Jack F. Dailey, manager erf the

Oklahoma City Symphony, will

take over Rochester Civic Music
Assn, reins early next year. Dailey
managed Radio City Music Hall,

\

N. from 1946-S2.

Joel C. Kimball resigned the lo-

cal post Dec. 1 in disagreement
with the executive committee on
booking policy and other prob-
lems encountered after he assumed
the job Sept. 1, 1953.

Liike Kimball, Dailey’s new as-
signment includes managing the
Rochester Philharmonic and Civic
orchestras, as well as the duties of
executive secretary of the CMA.
He took the

.
Oklahoma City job

j

about six months ago, after leaving :

the Air Force, and will come to
i

Rochester as soon as his successor i

is named.

Heatb Chirper Set For

8-Month Solos at 33G
London, Dec. 15.

Lite Roza, who chirps with the
Ted Heath combo, has signed a
£12,000 ($33,600) contract to tour
in variety when she ’goes solo at
the .expiration next May of her
contract with Heath.

Contract, negotiated through the
Ted Heath Agency with Will Col-
lins. runs from May to December,
1954, after which singer is sched-
uled to go to. the States for eight
weeks of personal appearances on
TV and radio. Five years ago. she
lived in the U.S. and sang in Miami
niteries.

Andre ‘Kostelanetz ls conducting
three special Saturday night pop
concerts with the N, Y, Philhar-
monic this winter for a two-fold
purpose. One is to find new audi-
ences for the symph’s regular
longhair programs. Other is to fur-
nish an acceptable type of fare for
an audience that’s been awakened
to serious music lately. .

“We must establish a bridge for
this audience,” said the maestro
recently. By giving them his pop-
classical combo, he hopes to woo
these listeners—an Immense po-
tential new public—over to long-
hair acceptance and increased at-

tendance at concerts.

An enormeus group of people
have discovered good music in the
last 15 to 20 years, says Kosty.
It’s been almost unintentionaL
They’ve heard it on recordings or
on radio, only incidentally the first

time, but intentionally tuned in or
plattered a second time.

Informally, a huge music educa-
tion has been going on in the coun-
try'. Music taste in the U. S. is

broadening. Now, according to the
maestro, the public is listening to
two or three kinds of music—jazz,
musiedmedy-operetta and longhair.
A way must be found for the thou-
sands who have discovered good
music to come to the concert hall*
he says.
By the same token, says Kosty,

orchestras need these new ' audi-
ences to survive. And survive they
must for the cultural health of
the country.
Conductor is offering three con-

certs at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Jan.
16, Feb. 13 and March 13. First
program wfll include, besides Ber-
lioz and Ravel, the “Porgy and
Bos’* Suite* Kosty*s “Roumanian
Fantasy* and the N. Y. preem jf
Prokofiev's “Wedding Suite.” Sec-
ond concert will offer Dukas, De-
bussy, Weber, Enesco, Tchaikovsky
{N. Y. preem of “Queen of Spades
Suite”) and Grofe’s “Grand Canyon
Suite.” Last one win offer Moeart,
Stravinsky, Prokofiev, Tchaikovsky
and Gershwin’s “American in
Paris.”

'

Maestro hopes to make these se-
ries an annual event. He’s off to
England in the spring, to conduct
the London Philharmonic in Fes-
tival Hall April 10 and on BBC-TV
April 19. He feds there’s an un-
tapped TV field for longhair. But
symphony orchs must be presented
differently than heretofore.
A half-hour program is the best

length, he says. A conductor should
program short works with pictorial
values. There shouldn’t be *oo
much camera moving for special
effect. Repertoire wiR sell the pro-
gram. And there’s a potential audi-
ence all around the country anx-
ious to see and hear the land’s
leading -orchs, he feels.

Victor Jazz Upbeat

Rolling Next April
RCA Victor’s expansion of its

jazz program will start rolling
next April with a release schedule
that will include at least two jazz
albums monthly.^ Releases will be
split between Hew recordings and
sets packaged from Victor’s ar-
chives. A set by Barbara Carroll,
jazz pianist, will be among the
April releases.

Victor’s jazz catalog is currently
being supervised by Bill Zeitung
and Bob Yorke, latter doubling
froip his merchandising manager
duties.

Steelworkers Sponsor
Pitt Symphony in Ohio

Canton, O., Dec. 22.

The United Steelworkers of
America. CIO, is sponsoring a two-
perfo.rmance appearance of the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra" in

Memorial Auditorium. Canton.
Jan. 5. The proceeds will be turned
over to the Canton Symphony Or-
chestra.

One of the two concerts will be
for children. The evening concert
will feature "music for the men
who man the mills," according to

John S. Johns, union district di-

rector. The orchestra will appear
as part of the CIO’s educational
program.

Gotham Recording’s
• 100G Expansion Set

Gotham Recording Corp.. a N. Y.
-firm with studio and recording
facilities, has completed a S 100.000
expansion program. Company has
added new tape machines of spe-
cial design, two recording studios
and three editing rooms.
Company is headed by proxy

Herbert M, Moss.

Moss to Cadence
H. E. Moss has been named prez

of the Cadence Distributing C'o,

sales outlet for Cadence Records.

Latter was set. up- by. Archie Blcycr

with Juiius La Rosa as (op vocalist.

Both Bleyer and LaRo'-a recently

exited Arthur Godfrey's radio-TV

setup.

Moss was formerly sales mail-'

ager of the Holland Furnace Co.

in Holland, Mich.
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the recording musicians be as-

signed to, the Musiciais Perform-
ance Trust Fund, the ’agency that

was set up in 1948 to alleviate un-
employment among musicians.

Counter Proposals

,
The diskers countered with a

proposal for a new fivcryear pact

with a 10% increase in scale over

the present $41 per three hours
for the first two years with an ad-

ditional 10% for the next three.

They also insisted upon no elimi-

nation of doubling or any slice in

the number of sides per. session.

After haggling for five days, Pet-

rillo dismissed the diskers Friday
<18> with the statement that he
and his international board want
to go, home for Christmas. A joint

statement said the talks had
“bogged down."
None of the major disk execs

seemed to be worried about the
recording ban if it should take
place. The handful of top compa-
nies are banking on their backlog
to see them through the crisis,

while the smaller labels are frank-
ly threatening to record come
what may. The latter declare that
they can get plenty of musicians,

even in New York, for sessions,

despite any ukase to the contrary

by Petrillo.

Problem of Next Hit

While the diskers are sanguine,

the music publishers and songwrit-

ers are worrying where their next
hit is coming from in the event of

a, strictly enforced ban. Back in

1*948, when Petrillo imposed irban
for nearly a year, conditions were
toughest for writers and pubs try-

ing to get a hew song exposed. Gn
the . other hand, some publishers

who have had their songs cut but
shelved by the major diskers, see
this as a great opportunity to get

their material out of the can, since

the diskers will be using every-

thing possible.

It’s believed that the diskers
will not yield to Petrillo, since

they are holding a strong hand
with respect to the Trust Fund.
Latter was set up five years ago
by mutual consent and with tacit

approval of the Government which
is involved through the Fund’s
possible contravention of the Taft-
Hartley Law. Some disk execs!
state that the Fund may not stand
up in the courts if its legality is

BILLY ECKSTINE
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New Facet
James C. Petrillo, AFM

prexy, was confronted by sev- *
eral new faces last week while
negotiating with execs of the
major disk companies. On the
opening day of the talks he
looked across the conference
table and singled out one
youthful looking exec for the
query, “Young man, 'who are
you?"

The answer came from Jim
Conkliog, 38-year-old prexy of
Columbia Records.

challenged, and Pethllo will not
want to risk that possibility. Not
only is the $1,500,000 collected

from the disk companies involved,

but even piore important, the tele-

vision trust fund may also be
thrown out.

The~ diskers are presenting a

united front towards Petrillo in

the negotiations. Seven compa-
nies, including Bell, Capitol, Co-
lumbia, Decca, Mercury, M-G-M
and RCA Victor, werd talking di-

rectly with Petrillo.

Coist Speedup
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

. On the -cAast, previous week’s
optimism has changed to pessi-

mism and most labels began
scheduling intensive sessions. RCA
sent Hefrri Rene out from N.Y. Jto

etch everyone he could get harids

On, including Phil Harris and Den-
nis Day who haven’t recorded in

a year
r

This might be their last

chance for a while. Meanwhile,
small recording outfits which spe-
cialize in dubs and demos, are'

making hay in the tunesmiths’ rush
to supply platteries and publishers
with samples of material.

Randall Again Heads
Schenectady Tooters

Schenectady, Dec. 22.

Gordie Randall, leader of the
WRGB-TV house band, has been
reelected president of Schenec-
tady Local 85, AFM. Other officers

named are James W. Lavell, vice-

president; Carl Denangate, Jr., re-

cording
0

secretary;. Alfred Mastria-
no, financial secretary, and R. M.
Harbison, treasurer.

Board of directors comprises
William Lane, Jack Yellin, Steve
Gurzynik, Robert Beebe and Gene
Sennes. Randall and Denangate
have been designated as delegates
to the annual. AFM .

convention,
with Lane and Lavell as alter-

nates.

Saunders Ottawa Topper
Ottawa, Dec. 22.

A1 Saunders was elected to a
third term as prez of Ottawa Fed-
eration of Musicians,

Others taking office Jari. 1, 1954,
are Frank Bonner, vice-prez; Viv
Snowden, treasurer; Jimmy Lytle,
secretary, and executive board,
Harry Pozitsky, Fred Quirouet,

I

Johnny Murdie; auditors, Fred
Pritchard, Ronny. Hyde-Clarke, and
trustees, Keith Bedford, Bev Red-
ditt.

Memphis Picks Skillman
Memphis, Dec. 22.

Vincent Skillman was reelected
to his fifth term as prexy of Local
No. 71, American Federation of
Musicians (AFL), here last week.
Skillman is w.k. in Memphis and
mid-South music circles and was
a former pit man during vaude
days.

Other officers are Art Burrell,
veepee, and O. V. Foster, Sec.
Board members include Ozy Blurh-
berg, Vernon Baty, Lester Burch
Sr., Verne Adams, Robert Horsley,
Ernie Winburn and Nate Evans.

Cantor’s Multi-Disk Spread I

.
(Continued from page 49

phone (Will you Come Back to

Me?),’’ “I'm Wild About Horns on
Automobiles’’ (disguised on the
label as “Eddie Cantor’s ’Automo-
bile Horn Song’ and “Making
Whoopee”—all of which have a
sweetly nostaglic ring today.

Came the depression and there
wasn’t much disk business left for
anybody,. So we find Cantor ap-
pearing on a Durium De Luxe
singlefaced, semi-flexible record-r-
one of those reddish-brown affairs

issued weekly for a time during
1930-31 and sold on news stands
for I5c. It was made by the same
firm, Durium Products, Inc., that
made the better known Hit-of-the-

Week flatters; On the first half
Cantor sings “Cheer Up” from
“Ballyhoo" to an accompaniment
by Phil Spitalny’s orch.. On the
second half, Spitalhy’s boys (they
weren’t girjs in those days) did a
fox-trot version for dancing. This
idea of a; combined vocal-dance
record had previously been tried
out by Edison ip. 1924,

. Cantor was back with Columbia
on the “Royal Blue" records. He
sang “Look What You’ve Done"
and “What a Perfect Combination."
A year or so later Eddie was vend-
ing his talents on Perfect- records
made by the American Record
Corp. and’ sold for two-hits in dime
stores. One title was 'The Man on
the Flying Trapeze," then under-
going a strong revival because of
Walter O’Keefe’s version. As might
have been expected, the character
on the trapeze turned out, accord-
irig to Cantor, to be Rubinoff.
Other side was “Over Somebody
Else’? Shoulder (I Fell in Love
With You.)’’

Out of The Depression

Decca ’s bringing out in 1934 a
double-sided record . by topflight
stars for 35c appears to have done
more than anything else .to start
nudging the record business out
of. the depression doldrums. But
Cantor didn’t show on Decca until
1941 when he came through with
numbers Which for the most part
he had sung - years before for
Columbia and Victor: “Makin’
Whoopee,” “Oh Gee! Oh Gosh!”
“They Go Wild, Simply Wild,
Over Me" and “Yes, Sir, That’s My
Baby." He continued, to sing for
Decca, making an album of songs
identified with himself in addition
to single record solos and duets
with Nora Martin. There was also
a duet with June Clyde Of “We’re
Having a Baby (My Baby and
Me"), which had caused raised
eyebrows when done on the air

waves by the team of Cantor &
Martin.

And now comes the Capitol
soundtrack offering, with 15 Can.
tor favorites, among them “if y0u
Knew Susie," “Margie," “Makin*
Whoopee," ‘Ida (Sweet as S.
Cider)," “One Hour "With You

*

“Bye, Bye, Blackbird," and “Now’,
the Time to Fall in Love."

Schenectady, Dec. 22.

Garry Stevens, featured as a
singer on “TV Showcase" nightly
over WRGB and one-time vocalist
with Tex Beneke arid Charlie Spi-
vak, is one of the directors of C01-
vens, Inc., chartered to conduct a
recordings business in Schenec-
tady. Jame? F, (Jim) Cornell, for-
mer WGY announcer and now em-
ployed in the General Electric Co.
motiota picture department, is an-
other- director.. Each holds 48
shares of stock.

Third director is Richard H.
Levy, an attorney here.

The New
Dance Sensation
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proudly presents
v-

Album EPB/LPM-3188

Also available as single records

NON-DENOMINATIONAi I Believe • Onward, Christian Soldiers

CATHOLIC.. , Act of Contrition • Goodnight, Sweet Jesus

JEWISH . . . Eli, Eli • Kol Nidrei

PROTESTANT. .. Abide with Me • Nearer, My God, to Thee

...with orchestra and chorus under the direction of

Hugo Winterhalter and Mitchell Ayres and the Ray Charles Chorus

RCAVICT0R
FIRST IN RECORDED MUSIC

\
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New York
Ken Remo', M-G-M Records

crooner, switched from the William
Morris Agency to Music Corp, of

America ... George Shearing
Quintet into Le Cameou, Washing-
ton, Dec. 29 . . . Alan Dean opens
at the Latin Quarter, .Boston, Dec.
28 . , lent James booked for a
four-day stint at the Erie Club,
Philade phia, beginning Dec. 31 . <

.

Wally Gingers orch plays a one-
niter in Niagara Falls, N. Y., Friday
(25) . . Eddie Condon's Greenwich
Village

. jazz., nitery,
.
celebrated its

eighth anni Thursday (17) with a
cocktailery . . . Karen Chandler
pacted for a return date at the
h^enry Grady Hotel, Atlanta, this

summer ... Crooner Pat Terry
opens at Donna Dee’s, Frankfort,
N, Y;, Jan. 4.

Pittsburgh
Russ Morgan’s band booked into

West View ^Park’s Danceland . for a
one-nighter Sunday (27) . . Polly
McCartney is the new organist at
Weigan’s. Lounge. She replaces
Howdy Webb, who left that room
recently, after six years . . . Jimmy
Gamble ore’ has snagged the New
Year’s Eve spot at the Royal Ball-
room . . Ralph Sharon Trio opened
a two-week engagement Monday
(21) at the Midway Lounge, where
they’re alternating on the. back-bar

=
stage with Tommy Turk and the
Deuces Wild . . Mary Lou Lane,
singer with Clyde Knight band, has
just received an engagement ring
from her boss’ son, Eddie Baran, a

| tothinf Like It Em later*!
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sophomore at the U. of Pittsburgh
. . .The O’tfay Sisters introduced al

Horizon Room by Ralph Flanagan
are two , 18-year-olds from Phila-

delphia, Margie. Gibbons and Nora
Harper The two of them have
been singing together since they
were In the eighth grade at paro-
chial school in* Philly ., . . Ralph
and Baddy Bonds, twin organists,

have checked into the Hotel Syra-
cuse, N. Y. . . . Wally Gingers band
plays a one-nighter in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., Christmas Night and
has a Kingwood, W. Va., booking
for New Year’s Eve . . Everett
Nell, who has ai trio jobbing around
town, has been appointed head of
the piano and organ department at

Kaplan’s store in McKeesport.

Chicago
Dick Jurgens in at Aragon Ball-

room New Year’s Eve through Jan.
18, with Don Glasser booked to fol-

low on Jan. 19 for four weeks with
options . . Harry James playing
Hollywood Palladium Christmas
Day through Jan. 25 . . . Shep
Fields aimed for week at Sheppard
AFB beginning Jan. 1 ... . Art Kas-
sel held over indefinitely at Mar-
tinique Restaurant, Chi . . . Ted
Weems playing Rice Hotel, Hous-
ton. Dec. 31 to Jan. 7 . . . Paul
Neighbors bagged by Shamrock
Hotel. Houston, Dec. 31 through
Feb. 15.

“

Houston
Ricardo Sc Norma, dance team,

have opened an engagement here
at the Rice Hotel Empire Room , .

Eileen Barton, Candy Candido and
the Proctors in the new show at
,the $hamrock Hotel this week . .

Amlra Amir, Turkish dancer, will
headline the floor.show at the She
King’s Oasis supper club, former-
ly the Yacht Restaurant, opening
Christmas Day.

Omaha
Ex-music instructors O. W. Har

ris and Burton Hoffman last week
opened a music company at Car
roll, la. . Robert Cahill, currently
at Angelo’s here, recorded “Salute
to Omaha,” which will be plugged
during centennial celeb next year
... In at Lincoln were Jay King
orch at Sun-Set Saturday f 19) and
Skippy Anderson at Pla-Mor Wed-
nesday (16) . .Dell Clayton orch
booked for Scottsbluff’s TerrytOwn
Arena Xmas night.

Scotland
Joe Loss orch into Playhouse,

Glasgow, for Christmas and New
Year season, with vocalist Howard

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music
sales hosed on reports obtained
from leading stores in 11 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher
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1 5 •Stranger in Paradise (Frank) 3 1 1 • • . 2 - • • 4 • « 8 1 1 67

2 ; 2 •Ebb Tide (Robbins) 5 3 • » 1 8 3 i . 1 3 5 4 66

3 1 „ •Rags to Riches (Saunders).

.

4 10 .
''

4, 2 6 2 0 4 2 . • 2 65

,4. •Oh, My Papa (Shaplro-B.) 1 2 2 6 4 6 •'
.« . .• • 2 • • 54

5 3 tChanging Partners (Porgie) .:..... 2 *
'

«

9 4 5 4 1 .• ^ 7 4 . 52

6 4 tYou, You, You (Mellin). .

.

• A • • 5 7 1 3. 3 1 .
' 6 51m 10 “That’s Amore (Paramount) ....

.

8 6 10 1 8 7 6 • 3 10 40

mm tRicochet (Sheldon)

.

7 5 8 9 7
,

8 . 6 5 33

9 tMany Times (Broadcast) •

’

• « 8 9 • • 5 6 7 5 .

.

8 29

10A 7 •Vaya Con Dios (Ardmore). .... 9 • • • - 3 • * 10 10 2 4 • * 28

10B 10 •Heart of My Heart (Robbins) ...... 6 4 < • • • 3 9 5 • < • •

12 14 •White Christmas (Berlin)..... * 7 • * • • • a « • « 8 3 15

13A . * •Silver Bells (Paramount) . ...... * « . T • • • • . * • 5 • • 7 « * - 11

13B *
. :

•You Alone (Roncom) . . ..... • • 5 7 « 10 • • • • .

.

'• » • • - 11

15 r • *1 See the Mpon (Plymouth) 10 V- • 7 « • • * 9 « > • •1
Jones, Rose Brennan and Tony
Ventro. Orch airing to U. K. dial-

ers from Glasgow studios Dec. 25
. Norman Burns Quintet and

Freddie Randall Jaoband shared
Glasgow Jazz Club concert at St.

Andrews Hall, Glasgow, Dec. 18 . . .

Gerald Orch opened winter stint

at Lyceum, Edinburgh, in new re-
vue, “Starlight for You,” with
Frances Day, Chaz Chase; etc. .

Nicky Kidd, Scot pianist-crooner,
teed off in . new production at Em-
press, Glasgow . . . Nat (King) Cole
set for April 12 week at Empire,
Glasgow.

San Antonio
.
Lee Pepper and his orch will

open an engagement here at the
Anacacho Room of the St. Anthony
Hotel in January . . . Henry King
and his band were in for a one
nighter Saturday (19) at the Oak
Hills Country Club here . . . Ross
Morgan and his band likely for the
two-day Mardi Gras celebration of

the U, of St. Thomas of Houston
in March.

Another BMI% (Jp* Hit

FRANKIE LAINE
WC°W

MONTY KELLY Columbia

l

CLARK DENNIS
* ‘ l£s$e*1

Ralph marterie , (TiHany>
STANLEY BLACK

' Mercury)

(London)
* «« international coup.
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Satchmo

cents which set off the solorists but
never got in the way. . Barney
Bigard on clarinet and Trummy
Young on trombone did most of
the solo work when Armstrong was
not spotted. Bassman Milton Hin-
ton soloed in “How High the
Moon.”

After shows to the Japanese at
Tokyo, .the band went south for
dates in Osaka, Kobe and Nagoya.

• Lars.

Capitol
(

Continued from page 39

Continued from page 39

each number, much more enthusi-

astic than that which attended the

recent “Jazz at the Philharmonic”

shows at the same house, proved

unmistakably that UN jazz fans,

those in Tokyo at least, favor the

hot and Solid over the cool and

evanescent.

Miss Middleton shared with Arm-
strong the most tumultuous mitting^

of the day with her riotiously

danced delivery of “Fat Mama’s
Back in Town.” Their duets to

“Dumb, Dumb Dummy” and “My
Desire” were also highspots of the
shows.

Backing up the other members
of the band in their solo work,
Satchmo displayed another, side of
his work, interpolating

. quiet ac-

cal regions under the directlpii of

a regional manager of branch op-

erations. The managers will be
responsible for the supervision .of

all branches in their territory. Re-

gionar managers named last week
were Floyd Bittakef/ (Los An-
geles), Ray Marchbanks (Dallas),

Al Latauska (Chicago), Al Ru-
bino (New York) and Paul Fea-
therstone (Boston).
The sales and promotion activi-

ties have been assigned to seven
geographical districts, each han-
dled by a district sales and promo-
tion manager. Ed Nielsen, Ivan
Conwell, Mike Maitland, Max Cal-
lison, Don Comstock, William Tal-
lant apd Irv Jerome were named
sales and promotion managers:

Other appointments, which will
take effect Jan. 1, are in the
branch manager field. Those

named were Al Schendel (Seat-

tle), Vito Samela (Scranton),
Steve Strohmann (Philadelphia),

Afdy Miele (Newark) and assist-

ant manager Chris Drake (Bos-

ton).
.

and rww

LEROY
ANDERSON

with hit greatest yet

he Typewriter
? i . \ s i . j . , j e &

MILLS MUSIC# INC.
[

Going to Be Big

THIS CHRISTMAS

“FREDDIE
THE LITTLE
FIR TREE”

Gent Autry

Columbia #40692=#172

AMERICAN MUSIC, INC.

9109 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood

America's- Fastest

^Selling -Records!

wherever the

season’s lit
•; /*•••• •• • .• /.*

anil his

full swing

MURRAY BAUM
personal manager
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Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Jackie Bright, national president
of AGVA, is working the Carousel
this week, but without any musical
accompaniment. The, minute He
walks on the s.age, Herman Mid-
dleman’s house band walks T>ff on
orders of Hal Davis, president of

AFM Local 60.

This is a result of Bright’^ de-
sire to make a test case' of Davis’
order forbidding Pittsburgh musi-
cians from playing for any act that

makes guest appearances on local

disk jockey shows. On Nov, 30,

Davis put the embargo into effect
to retaliate against platter spinners
fed? *their growing sideline of run-
ning teenage' dances to recorded
music,, which Davis claims has put
a lot of musickers out of work.

Bright came in town a couple of
days ahead of his opening last

night (Mon,) at the Carousel and
told Joe Deane, of KQV, that he

' (Continued on page 52)

COMPLAINTS CUE NEW
VEGAS CHORINES SRED

ad

Las Vegas, Dec, 22, Tq
.
From now on, chorines in this ' vlt

city’s niteries may not be re-

liearsed\more' than 15 hours for Vaughn'

M

any show. New'' ruling Was an- bandleading

nounced by AGVA chief Eddie Rio fng “potential
as a result of complaints that the 000 annually,
girls were being overworked. „

000' he eari

In additional to regular re- /years as a m
hearsal time, the new setup pro- j
vides that they can work only has the freed

three hours at band rehearsal and engagements

two hours at dress rehearsal, with Hatomst. ®e

12 hours’ free time between shows, * ;'Vee

Scale for six days is $100. a o^e Him to

Vednegday, December 23. 1953

Vaughn' Monroe, who gave up
,
bandleading in favor of working
as a singing single, has a gross-
ing potential of $300,000 to $500,-

000 annually, as against the $1,200,-
000' he earned during his peak

,
-years as a maestro. However, ac-

cording to the former maestro, he
has the freedom to reject or accept
engagements that he couldn’t as a

batonist. Being a bandleader with
a $7,000 weekly payroll didn’t en-
able him' to turn down any dates-.

Monroe,’ at this point, has a
fairly steady income as a result of
his taped shows with the Sauter-
Finegan band for Camel cigs. In
addition, he disks for RCAr Victor,
and bonifaces The Meadows, a
nitery at Framingham, Mass.,
where he headlines a couple of
times* a year between other eh
gagements.

This life is satisfactory to him,
Monroe said. Of course, lie misses
the associations he picked up as a
touring maestro, but at the same
time he’s devoid of ' the headaches.
Monroe feels that he skimmed
some of the best years in the band

O&J ’Night’ Slim $9,700

For Three in Portland
Portland, Ore., Dec/22.

Olsen & Johnson’s new musical
revue, “Oh! What a Night!”
grabbed a slim $9,700 in three
evenings (13-15) at the Civic Audi-
torium. Format is completely dif-

ferent from prior O&J editions.

“Night” preemed here and then
headed for Seattle, Vancouver and
San Francisco. Sunday opening,
pre-holiday season, and only fair
campaign were blamed for local
take. In addition tb the two
comics, cast includes June John-

1

son, Marty May, Beverly Dennis*
The

.
Beachcombers (3) with Nata-

lie, Mazzonne-Abbot Dancers (.4),

Jon Gregory Dancers (7) and oth-
ers.

United Attractions is booking
the show for 14 nights throughout
the Pacific Northwest. A1 Forman
heads the outfit. •

. 1

Chaz Chase in Costly

Xmas Revue for Scots
Edinburgh, Dec. 22.

Costliest Christmas revue ever
staged at Lyceum Theatre here,
“Starlight for You,” has costumes
alone worth $30,000. Show is pre-
sented by Stewart Cruikshank, boss
of the Howard & Wyndham group.

It stars Chaz Chase, making his
first visit to Edinburgh, Frances
Day, Geraldo Orch., Alan &
Blanche Lund and Jack Radcliffe.
Principal singer is William Dickie,
ex-Sadler’s Wells Opera Co. Others
in big cast are the Charmony
Three, Marion Wilson, Bill Fraser,
Helen Norman, Billy Dick and
Pamela Wardell. Show is produced
by T. Heath Joyce.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Dec. 22.

Without fanfare annual pre-
Christmas visit was made at the
Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Hospi-
tal by Joe McCarthy, Joe Dwyer,
Joe Sinclari, John Garvey and
other IATSE boys from Local No.
1. All members of the institutions’
personnel received an appropriate
cash gift, a yearly gesture from
this group. The "We the Patients”
committee, consisting of Bob (Mel-
lo-Larks) Smith, chairman, assist-
ed by Murray Kissen, William Joy-
ner, Jackie Fondran, Elise Rivera
and Larry Quinn, are preparing the
coming Christmas Eve party. Top
entertainment has been booked.
Don Biair, WNBZ deejay, will act
as Santa Claus.

Murray (& Burns) Kissen re-
ceived a multitude of greetings,
telegrams and a special nod and
kudos over radio station WNBZ In
honor of his birthday.

Ivan Anneberg, circulation direc-
tor of the N. Y. Daily News, and
Jennie Reed (Mrs. Otto Haymari)m for the Murray Kissen birthday
shindig.

As per annual custom, Sophie
Tucker greeted every patient of
the Will Rogers hospital and the
downtown colony with her nifty
Album 50th Anniversary Yuletide
card.

Write to those who are ill.
“ ' V-I . , ... •; ;

*

|
business. Those times are gonpperhaps not forever, but the band
field is a tough proposition these
Clays*

Goodbye Tr aveling
Before, his exit, Monroe pointed

out, jumps on onenighters had become lengthy some being as much
as 400 miles daily. Even with such
traveling, it was sometimes imnos.
sible to fill up a Monday night
He contrasted - this with his ex-
periences during the lush war
years, when in Ohio, for example
there were about 20 dates in about
200 miles. The end of the war elim-
inated most shoestring promoters
dates become more distant from
each other and the bands had to
travel longer routes to get the nec-
essary number of engagements,
and for less money.
As a single, he is relieved of all

these headaches, Monroe said
Most of the coin he takes in is ear-
marked for him. He no longer has
the responsibilities of a tremen-
dous payroll, singers, etc. The
way he operates now, he can pick
up a hice piece of change for a
half-hour’s work at a club dale.
He can hit the top spots, such as
Las Vegas; the name clubs and
hotels. His manager, Willard Alex-
ander, books him so that his dates
are faivly near those of the Sauter-
Finegati band, so that they can get
together to tape their Camel show.

Like every other singer, Monroe
hopes to get a video show. How-
ever, he pointed out, the top male
singers are without their own ses-
sion. Frank Sinatra, Frankie
Laine, Tony Martin and others are
on the guest show route at this

point. None of them has a regular
program. Trick, he. says, is to get
a gimmick. He’s looking. But
while looking, he’s skimming the
top of the nitery, hotel and cafe
circuits.

Season's Greetings

WARREN
and her Trip

Currently—

.Return Engagement

CAFE ALBERT, N. Y.

Through January 9th

3rd Return Engagement

CLUB 0NE‘TW0
. TORONTO

January 11 to February 13

Management:

ED FLAHERTY
31 0 Ea«t 55th Street, New Vork

Telephone PLaza 5-9298

MERRY CHRISTMAS —— HAPPY NEW YEAR

TOMMY
THOMPSON
HAMMOND ORGANIST

100
. Consecutive Weeks at tke

CARLTON HOTEL
ROCHESTER. MINN.

Booking Direct, or Thro Any Agent



Big Shows WWi Names, Minis Dirt,

Wil Brag ’Em in, Sez Buffalo Op
The only way to get potential

niterv customers out of the house 1

J. by giving them big shows, . ac-

cording to Harry Altman, who op-

prates the Town Casino, Buffalb,

fn conjunction with Harry Wallens.

Altman, who was in NefrYork last
" _ Vitn00 Vina

tw »

week on a talent-buying binge, has
.
JSJLVUIUIU dlltl

lined up one of the strongest act cafe operator, has been slapped
tn rodent vpars in an effort with a $5,000 suit nli«0ina

nneu ujk r* -— °

setups in recent years in an effort

to entice trade at a time when
customers would ordinarily stay

away and concentrate on Christ-

mas shopping.

Altman has bought Pearl Bailey,

starting Dec. 28; Julius LaRosa,

Jan 4; Marilyn Maxwell and Kirby

Stone Quinet, Jan. 11; Patti Page,

Jan. 18; Eartha Kitt, Tommy Ed-

wards and Carmen
.

Cavallaro, Jan.

26- Tommy 8i Jimmy Dorsey, Feb.

15 : Joni James, Feb. 22; Gordon
MacRae, Feb. 29, and Tony Martin

& Alan King for April 19.

Altman declares that in recent

years the nightclub owners have

had to contend with the fiercest

competition that the industry has

encountered—video. Consequently,

a cafe must provide show# that are

not only laden with names, but at

prices that will bring in virtually

everybody.

Another point that Altman
stressed was the fact that shows
must be clean. A nitery owner, he
claimed, cannot afford to cut off

the * family trade. At inflated

budgets, he’s got to have a show
that Encompasses all tastes, and
he feels that he eliminates a par-

ticular segment of his business

when word gets around that maid-
en aunts can't be taken to the
spot. j

.

Altman is linipg up as many top-

notchers as he ban. He wants to be
sure of -a steady supply of lures,

inasmuch as he feels that in a city

of 650,000 without too much con-
vention trade, he’s got to bombard
the populace With some of the best
buys in the cafe business.

ALBERGHETTTS 73G

FOR 18 CAFE WEEKS
Hollywood, Dec. 22'.

£otal of 18 weeks of cafe work,
beginning in March, has been lined
up for Anna Maria Aiberghetti,
who’ll, get a total of $73,250 for the
dates.

. ,/

Nitery tour starts March 3 atthe
Sahara, Las Vegas, for three weeks.
She goes from there to the Edge-
water. Beach Hotel, Chicago; Town
Casino, Buffalo; Italian Village,
San Francisco; Brown Palace, Den-
ver, and Hotel Pierre in N. Y.

Hale to Do Ice Holiday’;

No ‘Capades’ Sub Set Yet
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

Chester Hale, who produced
more than a dozen editions of "Ice
Capades,” will now produce "Holi-
day on Ice.” Deal was consummated
last week.

Successor to Hale for "Ice
Capades” hasn’t been set as yet.
It's expected that a topper for the
John Harris production will be
named at a meeting slated on the
Coast this week.

New Fort Worth Spot
Joins Private Clubs

Fort Worth, Dec. 22.
The trend of private clubs has

omde its appearance here with the
fow

t^°
f the Penthouse Club, atop

Jhe Fortune Arms Apartment Ho-
iei. Johnny Cola and his three^
piece combo play for dancing with
Kaiph Michelle, singing comedian,

floor show attraction. *Cleve
uprey is manager of the spot.

,
Members of the Penthouse Club

nave reciprocal privileges with

io
U
u

t

?
n

’

s Tradin8 Post and Dallas’
Bachelor Club.

s
Follies’ 79G, New Haven

New Haven, Dec. 22.
clicked off a tiand-

lho
e gross in its annual stand at

eiPhf
A

.

rena
/
last week

» during an
eight-day stretch. •

to approximately 31,000
silver bbtie enthusiasts, take hit

54 80
S

top
atC<* on basis of

A Boys Club benefit went SRO.

Honolulu Promoter In

Tenn. Ernie Show Hassle
_ Honolulu, Dec. 15.
Ralph Yempuku, promoter and

with a $5,000 suit alleging breach
of contract in connection with a
performance of "The Tennessee
Ernie Show.’* Civilian Employes
Assn, of pearl Harbor claims that
Yempuku .was to provide a master
of ceremonies, music for dancing,
songs by one "Tennessee Ernie,”
instrumental (guitar) music, a tum-
bling act and a pantomime act

—

all for $800.

Suit charges that a four-piece
combo played unsatisfactorily; Er-
nie absented himself at times dur-
ing the evening to perform else-
where; the tumbling act was cut
substantially; and neither the M. C.
ndr guitar-picker showed up.

Pitt USO Vauder Family

Downed at Sea Off Japan,

Roger Price

ho* humorous place oil

How to Get into

* Trouble

•no of th* many bylina placet in tba

48th Anniversary Number

PSriety
DUE SOON

me
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Lopal bookers will have to for-
get about the dancing Evans Fam-
ily, a popular Pittsburgh act that
keeps plenty busy around here at
this time of season, for the holi-
days, The four Evanses, father/
mother, sister and brother, were to
have planed in from their four-
month USO tour of the Far East
to work the Pitt Christmas-New
Year’s show circuit, but decided
against pushing their luck in the
air any further and are coming
home by boat, which won’t bring
them back until around Jan. 1.

Evans Family was in the plane
with 25 others, USO entertainers
and crew, that crashed in the Sea
of Japan on Thanksgiving Day, all

of them escaping miraculously
with only minor bruises and hurts.
In a letter to friends here, Mary-
etta Evans, the sister, wrote:
"What a wonderful Thanksgiving
gift—our. IVes!” r >

In view of the circumstances,
Evanses decided to forget about the
air lanes for the return, figuring
they’d tempted the fates far
enough. That’s why they’re re-
turning by sea. Four Evans have
been one of the most active acts
on the USO rolls, both during and
long after World War II.

Les Cotnpagnona de la Chanson,
who arrives In the U. S. next week,
will start a concert tour Jan. 5 at
Gardner, Mass., and will play one
cafe date, Thunderbird, Las Vegas,
March 11, before returning to
France.

Pretrial examination is sched-
uled to start today (Wed.) in N. Y.
Supreme Court in a $75,000 suit
against Johnnie Ray and his man-
ager, Bernie Lang, brought by
publicist Art Franklin, Breach of
contract action charges Ray and
Lang failed to

,
pay Franklin for

publicity duties and for work done
"above and beyond” normal pub-
licity duties.

Latter charge, which involves
$65,000 of the coin demanded, cen-
ters around Franklin's claim that
he helped originate the Johnnie
Ray Foundation for Hard of Hear-
ing Children to counteract un-
favorable "rumors” about Ray. In
another instance, Franklin charges,
he went to Detroit in September
1952 to clear the way for an ap-
pearance by Ray at the Fox The-
atre, and succeeded in countering
"unfavorable attitudes” by Detroit
newspapermen . and disk jockeys.
So successful was Franklin's cam-
paign, complaint says, that he got
the mayor of Detroit to give Ray
the keys to the city.

Foundation idea, Franklin’s com-
plaint says, was worth $15,500,
while the Detroit campaign was
worth $10,000.' Largest chunk of
coin asked is for Franklin’s alleged
arrival at a settlement of $20,000
in a suit threatened against Lang
by A1 Green of Detroit, who had
charged that he had an exclusive
management pact with Ray and
who threatened to sue for $500,000
damages because Lang took over
Ray’s nianagement. Franklin seeks
$40,000 for his part in getting the
settlement. *

Additional $9,300 is sought for
regular payment under the pub-
licity contract, which the com-
plaint charges was to run until

next March but was cancelled by
Ray and Lang on July 31, 1953.

Suit also seeks interest on the
amounts asked.

Urge PiuDy to Ease Legit Cafe

Blue Laws as
i— ; —— i -1- *

t

Fradeo Fracas May Spell

Grief for Some N.Y. Spots
The confession obtained by N.Y.

police from Harlow Fraden and
Dennis Wepman, who are accused

of poisoning Fraden’s parents, Is

likely to cause a lot of grief for

some hotels and several eateries.

Police and the N.Y. State Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board are plan-

ning to craek-down on some of the

spots mentioned by the duo.

Most spots implicated by Fraden
and' Wepman are alleged to be

homo hangouts. Although- some
prominent hotel bars are to be
scrutinized, no niteries are on the

list supplied by them. They said

the spots with talent were just too

expensive for the average member
of the AC-DC set.

Adler’s Hopes Raised By

That Storm Is Passing
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Larry Adler's experience during
his nitery engagement here last

week at Copa raised the harmonica
star’s hopes that the "pressure

groups may at last be laying off

him and giving him a chance to

earn a living in this country. Not
a single untoward incident took
place at the Copa as a result ..of

the Adler booking and there wasn't

a peep, only the greatest entbusi?

asm, from the audiences.

In view of Adler’s recent history

of cafe cancellations, following pro-

tests from different organizations,

Lenny Litman, owner of the Copa,
half expected some kind of active

resistance when he first announced
the Adler engagement more than
a week before the performer came
in. However/ nothing at all devel-

oped. Litman insists be didn’t re-

ceive one letter or phone call and
nothing took place during Adler’s

entire stay to suggest any kind of

Opposition.
Adler himself, of course, was

more than gratified and feels per-

haps this may be a go$d jgign. For
last couple of years/ he’s been
working almost exclusively in Eu-
rope but is most anxious to rees-

tablish himself in his native coun-
try.

•

.

OMAHA NEGRO NITERY SET
Omaha, Dec. 22.

Attorney Frederick S. Cassman
and Jacqueline Tucker,

.
both of

Omaha, were named as incorpora-
tors when papers for the Off Beat
Club, Omaha Negro nitery, were
filed last week with the Secretary
of State in Lincoln.

:
Assets were valued at $25,000.

.

OUT SOON!
The

48th Anniversary Number
Of

Forms closing shortly Usual Advertising rates prevail
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Philadelphia, Dec. 22.

Easing of the Sunday tajan on
stage shows and sales of liquor was
urged by J. Harry LaBrtim,' presi*

dent of the Philadelphia Chamber,
of Commerce, to increase tourist

trade, in the Quaker City. La Brum
spoke at workshop session of the
city’s Convention and Visitor Bu-
reau, In the Hotel Adelphla, with
merchants, hotel and restaurant,
men and heads of sightseeing at-
tractions participatingUn the pro-
gram. - "

LaBrum said Philadelphia's out-
moded blue laws deter many visi-

tors from staying here over, week-
ends and an increase in the tourist
business could mean a gain of
$50,000,000 a year in revenue.

C. DeWitt Coffman, executive di-
rector of the Convention Bureau,
said Philadelphia now entertains

1.000.

000 visitors a year, but that
the number could be raised to 4-

5.000.

000 within five years. Prin-
cipal targets of attack are ' the
state laws: which prohibits "live”
entertainment on Sunday and the
Saturday midnight closing for bars
and cafes.

Paul J. McNamara, general man-
ager of the Warwick Hotel, said
the Pennsylvania Hotel Assn, is

preparing legislation to ease the
Sunday prohibitions.

The Cafe Owners Assn, of Great-
er Philadelphia was not present at
the workshop session officially.

Philadelphia members of the cafe
group are all for. ending, the. Sat-
urday midnight dosing law, which
robs them of two hours tn the
night of heaviest business. South
Jersey members of the cafe group,
however, which profit by their late

Saturday night and Sunday opera-
tion, are hot so enthusiastic about
the repeal of Pennsylvania’s Sun-
day closing law.

ARTIE SHAW TO REOPEN

ENCORE ROOM IN OH
Chicago, Dec. 22.

Encore Room, an upstairs Loop
bistro adjoining the Preview
Lounge, is 'tabbed to reopen on
Jan. 8 with Artie Shaw and his

Gramercy Five, under a new pol-

icy initiated by bonifaces Milt
Schwartz and Ralph .

MitcbelL
Nitery, onetime rumba bolte under
name of Omar Room, converted
name and plan last fall but suc-

cumbed to weak response after two
weeks,

Initial bill spotlighted A1 Mor-
gan and aimed at a semi-chichi
following. New plan, still unde-
veloped, is to showcase regular
vaude talent alternately with jazx

combos of topdrawer stature. Room
is being redecorated, still seats 300,
and is aiming at late liquor trade.

Shaw is pegged for four weeks.
Max

.
Cooper, erstwhile Black Or-

chid publicist, Is handling flackery.

Kaycee Many And in Red

For 361G on Year’s Ran
Kansas City, Dec. 22.

The city-owned Municipal Audi-
torium wound up the last fiscal

year (ending April 30, 1953) with
a loss of $361,000, according to a
report of the city auditor’s Office.

The amount is tabbed as $129,000
operating loss, the difference be-
tween revenue from rentals and
concession cuts arid the cost of
keeping the place open, and $232,-

000 non-operating expenses.

The auditorium held 1,194 events
of various kinds, with a total at-

tendance of 1,906.000 for the year.

These included Philharmonic Or-
chestra concerts, legits and musi-
cals, circuses, basketball, conven-
tions and others, making the hall

the centre of sports and show busi-

ness attractions here.

The centre was not designed as
a profit maker, according to Clar-

ence Hoff, director. If credit were
given for free rental to civic events
(including the orchestra) about
$70,000 would be added to the in-

come and the net loss reduced that

much, the auditors reported. Audi-
torium never has made money,
with the exception of war years,

when the Exhibition Hall (down-

stairs floor) was leased to the Gov-
ernment.
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Bob Ellis, Ex-CBS in D,.C.,

Bows Virgin Isle Nitery

St. Thomas, V.I., Dec. 22.

Sugar time and the living Is

easy, down where the trade winds

The t^e .centering, Taub oonsesuejiy ded,^ that
witlf w0* Ae

Vtoa*^Oie
0
du2(^xp

l

|red l?rt week have a “^"Uery, tbe *«"" Club, Chicago ing a hard time. Condition has be
j0h

k^it^nlteiuto“t^nIWw m m& ^conUa^whlch adls The'Sfte t« an old molasses factorjJ J^ing/now national administrator <*>">«.“ 1,c"te tha* M le*st Pne »>•

week vdtb
;

img)ertl*a»widtew era JJ ^nStUnt SUM warehouse in downtown market- of the American Guild of Variety tional board member was forced to
owner that vhw of fhe act.

,, flrs
F year and $1750 place of the historic town where Artists. Resentment may make it- work for agents on the unfair listmain tn t.,« C. S. be extended.

Slack Beard, the pirate, clinkeA self felt by some^ction by the Chi- conditions, it’s believed, has given

1. , . ... MV C .
he would^t file for extension. doubloons and glasses of rum

g»ftjg 'SSSfiSSmSi »he town -less employm^t opp™
Honolulu All-Nlte Spot

•

'

ii3^gB!Ltt*«Sri® Town club is owned and op- in Newark, i tunities for acts than at any time

- Def AC-^C Set Ban
^ Ao mliSSS ffopi Washington, D7 C.H feels that th,e current situation in

|

Membership Is especially resent-

Honolulu, Dec; 22. I Taub's name on the union's “un- who made a few nuggets along the Windy City is a direct result of ful because of the fact that adher.
\ . Kim i r-s.*.- , 1^* ** tnviiirincr thA Florida’s Gold Coast as a singer. Irving’s attitude while he was sta- ence to AGVA national ’rules iniwnitA i -i«„nr Commission’s ban fair” list or from inducing the Fionaa s v«ia c;oasi as « sinKet. irvrng^ atmuue wnue ne was aia- ence 10 auva national rules in

«n
DC

ft
P
mliA ^ntnAwinatore down- dancers to refuse to perform at Two years ago he began manage- tioned in Chicago. During the jen- former years would have prevent-

2L?!eS£i

NoT”paS ’em?n t^dJSsSTbf!r£S^£ ment 'of the Mahogany Club in tire tenure of office, of about 10 ed. this condition. Many perform-

xtith tha
6

1 imnwristers All-nieht ! nersuadlnc an agency not to book partnership with his. wife, the for- years, Irving never signed mini- ers claim that had Irving fore

which c oses at 6 a in
8

is them However Pinion says it has mer Christine (CeeceeV Cromwell, mum basic agreements with Chi- the operators to sign basic agr<

o^rat^by Ed* &urtain. of thenioreS cons^uently. Doto heiress Now k^eve - cago operators Feeling is that he^ established good work!

conventional Brown Derby, who the temporary injunction doesn’t oped 1us own dub and Ceecee di- got the operators ^accustomed to conditions and forced the ops

serves no liquor at the nearby Blue I apply to them;

Note.
}

Taub claims that through his ef-

Generai conservatism of Hono-
, forts the team was admitted to the

lulu daily newspapers doesn't ex-
j
jj s.< even though previously they

tend to their advertising depart-
j

couldn’t get in. despite the fact

ments, which allow Sartain to ad- that they had a sLxmonth contract
vertise “Female impersonators—

, at the Latin Quarter, N. Y. He
talent galore.”

|
says that at no time did he have

• Spot’s main draw is from serv-
j difficulty With team until AGVA

icemen still seeking entertainment 1 stepped into the picture and want-
after bars close (l a.ni. weeknights.

, ^ to ‘ impose their will on him.”
1 * " -J 1

! Taub also said that he doesn't rec-

partnership with his, wife, the for- years, Irving never signed mini- ers claim that had Irving forced
mer Christine (Ceecee) Cromwell, mum basic, agreements with Chi- the operators to sign basic agree-
Dodge heiress. Now he’s devel- cago operators. Feeling is that he ments, established good working
oped his own club and Ceecee di- got the operators accustomed to conditions and forced the ops to
rected the scenery. conditions where they didn’t have post bonds during the booin years,

'

. to post bonds or bother about mini- neither the performers in the area
mum salaries or number of shows nor the union would be in its pres*

UAivAnliAab rSvAiiA they could work an act. ent situation. In the lush years,

fldSenDeCK LuCUS Thus, when the union decreed the- operators would have boonw
that the Chicago area would have more amenable to signing with the

__ - , . n vv • • to work under an AGVA minimum union, since failure to get a steady

Cnlilo 7aA IIaMo basic agreement, there was wide- ffP.P'y -5=**

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

135 East 33rd U* N«w Yod
flan 7-4300

COMEDY MATERIAL
For AS «f Tktsfr’fWi

FUN-MASTER
THE QRIGMAl SHOW-6IZ GAG FILM

(Tha Scrrkt «f Mw STARS)
First 13 «l«s 35.M—Alt XS Issue* »M
Sinstr S1.«S EKk in sequence only
Itgi—lM with Nc 1—N« Skipping!
• 3 Ika. FAROOIES. por book St« O
O MINSTREL BUDGET S3S •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKEwr N. Ml US o
O BLUE BOOK (Com For Sta«s> SM o
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

S3.M

'

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS. ON. Wort* ovor o thowMO*

No C.OJ>.'(

BILLY GLASON
MO W S4* Now Torlr 19-OopL V

Clrcfo 1-113#

. - Froi No dosk of

A. GUY VISK
Writing Eoforprlio*

.

Comedy Material It it* . Best
Ik. of MOEST COMEDY BITS"

I OriilMl Acts—IS

M Mill Stroot Troy. N.Y.
tTho MIrttiplaco of Show Bit)

j

ed to impose their will on mm. Hamburg, Dec. 22.
! Taub also said that he doesn't rec- « a c»xxnVw»r.ir riroT.c nf r.*r

[’ ognize AGVA as having any juris- The Hagenbeck Circus of Ger-

diction over him.
[
many, probably the oldest of the

Since Taub refused to press for
\
big tbps, has disbanded. Circus,

extension of visa. AGVA says^'.the
; founded in 1887 by Carl Hagen-

:

.the dancers to live up to their con-
j

which ultimately found its way to

; tractual obligations to the Moulin
j
the U. S. (Hagenbeck-Wallace Cir-

i
Rouge. Hollywood, opening Christ*

; was forced to close because
mas day and other spots "here

. g operating costs approximat-
they have working agreements. To

, __

° _ **
,

live up to their contracts which ;
mg 7,000 marks' (Si.700' daily was

Taub engineered for them, they
[

far above the show s income,

have to remain in this country. So i. The circus, which had been op-

far. Taub hasn't applied for an ex- erated by : Lorenz, son of the found-
j

spread rebellion among operators;

Calumet City is on strike and many
agents have been put bn the unfair
list. -

With spots and agents on strike.

live up to uieir contracts wmen ; V ^ r • • - Pittshureh Dee 22
Taub engineered for them

;
they

j

faf above the show s '?™™?
Nightclubs in PitUooking to the

hflvc to remain m this country. So The circus^ which had been op* snnual New Year's Eve shot in the
far, Taub hasn t applied for an ex*, crated by.;Xjorenz^ son of th6 found* arm niay be in for s rude awaken^

.
tension of their visa and stated he » er. and Carl Heinrich, a nephew.

jng nexi week Reservations are
will oppose application of exten-

\

called it quits after a tour of slower than they’ve been in a long
;
sion put in by anyone else. AGVA France. Belgium and Germany. timc and operators aU over town
refused to name the boniface who

j
The family will continue to op- are plenty worried. Usually by now

is
.
applying for permission to re:

; erate their Ste(lingen Zoo at Ham-
[

they’re able to see their heads
main in the U. S. However, Taub burg, where tpey will also train sticking' above water, but bookings

. stated that he will apply for exten-
; animals. The 1 Hagenbecks found I are not even close to that point

have meant considerable financial

loss.

"Wher# Show Business Meets'4

20% DISCOUNT W
ffl TO SHOW FOLKS4

\V

Mr A MUSICIANS V
U AT THI 1

rSHOWBUSINISS CORNER
* 1

l Cabana Club Facilities

K 24 ttMtr Coffee Shop

. statea mat ne win apply tor exten-
; animals. The Hagenbecks found are not even close to that point

i.sion only if they sign certain (locu-
(
the operating problems virtually at the moment and from the looks

ments which he feels are necessary
; insurmountable -Admissions were of things the cajfe belt’s going to

' towrard the continuation of rela-
! the same as trie prewar years, but be a pretty anemic place when the

tions between them. He is seeking
[ they were fearful of raising admis- bells ring in the new.
' sion priceS

•

lhe pe^le Tlpoff may have come from local

f
f the

1
weren t earning more money. Thus ! bookers, who usually are busiermoney the -dancers earn

j
even with a capacity house, where

than one-armed paper-hangers lin-
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TaU
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there w
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®r®.ss ing up talent for Christmas*parties.

fhA
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m
v
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<i.f 1
a“?untCii to ^700, ^ below Not this year, however.Ten-per-

;

daily nut' centers report little or no demand,
Size of the circus also increased, and whatever shindigs are being

tez, who Is now. in South America. fnm • <pain« . nrepA naoHoH . i.ai/i

SpteJaf

P.rmantnf galea

from *17.50 W*$kty

Transient rooms
also available.

j$h

mWHolel wnm
. Nadimn avi. i am ST.

Ralph Hamrick, Mgr. N«« Yark, N. Y,

•; ,r^e
i^ ^t.

#re .?**^ entertai- F0STER AGENCY’

;

Taub^aa^ordlng' trunnTWhe PI°
blem o£

,

£e*?in« fimals h
f
d '

original
^

^ ^4meht i

b*come T,*eJ
Sl £fu

«MmPle: begins to look as if most of the

pressed tor parent of ”e fU'i j

constuned ^.pounds of horsemeat ceIebratlng will be done in private.

$10,000 amount which the court1 J.
ls

.

h lia<
* ,

to imported j„ homes, country clubs, etc. Un-
awarded him. Taub also obtained f”at dl

?
£an<:?s tor *he anlmals

; less there’s a last-minute rush for
’ an injunction against Miss iS ' Pre*ar- lb* ^.cvs had. Permanent reservations, the headaches on
’ restraining her

S
from working for J

uart*rs ln Vlanna - "hen *•?«« New Year's Day around here won’t
i anyone but himselL

burned down the only alternative be the exclusive result of hang-y wras to tour, which had become overs, but leftovers.
extremely expensive. At the same ——— ———

—

prtwals

CN
American R*p.t WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVIL MAROUANI AGENCY FARIS

ALLAN* ASHTON1 w W
”fTOF SHOWS NGHTIY-

—Kiqui Ctt> Star. N«v. 22

tu\t C«Atlud«g : EDDYSV K. C.
v - Currsatly: EL RANCHO VEGAS

Directed: MCA

,

time, competition was fierce. The
j

[
show had to compete against ice !

j
revues, sporting events, carnivals

1

‘ and other circuses.,
, S

The American branch of th$ !

Hagenbeck family, which was as-

sociated with the Hagenbeck-Wal-
|

lace circus, sold out to the Ring- >

1 lings some years ago, •

danii and genii prior
Just Concluded—CHEZ PAREE—Montreal
Currently Held Over-^ELEGANTE—New York

v Mgt: Sol Tepper—RKO Bldg.

TESSIE O’SHEA
Sends Greetings from her successful tour of the U. S. Zone of Germany

feel I’m on my way back to America already!”

FOSTERS AGENCY
London

Publicity

PHILIP RIDGEWAY ASSOC., LTD.

69/71 Monmouth Street

London, W.C.2.

WILLIAM/MORRIS A<

/new York^

INCY
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DOMINIQUE „ „„,*, „
BREAKING All RECORDS

at the I

IATIN QUARTER,
April 4 - May 8

and at the

ANKARA, Pittsburgh I
September 28 - October 18 i

MURDER
DOMINIQUE i, won, for

LAYING THE AUDIENCE
at the

RIVERSIDE, Reno
January 15 -February 13

BELIEVED TO BE OPERATING AT-

MOUUN ROUGE
HOLLYWOOD

and at the

5 O'CLOCK CLUB,
December 10 - December 22

II Apprehended, Contact;

TONY AZZI, Personal Manager

124 W*»l 79th Stroot, Now Yorli/

TRafolgar 3-4313

Accessory to the Fact:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

t



MARLENE DIETRICH
With Buddy Cole
Songs
28 Mins. _
Sahara,. Las YV>t

It’s hardly likely that Marlene

Dietrich—Jiving up to a reputation

as the world’s most glamorous

grandmother—will be going mtich

further than Las Vegas with what
laughingly can be called her act.

Because her act is strictly her
wardrobe-—three identical gowns in

different—eeler-s—and—designed for

only one purpose—to show the
most and take the audience’s mind
off what in some saloons is known
as a whisky tenor, but, in her case,

a tired contralto.

The gown is a quick shocker,
since it better represents a tight-

fitting: negligee, sequinned suf-

ficiently from the waist down to

keep the sheriff from the door, but
from the waist up it’s a different

but plainly read story, it’s just
filmy net* hiding and disguising
nothing of the bare essentials.

Grandma Dietrich does wear a

black fur stole, but she makes little

effort to use it as a shield. In fact,

since she stands during her entire
act with her hands balanced near
her hips, with the lighting designed
to highlight her highlights, it is

obvious that every effort was made
not to hide anything from the cus^
tomers.

For those who were listening
opening night. Miss Dietrich sang
•‘Baubles, Bangles and Beads" from
•‘Kismet"; “See What the Bovs in

the Back Room Will Have,” “La
Vie en Rose.” “I’m the Laziest Gal
In Town” (with interpolations);
"Lili Marlene,” the song she sang
for hundreds of thousands of GI'S
during her gracious wartime tours

for USO-Camp Shows; "Johhnjtf*

a German sex ftfne: -•‘Naughty

Nola'* and "Falling in Love Again,’*

from her first hit picture, "The
Blue Angel."

Since she has a one-key voice

and every number sounds alike,

it’s less important in her case to

listen than to look. Her appear-
ance*, is terrific, and it’s too bad an
act wasn't written for her that

could have better complemented
her great personality. As is, she

has no words tb get on or off, nor
to bridge the monotonous songalogr

Even if she was a smash singer,

her songs would have to take sec-

ond place to the gown, which, in-

cidentally, could only get by in Las.

Vegas or a bagnio. Buddy Cole, a

temporary fugitive from Bing Cros-

by, is acting as Miss Dietrich’s mu-
sical Conductor for this stand, and
very capably, too. Scho.

TOM LEHRER
Comedy
20 Mins.

|
Blue Angel, N. Y.

Tom Lehrer, a newcomer to the
saloon set, arrives with a ready

Milton Berle’s TV show and a few
ripples on the ,Decca label, but the
good-looking lad can go a distance

on the boards; given a few socko
arrangements and taught a few
showmanly devices,. More than
ample, tenor pipes, accompanied by
just enough sway, sell his. songalog
strongly.

"
- >

Repertory bn this bill is light on
i upbeat output,' devoid of novelty,
!

and weighty on the slightly dra-
matic. Mild opener, "My Greatest
Thrill Is You," leads to a nicely-,

fashioned "Ebb Tide" and polished
"Gypsy in My Soul/* Intros are

casually delivered in a country boy
manner that has a certain amount
of charm. Succession of three

numbers in varying degrees of the

same mood cap his routine which
could use better balance in song
selection.' Les.

TRIO RAYROS
Aero, Trampoline
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

Agile trio of males open by
dragging onstage a. large trunk on
wheels, then indulge in series of

energetic leaps and tumbles and
back-somersaults over each other

and the box. Solid impact from en-

trance is heightened by one mem-
ber of threesome suddenly leaping
on to trunk and bouncing up into

midair via the disguised trampoline.
Leaps and drops are worked out
in twos and even trees to solid au-
dience mitting.
Act has both skill and speed, and

built audience. During hisa not too
recent undergraduate days at Har-
vard. Lehrer produced an album -

s usefui ^ for general run of
privately . \yhich_ caught on in a

| vau<je shows. Visual appeal elimi-
manner that he didirt «cpect. This i nates lingo barriers. Card.
privately circulated disk-set is now ’

being negotiated lor. by several

;
platter plants. lehrer is an un-

, usual citizen. Entering Harvard at

> 15, he has taught, calculus at that
!

institution where he established

;
himself as a quiz kid on math prob-
lems. has worked at Los Alamos

|
in the theoretical division of the

< atomic bomb plant, has spent time

MARION COLBY
17 Mins.
Songs
Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany
Marion Colby, formerly with the

Blackburn Twins and guest star on
television shpws, debuted promis-
ingly in a singing act at Empire
Room Of Ten Eyck Hotel. The at-

LEW

FAT

DUiDEE
(loaufy and
the Uasf)

A new not* In
CliiMf Comedy
Mgt,:
GERSER.WEISS
200 W. 57 N Y.

COlunhM 5-NU

* on. fvital and secret work on spec-
| tractive brunet made a rather

1 tro-cbemical analysis, whatever lengthy apology, at conclusion *of

|

that is. His material may still have first performance, for the fact she
’ to be examined by a Congressional

! wasdoinfe a break-in, with special
committee for clearance. material, but she wisely dropped

: Lehrer is a competent comic. • this the. second night. When the
His lines are smart, his satires

j
turn takes on polish through per-

are’ biting, and he’s sometimes formance and reroutining, and
rough on his subjects. He possesses Miss Colby loses the tenseness
a ringing voice that gets him by observable, and expected, at pre-

: and his piahistics pass muster. miere, it should be a welcome ad-
His routine can be described as dition to night club bills,

a comedy of terrors. He satirizes .
Miss Colby, who possesses style,

various types cf tunes. For ex- poise 4nd projec-tability, extracted
ample, the tune lampooning com- the most perhaps from second num-
munion-with-nature tells of the. her, the slightly risque “Going to

joys of poisoning pigeons in the : Be a Bad Girl, and Good." She
park. As a matter of fact, his stuff .

opened nicely with “I’d Rafper
would constitute a hit ‘parade for i

Sing a Song’ ;
followejL—Bad . Girl

the characters in the Charles
‘ with a brief, and! potentially amus^

Addams cartoons. He has some bit- !
tng "Second SigM Love/ Others

ing ribs on folk songs, Christmas i
to _W^rm

carols .( this may -cause some re-
! ^e

,

art^ YY
0!"*? *

sentmenri, songs from the southr i
£°.Id.,P®

a
.

rteA ¥an/ Pass the Hat
land, sex, and. sundry other sub- .

w’hich she uses the hand
jects 1

mike) and the closing S Won-
At* this point, his stuff is in the

,

Startingjrith a full gown,

undergraduate, vein. Although his S

she did two partial removals, re-

: .stuff is fresh and at some points ! ^Uffh in good taste. Miss

[even vital, he still has to distill

If?™* rXe^me'of Te more '^ ^ The f!5. while grt
[ bloodthirsty passages. Given more tbTactdown

11”*111 ’ app*arS
j^“0

let

S experience amdng the saloon set. he
.

tne act 00 Ja °’

can branch .out-so that he can be- . * /-kiric airnr * pi rv
j

come eligible for* spots on the
,
^?

E,S & *EGGIE ARLEY
;
slum side of Park Ave. His ma- fiv ?iin«

jterial is not for the family trade. I W v
'SSySSLg* aIong famousl

-y
with

j

F
Working to a Latino musical

p S' Jose.
beat, Louis & Reggie Arley move
at a fast clip in working over
their aero stints. Duo -registers

effectively with their hand-to-hand
and head-to-head calisthenics. Act

’

is a good bet for most visual en-

Arena Mgrs. Gather In

Cincy to Gander New

Ice & Circus Combo
Cincinnati,

.
Dec, 22.

Arena managers front Ohio, In-

diana and Pennsylvania were here
over the weekend to view a new
and elaborate ice and circus combo
as a possible gate-builder.

Presented by the Frank Sennes
theatrical agency as a Christmas
show for, leading Cincy industrial

firms* employees and families, it

was produced by Barney Rapp, vet
maestro and Sennes rep, and Truly
McGee, groomer of ice shows at
the Chicago Theatre. Night and
maatinee performances were given
Saturday and Sunday ^(19-20) in

the -Cincinnati Garden/'

Alex Sinclair, Garden manager,
shared in the idea and invited the
out-of-town arena chiefs. The show
moved to Richmond, Ind„ Monday
for two performances for em-
ployees of the Crosley Division; of
the Avco Manufacturing Corp.
They were held in a highschool
auditorium which was fitted with
a portable ice-rink, ..*t.

•

Show ran a full two hours and
made use of a centre jplatform, 40
by 4Q feet and 18 inches high, for
the circus acts, while ice acts- per-
formed in end and overall spaces.
Smittie’s Cincy band: supported.

Circus acts included the Atomic
Six, tumblers; Jansley Poodles;
Ivanovs (3), comedy bar act; Jan
Rlsko, comedy jugglers; Toakyer
Troupe (6), teeter board; Les
Geraldos, high perch team; Three
Rockets, male dancers; Victoria
Troupe (5), cyclists, and six clowns
headed by Gene Randow.
Performing on ice were Bill

Brown and Denny Parr, jitterbugs;
Webster’s Dolls (3), Wallenborn
and Brandstetter, Tenors, Dick
Price, Maricich & Peterson, Jack
Jansen and Georg Von Birgelen.
Added was Sunny Flannery, kid
vocalist.

'

AGVAPrexy
Continued from page 48

Jose.

CHARLIE APPLEWHITE
f Songs
1 15 Mins.
! Chicago, Chi

!
aSsSf*8Jiu

j

doesn’t betray a whit of greenness,
taking the topline in this house

j

with cool confidence. Sole pro ac-
tivity to date has been a splash on

VARIETY:
"Gal really scores with sock

flash, terp stuff ... and her
twirtings boffo.”

is back in the States and
available after

CHEZ-AMI, Buffalo
(Jon. 20 to Feb. 2)
Personat Management:

MILTON H. BLACKSTONE
565 5th Ave., New York . EL 5-1 540

Femme member balances on
male partner’s head, first in a
standing position and then upside
down. She also goes through a
hoop while standing on a rolling
log. Jess.

JACK & ELSA SHANNON
. Songs
;8 Mins,

j

Palace, N. Y. -

,
Jack Sc Elsa Shannon are an

okay vocal duo whose forte is light
musicomedy songstering. Couple
make a, nice appearance and are
easy on the ear. It’s the type of
act that’s fine for filler spottings
in some niteries, vaude houses and
on TVariety shows.

Repertoire includes "What Is
This Thing Called Love," “Love
Is Sweeping the Country," "Gra-

I

nada" and "You’ll Never Walk
i Alone.

. Jess.

would like to appear on his radio
program Saturday (19). Davis
heard the broadcast and imme-
diately notified Middleman, the
Carousel maestro, that his men

[rcould not play for Bright this week
although they can accompany all
the other acts on the bill.

"We can’t order performers not
to participate in disk jockey
shows," Davis explained. "The rul-
ing is, however, that if they do ap^
pear, they will' get no musical ac-
companiment from us in their
shows.”

Bright countered with the state-
ment that "I don’t intend to take
orders from the musicians union.
The fact that they are made at the
disk jockeys has nothing to do with
me. They’re not playing with some
scared kid* and I don’t propose to
sit back and take this kind of auto-
cracy. Why, this could be reason
for a restraining order under the
Taft-Hartley Law." He didn’t
bother to explain, however, what
section of the act had been vio-
lated, if it had.

Originally Davis had put a ban
only on AFM members appearing
with deejays. That' still holds.
Later he extended it to include all

performers, not as a prohibition,
however, but as a threat to them
that they’d have 'to get along with
music in whatever club they were
playing in Pittsburgh if they ig-

nored his ruling. In Bright’s case,
his auctioneer act can get along
without accompaniment, but in
most cases, an act would be lost
without music. -

Davis has stated that his ban will
stay in effect until the local platter
spinners step out of the recorded-
dance field. The deejays, on the
other hand, have shown no incline
tion whatsoever to give up this
plush sideline gravy.

Bright indicated that there
would probably be s.ome action
very shortly from his union, AGVA,
on an official level.

New Yoric
Bet Kalmus to resume disk iocl-

ey sessions at the Basin Street'
N. Y.; over WABC from midnight
to 2 a.m. . . . Carsony Bros, to the
Last Frontier, Las Vegas, Feb. 15
. . . Dagmar opens today (Wed ) at
the Olympia Theatre, Miami ;

Connie Russell to play her first
date at the Empire Room, Waldorf.
Astoria, starting Feb. 11 for four
weeks . . . Jose Greco to start at
the Palmer House, Chicago in
June.

; The Four Ramses and I^andre &
Verna added to the General Motors
show; which opens at the Waldorf-
Astoria Jan, 20, and will also tour
for .37 days. .

- -

Sarnia Gamal pneted for a role
in RKO’s "Valley of the Kings"
. . . Phil Foster set for the Celobvi.
ty Club, Philadelphia Club, Phila-
delphia, Jan. 22 . . . Pearl Bailey
to play a date at the Uptown The-
atre, Philadelphia, in February.

Chicago
Estelle Loring into Chez Parce

this week only, replacing De Cas-
tro Sisters en route to the Coast
. . . Tom Leohetti, local singer,
slated for Chez on Dec. 29 for one
week . . . Horace Heldt and com-
pany booked for four weeks at
Edgewater Beach, beginning Dec.
30 ... Proctors return to Sham-
rock' Hotel, Houston, for fortnight
stand, beginning Dec. 23 . . . Patti
Page bagged for single frame, at
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, Doc. .27,

followed by Mayo Bros, and Ruth
Wallis on Jan. 3 for 12 days. Helen
Traubel with Du Pree Trio takes
over the spot on Jan. 15 for two
stanzas.

Bertie Sc Bob Heilman, duo-pian-
ists, replaced Cheryl Corby at the
Cottonwood Room of the Black-
stone Hotel.

BOB BAXTER
Wishing

Season's Cheers

to All

Just concluding successful ongogomenti

at Bill Jordon's BAR OF MUSIC, Miami

Beach. Also Fort Montagu Hotsl,

Nassau, BWI.

Pars. Mgt.: DAVE BRANQWER

THE

KIRBY STONE

FOUR
Currently Headlining

CHEZ PAREE
Chicago

Mgt.: WILLIAM MORRIS
Agency

The Amazing and Amusing Mentalists, Stars of "What's On Your Mind?"

ROBERTS
MANAGEMENT: MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

APPEARING TO JAN. 10th

COTILLION ROOM
Hotel Pierre

A Return Engagement, Thanks to:

MR. STANLEY MELBA

JAY MARSHALL
& Withet You a

MERRY CHRISTMAS

from the

MT. ROYAL HOTEL

in Montreal

Now Booking Miami

for July, 1954

Mgt.—MARK J. LEDDY
LEON NEWMAN

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's toe

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk

Avery & Washington Sts.

Latest Comedy Material

for MC’s, Magicians, Enter*

talnere, etc. Send for our

. - Inteit price Hat of great

rfl ORIGINAL gegfllei, mono-

r^Rloge, dialog*. parodies,

skits, etc. Written by show

JKlibiz top gagmen. Or sendkW $ Id fer $50 worth of above.

-- I"* Money back If not sntlsfled.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED



CAM - CARTER - CUBBY - HARRY - VERNON

JUST BACK FROM

FIFTH ANNUAL TOUR OF BRITAIN AND EUROPE

TEN WEEKS AT THE LONDON PALLADIUM

SIXTH TOUR 1954 BOOKED SOLID • jime- November

mans to VAL PARNELL - CISSIE WILLIAMS - LESLIE MACOONNELL - RAT KALCHEIM

H M V RECORDS

WM. MORRIS AGENCY-aoKoim FOSTERS AGENCY LTB -mm
*5. W. T. ED KIRKEBY-ptasMRLMuuat
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Sands, Sahara Pre-Holiday Battle
1 SSIsT
Murray, Elly Ardelty, Lee Sharon, shines Nellie.”

I17*a1 Iff 1 k •
. I\ Ruby Richards, Mary Mon Toy, from last year's

With Marlene, Amu Lineup a Draw ii«r*m.^ a *rk
•

I

ncr Orch, Buddy Harlouje Orch; $5 lighting effects.

Bv BILL WILLARD |
ment of crowded rboms beginning

j

Las Vegas, Dec. 22. Jan. 6. .

’

Battle for supremacy of the Las I if the firing back and forth be-
1

fewest Latin[;9“J.^er layout is
.-Pit

I Latin Quarter, K* Y. against a Vivian Blaine recording. Hotel Pierre, IV* Y.
' Dnrvas & Julia, Ving Merlin & S^me^o* the* Bing

S
Crosby-Mary R *Meiha ** n\

die

Violins (4),* Seven Ashtons Rob Martin disk of “Wait Till the Sun 5??,f !5L!J
d

C

Uco
Murray, Elly Ardelty, Lee Sharon, shines Nellie.” A strong repeat ReIIt Orchs, $2-$2.50 cover.

Ruby Richards, Mary Mon Toy, from last year's stint is tbeghost-

j

i

Jacqueline Marcy, Stan Porter,
iy “Medium” number.done with

' boots forrizestoppHp
S
r
°V0?'

I
Marjorie Sc Murray, Line, ArtWa- au the eerie trappings and smart &.eits ?r v v?

•
•

. _ j Ol f _ !

»
( cldDUldVC UlUUUVVIVIi—Sahara and Sands. Sahara s

, through other hotel mtery rooms
show stacks up as solid bigroom singer Richard Hayes) when ViVd

strategy for maneuvering, talent in
|

witho„t scratching too many revel- entertainment. Lou Walters has Although the Copa isn’t exactly cCOre(j with at least one aonnkS
the .a

1 lout War is
.

commanded bv
! ers. Not that some spots are com- injected a trio of talented show- Larry Adler’s room, the harmonica who’s been watching heir ever since

Bill Miller, contesting the Sands pietely empty these chilly nights, girls in the line who can perform wizard proves that he can make on her considerable guestings. The
chief de combat. Jack Entratter.

|>ut reservations are di^aooointing as well as look good, and as a re- any kind Of a room his spot. This yjgR has been worth it

Miller is billed above Marlene t0 ops weathering the first major suit the productions have become isa noisy place, and has long had Miss Arden’s mentors (Mimic
Dietrich (see New Acts) on the Vegas recession. As Jack E. Leon- a strong part of the bill instead of *1

.

reputation^ ior being that, but
Co7pfot America ) are Well ^v!ne

marquee, “presenting” his unique ard onioned, upon facing a meagre window dressing.
, _ mwl tfnr/rvf that they’ve turned their charge

attraction, almost equalling Chris- handful of ringsiders at El Rancho Acts are topped hy. Darvas & but also sit still. He s that sort of
out to the Wolves via the dual rap

tine’s offbeat Sahara advent in No- Vegas: “Look at this—sufficient Julia, who get a sock reception for artist, ' of following Hildegarde’s 12-wcok
vember EntratterV production customers to fill a Jaguar.” Qual- their repertory^ of dazzling spins. As a showman, they don t come billing plus mickeyfinning her into

$£& btt°The rub
P
ist name t&gHP

i'tl

S

’st^tod paces, inc?ud- Sdth^ to In

SXXi? :
#
«£. ?^u!' F"“ raLd

U
pfaUorm

P
. all bfwhich°3ds pops, Hari^Jan/'tl^an^Nelso^-EMv

‘all the eerie trappings SSTmSS *a*“°.°°ts ,“r SS ?>n“ her «fe-

lighting effects. Myro. VMage (inn) about eight seasons

raiu «H*t ' ag°- She’s an ingratiating chirp
with sincerity *and cutie-pie grace

• Pittsburgh, Dec. 17. who’s forthright about wanting to

Larry Adler, Georgie Shaw, Copa please. Diminutive, thrush first

Dolls (6), Tiny Wolfe band ( 5 )
; A

ai*wt0
H
S
»

1Z
*j v

aj*entipb via
cm 7 1! minimum Art Ford’s N.Y. teleshow on WP1X
JM.-75 minimum. some four years ago (along with

rockets Danny Thomas. Frank lure. the dancers. Three girls are neatly of three, tunes from the score he end most any performer’s sensibili-
Sinatra. Billy Eckstine. .

Vic Da-, Even the two top Hollywood col- gowned and go ' through/ . their- recently wrote for a British pic- ties—a case of maybe being “ner-
nvone. Billy Gray. Patti Moore & UTnnjs ts Louella Parsons and Hed- choreographic routines nicely, ana

fure “Genevieve,” which hasn’t vous in the service” of a No. I

Ben Lessy, Jimmy McHugh &
I da Hoboer have entered the fray. tunes played combine five values been released in this country yet; room with its tough exterior in

Songstars — each amounting to
L
Miss Hopper will not give the °f P°d p0p lc

f «
wlth

r»,1t
<

i.

,

SJ they’re a waltz, a ballad and a terms of the bon vivants and swin-

prettv formidable ammunition for
, an? «>ace whatsoever in her 'SPlS?J?

1® Qtt boogie-woogie number, and stamp dlesheet operatives who have an
. .

b
« • n p*« in t . „ 1 ^ ** w ^0^ Oil lO H good nande . A J Iam nn ** PiAmnnCAH 4a* fifirrb/S r\ . av/>1 llCIlFO AVI a1 Aflliont • olrin i\ t rw.lv

big casino play if Grand-Marlene ptnar. but has devoted attention to

weren't on the scene of battle. la Dietrich's debut. . Louella.
Seven Ashtons, group of AUs- with as well as a musician.

Adler as a composer tq reckon exclusive on elephant skin pincli-

hitting
.
pro tern for the heart. But

* il. » i.1. _ - A. I* IV w V V 13 U1^ric« s
. traUan risloy artists, get off sbirie His manner is incratiating and since this is the course set for her,

While the Dietrich competition, mean.vhile. is in residence at the
fast-paced stunts that are top-

< straightforward and *as a narrator by those who write the book. Miss
was able, to spike plenty of the Sands where close friend Jimmy flight, and as a topper, one of them for hjS reDertoire he’s informative Arden must be judged within that
Sands' publicity because of her

(

McHugh is booked, and files many spins a long bar with one of the
. d entertaining What’s more framework.

daring torso expose, still the En- 1 an inch about the Sands’ hoopla Ashtons at each end. It’s a hair- Adler seems to Yiave matured as The judgment is that she’s still

tratfer fortress captured more than week, and re McHugh in partial- raiser, especially ai'ound ringside, _ arnst since his last time a crackerjack singer; add integrity;

capacity crowds each night with a lar. and the turn brings a solid, recep- aroimd, a cnunle of vears ago and also add a willingness to essay a
I* 1 _ fni — f iA*ii DaK UnrroV mef in friMYl .. . - * ® * oni iniA a7 fnnoc fViof cVio fidiipoo

daring tarsa expose, still the tn- *: an
tratfer fortress captured more than, wet

capacity crow:ds each night with a lar.

solid comeon.- Thomas, who opened
this plush hotel a year ago, re-

turned for a smash one-niter last.

Tuesday (15‘. sharing
.
time, w ith

j

Eckstine. For wgll over an hour.
.
A

Sahara* Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Dec. 20.

tion. Bob Murray, just in from the tbincs he does now on a mouth couPle of tunes that she figures
London, combines comedy and jug-

tne H11®?5 ne aoes now on a moutn 5nn0hftnk inLonuun, cumouics luiucujf ouu jub- organ hava a tromanrinuc wallnn are ber SOngbOOk “Hamlet’ in

(line f»r good' effect, Murray org“ “ave
ls
* Ve“e

d
nd

9“|
«»d0P- order to test her rapport strength

makes faces of disgust timed with
ncV>p

![f.„
0JS to the in “>>« direction. One of these at

his twirling, acts as if he’s com- ?Zt /SJJl! opening show (15) was the Angli-Marlene Dietrich (.2), Dick bjs twirling am as u ne s com-
front Records, in Georgie Vn?

Ytfi-p r iidtf Hnm (2k fifliitier’s pietely bored or annoy
_
d with w

#
at cuaw Ynnnffsipp has a vnir*p- y^®d

. ?aX. aria from
She got

nidway of

Orch: no cover or minimum.
^ All CApi,CMi¥C, 1UIUIJ law auu owiuv i* __ -- i-i _-i ,.,Ua MIUVV, U.Ul' vuc IV 1 iv; Id it . MIL via a

audience. Orch* no cover or minimum
* real juggling ability make it a hurdle just the same. This was fol-

Eckstine and Damone •
1

_ . fine turn. '

Jjjj® qhJw lowed by another of^^her sjDecials^
Las Vegas takes everything in

imince nasco. caugm. iue Dietrich All explosives—one pure- at tins stage ot tfteir career at rin
-

0 worlcover «;howinff fine ron-
flavor of the night ^and resonated ly destructive, ti?e second combusti- p̂ °™s

t a goo? att?action Hi? ^ £0PS’
and^e

.
®ptio“s <at rea- trof in the Whispery stanzas

like never before. He primed the
| We taJent and u,e com- trtS

enable figures) Litman has on the Miss Arden’s opefling salvos were
show, with the Copa Girls furnish- bustible .

“
0
P
E»ds gets he” off in flue fet-^^5?^. shouid eventually pay big routine. Good t,V at granger in

ing the femme glam as vidfilm, Grandma Dietrich will never tie despite otherwise commonplace <U
ri„!2' noils nr, , iin« «f «iv oiri.^

Paradise
1” (from Broadway’s ”Kis-

cameras caught their very special t take anv p^es as a singing enter- stunts. met”) for the hit-tune latchon, but
“Feather Fantasy .” Ray Sinatra taiiier. but she has earned a niche On the femme side Lee Sharon hpinina?tiif.i?i?v htfiHan? TWrl hie question mark on applicability

batoned his crew firmly with Vral-
in Vegas history, where men are Ruby Richards and Mary Mon Toy t0 *ier P^pes< “It All Depends On

ter Popp keyboarding for Thomas, croupiers and women are — oh, haVe been moved into featured tined coSumed and ’ danced and
You” wa.s, okay bnd-Par for the

Bobby Tucker 83ing. and Sid Bal- well, grandma ups and shows ’em. spots. Three combine for a good they' do addTsome varfetv to the
C
°K
Ur
l
e: ll

?
m°re

S
f

,

a warmup
kin drumming for Eckstine. f For one quick moment, the open- ditty on love, “It’s the Same the shows hire Xus have been

winch most smgers deploy for the

Damone took the closing slot ing-night audience thought she had World Over,” and are otherwise around for several months and are .
imn

]

ediaIe breakthi °Ugh, so^ thisat

Wednesday '16'. following Jimmy : forgotten the upper half of her projected into the production spot- sticking indefinitely Former Blue
I®ast shows her reversing the ortho-

McHughV Songstars. His pipes gown. Once past that flash shock Miss Sharon, a Jetit Ld Ttay^fe has Jhl metier with 'the’E^Walo^o,
were velvet smooth, as he pureed however, thr rotOette UMeii went mcriyfora^ Monde .comesjs band

?
t Cop. and he’s a definite S'Ce’’ "and MSlta tte*M«k

forth a collection of top tunes. He j> .

to click 5n the green baize can come in N?w Vork Shl’raJ
a?set 1°-

the. room, both on mu- Gordon (and Harry Warren) bal-
back in good form now. with a and only ^ tourist ĥom ^ fn he^eff %ther Pr(l

sicianship and P^abty lad “I Wish I Kn^w.”
firm entertaining attitude gaming Sahara was out to get in the first duction numbers incitide an elab-

Cohen. pert brunet smartly docs a self-

precedence over crooning. place— came a-runnlng to see if it orate flower bit, huge bubble bath w*- . j _.r * # _ s
w- »- effacement precede re hillbillv-

.
Jimmy McHughs parade of was true that a sexy blonde, with, and a costume affair modeled after w aldorf-AstOPla, 1 . rigged*! ForgotMore Than YouJl

“then I wrote s * has had to be a husky voice and a Hollywood rep a Parisian student ball. Stan Porter Jose /Greco Troupe (9), Nat Ever Know, which she semi-mock-

tightened because of overall showwas showing something besides and Jacqueline Marcy do all right Brandwynne and Mischa Borr mgly twangs to the proverbial

span, and results are much better, her world-famous gams. by the production songs, while Orchs; $2 cover, $2,50 weekends. faretheewell. There s hardly a

The cleffer finished out the week. 1 Miss Dietrich, who is more fully Marjorie and Lee Murray take care ,, ... ^ chantoosey around who can lyjatcli

exhibiting his thrushes Beverly covered t in type ) under New Acts, of the dancing in okay fashion. Art Holiday attraction at the Empire Miss Arden on
f

the Itallano boi-

Richards Helene Stanton. Darla . is reputedly getting $30,000 a week Waner orch’s showcutting is sharp Room here is^ flamenco dancer rento on which she rates -a
i

pei*

Hood and Eva Marlene. Hit of the for her three-week stay here. Her and his dansapation pleasant. Ditto Jose Greco and his troupe, back sonal copyright. That she stalled

pntnuraffe was Miss Mariene who salarv probably is .closer to $20,- intermission terp music of Buddy f°r a second return visit within a f^.ls to the encore finale might

WfSrrf :w in hacklround °00 ’ but in any event shell prove Harlowe’s combo. Chan.
year, and bringing a highly exotic attest to her impeccable taste in

frtt* vid»» 7ire+ ftim- Hisn/inn flavor to tho ctatoiv i selection, since the sons has be-

Gordon (and Harry Warren) bal-

lad. “I Wish I Knqw.”
Pert brunet smartly docs a self-

effacement precede re hillbilly-

rigged!
4

! Forgot More Than You’ll

nas ueeu ^ vy-.y
, g0od attraction for her first two-

too long. She_s^ dynapute, putting
pre.Xmas weeks.’. probably-, the

the place on fii e
.

^rin-idad
^ .

- dullest . businesswise, in Vegas dur-
and fine impresh of Billy Daniels

. the entire year. Wr

hat little

in “Sunnyside of tne Street.
\y\z . there is in the town up to

Colony, London
London, Dec. 1(5.

Hispano flavor to the stately 19- selection, since the song has be-

century style salon. Hour-length come a warhorse due mostly to

show starts a little slowly, but over-orchestration by many a big

picks up terrific pace soon for an v°I c
,

e/V
il., V . , ,, a rr . w

Matty Malneck took over the Ray
;

Xmas day, she'll get—but, for New Carlo? Orchs; $5 minimum
Sinatra orch. for sock conducting. 1 Year's week, the Sahara could just i

Priming the various showcases, ! as well have had Grandma Moses
j

Just, about a year ago
ballroomers Harbers &' Dale and it would have been packed.

:
Eddie, making their E

sDrun° no startling surprises with' Shrewdly calculating that Miss debut, startled audiences w

1 or.y k Eddie, Felix King St Don overall topgrade presentation, All this, leaves the tceoffing
11 v p b 4 •* vi v pa vovutuuvii) .

* •
.

* . . - . .

swift, varied and exciting. The Lucille & Eddie, Roberts for the

colorful entertainment stands up “brushoff’ paragraphs, but thalj^

as well have had Grandma Moses Just about a year ago Tony & as well in niterics as on the stage only because the small comeriy

and it would have been packed.
:
Eddie, making their European or in concert hall, the spirit and jnentalists

-
aie vets of tlnsa anu

Shrewdly calculating that Miss debut, startled audiences with their authentic flavor* of the material t'ia
.'
;a room

, •
W1,th an apt tbat s

their whirls but brought in okay i
Dietrich, if nothing else, would

j

zany impressions as they mimed having a lot to do with it.
*

palms for lifts and “Cakewalk” ' leave a great big entertainment i to offstage disks. Since then’ Greco has cut his concert hall

strutoff
void. Bill Miller booked a topgrade

|

they’ve been making a name for troupe of 20 to nine for his nitery

strictly sock whatever the geog-
raphy or aegis. Team, of course, is

a model of perfecto in the timing,
crnitnrt V*. V/III mu IVI mvwhvu u wKb 4 wuv » V • MWVU muiuu^ a uumv ivi vj v* ivr xuuv a>vi iho imvva j i • 1 j . • . m

i>

Din,,' rvav Patti \Tn«re Ben show surrounding her. Dick Shawn, themselves all over the Continent, stint, these comprising six dancers a
.u

selling idePartmcnls.

f TWirr^dnv’ M7i , only recently at the La Vie en Rose particularly in Paris, where they —two femmes and four males (in- Whatever they don t have, u°body
Le...y t. lplet for T ur ^ y .

: ^ Y.. and who clicked before played a series of repeat engage- eluding himself)—guitarist, pianist would want. That goes for Stanley
was another highlight of the Sands then Retty Hutton at the

;
ments. Now Harry Morris, who and flamenco singer. All are skilled Melbas musicians on

f

the S '10V''

anm frame. Letting the trio ex- ^ y. Palace, is a most promising 1 operates this exclusive Berkeley performers, in solo, duos or group backs and Chico Relli s customei
pand without too much regard tor young character comedian. He was Sq. restaurant, has brought them numbers, and a well-arranged pro- lerpistry. j ran.

valuable casino time, gave the act handicapped here opening night by. back for the peak holiday season, gram shows them off in style. _ ~~z
—

“

a decided advantage toward ob-
,
a noisy dinner audience and faulty and can look forward to a prosper- Colorful costumes, heavy use of ilallilCSe C»IllVOSlon

taining optimum yocks. Expert at
j sound system, but nevertheless his ous start to the New Year. castanets, and occasional vocal in- Galveston, Dec. 15,

milking, combine had tablers dou-
;
ability showed[through and he car- There's been a surfeit, of record terl^des, heighten the appeal. Hehny Yourigman, Bernice

bled over, and Gray guided the ried himself like a vet. mimers on the London nitery cir- Nine numbers include a fine Parks, Bob Cross Orch ,
Connie

milking, combine had tablers dou-
;
ability showed through and he car- There's been a surfeit, of record terl^des, hei;

bled over, and Gray guided the rie'd himself like a vet. mimers on the London nitery cir- Nine nun
. r

gang to score with dialect stories. Two novelty '.acts on the shovtf, cult, as elsewhere, and the fact heel-and-toe solo, with terrific Kane; $3 minimum, $5- Saturdays.

and special Sid Kullcr ditties. Rudy Horn and] Gautier’s steeple- that these two. Broadwayites quali- spins, by Greco in “Algerias,” and
Damone popped back in for Fri- chase « a re strong clicks. Horn, a fy for a return date is a clear a pleasant mixed dance quartet in A pre-Christmas present with

day’s casement bowing to Frank 1 voiing. German.^ is one of the best tribute to the effort and ingenuity “Seguidillas.”
'rh,,“ - • <>i>mAmn<iThree highspots laughs, tied up in a glamorous

giving top treatment to Birth of finale, utilizes four Shetland ponies, the act has been completely re- Ravel score, which utilizes the full funny stuff up with not too' un-
the Blues,” “Old Man River.” dogs and a monkey for very effec- vamped with new numbers, fresh: company for surging effect. Det- pleasant singing and a violin turn
“When You're Smiling,” and “Solil- tive entertainment, particularly in costumes and a strong gimmick riana, short;, sturdy-voiced tenor, that adds to the routine,
oqiiy.”

j

a nightclub.
. opening which insures a sock offers two flamenco numbers, and Balladeerlng of Bernice Parks

Eckstine took over the Monday; Tht» Moro-Landis production is sendoff. Their intro is done to Ricardo Vlasco has two highgrade adds Xmas tinsel. Femme rounds
and. Tuesday (21-22 ) Sand seshes beautifully costumed, and -effective- background music of “Candy Lips” guitar solos. out her notes as well as the curves

•with repertoire of week before, ly ! staged,- utilizing 12 beauts as with an ingenious puppetry setup, Nat Brandwynne’s orch takes an of her fabulous gowns. She adds

sealing a neat wrapup to the spea
chorines and showgirls. Buddy \yhich provokes prolonged audi- important part in the proceedings to the billing with some Of the

cial iubilee Lena Horne onen*: to-
cole, on.leave from Bing Crosby, is ence yocks and sets the pattern as showbacker, while also furnish- best song selling hereabouts. What

morrow nieht (Wed) with her !
he

.T
1115 *031 director for Miss Die- for the general reception. High- ing soothing dance rhythms for the she doesn’t warble in expressing

savage lilts holdim? nver Neiv
s turn, while Cee Davidson, light of the routine is a riotous customers before and after the the words of a song she doeswith

Va~$c
hls usual craftsmanship,^'takes takeoff of the “Guys and Dolls” presentation. Mischa Borr’s en- a shoulder wiggle or two of the

r
0 Pin

^
a makes bis

J over the baton of his own orch for hit tune. “Take Back Your Mink,” semble spells Brandwynrte* for most expressive eyes around,
tliree-trame return for enchant* the balance of the show. Scho, presented with all the trimmings, dancing to smooth effect. Bron. Marc,
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nine Angel* N* Y*
_ Po/m Tom Lchrciy Rose
^rS

i°« 4nita Ellis, Bart Howard,

Sw i-yons Trio; *5 minimum.

The Blue Angel has come up

Jh * fairly distinguished addition
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to the stock company that played

Ihi. sDOt for many years. Herbert

l
hsJS° and Max Gordon haye
j^eoby

Lehrer, who has an
boolt

^i background. He’s been an

“"c
l

frM?tor of calculus at Harvard
in

a has worked on the atomic

Smb at tos Alamos. Maybe, bus-

timers will have to get security

Kartce to get admittance to the

Blue Angel during his run. More

®Lehrer under New Acts.

Thp rest of the show is in the

usual intime circuit run, but it has

the attributes of playing exceed-

iSfily well, with a quality of gaiety

and provides ample entertainment.

Contributing to the unusually good

business for this time of year is

Orson Bean, who doubles as an

important cog in “Johm Murray

Anderson’s Almanac.” Bean has

™me clever stuff Which seems to

be equally effective in this spot as

it does in the ^egiter. ^He has a

good flow of gab and his under-

graduate mien belies some ex-

tremely boff. material delivered in

an off-the-cuff manner. Bean isnt.

showing the material on view at

the revue, but what’s left is still

punchy enough to make strong

headway among the saloon set.

Even though his closer was weaker

than the rest of his stuff, his over-

all impression is fine.

Another item in the comedy

vein is Rose Murphy, who on show
caught went in more heavily for

pianistics than she did forvocals.

Miss Murphy, with a thin, babyish

voice, cuts some cute figures while

seated at the Steinway. Her key-

thumping is solid with a strong

beat that creates excitement. Her
humor with the delivery of “Ce-

celia” and “Can’t Give You Any-
thing But Love” are the highspots

from her catalog, and she’s off to

a potent. palm,

Anita Ellis is the straight singer

this session.. She has a tuneful,

expressive voice that can create a

variety of moods. She hits with
equal effectiveness on a catalog

which includes “From This Mo*-

ment On,” “Look to the Rainbow”
and “Put the Blame on Marne.”
Balt Howard emceds this layout

and provides lull music and the
Jimmy Lyons Trio showbacks.

Jose.

f comedy acts, Kirkwood & Good-
man and Pat Bright. Kirkwood &
Goodman have been at the spot
since September, while Miss Bright
is making her first appearance at
“this Greenwich'TTillage" cellar" bis-
tro, Both acts, however, are fa-
miliar to intime clubgoers in N. Y.
Miss Bright, delivering her comet

dies via song, draws a good quota
of laughs but hits a few dead spots.
Her bit revolving around the Gabor
family isn’t too funny, while her
takeoff on foreign chanteuses has
its ups and downs. Her impresh
of Katharine Hepburn warbling
“Don’t Fence Me In,” scores, as
does windup item about a gal with
a spouse, who’s glued to a TV set.

Kirkwood & Goodman's zany
funstering .keeps the yocks flowing
at a steady pace. Duo'gives fran-
tic routining to the material, which
is topgrade all the way through.
Besides gab, there’s some hoofing
integrated into stint for good re-
sults. *

• .

Club’s regular crew continues .to
turn in polished performances,
Daniels does a smooth job* on his
vocals, most of which are in the
showtune vein, while Miss Tate’s
songstering and keyboard, workover
are top drawer Miss Barnes’ dead-
pan delivery on a number of breezy
tunes is a sock entry. Miss Tate,
incidentally, also pounds the
ivories in between acts.

The Three Flames back show
neatly and also take over the spot-
light for some solo executions.

Jess.

SIRtier Hotel, L. A.
Los Angeles, Dec. 17.

George Gobel; Gloria Marlowe;
Dupree Trio; Frankie Carle (13)
fit Ron Perry (5). Orchs; $2 cover.

George Gobel carries virtually
all of the weight of this layout on
his shoulders, but he’s up to the
task. The results are good—and
word-of-mouth will help overcome
some of the troughs that imme-
diately precede and follow the hol-
iday business boom.

Gobel is an exceedingly droll
Comic who works with ease and
impeccable timing to pound over
a 30-minute stint that is an almost
continuous succession of laughs.
It should serve, too, as a lesson to

St. Regis, New York
Mary Meade, Ted Grouya , Milt

Shaw Orch;$1.50 minimum (week-
ends, $2.50).

For the Christmas period the
well-upholstered Maisonette raths-
keller' of the St. Regis Hotel has
Mary Meade. Tall, blonde, shape-
ly, she is an extremely likeable en-
tertainer with lovely dentistry,
coiffure and couturier. Pertinent
to add, she has a nice voice.

Haying played both here and
abroad, the femme is hardly a new
act but this may be one of her best
breaks and credits, apparently
thanks to the good offices of Anna'
Sosenko. In a sense, she is a two-
act since she is routined, arranged
and directed by her accompanist-
hubby, Ted Grouya, The 25 min-
utes or so on the floor pass bright-
ly, although -Miss Meade clearly
needs, and lacks, one really wow
comedy number.
The ditty about Texas comes

closest but doesn’t quite make it.

One novelty has her taking a port-
able mike to tables to invite gents
to testify how they feel while in
love. Miss Meade has the neces-
sary poise and tact to carry this'ojfif

and no doubt it’s quite amusing
sometimes, but the gentlemen at
ringside at the midnight perform-
ance opening, night were lacking
in personality. Their comments I *~ith the one-show-a-night, two-on-

By LARY SOLLOWAY
Miami, Dec. 22.

Pre-season changes in opera-
tions, club ownerships and hotel

plans have reached the definitive

stage, with the run-for-the-patron-
age set to go within the current
week and alignment calling for

only two big clubs and four hotels

in the higher budget class for acts.

Leaders in the big payoff division

will be the Beachcomber and

to be followed by Los Chavales
troupe, also for six weeks. San
Souci Is set with a strong lineup
that has such acts as Nicholas
Bros., Mary .

Small, Carl Brissoii

and Mimi Benzell skedded.

Nautilus Hotel strated its bidding
for the cafeites’ dollar last week
(Wed.) with Janis Paige and Alan
Drake, lb be followed by Larry*
Storch, Jackie Miles and other
comedians available. The Casa-
blanca is on the experimental side

Clover Club, and among the hotels
J
with plans to use a local stock com-

the Saxony, Sans Souci, De Lido
j pany j n abbreviated musicomedy

and Nautilus.
j
and tab shows, beginning end of

Where, in former seasons, the
j

month. There had been an idea

Beach's Dade Blvd. sectoi had Copa of using better acts to head up the

City, Beachcomber and Ciro’s play- group, but thus far none has been

ing the top names, only the Beach- ’ signed.
a ,*ii # _ a. 1-. _ .w .

comber will feature such a policy.

Copa City is to be run by Alan
Gale come late January, with the
comedian-host operator, adhering to

his format of minor acts to buttress

his show, which he dominates.

Whether his idea will Click in

so large a place as the Copa <750

That’s the picture for the bigger
operations. The intimeries such as
Bar of Music, Birdland, L’Aiglon’s
Lounge, the all-niteries on the 79th
St. causeway, fill out the picture.
And further up the state and U.S.
highways there’ll be several motels
offering entertainment. Add the

seats) *16 a *moot poinf, especially dozen odd strippCries that fringe
the area, as, well as the many
oceanfront hotels offering one-
night features, and that’s it. Re-
sults, per every annum, figu^fcz
40?c’ success group against the
losses due for the rest.

were too stiffly Presbyterian for Saturdays policy. The overhead is

fun * [a high one, unless he’s made ar-

Miss Meade, a trouper, has
;
rangements with owners of the

charm, and leaves a favorable im- !
property on an equitable basis that

pression. This wasn’t made any
|
will allow a chance for such a plan

easier for her opening night by
'

to make good.
,

“ “

one of those chichi tables for 16
j

Giro’s will move the jazz-show Clover Club, 3liantl
of the “elite” who insist upon

j
idea, whitfh was a moneymaker last : Miami. Dec. 18.

maintaining their own private
j year, into the main room. A big* Helen Traubel; Harvey . Stone,

amateur entertainment among
j
bar is being installed with, opening ! Dolores Renay, Ted Lawrie, Seima

themselves.. The .worst manners
! show Christmas week presenting 1 Marloure Line (6). Tony Lopez

are, of course, frequently encount- i Frances Faye, Rod Caps and Orch; $2.50 & $5 minimum.
ered at the best places, and this is

j
Treniers, where Jimmy Durante,'

{one of the hazards of being a pro.
; Danny Thomas, et al. prevailed.

; Helen Traubel makes the transi-
Miss Meade drove right through

j it’s understood, however, that ar- tion from opera to potent cafe per-
and past her rival entertainers. It rangements can be made if these .! sonality with ease. Despite faci
is to be hoped they at least had

j
definite, draws will be available that she opened during the coldest

ordered champagne arid the man- during height of the season. spell this town has seen, in some
agement credited Miss. Meade.

| Norman Schuyler is following irt time, there was no gainsaying the
Land. the footsteps of ailing brother Ned, ? solid click the former Metopera

• f j
in installing only the biggest names |f

tar
.
marked up on opening and fol-

Aautilns9 Miami Beaeu ! that can be bought. Sophie Tucker, I lowing nights through the week-

/Miami Beach, Dec. 18. as announced previously, will be end: with the normally lowgh-to-

Janis Paige, Allan Drake, Antone on hand for 14 weeks, with one of : -please cafegoers in th’s aria 1nouna-

fi: Ina, Syd Stanley Orch; $2 fit $3 two week leaves during that period iPE and yelling for mbre through-

minimum. ‘to rest up. Harry Richman wild .

out her carefully staged sunt.
— - handle the hosting and emcee Hers is a quiet approach, yet

Riverside Hotel* Reno
Reno. Dec. 17.

Morton Downey, Sue Carson,
Chris Cross, Riverside Starlets,

Bill Clifford Orch; no cover of
or minimum.

After a layoff from the night-
club circuit, Morton Downey has
stepped quietly into this two-week
stanza. Scheduled as it is in the
calm before Christmas, show is

holding its head up, but that’s
about all.

In a melange of oldies, Downey
clearly begins to catch the oldsters
in the aud by their nostalgic
throats. It doesn’t fake long for
songs like “I’ll Be Seeing You”
and “Melancholy Baby” to start,
working on the sentimental. Sit-
ting at a grand piano and accom
panied by guitarist, Downey lias
charm which breaks through. He’s
taking the turn lightly, though

—

informally, and maybe too much
so.

4
Sue Carson has moments of ex

treme lows in her material, which
can probably be blamed on some
sparse ringsides. But, once there’s
a bit of reaction, she reacts per-
ceptibly. too. Thq cute brunet is
best with her impressions of song
types rather than individual song
stylists.

Ventriloquist Chris Cross has
enough different things to make
bis act interesting. He has a cast
<>t five dummies, one a fullsize
lemmc, all of whom sing. Since
!

1 is I? the thing he capitalizes on,
beic s plenty of it. His banter
with the set of dummies Is good,

some his ad lib is outstand-
ing.

other nitery comics; there isn’t a
blue line in the 30-minute carload?. . „

Show' gets off to 'a slow start i
Big Driftwood room in this chores. Allout expenditures, on a strong, with the aura of class d:is-

with the surrounding t a 1 e n't !
oceanfront hotel perked up %on- weekly average, will run between ' hnguishing.- Irer smarUy-balaneed

booked for this layout. Dupree siderably, business-wise, with ad- ' $25-30,000. -
Trio, two gals and a guy, are in vent of Janis Paige. Comedienne • Tucker-Hntton Highlight d d brilliant arrangemtn s.

routines take them all over the
stage to pleasant response. Show’s
weakest spot is singer Gloria Mar-
lowe. who should have been better
coached before essaying this date.

Hutton in mid-January, with the
tab for the pic star $17,500 per
frame. Main robm will hold 900
persons at a S6-S7 minimum for

food or beverage. Lounge, with

Latin Quarter again features the
Lou Walters big production, with

the area bidding.

The eye-filing redhead, sporting
a tousled Monroeish coif, sells

Comedy and subtle brand of sexy

Gal, late of “The King "and I,” has
j ^he^ow^d’^approach^that *w°inl

' capacity of 250, wilLfeatu?e Louis

and°hf>r i
the femme contingent as easily as 1 Jordan and his music,

and her five numbers serve as lit- th#4 unifnarir Gnu-nprf in
tie more than stage vvaits.

| a sheath-like creation that high- _ . ,

Frankie Carle is back on the : lights her plenty phvsical attri- plenty of femmes on display begm-
podiuni, which means fine dance

| butes, she applies a throatv pair ning the 24th, with the vet pro-
stuff for the customers and good 0f pipes to a sound songalog.

1 ducer adding some potent acts in

showbacking. He’d better do somr/ ' Throughout the easy deliverv* and Jan^ Morgan, the Bernard Bros..

thing about his emcee
.

chores. manner bespeak her prepping for ;4
nd Szohys among others. ‘ And

Opening night, in introducing Miss the tafe circuit. With background :

come. Hialeah tijne, Joe E. Lewis
Marlowe he fumbled all over the

of the other £i eidSl she’s boxofficc returns for a minimum four-week
floor and finally had to resort to.!

for the bonifaces looking for a ^un to add to the late-sbow draw.
some notes to get her on. Knp.- „np ,v- with a strong ren He was a solid click last year and—

I

tace wnn a strong rep,
_ figuj.es tQ keep the pac<? ^ time

. n i i

Alan Drake handles his comedy- out Here.too.the food or beverageAmato S9 .
Portland. Hno.jSpot assignment in strong style. 1 minimum from S6 to S7 will pre-

He's^played this town before, but . va j]

this time out works in more re- On the mainland. Jack Goldman’s
laxed manner to realize on his po- clover was off to a jackpot start
tentialities. Most of his material w ith an 1 1-day run with Patti Page.

Portland. Ore.. Dec. 16.

Mills Bros. < 4 ) uifh Clifton
White, Sparkelettcs <51, Wy»
Walker Orch <5) with Rime
Weiss; no min.; cover, $ 1.50'. Sat. $2 is in the fast-gag vein, with play

on youth, bringing up kids and
home life angles most of the

.

"Song of Norway” melodics* Con-
tinues the pattern with operatic se-
quence which highlights Verdi,
Pucccini and Wagnerian arias to
reflect the Met background, han-
dled with the simple touch that
spells top reaction.

In second segment oi her act
the taiiored-for-clubs m a t e r i’a 1

comes up for the constant build,
with "No Other Love.” a Harlem^
styled version of "St, Louis B’ues.”
and the sock Durante-angled rou-
tine with her aeconvuanist in on
the piano-rolls and the Schnozz’s
rhythms, winding into a strut
walkoff with “Won’t You Come
Home. Bill Bailey?"
Harvey S'one. in the comedy

slot, comes back an assured, au-
thoritative laughmaker with a
strong package of wa^ee-y and
special hric toppers. Wvo.ds each
routine with a melody fiii'*h to add
the sock touch. Most of his stud

Helen Traubel w*as in last week sounds new, with local gags obvi-

Since moving into his ne\. and
.

larger location nearly a year ago, younger crop of comics are using

George Amato- .has had the face- . Ideas; however, in most ^sequences

lifters dressing up his nitery. And!- 3 *'® handled for twists that bring

with enlarged seating capacity, fast-rising reaction. Seno-comedy _ .... .

Amato is in a position to present ;
segment on ^gamblers going

- Clover the only competish. name- ing. fast paced canto
cnm/' hip av-'ts Hp Ppts the season heaven is a finely-SIiaaea routine, frtr tkp Rnfleheemher 1 Prndnrlion numne

tTues.l to be followed by Johnny
Rav, Dick Havmes. Lena Horne,
Tony Martin and Billy. Grey with
Ben Lessy and Patti Moore, The
better young comedians will be on
hand for support to mark the

ously so: a sequence in Las Vegas
and gambling; giggle-raising line-

age on wife, and home life and.
when brought back, the Army rou-
tine he. is identified with—plus
added newies round out a refresh-

some big acts. He gets the season • Heaven is a nnfiy-Miau^u
: Avise. for the Beachcomber,

started with the Mills Bros., and :
albeit it hits best with the chance-.

Burl Ives, and other headliners

have already been inked to follow*.

Although there are only two acts

on the current layout, the SRO
signs..will probably be up for the

types and horse-followers. Lary.

EildysV K. T.

Production numners ged h\

,
Elsewhere on the straight night- Sfima Mariowe are holdovers, with

club run there will be the Yaga- ‘ Ted .
Lawr.e and Dolorts • ay

;
bonds returning to their own $pot adding zing to the solo-lead

Dec. 26, with the same package that
;

Lawrie is an apt emcee as well as

Jackie Hannon.

%
starlets' rig up a standard George

1
?
out ‘ne in Christmas’ wrap-

virN
S
ir
or

,
a cu ^e opener. Betty

niiir’
beautiful thrush with theu fiord orch, intros the number

"ilh some cute 1 Xmas lyrics.
rouiine midway in the

iiinn
ls a "’onderful free-for-all

dance spree through the crazes fcf

everv
l

w,
t,le Starlets looking

Rip ?r
h
«*
th

j Part—and acting -it.

ectnniirii
1^0^ 0rcl1 has become as

0 f

S

^
n

, ,

al
i y standard and as much

Mnwi c$
e the place as theiMolQ Starlets. Mark.

Ron Snip, N. Y.
7n .^./.FOLLOWUP)

recni^
dd

.

ltl<
?
n to the Bon Boir’s

of
6 c<Wany> comprised

Map
Dan le ls, Noreen Tate,

Huh ; c
arnt‘s and the Three Flames,

is currently spotlighting two

next tw'O weeks. The Mills Bros.
;

Tony DiPardo Orch <8)_; $1 cover

td a rousing welcomecome on

Kansas City. Dec, 1 <

.
piayed last season: Condos A

Cheerleaders,
. gran(jow Maria Neglia and Mary

B
•'

5,1 c0lc
’

i

Ann Bentloy. The quartet have a

The boys pipe some of then it-
1

The Eddy esUblishment iev cits
tQ jjr j ng back the considerable

corded tunes and then £u’° out .t 0 a proven formula for tins .APP1
'

|

following they’ve built, one which
with some of tfie iiistiumentul in- show* cornljininp a nlusicsl coioeoj

: kcous their take on the liesvv hl^ck
terps that started them to fame,

j
group with a comic. The singing

j
si(je Five O’clock Club, without

They display some nifty ^show- Cheerleaders Leing a particularly
]\jar£ iia Raye. is a problem,

manship and hold the crowd -with ! g00d musical group and Jackie Understood offers have boon
their change of pace anal Kannon holding his own on thq made to some of the bigger tumult

a sound song-dahce man. Lary.

Rlee Ilofol. Houston
Houston. Dec. 17.

Ricardo & .\orma: Charlie Fi.<k

Orch.. with 'Lee Channel. S3.50
minimum.

Clifton White does a nifty job of

guitaring for the group.

The Sparkelettcs. two longstcm

lookers and three average-sized

orb fillers, tee- off the show with

a precision routine and do a doll

\ ^ mauw iv oviiiv. u* uiv i vuimum
comedy line, it sums as moie than

, coin jcs j0 come in on a season deal.
satisfactory entertainment in its

, i)u£ reaction has been negative.
40 minutes.

, Thus, experimental policy is being ' home here. Special arrangements

Five cheerleaders take-over Uie
(
tried w*ith current show compris- and routines varying, from Port u-

‘ ing Billy Ward and the Dominoes.
|
guese peasant numbers to smartly-

plus the NoVrelites and Donliniquc,
;

executed Jerome Kern waltzes,

indicative. Gracie Barrie1 will run with a few: comedy routines thrown

Irer own cafe on site of the former Mn for good measure, make -their

This is the second 1953 Empire
Room engagement for Ricardo &
Norma, and from the applause of

a crowded ringside it looks like

thev could find a home away from

opening chores as M,C. Tony Di-

JiViip Pardo beckons them to the mike,
type dance for production white i^ni'ina nuiririv wiiH
, i tt/rMi J * * Dnnor H(
type dance for production

getting things moving quickly with
the Mills Bros, sing "Paper Doll. iSeiung i » se

S^ addjn„
Costuming: and fresWness

'V.fvn f0dr more numbers. Lineup of Pat
! Celebrity Club. She*s renamed the

Aka i • 3 t IttAtivi T /tn I vnne Tnnl RflH. I 1 AA'n f I nn D1 q/>a Plgalle
-ter a^heTjh^s'et t| tem^

er, displays sonie golden pipes
( goIo come(iy turn is taken by

B«E » ,SS"S«
and will

Rundown
On the hotel Run the new DiLido

tees off with the Ritz Bros. Dee.
24. with other top names being
dickered for. Saxony holiday pack-
age <in for six weeks) has Estellta.

the Quinletto Allegro and Suvcen.

turn one of the most enjoyable

dance acts to hit Houston in some
time.

.

Ensemble of Charlie Fisk has

also made itself a part of the local

scene and is a-so*id favorite. No
small part of this success can be

attributed to Lee .Channel, w-.lio

‘nonlies the Vocals and dresses up

the band. Jedo.
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Numerals In connection with blilsbolow indicate opening Cay of »hpw

whothor full or split wook

totter in paronthasas Indicates circuit. (I) Indapandant; (U Leaw; (M) Moss;

(P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; (W) Warner

Errol Flynn
Continued frompage 7r\

House Reviews

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 24

Patricia Raynay
Norman Wyatt
Jeanette Tannen
Jack Bcabcr
Jayne Hornby
Eric Kutoon
George Stwtelle

Dockys BB Does
CHICAGO

Chicago <P) 29
Hill Toppers
Sid KroiTt v

Tien Tsl Liu Tp
Cy Reeves

RagTl (P) 29

CHICAGO
Blua Angol

Jene KeHy
Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichols

Baudys Greyhounds jj Hall & G Dell
Duke Ellington Ore Bob WeDyck Trio

Rockettes
Corps i?e Ballet
Sym Otc

Palace (R) 23
. Jones* & WHbert
.Rita Constance
Leonardo A Anita
Colberes
Rov Benson

5 Flamingoes
Patty Ann
Roy Nance
Jimmy Grissom

MIAMI
Olympia (P). 23

W Hoveler Girls
Blrk Twins

Blick Orchid
r Josh White
Rita Dimitri
Yonely .

Ken Sweet Trio
Chat Part#

K . Stone Quartet
Estelle Lorlng

Capek
Llppe A Balisch
Bobby May
Bob Bromley
Bill Griffin .

N A J Waldo
Boulevar'Dears (7)

Boulcvar-Dons (6)

F Masters Ore
Edgowafar Beach

Dorothy Sarnoff
Robert Lamouret
T Wonder A M
Banks'

C Fern^hdo D A A Jimmy Casanova
Slate Bros A L D D Dalton A

Barton - Manners

AUSTRALIA _

Rafael A Models (3)
Sklnnpy Ennis Ore

Brian Farnon Ore • Palmer House
Chamaco Band ,

Los Chavqles <11>
Conrad Hilton Mot*! Trini Reyes
Margie Lee R La Salle Or'ch

1! . mnfinnarf from-Dare ^==.i PbIbcp. fthatadds~To overall impact. Easy

are willing to put up $150,000, the G£‘T
g
g
° Kirby?'N&s^l Haydhile\ S^hll^php songalog

rS

mark
a
hfm

ln

a
actor said. This, plus $75,0|0 owed ^ Lee, Jack & Elsa Shan- c^ck the way.

by the Italo distrib, would be suf-
n01l> jaywalkers (3), Louis & Runnersup on the mitt-meter are

ficient to wind up “Tell” which by Reggie Arleyt Jo Lombardi Home Felo & Bruno; Twin-piano arrange-
now has a nut of $1,200,000. Flynn Qreh; “Man From Cairo” (Lip), ments of classic and current tunes
said he; wasn’t sure whether he reviewed in Variety Dec. 2, ’53. are played out at fast pace with

would need the UA guarantee — zany antics interwoven to keep

which is conditioned bn the deliv- Palace bill, which wound UP last them interested, even tossing in; a

ery of the negative in N. Y. ;
night (TuesJ, made for generally bit of terping.

ndun vnm« Fvnnrf in pleasant viewing. Show was nicely Sonny Sparks, in the comedv

DnnVA*^ivNT(^A *the^rltalo moduder? Paced, with a variety of acta that slot, can’t seem to spark any £$Rome, ANICA the Italo proauce
included comedy, mimicry, pup- rapport, but. emcees show in okay

assn., or the U, S. Embassy helped
peteering, terping, acrobatics and manner. .

y

him any in his difficulties, Flynn congstering. On the noveltv side teenff cinf
asserted. On the contrary, he said, Argo & Faye, dpening turn, go the" DeLRabs ’ competent
ANICA topper Eitel Monaco through a well-staged tap routine aeriallsts who rack up fairmiitts
played a cat-and-mouse game with in okay fashion, Male and female

witlj their pole-stunts. Phil Ben-
him and in the end cost him a hoofers wind up

,
stint neatly by nett and his “talking” crow sit

hunk of coin by playing ball with cleating out mambo “rhythms on weil with the stubholders with bird
the Italian interests, he charged, two drums. In the deuce spot, perched on an arm ''while Bennett
Actor said he made five applica- Grace Drysdale manipulates her has him talk-whistle some fair pat-

tions for a date with Claire Booth hand^puppets
L.-l1

eP‘X: ter.

BRISBANE > Duke
Ills Maie-Jy* (T) 11 Joey Porter

Horsburgb LOS ANGELES

d L. saUe Orch ^ TV^bSadop S' hidden’ from sight, puts .the dolls

RalV Mbit she lust wiffi see through various dance steps ona
IGELES

Italy’ bUt stl* -wauiani see m iniatUre stage. For a closer she

,Lory.

tbmm’r T*rinder
Toni C-een
Joe Lee
3 Fayes
6 De Pauls .

Bouna
Mary Priestman
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Tool Lanv>nd
Maureen Helman
Dancing Boys
Ballet

MELBOURNE
Tivoli <T> 11

Betty Driver

Babs McKinnon
Peter
Dorothy HaU
Wally Peterson
DebonairS
Adorables

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 21

Ambassador Hotel
F Martin Ore
Charlivels (3)

Jara Mason
Band Box

! Rose Marfe
I

Lenny Kent
Del Rubio Sis <3)

H Sieman A Archie Larry Green
Daresco 3
Lowe A Ladd

! Charley Wood Co
Frank Cook
Susan Jeans

:
Renlta Kramer

' Carlisle A Weldon
Walton Jk O'Rourke Claudine Cheret
Chevalier Bros
Jimne Co
Gene Jimse
Norman Vaughan

Chaddells
Show Girls
Nudes
Ballet

Bar of Music
Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford One

Blltmore Hotel
Johnny Johnston
Bobby Sargent
Eileen O'Dare
Hal Derwin Ore

. Clro's
will Mastin Trio
Sammy Davis. Jr
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charley Roy's
Doodles Weaver
Jimmie Ames
A Browne Ore

Mecambo
L Carter A Cartiers
E Oliver Ore

Statler Hotel
George Gobel
Gloria Marlowe
Dupree Trio
Frankie Carle Ore
Ron Perry Ore

Italy, -but she just wouldn't see Casino, Toronto
me

- makes an appearance and does • Toronto, Dec. 18.
Flynn is discussing several more some dancing on her own, while Huhtz Halt & Gabe Dell, Buster

production deals in Italy and is putting the puppets through their Burnell, Rosita Davis, Kim Yen Soo
paces. .. . (3). Elaine Browning, Archie—— ' 1

• — George Kirby’s aping of instru- stone House Orch; “Bachelor &
r..J Un ments, actors; and singers Is a click Bobby Soxer" (RKO),
E.ITOI rlynn Joke item. Negro mimic rates & a sock. >—-—

-

Errol Flynn Was in N.Y. last entry with his vocal gymnastics. Xmas shopping is denting the

week with a marmoset to take A suave acro-terp team. Nils & b.o. but all acts go over to hearty
‘ a. _..JgL _ a. a 3 alia, 41a aaii .A .a at ' a O . ' >

MIAMI-M1AMI BEACH
BRITAIN

BLACKPOOL
PaUc* <l> 21

Frankie Vaughn
Jimmy & mes Co .

Western Stars
N A N Grant
Lorraine
Columbus Co
Don Arden
Freddie .'.I->Tison

CHELSEA
Palace (l> .21

Pharos A Marinas

‘ Bobbie Kimber
Iris Sadler

Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Beth Challis

Richman A Jackson i Gina Valenta

Latin Quarter
Jane Morgan
Bernard Bros
The Szonys

Shipway Twins
2 Angelos .

Les Traversos
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 21

Laurel A Hardy
Gordon Craig:
Leslie Spurting
John Sullivan
D Rosaire 'AT

Hildegarde Halllday I Vjbag MerUn Strings
Fred Thompson Veronica Bell

Birdland Ruth Costello
JErroll Garner Trio Ralph Young
Sarah McLawIer S . Piroska

Sheremede Ernie Amato
Preacher Rollo 9 .

Cortez Ore
Ray Mambo Ore ' ' Campo Ore

Errol Flynil Joke
Errol Flynn Was in N.Y. last

week with a marmose;t to take
back to Italy. It escaped from
cage and Flynn’s attractive

secretary took up the chase.

Just then .the phone rang. It

was Jack Cohn of Columbia.
“What’s all the noise,” he
asked. “I’ve got a dame here
chasing a monkey,” said Flynn.

There was a second of dead
air. Then Cohn said quietly:

“You’ve always been a bizarre
fellow, Errol.”

Sensationrl .Skyldns Kayes Pekes
£•*5**“ £V*oa - Harry Worth
BiUy O^ullivan j j;iic
Shirley Dane Ursala A Gus
Saucy S's Hoy A Ray
Arthur -Stott Bemands Pigeons

Granada (»; 2> PORTSMOUTH
E SSlSm P rIv „ «oyal (M);21
Kings 4 Sea Lions DMong Duvals

Schnack« Chimps Johnny Dennis Co
Danny O'Dare Tony ^nt
Bobbie Dennis Henderson A Kemi
June Birch Vsd?L.£anda

EDINBURGH Ancaster*

Empire UM) 21
Aly Wilson ,

Vogelbehxs Bears * Je® * Jul

Schimam Horses WOOD Gl
Arthur Worsley Empire <9

Rockleys. Charles Irwi
George Meaton Dolore Whit<

Lj'nita
Beachcomber

Sophie Tucker .

BiUy .Daniels
Myron Cohen
Harry. Richman

Ernie Amato
Cortez Ore
Campo Ore

Lard Tarleton
Jack Stuart Ore
Lean A Eddia's

Myra Davis
Chuck Fontaine
Acres O’Reilly

Pi-«ons Evelyn Ward
tand* Pigeons Len qtc

S!m
W
Imi
UT

tS Casablanca
loyal (M) 21 ‘'passing Fancy**ong Duvals 1 Revue
ttD3L>Pe?I“s '• Warde Donovan

i Glapa Richards
Person A Kemp

; reft Blake
Leslie Randall
Ancaster
Fred Atkins
Bobby Collins
J Jeff A June
WOOD GREEN
Empire <S> 21

Charles Irwin
Dolore Whiteman

Blackburn' Twins A Green Hair Girl
Evelyn ' Ward Jackie Gordon

.

Len Dawson Ore Billy .Austin

Casablanca rh^uw^w.jp,,
**“**• SfSl?

Warde Donovan Ralph Gilbert

Glapa Richards Nautilus Hotel
Cele Blake Janis Paige

Whirlwind Warzans
[
Norn^n Harper

Musical Elliotts
HACKNEY

Empire (Si 21
Dargie 5
Alma Cogan

Don Cameron
Chief Eagle Eye
5 Mohawks
Rustler
Frasers H Co

) Cele Blake
Jack Marlin
Dave Tyler Ore

Clro's
Frances Faye
The Red Caps
The Treniers

Clever CtuB
Johnny Ray
Danny Crystal
Betty Luster
Tony Lopez Ore

also mulling a television film Acts,
series. He couldn’t star in the
video pix since his 12-year Warner
Bros, contract has eight more years
to run and doesn’t allow him to

appear in video pix. Making it very
clear that he didn’t cherish the
idea of working for the WB studio, “yjci

;
the actor said he had briefly dis- (U).

I

cussed settling his contract.

|

“They, asked me how much I’d Th

Nadynne score with specialty that reception from* those customers
has male partner -constantly hoist- lurea in, with top marquee strength
ing femme member of the team going to Huntz Hall ?nd Gabe Dell,
and twirling her through the air, Whole 70-minutd stage package is

Comedies by Hilton & Lee occa- hefty on speed and diversity,
sionally border on the blue side. Hall & Dell; always popular here
Material offered isn’t too potent with, their standard antics in the
and business of having one of the aisles well as onstage, have
two gals slap the other around hits added a “Dragnet” satire, with Dell
a low .comedy note. The Jaywalk- on the monolog and Hall as radio
ers are a. bright male trio. Boys’ sound effects man gumming up the
satirizations and in between-gab proceedings. It’s a bellylaugh skit,

dance bits are strong laughgetters. Zany pair do a knockout mayhem
Jack & Elsa Shannon, vocal duo, for a 20-minute begqff stint,

and Louis & Reggie Arley, aero With Buster Burnell as emcee,
team, are reviewed under New bill opens with Elaine Browning,
Acts. Jess. pert! brunet in a luscious crimson

Cltieago9 Chi
Chicago, Dec. 18,

Charlie Applewhite , Lenny Col•

gown, on for her. marimba work
With a brisk “Canadian Capers” and
“Hungarian. Rhapsody” for two and
four mallet manipulations, a switch
to a slow waltz medley for bell-like

J). feet that smashes over on novelty.— Burnell’s dancing in full stage Is

This is. a low-budget bill, in for hefty on ballet-taps style, with

Antone A Ina
.

Sid Stanley Ore
Allan Drake ..

. Sam Soucl Notu

rer*ciub Ame
J
Barnett

n Flynn said Italo production costs well-known standards lending first- eccentric, in the green light to
Ray Sacaras ore are still 40% to’ 45% less than on rate support. Owing to a double “Powerhouse,” for more taps and
errata* Aon Herman Dcr» the Coast. Studio, equipment in feature program onscreen, acts ballet leaps. .

ope* ore tv?* Rome was fine, he indicated, even kick in only three shows daily, Rosita Davis, poured Into an en-

vElSrfw?
1* jacqu^miniMs? ore though it’s difficult to shoot direct with a fourth pn Saturday. casing evening gown, draws appre-

cJoaSr iMxohf Hotel sound. While in Ni Y. Flynn did Choosing Charlie Applewhite to ciative Whistles from the Casino’s

i Do&s Quintet redubbing and editing on his headline, house producer Nate usually staid audience, hut the
ly^siitez (3) aaveen “Crossed Swords

a

UA release Platt once more is putting to test singer swiftly proves she has plenty

/w- vai oiman ore ’ TV’s ability to popularize names, of vocal virtuosity in addition to
Youngster,* doing his first turn on those accompanying sinuous body
iL> L^. 1'— 2 _i ; _i.L. • _ A' _ « . _ lin/lnln^iAMn OaI ...ILL ^L A

one-a-year deal with Warners edy departments' (although their bit; a nice soft shoe, complete with
name value is slight), and two stick and strawhat; and a macabre

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Selma Marlowe Line Milt Her^ Tri®
Woody Woodbury

.. . Vnoni nOTI
Five O^CIock Eztelita

Dominique
Len Dawson Ore

D! LIde Hotel
Ritz Bros

, Freddie Calo Ore
. L'Alglon

Chney Reyes Ore
L'Aiglon String*
Charlie Farrell

Eztelita
Allegro Quintet
Saveen
Val Oiman Ore
Helene
Tuny De La Cruz

Vagabonds '

Vagabonds (4>

Marla Nexlia
Condos A Brandow
Mary Ann Bentley
Frank Liuale Ore

Hitler Film
Continued, from page 2

the boards, is something of a long-
shot, having only a brief TV ten-

undulations. Gal opens with shout
style of “Send My Baby Back to

Basin SiroeT
"

Lilly .
Christine

Phil Napoleon
Billy Taylor Trio

Blue Angol
Tom Lehrer
Rose Murphy
Anita Ellis

Orson Bean
Bart Howard
jimmy Lyons Trio

~n Bon Seir
Jimmie Daniels
Patricia Bright
Norene Tate »

Garland Wilson.
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Hotel Statior
i Ross .Morgan Ore
1 Hotel Toft
Vincent Lopez Otc

tatin Quarter
Franklin 'A Lane
Elly Ardelty ®LAM Murray
Mon Toy
Ving Merlin
Darvas A Julia

*

'

Lee Sharon
Rob Murray
7 Ashtons
Baby Richards
Art Wanei Ore
B Harlow*. Ore
La Vie En Rose

Julius LaRosa

LAS VEGAS, J4EVADA
Desert Inn Joe Venuti Ore

"Minsky's Follies" Sands
Paul Gilbert Danny Thomas
De la Rosa 9 B Eckstine
Donn Arden Dncrs Vic Damone
Carlton Hayes Ore J McHugh A S— El Cortes Billy Gray

: Cooper Sisters P Moore A B
Eddie Skrivanek 8 Lessey
E| Rancho Vegas Prank Sinatra

Georgia Gibbs Copa Girls

ure with Milton Berle to his pro- Me,” a blues contralto treatment
fessional credit. He’s reviewed °* “Black Coffee,” a ballad style
under New Acts. of “From This Moment On,” and

artillery blasting the German eagle Lenny Colyer, who crops up a sexy encore for “I've Got You
and swastika off the top of Nazi from time to time in local niteries, Under My Skin” for a terrific beg-

headquarters in Nuremberg. There emCees this theatre in smooth fhat ha* the customers pound-
follow^ a flashback to Berlin of .

fashion, wringing
-

b

round of^ snick- .
in
|T

fo
f 4
mor»*

,
.;'.*

1914 and considerable footage is ?rs in the interims and cashing in cl°?in® in t^e well-paced

devoted to the “good old davs” I°r .hig yocks in his own segment m®lange is Kim Yen Soo, Oriental

and the Weimar ReDiiblic before
of impressions. Colyer’s metier is

magician, with two^ comedy femme

S? .£* ’Sl.K.S lSj °C^men
shot hf Httlor hanrin, Monroe andVseM^h?: Radlocentrn. Havana

Cofo Society O'ntwn LOlisn Roth
Nancy Andrews
Romaynes
Rivera 3

Van Smith Ore
-Mu. I Fifth Avt
Bob Downey

Charlie Barnet Ore Harold Fonvflle
Celebrity Club

Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
J A J WiUiams
Larry Foster

Chateau MatfrM
Alberto . . Castillo
Pupi Campo Ore

Copacabsna
Kean Sisters
Norman Brooks
DunhiUs ' .

Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Duhii t»rc
Frank Marti Ore
Hotol Ambassador

Jules Lande Oro
Hotel Astor

Three Suns
Hotel Siitmor#

Gleb Yellin
Hotel New*. Yorker.
Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden
Dru A Dijon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A Rollini Trio

Hotol Pierre
Toni ArdenLAE Roberts
Stanley Melba Oro

. Chico Relli Ore
Hotel Plase

Mary McCarty

Hazel Webster
I

Old Roumoitfett
Sadie Banks
Sid Gary
Joe LaPorte Ore
D*Aquila Ore

Perk Sheraton
Irving Fields
Joan Bishop
Eddie- Lltwin

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hamshay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia Karavaeff
Misha Markoff
Town A Country
La Playa Sextet

Jack E Leonard
Allan A Ashton
Dot Dee Dncrs
Bob Ellis Ore

Flamingo
Pearl Bailey
Ming A Ling
5 Christobels
S Felix Prod
Barbara Perry
Torris Brand Ore

‘

Last Frontier
Mary Kaye Trio
Buddy Lester
Senor Wences
Jean Devlyn Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore

Golden Nugget
Nemo '

.
Margie Garretson
Ish Kabibble

IwlSiiSK SaS? Badloicentro, Havana
Rsy Sinatra ore tlhe desk as^

^
he calls Churchill “a Johnnie Ray mockery that climaxes . . . .

Havana, Dec. 16.

Marlene* Dietrich
drunkard,” and another of Eva in the kneeling position with hair- ®*onc

^*
Dick Shawn Braun peeling potatos in Hitler’s pulling and shoe Doundinff Re- V,8ter3 ’ Gaotno Delgado* Alberto
Ss-Harem Dncrs garden. ception is fine overall

* Alonso Ballet Corps, Guzman
silver s°iipp«r

C You see the Star of David paiot- Ballroomologists Consolo & Mel- lufl

q**?kv
H
i?

r3r ed on the windows of Jewish shops ha tee oil the spread with fluent
ana ™own to Earth (Col).

mny Barty
y* and SS guards standing outside team telrP in the Latin, polka and ina r*' n il , . , .

nm^wuiiML forbidding entry to customers. You pops idioms Duo dishes up whirls

JSSmT^vanaugh see German troops marching Ancy stepping for consistent
filhter SP

tnrnM Gates Palominos through Paris. And on the home Rif
u
,

d
f
ts scoring

j
best on “White snotHPhtQ *lSc Redman's ore front a drive t6 collect fur for tho Christmas” episode with soap bub- SPjifi

gh
H*

tns stage debut at
Thunderbird U1

-

4X, iur ior tne blea -dronnino lit® CnA«> *.u« Radiocentro he does a competent
J.y Lawrence soldiers on the Russian front. Japa- ,
Stuart Foster .

nese newsreels show the attack on A1 Gordon and his dogs add 0* novelty, the Kid and the girl
McQuaig Twins Pearl Harbor. noveltv and comedv in ctint exchange pretended blows in a
Brewster Singers Except for the Brann fnntnwo f??e,

dy
.
ln SHnt which

RENO, NEVADA
Mapos Skyroom

CarT Havana
Jay Lawrence

Johnny Morns Ore Mapea Skylettea
. Versailles E Fitzpatrick Ore

'Nice To See You' Now Golden

.

Georgle Kaye
Fay DeWltt
Don . Liberto
A1 Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara. Stewart
Carol Ohinart
Salvatore Gloo Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn

Now Golden

.

Toni Harper
Frakson
Dewey Sisters

HAVANA

KfcSr* shot bf Hitler banging his fist on effig with^ °hls*' bf-S>°ume bit a’

BadloceiitrOg Havana
Ray Sinatra ore tlhe desk as^

^
he calls Churchill “a Johnnie Ray mockery that climaxes . . . .

Havana, Dec. 16.

Marlene* Dietrich
drunkard,” and another of Eva in the kneeling position with hair-

Dick Shawn Braun peeling potatos in Hitler’s pulling and shoe Doundinff Re- V,8ter3 ’ Gabino Delgado* Alberto
Se-Harem Dncrs garden. ception is fine overall

* Alonso Ballet Corps, Guzman
invor s°Mppor

C You see the Star of David paiot- Ballroomologists Consolo & Mel- luflHenry ed on the windows of Jewish shops^\ba tee oil the spread with fluent
ana ™own to Earth (Col).

mny Barty
y* and SS guards standing outside team telrP in the Latin, polka and ina r*' n il , . . .

forbidding entry to customers. You pops idioms Duo dishes up whirls

SSmT^vanaugh see German troops marching ®?d j,f
ncy stepping for consistent

filhter SP
tnrnM Gates Palominos through Paris. And on the home Rlf

uAts scoring
j
best on “White snofHPhfQ *lSc Redman's ore front a drive t6 collect fur for tho Christmas episode with soap bub- SPjifi

gh
H*

hl? stage debut at
Thunderbird iur ior tne blea -dronnino lit® enn.u *.u« Radiocentro he does a competent

J.y Lawrence soldiers on the Russian front. Japa- a chorus girl For a

stuart Foster .

nese newsreels show the attack on A1 Gordon and his dogs add bit °* novelty, the Kid and the girl
McQuaig Twins Pearl Harbor. noveltv and comedv in ctint exchange pretended blows in a
Brewater sinser* Except for the Braun footage has’the graye^yoiced'masteV'au^rl moclc fight- as they dance/
iBi/anA and shots of the

^ Americans landing
^ reling with the uhtractable hntmde Acting as straight man for the

IEVADA in Europe -it’s all familiar stuff to to perform^^ trt?te Aetualiv the Mmics. Dick & %tdndi. the Kid

Coiden riria
the locals; what would have been canines execute a’ total of three

demonstrates easy stage presence,

suriing Young Ore interesting, though possibly too re- stunts, none of them particularly
speaks clearly and seems to enjoy

*
R
Ly*I?,d* R#no vealing, is contained in the 80 cuts extraordinary for a doe act hut himself as much as when he lands

MaS Small ^ Dcri in the censor’s file.

U
the little fellows have ?rowd- his famed “bolo” punches

Paul White (It is strongly rumored that Pleasing personalities and^ Gordon on
f
n PPPPnent. He also answers

§lXtv* Hoit^^
a among the group of censors were himself is^

1

-a' good laugh-provokeP a number of questions about his

M*cBSU ore two top governmental oSls^o Act si‘s with the patronTin 'a'“'
r
pu^i?n„

hi^ l

b>:2ports an'

diacovered themselves in indiaereet
9U|,B0«- ^ -

Paul White
Riverside Starlets
Betty Holt
Bill Clifford Ore

Linn A Alexander Jackie Jay
Ted Straeter Ore

Hotel Roosovslt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotol St. Roglt
Mary Meade

e
ilt Shaw ore
orace Diaz Oro
Hotel Sherry-
Nothorland

Juliana Larson
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Brunesco Oro

David Blight
Holly Warren
Zeb Carver Ore
Hal Graham Ore
Village

; Vanguard
Sylvia Sims
Irwin Corey
C WiUiams Trio

Waldorf.Astoria
Jose Greco

Montmartre
M de Paris Orq
Michelle Due
T A P Rodriguez
Rosendo Rosell
Alberto A Ballet
Sonia. Calcro
Raul Diaz
E Antunez* Orq

Helena A Hector
Cachia
Fernando Valencia
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Troplcana
Los

.
Xey

Mano Lopez

shots, and instigated the ban V

pfesent foreign distribution is Olympia, Miami
S
V*u

b
^!

n
®i:*

^°^ever » two copies
.
Miami, Dec. 18. favorites on stage and TV. The

e
the film ^ have been smuggled out 0

Glark_ Dennis, Felo & Bruno, three Lago Sisters do some pretty
of Germany. One is allegedly in ^onriy Sparks, Del-Raes, Phil Ben- unremarkable singing (or rather,
Rome and the other is in the pos- Vf Rhode• House prettybut unremarkable), and ac-
session of Helmut Mattner, Euro- °TCh; The Fake ,, (UA). company themselves . on guitars

pean manager for The Harlem ^ - and with maracas (pebble-filled

Globetrotters, who claims U Q Majority of acts in for this frame gourds).

a number of questions about his

career put to him by sports an-
nouncer Gabino Delgado.
Dick & Biondi, who are Argen-

tineans, display the usual gags and
grimaces which have made them
favorites on stage and TV. The

C de la Playa Oirq PauUna Alvarez
Sarti Soucl

Olga Chaviano
Walter Nick
Juliet A Sandor
America Crespo

Rudolfo Borges
Marcel Defour
Romeros
Elia Valladares
Miguel Chekis

Globetrotters, who claims US . . — ._ w—

-

distribution rights. Accordine tn
are a

.
cut above the talent seen Continuing to be one of the most

London reports, Mattner is travel
iiere m recent weeks - Ril1 refreshing things in f!nhan thea-

Rosana Martin Trio Jorge Martinez
Henri Boyer

N Brandwynne Ore Tondclayo
Mischa Borr Oro Xiomara Alfaro

Bobby de Argas
A Romcu Orq
Scnen Suarez Orq

London reports, Mattner is travel
m accent weeks. Bill adds refreshing things in Cuban thea-

ing incognito and f riS ?p ’ for the most Part * fls pleasant tre, Alberto Alonso’s ballet corps

changing his London^ hnfS JhTLS? i- w* (13) in this show has been given

charging that he is

h
hi^!n

a
A

<

!f
e
l
S

’ ^ Toplmer Clark Dennis is of the a minor role as a background
h hounded by better grade crooners, with a chorus in the Gavilan-Dick &

uerman agents. straightforward style and delivery Biondi skit. JM-
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Deal on 'Gently Film Rights;

In a unique deal the film rights-

"Gently Does It" have been ac-

}°.j£ bv producers Edward

Choate and George Ross, in part-

nership with Gilbert Miller.

Srs of the recent Broadway produc-

tion of the show share in the pro-

ce
neal was negotiated in England

/luring the run of the original Lon-

tn production, in which Coate

and Ross were associated with

West End producer Wauna . Paul.

Rights were being sought at the

time by Alexander Korda, but

Choate and Ross figured the value

of the property would increase

after they produced the. meller on

Broadway. t _
Authoress Janet Green was anx-

ious to make a deal at once, how-

ever, so Gilbert Miller joined with

Choate and Ross and negotiated

the outright purchase of the rights

for $28,000. . Miss Green got the,

author’s half of that (as stipulated

under the British setup), Miss Paul

got a quarter as co-producer, and

Choate and Ross retained the re-

maining quarter as her partners.

Thus, they and Miller actually

paid $21,000, retaining the $7,000

slice.. . .

:

Since “Gently” was a flop on

Broadway, losing its entire $60,000.

investment, the management's en-

tire $7,000 share of the film deal

will go to the backers. Meanwhile,

Choate, Ross and Miller, having

purchased the rights as a specula-

tion, have worked out a temative

resale deal with Republic for $30,-

000. The studio wants the yarn as

a vehicle for Ray Milland. ...

Tentative sale of the rights was
negotiated with a Coast production

group headed by Albert Zugsmith
for a $50,000 down payment, plus

15% of the profits from the pic-

ture. Deal wa$ called for the use

of the Broadway cast, scenery and
costumes, with the film to be shot

in color. However, the proposition

chilled over the $50,Q00 down pay-

ment.
Additional return to the backers,

besides the $7,000 slice of the film

sale, will include $3,500 advance
against royalties from the Drama-
tists Play Service on tl\e amateur
rights and prospective royalties
from stock. Deal with Samuel
French for the stock rights gives
Choate and Ross the right to send
out a strawhat company prior to
general release.

Handelsman to Direct

Philly Park Legiter
Philadelphia, .Dec. 22.

S.
^
M. Handelsman, veteran

Broadway manager, has been
named managing director of Phila-
delphia’s municipally-owned Play-
house in the Park for the 1954
summer season.

Handelsman, who lives in Forest
Hills, N. Y., was business manager
of the Playhouse in the Park dur-
ing its first two years. He succeeds
Theron Bamberger, who died sud-
denly after the conclusion of last
season.

City-owned tent theatre, which
has been operating in blac;k ever
since start in June, 1952, is con-
templating ^longer season for its

third year.

Moorehead's Gab Trek
...

- Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Agnes Moorehead starts a three-

month platform trek Feb. 14 in
Phoenix under billing of “That
Fabulous Redhead." Robert Gist
appears with her in the Paul Greg-
ory production. Program will in-
clude reprise of her radio hit
“Sorry, Wrong Number."
Miss Moorehead toured two sea-

sons ago in “Don Juan In HeU"
for Gregory.

26th Member; SL Pete

Setup Preps 2d Season
With the addition of the Capitol

Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla., to its
circuit, the Arena Guild now has
26 member theatres. Capitol goes
into its second season of winter
.stock Jan. 11, with Donald Woods
and Janet Riley in “The Moon Is
Blue." Other plays to be present-
ed at the 829-seat theatre include
“Mister Roberts," with John Dali;
“Born Yesterday," with Vicki Cum-
mings; “Time of the Cuckoo," with
Claire Luce; “The Women,” with
Gypsy Rose Lee; “Bell, Book and
Candle," with Sylvia Sydney; “For
Lcvc or Money," with June Lock-
hart, and “Her Cardboard Lover,”
with Lisa Ferraday.
June Havoc is also slated to make

an appearance at the theatre in a
new play. Zack Waters and Julian
Rorris will handle the directorial
snores. Carl Cavallo and John
Uewey will operate the theatre

having bought out theirmud partner, Sam Harris. Besides
resident company, theatre will

utilize six apprentices.

ROBBINS, S0K0L0W EYE

CO. FOR U S.

Decision of some legit manage-
ments to lay off for pre-Christmas

week Vacations, after putting, tix

on sale, for that period, is causing

some disgrur.tlement among the-

atregoers. Actors Equity last week
received a letter from Baltimore,

in which the correspondent beefed
about having bought ducats for

“Wonderful Town” for. this week,

but was cancelled out due to mu-
sical taking a vacation breather.
Letter also noted that the same
situation occurred last year with
“Deep Blue Sea;” •

Complaint stated that the tickets

were bought early in November in

line with plans to visit New York
for the holiday. Correspondent
wasn't against show’s laying off,

but felt that a last-minute decision
to do so left incoming theatre
patrons “without the opportunity
to seek tickets for other shows."

In the -case of “Sea," advance
notice of the show taking off for

the holiday was not given, due to

an administrative error. Margaret
Sullavan, play’s star, had a stipu-

lation in her contract to the effect

that she didn’t have to play during
pre-Christmas week. As a result

of the mixup she did play part of

the week. (Actress has similar

stipulation in the “Sabrina Fair”

contract). Decision to shutter

“Town” enables the management
to avoid weeks of constant re-

hearsals, since most of the per-

formers are entitled to a week’s

vacation and replacement individ-

Yiddish Repertoire To

Africa Next Summer
Los Angeles, Dec. 22.

Maurice Schwartz has signed a
deal to tour South Africa for a

‘Pacific’ Profit Now About $4,500, *

Original Co. Earns Over $1,600,000

Charlton Snags ‘Maid’

For Possible B’way Run
Hollywood, Dec. 22.

“The Maid and the Martian,"
science-fiction comedy produced at

the Gallery Stage, here last year,

has been optioned by Richard
Charlton for possible Broadway
showing under banner of his

American Productions. Script niay

be . tried out at the Sombrero
Playhouse, Phoenix, which Charl-
ton operates with Ann Lee.

minimum of six weeks next sum- Martian was written by Joseph

mer, presenting classics fronr-his- f°-"
nt*r and c°-dl

.

rec
.

t"
viAAi-w nn.i of the Academy Award-winning

“Tom and Jerry" cartoons at

Metro. Play had a 10-week run at

the tiny Gallery Stage and is now
being revised.

t When “South Pacific" closes its

Broadway run Jan. 16 it will have

earned something over $1,600,000.

That figure includes operating

profit ‘from the original production

alone. Additional revenue from

the touring production/ plus royal-

ty from licensing of the title, and
British and Australian rights will

bring the total profit to about $4,-

1500,000 by then.

Over $134,400

repertoire of Yiddish plays. Deal
with the Schlesinger Circuit calls

for three two-week options in ad-
dition to the firm six weeks of per-
formances.
: Schwartz will present “Yoshe
Kalb," “Hard to be a Jew" and
other plays in Capetown and Jo-
hannesburg and will do a series of
one-night concert appearances.
“The Dybbuk’’ will not be included
in the repertoire, since it’s figured
as being too heavy for South Afri-

can taste.

Large Jewish colony in South Payment of another $50,000 divi
Africa has been pitching for a . . . , . „tIT . , ,

Schwartz visit for 22 years. The dend ^ waek on "Wonderful

pitch was renewed recently w’hen ! Town" brought the distributed,

a Schlesinger rep arrived here on
j
profit on the Robert Fryer produc-

a visit. After lengthy negotiations, I tion to $100,000 thus far. On the
including settlement of arrange-

j
basis of the usual 50-50 split be-

mente fpr handling the pay under
j tween management and backers,

South Africa s currency^ restnc- i

tilat gives the latter a 20% profit
tions, Schwartz agreed to leave 0n their $250,000 investment,
here for London, fromwhere he 11

1 ^ .. . . . . , ,

take the jet • ptt*nger liner . to

Capetown. Contract provides for Kumm earned $34.-
transportation
five.

P y ''*
441 operating profit, plus $695

„ , .
. , ,

royalties from the sale of souvenir
Veteran producer-airector-actor programs. . That brought the total

is now in the east, where he’ll pro- :

net profit to date to Au_

j

duce and star in. Hard To Be A ditor’s statement on the musical !

As of last Oct. 31, the Richard
Rodgers-Oscar Hammerstein 2d
musical had earned $l>644,126..on

the original production, $2,499,238
on the touring edition, $285,655
royalty from licensing of the title,

$94,292 from British rights and
$3,927 from Australian rights. That
brought the total earned profit to

$4,527,237, less 1% to Coast pro-
ducer Edwin Lester^ as per con-
tract, leaving a net profit of
$4,481,965.

The distributed profit to date
was $4,295,021. On the customary.
50-50 split between producers and
backers, that gave the latter a
954% profit on their $225,000 in-

vestment. The split on the pro-
ducers' 5Q% share is understood to
give Rodgers and Hammerstein
one-third each, with two-ninths to
Joshua Logan and one-ninth to Le-
land Hayward.

The original production, current-
ly in its 239th week at the Broad-
way, N. Y., will have played 255
weeks when it closes, including a
six-week engagement last summer
at the Shubert, Boston. The tour-

ing edition has played 197 w’eeks
thus far. It is splitting the current
week between Sioux Falls, S. D.,

and Sioux City, la.

Jew’," now retitled

Places”
‘Let's Change

NEW LEBLANG POLICY

From Concert to Nitery;

First Tonr Shapes Okay

‘ adaptation of ‘*My Sister Eileen"
: reveals that in addition to her 10%
‘.of the gross, Miss Russell also gets
1 10% of the profits, and that be-
; sides his regular directorial roval-

STARTS WITH ‘COLOMBE’ net
George Abbo“ gels 5f’

c of the

The Leblang Theatre -Ticket’ As of the Dec. 5 date, the show
Agency, vet N, Y. brokerage firm,

j

had grossed a total of $2,235,452
.will put its newly formulated Pre- ;on its 326 performances on Broad-
view Service into operation Jan. 5. wav. It is currently in its 44th
The onetime cutrate ticket broker-

j
week at the Winter. Garden, N, Y\ nightlv (three. Saturday) there,

age house has taken over the _en- i
1—

.

—“ *
! Then it hops from nitery to concert

Neat switch is being taken by
the Agnes de Mille Dance Theatre

this week, group Interrupting its

fall tour of concert dates with a

three-day stay (24-27) at the

Thunderbird. Las Vegas. The Sol
Hurok terp setup will do two shows

***** Fen* “ ®ff
N. Y., on that night. Outfit will

repeat the operation the following
After 60 Straight Weeks
After 60 weeks of continuous

night with “His and Hers at *he
; presentations, the Dobbs Ferry

48th Street Theatre. Agency, mci-

hall again.

The 45-member company rin-

' eluding orchestra) is out on its
' initial tour, and has done 55 one-

p appnrv mci- „ ™ ^ J ^ !
nighters since it opened Oct. 12 in

Hpntailv alcn owns the 48th Street
‘
lN - Y.) Playhouse has shuttered for Baltimore. Most towns have been

d
Pn^ew ' ? vacat,on - Year-round stock oper-

' ^ guarantee, with the attraction

SerVic^
U
follovvs firm^^emdshion

ation
.

‘20) and wiU selling at an average $3,500 a date.

^ ;

remaul 1111111 mid-January
i Aj^r yegas, the troupe will do 60

Clu?l meXrsWp of ' g™** •«««» com-
; more da.« up to March 27. Troupe

the new service will also coincide ,

,
has received generally good no-

1 with Leblang’s move to new quar-

1

uals would have meant a steady ;ters on 47th Street after the first

Last production
‘Hansel and Gretel

stream of practice periods. of the year, ;
the theatre’s first attempt at opera

Jerome Robbins and Anna Soko-
ow, choreographers and dancers,
nave been in Israel the last few
' eeks, under sponsorship of the
American Fund for Israel Institu-
Ji.ons, looking over the Inbal. This

§
r°uP Yemenite dancers,

.f
d

^.y Sara Levi-Tanai, which

thn
cll®cWng.for a possible

riirL°-
f th® u * S. in 1954-55 under

direction of Sol Hurok.
w..

Uo due back home soon, but

aft^ f
et
V
rn a8ain shortly there-

rinrt

r
!° !

srael
» for a six-month pe-

for the° tout
1 and prep the firoup

offered was
i
tices. -with biz also good in the

" and marked *
main, only one or tw’o towns being
off.

The big test, however, is now to
come, as the group goes into longer
engagements in big-capacity’ houses,
on open rather than concert series
dates. Troupe is in for three
nights, starting Jan. 1, at the San
Francisco Opera House, is in L. A.
Jan. 8-9, and will have five show-
ings in Chicago starting Feb. 19.

Other dates in between the subse-
quent will mostly be one :nighters
again.

Hurok is also negotiating with
European managers for an overseas
tour to follow the current trek, in

the spring.

LEWIS TO LONDON ON

‘CAN-CAN’ PROSPECTS
Arthur Lewis, production asso-

i ciate of Cy Feuer and Ernest H.
'Martin, planed Monday (21) to

[
London for exploratory discussions
about a West End edition of “Can-
Can," the firm’s Cole Porter-Abe
Burrows musical currently at the
Shubert, N. Y. He’ll huddle about
possible theatre availabilities,

opening dates, casting, etc., with
Prince Littler, who is presenting
“Guys and Dolls" at the Coliseum,
London, in partnership with F&M,
and with West End producers
Emile Littler, Jack Hylton and
others.

During the course of his visit,

Lewis will have some checkup ses-

sions on “Guys and Dolls," now
in its seventh month there. He
hopes to be back in New York for

New Year’s.



legitimate

Hays on Broadway
The Prescott Proposals
Leland Hayward production of comedy-

, drama in three • acts (four scenes) by
Howard Lindsay Und Hussofl Crouse. Stars

Katharine Cornell; features FeUx^ Aylmer,

Lome Greene, Ben Astar, Roger Bann,

Bartlett Robinson, Minoo Dover. Staged

by Lindsay; scenery. Donald Oensjajfac,

costumes. Maln ^cher. At BrMdhursty
N.Y., Doc. id. 33; $4.80$B tojp <30 open-

Mary Prescott ....... Katharine Cornell

Kathleen Murray ...... EmUy Lawrence
Emma .

••

Elliott Clark . . . ... ....

Jan Capek Bartlett Robinson
Sir Audley Marriott ....... Felix Aylmer
Paul-Emile d'Arceau . . ..... Rofc«r Dann
Dr. All Masoud ........... Minoo Daver
Alexis Petrovsky Ben Astar
Miguel Fernandez ...... Edward Groag
Alan Draper ... . ; ... Robert M, Culp

, Miroslav BnUcka . . Boris Tumarln
—Russian Aide- . .

.

.. .... .

.

Jan-de-Ruth
British Aide ............. J.F. Wilson
Precis-Writer . . John Drew Devereaux

Others: Bijou Fernande-.. Joe Mosjeroff,
John Leslie. Sheppard Kerman.. Richard
Bengali! Ward Costerro. Bernard Reines,
Hubert Beck

usually effective settings of a fash-

ionable Manhattan living room and
a dramatic - looking conference

room in the U.N. Building. Main
Bocher has provided suitably stun-

ning gowns for the star. The whole
production, in . fqct, reveals the

Hayward cachet*

As a serious play by important
dramatists, “Prescott” merits re-

spect; as. a show for the ticket-buy-

ing public it offers satisfying en-
tertainment. That should suffice.

Hobe. •

Howard Lindsay and Russel
Grouse are more than enormously
successful authors, with such
smashes as “Life With Father” and
“Call Me Madam.” They are also

among our more thoughtful and
witty playwrights, and they blend
*hese qualities expertly * in their

new comedy-drama. “The Prescott

Oh* Men! Oh, Women!
Cheryl Crawford (and Anderson Law-

ler) production of comedy in three acts

by Edward Chodorov. Stars Franchot
Tone; features Betsy .von Furstenberg.
Gig Young. Directed by Chodorov: Set-

tings William and Jean Eckert; costumes
supervised by Paul du Pona, At Henry
Miller. N.Y., Dec. 17, *53: S4 .80 S6 top.

Miss Tacher Joan Gray
Alan Coles ........ Franchot Tone
Grant Cobbler Larry Blyden
Myra Hagerman - Betsy von Furstenberg
Dr. Krauss ....Henry Sharp
Mildred Turner Anne Jackson
Arthuv Turner . . ...... Gig Young
Stewtcl Paul Andor

other and peppered with much wit

and insight.
, ^ .. .

Naturally, anybody at any time
can use a hit in show business but

“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” is pecu-

liarly convenient just at this time
for producer Cheryl Crawford,
dramatist Chodorov and Franchot
Tone. Latter has been groping for

a good showcase and has one now,
for all‘ the “foil” quality of his

role. ‘

*
Counting in the show’s favor are

the three sets of the two Eckerts,

and the ladies have been tastefully

gowned. Land....

Since there are all too few play-
wrights extant ' today . capable of

! constructing expert comedy scenes

t
1 to the number of five or six in a

Proposals, which Lelana Hayw ara
,

. .
, first npws about

has brought to the Broadhurst,
| ft

1hgle_ play, the nrst news aDoui

With Katharine Cornell as star.

Play Out of Town

Mile. Colombo
New Haven, Dec. 17.

Robert L. Joseph * Jay Julien produc-
tion of comedy in three acts, adapted by
Louis Kronenberger from a play by Jean
Anouilh. Stars Julie Harris, Edna Best;

features Eli Wallach, Sam Jaffe. Harry
Bannister. Mikhail Rasumny. Frank Sll-

vera. ' William Wlndoin. Directed by
j
Har-

old Clurman; production designed by
Boris Aronson; costumes by Motley; pro-

duction associate. Shirley Bernstein. At
Shubert. New Haven, Dec. 17. *4.20

top.
Colombo ....
Julien . . . .

Mme. Georges .

.

Mme, Alexandria
Chiropodist

, Julie Harris
.. Ell Wallach
Edna Preston

Edna Best
Edward Julien.

Manicurist ! , Joanne Taylor
Hairdresser .......... Nehemlah Persof

f

Gourette Sant Jaffe
Edouard , William Wlndom
Deschamps Frank SUvera
Poet-Mine-Own MlkhaU Rasumny
Gaulols Harry Bannister
Dancers . .Lee PhUlps, Jeanne Jerrems
Stagehand Gregory Robins

Vcdnciday, December 23, 1953

Inside Stuff—Legit
Critics still continue to make good copy, either in raps against them

or in soundoffs by themselves. In his usual “Random Notes” column
last week (15), the N. Y. Post’s Richard .Watts Jr. told off the N. y
City Center for the recent special day-before “preview” on “Richard
HI.” “This wasn’t a preview for critics,” said Watts, “but a preview
to which the City Center, which seems to have a certain snobbery in

such matters, invited a few favored critics. As you can see from the

context of my querulous statement, this reviewer wasn’t among them.”

Next day (16) Post had this gratis suggestion from columnist Leonard
Lyons, which included a few barbs as the aisle-sitters: “If I were Nat
Benchley, I’d stop speaking to Wolcott Gibbs, his New -Yorker colleague,

because of his review of ‘Frogs of Spring.’ This Benchley play was far

better than Gibbs’ own ‘Season in the Sun,’ a tasteless piece which, by
sheer coincidence, no doubt, was praised by almost all his fellow critics.”

•Ward Morehouse, in his N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun column last

week, quoted Margaret Webster as saying, “I think the price of tickets

has more to do with killing the theatre than anything else.” And coming
back to Watts, he also had this comment last week: “A lot of fellows

who used to tell me everything would be fine With the theatre if there

just weren’t"any drama critics, were" heard longing for even; some
tough reviews during the recent newspaper blackout.”

Backers of “The Postman Always Rings Twice,” the Clifford Hayman-
Viola Rubber revival of James Caine’s melodrama which recently

folded on the road, included John G. Celia, owner of the American
Theatre, St; Louis, $2,000; souvenir program agent Arthur Klar, $1,500;

Wallace Garland, head of Broadway Angels, Inc., an investment syndi-

cate, $1,000; Louis Efcniels, of the Shubert Theatre, Detroit, $500, and
stage manager Jack Effrat, $500. The venture was capitalized at $25,000.

{“OK. Men! Oh, Women!” is that

- , A A . ,,
_

’ Edward ChOdorov has managed to
The D'ay has been tastefully and he pretty steadily amusing. Deal-

skillfully done, and the result JS
j
mg with two standard commodities

both diverting and engrossing, so 0f the day, sex and psychonanaly-
the show should have a substantial

; sjs the dramatist has five meaty
run. besides being likely screen i comedy roles in a cast of eight,
material. Because of its serious. I Since these are played up to the
timely subject matter, moreover,

\ clavicle by the artfully^-selected
“Prescott” is a candidate for prize

; cast, the result adds up into very
selection.

j strong entertainment.
The new scriDt is the work ot the

j
Hollywood will have to water

sober-minded Lindsay it Crouse, • down some of the gags, but a film
the collaborators who won a. Pur ! buy seems as probable as a Broad-
Ktzer Prize with “State of the 1 way run. Part comedy of modern
Union.” rather than the authors of maimers and part slapstick farce,
the farce-meller. “Remains to Be, the "serious message” is that even
Seen.” It is. the challenging ex- a psychoanalyst suffers, with the
pression of men with topical , rest of humanity, from irrational
awareness and conviction and a emotions like jealousy and rage,
strong sense of responsibility. It is; Chodorov is particularly deft in
priman y a play oU ideas, a Olay the opening act as he rapidly sets i stands, except for the substitution
with a theme, shrewdly handled m bis conflict. An intellectually smug

j

of sterling cast names in place of

.. , analyst who believes “understand- 1 the undergrads. If this Jean
PrescoH is about the united

ing-» can cure anything, including
|
Anouilh original gets anywhere at

Nations. It is. therefore, a ‘propa- ; sex behavior, is about to depart the all, it will be because the players
ganda* pla>\ It takes sides on a next day on his "honeymoon with ! have pulled it up by its bootstraps,
question that some olavgo^rs will a yttle honey w*ho has neglected

j
As a museum piece, it has certain

consider controversial. It w» IV make to tell him of her past bed-life. appeal. As: present-day theatrical
a few peon'e angry; and not only As a favor to another doctor, the ! fare, that appeal is decidedly lim-
the Daily Worker and its ilk. But analyst receives -a new patient fpr i ited. .

although it is a trifle soapboxy oc- a tentative interview and listens
! AdaDtation bv Louis Kronenberger

casionallv, with a traditional style lackadaisically, with much looking 1

doesn’t seem to have gone too far

$ * VtZSilSS at his
•

w
?
tch•>“ ' ^enly the

jS fromThl^^proWous^^Amerlcan-n B
L2.h

lb
an
U
i egotistical rantings from the couch ized version, with the exception of

people, a story with emotion and teach out and sock the analyst per- I elimination of some of the wordier

nrinnimi ,

The young man has had a passages. Whether or not the ve-
The pnncipal character.Mrs. wild intercontinental affair with

. hide could be imDroved bv the
' l

ni
a
,

naly
.

s
.

t s intended wife and is
j

adaptor’s striking out more on hismg ladv. the American delegate to still lunatic about her. ou-n is a moot ouestion
the U.N. She has presented what. Larry Blyden is immensely

j tT* Unrv nf .
have become known as the Pres-

: comic as this, first patient, telling !

Colombe is thw story of a

In March, 1953, the Yale 1 Dra-
matic Assn, presented the Ameri-
can premiere of “Colombe.” This
play-catcher then stated, “As an
outlet for the talents of Eli’s un-
dergrad thesps. . . it serves well as

a springboard. As a possible can-
didate to repeat over here the suc-
cess it is said to have encountered
abroad, the w’ork is in the doubtful
category, for professional presen-
tation.”

As of the opening of the Robert
L. Joseph-Jay Julien version at

the Shubert, the above opinion still

Legit Bits

Parisian flower girl who romanti-
cally rAarries into the familSr of a

famous, but cynical, actress whose
moral outlook is Slimmed up in her
boast that “she always married her

cott Proposals, seeking a means of. all the contents of his primitive
amicable approach toward settle^- emotional and sexual nature. But
ment of the Cold War. But When a second patient, Ann Jackson,
the Czech delegate, her lover of tops him, achieving a smali tour
irianv years before, dies of a heart de force and provoking spontane- : .

attack in her apartment, the pos-
; ous audience applause. This show

} nf
sible scandal threatens her pro-

, should do Miss Jackson’s career S
hL°ii

e

gram and. indeed, the whole effort plenty of benefit as she scores 1
° S

a v"
toward an international agreement brilliantly on her two appearances
for peace. > in the plot. She is a superb far-
The subject matter, while terri- ceur as directed by the author. |

care.d for by his mother, who has

bly urgent to the politically-mind-
; While the play is a good starring

ed, may tend to be a chaser to
, vehicle for Franchot Tone and he

more frivolous entertainment seek-
; handles the role of the analyst

ers. And unquestionably. Lindsay
j
with authority and sincerity, the

it Crouse have not entirely sue-
j

smaller parts are repeatedly steal-
ceeded in blending the two ele- mg thlfe show, not in a
ments of theme and theatre. But 1 virtuosity but becaus
the ideas are provocative and are

: wright wrote it tnair way.
artfullv woven into th“ personal 1 One giggle im-tne first act is a
fate of the self-identifiable leading' throwaway sight bit when the ana-

j

Colombe
characters. Moreover. “Prescott” lyst, packing his portmanteau to

contains not only some fascinating
;

go on his honeymoon, saunters
and exciting scenes, especially two

;
over to the bookshelves and casd-

involving U.N. parliamentary pro-

1

ally picks out to take with him
cedure. but it has consistent, pro- . Kinsey's ‘ Sexual Behaviour of the
gr^ssive suspense. I Human Female.” In a small house

j

nothing but contempt for the lad.

Colombe becomes a minor suc-
cess at acting and, in Julien's ab-
sence, gets involved in an affair.

Tipped off to the situation, Julien

£uum of I returns unexpectedly. and finds that

the play-
!

the interloper is his own wastrel
brother. The blowoff that aepom-

!
panies the discovery ends up with

abandoning Julien for

Miss Cornell gives one of her ! like the Henry Miller, that un
most winning performances in

: spoken wisecrack registers,

many years in the rewarding title : Betsy von Furstenberg is on-
role. Invariably a poised, attrac- ' beam casting as the bride-to-be,
tive player, she has all her cus- 1 emotionally a small child, proud of

tomary ease and authority, with a
;
it. and determined to go through

seemingly new luminousness and life and have children, while re-
warmth. Tf she does not quite : maining triumphantly immature,
suggest that no one e’-se could sat- jin a little gem of satire, the au-
isfactorilv. play the Dart, she at thor has her declare what she
least indicates that it would lose v. ants out of life which is, without
some of its quality in any other

J

reservation, just everything. Ac-
Tiands. In any case, the star adds . tress and the role fuse for happy
both .personal -stature and boxoffice

j

comic effect.

Gig Young,power to the show.
There are also excellent per-

formances by London character
actor Felix Aylmer as the cool but
redblooded, resourceful British
diplomat; Canadian radio-TV ac-
tor-annhuncer Lome Greene mak-
ing an impressive Broadway debut

|

as an omniscient news commenta-
tor and romantic lead; Ben Astar
as the exasperatingly rude, busi-
nesslike Soviet delegate: Roger
Dann; as the volatile French dele-
gate. and Minoo DaVer as the
quietly observant Pakistan repre-
sentative.

a Hollywood film
player new on Broadway, is very
effective as a successful actor able

I

to afford psychoanalysis for his
wife, whom he loves but patron-
izes. Young plays with an original
stylized approach but under good
professional control at all times.
Joan Gray’s secretary to the ana-

lyst, Henry Sharp’s superannuated
philosopher of the Freudian dogma
and the ship steward of Paul An-
dor all are “people.” This is per-
haps the tel1-score explanation of
the power of the Chodorov script.

He has managed to write (and di-
Co-author Lindsay, in. his first

j

rect) his characters believably
official stint as a director, has

[
True, they are pre.tty egotistical

staged the play expressively. Don- ' characters, but the egotisms are
aid Oenslager has designed un- ! expertly separated one from the

1 her career—romantic and stage

—

and the final drop being added to

his cup of bitter tea by his mother,
to whom he appeals for help, only
to have her, too, walk out on him..
They’ve assembled a great cast

for this one. which makes it a case
of more’s the pity there isn’t some-
thing more substantial to offer
them. Julie Harris. makes a fetch-
ing Colombe and puts more into
the role than it gives in return. Her
thesping skill is evident in her
every scene, but her work im-
presses as an instance of love’s la-

bor lost. Edna Best has a field day
in the role of the temperamental
actress, which she fits to the last

outburst.
.

Eli Wallach gives a good inter-
pretation of Julien and Sam Jaffe
registers as secretary to. the ac-
tress, but both of these excellent
performers have done much sturdi-
er stuff. Harry Bannister, as a
perennial-youthful leading man;
Mikhail Rasumny, as a poetic play-
wright; Frank Silvera, as a play
producer; William Windorh, as the
wastrel brother, all do complete
justice to supporting Toles. Others
sound out a good troupe.
Harold

4
. Clurinan’s staging

Sparkles in some scenes and in
others it can't seem to overcome
the vacuum, set up by the script.
Four fine sets hav« caught the or-
nate atmosphere of their-turn-of-
the century period. Ditto costum-
ing. Bone.

Plans for a Broadway produc-
tion of Paul Vincent Carroll’s

“ThO Wise Have Not Spoken”
have been dropped by Rita Allen
it Archie Thomson and -Thomas
and Patrick Clancy, but the latter

pair have reverted to their origi-

nal idea of giving the play an off-

Broadway presentation at the
Cherry Lane Theatre, Greenwich
Village, N. Y. . . . Whatever be-
came of Yolanda Mero-Irion, who
headed the New. Opera Co. that

produced “Rosalinda” and Other
operettas?

Joan Tetzel will play the femme
lead in “The Winner,” new Elmer
Rice play to be produced by the
Playwrights Co. . . . Julie Leonard,
of the Henry C. Brown agency, has
received an Actors Equity fran-
chise as an agent . . . Zelda Dorf-
man, recently returned from tour
with the N. Y. City Opera, will be
company manager of “Charley’s
Aunt” for the final week of Jose
Ferrer’s drama series at the N. Y.

City Center. She succeeds Gilman
Haskell, who switches to a similar
assignment with the N. Y. City
Ballet . . . Wallace G. Garland,
head of Broadway Angels, Inc., an
investment syndicate, has optioned
“The Raven,” a music drama with
book and songs by Byron Schiff-
man, based on the life of Edgar
Allan Poe.

Mike Goldreyer will be general
manager for “Lullaby” . . . John
Cecil Holm's new play is “T.he
Southwest Corner,” adapted from
the Mildred Walker novel. It’s

about two women, one in her 80’s
and the other in the 50’s, in a
Vermont town . . . Company man-
ager Richard Skinner has been ap-
pointed general manager of the
M^arter Theatre, Princeton, and
will try to build it up. as a tryout
and touring spot for Broadway
shows . . . Harry Mimmo; comedy
dance impressionist, received fa-
vorable mentions but no pans in
“John Murray Anderson’s Alma-
nac,” from which he withdrew
after the Broadway preem . . .

Robert Lee Oshman is soliciting
$250,000 backing for a proposed
revue, “The Best Show in Town.”
Maryat Lee, whose narcotics ex-

pose drama, “Dope,” was pre-
sented . on a bare stage in open
lots in Harlem last year, is collect-
ing material for two new short
plays to be based on the lives of
the actors who will appear in them.
One of the member authors of the
New Dramatists Committee, Miss
Lee is also working oh a full-
length play of conventional form.

Bernice Massi subbed for Pa
tricia. Marand for one performance
of “Wish You Were Here” at Chi’s
Shubert last week while the latter
was ill :. Cast of the Chi “Seven
Year Itch” company celebrated its

100th show anni last Wednesday
(16)... Ruth .Chattejrton and Barry
Thomson at the Showcase Theatre,
Evanston, 111., for “Susan and God”
roles starting Dec. 25.

New producing firm of Jerome
Mayer and Irl Mowrey, whose first

effort will be Don AppeU’s. “Lulla-
by,” starring Mary Boland, wil
have Mike Goldreyer as business
manager, James Proctor as press-
agent, Scott McLiicas and Neal
Priace as production assistants and
Jo Courtney as production secre-
tary.
With boxoffice men taking

badgering from short-tempered
customers lately, it’s pleasant to
report continued goodwill and as
sists from many of these b.o. men
and women, like Dora Chamber
lain at the Martin Beck, N. Y., Nat
Posnick at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.
and Bill Jakob at City Center • .

Because the state , of Rhode Island
was unable; to introduce enough of
the script for the jury to make a
proper judgment,, Superior Court
Judge Fred B. Perkins dismissed
iii Providence last week a criminal
complaint that had charged Ed-
ward Gould with producing an ob-
scene play, “Tobacco Road,” there
last Jan. 5.

GhOrge Oshrin and Richard
Maney are company manager and
flack, respectively, for “In The
Summer House” . . . Karl Bernstein
is publicist for “Mile. Colombe."
. . . Jack Schlissel and Marian
Byram will be company manager
and drumbeater, respectively, for

“By the Beautiful Sea” . . . Joe
Roth is managing the Bijou Thea-
tre, N. Y. . . . Isadora Bennett
flacking for the Slavenska-Frank-
lin ifi-tllet . . . George Brown and
Jay Rusell are company manager
and pressagent, respectively, for

he American Savoyards.

Francis Robinson has replaced
Fred Schader oh ATPAM’s board
of governors and as chairman of

org’s advance agent group. Schader
resigned and is now permanently
ocated in Detroit . . , Sam Brin
and Sam Tauber have been granted
withdrawal cards by ATPAM.
Former is now residing in AkrOn,
while latter remains in N. Y. Both
have switched to fields outside
show biz . . . Richard Aldrich &
Richard Myers have proposed
Charles N. Mooney for ATPAM
membership under the new blood
clause. Association is now includ-
ing a special section in its bulletin

to members devoted to excerpts
from its constitution.

J. H. Del Bondio has been named
general manager for “The Girl in

Pink Tights,” musical comedy star-

ring Renee - Jeanmaire, which
Shepard Traube (in association
with Anthony Brady Farrell) will

produce. Bill Ross will be produc-
tion stage manager and Bruce Sa-
van will be stage manager . . . Nancy
Marshall, 20-year-old actress, has
been signed as the new ingenue
for the Dallas Theatre ’53 com-
pany by Margo Jones.

David Brooks was back last week-
end from the Virgin Isles, where
he filled a two-week nitery stint

a£ Virgin Isle Hotel, St. Thomas,
and goes into rehearsal tomorrow
(Thurs.) for “Girl In Pink Tights."

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre indicated if booked)

Dead Pigeon, Vanderbilt, tonight

(Wed.). :

Sing Till Tomorrow, Royale,
Dec. 28.

In the Summer House, Play-

house, Dec. 29.

Remarkable Mr. Pennypackcr,
Coronet, Dec. 30.

Mile. Colombe, Longacre, Jan. 6.

His & Hers. 48th St., Jan. 7.

Starcross Sjkor.v; Royale. Jan. 13.

Let’s Change Places, President,

Jan. 14.

Coriolanus, Phoenix^ Jari, 19.
' Caine Mutiny Court Martial,

Plymouth, Jan. 20.
Dear Charles, Jan. 21.

Immoralist, Lyceum, J.an. 26.

Lullaby, Jan. 27.;

Mardl Gras, Jan. 28.

Oindine, 46th St., Feb. 17. _
High Named Today, Feb. 17.

Confidential Clerk, Morosco,

Feb, 22.
Black Candle, 'Week Feb. 22.

Girl Pink Tights, Hellinger. 2/25.

By Beautiful, Sea, March 25..

Pajama Game, April 1.

Anniversary Waltz, April 8.

Silk StoOklngs, Oct. 21.
. . tj * •* »
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A Qaestioi 91 Fact
London, Doc, 12.

_ „.** Production*. Ltd., presentation

,
T

<d«rS in ffinSrW *»y Wynyard
cl Pamela Brown, Gladys

paui
r
Icofield- Directed by Frith

Snbury. At Piccadilly, London. Dec, 10.

Gardiner Pamela Brown
*ac

f
e
rfiXnBr . ...... .... Paul Scofield

Gladya Cooper
£!nf

e
Tr?fford

* Mary Hinton
J- Trafrtrd .... ...... Henry Hewitt

?fh ,r Lamb . .. . ....... Harold Scott

£annl«
Maureen Deiany

Th(>t*e is so much that is good

in ’this new Play by Wynyard
Browne that its deficiencies are

well overshadowed by its merits.

It is a well thought-out, interest-

ing story of a young school mas-

ter’s obsession that he may inherit

,hf taint of violence and possible

insanity of his father who was
hanged for murder. The early

scenes develop slowly, with too

much left to the final act, which
makes, it rather topheavy.

With skillful readjustment, the

dramatic effect would be more
cumulative and the suspensive-in-

terest more evenly distributed to

make for a better balance. This is

accentuated by the fact that Gladys

Cooper, who has the chief .femn>e

role doesn’t appear until the play

is almost two-thirds over. It

should prove a b.o; attraction here

on the stars’ drawing power, and
the author’s reputation, his last

play, “The Holly and the Ivy” hav-

ing run more than 12 months. With
the requisite doctoring, and bol-

stered by the popular personality

of Miss Cooper, this mfght have
a chance on Broadway.
When a young couple returns

from the honeymoon to the school

where: the husband is a master,

it is obvious to families and friends

that there is tension between the
pair. The husband; who knew he
was an adopted child, has been
searching continuously for the
identity of his real parents. He
discovers his father was hanged
for murder, and fearing he may
Inherit vicious tendencies, decides
to resign his post, and determines
to have no Children of his own.

Hi$ wife, tactfully handling his
budding neurosis, assures him of
her unquestioning love, but cannot
dispel the bogey. He traces his
mother and invites .her for a visit,

expecting a poor, downtrodden
victim of misfortune. Instead he
is confronted by a cultured, pros-
perous business-woman, whose
calm debunking of all his phobias
brings him complete peace of mind.
Her matter-of-fact relation oLJthe
facts leading up to her hiisband’s
crime, and her assertion that she
loved him in spite of everything,
carry more conviction than any
scene-chewing histrionics.

It is undoubtedly Miss Cooper’s
evening. Her smooth, polished per-
formance gives complete* realism
to the unexpected characterization.
Paul Scofield, as her son, conveys
the mental torment of an 'honorable
man determined to do 1 what he
believes to be right. Pamela Brown
has less opportunity, to shine, but
brings her own inscrutable per-
sonality to color the role of the
young wife, Mary Hinton is equally
convincing is her interfering
mother, while Henry Hewitt makes
a human, understanding study of
her father. Harold Scott’s old li-
brarian is a gem. Maureen Deiany
mts in and out broguishly. as a
housekeeper to round off the con-

dieters. Play is deftly
•dnected by Irith Banbury.

Clem.

Kean
a m Paris, Dec. 15.
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C 's lts st.ar plenty of op-1 uinities to emote in the grand

manner. Sartre has retained the
outline of the original and has not
toned down any changes for his-
trionic fireworks, but he has re-
written some of its dialog to make
it more plausiible and realistic.
His object is to shoW the quality
of the great actor’s life, and .with
Brasseur’s broad and powerful per-
formance to interpret the re-
arranged text, has made, an effec-
tive study of the two-sidedness of
the performer who was at once
a mad drunkard and a theatrical
genius.

Brasseur as Kean runs the gamut
from Ironic comedy to drunken
staggers and from passionate love-
making to hysterical rage, in a
performance that has all crix
cheering. At times he skirts dan-
gerously close to caricature in this
big laugh-clown-laugh assignment,
but avoids the pitfalls of the role
which might have trapped a less
seasoned, and expert actor.

. Be-
side him no one has much chance
to shine as “Kean,” despite its big
cast, is very much a one-man show,

(Continued on page 60)

’HERS ABOVE $14,000 IN

FINAL EIGHT AT PITT
Pittsgurgh, Dec. 22.

Final eight performances of “His
And Hers” at the Nixon last week
did slightly above $14,000, with
more than half of

,
that coming

from subscriptions, to give the
comedy nearly $20,000 .

on its Stay
here. Show had opened the previ-
ous Friday (11). Take was consid-
ered extremely good for a tryout,
especially in view of the fact that
it received generally unfavorable
notices.

Authors were doing a sharp re-
writing job all during the local en-
gagement, but decided against put-
ting the revised scenes into “His
and Hers” until the current fort-
night's stand in Detroit, which pre-
cedes the Broadway preem.
Nixon currently is -dark, relight-

ing Monday (28) with “Twin Beds,”
which stays for two weeks ooJtwo-
fers. ••

Des Moines, Dec. 22.

National company of “South Pa-
cific” pulled in $31,200 last week,
splitting its playing time between
here and Cedar Rapids. Musical
was presented at the Iowa. Cedar
Bapids, from Monday-Wedhesday
(14-16) and grossed over $14,200.

Tuner moved to the KRNT Theatre
here Thursday (17) and played
through Saturday (19), grossing
almost $17,000 for the stand.

The Jeanne Bal, Webb Tilton
starrer is splitting the current week
between the Coliseum, Sioux Falls,

Sioux City, la. (24-26).

‘Kilgo Run’ Slows to $5,600

As It Winds in Rochester
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 22.

Busy Christmas shopping
brought a four-week date on Ar-
nold Sundgaard’s “The Kilgo Run”
to a slow finish at the Arena Thea-
tre here Sunday (20).

Final, tally at the 300-seat thea-

tre-in-the-round was $5,600 for 22

performances at $2.40 top. It was
the Arena’s third anniversary pro-

duction and was directed by Doro-
thy Chernuck, tvho together with

Omar K. Lerman produces the

shows.

House is shuttered for the week.
“To Dorothy, A Son,” directed by
John Sedwick and featuring Ann-
Marie Gayer, an alumna of the

“Let’s Pretend” radio show, opens
Dec. 28 for a three-week run. in-

cluding two performances New
Year’s Eve at $3.60 top. Early show
is already sold out.

’Caine 40G in 5, Hub
Boston, Dec. 22.

“The Caine Mutiny Court Mar-

tial,” in a four-day session at the

Opera House, was Hub’s sole legit

attraction last week and lured sell-

out biz into the 3.000-scater during

its five performances. Scaled at

$4.80 tops, drama nabbed a hefty

$40,000 or near.
. . ,

Lone newcomer slated tins week

is “Guys and Dolls/’ bowing into

the Shubert Christmas night for a

four-week stint.

Edward L. Bernays

Rottilflcalljf recalls

When It Struck Sex

O’clock on Broadway

*
..

•* *

another bylina feature in .tha

48th Anniversary JSumber
of

PAHIETY
DUE SOON

.‘Men’ $8,

Dolls’ Hot $46JO,

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.

Surprising strength shown by
“Guy; and Dolls” road company at

Shubert had staff and house doubt-

ing wisdom of single week booking.

Production had ho marquee
strength (Iva Withers and Pat
Rooney topping cast). Big. advance
sale and steady queue had Shubert
sold out opening night and Wed-
nesday matinee.

Only pre-Xmas newcomer is

“Mile. Colombe,” costarring Julie
Harris and Edna Best, which bows
in tonight (Tues.) at the Forrest

Estimates for Last Week ,

Porgry and Bess, Forrest <3d wk)
(M-1,760; $5.20). Gershwin classic
scored again in third stanza with
tasty $33,700, including tax. Un-
derquoted last week, the non-profit
show got upwards of $37,000, with
tax.

Guys and Dolls, Shubert <1 stwk)
(M-1,870; $6.50). Feuer-Martin hit
back for lone week ’at house in

which it premiered. - Sock $46,300.

The Remarkable Mr. Penny-
packer, Walnut « 1st wk) <01,340;
$4.55) (BUrgess Meredith, Martha
Scott). New comedy got split de-
cision from crix, but subscription
aided to around $15,000.

IN TORONTO STANZA
Toronto, Dec. 22.

With turnaway biz at every night
performance and Saturday mati-
nee, “Evening With Beatrice
Lillie” grossed a smash $30,950 last

week, with the Royal Alexandra,
1,525-seater, scaled at $4 top with
that 12Vfc% tax included). Ernest
Rawley, manager of the Royal
Alexandra, is negotiating for a re-

turn engagement in the spring.

with Toronto and Montreal top-

ping returns on comedienne’s so-

far 16 weeks on the road, this

points up the b.o. value of the two
Canadian cities for British players
and attractions that may have oth-

erwise proved unprofitable on the

American road. Noted that Rex
Harrison and Lilli Palmer in their

recent “Love of Four Colonels”
scored their top gross and only
profitable engagement on the road
at the Royal Alexandra.

‘Summer House’ $14,300

For Seven in Washington
Washington. Dec. 22.

Bucking the tide of the pre-

,

Christmas slump and three unfa-

j

vorable notices as against one good
one, “In the Summer House” at

the Shubert Theatre drew' $14,300

last week for seven performances.

Play opened on Tuesday, instead of

Monday. It is currently facing the

same parlay for its second and last

week.
“Porgy anfl Bess” opened a

three-week run last night (Mon.)

at the National Theatre. Post-

Christmas advance sale, is strong.

‘Colombe’ Hefty $14,350

For Four in New Haven
New Haven, Dec. 22.

. Breakin of “Mile. Colombe” at

I
the Shubert last , week <17-19)

1 brough a pleasant tinkle to the
' cash register, thanks to substantial

' advance sale. On four perform-

ances. at $4.20 top, gross hit a hefty

S 14.350.
Current is full week of “Caine

’Okla.’ 12G, Birmingham
, j

Birmingham. Dec. 22
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Broadway continued to slide
last week, with most shows taking
an anticipated pre-Christmas nose-
dive. Only the surefire entries
|*hcld up. Biz, early part of this
week, should remain the same,
with upturn expected to. begin to-

morrow (Thurs.).

“Can-Can,” again, was the only
musical- to go clean. “Sabrina
Fair,” “Solid Gold Cadillac,” “Tea
and Sympathy” and “Teahouse of
the August Moon” hit capacity in

the straight-play category. Dips
from the previous session were as
high as $12,100 for a musical and
$7,700 for a straight 'Play in the
cases of “Me and Juliet" and
“Kind Sir,” respectively.

“Prescott Proposals,” which
opened last Wednesday <16). drew*
four nods, two pans and one so-so
notice, while “Oh, Men; Oh. Wom-
en.” w'hich Opened Thursday (17),

pulled doWn four favorable re r

views, two unfavorable notices and
one on-the-fence criticism. “A Girl
Can Tell” closed Saturday <19)

after 60 performances.
Opening this week are “Char-

ley’s Aunt,” the last of the four
presentations to be offered by the
N. Y. City Center during its eight-
week drama series, and “Dead
Pigeon.” Former be-gan a 16-per-
formance run at the City Center
last night fTues.), while the latter

tees off at the Vanderbilt tonight
(Wed.). On vacation this week are
“Dial M for Murder” <21-25'.

“Sabrina Fair” <21-26) and “Won-
derful Town” (1&-25).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys; C (Comedy), D (Drama )

,

CP (Comedy-Drama ), R < Rc'cnve)

,

MC (Musical Comedy), MD < Musi-
cal Drama), O (Opera).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20fx amuse-
ment tax, but grosses; are net: t.c.,

exclusive of tax.

Can-Can, Shubert (33rd wk'
<MC-$7.20; 1,361; $50,160). Held at

$50,900.
Dial M for Morder, Plymouth

<60th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $29,815'
(Maurice Evans). Almost SI 3,000
(previous week, $17,5001; laid off

Monday (21) and reopens Saturday
(26).

End as a Man, Lyceum <10th wk)
< D-S4.80; 995; $22,845' <Ben Gaz-
zara). Around $1300 in four per-
formances following movcover
from Vanderbilt Theatre last

Thursday (17) (previous week at
Vanderbilt, $5,000).

FifUi. Season, Cort <48th wk' <C-
$4.80: 1,056; $25,277) <Menasha
Skulnick, RichArd Whorf). Nearly
$20,100 (previous week. $22,400 1 .

Girl Can Tell, Royale <8th wk)
<C-$6-$4.80; 1.035; $31,000). Ap-
proaching $15,500 (previous week.
$20,000); closed last Saturday >19'

after. 60 performances. At a loss

of about $75,000 on a $100,000
capitalization.
John Murray Anderson’s Alma-

nac, Imperial (2d wk) (R-S7.20;
1.400; $50,300). Under S42.400
(previous week, $25,600 in first

four performances'.
Kind Sir, Alvin < 7th wk' <C-S6-

$4.80; 1.331; $39,460) (Maiy Mar-
tin. Charles Bover). Almost $28,-

500 (previous week. $36,200*.
King and I, St James 1 1 43d

wk) (MD-57.20: 1,571; $51,717) rYul
Brynner). Under $23,000 (previous
week, $30,000).
Kismet, Ziegfeld (3d wkT iMD*

$7.20: 1.628; $57.9081 (Alfred
Drake). Over $54,000 (previous
week, $54.3001.
Late Love. Booth (10th wk) <C-

$6-$4 80; 766; $20,235) (Arlene
Francis, Lucile Watson, Neil Ham-
ilton)! About $5,000 (previous
week. $8,600'; closes Jan. 2.

Me and Juliet, Majestic >30th
wk) MC-S7.20; 1.510; $58,000). Un-
der $35,200 (previous week. $47,-

300).

My 3 Angels, Morosco (4 1st wk'
<C-$4.80; 935; $24,252). Over S9.r

000 (previous week, $14,600); closes
Jan 2 or 9

Oh, Men; Oh, Women, Miller (1st

wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 920; $23,000'
(Franchot Tone), Opened last

Thursday (17) to four favorable re-
views (Chapman, News; Coleman,
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc-
Clain, Journal-American), two un-
favorable notices (Atkinson, Times:
Watts, Post) and one on-the-fence
(Hawkins, World-Telegram); first

four performances grossed over
$8,800.

Picnic, Music Box (43rd wk) <CD-
$6-S4.8Q; 997; $27,534). Almost
$16,500 (previous week, $21,800).

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst
Ust wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,160; $29,-
500) (Katharine Cornell). Opened

last Wednesday (16) to four nods
(Atkinson, Times; Hawkins. World-
Telegram; McClain, Journal-Ameri-
can: Watts, Post), two pans (Chap-
man, News; Coleman, Mirror) and
one so-so notice (Kerr, Herald
Tribune); first five oerformances
grossed nearly $17,600.

Richard 111. City Center (2d wk)
(D-$3.60; 3,000; $58,000) (Jose Fer-
rer, Vincent Price), Nearly $46,600
(previous week, $44,600 in first

seven performances and one pre-
view.

Sabrina Fair, National (6th wk)
<C-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $31300) (Mar-
garet Sullavan, Joseph Gotten).
Under $30,800, with theatre parly
commissions still cutting into
capacity take (previous .week, $30,-
900). Laying off this week and re-
opening Monday <271.

Seven Year Itch, Fulton (57th
wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400)
(Eddie Albert). Over $20,000 (pre-
vious week. $23300).

Solid Gold Cadillac, Belascoi 7lh
wk) <C-$6-$4 80; 1.077; 28.300) (Jo-
sephine Hull). Held at $28;000, with
theatre party commissions still

.

denting capacity take.
South Pacific, Broadway <238th

wk) (MC-$6-$L80; 1390; $44,000)
< Martha Wright, George Britton).
Under $ 1 8,000 ’<previous week, $21 ,-

000); closes Jan. 16.

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
(12th wk) <D-$6-$4.80; 1.060; $28,-
300) (Deborah Kerr). Under $28,-
400 (previous week, $28,600). .

Teahoase of the. August Moon,
Beck (10th wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1314;
$31,681) (David Wayne. John For-’
sythe). Over $32,000 (previous
week, $31,500).
Wonderfdl Town, Winter Garden

(43d wk) (MC-$730; 1,510; $54,173)
(Rosalind Russell). Under $34,800
in six performances (previous
week. $53,800). Laid off Saturday
*19) and reopens Saturday (26).

Miscellaneous
Madam Will Yon Walk, Phoenix

'3d wk) 'CD-$3; 1,150; $15,000)
(Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn'.
Ch’er $9300 (previous week, .$11,-
200 ).

Opening This Week
Charlev’s Aunt, City’ Center <C-

$3.60; 3.090; $58,000) (Jose Ferrer, .

Peggy Wood, Kent Smith). N. Y..
Citj’ Theatre Co. production of
Brandon /Thomas’ play; opened
yesterday (Tues.).
Dead Pigeon, Vanderbilt (D-$4.80; .

720; $18,500) (Lloyd ^Bridges).
Harald Bromley-Haila Stoddard
production of a play bv Lenard
Kantor; opens tonight (Wed.).

Chicago. Dec. 22,
Traditional pre-holiday letdown

had its impact felt on the Chi legit
scene last week. “Seven Year
Itch” lost some of its momentum
as a result of the seasonal apathy, *
\vhile the new “Wish You Were

: Here” managed to pretty much
, hold its own.

“Good Nite. Ladies” opens at
the Great Northern Saturday *26)
on a return via the twofer route.

!
"An Evening With Beatrice Lillie”

!
arrives at the Blackstone Mondav

‘(28).

Estimates for Last Week
Misalliance, Selwyn (3d wk)

• $3.00; 1.000). Exited Saturday
(19*. topping $14,000.

1 Seven Y>ar Itch, Erlar.ger '13th
wk) ($5; 2,100) (Eddie Bracken'.
Over $19,100.
Wish You Were Here, Shubert

'2d wk) ($5; 2,1001. Holding at

$34,500.

‘Faces’ 38G in 3d Frisco

Frame; Another 5 Wks Due
San Francisco, Dec. 22.

“New Faces” still moves in high
brackets, with result that show will

return to the Curran for an-
other five-week run Jan. 25 to Feb.
27. Show is sold out for New
Year's Eve,, with house scaled to

$8.40. Cast, including Eartha Kit t

,

will remain the same for return
run.

“Harvey,” with Frank ! Fay, re-

opens the Geary on Dec. 30,

Estimate for Last Week
New Faces, Curran '3d uk'

($4.80; Sat.-$6.00; 1,758) 'Kartlia

Kitt, Ronny Graham,.' Itobcrt

Clary). A solid $38,000. Prc-viou^

week, $35,000.
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Dance prospects are picking up

for starved Gotham balletomanes;

who’ve had .only the Sadler's Wells

Ballet in. briefly as. sole major of-

fering this fail, while the two big

U. S. troupes, Ballet Theatre and
N. Y.. City Ballet, were abroad.
Now returned, Ballet Theatre is

set for & single performance at

the Met Opera House Sunday (27)

and for two showings at the Brook-
lyn Academy of Music. Dec. 31-

Jan. 1, before going on tour. The
N. Y. City Ballet will return to

. the City Center Jan. 12 for a 10-

week winter season. And Roland
Petit’s Ballets de Paris returns to
Broadway after a three-year ab-

sence for a limited run at the
Broadway Theatre. Jan. 19.

Ballet Theatre is using the
single Met showing as a benefit
performance in conjunction with
its $200,000 fund drive to help it

celebrate its 15th anni next season.
With a $25 tab for first 10 rows,
and $7.50 for balance of orchestra,
BT expects to raise over 20G on
the event. livening will feature
the first stage performance of the
Loring-Antheil-Hemingway ’‘Capi-

tal of the World,” which already
has made ballet history, being the
first ballet commissioned for TV.
It had its video preem on “Omni-

vims” Dec, 6. (It also showed a
struggling terp world a new means
of financing new works for ballet,

work having been paid for by the
Ford Foundation ) .

N. Y. City Ballet’s season will

be. highlighted by the premiere
, Feb. 2 of Balanchine's “Nutcrack-
er.” first full-length ballet ever
done by a U. S, company and first

full^veuing work Balanchine has
Created. Balanchine will add two_
more new works to the season, and
Jerome Robbins, now in Israel
working with the Yemenite Danc-
ers, will, also furnish a couple.

Ballets de Paris will star Petit
and Colette Marchand (Renee
Jeanmaire. third star, having gone
into the legiter. “Girl in Pink
Tights”'. Guest artist will be Les-
lie Caron. However, new ballet

Petit created for Miss Caron,
which premiered in London last

week, doesn’t look strong enough
for a N. Y. showing, so Miss Caron
will take over b»ad roles in the
regular repertoire instead. Pro-
gram will comprise three U. S.

preem£ “The Wolf.” “Beautiful
Widow” and ’“Cine Bijou,” and the
familiar “Carmen.”

Patterson Wins Canada
Award for Bard Fest

Stratford, Ont., Dec. 22.

The Canadian Drama Award for

1953 goes to Tom Patterson, spark-

plug of this city’s first Shake-

speare Festival last summer and

now director of planning for the

Stratford Shakespearean festival

of Canada Foundation, a non-profit

organization set up to continue the
Bard fest.

The 19 -..year - old Canadian
Drama Award Council, which gives

the award—an engraved scroll—
hais reps from all provinces. Pat-

terson, a local businessman, was
formerly associate editor of a To-
ronto trade magazine.

BROKER BUY ON ’HERS’;

LIGHT FOR 1ST 8 WEEKS
“His and Hers,” Fay and Mi-

chael Kanin comedy opening Jan.

7 at the 48th Street, N. Y;, will

have a broker buy. Because of the
Celeste Holm-Robert Preston star-

rer's heavy theatre party bookings.,

there are only 12 performances
available for the ‘•‘buy’’ for the
first eight weeks covered in the

deal.

However, the deal for the .op-

tionary second eight weekswill be
heavier. Buy is for 259i of the

house, with the customary 10To
return privilege.

Albert Selden-Morton Gottlieb
production is currently, playing a
tryout engagement in Detroit.

Broker buys are now legal, having
been okayed several years ago un-
der the League of N. Y. Theatres
ticket code.

.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD 1 ComedyDrama > . R ( Revue )

,

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Mu-
sical Drama), O (Opera).

Confidential Clerk (C) — Pro-
ducers’ Theatre-Henry Sherek,
prod.; E. Martin Browne, dir.: Ina
Claire, Claude Rains, Joan Green-
wood, stars.

Coriolanus (D)—T. Edward Ham-
bleton 8c Norris Houghton (Phoe-
nix Theatre) prods.; John House-
man. dir.: Robert Ryan, star.
Dear Charles (C>—Richard Ald-

rich-Richard Myers, John J. Wild-
berg 8c Julius Fleischman, prods.;
Romney Brent, dir.; Lili Darvas,
Oscar Karlweis, stars.

Girl in Pink Tights QI)—Shep-
hard Traube. Anthony B. Farrell,
prods.; Traube, dir.; Renne Jean-
maire, Charles Goldner, stars. i

Immoralist (D)
’— Billy Rose,

prod:; Herman Shumlinj. dir.; Ger-
aldine Page, Louis Jourdan, stars.

Lullaby (D )-—Jerome Mayer, Irl
Mowery,. prods:; Mayer, dir.; Mary
Boland, star.

Mardl Gras (D)—Anthony Pa-
rella, prod.; Peter Kass, dir.; Le-
nore Ulric, star.
Sing Till Tomorrow iD)—Doro-

thy Natter, prod,; Basil Langton,
dir.

Starcross Story (D)—Shuberts, S.
S. Krellberg, John C, Wilson,
prods.; Wilson, dir.; Eva Le Gal-

A Pair of Two’s’
Abingdon, Va., Dec. 22,

Barter Theatre is reviving two
“Two” plays for national tour. One
is Shakespeare’s “Two Gentlemen
of Verona” and the other is Elmer
Rice’s “Two on an Island.” They’ll
be sent out in repertory, opening
Jan. 11 in Harlan, Ky„ and con-
tinuing through April 9.

“Gents,” believed to be the first

professional production of the play
in the U. S. in the 20th century,
is being directed by John Edward
Friend, while “Island” is being
staged by Owen Phillips.

Eugene Burr

has done « brlfht piece

Just How Pathetique

Can You Get?
* * *

for the soon duo
*

48ih Anniversary Number
•f

U&RIETY
DUE SOON

Plays Abroad
Continued from page 59

Road Fades, Sez Critic;

Sees Grassroots Sub
Minneapolis, Dec. 22.

Aroused by the dearth of touring
legit attractions and the conse-
quent sliur diet of flesh fare here
this season, John K. Sherman, Min-
neapolis Star-Tribune drama edi-

tor-critic, in a byline article point-

ed out that the development of
a grassroots movement here and
elsewhere still spells continued life

for the. spoken drama.

At the same time, pointing out
that high expenses in connection
with

.
production and touring are

largely to blame for the present
situation, Sherman wondered why
the touring attractions “can’t cut
down on transportation costs for
one thing, not by cheapening their
sets and using flimsy flats or
drapes, but by using a scant num-
ber of suggestive, functional props
that could be conveniently bundled
from town to town.”

While Minneapolis is. hungry for
more Broadway goods of quality
and thankful for what it gets, “let’s
not fall into the error of assuming
that if New York won’t or can’t
send us its plays, the theatre here
is , dying,” wrote Sherman, “It’s
doing no such thing. Recent years
have seen the growth here, as else-
where of a lively grassroots move-
ment, nurtured by people who have
a real passion for the theatre and
are not content to sit back numbly
and wait for the east to serve us.”

Goat Song
(LENOX HILL P'HOUSE. N. Y.)

..Franz Werfel's “Goat Song,” a
muddled, controversial play when
first presented by the Theatre
Guild in 1928, remains a nebulous
piece in this Equity Library The-
atre production. Director Ray E.
Hinkley, a program note indicates,'
apparently attempted to give it a)
modern airing in terms of the atom
age. The symbolism, however,
fails to come off, resulting in a try-
ing presentation.

The play, under any circum-
stances, would be difficult to stage.
Hinkley deserves credit for the un-
dertaking in light of ELT’s limited
production resources. His efforts
are well-intentioned, but what
emerges is a turgid hodgepodge.
Problems in casting are obvious.

“Goat Song" is overloaded with
performers and not many succeed
in capturing the flavor of Werfel’s
elusive opus. Standouts are Rob-
ert Davis as Feiwel, the Jew; Ger-
ald Price as the American; Marty
Londau as the Student, and Lionel
Ames as Mirko. Okay perform-
ances. are chalked upp by Paul
Genge, Eden Gray and A1 Ruscio.

‘Dolls’ Defies Tradition;

Sock Grosses on Road
Contrary to generally bad biz

being done on the road, “Guys and
Dolls” has been racking up sock
grosses since its Broadway closing,
Nov. 28. At that time the Broad-
way company merged with the na-
tional company. During the three
weeks that the consolidated edi-
tion of the musical has been tour-
ing. it has grossed a total of ap-
proximately $122,000.

Traditionally bad biz weeks pre-
ceding Christmas failed to dent
the show's weekly takes. Tuner
took in about $44,300 at the Ford’s,
Baltimore, the week of Nov. 30.
Gross for the following week at
the Playhouse, Wilmington, was
about $37,400, while take last week
at the Shubert, Philly, totalled
nearly $43,300.

1

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Life

x

“Porgy and Bess”
he and the audience have a wonderful time

with the role.” —Phila, Inquirer.

From Dec. 21 for Four Weeks

NATIONAL THEATRE, Wash., D. C.
Mgt.: BILL MlTTLER, 1619 Broadway, Now York *

Current London Shows

London, Dec, 22.
(Figures denote premiere dates)

Affairs of State, Cambridge (8-21-52).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
A* A.0!*9 As H«PPV' Garrick (7-8-53).
Birthday Honours, Criterion (10-6-53).
Boy Friend, Embassy (12-1-53).
Carrington, V. C., Westminster (7-28-53).
Champagne On |ce, Hipp (9-17-53).
Confidential Clerk, Lyric (9-16-53).
Day By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).
Dear Charles, New (12-18-52).
Escapade,, Strand (1-20-53).
Folios Bergere, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
For Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).
Guys and Dolls, Colliscum (5-28-53).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Living Room, Wyndham'6 (4-16-53).
London Laughs; Adelphi (4-12-52).
Love From Judy, Savillc (9-25-52).
Love Match> Palace (11-10-53).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Old Vie Repertory, Old Vic (9-14-53).
Orchard Walls, St. Martin’s (11-30-53).
Paint Your Wagon, Majesty's (2-11-53),
Pygmalion, St. James' (11-19*53).
Question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53).
Reluctant Heroes, White (9-12-50),
Return, Duchess (11-9-53).
Ring Out Bells, Vic. Pal, (11-12-52).
Seagulls Sorrento, Apollo (614*50).
Seven Year Itch, AldWych (5-14-52).

. Sleeping Prince, Phoenix (10-5-53).
Someone Waiting, Globe (11*25-53).
13 Fpr Dinner, Duke York’s (12-17-53).
Trial A Error, Vaude (9-17-53).W sh You Were Here, Casino (10-10-53).

- Witness Prosecution, Garden (10-28-53).

V.,. SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Oddly Enough, New Watergate (12 -22 -53).
In Came Blackbird, Savoy (12-22-53),

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Antony and Cleopatra, Princes (10-4-53).Fun and Fair, Palladium (10-7-53)
On With New/Irving (12-11-53),

Koait
There is good support work, how->
ever, from Marie Olivier

,
as the

girl who pesters her way into the
great actor’s life, Claude Gensac
as* the flirtatious countess, Henri
Nassiet as her duped husband, and
Roger Pigaut as Prince of Wales,

Brasseur’s direction makes the
long play continuously interesting,
though he can do little with the
anti-climatic last ’Scene, which
needs rewriting. A. Trauner’s
sets and costumes give the show a
helpful atmospheric touch. Lens-
ing of “Kean” seems a certainty,
as Brasseur is a pix as well as legit

star and play could be turned into

a lavish Technicolor spectacle.
Original Dumas play, adapted as
“Royal Box,” was a stock company
fave in the U, S. and Britain.

Curt.

Uncertain Joy
Glasgow, Dec. 22.

Llnnit & Dunfee, Ltd., production of
drama by Charlotte Hastings. Directed by
Stephen Murray,. Stars. Jean Kent and
Stephen Murray; At King's Theatre. Glas-
gow. t

Mrs. Perryman Margot Lister
Barbary Leigh Jean Kent
Stephen Leigh . Stephen Murray
Arnold Hamble, Q.C. ... .Tristan Rnwson
Tod . Derek Hodgson
Mvs. Blundell Olive Walter
Giovanni Dawson. . . .Paul Whltson-Jones
Cora Mary Cooper
Birch John CTcden

Jean Kent, British film actress

(not so active lately on the screen),

is the distaff draw in this new
play by authoress of the success-
ful “Bonaventure.” It proves both
unconvincing and unentertaining,
and shapes up- as likely to give
playgoers very uncertain joy.

Miss Kent is the thriller-writing
wife of a placid public schoolmas-
ter who adopt a small rebel boy.
The Tittle fellow, exceptionally
well played by juve actor Derek
Hodgson, causes tension in their
relationship. While he strikes up
a bond of friendship with the
teacher, the wife shows hardly any
affection towards him. She has her
own career and aims, and main-
tains a dislike for the boy. Tri-
angular tension sets up psychologi-
cal conflict that forces the youth
to run away.

First act is thin. Second begins
to show promise in the emotional
entanglement until it. too, drifts
into situations that fail to ring
true.

Jean Kent and Stephen Murray
cope adequately with the difficult
roles. Margot Lister’s kindly and
efficient housekeeper is a praise-
worthy characterization. Drama
will please only those whose tastes
run to sloLv-style legit with only
characterization to intrigue. Steph-
en Murray has directed * with
efficiency. The odds for a longrun
seem very faint. Gord.

Pour Lucroce
(For Lucrece)

Paris, Dec. 1.
Madeleine Renaud-Jean-Louis Barrault

production, of drama in three acts by
Jean Giraudoux. Stars Madeleine Rcnaud,
Edwige Feuiliere, Yvonne de Bray. Di-
rected by Jean-Louis Barrault. Sets by
A. M. Cassandre. Costumes by Christian
Dior and A. M. Cassandre. At Marlgny.
Theatre, Paris. $3 top.
Count Marcellus Jean Servais
Joseph Jean Julllard
Flower-Seller leanne Collctin
Pa°la Edwige Feuiliere
Armand ; Jean Desailly
Aix townsman Jacques Galland
Another Aix townsman . . Jacques Sorret
Lucllc Madeleine Rcnaud
Eugenie Simone Valcre
Barbette Yvonne de Brav
Imperial Prosecutor .

. Jean-Louis-Banault

Jean Giraudoux’s last play. “For
Lucrece” has been awaiting pro-
duction since its author’s death 10
years ago. Late Louis Jouvet was
planning to mount it at his Athe-
nee house when he was stricken
in 1951. Jean LouisrBarratilt then
took over after two years of re-
hearsals. This production is near
perfect, splendidly acted, smoothly
directed and handsomely staged.
But as Jean Giraudoux’s farewell
play, it is Occasionally disappoint-
ing.

In its present form, “Lucrece”*
has eloquent passages and fine
scenes, but despite its literary
grace, it remains cold and unreal
even in fascinating production the
Renaud-Barrault Co. has given it.

All leads are smash ones. Vet-
eran Yvonne de Bray, taking on
the character role of a brothel
madame, turns it into a star part
and one of the show’s high spots
histrionically. Miss Renaud as the
Chaste. Lucile and Miss Feuiliere,
as the ruthless Paola, stage a bril-
liant, exciting duel for acting
laurels. DesaHly, the high-minded
Armand, and Jean Servais, the
would-be seducer, also are out-
standing. Jean-Louis Barrault has
cast himself in the unrewarding
role of Renaud’s husband, the only

underwritten character in the nlav
and does much with very little -

Sets by A. M. Cassandre are
tops and costumes by Dior diti
Production of “Lucrece” in tho
U.S. seems unlikely because th!
play presents a formidable casting
problem. It may be done in Great
Britain. In any case, it goes whh
the Renaud-Barrault troupe to
N.Y, in French when the company
makes its next U.S. tour. Curt,

*

'Ginger' $14,100 St. Louis;

-Ozarks’ Mild $8,000
• V t*

:

' *• .
St ’ kouis,.Dec. 22.

A big first week for “Time Out
For Ginger," with Melvyn Douglas
at the American, racked up $14 loo
at $3,66 top. Show stays a second
week; “Misalliance” follows.

“Maid in the Ozarks ,” at the Em-
press, wound up its two-week stand
Sunday (20), with mild $8,000
“Charley’s Aunt,” with Tim Her-
bert, Billy Blair and Don Saxon,
opens tonight (Tues.). The usual
scale at $2.50 prevails..

Current Road Shows
(Dec. 21-Jan. 2)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Henry Fonda, John Hodiak, Lloyd
Nolan) (tryout)—Shubert, New
Haven (21-26); Playhouse, Wilming-
ton (28-30); Lyric, Balto. (31-2) (Re-
viewed in Variety, Oct. 14, *53).

Dear Charles—Parsons, Hartford
(30-2).

Evening With Beatrice Lillie

(Beatrice Lillie)—Hanna, Cleve-
land (21-26); Blackstone, * Chi. (28-

2 ).

Good Nite, Ladies—Great North-
ern, Chi

,
(26*2).

.
Guys and Dolls-^-Bushnell Aud.,

Hartford (21-23); Shubert, Boston
(25-2). .

Harvey (Frank Fay)—Lobero,
Santa Barbara (29); Geary, S. F.

(30-2).

His and Hers (Celeste Holm,
Robert Preston) (tryout)—Cass, De-
troit (21-2) (Reviewed in Variety,
Dec. 1&, ’53).

John Brown’s Body (Tyrone
Power, Anne Baxter, Raymond
Massey)—Mun. Aud., Miami Beach
(27-28); Aud., Ft. Lauderdale
(29); Mun. Aud., Orlando (30); Pea-
body Aud., Daytona Beach Cl';

Aud., Jacksonville (2),

Mademoiselle Colombe (Julie

Harris. Edna Best) (tryout)—For-
rest, Philh. (22-2) (Reviewed in

Variety this week).
Misalliance— Davidson, Milwau-

kee (21-26); American, St, L. (28-

2 )*

Moon Is Blue—Erlanger, Buffalo
(24-26),; Hanna, Cleveland (28.-2 )

.

New Faces—Curran, S. F. (21-2).

Oklahoma—Florida, Jacksonville
(21-24); Dade County Aud., Miami
(26-2).

Porgy & Bess—National, Wash.
(21 -2 ). .

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker
(Burgess Meredith, Martha Scott)

(tryoutK—Walnut St., Phila. (21-

26); (Reviewed in Variety, Dec. 16,
*53).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)—Erlanger, Chi (21-2).

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
Tilton)—Coliseum, Sioux Falls,

S. D. (2-1-23)'; Orpheum, Sioux
City. Ia. (24-26); Music Hall, K. C,
(28-2).

Starcross Story (Etm LeGal-
lienne, Mary Astor) (tryout)—Wal-
nut St., Phila.- (28-2).

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—American. St. L. (21-26';

Lyceum, Minneapolis (28-2).

Twin Beds—Nixon, Pitt. (28-2'.

Wish You Were Here—Shubert,
Chi (21-2).

^Jessie’ 4G, Balto
Baltimore, Dec. 22.

“Little Jessie James” drew
around $4,000 at the Ford’s 7he<
atre here last week.
Musical closed here Saturday

(19) after a three-week trydut run,

which began at the Taft, Cincy,

BROADWAY ANGELS,

INC.

Common Stock

Price 50c d Share

Consult your broker or write or

phone for an offering circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 65th $t.. New York 23

TRafalgar 4-1815
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‘Streets’ Cut To Trtal

MiinciDal Judge Forrest J. Cava-

lier of Youngstown last Friday (18)

ruled that Bernard Bloch, maga-

^inp and hook distributor, must

stand trial pn charges of selling,

Hictributing, and exposing for sale

?! e bo?k “Down All. Your Sheets/’

lie overruled a motion to dismiss

the charges, and decided to hold

the case for trial on its merits so

further evidence may be sub-

mitted. Trial date will be set after

J
The charges against Bloch re-

sulted from : Police Chief Edward

j Allen’s campaign to enforce' the

• obscene” literature ordinance. A
Cleveland Federal Court held that

Chief Allen could enforce the ordi-

nance, but could not ban publica-

tions from newsstands on threat of

arrest Judge Cavalier decided to

order trial after he read the novel

while vacationing in Florida re-

cently. Bloch sought to have the

charges dismissed on ground that

they were discriminatory because

the books in hard bound covers:

were on display in the library- and

in other stores.

Pending against Chief of Police

Allen in Federal Court is a damage
suit filed by the New American Li-

brary of World Literature, pub-

lisher of “Down AH Your Streets,”

which is helping to defend Bloch.

It was New American which went
to Federal Court to bar Allen from
banning books on threat of arrest.

Latest Paris Prize

The spate of literary prizegiving

v hich usually makes new authors,

rewards old Ones, puts the kudosed
books into the 100,000 class and
makes them ripe for pic and legit

offers, has come to an end in Paris
with the awarding of the Prix In-

terallie. This went to Louis Chau-
vet, pic cric on the conservative
Figaro, for his novel, “L’Air Sur le

Qu a trieme Corde” (“Tune on the
Fourth String”). Book is about a
mystical young girl who helps lead
a man who loves her on the road
to religion .and salvation.
Another newspaper man, Pierre

Gascar, won the Goncourt prize,

and two- femmes, Celia Bertin and
Zoe Oldenbourg, took the Renau-
dot and Femina prizes, respec-
tively.

Sawyer’s Re-Buy
Charles Sawyer, Cincinnati, for-

mer Secretary of Commerce under
former President Truman, and
publisher of the Lancaster (O.)
EaglerGazette, a daily,, and the
Waverly News, a weekly, has pur-
chased the Waverly Watchman, an-
other weekly, which will be con-
tinued. This is the second time
Sawyer has owned both newspaptVs
in Waverly. He bought both the
Republican Herald (now the NeWs)
and the Waverly Watchman in
1930. and sold both in 1943. He re-
purchased the Republican Herald
a year ago, changing the name to
the Waverly. News.

Tempo Mag’s Upped Price
Tempo mag hikes its tab UP to

15c with the Jan. 11 issue. Mag
will start printing four-color cov-
ers then.

Bold, pocket-size monthly men’s
mag, will go to four-color covers
with the March issue but there’ll
be no uppage in price. It’s already
15c.

French Paperbacks
Range of * paperbacks is a no-

J/'hle feature of an exhibition of
o.OOO French books,’ all modern,
currently being held in Edinburgh,
Exhibitions of this type have been
arranged by French publishers for
many years now, but this is first
tune since before the war that a
display of such size has been seen
in the United Kingdom.

High quality of illustrations and
auty of the limited editions are

oilier standout points.

i TT-,'*,
oliday ’

s 'House Organ
Holiday mag has launched a

monthly bulletin, “Speaking , of
Jioliday which deals with authors,
illustrators and editors of the miag-

Publication is being edited
Caskie Stinnett, First issue con-
''.conversations with and short

J.

les of Ludwig Bemelrhans,
Photographer Henri Cartier-Bres-

i;?h
an

l

d Jilm critic A1 Hine, all

&-!<*int-

a k^md-the-scenes-at-Holiday

T
a*so revea)s that the

^

.lanuary issue show's an ad linage

iii« i

0 ov
?
r *ast January’s and is.

lar
£
e^ January Holiday yet

•jut not larger than the 196-page

fe?**; which was
P
the

Eiigest of all time.)
/i —

Scot ’Indecency’

( nnn, fi

pu
t
atl

.

0n from the ScottishJt Ath, British Federation

& Newsagents, Booksellers
ationers will ask the Minister

of State for Scotland if anything
can be done to help them decide
what are indecent publications.

Oflciai view is that there is no
censorship of publications in Scot-
land, and accordingly there can be
no central list of indecent publica-
tions. Government circles take the
stand that it is for the law courts
to decide whether the publication
or exposure to sale of a particular
book is ah offense, and that in
these circumstances further action
by the central departments is dif-
ficult. Whole question will be
riised! with the British Home Sec-
retary.

;

’Confidential’ Bally
j

Confidential mag, which started
some six months ago, has reached
the 1,000,000 mark in newsstand
circulation. As-a special promotion
to emphasize the growth of the
mag, Joseph P: Weigers, public re-
lations consultant for Publishers
Distributing Corp., sent out letters
tp sirne 750 magazine wholesalers.

Letters, in girl’s handwriting and
with a dime store ring enclosed,
were mailed to the wholesalers at
home. Perfume-drenched missive
stressed the mag’s and the whole-
salers’ “romance” in love-letter
style, and notified them of ne:.t
publication date, Jan. 6.

A Disenchanted Son
The career of Walter S. Dickey

who was prominent on the Kansas
City scene for over 40 years of the
late 19th and early 20th century is

chronicled briefly (47 pages) by his
eldest son, Kenneth McM. Dickey,
in “A Man With Clay Feet” (Mount

j

Forest Press; $2), recently pub-
lished in JK..' C. The senior Dickey
is famed as the publisher of the
now defunct K. C. Journal Post
with which he tried to buck the

j

steel girdered Kansas City Star
j

and went broke doing it.
|

Walter Dickey’s story probably

,

has the makings of a screen story
j

detailing how a tycoon was able to
operate with a. lavish hand and
wind up completely broken. The
family fortune came from the W> S.
Dickey Clay Mfg. Co. through the
man’s affinity for merging small
companies into one and through
the fortunate situation of the
freight rate “differential” which al-

lowed Dickey to undersell com-
petitors.

All this is given straightforward
treatment by the author, who does
not cover his bitterness in the tell-

|

ing. He. spares neither his father
J

nor members of the family in re-
lating how (an estimated) $25,000,-1
000 was gathered from sewer pipe

j

and 'floundered in a sad journal-
j

istic venture.
Kenneth Dickey was for some

time bridge columnist on the Jour-

,

nal Post, had a brief fling as a
Variety mugg in K. C. and now is

in real estate there, the disen-
chanted son of the once affluent
family. Quin.

Amusement Page Appeal
Recent report by research ana-

lyst Albert Sindlinger on lessened
public interest in amusement pages
in the newspapers has sprouted
into a hassle. Taking issue with

Sindlinger is Harold S. Barnes, di-

rector of the Bureau of Advertising

of the American Newspaper Pub-
lishers Assn.

Sindlinger’s report, based on a

survey in Philadelphia, had it that

amusement-page reading had fallen

off since the advent of television.

Not so, according to Barnes. De-

spite the drop in attendance since

1948, he declared this week, the

public seems as avid as ever to

learn about new pictures and
what’s happening in the filniAvorld.

“What’s needed, perhaps, is the

stimulus to turn that interest into

boxoffice dollars—the stimulus of

good motion pictures and stronger

and more sharply aimed advertis-

ing appeals,” he opined.
Sindlinger had found that amuse-

ment page readership had de-

creased from A0% in 1948 to 1.9fc

in 1953, these being the
.
percent-

ages of the total newspaper read-

ing. In contrast, according to

Barnes, “the findings of recognized

media research organizations” have

it that current reading is equal to

or above the 1948 levels.

CHATTER
Richard G. Hubler has signed

contract with Coward McCann for

next August publication of “In

Darkest Childhood.”
Picture Life, America's Only

pocket size all photo magazine,

newest Martin Goodman publiea-.

tions, just out. James. A. Bryans

is the editor. . .

Fred Brophy, news director of

WHIO, Dayton, elected president

of Dayton Press Club, succeeding

Bill Barton, amusement editor of
Dayton Daily News.
“Appointment With O’Hara”

(John), which starts as a regular
feature in Collier’s as of Feb. 5,
will Include comments on show biz
as well as arts, books and O’Hara.
The Hearst Foundation, through

Gene Robb, publisher of the
Albany Times-Union, presented
checks last week for $2,000 each to
St. Peter’s Hospital, Jewish) Com-
munity Center and YMCA, of
Albany.

: Chicago Tribune - New , York
Daily News Syndicate is offering
to its- string three columns weekly
by Chi Trib radlo-TV editor Larry
Wolters. Wolters’ standing Sunday
Trib feature, “Radio-TV Gagbag,”
currently rides in 10 papers via the
syndicate.

Earl Wilson, Broadway colum-
nist who went from being a Sun-
day.

;
spboolteacher_at_Rockford

f v
o. r

to his present prominence, was the
subject of a 15-minute program
last week (15) on “The Ohio Story”
radio series, heard over a network
throughout Ohio, sponsored by
Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
McCall Corp, elected four new

directors; John Fiske, president of
the Fiduciary Trust Co. of N. Y.;
Frank R. Riesenberger, president
of the Van Raalte; William B. Carr
and Clayton C. Westland, vice-
presidents of the McCall Corp.
Carr is advertising director of
McCall’s Magazine and Westland
contract printing director for the
corporation.

Las Continued from page 1

with Charles Lederer. “Kismet”
producer, for the London produc-
tion right. Contracts are expected
to be signed within a week.

Road Problem
The deteriorating condition of

the road is a source of concern to
Rodgers, as it is for most people
in legit. Because of spiraling pro-
duction and operating costs, it's

becoming virtually impossible to
send shows on tour .unless they
are tremendous grossers. As co-

author and co-producer of the
touring “South Pacific” and ‘‘Okla-

homa,” the soon-to-tour “King and
I” and on-Broadway “Me and
Juliet,” he is especially aware of
the problem.

Partly for that reason, he’s sym-
pathetic with the feeling of Law-
rence Langner. Theatre 'Guild co-
director who was quoted at length
in Variety on the subject. But
Rodgers also is angered by some
of the criticism directed at legit.

“No one says the theatre is per-
fect.” he declares.
“Of course it has faults. But

much of the criticism . is so snide
and unfair, that, after awhile you
lose your temper at it. Easy gen-
eralizations about inferior road
company, shoddy scenery and
dirty costumes are frequently un-
warranted. No wonder producers
occasionally slap back. Nobody
wants to be a patsy forever.”

Reenact Murder
|

Continued from page 1—
that the film later could be used,

if necessary, as court evidence. The
authorities drove the murderer
and KSTP-TV newsman and cam-
eraman to the crime’s actual scene
for the reenactment.
Latter was followed by the

photographing and recording of
the killer’s confession for sound-
on-film video presentation. The
murderer told how the deputy
sheriff apprehended him just after

he had burglarized a tavern and
how he killed the officer in order
to prevent arrest at the time. lie

also related his actions prior to

the burglary and murder and how
he finally was arrested. He gave
permission to KSTP-TV to set

down the entire story for airing.

NBC Commentator

Leon Pearson

details a bizarre experience in

The Strangest Thing

Happened When I Left

Berlin’s
6Muskebarr

e e *

another editorial feature in the

forthcoming

48th Anniversary Number
of .

VARIETY

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
!;

< By Frank Scully *>

Hollywood.
Many times fafter’ a song of the same name) I have remarked on

the difference between Hollywood and civilization. Civilization seeks
to balance the budget between avarice and idealism. That Is to say,

between trade and art, or a fast buck and the conscience of mankind.
Even within the arts, there are these divisions^ such as between

the commercial theatre and some non-profit theatrical project.
Sometimes the tribute to conscience comes from within, but usually

from without. Nobel makes his coin out of dynamite and endows
prizes not to miners but those who work in the fields of literature,

peace and the sciences. Carnegie makes his out of steel and endows
libraries. Ford makes it out of cars and endows a foundation for
practically everything that might do any good.
The only place vthat has consistently fought against this grabbing

with one hand and endowing with the other has*been ‘Hollywood. It

has always grabbed with both hands.
Of “course I’m not: speaking of its talent. Its talent iriiigher-on

j

the giveaway list of benefits than good sense allows. I’m speaking
• of its tycoons.

j

In 50 years these Fords of film have siphoned billions out of the
world-economy and as far as I can see have not even endowed a*foun-
dation to study the smog which is slowly cutting into the working

I
day of their own business. As for contributing to the general culture

|

in some phase remote from where they made their money. I’m stuck
for proof to plead their case, in the next world.

I Some colleges bordering on the celluloid colony have set up depart-

]
ments for the study of the creative side of the .cinema and have good

' men heading them—notably Kenneth McGowan at UCLA and William
1 de Mille at USC. But nothing like Joseph Pulitzer’s contribution to

his own profession, such as setting up a school of journalism at Co-
lumbia U., has come out of Hollywood and, if I may make a prediction

;
on things to come, it can’t happen here.
Now and then a studio out of self-interest has signed up a batch

of youngsters in the hope that one here and there would rise to stardom
and pay the studio back handsomely while still on a beginner’s wage.
But few producers have trusted their judgment for long. They'd rather
invest in colts and raise them in the hope of getting a Kentucky Derby
winner some years hence. In brief, even in gambling they prefer to

gamble in fields where the odds are much bigger against them than
in their own industry on which has been sprinkled some stardust of
art and a lot of luck.

[ Intramural Gamblers

; The only studio which consistently has gambled on young talent

has been UniversaL Changes in ownership has not changed this basic

Laemmle dream’. That
,
they had Ty Power and Alan Ladd in one of

their schools and flunked them 20 years ago. of course brings down
their percentage of hits, but that’s all it does.

It does nt>t destroy the basic idea, nor the enlightened idealism
behind the project. Long ago Hollywood was told “For Hamlet’s, sake,.

(
stop mooching on other branches of show biz . and develop your own
talent! Later Hollywood was to talk that way about TV. But it had

‘ a hollow’ ring because TV was built on it own talent, or those from
radio, or vaudeville, qr Broadway or Hollywood rejects. It couldn’t
raid Hollywood as Hollywood had raided Broadway because,

,
first, it

hadn’t the money and second, the studios had put all cooperation in

a deep freeze.

Through the years Universal, and now U-I. has argued that selling

entertainment in a combined operation of production, distribution and
exhibitionwas strictly for no-talent guys. The key to the arch was

‘talent and it planned to concentrate on that.
•

;
Today, as earlier, it not only finances its own talent school but for

i the last three years has been giving the talent a chance to show off

! in a live show for non-paying audiences—salesmen, critics and of course
relatives.

(

Hey Sid! Here’s A PipV

* Only last week when the town was previewing “The Eddie Cantor
Story,’’ “The Glenn Miller Story” and “Sadie Thompson” j which has

i been made so often some Skolsky of the. future might sell an original
i entitled “The Sadie Thompson Story” > Universal-International was
previewing its kids in the flesh on the stage of the Phantom Theatre,
Universal City, a mouldering monument- on the back lof left over

. from the grandiose days when their silent version of “The Phantom
of t^e Opera” was big stuff.

It was a cold barn and the seats had seen better days, 'possibly at
the Scala around 1876 b but there was youth and warmth on stage

—

plenty of it. The house was packed—with people, not extras—and
though the audience was cold at "first, it w armed up until at the end
-the applause was literally deafening.

. Who were the performers and what did they do? Well, they per-
formed in a revue called “Inside U-l.” mostly master scenes of long
established hits, and they were played by girls currently named Susan
Cabot. Mara Cordav. Lisa. Gave. ‘Ruth Hampton, Myrna Hansen, Kath-
leen Hughes, Christiane MarteU Lori Nelson, Barbara Rush, Sara
Shane and Mamie Van Doren. and boys with billings like Lance Fuller,
Brett Halsey, Gordon Hunt. Brad Jackson, Russell Johnson. William

i

Leslie. Richard Long, Hugh O'Brian, Gregg Palmer (that one must
have been created by a stenographer) and Bart Roberts.
They opened with an ensemble entitled “Come to the U-I Party,”

1 an item by Bill Barnes and Arnold Hughes, which bordered on lily-

gilding, since obviously we were already there. It was sung and danced
by 21 guys and gals—all things of beauty and a joy tU-I hopes) forever.

.
i In a place where “forever” means at most a seven year itch.)

J

Young Talent, Old. Plays
i The producers cut the show into two acts—eight numbers in the
first act, six in the second. The kids did scenes from Schnitzlcr’s “The
Wedding Morning,” Williams’ “The Rose Tattoo,” Odets’ “The Big
'Knife” and his “Country Girl.” Blees’ “Midnight Visitor,” Barry's

:
“Here Come The Clowns,” Brown's “A Sound of Hunting.” Barnes’

j

“Top Secret Merchandise” <U-I's young lovelies!) and his “Universal
’ Musketeers,” de Hartog’s “The Four Poster.” Yordan’s “Anna Lucasta.”
and the Spgwacks’. “Boy Meets Girl” and a finale of the entire cast

j

with music and lyrics again by Barnes.

|

Because the scenes Avere short, the producers drew heavily on love-

! scenes, bits where young people alternately schmod all over each other
and then groty taut and blast each other to bits. But the biggest hand
went to Messrs. Halsey. O’Brian, Jackson, Roberts, Johnson. Fuller.

Leslie and Kelly for their performance in the dameless “A Sound of

Hunting,” proving to me at least that a whole evening of wrestling,

even if it's Yale Vs. Vassar, can get pretty tiresome unless relieved
by something gruesome, in a gay way. like “Hunting.”

j

But the main point is that the show was vastly entertaining, bcaiiti-

! fully staged and lit, smartly directed and lavishly gowned. Many who
saw it remarked, “Why don’t the other studios ever do anything like

;

this?” Others, with an eye to the dormant fast, buck, wondered why
jit wasn’t roadshown at nominal prices as a prestige-builder for U-I
product? But still Others, like myself* were happy to see Hollywood

: doing something for fun and giving its. young talent a chance to per-

form before a live audience and hear live applause,
i It’s not quite the same thing as setting up a foundation to award
those in other fields of human endeavor who have done something to

: inch mankind a little further away from sell-destruction, but at lcn.'t

jit’s better than loading critics with liquor, junkets and. Christ oifs

;
presents to cover. the flaws of a current release of an old talc* which

j
wasn’t very inspiring, when it was made the first time and ha 1

- gro^' 1

I
depressingly tarnished with the years.
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Broadway
ment spot-checking of autos be-

cause business continues to hit new

Lise Elnfeld, daughter of 20th-

Fox veepee Charles Einfeld, en-

lows.

London
Title of the new Ealing film

Prom Ballroom had Ray An- starring Paul Douglas has been

{

>ic on the (German Commie leader,

n the making for almost two years,

now doing interiors at DEFA stu-

dios in East Berlin.

Hollywood

nn/towId RichaYd P Malkin-of Ibony and Hank Thompson's ‘Bra- switchedfrom “Highland Flings' to

S miSr Thomoson fsemfynext zOs Valley Boys" for one-nighters; “The Maggi " .

•

er Thomp8on agency> nexi
then shuttered the week before The Old Vic production of

'
U
«f‘ Christmas.

,
“Twelfth Night,'- starring Claire

Warner Bros, shorts topper Minneapolis Lakers basketball Bloom and Richard Burton, sked-
Norjnan Moray

,?
n the

.
C°ast to team, meeting Baltimore in regu- ded to open- Jan. 6*.

map the company s 1954 two-reeler
jgr pj-0 league game, will .have Rand leaders F.dmundo Ros and

program- .

1

stageshow as added attraction

M-G story head. Kenneth Mac- Christmas night.
Kenna returned to the Coast fol- initial visit of Arthur Wirtz’s

lowing a two-week survey of the “Hollywood Ice Revue" to St.. Paul

Lisa Kirk planed in from N Y
Ben Mantz to Kansas City for hi«

New York literary market

lar pro league game, will have Band leaders Edmundo Ros and
stageshow as added attraction Ray Ellington start a new BBC
Christmas night. radio^feature this week entitled,

Initial visit of Arthur Wirtz’s “Mr. Ros and Mr. Bay."
“Hollywood Ice Revue" to St.. Paul Ron Randell,. who came in .last

_ Berlin philhaononLc, underJWil-. Jather!s iuneral. -
3
-

helm Furtwaengler, will tour sev- Ann Rutherford became an
eral cities in West-Germany next American citizen.

Q

month, and later will visit French, Sam and Lilian Rosen celebrated
Swiss and Italian spots. their 25th wedding anni.

Alois Hitler, brother dfcAdolf, Rudy Vallee played Santa Clam
reportedly protested against show- at the Wilshire Optimist Boys Club
ing of “Till 5 Minutes Past 12" and Edward G. Robinson to Saii
possible slandering of his brother. Francisco to speak for Israel
Latter is hard to believe by resi- Bonds.
dents here.

likely to be last because of ex- week from Hollywood, is lining up

Metro executive Lawrence Wein- tremely . poor business.
f
Ice-Ca- two legit productions 'in one of

garten back from London Monday pades” also dropped town from its which he .will play the lead-
;

(21) and will remain in Gotham for itinerary two years ago after long Reginald C. O. Viveash retires as

a week before returning to the stretch of annual engagements. secretary of the Cinematograph

Coast: • -

Mrs. Ella Hepburn, mother of

actress Audrey Hepburn, in from
Europe Thursday U7) on the
Nieuw Amsterdam for her first

visit to the U. S.
Wolfe Cohen, Warner Bros.’ inrV V VIAV VV1IVII| TT W* *»•. _ • J /! ' *i 1 • 4

temational topper, back at the Savoy for indefinite stint.

Trades Benevolent fund at the end

n of 1953 after 30 years’ service.

KflCulll Biff McGuire, who co-starredwaiuu
with Diana Lynn in the London

Tassel twirler Sally Keith held production of “Moori Is Blue," re-

over at the Mayfair. turned to N.Y, last weekend with
Charlie Shavers combo into the his wife and daughter.

By Geeno Garr
Tony Doemenech in new pic,

“The Tyrant of Jerez."
Luis Rovira orch off to Colombia

on start of two-year tour of Latino
countries,

,

Spanish actor Eduardo Fajardo
under a two-year contract to Diana

Lawrence
. Weingarten checked

in at Metro after three months In
Europe.
, Maidie Normal! returned to work
at Paramount after siege of ap-
pendicitis.

homeoffice following a week of
stuaio confabs. His Coast visit fol-

lowed a tour of WB’s Latin Ameri-
can offices.

Walt Disney Productions, cur-
rently located in the RKO Bldg;,
took a long-term lease on ; a floor

Savoy for indefinite stint. Chubby Broccoli, who partners
Ella Fitzgerald moves into Irving Allen in Warwick Produc-

Storeyville for 10-day stint Dee. tions, planed to N.Y. over the week-
25. end en route to Hollywood to line

Slim Gaillard in one of his num- up production and distribution of

erous return visits to the Hi-Hat their first Cinemascope pic.

rentiy legated in the RKO Bldg this week. First recording of , “People Are

S?k a Sne-term lease on a floor Harvard’s Hasty Pudding Club Funny," the U S. radio and TV
in a new 23-story office building show, “Ad Man Out,” proved to program which his been acquired

under construction at 477 Madison be the top grosser
j

ntbe
'fnrAve Movine next soring history. A sellout during its week s made m London last weekend for

Peggy and Bruce Kenny made run, it ran an extra d»y.
“pafrlcil Medin^cSSy' co-

Jack Benny will head show at

,

the Friars’ annual children’s oartv
Christmas eve.

.

yu »«. <, w» # -— — Hex Allen put on tils third an-*
countries. - _ _ . . nual performance at the Paraplegic

Spanish actor Eduardo Fajardo Hospital at Long Beach.
8

under a two-year contract to Diana Edgar Bergen entertained at
Films of Mexico City. - „ Greater L. A. Press Club’s annual

English actress Betty .Wallace Xmas party for children,
living in a farm

;
around Madrid Former film star Eileen Percv

where she is learning bull-fighting. (Mrs. Harry Ruby) in hospital for
Guitarist Andres Segovia will operation on her eyes last week

give only one concert m Madrid Frank W. Luther will handle
this season and the profits will go public relations in Washington
to charity.

;
D.C., as a new associate of The

Argentinian legit star Lola Ettineer Co.

Ave. Moving next spring. mstory. a seuoui during

_ Peggy and Bruce Kenny'1 made run. it ran an extra day

George (Hotel La Serena, Palm :—
Springs) Brown a first-time grand- «. |
father.! Mrs. Kenpy is the daugh- Jl, LOUIS
ter of the former pub-ad head of _ T
Paramount Pictures studios. .
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James E. Stroock, of Brooks Cos-

,

m ?t, Louis, discharge
Lester Levy, vet film salesman

starring with Alan Ladd in the
Warwick production of “The Black
Knight," joined the panel of
“What’s My Line" in place of Bar-

VHlUVg MW4VVVAf VA VVIIW . . • • ^ i

tume, and his wife, designer Bianca l0^1

n
Stroock, and the Raymond Spec-
tAPc nf tiip Ha7«»l Rishon account salesman, hobbling on crutches .101—

'p«senge
“
“oi the FUndre

U
for lowing injuries suffered in an auto

a Central American vacation acc
T
1A I

^
t
„ 1
".

a
; omk_

in St, Louis, discharged from a bara Kelly who is on the sick, list

Membrives at Lara Theatre with Bing Crosby, Janet Leigh, Rav.
Anton M. Peman’s “In Hands of mond Burr and Dick Shannon re-
Her Son." corded spot announcements for

Impresario Jose Luna back from March, of Dimes campaign,
a four-month tour of southern
Spain with the legit company of
Julio Arrojo.
Cuban singer-dancer Ilda de

Carlo under contract to comedian
Pedrito Rico for a provincial tour
of a vaude show.
Singer-dancer Antonita Moreno

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Billy Vine set for Nautilus Hotel
date beginning Dec. 30.
Robert Q. Lewis again commut-

are passengers. on the Flandre for By Maxwell Sweeney

Jr,,i£
en'ral Amerlca,n vac,tl0n itlremm fcr- SOU*.' "East X.yniie” skedded for .ret-

cruise. pnv pvphanee here suffered cuts staging at Studio Theatre, Dublin,
Jeanne Cram, accompanied by

lacerations in an auto collision at Christmas,
husband

^

Paul Brinkman; actor
near New Hannony Ind “Shane" (Par) set house record

W. R. Woods- leased the Louise, at Capitol, Dublin, with 4-week run
Dali back from Europe Friday (18). m from Donald Tol- on Irish launching.
n Uni

\
ed Stat?s - T

5,
e
y

ic- lover will relight the house that “The Robe" (20th) to preem in^^re
lT

r
,^

,

:

ne
n
d
n
fr
t°h£ SpS has been dark several months. Dublin . about time of English

yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen
Elfram Theatre Corp. relighted provincial releasfe”in January.

u* , x. its Times, Jacksonville, 111., which Roy Ashton in from London for
Washington Public relations was ci0Sed following fire that did leading roles in “Butterfly” and

counsel Frank W. Luther now as- extensive damage last September.
M
I1 Traviata" at Waterford opera

with Raquel Lucas and Alberto ing between the Lord Tarleton and
Velez off to Buenos Aires on a Manhattan airers,

Latin-American tour. Eddje Lane, former vaude and
cafe comic, will host Cadillac Ho-
tel lounge this season.

Florida Supper Club Assn, and
AGVA reps worked out welfare as-

sessment by the union in okay man-

Vienna

^chintffAn m.Kiin roiafinnc its Times, Jacksonville, 111., which Roy Ashton
Washmgton Public relations was dosed following fire that did leading roles

counsel Frank W. Luther now as-
sociated with The Ettinger. Com-
pany. N. Y. and L. A. flackery

was closed following fire that did
extensive damage last September.

By. Emil W. Maass sessment by the union in okay man*
American orch leader Theodore ner.

Bloomfield
.

directed Red-White- Jack Stuart orch into Lord
Red network concerts. Tarleton’s Jolson Comer, with.

Film Ball, outstanding social single night cluh-date policy again
event of the winter season, slated in effect for acts.
for Jaii, 1 in Konzert House, Casablanca Hotel’s first tab mu-

The Fox-St. Louis Properties, season
pany, in. y. ana L. A

;
nacxery owner 0f the Fox and a nearby of- Jean Anouilh’s comedy, “The

headed by Margaret’ Ettinger Ar-
£ice building, wiU pay a $2.50. a Thieves’ JCitchen," skedded as

rangement gives the^ Ettinger firm share dividend on* its preferred. Christmas production by Belfast
a D, C. affiliate as it has in Lon- Same divvy was declared last year. .. Arts Theatre.

A Max Reinhardt Memorial col- sical will.be titled “Passing Fancy.’’
lection was inaugurated via

r
a the; Written by Mark. Sandrich, Jr., and

atre collection at the National Sydney Michael’s, it will feature
Library.

a D. C. affiliate as it has in Lon-
don and Paris.

‘ '

Hildegarde commuting from
Milwaukee’s Knickerbocker Hotel,
where she is sojourning. in between
visits to her mother's bedside in
the local hospital. “Chantoosie

Warde Donovan, Gloria Richards

me divvy was declared last year. Arts Theatre.
— Claude Hulbert and Sonnie Hale

- . in from London for. leads in new
PlttQnnrah mystery-farce “Not a Clue” atflUdUUlSU Olympia, Dublin.

By Hal V. Cohen .Maureen O’Sullivan will return.
Weela Galles comes back to the here in June to join Hilton Ed-

from Milwaukee" commuted -by air Monte Carlo for another stay on, wards-Michael MacLiammoir Gate
over the weekends during her 12 Monday (28)
weeks’ run at the Hotel Pierre’s
Cotillion Room.

Ja’ckie Heller and his wife sailed
Co. for three-month season;

Terpery .owner Bill Fuller re-
on cruise of the West indies aboard ported seeking Woody Herman

Salzburg Festival committee an- and CeCe Blake. Opening is Xmas
nounced production of Mozart s eve.
“Idomeneo" for 1956, celebrating
200th birthday anni. n •

“How New York Sings," stage LnlCBCffl
revue, in USFA Cosmos Theatre

vuivugw
with Donna Pegors, Keith Eugen A1 Greenfield, Black Orchid bon-

and Olive Moorefield. iface, back from home on Coast.

“Lisa, Behave," an operetta George Simon, MCA agent, in

success during the last world war, Michael Reese Hospital for obser-

being prepared for film produc- vation.

the Nieuw Amsterdam. orch. Dublin date when tion in Sievering Studio.

Ed Sullivan due Dec. 28 for brief for its February ^show.
. Edward Foley scripting major

stay. Berme Miller, Jong fave at Elm- pageant for Ireland at Home Festi-

Irene.Strozzi, operetta songstress, wood Casino in Windsor, Canada, val next year, based on
-

General
into Club St. James.

'
’ into Carousel for three weeks. - Thomas Francis Meagher. Irish-

“Moulin Rouge’’ (UA) pic getting Richards iceshow wound born founder of New York’s “Fight-

gala preem at Moulin Rouge riitery;
r,

i!? J*
11*?**? **+**u,5

day *nS Irish" (69th) Regiment.
Claude Laydu and Henri Vidal

Inked for “Attila” film to be shot mi^9
nal

r
d S?

in Rome music, cnc, his wife and their twins

hprp fnr nnpnihp drove to Miami Beach for holidays.

hp
r

«riDtpd
P
“Man Charles Hunters of New Castle By Eric Gorrlck

RpH^ppn “
Cd P1C he scnpted ’

Man won two-week holiday vacation in _ Blistering pre-Yuletide heat nixes
DclWccIl i>d:^ urn

Playhouse has set recent Broad- maestro does European stint in
:ay show, “Take a Giant Step," April.

By Jerry Gaghan

Crossroads altered its vaude acts
policy, and now is showcasing five
girl singers.
Hollywood Ice Revue in benefit

for two Chi social settlements,
Emerson House arid Chicago Corn-

Frank Zogott- is new manager of mons, next Monday (28)
W^ . _ ^ 1_ ^.11 VT>. 1 1 . - . - • .

the Forge Room, Chancellor Hall
spot,

Mary Hartline, TV’s “Super Cir-
cus” star, appeared for 5,000 juves
1 ^. :

1 ....A « t •«! 1 x aLibby Holman will come here in Springfield, 111,, last week at
(Jan. 8) to Hedgerow Theatre for Governor’s kiddies Christmas
song recital.

B; S. Pully, in town with “Guys
party.

Ernie Fast, midwest AGVA rep,

Daniel Gelin end Maria Casares
|

H“ 1‘^od “ Payoff-WB
|

Down^Under film bjz.

Juhen Green lay, Sammy Schwartz, late of the licity chief of the Tivoli loop.

BJnai-ISan frAm t nnrfnn “road “Guys and Dolls," and his .
“South Pacific" will do a New

Spi?
y
him?1Ipfn^p

n
?2ri.rn

0 recent bride to New York after Zealand Iiiriaround for J. C. Wil-

Jnt
ly
h2?ovSii

h 1 efore return-
visiting the home, folks. liamson early next year.

introri * r> r Dancer Rosario Imperio went to Harald" Bowden, J. C. Witliam-

ni>
ked

pnf«ni Youngstown, O., for a one-riight son, general manager, planed in

riliP
de

f^^p
n
cwar

in
bo°k inS with Julius LaRosa fol- from U.S. talent looksee.
lowing her Ankara date here. “HerP to EtPmitv“ (Poll «tiii

and Dolls," doubled at Latin Ca- announced plans to crack dow-n
sino late show, further on drink-soliciting

.
and

Jean Adair, danseuse at Big other improprieties of talent wprk-

Stanley Wright resigned as pub- 2ill
'

s * b®?ked f
?
r six weeks in ing in Calumet City, 111.

iritv r>hi0f nf tho Tivnii innn Caracas, Venezuela, starting Jan. 3. Roger Perry, Grinnell College

Case," to be shot in cinemascope.
i0W in«

Diana Lynn commencing short
* b

Continental vacation in Paris prior
to returning to N. Y. for new Elmer
Rice play.

Release of Sacha Guitry film, Croon
“A Night at Versailles," set for Caracas
Feb. 3. Pic will have gala benefit Trianc
showing at Opera Dec. 15. tj0n 0f <

Gilberte Refoule, Henri Bern- Mon«?i

t

“Here to Eternity" (Col) still

standout here at Greater Union’s
>• Sydney State after seven stanzas.

ImV<ID2 Wrestling season exits as sum-
mer bows in. U.S. grapplers took

Crooner Ray Carson going to solid coin over the cold weather
iracas. span.
Trianon closed during installa- F* J. Smidmore, winner of
m of Cinemascope equipment. “Queen is Crowned" competition

Jimmy Merritt, fender-bass man undergrad who won grand chatn-
with Bullmoose Jackson, switched pionship on TV’s “Talent Show-
to Chris. Powell's Five Hot Flames case," is playing currently at the
combo. ^ . Chez Paree as his prize.

Louis Vyner, Germantown, Pa.,
composer-conductor, is auditioning
young musicians for Leopold
Stokowski’s Collegiate Orchestra of
America.

.

Betty Gaynor and Jerri Rogers

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Lola Flores, gypsy dancer, ort

*eo. .5. nc win nave gaja Deneni Trianon closed during installa-
8

Gilberte Refoule^Henri Bern-
°f CinemaScope equipment. v^ueeii is uowneu compeunon

‘“
n
b
t

e-°pcncd MonsiBneur resuu-

mulling idea of producing a pic or
Biography of President Batista two here next year. Kaufirian will Sid F. Smith, operator of Limej ^ 1 * a* '« vv ri a « « • . . * r . ...

' loreit 1 urinre : DHUSia IVVU IIC1U XVflUJ

!S2)E : Zi, ifjf
1
"aw! for publication in U. S. wxt also lineup some TV fare

wcivj viajiivi ausi uv.11 1 ^ -
•• * a.- • - i. AIt

co-chairmen for the Variety Artists b
f
r

4^urn «° ^
pa

l?
pr

£
e2ls

Friendship Club (femme nitery 5,
,Cf ^na > Penita, Pena, Cesaieo

performers organization) benefit at Gonzalez production
.

Rathskeller (15). Show was to aid „^
n
\
or
V
os

-
®al^ (former Rosaiio

two. ailing performers, Dolly and Antonio team) at the Teatio

Vaifehn and Marie LaTell. Espanol for several performances
before leaving on a foreign tour.

Aurora Redondo and Valcriano
Leon, legit players at the 'Mara'-,

villas with Antonio and Manolo
Paso’s play, ’“You Kill Me With

Dallas

nnw Ahfim Mnnhnic hnnt “iinv »*» v. v. hw man iincujj sumu i v iaiu. stone Theatre, Grpesbeck, . discon- Your Love ”

aridre Dumas” for US and Enc- 910n ^h - Work is by Ed Chester, Fulton Sheen’s “Life is Worth tinued his special bargain prices. New musical show by producer
fimi

° f U
-

1

and Ellg former AP correspondent and CBS Living" program has been booked More than 100,000 books were Joannin Gasa “EvM'vhodv at theland.
Elvire Popcsco taking over man-

agement of Theatre Athenee where

staffer.

Virtually all major Havana cine

‘^wvfnre 1
mas now have Widescreens, butSnc is pl3yin§ revival of J<ICCJUCS Cub3n^ romt)]/iin thAt SnAnich qi.k.

n»v«,iv “Tovarich," with Mischa >rHDans complain tnat bpanish sub-

for airing vveekly via Catholic com-
mercial station 2 SM, Sydney.

Deval’s
Auer.

titles focus poorly when . 3-D pix
are. shown.

Berlin

ByLes Rees
Arthur Levy here ahead of “Time Lene & Searles, Art Peters, and

Gut for. Ginger.” The O^Hagahs at the Clover Club.
.
Hotel Rsdisson Flame Room has Woody Herman outfit inked for

Singer Jerome Courtland with Four a ohe-nighter at the Jantzen Ball-
Lads underlined. room next month.
AFTRA and local Arthur Murray Rudy Cardenas, De Mattiazzi's,

dance studio joined in sponsorship Stagg McMann and Forid & Harris
of benefit dance to collect Christ- into Amato’s Supper Club.
mas toys for poor children.
Doc Evans Dixieland Band c6n-

- -— By llans Hoehn
n . . A Local outfit plans a documentary
PlImAllll llrP about Ernst Reuter, the late MayorrUIlldUUj vlC. of West Berlin.

Lene & Searles, Art Peters, and “Once I Shall Return" first

le O^Hagans at the Clover Club. Germa n-Yugoslav coproduction,
Woody Herman outfit inked for preemed in Hanover,
ohe-nighter at the Jantzen Ball- Paul Gordon completed “Listen
om next month. to Musiq," full-length musical
Rudy Cardenas, De Mattiazzi’s, which will be released shortly,
agg McMann and Forid & Harris SPIO, top organization of West-

German film industry, is prepping
. fiC • _ _ _ 1 . i 1

tinuing at Jimmy Hegg’s Starlight party in Seattle Dec. 15-16.

Evergreen managers and wives offensive against amusement tax.
home, after annual Xmas meet and ; West German exhibs refuse to

pay 50% rentals for “The Robe"
Club with Mickey Carlisle & Ray Willard Coughlin appointed Pa- (20th), claiming it has cost them
Johnson and Lynn Jackson. cific northwest field man for WB. too much to buy ClnemaScope

Minneapolis niteries squawking Max Bercutt, vet p, a. for company, equipment,
and blaming TV and police depart- will work only California. “Erast Thaelmann" DEFA bio-

More than 100,000 books were Joaquin Gasa, “Everybody at the
collected in various theatres Comico," stars Garnien de Lirio,
throughout the . state and brought Maruja Tamayo, and coniediart
to State Selective Service ware- Mary Santpere
house at Austin. They will be sent Vienna Operetta Co. at Calderon
overseas to Texans m the Armed Theatre with “Der Fledermaus

"

Services,
. Irene Wickenhauser, Peter Trenk,

In response to request .made by vilma Kolonito and Friederike
oil workers m Foit Stockton, area, Fleischmann are starred. Show is

Pecos Theatre there instituted directed by Rudolf Qersteln.
series of early matinee showings * •

twice weekly on an experimental A L
basis, Workers are unable to at- 1 BillA lift
tend night showings. .

•

L; H. McKibbon named city man- By Glenn Trump
ager for Jefferson Amus. Co., in Betty Abbott doing Xmas_gitt
Port Arthur, succeeding Morris suggestion program for KMTV.
Clemmons, who retires after being

.

Omahan John A. Dunleyy nan
]

e
.

a

with circuit 20 years. McKibbon art director at WKAR-TV, Midu-
for last three years has been man- gan State college station,

ager of the Jefferson, Beaumont. Director Anthony Mann, wnter

Charles F. Paines takes over duties Valentine Davies and Col. velI
i

n
:^

of McKibbon. Jack Shell becomes Lay, Jr., Writer of “Strategic Air

manager of the Lamar, Beaumont, Command," in town for briefing w
succeeding W. S. Samuels, trans- Gen. Curtis LeMa£ on the film pio*

ferred to Longview* duction.

.

Omaha
By Glenn Trump

Betty Abbott doing Xmas gift
. • ’ f fXITV'



mFRTHA belmore
Bert® Sllmdre, 70, British ao-
Belu va 14 in Barcelona.

?
p

vi.
’ iniuries suffered in a fall,

Jrv Belmore/ who made her last^ ®n?e in New York in “Gigi”n
the 1951-'52 season, de-Sg

at the .age of eight in the i

Children’s Christmas pantomime,

‘•Robinson Crusoe,” at Prince/s

Theatre, .

Manchester, Eng., the

town where she was born.

miring her youth, Mis$ Belmore

toMea m-i&in with the John Tillee

riVls and appeared on the Con-
‘ with Harwood’s .“SI* .Sun-

ISs” and “Harwood’s Juve-

She "also played’ -British-

variety houses for seven years as

nneof the "Belmore Sisters.” Her

initial New York legit appearance

.Sis made in 1912 Jn William Fav-

ersham’s “Julius Caesar.
I

' In America, Miss Belmore ap-

;

neared in the “Ziegfeld Follies

Sh W C. Fields and Will Rogers

and had replaced Edna May Oliver

in “Showboat.” She also was seen

n “Virginia,” “Johnny Belinda,”

“Heart of a City,'V;;PY Jupiter,

“The Naked Genius,
” “Rhapsody,”

“Antigone;’ “Harlequinade” and
“Caesar and Cleopatra.”

,

’

Her husband, Herbert Belmore,

a retired actor, died last year.

JACKSOir c. McQUISTON
Jackson C. ^TcQuiston, one of

radio's pioneers and former gen-

eral advertising manager of West-
inghouse,. died Dec*- IT in/St,,
Petersburg, Fla., where ha.Wat
spending the winter. , He as-

sociated with the late Dr. Frank*
Conrad, a Westlnghouse engineer,

when he began -his broadcasts with
KDKA in Pittsburgh in 1920 and
handled all of its radio programs
from the very beginning until his

retirement. He was credited with
initiating commercial advertising

. as a part* of the regular aired ep-
' tertainments.

'

. McQuiston first joined the pub-
lications department of Westing-
house in 1897. When publicity
and publications were consolidated
in 1910, he became head of the
publicity, department, later becom-.
ing advertising manager for the
company. He leaves his wife, with
whom lie celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary three years
ago, a son and two daughters. In-
terment was in Pittsburgh.

GILBERT NEWTON
Gilbert Newton, 75, former west-

ern Pennsylvania theatre * owner,
died Dec. 7 in Coral Gables, Fla.,
where he made his home for the
last 11 years. He originally en-
tered the film business in Erie,
Pa„ from his printing house, where
he specialized in amusement ad-
vertising.

When the Colonial in Erie was
a vaude house under its owner, the
•late A! P. Wechsler, Newson served
as booking manager. In 1914 he
joined 0, A. Potter in the film
theatre business and that partner-
ship operated the Columbia and
Majestic (rtow Shea’s) in Erie, the
Penn in Wesleyville, Pa,, and thea-
tres in Sharon, Oil City and War-
ren. He retired in 1930 when the
circuit was sold.
Besides his wife and two daugh-

ers. Newton leaves a son, Wil-
liam. who is with the Newell &
Lennon advertising agency in New
i OJ K.

mrs hglly McFarland
y McFarland, 63, lead-

*
,

n 1 dtsburgh theatrical' circles

iS ,•

a actress, died Dec.

fpivn )

Mc^eesP°rt of injuries re-

i?cf
Cf n

,

1 an automobile, accidentS 'vcok
-

,

For the last 10 years,

t'

V0d as
,
chairman of the

on'.r-f °u
um of Congress of Wom-

irt'ivn
llb
n-m d recently had been

tor Cl'ilaren
W Mtalature The-

Ste^iH®
’yor ^marriage to the late

toui^ l

l

-v
"

^ McFarland, she. had
s?ven v?

U !’?pe
•
and Canada for

troune ‘

1?,
1S a Chautauqua

fled
1

PY,i
Ils

.- McFarland also trav-

Aiistr ,n f'

n ‘Slv
i

J y m theatricals in

Pitti

;

ni!rind Canada. One of

wi<! ni oi?
1 ^ .hrst; little theatres

Cellar
R
pi
nized *n ber home as The

lishn J11
ay

j-
rs - She helped estab-

matic „.'!
lber of other. Pitt dra-

pjays u hi2l!
PS and wr°t® several3S " lllch were produced in Pitt.

Cecil TROUNCER
don Doc ^ nfL’

55 ’

<L
ledin L°n-

After m.;ir?n rt

a^er
,
a sh°rt illness.

it the Halrn
g
o
h
il

S
.
V
f
est End debut

footmirn myK'ke
JL

in 1921 as the
a long at hZ?-

e Circle " he served
C(,mpanief ®

w

6Ship
,

in «PertoryIfrK classical roles,

and. (h? {£?’« London in “Emil
beared

' ahd later ap-

hondon L* 01d Vic * His ^st
Amon>nn P

a
P

u
rance was as the

e«n ambassador in jfojje--

vival of “The Apple Cart” this'
year. . \

On the night of Trouncer^s
death he had been due to take part
in a radio program, “Conquest of
the Air.” The part was filled by
Valentine Dyall. He had also been
pacted for a Christmas Day broad-
cast from Dickens’ Christmas 1

stories. !

Survived by wife and daughter.

HECTOR V. SARNO
Hector V. Sarno, 73, retired

stage and , screen actor, died Dec.
16 in Pasadena after a long illness.
After a career in legit, he entered
_film. work _ in 1909, appearing in
early Biograph and Vitagraph pic-
tures. He played character and
featured roles with Nonna Tal-
madge, Lionel Barrymore and
other stars.

In 1915 Sarno was the first actor
to appear before the cameras on
the lot now occupied by Metro.
Among his silent films were “Girl
of the Golden West,” “Song of
Love” and. “Ashes of Vengeance.’’
Failing health caused him to retire
several years ago. A son and
daughter survive.

'

AINSWORTH ARNOLD
Ainsworth Arnold, 71, actor,

died Pec. 18 in Fort Wayne, Indi-
ana. Ha began his theatrical ca-
reer in. 1906 and played in such
shows as “Sidetracked,” “Why
Women Sin,” “The Fatal Wedding”
and “On Parole.”
He appeared with the Forepaugh

Stock Companies in Cincinnati
Lidfanapolis and with the

'Sftfcftart Walker Stock Co. in the
latter city. Arnold also performed
with the Percy Williams. Stock Co.
at the Crescent Theatre, Brooklyn.
Besides playing with various stock
and road companies, Arnold also
appeared in vaude with the Homer
Miles Co. His last legit appearance
was In “The Time of Your Life.”
; Surviving are two brothers and
tw'o sisters. ;.

SARAH MALABAR
Sarah H. Malabar, 85, president

]

of Malabar Theatrical Costumes, -

Ltd:, died in Toronto Dec. 16. Mrs.
Malabar, who founded the business
in 1903 after being widowed, de-
signed and supplied costumes for
theatrical ventures. She ultimate-
ly cornered the field to become the
biggest costume operator in the
Dominion. Her clients included
the Canadian National Exhibition
grandstand ahows, ice extrava-
ganzas, musical shows and panto-
mimes.

Surviving, are twro sons and a
daughter who respectively head
firm’s branches in Toronto, Mont-
real and Winnipeg.

GUY WEADICK
Guy Weadick, 68, former vaude-

villian and originator of the Cal-
gary Stampede in Calgary, Alberta,
Can., died Dec. 14 in Phoenix, Ariz.
He went to Calgary from Wyoming
in 1912 to promote the first stam-
pede. The idea occurred to him
while playing a vaude date in Cal-
gary.
Weadick was manager of the

. stampede from 1923-’32. Between
19l2-‘34, Weadick and his first

wife, the former Flores LaDue,
toured vaude circuits with a fancy
roping act. He retired to Phoenix i

in 1950.
His second wife, Mrs. Dolly Mul-

lins, survives.

FRANK REED
Frank Reed, 73, noted musical;

director, died in Halifax, Eng., Dec.
2. He became ill while touring
with “The Desert Song.” He played
in theatre orchs since he was 17,

and toured extensively round the
world.

After ten years as bandmaster
on liners sailing to the Far East.
Reed went to America and played
theatres on -.the Keith Orpheum
circuit. In the U.K, hewas musical
director at theatres in Southamp-
ton, Nottingham, Norwich and
Claphan, and was latterly asso*
ciated with James Shirvell pro-;
duetions.

JOHN SCOTT
John Scott, 30, KGMB and

KGMB-T.V announcer, died ir.

Honolulu Dec. 11 aftet* a four
month-illness. He joined the

KGMB staff in 1951.
Scott was president of the Hon-

olulu chapter of the American
Federation of Radio and Television

Artists. He came to Hawaii six
j

years ago after discharge from the
|

Army and a short tenure of radio

;

work in California. i

Surviving are his wife, a daugh-
ter and his mother.

ILEEN COOK
Aileen Riley, 44, nitery Song-

stress and com^i^iifo Pe^*<‘

formed under the name of Ileen
Cook, was found dead Dec. 21 in
her Greenwich Village, N. Y.,
apartment from an overdose of
sleeping pills. She had performedm Greenwich Village night clubs.

_ She was the former wife of
.James Riley, a onetime Village
nitery owner.

tr— ’
’ * .

JOSEPH WETZELS
Joseph Wetzels, 57, principal

cellist with the Utah Symphony
for the last five years, died Dec. 14

j

in Salt Lake City after a'long.UR
,

ness. Born in Venders, Belgium,
I

Wetzels had served as first ’cellist
and assistant conductor with the
Bilbao.

.
Symphony. In 1928 he

founded the Belgian Piano String
Quartet, which toured Europe and
the U.S. for a number of seasons
as an official musical ensemble of
the Belgian Government.

— t

A

sister and brother survive.

.JOHN ALBERT SCIIUBERG
John Albert Schuberg, 79, an;

early Canadian film theatre oper-
ator, died Dec. 13 in Vancouver.
Schuberg exhibited the first films
to be shown in .Vancouver in 1898.
Program offered was newsreels pf
the Spanish-American War and it

was put on in an empty store. He
had. been, active in Vancouver film
biz until his retirement 12 years
ago.

Wife, three sons and two daugh-
ters survive.

MARJORIE K. RAWLINGS
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, 57/

Pulitzer Prize winning novelist,
died Dec. 14 in St. Augustine, Fla,
Among books she authored was
“The Yearling,” published in 1938.
It was awarded the Pulitzer Prize

|

in 1939 and was released as a film ;

in 1947.

Her second husband, Norton Bas-
kin, hotel and restaurant manager'
of St. Augustine, and a brother,
survive.

.

MAX PERSIN
Max Persin, 65, organist, vocal

coach and teacher Pf music theory
and composition, died Dec. 15 at
his home in the Bronx, N. Y. Born
in Russia, Persin came to the U.S.
in the early 19D0’s. He was a chorus
master ^iid coach with Oscar Ham-

! merstein’s Manhattan Opera Co.

j

Among those who studied under
j

him were Samuel Chotzinoff, gen-
eral. music director of NBC. and!
William Schuman, prexy of the.
Juiiliard School of Music.

CLARENCE A. McGEARY
Clarence A. McGeary, 53; assist-

ant to the manager of western,
sales approval department at RKO '

Radio, died Dec. 14 in Jersey City, I

N. J. McGeary had joined Pnthe
Pictures in 1926 and became an
RKO employee a few years later
When Pathe was absorbed by RKO.
He had been with RKO ever since.

Wife, four sons, three daughters,
three sisters and a brother survive.

HOWARD H. GILES
Howard H. Giles. 51. transmit-

ter engineer for station KDKA.
Pittsburgh, died Deck 13 in that
City following an operation. He !

was with the Westinghouse broad- !

casting company in Pitt since 1926,
j

only five years after it began oper-

1

ating.
1

His wife, one son and two daugh-

,

ters survive.
t

PERCY E. DOE
\

Percy E. Doe, 74, retired Ar-

'

!cadia,. Neb., theatre owner, died
1 Dec. 17 in that town. He had been
ill a year.

I

A native of England. Doe moved
|

to Arcadia in 1919 and managed
\

the theatre there uni ih retiring in

1947. Survivors, include his wife
’

! and a son,

EVERSLEY CHILDS
Eversle.v Childs, 8.6, a director

of Technicolor, Inc., and. Techni-
color Motion ’ Picture Corp., died
Ded 20 in New York after a long
illness. He was a pioneer of the
Technicolor companies.
Wife survives.

i

HENRY REINER !

Henry Reiner, 57, New York '

sales rep for National, Screen
i
Service, died Dec. 21 in N. Y, He
held that position with NSS for 17
years.
Wife and three sons survive.

.

by the Scottish National Players at
|

the Athenaeuht Theatre, Glasgow, I

in Jan. 1926. Other play# Included
“Thomas the Rhymer” and “The
House of the Queen.”

Charles Sandbach, 67, a retired'
Veepee of RCA Communications,
Inc,,. died Dec. 17 at his home in
Ocofttl Guove, N. J. The company
is an RCA subsid that operates in-

ternational radio-telegraph service
in conjunction with foreign • gov-
ernments.

Francisco Avellan, 58, pianist
and composer oi Latin music, died;
Dec, 16 in Los Angeles. He played
accompaniment for the Carmen
Amaya dancers during their recent
performance at the Philharmonic
Auditorium.

j

Stephen Slesinger, 52, television
producer and publisher, died Dec.
17 in Los Angeles after a short ill-

!

ness. He was also head of a news-
j

paper syndicate. HiS widow and
daughter sui-vive,

—
I

Louis P. De Wolfe, 64, Essaness
circuit theatre manager from 1939
to 1953, died Dec. 16 in Winnetka,

|

111., after a brief illness. Surviving
are his sister, two daughters, and
three grandchildren^

Mrs. Katherine Fitzgerald, musi-
cian and piano teacher for years,

;

died in Concord; N, H., Decv 10.
J

She was an honorary member of
Local 374, AFM. Her husband sur-
vives.

Mrs. Anna Gerow, 49, former
ballerina, died Dec. 17 in Los An-
geles. Before coming to this coun-
try 30 years ago she danced with
the Russian Ballet.

Lydia Maria Theresia Kinder-
mann, 61, opera singer, died Dec.
4 in Vienna. The Vienna-born alto
retired from the stage in 1948 be-
cause of poor eyesight.

Inrin G. Good, an employe of
the Minneapolis 20th-Fo^ ex-
change for 25. years, died id that,
city Dec. 18. His wife and two
daughters survive.

Lawrence Gordon, 25, manager
of Polk, Neb., Theatre the past
year, died in Stroinsburg, Neb.,

i
Dec. 9- SuiS’ivors include his par-
ents, two brothers and a sister.

Mrs. Mark Browar, wife of long-
time Pittsburgh theatre owner,
died in Hollywood Dec. 14. A son
4 Herbert Browar. of

.
ABC-TV

!
production staff on the Coast, and
a brother is Jack Rice, actor.

Mother of Art Sterman, super-
vising studio engineer at station
KQV. Pittsburgh, died in that city
Dec. 14 after a long illness.

Son-in-law, 39. of Bill Norton,
company manager of ’‘The King
and I,” died Dec. 17 in Great Neck.

1

L.. I., N. Y. Wife survives.

j

Oscar G. Hendrian, 57. motion
picture technical director, died

:
Dec. 13 in Hollywood- He leaves

j

his wife and a daughter.

I Father. 85. of Budd Boetticher.
motion picture producer-director,
died Dec. 13 in Hollywood. His

t wife and two sons survive.

Michael Zacharcwitsch, 76. Rus-
sian-born violinist and composer,
who made his debut under Tchai-
kovsky, died Dec. 20 in London.

!

Eugene Baird, 21, brother of
Eugenie Baird, finger, was killed
in an automobile accident in Pitts-

burgh Dec. 19.

Clarence J. Baker, 70. pioneer
film property man, died Dec. 16
in Hollywood.

Mother of Carl Betz, actor, died
in Pittsburgh Dec. 18.

Eastman Color
|sss Continued from page 9 sssss!

-prlnt*order;^o handle the forth-
coming EK process, which .stems
from the development of a new re-
versal film in the amateur market*
the labs will have to install Koda-
chrome equipment costing approxi-
mately $150,009 per machine.

Tests, of the new color are said
to have shown ah exceedingly high
quality and fine definition. How-
ever, EK is holding off until the
process has been evaluated further.

A drop in the price of Eastman
color is being anticipated with con-
siderable eagerness by producers
and. labs. One of the reasons Is the
advent of Cinemascope to which,
for the present at least, the Techni-
color imbibition, dye-transfer sys-
tem is not applicable. This is re-

flected in the price scale.

Present Costs
Distribs at present pay about

$585 for a Cinemascope print proc-
essed by Technl or any other lab.

Were Tcchni able to use its own
process on CingmaScope, the cost
would drop to $448 per print.

When the new 'Eastman positive
comes out, per print cost would be
$405; Per print difference between
the current Eastman positive cost
and the new charge would be $180,
or $54,000 on a 300-print order.

Observers see the emergence of
a new and cheaper Eastman posi-

tive as a powerful competitive fac-
tor, particularly if it equals Technl
work quality-wise. Great advantage
of the Eastman color is that it can.

be handled by virtually any lab

.

whereas Techni is restricted to its

plants in Hollywood and London.
Late in *54, the DeLuxe Labs in

N. Y. also will be handling Techni
work on a licensing basis. Eastman
color h^s the further advantage
that it can be handled by the in-

dividual labs which thus gain a*

closer control of print output.

j

MARRIAGES
Hedy Lamarr to W, How ard Lee.

.
New York, Dec. 22. Bride is a film
actress.

Geraldine Delaney to Joe Har-
ris, Forest Hills, N. Y.. Dec. 19.

Bride is a dancer with “Wonderful
Town,” and. daughter of comedian
Jere Delaney; he's company man-
,ager of “Can-Can” and son of
Charles Harris, company manager
of “Town'.”

Susan Frazier to Ted Shapiro,
Miami Shores, Fla ; , Dec. 20. He’s

; longtime accompanist for Sophie
Tucker.

Rita Gibbs to Frank Conville,
New. York, Dec. 19. Bride 4 with

. Newsweek mag; he's the vaude
and TV comic.

Helen Auerbach to Sumner
Winebaum. Dec. 19, N. Y. Bride
is a legit-TV actress; he’s a radio-
TV writer with the Young & Rubi-

1

cam agency.
Pat Anthony to Dick Houst, Los

Angeles, Dec. 12. Bride and groom
are on the KHJ-TV production
staff.

Norma Judith Haft to Myron
Mandel; New York, Dec, 20. He’s
son of RKO Theatres national pub-
licity head Harry Mandel.

i Peggy Collins to Lauren Farr,
Dec. 20 . Abingdon. Va. Both are
members of the Barter Theatre
there.

Mrs. Margaret Wall Prado, 51,

sister of Edward J. Wall, ad-pub
director for Paramount Films in

the Albany-Buffalo d i s t r i c t s;

Thomas F. Wall, manager of the
Circle Theatre, Brookline, Mass./
and James J. Wall/manager of the
Egyptian Theatre. Brighton, Mass.,

died in Woburn, Mass. Dec. 5 of a

cerebral hemorrhage. Also sur-

viving are her husband* two daugh-
ters and a sister.

George Reston Malloch, 78, Scot
playwright, died in Glasgow Dec.

12. His best-known play was

isuuiwwH iw*)**^

Helen Hayes
Continued from psgt 2

eager” to lend a hand in this per-
sonal crisis. She commended the
Foundation's “sensitive and wise
attitude.”

Now national chairman of

women’s activities for the Founda-
tion, Miss Hayes explained that un-
til her daughter was stricken, she
had participated, “like other peo-
ple in the theatre,” in March of
Dimes drives, but “did not know
too much about the movement.”
Since

, then, the actress has criss-

crossed the country to further the
Foundation’s efforts. The Albany
date, she said fwith reference to a

possible conflict on video re-

hearsal), was “more important than
a television rehearsal or any other
type of sfipyt,”,,, , Vil . „„ „ ,

BIRTHS
. Mr. and Mi’s. Don Stone, daugh-
ter, Sioux City, la., Dec. 8.'’ Father
is radio announcer at KSCJ.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Fleck, son,

’Dec. 8. New Delhi, India. Father,
second secretary at the American
Embassy, is the son of G. Dare
Eleok, early official at station
KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mi's. A1 Bonner, daugh-

ter. Hollywood, Dec. 18. Father is

a makeup man at Warners.
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Peyser,

a son. Dec. 8. in N. Y. Father is

vicepresident and general counsel
of United Artists.

]

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Van Nostrand,
daughter, Burbank, Cal.. Dec. 16.

Fat her is a sales rep for KNXT.
Mr, and Mrs. Joseph Pevney, son,

Hollywood. Dec. 13. Mother is

Mitzi Green, actress; father is a

screen director,

j

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Angus, dnugli-

j
ter, Burbank, Cal., Dec. 13. Father

:

is a TV producer. ,

j

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tripoli.

;
son, Boston; recently. Father and
.mother are the vaude and nitery
team of Geraldine & Joe,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Frank, son,.

Denver, Col., Dec. 12. Father is a

flack in that city arid brother of

! Marvin Frank, Gotham druin-

i beater.

|
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Harrison,

(daughter, New York. Nov. 20, Fa-

ther is actor; mother is Amelia

jBfti^ps,.IV.actes. . ,



We&needay, December

MY THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING WONDERFUL PEOPLE WHO HAVE APPEARED ON MY SHOW IN REGENT WEEKS:

Johnny Mercer • Marilyn Maxwell • Rock Hudson Jane Powell • Vic Domone P. Jerry Colonna • Margaret Whiting

Jack Palance * Piper Laurie * Frances Faye • Ella Mae Morse • Jack Bailey • Donna Reed • Gordon MacRae • Debbie Reyeolds

Jack Costanxo • Betty Hutton * Ray Anthony • Tennessee Ernie • Ida Lupino • Howard Duff • Terry Moore • Sara Berner

Billy Eckstine

Xaxier Cugat

Danny Thomas • Robert Stack • Barbara Lawrence • Connie Russell • Gloria Wood • Hugo Winterhalter

Rose Marie • Tab Hunter * Abbe Lane • Johnny Desmond • Art Linkletter
~'#v

' Barbara Ruick • Gene Nelson

Linda Christian • Beryl bavis • David Rose • Tdny Martin • Ken Murray • Dorothy Malone • Harry James • Dorothy Shay • Peggy Lee

Champ Butler • Ross Bqgdasarian • Michael O'Shea • Jimmy Boyd • Annie Francis • Frank Sinatra • Jack Haley • Eartha Kitt

Buddy Baer • Joan Shawlee • Connie Haines Rodd Redwing • Gale Robbins • Gene Autry • Anne Maria Alberghetti

Mickey Rooney • Eddie and Ida Cantor • Johnnie Ray • Keenan Wynn • Dawn Addams • Rory Calhoun • Lena Home
Stan Freberg • Guy Mitchell • Eddie Fisher • John Carradine • Zsa Zsa Gabor • Guy Madison • Lita Baron • Richard Jaeckel

Ann Miller •
. Rudy Vallee • Clara Kimball Young • Jackie Coogan * Hoagy Carmichael • Bryant Washburn • Connie Moore

Jack Mulhall • Johnny Weismueller • Rita Johnson • James Kirkwood * Wanda Hendrix • David Brian • Bobby Driscoll

Helene Stanley • Gigi Perreau • Shelley Winters • Spike Jones • Keefe Brasselle * Mary Small * Johnny Mack Brown

thank you, RAYMOND SPECTOR, for your confidence

DICK GOTTLIEB—Director
MARY MARKHAM-Assistont Producer

BOB MOON—Continuity Writer

HARRY DAVIS-Property Dept.

Press Relations:

STAN SEIDEN
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FIX TIME FOR A CHANGE’

Death of Lee Shubert, markings

the end of an era in the American

theatre, has caused a tremor in

legit circles and may presage far-

reaching changes in the business.

As head of the Shubert theatrical

empire, Lee Shubert was a (per-

haps the) key figure in the U. S.

stage for the last quarter-century.

•Stiubert’s death, sudden but not

Unexpected, .
gave immediate im-

portance to the question of the dis-

position of his authority and power.

That has been a matter of growing
speculation in the trade for years,

but pending reading of the will,

little is definitely known.
Exact date of the reading has

not been announced. William Klein

& Milton Weir, Shubert attorneys,

6ajd yesterday (Tues.) that until

they file necessary legal papers
they could not say when the read-
ing would be held. It*s assumed,
however, that it will have to be
within the next few days;

In the absence of specific infor-

mation. on the subject, various ru-
mors have been current about the
probable Shubert office setup fol-

lowing Lee’s death. Because of the
ill health of Jacob J. Shubert, the
only surviving brother, known in
the trade as J. J., or Jake, it’s ex-
pected that he will not assume
charge or even particpate actively
in the operation,
. Fairly prevailing belief is that
the will places control in the
hands of the Shubert Foundation,
formed some years ago, with ac-
tual administration divided among
John Shubert, J. J.’s only son; a
nephew, Milton Shubert Wolf
(he doesn’t use

.
the latter name),

(Continued on page 54)

Tea and Sympathy’ Is

Goldwyn’s Case-m-Point

For Updating Film Code
Apropos of Samuel Goldwyn’s

complaint that the Production

n,°7
e
*.

ls behind the times, it’s noted
inatthe producer in past expressed
jrterest in picturizing the Broad-

S. n
lck P lfly. "Tea and Sym-

.

Goldwyn reportedly ex-

fa
re

/*
s
?u

intense regret*’ over the

IK?., ^ .

the Code’s restrictions

Dathv'
1
*

0
?

from fringing “Sym-
pathj to the screen,
•Robert Anderson play concerns

wnn ^i
011^ at a boys’- school who is

nn!
n^ J

accuse'i sexual devia-

}h
,?’ Gode

,
reps have decided that

i

s would not be acceptable for

hi,
1" Hollywood yesterday (Tues.)

iV
n was quoted as saying he

i^luneP tia^ for “Tea and

the
an
^ has no plans to buy

no iHpa
en He added he has

chanppc
S at

jj
ls Hme for specific

beimf thin,
Cod®* his feeling

sho'ufd 'hix
he other producers

make n
h
n
Ve

,

th
*

opportunity to

special^; ra?i
Sa
i
s for revision at a»i»eciauy.called meeting,]

Compatible Hangovers
As in the debut stages of

black and white. TV, the “pio-

neer” mass buyers of colorsets

are expected to be bars and
restaurants—which will also

bring back largescale out-of-
home imbibing.

Where are. the Clark Gables and*

Joan Crawfords of tomorrow?
Question is bothering a segment

of the industry which claims the

business is neglecting its own in-

terest by failing to come up. with a

definite program for the develop-

ment of new b.o.. stars in Holly-

wood.
Problem of providing fresh play-

er material, and of getting these

new faces before the public, is sub-

ject to extensive buckpassing with-

in the industry. Production blames

exhibition, and the theatre ops

maintain that Hollywood isn’t giv-

ing its fledgling stars .the buildup

it used to.

Economic factor prominently

enters the picture. The studios,

operating on reduced budgets and

with a minimum number of con-

tract Rlayers, prefer to play it safe

in casting even though some—like

Universal—keep trying to develop

(Continued oh page 63)

PULITZER GROUP GIVES

Censorship—by whom, of what,
and how administered—is sharply
in the foreground as the motion
picture industry enters. 1954, An-
other feature, RKO’s “The French
Line” has opened (in St.. Louis)
Without the seal of the Hollywood
Production Code. Alec Guinness’
British import, “The Captain’s
Paradise,” has made peace with
the Code and the Legion of De-
cency. New York State has filed a

brief with the United States Su-
preme Court extolling censorship
as a bulwark against delinquency.
While all these, and more, sto-

ries are Reported elsewhere in this

current issue of Variety^ a meet-
ing has been called in New York
City for next week to consider re-

writing and updating the Produc-
tion Code under which the Holly-
wood studios have operated, with
occasional minor modifications,

since 1930.

(In a show of tactful restraint.

Motion Picture Assn, of America
president Eric A. Johnston has
asked Samuel Goldwyn for specific

proposals . to implement the pro-

ducer’s broadly-stated recommen-
dation of Production Code moderni-
zation. (Some years ago Johnston
and Goldwyn engaged in a heated
hassle which was given wide At-

tention and was regarded as a blow
to industry public relations.)]

Johnston, in a reply to GoldWyn’s
letter of last, week, said, “Any

(Continued on page 16)

Hollywood Stared
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Y. Frank Freeman,«Bpeaking
for Hollywood producers, to-

day long-distanced to Eric
Johnstpn in Tacoma seeking
assurances that the Code will

be “stiffened.” Film colony is

much disturbed else repeti-

tions of headon clashes with
purists as per “Moon Is Blue”
and “The French Line” will

draw more pickets, postcards
and boycotts.
Freeman will reiterate be-

lief that Code must stay in

force and not be diluted,

As Pi

Main Stem entries could be in

for some competition from off

Broadway in the Pulitzer Prize

drama award sweepstakes. It’s un-

derstood that members of tlie

award committee recently attended

a performance of Victor Wotfson’s

“American Gothic” at the Circlc-

in-the-Square in Greenwich Vil-

lage. It’s possible that other off-

Broadway entries have also been

seen by the committee.
There have been instances in the

past where the committee has

failed to find a meritorious Broad-

way entry and bypassed the play

award entirely. In view of this, a

potent off-Broadway work might

take, some of the play away from

the Main Stem contenders.

Handling of the award to an off-

Broadway offering, however, would

be precedental, as all previous

choices have been culled from

Broadway productions.

Westinghouse’s “Studio One”
(CBS-TV) is getting the same type
of eagle eye treatment by Holly-

wood film studios as the Fred Coe-
Philco-Goodyear “Television Play-]

house” (NBC-TV). Latter is the
]

“pioneer” source material in this

regard with one of its chief con-

tributions being Paddy Chayef-

sky’s “Marty.” Oh the -definite

vid-to-Hollywood lists from the

“Studio One” stable of showcasers

is the late George. Orwell’s “1984”

which was exposed last September
as the season’s teeoffer in an adap-

tation by William Templeton for

producer Felix Jackson and story

editor Florence Britton. Film ver-

sion is currently being made in

Italy under Peter Rathvoh, former
board chairman of RKO.
Being dangled before Coast stu-

dios or homeoffice story editors are

three other Westinghoii.se plays.

These are “Buffalo Bill Is Dead”
(Nov. 23), an original by Rod
Selling; Thomas Phipps* modern
edition of “Camille” (Nov. 9) star-

ring Michele Morgan, with Phipps,

likely to do the screen treatment,

and Capt. Robert I. Olsen’s “Dry
Run,” submarine epic given Dec. 7

on the Pearl Harbor anniversary.

Reflecting the strong b.o. per-
formance of “The Robe” and “How'
to Marry a Millionaire,” 20th-Fox’s
global income from film rentals in

1953 hit a record high of $106,000.-
000. Comparative gross for 1952
was $93,000,000.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexv,

last week reported that the do-
mestic gross estimate for ’53 was
$67,300,000, compared to $57,400,-

000 in ’52, and foreign rentals $38.-

250.000, an increase of slightly

more than $2,500,000 over ’52 when
20th grossed $35,737,000 abroad.

Figures, setting unprecedented
highs in performance both domes-
tically and abroad, indicate that

20th got 36% of its revenue from
the foreign market. There was no
immediate indication whether the

foreign gross total includes Canada.
(Continued on page 62)

238.000.

000 DISKS SOLD

IN 1953, SEZ SARNOFF
In his year-end statement, David

Sariioff, RCA board chairman, re-

ports that the record industry sold
over 238,000,000 disks in 1953.

Major factors in the rise, accord-
ing to Sarnoff, were increased use
of three-speed phonographs, wide
acceptance of 45 rpm extended-
play (EP) disks and the influence

of high fidelity in generating new
interest in records and phono-
graphs,

Sarnoff stated that high fidelity

“gained momentum during 1953
through a nationwide interest that
-reflects the public’s growing inter-

est in music of the highest qual-
ity.” He said hi-fi introduced a

new epoch in music “which is

bright with promise for 1954.”

(Further details on the Sarnoff
statement in the Radio-TV section).

Film producers in Italy, a Catho-
lic country, are not a little con-
fused by the standards of the
Legion of Decency., the Catholic
body in the United States most
concerned with motion picture con-
tent and moral emphasis. The
views of the Catholic clergy in

Italy are often, quite different from
th eir American confreres. In gen-
eral the older clergy is far broad-
er and more liberal in respect to
the cinematic treatment of themes
and situations.

Education of Italian producers
with respect to the complexities of
American censorship is one of sev-
eral hopeful expectations for 1954
of the staff of Italian Films Ex-
port in New York City. This
organization, now entering its sec-
ond year of operations, is sanguine
of the improved opportunities for
foreign product to secure playdates
in the United States (as Holly-
wood features decline in num-
ber) . ;

:

.

Inability of several Italian im-
ports to escape the Legion of De-
cency's “C” rating reportedly has
hurt the b.o. of Italian pix some-
what since many American circuits
refuse to book films condemned
by the Legion. This is seen as a
difficult problem since the sex
theme is recurrent in Italian pro-
ductions. And as natural as eating
spaghetti.

The 1954 plans of the N. Y. of-

fice of Italian Films Export in-

clude strengthening U. S. represen-
tation of Italo producers, disposal
of Italian product to American in-

dies and a stepped-up flow of pro-

(Conlinued on page 61

)

Terry Moore Rebuked

To Create Notoriety
Hollywood. Dec. 29.

Terry Moore got lots of wire
service publicity about her fur
bathing suit, and that is what she
apparently set out to get. accord-
ing to irritated officials back in

Hollywood. Miss Moore, who bad
been warned in advance not to

take along the garment, cabled
an apology to Harry Brand Here.

(Brand is pub chief for 20th-Fox
for which company she made “12-

Mile Reef" and "Kliyber Rifles”)

Contrary to some news reports,

actress was not at first ordered
home.
George Murphy, chief of the

Hollywood coordinating commit-
tee, summed the fuss up this way:
“Miss Moore became overcager
about getting publicity for her-

self.”

There was an intended barb in

.

this observation, Murphy adding,

“Of all ; 150 performers who have

gone out in the past four years and

of 17,000 performances given for

the Armed Forces, this is first in-

stance where a screen player has

used the tour for personal public-



By JOE SCHOENFELD

Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Th$ Xmas spirit is manifested
In many different ways. in. the far-

flung corners of the world. Along
with -the goodwill and good cheer

that flow freely or forcedly during

the Yule season, there are atmos-

pheric and climactic differences

which contribute to St. Nick’s off-

beat stance at times.

Dolores Del Rio First

• Coast Job in 12 Years
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

For the first time in 12 years

Dolores del Bio is returning to

Hollywood to appeal in i picture,

this time as femme lead opposite
Spencer Tracy in “Broken Lance”
at 20th-Fox. Film will be produced

Southern California. Is a case in j
in February by Sol. C. Siegel with

point. The sun at this time of the

year is often shining bright and
hot; the concrete ribbons through
Beverly Hills could be shimmering
In a haze of heat, yet .

overhead,

strung on cables across a couple
of Wilshire Boulevard Intersect

tions, a bundled-up Santa Claus
whips his Donder, Blitzen, et al.,

as though a norther is at his back
Like Santa belabormg his reindeer,

the stores, too, have to maintain
a steady drumbeat to remind the

Edward Dmytryk directing.

Mexican actress' last Hollywood
appearance was in RK0’s "Journey
into Fear,” with Orsdn Welles as

male lead. Since then she has made
numerous films below the border.

N.Y. CRITICS BESTOW

Columbia’s . "From Here to Eter-

week (28) reaped triple
^iu

.

mi
.

<
?

populace that ^Christmas
^ | honors wrhen the New York Film

not the Fourth of July—is just

around
,
the corner.

That’s the commercial side of it

in this neck of the palms.
The compassionate side; the lac-

tic spread of human kindness; the
openness of warm heart; the in-

dications, even if they do come
from spine people only

:

on a once-
yearly basis, that man is truly cast

in God’s mould, are here in the
same proportions as elsewhere—-
but here, too, the manifestations

[

l,
Critics voted it the best picture pf
the year and also gave the nod
to Fred Zinnemanh as best director

and Burt Lancaster as the out-
standing actor of 1953.

Group, polling its members for

the 19th consecutive year, settled

on Audrey Hepburn (‘ -Roman Holi-
day”) as best actress and picked
the French “Justice Is Done” (Bur
styn) as the leading foreign lan
guage import. Voting was by se-

can be and in one case definitely i
hallot with only Alton - Cook

vety.^mStiaL
eTtelJ

! of the World-Ttlegrani A- Sun aB-
are.
Take the Hymn & Hangover

• , ...... ..

Club—or, what was once the Hymn ! „ “**1*°“* ® ent ‘!"j

8:’ Hangover Club and Is now the ! g£dlsb
A * Cr««“d

^?
nd •

-Voices of Christmas” What the
|

Th* c?n<W*^ of
l
Eve«?‘: F,

'.
ms

Marching A Chowder dubs
to be to the Tammany Hall Wards doc“-

-or to any political boilerroom o£ i

mentary filgunaktog.” Critics will

yesterday—the Hymn A Hangover 1
tbeir *w4rds next month.

the

HORACE HEIDT
Opening January 1, 1954, at the

Edgewater Beach Hotel, -Chicago.
Then to New York ; . . Opening

February 1, 1954, at Hotel Statler.

Under Personal Management
WALTER PLANT

StatUr Hotel, N#w York City, N. Y.

Back on His 40

Club started out to be in Holly-
wood.

Sonny Burke Sparks It

Conceived in a state of Thanks-
giving Day wassail at the home Of

;

Sonny Burke, west coast artists &
repertoire chief for Decca, seven
years ago, the Hymn & Hangovers
first numbered around 12 persons.
They had savored of the turkey
arid had' sipped the brimming cup
when the urge to make like a bar-
ber shop glee club came over them.
One song led to another and then
into Xmas carols, and the idea.was
born to make of this a permanent

“Eternity” won with 11 votes on
the second ballot. Also nominated
were '‘Everest/’ “The Robe,” “Ro-
man Holiday” and “Moulin Rouge.”
“Eternity” got nine votes on the
first ballot, “Everest” two, and the
rest one a piece. Second round saw
“Eternity" leading with 11 votes,

with “Everest’’ trailing with two
and “Roman Holiday” with one.
Nominated for best director Were

Zinnemann, Joseph Mankiewicz
(“Julius Caesar”), John Huston
(“Moulin Rouge”), George Stevens
(“Shane”) and William Wyler (“Ru-
man Holiday”). Zinnemann got the

self and friend-entertaining choral ! bn the second ballot. In the

group. [running for best actor were

Les Brown . conducted the maid- 1

James Mason (“Caesar”), Lancas-
rr i i i I I “TT+io.r»r»4tx7,, l • Willism Unlrloli

Hollywood, Dec. 29.

As of today (Tues.), Cecil B. Der
Mille completes 40 years as a film

produceri It was Dec. 29, 1913 that

he launched “The. Squaw Man” at

a total budget of $15,450..

DeMille is currently preparing
to shoot his remake of “The Ten
Commandments,” which will cost

around $6,000,000, compared with
the $1,475,836 cost for the original

silent version made in 1923. One
of the most lavish productions of

all time, with armies of extras, a

duplication of the 1923 'treatment
in modern sound, color and dimen
sion would probably cost $15,000,-

000, the veteran showman estim-

ates.

DeMille will roll his new “Com-
mandment” production next Octo-
ber in Egypt. He is postponing de-
cision on w hat, method he’ll use
“I’U let the public tell me.” He
can delay decision another four

(Continued on page 63)

en effort and has continued ever ter (“Eternity”), Williarn Holden
'“Stalag 17”), Spencer Tracy (“The
Actress”) and John Gielgud (“Cae-

since. At first they were a “sur-
prise” for their friends, coming:
unannounced to homes and giving ' sar ’)•A oting went over five 'ballots

out with the - Xmas spirit. Since !
Best actress nominations includ-

some of their friends were, a bit I
ed Miss Hepburn (“Holiday”), Ava

racy; they included some carols !
Gardner (“Mogambo”), Jean Sim-

w.ith lyrics that wouldn’t get by a I
mons (“Young Bess” arid “Ae-

church .warden, even a deaf one.
j

tress”), Anna Magnani (“Bellis-

But times and demands change,
i

sima”), Leslie Caron (“Lili”)

As word of the Hymn & Hangover -and Colette Marchand (‘'Moulin

Club spread, so. did its manpower Rouge”'. Miss Hepburn emerged
(as high as 30) and the demands !

victorious in the third ballot. For-

npon them. Then they hit on a

regular schedule of visits, making
the same homes on the same night
at the same time every year. This
created other problems. Many
choristers were lost in the fast-

nesses of the Hollywood and Bev-
erly hills, since they traveled in.

separate cars and some homes are
hard to find—even when sober.

‘Voices of Xmas’
This year — the first that the

group has known under its more
respectable title of “Voices of

( Continued on page 20).

eign pix trio included “Justice Is

Done,” “The Little World of Don
Camillo (It.) and “The Seven Dead-
ly Sins” (Italo-French).

“Justice,” .distributed by the of-

fice of the late Joseph Burstyn,
now also will get the Burstyn
memorial plaque to be awarded by
the Independent Motion Picture
Distributors of America. N. Y. crix

group is chairmanned by the N. Y.
Daily News’ Kate Cameron. Next
year the chairmanship rotates to

Frank Quinn of the N< Y. Daily
Mirror.

Yankfihi,

Macdonald Carey Into

Broadway’s ^Anni.Waltz’
.

4
' Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Macdonald Carey has been
signed by Broadway producer Joe
Hyman for “Anniversary WMt?,”
the new Jerome Chodorov legiter

which ‘Moss Hart will stage. Re-
hearsals begin early in February.
‘ Carey was originaly set_ for The-
atre Guild’s “Days of Grace,” but

that’s postponed to next season.

SNOW IN VERMONT

ENTHRALLS HOT LANDS
: Washington, Dec. 29.

;

U. S. Information Agency has
been using motion pictures and ra-

dio as its principal .media to tell

the U. $; story to the world during
the current Christmas-New Year;

period. •

;

Such films as “The Story* of the
Nativity’’ and “Christmas in Ver-
mont,” both in color, are being
screened, at many, of our overseas
information centers and at hun-
dreds of village squares. The two
pictures Were used for the same
purpose a year ago. The Vermont
film proved popular because it

showed lots of snow to people who
have never encountered it in their
own experiences. The -U. S. crews
were peppered with, questions
about the snow last year.

.“The Nativity” pic, with its col-

orful Middle East costumes, proved
particularly successful in that area
and in the Far East. ,.

“Voice of America” radio carried
President Eisenhower’s Christmas
message to the world, as well as
scores of other Christmas pro-
grams. •

ARTY SNAKE TEMPTED EVE

N. Y. State Pictures Censorship As
Defender of Morality

J,
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Minneapolis, Dec. 29.

Having just completed a tour of
Europe with their iceshow, star-

ring Soilja Henie, local impresarios
Morris Chalfen and Raye Perkins
now are working on a plan to take
the attraction behind the Iron Cur-
tain into Russia as a cultural ex-
change and the first, such Ameri-

i
can venture of its kind.

Chalfen informed Morning Trib-
une columnist Will Jones that the
plan already has been cleared with
the U. S, State Dept, and that he
artd Perkins have had some en-
couragement from Russia to their
proposal that, in return for the
sample of Hpllywood-style ice per-
formance, the Communist govern-
ment send over a top ballet troupe
to this country.
Miss Henie is, enthusiastic over

the proposed project. A definite
“yes” or “no” now is being awaited

(Continued on page 63)

— By TOM WEATHERLY —

.

The old year’s part is all but
played;

The new one’s in the wings;
And this old trouperVthoughts are

j. sprayed
With sweet, nostalgic things.

I drift back through the rose-lit

past
And sip the dreamy wine,

And once again my blood runs fast

For girls of auld lang syne.

To. the girls Of auld lang syne,
my pals,

Let’s drink a tear-stained toast;
For they’re the mothers of the gals

I’m fondest now of most.

Washington, Decr29.
The New York State law setting

lip film censorship was pictured as

a powerful aid in the fight against

juvenile delinquency in a brief

filed with the U. S. Supreme Court

yesterday (28) by Nathaniel Gold-
stein, the state’s attorney general,

Brief is a preliminary to argu-

ment before the Supreme Court or

Jan. 6 in the appeal brought bj

Commercial Pictures Corp. against

a New York ban on the French
import “La Ronde” which Com-
merciai is distributing in this coun-
try.

Film was barred on the ground
it was “immoral.”

Goldstein argues that censorshif
before screening was constitution-
al so that “immoral pictures mas
be recognized and excluded.” H<
quoted from an article to the effecl

that one primary cause of juvenile
delinquency was “the sexual stimu
Jation in watching motion picture
proeluctions” and charged “Lj
Ronde” was that kind of pic.

The Goldstein brief assertec
inost New Yorkers want state me>
tion picture censorship because the
job - could not be handled propeflj
by local authorities.

.

On the matter of "La Ronde” be
ing a very artistic production, the
brief had this to say:

“The danger becomes more
’clear and present’ as the persua
siveness of the theme is increasee

l through the quality of presenta
1 ticn. Had the apple in the Gardei
of Eden not been so attractive, Evi
would riot have eaten it.”

Blind Musicians
Chicago, Dec. 29.

.James C. Petrillo,
.
president c

American Federation of Musicians
and the Chicago local, staged hi
seventh annual Christmas Da
party for blind musicians of bot
the. white arid Negro unions at th
Blackstone Hotel last Friday (25 ]

For the first time, one hour of th
party was televised on ABC-TV.
Featured act w'as Josh Whit<

current here at Black Orchid, wh
broke into the biz originally s

seeing-eye guide for a blind mi
sician at $4 per Week.

. Washington, DecV 29A marked step-up of film and
broadcasting activities is a major
part ofv a planned expansion ofU S. propaganda efforts in South-
east Asia, according to Theodore
Streibert, head of U. S. informa-
tion agency. Streibert, former
Proxy of Mutual broadcasting Sys-
tern; told a news conference yes-
terday (28) of his decision to in-
crease all information activities in
what he termed “This Critical
Area” after his recent tour of the
countries involved.

Streibert praised the effective-
ness and popularity of the film pro-
gram. In Saigon, where U. s. in-
formation people “are really car-
rying on in a war atmosphere ” he
said the film officer in charge of
the mobile unit had to travel
armed through terrain held only
ten days before by the Vietminh
arrnies.

Despite the hostilities, crowds
gathered for a screening of the in-
auguration film and cheered presi-
dent Eisenhower’s speech. At-
tendance at film showings are so
great that overflow crowds fre-
quently see our information pix
from the reverse side of the
screen.

Stepup of programming on the
two mediumwave radio stations
currently beaming programs into
Red China is already in the works,
Streibert disclosed. The Okinawa
station, completed last August, has
just stepped into fult power opera-
tion, arid is planning to increase
air time from 6 to 12 hours daily.
The Manila station is still working
at halfpower pending clearance of
some technical difficulties,, but will
also hit full stride soon in our prin-
cipal method of getting, factual in-

formation past the bamboo curtain.
All radio shows are strictly news
and commentary, sans any enter-
tainment features.

Streibert declared there Is defi-

nite proof that our broadcasts are
effectively covering the China
boasts.

Part of the new film program,
according to Andrew Smith, mo-
tion picture chief for the Infor-
mation Agency, will involve in-
creased Hollywood cooperation.
Says Smith: “The film industry can
make a great contribution to this
cause.” He added that “Even-
tually there will be a very close
relationship with" the hiotion

.
pic-

ture industry, and they will have
every reason to be proud of this

cooperation.” (Smith, a former
20th exec, succeeded J. Cheever
Cowdin a few weeks ago.)
Although Streibert stated pro-

jected expansion of information
program in the far east w'ould in-

volve “added staffs and added use
of all media and techniques,” de-
tails were yet to be worked out.

Hd did not plan to ask congress
for additional funds for this pur-
pose, but would transfer funds
from “less critical areas’’ to south-
east Asia, Present budget, for

agency is $75,000i000, plus $G.OOO,-

000 trarisferred from foreign
operations agency.

Part of the film arid radio expan-
sion will be in South Korea.
Streibert is also exploring the

“possibilities and desirability” of

adopting a program to help

Nationalist China (Formosa) soluli*

fy its position by enlisting the co-

operation of Its many nationals

located elsewhere.

Godfrey's Arctic Eve
Arthur Godfrey: arid 14 members

of his CBS troupe will spend New
Year’s Eve at Thule Ait* Base in

Greenland and. give two per-

formances for military personnel.

Also included in the flight to the

outpost will be Air Secretary

Harold Talbott, Gen. Curtis LeMav,
commander of the Strategic Air

Command, and pioneer airman Col.

Berrit Balchen. :

Thule is about 900 miles south

of the North Pole.

Raze Chillicothe House
Chillicothe, Dec. 29.

Sherman Theatre, built during

World War I when Camp Sherman
Operated nearby, closed Dec. 17

and will be razed shortly. The

house is on old Ohio canal land,

which the state turned over to the

city for public purposes. . .

City is left with Majestic and

Royal theatres arid several outly-

ing drive-ins.
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Film company execs this week received with raised eyebrows

« reDort that the Republican Administration is urging countries

Shtoad to put the brakes on any speedy moves towards dropping

nf foreign exchange controls. Such a policy runs counter to the

interests of the companies which have many millions in theoreti-

cal earnings tied up abroad.

ThP U. S. Treasury’s reasoning in taking this apparently cop-

tradictory point-ot'-view • is that free "convertibility of European’

inrrencv without free conversion of®the British pound is undesir-

able Thiscoincides with the British position which* atthe same

time doesn’t envision any early dropping of controls since Brit-

ain’s’ gold and dollar reserves at present are not judged adequate.

New Motion Picture Export

Assn, deal with Indonesia calls for

a $1,700,000 remittance of. earnings

accrued to the American compa-

nies during 1953. Rest, amounting

to about $400,000, is to be, invested

in local government bonds;

Arrangements bring to $4,000,-

000 the amount of U. S. monies

taken out of Indonesia for 1952

and 1953 under dqals worked out

by MPEA’s Irving Maas. It’s con-

sidered a significant victory for

MPEA since all transfers are made
at the official rate of exchange
which favors the distribs.

Amount remitted for 1952, in-

cluding some accumulated extras,

came to $2,000,000. . The remain-

ing $1,700,000 were to be invested

In government bonds by the end of

1953 with remittance to be over a

five-year period starting Jan., 1954.

First 20% slice, running to $340,-

000, is due in N.Y. soon.
The Indonesian market, while

plagued with censorship and other
difficulties, is a fertile one for the

(Continued on page 62)

Current Solid Product

William

Expanding Japan; Has

i, More Due
Far East public is excited over

the prospect of wider screens
which are being installed in many
theatres. William Piper, exec as-
sistant foreign sales manager of
Paramount, said in. N, Y, last
week, following a month’s swing
through Japan, Hong Kong and
the Philippines.

Piper, who inspected Par’s
Dew-branches in Japan, said it was
his impression that the Far East
market was definitely expandable,
He pointed out that Japan alone
has 4,000 theatres with new ones
still being built. He found wide-
screen installations were adver-
tised.

It’s “too early” for the Japanese
film industry to seek U.S. co-pro-
duction, Piper thought.

.
He said

the Japanese producers would be
better, off for the moment content-
's themselves with getting Jap-
anese sequences into Hollywood
P*x by making location lensing at-
tractive.

Various factors contribute to
making war pix popular with
Japanese audiences, Piper found,
respite this, however, Par is fol-

Jong-established policy of
or releasing any war theme films

in Japan.

Exhibs beefs, anent distrib re-
lease policy on .3-D pix, which sub-
sided during the declining period
of the deepies, are again being
renewed. Complaints stem from
the stipulation that current solid

3-D product such as Warner Bros.’

“Hondo,” Paramount’s “C e a s e
Fire” and. Columbia’s “Miss Sadie
Thompson” are being made avail-

able only in their 3-D versions.
Exhibs charge they are being de-
nied b.o* product if they decline
to' show the films in the depth
technique. Jhis policy, it’s stated,

is a factor that is contributing to

the current, product shortage.

Theatfemen point out that when
the public soured on 3-D during
thef issuance of the “fast-buck
quickies,” distribs were anxious to

unload the films in any dimension.
Now, it’s pointed out, the compa-
nies are withholding top product
from the market by their insistence

on 3-D
:

playing time. Only Metro,
which is releasing “Kiss Me Kate,”

is giving exhibs a choice of playing

the film in either 3-D or 2-D.

Exhibs are particularly bitter

Over Par’s insistence on 3-D for

“Cease Fire.” They point out that

the film, dealing with a patrol in

Korea during the last days of the

conflict, represents a timely sub-

ject, It’s stressed that by- the- time
it gets around to non-depth situa-

tions, it will have lost the value

of immediacy and the early pub-
licity it received. Thus; it’s argued,

a potential big grosser will have

lost a good deal of its appeal.

According to present figures, ap-

proximately 4,900 houses in the

U. S. are equipped for 3-D. Of
these, about 1,000 are wary of the

medium and have refused to book
additiontal pictures in the process.

The remaining 3,900 face competi-

tion in the bidding for 3-D films,

leaving a total of about 2,500 the-

atres that can play a 3-D picture.

Turn towards (i.e. any return to)

economic restrictionism by the
United States would certainly re-

sult in retaliatory actions by other
nations; which could “gravely, per-
haps irreparably” injure the Amer-
ican film industry.

This plain warning is contained
in a four-page letter from Motion
Picture Export Assn, president
Eric Johnston to Clarence B. Ran-
dall, chairman of the President’s
Commission on Foreign Economic
Policy which is due to submit its

recommendations to the . White
House shortly.

Tenor of the Johnston commu-
nication, which came in reply to
an invitation from Randall to state
the film industry’s views; stuck to
the “Do to others as you would
have, others do unto you” note.
The MPEA prexy also observed
that “a backward step in U. S,
trade policy, or even a failure to
continue the process of liberaliza-
tion of past years, would have di-
rect consequences for this industry
in its foreign markets.” These con-
sequences, he said, wbuld be re-
flected in reduced employment
within the ' industry, less available
product and “in a drastic shrink-
age in

.
one1 of the major media

of communications between this
country and the rest of the world.

(Continued on page 15)

Exhibi’ Two Mistakes
Buffalo, Dec. 29.

Speaking at a testimonial
dinner given in his honor by
the Variety Club of Buffalo
recently to celebrate his 40
years in show business, Nikitas
Dipson, president of Dipson
Theatre?, wisecracked

:

“In but business lifetime,”

said N. D. “we exhibitors made
two monumental mistakes.
One was when we let the pic-

ture distributors get into the
theatre business. The other
was when we let them get,

out.”

Remaining obstacles in a new
Fraricb-Anierlcan .film accord have
been ironed out and ratification is

expected' this week at both the
New York and Paris ends. Deal
makes .available to the French
$400,000 over a two-year period to.

promote French, pix in the U. S.

While it’s felt at the Motion
Picture Export Assn., that the ar-
rangement as finally arrived at
does hot actually represent a “Sub-
sidy,” company execs are bracing
themselves for demands for simi-
lar payments from other film-pro-
ducing countries, notably Germany.
MPEA figures it’ll have to face
this prospect—of which if already
has had a hint—but nevertheless
has made every effort to circum-
vent the subsidy tag in the French
deal* ..

The payment to the French gov-
ernment, which in turn ivill hand
dollars to Unifrance—the French
outfit concerned with pushing the
circulation of French pix abroad—
comes out of an “aid” fund of
300,000,000 francs ($80,000), estab-
lished under the last French pact
as an indirect assist to the local

(Continued on page 15)

Seripter

Stuart Schulberg
keynofes the European show bis

today where, in all langaoget,

Continental showmen are

producing vidpix with
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6
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9

* * *

an amusing byline piece in Hit

forthcoming

48th Anniversary ISumber
of

PSlKIETY

Washington, Dec. 29;

Any agreement made by the Mo-
tion Picture Export : Assn. W'hich
involves subsidizing' a foreign
county's films will probably run
the gauntlet of the. Federal Trade
Commission, it was indicated here
today.:

j

An FTC spokesman would not
comment specifically on reported

• details of the new French pact, but
pointed out that the Webb-Pom-

I erene act, under which MPEA op-
erates, has three stiff provisions:—

(1> An American association op-

,
erating under the law must not re-

strain the trade of domestic
(American) competitors anywhere.

(2) It must not do anything to
enhance, or depress, prices in the
United States.

<3> It must not substantially les-

; sen competition in the U. S.
•

•
U'

If. as reported, the projected
French deal calls for a $260,000
annual Subsidy to promote French
motion pictures ill this country,

(Continued on page 10)

Irate Stockholder Asks

Sees None for 25 Yrs.
London, Dec. 22.

Criticism of the company policy
was made by a stockholder at the
annual meeting of Associated Talk-
ing Pictures, of which Ealing Stu-
dios is a subsidiary'. Asserting the
company had never declared a div-
idend, he reckoned that at its
present rate of progress, it would
be at least another 25 years before
it. could do so if all debts were
paid off. He thought it would be 50
years before Ealing could pay a
dividend.
Commenting on the $1,400,000;

loan from' the National Film
Finance Corp.. the stockholder

(Continued on page 16)

AS LANTZ EXEC PROD.
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Tex Avery shifted from Metro

to the Walter Lantz cartoon studio

under a 20-year contract as execu-

tive producer. Besides producing

Chilly Willy and Woody Wood-

pecker cartoons, he supervised all

animation for the company.
During his stay on the Metro

-

lot

Avery produced “Johnny Jet,” the

“Droopy” series and other car-

toons,

Paul Gregory to Enter

i

Holidays Boom Biz ; 'Love

'Cinerama’ 3d,

’ No. 1, ‘Reef’ Running 2d,

4th, ‘Girls’ 5th

BABY DUE;

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
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Hollywood, Dec, 29.

Paul Gregory, with seven legit

operations lined up for . next year,

is going into the film production

field in 1954 with two features

scheduled annually; First picture

on the program is “The Night of

the Hunter,” to be made under the

Paul Gregory Productions banner

in association with Charles Laugh-

ton. Film will be based on a novel

by David Grubb.
Gregory’s seven stage produc-

tions next year will be “The Caine

Mutiny Court. Martial” (three com-

panies); “Something to Rave

About,” starring Marge and Gower

Champion; “That Fabulous Red-

head,” starring Agnes Moorhead;

the: national touring company of

“Don Juan in Hell” and a new pro-

duction starring Tyrone Power.

Following the usual pattern, the

current session finds film theatre

business soaring as the pre-Xmas

shopping was replaced by strong,

new fare in key cities covered by
Variety. Upswing in many keys
for the Christmas week is running
ahead of 1952. Favorable Weather
in numerous cities is proving an
added favorable factor.

Pacing the field currently is

“Easy To Love” (M-G>, the mam-
moth total it is racking up at the

N. Y. Music Hall in fourth round
putting it over the top. Right on
its heels is “12-Mile Reef” (20th),

one of the four Cinemascope pix

cutting a wide swath currently.

“Cinerama” (Indie) is capturing

third position, being only slightly

below “Reef.” Playing in eight

keys, this new dimensional is doing

hot tb terrific trade. “How To Mar-
ry a Millionaire” (20th), another

CBcoper, is taking fourth spot as

against: second a week ago.

“Here Come Girls” (Par) is tak-

ing fifth money its first week out.

“Khyber Rifles” (20th), also a

C’Scoper, is managing to land sixth

place, “Knights of Round Table,”

first Cinemascope from Metro, is

winding up seventh although in

only five key cities. Of these, it

registered new records in two.

“Robe” (20th) is finishing eighth

although playing first-run in only

seven keys. “Kiss Me Kate" (M-G),

with a batch of new dates, is push-

ing up to ninth. First extensive

release of “Julius Caesar” (M-G) is

enabling it to take 10th spot. “3

Sailors and Girl” (WB) and “Cap-

tain’s Paradise” (UA) round out
the Golden Dozen in that order.

“Thunder Over Plains" «WBi and
“Quo Vadis” (M-G> are the two
runner-up pix. Latter is not faring
too well on present trek around
keys.

“Sadie Thompson” (Col) is not
included in listings this week be-
cause playing in only three cities.

It likely will be heard from in

the future since it’s great in N. Y.,

wow in Washington and good in

L.A. “Walking Baby Home” (Ui

is in much the same category. It

is smash in Chi. good in Minne-
apolis, socko in Frisco, fancy in

Denver and great in Portland,
Ore., where it’s pacing the city.

“Eddie Cantor Story” (\VB|
looms as a potential winner based
on its smash initial session at

N. Y. Paramount. “Paratrooper"
(Col), also new, is big in Toronto
and nice in Boston. “Little Fugi-
tive” (Burstyn) looms potent in

Chi, sock in Pitt, fast in N.-Y. and
peat in L.A. “Living Desert” (Dis-

ney), also a newcomer, is great in

L.A. and big in Denver. “Act of

Love” (UA) is fine in L.A.
“Cease Fire” (Par)-' looks great

in Frisco and nice in N. Y. “Hondo”
(WBi shapes sockeroo in L.A. “Ap-
pointment in Honduras” (RKO) is

big in Cincy.
“Border River” (U> looms fine in

K.C. “Calamity Jane” (WB', trim
in D. Cm is big in Toronto.
“Bad For Each Other” (Col) is

strong in Philly. “Little Boy Lost”
(Par) looks wow in Toronto.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9}
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Theatremen on Code: Don't Like

Blind Pledge to Hollywood

Where Exhibs Have No Voice
With the Production Code once*

again, a center of controversy, some
prominent exhibs are wondering
Whether it wouldn’t be wise to have
the theatre operators point-of-view
represented in the deliberations of

the Code Authority.
Exhibs’ reasoning is that* were

they to be given such a voice, it

might prevent Code experts on the

Coast from going out on a limb and
at the same time it would strength-

en the position of the Code vis-a-

vis all of exhibition. Almost unan-
imously, theatremen resist the

idea of being “pledged” blind to

observance of Code edicts and
some even go as far as to say that

such a decision might be illegal

and open to restraint-of-trade

charges.
Circuit and indies alike weak-

voiced the belief that the Code
had served the industry well and
that it had created a bullwark of

sorts against censor-happy pressure

groups. However, “The Moon Is

Blue” and the current “French
Line” case have raised doubts in

many exhibs’ minds over how far

they should be guided by Code ad-

ministration decisions in which
they have no voice and over which
they exercise no control.

“I think it would be beneficial for

exhibitors as a group to maintain
close contact with the Code author-

ities,” Spyros S. Skouras, Skouras
Theatres prexy. said in N. Y.. Mon-
day i28>. He thought such a con-

tact would provide exhibs not only

with an assurance that their b.o.

interests were being adequately
represented, but also with a

greater sense of responsibility in

following Code decisions.

Exhib opinions range all the way
from enthusiastic endorsement of

the Code to a flat denial of its value.

Said Richard Brandt, Trans-Lux
circuit topper: “I can't discuss ex-

hibitor representation on the Code
'Continued on page. 11)

Humoritt

J. P. McEvoy
,
has a diverting

New McEvoy Plan for

the New Year
* * *

a bright byline piece in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

Variety
OUT NEXT WEEK

RKO SUBJECT

TO CODE FINE

With ’Saint’ Allusion

Out, Guinness’ Taradise’

Breezes By Censors
“Paradise” is not lost; it’s been

preserved by a stricken “saint.”

The indie film starring Alec Guin-
ness—full title is “Captain’s Para-
dise”—originally had run afoul of

i

standards set by the National
Legion of Decency and the Produc-
tion Code. Latter had flatly nixed
the pic.

A solution has now been worked
out between United Artists,- as dis-

tributor, and the Legion. Basis
for the agreement was deletion of
the word “Saint” from the dialog
and the addition of a brief prolog
and epilog. The added wordage
merely explains that the film is a
“fairy tale” and doesn't reflect the
facts of life at all.

With differences with the
Legion thus resolved, the Code ad-
ministration reversed its initial dis-
approval and granted its seal of
approval to the pic in its new form.
Two characters in the screen-

play, in discussing . the captain
(who has two wives), refer to him
as a saint. He ho longer has this
billing.

In Baltimore last week, the
Maryland State Board of Censors
also greenlighted exhibition of
“Paradise” after banning it at
first.

Under enforcement regulations

L
of the Production Code Adminis-

tration, RKO will be subject to a

fine of $25,000 for placing “French

Line” in distribution without PCA
approval. Reps of the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America, of which
PCA is a part, declined comment
on this point but other industry-

ites in authority said that such a

penalty for violation of the Code
is a matter of record.

It also was noted that RKO’s
defiance of the Code could have
more serious implications substan-
tially beyond an instance of dis-
obedience and a penalty. For a ma-
jor company to deviate from the
organized industry’s standards of
film acceptability clearly would
mean further weakening the Code,
observers underline. They say it

could serve as encouragement to
others, particularly non-MPAA
members, also to disregard the
trade’s self-imposed set of decency
regulations.

Further point is made that
RKO’s continued membership in
the MPAA has become a matter
of question. Other MPAA compa-
nies obviously are strongly sym-
pathetic w'ith the principles of the
Code and the fact that one outfit
has ceased to toe the line will
doubtless go against the grain with

!
them.

Actually, it’s taken for granted
that the RKO action is the work
of one individual, chief stockholder
Howard Hughes. But it nonetheless
puts the entire RKO corporation
on the hook, so far as MPAA is
concerned.

YUGOSLAV FILM BIZ

GETTING A SHAKEUP
Washington. Dec. 29.

A shakcup of the Yugoslavian
motion picture industry is under,
vay, according to reports reaching
here from that country. Seems the
Government has discovered short-
comings in the operation and wants
lo free the industry from “bureau-
cratic and monopolistic tenden-
cies.”

The film workers have set up a
center to coordinate “work, mutual
aid and protection of common in-
terests.” The center objects to a
centralization of the industry on
the ground that “the work of the
Industrial part of film production
has to be separated from the artis-
tic part.” ;

Clonzot Blasts French

Film Censorship; Wants

Less Script Meddling
Paris, Dec. 122.

Although France is considered to

have one of the most liberal film

• codes extant, there has been a

growing resentment here of late

among film directors on the more
subtle political turns taken in cen-

sorship ..that is slowly making
French films one of the most pre-

production censored industries in

Europe. H. G. Clouzot, one of the
top directors here who made the
recent prizewinning grosser,
“Wages of Fear,” aired his opiri-

ions recently on this growing cen-

sorship here.

Clouzot feels that the public is

getting surfeited with the usual
film fare and that it behooves film-

makers to get the import of our
times on film. He traces his diffi-

culties with governmental censors
on various film projects he had to

abandon. Clouzot feels that the
various ministries here are all

careful of the film content and cer-

tain ones may disagree over a film

and thus condemn it from the start.

The frequent shifts in ministries

also may leave a film director out
on a limb with a previously ap-
proved pic found unable to meet
code approval.

He wanted to do a Georges Sime-
non novel, “Moon Struck,”, about
French Equatorial Africa, but the
French government asked for such
drastic changes that he gave up
the idea. He also wanted to do a

film on the Indo-Chinese situation,

but it was thumbs down because
his views were not in direct accord
with the governmental policy at

the time.

Why Should Films, But Not Dailies,

Asks In Supporting IT Case

KANSAS CITY DEFENDS

RIGHT TO SNIP 'MOON’
Kasas City, Dec. 29.

Latest move in the running Con-
troversy over censorship of “The
Moon Is Blue” is a legal motion
by the City of Kansas City seeking
dismissal of a suit challenging the
city’s right to clip the film.

The suit is pending in Cole
County Circuit Court, Jefferson
City, Mo., and was filed by Holmby
Productions, Inc., United Artists

and Dickinson, Inc., circuit oper-
ator in this area.

City is asking dismissal of the
suit on grounds Cole County Court
has no jurisdiction and that suit

should have been filed in Jackson
County Circuit Court (Kansas City).

Meanw'hile “Moon” remains in

the can and has had no playdates
in this territory.

Hartman, Freeman Return
Don Hartman, Paramount’s pro-

duction head, returns to the Coast
today (Wed.) after a week in N. Y.
to onceover the new plays and
confab with homeoffice execs.

Y. Frank Freeman, Par’s chief
of studio operations, was in Goth-
am for a quickie visit last week
on non-business matters and Is now
back at the studio.

‘French Line’ Into 5,000-Seat Fox, St. L.

And Heavily Ballyhooed Without ‘Seal’

St. Louis, Dec. 29.
Display advertisements in the St.

Louis newspapers have preceded
RKO’s “French Line” opening to-
day (Tuesday) at the 5,000-seat
Fox Theatre, operated by Fanchon
& Marco, The picture does not
have a Production Code Adminis-
tration seal of approval, and will
operate without one.

In the past. Harry Arthur, F&M
exec, has vigorously disagreed
with the Code execs and with the
Catholic Church’s estimate of “The
Moon Is Blue.” The Fox played
“Blue” in one of the film’s

, early
dates. Theatre exec obviously holds
to the same opinion regarding
“French Line.”
RKO picture thus is the second

in six months to be offered to, and
accepted by. major theatres with-
out the customary Production Code
seal.

65% of Area Is Catholic
A “special emergency” letter

composed by the Council of Catho-
lic Men of St. Louis advising mem-
bers of this faith that RKO’s “The
French Line” does not have the
motion picture industry’s code seal
of approval and that scenes and

songs, Including the brief attire of
femmes in the film, is a violation of
the Legion of Decency’s standards
was read in all* Roman Catholic
churches here bn Sunday (27).
The letter Which had the ap-

proval of Archbishop Joseph E.
Ritter of the St. Louis archdiocese
instructed the pastors and their as-
sistants to remind parishioners who
recently renewed their Legion of
Decency pledge that they must re-
spect it and refrain from patroniz-
ing “The French Line.”
Edward Arthur, manager of the

Fox, explained that ad copy playing
up Jane Russell’s physical appeal
were written in RKO quarters in
Hollywood, and forwarded to St.
Louis for publication.

Catholics number about 65% of
the local population.

RKO’s Stand
RKO, which presumably means

Howard Hughes personally, has
flatly refused to make the elimina-
tions requested by the Production
Code Administration as a condi-
tion of receiving the seal of ap-
proval, for “French Line.” Pic-

(Continued on page 16)
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COLOR¥ SCOPE

HISTORY CYCLE
. Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Hollywood studios are in the
midst of a cycle of medieval and
ancient history pictures, with a
total of nine either in work or in

preparation for early shooting. All
these films are in Technicolor and
six of them in Cinemascope.

Universal is using CinemaScope
for the first time on two historical

yarns, “The
.
Black Shield of Fal-

worth” and “Sign of the Pagan.”
Warners is filming the Sir Walter
story, “The Talisman,” and ready-
ing “Helen of Troy.” Darryl F.

Zanuck will start “The Egyptian,”
a tale of the Pharaohs, next month,
and Columbia has a spring starting

date for “Fanfare for Elizabeth,” a
story of Anne Boleyn and her
daughter who became Queen Eliza-

beth I.

Other yarns not so old historical-

ly are “Beau Brummel,” which
Metro will produce in England;
Hecht-Lancaster’s “Vera Cruz,”
dated during the reign of Maximil-
ian in Mexico, and Walt Disney’s
“20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,”
based on the old Jules Verne novel.

Medical Reels Latest To

Feel Maryland Censorship

As Judge Changes Mind
Baltimore, Dec. 29.

The battle between the Maryland
Board of Motion Picture Censors
and Baltimore City Court wound
up its current round with a 2 to 3
decision in favor of the censor-
ship board.
Recently Judge Herman Moser

reversed the board’s banning of
“The Moon Is Blue.” Last .

week
the board announced that they had
decided to sanction “The Captain’s
Paradise” after refusing to do so
when the film first came up for
review. The board contended that
continuation of the ban would be
“useless in view of the decision
made in Baltimore City Court ear-
lier this year regarding ’The Moon
Is Blue’.” Sydney R. Traub, board
chairman, explained that “the
board stands to wind up with an-
other bill for court costs for which
it does not have an appropriated
fund.”

In latest Issue, Judge Moser up-
held the board’s decisions in the
banning of three medical reels
which were added to the. footage
of “The Story of Bob and Sally,”
“Mom and Dad” and “Street Cor-
ner.” “Street Corner” had pre-
viously been approved by the judge
but “additional medical testimony”
caused him to change his mind.
In a five-page opinion, he stated

(Continued on page 16)

Europe to N. Y.
Raoul Breton
Compagnons de la Chanson
Isaac Stern

N. Y. to L. A.
Mel Ballerino
Aaron Beckwith
Gala Ebin
Y. Frank Freeman
Don Hartman
Phil Moore

J Washington, Dec. 29,

In a switch from usual court
presentations anent censorship the
American Civil Liberties Union
now is citing sociological and psy-
chological factors in arguing fL
the elimination of official blue-
pencillers. In effect, the ACLU is
asking the U. S. Supreme Court
why films, via censorship, are de-
nied the right to reflect the fact*
of life, while there are no such
restrictions on newspapers and
other media.

ACLU’s position against censor-
ship is stated in a friend-of-the-
court brief to be submitted to the
high court tomorrow (Wed.). Its
designed to help the fight for re-
versal of the banning of “M” by
the Ohio State Censor Board. Mo-
tion Picture Assh. of America is
backing the move for the reversal.

Ohio censor panel, whose deci-
sion against the film was uphe.’d
by the Ohio Supreme 1

Court,
rapped “M” on the grounds that
it “undermines confidence in the
enforcement of law and govern-
ment” and could lead “unstable
persons” to increased immorality
and crime. (The pic concerns a sex
crime qgainst a little girl.)

Instead of. citing Constitutional
points and previous court decisions,
as is customary, ACLU asked the
court to note numerous newspaper
headlines and photographs cover-
ing the same subjects, which, when
in motion pictures, are termed ob-
jectionable.

Stated ACLU: “Surely,' the court
will not attempt to pinprick out

(Continued on page 62)
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Fabian Presses Warners;

European and American

Units on Cinerama’s 2d
Talks relating to a Warner Bros,

production in Cinerama, inaugu-
rated several weeks ago by Stanley
Warner veepee Nat Lapkin, were
reopened last week by SW prexy
S. H. (Si) Fabian during a short
visit to the Coast. Fabian stopped
over in Hollywood en route to San
Francisco for the opening there
on Christmas day of “This Is Cine-
rama,” first picture in the medium,
Frisco bow marked the eighth city
to receive the widescreen process.
Fabian was accompanied by gener-
al manager Harry M. Kalmine and
Lapkin.

Meanwhile, Louis deRochemont
is moving into high gear in the
production of Cinerama’s second
film, “The Thrill of Your Life.”
Robert L. Bendick, who was co-

producer with Merion C. Cooper of
the current “This Is Your Cine-
rama,” who will direct the Euro-
pean episodes, left for Paris Sun-
day (27) to join deRochemont. Ac-
tually Bendick is now a member
of the SW organization, the com-
pany having taken over his con-
tract when it acquired the rights
to the medium from Cinerama Pro-
ductions.

An American production unit of

“Thrill,” being directed by Philipe
de Lacey, has completed shooting
footage in New Orleans and Las
Vegas and is heading for Texas.
Otis Carney is author of the

screenplay of “Thrill.” Produc-
tion is scheduled for completion
and release by May, 1954.

N. Y. to Europe
Ernie Anderson
Rosemary Clooney
Alan Dent
Jose Ferrer
Leland Hayward
Edmund O’Brien
Sylvia Regan
Olga San Juan
Joe Shribman

L. A. to N. Y.
Jimmy Boyd
Rita Gam
Lew Kerner
J. Carrol Naish
Robert Newton
Jack Palance
Otto Preminger
William Redfield
James Sarno
Lee Soble
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AXING ACTS WITH PIX
Tarzan Trash' to Tovarich

In the Land of Secret Police, Ape-Man Scares the
Poultry, Says Pravda

Tarzan may be popular in the

Soviet hinterlands but he’s fright-

ening the barnyard population and

is now in the Communist Party

doghouse, the Associated Press re-

ported from Moscow last week.

Pravda, the official party news-

paper, came out with a blast

against Kinprokat, the Russian film

583b org for making Soviet

peasants watch “trashy” stuff like

the Tarzan pix. Farm audiences

instead should be fed a diet of

serious films on Soviet doctors,

scientists and teachers, Pravda as-

serted.

Story evoked a mixture of

amusement and annoyance among
American distrib execs who don’t

get a penny from the showing of

the Tarzan films. At the same time,

the Pravda outburst is seen symp-

tomatic of a serious shortage of

local Russian features as well as

the continued popularity of so typir

cal an American creation as the

jungle-roaming Tarzan,

Tarzan pix are part of a whole

bundle of American filrrifc which

the Russians claim they got as

“war booty” from Germany. In

some odd way they figure that this

label frees them from any obliga-

tion to compensate the American
owners. U. S. distribs in the past

liave lodged a complaint with the

(Continued on page 10)

PRAISE FOR ‘CAESAR’

AS YEAR’S BEST PIC
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures selected Metro’s
“Julius Caesar” as topper of the
10 best feature of 1953. Film was
lauded as “an unusually skillful

use of cinematic means to interest
contemporary audiences in the po-
litical realities of one of history’s

great turning points, as dramatized
by one of the world’s great literary
minds.”

In addition to “Caesar,” the
board’s 10 best consisted of
“Shane,” “From Here to Eternity,”
“Martin Luther,” “Lili,” “Roman
Holiday,” ‘Stalag 17,” “Little Fugi-
tive.” “Mogambo” and “The Robe,”
in that order.
George Stevens was named best

director for “Shane”; Jean Sim-
mons best actress for her roles in
“Young Bess,” “The Robe,” and
“The Actress;” James Mason best
actor for “Face to Face,” “The
Desert Rats,” ‘The Man 'Between”
and “Julius Caesar.”
Named as the best foreign films

were “A Queen Is Crowned,” “Mou-
lin Rouge,” “The Little World of
Don Camillo,” “Strange Decep-
tion” and “Conquest .of Everest.”
Walt Disney’s “The Living Desert”
was cited as an outstanding docu-
mentary.
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Oil Well Down 6,490

..D
1 1 drilling operations on the

20th-Fox lot on the Coast have
proceeded to a depth of 6,490 feet,
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy, re-
ported to stockholders last week.

If oil in satisfactory quantity is
lo.und, lb® proposed drilling pro-
gram contemplates the directional
an lmg °f 13 wells from a single
flnil site. Whatever the eventual
scope of the operation, it won’t in-
terfere with picture making, sto
Holders were assured.

Israel, Sattler Now Vets
Israel, homeoffice assist

v
Pararnount president Barney

«aiaban, and Myron Sattler, Par’s
* • branch manager, were among

rnm /
npl

,

oyees lnducted into the
company’s 25-Year Club by board

£ew an ^dolph Zukor at a I

n ?°u
ny last Thursday (24).

uaiaban addressed the veteran

and L
es

,\j
They received citations

anci gold watches.

DISTRJB CURBS

BEAT ’53 COST

SPIRAL
Policy of economics and re-

trenchment' in 1953 has kept the

distribs’ overhead from rising more
than only slightly with some com-
panies registering no increase at
all. Biggest item pushing up dis-

tribution costs were salaries.

Expense of selling and handling
film has been kept down by cutting
corners wherever possible and, in

the instance of some companies, by
merging whole departments. Wide-
spread use of safety film also has
begun to make itself felt.

• At 20th-Fox, for instance, Clar-
ence Hill, manager of branch op-
erations, says corrugated shipping
cases have replaced the metal ones
for shipments between branches.
Distrib also has installed new auto-
matic splicing and rewind machines
in all of' its' branches. Hill esti-

mated that 20th’s distribution
overhead was up by about 5%
over 1952, much of the increase
being due to union contracts
signed during the year and em-
bodying retroactive pay clauses.

New branch also was opened by
20th at Jacksonville, Fla., where
some of the other distribs work
under a cooperative arrangement

(Continued on page 20)

VftUDE CUTS %

Behind-the-scene factor in the

demise of stage shows from the

Broadway key houses has been the

pressure exerted by distributors.

While spiralling costs of presenting

the vaude bills was a contributory

cause, the persuasion, of the dis-

tribs served as the clincher.

Distrib opposition to the flesh

shows involved the economics of

selling a picture to_a_vaude house
as opposed to [one following a

straight film policy. Majority of

Broadway deals are on a percent-

age basis and under terms of this

arrangement the distrib does not
receive his cut until all house ex-j

penses are paid, including the cost

of the stage bills. Point made by
distribs is why lose film rentals
on top pictures when it can be
sold to a non-vaude outlet. This
factor has played a big part in
inducing the Paramount and Roxy
theatres to drop their /vaude

.

poli-
cies and preventing Hthe Capitol
and Loew’s State from re-intro-
ducing vaude.

The Radio City Music Hall, it’s

figured, rates special consideration,
since the Rockefeller showcase
serves as a prime prestige outlet.
In addition, the tremendous seat-
ing capacity of the Hall gives a dis-
trib a chance to come out substan-
tially ahead.

i

While distrib pressure served as
the final straw, theatre ops have
been long plagued by rising costs
involving talent, musicians and
stage hands. Distrib desire to ac-
quire a larger percentage of the
film rental has also resulted in the
closing. down of vaudefilm policies .

in cities outside of New York. Per-
i

haps the first instance of the trend
occurred back in 1947 when the
Earle Theatre in Washington, D. C.,
dropped its stage bills. In exchange
for axing the live acts, distribs are
guaranteeing the houses a profit,
usually 10%.

December in Usual Pre-Xmas Slide;

'Millionaire’ Pace Tops 'Robe';

British 'Paradise' in 12 Best

William Saroyan
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Cummings Sails in March
Jack Cummings, who will pro-

duce “Babylon Revisited” for Met-
ro, is due in New York from the
Coast early in March enroute to
Paris.

Filmization of the F. Scott Fitz-
gerald novel will be partly filmed
in the French capital with Eliza-

beth Taylor heading the cast.

H O. EMPLOYEES

WRANGLE WITH

DISTRIBS
Soft-pedalled during the indus-

try’s switch to new' dimensions has

been the increasing number of

hassles and bitter negotiations be-

tween the film companies and

unionized employees. Sharp ex-

changes, dotted with strike threats,

and prolonged negotiations, some
extending over a year, have been
especially noticeable as to home-
office and exchange employees.
Crux of the disputes have been
union demands for wage hikes.

In most cases, the film companies
have answered the requests for
salary boosts with statistical data
pointing to a declining boxoffice.

View’ has been met by the union-
ites with equally potent figures re-

lating to the profits chalked up by
the distribs and the self-prOclaimed
potential predicted by the industry
as resulting from new’ dimension
product.
From the stahdpoint of time and

bitterness, current negotiations be-
tween the distribs and the N.Y.
Film Exchange Employees. Local
B-51, IATSE, heads the list. Union

(Continued on-page 11)

L

Traditionally one of the worst
business months of the year, the
film boxoffice followed the usual
December -pattern by sagging to
the lowest levels of 1953 in the
last two weeks. Even so the
month’s activity at the wickets was
stronger than customary until the
third week. Indicative of this

strength is the fact that the three
biggest boxoffice pictures grossed
$3,200,000 in four weeks. It has
been many years since product
grossed so high a total in Decem-
ber.

First five leading moneygetters
in December were some type of
new dimension pictures. Novelty
angles probably went far in put-
ting them 'at the head of the list.

Champ was “How to Marry a Mil-
lionaire” (20th), with better than
$1*400,000 total gross. This second
Cinemascope release had the fe-

line powerhouse lure of Marilyn
Monroe, Betty Grable and Lauren
Bacall. While this pic so far. has
not demonstrated the staying pow-
er of “The Robe,” it has done
remarkably w’ell in view of the

fact that some of its extended-runs
engagements ran into the dull Der
cember period.

Original CinemaScoper, “Robe,”
still had enough from holdovers
and .extended-run dates to cop sec-

ond position in the December b.o.

sweepstakes. Reports from Vahiety
correspondents in some 24 reprer
sentative key cities shows that this

pic racked up around $1,000,000
on the month.
“Cinerama” (Indie), which was

(Continued on page 15)
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CONGRESSMAN HITS TAX

AT NORWALK OPENING
Norwalk. Conn., Dec. 29.

Presaging upcoming campaign in

the new Congress to kayo the 20%
amusements tax, Cong. Albert P.

Morano of Connecticut promised to

vote to end the federal bite in a
speech at the reopening of the Nor-
walk Theatre here Saturday (26i.

Morano lauded the courage of
the new operators of the Norwalk,
which has been closed three years,

and called for “moderate” admis-
sion scales, but made it clear that
couldn’t happen while U. S. takes
20%.
Robert Rossen. producer-director

in from Italy for a brief visit to

his nearby Westport home, praised
the Norwalk Theatre’s declared
policy of tuning its ear to. what the
public w’ants instead of booking
anything. .

Nonvalk reopening made some
noise industry-wise because of vol-

untary aid of citizens’ committee
to put over long-dark house. Eric
Johnston w’ired he could think of

no finer tribute to industry than
this.

All-Negro ‘Carmen Jones’

In C’Scope, Color at 20th
Hollywood. Dec. 29.

Otto Preminger is set with 20th-
Fox to produce and direct a screen
version of “Carmen Jones" with
an all-Negro cast. Picture, based
on the 1943 stage musical, will be
filmed next year in CinemaScope •

and Technicolor.
Oscar Hammerstein, who wrote

the book for the legit version, will

work on the screenplay. Shooting
will be done on locations in Chi-
cago and South Carolina as well

as on the 20th-Fox lot.

Zukor to Hollywood
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Adolph Zukor, Paramount board;
chairman, leaves N. Y. for here on
Saturday (2) for a stay of several

weeks.
Exec will catch up on newly-

completed product and confer with

studio execs on the upcoming
lensing sked.
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Entertaining South Sea* awash-

buckler with Burt Lancaster

and ’good b.o. outlook#

Hollywood, Dec, 29.

Warner* release of Harold Hecltt pro-

duction. Stars Burt Lanca»ter; feature*

Joan Rice, Andre Morell. Abraham So-

faer, Archie Savage, Benson Fong. Di-

rected by Byron Haakln. Screenplay, Bor-

den CbMft, James Hill; suggested fey a

notel by Lawrence Kllnrman and Gernld-

Green; camera (Technicolor), Otto Heller,

editor, Manuel Del Campo; music com-
posed and conducted by Dimitri Tlomkin,

Song, Tlomkin and Paul FranclsWebfctei’:

choreography, Daniel -Nagrin. Previewed
Dec. 21,' 53. Running time, 89 MINS.

Capt. David O’Keefe .... Burt Lancaster
Dalabo Joan flic*

Alfred Telins Andre Morell
Fatumnk ,.. Abraham Sofacr
Boogulroo Archie Savage
Mr, Chou Benson Fong
Kakofel Teresa Prendergast
Ini fel 'Lloyd Bcrrell

Bully Hayes CharlesHorvath
Sien Tang Philip Ahn
Weber Guy Doleman
Lt, Brenner Grant Taylor
Hnrris . . . , . . ; . Alexander Archdale
Friedlandcr Harvey Adams
Garcia Warwick Rr.y

Beldon Paddy Mulclly
Bhec Jim Crawford
Benron : Mr. McLardy
Singh NIranian Singh

Saadi

n

(COLO*)

nothing to

Languid desert drama of eon-
flict between modern science

and witchcraft* 7 filmed - ih
French Morocco# Spotty b.o.

Hollywood. Dec. 29.-

M-G-M release of Albert Lewin produe-
tlon. Stars Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer. Rita

Gam; features Michel Simon, Cyril Cu-
sack, Wanda RojUn, Marcel Poncin.
Screenplay and direction by Lewln; from
the Francis D'Authcvllle novel, Echock
au Destin"; camera (Technicolor), .Chris-
topher Challis; editor. Harold F. Kraw;
music*. Bronislau Kaper. Previewed Deo.
23, *53. Running time, tl MINS.

t \
Si Lahssett :/ ......... Cornel Wilde
Hcnrilt .. • Mel Ferrer
Saadia Rita Gam
Bou Rezza ............... Michel Simon
Khadir CyrU Cusack
Fatima Wanda Rotha
Moha Marcel Poncin
Capt. Sabert Anthony Marlowe
Zaublda Helene Vallier
Ahmed Mahjoub Ben Brahlm
Bandit Leader Jacques Duftlho
Lt. Camuzac Bernard Farrel
Lt. Girard Richard Johnson
Leader Mokhazenl*.

.

Peter Copley
Horse Dealer Marne Maitland
Villager Edward Leslie
Chelkh of Irifmert ....... Harold Kasket
Village Potentate Peter Bull
Brahlm Abrallah Menncbhi

Modern science versus ancient
witchcraft provides the ratherThis swashbuckling South Seas . . .. ..

, t stock conflict motivation 111
adventure feature is Ideally suited ..Saadia „ picture of magnificent
to Burt Lancaster’s muscular he-

roics and it should hit a good

grossing level in the general play-

off. It is entertaining for the ac-

tion-minded and the Fiji Islands
location lensing is a plus factor for
interest.

The island of Viti Levu in the

pictorial splendors and little else
There is scenic interest derived
from the .Technicolor lensing in
French Morocco, but otherwise, it

is a tedious motion picture that
mostly wends a languid course
over a slow 81 minutes. The en-
tertainment values are very spotty,
as are the boxoffice prospects.

though adding
lethargic plot. - . . . _ .

Allen goes through his heroics

as an honest town marshal with-

out breaking into songs, the only
vocglling .being his singing “Red
River Valley” behind the title

cards before the plot starts. His
story job is to prevent the towns-
people from being gypped out of

their savings jn an oil swindle
and to protect a dead man’s name,
even though the dead man was
doing the gypping. Fortunately
for all concerned the dry well
proves to be a gusher and Allen
is able to best some extra dirty

vwprk cooked up by Douglas Fowley
fend his henchmen to take over
tqe well.
Harry Keller’s direction of the

Rudy Ralston production is long
on aimless chases over hill and
dale that become tiresome by their
ength. The required' quota of fisti-

cuffs and gun fights are used, too,

but to dull effect. Allen does what
he can with the heroics. Slim
Pickens throws in several attempts
at .comedy, Lyn Thomas and Bill

Phipps supply romance. The vll-

ainry of Fowley is well cone and
almost believable. Others are ade-
quate to the stereotyped demands
of the script by Arthur Orloff and
Gerald Geraghty.
The technical credits are stand-

ard to this type of presentation.
Brog.

Charge of the Lancers
(COLOR)

the 'and Edward Heyman, “Flaming
Lips,” by Stan Freberg, and “Rat
Now” by Fuzzy Knight# -Tradition*

aid. with lyrics by Irwin Coster,

are “Black Is the Color,” “Along
the Colorado_ Trail,” and : “Thethe Colorado xmi, ana. :.Anei

, *up*ortlnr-feature mit.Z
Foggy Dew.” John Carroll’s good! ;

- *n«tertai.

baritone is heard on the tradltion-

as well a* the title number.

South Pacific is the location locale > even with the names of Cornel
used for the Harold Hecht produe
tion and the Technicolor tints of

the photography capture the
idyllic beauty of the setting as a
soothing backdrop for the standard
round of romantic adventuring that
transpires under the actionful di-

rection by Byron Haskin. Lancaster,
is seen as a daredevil Yankee sea
captain, cast overboard off the
island by a mutinous crew. Intri-

gued by the possibilities of making
a fortune off the island’s copra, he
stays on to battle other traders,
native idleness and superstition,
becoming His Majesty O’Keefe
with a beautiful Polynesian as
queen.

Derring-do is us&l generously
for the action highlights and Lan-
caster can screen-scrap with the
best of them. It’s the type of role
that brought him his substantial fol-

lowing and fans will like it, espe-
cially when he is testing strength
with island chief, besting German
traders at their own game, wiping

Wilde and Mel Ferrer to help.

Albert Lewin produced, directed
and scripted, basing the film on
“Echeck au Destin,” novel by
Francis D’Autheville. Included in
the footage are a few sequences of
high action just about as good as
could be gotten on celluloid. Else-
where Lqwin seems so preoccupied
with mystical moods and nether
doings that he forgets to move the
show along at a pace that will
keep audiences interested. ..His
script is inclined to run to words
and lacks clarity in establishing
the medico character played by
Ferrer.

Story setting is Anahout, ruled
over by the progressive Si Lahssen,
played by Wilde. Ferrer is a
French doctor, who, for some un-
explained reason, hasn’t much
faith in himself and is spending
his time looking after the ills of
Wilde’s subjects. One of them is

Rita Gam, a native girl called
Saadia who has been under the in-

out a gang of slavers and generally > fluence of the sorceress Fatima
being a dashing fellow. They’ll like
his romancing of Joan Rice, the is-

land belle who becomes his bride,
as well as his understandably . slips
out of matrimonial harness with
Tessa Prendergast, another island
beauty. However, this straying is

more suggested than shown.
The action emphasis of the

since childhood. Ferrer’s surgical
skill saves her from an appendix
attack and she comes to work in
his hospital, despite the dire
threats of the witch to destroy the
doctor.

Romantic conflict is mixed be-
tween the gratitude the girl feels
for the doctor and the love she has

Borden Chase-James Hill screen- for Wilde. The latter is a noble
play, suggested by a novel by Law- !

character, though, and, knowing
rence Klingman and Gerald Green, 1 Ferrer loves the girl, won’t speak
provides Haskin’s direction in- !

out for himself. Finale shakes this

numerable opportunities for move-
ment, so the film's pace is quick-
tempoed. In addition to the colorful
island locale, the cameras of Otto
Heller display some beautiful ma-
rine views, including a picturesque

up so that they* get togethet* for a
colorful fadeout native ceremony
and the doctor gives them his
blessing.

The high spots of action include
Saadia’s outwitting bandits to save

Technicolored costumer, with
Crimean War for background.
Stock offering for the pro-
gram market.

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-

duction. Stars Paulette Goddard, Jean
Pierre Aumont; features Richard Stapley.
Directed by William Castle. Story and
screenplay, Robert E. Kent; camera
(Technicolor), Henry .Freulich; editor,
Henry Batista, Previewed Dec, 15, '53.

Running time, 73 MINS.-
Tanya Paulette Goddard
Capt. Eric Evoir Jean Pierre Aumont
Major Bruce Lindsey. .. .Richard Stapley
Maria Sand Karin Booth
Tim Daugherty Charles Irwin
Gen. Boris Inderman Ben Astar
General Stanhope Lester Matthew*
Corp. Bonikoff Gregory Gay
Doctor Manus Ivan Triesault
Col. Zemansky Lou Merrill
Asa Tony Roux
Keta Fernanda Elliscu
Capt. Michael Caretzo Charles Horvath

jllj

Freberg does a Johnnie Ray take-
off on “Lips” and “Colorado
Trail,” while .-Knight sings bis own
“Rat Now.” The tuning Is not
much' better than the plotting and
acting,

Carroll plays a musical instruc-
tor at a western college who is try-

ng to make something of folk
music. By chance Freberg, a hdt,

sobbing recording star, hears one
of the folk tunes and wants it.

This calls out all the intrigue of

the recording industry, and illogi-

cally, too, since it’s a public do-
main number. The contrived com-
plications wind up to find Carroll
a platter name with a new sweetie
in the person of Mala Powers, and
Freberg’s popularity diminished.

Miss Powers . and Kristine Mil-
ler, strait-laced professor at the
college, are femme rivals for Car-
roll. Playing. Miss Powers* record-
ing boss is Jim Backus, a character
who would rather connive than
take a straight line towards get-
ting a new song or a* new voice.
Freberg’s Ray burlesque has its

laughs. Others in the cast fare no
better than the principals.

R. G. Springsteen’s direction of
the Sidney Picker production is

handicapped by material furnished
in the script by Peter Milne and
Frank Gill,

.
Jr., based on a story

by Doris Gilbert and Milne. Cam-
era work, musical direction and
the, other behind-camera credits
are standard. Brog.

Chinese junk Lancaster uses for"; serum for the doctor, needed to
his island hopping.

Miss Rice is a sweet romantic foil

for Lancaster’s swashbuckling. As
mentioned, Miss Prendergast teases
the eyes. Andre Morell, a German
trader who aids the ambitious hero;
Abraham Sofaer, native medicine
man; Archie Savage, an island chief
who makes things tough for Lan^
caster; Benson Fong, the captain’s

fight the plague, and the attack in
a mountainous fastness by the
bandits in which the principals are
rescued in the nick of time by
opportunily-arriving soldiers. The
three stars give their work sin-
cerity but there is a lack of punch
and color that is sorely needed to
keep interest up. Among the other
types, Wanda Rotha’s witch is full-

chief mate; Lloyd Berrell, Charles !
blown, Michel Simon, Cyril

Horvath, Philip Ahn are among the
;

Cusack, Marcel Poncin, all various
featured and supporting players,

j

Moroccan characters, are okay,
mostly unknown to stateside film- 1 Responsible for the beautiful
goers, who contribute excellent ! color lensing Is Christopher Chal-
performances to the entertainment,

j
lis. It’s a standout job of color

“Charge of the Lancers” is

stock romantic-aetioner for the
program market, dressed up in
Technicolor and with fair names
to serve release intentions among
the lesser situations.
The Crimean War serves as the

plot background and the script
presumes to tell how the English
were successful in taking the Rus-
sian naval base at Sebastopol with
the help of- Jean Pferre Aumont,
an Allied captain, and Paulette
Goddard, a gypsy romanticaly in
terested in the Frenchman. His-
torically, a new cannon figured in
the fall of Sevastopol, but not im-
portantly in this plot.
Picture starts as an action thrillr

er, but along the way turns more
to light-hearted derrin’-do as Au-
mont and Miss Goddard get them-
selves captured by the Russians
and set about their spying chores
Both do okay under William Cas
tie’s direction of the Robert E
Kent screen story. Richard Stap
ley, English officer rescued by the
spying couple; Karin Booth, beautl
ful, Russian Mata Hari disguised
as an English nurse; Charles Irwin
and the others involved do their
chores adequately
The physical values of the Sam

Katzman production are up to the
demands of the intended market
and the color lensing of Henry
Freulich does justice to Miss God-
dard and the ' settings. Brog.

Dimitri Tiomkin composed and
conducted the good score, which
features a primitive beat that
blends expertly with’ .the native
music and dances recorded on loca-
tion. Tiomkin also wrote “Emerald
Isle” with Paul Francis Webster
that is spotted among the back-
ground themes. Editing is tight«at
89 minutes. Brog.

work. Bronislau Kaper’s score is

keyed to the mood of the drama
and other techhicaT credits come
off okay.

„
Brog.

NEW NASSOUR LOT

Producing Electronic Puppeteer
‘Ring AroUnd Saturn*

lied River Shore

Rex Allen in formula western
programmer.

Hollywood, Dec. 18.
Republic re.ease of Rudy Ralston pro-

duction. Stars Rex Alleij. Directed by
Harry Keller. Written by Arthur Orloff,
Gerald. Geraghty; camera, Bud Thackery;
editor, Harold Mintcr,. Previewed Dec. 16,
‘53. Running time, 53 MINS.
Ilex Allen Rex Allen
Slim «,#....,. Slim Pickens
Peggy Taylor Lfrn ThohiasHollywood, Dec. 29. . . _

Frank Barlow Trevor Bardctte
Link Howard William Haade
Benjamin Willoughby . . . .Emmett Vogan
•Joe ...... John Cason
Horse Koko

William, moved Into their new in
die studio to complete production
of their electronically-controlled
puppet feature, “Ring Around
Saturn.”

, - ,

x-,,. ~ Formula western action. Only
Original N<.ssour studio was sold i semblance of a new look to the

two years ago to KTTV but re-
j

film is the fact it can be shown
named their headquarters until

. wide-screen, a projection technique
their new lot was ready for occu-

:

used at the. preview. Technically,
Pation -

J
the big projection looked good, al- j “Wintertime of Love

The Uulag Man
(soKcsr

British-made melodrama with
Lloyd Bridge*. Moira ListerSad ad^ill •

Our Girl Friday
(BRITISH-COLOR)

Spicy, sexy British comedy;
rates as having possibilities for
some U. S. spots.

London, Dec. 15.
Renown Pictures release of Langley-

Minter production. Stars Joan Collins,
George Cole', Kenneth More. Robertson
Hare. Guest star Hermione Gingold.
Adapted and directed by Noel Langley;
camera, Wilkie Cooper; editor, John
Pomeroy; music. Ronald Binge. At Leices
ter Square Theatre. London, Dec. 1, '53.
Running time. 88 MINS.
Sadie ) Joan Collins
Carrol -George Cole
Pat Plunkett Kenneth More
Prof. Gibble Robertson Hare
Spinster Hermione Gingold
Captain .

. Walter Fitzgerald
Mrs. Patch Hattie Jacques
Mr. Putch Felix Felton
Barman Lionel Murton
Smither* Anthony Tancred
Officer Michael Meacham

Hollywood, Dec. 17

Ginsberg .production, SuS^Lloyd Bride*
14

Moira Lister;
. features Alan Wh

Philips* Helene Cordk iMrffiSiby Charts M Lfiutourk Screenplay }*4
Stuart* ‘ ReflnaUl Long; story, Anth-Varney; camera, Jonah Jones; editor ^n2r

Willis; songs, Hugh Baker and ArS"1

Wilkinson. Cyril Ornadel and Davi/fio
75

e
MIN*,

d j5eC‘ 15' 53 ‘ »*“»«»« tlmi

rauune French
*

’.

* ’ *** * ‘

Helene Castle ...... Heicnc (WhP!

SS.BBB?r;.v£?! v“

Stoni?
r *”^ Lionel Blair

bS-S’.SS
Charles Bottrlll

Magician
Xylophonist

This Lippert Pictures import
from Britain serves up a round of
melodramatics for the general dio-
gram market, and gets by with
thenl before collapsing completely
at the finale. The performances
are adequate, the mood good and
the pace leisurely British.

After 70 minutes of melodrama,
the action is weakly and unnoted
sarily explained away as a dream
in the Ian Stuart-Reginald Long
script from a story by Anthony
Verney. There’s no logical reason
for such a story device and it
flaws what is otherwise an okay
program thriller.

Lloyd Bridges heads the other-
wise -all-British cast. He is an
American returning to London
after six years to take up again
with Moira Lister, actress and
thrill seeker. On the day he ar-
rives a man to whom he is talking
is kiped by a limping sniper. The
thoroughness of British police
work, handled by Alan Wheatley
and Leslie Phillips, Bridges’
Yankee foolhardiness in trying
to handle the case himself, and
the list of suspects drawn into
the dragnet for the series of mel-
ler events mean nothing because
of the story device that explains
it all was just Bridges’ dream as
he snoozed on the plane enroute
to London.

Charles De Lautour directed the
Donald Ginsberg production and
lowkeyed lerfsing in keeping with
the mood was supplied by Jonah
Jones. Two songs are handled by
Helene Cordet, one of the dream
characters# but not very well.

Brog.

Geraldine
(SONGS)

Lightweight program musical
for routine playdates.

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Republic release of Sidney Picker pro-

duction. Stars John Carroll, Mala Powers.
Directed by R. G. Springsteen. Screen-
play, Peter Milne, Frank Gill Jr.j rtory,
Doris Gilbert, Peter Milne; camera, John
L. Russell Jr.; editor, Tony Martihclll:
music, R. Dale Butts; new songs, Edward
Heyman, Victor Young, Sidney Clare,
Stan Freberg, Fuzzy Knight,. Previewed
Dec. 14, '53. Running time, 90 MINS.
Grant Sanborn John Carroll
Janey Edwards Mala Powers
Jason Ambrose Jim Backus
Billy Weber Stan Freberg
Ellen Blake Kristine Miller
Dubois Leon Belasco
Berger Ludwig StosSel
Palmer Earl Lee
Frederick Starling-. : Alan ReCd
Dean Blake Nana Bryant
Kitty Carolyn Jones

A long 90 minutes of lightweight
comedy and songs are doled out
in this mild musical programmer.
The entertainment worth slants it

for just routine playdates gener-
ally.

Seven songs, some public do-
main. are heard as the thin plot
unfolds. New are the title, number
by Sidney Clare and Victor Young.

by Young

Three men and a girl stranded
on a desert island should be an
obvious vehicle for a spicy, sexy
comedy, but this British effort by
Renown does not quite come up to
expectations^ The story has its
moments of fun but the dialog is

often flat and forced. Many of
the gags, particularly those in-
volving Robertson Hare, are too
reminiscent of the heyday of the
AldwyCh farce. Nevertheless the
film should do steady business in
the home market. With adroit ex-
ploitation, it could prove a useful
b.o. proposition abroad.

Much of the film was lensed on
location in the Spanish island of
Mallorca and the Eastmancolor
process gives the backgrounds a
handsome and striking appearance.
There are a minimum of interiors
and the studios have done a fine
matching job. -

After a collision at sea, Joan
Collins finds herself on a desert
island with George Cole, a journal-
ist; Kenneth More, a ship’s stoker;
and R. Hare, an insufferable pro-
fessor. For the sake of harmony,
the three men make a pact not to
make a pass at the girl, but two
of them, Cole and Hare, rapidly
succumb to her charms. Needless
to say, it is the indifferent one who
gets her . ultimately although some-
what against his will.

Bulk of the footage is on the is-

land and there is some lively com-
petition among the two swains for
the privilege of being alone with
the girl. These incidents are the
mainstay of the

.
film’s humor

and inevitably the ; joke proves to
be a little protracted. Even so,
the whole effect would have been
brighter and more acceptable if
there were more spark and origi-
nality in the. writing.
On the thesping side major hon-

ors go to the male members of the
cast. George' Cole, who has de-
veloped into one of Britain’s most
reliable performers, more than
maintains his batting average while
Kenneth More turns in a fine per-
formance as a happy-go-lucky Irish
stoker. Hare is, as always, typecast
but plays his role admirably. Miss
Collins makes a strong bid for su-
premacy but is outclassed by the
more polished male actors. There
is a delightful guest portrayal, tak-
ing only a couple, of fninutes of
screen time, frem Hermione Gin-
gold. Myro.

Trouble In Store
(BRITISH)

New British comic, Norman
Wisdom, in slapstick comedy;
looms moderate for U.S.

of

London, Dec. 22.
General Film Distributors release ..

Two Cities Films-Earl St. John produe
tlon. Stars Norman Wisdom. Margaret
Rutherford. Features Moira Lister. Derek
Bond, Lana Morris, Jerry Desmonde. Di-
rected by John Paddy Carstairs. .Screen-
play, John Paddy Carstairs, Maurice
Cowan, Ted Willis; camera, Ernest
Steward: editors, PSter Soabourno and
Geoffrey . Foot; music, Mlscha Spolian-
sky. At Dominian Theatre, London, Dec.
14. '53. Running time, 85 MINS.
Norman Norman Wisdom
Miss Bacon Margaret Kutherrord
Peggy Moira Lister
Gerald Derek Bond
Sally Lana .Morris
Freeman Jerry Desmonde
Miss Gibson Megs Jenkins
Edna . . Joan Sims
Wilburn Michael Brennan
Miss Denby loan Ingram
Bill Eddie Leslie

Interest in this new British piece

of slapstick rests mainly in the

fact that it marks the debut of

Norman Wisdom, a local? comic who
has risen to the top during the last

few years. He has been likened to

Charles Chaplin as a pantomimist.
That he has those qualities was

evidenced in his recent stage ap-

pearance; he had an obvious talent

for mime. They’ve made him the

little man in this yarn and lie is

sure to. raise laughs with provin-

cial audiences. Hence, the lilm

should be a goldmine away from

the West End. On the other -hand,

its appeal overseas will probably

"be restricted. It cannot hope for

more than a modest nibble of the

U.S. market.
The script is not without in-

genuity and the yarn opens with a

good daughter situation. The inci-

dent is not sustained long enough,

however, and within a few minutes

it develops into broad and -rut her

obvious slapstick. Wisdom downs
his way through the whole tliuin,

playing in his inimitable wav the

most humble member of a

partment store who falls foul of his

new boss. But he gets his girl anu

also rounds up some gangsters

Apart from one or two brief ex-

teriors , the entire action is in tne

department store, but tliei P
nl

‘!

plenty of movement and an ampie

slice of broad comedy. Margaret.

Rutherford has some nice comedy

(Continued on page 18)



Allied m New Rap at 20th ‘Pressure’ WHY GIVE PUBLIC Majors’ ExperimentalNew York Depot

Up ““
LESS THAN BEST?

To HaDdle Prinls ffi11 Cost $100,000

Allied States Assn; has charged

ihft 20th-Fox is not only exerting

m-essure on all the film companies

Kept Cinemascope but Is also

“king to have them follow the

same policies In reference to

“reem sound
J
i“talla«ons

;

Complaint, registered in a National

Allied bulletin, notes," however,

that "Allied is not throwing a

monkey wrench In the wheels of

progress and it offers no criticism

of exhibitors who can afford .to and

have installed full Cinemascope

equipment, including stereophonic

B

°Exhib org’s main concern “is for

the thousands of exhibitors who

either cannot afford the whoje

works (stereophonic sound ac-

counts for more than one-half the

cost) or whose theatres are not

adaptable to such installations.”

. Cited by Allied as an example

of the “pressure” is the letter sent

in October by Charles Skouras,

prexy of* National Theatres, and

brother of 20th topper Spyros

Skouras, to Y. Frank Freeman, as

chairman of the Motion Picture

Producers Assn., urging universal

adoption of Cinemascope. Allied

notes that in the course of his let-

ter Charles Skouras “described the

stake which his circuit (formerly

directly affiliated with 20th Cen-
tury) has in CinemaScope.”

Allied notes that Metro and War-
ner Bros, already have announced
a number of pictures in Cinema-

( Continued on page 20)
\

Nevada Judge Sloughs

3 RKO Stockholders

In Tangled Lawsuit
Las Vegas, Dec. 29.

Three of the four petitions for
intervention in the complicated mi-
nority stockholder suit against
RKO and Howard Hughes were
thrown out of Clark County Su-
.perior Court by Judge Prank Mc-
Namee. Only petition granted was
one by attorney Louis Weiner.
Judge McNainee postponed the

trial from Jan. 4 to Jan. 11 and
ordered the intervenor to pay all
expenses incurred thus far.

Court’s action was assailed by
Bernard

. Reich, Beverly Hills at-
torney originally named as Los An-
geles counsel for the plaintiffs. He
charged collusion between the de-
fense and NY counsel’ for these
plaintiffs.

Declaring that Judge McNamee’s
action flies in the face of the uni-
versally accepted rule that every
stockholder has a right to be heard,
Reich added: “If the trial in Ne-
vada is postponed for any. appre-
ciable time, I intend to renew my
motion for the appointment of a
special master before the Federal
Court in L. A.”

Col Sets Distrib Deal
For Aussie-Made ‘Jedda’

T „ Sydney, Dec. 22.
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Why Fight Video,

Utilize Instead,

Says Lightman
M. A. Lightman, prez and gen-

eral manager of Malco Theatres in

the south, is one exhib who
wouldn’t mind if the distribs sold

their old pix to TV. “Television,”
he said in N.Y. last week, “like

radio, is going to help rather than
hurt our business. We should use
it as much as possible. It creates

audiences for us, and in the long
run we have something much bet-

ter to offer.”

Lightman returned to the U. S.

after a three-week combination
business and vacation trip to Eu-
rope and is now back at his Mem-
phis headquarters.

“I disagree with a lot of my fel-

low exhibitors,” Lightman ob-

served. “I don’t think we should
treat TV like the pest. I like

CinemaScope—-think it’s great as a

matter of fact—and I’m all for

stereophonic sound. I can’t see

why they keep beating 20th-Fox
over the head with it. As I see it,

stereophonic sound is going to be
just great when they learn how to

use it properly. But more im-
portant, along with the wide screen

(Continued on page 51)

INTI SCREEN AD SERVICES

Form Advertising Pix Producers
Assn. With 5 Countries Hepped

London, Dec. 22.

Formation of an international

organization of advertising film

producers was announced in Lon-
don last week, following prelim
confabs in Paris. Foundation mem-
bers have been recruited from
Britain, France, Italy, Belgium and
Germany. It is hoped to embrace
the principal Commonwealth coun-

tries and also the U.S.

Only, one producing company will

be accepted from each country and
arrangements are being developed
to promote an interchange of

product. The Board of Trade here

has been advised of the plan and
is hopeful it will prove to

^

be a

valuable weapon in Britain’s ex-

port drive.

British members of (he new org.

which is known as the Interna-

tional Screen Advertising Serv-

ices, are Pearl & Dean, which has

a tieup with the Associated British

circuit as well as about 3,000 other

theatres. The other member com-
panies have an entry into 12,300

film houses.

J. P. Bryne Hits Trail

John P. Byrne, Metro’s eastern

sales, manager, began a tour of the

company’s exchanges throughout
the U. S. on Monday (4).

Hop Is Byrne’s second i- less

than a month and is tied up with

his extra task as chief of the com-

pany’s 30th anni sales drive.

By FRED HIFT
Admittedly hardpressed from

many sides to ease up on his Cin-
emascope exhibition standards and
merely release widescreen features,
leaving the technical equipment
questions to the individual theatre,
Spyros Skouras left no doubt last
week that he is going to fight the
campaign to wrest control of the
new medium's criteria from 20th
'Century-Swb” . -

Interviewed in N. Y. after a
three-week European jaunt, the.
20th-Fox president emphatically
stated he was going to “fight as
long as there is life” to keep Cin-
emaScope intact. "Why do we have
to bastardize this wonderful
thing?,’’ he asked emotionally.
“We believe the success of Cine-
maScope depends on perfection
and superiority pver 2-D. We must
give the public superior entertain-
ment, and you can't do it without
the proper light, sound and
screen.”

Observers, struck by Skouras’
unusual vehemence in supporting
the 20th point-of-view, saw in it a
reflection of Skouras’ frustration
over both the continuing exhib
pressure and the position of the
other companies which have Indi-
cated that they may not follow the

(Continued on page 10)

Skouras, Jr. Readies New

Ampex Stereophonic To

Serve 1,500-Seat Spots
New stereophonic sound system

designed for houses up to 1,500
seats and costing $3,995 has been
developed by the Ampex Corp.
which expects to be ready for first

deliveries in mid-January.
Describing the three - channel

system, Spyros Skouras, Jr., Skour-
as Theatres topper and sales man-
ager for Circuit Construction Corp.
which handles the Ampex sound
equipment, said it featured one 30
watt amplifier for each channel
and was unique both for its low
price and a variety of safety fea-

tures.

Ross Snyder, Ampex chief en-
gineer, said all of the Ampex
multi-channel equipment, includ-
ing the company’? two more ex-

pensive lines, is designed for three
tracks. It has four magnetic pick-

ups. If an exhibitor wants to use
the fourth track, w’hich is for “sur-

round” sound, he has to lay out

an additional $200 to $300 for an
extra amplifier.

Skouras emphasized that, should
a failure occur in one or two of

the power amplifiers, or one or

two of the preamplifiers, none of

the three j*>und tracks would be
lost. They would be mixed into the

remaining one or two amplifiers

which would then carry all three

tracks to the stage speaker. Should
one or two of the speakers fail, the
unit has an emergency device

which channels all sound through
the remaining speaker.

It was explained that the low
cost of the equipment was due to

a simplification of the system to

make fuller use of lesser parts.

There are about 100 houses cur-

rently equipped with Ampex units.

Skouras estimated. He expects an-

other 100 to get Ampex -multi-

channel sound by the end of Jan-

uary. Snyder pointed up the diffi-

culty of getting skilled installation

men. Ampex promises seven-day

delivery starting in February.

Morris Loewenstein
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Private-Eyed

Harry Brandt
Name of John G. Broady, identi-

fied with, a wiretap plot during
William CTDwyer’s tenure as

mayor of New York, was intro-

,

duced last week in the trial of i

Trans-Lux Corp. stockholders’ suit '•

against Harry Brandt and direc-

tors of the corporation. Trial

is currently in its sixth week in !

N. Y. Supreme Court.
Questioning of Percival E. Fur-

ber, prexy and board chairman of
;

T-L, by Gardner Ingraham, attor-
.

ney for Jerome B. Ross and seven

|

other stockholders, brought to light

I

that Broady was once hired for in-

!
vestigative purposes prior to a

proxy battle at Trans-Lux. WThen
;

Furber’s and Brandt’s attorneys

objected to the line of questioning,

I Ingraham said his purpose was to

! show that the witness and other

j

directors of T-L “had substantial.

! mistrust of the intentions, motives I

land past action of Harry Brandt."

Part of the long complaint against

Brandt and the T-L directors

;

charges the latter with negligence

in allowing Brandt’s buying and
;

(Continued -on page 16.)

PLUSH C'SCOPE PREVIEW

i Brother of Japan’s Emperor at

20th-Fox’s Tokyo Trial Run

Tokyo. Dec. 22.
j

A plush demonstration of Cine- :

maScope was presented last week •

,

by 20th-Fox before an invited au-

dience of diplomats, industry heads
.

and members of the press at To-

;

i kyo’s Yurakuza Theatre. Prince

I
Takamatsu, eldest brother of the ’

I emperor, and his wife, headed the

list of dignitaries who saw scenes

from “The Robe," which is due
to open here Dec. 26; “Gentlemen i

Prefer Blondes” and other C’Scope

Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fotf In-

:

ternational prexy. made a short

speech before the presentation.

Silverstone told the press later

that the rights for production of

the Fox anamorphic lens already ;

have been given to the Japan Opti-
•

cal Co. and the rights to the wide-

!

screen have gone to Yanagi Sound
’

Co. The stereophonic sound system
;

will be manufactured here by the

Tokyo Koku Keiki for Western
|

Electric.

jUVVjl So Far for Cinerama
. A $6,500,000 gross for “This Is Cinerama,” first picture in the

widescreen medium, is seen by Jan. 1 in its “seven-city run by

Stanley Warner prexy S. H. (Si) Fabian. Cinerama will have

been viewed by 3,500,000 persons.
- According to Fabian, the gross and attendance, Is unmatched by

anything in the history of the business. Since its preem in New
York on Sept. 30, 1952, Cinerama has opened for long -runs in

Detroit, Los AngeleS, Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington and
Pittsburgh. It bowed in San Francisco Xmas day and opens in

Boston today (Wed).

- It would cost the majors approx-
imately $100,000 to launch a cen-
tral depot in N. Y. to handle ship-

ping and inspection,, sales toppers
estimate. .

Powwow last week took an-
other step towards realization

of the center with the sales man-
agers appointing a three-man com-
mittee to study the various prob-
lems involved. Group which will

report after Jan. 1, consists of Wil-
liam C. Gehring (20t4i-Fox), A. B.
Montague (Col.) and Charles Rea-
gan (Metro).

According to current plans, the
distribs would set up a separate
non-profit org to handle the opera-
tion which would be strictly a co-

operation venture. However, be-
cause of its extensive experience
in the field. National Screen Serv-
ice has agreed to supervise estab-
lishment of the depot and to take
care of the details involved in
getting the N. Y. pilot model off
the ground.

Original plan had involved the
use of both N. Y. and Charlottes-
ville as test cities. It’s now been
decided to concentrate on N. Y, as
a guinea pig and to figure on the
basis of this operation the ex-
tent to which savings can be real-

ized. While not all of the com-
panies stand behind the project
with equal enthusiasm, no one has
indicated .so far that he wouldn't

|

(Continued on page 51)

Plenty of Joggling Of

|

Prints to Swing 410

C’Scope Xmas Dates
Remarkable print-juggling feat

last week made it possible for 20th-
Fox to go through with 410 Cine-
maScope film openings throughout
the U. S, on Christmas Day, Dates
included 254 for “The Robe,” 94
for “How to Marry a Millionaire.”
56 for “Beneath the 12 Mile Reef
and six for “King of the Khyber
Rifles."

To make possible these mass
|

openings, 20th pulled prints from
wherever it could. Situation" is

,
made difficult by twin factors: The
serious shortage of prints on Cin-
emaScope pix, and the high mor-
tality rate of CinemaScope prints,
particularly in relation to stereo-
phonic sound which is recorded on
magnetic tracks on the film.

In several instances 20th has
lost money when print unavailabil-

I ity has forced the distrib to cancel
: dates on both features and shorts,

j
“Vesuvius Express,” for instance,
the CinemaScope short, was sup-

' posed to play with “12 Mile Reef.”
As of last week there were only 10
prints of the subject available for
booking and as a result quite a few

;

exhibs went without it even though
it’s understood that the firstruns

. are willing to pay six or seven
times as much for it than for regu-
lar shorts.

Technicolor lab on the Coast can
(Continued on page 1 5

'

Pioneertown, A ‘Location’

Site, Up for Auction
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Pioneorlown, 20.000-acre old
I west tourist showtown, the site of
‘ many a cowboy opera, goes on the
! auction block Wednesday (30> at
’ San Bernardino county courthouse.

,
Security Title Insurance Co, is

|
seeking $80,000 for its interest.

Involved is 25-year lease on
property held by Philip N. Krasne,
president of Inter-American Pro-
ductions, Inc., which makes “Cisco
Kid" films.

PCC $81,500 Short
'

Hollywood, Dec. 29.

-Still $81,510 short of its 1954
goal, the Permanent Charities

Committee of the film industry

will resume its drive after the holi-

days to reach a total of $1,225,000.

Campaign was supposed to end

by Christmas but the committee's

report last week disclosed a total

Of $1,143,490.
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Los Angeles, Pec. 29.

Local, firstruns are enjoying a

terrific boom as a result of the 3-

day holiday period plus anticipated

surge of New Year’sEve. Current

week overall appears headed for

biggest total since 1948. There are

several standout grossers, with

'‘Knights of Round Table” estab-

lishing a new mark at the Egyptian,

with a terrific $38,000.

Another C’Scoper, ‘‘12-Mile

Reef” is fancy $55,000 in two the-

atres. ‘‘Hondo.” a 3-D’er, is get-

ting a like socko total, also two
spots. Two other 3-D pix, while

good, are a bit disappointing, par-^

ticularly ‘‘Sadie Thompson” at

$36,000 in t\yo locations. ‘‘Kiss Me
Kate,” the other, is rated nifty

$18,000 or near at the State.

‘‘Act of Love” is nice $14,000 in

two houses. ‘‘Wild One” shapes

solid $20,000 in one site. “Here
Come Girls” looms fair $14,000 in

two locations. “Captain’s Para-

dise” looks modest $9,000 in three

houses.

Among holdovers, “Cinerama” is

hefty $29,600 in 34th -week. “Living

Desert” is great $11,000 in second
round at small Fine Arts. “Million-

aire,” too, is smart $20,000 lor

eighth frame.
Estimates for This Week

Egyptian (UATC) <1.538; $1-

$1:80)— “Knights Round Table”
(M-G). Record $38,000. Last week,
with Lowe’s State, “Take High
Ground” (M-G) 13d wk), $9,000,
Los Angeles, Chinese (FWC)

(2,097; 1,905; '$1-$1.80)—“12-Mile
Reef” (20th). Fancy $55,000. Last
week, “Robe” (20th) (13th wk
Chinese, 8th wk L- A, finished to

unusually strong $25,400 despite

pre-Yule slowness, both houses
being way above estimate.

Loew’s State (UATC) (2,404; 90-
$1.20—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G)
(3-D). Nifty $18,000 or near. Last
week, with Egyptian.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO)
(2,752; 2.812; 95-$l.50)— “Sadie
Thompson” <Col) (3-D). Just good
$36.000i Last week. “Prisoners
Casbah” (Col) and “Paris Model”
(Col), $14,000.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts lABPT-F&M) (3,300; 1,430;
85-$l.35)— “Hondo” (WB) (3-D).

Socko $55,000. Last week, “Thun-
der Over Plains” (WB) and “Limp-
ing Man” '< Lip) (9 days), $15,000.

Ritz, Rialto (FWC-Metropolitan)
(1.363; 839; 90-S1.50)—“Act of
Love” <UA>.. Nice $14,000. Last
week, Ritz, “Captain’s Paradise”
(UA) (5th wk-6 days), $5,200; Rialto,
with Fox Hollywood, “Fort Algiers”
(UA) and “Man in Hiding” (UA),
$5,000.
Orpheum * (Metropolitan) (2.213;

$1)—“Wild One” (Col) and “To-
peka” (AA). Solid $20,000. Last
week, with Vogue, “War Worlds”
(Par) (4th wk-9 days), $7,000.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.20>—

“Conquest of Everest” (UA); Mild
$4,000 or close. Last week, with
Orpheum.
United Artists, Hawaii (UATC-

G&S) (2,100; 980; 70-$1.10)—“Here
Come Girls” (Par). Fair $14,000.
Last week, UA, “Violated” (Indie)
and “The Ringer” (Indie) (2d wk-
8 days), $4,400; Hawaii and Palace,
“Fort Bravo” (MG) (2d wk), $7,900.

Globe, Iris, Uptown (FWC) (782;
814; 1,715; 70-$1.10>—“Captain’s
Paradise” (UA) and “Song of
Land” (UA). Modest $9,000. Last
week, including Loyola, “Flight
Nurse” (Rep) and “Geraldine”
(Rep), $7,000.

Palace (Metropolitan) (1,212; 60-
90)—“Mogambo” (M-G) and ‘‘Ca-
lamity Jane” (WB) (2d run). Hearty
$8,500. Last week, with Hawaii.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 70-$1.50)—“Living Desert” (Disney) (2d
wk). Great $11,000. Lbst week,
smash $10,300.

Wiltern (SW) (2,344; 70-$1.10)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (reissue) (2d
wk). Slow $4,000. Last week. $4,500.

El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-$1.10> —
Little Fugitive” (Burstyn) (2d wk).

Neat $4,500. Last week, $4,000.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90-

$150)—“Torch Song” (M-G) (6th
wk). Slow $3,000 in 5 days. Xast
week, $2,700.
Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-

$2.40)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (7th
wk). Good $6,500. Last week, $4,-
700.
Fox Wilshire, Warner Downtown

(FWC-SW) (2,296; 1,757; $1-$Z.20)—“How Marry Millionaire” (20th)
(8th wk Wilshire, 7th wk Down-
town). Smart $20,000. Last week,
$14,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2.80)— “Cinerama” (Indie)
(35th wk). Rolled into 35th round
(27) after hefty $29,600 last Week.

Broadway Grosses
m

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . $888£00
( Based on 25 theatres )

Last Year . . . . . , $1,029,700

(Based on 23 theatres)

‘Cinerama’ Giant

$35,009, Frisco

San Francisco, Dec. 29.

“Cinerama,” opening Christmas
night and backed by a fine cam-
paign which rated front pages, is

the big news currently. It is soar-
ing to virtual capacity at Orpheum.
“Here Come Girls” shapes strong
at Paramount while “Cease Fire”
looks great at St. Francis. “Cap-
tain’s Paradise” is brisk at the
United Artists. “Forbidden” paired
with “Golden Blade” looms good
at Golden Gate.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

95)—“Forbidden” (U) and “Golden
Blade” (U>. Good $14,000 or near.
Last week, “Peter Pan” (RKO),
$6,500.

For (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Millionaire” (20th) (4th wkh Big
$15,000 in 5 days. Last week,
$17,500.

|

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-93)
—“Torch Song” (M-G). Fair $18,-
000 in 11 days. Last week, “Escape
Ft. Bravo” (M-G) (2d wk), $4,000
in 3 days.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)

—

“Here Come Girls” (Par) and
“Champ For A Day” (Indie).
Strong $18,000. Last week, “Ne-
braskan” (Col) and “El Alamein”
(Col), $10,500.
St Francis (Par) (l‘,400 ; 95-$1.25)—“Cease Fire” (Par). Great $16,-

000 or near. Last week. “Jack
Slade” (AA) and “Jennifer” (In-
die), fair $8,500.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448;

$1.2(M>1.80)— “Cinerama” (Indie).
Terrific $35,000 or close. Virtual
capacity. Last week, house dark.

Esquire (No. Coast) (957; 65-85)—“Capt. Smith and Pocahontas”
(UA) and “Marshal’s Daughter”
(UA). Neat $4,000. Last week,
"Genghis Khan” (UA) and “Guer-
rilla Girl” (UA), nice $4,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

65-95)—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA).
Brisk $9,500. Last week, “Prisoner
Casbah” (Col) and “Charge Of
Lancer” (Col), thin $6,000.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1.80-
$2.40) — “Julius Caesar” (M-G).
Fine $8,000. Last week, “Keys Of
Kingdom” (20th) (reissue), $2,300.

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“An-
napurna” (Indie). Good $3,000.
Last week, “Fanfan Tulip” (Indie)
(13th wk), $2,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 65-85) —
"Fighter Attack” (Indie). Mild $4,-
000. Last week, subsequent-run.
Bridge (Schwarz-Reade) (399; $1-

$1.20)—“Tonight at 8:30” (Indie)
(2d wk). First stanza ended Mon-
day (28) got fancy $4,000.

Balto Up; ‘Girls’ Fancy

$12,000, ‘Kate’ Nice 14G,

‘Sea’ Big 6G, ‘Vadis’ 10G
Baltimore, Dec. 29.

The long holiday weekend is

hypoining grosses here this, week
but general picture, is below ex-

pectations. ('Kiss Me Kate" is nice
at the Hipp. Pleasing totals are

being registered by “Here Come
Girls” at Keith’s and a return date
of “Quo Vadis” at the Century.
“Cruel Sea,” opened strongly at the
Playhouse..

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

$1)_“Quo Vadis” (M-G>. Okay
$10*000. Last week, “Half a Hero”
(M-G), $4,500.

- Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
35-80)—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G).
Hefty $14,000, but below hopes.
Last week, shuttered to install a
new screen.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 35-

80)
—“Here Come Girls” (Par).

Nice $12,000. Last wqek, “Fighter
Attack” (Rep), $3,200.

Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)

—

“Titfield Thunderbolt” (U). Oke
$3,500. Last week, “Under Sa-
hara” (Indie), $2,000.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-70)—
“Sabre Jet” (UA). Mild $4,600.

Last week, "Raiders” (U), $1,800.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 75-$1.25)—“Khyber Rifles” (20th). Opens
tomorrow (Wed.) after eighth week
of “Robe” (20th) wound up a long
run with $7,800. %

Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-
$1)—“Cruel Sea” (U). Fancy $6,000.
Last week, “Stalag 17” (Par) (11th

wk), $3,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-80)—“3

Sailors and Girl” (WB). Moderate
$8,200. Last week, "Thunder Over
Plains” (WB), $5,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 50-

$1.25) — “12-Mile Reef” (20th).

Starts today (Tues.) after fifth

week of “How to Marry Million-
aire” (20th) did mild $6,500.

‘Marry’ Wow 15G

Omaha; ‘Girls’ 16G
Omaha, Dec. 29.

Good Christmas weather, . a
strong line of screen fare and top
exploitation add up to topflight biz
here this week. Commanding most
attention is “Millionaire,” torrid
at the State. “Peter Pan” looks
fancy at Brandeis on popscale run.
“Here Comes Girls” is also smash
at the large Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 5QJ5)—

“Peter Pan” (RKO). Popscale run
looks fast $6,000. Last week, “City
That Never Sleeps” (Rep) and 5,-

000 Fingers” (Col), $4,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-76)—“Escape From Ft. Bravo” (M-G).

Thin $6,500, considering Xmas
week. Last week, “Man From Ala-
mo” (U) and “Lugosi Meets Brook-
lyn Gorilla” (Indie), $5,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 65-

85)—“Here Come Girls” (Par).
Torrid $16,000 or over. Last week,
“Jack Slade” (AA) and “Private
Eye” (AA), $9,000.

State (Goldberg) (875; 80-$1.20)—“Millionaire” (20th). Socko $15,-
000. Last week, “Glass Web” (U)
and “Penny Princess” (U), $3,5d0,
halted after 5 days to install Cin-
emascope. Played at 50-80c scale.

Hope Big $29,000 in Det; ‘Knights’

Terrif 25G, ‘Glass Web’ Smooth 16G
Detroit, Dec. 29.

Biz is rebounding with a little

more than the traditional after-
Christmas bounce. Cinemascope
and Cinerama, something that
wasn’t here last year, are lively
springboards. “Knights of Round
Table” looks huge for the compara-
tively small Adams. “The Robe”
is shaping a good final (13th)
round at the Fox. “Here Come
Girls,” new Bob Hope pic, looks
big at the Michigan. “Captain's
Paradise” looms nice at the Madi-
son. “Glass Web” Shapes strong at
Broadway-Capitol,

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1-

$1.80)—“The Robe” (20th) (13th
wk). Solid $35,000. Last week,
$22 ,000 .

Michigan (United Detroit) 14,000;
80-$l)—“Her^e Come Girls” (Par)
and “Half A Hero” (M-G). Big
$29,000 or over. Last week, “Blow-
ing Wild” (WB) and “Crazylegs”
(AA) (2d wk), $11,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—“Gun

Fury” (Col) and “Paris Model
(Col). Hot $22,000. Last weel
“Thunder Over Plains” (WB) an
“Private Eye” (AA), $11,000.

Madison (UD) (1,900; 80-$l) -

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA). Nic
$12,000. Last week, “Sea Aroun
Us” (RKO) (2d wk), $5,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1

$1.50)
—

“Millionaire” (20th) (6t
wk). Up to good $15,000. La!
week, $11,000. •

Adams (Balaban)
, (1,700;

‘

9!
$1.25)—“Knights of Round Table
(M-G). Terrific $25,000. Last weel
“Kiss Me Kate” (3-D) (M-G), $5
000 in fourth week.
Broadway-Capitol (Korman) (3

500; 80-$l)—“Glass Web” (U) an
“Veils of Bagdad” (U). Fast $16
000, Last week, “Wings of Hawk
(U) and “Army Bound” (UA
$13,000.
Music .Hall (Cinerama Produ<

tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.80)—“Cinei
ama” (Indie) (41st wk). Great $19
000. Last week, $16,000.

Wednesday, De&tmbet 30, I953

>

14G, “River’ Boosing 15G, ‘Jet’ 6G

Key City Grosses

Estimated. Total Gross
This Week ...... $3,330,300

(Based on 21 cities, and 207

theatres, chiefly first runs,: in-

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Sams Week

Last Year ..$3,313,800

(Based on 23 cities and 201

theatres.)

‘Knights’ Wham

Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.

Holiday cheer exploding all over
town this week, with “Knights of

Round Table” streaking out far in

front at Penn in the three-cornered
Cinemascope sweepstakes. “Khy-
ber Rifles” is smash, too, at the

Fulton and “12-Mild Reef” at

Harris is pulling up the rear, but
still in heavy sugar. “Cinerama”
at Warner has started to roll,

“Little Fugitive” teed off like a big

winder at Squirrel Hill. Stanley’s
“3 Sailors and a Girl,” is doing all

right in general upbeat.

Estimate for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 85-$1.25)—

“Khyber Rifles” (20th). Spanking
$20,000. Holiday season pushing it

above getaway of house’s first

CinemaScoper, “Millionaire” (20th).

Last week, “Man Crazy” (20th) and
“Thy Neighbor’s Wife” (20th), new
low fct just over $2,000..

Harris (Harris) (2,100; 85-$1.25)

-“12-Mile Reef’ (20th). Consider-
ing quality of this one against
other CinemaScoper, “Rifles” it

isn^t doing too badly. Smash $18,-

000 or over. Last week, “Robe”
(20th), (12th wk—8 days), $6,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 90-$1.50)

—

“Knights Round Table” (M-G). A
real blockbuster, and looks to set

some new records here. Should
wind up .first week at over $42,000.
Will drop off some on week-days
since the $1.50 top is only on week-
ends. Last week, “99 River Street”
(UA) just $9,000 in 9 days. v

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 50-85)—
“Little Fugitive” (Burstyn). Shapes
up like another winner for this art
naber; sock $4,500. Last week,
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (4th
Wk). $2,200. Broke the run record
here with better than $14,000.

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 50-85)—“3
Sailors and Girl” (WB). In face of
all downtown competition, this
little musical can’t complain too
much at $13,500, and may go above
that. Last week, “Diamond Queen”
(WB) and “Fort Algiers” (UA), $6,-
500.
Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.3Q-$2.80)

“Cinerama” (Indie) (3d wk). With
shopping season over, this one’s
starting to roll. Great $26,000. Last
week, $19,000,

12-Mi. Reef’ Smash 28G,

Prov; ‘Girls’ Hotsy 9G,

‘Sailors’ Lusty $8,500
Providence, Dec. 29.

With the Christmas shopping
rush over, theatres are again on
the upswing, and will be given, a
further shot in the arm because
of school holidays. The topper is

the CinemaScoper, “12-Mile Reef”
at the Majestic. RKO Albee’s “3
Sailors and a Girl” and Strand’s
"Here Come Girls” are expecting
good biz.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-70)—“3

Sailors and Girl” (WB) and “Nean-
derthal Man” (UA). Active $8,500.
Last week, "Thunder Over Plains”
(WB) and “Captain Scarlett” (WB),
$6 ,000 .

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 80-$1.25)
-“12-Mile Reef” (20th). With
Cinemascope to help upped scale,
this one is hot $28,000. Last week,
“Diamond Queen” (WB) and
“Champ For Day” (WB), $5,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,200; 65-$l)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (reissue).
Widevision screening on return
date is not so bad considering pre-
vious coverage by main .stemmers,
neighborhoods and drive-ins. Okay
$8,000. Last week, “Torch Song”
(M-G) and “Sky Commando” (Col),
$7,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-70)
—r-“Here Come Girls” (Par) and
“Mexican Manhunt” (AA). Big
$9,000 or near. Last week, “Steel
Lady” (UA) and “Raiders Seven
Seas” (UA). $4,500.

vmrisxma* weex throngs brought
grosses baek.sharpjy in most spotsMidland has “Knights of RomS
Table” in Cinemascope soaring
a great total. Paramount is doin?
socko trade With “Here Come thf
Girls,”' and likely will stay a se

*

ond session. “Border River” shanM
fine in four Fox-Midwest houses

8

After a blizzard and snow in mid.
week, weather brightened consid.
erably for the weekend.

Estimates for This Week
.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$i)_

'^Sea Around Us” (RKO)) (3d wk)
Fine $1,800 after $1,500 last week!
Stays a fourth.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; $1-$1.24)—“Knights of Round Table” (M-G)
First Cinemascope at this house*
great at $30,000.' Last week} "99
River Street” (Col) and “Cruisin’
Down the River” (Col), $5,500.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 60-85)—
“Sabre JefMUA) and “China Ven-
ture” (Col). Moderate $6,000. Last
week, “Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and
“Great Jesse James Raid” (Lid).

$4,500. a
Orpheum (Fok Midwest) (1,913;

$1-$1.50)—“The Robe” (20th) 113th
wk). Runs through Dec. 28, the
five days doing fat $7,000. Last
week, light $4,500.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1.900;
65-85)—“Here Come Girls” (Par).

Socko $14,000, and should hold.
Last- : week, “Redheads from
Seattle” (Par), $6,500 ii* 8 days.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

700; 1,217; 6^85)—“Border River”
(U) and “Clipped Wings” (AA).
Nice $15,000. Last week, “Crazy-
legs” (Rep) and “Fighter Attack”
(AA), $9,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA)i Great
$3,200, and holds. Last week, “Mr.
Potts To Moscow” (AA) (3d wk),

$1,200.

Hub Spotty; ‘Rifles’ Hot

$42,000, ‘Caesar’ Crisp

20G, ‘Sailor’ Trim 16G
Boston, Dec. 29.

Biz is spotty here this stanza with

newcomers “Khyber Rifles” at the

Met and “Julius Caesar” at the

Majestic topping the list. “3 Sailors

and a Girl” at Paramount and Fen-
way shapes okay, with “Para-
trooper” at the Pilgrim also doing
well. “Quo Vadis” in second time
around at the State and Orpheum
looms modest. “Captain’s Para-
dise,” in sixth week at Astor is fine.

"Cinerama” relights the remodeled
Boston Wednesday (30).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&K) (1,500; 50-$l.*10)—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (6th wk).

Holding to nice $6,500 or over. Last
week, $6,500.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;

50-$l)—“Fanfan Tulip” (Lopert)

(12th wk). Fine $4,600 after $4,000
lacf wppIt
Exeter *

(Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
“Little Fugitive” (Burstyn). Opened
Sunday (27). Last week, “Titfield

Thunderbolt” (U) and “Passionate
Sentry” (Indie), $3,500 in fourth

week
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—

“3 Sailors and a Girl” (WB) and
“Safari Drums” (AA). Oke $4,000

or near, Last week, “Diamond
Queen” (WB) and “Murder on

Monday” (Indie), same.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $1.20-

$2.40)— “Julius Caesar" (M-G).

Strong $20,1)00 looms. House was
/larlr lacf WPplr*

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 85-$1.85)

“The Robe” (20th) (12th wk).

Final week should wind up with

nifty $14,000. Pic established house

record for length of run and over-

all gross. Last week, $12,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 80*

$1.25)—“Khyber Rifles” (20th).

Hefty $42,000 shapes. Last week,

“Millionaire” (20th) (6th wk),

$8,500.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 74-$l)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (reissue).

Mild $1SM>00. Last week, “Torch

Song” (M-G) and “Sky Commando
(Col), $12,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)

—“3 Sailors and Girl” (WB) and

“Safari Drums” (AA).. Fine $12,000.

Last week, “Diamond Queen” (WB)

and “Murder on Monday” (Indie),

$9,500. _ AC ,

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 60-95)-*

“Paratrooper” (Col) and “Nebras-

kan” (Col). SUck $15,000. Last

week, subruns.
,

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 74-$l)*-

‘Quo Vadis” (M-G) (reissue). Slow

$7,000, Last week, “Torch Song

(M-G) and “Sky Commando” (Col/#

same.
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(hi Crisp; Kate’-Hitoppers Huge

$70,000,ly Baby’ Smash25G,‘Love’

18G, Girls’ Great 35G, ‘Caesar’ 17G
Chicago, Dec. 29.

a 15th firstrun house was lighted

here as nine fresh bills

SSfushered in tor theholldays.

Legit-converted Selwyn is unvell-

ta/ ‘‘Julius Caesar”. lor a swift

'.Jls noo while the Chiqago is piling

fm'S giant $70,000 for “Kiss Me,

K
P
atc”

g
and stageshow. “Easy to

Love’' looms fat $18,000 at Grand.

United Artists is socko $25,000

with ‘‘Walking My Baby Back

Snme” and “Veils of Bagdad."
SSje Come Girls" looks wow
$35,000 at the McVlekers. _
Among holdovers, “Thunder

Over Plains” at the Roosevelt still

is great in second week while

fifth stanza of “Millionaire" is lush

at the Oriental. Woods is getting

hefty total for “Mogambo" in

seventh. “Robe" looms bulky in

14th at State-Lake,: “Cinerama" is

soaring to great session in Z2d

week at the Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)—

“Kiss Me Kate" (M-G) (3-D) with

Hilltoppcrs heading stageshow.

Hitting huge $70,000. Last week,
‘‘Vicki’’ (20th) and “Glass Web" (0)

with stageshow, $27,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—

•‘Easy to Love" (M-G) and “Dia-

mond Robbery" (M-G). Plump $18,-

000. Last week, “All Brothers
Valiant’’ (M-G) (4th wk), $5,300.

Loop (Telem’t) (600; 98-$1.25)—
“Living Desert" • (Disney). Sock
$22,000 or near. Last week, “Mar-
tin Luther" (Indie) (13th wk),

$4,800.

McVlekers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-90)

—“Here Come Girls" (Par) and
“Redheads From Seattle" (Par).

Terrif $35,000. Last week, “Sins
of Jezebel” (Lip) and “Man Cairo"
(Lip) (2d wk), $10,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)

—

“Cruising Down River” (Col) and
“Prisoners of Casbah" (Col). Lean
$6,000. Last week, “Slaves of
Babylon” (Col) and “Flame Cal-
cutta” (Col) $6,600.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)—

“Millionaire” (20th) (5th wk). Great
$33,000. Last week, $28,000.

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.20-$3.60)
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (22d wk).
Socko $48,000. Last week, $31,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Thunder Over Plains" (WB) and
“Steel Lady” (UA) (2d wk). Nice
$16,500 after last week’s $16,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.25-

$2.40)—‘‘Julius Caesar" (M-G). Two
shows daily bringing very sturdy
$17,000. Last week, shuttered as
pic operation.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-

$1.80)—“Robe" (20th) (14th Wk).
Hardy $36,000. Last week, $22,000.

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
Annapurna" (Indie). Fancy $6,000.

Last \veek, “Decameron Nights"
(RKO) (4th wk), $3,200.
UnRed Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)— Walking My Baby Back
JJome

'

(U) and “Veils of Bagdad"
at $25,000 or over. Last

y®.ek ' Diamond Queen" (WB) and

$f2
8
500

Cl Attack” (AA) (2d wk)
>

*
W,0

!

0*
.
(Essaness) (1,198; 98-

Ji.25) ‘Mogambo" (M-G) (7th

$12 000
Sl°Ut ^15,000, Last week,

Pn^?
r, ‘,

„
(Indie) (587 i

98)—“Little
Rfte .

(Burstyn) . Potent $5,000

SUP) ( 9H
Ck,\Ha

J?
0n (Indle) (reiS‘

sue> (2d wk), $2,200.

-r,'?
fe

!
d
^ (L°Pert) <4.30; 98)—

T
1

2,
s Baradise” (UA) (9th wk).

Livclj $3,500. Last week, $3,000.

‘ValianCBrisk $10,000,

Seattle; Hope Hot 11G
v

flll , ,
Seattle, Dec. 29.

vP,l\ I)r°duct and Christmasuk ue combining to push film

woekv:

0
i1 n
new llei£hts fojr recent
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V^

u
[
re

,

ntly‘

“
A11 Broth-

LiboHv
lnn

i

t

‘i ?
oks sturdy at the

shatv,
J ‘Here Come Girls”

M*k at Amount. “Kiss

pheum
15 rated mild at Or-

Rlnif
ti

vt
,ates for This Week

$1 2i!L^
0us

.
e /Hamrick) (800; 90-

Good Si £oPt?ln ?
Paradise" (UA).

“Calamity
Cni?c«

B
;2d w^“5 days), $2,000.

9oL- Tnh? iEv,ergreen) (1,829; 65-

(Ua. and Pocahantas”
Okay co

d
nnn

CllPPed Wings" (AA).

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

Without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission'

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

'

‘Sadie’ Paces D.C.

Sl-$1 ^{\\ \*,OUU,

(4(1?

1

\vk
M^honaire" (20th)

last\veek.
8 ?8‘500 ^fter W<»

Llb

iC',m.
<

(IamIick) 65-90)
(Continued on page 18 )

Washington, Dec. 29.
Christmas Day brought a roaring

upswing at first-runs. “Sadie
Thompson" at RKO Keith’s, unan-
imously kudoed by town's crix,
tops the city with biggest take for
house since last year’s “Peter Pan.”
“12 Mile Reef" at Loew’s Palace
show continues draw of Cinema-
Scope with smash prospects. “Easy
to Love" at Loew’s Capitol is an-
other winner. Another bright spot
is “Cinerama,” which, after sag-
ging, is showing new life in its

eighth session.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 60-$l)—

“Easy to Love” (M-G). Sock $27,-

000, and stays on. Last week,
“Escape Ft. Bravo” (M-G) (2d wk),
$10,000 In 5 days.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-85)

—“99 River Street" (UA). Firm
$7,000 for 8 days. Last week, “Take
High Ground" (M-G) (4th wk),
$4,500.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.20)—“Martin Luther" (Indie) (9th-

final wk). Fine $4,000 after $3,500
Igst week.

Keith’s ‘(RKO) (1,939; 70-$1.25)—
“Miss Sadie Thompson" (Col).

Wow $35,000 to top town, with
crix turning thumbs down on 3-D
but lauding filhi. Stays on. Last
week, “Tumbleweed" (RKO), $6,-

000 .

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 55-85)

“Calamity Jane" (WB). Fine $9,000
or near. Last week, “Diamond
Queen" (WB), $7,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$1.20)
-“12-Mile Reef" (20th). Cinema-
Scope* looks sock $32,000. Holds.
Last week, “Millionaire" (20th) (5th

wk), $12,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)

—

“Roman Holiday" (Par) (13th wk).
Okay $3,200 in 5V& days. Last week,
$3,000.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.80)—“Cinerama" (Indie) (8th wk).

Pushing toward solid $23,000, best
in weeks. Last week $16,000, over
hope?, thanks to a big Christmas
Day.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)—

Eternity” (Col) (18th wk). Breaks
town’s record run with fine $6,000
after $4,300 last week. Holds again.

‘Girls’ Lusty at $11,000,

Mpls; ‘Baby’ Bangup 9£G,

Wadis’ Moderate $5,000
Minneapolis, Dec. 29.

Although the pre-Xmas doldrums

have faded out and' a more in-

vigorating holiday season should

prove the usual boxoffice stimulus,

local showhouses, with a couple of

exceptions, are not doing too well.

Radio City’s “Here Come Girls" is

standout. “Quo Vadis," back in the

Loop for Its first popscale engage-
ment, shapes fair at Gopher.
“Walking Baby Home" looms good
at Orpheum. “Fair Wind to Java"
looms fair at RKO Pan.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (l,6O0r 65=85)’

—

“Affair With Stranger" (RKO).
Thin $3,000 in 6 days. Last week.
“Male War Bride" (20th) and
“Broken Arrow" (20th) (reissues),

$2 800

Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)

—

“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (2d run). First

time at popscale. Fair $5,000 in 6

days. Last week, “Sabre Jet" (UA),

$3,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)—
“Loose in London" (AA) and
“Royal African Rifles" (AA). Mild

$4,000 in 6 days. Last week. “Tar-

(Continued on page 18)

‘KNIGHTS' B0FF0 45G,

ST. LOO; ‘PARADISE’ 7G
St. Louis, Dec. 29.

Terrific bally, including radio
and TV engineered by Rus Bovim,
is helping to land a gigantic $45!-
000 for "Knights of Round Table,”
currently at Loew’s. Pic broke all
house records Sunday (27) and
curiosity of natives for first peek
at Cinemascope is contributing.
“Captain’s Paradise" looks fancy in
two small-seaters. “Thunder Over
Plains" with stageshow finished a
nice week at the huge Fox. It is
being replaced today with “French
Line,” which is frowned on by the
local Catholic clergy.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—

“French Line" (RKO) (3D) and
“Crazylegs" (Rep). . Opened today
(Tues.). Last week, “Thunder Over
Plains" (WB) and stageshow, nice
$14,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 90-$1.24)—“Knights of Round Table” (M-G).

Huge $45,000. Last week, “99 River
Street" (UA) and “Gun Belt" (UA),
$12,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 90)

—“Captain's Paradise” (UA). Brisk
$4,000. Last week, “Cruel Sea" (U)
(3d wk), $3,000.

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
60-75)—“The Robe" (10th wk).
Good $8,000. Last week, $11,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800-

90)
—

“Captain’s Paradise" . (UA).
Fast $3,000 or over. Last week,
“Brandy for Parson" (Indie),
$4,000.

'Rifles’ Colossal

$54,000, Phil y
Philadelphia, Dec. 29.

Long holiday weekend is boost-
ing first-run take here currently.
Cinemascope pix are running away
from pack, with “Khyber Rifles"
easily champ with terrific $54,000
at the Fox, The other C’Scoper,
“12-Mile Reef," looms hefty at the
Randolph but far behind com-
>anion piece over at Fox. “Joe
-tfuis Story" shapes smash at the
sandbox World which changes
lands Friday, going over to the
Trans-Lux chain. “Easy to Love”
is just good at the huge Mastbaum
while “Cinerama” is soaring to
great take—at the Boyd in 12th
round.

Estimates for This Week ,

Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30)—
“Mogambo” (M-G) (12th wk). Fine
$6,000. Last week, same.
Boyd (S&W) (1,459; $1.30-$2.80)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (12th wk).

Soared to great $21,000. Last week,
$17,700.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.50)—

“Khyber Rifles" (20th). Terrific

(Continued on page 18)

‘Marry’ Mighty $25,000,

Cincy; ‘Sailors’ $10,000,

‘Lore’ 12G, ‘Honduras’ 8G
Cincinnati, Dec. 29.

“How to Marry Millionaire" is

honeymooning Keith’s to its record
high for many years with a mighty
take to top downtown houses. Cin-
emascope pic is first 3-Der for
Keith’s, and the only non-flat one
in current lineup. “Easy to Love”
at Albee shapes smooth. “3 Sailors
and Girl" looms okay, at Palace.
The Grand is stout with “Appoint-
ment in Honduras." Hyde Park Art
Theatre is turning in a front-line
grosser with “Julius Caesar," and
great. Four suburban houses are
doing a simultaneous first local

release on “Back to God’s Country”
and “Veils of Bagdad." »

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85) —

“Easy to Love” (M-G). Smooth
$12,000. Last

.
week. “Kiss Me

Kate" (M-G) (3-D) (2d wk). $8,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85) —

“Peter Pan’’ (RKO). Okay $5,500
on popscale run. Last week,
“Nebraskan” (CoR- and “Valley of
Head Hunters" (RKO),' 6 days,

$4,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85) —

“Appointment in Honduras’! (RKO)
and “Marry Me Again" (RKO).
Pleasing $8,000. Last week. “Shark
River" (UA) and “Donovan’s Brain"
(UA), $5,500. -

Hyde Park Art (Schwartz). (600;

$l-$2.20) — “Julius Caesar” (M-G).
Fancy $12,000 for first week of two-
a-day, reserved seat policy.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
“Millionaire" (20th) (3-D). Soaring
to $25,000 for theatre’s top take in

many years. Last week. “Tumble-
weed" (U). six days, $4,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—“3
Sailors and Girl" (WB). Good 810,-

000. Last week, “Gun Fury" (Col),

$7,000.

B’way Holiday Joyride; love 181G,

‘Cantor’ 90G, ‘Reef 102G, ‘Sadie

(3-D) 89G, “Khyber’ 73G, ‘Girls’ 40G
Broadway film business is soar-

ing this session. Aided by the
Christinas and year-end holidays,
first-runs additionally are being
boosted by the launching of many
new, strong bills. The weather has
been another factor excepting for
the slight rain Monday (28) night.
Some idea of how grosses have sky-
rocketed in current stanza is

gleaned from the fact that the 25
firstrruns will show approximately
$888,500.

Biggest coin is going to the
Music. Hall with “Easy to Love"
and Xmas stageshow. Fourth week
winding up today (Wed.) is soaring
to a mammoth $181,000 or better,
one of all-time high figures at the
Hall. Last year, “Million Dollar
Mermaid" and Christmas stage-
show hit a new record with $186,-
000. However, in 1952, the week
took in New Year’s eve.

Of the new pix, “Eddie Cantor
Story” looks greatest with $90,000
at the Paramount. “Sadie Thomp-
son," another new entry, is head-
ing for smash $89,000 at the Capi-
tol while “Khyber Rifles" is finish-
ing its initial week at the Rivoli
with a socko $73,000. Latter is near
the high mark for that house.

Second biggest coin is going to
another CinemaScoper, “12-Mile
Reef," in second stanza at the
Roxy. It likely will get a wow
$102,500. “Bigamist," a newcomer,
shapes nice $20,000 at the Astor.

“Here Come the Girls” is soar-
ing to a rousing $40,000 at the May-
fair. “Lure of Sila," another new
pic, likely wiU grab a smash $12,-
000 at small-seater New York.

Numerous films are pushing way
ahead of previous week’s trade.
“Cinerama* is heading for a huge
$63,000 in its current (30th) week
at the Warner, five extra shows and
heavy demand for ducats making
this great leap over last round pos-
sible. “How to Mairy a Millionaire"
soared to $21,500 in seventh frame
at the Globe as against $12,500 last
week.
Also climbing ahead preceding

week is “Conquest of Everest,"
with a smash $20,000 at the Fine
Arts in third session. “Captain’s
Paradise.” with a big $15,300. was
far ahead of preceding week in the
13th stanza at the Paris.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.V (1,300; 80-$1.80)

—“The Bigamist” (FR). First week
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to
hit trim $20,000 or near, including
New Year’s Eve biz. In ahead,
“Queen of Sheba" (Indie) (7th wk-
8 days), $6,000 after $6,200 for
ejvfk wapIt

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.80-
$2.40)—“Gilbert & Sullivan" (UA)
(10th wk). Ninth session ended
last night (Tues.) pushed to $8,500,
aided by extra shows. The eighth
week was $6,500.
Baronet (Reade) (430; ’ 90-SI.50)— “Three Forbidden Stories”

(Indie) (7th wk). Current round
winding next Friday (1) looks okay
$5,000. Sixth week was $4,000.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-S2.20)—“Sadie Thompson” (Col). First
round ending today (Wed.) is soar-
ing to. great $89,000 or near. Pic
was given special midnight preem
the night of Dec. 23. In ahead,
“Eternity" (Col) (20th wk-8 days),
$14,500.

Criterion (Moss) (1.700; 85-S2.20)— “Paratrooper” (Col). Opens
today (Wed.). In ahead, “Cease
Fire" (Par) (5th wk), taking in

Christmas Day and start of holiday
week pushed up to $10,500 after
$9,000 for fourth.
Fine .Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)—“Conquest of Everest" (UA) (4th

wk). Third stanza ended yesterday
(Tues.) climbed to smash $20,000
after $17,000 for second week.
Stays on indef. Pic has had un-
usually consistent draw ever since
it opened, getting new house record
opening week.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; $1-$L80)— “Millionaire" (20th) (8th wk).

Seventh frame ended Monday (28)

forged ahead to fast $21,500 after

$12,500 lor sixth week. Stays on.

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80) —
“Times Gone By" (IFE). Opened
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead. “Mar-
tin Luther" (Indie) (17th wk-6
days), fine $9,000 after $7,500 in

15th week.
Holiday* (Rose) (950: 95-$1.80)—

“Public Enemy No. 1" (WB) and
“Little Caesar" (WB) (reissues) (4th

wk). Third round ended Monday
(28) pushed up to lusty $26,000
after $20,000 for second week.
Mayfair (Brandt) < 1,736; 70-$1.80)—“Here Come the Girls” (Par).

Initial session ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to hit rousing $40,-

000 or close. Appears in for run.

In ahead, “Take High Ground’*
(M.-G) (9th wk-8 days), $7,000.

Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
(592; 95-$l.80)—“Little Fugitive"
(Burstyn) (13th wk). The 12th week
ended Monday (2Q) climbed to
fancy $7,800 after $5,000 for 11th
session..

New York (Brandt) (598; 55-$1.25>—“Lure of Sila" (IFE). Looks to
hit smasheroo $12,000 in first week,
one of best -ever for this small
house. In ahead, sub-run.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.50)—
“Wild One" (Col) and 8 acts of
vaudeville. Opened today (Wed.).
Last week, “Bad For Each Other"
(Col) and vaude, big $25,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.80)
—“Eddie Cantor Story" (WB). Ini-

tial week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
is going great guns, with terrific

$90,000 in prospect for first stanza.

Given special gala benefit on night
of Dec. 23. In ahead, “Hondo"
(WB) (3d wk-5Vz days). $3Q,000 to
wind up very strong run.

Paris (Indie) <568; 90-SI .80)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (14th
wk). The 13th frame ended Sun-
day (27) climbed to big $15,300 af-
ter $8,000 for 12th week.

Rialto (Mage) (600; 50-98) —
“Striporama" (Indie) (13th wk).
Present stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is pushing up to torrid
$7,500 after $4,200 for 12th week
which took in Christmas Eve. Stays
on into New Year.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$2>—
"Khyber Rifles” (20th). First week
ended last night (TuesJ landed
wham $73,000. one 'of big bracket
figures here. Given elaborate
preem night of Dec. 22. In ahead,
‘‘Little Lost Boy” (Par) (13th wk-
6 days), was $4,500 but concluding
a very prosperous longrun.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (6.200; 9O-$2.40)

—“Easy to
Love” (M-G) with annual Christ-
mas stageshow and “Nativity"
pageant (4th wk). Present session
ending today ‘Wed.) is soaring to
mammoth $181,000 after socko
$150,000 for third week. Last year,
comparable week hit record $186,-
000 but took in two holidays. Con-
tinues on. “Knights of Round
Table" (M-G). the initial Cinema-
Scope production to play the Hall,
is .due here in about two w*eeks,
possibly Jail. 14.

Rory (Nat’i.-Th:) (5.717; 65-$2.50)
-“12-Mile Reef" (20th) <2d wk).
First holdover round ending today
(Wed.) is pushing up to great $102*-
500 after $88,000 for opening week.
Stays on.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.80)—“All Brothers Valiant" (M-G).
Opened Monday (28). Last week.
“Millionaire" (20th) (7th wk-6
days', was sturdy $22,000 after
$20,000 for sixth week.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Living Desert” (Disney) (8th wk>.
Seventh stanza ended Monday (28)
was okay $10,000 after $8.50*0 for
ciylh waaIt

Trans-Lux 60th SL (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50) — “Annapurna” (Indie)
(3d wk). Third frame ending Fri-
day (1) is heading for solid $6,500.
The second week was $6,000.

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1.50)—“Lili" (M-G) (43d wk).
The 42d week ended Monday
pushed to amazing $7,500 after
$4,000 for 41st round.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 95-
$1.80

—“Man Between" (UA) (7th
wk). Sixth round ended last night
(Tues.) upped to solid $15,500 af7
ter $13,000 for fifth week. Stays
on indef.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.60) — “Cinerama" (Indie)
(30th wk). Current session ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) is pushing to
huge $63,006, helped by five extra
shows and holiday crowds. The
29th week was $46,500. Continues
on.

‘BABY’ SOCKO $14,000,

PORT,; ‘PLAINS’ HEP 8G
Portland, Ore., Dec. 29.

Biggest, trade currently is going
to "Walking My Baby Back Home”
with smash biz at the Broadway.
“Here Come Girls” is rated fairly
good at Paramount while “Easy to
Love” looms stout at United Ar-
tists. “Thunder Over Plains” is

heading for fine takings at Liberty.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) (1.890; 65-90)

—“Walking Baby Back Home” (U'.

Smash $14,000. Last week. “Flight

Nurse” (Rep) and “Fighting Law-
man” (Rep), $4,900.
Century (Foster-Breal) (800: 50-

; 70)
—“Johnny Giant Killer” Un-

1
(Continued on page 18 1
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Des Moines, Dec. 29. *

Sbte Attorney General Leo

Hoegh has told Iowa theatre own-
ers they can continue bank night

“if” they will admit all persons

free to the theatre at the time of

drawing for awards; or conduct

drawings for the awards at a time*

when the theatre is not open for

business. Under the plan proposed

by Hoegh those who would be eligi-

ble for awards would be required

to sign a registration book and
then sign, each week, a card. He
said there could be no charge-

—

direct or indirect—for the oppor-

tunity of signing the registration

book or the weekly card. I

Spokesmen for theatre owners
said they had proposed this plan

to Hoegh. They did so because
bank night has for many years

made the IOwa public conscious of

the motion picture theatre. Hope
is that it will be possible for the-

atre owners to continue bank night

but it is admitted that under the
“ifs” of the attorney general (con-

forming to a recent court decision)

bank night may be more bother
than benefit.

Film men who took part in the
conference with the attorney gen-
eral were R. R. Bateson of Eldora,
Iowa, attorney for the Allied In-

dependent Theatre Owners, and
Wendell Gibson,* Des Moines, at-

torney for Central States Theatre
Corp.
As matters stand it looks like

there are three possible w?ays in

which theatre owners can continue
bank night.

»1) Open their theatres to the
public for free showibg of the reg-
ular feature film on the day of the
drawing.

»2> Open their theatres to the
public at the time of the drawing,
at which time no film or an educa-
tional or short subject would be
shown.

(3j Conduct the drawing at hours
other than those during which the
theatre is open.
Iowa Supreme Court has ruled

that a lottery consists of three ele-
ments—a consideration (a pay-
ment), a chance, and a prize. In
the absence of any one of these
three elements the “lottery” does
not exist, he said. Attorney general
ruled on Nov. 19 that bank night
as now conducted in Iowa is illegal.

Ken Englund

ties a humorous troaHto on

Westward9 Or Is It
*

Eastward, Ho?

another editorial footuro In the

48th Anniversary Number
of

PhniETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

Briefs From the Lots

Tarzan Tovarich
S Continued from pace

ich I

t i -

State Dept, regarding the unau-
j

thorized showing of these boot-
legged films, but to no avail.

Some observers feel the Pravda
blast may be an indirect reply to

the American film industry’s re- f

fusal to sell pictures to Russia or
to renew the licenses on 10 old
ones as requested by Moscow. In

J

this the companies have the sup-
port of the State Dept., which re-
cei tly indicated to the Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn, that this was
not an opportune time for any
film dealings with the Soviets.
The Communist Party organ

gave a vivid account of the visit

of a touring film truck to a col-

lective farm, where a Tarzan film

was show'n. Picture not only fright-

ened the spectators, the paper re-

lated, but the farm animals almost
drowned out the sound by their
squealing and howling, as the lion

roared from the screen.

H’wood’s Dimensh Panic

Shaken Off; Oriented To

New Techniques: Fabian

Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Hollywood has oriented itself

and shaken off the panic brought

on by the onrush of new systems

and the future outlook is based
on a variety of pix product, ac-

cording to Stanley Warner prexy
S. H. (Si) Fabian. Experimenting
is still going on but the mixture
of processes “will keep public on
toes and will be big help at box-
office,” exec declared. Fabian, who
celebrates his 40th year in showbiz
next year, is here briefly enroute
to San Francisco' for opening of

Cinerama there.

“These times are exciting and
wearing on the nerves,” he said.

It’s like a revolution. You’re
either going to get killed or go to

the top. I’m inclined to think
Cinemascope will get a big play
in 1954.” He feels the chief con-
cern is product but since Hplly-
wood is beginning to turn out more
pictures every media has a chance
if the story is good. He doesn’t
think 3-D is dead because i£

stories lend themselves to that
method they’ll be made dimen-
sionally. He says “Miss Sadie
Thompson” is an example of how
picture benefited from 3-D.

“Television,” he said, “has come
down to our situation. The habit
is wearing off. Jit now depends on
what TV has to offer, not the fact
that it is TV. A great attraction
will draw a large audience but
the public will no longer watch
just to be watching.”

Regarding Cinerama, he said
“Seven Wonders of the World” has
been temporarily shelved, and
Louis deRochemont is now prep-
ping a production tentatively titled
“Thrill of Your Life” which has a
story line and a global locale. Two
units are working on film, one
here, one abroad. No professional
actors are being used, and aim is

to get film completed for May re-
lease. He opined that eventually
Cinerama will be available for
smaller towns, but he wouldn’t
guess when, since engineers are
still trying to work that out.

French and FTC
i. Continued from pace 3 ;

there appears likelihood that some
small, indie film distributors in the
United States may, or could, bring
a complaint that it would restrain
their trade.

If and when such complaint is

filed with FTC, the commission
will undertake an examination to
determine where there are any vio-
lations. Such a probe, it was ex-:

plained, can be either quiet or can
involve public'

1 hearings.
On the other hand, MPEA may

submit the agreement for approval
either just before or just after it is

concluded. FTC examines many
such agreements for Webb-Pom-
erene associations and normally
keeps the matter in complete con-
fidence.

FTC officially knows nothing
about the present French dicker-
ing.

Sunset Owns ’Face’
Los Angeles,' Dec. 29.

Sunset Securities Co. was de-
clared sole owner of “The Second
Face,” a film starring Ella Raines
and Bruce Bennett, in a quiet title

suit before Judge Frank G. Swain
in Superior Court.

Defendants included Nassour
Studios, EJL Productions, .RCA,
Eagle-Lion Classics, Consolidated
Film Industries, Edward J. Leven,
Miss- Raines, Eugene Vale, H. A.
Ginsburg and Yoland D. Markson.

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
'

A1 Zimbalist and Jack Rabin
closed, a deal to use Carl Dudley’s
Vistarama anamorphic process on
two pictures, “King Dinosaur” and
“Babyface Nelson” . . . Jerry Wald
assigned Mel Shavelson and Jack
Rose . tp write the screenplay of

“Pal Joey” at Columbia . ... Re-
public signed John McCallum for

a top role in “Trouble"' in the
Glen,” to be\ produced and di-

rected by Herbert Wilcox in Scot-
land . . . F, Herrick Herrick leav-

ing for India to film his original,

“Ringo,” the life story of a tiger

. . George Horvath signed for a

role in “Sign of the Pagan” at UI
. . . Fred Easier joined the "Stu-
dent Prince” cast at Metro.

Felix Guggenheim elected a new
member of the board of directors
of King Bros. Productions, Inc.

. . Edgar Buchanan returns, to

Columbia for a key role in “The
Human Reast,” a- Lewis Rachmil
production with Fritz Lang direct-

ing . . . Joseph Kaufman completed
details for the filming in Australia
of “Return tQ Treasure Island,”
starring “Robert Newton . . . Metro
signed Lewis Martin to play a gen-
eral in “Prisoner of War” . , i

Torin Thatcher plays a knight in

"The Black Shield of Falworth”
at UI .. . . RKO borrowed Ann
Francis from 20th-Fox for second
femme lead in "Susan Slept Here.”
Robert Arthur assigned by UI

to produce “Pillars of the Sky,”
based on a western yarn by Will
Henry . . . Frank P. Rosenberg
bought “The Steeper Cliff” from
20th-Fox for indie production . . .

Filmakers will produce five films

in 1954, starting with “The Story
of a Cop” . Mary Jane Hayes
signed a term pact at UI, with
“Sign of the Pagan” as her first

picture ... Columbia’s “Bad For
Each Other,” UA’s “The Man Be-
tween” and Paramount’s “Forever
Female” given “B” ratings by the
National Legion of Decency . . .

Cosmo Productions will make
.“The White Orchid” in Mexico for
United Artists release.
Johnny Weissmuller’s next Jun-

gle Jim adventure at Columbia
will be “Revolt of the Pygmies,”
based on a script by Jo Pagano . . .

Douglas Kennedy drew a role in
Wayne-Fellows* “The High and the
Mighty” . . . Paul F. Heard signed
Jack Voglin as production manager
on two films to roll next month for
the National Council of Churches
of Christ . . . Gene Tierney returns
to 20th-Fox after an absence of
two years to play the foie of
Pharaoh’s sister in “The Egyptian”
. . . Metro assigned Jack Cum-
mings to produce “Babylon Re-
visited,” to be filmed in Paris in
spring with Elizabeth Taylor star-
ring and Richard Brooks directing

. Matt Moore starting his 44th
year in films with a role in Metro’s
“A Bride for Seven Brothers.”
Walt Disney signed Kirk Doug-

las to star in “20,000 Leagues Un-
der the Sea,” starting Jan. 11 in
the Bahamas with Richard Fleisch-
er directing . . . Keiko Awajl will
play Mickey Rooney’s girl friend
in Perlberg-Seton’s “The Bridges
at Toko-Ri” . . . Martha Hyer drew
a featured role in the Doris Day
starrer, “Lucky Me,” at Warners
. . . Paul Close signed for a part in
Wayne-Fellows’ “The High and the
Mighty” . . . Phil Foster will play
an Army sergeant in “Battle Cry
at Warners . . . Panoramic signed
Robert Webb to direct “Hawk of
the Desert,” a tale of North Africa
. . . John David Stollery will star
in Wyott Ordung’s indie feature,
“Cairo Rendezvous” . . . Tom
Blakiston joined the cast of “The
Talisman” at Warners.
Robert Stillman borrowed Ursula

Thiess from RKO for femme lead
in his indie production, “The
Americano,” which RKO will re-
lease ... George Dolenz will play
the Roman Emperor Theodosius in
“Sign of the Pagan” at UI , . .

Rory Calhoun signed a two-films-a-
year pact at UI, starting with
“Dawn at Socorro,”'which George
Shetman will direct . . . Next star-
rer for Tony Curtis at UI will be
a musical, “Spring Song,” with
Ross Hunter directing and B$rt
Lahr playing a character role .

Free and Easy With the Truth
Chicago * Dec 2d

Starlite Drive-In, which for a good portion of the summer
engaged in tricky and misleading advertising with its competitors,
placed another deceptive newspaper ad for the Christmas weekend
after several months of good behavior. Southside ozoner has a
triple bill, but prominent in its copy are the words “From Here
To Eternity” with still pix of Burt Lancaster, Deborah Kerr and
Frank Sinatra, all of whom headlined the Columbia film.

In this case, however, Lancaster is appearing in “Vengeance,”
Miss Kerr in “The Prisoner,” and Sinatra in “Double Dynamite.”
Smaller print reads: “You'll go from here to eternity before you
see another show like this.” The actual “Eternity” is on its first
outlying ruq currently at most of the major “A” houses.

Inside Staff—Pictures
If anybody is still Interested in doing this, David Mellinkoff’s “How

To Make Contracts Illegal” should make fruitful reading, It is reprint*,*
from the Stanford Law Review (1953). f •

He entertains with some dillies, including the squint cases, the Chi-
nese system, psychological concealments and hidden ball tricks. One
even thought he could get away with “Read Conditions of This Con-
tract.” Not only the conditions but the wanting was printed in 5-point
type. Plaintiff lost in the first round but won on appeal.
But contracts which have conditions printed vertically up and down

the margins, known as the Chinese system, seem to be okay in some
courts. But the trend of decisions is that anything smaller than 9-point
type has larceny in its heart. Otherwise, bring your magnifying glass

Gradual capitulation of the major distribs in extensive use of tele-
vision to bally a New York opening is indicated in a sizable budget
allocated by Metro for a week’s saturation on WNBT for “Knights of
the Round Table” its first Cinemascope picture.

While M-G has employed video for several hinterland openings, the
campaign on the NBC flagship marks tne film company’s first use in
the N.Y. metropolitan- area. Drive will' also be backed by a hefty
spot campaign on web’s radio outlet, WNBC.

Saturation spiel gets underway Jan. 8, a week prior to the film’s

opening at the Radio City Music Hall on Jan. 14. Similar campaigns
have been run previously by Paramount, 20th-Fox and RKO Theatres.

Anv move on the part of exhibitors to embark on a production pro-
gram to solve the product shortage will not be hasty. Consider-
able time, will be expended in careful analyzing and exploring, in-

dication 'of this approach is the view of Walter Reade Jr., president of
Theatre Owners of America. Reade feels that exhlbs should encour-
age additional production via financial help. He has, however, reser-

vations anent actual participation in film-making by exhibitors. "Pro-
duction is highly-specialized full-time work,” Reade says, “and unless
a man is making a career of it, he should not undertake it. It’s just
like having a producer come in and try to operate a theatre without
any experience.”

Stranger than fiction are the parallel careers of Jack Palance and
Anthony Quinn, now portraying Attila the Huh—Palance in “Sign of

the Pagan” at UI, and Quinn in “King of the Huns” in Italy. Palance.
was Quinn’s understudy in the touring company of-“A-Streetcar-Named
Desire” and wound up playing the role on Broadway when Marlon
Brando became ill. Both Quinn and Palance were considered for a
top role in “Viva Zapata,” with Quinn snag'ging the job and Palance
going into “Sudden Fear.” These roles won them Oscar nominations
as best supporting actor, with Quinn winning. Now they are playing
the same character.

Kirk; Douglas was guest of honor Sunday (27) at the formal dedica-

tion of a lounge and recreation room which he donated to the Jewish
Home for the Aged in Troy, N.Y. His mother, Mrs. Bertha Demsky,
has been a guest in the home, built a few years ago by Jews of the
Capital district. Douglas, originally from nearby Amsterdam, brought
along his sons, Michael, nine, and Joel, seven, to see his mother and
visit his sisters. Recently returned to the United States after almost.

18 months in Europe, he Was scheduled to go back there Tuesday (29)

for remakes of “Ulysses.”

United Artists is receiving good plugging for one of, its releases

from an entirely different, source: the boxing ring. Coley Wallace, who
fought Ezzard Charles in San Francisco last week, was introduced from
the ring as “the star of ’The Joe Louis Story.’ ” Bout was telecast on
the CBS network.

Wallace took' time out from his pugilistic career to appear in the
film in the title role. In addition to his televised bouts, he has done
guest shots on numerous other radio and TV programs.

Walt Disney Productions has its own version of a giveaway program.
Outfit is offering $10,000 in awards to RKO sales personnel doing the
best job in peddling “Peter Pan,” which is now in general release.

Top prizes of $1,000, $750 and $500 will go to district managers
whose offices made the best showings.

Most Rev. William A. Scully, coadjutor bishop of Albany and pastor
of St. Mary's Church in Troy, is chairman of the Episcopal Committee
on Motion Pictures of the Catholic Bishops of the United States. Title

was incorrectly stated in a news story recently. .

Gear Near& Dear To 20th— Continued from page 7

20th pattern of • conditions in re-

leasing CinemaScope features to

theatres.

Skouras* original position was
that, to preserve the quality of
CinemaScope, only houses with
20th-approved screens could book
20th’s CinemaScope releases. He
also said that 20th CinemaScopers
would carry fourtrack stereophonic
sound only. Since then, the com-
pany’s edict on screens has been
modified to exclude “small and nar-
row” houses. Sound tests, using
single-track sound, are skedded for
January.

A Delicate Predicament
Trade believes that, if the rest

of the distribs fail to toe the 20th
line and instead freely make Cin-
emaScope pix available under any./

exhibition conditions, and possibly
also in standard prints, this will
put 20th into a difficult position
vs. the exhibs. Skouras has stated
that his company will not have
standard versions of its Cinema-

]

Scope attractions even though 20th
has developed an optical process
which allows such a reduction.
His last trip to Europe apparent-

ly impressed on Skouras that the
opposition he has encountered in
the U. S. now is repeated abroad.
Referring to it, he expressed his
amazement regarding this attitude
since CinemaScope pix in the U. S.
so far “have done extremely well,
and “The Robe” is cleaning up in
Europe. Skouras has made it clear
on a number of occasions that he
is being put into the position of

i having to force a rich potential

moneymaking medium on exhibs

whom he sees unable to grasp the

urgent need for keeping the tele-

vision-distracted public interested

with something new and better in

screen entertainment.
“The industry has the greatest

future provided it advances with

the demands and tastes of the pub-
lic,” he declared in N. Y. last week.
“The Robe,” which he sees as the

record grosser in industry history,

proves that very point, he said.

As for stereophonic sound, which
has been the target of much bitter

exhibitor complaint due to costs,

Skouras asserted “we don’t know
yet how to use *it properly.” He
urged exhibs to “go after” sound
equipment manufacturers to lower

their prices.

Skouras said 350 to 500 theatres

in Britain and 500 to 750 on the

Continent would be equipped for

CinemaScope by the end of May,
1954. As for relaxing his Cinema-
Scope policy abroad, he said much
would depend on the extent to

which local manufacturers in for-

eign countries could improve their

screens. He also reported that be-

tween 25 and 40 CinemaScope pi*

would, be lensed by European pro-

ducers’1 next year.
European audiences now “de-

mand” to see CinemaScope, he re-

ported. Skouras said “The Robe
had received great public acclaim

in Europe despite some critical

sniping. One objection, he said,

was that the first CinemaScope film

to be released shouldn’t have been

a religioso subject.
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'
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2
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American Stock Exchange
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i Du Mpnt .
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-1
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Polaroid • 49

U. A. Theatre- 7%
Walt Disney . 8

* Actual Volume,
—

f Ex-dividend;
"

—

: :

1 Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

Hal Kanter

hot
^
written a humorous discourse

on a surefire cure for wakeful-
ness, in a bright piece entitled

The Further Adven-
tures of Myself

* *

an amusing bylin* piece in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

USftlETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

Ohio Truckers

Must 'Justify

By JOHN QUINN

Kansas City, Dec. 29.

Just what is the age of vandal-

ism is a to theatre man-
agers. Sure enough it is here now
as a period. when damage is being

done. At wHat age the human pa-

but more often the simple pres-

ence of the motherly woman Is

enough to preserve the desired
peace. At one downtown grind
house the hostess is a regular pari

of the operation. At some others
she is resorted to at times.

Interested officials have attempt*7
. , j. . it- 1 interested oniciuis nave aueuipi-

tron most indulges in vandalism is
j ed tQ estimate the amount of dam*

something else.

Theatre managers here report

there is no criterion on the age

limit. Most often it is teenagers,

it’s true, but sometimes the culprit

is surprisingly young and at times

way past what is believed the age

for this form of juvenilism.

age caused to theatres by vandals.
There is no clearing house foi

gathering this data, so only esti-

mates are at hand. If you figure

the cost of the hostess, or police
officer, this can run into several
hundred dollars per month pel

j

theatre. And that gets into thpu-

Vandalism seems to have its
j

sands on an annual basis,

streaks, but is more or less a con-
j

Qn the other hand the damage
stant fight for a theatre manager

j

caused usually is smaller amounts
here. Currently the extent of tear- j in the tens and twenties. But at

2%
3%
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9

— %
+ %—1%
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Distribs Fight H.O. Unions
Continued from page 5

and the distribs have been con-

fabbing since Nov., 1052 on a new
pact, but have failed to come to a

satisfactory conciusion; Talks have
been marked by numerous strike

threats and the intervention of an
international representative of the

parent film union body. Stalemate
reached the point where union
asked for the personal intervention
of IA prexy Richard F. Walsh.

Local B-51, which represents
backroom exchange employees, has
asked a $5 across-the-board in-

crease whereas the film companies
have countered with $3.50. Latter
sum is the distribs fihal offer and
a membership meeting of the
union is set to act on the offer on
Monday (4). Unofficially; unionites
predict that a $4 across-the-board
hike will eventually serve as a
compromise. Up to this point. Lo-
cal B-51 has nixed accepting the
$3 formula established in settling
contracts with * exchanges outside
of New' York.

White Collars

Another hassle involves the
homeolTice white collar employees.
Deal set by the Motion Picture
Homeofl'ice Employees Union, Lo-
cal H-63, IATSE with Paramount
"ns considered as establishing a
pattern for new pacts with the
olher compunies. However, the
vnion has run into additional road-
b.ocks. According to a union exec,
tlie oilier companies accepted the
I’ar deal as a formula, “but they
each want to make their own ar-
rangements .” It is therefore hoped
^ l,lc

r .

un 'on t*13* current talks
w* h Universal will create a new
pattern.

/y L\ talks between the union
5Y

1

,
.

llle company reached a stage

J

"it resulted in a one-hour protest
wtikoiu recently by the white col-
>'ii es, To show. tlieir displeasure

ii ,,,.

slalc of the negotiations,

f

6 0
,

c employees showed up
* work one hour late.

Members of the Screen Publi-

,
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h
Jasis of Preliminary talks

duel.", ,

cornpanies. Denied in-
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''ll(le negotiations, the SPG
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keen „
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y
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?
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e Progress and to Te-
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ial terms from all the dis-

Jasiueek arih
01, has

?
le developed

Warnm-« J
he °.penine of talks at

that \vu*
L,ni01utes were burned

Uessbei'f!
S negQtiat°r Edward K.

cuss nrrfnn
a
?
n

°,t PrePared to dis-

1

1

cla i

1 ^ the meet-

In ^ Set Wel1 in ad-

m*w contract
d
hla

10
J!!:

a Pr°P°sed
for the l.n?

1 had
,

1)6611 submitted
company s consideration.

Hessberg told the unionites that he
couldn't proceed until pub-ad vee-
pee Mort Blumenstock arrived
from the Coast.

In addition to Warners, talks
have opened at UA where veepee
Max Youngstein promised to meet
whatever terms the union received
at the other companies. Another
meeting with' Youngstein is sched-
uled for after the first of the year.

At Col, where the contract expires
on Feb. 5, the SPG has been told
that talks will be opened as soon
as negotiator Henry K. Kaufman
returns from vacation. U’s pact
expires in March and 20th’s id

April.

Previous to the current talks,

the Sign, Display and Pictorial

Union, Local 230, AFL, picketed
RKO Theatres in the metropolitan
area before signing a new two-year
deal. Also during last year the
projectionists union, Local 306, ob-
tained a new contract with the
Broadway theatres and the N. Y.

metropolitan area chains after ne-

gotiating for more than a year.

Exhibs on Code
;
Continued from page 4 ;

Columbus, Dec. 29.

Approximately 230 theatre own-
ers in Ohio received a holiday
package when the Public Utilities
Commission suspended requests
for rate increases from three film
haulers that were to have taken
effect Christmas day. Affected are
185 theatres served by Film Tran-
sit Co., Cleveland, between 40-45
theatres served by Leonard Al-
brecht and three by E. S. Johnson.

.
Decision, is a victory for Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
which has been fighting the rate
cases. Robert A. Wile, executive
secretary, said the additional $20
to $25 a week demanded by the

j

haulers would have put some ex-
hibitors out of business. c

Tariff increases are now in abey-

times a repair bill runs to $20C
or $300, and becomes a real head-
ache for th® manager.
Whether *o take the preventivi

action, or pay the damage bill is

the problem the manager faces

ing things up is not so great as it

has been at other times in recent

j
years. If it is not -so great, man-
agers believe it is due only' to

vigilance on their pail and coop-
eration from the police.

Basically, there are two main
j

weekly. And if the damage does

ways to control this urge of the
|
occur what chances are there oi

younger patrons to break and bat- ‘ recovering costs?

ter. One is parental control, the In many cases by apprehending
other is vigilance and watchful- the culprit and calling in parents
ness on the part of theatre man- it is possible to make them pay
agement. up. usually on small amounts. In
The ideal dream of managers, of

,
the cases of more extended dam-

course, is strong parental control,
.
age it is that much tougher be-

for with that the necessary vigil- ; cause legal action likely is called.,

ance on the part of the theatre ; for. That involves extra expense
man is proportionately lessened,

j

and no small consideration is the
Without the parental control, and

. public relations involved, that is

there seems to be an undue lack of
,
how many people will be offended

it today, the theatre manager takes : by the action. Usually the manager
the next best recourse, protects

1

feels the disciplinary value of get-

and defends himself and his prop- \ ting an award or decision out-

erty. i weighs the other considerations.

A number of practices are in ef- Managers are agreed on one as*

fect here from time to time to |pect of vandalism, however, and

^ ^ whip the evil. With the big first
;
that is that nothing can replace

ance and a new hearing wilTbe !
runs downtown, the most devilish

j
firm parental grip. With that the

scheduled by the commission in !
Period “ t}

?
e weekend dates—Fri-

;

battle is over, without it it is a

which carriers will have to justify 1 day- Saturday and Sunday. The
;

continuing fight. And they are

their requests A hearing could be !
best maneuver apparently has been

:
frank to say that parents today

averted if negotiations between J
hav

f
a 6°P th6 "’W firtneI

truckers and exhibitors compro- fanned officer is detailed to the
;

hand to the benefit of the young-

mised on a rate increase which theat
.

re
-
whlc

P
pay

.
s for

}
be ster> themselves - ^ theatre,

exhibs would consider reasonable. * f
v
1f/
dn^ ,

T
and stationed m the

:

Some of the requests for tariff
j

lobby. His vory presence stifles

boosts ran as high as 200%. I

much of d6Sir
?

fo*
y
andab.sm.

....
,

; and if it does break out the officer
A rhubarb over who was witness

. is handy apprehend the culprits. •

for whom in the recent hearing on
j aaa tt« 1

film trucking rates erupted wheb cam.Ana cp
.

]

L. C. Gross, a Cleveland trucker, 1
The cost of the officer on duty is .

Wrote to Paramount’s home office
j

nominal, but can run into a con-

;

complaining that one of its sales- siderable amount week after week.

PREEHS WISH

ON ANY LI
men appeared as a witness for ex-
hibitors.

The practice here seems to be for

STAR
As part of an overall attempt to

the manager to appraise the situ- I

This has provoked tart comment
|

f

from the Independent Theatre iJniral nul«sc
Owners of Ohio which carried the

a^ nr • Put the back into pix, the
ball for the exhibs. Latter’s Rob- °f **6 companies are going in hear-
ert Wile had asked John Gentile,

j

not the attractlon 1S one to dra"

Par’s Columbus salesman, to testi-
’

fy about handling of films, rather

ily for gala premieres in launching
.

n
.t
lne

r
” n°', their top attractions,

them in the line of Broadway in recent weeks has

the youngsters, and whether or
it excites them in

than subpoenaing"him. Gross wrote
| irT

had i,s fal of Hollywood-type open-
to Gentile's home office demand- !

ing? complete with celebrities, tele-
vision, kleiglights and gaping
crowds. “The Robe” blowout at the

• _ . , , „ . ^ _ i cite “celebration" by the school
ing to know by what nght a com-

; cr0K(J; and many oUlers

because I don’t believe there should

be a Code. I think motion pic-

tures, like the press, should be ab-

solutely free of censorship of any
kind. I would book any film, with

or without the Code seal, if I think

it’s a good picture.”

Another circuit topper, while en-

dorsing the idea of Code recogni-

tion of exhib® views, opined that,

basically, nothing much would be

gained since it was important to

consider moral rather than b.o.

factors. Motion Picture Assn, of

America exec said the idea of

bringing exhibs into the Code pic-

ture was interesting and deserved
study. “We’re willing to examine
any method that would bring to the

theatres a better understanding of

Code problems,” lie declared.

Recurring exhib comment is that

the theatres are inevitably faced

with a fait accompli since they

must rely on the good sense and
balanced judgment of the Code
administrator. The only choice

they do have is to book the few
pix that dare to ignore the Code
veto. • In the past, some of the

major chains were pledged to

Code observance via their parent

production companies. Since

divorcement, this relationship no
longer holds true. Nevertheless.

“The Moon Is Blue” didn’t get the

greenlight from the RKO and
Loew’s circuits. A good many
other exhibs booked it, declaring

they couldn’t see in . it anything

more than a spicy conservation

piece.

pany salesman testified for e.\- 1
uiunum m me

hibitors.
J

..
°ne b

f.

tbca<
£
e

• R°x>’ Theatre in September touched
“Of all the consummate nerve ' jL? off such subse9uem formal affairs

we have ever heard of, this takes '

l
LltUe Boy Lost” “Beneath the

the cake, says Wile. “Who is the
th

?
expe

|^
e

.

make^ of .doubtful 12-Mile Reef.” “King of the Khyber
customer And of whom? The

*n
jJ ‘Jt'V^ ,!'*

2
ifles" and - last “«k-

“Th« Eddia
hibitor is the customer of both :

owr
li

bart ’ outburst here le Cantor Story’ and “Miss Sadie
' me lUMumer 04 1

centlv ran to breaking light bulbs Thomoson ’’

Paramount and the trucker. |.
'

#

mompson,
“We raised ho objection” Wile 1

!.

11 res11
.^?

00ls * "hich vould h*-'o Next big preem will be at the
. , ,

’ " e
1 been difficult for a single officer Paramount on Jan 15 with thi»points out. to the trucking com-
; to cope with vigilance on the part Opening of Warner Bros

1
“The

..
bavin8 subpoenaed James

; of tlie w i10 ]e house staff tias licked Command” For this one EdwardChristian, head booker at Univer-
,oncf f ,, r ,

d“u '

T . , . „ 1 * E,
„,

ara

sal’s office in Cincinnati.’That was i ' L ’ 1 f time 1 Hyman Lmted Paramount Thea-

their richt Mr Christian neither !
trcs v p - has bought up a novel

testified for or against us* ° Hesim- ! ,

Vanrialism takes many forms, switch. Occasion, complete with all

,

s aving of seals and drapes, and the trimmings, will see the theatre
1 mounUs salesman

” 1001^1601^1%"
throwing at the screen being the honoring the public with most of

, mount s .salesman. 10 piotecl dis
, most COmmon. Marking on walls the seats going to paving guests.itiibutors in the future from such rcstrooms, theft of small items.; Stars Give Momentum

.attacks by Gross or any one
; sneaking into the theatre, are “It’s time that the industn' got

: him. we shall resort to the sub- ir.n.„r
.... bUl

l

P°S a,S
°-,

. , i Weekends the W«nt
j

The^ only implication one can The problem is somewhat d ; fTcr-
, make from this affair is that the

; ont for t jie subsequents. There
i

truckers are afraid that they will
( pr jday night is the danger point

: lose their case on the facts alone
; upek. Usually these arc amidst a big hullabaloo at a local

I

and therefore have resorted .to
_ sm aller theatres and can he cor- t heal re will give that house a mo*

such tactics.
i trolled by alertness on the part monlum that will last for many

1

ITOQ members to
; nianagement and staff. Some- weeks.” Hyman is trying to ar-

; write to Gross in the hope of con-
; times - more effective steps are range a whole scries of such open-

! vincing him “that he would do bet- needed,
.

ings outside New York,
iter to stick to the merits! of the Qne of

r
i)he|tnpst effective means There is another advantage to

icase rather djg 'Pf
011

*
hts 0 f cona^uig'iv^rtdalism was found inviting the public to New York

customers, frailftJ Underneath. bv a cliTutx h^fe to be the hostess, proems. If openings are purely in-

Tliis is usually a matronly type vitational affairs, the N.Y. film
woman who is on dutv at the most critics won't review the picture the

threatening times. If things go next day. If. 'however, even a part
Hollywood.’ Dec. 29.

j

well she is ostensibly a hostess and :
of the audience pay its way, the

Westrex Corporation has per-
j

very friendly to the kids, which .

critics look at it as a regular open-
fected a new and improved film

j

seems to work generally. As they
;

ing- Thus, at the “Khyber Rifles”

editing machine called the Westrex. get to know her. there is less and premiere, about 100 seats out of a

Editor and is offering it for sale less tendency to break over, (total of 2,100 were put on sale to

to motion picture studios. If there is an outbreak of dam-, satisfy the critics’ requirement. In

New machine is designed to han- aging activity, the hostess can veer • view of the coverage usually ac-

j die both standard and new proc- to the police matron type, handle > corded a big film preem by the

ess films as well as film strips,
j

the offenders strongly, and If nec-
(

metropolitan papers, the companies

magnetic or photographic sound essary call in a policeman to help. :

feel it’s a mistake not to cash in

films and composite release films. ‘This has been necessary at times, ion the publicity via a review.

back to launching its big films
properly,” Hyman said in N.Y.
Monday (28 >. “It's not even as im-
portant in New York as it is out-of-
town. The appearance of stars

New Editing Machine
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New French Decree on Duals Gives

Paris, Dec. 22.

The Ministry of Industry and

Commerce has drawn up two de-

crees here concerning the proposed

dual setups for exhibitors here, as

well as a revision in the quota sys-

tem for showing of French pix. Old

> quota stipulated five out of 13

weeks devoted to Gallic pix in all

film houses. The single feature

policy was installed in 1940, and

has been in force until this year.

Native-Made Films Still

Gain at W. German B.O.

Berlin, Dec. 22.

German films continued their suc-

cessful drive here last month
(Nov.). The first five money-
makers in West Germany’s most
important key cities were local

"Z.“"
, , „ 4W fmir ! Pix. ‘‘Ave Maria’* was leader. Next

Decree declares that only tour
,

r.
g

weeks out of each three months are biggest grossers were “Brieftraeger

Mueller’* (Mailman Mueller)'. “As
Long As You Are There,” “Chris-

tina” and “the Bird Seller.”

Although German pix still domi-
nate West Berlin cinemas, the most
talked-about film is undoubtedly
“Gone With Wind” (M-G), which
opened at Kurbel this month. Re-
views were exceptional, and biz, de-

spite doubled admission prices, is

brisk."**

to be devoted to French "films in

houses which show French shorts

for 10 out of 13 weeks, with visas

delivered not more than five years

ago. This sets up 10 Gallic shorts

against the loss of one big film.

Films coming under quota must be

French or assimilated coproduc-

tions less than four' yeaTs~old if

they are to make up the second

part of a program.

In this dual setup, the first fea-

ture must be a new film while the

supporting second pic can be a

French or foreign production as

!

long as it is more than 10 years

old. This brings up some difficulty

since all pix. here automatically

lose their visa after seven years.

This will probably be modified.

Thus, exhibs may make up their

future programs with one big film !

and either French or foreign shorts

or a mixture of the two. Or they
can offer two pix with one of the.m

more than 10 years old. Only stip-

ulations are to have five French
films, less than four years old. for

every 13 weeks, or have four
French pix, less than four years,, ... . .. ....
old, everv 13 weeks with 10 French handles pix matters in Mexico.

short shown during the three * Such a plan Wbuld particularly

On* of thm bitt known Mexican

nnwtpapormnn
* i

Pepe Romero
write* tome more on Yonk-LotlnS

•how bli /

Mexican Jumping
Bean

* + *

o bright byjin* pi«c* in th*

48th Anniversary Number
of

t^RiEfr
OUT NEXT WEEK

Mex Union Asks

Upped Print Fee
- Mexico City, Dec. 29.

Insistence that all foreign films

be admitted only in negative form
for development in Mexico was
demanded by the technical-manual
workers lbcals of the Picture Pro-
duction Workers Union tSTPC).
Demand was made on Angel
Cravajal, Secretary of the Interior,

top government department that

ScUesinger Org’s Jubiliee Fete Aids

months.

Most exhibs have expressed sat-

isfaction with this new setup.

Brit Pix Trade to Ask

$20,000,000 Tax Relief;

$age Plan Abandoned
London, Dec. 29.

As the Chancellor of the Ex-

(

affect American films since about
' 322 pix are exhibited in Mexico
* annually. All U. S. films entering

!

Mexico have an average of 10

!
prints per pic. The laborites figure

! developing 10 copies per subject

!
alone would yield around $700,000
annually. The union wants the coin
derived from this split in the trade
and believes it might save the five

local studios which are not now
doing too well economically.

Calling their demands just and
chequer has no time to meet in- ! fair, the workers told Cravajal that

dustry toppers before he leavds !
imported pix now only pay $5.23

for Australia, the trade’s case for per kilogram (2U pounds) as cus-

admission tax relief will be sub-
j

toms duties and rights for exhibi-

mitted to the Financial Secretary :
tion throughout Mexico. They in-

of the Treasury who has agreed to
\

timated that the negatives develop-
receive a deputation. He wjll re-

;

ing demand wouldn't matter much
port to his chief on his return- and, !

to foreign film interests. However,
if possible, the Chancellor will ar-

j

those pix reps are not at all en-
range to see the trade before pre- !

thusiastic about the proposition,
paring his budget.

, \
They point to ever-increasing op-

Last week, the four trade associ- !

er^ting costs here mostly wages

ations reached agreement on their
j

an<* taxes.

tax relief claim and a copy has, 1 _ f/> n_ ,
meantime, been sent to the Chan- > Nfl HRAMATIf SHOW?
cellor. This requests a $20,000,000 J

WlUUllil I IL OflUfTJ
a year concession of which one-
half will be applicable to admis-
sions below 30c.
The original producer sugges-

FOR 1954 SALZBURG
Salzburg, Dec. 22.

As predicted during the 1953
tion of a percentage rebate to

: Salzburg Festival, the program an-
yield the same amount of relief i nounced for 1954 includes no dra-
uas dropped after exhibitor oppo-

j

matic productions except for the
e^on

*
;
traditional “Everyman,” produced

si

~ ~~ by Ernst Lothar in the open air be-

lirfinanA TllAafrPQ Npf *ore tiie Cathedral. The fact isUldOdUd ineaireb nei that ever since the .War’s end the
dramatic section of the festival has
been so poorly produced. Plays

London, Dec. 29. j

hav
.

e been so badly chosen as to

Granada Theatres, indie chain
,

register an unbroken series of defi-

controlled by Sidney L. Bernstein. ’ cits. “Everyman,” with its tra-

chalked up a trading profit of
,

ditional pageantry, has been the
$605,000 in the year ended last

i
only exception. Shakespeare’s “Ju-

Up $9,000 to $203,000

Littler Rapped by Brit.

Press on Gallery Buyup

To Halt Jeering Tendency
• London, Dec. 22.

Do galleryites go to West End
firstnights with the deliberate in-

tention of creating a disturbance?
Some theatre managers believe

they do and In consequence special

steps are being taken to insure

law and order at preems. Emile
Littler, who last Thursday (17)

preemed “Thirteen for Dinner” at

the Duke of York's, closed the gal-

lery to the general public. Instead
of selling the seats, he paid for

them himself and donated them to

servicemen. Announcing the deci-

sion, Littler said he did not mind
what the crix had to say but he
wanted his actors to know they
would not be jeered at.

Question w*as academic on "Din-
ner,” as show closed after one
performance, due to panning by
critics.

With one or two exceptions,

first night reaction by the gallery

has often determined the fate of a
new production. Occasionally, how-
ever, the demonstrators are proven
to be out of sympathy with the
general public was in the case
when Vivian Blaine w'as booed on
her opening in “Guys and Dolls.”
That was clearly an anti-U.S. dem-
onstration and the star collared
top-ranking personal notices.

In most cases, however, crix can-
not completely ignore an audience
demonstration, and plays which are
booed opening night usually qual-
ify for special headlines. Most re-
cent example was the gallery re-
action to Peter Ustinov’s “No Sign
of the Dove” which received a
hostile reception not only at the
final curtain, but also during the
presentation. Subsequent audiences
came and cheered but the produc-
tion was doomed by the unani-
mous critical panning and the
widely reported demonstration.

Some West End managers, con-
cerned at the growing tendency
towards firstnight jeers, insist it is

a deliberate attempt at provoca-
tion and not always a fair guide
to the play’s merits. While the ma-
jority of the more responsible re-
viewers continue to depreciate this
tendency, many of their notices
have suggested that gallery rowdy-
ism has been justified.

Emile Littler’s last production,
“Bruno and Sidney,” an American
importation, was booed on preem
night, and withdrawn after six
performances. It ran for five per-
formances in N.Y. some years pre-
viously.

Littler’s decision to close the gal-

t Continued on page 13)

Skouras to Meet CEA

On Exhib C’Scope Beefs
London, Dec. 22.

Before he left here for New York
today (Tues.l, Spyros Skouras made
a date with the Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Assn, to meet its general

council within a few week’s, prob-
ably near the end of January. By
that. time,-. Skouras hopes to give

a positive answer to questions

posed by exhibs not only here but

in other countries in regard to cpn-

ditions attached to CinemaScbpe
installations.

In Britain, as elsewhere, smaller
exhibs beefed against the condi-

tion that stereophonic sound is a

“must” for each C’Scope installa-

tion. In some cases, there have
also been squawks against having
to install miracle mirror screens.

French-Italo Pix
__ %

Lead in Co-Prod.

Sept. 30, at an increase of around
$10,000 over the previous year.

lius Caesar,” Kleist’s “Broken Jar”;
and Raimund’s “Spendthrift” have

Net profit after taxation totalled : been notable flops
$203,000, an increase of $9,000. The

j
The festival committee has an-

directors are recommending a 5 r r
| nounced the addition of four balletdmdend on common shares^ all of
;
evenings to the coming year’s pro-

of over $350,000 is carried forward,
j f,™

°-P
'

?
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the first staging of “Penelope” by

-U opill Lags in Spain
j

poser. Richard Strauss’ “Ariadne
Madrid, Dec. 22.

(

at Naxos” and Weber’s “Frei-
Manufacturer. ol Polaroid is

j

schutz” will be added to the more
sending sheets of their material to

Spain where the newly-constituted
company, Polaroid Espanola S. A.
mounts them into viewing glasses.

Despite the fact that Polaroid
specs now are lent .gratis to pa-
trons, 3-D continues not too popu-
lar here. Quality of product is

partly blamed.
More cinemas are starting to

show 3-D pix outside Madrid and
Barcelona, but their number is

still limited. On the basis of the
so-and-so results of 3-D to date,
exhibitors are going rather slowly
before considering further trans-
formations ’and expenses for new
systems.

familiar “Don Giovanni” and “Cosi
fan Tutte” by Mozart. There will
also be an impressive series of
concerts by. the Vienna Philhar-
monic, various smaller musical
groups

. and some choir and organ-
recitals in Salzburg churches. Karl
Boehm, Guido Cantelli, Edwin Fis-
cher, Wilhelm Furtwangler, Dimitri
Mitropoulos, Victor de Sabala and
Bruno Walter will do the major
batonning.

AA’s Int’l Corp. Has New Tag
Allied Artists International Corp.

is new corporate tag of Monogram
International Corp. Change takes
place Jan, 1.

BBC Toppers Huddle

On Rugby Tele Ban
Glasgow, Dec. 22.

Scot attitude on televising sports
and religion is worrying the Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corp. program
planners. BBC toppers met here
for talks on the problem. The Scot-
tish Football Assn, bans TV when
other matches are being played
and has nixed a telecast of the
big Scotland-England football in-
ternational at Hampden Park here
next year. The Scottish Rugby
Union also frowns on tele cameras.
The Church of Scotland, too, is

objecting to the TV cameras cap-
turing Holy Communion in a Perth-
shire church.

Paris, Dec. 22.

A solid coproduction schedule
has wound this year with Franco-
Italo productions in the lead with
30 films. ^Others are linked with
Spain, England, Mexico and Ger-
many. Of the Franco-Italo films,

12 were made in France or France
and Italy by French directors, 17
were produced in Italy by Italo di-

rectors. One was made entirely in

taly by a French director.

One Anglo-French production
was made entirely in England in

wo versions. One Franco-Spanish
pic was made entirely in Spain
while the Fr.anco-US film was
made in France with two versions
The two German-Franco pix were
made in France.

Franco-Italo production align-

ment has resulted in a veritable
Latin cinema establishment with
big coming and going of stars and
technicians between both coun-
tries. Top Italo stationed pix are
L’Age D'Amour,” with Fernand
Gravey and Pierre Michel Beck
trekking to Italy to play opposite
Aldo Fabrizi under the direction
of Lionnelo De Felice. “Fallen
Angels” lias Alida Valli with
Serge Reggiani directed bw Gianni
Franciolini also on’ the pitfalls of
love. There are added amorous
complications with Robert La-
moureux opposing Silvana Pam-
panini abetted by Buster Keaton
in “Ennemis Intimes” made by
Claudio Gora. “Opinion Publique
has Corgnati pushing Maria Mau-
ban, Daniel Gelin, Delia Sala and
Massimo Serato into the limelight.

Micheline Presle played the
Alexandre Dumas courtesan in an-
other “Camille.” “The Penscon-
naire” has Martine Carol as a
prostie, who is maligned by a
bunch of smalltown hypocrites but
saved by Raf Vallone.

Sketch pix, which have gained
popularity both here and abroad,
are not forgotten with topheavy
star names of both countries going
through the paces in “Ville Bor-
ghese,” cross-sectioning events in
this great Rome public park, with
Vittorio De Sica, Francois Perier,
Gerard Philipe, Daniel Delorme,
Waiter Chiari and Eduardo De
Filipo. Alessandro Blassetti’s
“Modern Times” unites Yves Mon-
tand, Dany Robin, Michel Simon,
Francois Perier, Daniele Delorme,
Vittorio De Sica and Falco Lulli.
“Destinees” has Claudette Colbert,
Eleonora Rossi Drago and Martine
Carol.

Franco-American “Act of Love,”
with Kirk Douglas, was directed
by Anatole Lijvak.

Dan Schneider to Sydney
Dan Schneider, RKO branch

manager in Brisbane for nearly 20
years, has been appointed to the
same job in Sydney.
He succeeds Tom, Walcott; re

signed.

By ARNOLD HANSON
Capetown, Dec. 29.

The Golden Jubilee Year of the
Schlesinger Organization has been
South Africa’s most brilliant en-
tertainment period to date. The
year started with the opening of
African Consolidated Theatre’s
new Alhambra Theatre in Durban,
and ended with the launching of
new Capitol Theatre in Bloemfon-
tein.

Cinema, development .throughout
1953 kept pace, with the trend to-

ward 3-D. It was launched on
widescreen in South Africa simul-
taneously witlv the London preem.
Such screens here are suitable for
presenting all. kinds of films, and
arrangements presently are being
made for screenings of Cinema-
Scope.
During the Jubilee Year the

Schlesinger Organization and Ja-
rod, with Ealing Studios, partnered
in producing the African adven-
ture film, “West of Zanzibar.” The
most modern equipment for proc-
essing color films was installed at
Johannesburg Killarney Film Stu-
dios.

The Wiere Bros, headed the
vaudeville show, launching a year
of big . theatrical importations.
Stageshows of 1953 included the
late Ivor Novello’s musical play,
“Kings Rhapsody,’* with London
cast; George and Alfred Black’s
“Sky High,” the Folies Bergere
Revue and 'Tom Arnold’s “Rob-
inson Crusoe on Ice.” The musi-
cal season brought grand opera
from Italy, tours by Mischa Elman
and Victoria De Los Angeles.
The Schlesinger Organization,

through African Theatres Limited,
acquired a half interest in Odeon
Cinema Holdings, the holding com-
pany for the J. Arthur Rank Or-
ganization. 20th-Fox purchased the
new Van Riebeck Cinema in Cape-
town from African Consolidated
Theatres, with Cinemascope to be
screened there in 1954. All Metro
theatres were fitted with wide-
screen.
The Brian Brooke Co. celebrated

its eighth anni of stage produc-
tion in South Africa. Larry Adler
hit the jackpot in South Africa
and Rhodesia when he toured for
the Jewish National Fund. He ap-
peared inf some 10 cities.

French-German Film Pact
Berlin, Dec. 22.

A film agreement between France
and Germany has been signed by
which all restrictions concerning
the exchange of films between both
countries have been lifted.

Similar to that between Italy
and Germany, this permits the un-
restricted exchange of . feature, doc-
umentary and cultural films, both
in original and dubbed versions.

It also applies for an unrestricted

j exchange of newsreels.

Munich Film Crix Pan

‘Robe’ While Producers,

Exhibs Take to ’Scope
Munich, Dec. 22.

The West German press, in rare
unanimity, let loose a barrage of
severe criticism against "The
Robe” (20th) after it preemed in
Frankfort and here. While the pic-

ture came under heavy fire, the
crix

. refrained from passing judg-
ment on Cinemascope and its fu-
ture European potentials. “Atro-
cious trash” opined the influential
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung,
and added “it might even influ-
ence our view oq the chances of
Cinemascope in general.” How-
ever, most reviewers always have
opposed Hollywood’s way of

“Bible-fabrication.”
Summing up the critical ap-

praisal, the . Filmtelegram. infor-
mation-service of the German
trade, asked: “Who is responsible
for all the bad advice, under which
American film outfits suffer in

West Germany?”
Some feel that 20th-Fox would

have done far better by launching
CinemaScope via the release of its

second such production, “How to

Marry a Millionaire.” It is too
early yet to assess the boxoffice
outlook for the “Robe,” since there
is the usual business lull before
Xmas.
German producers and exhibi-

tors,. on the other hand, take Cine-
mascope far. more seriously t.’.an

Fits first European ambassador, “The
“Robe.” They will get on the

bandwagon themselves in the
’54-’55 season, with a few projects
already developed ;for Cinema-
Scopic shooting. Incidentally, Ger-
man film production will come
close to 150 in the year, a new
postwar high. Most experts would
be happier if production had been
curbed to 100 pix. Because of

the surplus of German films not

every penny can be squeezed out

of every picture, an economy meas-
ure caused by a trade still working
in the red.
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Pare Populaire Roughs Up Legit;

Paris*

The state-subsidized Theatre Na-

_„i populaire which, as the

X? Indicates, is primarily
_
to

theatre

6
to the" people' and

•,!-vming artists a chance, has

|

flic through a lot of. rough spots

& but under the leadership of

ifin’ vilar has given Paris some of

ft* most rousing theatre this sea-

“J Vilar’s theatre is primarily

Umcd at being performed in town

Cares, church steps or cathedral

rnivois. and his conception of the-

5trc is in movement, sweep and

*Vn£" has -been attacked by va-

rinus governmental ministries and,

of late, has hinted that if his con-

Jrart is not renewed by January,

*54 he might pull out altogether.

However, his present season’s rep

nf three classics and one more

modern work is making for SRO
theatre. Housed at the massive Pa-

lais de Chaillot, Vilar utilizes a

scries of graduated platforms and

relies on lighting, and suggestive

settings to back up his plays. Rep

of "La Mort De Panton, Lo-

renzaccio.” "Richard II" and "Don

Juan" is filling this large house

with the top of $1 helping.

•'Danton,” by Georg Buchner,

has been admirably adapted into

French bv Artur Adamov. Shake-

speare’s "Richard II" benefits from

a clear text by Jean Curtis, who
has not tried to be too literal or

improve on the author. Loren-

zaccio." the 19th century play by
Alfred De Musset, is directed and
starred in by Gerard Philippe. As
with the others, there is no curtain

in "Don Juan," and this 17th cen-

tury Moliere play, which was at

one time banned in France, gets a

fine production on the immense
stage whose lack of decors and the

creative use of lighting is fine for

the mood and final supernatural
overtones of this play.

Taking to Road Again
After winter months in the Pa

lais De Chaillot the troupe takes
to the road again for its presenta-
tions. and Avignon is its main stop,

where new creations are first tried

out. Another aspect are the special
weekends given in suburban spots,

where for 1,000 francs <$2.50 ) the
tab buyer gets a full, weekend of
two plays, talks by the stars, two
dinners and a dance. It is a . top
theatrical bargain here.
The other state-subsidized house,

the Comedie-Francaise, has had
three new presentations this year,
with two new plays and one reprise
of a rarely-performed Marivaux
play. The two new plays got luke-
warm reviews, while the oldie got
big writeups and looks to be the
most successful C-F addition of the
year. Philipe Heriat’s "Les Noces
Deuir ("Wedding in .Mourning"
is a romantic play which suffers
in its style and seems archaic in
form and playing. Emmanuel Ro-
bles’ "La Verite Est Morte'
(“Truth Is Dead") traces a fight o
ideals and truth against the use
of means and pragmatism to make
this a play of ideas and slow in
unfoldment with a languishing dra
matic form. Marivaux’s "Les Faus-
ses Confidences" is a delicate look-
see at morals of the 17th century
and benefits from a brilliant per
jorinanec by newcomer . Eliane
Bertrand which got unanimous cric
ravcs

- Mosk.

BBC Celebrity Show’s

700th Performance Jan. 2
London, Dec. 29.

The BBC Saturday, night feature,
"In Town Tonight," in which the
majority of visiting. Broadway and f

Hollywood celebrities have been
j

interviewed, celebrates its 700th
|

performance Jan. 2. The program :

was introduced in 1933 by Eric
,

Maschwitz. Bill Hensen was the!
first producer.

The feature is currently produced
by Peter Duncan who has been as-

sociated with it since 1934. Orig-
inally he played the records and
Mn moved on to technical produc-
tion, taking over as editor and pro-
ducer six years ago. The program
is being tested as the first in the
line for a BBC radio and TV simul-
cast.

Warner Bros/ foreign Chief

Wolfe Cohen
ts of the opinion that overseas

market's

Dollar Availability

May Get Tighter
* * *

one of the many editorial features

in the forthcoming

48lh Anniversary Number
•t

f'SmETr
OCT NEXT WEEK

London Loaded With Holiday Shows;

‘Cindy Lone Panto, ‘Blackbird’ Okay

Permits 13*% of Brit

Houses to Use C’Scope
London, Dec. 22.

Not more than 13,5% of the 4,-

700 picture theatres in Great Brit-

ain could switch to Cinemascope

with its present aspect ratio of

2.6:1 without structural alterations,

according to a countrywide survey

conducted by the British Kinema-
tograph Society. It is pointed out,

however, that 80% of existing the-

atres could accommodate a screen

of Cinemascope proportions if the

height were reduced by approxi-

mately 27%.
Explaining that it is not possible

at present to recommend a new.

Brit.. Musical, ‘Million,’

Looms Nice in Glasgow
Glasgow, Dec, 22.

First British musical to fill the.

Christmas, musical slotting here in
I three • years, Emile Littler’s "Zip
Goes A Million’’ is going over nice-

:
ly with a large cast at the King’s
Theatre. However, rave notices giv-

' en to American musicals in pre-

vious festive stanzas are lacking.

Roy Barbour, Yorkshire comedian,
stars as the central character, Percy
Piggott. This is the role taken in

original version by George Formby.
Barbour is playing his first Christ-

mas out of pantomime.

Book is by Eric Maschwitz, in-

spired by the story, "Brewster’s
Millions," and music by George
Posford. Charles Hickman has
done the megging chores.

Madrid Niterks

Holding Up Well

Madrid, Dec. 22.

Despite the usual pre-Christmas
lull, biz is considered exceptional !

here for this time of year 'by the!
owners of the 30 important niter-

;

ies in and around Madrid. All of

them have included high grade
acts in their floor shows.
For instance the Parrilla Alca-

zar rias added to its two bands and
the ballet of Queti Clavijo a group
of 12 girls from Argentine called

Las Pbrtcriitas Girls plus Beba
Bidart, Nene Cao, Lita Moreno
and Eric Zepeda. A new nitery.

The York Club has been opened
in the Gran Via. Manager Luis
Torr is starring dancer-singer Ana
Esmeralda, the most expensive
single act in Spain today.

The Morocco has a French bal-

let, "Les Ambianes International

Dancers." two orchs, the Trio Gari-

Land, chantoosie Misses Tanger
and Pilar Barrero. A,t the Club
Castello is - French accordionist

Jean Freber. French singer Dany
Dauberson caused virtually a

sensation on her opening night at

the Pasapoga nitery. On the same
bill is Spanish chantoosie Telly

Bayona.

Select Rex Club has singer marii who protested sharply against
John Paris followed by Les Soeurs

. the gallery's behavior at the Us-
Bourdeaux, The Castellana Hilton

; tinov opening.

Hitlers ‘Past 12’

Sock in Germany

Even the

Munich, Dec. 22.

usual pre-Xmas lull

standard aspect ratio, the report did not stop Adolf Hitler from cap-

'

suggests that if a change is desired

a ratio of 1.65:1 should be adopted
for the time being. This would ne-

cessitate about 6% of the theatres

reducing the present height of

screen by 6%.
The BKS’s report says that the

British - made anamorphic lenses

will, when available, be priced at

$1,820 per pair. This figure is said

to be exorbitant. The report adds
that the cost of stereophonic sound
will be from $7,000.

The report criticized 20th-Fox
for its rigid adherence, to stereo

sound with C’Scope presentations,

!

and suggests that a single, track

magnetic sound would be the logi-

cal initial step.

Littler Rapped
Continued from page 12

lery provoked an editorial protest

in the Evening Standard. The
i
sheet criticizes the stand taken by

I its own drama critic, Milton Shul-

ttiring the German film crowds in i

his oldfashioned blitzkrieg-stvle.
)

With Chancellor Konrad Adenauer
and his Bonn government more or •

less acting as top publicity-men, ;.

the Hitler documentary. "Five
’

Minutes Past 12.” is in for big
coin. Producer Wolfgang Hartwig,

:

who ironically got 80% of his ma-

.

terial from the UFA liquidation 1

committee of the Bonn govern-
ment (and earn produce written of-

ficial permission to this effect*, is

believed to be heading towards one
of the greatest grosses in postwar
German film biz.

!

He invested about $28,000, of

which he borrowed a" great por-
tion. It now looks he. himself,
will net $280,000 from trade in

German theatres alone.
1 In the wake of his success, other
German producers are needling
Bonn officials for release of still

unused war newsreels. They plan
documentary films blending news-
reels into quickly constructed fic-

tional yarns. However, the Aden-
; auer government is quietly urging
their visitors to slant the pictures
in a "positive" way.

London, Doc. 29.

The annual Christmas legit activ-

ity was sparked by a crop of sea-

sonal openings throughout the

week. Jack Hylton was- the first to

tee off. at the Princess Theatre,

where Podrecca’s Piccoli Theatre
made its first London appearance
in 20 years. This company of IlaH

ian marionettes sets a high stand-

ard with a presentation of perfec-

tionist quality and should prove an
attractive boxoflice draw for five

weeks.

“Cinderella," which opened
Christmas Eve (24) at the Palla-

dium, was extravagantly staged!

with strong talent lineup, insur-

ing brisk boxoffice reaction particu-

larly since it’s the only pantomime
in the West End. It stars Max By-
graves, Richard Hearne, Jon Pert-

wee and Tony Sympson. Title role

is played by Julie Andrews and
Adele Dixon is Prince Charming.
Joan Mann is cast as Dandini,
while Ted and George Durante,
knockabout acrobats, are the Brok-
er’s Men.

Specialty acts include Casa-
vecchi Troupe, Hall,. Norman &
Ladd. Aida Foster Babes. George
Mitchell Male Octet. Kirby's Fly-

ing Ballet and Sir Tyrwhitt
Drake’s Ponies along with a corps

! de ballet of 36. Show is scheduled
Vo run until .March when the new
vaude season opens.

The sole straight legit entry of

the past week was Jack de Leon's
presentation of "Down Came a
Blackbird’’ at the Savoy last Tues-
day '22). Authored by Peter Black-

1 -.4^ 44* tr: — J •» 14 r

Rendezvous nitery has a hit in the

ballroom team of Clarisse and
Marvin. The Casablanca has the

Raul Abril orch plus Gene Detroy

and the Marquis Family.

IRISH PEER SET FOR
HUSTON’S ‘MOBY DICK’

Lord
. London, Dec. 22.

Kilbracken, an Irish peer,
to play his

~
John Huston
tion of
soiled u led

first screen role in
s upcoming produc-

Moby Dick" which is

w
to start lensing next

’
.

n
^

IT
lj0rri Kilbracken is due to

B
ci

1 ‘ollywood for screen tests,
ftiorv is being scripted by Ray

Pi.h
Huy *n collaboration with

r
Gregory Peck has been

leads
11 f° l °ne °f the two male

Ilalo Film Week In
Mex Grosses $15,580

chi; su
the swanky cine

trade to
Screening

thi>

be
was conceded by
a success.

d iv
“ different film every

4 31 ) 1 ) ,
S

,

drew a daily average of
p’.'.j

,

Patrons at the ceilinged
P.i e ( ,i 46c. Total

rolled up.
gross of $15,-

After recalling that Lamb once
"hissed in derision” at one of his

own plays, the paper asserts that

crix would be the first to protest

if one of their number were to

be excluded from a theatre because
the management did not like his

notices. "And (he says) they

would be right. They should pro-
j

test now. equally strongly at Lit-

tler’s action. If Littler produces
his plays for the public, then he

,

must be prepared to accept the

public’s yerdift whether it comes
from the critics, the stalls—or the

gallery.”.

‘Unfair’ Tax-Free Angle

Commenting on Litller’s action,

the Daily Express seized the op-

portunity of administering an edi-

torial backhander to Tenncnt Pro-

ductions, who stage their plays on
a non-profit distributing basis, thus

getting complete admission tax re

lief on the assumption that their

plays are partly educational. Ex-

2 Key Aussie Labs

Merge to Set Up Big

Color Processing Plant

Sydney, Dec. 22.

Filmcraft and Commonwealth,
key Aussie processing laboratories,

consummated a merger deal here

on 1954 plans to enter the color

field. Tommy Greaves, longtime

chief - of Fiftncraft, and Phil

Budden, in charge of the latter, be-

come joint managing directors.

Filmcraft has been allied with

20th-Fox since its launching with

Commonwealth Indie-operated. As
forecast recently, U.S. distributors

are keen to have color processing

done locally to offset the high cost
j

plaining that many of the shows are I

of color imports.

Currently distribs are

14 to 18 color prints into this ter-

ritory because of the local process-

ing nix. Understood that when
tinter processing gets underway
here next year, laboratories color-

equipped will also service New
Zealand and certain Far East zones,

j

play, ‘A Day by the Sea,’ prices
I have (been brought up instead of

Austrian Reel Exchange
• Vienna, Dec. 22.

i

The Austrian News Week, offi-

cial Austrian newsreel company. S

run on a bi-partisan policy, with
j

equal footage for conservative
j

solons, and socialists, has^ con-

;

eluded an agreement' with Univer-

sal News in New York.
I

Prints will be flown to the Aus- >

trian capital in exchange for the.,

latest Austrian news. This news-

reel sells to about two-thirds of
^

i the Austrian houses.,
.

1

no more educational than those at

bringing i other theatres with which they

compete, the Express writer de-

clared it would not be so bad if

the benefits were passed on to the

public in the form of cheaper seats.

"But this is not the case at all.

Indeed, in the case of the Gielgud

being brought down.

"The tax-free concession.’’ he
adds, "docs nothing at all to en-

courage good plays or to attract

more people to the theatre. It

merely gives some people an un-

fair advantage over others and it

should be brought to an end."

Other plays listed as being within

the tax-free category are "Ques-

tion of Fact," Piccadilly; The Ro-

land Petit Ballets, Stoll; "Pygma-

lion.” St. James, and "Carrington,

V.C.,” Westminster.

Lifting of Ban in Arg.

Vs. Big Show Biz Stars

Doubtful for Lamarqne
Montevideo, Uruguay, Dec. 22.

There has been much specula-
tion in the River Plate countries
ever since late in 1953 when the
Peron government in Argentina
started lifting the ban against

many entertainment folk, who had
been deprived of the right to work
in their respective fields while Eva
I’eron was alive. Ban reputedly
was because of old - standing
grudges she held against them.

Chief among those banned
.
was

f

songstress Libertad Lamarque,
|

Borkowski’s

’who has had to live abroad for over
five years. Now' it is known to

have been lifted against this thrush

and film star. But so far she has
not returned and, despite trailers

shown announcing release of sev-

eral pictures she has made in

Mexico in the recent years, those

have never been screened. Such a

stir was caused among audiences
when trailers appeared, that the

Federal Police reapplied the ban,

at least for the time being.

Actually, the sudden lifting of

the ban and return of a number
of exiles merely served as confir-

mation to some who had always be-

lieved that such reports were an
exaggeration.. Among the most re-

cent returness are Nini Marshall

and Amanda Ledesma. The for-

mer, however, has contracts in

Mexico which will keep her from
i making any films here until 1955
! or later.

The Lamarque popularity was
overwhelming, and if she were to

! make personal appearances, .
the

1 police fear demonstrations on a. big

i scale.

more, who wrote "Miranda." it' is a
lightweight story of a girl with a
big nose who is transformed by
surgery into a beauty. Betty Paul
gives a distinguished performance
in the lead. Generally favorable
audience and press reactions indi-

cated fair chance for a profitable

season.

Tom Arnold’s seventh annual
circus at Harringay Tuesday * 22

1

was staged with a mammoth glit-

tering display of aerial, animal
and horseback acts, glamorized by
parading chorines and assemblage
of clown's. Outstanding contribu-
tions were made by August Natsoh
with lions, tigers, leopards and
bears; Piymon. sensational aerial-

ist, plus equilibrists from Lapland,
all making first appearance.

The Daniel Mayer Co.’s annual
revival of "Peter Pan” at the Scala
Thursday *23* with musicomedy
favorites Pat Kirkwood in the title

role and Evelyn Lave as Mrs. Dar-
ling. also featured Donald Wolfit
in a departure from his Shake-
spearean season as Captain Hook.
All made hits in their unaccus-
tomed characterizations. Show* will
be surefire for juvenile trade.

The. third and final circus of the
season was the Jack Hylton pres-

entation at Earls Court, being his

second entry into this field. The
preem was a special - charity gala
sponsored by the Variety Club. A
special opening night stunt was the

i appearance of Winifred Atwell
playing her piano in the lions’

den. The production includes the

I

usual array of animal and trapeze
! acts with high rating for Maika &
!

Peter, bicycling bears; the Troupe
i Bello, Italian springboard act:
I Helen’s Canine Revue and Brund

Cockatoos & Doves.
Show has bright prospects for the
holiday season.

UPBEAT IN U S. FILMS

IN BERLIN FOR XMAS
Berlin, Dec, 22.

The second half of December
sees V. S. pix doing strong biz at

first-runs here. Biggest grosser
currently is "Gone With Wind”
(M-G), now in its third week at

the Kurbel. The Kurbel has long
lines daily.

West Berlin’s 13 biggest proem
houses are showing six Gorman,
five American and two French
films. The Astor is following its

old tradition of playing a Walt
Disney pic over the holidays. This

year it is "Peter Pan" <RKO'.

Fllmbuchne Wien is showing "Mil-

lion Dollar Mermaid” (M-G», uhile-

Filmtheatre Berlin h a s Para-

mount's "Botany Bay." The two

Gallic films currently 'running are

1 "Trois Femmes” ami "L'n caprice

l de Caroline Chcrie."
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Milwaukee Restncboifi

to

Chicago, Dec. 29.

WUh cash settlement for; supple*

warn-r Bros.. Theatres and the ma-

S? film distributors, all of -whom

are enjoined by the Towne decree

fi Milwaukee: Towpe still has the

Otion of reinstating the injunction

at another time. ./Amount of, the

rash settlement .was not disclosed,

w the original treble damages

So reported at. $1.000,OaO. /

Tdwnc decree is the Milwaukee

counterpart of the Jackson Park

order in Chi.. In; the same week,

McConnell, who xqunseled ..the

Towne and the Jackson Paik The-

ses, removed the ban in both

cities.

World Trade
Continued from page 3.

5S> Continued from page 5

second in November nationally,

rwpund up' a close third for the
month. This daddy of all the tech-

nological innovations showed its

stamina by pushing up to first

place; one week during December,
and never dropping below fourth
in weekly surveys.

"Hondo’* (\VB), latest 3-D . effort,

copped fourth position, being con-
sistently strong most of the month
The latest .John Wayne -starrer-

racked in tall grosses in both big

and small keys. It bids fair to., be

December’s 12 Best
1. "Millionaire” (20th).
2. "The Robe” (20th).

3.

/'Cinerama”' (Indie).
4. "Hondo' 4 (WB),
5. “Kiss Me jK?tc

M (M-G).
6i "Brothers Valiant” (M-G).
7. “Take High Ground” (MrG).
8. ‘<Apt’m’t Honduras” (RKQ>;
9. “Escape Ft, Bravo” (M-G).

10. “Captain’s Paradise” (UA)..
11. "Mogambo” <M-Gi.
12. "Eternity” (Coll.

Yaiik* Braced
Continued from page 3

industry, American distribs con-
tributed to the fund,which was to

.......... have been used
,
for coproduction

one of Warner Bros, greatest box- ! and the acquisition of French pix

This industry . strongly supports

the continued liberalization of

United States trade and tariff pol-

icy. through such measures as rer

ciprocal trade agreements /and

simplification . of duties and pro-

cedures. We hope that the mem-
bers of the Commission will fully

appreciate - the extent to Which a

contrary course would have seri-

ous consequences for the American
motion, picture industry.”

40% Foreign Gross

Johnston pointed out :
that, in

terms of proportion, Hollywood
represents the largest export in-

dustry of any size in the U. S„.

with "more than 40% of the gross

rentals on American films; cur-

rently obtained in foreign, markets.

"Without these foreign: markets

our industry would be unable to

exist in anything like its present

form or scope,” the letter stated,

It then proceeded to make specific

recommendations:

1. Reciprocal Tax Treatment.
Trading abroad, with its inherent
risks, costs and other dangers be-
comes undesirable unless some re-

lief; from inequities is granted
through double taxation conven-
tions, particularly- when it is con-
sidered that taxes in the . U. S.,

exclusive of the excess profits tax,

amount to 52% of net income and
that foreign taxes, many not cred-
itable against U. S. tax payments,
may be superimposed on the same
income, resulting in a virtually
confiscatory tax.

2. U. S. Withholding Tax. The
Internal Revenue Code provides
for withholding of a 30% tax
against non-resident aliens earning
fixed or periodical income. The
U. S. government holds that these
provisions embrace film rentals.
This action has been cited by for-
eign governments

. as a reason, for
including in their own revenue
laws similar tax provisions. The

;

withholding of any tax against*
gross income from film rentals is

inherently indefensible since it

takes no account of costs expended
in. earning net income. The situa-
tion could be corrected by includ-
lng in reciprocal tax .. treaties a
provisions which mutually excludes
film rentals paid a foreign pro-
oiicer from the withholding tax.

3. "Per Country Limitation” on
I** The ‘‘per country lim-
nalion ’ in the taking of tax credits
lor ioroign tax payments is an iri-
equitable barrier to international
l ' adni tf~by American corporations.
a. liberalization Would give the
/taxpayer an opportunity to a-ver-
age the foreign taxes paid in high

x countries against foreign taxes
pain in tow tax Countries in com-
puting u. S. taxes payable bn for-
eign revenues.

Johnston further urged simpli-

iiia
clearance arid praised

•\vLT,nericial influence of the
4u

ft 1,1
dmerene Act under which

b!L .

S - lllm distribs trade abroad.

woriri
l

<

n^ to
,

the fight to keep

serv’eV
1

*-
6 cha

*j
nels open, he ob-

logir
C

i

" e feadily recognize the

naS1 c°rollary of ^is position,

imnovJ’ channels for the

conn r,.

°f foreign films into this

nninfo^
must he kept open. He

donn
d °Ul that foreign pix have

weI1 ih this

Position
the deteriorated

P
,. u;

0n -the American industry.

iiii
he wrote, “that

office winners, in months.

"Kiss Me Kate" (M-G) finished
fifth, only a step behind "Hondo.”
While the musical tinter also is

available in 2-D, enough playdates
are completed so far appear to
establish that the film is biggest
in 3-D, this added novel appeal
being sufficient to hypo into sock
Showings. Playing as a flattie at
the N. Y. Music Hall, it was not
the smash pic that, had been an-
ticipated.

"All the Brothers Were Valiant’"
(M-G), which was, 10th in N.ovemr
her, finished sixth while i‘Take
High Ground,” also from Metro,
Wound up seventh. It took 12th
place in the preceding month.

"Appointment in Honduras”
(RKO) climbed: up to eighth posi-
tion. It placed sixth -in weekly- sur-
veys for tWo weeks running. "Es-

among other things, but never
tapped it. Partly this failure was
due to the refusal of the French
government to authorize additional
remittatfees in proportion to fund
coin expended by the distribs,

Under the new agreement, which
is retroactive to June 30, 1953,
50% of the 300/000.000 fr., or
$400,000, will be remittable. The
rest goes to the French Which thus
gets the equivalent of $400,000 at
the capital account rate of 380 fr.

to the dollar.

While there is an admittedly thin
line dividing such an arrangement
from a subsidy, MPEA says the
payment in fact is a compensation
deal of sorts. In return for the
$400,000. which can not be used
for the distribution of French films

LinJhe U.S.^ the French have agreed
to allocate to the MPEA com-

•ByHERBERTWILCOX.
* ./ (Veteran British Producer-IHr&ctof

)

. London.
You can always make the cus-

tomers—at least some of them—
gawp at a gimmick. But not all the
time. I shall go on saying: it’s

not gimmicks we want. It's films;
finer, better films that will be our

Rush. Maybe' those. Britons are a
notably cautious clan and don
like to be stampeded, even by the
sheriff; Much play, for example,
has been made of J. Arthur Rank’s
recent revelation that he will close
down 236 of his 550 theatres un-

:

salvation. And I add, don’t let’s . less things quickly mend. Tut it’s

lose our heads. You can have the !
not British TV that; scares Rank.,

gloriest, greatest, craziest aspect ! It’s the Government’s entertain-
ratio on your screen, but if the

j

nient tax that threatens to bank-
story’s a flop so is your theatre,

;
rupt our trade this side. Also I

so is the producer, so are all of us. /
commend to my American friends

Let’s not forget that, in the ex- i
a highly pertinent declaration

citement, You don’t
. fight, telqvb ; made by Rank in connection- ’with,

siori with a trick, a gimmick, cr whal he calls "the many new me-
any anamorphism, and all the rest

;

chanical aids being developed in

of it. You fight with entertain- !
the industry.” and in the following

ment. And, indeed, that’s all the
armour and ammunition we have.
And we seem to be more than fight-

ing it.

words:

“We are experimenting with all

of these and . are watching devel-
opments closely. It is our inten-

As so. happens, it’s been a real lion not to commit our theatres ex-
vintage year for films. I person- tensiyely to any one method until

ally cannot remember a finer; what • such time that it has been proved
with "Shane,” "Roman Holiday.” by public appreciation. In this

"Call Me Madam,” "From H^re to connection I can only
,

reiterate

i Eternity,” ‘‘Lili” "Little Boy Lost,” - what I have said elsewhere that

j

et al; not -to speak of quite a feu
notable British offerings/ They’ve

the basic test must be in the long
run the entertainment value in the

all piled up dizzy grosses in Brit- programs which are presented.”
ain and. will I understand, in the
U. S., They’ve also done that at

the precise time when the Dismal

The feeling of us Britonj
couldn’t be more /aptly expressed.
Bfitish theatremen would be hard

cape From Ft, Biravo” (M-G) man- ;

panies a total of 110 permits for

aged to win nirjth money although
[

the year. This, it’s pointed out, is

no world-beater in some keys.

The British import, "Captain’s
Paradise” (UA), finished tenth
despite getting the bulk of its

Coin from small arty houses.
"Mogambo” 1

1

(M-G), Which was
fourth in November, wound up

j

a concession of some
. 60 permits

which the Americans ordinarily
might not have gotten;

The French cabinet, decree, fix-

ing foreign film imports into
France, puts the total at 138. Of
these, .90 were due to go to the

Uth. "Here to Eternity” (Col), first
(

Americans. Under the last accord

in September and second in Octo- !

wv lc^ expired in June, U.S. dis-

ber, rounded out the Top 12 list, i

trjbs got 110. When renegotiations

dropping down obviously because i
''' lhe --. agreement began in Paris

it has finished most of its big key
; f
ar^£r ; y®ar ’ ,

^acclues
.

Flaud,

city dates or is just concluding French
i official conducting the

them. Pic was third in national prexy Eric,

ratings, for November. that the French would
4,„ * n „',T» x ' i' L „ ~ cut MPEA permits to vO;
"Botany Bay” (Par), just getting i TT ' _. .

started, heads the list of runner-
j

. ^ ^ured it this wa.\\ The^ base

up films for the month. "Jack I

fi6ul’£ ^ . ®P-
. . Vw.

2s>^
Slade” (AA), "Calamity^^ Jane” -members received 110 permits on

(WB), fifth* in November; "Sins of j

a
u
"borrowing arrangement which

Jezebel” (Lip) and "Martin Lur \

*he
.

French, apparently considered

ther” (Indie), sixth last month, are i

temporary but the Americans did

.Jimmies of Uie trade were running put. to it at this time—and enter-
around crying havoc, which. I’d tainment tax ijs the sole reasoD
like to remark in passing, is no therefore—to finance any big-scale
kind of way to run. a business, / reequipment program, never mind
whether it’s films, furniture, or 1 how -plausible the underwriting in-
fried fish. And doesn’t it all

.
prove ducements offered them, But;they

j

that -given, a -really fine .film the • want to make sure of the position
customers will come out from their any way/ That’s wrhy they press
little ’ TV fiestas? It’s the stinker.

. for as exhaustive survey of
,

the
nowadays, the second-rate/ and the various techniques which

.
would

j

mediocre which drive the Yolks lead to standardization before they
|
back to their homes. show their hands. And in any event

j I'm all for innovations which will > thej' don’t look on any gimmick as

j
widen the horizons of our job if not something that will cozily cushion

j

the screens and I stand by my them against downfall. Being re-
record. I made the first British alists from bitter past experience

j
talkie and claim modestly to have they’re in no mood to pull UP a
{been in the forefront or there gimmick draW-bridge against
> abouts in a career longer than 1

care to totalize.

In Praise of SJkonras
Also, let's praise Spvros Skouras.

disaster.

British showmen have faith in

film, not in the tools with which ve
make them. They want the new

the other runner-up pix.

Besides "Hondo” and "Million-

not.'The1 logical thing to do. said

Flaud, is .to deduct the borrowed
20 from the, authorized 90. Under

V(Monm^
etitloI> is a healthy de-

%S*k Pr°^ided a ^’O-way
•- 1 tan be maintained”

aire,” already put in. release, a
| t jle rte>v the Americans thus

long list of other potentially big

productions was being launched as

the month ends. "Man Between”
(UA), now on extended-run at

N. Y. Victoria, already looms, as

a stout long-runner. "12-Mile Reef”
(20th>, third S’Coper to be re-

leased, hit big total opening week
at the N. Y. Roxy.

Reissue combo of "Little Caesar”

and "Public Enemy No. I.” two
WB films, fooled even the most
optimistic by hanging up a new
record at the N. Y. Holiday in the

midst of the pre-Xmas lull. Reissue

package now is going out in a

number of: playdates.

"Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) was
launclted Christmas Day at N.Y.

Paramount. ‘‘Easy to Love" (M-G 1
,

the Christmas picture at the

N. Y. Music Hall, still is smash in

fourth session as the month nears

its end.

"Follow the Girts” (Par), latest

Bob Hope comedy, was preemed
in N. Y. to take advantage of the

year-end holiday upbeat. "Con-

quest of . Everest” (UA), now in

third round at the N. Y. Fine Arts,

hit a new "house high opening

week. "Sadie. Thompson” (Col) has

been launched for the year-end

holiday at the Capitol.

‘Flight Nurse’ Did".Well

"Flight-Nurse” (Rep) added some
Sizeable coin

1

on. additional, play-

1

dates during the month. It was a
|

runner-up film one week. ‘Cruel

Sea’’ (U) racked up some nice

nioney on eXtended-rurts in Novem*
ber. "Shark River” (UA) opened

okay in Cincinnati.

"Decameron Nights” (RKO) did

well enough to head runner-up. pix

one week. "Thunder Over Plains”

(WB) was fourth and ‘Diamond
Queen,” also from Warners, hit

fifth the same week during De-

cember. "Flight to Tangier” (Par)

also was a runner-up one session.

“War of Worlds” (Par) took

;

eighth spot in another week.
(

"Golden Blade” (U) cashed in on

.

several strong dates in December. <

gain 40 licenses for the first year,

and 20 for the second, represent-
ing the difference between 90 and
110.

In addition, and also part of the
"price” for getting the $400,000,
the French have upped monthly
dollar remittances from $120,000
to $200,000. Various other differ-

culties also have been smoothed
out. Apart from its desire not to

set a precedent for other coun-
tries to follow. MPEA also is mind-
ful of the government’s attitude

which doesn’t favor subsidies. Fed-
eral Trade Commission is still in-

vestigating the MPEA deal with
Italian Films Export. FTC com-
plaint was originally lodged by the

late Joseph Burstvn in behalf of in-

die distribs who, lie felt, were being
harmed by IFE’s MPEA-subsidized
distribution activities. In a later

agreement, the MPEA Italian sub-

sidy was reduced and its use was
specifically restricted to the pro-

motion of I'talo imports.

Squabble arose last week over
the distribution of the 110 French
import licenses. Allied Artists in-

dicated it wanted its share upped
from . four to five. Issue comes up
at another meet in N.Y. this week.

j

When I. went along to the test- techniques on the proving grounds.
; run of Cinemascope I realized that They also believe ; that half our
i
here was more than something, in troubles arise in tie banality and
particular in the vast spread and mediocrity of so much' of the film*

^
splendor of the Coronation Proces- fare we’ve blithely been offering

I
sion. But I feel that the prime lately., Mediocrity magnified is the

i achievement is that it has made last tiling !hej; look for. Better by
! the world film-conscious again. It far to show it on a microscopa
has set the w-hole world talkivg screen.

f pictures.

].
But that instinctive mistrust of

mine Of the industry’s present
mood goes deeper. It seems to
me that we’re in peril of making,
the gimmicks, the tools, more im-
portant than the job itself. In

j particular I distrust any stampede
! to new devices just because the

Contioiied front past 7

supply 20th with no more than 28

to 35 prints a week since the Cin-
shadow of the sheriff conics across emaScope pix aren't printed in the

! the back-door and to blazes with Technicolor iihbition. dye-transfer

[

finer films; which, I repeat, is our process but are turned out on East-
real job. man positive in what is a much

i I recall how the industry made slower printing method. Resulting
mayhem of George Spoor and his prints also cost 20th 1 1 4C per foot

‘stereoscopic process just because more than they would in Tcchni-
! things had a facade of prosperity color.

N

;

at the moment and. who wants a

;

new gimmick then? Contrariwise.
I recall the birth of the sound-
film and the ensuing stampede

Some relief is in sight, however,
now that 20th's De Luxe Labora-
tories in N. Y„ which are equipped
to handle the Eastman negative-

,

which brought disaster to so many, positive color process has begun
(

Never mind what the visionaries to turn out Cinemascope prints;
,
proclaim, the talkies came in a Lab has gone to work on "King of
spirit of desperation. And isn’t the Khyber Rifles” as its first Cin-
tnat precisely whats happening cmaScoper. Even so. prints still

.

no
i5;.* ,

have to be shipped to the Coast
: Cinerama 'was- born m despera- to do the magnetic striping of the
tion and fear of T\ . (Although the four tracks. Eventually, De Luxe

will have its own striping machines
in the East.

It’s explained that the difficulties

with the sound portion of the Cin-
emaSoope prints are due to de-

Vii txhib'tor

R. B. Wiley
warn cryptic In his show bis

appraisal
.
with hfi pioco

Not Telling-

Just Asking
* * *

eno of tho many bylino pioces

in tho

48lh Anniversary Number
of

PSniETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

present trend of big grosses was

j

to be observed even then.) The
Gqnzburg brothers came along

! with their 3-D gimmick to the
(Sflund of loud hosannas. But we’d
[seen it all before, ortlv nobodv had . .....
! bothered vepy much when we' were •

WJWrtBWft m»*enal tn projectors;

all on- Easy Street. Someone in
as0 f0undt]KUni:in> pio-

i Paramount trotted out an ancient
have difficult.es thread-

j
stereo-camera

1 looked upon as
: set. So "Sangar
in that same desperation of clutch- ^ r - * . -

. , . ,

/ ing at a straw. Skouras W'enl to
<

!-p,
d

1

a fin2cr tryin S to do the job

Paris an4 there heard for the first
;

118 11
’

|

time wnhe 25-year-old Chretien •

rcductiomlens, although it’s a fact
I tteft -Packihount took the rights to

;

! the process as long since as 1936.

1

j. Nevertheless,’ Darryl Ziahiickwas

N. Cal. Groups Merge
San Franeiscp, Dec. 29.

A united front has been set up

asked to gear his production pro-
j

to
.

c?ns
,

lsT °^. Ibe committees of the

|
gramme and work henceforth in i

0l lfiinal ,California Theatres Assn.,

J

an aspect of 2.66 to 1. Certainly A
^i

a ^ed
Wi!?

UŜ

'

1C
^ ^h c,, i

)Ius

CinemaScope has been the occa- th6
.

Ualtforma Theatre Gwners A.s-
1 sociation (formerly ITOi. The two
groups will merge tinder the name
of Northern Californ in 'J

: h Oa t re

Assn.

_ __. r _..rr ... L. S. Hamm, president of t lie

America that the showrmeri of Brit- CI^At ^-temporary chairinaii of the
•

.

ain haven't stampeded to the Gold unified organization.

ion of the greatest promotional ef-

fort since Barnuni or Buffalo Bill.

Certainly "The Robe” is a great,

picture.

I hear of surprise expressed in
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“The Robe,” 20th-F6x*s initial

Cinemascope entry, appears head-

ed for a $1,560,600 gross in a week

in its first subsequent-run engage-

ment in the greater New York
area . Playing 84 theatres of the

RKO, Skourns and Century cir-

cuits for the week beginning

Christmas Day, the picture grossed

Oyer $700,000 for the first three

days.

Total coin expected is, of course,

helped by the fact that during this

initial week most of the spots will

take in New Year’s Eve trade as

well as all the business started on
Xmas Day. i

The blanket greater N. Y. book-

ing represents the greatest single

catch over ;a week’s period in one
City. “The Robe” previously had
racked up around $800,000 per
Week in 16 key cities and one week

'/ did $1,026,000 in 16 keys covered
- by Variety in October. Picture

also did better than $1,100,000 dur-

ing another week. These figures

give an idea of what the antici-

pated- N. Y.' coin represents com-
paratively.

According to William W. How-
ard. RKO veepee, the “Robe”
broke all recent weekend b.o. rec-

ords for the chain in metropolitan
N. Y oyer a three-day period end-
ed Sunday »271 night. He added
that the boxoffice figures have no
equal in the theatre circuit’s rec-

ords for the last five years. RKO
Theatres cover Manhattan, Bronx,
Brooklyn, Queens and Westchester.

The “Robe” registered $1,638,000

In 12 weeks plus six days in its

preem engagement at the N. Y.

Roxy..

Another G’Scope, Metro's firsO,

•*Knights of the Round Table,” is

also showing b.o. power in initial

openings. According to Metro, the
picture, in eight situations, topped
the business of “Ivanhoe,
vious M-G “biggie'

1ST BRITISH CSCOPERS

Warwick Closes With 20th For
.
Use

of Widescreen System

Fix Cods
Continued from p§r« 1

. London. Dec. . 22,

;

Irving Allan and Albert R. Broc-

coli, on behalf of Warwick Pic-

tures, Ltd., have closed a deal with
20th-Fox for the production of two
pix in Cinemascope. Warwick is

the first British indie company to

sigh for the use of Cinemascope.

Films set for C’Scoping are “The
Cockleshell Heroes,” an ^original

by George Kent slated for. March
production, arid; “The Prize of

Gold,” based on Max Catto’s novel

with the screenplay by British

playwright R. C. Sherriff. No re-

lease deal has been set for the

pictures.

Allen and Broccoli are currently

completing Alan Ladd’s “The Black
Knighi/’ third of their contracted
group for Columbia release.

Allied Members Miffed

As JacksoD Pk. Atty.

Grants B&K New Edge
.
Chicago, Dec, 29.

With the Jackson Park Theatre
still unequipped for Cinemascope,
JP attorney Thomas McConnell ex-

erted his prerogative last week
and waived one-week limitations

on “Robe” at B&K neighborhood
houses. Earlier,- when McConnell
motioned in Chicago Federal Dis-

trict Court for temporary removal
Of certain aspects of - the Jackson
Park decree, he deigned to un-
clasp the one-week button in the
nabes. New gesture was as sur-

prising as the first.

Move roused the ire of indie
a pre- ! exhibs, particularly those who are

by 32% in the
i members of Allied Theatres of Illi-

same situations. Company predicts - nois,

record-breaking first weeks in .Los
| As the Jackson Park Theatre is

Angeles, Atlanta, New Orleans,
[ itself a member of Allied, fellow

Cleveland. Detroit. Pittsburgh.
Kansas City and St. Louis. It

opens tomorrow IThurs.) in Mem-
phis, Indianapolis. Dallas, Houston.
San Antonio and San Francisco,
•with El Paso and Portland sched-
uled for New Year’s Day.

indies feel they should have been
warned in advance of the move in

order to guide them in bidding
competitively against the B&K
chain for first outlying run Of
“Robe.”
B&K’s relief from one-week re-

strictions to date applies only to

the showing of the first Cinema-
Seoper.

Smash 93G in Paris
Paris, Dec. 29.

Top coin is going to the “Robe”
*2Gth-FbxT which took in a smash
$93,000 in first week despite the
usual pre-Xmas letdown. Although
crix raked the pic, they all lauded
the C’Scope process, which is what . „ . A , . .

.
. .. . .

is getting them in. Next money is
j

- ~ Variety Clubs Tent No. 20 in

going to the Franco-Mexican Mi- 1
Memphis, Tenn., has raised $96,-

chele Morgan-Gerard Philipe star-
{

9®® to build a convalescence home
rer, “The Proud Ones,” which was, or children suffering from rheu-

HALF OF MEMPHIS BEDS

FOR NEGRO CHILDREN

in for $75,000 at three big first-

runs.
“Stalag 17” (Par) is third with

fine biz. Crix okay, plus word-of-
mouth will give this $39,000.

Wow on L.A. Moveover
Los Angeles, Dec. 29.

“The Robe,” playing on move-
over at the Loyola after eight
weeks at downtown Los Angeles
and 13 weeks at the Chinese, is

hitting a wow $18,000 or better
in first week.

This is the biggest take ever at;
this nabe-locatea house.

matic fever. University of Ten-
nessee is donating the land and
architect’s plans are being drawn
for free.

The home, which is the Tent's
charity project, will start with 26
beds, half of them for Negro kids.
The $96,000 are sufficient to build
the home and maintain it for one
year.

English Stockholders

Smash Also in Newark
Newark, N. J„ Dec. 29.

“Robe,” playing at $1.25 at RKO
Proctor here, is heading for huge
$40,000 opening round.

Pic has been drawing long lines
ever since it opened over the week-
end.

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Negotiations for a new working

agreement between the Publicists
Guild and the major studios were
postponed until after; the holidays,
at the request of Charles Boren,
labor relations rep for the AMPP,
because of other meetings demand-
ing his presence.

Understood that when the con-
ferences are resumed, Boren will
have the producers’ counter pro-
posals. ready for the Guild’s ne-
gotiating committee. Guild’s de-
mands include a 15% wage in-

crease and the establishment of a
pension plan,

Continued front page 3s
said he would ask, as a taxpayer,
why so much money was being
paid into a company which was
barely existing. Reginald p. Baker,
the chairman, said it was because
the NFFC had confidence in the
company, and the bank debt had
now been extinguished.

There also was criticism of the
company’s distribution agreement
with the J. Arthur Rank Organiza-
tion, but Baker insisted that it was
regarded as the best agreement
for any production company with-
in the industry. He .resisfejil^a 'pro-
posal that the terms of • th£. pact
should be made public. \

Replying to the general Com-
ments, the ATP chairman said the
directors, as big stockholders, had
not sold a single share over the 24
.years that there had not

. been a
dividend. . The company, he con-
tended, had lost a great deal less
money than any other company in
the business. He felt that it had
made a higher percentage of good
pictures and a lower percentage of
weak ones than, any other com-
pany in the business.

Suggestion from a picture maker
as experienced and eminent as

yourself deserves and. will* 1 of
course, have the careful attention

of us all.” The MPAA prez said

that “regulations under the Code
have been amended as the neces-

sity arose to meet new and chang-
ing conditions. This is as it should

be/’ He concluded his reply to

Goldwyn with the suggestion that

detailed recommendations on bring-

ing the Code up to date should be
made. •

In this connection, Samqel Gold-
wyn this week made public, a letter

he had written to the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America and presi-

dent Eric A. Johnston in which he
declares it “imperative to bring the
Production Code lip to date.” Gold-
wyn has no quarrel with the prin-

ciple of the Code- (somq, of his

colleagues do) but feels that Over
the past 25 years it “has stood stiil”

while the “world has moved on/’

Next week’s session actually had
been under consideration for. some
time so that it was not prompted
by Goldwyn, Rather, Goldwyn re-

portedly timed his expression of

views to correspond with the meet-
ing.

Goldwyn stated, in part: “Audi-
ences today realize what creative
people have always known—that
drama is worthless unless it has
integrity and resembles life. To
portray life honestly on the screen
requires a; greater degree of lati-

tude, within the bounds of decency,
than exists under the Code. The
time has come to recognize this

fact.

“Of course, there are many as-

pects of life that can never’ be
portrayed on the screen. The Pro-
duction Code must never serve as
a license for filth or vulgarity or
for violation of the basic principles
upon, which the Code is founded.
Neither must the Code serve the
purposes of every pressure group
which has a special, prejudice. .

.

Duck Present Code
Goldwyn noted some by-passing

of the Code already and said he
figures this will increase unless
realistic revisions are made. To
this end he asked for a meeting
of all producers who are signa-
tories to the Code.
The Code rewrite, which comes

up at next week’s MPAA board
huddle, actually was given unof-
ficial approval months ago but
never was formally ratified by,the
board. Details were revealed by
Variety last Sept. 9.

But some MPAA-ites felt that
a re-editing job on the Code at
that time, if publicly announced,
would have made it appear that
the organized industry was defer-
ring to pressure from some indi-
viduals. Code controversy anent
“The Moon Is Blue” was at its
peak late last summer.
New changes center on crime,

miscegenation-, smuggling, liquor
and drinking, branding of people
and animals, and apparent cruelty.
Miscegenation and liquor and
drinking are now permitted but
"must be treated within the care-
ful limits of good taste.” Previous-
ly, sex relationship between white
and colored races was forbidden
and the depiction of liquor was
okay only if vital to plot or char-
acterization.

Re crime, no pic will be ap-
proved which focuses on the career
of a notorious criminal of present
or past. Tabus on branding and
cruelty are being removed; bru-
tality and possible gruesomeness
may be shown but only under the
“good taste” restrictions.

.
. . Chicago, Dec. 29.

— With neighborhood biz .growing worse steadily, nine more the-
atres of this area will shutter by the end of this week* In almost
every case It’s because Thanksgiving week flopped Jmd business
never improved afterwards. Warner Bros. Cosmo boards up on
Jan. 3 as( the Sail Luis here has already done.

Other closings are the Oneida in Oneida, 111,; Glassford Theatre
in Glassford; Fern in Alexis; Stark in Toulon; Bffpd Ini Bradford*
and the Harvard in Harvard, which recently had been purchased
by Spiro Pappas. .•••'•..

:
•

Dement Theatre in Dementi 111., burned down a week ago;

BUY OLD, BUILD NEW

Theatres Treated as Desirable
Properties in Northwest

Com. Abram F. rets
(Chairman of the Board and Chief
Counsel to Allied State* Ann. of

Motion Picture Exhibitors)

U vehement In Ms opinion that

There’s No: Substitute

For Plenty
* + *

on Interesting byline piece In the

48th Anniversary Number
of

USSRIETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

Minneapolis, Dec. 29.

.

Deals to purchase film theatres

seem on "the upsurge hereabouts..

This hints at a recovery of confi-

dence in the cinema and a lessened
fear of television.

Sheldon Grengs has added to his
holdings by buying the Town The-
atre at Fargo, N. D., from Gordon
Aamoth. Bennie Berger, another
chain owner, is negotiating to buy
the El Lago here from Henry
Greene.

Another
.
circuit owner, Ted

Mann, has leased a shuttered
neighborhood theatre here, fhe
Granada, and is reopening it ; this

month. Five other Twin Cities

theatres that went dark after their
operators abandoned them on ex-
piration of leases also, have re-
lighted during recent months.

A hew Paramount circuit theatre
for which construction contracts
just have been let is at Minot,
N. D., and construction just has
gotten under way. . A 1,300-seater
to cost $350,000, it will be the first

theatre to be built anywhere de-
signed especially for new wide
screen projection and so many
revolutionary features are being
incorporated into it that Lieb.en-
berg & Kaplan, its Minneapolis
architects, have copyrighted their
plans. Among Other things, the
lobby and foyer will be combined
and the screen will be in the front
in close proximity to the main
auditorium.

Karl Hobiitzelle, head of the In-
terstate Theatre Circuit in Texas,
has been elected prez of the South-
western Medical Foundation.

Line’
Continued from page 4

ture, in its present form, was re-
jected by the Breen office some
weeks ago.

. James R. Grainger, RKO prexy,
has been in constant consultation
with the Breen office over the film.
Studio has another upcoming pic-
ture, “Son of Sinbad,” which is

Without PCA sanction, and while
there has been no indication of
what RKO will do in this second
case, it’s assumed that the studio
will adhere to its present policy.

“French Line” is the second pic-
ture under the Hughes banner to
go into release without a seal.
Some, years ago, Hughes=-then an
indie filmmaker—made and re-
leased “The Outlaw/’ which cata-
pulted Jane Russell to stardom. It
played all over the country, but
mostly in art houses and-> independ-
ent sure-seaters. At that time, be-
fore divorcement, chains owned by
the studios were unable to play the
film without breaking the code
agreement. Since .divorcement
there is no compulsion on the part
of the exhibition wing of the in-
dustry to adhere to the conditions
of the Code.

Continued front page ?

booking policies and other actions
involving the operation of the Com-
pany.

The exchange between Ingraham
and Furber went as follows: Ingra-
ham: “Did you and other directors

engage an investigator tp investi-

gate Harry Brandt prior to April.

14, 1948.”

Furber: “It is quite possible/’

Risked to clarify his answer, Fur-
ber said: “I don’t recall what hap^
pened then. We were engaged in
trying to collect every possible
piece of ammunition we could get.

•

If we were going to fight, I wanted
to know 1what We had to fight with.” .

It was eventually established

that Broady was the investigator,

but What, information he turned
up with Was never established.

Broady, a lawyer, was subsequently ;

cleared in the alleged plot to tap

officials’ Wires at City Hall back
in 1949.

'

In an examination of Vivian
Gruder, "Brandt’s

- secretary for 20

years, Ingraham sought to estab-

lish the payment of sums to indi-

vidual film executives. He asked
Miss Gruder: “NoW do you remem-
ber drawing any checks in 1950

or thereabouts to any persons who
were executives in the film ex-
changes of some of the large dis-

tributors?” Miss*. Gruder said she

did not remember.
Ingraham: “Do you remember

drawing any checks to Mr.

Granger?” (The name was not

otherwise identified.)

Miss Gruder: “I may have.”
Ingraham: “Do you recall what

they were for?”
Miss Gruder: “I think it was an

exchange.”
. Ingraham: “Exchange of what?”
Miss Gruder: “Exchange of

checks.”
Ingraham: “For what purpose?”
Miss Gruder: “Just for no pur-

pose at all. It was just, that Mr.
Granger at that time probably did

not have any cash and We gave
him a check, and he gave us a

check dated a few days later.”

On Monday (28), the trial was
postponed until today (Wed.) due
to the death of Lee Shubert who
was a Trans-Lux director and a

defendant in the case. Court is

awaiting the appointment of exe-

cutors of Shubert’s estate to look

after the interests of the late the-

atrical mogul.
Fraiicis W. H. Adams, recently

named police commissioner by
Mayor-elect Wagner, is the attor-

ney for Furber and other directors

of T-L. He’s with the law firm
,

of

Satterly, Warfield & Stephens.
Abraham Pomerantz, 1 of Pomer-
antz. Levy & Handek, is repre-

senting Brandt.

Johnston’s ’No Comment*
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Eric Johnston had no statement
Sunday regarding RKO defiance of
production code in opening “French
Line” in St. Louis minus seal.
Reached at his Spokane home Sun-
day -by Variety. Johnston said he
couldn’t discuss situation until such
time as he is able to "study more, of
facts.” RKO is member company
of MPAA and signatory to produc-
tion code. When Hughes defied
code on “Outlaw’’ release, he did
so as an indie producer, not as
controlling head of RKO.
Johnston is arriving in Holly-

wood on Jan. 4, at Which time he
will explore “line” case further.

. No RKO Info In N. Y.
RKO’s N. Y. homeoffice, includ-

ing the sales department, is com-
pletely in the dark concerning yes-
terday’s (Tues.) opening of “French
Line” at the Fox Theatre/ St.
Louis.
Booking deal was set from the

studio and all adkpub work origi-
nated there.

Medical Reels
Continued from page 4 Iss

that he could not “in good con-

science. permit well prepared, good
intentioned medical reels to be

used as an excuse for a motion
picture production allegedly de-

signed ' for entertainment pur-

poses.”

The judge
,
added more fuel to

the legal battle between: the board
and the courts. Previously, he has

made it clear that the legality of

the board was under question and
suggested that the functions of the

board could be absorbed by ex-

istent Jaw enforcement agencies.

In the current opinion, he urged

the distributors of the .films to

appeal his decision to a higher

court to determine Whether “the

state board has a legal existence/

Two strong arguments against the

board spearheading the judge’s

attack were listed/ One stressed

the failure of the censors to .
es-

tablish fixed standards. The second

condemned the Maryland censor-

ship statute as being too loosely

drawn to. be constitutionally en-

forceable in view of recent Supreme
Court decisions.
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NEW YORK
Eugene Picker, in charge of

Loew’s N. Y. Theatres, upped Miss
Effie Engel, former asst, manager
of Loew’s Kings, to manager at

Loew’s Kameo, Brooklyn.

Norman Elson, prez of Guild
Enterprises, due back next week
from a 12-day West Indies cruise.

Jimmy Boyle, veteran exploiteer,

back in town after ballying preetti

of Col's "Sadie Thompson” Christ-
mas Day preem at the RKO Or-
pheum, New Orleans.

CHICAGO
Harry Nepo took over New Lex

Theatre on southside, and reopened
the house last week.

Judge Sam Perry slated Alamo
Theatre trial for Jan. 24, since out-
of-court negotiations haven’t jelled.

BiU Hollander, chief of B&K
flackery, became a grandfather for
the sixth time last week.

Chicago Tribune adopting week-
ly feature of neighborhood film
listings.

Paramount Pictures here enter-
tained 60 patients from U. S. Ma-
rine Hospital for Christmas last
week.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel

for National Allied, addressed
Illinois Allied at Chez Paree party
last Monday <21V Local prexy Jack
Kirsch also spoke.

KANSAS CITY
Commonwealth Circuit closed

Its three city nabe houses here
Christmas eve, first time it. has
gone in for mass closings. One or
two independents indicated they
may do the same thing. Closing
was tried at a single house last
year, according to City Manager
Eddie Mansfield, who said it was
successful since the date provided
little biz and it gives a day off to
the .staff.

Commonwealth Circuit is taking
a fling at> arty film theatre opera-
tion, booking in features which
have played the downtown art
houses for a change,of pace.
Donald Scriven rejoins" the Fox

Midwest circuit after three years
in the Army fighting in Korea. He
returned as a first lieutenant.
Scriven was a manager before
leaving for service.

MINNEAPOLIS
Film exchanges following usual

custom of keeping their salesmen
off the road during the holiday
season and until Jan. 3.

Cinerama executives, querying
about acquisition of Paramount
circuit's loop State or Century,
have been invited by Harry B.
French,* the circuit’s president, to
return to Minneapolis and conduct
negotiations on the ground.
Warner Bros., in addition to

participating in the all-industry
Christmas shindig, also had a party
of its own with vet booker Eddie

McErlane, retiring on account of

ill health, as guest of honor.

St. Paul Pioneer Press editorial-

ly expressed opinion that , film ex-
hibition’s outlook will continue to
improve in 1954 as "industry be-
comes increasingly accustomed to
changej within it and without and
settles dowp to a new. life which
includes peaceful .relations and
even cooperation with once-dread-
ed television."

After being shuttered for 15
days by the city council license
committee as punishment for
showing the 'oldie nudist colony
picture "Elysia,” lower loop Grand
reopened with "another sensational
old-timer, "Marihuana."

Juvenile vandalism in territory
now taking form of destroying the-
atre screens by shooting bobby
pins and clips.

REGINA, SASK.
Gem Theatre at Wakaw, Sask.,

opened by Steve Hrynuik to re-
place a two-year-old house de-
stroyed by fire last July.
New suburban house in Edmon-

ton is the Jasper* a 528-seater
built at a cost of $100,000 by Wil-
liam Rueb and Wallie Klak. Rueb
has been associated with theatres
in four Alberta towns in recent
years.
Roxy Theatre, Canora, Sask.,

bought by Dr. ‘ Paul Kowalishiq
and C. HOchman, of Canora, from
the Regal Amus. Co„ Regina. I.

Reinhorn, operator of the Roxy
here, is president of the company.

LOS ANGELES
Road Show Productions’ "Top

Banana,” film version of the Broad-
way musical starring Phil Silvers,
will be released nationally on
Washington’s Birthday by United
Artists.
John and James Woolf, of Romu-

lus Films, acquired world distribu-
tion rights to German documentary,
"Five Minutes Past Twelve," based
on the- private life of Adolf Hitler.

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Christmas parties were held for

juveniles at various film theatres
throughout the state, including the
Opera House in Suncook, State in
Manchester, the Bristol in Bristol,
Coniston in Newport and Strand
in Dover. Business and civic or-
ganizations sponsored the special
film shows.
New Hampshire has received

more than a dozen films and film
strips on civil defense activities,

it has been announced in Concord
by Civil Defense Director Corne-
lius A. Brinkman. They are now
available for showing at CD
meetings.
The Zoning Board at Concord,

N. H., has begun study of a peti-
tion from Walter J. Stariknok of
Beverly, Mass., for authority to
construct a drive-in on the Bor-
ough road.
During showing of “Sabre Jet"

at Daniel Webster Theatre in Na-
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shua, six local youths were sworn
into the Air Force and Richard W.
Leonard, Nashua lawyer and for-

mer Air ’ Fqfed major, was hon-
ored for meritorious services in
the last war and Korean conflict.

Concord Zoning Board rejected
the petition of Walter J. Stariknok
of Beverly, Mass,, for authority to
construct a 300-car ozoner on Bor-
ough road in Concord. About 100
residents of the area protested the
pfan.

State Department of Health an-
nounced its film library has been
built up to more*than 125 different

subjects covering virtually every
phase of public health.

PITTSBURGH
Regis McCall, manager of the

Rowland, moves downtown, to be-
come Charlie Eagle’s associate at
the Stanley, SW circuit’s key house
there. McCall replaces Jack Kief-
fer, who has returned to Enright,
4,000-seat naber in East Liberty,
with its unshuttering' after six-

months. Alfred W. Goddad, who
has been operating his own thea-
tre at Tupper Lake, N.Y. Is follow-
ing McCall at the Rowland.

SW Theatre Managers Club
elected the following officers for
1954: Carl Czolba, Kenyon, presi-

dent; Lyle Harding, Sheridan
Square, veepee, and James Laux,
Hollywood, secretary-treasurer.

Private First Class Jack Dolde,
who was managing the Ritz when
Uncle Sam called him up, home on
furlough from Ft. Hood, . Texas,
where he’s with the First Armored
Division.

Harry Rees, one of Film Row’s
oldest salesmen in point of serv-
ice, and UA have parted company
after 35 years.

Midstate circuit reopened Stone
Theatre in Stoneboro; had been
closed since early last summer.
Sam Gould, manager of Asso-

ciated Theatres’ New Castle, Pa.,
houses, dispatched to Pittsburgh
for two weeks to assist launching
of the Leona in Homestead under
that chain’s banner.

A. A. Notopoulos, of Altoona
theatre family, reelected prexy of
the Blair County Heart Assn.

ST. LOUIS
Richard Klages, of 20th-Fox ex-

change here, reelected prez and
Betty Wendt was renamed busi-
ness agent of the Film Exchange
Employes Local B-L, an AFL affil-

iate.

A bill to permit the Gem, in
Chester, 111., to relight without
paying customary city license fee
adopted after Alderman Harold
Mueller said operation of house
would stimulate biz in that part of
city. Awthal Fleming, manager of
the Joy, will also operate the Gem.
The second annual Xmas party

for underprivileged kiddies bank-
rolled by Fanchon & Marco, and
St. Louis Globe-Democrat attract-
ed more than 4,000; all received
presents;

Frank -Jenkins beating the skins
for Metro’s Cinemascope "Knights
‘Of Round Table” teeing off soon
at Loew’s State.

DALLAS
Harold Schwarz moved his Tow-

er Pictures headquarters to new
location here.
The Woodlawn, operated by Tom

Sumners, and Broadway Theatre,
operated by Interstate in San An-
tonio, will have equipment for
showing Cinemascope pix early in
1954.
Jenson 8c Wilkerson, operators

of The Rhea Theatre at Denver
City, purchased tract of land there
on which they plan to build a new
ozoner.
The Lyric at Groves and the

Center at Nederland have been
closed Indefinitely, according to
Melvin Wilson, area supervisor for
Jefferson Amus. Co. The mana-
gers, Albert Funderburk, manager
of the Lyric, and Melba Musick, of
the Center, are transferred to
other circuit houses.

Metro Publicist

Morgan Hudgins
thought that ho would anchor In

luimy California, only ho found
out that it’s a cast of

Join Metro and See

the World
* * *

a bright byline place In tho

48th Anniversary Number
of

PfiikiEfr
OUT NEXT WEEK
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Christmas”—the Tanner Bus Co.
came Jo their rescue and placed a
large, modern vehicle at tfie

group’s service, with a driver who
avoids the hops as meticulously as

he avoids the traffic laws. Nobody
has been lost this year, not even
a note.

And plus the homes of friends,

the “Voices of Xmas” this ^ year
have embarked on errands of mer-
cy as well as good cheer. Not long
ago Sonny Burke’s young son died

on an operating- table in St. John’s
Hospital, Santa Monica. There was
a heart arrestment during surgery
that couldn’t have been detected
without special cardlographic
equipment, which the hospital, un-
fortunately, didn’t possess.

In view of this, the “Voices of

Xmas” made a long-playing record
of their carols, pressed gratis J>y

Decca, and ab*qvery home they are
distributed by* the host to the as-

sembled guests (ranging as high
as 120), who make donations to

the Michael Burke Foundations,
which is buying special cardio-

graph equipment for hospitals.

There have been radio and TV
appearances, too, to raise funds,

notably by Johnny Mercer.

General Hospital Work
The group this year for the first

time also embarked on entertain-

ing in hospitals. Last week they
appeared at the Children’s Hos-
pital, the City of Hope, Duarte,
St. John’s Hospital and the Ortho-
pedic Society. They were also

scheduled to appear at the Veter-
ans Hospital, but the latter can-
celled for some unexplained rea-

son.

This reporter heard the "Voices
of Xmas” last Monday night (21)
at the home of Joe Myrow, the com-
poser, along with 60 other guests
who crowded the Myrow living

room. This has become a yearly
event at Myrow’s home, and the
composer couldn’t be more popu-
lar at this time of the year if he
gave away money.

Same goes for the other hosts on
Xmas carol circuit—including Bob
Hope, Bing Crosby, Hy Averback,
Paul Webster, Bruce Blair, et al.

Hope was host the previous
week, and a special guest at this

home was General William F.

Dean. His presence was an emo-
tional jolt for the carol singers

—

theirs was . even more so for him.
By the time they were finished,
General Dean was In tears. He
later said it was the first time he
had heard Xmas carols in seven
years.

The Cast

The original Hymn & Hangover
group, besides Les Brown, Sonny
Burke and his wife, included Sib-
ley Moore, now v.p. of WJR, De-.
troit; Mike Brennan, of Westmin-
ster Records, who is still the or-
ganization’s best tenor; Rozene
Richards (Mrs. Moore), Don
Budge, the tennis star, and his
wife; Mr. and Mrs*. Axel Stordahl,
and Bud Zeeder, now v.p. of
McCann-Erickson. Also present at
the founding, but voices only at
that particular wassail, were Edie
& Rack, the piano team, and John
Walsh, then the singing operator of
Club Gala and unable” to tour the
hills.

Since then the group has ex-
panded and at different times has
included, along with the founders,
Kay Starr, Jo Stafford, Vic Schoen,
Ken Lane and wife. This year'
there were some absentees, mainly
because of presence elsewhere (or,
as Margaret Whiting explained, be-
cause of divorces), but Les Brown
was up there waving the cues and
Sonny Burke was in the harmony,
as they have been since the be-
ginning.

Margaret Whiting, Jo Anri Greer,
Eileen Wilson, Dick Noel, trombon-
ist on Brown’s orch, Vernon Polk,
guitarist. Stumpy Brown, Les’
brother and sax player, actor Ray
Kellogg, composer ("Home”) Jeff
Clarkson, Mike Brennan, Jackie
Stewart, and John Mack (con-
struction biz) and his wife, and Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Breckner (program
director of KTTV ) , were in the
current contingent at Myrow’s
home.
They sang “Christmas Time

Again," “The First Noel,” “Jingle
Bells,” “Silent Night,” “Xmas Is
a-Coming” ( old tune with new
lyrics by Frank Loesser), “Coven-
try Carol,” “Oh, Come All Ye
Faithful," “We Three Kings,”
“The 12th Day of Xmas" and “Hi,
Ho, Anybody Home?" Both from

the standpoint of quality and emo-
tion, it’s a-terrific entertainment.
The group goes into rehearsal

early every November on a once-
weekly basis. It

,
never wants for

expert arrangers, who include Vic
Schoen, Axel Stordahl, Sonny
Burke, Paul Nero, Ken Lane and
Les Brown.

And it never wants for a de
lighted audience;

J
Allied Raps

Continued from pace 7 -
|

Scope, and “it is claimed that all

companies except Paramount will

have some pictures in that medium
next year.” Exhib org declares that

if only 20th pictures were at stake

the threat to a large number of

exhibs would be serious enough in

view of the product shortage, but

20th “is working on all the other

companies in an effort not only (0
convert them to Cinemascope, but
to persuade them to adopt the same
policies in reference to screens and
sound installations."

Exhib outfit points out that it Is

watching with interest the policy
Metro will adopt with Cinema-
Scope. It notes that another
brother Combination consists of
Joseph* Schenck, former executive
of 20th, “who is believed to have
a heavy investment therein,” and
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew’s, Inc. (Metro), ‘at is not
known to what extent the fraternal
spirit enters into these matters"
the exhib bulletin says, “but if

Metro conforms to 20th’s restric-

tive policies as regards Cinema-
Scope, a great many exhibitors will

have their ideas on the subject."
3

Distribs Costs
* ISS Continued from page 5 J

with National Film Carriers taking

care of shipping.

Other companies reported they’d

been hit badly in ’52, but had
checked spiraling costs this year.
One indicated an overhead rise of
approximately 3% while two others
said their increases had been in-

significant. At RKO, Charles Boas-
berg, v.p. in charge of sales, esti-

mated that his expenses had actu-
ally dipped below the ’52 level.

With consolidation of N. Y. ship-
ping facilities under study by the
companies' sales toppers, branch
operation execs expressed doubt
whether the N. Y. pilot — if it

comes off — wouldn’t remain just
that and no more. “I don’t see
where it’s applicable to the rest of
the country," one commented.
“New York is a special situation.

Elsewhere, the savings wouldn’t
be worth tearing down an effi-

ciently operating operation.”

from

Wells Richardson
to

Jay Robinson
in Hollywood

Congratulations on your brilliant

performance In 'THE ROBE," con-

tinued success and Happy New
Year!

New York Theatres
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KNIGHTS
BOX-OFFICE!

The BIG NEWS is that M-G-M’s FIRST in

CINEMASCOPE is sensational everywhere!

It leads Leo’s Battalion of Box-office Big

Ones as M-G-M’s 30th Anniversary Jubilee

gets off to a terrific start!
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SWG VP. Sez Writers Need More

Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Writers should get more coin for

penning vidpix and be given a

greater share of the responsibility

In the production of the telefilms,

according to David Dortort, sec-

ond v.p. in charge of television for

the Screen Writers Guild. Dortort

believes scribblers are definitely

entitled to a percentage of the

profits from the properties they

write, plus an assurance of secur-

ity if they are to produce their

best effort's.
‘ '

Dortort, a veteran plx and TV
writer himself, said the scribbler

too often has taken the rap for

inferior shows* averring that in

many instances this is due to

chiseling -by producers, adding

“there is no way of cutting cor-

ners and getting good writing. No
writer enjoys seeing his credit oh

* baa telepicture. Chiseling is

more expensive to the producer

than to the writer.’*

He termed speculative writing

an omnipresnt evil, although

“there has been some improve-

ment" in this in the past year. He
said quality of vidpix will improve
Immediately, once spec writing is

no longer encouraged by produ-

cers.

Basically, the root of all TV
evils is money, he emphasized.

“One of the chief reasons for the

poor program material on the air

today is poor money. Not enough
Importance is given to the script,

the all-important factor in a pro-

duction. No matter how good a

performer is, he is judged by his

material. I would like to see a

greater realization of the import-

ance of the writer’s contribution.

Mathematics

“Many times a’ new TV package
comes into being with an idea, an
agency, a star, and so on. After it’s

all wrapped up, they bring in a

writer and pay him $550 a script.

NBC Prtfidtnt

3* I** (Pat) Weaver
hot his own

Credo in Broadcasting

Tomorrow
* .0 *

• bright editorial feature In the

48th Anniversary Number
of

UAKIETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

Of Station Beefs
* •

Hassle between stations and vid-

pix producers,over proper delivery

of material is causing a serious

rift. Station execs have accused
agencies and producers of being a

“constant source of annoyance" by
getting programs and ads into the

mails with only hours to spare.

Seeking out the late arriving

films, etc., proves both time con-

suming and costly, and drastic

steps have been suggested to force

shippers to either come across

with time to spare or face the con-
sequences.

Tom Flanagan, head of the Sta-
tion Reps Assn., recommended to

BBD&O’s Closed-Circuit

j&perimental Tintpk
BBD&O will conduct closed-cir-

cuit experimental showings of
color film on Jan. 14. Agency has
been quietly investigating all

phases of tint film for its clients,

and the initial reaction of the
agency is that there’s quite a bit

of research still to be done before
color film on TV will be completely
-acceptable.
- Initial showing ’will comprise, a
special reel of 16m- reduced foot-

age comprising Technicolor opti:

cal prints made on the Coast and
Kodachrome reverse prints turned
out in N. Y. Agency is also study-
ing the video tape picture closely.

‘PM’ Telepix
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Hunt Stromberg, veteran .picture
producer, is moving into television
to film a series of dramatic subjects
titled “Pitfall." Stories will deal
with juvenile delinquency and
Stromberg has acquired space at
General Service studio where the
cameras turn on the first half-hour
vidpic early next month.
Each story will have a basis in

fact, with material to be made
available by law enforcement
agencies around thj country. Most
of the films will be shot on the
location where the actual delin-
quency occurred. Series will be
syndicated

.
for individual market

sales.

or little more than 2°^ of the
; all member outlets who suffer

budget. So the man who gets less (from siow deliveries to warn ad
out of it than anyone else has to

be responsible for what makes or
agencies and producers that if they
do not conform with paragraph

breaks the show. Is this equitable? i eight of standard contract for spot
Does this sort of a setup make a

: telecasting as outlined by Araeri-
man do his best work?

;
an Assn, of Advertising Agencies,

“No writer turns out a bad “substitute material” will be pro-
script deliberately. But if the
writer has a percentage or pro-
priety interest he would pour his

heart out to make the show the
best possible. Wouldn’t it be good
business to cut in the writer, and
give him a status wherein he felt

he had a real responsibility?

vided.

If within 72 hours of airtime
the films are not received, Flana-
gan indicates that outlets which
use substitutions are entitled to
protection under the standard con-

[

tract. The SRA chief feels however
, . . , . •

that threat of enforcement of para-
Waters should be consulted a

;
graph eight will eliminate the need

lot sooner, particularly on new se-'
,

for drastic station action, since
nes. The theory is that a program

j most agencies will produce the
Is elevated above the ordinary by 1

its uniqueness, its originality., and
what its creative writer brings to

ABC-TV SETS CAST

FOR JOEGREY SHOW
Much delayed Joel Grey kinnie

will be shot Jan. 10, with a live-

audience preview the day .before’.

Cast for the audition, which will
carry over, into the regular show,
has been filled, with Bibi Oster-
wald, Jo Sullivan and Kenny Del-
mar set for key roles.

ABC-TV eastern program chief
Bob Lewine is producing, with
Perry Lafferty directing and Bud
Grossman scripting. Herb Ross is

doing the choreography, while
Larry Holofcener and Jerry Boch
are providing the special material.

material.

‘The AAAA standard contract

it. Therefore, does it make sense
( d ,h

pp agencies

to exclude the creative, writer from
; ri_hf in lu
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.
rt t^ieir

the process of creation? Why not I j*L \^
emse ^ves unr

call the writer in the planning
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stages and use his creative abilities
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and thinking, instead of confining
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the planning to a large extent to I stations ’’

C contrac* W^1C^ protects

non-creative groups, as is done ,

s ’

presently?
j

How wide malpractice in ship-

“Television is moving into the ‘ SSrtain

*

S has
.

n
.

ot
£
een

area of the creative team. If you
! h

complaints have
have a pood show, it’s a combina- ,

on
, f

evera ^ occa-

tion of elements, with creativeness
;

unng the last few months,

all-essential. A greater area of
sharing of responsibility is needed
for the writer. Philco Playhouse
plugs writers in. its ads as well as
on the air. They have recognized
the importance of the writer to T t « ; * „ a m 1 • • ^
their programs. We don’t want top _ ^

n 1 * e d Television Programs
billing, but we do feel we ought 1

(j °t*iam v.p. Aaron Beckwith
to share a responsibility for v\hat| P^aned to the Coast Monday night
Is seen on the screen.”

Dans Cop TV Fibs

In Record Flight to UJS.
Films-for-video of ah internation-

al sports event are being carried
oyer perhaps the longest route in
history as result of the current
Davis Cup challenge round
matches in Melbourne. Tennis
classic Down Under was unfolded
beginning Monday (28) and winds
up today (Wed.). NBC-TV has the
exclusive via Paul Talbot, prexy of
Fremantle Overseas Radio, pack-
agers-importers-exporters of AM &
TV shows.

After the daily playoffs, a special
plane flies the celluloid from Mel-
bourne to Sydney and from there
transshipped to airlines bound for
San Francisco. Complex flight set-
up involves BCPA, Canadian Pa-
cific and Pan American. Clips are
being shown on “Camel News
Caravan" for three days beginning
today (Wed.) and on "Today"
Thursday and Friday,

GEO. HAIGHT JOINS

(28) for a week of huddles with
homeoffice toppers Jack Gross and
Phil Krasne . . . Television Pro-

I
grams of America threw a party at

4 CTAD AQ DDAIUIPED I

the Waldor£ yesterday (Tues.) for
-JlfUV A3 rftUJJUUSKj Edward Arnold in conjunction with

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
j

launching of TPA’s vidpix series

George Haight, vet theatrical hosted by Arnold, “Your Star
film producer, is joining Four Star

;

Showcase" . . . Ella Raines vaca-
Productions as producer, after

j
tioning in Sun Valley with her

Singers renewal of Four Star
; family for three weeks before re-

PIayhou.se’ for 13 weeks. Warren
j

suming shooting of “Janet Dean
Lewis, associate producer on .the

j
Registered Nurse," iri which, she

series, is exiting to produce Don ‘ stars . . . Radio-TV actress Anne
Sharpe’s upcoming “Night Beat" 1

Diamond dubbed the voice of Syl-
series starring Frank Lovejoy. !

vano Mangano in "Lure of the

Haight formerly was a producer S' ThII.?ri
ly pIaying the New

at Metro, RKO and for Sam Gold- i nu^bin?1

?^

1

fim
ZZ°™ar C°rp *

wyn. He joins the comnanv be- via ^^industria!

and
S

Dirk
V
prtJUiy

en> <
f
ha

*'i
es

i

hy Animated Productions, withand Dick Powell are too busy with
;

most of the footage having beenother commitments to continue taken by Dr. Frank G. Back,
functioning as producer-stars. Zoomar prexy.

Shoe-Stringers Clipped
A little-noticed but inevit-

able development in vidpix
the past year was the weeding
out of the shoe-stringer, the
guy who promoted a few
bucks, made a fast pilot, and
thus was a TV producer. Un-
til the rent came due, that- is.

Not only were the seers of
Madison Avenue fed up with
this type of promoter; opera-
tors of the indie rental lots,
who a few years ago would
rent to anybody, were increas-
ingly reluctant to rent the val-
ued space to anyone unless
they had a pretty solid hunk
of that graen’-stuff.

Coast thinking is that the
present number of approxi-
mately 40 vidpix companies
may be lessened this coming
year, not through a downbeat
in production, but via consoli-
dation of companies, with less
companies making* more tele-
pictures. It’s felt this would
be more feasible economical-
ly, and that it would bring
upped quality.

Following is the full text -on

color films from transcript of the

first “Workshop on Color Televi-

sion** held by Radio and Television

Executives Society in a N.Y, studio

of ABC, Principal speaker repre-

senting. NBC in this phase was
Stan Parian, the web's color con-

sultant in film, who presented the

subject followed by a question-am

swer session, with overall discus-

sion led by Barry Wood, NBC's
exec producer on color TV. *

By STAN PARLAN

NBC is keenly aware of the im-

portance of color film to the suc-

cessful growth of commercial color

television on both a network and a

local station level. Intensive re-

search and development work on
the electronic color film system
has been going on for a consider-

able time. Electronic improve-
ments which will increase its

ability to accept a greater latitude

in the film being transmitted are
constantly being introduced into,

the system. The ultimate goal is

to develop the color television film
system to such a state of perfec-

tion that it can accurately repro-

duce not only the color films to

be made for television but also all

the color films presently in exist-

ence which were made for other
purposes.

The results achieved from, color
.film transmissions at the present
I time have been most gratifying.

The electronic color film system is

capable of transmitting with con-
siderable fidelity ail the colors
and hues of the film spectrum.

Since we are working with a
product which has already been
made, the excellence of the color
film being projected is of prime
importance. It follows that the
ability of the system to transmit
a highly acceptable color picture is

in direct proportion to how well
the film has been .made from a
color standpoint.
After a recent color film demon-

stration an agency head aptly
summed it up when he said to me

:

“Now l know that if we’ve got it

on the film you 'fellows can' repro-
duce it." As a sidelight on this,

neither of the two 10-minute color
films used In the demonstration
had been made for television.

On Question of Quality

The deciding factor on how
good a color film is going to look
on television or any other medium
actually takes place on the original
set when the camera starts run-
ning. If the original lighting,
camerawork, and color harmony
are not performed in a profes-
sional manner, then no degree of
perfection on the part of the labo-
ratories in the processing nor
the color television system will
make the film look good. I stress
this because many of the films
which are sent to us to view leave
a great deal to be desired from a
color quality standpoint when
screened on direct projection.
Although each film presents its

own specific problems, I would like
to offer some general suggestions
on the making of color films for
television! Use flat lighting with
plenty of fill light in the shadow
areas. Avoid large dark areas in
the scene. Use plenty of closeups
and avoid sustained long shots. The
color system is extremely effective
on closeups.
Use complementary colors in

achieving color harmony and posi-
tive color separation between fore-
ground' objects and their back-
grounds.. The color print for broad-
cast

^
should have a relatively low

maximum density to achieve what
might be described as a rather
“light" or “thin" print.

Since this is a compatible sys-
tem, and there are over 25,000,000
black and white receivers through-
out the country, the quality of the
picture as seen on a black and
white receiver from a color film
transmission is of great impor-
tance. We have found that the
system produces an excellent black
and white picture. This is due to
a better gray scale rendition from
color film because the electronic
system weighs colors just as the
eye does. As a result each color
and hue becomes its own particu-
lar shade of gray when seen on a
black and white receiver.
In order to achieve a truly effi- 1

cient means ofjspkw.film transmis-
sion; tt Was fbqnd desirable to
develop complete new types of
projection equipment. Research
and development work on proiec-
tors which ,are a -radical departure
from those ;we tiare presently fa-
miliar with has been going on atRCA and other .companies in thi*
field. The building of prototype
models is 4 time-consuming opera-
tion which is taking considerably
longer than originally anticipated,
but in the final analysis the entire
industry will benefit immeasurably
from this development work. Out
of it will evolve a film projector
capable of reproducing color film
with maximum' efficiency.

At NBC we presently have in
operation, a 16m fast pulldown
projector utilizing the flying spot
scanner .which might be described
as an electronic means of scanning
the film, We have been awaiting
deliyery of two different 35m con-
tinuous motion projectors, both of
which incorporate the flying spot
scanner. Also in the development
stage is a color film projection sys-
tem which utilizes three vidicon
tubes in association with standard
35 or 16 B&W projectors.

On The Use of 35m Film
In filming color commercials

there are a number of reasons
which make it desirable to shoot
in a 35m color film process. They
are:

1. The superior quality of both the
picture and the sound.

2. The greater color control which
can be exercised in the labora-
tory processing and printing.

3; The majority of color film com-
mercials used for network
broadcasting will be on 35m
film.

4. 16m reduction color prints for
local station use can readily be
made from the original 35m ma-
terial.

5. 35m black and white prints can
easily be made from the original
color material. These can be
used on corrent black and white
programs, enabling immediate
amortization of the production
cost.

At NBC we have no secrets about
color. The latest information and
developments in this field are
available to you at all times. It

is our desire to cooperate in every
possible maimer because we know
that successful color television is

a cooperative enterprise.

Question-Answer Session

Q: Is there a stable 16m print
method available at this moment?
In other words, can you take a
known 35 and make a stable 16?
An agency has shot it in 35 and
wants a 16 to send out to Seattle

—

is there a stable system known at

the moment?
PARLAN: Yes, as a matter of fact

there are a number of systems.
When you start asking is there a
stable system it comes down to a

personal thing—what have your
experiences befen? NBC has boon
producing “Inner Sanctum"
through Hi Brown. One day at Hie
end of the regular black and while
shooting some 35m color negative
was put Into the camera and the

proper color temperature was
achieved; and they did some close-

up and medium closeup work on
one of the actresses on the sot.

This film was then processed and
the 35m color print was made and
a 16m reduction color print was
made from the 35m negative.

Good Quality on 16
We looked at that yesterday on

direct screening; we looked at the

35;. we looked at the 16. The qual-

ity of the 16 was not only stable,

it was excellent. The quality of

the 16 on the system was excellent.

In other words, this particular sys-

tem, which happens to be the East-

man 35 negative-positive system,

was capable of achieving a very

satisfactory 16m reduction print.

Now that does nbt mean that the

35m color print was. not superior.

I]t was. ThOre was no reason to put

sound on it but the sound if put

on the 35m print would have a

much superior sound quality to the

16.

In all fairness -let me say that

this printing reduction work vms'

done in the laboratories of East-

man-Kodak in Rochester. I am not

attempting to imply that you can

(Continued on page 30)
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H’WOOD VIDPIX
Par’s 850G Boy of Old Warner

Hollywood, Dec; 29.

Paramount enters the ranks of

mafor vidpix producers yia the

purchase last week of Warners'

Subset lot for a sum said to be

fround $850,000. While the official

announcement said the 10-acre site

purchased as the new home of

Par’s channel, KTLA, it’s known

feiepix will be shot at the studio,

whe?e talkies and sound plx were

born. . .

pflr vd. Paul Raibourn, who is

m-exy of Par Television, said some

time ago that the studio planned

separate quarters for its vidpix op-

eration And KTLA general man-

aeer Klaus Landsberg, in com-

menting on the deal, said ‘ These

facilities will permit a program of

expansion not only locally, but for

production Plans for Vitapix and

other stations around the country.

KTLA recently became affiliated

With Vitapix, non- co- operative

venture in which 35 stations par-

ticipate, and it was made known
then that the channel would tele-

film its leading shows for national

distribution. KTLA will move into

the new quarters early next year.

Y. Frank Freeman, Par studio

chief, and E. L. DePatie of Warn-
ers conducted the negotiations.

Warners’ Sunset lot has been on

the block for some time, and its

price tag was originally $1,250,000.

Par has agreed to make a por-

tion of the 10-aere property avail-

able to the Motion Picture Relief

Fund for its contemplated Motion
Picture Museum. Prexy Jean Her-
sholt of MPRF announced that the
board of directors had approved
taking over the Hollywood Histo-

rama display. All studios have

,
pledged to support the Relief Fund
museum via the contribution of

properties and other memorabilia.
Projected museum will be in the
building at the corner of Sunset
and Van Ness.

Sale includes all the buildings
on the site. Under terms of the
deal, one building now occupied
by Warner Bros. Cartoons, Inc., is

being leased back to the cartoonery
by Par for a five-year period.
Par prexy Barney Balaban an-

nounced Par will immediately be-
gin making structural changes so
that KTLA will have the most
modern facilities for programming
in black and white and in color.

Koenig’s lipped Status
Edward L. Koenig Jr. has been

upped from general sales manager
to v.p. in charge of sales and. ad-
vertising for Vitapix Corp., the
station-owned vidpix distributing
outfit.

Prior to joining Vitapix, Koenig
was an account exec at the BBD&O
and Young & Rubicam agencies.

UTP Baking Dough

On 'Ranger’Vidpix;

Set

Gibbs Sets Telepic

Pilot on 'Shadow’
John Gibbs packaging house has

acquired rights to “The Shadow”
from the Street & Smith magazine
chain and will film 'a pilot in New
York next month. Gibbs is dick-
ering with a national sponsor now,
with the deal to be closed as soon
as the pilot is completed. Deal was
negotiated by v.p. Willson (Bill)
iuttle, who recently joined the out-
nt after a term as president of
-United Television Programs.

Production details aren’t set yet,-
out pilot script has been written by
{^eter Barry. New format will have
uamont Cranston (the Shadow) as

cc
?
nsu!ting criminologist, and

jeiepic will use optical tricks in the
oisappeanng act. Casting and se-

<?tnri°
n Producer, director and

studio site haven’t been set yet,
JHth pilot due to roll in late Jan-

United Television Programs last

week wrapped up its second big
regional deal on its Roland Reed-
produced science-fictioner, “Rocky
Jones, Space Ranger.” ’ Buyer is

Gordon Baking Co., which is drop-
ping the live “Rootie Kazootie” on
four ABC-TV o&o’s (it’s staying
with the puppet show in N.Y., on
WABC-TV) to make room for the
vidpix series. Gordon, via N. W.
Ayer, has picked up five markets
and has options on more.
Under the deal, which was set

by UTP’s N,Y. veep, Aaron Beck-
with, Gordon will sponsor the
spacer in N.Y., Chicago (WBKBv,
Detroit (WXYZ), Toledo and South
Bend. It’s a 26-week buy, with op-
tions on further episodes as they
are produced (there are only 26 in

the can). All told, Gordon is laying
out $250,000 in the live-to-film pro-
gramming switch.

In line with a growing trend to-

ward merchandising of vidpix.

Gordon and Beckwith set .a deal
with Fortune Merchandising prexy
Leonard Shane under which For-
tune will set up a complete cam-
paign, including endorsements,
premiums and use of the Rocky
Jones character for wrappers and
other point of sale promotion. Ad-
ditionally, UTP is shooting a series

of color commercials on the Coast
next Monday (.4) for Gordon, utiliz-

ing the cast of the show.
First regional deal on the series

was also with a baking outfit, John-
son Biscuit Co., which picked up
eight midwest markets, with op-

tions on six more.

FACILITIES POSE

PROBLEM ini
By DAVE KAUFMAN

Hollywood, Dec. 29,

Indie studio space has tightened
up for Hollywood vidpix producers
at year’s end, with all signs point-

ing to space shortage as a distinct

possibility in 1954, the result of the
natural growth of the telefilm in-

dustry.

Indicative of the shape of things
to come was the absorption of

Eagle-Lion studios, a leading indie

rental lot for vidpix producers, by
a new syndicate comprised of

financiers, oil men and telepix ex-

ecs. As Eagle-Lion thus became
First National studios, it appeared
inevitable that the squeeze was
really on for space.

While there is some room left

at the indies at year’s end, a sea-

sonal production slump accounted
for that; Hal Roach Jr., for exam-
ple, ,is planning to gear several se-

ries in 1954, and this will take up
most of the facilities of his plant,

one of the largest in filmtown.

General Service is operating at

close to 90% capacity; Motion Pic-

ture Center is closer to 100%; Cali-

fornia Studios is running at near
capacity. RKO Pathe’s space is

contingent on the amount of the-

atrical film production, and the
tendency on the part of most vid-

pix producers is to veer to lots

emphasizing TV, so that they don’t

take a backseat to the film pro-

ducers on production facility pri-

orities.

Republic, too, while renting to

vidpix producers, is geared chiefly

to theatrical films, although there

has been a steady encroachment by
teevee the past year. The same is

true of Samufel Goldwyn studios.

Screen Gems operates at its par-

ent plant, Columbia Pictures; Mark
VII is at the Walt Disney lot; Gene
Autry built his own studio. Kling
studios of Chicago moved onto the

Charles Chaplin lot in December.

The possibility of a space short-

age at the studios was not due to

any particularly outstanding up-
swing in production. Rather, it was
a cumulative development, stem-
ming not only from a gradual up
beat on the production side, but

also from a general
.
stabilizing of

the industry.

Some close to the telepicture de-

scribed as the outstanding devel-

opments of 1953 the entrance into

telepix on a huge scale of financing

(Continued on page 31)

AD Ziv Shows Now Shooting In

B&W, Color; Others FoDow Suit

‘Oakley’s’ Skip Coin
Some 10 stations carrying the

“Annie Oakley” vidfilm series on

alternate weeks for Canada Dry

have sold the alternate-week spon-

sorship locally, CBS Film Sales

general sales chief Wilbur S. Ed-

wards reported last week.
N
Under

the Canada Dry deal for national

spot sponsorship of the series, local

sponsors can fill in on the skipped

week.

Show has been sold locally in

San Francisco, Dallas, Los Angeles,

Baltimore, Amarillo, Seattle, Phoe-

nix, Minneapolis, San Diego and
Washington.

What’s Happened

Vidpix Promises?
Industryites back from Europe

say “what's all the shouting about

* Vidpix hesitancy over the use
of color, much in evidence over the
past few months, has all but dis-

appeared, with the only thing cur-

rently holding back tint production
in some cases the question of tim-
ing. Despite the lack of standards
for tele reproduction of tintfilm,

most vidpix producers are either
testing or already shooting in color
for the time when enough sets are
in circulation to make distribution
of the tint prints feasible,

Leading the color pack is Ziv,
with in one case a five-year lead.

All the firm's top syndicated prop-
erties with the exception of “I Led
Three Lives” and “The Unexpect-
ed” are in tint, and “Cisco Kid"
has been shot in color for the past
five years. “Cisco.” “Favorite
Story” and “Boston Bladtie” were
shot in color only, with release
prints black and white reductions
of the tint negatives. Ziv will- shoot
all new product in both b&w and
color, since it’s found that b&w
prints made from, color negatives
in some cases don’t have enough
contrast and sharpness. Ziv color
lineup also includes twocnew prop-
erties soon to be shot on the Coast,
presumably “Mr. District Attorney"
and "Meet Corliss Archer.”
Motion Pictures for Television is

shooting "Duffy’s Tavern” ii\ tint,

and plans to shoot “Janet Dean"
and “Paris Precinct" in color, with

on filming of telepix abroad? the tint tag designated for all fu-

Everybody talks about making tele-
j or’toThe^firs^time'' vTth

““
new

films in Europe but with a couple
j

cycle of “Liberace” films starting
of notable exceptions you could

look far and wide these days with-

out seeing any action. That goes

for Paris, London, Rome or other

capitals."

The Douglas Fairbanks vidpix

series, for example, has called it

quits after 39. The job now is to

recoup on the initial close-to-

$1,000,000 investment. Fairbanks

reportedly is making his own deal

with Rheingold for continuing the

commercials, for which he report-

edly received $5,000 per film in

the initial 39 batch. .

“Foreign Intrigue” is taking a

sabbatical, with a flock already in

the can.

“Flash Gordon’’ has sealed the

can on the initial series and is

laying off.

Practically everybody and his

brother in the U. S. vidpix sweep-

stakes has laid claims to upcoming
made-in-Europe vidpix. Few' of

them get beyond the talking stage.

Bofi Sarnoff Taps Stern

Dee°nf
e ^arnoff, new fexec vee-

Stern
f

a
^’ h

,

as tapped Alfred R.
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wSS“§Stlve posts with United

was fnr
Fl and RKO Pictures,

tional Theatre
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^
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erican Na
,

inner
Aneatre & Academy, and

sistani
1 post was a staff as

ed thp ^ ^moff when latter head- web’s Film Division.

yearc a
30lned NBC about threeaeais ago.

early next month. Guild is also
running tests to determine which
of its other product can be con-
verted to tint. Gene Autry’s Flying
“A” Productions is currently using
the tint treatment on “Death Val-
ley Days,” which it films for Borax.

Other top syndicators are all
planning the use of tint, but with
reservations as to timing. Feeling
among many is that by the time
tint is ready, the films currently
in production W'ill have run their
course (third and fourth run* and
that they’ll be useless even in tint.
Problem in syndicated film is that
all shows must originate from tha
local station, and it costs on the
average about $150,000 to install
color film originating equipment.
Feeling is that the local stations
won’t be ready to invest that kind
of coin until colorset circulation
is way up. and that’s years off.

Consequently, they feel there’s
plenty of time. Screen Gems, for
example, has been making color
film for industrial pix and for com-
mercials, but it won’t convert
“Ford Theatre” and other shows to
tint for some time. Firm feels it’s

ready to convert at any time, since
as a Columbia subsid it’s got all

the color equipment, technicians
and knowhow it needs, but insists

!
the time isn’t ripe.

New Distrib Deal
Hollywood. Dec. 29.

Stuart Reynolds, president of
Sovereign Productions, Inc., and
Stuart Reynolds Productions, an-
nounced this week that a deal has
been completed with Milton Gor-
don, president of Television Pro-
grams of America, whereby the
latter takes olVer the distribution
of the series of films known as
Sovereign Theater.”
Unusual feature of the contract

allows Reynolds to retain the right
to sell the films, jointly with TPA.
The Sovereign films consist of 52
half-hour dramas originally pro-
duced as the “General Electric
Theater” and “Jeweler’s Show-
case” for Hamilton Watch Co.

.
Reynolds also disclosed that

Stuart Reynolds Productions is in-

augurating production on new se-
ries of video films for other clients

in addition to those for whom Sov-
ereign has been filming. Final
stages of negotiations are being
concluded with new sponsors.
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• pepsi-col\ playhouse
Prances Rafferty’s finely etched

performance of a ballerina recov-

ering from a nervous breakdown,
only to be hounded by her former
partner to return lor fame she

doesn’t want, dominates this enter-

taining Pepsi. Miss Rafferty in-

jects pathos and poignancy into

the characterization.

When she escapes her ex-part*

ner at a wayside bus stand, she

gets a job as waitress, and it’s soon
true love for the femme and her
boss. But the heavy-partner re-

turns, talks the dancing doll into

a comeback. She gives one final

performance; in the meantime her
b.f. has laid the heavy low offstage

in a fight. And she ankles off with

her love.
. ,

'

. ..

Peter Graves, a televet, contrib-

utes a good portrayal of the b.f.

Rick Jason is too slinky and stet as

the heavy, while Tol Avery is fine

in support
'

.

John English direction keeps it

traveling at an even pace, and his

handling of Miss Rafferty’s char-

acterization is particularly good.

The Lawrence Kimble story holds

interest. ^ ,

Daktt.

HoByWood, Dec. 29.
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Motion 'Picture Center: HOt 9-396V .

Casting: Ruth -Burch, King Coats _
Now shooting “The Bay Bulger Show*

30 half-hour films for ABC-TV.
Cast: Ray Bplgir, Allyn Joslyn, Richard

Erdmeft Claire
Sylvia Lewis, I

producer: Jerry Jlresler
Dlfeetdr: Sidney Lanfield
Camera: Lester Shorr
Writer: William Bowera
Asst. Director; James Nicholson
Prod. Mgr-: Argyle Nelson
Music: Herbert Spencer, Earle Hagen
Film Editor: Marsh Hendry

of America" REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Republic Studios: SU. 94894

Casting: Rob Walker
Producer: Revue Production*

Wednesday, December 30, 1953
r» . . _

state a championship can’t be lost
via an foul).

"

. JUfmg, remorselnl over Graves*
blindness, meets the ex-pug n0t.
tag as a. newspaperman who’ once
covered his tights. He iea?S
Graves Ip no way blames him for
what happened, and it develops
the blindness came not from fight

Now -shooting
r'Cavalegde of

0 half-hour films' for Dnpont.
Producer; Armand Schaefer
Prod. Mgr.: Glenn Cook .

„ „ .

Directors: George Archainbaud and Sid* production Manager: Carl F. Hlocke „„«««««, AnmA .

ney Saikow Art Director: Martin obzin* ipeDiinaness came notfrom fight-
. . Film Editor: Tony Wollner * Editorial Supervisor: Richard Currier tag, but from a Childhood iniurv

gar, Allyn Joslyn, Richard ><Death Valley Days" 13 half-hour film* Camera: Clark Ramsey, Gilbert Warren- Graves needs $1,000 for an nn»
ra Dubray, Frantss Karath, fr Paclfic coast Boras now In prepara- ton ^ . ation to restore his cioht

Uper
T

, Batty Lynn tlon. Asst. Director: Willard Sheldon, Jai^ea *~u
ght

’ an<*-
‘ Hogan ‘ Young, picks up the tab, a much-

Klt Carson, City Detective, Chevron, relieved chjrhp after learning he
Pride of the FamUy, and Pepsi-Cola ae- wasn’t to blame for the sightless,
ries preparing. ness. The socko fight sequence is a

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS' £
la

*
sSb®c?’ recalls

. hUf
^Hai Roach studios: TE. o-27fli battle sdme foilr years previously

Casting: Ruth Burch, Pat Harris with Graves. Itfs so well done itNow shooting 26 half-hour films of gives the impresh you’re at the
"The Life of Riley” for NBC. ririetddn ' of an actual fieht
Cast: William Bendlx, Marlorla Raynolds, ringsme W Bn actual ngnt.

Tom tTAndraa, Gloria -Blondallf Lugano Young and Graves contribute
Sandora, WOslay Morgan. • *

Prod.: Tom McKnight
Director: Abby Berlin
Prod. Sup.: Sidney S. Van Keuren

GROSS-KRASNE, INC,
California Studios: HO. 9-8321

Casting: Lynn Stalmastor
Will resume "Big Town" aeries of half-

hour telepift co-starring Pat McVey as

Steve WUson and Beverly Tyler as Lore-

lei.
: and "Lone Wolf" series starring

Louis Hayward in Jan.
Producers: Jack Gross, Philip Krasne
Directors: Sidney Saikow, George Wagg-

ner, Bernard Girard, Jim Whelan

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios: HO. 3-3106

Castings Ruth Burch
^Now shooting "Private Secretary tele* Assoc. Prod.: Marshall Grant

plx series. Gamers: Fred Gately
Cast: Ann Southern, Don .Porter Production Coordinator: Ben Pivar
Producer: Jack Chertok .

Director: Christian Nyby IOHN GUEDEL PRODUCTIONS Camera: Luden Andrlot
Camera: Robert Plttack 8321Beverly Blvd Art Director: McClure Capps _ _ ,

Asst, director: Lester Guthrie YO 6291 Film Editors: Frank Baldridge, Ed Wil
Art director: Howard Campbell Shooting 52 15-min. films of "Link- ’ Hams
Supervisor of production: Harry H. Poppe amj y,e lu^ia" at KTTV every Sat- Asst. Director: Ivan Volkman

urdav
Starring: Art Llnkletter and five kids ROLAND REED PROD.
Prod.:. Maxwell Sbane Hal Roach Studio: TE. 0-2761

Assoc. Prod.: Irvin Atkina Casting: Bill Tlnsman
To resume shooting Jan. 11 of 26

extremely good' performances in

|

-the more important roles, while
Harry Harvey. Sr, (a fight manager)
and Helen Mowery (Graves’ sis)

are good in support. Daku.

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
9028 Sunset Blvd.: BR 2-2771

Eagle-Lion Studios: HO 2-2286

Casting: Malory McKay
Now preparing to shoot 6 half-hour

teleplx for G E Theatre starting Jan.

llth.
Producer-Director: Frank Wisbar
Assoc. Prod.: Sidney Smith
Camera: Ben Kline
Asst. Director.: Murray Vaccarino
Film Editor; Holbrook Jodd

PEPSI COLA PLAYHOUSE
Pepsi hits the spot with this

miller about an -average business-
man who getB mixed up in not-so-

I

average happenings, most of them

™r W*W*1"W hall-hour SKLEWISLOR ENTERPRISES, INC. advent
(

rj
||
JLpi

Cr9Mt #a„y M#ntfl„d, of a gaming casino. Despite the
Scotty Backatt, Bobby Lydeiv Maurice fact , there isn’t a single sympathe-— tic character,. interest builds stead-

RKO Pnthfe Studio: TE. 0-2931

Casting: Ruth Burch, Pat Harris .. - _ ,

Now shooting series of 35 "Letters To c***» Meredith

Loretta" half-hour dramas starring Lo- 1 Producer: Roland Reed

FIRESIDE THEATRE
It’s "practically Christmas” on

-most telepix this past
t
week but it

serves more practical purposes for

the producers. This roll of film can

be put away and reprised for many
yule times to come. The theme is

ageless and this one is good enough
to be replayed whenever St. Nick
makes his rounds.

The spirit of the piece hits a low
registerain mood and pathos when
the merrie. ides descend on a poor
Italian family, a brood of five and
a fifth on the way. There’s no
money for other than the bare
necessities and the head of the

hotise decrees that there shall be
no observance of the day, that it’s

but a scheme to take money away
from people.

But the mother has different

ideas and hits on a scheme to

scrape together enough money to

buy the kids gifts. Instead of

summoning a doctor for the de-

livery, which will cost. $50, she
calls' in a midwife, .whose fee is

$20. With the money saved she
spreads cheer through the house
and the master softens when the
wails of the new-born completely
changes his attitude.

Anthony Caruso departs from
his heavy roles to essay the hard-
hearted papa and makes the part
convincing. Renata Vanni as the
mother invests it with sympathy
and warmth. Best of the youngsters
is Peter Reynolds. Frank Wisbar’s
direction moves with even stride.

Helm.

JOAN DAVIS PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios: HO. 7-3111

Casting: P. J. Wolfson
Now shooting "I Married Joan” series Film Editor: Joe • Dervin

retta Young,
Exec. Producer: Tom Lewis
Producer: Mathew Rapf
Director: Robert Florey
Camera: Norbert Brodlne
Story Editor: Ruth Roberta

of half-hour comedy situation teleplx.

Cast: Jooen Davis, Jim Backus
Producer: P. J. Wolfson
Associate Producer: A1 Simon
Director: John Rich
Camera: Hal Mohr
Film Editor: Bob Stafford

Production Manager: Johnny London
Asst. Director: John Pommer
Art Director: Ralph Berger ,

Music Director: Harry Lubin

LOVETON-SCHUBERT PROD,
Goldwyn Studios: HO. 7-5111

. _ Casting: Ralph Acton
DENMAC PRODUCTIONS Now shooting "Topper" aeries of half-

General Service Studios hour telepix.
HO. 7-3111 Cast: Anno Jeffreys, Robert Starling, Lae

Now shooting 40 half-hour telpix series Patrick, Lao. G. Carroll
of "Dennis Day Show” for RCA Victor. Producer: John W. Loveton
Cast: Dennis Day. Cliff Arquette, Carol Director: Lew Landers

Richards, Jeri-Lou Camera: Gert Anderson
Producer; Dennis Day Art Director: Arthur Lonergan
Assoc. Prod.: John McNulty Film Editor: Tholen Gladden
Director: Rod Amateau Asst. Director: Bill Kissel
Camera: Ellsworth Fredericks Production Manager: Herb Stewart
Tech. Director: Sherman Harris

Assoc. Prod.: Guy V. Thayer Jr.

Director: Hollingsworth Mprse
Camerri: Walter Strenge
Art .

Director: McClure Capps
Asst. Director: Dick Moder
Film Editor:- Boy Luby
Prod" Mgr.: Dick L'Estrange
Now shooting !‘My Little Mangle.'

half-hour films for Scott Paper Co.
Cast: Gale Storm, Charles Farrell
Asaoc. Prod.; Gug V. Thayer
Producer: Hal Roach Jr.
Director; Hal Yates
Camera: Walter Strenge

SCREEN GEMS
1334 N. Beachwood Dr.: HO. 2-3111
Now preparing "Taming

Shrewd" for Ford Theatre.
Producer: Irving Starr
Prod. Exec.: Fred Briskln
Writer: Mary C. McCall Jr.

of

JACK DENOVE PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

Goldwyn Studios: HO 7-5111

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: HO. 7-6171

Casting: Talent Assoc.
Now shooting two GE Theatre tele

films.

Exec. Prod.: Stuart Reynolds
Assoc. Producer: Joe Sistrom
Camera: Stu Thompson

JOHN W. LOVETON
PRODUCTIONS

HO. 7-5111
Casting: Ralph Acton Prod Mm* • Dick Johnston

Casting: Talent Assoc. Now shooting series of half-hour films gjg: ^tor Lea MitdheUNow shooting a series of “Cavalcade 0f “Mr. and Mrs. North" for Revlon
f.;™rtnTT* v*rit

d* MKcneu

of America" telepix for DuPont. Products.
inrectors, variea

Francis L. Sullivan stars in "Margin starring: Barbara Britton and Richard
For Victory.’
Producer: Jack Denove ^
Director: Arthur Ripley
Camera: Harold Stine
Prod. Mgr.: C. M. Florance
Writer: Arthur Ripley
Asst. Director: Eddie Vernondy

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
Horace Greeley, the man who

told everybody to go west but
never went himself, is herewith
exposed with one of his lesser-

known-sides, great and true friend
of Jefferson Davis who editorial-

ized him out of jail where he was
left to rot by the damyankees. It’s

post bellum history dramatically
told with the force and simplicity
of a Lincoln speech,

a As editor of the N. Y. Tribune,
Greeley waged a relentless cam-
paign to free Davis after the Civil
War. He sought justice rather than
revenge for the president of the
Confederacy and almost sunk the
Trib’s circulation with his attacks.
His rallying cry, “forgive an
enemy” finally was borne to frui-
tion and ole Jeff was sprung from
the pokey. Greeley wanted to quit
the Trib (and maybe go west) but
he was talked out of it ;

Edgar Buchanan gives a moving
performance as Greeley and Fay
Wray’s characterization of Mrs.
Jeff Davis is strong and poignant.
The others are typical period por-
traits. Production of Jack Chertok
is appropriate to the period and
William Thiele’s direction tightly
reined for dramatic affect.

Helm.

DEATH VALLEY DAYS
Vast beds of burning salt were

all that greeted this hardy band of
pioneers. After they left, the
scorched terrain was strewn with
the whitened bones of man and
beast. That’s why it was called
Death Valley, according to this
dramatic document. But “How
Death Valley Got Its Name” is a
story of faith and courage rather
than the lust for gold and as such
is more timely in its presentation
than arresting in its enactment.
The same story has been done a

hundred times for the nation’s
screens but here it ties in windsor-
like with the sponsor’s product
Borax, that’s dug out of the bar-
ren wastes. When half of the wag-

Denning
Producer: John W. Loveton
Directors: Paul Landres. George Blair
Asst. . Director: Bill Reineck
Prod. Mgr.: Herb Stewart
Camera: Stuart Thompson
Art Director: Arthur Lonergan

jly to the dramatic finale.

Lloyd Corrigan, the central fig-

ure, is a conservative, tidy type
horrified when, on an Out-of-town
trek, he spies the firm’s treasurer
rattling tne dice for big stakes.

82 |. Caught in the act, the guy (Jay

Novello) admits he swiped $10,000
in company funds, and used it

gambling to get some coin he
needed. But his luck’s been good,

and he turns the $10,000 over to

Corrigan, still way ahead of the
game. He begs Corrigan not to ex-

the
|
pose him, but the answer isn’t

forthcoming; Corrigan hasn’t quite

decided. Meanwhile,- waiting for

his plane, Corrigan wanders into

the Casino for a quick looksee,

winds up losing the 10G. Desper-
ate, he goes to Novello and gives

him a receipt for the 10G, in re-

turn for Novello’s additional win-

nings. He loses this lettuce, too.

Windup sees him accidentally kill

Novello in a struggle for a gun,

with the cops about to swoop down
on him. Novello, it develops, had
repented and told the gendarmes
all about it.

Corrigan is excellent as the su-

DESILU PROD., INC.
Motion Picture Center: HO. 9-5981

Carting: Mercadas Manxanares

MARK Vn LTD.
Walt Disney Studio: Rockwell 9-2461

STAGE FIVE PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios: HO. 7-3111
Now shooting "The Adventures of „am5 i* ui- „

Ozzle and Harriet" half-hour, comedy percillOUS biz man Who becomes a

series. panicky gambler, and Novello also

Cart: Oula Nalson, Harriet Hilliard Nel- contributes a convincing portrayal,
son, David Nelson, Ricky Nelson, Don as the guy who wins at d ice( apd

Producer-Director: Ozzle Nelson loses away from. the ^ible. Theirs

Writers: Bin Davenport, Don Nelson, Ben are the only roles with any lrn-

Gershman, Ozzle Nelson
Now^shooting -DragnetJ’ serie^. of half-

|
CamerT"WUlfcm ’C MeUor
Asst. ^Director: Dick BremerkampNow shooting “I Love Lucy," 39 half- hour dramas. Jack Webb and Ben Alex

hour films for Philip Morris. ander set leads.
Cast:. Lucille Ball, Dasi Arnaz, Vivian Executive Producer: Stanley Meyer
Vance, William Frawley Producer: Michael Meshekoff

Producer: Jess Oppenheimer Director: Jack Webb
Director: William Asher Production Manager: Sam Ruman
Camera: Karl Freund Camera: Edward Colman
Film Editor: Bud Molin Art Director: Fejld Gray
Now shooting 26 half-hour telepix se- Supervising Film Editor: Robert Leeds

ries of “Our Miss Brooks" for General Music Director: Walter Schumann
Foods.
Cart: Eva Arden, Gala Gordon, Walter THE MC CADDEN CORP.
Grenna, Jane Morgan, Gloria McMtlan General Service Studios: HO. 7-3111

Production Exec.: Larry Berns Casting: Dick Fisher
Director: A1 Lewis “The Burns And Allen Show" series Director: WUliam Witney

- - * -- ... ... i Camera: Bud Thackery

Film Editor: Gerard Wilson
Assoc. Producer: Leo Pepin

STUDIO CITY
TELEVISION PROD.

SU. 3-8807
(Shooting at Republic Studios)

Now shooting series of 52 features of
"Outlaws of the Century” based on the
lives of famous outlaws.
Starring: Jim Davis and Mary 'Castle
Producer: Edward J. White

portance; others are little more
than bits.

Herschel Daugherty’s direction

is fast-paced; so is the teleplay by

Robert Harari and Fenton Earn-

shaw. Daku.

Camera: Karl Freund of half-hour comedy telepix now shoot-
ing. .

D.P.L and MARTERTO PRODS. Cart: George Burns and Gracia Allen,

INCORPORATED Bee Benadaret, Larry Keating, Harry
Motion Picture Center: HO. 9-5981 Von Zell

Casting: Ruth Burch, King Deats Producer: Fred DeCordova
Now shooting “Make Room For Daddy” Associate Producer: A1 Simon

series of half-hour telepix. Director: Fred DeCordova
Cart: Danny Thomas, Jean Hagen, Sherry *2?yip -.

Ta
J
,mira

Jackson, Rusty Hamer and Corky
**’ ~

Producer: Louis F. Edelman
Assoc. Producer: Paul Jacobs
Director: Sheldon Leonard
Asst. Director: James Paisley
Production Manager: Argyle Nelson
Camera: Robert de Grasse
Music: Herbert Spencer. Earle Hagen
Art Director: Ralph Berger
Film Editor; Dan Cahn

TELEMOUNT-MUTUAL
PROD. INC.

Fairbanks Studio: CR. 1-1191
6052 Sunset Blvd.

Now shooting 13 half-hour "Cowboy

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose: WE. 3-9281

Now shooting series of 39 "You Bat
Your Life" half-hour audience-participa-
tion programs starring Groucho Marx at
NBC.
Producer: John Guedel
Production Manager: I. Lindenbaum
Production Supervisor: F. H. Fodor
Directors: Bob Dwan. Bernie Smith
Camera: Virgil Miller
Technical Supervisor: Paul Schmutz, Jr.
Film Editor: Norman Colbert

FLYING “A” PRODS.
6920 Sunset Blvd.: HO. 9-1425

Now shooting “Annie Oakley” 13 half-
hour films for Canada Dry, also 13 for
syndication.
Starring: Gall Davis, Brad Johnson,
Jimmy Hawkins

Exec. Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Robert Walker
Camera: Joe Novak

Weed Sees Advent of

Color TV Stimulating

Spot Biz on Local Level

Advent of color TV will stimu-

late spot advertising in community
markets, according to Joseph J.

Weed, chief of the^station rep out*

G-men" fiims^To-starrhirRussell HaydeS fit, Weed Television. Production

c.^ r. , « ®nd Jackie coogan. costs for hue programs will be
Writers: Sid Dorfman, Harvey Helm, Producer: Henry Donovan thomcplvpe tn making color spots.
Keith Fowler. William Burns Prod. Sup.: Lonnie D'Orsa tneniSelVeS tO making CO O F

Supervising Film Editor: Stanley Frazen Director: Don MacDougaU high enough to force many 10 limn
Camera: Bill Whitley The sparcity of color .program
W
nln"

: BucUey Anceii» Monroe Man- offerings for the next few- years

Asst. Directors: Nate Barragar and Ira Will give stations opportunity to

Webb utilize the contrast between b-w

VIDEO PICTURES INC.
*nd color sp0ts a"d

1515 N. Western: HO. 4-7558 Ce
?Sv,

S
‘ ^ *«, ,nJ

casting: Charles Maxwell "Colored announcements ana
Now shooting "The Hank McCune snots can be used on station

comedy.
36 * '“u“Uon toeaks regartless of whether the

cart: Hank McCune, Henley Stafford, adjacent network, syndicated or

Arthur o Bryan, Thurston Hall, wai- local shows are in color or black

Pro
#
d
r

: viieo'pkS"
V and white. Color will thus be as

Asst. Prod.: Charles Maxwell prominently distributed over a
Di
»
ec}.o™ Le fl Goodwins. Paui GuUfoyle, local station’s TV schedules as

lst
e
Asst. Director^* Bruce Fowler C(>lor ®ds are studded in

camera: Jack MacKenzie ity to black and white printing m
Editor: Frank Sullivan magazines and newspaper supple-

ZIV TV ments. And they’ll stand out like

3255 Clinton st. ; ho. 3-5121 gems,” said Weed. _ ,

casting: Ralph ..winters "The hue and cry over the aa-

Now shooting half-hour Telepix series vent of color” Weed observed,
pich"r!i th. use of

Adolphe Menjou.
Director: Eddie Davis
Camera: Curt Fetters

MERIDIAN PICTURES, INC.
Goldwyn Studios: HO. 7-5111

Casting: Jack Murton
Will resume shooting series of 26 half-

hour films for Playhouse of Stars for
Schlitz In Jan.
Assoc. Prod.: William Self
Director: Roy Kellino
Camera: Russ Harlan
Prod. Mgr.: Ralph W. Nelson
Art Director: Serge Krizman
Film Editor: George Amy
Story: . Buck Houghton

MOTION PICTURES FOR TV
Hal Roach Studios

TE. 02761
Now shooting 26 half-hour comedies

for “Duffy's Tavern" telepix series.
Cast: Ed Gardner, Pattee Chapman, Alan

Read, Jimmy Conlln
Prod.: Hal Roach Jr.
Production Sup.; Manuel Goldstein
Director: Harve Foster
Camera: Lathrop Worth
Art Director: McClure Capps

'

Film Editor: Gene Fowleri’ Jr.
Asst. Directors: Bill Forsyth and Jimmie
Lane

Writers: Larry Rhine, Ben Starr, Morrlss
Freedman, Frank Gill Jr.

story” with I
‘has been mostly over the use

color on network programs, but n

must be remembered that there

cannot be national color TV until

on train despairs of ever reaching
the promised land,

;

the desert cav-
alcade breaks up with' almost dis-

astrous results to the little band
that pushes on. A scout finds a
way out for the entrapped 49’ers
just as the food and water supply
is exhausted and the prayer of the
courageous answered.

Typed to the roles are Brad
Johnson, Kirkley Riley and Phyl-
lis Coates, the latter giving a com-
pelling performance as the heart
interest and motivating a strong
note of jealousy that adds to the
little bands woes. Some of the

scenes directed by Darrell McGow-
an are so realistic as to send one
to tlia .tap or ice box for a fast
quencher. Ruth Woodman’s script
is nominal and the camera shots
impressive with the stark beauty
of the wasteland. Helm.

SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE
OF STARS

Curtis Kenyon’s superlative
story of the fight game couples ac-
tion with pathos, to emerge as one
of the best telepix seen, on this or
any other series. A cohesive, siz-Graves. (It’s explained in that

.. . ,
there’s local color TV. And once

zling drama of the squared circle, stations have color, theyll use it
.1 1 A./ . A I I UVHVaviiw atwv v | V «•

it benefits from very good direc- for spots and local programs avail-

tion by Anthony Jowitt, and some ....
spectacular camera work by Russ
Harlan in fight sequences far
above the average.
On the day of a fight to defend

his championship, Gig Young
meets a pug he once fought. When
lie sees his ex-rival is blind, he’s
certain it’s because of their fight,
in which he accidentally fouled
the other fighter (Peter Graves),
the illegal blow winning for him
when he was losing, as it kayoed

able to national advertisers.

Morton's Switch
Seattle, Dec. 29.

J. Archie Morton has resigned

as general manager of KJR, indl®

station here and has been na^e®

an assistant to president Saul Haas

of KIRO, CBS outlet. .

Maitland Jordan, national sales

manager at KJR, succeeds Morton

as general manager there.
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COUNTER-OFFENSIVE
The four top routtUveekly teevee singers get an unusual treat*

m nt in the latest Trendex, which reveals them luxuriating in

rVishv ratings. At the top of the heap is Ferry Como (CBS) with

n 19 4- followed by Jane Froman (CBS), with 16:7; Eddie Fisher

(NBC) with 14.4, and Dinah Shore (NBC), with 14. Considering

that the NBC entries, with 7:30 p.m. slotting in alternation, are

not part of the heaviest nighttime parade, and that the Columbians

in addition to that are in the fractional 7:45 rotation, the scores

take on the semblance of bigleague status.

The CBS and NBC periods represent perhaps the most carefully

worked out showcasers in the whole TV structure since the com-

petitive element is agreeably missing. The high ratings, incident-

ally appear to testify to the individual styles; each is different

from the other and above and beyond that, each has bridged two

or more “fad"- eras in the vocal sweepstakes (possibly excepting

Fisher, still too young to be judged on that basis, but a potential

in such spread-eagle strength). ,

CBS-TV will have a trio at bat early in '54 when web pactee

Jo Stafford goes into 'one of Miss Froman’s two spots, with Gold

Seal Wax sponsoring. This brings up the complexion of the other

underwriters—Como for Chesterfields, Miss Froman for General

Electric, Fisher for Coca-Cola, and Miss Shore for Chevrolet. So

noncompetitive in these cases, too, that you can take out your

Chewy, with GE headlights, have a Coke and finish it off with

a Chestie. It’s quite a Monday-through-Friday setup from any

•TVievy.

Spot Radio s $135,000,000 ’53 Biz,

Networks Settle for $99;

Since 1948 billings from network*

radio have been .falling off sharply
*

while coin rolling in nationally

from spot time sales has risen

with equal speed, and now at '.53

year’s end, the difference is really

showing—spot time will gross an

estimated $36,000,000 more than

the W'ebs.

Five years ago web coin totaled

$133,000,000 and spot sales figured

for only $104,000,000, but today,

w.ith one going up and the other

down, situations have been re-

versed. Reg Rollinson, director of

advertising relations for the Sta-

tion Reps Assn., figures the webs
will level off and gross the same 1

as in ’52—approximately $99,000,-

000—and that spots will total 8%
more than last year and reach
$133,000,000.

According to Rollinson and his

chief at SRA, Tom Flanagan, webs,
in order to regain some of their
advertisers, began cutting rates
early in ’53. The 30% the affiliates

were receiving from web shows
naturally diminished in actual dol-
lar returns, so to counteract the
webs’ move, they banded together
in the spring to form the All-
Affiliates Committee. Objections to
rate cuts, since the webs picked up
the best time the affiliates had to
offer, were raised. Moreover, a
number of affiliates threatened to
break their bond with the webs
if rate cutting wasn’t -stopped. The
affiliates had their hopes squelched,
however, when their own attorneys
advised them to end the new or-
ganization since it was tantamount
to collusion—according to contract

(Continued on page 30)

Whiting’s TV Strip

Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Margaret Whiting is set to do a

five-times-weekly TV show via

KNXT here, starting Jan. 11. She’ll

sing, emcee and interview celebri-

ties on the show.
Show was set by Jerry Gross and

Norman Baer, N. Y. packagers.

EDICT TO WEBS:

Lux Experiment

On Hour TV Show
Lux Video Theatre, Which has

act its sights on a full hour dra-
matic showcase as replacement for
J-he present 30-minute Coast-orig-
inaung series, will experiment
uh its first full-blown hour long

Production Jan. 28. For the occa-
sion Lux will preempt “Big Town”
ih^°i

a
,

IjCVer Bros, show) with

tu, ,
shares back-to-back

Anursday night time on CBS-TV.
Lux in the meantime is still

f'inirr
113 arounc

l for new network

ch,!l
ies

re
and as the time **

nw #r
off the CBS vide0 web lt

P*
n* 1

m expansion to a full hour.
resent

t

y slotted opposite NBC-
a]r(
J°^ated “Dragnet,” Lux has« '\

or
y
t

ed
.

notice on the net-

the timo
at 11 1S canceBin

fi[ out

son
U
n
WiH give J> Walter Thomp-

other .1L
ce ful1 hour shows (ho

mem i

cail malce that state-

of K r-i r *
so

•
Produces the brace

eases
Televi

^
ion Theatre show-

Columbia Univ.

Bicentennials

AM-TV Hoopla
If New York and many parts of

the nation are not made aware_

of the Bicentennial of Columbia
Univ. all during 1954, it won’t be
the fault of the radio and tele-

vision campaign. In the approach
to the 200th anni, Columbia is

subordinating that milestone in

favor of a wider and more general

sphere which goes under the head-

ing of “Man’s Right to Knowledge
and the Free Use Thereof.” As re-

sult of this universal theme, some
450 school, cultural, labor and
service groups throughout the

world are latching on to the topic

with programs of their own.
The AM-TV drive, under direc-

tion of Leon Levine, veteran net-

work publicist, will emerge from
the hopper as a virtual saturation-

er in public service programming.
From Jan. 3, when British his-

torian Arnold Toynbee delivery the.

opening lecture in a 26-week se-

ries over CBS Radio, to Dec. 26,

when scientist J. Robert Oppen-
heimer winds it up, the AM and

TV air will, be studded with the

(Continued on page 36)

.
The cigaret companies’ counter-

offensive got rolling in full gear
last week. With millions upon mil-

lions of dollars at stake, the ciggie

outfits* and their ad agencies are
taking no chances in the wake of

the stepped-up cancer scare. The
rush for additional stations by the
major ciggie companies with big-

league TV shows has . been keep-
ing the network station clearance
boys operating at feverish peak
these past few days.

Oddly enough only three or four
weeks ago some of the cigaret

sponsors were speaking in ominous
tones of keeping their program
budgets in check and were fran-

tically concerned over cost-per-

thousand returns on their shows.
Today, however, as a sequel to the
cancer notoriety, cost-per-thousand
no longer appears to be the yard-
stick. The major concern is sta-

tion franchises. As one exec at

BBDO, agency on the Lucky Strike
biz, told CBS: “Let’s worry about
cost-per-thousand three years from
now: Right now get us the fran-

chises.”

Last v/eek Philip Morris led the
parade with an order for an addi-

tional 24 stations for its ”1 Love
Lucy” show. Previously stations

in many markets had been crying
for the biz and the toprated pro-
gram, but PM and Milton Biow
agency had refused to budge. With
the new order, “Lucy” w’ill be rid-

ing on 130 stations. That’s right

near the top of the CBS heap on
station clearances, topped only by
Lucky Strike (for Jack Benny and
“Private Secretary”) and Chrys-
ler’s “Medallion Theatre.” BBD&O
has meanwhile put in a blanket
edict to “get us. stations for our
shows.” They’ll take all outlets

the network can clear.

Chesterfield, which previously
had been sitting tight, has notified

the webs that it is getting ready to
move. Networks are awaiting in-

structions this week on additional
station clearances for their shows.

TVMfrs.

TV'* Scrabble Show
The Scrabble game fad is

being translated into TV in
one of the latest tele packages
to make the agency-network
rounds. Film producer Frank
P. Rosenberg has acquired the
video rights to the game and
has prepared a panel-audience
participation format for the
show.

Rosenberg has assigned Dr.
Samuel Spitz, one of the de-
velopers of the Navy’s sonar
system, to devise an elec-
tronic board' on which the
plays can be followed by the
viewers. Ted Ashley Asso-
ciates is peddling the package.

Resolve Mutual

Ike’s Jan. 4 Address

Clips Montgomery,

Buttons TV Shows
President Eisenhower’s 15-min-

ute address Monday (Jan. 4) at

9:30 p. m. will cut into a couple

of major TV programs. “Robert

Montgomery Presents'.’ on NBC
has been reduced to a 45-minute

stanza. Red Buttons on CBS will

follow Ike’s speech and be given

for only a quarter hour on the

“live” stations, but will run full

half hour on the TVR circuit. No

major shows are affected on the

other telenets. .

CBS Radio will carry the talk at

11 p. m. but NBC’s aural plans

were not known as -of late yester-

day (Tues.). Monday’s speech is a

prelude to the President’s “Slate

of the Union” message billed for

next Thursday (7) at 12:30 p. m-

Jean Carroll Put On

Ice Till Spring Sponsor

Thaw; 18G to Sustain
ABC-TV, which shelved the

Jean Carroll situation comedy
starrer, “Take It From Me,” isn’t

altogether giving up on the show.
Web has retained its options to

the segment, along with those to

Miss Carroll, and will start show-
ing kinnies of the show after the
first of the year, with an eye
toward a spring start under a
bankroller. Show was the highest

priced of the ABC-TV sustainers.

running about $18,000 a week, and
the net found the nut too heavy
to carry without an immediate
sponsor in sight.

Web will replace the show on
its Wednesday at 9 slot with the
Government-distributed film series

on the Armed Services. “The Big
Picture.” Latter starts Jan,. 2Q. To
replace “The Vaudeville Show.T

”

which follows at 9:30 and which is

axed effective Dec. 31, the web is

expanding its hour-long wrestling

show to 90 minutes, running from
9:30 to 11.

A two-day conclave of Mutual
Broadcasting’s 560 affiliates and
top network brass has been called
for Jan. 18 start in Biloxi, Miss.,
by the 14 members of Mutual Af-
filiates Advertising Committee to
iron out any differences that may
exist between the web and its out-
lets over recent changes in modus
opefandi. MAAC apparently feels
responsible in part for the strong

• differences that cropped up be-
i
tween the two groups when it

|
okayed a policy change on Cape
Cod last summer.
Unaware that they were not

speaking for the entire group of
: affiliates, MAAC sanctioned a pro-
! posal to do away with the nine

]
hours, of network time each station
gave Mutual in return for financial
consideration. In its place, a setup
offering each station only five

hours of optional time for which
the web would shell out 14 hours
of free" programming instead of
cash, was made.

Mutual put the plan in action
on Oct. 1 of thiscyear. In the mean-
time, objections from affiliates

came in and it became apparent
there weren’t enough stations to
support the new operation. More
recently, Tom O’Neil, chief of the
web, announced the old nine-hour
plan would become effective again
on Jan. 1, 1954.

Victor C. Diehm, chairman of
MAAC, indicated that, both net-

work officials and all stations from
Mutual’s seven regions, have been

j

notified. Not only have O'Neil and i

several of his top aides consented !

to come, but so have most of the
j

|

stations in eagerness to air their

(Continued on page 34)

* RCA’s grabbing of credit via full

page advertisements that it “wins
fight for compatible color”—after

the FCC had greenlighted tinteie

found several major receiver

manufacturers lambasting this ap-
proach by. the “giant” of the elec-

tronics industry. Philco Corp. also

bought full pages to give the

"Facts the American people should
know about color television.” While
RCA was not mentioned as the
company being attacked, the ad
said, that the color standards were
developed by the leading scientists

of the electronic industry and
“they are riot the work of any one
company ( italic from ad > . In the

words of the FCC: ‘The accom-
plishment of a compatible color

television system that can operate
within a 6 megacycle bandwidth is

a tribute to the skill and ingenuity

of the electronic industry.’ ” Philco
then listed the names of “some of
the organizations (enumerating 41.

including RCA) whose combined
knowledge and strength are re-

sponsible for the system that wTon
final FCC approval.” Rest of the
public message then went on to

elaborate on this theme.

Zenith’s Blast

Zenith Radio Corp. took an en-
tirely different approach by writ-

ing to FCC chairman Rosel H. Hi’de
and sending copies to the six other
members and leading teleset

makers and networks, but its posi-

tion, as expressed by prexy E. F.

:

McDonald Jr., was similar to Phil-
i co’s in crediting the “entire indus-
try” for bringing color to fruition.

But Zenith mentioned RCA by

I

name, stating, “we were shocked
when we saw the misleading man-
ner in which RCA sought, through

: television announcements and full

> page newspaper ads published
;
throughout the country, to create
the impression that this NTSC sys-.

tem of color television which you
. approved w’as the sole and entire

;

product of RCA. Nothing could be
!

further than the truth, since , . .

the system was developed by the
joint efforts of many TV manufac-

i turers, of w hich RCA w as only one.
I have the feeling ihat this RCA
campaign of misrepresentation is

in some way associated with the
fact that the current RCA license
agreements expire in 1954, along
with some of the cross-license
agreements of 1932. and that RCA
has fired its opening salvo in a
rather bitter battle to convince the
industry that it is necessary to have
an RCA license in order to remain
in business. It is unfortunate that
so great an event as the advent of
compatible color television should
be so tarnished.

Declaring it had been asked to

(Continued on page 34)

Bob Considine

ia of ttio opinion that tho

‘Electric Picture
9
Stars

Are Worth AltTheir
Loot

on intorosting editorial footure

in the

48lh Anniversary Number
of

t'AfZIETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

Brewers Pour TV Coin

Into Mummers Parade

In WCAU, WFIL ’Casts

Philadelphia. Dec. 29.

Beer sponsors are picking up the

tab for the annual TV coverage of

the colorful Mummers Parade,
Philly’s spectacular salute to the

Newr Year.
Adam Scheidt Co. (Valley Forge

Beer) sponsors the WCAU-TV tele-

cast, for the third consecutive year.

C. Schmidt & Sons, Inc. (Schmidt’s
Beer anfl Tiger Head Ale) have
renewed their sponsorship of the
Jan. 1 show, on YVFiL-TV for a

fourth straight year.

The WCAU-TV cameras (seven
of them) go on the scene at 8
a. m. Five cameras will be strung
at vantage points along the line

of route, and two will be used for

segments that originate in the

WCAU studios. Alan Scott and
Hugh Ferguson will repeat in han-
dling the commentary. Ward
Wheelock is the agency for Valley
Forge.

NBC-TV Airing

Morning Serials

NBC-TV’s mid-morning succes-
sion of soap operas starting at the
10:30 mark will appear

-
under a~

new guise with the New' Year as
the web puts into force its long
studied plan to give the span more
realistic femme appeal. With
“Glamour Girl" already axed,
there remained only two strips to

get out of the way as- ‘a prelude
to blueprint-in-action. So scram-
ming their berths will be “The
Bennetts” and “Follow Your
Heart.” the former originating in

Chicago. What future plans, if

any, the web has for the twain is

not known at this point.

The triple axing will pave the
way for a better time grip on the

network’s touted “Home” show,
Originally built as an hour stanza,

expectancy is to add 30 minutes
and start it well before the noon
mark so as to bridge the key pe-

riod with 12 o’clock as the vortex.

In back of the whole setup is a

drive to meet the strong CBS post-

Godfrey segments on more equal

terms with NBC’s hopes high that

i “Home” will bring home the bacon.
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FCCOkays WINS, KLAC-TV

Sales, Approves Other Transfers
Washington, Dec. 29.-

Transfer of broadcast properties,

Including stations in New York and
Los Angeles, valued at nearly $3.-

000,000 were approved last week
by the FCC. As a result, licenses

In the following outlets changed
hands: WINS in N. Y., KLAC-TV
in L. A., KROD and KROD-TV in

El Paso, Tex., and KRMG in Tulsa,

Okla.
WINS, sold by Crosley Broad?

casting Corp. for $450,000, passed

into ownership of J. Elroy McCaw
and John D. Keating, whose broad-

cast interests now embrace the

east coast. McCaw has extensive

broadcast holdings in the west and
In Hawaii, including 20% in KLZ
and KLZ-TV in Denver. His pur-

chase of controlling interest in

WINS was made conditional on his

divestment of holdings in three
stations in order to conform to new
ECC regulations limiting a licensee

to not more than seven AM inter-

ests. He has agreed to dispose of

interests in KPOA in Honolulu and
K1LA in Hilo, Hawaii, and in

KORC in Mineral Wells, Tex.
Keating, who acquired a 25%

interest in WINS, is a partner of

McCaw in their ownership of

KPOA and in their 50% interest
in KONA iTY) in Honolulu.

Crosley*s venture into the New
York radio field, through its acqui-
sition of WINS in 1946, proved an
expensive fiasco. The company
paid Hearst Radio. Inc., $1,700,000
for the property, taking a loss of
$1,250,000. in addition to, invest-
ments in higher 'power for the sta-

tion.

Sale of KLAC-TV for $1,375,-

000 climaxed a five-year effort^of
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff, publisher of
the New York Post, to dispose of
the station. She had once sold it

to Warner Bros, but FCC refused
to. sanction the deal because of
questions of policy involving the
picture company's anti-trust viola-
tion.

New owner of KLAC-TV is The
Copley Press, Inc., publishers of
newspapers in California and Illi-

nois.

You Never Can Tell
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

“Wild Bill Hickok’’ broad-
cast via Mutual’s studios here
was busted into last week by
newscaster immediately after

four shots were fired by the
stanza's sound effects man.
“We interrupt this program to

bring you a bulletin from the
Mutual news robm in Holly-
wood. L. P. Beria has just been
executed, according to an an-
nouncement from Radio Mos-
cow. We now return you to the
‘Wild Bill Hickok*. program,”
the newsman announced.
Switchback caught Guy Madi-

son, as hero Hickok, reading
this line in the script: “Well,
that should hold him for
awhile.”

Sarnoff Updates

Dine, KalmusTeam

On Pub Relations
Josef C. Dine and Allan H. Kal-

inus make it official next Monday
Jan. 4> by teaming up as the pub-

lic relations firm of Dine & Kal-
inus. with base in New York. Pros-
pective partnership had become
fairly common knowledge a couple
of weeks ago when Dine was in
the midst of finishing off his turn
as p.r. director of the Fred Ziv
transcription and telepix company
which he joined in 'April, 1952,
after four years as director of the
NBC press department.

Until a few weeks ago Kalmus
had been head of the press bureau
of Lever Bros,, joining in Septem-
ber last year after “pioneering” in
TV publicity via his post at NBC
dating from 1946. Prior to his NBC
berth Kalmus was a newswriter for
WQXR. N. Y., and during the war
was with the Office of War Infor-
mation. Dine was in the Army for
five years, an infantry officer for
two years in Europe, and was dis-
charged as a major. Before that he
was a newspaperman in Worcester
and a radio reporter at WSYR,
Syracuse. Both are college-bred,
with Kalmus a. Phi Beta 'Kappa
grad of Harvard and of Columbia
U. Graduate School of Journalism,
and Dine a Boston U. man.

Provost’s Upped Status
Baltimore, Dec. 29.

Appointment of D. L. (“Tony”)
Provost to the board of directors
©f the Hearst Corp. vyas announced
this week.

Provost, who is also vice-presi-
dent and general manager of the
radio and television division of the
Hearts Corp. supervises the opera-
tion of stations WBAL and WBAL-
TV In Baltimore and station WISN
in Milwaukee.

Appointmeht of Harry Peck’ as
v.p. of WISN was announced this
week by Provost. Peck, who has
managed WISN since May, 1952,
has spent 20 years in the broad-
casting business. He is president
of the Wisconsin Broadcasting
Assn.

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, painted a rosy

picture of electronic progress and
colorvision in bis year-end state-

ment issued Monday (28). He listed

as the major advances in 1953 the
great strides in developments of
weapons for national defense, ex-
panded and improved TV service,
including UHF, development of
magnetic tape recording, further
development and application of
transistors, further clarification of
radio’s “enduring position” as a
vital broadcasting service, inaugu-
ration of world’s most powerful
radio transmitter by U. S. Navy;
new levels of. popularity for re*

corded music sparked by progress
in high fidelity records and pho-
nos, and progress in industrial
electronics.

“The year 1954 holds promise
for new advances throughout the
industry,” Gen. Sarnoff said, but
declared that "fulfillment of the
promise of this new year will de-
pend upon how well the leaders
of the industry meet current eco-
nomic problems and the new chal-
lenges of our time.”

Gen. Sarnoff said RCA this year
produced the largest volume of
business in its 34-year history, with
sales of products and services
reaching $830,000,000 and net prof-
its pegged at $34,700,000. Divi-
dends on common stock amounted
to $20,312,000 and $3,152,952 was
paid in dividends on preferred
stock. Employment totaled 65,000.
Manufacturing accounted for 70%
of net earnings, radio-TV broad-
casting for 15%, communications
for 5% and other activities for
10%. Government business amount-
ed to $160,000,000, or 19% of total
sales, with an estimated $500,000,-
000 backlog of orders.

Also cited was strengthening of
NBC "in every phase of operation,”
and praise was given to new prexy
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, who
took office on Dec. 4, and Robert
W. Sarnoff, the new executive v.p.

TV’s Hoop-De-Do
Minneapolis, Dec. 29.

Here to attend a Minneapolis
Lakers* game, president Maurice
Podoloff of the National Basket-
ball Assn, said that the acclaim
with which Saturday afternoon’s
basketball “game-of-the-day” is be-
ing received nationally likely will
lead to the extension of national
TV coverage to Sundays.
TV is giving fans in towns not

otherwise reached a taste of pro
basketball, the NBA president
pointed out. He believes that the
pros later can move into these
towns with league games in an at-

tempt to hipster sagging attend-
ance.

DuMont TV network, which pays
the NBA in cash, started with 30
stations, but now has hit 62, ac-
cording to Podoloff who points out
that with pro football now finished
on TV there’ll be open TV time -for
basketball.

Hodnat Pacted for NB3
NBC radio’s NB3 Plan got a lift

last week With pacting of Richard
Hfodnut, Co. Iter the triumvir of

Shows starting Jan. 18. Cosmetic
outfit will go eight weeks with two
participations on “Fibber McGee 8c

Molly” Mondays and Wednesdays,
one on “Second Chance” Fridays
and one on “Pays to Be Married"
Tuesdays.
Other NB3’er is Turns, which re-

newed recently. Paper-Mate Pen
contract has run out.

St.

FCC Ouster of CBS In

Warm Fight for Ch..11
Washington, Dec. 29.

Competition for channel 11 in

St. Louis grew hotter when three
of the four contestants filed coun-
ter-claims before the FCC and a
possible fifth party turned to the
U. S. Court of Appeals here this

morning. Two* applicants, St. Louis
Telecast, Inc., and 220 Television,

Inc., demanded that the CBS appli-

cation be dismissed since the web
already owns the most stations al-

lowed under the maximum owner-
ship rule and that it is only being
considered under exception by
FCC—a move which both claim is

arbitrary. CBS, in turn, asked that
application of St. Louis Telecast
and its parent organization, St.

Louis U., be investigated on the
question whether the school is

legally and financially qualified to
operate a commercial TV station.

Meanwhile, Broadcast House,
Inc., owner of UHF’er KSTM-TV in

St. Louis, filed with the U. S.

Court of Appeals to force the FCC
to accept its application for the
channel 11 opening. Sometime
back the FCC rejected the applica-
tion since the firm already had a
channel in operation. However,
Broadcast House is willing to relin-

quish the UHF station in favor of
channel 11, and also requested that
the latter be moved across the
river to East St. Louis, 111.

WAGNER INAUGURATION

SET FOR WPIX PICKUP
Inauguration ceremonies for

Gotham mayor-elect Robert F.

Wagner will be televised Jan. 1 by
WPIX, Daily News station, directly

from the city Council chambers.

At the same time WMGM, radio

indie, will transcribe Wagner’s ad-

dress for later broadcast.

Beginning at noon WPIX Will
pick up the swearing in cere-
monies. The telecast, handled by
newscaster Kevin Kennedy, will
continue for approximately an
hour.

Schildkraut, ’Hack’

In DuMont Time Shifts

Pressure from affiliates has de-

cided DuMont program planners to

switch “Colonel Flack” series from
Wednesdays to Saturday night.

Wednesday evening could not be
cleared in all cities that wished to

carry the stanza, according to

Gerry Martin, web director of net-

work sales.

With the change at least 13 new
stations will carry the Alan Mow-
bray vehicle. The move became
effective after telecast last Wed.
(23). Move was approved by co-
sponsors American Chicle through
DancCr-Fltzgerald-Sample and Du-
Mont Telesets through Campbell-
Ewald.

Series starring Joseph Schild-
kraut moves to a new time slot
Thursday (31) over DuMont. Pre-
viously the show has been viewed
on Wednesday and Tuesday nightsT

Oil Coin Poured Into

East-West Shrine Grid
East-West Shrine football game

on Saturday (Jan. 2) from San
Francisco will be sponsored by
three oil companies and a number
of local advertisers in over 100
markets on DuMont TV and on
nearly 190 Mutual radio stations.
'Esso Stdfidard Oil has two sub-

sidiaries sponsoring in the east
and central portions of the coun-
try, while Tide Water pays for the
tab on the western audience. Mc-
Cann-Erickson handled the two
Esso outfits, and Buchanan-sct the
Tide Water account.

i

Washington, pec. 29
What to do about community antennas from the regulatory

standpoint Is a problem which the FCC is still kicking around
according to the agency’s annual report for the 1953 fiscal year"
issued last week.
The report relates that there has been a continued increase in

community antenna TV systems and that there are now over 240
communities in which the installations are located, with another
30 in the construction or planning stages (as of June 30). The
Commission said it is studying the question of whether operators
of the antennas are engaged as common carriers in interstate
communications and thus subject to < FCC regulatibns of rates
and service.

The growth of the community antenna systems, the report
continued, has led to requests for microwave facilities to relay the
received signal from the point of reception to the point from
which it is distributed to the subscriber. Applications for such
facilities, the Commission said, “pos? substantial legal and policy
questions relating, among others,

1

to the status of the proposed
operation as a communications common carrier.”
Related to the development of the community antenna are

the satellite and booster stations. The Commission reported that
it has authorized several experimental operations which may pro-
vide valuable information with respect to problems posed by such
operations. The agency describes satellite stations as “low-powered
TV transmitters which employ no cameras or other studio facili-
ties for the local production of programs and derive their pro-
gram material by retransmitting on a separate channel the signals
of TV broadcast stations."

Booster stations “intercept the signals of a TV broadcast sta-
tion, amplify them, and retransmit the signals on the channel on
which they were received." •'

Report said that the data obtained from the experimental sta-
tions will enable the Commission to determine whether either or
both systems provide answers to the problem of getting TV into
unserved areas.’

Multiple Ownership Rules May Be

WMGM’s 100G Windfall
New York multi-store clothier

Buddy Lee has shelled out about
$100,000 for new radio time on
WMGM in addition to previous
broadcast commitments. The coin
goes into participations on the
Gotham indie’s winter sports pro-
gram.
Lee will divide the investment

among 1,500 spots on broadcasts of
the Ranger hockey games, college
basketball and a series of WMGM
regular sports commentaries.

ChiWGN Retools

For TV Era, Sets

Chicago, Dec. 29.

The impact television has had on
radio, especially its downbeat in-

fluence, has been well chronicled

the past five years. Not so well-

told because it’s still developing
is the manner in which many indi-
vidual AM stations have been
snapped out of their lethargy and
have completely retooled their op-
erations to meet the TV challenges.
Take WGN as an example. The

50,000-watt Chi Tribune station is
winding up its most financially suc-
cessful year since 1948 when its

sister station WGN-TV went on the
air and, along with the other three
TV stations, took over as the elec-
tronic “glamour babies.” Out of a
lot of trial and error experimenta-
tion, some borrowing of tried-and-
true formulas that have worked
elsewhere and a general reapprais-
al of selling policies has emerged

(Continued on page 36)

Viceroy’s ‘This Time We
Mean IF on ‘Orchid’ Axe
Brown & Williamson changed its

mind again last week and cancelled

ABC-TV’s “Orchid Award,” this

time apparently for good. Show
got a brief reprieve a couple of
weeks ago, when the ciggie firm,
for its Viceroy filters, first noti-
fied the web of its intention to
cancel the Sunday night 15-min-
uter effective Dec. 27, then changed
its mind and decided to ride along
with it. Then, last week, the web
got another cancellation notice,
this one effective Jan. 24.
Web has an order for the time

from Bona Fide Mills, via Gibral-
tar .ad agency, but program to go
into the slot and starting date
aren’t set yet.

Washington, Dec. 29.

Acting on long-standing petitions

to permit networks, to own more
than five TV stations, providing
the, excess are of the ultra high
variety, the FCC last week pro-

posed a seven-station ceiling on
TV ownership, not more than five

of which could be VHF. The
agency said it believes such a re-

laxation of its anti-monopoly rules
is warranted “in order to encour-
age the rapid and effective de-

velopment of the UHF band.”
Only a month ago the Commis-

sion tightened its multiple owner-
ship rules to prevent broadcasters
from having interests, whether
controlling or minority, in more
than five TV stations. However,
the agency pointed out that it was
considering proposals to draw a
distinction between UHF and VHF
and was withholding action pend-
ing a study of the position of post-
freeze stations.

Although the agency’s proposal
comes after a long wait—it was
nearly two years ago that NBC,
ABC and DuMont urged the relax-

ation—it apparently is based on
recognition that UHF needs a shot

in the arm and that the networks
can give it. For the last few months
the Commission

.
has been bom-

barded with petitions from UHF
stations and permit holders to pro-

tect them from VHF competition.

(Continued on page 38)

Program Clinics

Set by BMI in 54

Broadcast Music Inc.’s 1954

schedule of program clinics hits

tentatively been set, with 47 clinics

in 40 states, Hawaii and six Cana-

dian provinces on the slate. Sched-

ule kicks off Jan. 6, with a two-

day meeting in Honolulu.
As currently -set, the schedule

calls for more than two-thirds of

the clinics to be held between
March 8 and April 14, so as not to

conflict 'with the annual NARTB
convention. Following the con-

vention, some 14 clinics will be

held in the Rocky Mountain area

during the last two months of

June.
Honolulu clinic will be held in

the Hotel Halekulani with Glenn
Dolberg, BMI v.p., presiding. Fin

Hollinger will rep the Honolulu
Assn, of Radio & Television Broad-

casters, and guest speakers will in-

clude J. Leonard Reinsch of WSB
(AM & TC), Atlanta; Bert Laird

of WDUZ, Gfeen Bay, Wise.; Mur-

ray Arnold of WIP, Philadelphia;

Harry Spence of KXRO, Aberdeen,
Wash., and Philip Lasky of KSFO,
San Francisco. Local speakers in-

clude James F. Smith, local man-

ager of N. W. Ayer & Son and C.

Richard Evans, prexy of Hawaiian

Broadcasting System.
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, • — Greensboro, N. C., Dec. 29.

Silence is golden but it cpst too much, apparently, for Arthur
Northcutt, Dunn, N. C. businessman.

Over at Lillington, Lincoln Faulk, manager of Dunn Radio Sta-

tion WCKB-, broadcasts an early morning disk jockey show. Dur-

ing the program each morning he usually puts plenty of gab on

^Northcutt decided to stop some of it. He commented he was
tired of hearing: k“Uncle Link” so much.

So Northcutt bought a program for his Enterprise Gas &
Appliance Co. in Dunn on the Lillington program. It was just a

spot announcement.
Northcutt paid fqr it. for a whole month, each morning.
The Dunn business*man simply requested “10 seconds of silence”

for “Uncle Ling” on the air.

“Arthur stood it for .a month,” said Faulk, “and then he couldn’t

stand not to hear my melodious voice in the mornings, so, after a
month, he discontinued the program, of silence.”

Washington,. Dec. 29.

Number of broadcasting stations

(AM. FM and TV) authorized in

the U. S. reached nearly 3,900 as

of Oct. 31, according to the annual

report of the FCC issued last week.
Of this total, therfe were 3,500 on
the air.

The report, covering Commission
operations for the fiscal year end-

ing last June 30, carried a supple-

mentary section tabulating activi-

ties for the following four months.
This showed there were 545 com-
mercial TV stations authorized and
315 bn the air as of Oct. 31; 2,603
commercial AM outlets authorized
and 2,497 on the air at the same
date; and 586 commercial FM op-
erations and 566 on the air.

In addition, the report revealed,
there were 22 educational TV sta-

tions authorized and four on the
air and 118 educational FM outlets
authorized and 110 on the air.

A five-fold increase in TV au-
thorizations was reported by the
Commission in the fiscal year
which saw the resumption .of pro-
cessing of TV applications after
the lifting of the freeze and the
filing of 700 station applications.
To handle this unprecedented
workload, the agency reported,
staff was drafted from other work
and within nine months all un-
contested applications were pro-
cessed.

Although processing of competi-
tive applications was considerably
slower because of necessity for
hearings and shortage of examin-
ers, the Commission reported that
mergers by applicants solved the
problem in many cases. In some
instances, H reported, applicants
joined in channel-sharing arrange-
ments.

Despite tlle
.

enormous rise of
1V

, the Commission reported,' the
tise of the AM band continued to
S'ow, with 164 new station author-
nation during the fiscal year. As
L,

,’
CCe

r

n
!i

yCarS
’ the reP°rt said

>

of these authorizations were
(Continued on page 38)
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M. S. Novik

reviews

Radio’s Labor Pains

* * *
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CBS-TV Maps Moppet Religioso

By FARRELL DAVISSON
Chicago, Dec. 29

Chi’s intramural radio-TV rival- \

ries reached a scorching intensity I

the past year, completely dispel-

!

ling the almost clublike atmos-

!

phere that prevailed pre-TV.

Gone ace the “there’s-plenty-

,

for-all-of-us” relaxed competitive
’

tempos of the mild-mannered ra-

1

dioronly days. Now it’s a “who’s 1

Marquis of Queensbury” slUgfest
j

as they pummel one another for
competitive advantage while keep-
ing an eye. on the common ad-
versary—TV. And the video boys,

j

aware that some of their earlier
glamour advantages have been dis-

sipated by the “let’s look at the I

costs per impression” comeback I

strategy of the AM’ers, have come
to realize that the sound-only me-
dium is still a force to be reckoned
with in their own four-way tug of
wars for local sales and prestige^

As might be expected in such a
heated contest, yelps of “foul” are
sometimes heard. Very seldom
does anynne talk of these matters
for the record but along about the
third martini come the “just be-
tween us boys” charges and
counter-charges. They range all the
way from accusations of filching

program ideas and techniques to

allegations of account sniping and
rate consessions. Now and then
the tirades hit the namecalling

K»nyon t> Eckhardt Vutpuu

Hal Davis

hot his own caustic observation on

v
Pity The Poor
Performer

* * *

a brifht bylino piece in the

48th Anniversary Number
of

OUT NEXT WEEK

Sunday "Big Guns’

Pose a Problem

For TV Indies
The elaborate and expensive

Sunday night programming done
by the TV webs make it tough for’

even the wiser indies to make a

. , . buck or gain an audience. A good
stage, precluding any account of ‘

. v v
the dialog in family publications.

1 e“mPle
.

ls WPIX- N' Y- Gotham -

New Vigor I

which with its well-planned three-

Picayunish manifestations aside,
hour vidpix mystery block Sabbath

NBC Spot Sales

Peak $22,000,

Billings (or ’53

NBC Spot Sales will wrind up the
year with a record bustin’ $22,000,-

000 in billings, racing past 1952 to

the tune of $5,000,000 according to

a detailed breakdown developed
under Thomas B. McFadden, direc-

tor of the sales organization. The
increase represents net dollar

bookings after agency commissions
and discounts were deducted. Of
the total billings, radio accounted
for $4,500,000, or $860,000 ahead of

previous year’s mark. TV’s figure

was $17,500,000, pushing ahead by
$4,500,000, this itself being equal
to the AM total. Billings at o & o

stations went 22Co ahead, with

non-owned outlets repped by Spot
Sales being 54 °.o in the van.

This year was the first full one
under the new SS setup of the web.
which was reorganized under Mc-
Fadden. 18 months ago. In that

span, the sales staff was upped
from 24 to 44. equally divided be-

tween AM $nd TV. Along with

this was set up an- incentive plan

which made it possible for each

salesman to earn 25^ over his

base salary. Some : $20,000 in cash

prizes was put out. ^Organization

also introduced the electronic spot

buying gimmick for peddling radio

and tele by live demonstration via

coaxial or microwave encompassing
New York, Washington, Cleveland,

Chicago and Hollywood. Last Sep-
tember, SS opened a Detroit office

and earlier set up a publicity de-

partment to service the 18 stations

repped, the whole spot sales or-

ganization being a web component
of the o & o division under veepcc
Charles ft. Denny.

the sharpened - competish has in-
,

P- m - is making a dent in big city

vested the Windy City AM-TV ac- 1 ratings but not so much a dent
tivities with a new zest and vigor: that the disparity between it and
that’s paying off for all concerned, major web productions goes un.

despite some bruised feelings. On
; .

6

the radio side a new aggressive-
j

n°tlce“*

ness has replaced the “three hours t The video arm of the Daily News
for lunch” country club spirit of

j has a Pulse rating which averages
yesteryear. On the TV side, with

| Up to around 3 or 4 between the
new reps to be established and
old ones to be protected, there’s

a sentitivity about accomplishment

hours of 7:30 and 10:30 p. m„ Sun
day, against strong programs like

,

“Mr. Peepers,” “Toast of the
that, despite occasional schoolboy- Town,” “TV Playhouse,” “Comedy
ish overtones, has lent added

j

Hour,” etc., but so far has been
drama to the day-to-day chores, < able to grab off only one program
The touchy, squared-off stance.

: Spons6r (Piel’s Beer) for a half-
whether for billings or ratings, has

j

hour segment of its solid mystery
resulted in more than trade con- lineup.
versation, however. The fobr- Chi \ In 12 quarter hours studied byTV station managements « ho were

; on , recent Sundav ni?ht
justly proud of the 19j>2 year-end WPIX came up rated third in sir

of them and third in share of audi-
reports. are positively jubilant

over the past year’s figures. The
word’s the same, whether it be
from the post-merger ABC-UP op-
eration (WBKB); the “we’re in TV
at last” CBS plant (WBBM-TY)
making its 1953 bow; or the in-

trenched NBC (WNBQ) and Chi
Tribune (WGN-TV) enterprises.

Biz in 1952 was great; 1953 was
even greater. An examination of

availabilities, especially during the

once (sets in use) ahead of all

Met stations except WCBS and
W’NBT. “Toast” and “Comedy
Hour,” both high cost, big name
stanzas, each averaged up around
26. However, the most expensive
of WPIX films is the series “City
Detective” which opposes “Private
Secretary” and “Mr. Peepers.” It

has netted at 4, Pulse-wise, as op-
posed to a 15 for the Ann Sothern

4 CBS television and N. Y. flag-

ship WCBS-TV will be going on a
Sunday religiose *and kid spree at
the start of the new year with the
web also charting a spiritual course
for juveniles in “Look Up and
Live” at. 10:30 a. m. Latter will
segue from “Lamp Unto Mv Feet.”
one of video’s oldest religion pat-
terned programs. Leading up to the
next stanzas will be a couple of
hours of local culiural-entertain-
ment-S’bbath programming.
To accomplish its mission, the

flagship will start Sunday opera-
tions at 7:45 on Jan. 3. adding 75
minutes to its sked under program
director Hal Hough. Capsule “Pre-

|

vues” will give way to “Give Us
i This Day,” new series of inspira-

j
tional talks carrying to the 8

i o’clock mark: Following that the
' flow in quarters w'iU take in
“F. Y. I.,” information segment,
and “Our Goodly Heritage,” fea-
turing NYU’s William Bush Baer;
half hour. Army-produced “Big
Picture” documentary, and an hour
of “Morning Show” to 10. After
“Lamp” and "Look” the station
takes charge again with ap hour
of “Saace Funnies” to noon to
usher in the “popular" segmenta-
tions with “Pioneer Playhouse”
ending the local trail.

A new show* out of the network
factory takes over the national
domain at 12:30 in “Contest Car-
nival.” an outdoors?7 offering
rigged to kids and underwritten by

;
Quaker Oats < show' was previously
titled “On the Midway” among

: other labels before exposure and
sponsorship wrere WTapped up L
Lined up as regulars are Gene

. Crane as barker, Phil Sheridan
;
and Harry Levan as Joeys Kernel

,

and Carny, Joan Coale as Puff
‘plugging the sponsor’s puffed

' products > and Dave Stephens Car-

I

nival Band. Only connection with
: Columbia’s “Big Top” featuring
i Jack Sterling on Saturdays appar-
:
cntly is in the talent with George

. A. Hamid, booker-producer and
j

Steel Pier (Atlantic City) owner
j
through whom “Big Top” gets its

j
acts, silting in to select the two

j

stints weekly he considers best
. Then the studio audience will cite
I one of them to be in the semi-
1 finals in weeks 11 and 12 of the
i
cycle. Weekly winner will receive

I two U. S. Savings Bonds but every
!
contestant will get a bond. Finals

i will' be held at Steel Pier with a
$500 grand prize at stake.

(

“Carnival” is a Charles Vanda-
.

out -of-Ph illy production with Rob-
ert Forrest as associate overseer,
Frank Chirkinian directing and

j

Arnold Rabin scripting. Quaker
j

agency is Sherman &. Marquette,
. with Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice
• blurbed. Show will be routed on
i
51 stations.

holiday-sparked final quarter, beats
;

lS °U ‘
1

Most of the New York stations,
with an air of seeming hopeless-
ness in facing presentations by the
big two, have skedded film reruns
or low-budget affairs, thus account-
ing for low Pulse ratings.

Significantly, the radio picture

has brightened perceptibly. Not
that there isn’t lots of time, par-

ticularly evenings, bearing the

“For Sale” tag. AM enjoys noth-
'

ing akin the near-SRO status of i

Chi TV, 1953 version. But there’s]

a new vitality in practically every
AM plant in town that’s been re-

’

fleeted in increased advertiser
j

awareness of local radio as a still-
J

potent selling tool. I

The book of etiquette has been
j

Supporting hourly outings in the

tossed aside amid all this jousting current trend-making informality

for top dog position by the four sweepstakes spearheaded bv Rob-
tele outlets. Ditto radio, where the 1

, 0 T . rRQ ....•„

“for real” sweepstakes have done-* 11 Q ’ Lcuis on
,

CBS Radl° vul1

away with any namby pamby nice-' kc webs Galen Drake,, who
ties. Willi several managerial this Saturday (Jah. 2) will tee off

Galen Drake Also Goes

60 Mins; Like Robt Q

changes and a general re-charging

of initiative, the status quo has

Jocko Maxwell to WNJR
Veteran Negro sportscaster

Jocko Maxwell is Exiting WWRL,
N. Y. foreign language-Negro pro-

grammer, to join WNJR in Newark
as sports editor.

He’ll also do a thrce-a-wcck 15-

minute sports segment for the

station.

been rocked along with longtime

(Continued on page 34)

TV Scoreboard
Stations authorized 7 627

UHF authorized 306
• Stations on air .......... 356
UHF on air 119

Applications pending 367
Applications in hearing.. 160

j

Stations wfith network in-

|
terconnections 239

in the 10 to 10:55 a. m. slot. “Galen

Drake Show^ is being berthed just

before the Robert Q. period,

though split by a taped five-minute
capsule featuring Les Paul & Mary
Ford.

In CD’s talent lineup will be
Stuart Foster, Betty Johnson,
Three Beaus and Bernie Leighton
orch. One gimmick is a “home-
town guest of the day” who’ll be
feted at a nltery or eatery or take
in a Broadwray play.

Lou Melamed is producing.

Cantor Pen Plug

Faded OffColgate
Hollywood. Dec 29.

Eddie Cantor was faded off Col-
gate Comedy Hour.” Sunday
[

27' for several seconds after try-
ing to sneak in an extraneous plug
for Paper-Mate Pen. NBC and ad
agency execs said the comic had
promised not to ad lib the plugeroo
after Colgate refused to pass it.

but that he reneged.
Cantor eschewed the plug at

dress rehearsal but NBC producer
Sam Fuller, playing it safe after
similar experiences, ordered the
engineer to keep his hand on the
fade knob at the specified time. No
sooner had Cantor mentioned the
pen’s name than Fuller ordered
the full dose of dead air. Bit Was
over when she volume was re-
stored. All that Paper-Mate got
was the briefest mention.
Cantor presented a check for

$1,000 to Corporal Robert Weston,
recently returned Korean prisoner.
NBC said the check was from
Paper-Mate for the plug which
would have cost the pen outfit

many thousands of dollars.
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THE KEY OF THE PRODIGAL
With Ad Wienert, Ruth Lawson

Walsh, Mel Quinn, Earl Reeves,

- Bill Ellis, Dick Lyston, Joe Win-

ter, Sue Levin, Jim Wendland
Writer-Producer: Bob Jones
Director: John Frankenfield
30 Mins., Sat., 2:30 p.m.

Sustaining
WBAL-TV, Baltimore .

WBAL-TV's efforts to create in-

terest in locally originated video

drama got off to a good start last

spring with the presentation of

“The Stone,” an Easter play^ by

Bob Jones. Subsequent efforts at

local drama have beeh hampered
by inability to find suitable scripts.

Jones’ current offering, fits into the

Christmas season and WBAL gave

it a first rate production in a

cream time slot.

-“Key Of The Prodigal” lacks the-

power and simplicity of Jones’ first

work. It tells the story of a mod-
ern intellectual whose refusal to

conform causes his downfall. At

the opening of the video play, h:s

body is being carted away to Pot-

ter’s Field and in a series of flash-

backs Jones tel is how his hero was
robbed of his individuality by the

demands o^ society. The connec-

tion between the experience of the

intellectual and the passages in the

New Testament regarding the

prodigal son are loosely tied to-

gether and this ambiguous paral-

lel is a major weakness in the play.

The key in the title refers to a Phi

Beta Kappa key found on the body

of the dead man.

Ad Wieneft was plausible and

.

sincere as the prodigal of the title.

Wienert has become a strong asset
j

to local video, demonstrating his

;

skill in recent months as writer,

!

producer, actor and pitchman. Mel I

Quinn and Ruth Lawson Walsh
j

were particularly effective in sup-

porting parts. I

John Frankenfield’s , direction

was static and unimaginative in

utilizing Buddy Pappas’ effective

sets to thejr full advantage.

Local stations are stymied by
sponsor reluctance

.

and lack of

proper scripts in going ahead with

any definite programming for this

type of show.
Burm.

THE CRICKET AND MILLIE
With Mildred Savage, Eleanor
Donohue

Producer: John Weber.
Director: G. B. Gordon
Writer: Mildred Savage
30 Mins. Mon. thru Fri., 5:00 P.M.
Sustaining
KACY-TV, St. Louis

An infant in the local TV field,

this station located about 20 miles

south of St. Louis is rapidly di-

vesting itself of its swaddling via

the production of live shows nu-
merically more than any other sta-

tion in this area.

“Cricket and Millie.” a puppet
show with the dummy operated
from an 'elevated stage and the

voice supplied by the puppeteer, is

one of the best produced and is

beamed at the kiddies. The for-

mat is generally a fantasy which
includes cartoons to emphasize
and in addition is a kindly admo'n^
ishment for the young 'uns to obey
their parents and teachers, keep
their teeth and bodies clean, etc.

Millie. Miss Savage who origin-

ated, has a pleasant and convinc-
ing delivery and the smart repar-
tee between the two femmes, some
adlibbed merits the chuckles and
guffaws it cops.

A smart pace Is maintained to

contain the interest of the kiddies.

The program also provides the sta-

tion with an opportunity to chip
in with public affairs bally such
as a reminder to contribute to the
Salvation Army Xmas fund and
similar worthy undertakings. An
in addition the station overlooks
no chance to bally the sale of con-
verters now estimated at 151,000
in this area. Sahu.

While Martha Raye has been
burning up the Iconoscopes as one
of the hottest television personali-

ties of the season, she’s, also start-

ing to stretch her material pretty

thin. This was made evident, in a

couple of instances painfully so, on
her one-out-of-four-weeks stirit

relieving “Show of Shows” on
NBC-TV Saturday night (26).

Writer-director Nat Hiken, who’s
had a lot to do with Miss Raye’s
success this year, pushed a little

too hard in plotting a parody on
“Carmen,” and most of the show
was devoted to pressing a point

that was made and finished in five

minutes. Despite some heroic

efforts by Miss Raye, Bert Lahr,
Ray Middleton and Nadja Witkow-.
ska, the “Carmen” routine went
pretty much for nought.
But the overall plot from which

the “Carmen” parody sprung con-
tained some bits of comic genius.

Lahr, portraying a cigaret tycoon
(circa George Washington Hill),

was sock, and Miss Raye, as a girl

hired by the ciggie company to

hand out the butts in front of the
opera (which the “Oh Boy” ciggie

firm sponsors on radio) had some
sock moments. An early bit, in

which she wandered onto the set

of “Boheme” believing she was in

a real street, an<T proceeded to
break up the opera (listening to

Middleton and Miss Witkowska
sing, she decided she must be in
an Italian neighborhood), was
perhaps her funniest routine of the
year.
A final funny bit in an otherwise

spotty show was a lampoon of

“Your Hit Parade” iNBC-TV con-
tinuity acceptance okayed it and
forwarded the script to BBD&O
iior Lucky Strike’s sanction, since
“Hit Parade” immediately followed
Miss Raye), with “Oh Boy” en-
circled a la Luckies and Miss Raye
peeking out of the circle in a
Dorothy Collins styled blouse. This
also was solid humor, out of the
ordinary video groove. Couple of

other ribtickling, spots worthy of
mention—Lahr’s singing of “Torea-
dor” in his best woodchopping style

and Rocky Graziano’s walkons to

the accompaniment of a recorded
aria, with Graziano mouthing the
words and making romantical with
Miss Raye.

Other top credits to George
Bassman for excellent orchestra-
tions for the “Carmen” routine and
for top showbacking, to Herb
Andrews’ fine sets and topnotch
choreography by Herbert Ross.
Overall production by Karl Hoffen-
berg correlated the elements nicely.

But the high spots were all too few
in the 90 minutes of program, and
while it,’s not likely that Miss Raye
is going to run out of steam, her
writers may. That’s the danger in
all comedy shows. Add irritant
department: those innumerable
breaks for commercials, which in
this case all but wrecked the little

continuity there was to the script.
Chan.

tionshlp with the star; Gus Van’s
reminiscence of Ziegfeid days, and'

the like. Good showmanship, and
different for the show’s format, was
the split-screen pickups from the
N. Y. Paramount lobby of the
Broadway personalities; also the
pan shots of Broadway—“this is

your street tonight,” said Edwards,
as the traveling tungstens heralded
“The Cantor Story” picture’s de-
but—-and the general excitement of

the actual lobby pickups. Cantor,
it might be added for a journalis-

tically fraternal touch, looked
weary and supported the prelude
about his recent illness, a setback
which, of course, has been arrested

by many months. But with Can-
tor’s own TVer upcoming the en-
suing Sunday, along with the bal-

lyhoo attendant to the premiere of

his life’s story in celluloid, it

would indicate wisdom in nurtur-
ing his physical assets. The salute,

of course, was deserved and com-
petently presented as befitted so
savvy a showman whose grip on
popular favor has been inviolate
for over a third-of-a-century. This
was a Reader’s Digest version via
the image orthicons of the War-
ner Bros. (Skolsky). pic production,
obviously a terrific trailer for the
film but, fundamentally, an
exciting half-hour focused around
a fruitful career by a perennial
favorite. Surrounded by his at-

tractive family—the five daughters
and their grandchildren—played
against his public service for all

causes (creator of “The March of
Dimes” slogan, the annual 'cam-
paign to “Give a Gift to the Yank
V/ho Gave,” etc.), this was perhaps
the most colorful “Life” that’ Ed-
wards ever cavalcaded on this
Hazel Bishop-bankrolled program.

AbcL

GARY MERRILL INTO

ABC-TV ‘MASK’ SERIES
Gary Merrill, who kicked off

U. S. Steel’s ABC-TV drama entry
a couple of months ago as the lend
in “P.O.W.,” has been signed by
the network to costar with Wil-
liam Prince in the web’s new Sun-
day night meller series, “The
Mask.” Series, which is being pro-
duced by Halstcd Welles and Rob-
ert Stevens, is ABC-TV’s attempt
to compete with the Sunday night
monopoly enjoyed by NBC’s “Col-
gate Comedy Hour” and CBS’
“Toast of the Town.”

“Mask." which starts Jan. 10, is a
departure for hour-long drama pro-
grams in that it has two continu-
ing central characters about whom
the stories will revolve. Merrill
and Prince will portray two law-
yer brothers, Guilfoyle Sc Guil-
foyle.

Eddie Cantor’s career was no
surprise subject on “This Is Your
Life” after it became so open an in-

tra- and outer-trade secret that the.

Dec. 23 spotlighting on the Ralph
Edwards NBC-TV program would
coincide with the Broadway preem
of “The Eddie Cantor Story” at the
Paramount. There were too many
people involved, and understand-
ably, because of the N. Y.-L. A.
switchbacks, so Hazel Bishop, Ed-
uards and Cantor wisely made it

an open affair. Edwards glibly
stated that, becau^ of the star’s

recent heart attack, it was decided
not to risk any surprises. For the
sponsor, of course, the assembling
into one cuffo package of Cantor,
Jimmy Durante, George Jessel,
Gus Van, Ida Cantor and all five

daughters from both coasts, and
N. Y. pickups to include Bobby
Breen, Georgie Price, Keefe Bras-
selle, Eddie Fisher and Sidney
Skolsky, was like playing a benefit
for the cosmetics underwriter. In
fact, with so rich a cast and so im-
portant a cavalcaded personality it

might have been good institutional
showmanship if that middle com-
mercial had been deleted so as not
lo curtail the Cantor story which,
obviously, was summarily sliced.
Too bad, too, because there was so
much more to tell, including a
salute from the new State of Is-

rael’s Prime Minister Ben-Gurion
and others. Warm, folksy touches
were Cantor’s childhood school-
teacher, Miss Leddv, from New
York’s lower east side; financier
Dan Lipsky’s presence to tie in
with the Educational Alliance, the
N. Y. settlement house where Can-
tor got his first boyhood camp
privileges" (and for whose fund the
Broadway premiere was being
staged); and Schnoz and Cantor re-
calling their singin* v-h,-,. r

>. .. .

J.essel's Damon-arul-PytJiias rela-

Jack Benny was a rather forlorn
character on his pre-New Year’s
Eve show. He portrayed a reveler-
to-be all dressed up and no place
to go. Benny, however, carried off
this minor-key assignment excel-
lently. There were slight touches
of pathos against this vignette of

! the comedian who loses his New
Year’s Eve date at the last minute.

It was a rather ingenious show
and an unusual theme for this time

|

of year. Benny portrayed the dis-
appointed character with as much
poignancy as a thesp. At times his
character took on a Chaplinesque
interpretation. Benny handicapped
himself tremendously in trying to
enact this theme, but he came off
very well in the process.
,The. rest of the cast was used

sparsely on this session. Opening
had the major portion of his crew
congregated in a dressing room set
for a bit of revelry. Bob Crosby and
the Sportsmen chimed in with one
tune, and Don Wilson aided in set-
ting the scene. Benny’s roaming
the street in a state of dejection
provided ine major part of the
show. He wound up at his home
drinking a toast with Rochester.
Sndra Gould, playing a briefie

!

as Benny’s date; Benny Rubin as a
beanery op, Sam Ahearn and Mel
Blanc contriubetd nicely to the
stanza. Jose.

Eddie Cantor at this stage is a
living legend, a kind of elder states-
man of show biz — and only a
snappy 61—who’s been induced to
leave the heavier chores to the
supporting cast., be they just "acts”
or guestars. This could work into
a new kind of highly personalized
format, except that it would have
to include such other Colgaters as
theh Donald O’Connors, Jimmy
Durantes, et al., as per Sunday’s
(27) “Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV.
Even at that, perhaps Cantor went
to bat too often, particularly in the
singing sector, and while the show
had some socko points, the general
aura after the fact was that of still

another trailer for the headman’s
“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB). If
Messrs. Gilbert & Sullivan were
alive with their own teleshow to
plug the pic of the same name, the
b.o. story on that one might be
different. So Cantor is getting it

both ways—as a live performer on
the Colgate payroll and as a show-
bizzer enshrined in a major film
that becomes the beneficiary. It’s

quite a parlay.
Cantor's theme pitch was pegged

on letter^ relating to show biz with
most of*the stanza taking it from
there and Cantor starting the deal
via “Talent Is Everywhere” special.
The most interesting “new comic”
example was network pactee George
Gobel; the deadpan gent thereupon
proceeded to wallop over his
-“Bowling Ball” routine that alone
should trademark him before long.
Amin Bros, were only great in their
risley turn.

1

O’Connor was his wow
self in hoofery to a Cantor medley.
The Schnoz and Banjorbs paired
niftily on a Coney Island, etc.-,

harkback via piano and singing

waiter skit. Dennis Day was pas-

senger to Cantor's chauffeuring in

a filmed -elopement turn that had a

couple of laughs.
End section took off on the Can-

tor biopic and managed to get into

the winning class only because of

singing Connie Russell and dancing
Billy Daniel; just too much overt
ballyhoo on the film. Cantor did

a military recruiting blurb reveal-

ing that Cpi. Robert Weston, in-

troed n$ar front of show, was a

POW for 37 months. Program was
faded momentarily, later word' hav-
ing it that- this stemmed, from
Cantor’s plug for a non-Colgate
product (see separate story). Al
Goodman orch did a difficult score

chore with authority. ,
Trim.

With Ed Sullivan vacationing

overseas, Rosemary Clooney took
over the emcee chores on “Toast
of the Town” Sunday night (27),

but despite her personal charm,
the show was a so-so conglomera-
tion of names without a single

smash turn. As in previous shows,
Julius LaRosa was -given a big vo-

cal spot that’s hardly warranted by
his singing talent. Those fulsome
plugs "by Miss Clooney, who made
him out as a parlay of Al Jolson
and Mario Lanza, didn’t help the
situation either.

Miss Clooney, who changed to a
glamorous gown for the second
half, contributed one of the high-

lights with her piping of “Winter
Wonderland.” She also duetted a
number with her sister, Betty,

whose looks and mannerisms are
remarkably like her older sister.

Both sisters used to sing with the
Tony Pastor band. In usual good
form, Sam Levenson garnered a

fair share of laughs with his folksy

anecdotage about selecting gifts

for youngsters. Johnny Mack
dished up some okay soft-shoe

hoofing with a magico cane twist,

while the Seven Ashtons, came
through with a UVely acrobatic

turn. The vet Gaudschmidt Bros,
and their pooch comics made a

good impression as did George
Prentice with a reprise of his fa-

miliar knockabout Punch & Judy
turn.

Each of the individual acts per-

formed nicely but this 60-minute
vaudeo stanza needs more than
that if it isn’t to register like an
eight-act Palace bill. There was a

monotony of competence on last

Sunday’s show without the needed
hypo of occasional brilliance.

Herm.

Joseph Schildkraut show, in its

last stanza in the Wednesday night
time slot on DuMont (it moves to

Thursday evening) told its own
brand of a “Christmas Story’’ and
told it very well indeed. Scripted
by Fella Phillips and David Lowe,
the offering lacked the kind of
sophistication one might expect
from Schildkraut, but compensated
with an intriguing and timely yarn,
well acted and entertaining. Man-
ner of presentation was unique,
with Schildkraut, as Santa in tux,

acting as the narrator who is seen
by the audience but not by the
principals.

Story told of a cynical theatrical
producer and his wife. They’re no
longer in love. She takes cufflinks
meant for her husband, puts them
into a box of candles with a note,
and sends them to an actor she
admires. Spurned as too insignifi-
can a gift, the package goes from
hand to hand until, inevitably, it

returns to its sender to spread love'
and cheer on the eve of Christmas.
Ed Binns was his usual reliable

self as the producer. Elspefh Eric
had an unthankful part as the wife
but did allright with it. Chester
Stratton hit the right note as the
conceited actor and Madeleine
Sherwood pleased as the struggling
young actress. Philip Pine turned
in a routine stereotype as the
agent. Frank Telford directed with
a good feeling for merging comedy
and sentiment. Idea /6f having
Schildkraut move through each
scene went over very well, which is

much to Telford's credit.
Schildkraut is an extremely capa-

ble performer. On last week’s show
he turned in a smooth, polished
job that suggested tongue-in-<cheek
without offending. His fluff at the
end was regrettable since it tended
to spoil the mood. Hi/t.

“Pantomime Quiz,” in and out
of the TV scene since ’47, brought
on some belly laughs (15) via Du-
Mont. Emcee-producer Mike Stokey
ran his two teams of four big
names each through a series of
rapid charades that were obviously
stacked to point up every individ-
ual’s assets.

Regular participant, looker Dor-
othy Hart, for example, had to

(Continued on page 3b)

BOWLERS* JACKPOT
With Sammy Levine, Tom Man.

nlng, Lorraine Andre, Paul Bed.
. ford, guests
Producer: Sammy Levine
Director: Charles Dargan
60 Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.
Participation
WNBK, Cleveland
One of the best produced sport*

stanzas in these posts 4 the nightly
entertaining, fast-moving and high-
rated hour-long Bowlers’ Jackpot
conceived, produced and emceed
by Sammy Levine* editor of The
Kegler.

Program is not only a scintillat-
ing stanza for bowlers participat-
ing, but also for the home audience
that can partake in chances to win
prizes as well as acquire lessons in
downing the maples, Program is
divided into four major segments*
one, the opening in which bowlers
selected from alleys of the Bowl-
ing Proprietor’^ have a chance to
make a difficult shot and win a
prize; two, contestants have a sec-
ond opportunity to win a prize and
are also 'interviewed by Levine.
During this period an instructor
will show two* beginners fine points
in bowling. In stanza caught, in-
structor was Jean Justin; learners,
Nadine and Nancy Claspy. The
third feature is a match game be-
tween two top bowlers, and fourth,
the big pitch in which bowlers try
for a jackpot shot.

There are other illuminating
points in the show.. For example,
Tom Manning will interview top
figures in the. sports field, as for
example, Skang MercuriO and Car-
men Bill, two outstanding bowlers.
Manning also interviews “stars of
the week”—bowlers who rang ur
unusually high marks during the
past week.

The home participation pitch is

realized" by having viewers write
in. If their name is selected they
are eligible either for a free round
of bowling, or a telephone call is

made to viewers, and if the viewer
can call the number of pins the
bowler knocks down, then the
home participant shares in the
jackpot honors by getting a dupli-
cate set of prizes.

Two cameras are used to bring
action onto the screen, and they
cover the wide range with fine eye.

Mark.

Foreign TV Review

WELCOME TO CUBA
With Mike Alonso, others
Producer: Jorge Powell
Director: Alonso
30 Mins:, Mon.-thru-Sat., 10 p.m.
CMTV, Havana

This program is the only one in

English on Cuban TV (except Holly-
wood films). “Welcome” is aimed at

the tourists who visit the island,

and is intended to give them infor-

mation that may be helpful.
Format of the program is simple:

Mike Alonso chats with or inter-

views, a different guest each night.

Action is entirely informal, with
the principals gathered at a bar
and sipping drinks. Usually one or

two good-looking girls are also

present, and their only function
is to look prettily at the camera.

Guests so far have included a

number of U. S. and Canadian tour-

ists, as well as local American busi-

nessmen and newsmen (including
Variety's »mugg). Recently local

amateur thespians did a skit from
“Male Animal.”

Short scenic films are some-
times shown, and there are musical
interludes provided every day by
a different trio (Taicuba, Matamo-
ros, -Servando Diaz) and occasion-

ally a singer (Elizabeth del Riot.

Alonso, who is also a UP corre-

spondent and Havana Post col-

umnist, formerly chairmanned a

sports quiz program on CMQ-TV.
Question about the program is

whether the people who are, meant
to see it, do see it. Few tourists

are likely to have access to TV sets,

and even if they do, it is unlikely

that many of them will* want to

Watch TV during their nights in

Havana. Program might better be

aimed at sizable Anglo-American
colony in Havana.

Television del Caribe (Channel
11) is the Storer Broadcasting Co.’s

recently inaugurated Cuban out-

let. (First guest on “Welcome
was Miller Babcock, managing di-

rector of Storer’s WGBS, Miami).
Jay.

Mutual-WOR Ups Two
James S. Tyler, director of ad-

vertising for Mutual, has named
Ilobert J. Sullivan, sales promo-
tion manager for o&o’s, WOR and

WOR-TV in Gotham, and Annette

Francis as his assistant.
,

Sullivan joined WOR in ’52 after

a stint with CBS Radio Sales, while

Miss Francis has recently handled

advertising duties with Frederic

W. Ziv Productions.



rHRlSTMAS ffcSHVAL HOUB
C
OF MUSIC

With Hubert Hcijdire, Bernard

lavton, Longines Symphonette

and Choralierst; Frank Knight,

producer-director: Alan R. Car-

Writers: Harrison J. Cowan, James

H. Frankenberry
AO Mins.* Friday (25), 5 p.m,

LONGINfiS-WlTTNAUER
CBS-TV, from N. Y. 1

(Victor A: Bennett )

Under the -sponsorship of the

Longines - Wittnauer Watch Co.,

the “Christmas Festival Hour* of

Music” was giv£n its fifth annual

TV airing Friday (25). Broadcast

over CBS-TV, from 5 p.m. to

.(jpm, program was. a combination

of chornling, terping arid instru-

nientalizing. Although not a. sock

hour’s entertainment, show was
generally pleasant fare.

Some of the attempts to give

visual enhancement to instrumen-

tal and vocal renditions failed to

register effectively and ih some in-

stances indicated a stretch of the
imagination to give pictorial val-

ues to what were essentially audio
offerings, However, the use of

sketches as a tie-in with certain
production numbers was good.

TVer offered. several ballet num-
bers that were eye-catchers. There
was an obvious fluff in a produc-
tion number revolving around a

medley of tunes from “H. M. S.

Pinafore” when several of the per-
formers were apparently at a loss

as to what to do with their hands
in a scene that called for a group
of sailors to «y with some ship’s

rigging, of which there wasn’t
enough to go around.

Program included a vocal solo

by Hubert Hendrie on “Sea Fever,”
a piano solo by Bernard Layton
and offerings by- the Longines Clio-
raliers and Symphonette. Dances
were delivered by the corps de bal-
let under the direction of Charles
Tate, while the Symphonette and
Choral iers performed -under the
baton of Eugene Lowell. Besides
the musical items, Lilian Gish was
on hand to narrate the classic
Christmas letter. “Yes, Virginia,
There’s a Santa Claus.”

Frank Knight did an okay job of
hosting, and John Lloyd’s settings
for the ballet numbers filled the
bill. Commercials for the watch
company were overly long and not
at all in keeping with the holiday
adage that it’s better to give than
to receive. Jess.

BIG TOP XMAS SHOW
With Jack Sterling, Bob Russell,
Joe Basile orch

Producer: Charles Vanda
Director: Paul Ritts
Writer: Bob Forrest
60 Mins.. Fri. (25) 3 p.m.
SEALTEST
CBS-TV, from Philadelphia

(N. W. Ayer)
A special “Big Top” telecast

Cmslmas afternoon with 2,000
3uvcs from orphanages, etc, pack-
ing grandstands of West Philly
National Guard armory, provided a
gaily packaged holiday offering.
Show kicked off with the befeath-
cred Quaker City String- Band (a
preview of New Year’s Mummers
Parade) but program soon switched
to sawdust flavor. Joe Basile and
Ins 13ig Top Band (14) beat out the
C

.
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THE AMERICAN YEAR
With Eric Sevareid, Stu Mala,

Harry Kramer
Producer: Alfred Butterfield
Director: Don Hewitt
Writer: Ernest Leiser
60 Mins., Sun,' (27), 3 p.m.
CBS-TV, from N.Y.

CBS-TV did a masterful job of
boiling down the top eyents of the
year in a one-hour session. The
film clips, plus Eric Sevareid’s ex-
cellent commentary, picked up the
news headlights of the year that
marked the transition from a cold
war to a cold peace.

Recapitulation of the anni indi-
cated that the planet is in a fairly
sad state, but not so hopeless that
reason and goodwill cannot
straighten it out. There was bad
news on the international and do-
mestic fronts, with war, disaster
and McCarlhyism as the- major
events of the year.

Pres. Eisenhower’s inauguration
opened the program and his hope-
ful efforts to control atomic energy
closed the parade of clips. Between
these events, there was the change
of administration with the in-
augural and the change of leader-
ship with Stalin's death.

There were sorespots depicted
in the East Berlin rioting, the
Iranian situation, the battling in
Trieste, Indo-China, famine in
India, and domestically, tornados,
drought, and McCarthy’s speech.
There were some happier items

such as the Coronation, the Pilt-
down hoax and the japery of the
Jersey

_

citizen who made tracks of
a prehistoric bird on the shoreline.
But in all, there was the feeling
of apprehension, insecurity and a
terrible malaise all over the orb.

Sevareid’s comments were brief,
but pointed. His words augmented
the pictures and helped create the
theme for the session. Stu Malz
and Harry Kramer did narration
on the clips. It’s the first of a
series that CBS, hopes to project
annually. The editing was excel-
lent. Realizing the impossibility
of selecting all the .events, what
was taken was fairly representa-
tive of the important items. Pro-
duction and direction were on the
plus side. Jose.

BOYD BENNETT SHOW
With Boyd Benneti & Southland-

ers, James Mauzey, Kenneth
Cobb, M. D. Allen, Larry Erst,
Clarence Hanks.

Producer: Boyd Bennett
Director: Bob Franck
30 Mins., Tues. 10 p.m., Thurs.

5 p.m.
SOUTHERN STAR
WAVE-TV, Louisville

Here’s a guitar, accordion,
trumpet, bass, and steel guitar
combo that can entertain. Guys are
bringing a freshness to the local
TV screen that is welcomed by
viewers. Many of the local TV and
radio personalities are marking
their 20th anni here, which is a
long time, and many will agree
they have worn, out their bag of
tricks long ago. But Boyd Bennett,
who m.c.’s this show, and sings
ballads with a sincerity and voice
that comes up to any hereabouts
in quality of tone, makes full use
of the potentialities* of his boys.
They deliver a well-paced half
hour, as well as giving the sponsor,
local meat products firm, plenty
for his money.
Trumpet player of the combo.

James Mauzey, is a five-by-five lad,
who has a real flair for comedy.
Other boys likewise have a giddy
time with odd makeups, zany do-
ings, comedy hats, etc., to provide
plenty of giggles for the lookers.
Guys seem to enjoy their comedies,
and go, to town on their Dixieland
tunes, as well as the slow tunes.
They are currently doubling at a
local night spot and play outlying
dance halls during the week, in
Kentucky and Indiana.
At show caught, Boyd Bennett

crew had Red Engle as guest. He’s
currently playing a local nitery,
and did his familiar “Cigarets and
Whiskey” comedy number, which
he performed longtime with Spike
Jones.
Show opens with a showboat set,

and station has provided the five-

man combo with excellent scenic
backing. Thematically, the show
changes with each airing, and in

this market, which has very few
/good live shows, Boyd Bennett has
brought to the local viewers a real

down-to-earth show, with just

enough of the “country-boy flavor

to establish him solidly in the
WAVE area. Wied.

zell, David -Ruse Orth, Norman
Luboff Choir

i5. Wed ’ (23)* P’ftXPAR^T
CBS, from Hollywood

( Warwick & Legler )

The time differential between
Hollywood and New York on this
Coast-originated holiday show i$
probably part of the explanation
why the impact was missing in the
east. On the Coast, it was kiddie
time and this stanza may have
passed as acceptable fare for the
juves. In New York, it was 10 p.m.
and this show registered as thor-
oughly dull, For some reason, com-
ing up with an entertaining Christ-
mas show has proved to be one of
the toughest tricks of this season.

As a straight musical package,
show- Would have been okay.’ Miirii
Benzell, the David Rose orch and
the Norman Luboff choir contrib-
uted a repertoire of traditional
songs in neat style; A dancing
troupe assisted with some choreo-
graphic takeoffs on Xmas as ob-
served in foreign lands. All of this
was competent, but in a familiar,
uninspired groove. .

As emcee, Gene Lockhart was
saddled with lines that effectively
torpedoed the show. It was a com-
bination of kid stuff and sticky
sentiment that wasn’t helped by
Lockhart’s repeated fluffs. Be-
tween each of the musical num-
bers, Lockhart either read Christ-
mas stories or dished up some
anecdotes with an over-ingratiat-
ing manner.
Plugs for the beer company were

spotted sparingly and that was the
only unique aspect of the show.

Herm.

DISCOVERY
With Dr. Lloyd Luckman, guests
Producers: William Dempsey, Al-

ton Schoner
Director: James Eakhis
30 Mins.. Sun., 3:30 p.m.
KPIX, San Francisco

Magic of the arts unfolded be-
1 fore viewer’s eyes—a revelation of

success patterns demonstrated by
celebrities.

Program is one of the smartest
of local presentations—adult, in-

formative, educational. KPIX and
the S. F. Museum of Art approach
their subjects with solid showman-
ship, best yet seen in this type of

television.

A televistic slide rule measures
facets of music, dancing, sculpture,
cartooning, painting, weaving, pix
production, et al. Past shows fea-

tured such visitors as Frank Lloyd
Wright, Jean Varga. Barnaby Con-
rad, George Lichy r’Grin and Bear
It" i, director' George Stevens, jazz-

man George Davis.

One of the best offerings con-
tributed thus far was show kinnied
during a Sadler's Wells Ballet re-

hearsal here. Host Dr. Lloyd Luck-
man and ballet impresario Sol
Hurok afforded viewers keen in-

sight into the life and work of a

dancer. Impresario Sol Hurok’s con-
tribution to show was interest-

inspiring as; he related personal
history of his career and those of

his dancing discoveries.

Last - show viewed. “Discovery"
dealt in weaving and work of dec-
orative artists. Camera's eye
probed excellent examples of ma-
terials and equipment as Dr. Luck-
man and weavers Michael Belangie
and Frances Siminoff demonstrat-
ed their art.

Host Luckman is pleasing. His
interviews are warm and fact

seeking. He instills curiosity by
his own avid interest in his sub-
ject.

Camera crew rate warm kudos.
Especially dramatic closeup shots
of an artist at work. Tone.

Henrich’s Web Spread
Ex-N. Y. Yankee outfielder Tom-

my Henrich,. who’s been seen local-

ly with teleshows on WABC-TV
and WCBS-TV, gets his first regu-

lar network exposure via ABC-TV
with a 15-minute Saturday evening

sports show for which Marvel
Mystery Oil has picked up the tab.

Henrich starts for Marvel Jan.

16 in the 6-6:15 slot, with a 40-

station spread.

CHRISTMAS WITH THE STARS
With Victor Borge, Rosemary

Clooney, Rochester, Eddie Fish-
er, Helen Hayes, Arthur Fiedler
and Boston Pops Orch, Mel

.
Ferrer, Rosalind Russell, Bob
Hope, Tony Martin, Tyrone
Power, Jimmy Powers, emcee:
Axel Stordahl, musical director.

Writer: Howard. Teichraann
Producer: Joseph Santley

.

60 Mins.; Fri. (25), 10 p.m.
GILLETTE
NBC-TV, from N. Y., Hollywood,
Boston ,

(Maxoii

)

Gillette dissipated a wonderful
opportunity on this one. Safety
ra£or company went all-out coin-
wise (reportedly $300,000) for a
full-hour Yuletidc one-shot to wrap
up some of the biggest show biz
names extant in place of the usual
-Friday night bouts. But what
should have been a festive video
spread emerged as nothing more
than a succession of acts unim-
aginatively strung together.
Reading left to right, the super-

super vaudeville show brought on
and off, in almost rapidfire se-
quence, such topflight performers
as Victor Borge, Eddie Fisher,
Rochester; Bob Hope, Rosemary
Clooney, Helen Hayes, Tony Mar-
tin, Rosalind Russell. Mel Ferrer
(who introed a trailer of Metro’s
upcoming “Knights of the Round
Table” starring Ava Gardner. Rob-
ert Taylor and himself'; Arthur
Fiedler conducting the Boston
Pops Orchestra (with some con-
ventional ballet-hoofing superim-
positions); Tyrone Power, etc.

That '6 a lot of talent for one show,
but as it played for living room
reception practically the

.
entire

thing had a ho-hum quality about
it that failed to provide any partic-
ular spark or viewer enthusiasm
as a frolicsome nightcap to the
Xmas 'festivities.

Howard Teichmann. one of the
abler scripters in the profession
he also co-authored “Solid Gold
Cadillac” legiter with George S.
Kaufman) who was pacted to
script the show, probably found
his talents wasted, for under the
"let’s-get-them-on-and-off” format
of stringing together a succession
of well-tested apd familiar turns,
any creative continuity v.as an
elusive item. Jimmy Powers, who
does the Gillette sports gab. was
retained also for this show for
some occasional emceeing.

Gillette- could have used a good
fight bn this one. - Rase.

COPY DESK
With Glenn Hunts, Ira Friedman,

others
15 Mins.; Fri., 11:15 a.m.
Sustaining
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Program, presented by the

Schenectady public schools on al-

ternate Friclays. is a recapitulation

of and quiz on current news, di-

rected toward youthful viewers but
interesting, in varying degrees, to

older watchers. Glenn Hunts usu-
ally conducts the feature, on which
high school students appear. How-
ever, the last time it was caught.
Ira Friedman substituted. He
questioned four sharp, responsive,

fine looking boys and girls appear-
ing to be about 14.

One of the subjects covered,
knowingly and comprehensively,
was the recent Arthur Godfrey-
Julius La Rosa fracas. Friedman,
who led into this skillfully, re-

ceived a rapid fire reply from a

boy with a keen 'mind for details

—

even to a comparison of La Rosa’s
weekly stipend oh the Ed Sullivan
Show as against the singer’s total

from Mr. G. The teenagers ranged
over a variety of news stories, all

retold with authority. • Jaco.

CHAMPIONSHIP BOW LING
With Joe Wilson, Wed Howard
Director: Paul Robinson
60 Mins.; Tues., 1 1 p.m.
DEMET PONTIAC
WNBQ, Chicago

'

( Wrighi-CampbeU '

Thanks to some excellent camera
work, this weekly bowling telecast
comes off as surprisingly engross-
ing viewing. And with Joe Wilson
careful to explain the mechanics
of the sport for the uninitiated, the
three-game competish between two
better than average bowlers de-
velops a lot of tele excitement. Late
nighter should generate consider-
able w’ord of mouth.
W’NBQ and the client aren’t

stinting on the technical equip-
ment for this remote with three
cameras used: One catches the
bowlers for a head-on approach
shot, another works over the shoul-
der to follow the ball down the
alley, while there’s a cut to the
third for the pin smash. Running
tally is kept on an oversized score
card.
The lensing was so precise and

dramatic on contest watched -22;

that Wilson’s running commentary
bordered on the redundant and his
exclamations blunted the impact of
the shots. His knowledgeable back-
grounding between rolls is fine and
adds to the excitement but he’d do
well to do a little "a picture is

worth a thousand words” thinking
during the actual rolls.

Commercial spiels are compe-
tently handled by We'd Howard.

Dave.

APOLLO CLIB CONCERT
With Jack Huston, Luther Mason
Producer-director:
30 Mins.; Sun. (19). 3:30 p.m,
MPLS. MOLINE CO.
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis
Minneapolis Moline, farm ma-

,

chinery manufacturers, undouhl-

j

edly gave its public relations a de-
cided boost by bringing a Christ-

j

mas season musical treat to the
j

area’s large TV audience in the
j

form of this male group singing !

concert, practically sans commer-
]

cials.
j

Apollo Club is a local choral
J

group of 125 male voices boasting
a national reputation and this was
one of its few video appearances,

f

jits several annual concerts are;
[considered outstanding musical

j

events here.

j

Program comprised scmi-clas'u-
I cal and classical numbers mostly
i of a sacred nature and, of course,
! appropriate to this Yuletirle ap-
I pearance. There were “Shadows
of the Evening,” “Give Me Your

SEASON’S GREETINGS
With Eddie Albert* Ezio Pinza.
Andre Eglcvsky .

& . Marla Tall-
cliief. Robert Shaw Chorus,
Betty 8i Jane1 Kean .

v
Patil Win-

chell, Basil Rathboncr, ethers
Producer: Barry Wood
Director: Gregg Garrison
Writers: Robert Smith, Eli Basse
6A Mins.; Tues. (22), 8 p.m.
TUMS ‘

NBC-TV, from New York
(Ruthrauff & Ryan *

Turns came in with the first of
the big Christmas shows on the
timeslot temporarily relinquished
by the honeymooning Milton
Berle. Generally, stomach relief
dispensers provided a program
worthy of the Christmas spirit ex-
cept in a pair of respects, one of
which was a most blatant series of
commercials. It's a pity' that the
hard-hitting sales spiels dispensed
by Basil Rathbone took the edge
off the Yule spirit that the show
on its own could have generated
and it detracted from the fine pro-
duction. direction and (he con-
tributions from the talent.

The spiels came on after every
number. Length and force of
them ultimately put the viewer
who stayed with the show- in the
position of dreading the close of a
particular spot. Another effect
was more personal. One started
to recall the villainous roles Rath-
bone performed in films and it

wasn’t long before Rathbone again
assumed the role of villain.

Otherwise there was little fault
to find with the layout. Barry
Wood and Gregg Garrison put to-
gether an excellent assortment of
talent, which Eddie Albert pre-
sented tastefully and charmingly
in his role of emcee.

Ezio Pinza’s bary was in its
usually fine form. He essayed a
pair of tunes, the most impressive
being the “Panis Angelica” with
the* Robert Shaw choir backing.
Another vocal high spot -was the
Shaw chorus rendition of a group
of carols which showed the group’s
excellent narmonics, and top dis-
cipline.

An extremely rewarding spot
was by Andre Eglevskv and
Maria Tallchief dancing to ex-
cerpts from “Nutcracker Suite.”
Their solos and the pas de deux
were outstanding. Eglevsky’s leaps
and extreme!}- virile choreography
were applause provoking. . While
Miss Tallchief seemed to be ex-
tremely restrained in this case, her
terpin? was similarly fine. Pro-
duction which had a line of cory-
phees behind this duo was well
done.

Paul WineheU and his dummy
made a good impression with Win-
ch ell’s reading of the famed “Let-
ter to Virginia.” a Chrislmas
arrual in print and spoken word.
Although handicapped by having
to mr^ipulate the dummy during
the discourse. Winchell similarly
made a fine impression.

A disappointing sequence was by
the Kean Sisters. One of the faulls
might have been in the form of
presentation. Albert at the outset
was located in a nitery setting in
which he was the only customer.
He emphasized the fact that nit er-
ics on Christmas Eve are rightfully
empty because everybody's home.
There's nothing so deadly to the
presentation of talent as an empty
cafe. Few turns can overcome this
handicap, and the material the
Keans selected, although fine cafe
fodder, didn’t register on video.

In contrast. Harpo Marx’s clown-
ing around the singing of soprano
Lucille Smith was yock producing.
Marx did an ancient vaude and
burley bit in which he sheared the
raiment of the singer while she
was working away at “E fors e
lui.”

Albert’s contribution aside from
the act intros was the rendition of
“September Song" with some
affable comment on the tune as
originallv interpreted by the late
Walter Huston. Immediately upon
its conclusion he rushed off to his
role in the legiter. “Seven Year
Itc-h.” Jose.

Tired. Your Poor," “Innkeeper's
Carol.” “Onward Christian Sol-
dier” and "Holy Night.” It added
up to-anJnspirir.fi recital of stand-
ards admirably sung under Ralph
E. Williams’ skillful conducting.
Group singing and individual solo-
ing were so arranged as to blend
in the most list enable fashion.
Good camera work enhanced the
TV effects, providing some strik-

ing shots; The 125 men in tail>

grouped around their conductor
made a stunning appearance.

Introducing each of the number^
with bried descriptions adimrabl.v

expressed. WCCO staffer Jack
Huston was right in tune with ti e

dignified and notable orta^ion. He
had the voice, manner and autboi-

ity, as well as videocenie essen-

tials. that spell class. Luther Ma-
son was on the ball, lob, with the

opening statement. lives.
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Color Film Problems
Continued from page 22

go to commercial laboratories at

the present time without actually

bringing them something that is

experimental on every one's part;

color film for television is in a

development stage just like . live

television is and in the past there
has been very: little need for 16m
direct reduction color prints from
35m netgatives.

In your most well-known fields

and processes, for instance Tech-
nicolor, they do not have too much
need for making

:
16m reduction

prints, but the laboratories are im-
proving their processes as they get
requests ior this type- of printing.

They are. learning. The Eastman
people are working with them very
closely—with the ones that are
using the Eastman system—and I

think that we. can expect the qual-.

Ity to progressively improve.

Q: Is Eastman a stable develop-
er of 16m reduction prints? I must
know 'as a producer or I cannot
properly inform my clients, which
are advertising agencies and net-

works.

PARLAN: At the same time, as a
network we cannot say to you that
one process is necessarily any su-

perior to another. We can merely
discuss the fact that we have had
experiences with certain processes
and more experience with some
than others. There are other 35m
processes that are very well, known.
There is Ansco, there is Eastman,
and there is Technicolor.; Those, are
your three best known processes.

Theatre Prints

You might be interested to know
when you hear ot theatre prints
being distributed that were made
In Pathecolor, they are made in

; Eastman 35m color, period. The
Eastman people said they do not
care what anybody calls their film,

they can call it Densecolor, or any-
thing else. Pathecolor

;
is Eastman

color. We do not want to make a
statement that any one particular

type of color film is better than
another,, but we are willing to say
that these various types exist and
we have had experience with all of
them.

Q: What is a stable, method of
16m reduction in your opinion?

PARLAN: We have some demon-
stration films that we have been
using on the closed circuit for color
demonstration. One of them was
a transcontinental demonstration
which went all the way to Holly-
wood and was seen by all of the
major film companies out there as
well as the broadcasting industry.
On that particular demonstration
a 16m dye transfer Technicolor
print was used. This was processed
by the Technicolor laboratory in

London.
We have a 16m print we have

used for demonstration which was
shot in the Eastman 35m system
and reduced to the Eastman posi-

tive color release stock in 16m. We
have a cartoon wc use which is on
the Technicolor process. The rea-

son that we are using these par^
ticular films is not because any of
these processes are necessarily any
better than other existing proc-
esses. It is merely that in search-
ing around for films we feel would
be good demonstration material we
have come across these particular

subjects. It is the subjects v/e were
interested in and the film quality,

the color quality, was sufficiently

satisfactory to U3 to feel that it

was a‘ good thing for demonstiation
purposes. !

I am afraid you are going to have
1

to draw your own conclusions as

to what a stable process is. This
is an experimentation peric-d' for

everyone.

Estimated Weekly Network Radio Program Costs: ’53-’54

Nighttime and Daytime Overall Costs Include Production Expenses, Actors, Musicians

,

Writers, Royalties, Freelance Directors, Transportation, Prizes, Etc., But Not Commercial

Announcers, Agency Directors, Agency Commission or Time Charges

Agencies listed by initials are Batten, Barton, Dutstine & Osborn; Doherty, Clifford, Sheffield & Steers; Foote, Gone & Belding;

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample and J. Walter Thompson.

PROGRAM

Backstage Wife ... . .

.

. . . NBC

Art. Baker News
Band of Americ
Jack Benny ...

Jack Berch ... .ABC

Edgar Bergen .

.

(Charlie McCarthy)

Beulah . ... ... .... . . ... .... CBS

X

Big Story .

.

Break the Bank
Breakfast Club

Cecil Brown

Nick Carter . ....... .. . . MBS

Stella Dallas .

Dial Dave Ganroway

.

Spot Radio Biz
,
Continued from page 25 ;

webs have every right to cut rates.

Since, the. cutting tactics have
slowly come to a natural end, ac-

cording to Rollinson and new sales

patterns formulated.
- Still, stations receive 70 cents
on the dollar from spot radio reve-
nue and 30 cents on the network
show. Rollinson hastily pointed out
though that in addition to that 30
cents the station was given a pro-
gram possessing prestige and pow-
er to sell availabilities.

‘'Today, of course, radio network
programs, although still important,
are being replaced by TV program-
ming,” Rollinson added.

Fun for All

Arthur Godfrey Time- . . , . CBS

Great GMdersIceve

Guiding Light

Gunsmoke
Hall of Fame •

NET-
WORK

• • CBS
COST

$11,000

r..NEC r

...CBS

. . CBS
..MBS

^z;ooo

2,500

6,000
nonp

. . NBC 2,500

..NBC

.-.'.-NBC

...CBS

t .

500
4,000

14,000

7. ABC 1,250

...CBS 12,000

.. . CBS 1,600
(V4-hr.

segmefit)

..NBC

. . NBC

. ABC

4,000
4.000
2.000

: (>4'hr.

segment)

. . CBS
. . Mbs

2,500
N
1,000

..ABC

...MBS
750
500

. . MBS 1,000

. . .CBS 2,000

. . ABC 750

..ABC

.. NBC

...MBS
. . .NBC
...ABC

1.000

4,000
4.000
1.000

1,500

. , CBS 12,000

. NBC 2,500

.. NBC

.. ABC
3000
4,000

..NBC • 4,500

. . CBS 750

. NBC 500

. . CBS 750

. . MBS

.. ABC

.. NBC
. . . CBS

500
750

1,000

3.000

5.000
500

. . NBC
. . .MBS

. . CBS
. . ABC
. . .CBS

2.500
7.500
2,200

. .CBS 4,000
(Vi-hr.

strip)

• • • CBS 9,500

, . CBS 5,000

. . .ABC

. . NBC
500

5,000

. . .ABC

...ABC

...CBS

. . . CBS
CBS

4.000

500
2,500

3.000

5.000

HEAD WRITER
SPONSOR AGENCY . PRODUCER or Script Editor

'

Rexall ................BBD&O Cliff- Howell... . , . .-
. Joseph' Connolly, -

• '•/ _ __L Robert. Masher .

Ralston-Purina . . . . .

.

.Brown Bros. . . . ... ,. . Charles Brown, . , . . .

.

Joe Young
Lever Bros. ........ ..FC&B .............. .Bob

.
Steele. ,«.."«»• ;v; Various

Wrigley . . .

;

Ruthrauff & Ryan— Bill Burch. . . . . ,

.

.Bill Burch
Christian Reformed
Church . . . .... . Gienn-Jordan-Stoetzel .Rev. Peter Eldersveld . Rev. Eldersveld

Procter & Gamble . . .

.

Young & Rubicam . . . . Frank & Anne
Hummert ..... ... . .

.

Frank & Anne
- « Hummert

Edwards Food .... ...M. E. Harlan. ....... .NBC News
Cities Service. ...... .Ellington •James Haupt .Doris Lustgarten
American Tobacco . BBD&O . ....... . .

.

. Hillard Marks . . .

.

. . Sam Perrin, Milt Jo-
sefsberg, George Bal-

•

„ Zer, John Tackaberry
Prudential Calkins & Holden, Car-

lock, McClinton &
Smith , v . . . ....

.

Henry Hull .......... Faith Ray
Consol. Cosmetics BBD&O . ; . ...... Sam Pierce ......... Norman Paul,
Van Camp . . .

.

.

,

Brisacher, Wheeler Zeno Klinker

^ & Staff ' Si Rose
General Foods .....

.

.FC&B .... ......... ..Tom McKnight . . . . Sherwood Schwartz,
..Arthur Julian,
Howard Leeds,
Sol Saks, Herb Finn,
Bel Freedman

American Cigarette . SSC&B Bernard Prockter . . \ -Various
Miles Labs. ....... . . Geoffrey Wade. ...... .Herb Wolf. . . . . . . .

.

None
Philco .Hutchins .-Cliff Peterson ........ None
..Quaker Oats .........JWT
Swift . ......JWT
Toni . . . Tatham-Laird
Procter & Gamble. . . .Young & Rubicam Mary Harris! .Doris Frankel
S. C. Johnson i .... .

.

.Needham, Louis &
Brorby ........... .Cecil Brown Cecil Brown

Burlington Mills Dpnahue & Coe, ..... Warren Sommerville . Ed Ettinger
S, C. Johnson. ...... .Needham, Louis &

•'
; -Brorby -

. r: . . . ; rr . . .MBS' Newsroom . . . ; . . : Les Higble
Libby, McNeill & 6

Libby /.JWT • . • J, McGregor . .......

.

Various
Longines-Wittnauer . . Victor A. Bennett . . . . . Alan Cartoun ........

.

Harrison Cowan
Christian Science
Pub. Co. ....... ... .Butterfield ........ ..Erwin Cantiam, . Erwin Canham

Club Aluminum . . . . .

.

Bucheh Co. ....... ...Elaine KOos. ........ Elaine KoOs
Coca-Cola . . D’Aircy .Gordon Auchincloss. . .Gordon Auchincloss
Liggett & Myers. . . ... Cunningham & Walsh. Lee Cooley. ... .

.

None
Mutual Benefit ... .*. .Bozell & Jacobs. ... .

.

Ann Gillis. .Bob Considine
General Mills ........ pancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample ......... Gene Patterson . .../. Wm S. Doughten
General Electric .....BBD&O Bill Morrow,

Murdo MacKenzie . . Bill Morrow
Sterling Drug Dancer-Fitzgerald-

? Sample ..........

.

.Frank & Anne
... Hummert , .- Frank & Anne

.
Hummert

Armour .FC&B .Parker Gibbs Frankie Franklin
Campbell Soup ..... .Ward Wheelock. . , . . . .Ward Wheelock. ; . . .

.

. Walter O’Keefe
Liggett & Myers Cunningham & Walsh . Stanley Meyer,

Michael Meshekoff. .John Robinson,
Jack Webb

Animal Foundation ... Moser & Cotins
General Foods Young & Rubicam Galen Drake ..... Galen Drake
Skelly Oil Henri; Hurst &

McDonald
Inti. Harvester ....... Young & Rubicam .... Alex Drier &
, , Johnston Snipes
Locke Stove R. J. Potts-Calkins

. , ,
& Holden .......... Noel Digby .......... Noel Digby

Amer. Fed. of Labor. Furman, Feiner ..Frank Edwards ..Paul Green
Thomas Nelson BBD&O ............

.

Henry Dick ........

.

Arlene Wood
Florida Citrus JWT Meredith Willson ..... Meredith Willson
Prom .............. .Leo Burnett. Carlton. Morse. ......

.

Carlton Morse
Sweetheart Soap . . . .

.

Shidler, Beck
& Werner

General Foods Benton & Bowles A1 Kaye Paul West
Dawn Bible Students
Assoc; Wm. Gleeson Dr. Norman Dr. Norman

.
Woodworth .......

.

Woodworth
• • • • • Leo Burnett George Spota, . . . ... .

;

$tan Dreben
Gillette . ........ .Maxon ....... Telly Savalas ........ None
Cannon Mills . ... .

.

; .Young & Rubicam . . . John Reed King
• ,

!
• „ . ^ A1 Singer. . . . . .... Staff

Clinton Foods . ...... .Maxon Frank Musiello
Int’l Cellucotton .....FC&B
General Motors .... .-. FC&B
Star-Kist Tuna .-. .... .Rhoades & Davis
Lever Bros. McCannrErickson
Toni Weiss & Geller
Pillsbury Mills; . , . . .-. . Leo Burnett
National Biscuit ...... MeCann-Erickson
Liggett & Myers....;, Cunningham & Walsh
Kellogg Leo Burnett
T. J. Lipton . . ... . . . ... Young & Rubicam . . .... Larry Puck

Jack (Carney
Owens-Coming .....

.

Fuller & Smith &

Bristol-Myers . .....

.

DCS&S . . . . ......

.

. . . Will Roland
P. Lorillard Lenneh & Newell . . . .

.

Various
Kraft Foods ........ .Needham, Louis &

Broby Frank Pittman ........ John Elliott

_ . . .
. Andy White

.

Goodyear ............Kudner . , . . Henry Denker ........ Henry Denker
Liggett & Myers .... .

.

Cunningham & Walsh . Various
Procter & Gamble , . . . Compton ; David Lesan .... .

.

Irna Phillips
General Foods . . . . . .

.

FC&B ........ ..... .Norman Macdonnell. . . John Meston
Hallmark ... . .... .

.

FC&B . ... ... . , ...... Wiliam; Gay . .,•. . . .... . Various

(Continued on page 31)
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H’wood Vidpi:

Continued from page 23

program

Sam

Gabriel Heatter ". < • >••«•• . , ,MBS

WORK COST SPONSOR agency
, , . .NBC 8,000 RCA JWT ...........

r t • .ABC
, . . , ABC-

.MBS
.

500
500
500

Beltone .. . . .

General Mills , . .

,

. S.C. Johnson,

(Daytime)

• Olian & Bronner .

.Dancer-Fi tzgera Id

. Needham, Louis &
Brorby .......

750.
0/4-hr.

segmeilt)

Bill Henry News. .

.

.MBS
Herald of Truth ............. ABC
Edwin C. Hill . . . . . . • . . • • . ...ABC

500
none
1,000

•
—— ....

.

, . , ; .BBD&Q
North, American Van, . Applegate
National Homes ....... Applegate - ...

•

'(Nighttime)
' '

American Home SSC&B
'Block Drug ... ,; ... .... Cecil & Presbrey
Credit Union ....... JWT
Motor Products . : . .

.

. Roche, Wms. & Cleary
Union Pharmaceutical Grey
Johns-Manville ......JWT ...
Highland Church . . , Martin Co

PRODUCER

ABC, News
ABC News

. MBS News Rooms

Max Heatter.v.
. >

.

HEAD WRITER
or Script Editor

Ed James, Phil Shirkin,
Ray Singer, Dick
Clievillat

Local Newscasters

Gabriel Heattcr

• 4 • • • •

Philco Hutchins .

.

•/• i-

Max Heattcr .. . ... . *: .

.

Gabriel Heatter

Bill Henry. . Bill Henry

Bob Tormey

.... . CBS 2;500 Milos
.
Labs. .

Walter Scanlon Edwin C. Hill
Hilltop House .. .. . .

.

Geoffrey Wade . ...... Ed Wolf Assoc ... . . . Addy Richton

Everett Holies .... . . . ...... MBS 750 S. C. Johnson. , ... . . .

.

Needham, Louis & •

Lynn Stone

Brorby . . . . ..... . . . MBS News Room,

.... . .NBC
(Daytime)

Washington ... . , .

,

E. Holies

Bob Hope ••••.• 6,000 General Foods Young & Rubicarn .. Bill Lawrence .....

.

Howard Blake
•

•

.

• s..
- •

* • (Nighttime)
,

. 7,000 American Dairy ..... Campbell-Mithun . . .
•.

•j

Jack Hope Norman. Sullivan .

Hour of Decision ...... • • « . . . ABC none Bill Graham Evan-
Charles Stewart

gelistic Assn; . Walter. F. Bennett
House Party ; CBS 1,500 Kellogg ...... ..... Leo Burnett John Guedel ........ Martin Wark

Q4-br. Green Giant . BBD&O * N
-

.

segment) Pillsbury
s - Lever Bros.

Hymn Time ......... , . . v . ABC . 500 General Mills . Knox-Rceves
Allan Jackson News . .

.

.....CBS y 750 v. Metropolitan Life . .

.

. Young & Rubicam . . CBS News *

Robert Q. Lewis . . . .

.

» . . ... . CBS . 1,500 General Foods . . . . .

.

FC&B .... '.•./. Bruno Zirato Jr. Ray Allen
Robert Q. Lewis (Sat.);

.

. . . . v . CBS 2,000 Pinesol ........ . . . .

.

.Gordon Best . Bruno Zirato Jr ... none
(U-hr, Mutual of Omaha.... . Bozell & Jacobs

segment) Nehi '•.....
. BBD&O**

Yan Camp . ......... Brisacher. Wheeler
•

.
,

.

i & Staff

Life Can Be Beautiful. . • . ,

.

. NBC 2.500 Procter & Gamble... Benton & Bowles . .

.

Art Richards . Cari Bixby

4
Don Becker

Light & Life Hour : . .

.

;r;;T.A:BC 1 .000 Free Methodist Church .Walter T. Bennett ... , ,
’

, i

’ Seda Touzjian
The Lone Ranger ......ABC 2,000 . General Mills ....... D-F-S . ; Trendle-Campbell ... Various
Lutheran Hour . r , . . - MBS none Lutheran Laymen’s

League ... Gotham Dr. Eugene R. Berter-
- man Dr. Lawrence Aker

Lux Radio. Theatre . .

.

CBS 9.500 Lever Bros. ......... JWT Irving Cummings . . S. H. Barnett
IVIa Perkins .... ..... CBS 2,500 Procter & Gamble. : . D-F-S Edwin Duerr Orin Tovrov
Make Up YoUr Mind.. .

.

...... CBS 3.000 Continental Baking ., Ted Bates Arthur Henlev. None .

Man on the Farm ..

.

. . . . . .MBS . 1.000 Quaker Oats ... . . .

.

Sherman & Marquette Chuck Acree. Chuck. Aeree
Knox Manning News.. , ... . . NBC 750 Fisher Mills .Pacific Nath
Perry Mason ........ . . . .. CBS 3.000 Procter & Gamble .

.

. Benton & Bowles . . . Carl Eastman ....... Irving Vendig
Curt Massey Time . . . .

.

. MBS-CBS 5,000 Miles Labs. . Geoffrey " Wade ..... Forrest Owen . ... . Maggie. O'Flaherty

Meet Mr; McNutley. ...

.

CBS 5,000 General Electric .... .Maxon Revue Prods. (MCA). Various
Metropolitan Opera . .

.

. 15:000 Texas Co;-....' . Kudner . .... William Marshall
. , . None

Modern Romances . . .

.

..ABC 2,000 Ex-Lax 1 .Warwick & Legler . Wilbur Stark-
Jerry- Layton . . . .^ J. Ward Mitchell

Monday Morning Headlines. .ABC 500 P. Lorillard . . Young & Rubicam ABC News
Mr. and Mrs. North . . .

.

.. .. ..CBS 4,0b0 Colgate-Palmolive-
Peet 1 Sherman Marquette John W. Lovetbn . .

,

Robert Sloan
Edward R, MUrrow. . .

.

......CBS 3,000 American Oil ./.,... Joseph Katz CBS Radio News
Hamm Brewing . Campbell-Mithun

Music With the Girls . CBS 2.000 Hormel BBD&O Ernest A. Villas ...... None
My Little Margie. , . . . . .MBS-CBS 5.000. Philip Morris ... . . .

.

. Bio.vv Hal Roach Jack Harvey
Lee Karson

My True Story ........ .. .. . ABC 2,500 Sterling Drug ....... D-F-S . Martin Andrews
George Weist Margaret A. Sangs

Mystery Theatre ...... ABC 3.500 Sterling Drug .D-F-S

•

Gene Patterson ...>. . Various

Natl. Farm & Home. . ...... NBC
NBC Symphony NBC
News of the World. .........NBC
Old Fashioned Revival. .... . . ABC
One Man’s Family. ...... ... .NBC
Our Gal Sunday. .........

.

. .CBS

Our Miss Brooks ; . CBS

Oz7.ic & Harriet

Les Paul & Mnry Ford
People Are Funny

,

! . - *vuuft 9 xai
Elnter Peterson

. . .

. ... ABC

. . . CBS
. . .- CBS

3.000
10,000
2.500
1.000
4.500

2.500

7.000

6,000

2 000
4.000

Allis-Chalmers ...... .Bert S. Gittins . . . .

.

Socony-Vacuum ...... Compton
Miles Labs. ...... Geoffrey Wade .....

Gospel Assoc. .

.

Miles Labs.
American Home

Colgate-Palmolive-
Peet

* « • •

R. H. Alber..
. Geoffrey Wade . . . ;

.

John F. Murray-. ....

.Herbert Lateau

.

. Don Gillis

.NBC News

.Carlton Morse
9 Frank & Anne

Hummert

. Ted Bates . . • • • « , . , Larry Berns

Radio Bible Class

ary

NBC 2,500

. .. ..NBC 500

. . . ABC 4.000

......NBC 2,000

......MBS 4,000

......MBS '*' none

. . , . . . NBC 8,000

CBS 1.000

.....NBC 750

. ... . NBC 2.500

. . . . .- ABC 1,500

. NBC-CBS 2.500

. .. .NBC 7,000.

it. . cbs 2.500

.....CBS 2.500

. . . ... Mbs 750
CBS 2,500

Hotpoint
Lambert
Lambert 'Pharmacol
Mars

-Procter & Gamble
Albers Milling ....

Selective Ins; . ... .

.

Philco
Colgate-Palmolive*
Pect ... ... •

F, Lorillard .... . .

.

Quaker Oats
Radio Bible Class. .

American Railroads

General Foods . . .

.

Richfield Oil .....

Procter. & Ganible.

General Mills.

.

Procter & Gamble.
General Foods
American Home

Procter Sc Gamble
J. W. Wood ......

General Foods

Maxon
Lambert & Feasloy
Lambert & Feasloy

. Leo Burnett

Ozzie Nelson

. Gray Gordon
John Guedel

. Benton Si Bowles ; .

... Erwin Wasey

. . Cole & Meher
/ Hutchins

. . Win. Esty . . .

. Lennon Si Newell..
. . Sherman & Marquette
. Stanley C. Boynton .

.

. Benton & Bowles . .

, . FC&B ... . .

.

. .V,.;

. . HixsomJorgenson . . .

,
,:DFS

, .. Knox-Reeves
. . .Compton . .

. . Benton 1 & Bowles . .

. . John F. Murray. . . . .

Bob Carmen
None

Dr. C, E. Fuller
Carlton Morse

Frank A: Anne
Hummert

A1 Lewis,
Joe Quill an.
Arthur Alsberg

Ozzie Nelson

None
Jackson Stanley.
John Guedel
Walter Guedel

. Art Linkletter

Elaine Carrington

-
(

Joseph Gotten ....... Various

Peg & Walter McGraw Peg & Waller McGraw

Ray Morgan ... ...
J Don Victor

frdrn banks and private sources,

and the growth of syndication,

Banks both in New York and Hol-

lywood were taking on active in-

terest in telepix financing, but,

ironically, it was chiefly from the

Gotham institutions that mo^t .pf

the financing was coming. There
seemed little doubt that thc| oau=—

lion shown by some of the ^Cali-

fornia banking institutions was a
'hangover from '-being- burned, at lnr

vestments in indie theatrical films.

Search for product by film Syn-
dicate divisions of the TV networks
plus oilier syndicators also spurred
interest In * tire entire Rdid; and:

gave promise of increased produc-

.

tion for. the coming year, Vidpix
producers ft hose, without pre-spon-
sorvd product) were now- thinking
in the same terms as theatrical

film producers; their particular
propertv, no matter how good, had
belter h:;ve a good release or it

didn’t have a chance of recouping. •

Ard there were many producers
with breeding bank accounts to

vouch for this. Unaware of the
importance of sales syndication,

tbey^fcad dipped into the tele pool

prematurely, without a releasing
organize tion, winding up with
financial migraines and no sales.

What Does the Public Want?
Program - wise, the industrj

seemed generally perturbed. Pro-
ducers anxious to satisfy the pub-
lic weren’t sure of what the public
wanted. Those in. situation corned}
were the first to concede there
were too many situation comedies
and sought deviation from th«
original pattern so solidly estab-;

lished by “ILove Lucy.”
s

1

Producers of dramatic shows fell

that while they lacked the strength
of an outstanding name personality
to help draw higher ratings, they
had the best chance of survival in

the long run. But these producer*
generally confided ibey were not
satisfied with the average quality
they had attained. Most of them

there was a terrific story
shortage, that it was impossible to
find enough good yarns for the sea-
sonal hauL

Materia] shortage is generally
conceded to be one of the princi-
pal problems in the overall picture,
and it’s hardly likely this is going
to be solved in- the foreseeable fu-
ture. since the mass

.
consumption

monster—video—demands far more
material than theatrical films; ra-
dio, vaude, legit or any other show-
biz media. .

This would seem to make the
veteran Hollywood screenwriter
the most important behind-the-
scenes individual of all. but this
wasn’t, the case. Comparatively few
pix scribblers had floated into
video, and these with varying de-
grees of success.

Writers beefed they weren’t paid
enough in the video field; they said
they were hampered by many re-
strictions imposed on the vidpix. bv
agencies and or sponsors; they said
the producers didn’t know what
they wanted.

Producers, on the other hand,
complained that many pix Writers
accuslomed to Working for months
op a

.
theatrical film venture

couldn’t readjust his thinking to
turning out a telescript in the con-
siderably shortened time allotted
such ventures — anywhere from
three days to several weeks. And
producers beefed further that writ-
ers from pix had failed most times
to contribute any original mate-
rial. averring many were hack-
writers. automatically turning out
the teleplays, grabbing the check
and running, so to speak.
These and other problems were

almost inevitable in view of the
complex ramifications of the tele-
pix biz. and while no one pretend-
ed to know the answers; there was
a feeling of confidence that time
would solve the questions. (Many
an ulcer-bound producer devoutly
hoped he would still, be around
worn that time came.'

Dr. Richard D. Ilahn.

Murray: Bolen . . .

John .Lair. ..........

NBC News
Ed Duerr . . ... , . . ....

Minerva Ellis ......

Jack Lacey . . ....

Frank & Anne
.. Hummert . .

. /Benton & Bowles

.BBD&Q .

. .Young & Rubicam
Benton & Bowles

. Betty Shay. . ....

.

..Mel Baily .......

. Mary Harris .....

Dr.. Hahn
Lawrence & Lee
John Lair

John M. Young

Charles Gussmart
Fran van Hartesveklt

Frank & Anne
Hummert

, Elaine Carrington
. Mel Baily
. Hector Chevigny

(Continued on page 34)

YANKEES WPIX SEGS
Yankee telecasts in Gotham via

YVPIX will have as pre and post-
game -sponsor R. J. Reynolds To-
bacco < Camel ) . Deal was handled
via Esty agency.
Red Barber, who handled. Hip

Dodger games for a number of

years, will do the chores for flie

Yankees. Esty is preparing a.'new.

formula for the sport.scaster. The
'53 Yankee pre-game segments
were handled by Joe E. Brown.
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For sTheer sales power in the Greater Boston area, you can’t match WEEI’s local personalities.

They re the salesmen Bostonians like best, listen to most,. .the salesmen who make the most calls

on your customers, with the best results.

s proot of their prowess: Eight of the Top Ten local programs in Boston are on WEEI . •

.

four times as many as there are on all other stations combined

!

(Equally convincing,

WEEI has the largest weekly share of audience and more than twice as many quarter hour wins as

all other stations combined!)

If you want to sell anything from avocados to zebras in Boston, WEEI has the talent, the shows.

product welcome in the most Boston homes.

For entree, get in touch with CBS Radio Spot Sales or*. * •

Boston • CBS Owned

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Jack Loring, Irving T. McDonald, Carl Moore, Mother Parker, E. B. Rideout and Lou Webster

Souirce: Pulse, Septomber-October 1953 •

/a'
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Sound & Fury
Continued from page 27

. client-station identities and tradi-

tional modus operand!.

The videoites, chest thumping

with
,
all the brashness of the

nouveau riche,
>

have tried to outdo

one another with bravado slogans,

ranging from WNBQ’s “The Quali-

ty Station of Mid-America’' to

WBBM-TV’s “Chicago’s .
Showman-

ship Station’’ banner, while they

growl at one another about cop-

ping show formats and talent. On
the sales sides, there’s a constant
scrutiny of ,

the other guy’s bank-
roller roster for possible defections

that can be turned, into account'
switchovers. .

Quinlan, Ileineman Click

Much of the drive and hoopla
has been provided by the enter-
prising Sterling (Red' Quinlan,
elevated to the g.m. post at VVBKB
and. WENR \ ABC', and George
Ileineman, doubling . as program
chief at WNBQ and WMAQ (NBC).
A new factor was added this past
cycle, stepping up the overall com-
petitive pitch, with the emergence
pf the II. Leslie Atlass CBS com-
bine onto the video scene via the
acquisition of WBKB’s old Channel
2. Meanwhile, the Frank P. Schreib-
er-helmed WGN-TV operation con-
tinues to solidify its indie position,

especially during the summer
months with its baseball exclu-
sives..

’

Chi radio’s facelifting has been
even more pronounced. With the
possible exception of CBS’ WBBM,
still riding on the lucrative mo-
mentum gained pre-TV, and indie
WIND, with its seemingly invul-
nerable news-music-and-sports for-
mula, practically every station in
town has been revamping in sev-
eral directions. And some of the
changes of emphasis, following
similar channels, generated addi-
tional competitive sparks. For ex-
ample, an interesting thrae-way
tussle developed between WGN.
WIND and WCFL, now managed
by Marty Hogan, for the top local
sports identity. WGN, after wooing
the Standard Qil-spohsored Chi-
cago Bears pro football air rights
from WIND, made a big pitch to
wrest the Chi White Sox baseball
package from WCFL, The labor-
owned indie won out. negotiating
a new three-year pact with the
South Side team. WIND continues
its long association with the Chi
Cubs.

Even WLS.. with its steadfast
farm audience, saw fit to do some
reshuffling. Ihdie, managed by
Glenn Snyder, completely revised
its news staff, bringing in new
gabbers and installing Bill Small
as news editor. The news-on-the-
hour technique, formerly pretty
much the exclusive property of
WIN'D, has spread all over the city,
as has the increasing reliance on
disk jocks wifh several prominent
platter spinners changing alle-
giances.

In all this sound and furjr at-
tending the hometown battle for
the buck, new network activity by
the Chi web setups was just about
nil last year. The only new net-
work TV entries were “Tbe Ben-
netts,” morning soaper joining the
NBC-TV lineup, and “Of Many
Things,” Louis G. Cowan package
Which got a sustaining ride on
ABC-TV. Network radio contribu-
tions included Alex Dreier’s night-
ly NBC newscast for International
Harvester, and Austin Kiplinger’s
and Ulmer Turner’s ABC news
strips, plus “Anonymous” on Sat-
urday nights.

* .-
... r .

• «

Estimf

v . .

itedl (Network Radio Pro^nmi Costs: ’55 f]

PROGRAM
iSgt. Preston

NET-

WORK
..MBS

Dinah Shore . \ . . . . ... . . v , . .

.

NBC
Sky King

;
v. . . . ;...... . ... MBS

COST
2,500

5.000
2.000

SPONSOR
Quaker Oats

AGENCY producer
Sherman fc Marquette . Trendle-Campbell-

Meurer

HEAD WRITER
or Script Editor

. . .Fran Strye

Space Patrol ... * ABC 2,000 Ralston Purina . . . , .

.

Gardner ..

Stars .Over Hollywood. < •

.

CBS 3,000 Carnation . . * > .Erwin-Wasey , , . . . ,

,

Bill Sjterh ; . ; .V. ...... . . .

.

ABC 1,000; ; Annheusor-Busch . .

.

D’Arcy . . ....... ...

.

Strike It Rich NBC - 3,000 Colgate-Palmolive- .
..

'

Peet .•./. : . . . . , , * .Wm. Esty. .-. . .....

.

Sunshine Sue . .... . . . . .

.

:cbs 750 Corn Products ; ....

.

.C. L. Miller. . . . . . .

Suspense ; . . . > . . . . . CBS ... 5.000 . Auto-Lite . : .
.. . .> .Cecil &. Presbrey. .

.

John Cameron Swayze ...... .NBC 1,000 Stewart-Wamet* . . . .

.

• McFarland, Aveyard
The Symphonette ... . CBS 2,000 Longines-Wittnauer . • Victor A, Bennett. .

.

Chevrolet .* ..... . . . .

.

Campbell-Ewald . ..... Dick Mack., . .. ..... .Beulah Grau
Derby Foods . ..... . ..Needham, Louis it _ . !

Broby .... .... . . . .

.

Alan Fishbern . , . . , ... Various
Mike Devery, ........

Don Clark , (MCA )., ... . Various
Murdock Pemberton . . Buddy Greenspan

• • • • • * . . . J. C. Swayze

Mary Lee Taylor . ... . . . .... . NBC
Telephone Hour . ..... -. ... NBC
Theatre of Today . . . . CBS
This Farming Business. . .... .NBC

This Is Nora Drake ... .

.

Lowell Thomas . .

Three Star Extra. . . . . .

Time for Loyfe.

:

Robt. Trout & News .

Truth or Consequences
Turn to a Friend . .

Two for the Money.. ..

John W. Vandercook, News . ABC
Voice of Firestone

.

Walk a Mile
Wendy Warren

CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS

1,000

7.500
3,000
500

2.500
.3,000

3.000
3.250
1.250

4.000
2.500

4.000
750

Pet Milk . . /C ; Gardner ....... ... . .A1 Chance. . . . , v . . . ... Elizabeth Todd
Bell Telephone: . . ... . . . N. W. Ayer; ......... Wallace Macgill
Cream of Wheat- . . .

.

iBBD&O
Skelly Oil . . . . . . ; .

.

. Hehri, Hurst &;

McDonald ........ Lloyd Burlingham. . . Lloyd Burlirigham.
TOni ...............

.

Weiss & Geller.

Ira Avery

.

. . ,

.

Various

....

.

. Milton Lewis
Kaiser -Motors . .. . . .

.

Weintraub . . . ,

.

; . .

;

CBS Radio News
Sun Oil .Ruthrauff & Ryan. . . . . Ned Brooks. . ... . . ... Fred Morrison
Jergens . ....... ...

.

.Robert Orr. . . ... .... Murray Burnett . . . Various
General Foods . ... ...

.

Young & Rubicam. . . . . . .... ... CBS News
Pet Milk . . . Gardner ..... . . .

.

Ed Bailey . . . ... ....

.

. Ralph Edwards
Toni .Leo Burnett: • . . . . .

.

-Bob Grei
P Lorillard .......... Lennen & Newell . .... Gil Fates
CIO ... ......... ...

.

. .Henry J. Kaufman . . .

.

. . . Ginny Travers

....

.

John W. Vandercook

t Welcome Travelers .

I

i

'

* . .

|
• V./.,--.'

(
Whispering Streets

I

'Wild Bill Hickok
Johnnie Lee Wills >

[Walter Winchell /

|

Wings of Healing . ..

J

Harry Wismer .

I Wizard of 'Odds :

.

Woman in My House ....

Wonderful City .....
World Tomorrow .

Young- Widder Brown

Your Land & Mine

... NBC 6.500 Firestone . ... .Sweeney & James. .

.

Charles Polacheck. .

.

. A. J. McGinness
MBS-ABC none Voice of Prophecy . . .

;

.Western ... . ...

.

: . . .

.

. H.M.S. Richards' .... :H.M.S. Richards
... . . NBC ’ 3,000 R. J. Reynolds. ':Wm, Esty . . . , . . . . . .

,

.Helen Phillips. . .None
. ... ..CBS 2,500 General Foods ...... . Benton & Bowles. . . . Tom McDermott . .

.

. John Pickard .

. , Frank Provo
.....NBC 3,250 Procter & Gamble . .

.

Biow .. . .... ... . Les Lear .......... . Les Lear
. Tommy Bartlett

. .

v
. ABC 4,500 Toni

General Mills .......
.Leo Burnett..:......
.D-F-S

.Joe Graham , .

.

. Wm. Marshall
. Margaret E. Sangster

>

. .. . MBS 1.750 Kellogg .Leo Burnett: ... . Comomdore prods . .

.

.Various
...NBC 500 General Mills ... .'.

.

.

. Zimmer-Keller & .

Calvert
... ABC 5,000 Carter Prods, .\ ...

.

Gruen
SSC&B .......

.

. . ...

. McCann^rickson
. John T. Madigan . Winchell

MBS-ABC none Wings of Healing. . ,

.

.Century ............ Dr. Thomas Wyatt. .

.

.Dr. T. Wyatt
.. .. MBS 750 . Philip Morris ... . ..

.

. Biow .1. . ..^ . Mel Baily . .......... . Gene Ward
......CBS 2,500 Toni . , .........

.

Manhattan Soap .....

.Leo Burnett.

. Shidler, Beck &
Werner .

i Harry Spears . Jack O'Keefe

, Leo Guild
.... . NBC 2.500 Manhattan Soap . . . Shidler, Beck &

Werner .Carlton E. Morse. . . ... . Geo. L. Fogle
MBS 750 Holland Furnace .... Lindeman . .. . . .

.

Mel Baily. ......... . Mel Baily
.....ABC none ' RadiO Church of God. Huntington Parmelee

.

. Dr. H. W. Armstrong

.

. Dr. Armstrong
......NBC 5,000 DeSoto BBD&O ............ .John Guedel ........ . Bernie Smith

.....CBS 2,500 Procter & Gamble. .

.

Compton ........... /Minerva Ellis. ....... . Julian Funt
. . . NBC 2,500 Sterling Drug .D-F-S . Frank & Anne

Hummert ; . Frank & Anne
Hummert

ABC 2,500 General Motors . . . .

.

-Kudner ........... . ABC News ... ... . Henry J. Taylor
>llar. CBS 4,000 Wrigley ............ Arthur Meyerhoff . . .

.

.Jaime del Valle. . Blake Edwards.
E. Jack Neuman.

U

Continued from page 25

gripes and come to some accord
over differences that might still
remain after the Jan. 1 conversion.
The dying arrangement finan-

cially affected only Mutual’s 375
pay stations. However, all of the
560 member stations have been in-
vited to Biloxi by Diehm.

^
In addition to Q’Nei.l, there will

be MBS veepecs. including J. Gieh
^’aylor, Bob Schmidt, Earl Johnson,
Jim Wallen, Herb Rice, Bert Hau-
s
^
r > Jules Seebach; controller

George Ruppel and members of
the station relations staff—all to
answer queries and blasts by af-
filiates. Mutual shareholders are
expected too, but it is unlikely
any serious policy changes will be
made by web brass in the short
time allowed in the two days at
Biloxi.

on
Following is a list of various sales plans and formulae offered by the radio networks. Price indicated includes time and talent,

plus opening and closing billboards in most cases. Clients indicated participate in one or more shows.

PLAN NETWORK COST PROGRAMS SPONSORS AGENCY
MBSiinday .. .. MBS $2,000 per Counterspy

(Starts dan. 3) one-min. The. Shadow
announcement Bulldog Drummond

Multi-Message ........ MBS $1,500 per Adventures of Falcon Emerson Drug .Lennen it Newell
one-min. Mickey Spillane P it G .Benton' & Bowles

announcement Deadline R. J. Reynolds .Wm. Esty
Official Detective S.O.S. i McCann-Erickson
Take a Number

NB 3 Plan NBC $2,025 per Second
.
Chance Turns ; .Ruthrauff it Ryan

one-min. Pays to Be Married Paper Mate .Foote, Cone it
- announcement Fibber & Molly Belding

Power Plan .......... .; cbs $5,000 per FBI in Peace & War Eno-Scott it. Brown .

10-min. segment Meet Millie BlyCreem .Atherton. & Currier
Mr. Keen P it G. . Sherman & Marquett

Lava . Biow
Weekend Plan ........ NBC $2,250 per Weekend (15 separate

one-min. segments) . . .

.

B. F. Goodrich .BBD&O
announcement

»4|

TV Mfrs. Not Compatible
Continued from page 25

comment on McDonald’s letter dis-

crediting its “pioneering role,”

RCA quickly counterattacked: “The
public record before the FCC in

the 1 9.49-50 hearings shbws that it

was RCA that consistently insisted
that only an all-electronic compat-
ible color television system - was
good enough for the American
public. And, on June. 25, 1953, RCA
and NBC petitioned the FCC to
adopt compatible color -television
standards. Others followed the
RCA-NBC example, ]t»Mt we were
first.” RCA then went on to describe
its achievements in tintele devel-
opments, said it knew of no “sig-

.

nificant contribution” by Zenith to

the approved color system, and
cited “examples” of Zenith's past
“errors,” in public statements.
•’Zenith is now in patent litigation
with RCA and Mr. McDonald's last
ill-chosen ' blast is an obvious
maneuver on his part related to
the action (on patents) inow pend-
ing in the Federal Court (in Dela-
ware),” said RCA. “Every state-
ment, we have made (in advertise-
ments) can be supported with solid
proof of: its accuracy.”

GE’s *54 Preview
General .Electric's year's end

•' statement by Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
v.p. and general manager of the

of a 1954 preview; Predicted was
a strong demand for monochrome
TV station equipment and receiv-
ers, with addition of about 200
tele outlets to bring, the total to
550; introduction of limited com-
mercial color telecasting; sales of
5.200.000 monochrome and 100,000
color . sets, with continued strong
demand for radio receivers and
the industry producing about 7,-

600.000 home and portable sets,

further improvements in black &
white picture tubes; high level in
defense output; expanded markets
for communications equipment.

Dr. Baker said that GE will pro-
duce a color TV console model in
limited quantities for shipment
about mid-year, and a later state-
ment announced development of
company's first receiving tube type
intended primarily for color TV
sets.

Pitched on MBS Show
A national campaign against

juve delinquency is being pitched

by Mutual in collaboration With the

New Jersey Knights of Pythias

keyed to begin in a few days Willi

an intensified investigation into
,

the problem started by U. S. Sen-

ate Subcommittee. Drive will be

directed to parents ..through, juve

stanza, “Bobby Benson Show.”

“Ten Commandments for Par-

ents “devised by the Jersey group,

will be repeated for entire month
of January on Benson Stanza with

added gimmick that kids can write

in for gloss copy to show parents.

Robert C. Hendrickson, chairman
of . the Senate Subcommittee on

juve delinquency, stated he wel-

comes Web support.
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From the Production Centres

V?.

IN NEW YORK CITY • . .

Charles Dresser, sales director for WMAQ and WNBQ,' NBC’s

o & o!ers in Chi, in town on biz . . «. “Mr. & Mrs. North" rang up 11

years on CBS last night (Tues.) . . . Sportscaster Vincent Scully on

Miami vacation . . . Miriam Kerrigan, sec’y to CBS v.p. Les Gottlieb,

leaving for Montreal to wed pharmacist Jean Douquet . >V “Halimavk

Hall of Fame*’ in salute to Tom Mix on Sunday (Jan. 3) oyer CBS with
1 participants ' including Boy Rogers, Gene . Autry, Will, Rogers Jr*, Bill

(Hopalong) Boyd and Clark Gable . . . Norman Peterzell, ex-Biow ac-

count exec, joined Carter Products as a product mgr. . . . Treva Frazee

into “Theatre of Today" Saturday (Jan. 2) . . . Ray Wilson Tremper,

War vet who’s been hospitalized for 12 years, certifies.that he’s received

some 6.000 pieces of mail as result of “please write" mention from
Jack Sterling on latter’s WCBS show. In addition, his brother Elman
(also a vet) received a stack of mail following a supplemental mention.

WMCA will broadcast game New Year’s Day from Tangerine Bowl
In Orlando. Fla; Game, between Arkansas State and East Texas State,

will be carried exclusively in Gotham by the outlet . . . WQXR will

begin airing regular program from historic Trinity Church in the Wall
Street area on Jan. 1 . . . WLIB will tape special swearing in ceremonies
for Mayor-elect Robert F. Wagner from his temporary headquarters
in Hotel Barclay at one minute past midnight Jan. 1 and will air it

11:30 the same morning—half an hour before the official repeat down-:
town . . : Dr. John. Summerfield Wimbish leaves immediately after his

Sunday (Jan, 3) broadcast via WMGM on 40,000 mile \vorld tour on
which he will tape his impressions of other nations.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Howard (Howdee) Meyers has resigned as western sales manager of

the O. L. Taylor station rep Jinn, effective Friday (1) . , . Bill Horaann
has been added to

;

Hal. Smith’s NBC. ad-promotion staff,, replacing Bill

Yorian who switched over to the sales side . • . WBBM chief announcer
and outdoor editor Art Mercier off on a week’s rabbit hunting and ice

fishing in southern Wisconsin . . . Pick Meier named sales, manager at

WLBK, DeKalb, 111. . . . MacFarland. Aveyard agency elected to mem-
bership. in the American Assn, of Ad Agencies ; Lawn Savings &
Loan bankrolling a quarter-hour Howard Miller deejay strip on WMAQ
... Ethel Daccardo getting a tryout as Chi Daily News radio-TV editor,

vice Jack Ryan who’s left the paper . . . “Quiz Kids” takes a hiatus
©ff CBS radio Jan., 8 : . . WBBM sales manager Rudi Neubauer back
at his desk after a Florida sunning . . . .

Lloyd Burlingham has taken
oyer as host of WBBM’s early morning “Country Hour.” Show will

be piped from Burlingham’s farm . . . Tom Casey' and Lee Walters
sharing gab duties on ABC’s Sunday morning newscast ... Longtime
AM’er. “The Northerners," changes its format somewhat for the New
Yea? with dramatic readings supplementing the heretofore straight
musical show aired by WMAQ . ; . WBBM disk jock Josh Brady off
on a North Woods hunting junket.

promoting a .delicatessen restaurant / » * ,WFIL-TV will telecast three

away games and one at-home match of the Philadelphia Warriors

(National Professional Basketball League), in DuMont web’s Saturday

afternoon series of pro-cage tilts , . . Shoplifting series by Trudy Prokop,

ex-Daily News women’s editor, will be NBC’s “Big Story" (30),

IN MINNEAPOLIS , \ -
..

TV redeiveri in Minneapolis-St. Paul market now total 413,400;
“ a

new highi according to KSTP figures'

Lite

Representatives of Twin
Cities TV’, And radio stations .

participated in 'U. of Minnesota farm

school’s first annual charity “Turkey Trot" / . . Jimmy Valentine’s

KSTP television quiz showi “You Should Know;’’ celebrated its 500th

anrii this week with an extra special prize, an all-expense trip to

Europe by air for the lucky winner, and St. Paul Mayor John Daubncy
and Minneapolis Sheriff Ed Ryan as special guests < , . U. of Minnesota

regents publicly commended the institution’s team which won nine

consecutive victories over other universities’ teams in the: NBC network

“College Quiz Bow;!" before going down to defeat. The victories netted

Minnesota $3,500 in scholarships as prizes . . . Pleading not guilty to

the charge that he evaded state' income taxes on the approximate

$117,000 that he earned during his . seven years,as KSTP sales manager
here, Miller C. Robertson, now part-owner, president and general man-
ager of station KEPO, El Paso, told authorities he maintained a Texas
homestead at all times and did not consider he was liable for the

Minnesota income tax. Trial has been set for Feb. 15.

IN CLEVELAND . . .

Willard Butler, WJW sales, leaving for NBC Chicago spot sales ...
Joe Mulvihill, WTAM disker, named national disk jockey chairman for

1954 Heart Fund drive . . .AFTRA judges for local radio-TV best will

be Mrs. Eleanor Bayer, Professor V. . Klein, Howard Preston, Oscar
Bergman, Milton Widder, Don Hornbeck and Estal E, Sparlin, chair-

man, Dolly Wheaton is’ AFTRA liaison . . ; WTAM’s Morning Band-
wagon helped bring London-Cleveland pen pals together by playing
music requests from overseas’ writers . . . Cloyd Schlelger left McCann
Ericson and Paul Warren ankled Warren-Stern for veep jobs at Ohio
Advertising . . Don. Perris, WEWS, collaborated with Felix Danton
on “Television Scouting" handbook . , . Beverly Freed joined WSRS
continuity department . . . Cy Kelly and Glenn Rowell, picked for Biu'k-

hardt Beer commercial on WNBK film . WXEL’s sliift frorq Channel
9 to 8 reported accomplished with minimum loss of viewers according
to Franklin Snyder. ... Pioneer Electronic Supply pacted \VERE’s
Sunday Seven Arts stanza at 8:30 p.m. for two-and-one-half hours . . .

Johnny Andrews, WTAM disker, had surprise Christmas soloist Ken
Remo ... December TV set total in area now 823,629.

IN PITTSBURGH . . .

Ray Schneider’s 7:55 am. daily news on WWSW, sponsored for last

two years by Peter Paul, will be bankrolled by Penn Buick Co. of
Pittsburgh beginning Monday (4) . . . Catherine Copeland planed out
for San Francisco to spend the holidays with her family, Helen Wayne
Rauh, one of the panelists on “Ask the Girls," taking over for. her
on the WDTV show ... Sally Jeffries, recent graduate of the U. of
Missouri, has joined the Goldman-Shoop agency as an assistant in
the public relations . division . . . Otto Krenn is spelling off the KQV
announcers during the Christmas-New Year season . . . John Viazanko.
who shoots on-the-spot news for WENS, is leaving Channel. 16 shortly
to join Movietone News staff . . . Holly Graham, WMCK disk jockey,IN PHILADELPHIA

Jerry Mills, formerly of WWEZ. New Orleans, has joined announcing
j

has taken over the operation of the Rathskeller in Homestead and
aff at WIP . . . Ed Cleary, WIBG general manager, .is retiring iii the- I'.-will - soon .b.e, doing his platter-spinning from there . ; ,

Hank Stohl,1

staff

Spring . . . Jack Creamer, former WPTZ “Handv Man," now commuting S

WDTV announcer, and his wife have an early summer date with the
to Washington, for program on WTTG-TV . . . Murray Ariiold. WIP ’ stork . . . Duquesne Brewing Co; has bought “Inner Sanctum" for

program director, will address BMI Clinics in Honolulu, Jan. 6 and
;

WJAC-TV in Jbhnstown and will air it Friday nights at 9:30.

7 . .. . Sidney Omarr. former WPAZ (Pottstown, Pa.) broadcaster, is ;

now a Writer at CBS radio news bureau, Hollywood . . . Broadcaster

;

Steve Allison •WPEN) and Ted Reinhardt, radio-TV producer, are ;

Eileen BARTON
Currently Appearing

SHAMROCK HOTEL
Houston, Texas

Coral itcords Dir. MCA

i

.

LA TELE BLACKOUT

THREATENED BY FIRE
Hollywood, Dec. 29. 1

Fire raging in San . Gabrile I

Mountains threatened possible Los
i

Angeles television blackout yes-

;
terday < Mon.) with flames nearing

r Mount Wilson, on which are lo-

(

cated all seven local transmitters.
' Wind shift averted immediate
: danger late Monday afternoon but
• hours later the threat was hot fully
leased. Flames were about two
: miles away when the wind shifted,
but ail television network engi-
neering staffs were on allnight

,
standby duty to meet any possible
emergency.

Chi’s WGN Tempo
Continued from page 26

Minneapolis— H. W, (“Dutch )'

. Cassill, formerly general manager
at radio station KIOA. Des Moines,

j

has been appointed to a similar
1 post at radio station WLOL here.

Selling Allentown, Bethlehem/ EastonWLEV-TV
Bethlehem, Pa.

the

"bnIysingle ||«wp^o
medium

reaching the

eotir*

- Hu*,. ,.

*0 °in:<'sO

A Sleinmafi Slotion

Repretentedb/

t V olfiliote

New York Chicago lot AngUn fan Yroncltco

a new’ pattern that’s given WGN
almost an entirely different per-
sonality than prevailed pre-TV. .

As evolved by program director

Bruce Dennis, under the guidance
of general manager Frank Schreib-
Cr and commercial manager ’Wil-

liam McGuineas, the . Mutual-affil-

iated station has developed its own
variation of the musiq-news-sports
format. There’s also considerable
slant to the midwest farm clientele

Within the WGN clear channel cov-
erage.

Saleswise there’s a candid re-

liance on per inquiry deals. Prior
to TV, WGN had confined its PI
pitches to the put-of-rate card post-

midnight hours. Then when TV
emerged and scared regular adver-
tisers , away from radio’s Class A
evening hours, WGN brass decided
to give PI a whirl in 4he. 7 to 10
p.m. period. The PI experiment
started last year and paid off com-
mercially. It’s now been extended
into the Afternoons.

As of tha 1st of the year, the
station also gets on the food mer-
chandising bandwagon that

f
s be-

come almost a standard AM fea-
ture, Sehreiber last Week finalized
a deal with Radio Features for its

Feature Foods Plan, formerly used
by WLS. Under the plan, an ad-
vertiser spending a minimum of
$300 Weekly on WGN for 13 weeks
gets special point - of - purchase
pushes in the major food chains
and supermarkets.

Programwise, one of the big
WGN switches has been toward
platter spinning personalities. Den-
nis set out to build up his deejay
stable AVith guys who have enough
showmanship in their own right to
draw a following. Bill Evans, with
his morning waker-upper strip, is

the only survivor from pre-TV.
Ernie Simon, Saxie Dowell, Jim
Lounsbury, Buddy Black,, Fred
Reynolds and Bill Albert have all

been added as part of theh “New
Look” changes.
The joint radio-TV 24-man news

staff now headed up by Spencer
Alien gives WGN access to one of
the biggest newsgathering crews in
town. Station also established a
precedent-making deal with the

City News Bureau for its local city
coverage,, heretofore an exclusive
property Of the Chi newspapers.
WGN airs 147 newscasts weekly
today, compared to 119 in 1948.

In its play to the farm audience,
WGN puts out eight

.
farm service

programs daily, Dennis points out
that the station’s experience with
its rural audience has convinced
him that farmers like the same
music, news and sports favored by
Urban listeners. And that they fre-
quently resent the more patroniz-
ing hillbilly type farm program
ming.

Memphis-r-Jimmy (King Bee)
Franklin, Negro deejay, has joined
KWEM in West. Memphis and here
as a fulltime Negro platter-pusher
He was formerly with WRFC,
Athens, Ga., arid with the Armed
Forces Radio Services and a Kor
rean world war vet. He was named
to the post by KWEM manager
Jack Nobles.

Columbia U.
Continued from page 25 —

loftiest names and . themes in a
cultural platter and chatter parade
that may have; the dty*s *nd coun-
try’s disk- jockeys tunning to

cover.

Preliminary salvo in N. Y, oc-

curs Saturday (Jan. 2) with WNvr.
incepting a weekly Bicentennial re-

port with “namd" guests.. Same
day, WNBT will tee off a series on
the new “New York Album" based
on “Columbia Historical Portrait of
New York,", with Robert F. Wagner
Jr., in his second day as mayor,
the chief guest. The CBS- preem of
the overall theme will be launched
Sunday (3) with Dr. Grayson Kirk,
prexy of the U„ as permanent
guest. CBS also has provided ,s20th
Century Concert Hall" that same
day to launch a Columbia music
contribution series.

Other January programs include:
“Newsorama" on WPIX; Bicenten-
nial Stamp Ceremony, CBS, WNBT
and WNYC; “Camera on Citizen-
ship" series, WATV; “Through the
Iron Curtain," Weekly series, ABC-
TV; various stations beaming the
Bicentennial Alexander Hamilton
Dinner with Chief Justice Earl
Warren as principal; (Jan. 14 r;

WNBC, one-hour documentary on
“Album" called “Tourist Capita]’’;

N, Y.’s tercentenary, CBS-TV;
dedication to Columbia, “George
Jessel Show,” with King’s Men
Chorus of Columbia, ABG-TV (Jan.
17

) ;
family Kimbrough interview of

President McIntosh of Barnard,
WCBS; “Search That Never Ends,’’

MBS; Martin Agronsky’s. “At Is-

sue," ABC-TV; special on anniver-
sary of splitting of the uranium
atom, WNBT; N. Y. Academy of

Medicine series, WNYC; “Salute to

Columbia” on “Original Amateur
Hour," NBC-TV.
Upcbming in th<» next few

months on the Bicentennial are
such programs as “Omnibus," “See
It Now,” “The Eternal Light.’’

“America’s Town Meeting of the
Air," “Invitation to Learning.’’
“Cavalcade of America,” “U. S.

Steel Hour” and “Philco Television
Playhouse,”

Beaston’s Chi Slot

Chicago, Dec. 29.

Floyde Beaston takes over as
WNBQ sales manager next Monday
(4), replacing John McPartlin who's
been assigned to special WNBQ
sales development projects. Both
Beaston and McPartlin will report
to Charles (Chuck) Dresser, WNBQ-
WMAQ director of sales.

OPTICAL EFFECTS For
KUNG STUDIOS, Chicago

.• by

RAY MERCER & CO.
4241 Normal Avo., H'wfod 29, Cal.

Send for free Optical Effette Chart

$1.00 MONTH Establish YOUR parma*

nant addrass hara In Los Angalas. Wa
forward all. mall for ovr many custom*

art personally and afflclently.

ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
1244 t. Grand Ava.

Lot Angalaa 15, California

UpperMidwest

A 1

KSTP-TV NOW REACHES
NEARLY TWO MILLION
people Regularly with
ITS 100,000 WATTS
CHANNEL 5.

Represented

EDWARD PETR
and COMPANY

100,000 WATTS

teas-AH
MINNEAPOLIS * ST PAUL
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Mystic Tape takes a quarter; .of

Garry Moore’s daytinier starting

Jan. 15 for a year.; . . The first of
Elmer Rice’s plays released to. TV
is slated soon for Charles Martin’s
‘’Philip Morris Playhouse”,...
Julius LaRosa’s one - at - a - tHfte

H’wood picture deal will give; him
75G per, with initial film titled

“Here We Go Again.”

Alex Rosenman, onetime sales

Y p. for WCAU-TV in Philly and
more latterly g.m. of WCAN-TV in

Milwaukee, named New York busi-

ness manager for \yTVl, Belleyille-

St. Louis. He’s also repping WCAN
(AM & TV) in Gotham, . . Robert
Alda got a scholl of honor from
the Jewish Sanitarium and Hos-
pital for Chronic Diseases for his

work on behalf of the institution
. . . Three Suns, who guest on the
Kate Smith show today (Wed.), also
set for Jan. 5 on the NRC daytimer
. . .Betty Miller into cast of “Col-
onel Flack” on DuMont Jan. 2. .

.

Eugenia Rawls into a featured role
on US. Steel’? “Hedda Gabler”
Jan. 5 . . Harold Stone set for “Big
Story” Jan. 8. . .Catholic Digest’s
monthly TV poll put Bishop Sheen,
“1 Love. Lucy” and “Toast of the
Town” in first three positions.

WCBS-TV’s Bill Leopard has
asked for and been given out on
his seven-day sked and leaves
moderator’s role on “An Eye On

Seven keys to bigger TV

audiences with such sales-

mdting favorites as . .

.

Q ABBOTT t COSTELLO SHOW
52 sure-fire comedies that click with

kids and grownups alike in millions of

homes, made especially for TV.

BIFF BAKER, U. S.

Overseas intrigue in a fast-moving

family adventure series of highest

network quality.

ROD CAMERON in

cm DETECTIVE

Recently rated as the country's #1
local film for television— and sold to

Falstaff fleer in 118 markets for the

largest regional sale in TV film history.'

[~] FAMOUS PLAYHOUSE

A super-assortment of over 175 original

half-hour dramas with Hollywood

names and sure sales appeal.

FOLLOW THAT MAN

The exciting “Man Against Crime” films

(34.6 network Nielsen average)

starring Ralph Bellamy, retitled for

first-run in many TV cities.

I'M THE LAW

Starring George Raft in the unique

adventures of a metropolitan police

inspector; packed with sales punch.

PLAYHOUSE 15

78 fifteen-minute dramas of highest

quality made for TV by the producer

of BIG STORY and T-MEN IN ACTION.

They ALL bear the same

MCA-TV stamp of quality!

For information, on these ;

or other MCA-TV Advertising

Showcases on Film, just clip

this advertisement to

your

HEW YORK: 59t Madison An., PI 9-7500

New York” , with Charles (Col
wood replacing him as of Saturday
(Jan. 2). As result, Leonard : will
be working only six days a week.
‘ Ed Peck In multi-rehearsal end
onscreen harness this

, week via
.crossboard “13th Chair” on WOR’s
“B’way TV Theatre” in which he
has a principal role, and follows
that with a part in “Col. Humphrey
Flack” on DuMont Saturday
(Jan. 2).

Fred Allen takes 6vet' “Two for
Money” while Herb Shriner vaca-
tions . . . Jane Pickens will guest
on “Faye and Skitch Show” Tues-
day (Jan. 5) Staten Island,- one
of Gotham’s five boros, has its of-
ficial sports TV debut. Jan. 2 when
WPIX moves its cameras there
to pick up hoop contest between
Wagner College and Ohio Wesley-
an . . Jackie' Robinson will guest
for Bud Collyer on the latter’s “On
Your Way” offering tonight (30)
. . “Broadway TV Theatre” has
contracted. Veronica Lake for its
week run of “Gramercv Ghost” be-
ginning Jan. 4 . . . “Rocky King,
Detective,” via DuMont, will have
fifth anni celebration Sunday, Jani.
9 ... Georgia Liebler, assistant at
Martin Jones’ TV Producers,
escaped serious injury when the
truck she was jockeying fliDped in
the heavy mud on location at
Quantico, Va. . . . Ruby Hunter
will emcee. WPIX’s weekly “mys-
tery night” block.

Hollywood
Hank Penny show tees off Jan.

7 on KHJ-TVi with Bill Murohy
Buick sponsoring for 39 Weeks; Sue
Thompson also to be : on the half-
hour show, . .Thrifty Drug spon-
soring “Thrifty Theatre” and re-
newed “Times. Scruare Playhouse”
on KLAC-TV . ... .The Barry Nelsons
to Gotham for a week during
Which he’ll have press, AM and TV
interviews, plugging “My Favorite
Husband.”. . Gerald Mohr inked
three-year pact for “My Friend
Irma,” Marie Wilson starrer. He
has role of newspaper editor, love
interest opposite Mary Shipp
Edward Arnold and wife to N.Y.
for two weeks blurbing “Your Star
Showcase” series which he’ll host
. . Jack . Kraschen, vet thesp.
grabbed roles in pair of Gene An-
try airers, “Dragnet” TV. “Annie
Oakley” TV, and “Our Miss
Brooks” TV, all in one week:,,

.

Ted Post to direct Screen Gems’
‘Taming of the Shrewd.” rolling
Jan. .11 for Ford theatre, with
Irving Starr as producer.

M«lti|ile Rale
Continued from page 20

So far. 24 ultra high permits have
been turned back, including sev-
eral which had reached on?the-air
status.

Whether the networks will in-
crease their o A o holdings if the
proposal is finalized is question-
able. The most valuable UHF
channels have been taken ud since
the nets petitioned the FCC. Of
the 350 commercial applications
still pending, only 80 are for ultra
high stations. Very few UHF chan-
nels in major markets are still
available.

However, the nets could acquire
UHF stations by purchase and
there are a number, of areas, par-
ticularly in Pennsylvania and Ohio,
which are all UHF and where con-
version has not been a serious
problem.

Poser for CBS'
Adoption of the proposal might

result in a difficult problem for
CBS if the network .should Win
VHF contests in St. Louis And Bos- ,

ton. Under the new ceiling oftfive
VHF. interests, CBS. would be re-
quired to sell its minority holdings
in Washington and Minneapolis.
That would leave the web without
its own station in the

.

Capital,
source of many fmportant news and
forum programs. There are two
UHF channels in Washington, one
in contest, the other recently allo-
cated. Doubtless, the web Would
stand a good chance of acquiring
one of these channels but that
would mean giving up an im-
portant affiliation in an area
where a UHF audience would have
to be built from scratch.
The Commission proposal

brought a strong dissent from
Comr. Frieda Hennock who could
see no justification for relaxing
the multiple ownership rules, In-
stead of Changing the rules, said
Miss Hennock, “I would institute a
public proceeding designed to ex-
plore all facets of the UHF prob-
lem . . . The resulting factual rec-

would enable the .Qoromission

to make an enlightened judgment

fifi to what is. needed ‘to encourage

.the rapid and effective develop-

tment to * determine the solution

that is demanded in the public in-

terest.”

Comr. Robert/. T. Bartley con-

curred for the purpose Of eliciting

AoiAment$» and arguments but said

he was not convinced, as yet that

the public interest will be served

by raising the ceilings

Comments on the proposal are

due by Feb. 10.
,

Cjfc

Continued from page 21

to...small communities, urhich had'

no previous local radio service.

While AM and TV expanded,
however, FM experienced a de-

cline. The Commission reported
that the number of commercial
stations authorized fell to 601 by
the end of the fiscal yCar, a de-
crease of 47 from the previous
year. Most of the dropouts oc-

curred, the report said, because
the stations were losing money.
Some abandoned FM„ to enter TV.

Actually, the report disclosed,

there were 79 FM dropouts during
the year but this was partly offset

by 32 new FM authorizations,
many of which went to licensees, of
AM stations. Nearly half of the
new FM outlets were established
in southeastern states where free-
dom from static

: makes FM par-
ticularly advantageous.

The report : stated that various
FM operators, in order to increase
their revenues, are engaging in
supplemental services such as
functional music and storecasting.
The Commission said that these
specialized services are under
study “in connection with the
overall FM situation”. The agency
said that several’ policy questions
are involved in the operation of
these services by commercial
broadcasters for a determination
of the public interest factor.

Continued from page 27

from Wednesdays after “Back That
Fact” got the cold shoulder treat-
ment after five weeks on the air.

Also a problem is Sundays at 10,
with Potter cutting that half-hour
off his 9:30:10:30 sked. Neither
spot has been filled yet.
Reason for the Hazel Bishop

move of “I.Q.” is twofold; As ABC-
TV

;
execs themselves admit, it’s

suicide to buck “Dragnet” bn NBC-
TV at that time (even Lever
Bros, is feeling the pinch with
“Lux Video Theatre” on CBS-TV).
But fact that Spector picked Mon-
days at 8:30 points up one of the
happier circumstances of the sea-
son for ABC-TV. That's the re-
markable ratings that “Sky King”
has achieved in the 8 p. m. slot,
after a couple of years as an early
evening segment/ Last Nielsen for
“Sky King” was a 19.9, which is a
fat hunk of audience, for what’s es-
sentially a kiddie show in an even-
ing slot. Results have been grati-
fying for Derby Foods, which took
the initial gamble in moving into
evening time. (Derby since has ex-
panded sponsorship from alternate
week to every week), and Hazel
Bishop figures it can keep a good
deal of the holdover audience, plus
some of its own.

Lee Segall Sells KIXL
*

/ - Dallas, Dec. 29*

;

KIXL and KIXL-FM, with all
assets and probities, have been
ftpld by Lee Segall, prez of .Vari-
ety Broadcasting Co. to United
Fidelity Life Insurance Co., with
home offices here. Sale, Subject to
the FCC, was announced by Segall,
creator of the “Dr. I. Q.” radio-
tele show. Financial details were
not disclosed.

Segall will devote his time to
writing the “Dr. I. Q.“ and' “Dr. I.

Q., Jr.” tele shows, which he re-
cently sold to ABC-TV. Also, he
may start a radio-TV producing
org here next year.
KIXL, a 1,000-watt daytime

AMer, hit the air in 1947. Segall’s
stockholders included show biz
friends Robert Taylor, Tony Mar-
tin, Tyrone Power and Robert
Sterling. Beamed at a .femme audi-
ence, station scored with good mu-
sic all day long, with no oatunes
or deejays.
KIXL received a Small Station

Enterprise award in 1953 irom
Variety.

S55 Continued from page 2*

panto comic-saying, “A hula is just

a: shake in the grass,” and even A
dullard couldn’t possibly miss the

J
oint. As the show progressed,
erry Lester/ Robert Alda, John

Barrymore, Jr., Peter Donald, and
guests Barbara Britton, Constance
Bennett and Cesar Romero dis-

played their particular histrionic
fortes for additional yoks and the
charades got harder.- All of the
performers were adept, perhaps too
adept, at letting their teammates
know the various sayings and gags
they were given to act out. Stokey’s
crew has devised a number of code
gestures to indicate, various words,
and to jhe new viewer they are a
mystery. A. charade quiz either., at
home or on the TV set is for all the
people watching, but when some-
one can’t follow the mumbo-jumbo
hand signals he feels, for the mo-
ment anyway, inferior.

When Miss Britton got up for her
bit, she clanked with glittering
jewelry that appeared out of place
on a face and frame that definitely
needs no adornments. Mike Stokey
answered for the incongruity be-
fore the viewer was made too upset
by the ice. It was given by Van
Cleef ; & Arpels in return for a
cuffo plug. Better a gift by Jantzen.

Yet despite these minor an-
noyances, “Pantomime Quiz” comes
off well.

The “Philco TV Playhouse” on
NBC-TV Sunday \(27> uncorked
some premature New Year’s spirit

and came up with a highly enter-
taining comedy that provided a
welcome change of pace. The title

was “The Glorification of A1
Toolum” by David Shaw, adapted
from the Robert Alan Authur book.
The basic idea was funny enough,

but instead of giving in to What
must have been a powerful tempta-
tion to go overboard into the realm
of slapstick, Shaw balanced his
script with a dash of thoughtful-
ness that was becoming in many
ways.

Story told of A1 Toolum, a nrid-
dleclass husband, and father, who
wakes up one day to find himself
a candidate for “Mr. Yankee Doo-
dle.” the most average man in the
U.S. Swelling With pride, he enters
the competition and emerges vic-
torious. He is a celebrity. His views
are accepted as expert on any given
subject. His endorsements are
sought Then a reporter finds that
Toolum’s son is a problem child.
With the aid of his wife,. Toolum
realizes the doubtfulness of . his
distinction and quits.
As A1 Toolum, Walter Matthau

delivered a sock performance that
combined pathos with a gentle,
fumbling humor. His “typical citi-

zen” had real-life dimensions and
his quandary seemed almost real.
Opposite him, Maxine Stuart did
a fine job as the wife and mother
who sees through the sham values
of the whole publicity setup and
finally brings her man to his senses
by making him realize the folly of
pride in being average.
John Bell did justice to the over-

drawn Madison Ave. type, and
Betsy Palmer was attractive and
charming. as his love-stricken sec-
retary. Miss Palmer has a pleasing
personality and an easy way of
making conversation that made her
performance stand out. Van Dyke
Parks was cute as Little Louie,
Toolum’s youngest son, who is the
problem child of the family.
Arthur Penn’s direction com-

pletely caught the mood of the
Shaw script. Scene in . which
Toolum goes through the cere-
monial of testing a hew cereal
brand While adman and manufae-
turei* watch anxiously was handled
expertly. So was the bit. in which
Matthau attempts to give Little
Louie his own brand of psychologi-
cal test. All in all, it was a fitting
and proper note for the Playhouse
to end the year on. Hifi.

Jan.-1

Moots With Affiliates
ABC’s projected of re-

gibnal meetings with affiliates of
.both the radio : and-' tele, networks,,
originally scheduled to have taken
J>lace during: October and Novem-
ber, has no\y been set for January
:and February% First meeting is

set for the Waldqrf-Astpria, N. Y.,

for Jan. 14 and 15.

Other two-day sessions will be
held at the Beverly Hills Hotel in
Los Angeles Oh Jan. 28 and 29*
Drake Hotel, Chicago, Feb. 1 and 2
and the RooseveltJn New.Orleans ^

Feb. 15 and, 16. Web’s top execs
including ABrPT president Leon-
ard Goldenson and ABC prexy Bob
Kintner, will attend all sessions.

. Meetings were pushed back to
January .because 0f rush of activ-
ity during the fall that prevented
the network toppers from leaving
N. Y. for extended periods. Web's
affiliates advisory board, however,
did meet last month.

SI STE1NHAUSER IN

PITT EXIT; TO MIAMI
Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.

Si Steinhauser, radio-TV editor
of Pittsburgh Press and one of the
veterans on the journalistic micro-
phone beat, has resigned from* the
afternoon daily, effective the end
of this week, and will head for
Miami Beach with Mrs. Stein-
hauser to make their future home.
Steinhauser has been

, planning on
quitting for more than a year now
and finally decided to make the
move a short time ago.

He’s been covering radio, and
television, too, since it came to the
front, for nearly A quarter of a
century. His successor hasn’t been
named, although execs of Scripps-
Howard daily have indicated that a

!

man will be picked from Press'
own editorial staff. The Stein-
hausers’ daughter, Nanette (Mrs.
Budd) Mayer, lives in Miami Beach
and the newspaperman is in with a
group that has an application in
for a TV channel down there.

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

MsM William Morris Atoncy
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MARY LOU

FORSTER
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• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN'S VOICES
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A NEWER
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— CBS’ Public Affairs Dept, under

Stuart Novins, deliberately slotted

“Lead Stop’’ the night before Xmas

Eve to shock listeners. Such pro-

gramming took a lot of courage. If

this eighth of the web’s Feature

projects series could be repeated

again and again—whether on air

or as an institutional, privately

played platter—even some
#
of the

irresponsible morons who ply the

highways with their death-dealing

machines might be straightened

out before they themselves turn

into corpses or make same out of

others.

“Dead Stop" cannot be put into

past tense for appraisal purposes

because of its never ending theme

of traffic fatalities and injuries—

some of the latter of such frighten?

iug proportion as to constitute a

erim page in modern history—the

history that teed off witlT the

“horseless carriage." Some of the

very people who are the first to

contribute to this or that. “popur

lar” cause (cancer, heart disease,

muscular dystrophy, cerebral pal-

sv, ad infinitum) are among the

last to think of life in terms of the

“other fellow,” be he pedestrian or

driver. That this is true is re-

flected in the figures for 1952-38,-

000 motor vehicle deaths, Or 104

per day, 730 per week; injuries,

one every 23 seconds, 1,35Q per an-
num.
Within the body of “Dead Stop’’

in its sizeup of human misery irt

this connection there Is but one
so-called gimmick that cries out
to be repeated everywhere as a
public service announcement. Ev-
ery few minu.tes, narrator Red
Barber, whose mother-in-law died
from auto injuries just three years
ago, segues from : a punctuation
gong to cite how many persons
have died dr been injured since
the program went on the air. It’s

done quietly but effectively in the
sportsCaster’s singularly unemo-
tional style. And it has an element

of "liveness" in that here and
there Barber goes back to an un-
finished sentence/ completes the
thought that left his lips before
the gong "Interruption” and offers
the qpe-line agony statistic.

If “Dead Stop” had nothing else
but that, its ' mission would have
been completed as far as the pro-
gram is concerned; But “Dead
Stop,” while but 60 minutes from
an original 60 hours of taped mat-
ter, runs the gamut—from stark

S
ersonal history of tragedy, broken
ome, to kindergarten courses,

adult training programs, pro-
nouncements from governors and
mayors, and synopses of the the
traffic setups in various states.
There are number of splendid sug-
gestions put . forward to . reduce
traffic and driving pedestrian, haz-
ards, and unquestionably these I

must produce an effect, but -there’s 1

too little emphasis *on strong dis-
ciplinary methods, reapplication
for licenses after misdeeds, and
other such hot potatoes. And
Very little, if at all, for in-
stance, on a campaign to equalize
traffic laws and court sentences
state-by-state; nothing on how
speed, for instance, can be limited
mechanically such as obtains for
railroads.

.
Finally, auto driving is

in many ways a form of interstate
commerce and thus subject to na-
tional laws if so construed by the
courts of jurisdiction,

. It’s laud-
able to put on this kind of “show”
and CBS Radio comes in for kudos
for so doing, plus that brash pre-
Xmas timing, but this is only the
start. Where do ve.go from here?

Trau.

‘Show of Shows’ Pacts

Keith & Sylvia Textor
'Show Of Shows,” which hasn’t

had a regular singing team since
Bilkglayes and Judy Johnson,: has
finally annexed a couple after a
series of auditions by producer
Max Liebman. The new vocalists
for the NBC-TV show aire Kcith &
Sylvia Textor, (Mr. & Mrs;), who’ve
been on the CBS-TV “Fred Waring
Show” and did their finale on that
Sunday (27). They’re to start On the
Caesar 6c Coca stanza this Saturday
(Jan. 2).

A “Show^'-of Show's” returnee is

Lucille Kallen, one of the script-

ers. She’s been away for about six

months after giving birth and re-
joins next Monday (Jan; 4).

ARC foxy

Robert E* Kintner
hot m (ntofaithig pt#<# *»

Who’s Really on
First? ;

(WE KNOW WHO'S THIRD)

on# of Mir many editorial foataros

(R R,#

48th Anniversary Number
of

RADIO REVIEWS

OUT NEXT WEEK

PEACE ON EARTH
With Charles Boyer, narrator
Producer-Director: Gerald Kean
Writer: Irving Berenson
30 Mins.; Sat. (26), 7 p.m.
WNBC, New York (transcribed)
UN Radio Whipped up “Peace on

Earth” out : of interviews with a

variety Of the world peace organi-
zation’s field experts working in

several of its member nations: All
too brief talks With military ob-
servers in Palestine, with scientists

in Korea, with a World Health
Agency rep in India, with an agri-

culturist in the Near East, etc..

Were cryptic examples of UN’s at-

tempts to achieve international
peace and solidarity.

Charles Boyer strung together
the capsule pictures of the experts
.in their present milieu with inef-
fectual narrative, Scripter Irving
Berenson, realizing the weaknesses
of his remote sequences, gave the
famous actor lines reexplaining in

more poetic terms that, which was
said seconds before:
The production gave a fleeting

glance at the multivariety of bene-
ficial UN activities in the global
sore spots. If nothing else, the
gamut of interests proved impres-
sive and shall not easily be forgot-
ten bys those who haven't realized
before that the folks working out
of Gotham’s glass edifice on 42nd
street deal with other things be-
-sides. war and international - poli-
tics.

Omaha—Harold Anderson has
resigned as manager of KOLN
and KOLN-TV in Lincoln to join
the WDEF Broadcasting Corp. In
Chattanooga, Tenn.

CHRISTOPHER LYNCH SHOW
With Emerson Buckley orch
Producer: Frank McCarthy
Writer: Kathleen Lamb Whalen.
10 Mini.; Tues,, Thurs., 7:50 p.m.
Sustaining
MBS, from New York .

Irish - born Christopher Lynch
has been in the U. S. since 1946,

having been tapped by John Mc-
Cormack after the late great sing-

er had heard him in his native

Limerick County as a robust, hand-
some lad of*23 who divided his

time between horsemanship and.

chirping. In the first season on his

upcoming adopted sheath he was
wbirlwinded around; the concert

circuit to some acclaim; with post-

datings highlighted by multiple

appearances in radio :and ./tele'

' editions of “The Voice of Fire-

stone.” For the last couple of sea-

sons Lynch has been quietly plying

the reiigioso loops, mostly under
Catholic auspices, and rebuilding

his name with an eye on major
bookings.

In this two^a-week capsule slot

on a Mutual hookup—live from
N. Y. but not heard in the latter—
that eye is currently on the so-

called Irish market (which is na-

tional, give or take a few states),

but his front and back, pitch ex-

tends the limitation via "songs of
all the World but particularly those
of Ireland.” It's a good lag and
with an average of three tunes per
program, one of them will usually
be away from the Irish idiom, as
indicated in his . . introductory
series.

While an “Irish . tenor” in the.

traditional sense (he’s quite a kid
at handling “Mecushla,” for in-
stance), Lynch displays .a capacity
for the operatic aria and middle-
brow menus that should give him
the universal appeal for which he’s
shooting at. He intros each num-
ber sincerely and gives greater,
meaning to familiar songs Wjhose
“and then I wrote” concept has
been forgotten or never treated.
Thus, the-lilting Limerick man's
efforts come out as a song-show
that’s Only limited by the brief 10
minutes. Emerson Buckley is pro-
viding a full complement of mu-
sicians to give lushness to the
Lynch songbook. All in all, a
highly saleable commodity. Trau.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
With Washington Chapel Players,

including Gordon Wallace*
George Ferrlngton, Paul W.
Murphy, Adele Whiteside, Lans-
ing Hill, others

Director: Denis E. Connell
Technical producer: Harold Schan-

.. agel •

45 Mins: Thurs., Fri. (24-25)
WCFM, Washington
This is a sentimental Version of

that most sentimental and best
loved of aU Yule stories. Produced
-and—performed-witliHoving-care-
and meticulous styling by a local
drama group reassembled after a
12-year hiatus, ' the recorded pro-
duction was a solid click in both
its Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day playbacks on town’s doughty
little FM station.

^ Presented as part of the current
Drama Festival, sponsored jointly
by"station and the Listener Com-
mittee for Better Radio, composed
of reps of local colleges and civic
groups, production rated with best,

of the bigtime versions Of the leg-
end of Scrooge and his conversion
to the Christmas spirit. The 45-
minute adaptation, unmarred by
station breaks or commercials:
emerged: with all the drama ana
suspense of a radio first, thanks to
some fine' acting and hep tailoring
by Bess Davis Schreiner, town’s
Vet Theatre Guild rep and drama
commentator. It was Miss Schrein-
er who assembled the group, once
one of capital’s best “little thea-
tre” troupes, and conceived the
idea of having them come from
their diversified careers to recre-
ate their old roles, with the play-

. ers’ children taking the moppet

,

roles. Part of the; warmth of the
performances and the attention to
detail was undoubtedly result of
the nostalgic background of show.
Even. AFTRA cooperated with a
special waiver for the one or two
professionals In cast.

!
Recording was exceptionally

clean and precise, and timing was
skillful. Standout performance!
were turned inJby Gordon Wallace,
: as Charles Dickens, who tells hia
own story; George Farrington ai
Scrooge; and Paul W. Murphy at
Bob Cratphitt Miss Schreiner’*

I

graceful commentary added inter-
est and a further family touch.

Crowded hy major web holiday
programs and big name shows, thii

!

local effort was significant for its >

|
success as a moving, polished pro-
duction and as an example of an

i

attention-getting labor of love on
!
a local leveL Flor.

JL

1
Think Chris had trouble trying to

sell his idea back in the 1400’s?
You've got problems, too—when your

sales ideas lack effective TV produc-

tion facilities! .

But no such problems when you

turn your ideas loose on WLW-D!
Here, in Dayton’s rich, industrial mar-.,

ket, WLW-D provides facilities and

talent for live productions you'd ex-

pect to find only in the "high rent"

TV centers.
\

Weekly Auto Racing- Professional

Wrestling right from theWLW-D studios

are two big reasons why WLW-D ratings

have been on top for 3H years! And
exclusive client services exploit your

ideas through active promotion and

merchandising!

WLW- D gives "life" to selling

ideas! y
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By MIKE GROSS

Mantovanl Orch: f?Suddeftly”-

“Beautiful Dreamer’' (London).
Mantovanl takes this coupling of

standard items for another of his

lush melodic rides. ‘‘Suddenly"
ahapes up as the stepout slice. The
tasty

,
arrangement will click' with

-alLspinner-Sr—Workover-oLStepheh-
Foster’s classic on the reverse is

also. tops.

•

v •;
•

Larry Clinton Orch-The Caril-
lons: “The Creep” (Bell). “The
Creep,” recent terptune import
from England, gets a double-bar-
reled spread on this 35c Bell etch-
ing by Larry Clinton. Top side is

strictly instrumental while bottom-
deck is -a vocal workover by~The
.Carillons backed by the Clinton
Orch. Both are topnptch and will
see plenty of action on all levels.

Frank Luther: “Where Do You
Work-A Johri”-“Tavern In The
Town” (Decca). Frank Luther,
who’s been specializing on kidisks
for the past couple of years, has a
good chance to win some adult

way but still hold up on their own
merit. Such well-remembered Mil-
ler tunes as “Tuxedo Jumrtion”
“Serenade In Blue,” “Chattanooga
Choo Choo,” “In The Mood,”
“Moonlight Serenade” apd “El-
mer’s Time" get a brisk
-over.^Tommy-Merceiv-Marcle^jyill
ler and The Skyliners do okay on
the vocal assignments. .

'

Perry Comio: “I Believe" (Vic-
tor). The Como songalog of tunes
of all faiths is a wax Natural.
Crooner is in top form on each
and treats them' ail with reverence
and warmth. Standout religiosos
are * the title song, “Kol Nldre,”
“Nearer MyGod " TO "Thee” and
"Act of Contrition.” Victor is also
releasing the set as single platter
items.

Eddie Heywood: “Plano Time”
(London). Eddie Heywood’s key-
board styling is given a fine
mounting in this package. With a
rhythm tacking he goes to town
on such items as “The Plccolino”

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
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MANTOVANI ORCH . . ..SUDDENLY
(London) . . . . . . ; . , . . . . . . . , . , ... . .... . Beautiful Dreamer

fans with his lively renditions of and “Summertime." He gets an
“Work-A John” and “Tavern In Orch support on the

. flip : side for
The Town.” It’s strictly jukebox some hefty 88 work on “The Cari-
fodder, though. oco,” “Jealousy,”' “You Go To My
Nat (King) Cole: “Answer Me Head" and “Liebestraum.”

My Love”-“Why" (Capitol). Chalk Standout folk, western, rhythm
up another highriding biscuitlor * blues, religioso, etc.: Bertice
Nat (King) Cole. His sincere styl- I nr Alone" (Victor) . . .

Ing gets top Showcasing on this Jwadjr Cole, ‘My Sugar’s Getting
coupling of romantic ballads. It’s, Salty With Me" (Okeh) . . . Shenan-
a tossup as to which side will d°ah Valley Boys, “Ridin’ The
nab top play. Waves” (Decca) . . . Jimmie Fletch-

Wendy Waye: "Fortune Telling ®r» Would Your Mother
Cards”-“If Only’* (Coral). Wendy Sj^.JMercunr) , . . Sam Butera,
Waye makes a good - impresh in Walkm Walk (Victor)

.

. . Jimmy
her Coral bow. Strong piping style Without A Song (Mercury)
makes her a potent .entry in the Amos, ’What Would It
femme vocalist sweepstakes. “For- Take (Mercury),

tune Telling - Cards,” a -good bal- r-
:

•

: -

’

lad with a lilting beat, should

;S LonghairDisk Reviews
lad, shows her off in an appealing
mellow mood. . .;

The Four Lads: “Gotta Go To RCA Victor has some standouts
The Fais Do Do” -“Harmony this month. Pierre Monteux and
Brown” (Columbia). The Four the Boston Symphony give impas-
Lads have a sprightly side in “Fais sioned readings of twd diverse
Do Do,” but it’s doubtful if it will tone-poems in Llsat’s Les Preludes
reach the click proportions of and Scriabin’s Poem of Ecstasy
their “Istanbul;” It will get a good ($5.45). Collectors’ issue has a
juke play, however. “Harmony sterling, poetic performance of
Brown” is of the barbershop bal- Beethoven’s Concerto No. 4 In G
lad genre and the Lads treat it by the late pianist Artur Schnabel
appropriately.

:
($5.95). There’s power to bum, as

Lita Roza: “Breaker of Hearty’- well as artistry and fine singing,
“Little Swiss Doll” (London). Rou- Bjoerling In Song, the
tine material, limits Lita Roza's hit Swedish tenor;giving a typical re-
list chances with this coupling, cital of 16 numbers that are all

“Breaker of Hearts” is a deliber- choice ($5.45). Another collectors’

ate hillbilly concoction that’s fla- bit has the Boston Symph, under
vorsome enough to warrant occa- late Serge Kopssevitsky, ih
sional plays. “Swiss Doll” is a fragrant readings of Copland’s El
mild little number which Miss fa

*®n Mexico and Appalachian
Roza dishes out in a charming Spring ($5.95). Bach’s Four Or-
manner. chestral Suites, formal and lovely

Betty Hutton: “Broke, Bare-Foot Lur^Sign ’ ilXlw
reson^t

» £e
!J"

and Starry-Eyed”-“I Took The ,
Fr
/
tz

Long Way Around” (Capitol). Ai- 5fS?£L
an<* Vict9r Orchestra

though Betty Hutton gets a chance- v
to show off her vocal variety on London oners the Paris Con-
rhythm and hallad to good advan- servatory Orch under Ernest An-
tage, it?s doubtful if either side sermet in a lucid, though sedate
will get oft the ground. Tunes Prokofiev Classical Symphony, as
fall far short of hit-bracket qual- well as some short Russ pieces,
ity. “Starry-Eyed,” the rhythm aQd the London Symphony under
side, should pull down some spin- Jpsef Krips in readings of Haydn’s
ning time. Oxford Symphony and Mozart’s
Jo Stafford: “Adi-Adios Amigo”- gjr a"?

“Make Love To Me” (Columbia).
not sentimentalized, ($5.93 each).

The south-of-the-border beat of _ Vox has a nice trio. Mozart’s
“Amigo” will get this Jo Stafford Concerto No. 15, a bright display
cut an okay ride on the jock and Piece, and No: 18, a more intime,
juke circuit Average ballad en- warmer concerto, get deft;- poetic
try on the reverse gets a tiptop performances by pianist Ingrid
Stafford styling. Haebler, assisted by the Pro Mu-

A << n . sica Symph. Liszt’s two concertos.
Album Keviews the dashing No. 1 in E Flat and

Ted Heath Orch: ' Stfike Up The “goTOus
b
fe»«nL

N
bv oUnim OnBand” (London). Ted Heath, who zio F^uIonifalSfwith Pro Mu°ca‘

play etching of a London Balladi- fine
r

bravura Mendelssohn’.
BHIlant' and the com-

age again shoJcak ’Heath'f
“ vt

brant, tasty, orch styling. Medley MnJzek as sifted teammateruns gamut from the rousing g d teammate. ($5.95

“Strike Up The Band” to a fragile ; T . « „
'

“Clair de Lune” with such like- .
Urah,a offers a fine disk in pian-

ahle items as “Vanessa,” “Hot i -
alter Giesekirig’s brilliant

Toddy,” “Hawaiian War Chant” c
0
?*

stately Bach s

and “La Mer” thrown in for good Suite,-- No. 6 and the frag-
measure. rant Schumann Kriesleriana suite
Ray Anthony Orch: “I Remem- ($5.95*. Bron.

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

1 1 “Oh. My Papa"....

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

2 3 **That Amore’*......... ........ ..

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
3 2 “Rags to Riches", ...

TERESA BREWER (Coral)
4 6 “Ricochet"

EARTHA KITT (Victor)
5 5 “Santa Bahg", ; ..... . V. ... . .

.

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
6 8 “Changing Partners” . . .... ........

FOUR ACES (Decca)
7 9 “Stranger in Paradise”. . . . . /. . ; . ...

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)
8 -4r “Ebb Tide"

.EDDIE CALVERT (Essex)
9 8 “Oh, Mein Papa’’. .

.

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
10 . “Eh Cumparl". . . ;

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
11 13 “Stranger in Paradise". . ...

FOUR LADS (Columbia)
12A 12 “Istanbul" ........ .

.

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

12B 13 “Stranger in Paradise".

.

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

14 10 /‘Vaya Con Dios’/. ................

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

15A 18 “Many Times".
^

^ L1BERACE (Columbia) •

15B 16 ‘‘Christmas Medley”. , . ..

.

MILLS BROS. (Decca)
17 .. “JoncsBoy”

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
18 . . “Secret Love" . .

MARINERS (Columbia)
19 20 “I See the Moon”. ...'

FOUR ACES (Decca)

20 19 “Heart of My Heart”. . ........ v .

.

.. 12 1 2 6 1 ... 8 2

>, 4 1 2 3 .. 3 7 6 4

4 ., 7. 3 1 9 0 1 7 ..

5 4 8 6 6 V IQ

S 9 .. 9 6 Z 2 9 9 ..

1 8 6 : 5 7 3

2." ... ... ip 4 a

.. .. ..10 8 3 .. 2 2 ..

, . • 2 5 . • 5

3 7 .. .. ..

V.', 1

4 ..

. a 3' , .

, 3

5 .. 5

3 ..

t V. ». s. 9 * • •,* * 9 •. 9 9 ^ ^ .. .i

7 ....

9 .... .. .. 7 12

7 . 9 *

* > .. 10

... 1 ... .... 10

6 9

. . . - 10 ,

. « . » . 10 5 .

.

F IV E TOP ARTHUR GODFREY GLENN MILLER

ChrUtmo* with
Limited. Edition

ALBUMS
.

;

y.cu,r

C 438 LPT 6700

CHRISTMAS

CAROLS

Montovani

London
LL 913

10 .

CONCERTOS FOR MERRY CHRISTMAS

YOU Bing Croiby

Liberace-We»ton Detca
Columbia DL 5019
ML 4764

HI » 9 9» 10 Best Sellers on Coin-

l-v RAGS TO RICHES (11)

2. THAT'S AMORE (6)
. . . ! . ! . . . !

.

3. oh, my papa (3)

4. RICOCHET (11) ! !

*

. ! . ! ! ! ! . .

!

5. CHANGING PARTNERS (6) !.!..*
. .

*

. .

.

6. SANTA BABY (1) V.
7. EBBTIDE (6)

8. MANY TIMES (11)

9. OH, MEIN PAPA (1) !

10. WHITE CHRISTMAS (1) !

• ••loo

Tony Bennett .....

Dean Martin ......

Eddie Fisher

Teresa Brewer . .

.

Patti Page ...

.

Eartha Kitt

Frank Chacksfield

Eddie Fisher

Eddie Calvert

Bing Crosby .......

. . , Columbia

. .. . . Capitol

. . . . . .Victor

. . . . . . .Coral

.... Mercury

...... Victor

..... London

...... Victor

Essex

....

.

.Decca

STRANGER IN PARADISE
BABY, BABY, BABY
YOU, YOU, YOU ..

HEART OF MY HEART
STRANGER IN PARADISE ....

I SAW MOMMY
WOMAN .. ...... .........
NEVER STAND INYOUR WAY
THINK ;

YOU ALONE ..........

BIMBO . .

I FEEL SO LONELY,
VELVET GLOVE ............
OH! ...,

iFigures in parentheses

Second Group

• • • • ¥

t. • t i « • • » » . • < i » t , i * » » # « i , t

• ••«»•«*. •••••••». •
i

9»9e^99ee#.ettV

bfer Glenn Miller” (Capitol). This
is open season on Glenn Miller
with the upcoming biopic, RCA
Victor’s memorial album and Ray

Coral Pacts Parker
Crooner Johnny Parker wasmwivi o uicuiuitai dlUUlll dllU Xvdy w ao

Anthony’s socko tribute. Anthony, added to Coral Records’ artists
who once *sidemarined in the Mil- F

oster last week. He’ll begin etch-
ler orch, has put together a neat ing for the label within a month,
medley of Miller faves in his. own Meantime, Avas Music has
arranging manner. Some of the picked up five of Parker’s original
items aren't as good as the Miller compositions for a pop push.

Ohio U. Sesqui ‘Rhapsody*

To Have World Preem
Athens, O., Dec. 29.

“American Rhapsody,” by Ernst
von Dohnanyi, ^composed in honor
of Ohio U.’s sesqiiicentennial, will
have its world premiere on the
campus here Feb. 21.

The Hungarian composer, who
has been an annual lecturer here
since 1950, has interwoven tunes

Four Aces . Decca ^
•„ /..... Teresa Brewer ......... .Coral

’’

Ames Bros, .....Victor
1

.v •
r Four Aces ............ . . Decca «

>

1 • Tony Bennett ........ Caiunibia ]

‘

................. ... Jimmy Boyd ......... .Columbia ’

Johnny Desmond . . . ... .... Coral <

. . .....
f
... . .

.

* •

;

• .

,

Joni James Jlf-G-M <

Guy Lombardo .........

.

Decca
Perry Como .Victor

••,•••••• v*
• • • • • • • • i • . Jim Reeves . . ......... .Abbott »

*

..................... Four
. Knights ..Capitol . <

.

Winterhalter-Rene . . . . .Victor
\ \

.... . . . . ...... ... ....

.

.. i .......

,

Pee Wee Hunt . Capitol ' ’

indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10] ”
H ^ II f H 4 » » 4 4444 44-

of American folklore along with' II..-L > A • A A
the university alma mater song iHlgllCS Am6riC3D U#U.
into the panoramic piece. The com- ^ ^
position, to be performed by the _ . , :

Glasgow, Dec. 29.

university symphony, was written David Hughes, British singer,

to celebrate the year-long anni-
planes to N<Y * Jah. 10 for six weeks

versary of Ohio U,, as the oldest
in

,

AmeHGa - He’ll spend three

college in Che Northwest Territory week
^ each m New York and Holly-

. wood.
"

;

: . '

• He’s set to return to Britain to

Gene Krupa trio open at the commence another Moss’ Empire
Terrace Club, .East St. Louis, Jani tour at Nottingham, Eng., Feb. 22.

4 for a week. Tour will last 12 weeks.
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Although music publishers are in the gripof an economic squeeze
due to the oversll decline^of sheet music sales, a hit song can
sdll hit a fancy jackpot. Following is*a rundown of Sheldon Music’s
revenue from its click “Ricochet,’* Written by Larry Coleman
Norman Gimbel and Joe Darion. v *

$5,000 advance on the lease dfc foreign rights.

$10,000 from 50% of all foreign mechanicals and copy sales
$20,000 from sale of 2,000,000 disks, including 12 straight ver-

sions and three parodies.

$32,000 frpm sale of *200,000 sheet music copies; profit is esti-

mated at 16c per copy
$4,000 from Broadcast Music, Inc., for estimated 80,000 plugs.
$10,000 for copyright value of the tune.

Total: $81,000.

Possibility Of a break in the im-f
passe between, the American Soci-

ety of Composers, Authors & Pub-

lishers and video broadcasters

shaped up this week as a result of

a proposal being' prepared by the

All-Industry Local TV Music Li-

cense Committee, representing the

bulk of the TV indies in- the field.

Proposition, which will first have

to be ratified by all TV stations

now on the air, covers both license

fees on a blanket and per-program
license. '.

. v

Proposed rates for the . blanket
agreement are 2.05% of receipts

from sponsored shows after certain

deductions and a monthly sustain-

ing fee equal to the station’s high-

est one-quarter hour rate. The
proposal would govern the terms of

a blanket license agreement for a

four-year period beginning next
'year.

' '
. ..

Proposed terms of th<T per pro-

gram agreement would give ASCAP
9% of the net receipts from spon-

sors after certain deductions. These
payments, however, would be lim-

ited to commercial programs using
ASCAP music except in the case
Where the shows consist, of Alms
other than those made especially

for. TV, where ASCAP 'music is

used only incidentally. In the lat-

ter case; the 9% rate is reduced to

4%.
For the use of ASCAP music on

sustaining program,; the per-

program license calls for 3.5% of

the rate card, provided that in no
month shall the sustaining fee ex-

ceed an amount equal to the sta-

tion’s one-quarter hour rate. The
per-program license proposal would
•govern the next four years as well
as the past four. During the last

four years, the stations have been
operating under an interim license.

Any station, wanting to settle its

past liabilities for use of ASCAP
music on a blanket agreement
would pay at the rate of the cur-
rent blanket deal.

It’s understood that the TV com-
mittee’s proposals have been get-
ting sympathetic consideration
from ASCAP and one spokesman
for the Society said there is

“ground for- optimism” that a deal
will be reached in the near future.

football’ Still Hot
Deacon Andy Griffith’s waxing

of “What It Was, Was. Football” is

shaping up as one of Capitol’s Rec-
ords’ hottest biscuits of the year.

Diskery has shipped 200,000 plat-
ters since its release 10 days ago,

Disk was picked up by Cap from
Orville Campell, owner of an indie
label in Chapel Hill, Ni C. Quick
takeoff of the disk has sparked a
rush Mercury Record release of a
similar wax-dissertation, tagged
“The Game It Was, Was Football,"
by the Duke of Paducah.

Squawks On Its

Recurrent Squawks by Tin Pan
Alley publishers against the /‘Hit
Parade” show were again voiced
this week as a result of the show’s
brushoff of the tune, “Oh, .My
Papa,” for the past couple of
weeks. The tune has been the No.
1 bestseller, of all non-Christmas
tunes, on both sheet music *and
copies and the publisher, Shapiro-
Bernstein Music, is wondering
what has to be done to get on the
“Hit Parade,” which purports to

play the .top seven in the country.

It’s conceded that the “Hit Pa-
rade” is a cquple of weeks late in

reflecting the bestseller lists but
on “Oh, My Papa,” • the show is

lagging behind almost a month.
The tune Shot out to the front when
it was first issued on the indie

Essex label by. Eddie Calvert and
then zoomed via Eddie Fisher’s

slice for RCA Victor. Latter has
touched the 1,000,000 sales mark
and Fisher is due to get a gold

{Continued on page 46)

LAWRENCEWELK
.

' and . hit
'

champagne music
122d Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom,. Santa- Monica, Calif.
Exclusively for Coral Records

i JOEY'S THEME
Backed by

CONEY1 ISLAND

Sparked by Del Date;

Gross 10G in Joint Bash
The Ralph Flanagan and Buddy

Morrow orchs will team up for a
concert-terp tour next fall. The
combined operation wjis sparked by
the hefty gross pulled in by the
orchs in their initial bash-dance
date in Detroit last week.

The stand pulled approximately
6,000 payees for a gross close to
$10,000. Date was held at Detroit’s
Michigan State Fair . Coliseum.
Format for the fall tour Will fol-

low the same pattern set down in
Detroit. The program consisted of
special arrangements for one-half
hoar segments with the tooters of
both orchs. playing together and
the maestros alternating on the
podium.

Miller’s Coast Quickie
Mitch Miller, Columbia Records’

artists & repertoire chief, - planed

with Paul Weston, Coast recording
chief, on upcoming plans.

Miller Is due back in N. Y. home-
office, later this week.

CAP’S WEISS IN STATES

TO RECUPE FROM FALL
Robert B. Weiss,"Capitol Records

representative in Europe, planed
into New York yesterday (Tues.)
for a recuperation period following
several weeks of hospitalization in
Hamburg as a result of a freak fall

through a trapdoor in the German,
city. Weiss sustained a broken arm
and kneecap.

Weiss Will divide his time
between Cap’s Gotham and Coast
offices to confab with diskery brass
on the 1954 program for the Euro-
pean market. He expects to remain
in N. Y. until Jan. 3. before planing
to Hollywood for a two-week stay.

He’ll also huddle with Mike Gould,
manager of Cap’s two: music pub-:
lishing firms, Ardmore and Beech-
wood, on material uncovered in

Europe;

Hollywood, Dec. 29.

In what is believed to be the
first, such step in recording in*
dustry history, Capitol Records hag
placed Deacon Andy Griffith under
a personal service contract guaran-
teeing him a jegular weekly sab-
ary in return for his services in
all fields of entertainment. Deal
includes any Griffith appearances
on radio, television or in pictures,
niteries or personal appearance
treks. Similar denis are planned
with other performers.

In consideration of the guaran-
teed Weekly, salary, Capitol will
thus share in all of Griffith’s in-

come in : other fields.

In announcing the deal,; Capitol
a&r veepee. Alan W. Livingston
said the step was necessitated by
the growing importance of the rec-
ord field in creating new stars, a
situation similar to the manner in
which “motion pictures were once
the major factor in the develop-
ment of personalities.”

It \ms emphasized that. Capitol
is not faking over the function of
a personal manager and Livingston
reported that the. plattery expects
to sign Griffith to a personal man-
ager shortly.

Firm’s risk in signing new tal-

ent ih this manner was pointed out
in an official statement w^hich de-
clared, however, that the move
“offers the advantage of enabling
young, talent, and their agents to
operate to their best interests with-
out immediate financial problems
and With an eye to longterm devel-
opment."

Livingston said that Capitol does
not. intend to sign all new talent

on this basis but “only those which
it considers unusually worthwhile.“

Signing and direction of such
talent will be under Livingston’s
guidance and the direct handling
of talent for other activities will

be operated by Dick Linke; out of
Capitol’s N. Y; office.,

The critical bo.ur lh‘ the disk
companies’ negotiations with the

American Federation bjt .’Musicians

for a mew pact, has been deferred
until next Monday (4) When AFM
prexy Jamea C. PetriHo will again

meet with industry leaders/ Pact
powwows were originally skedded
to be renewed this week, but due
to the Christmas and .New Year
holidays, PetriHo and his interna-

tional board delayed the session
until Jan. 4.

Although no issues have/ been
settled, the delay in the renewal
of bargaining talks creates a novel
situation in which the AFM is

agreeing to maintain the status qu<*
beyond the date ; of the contract,
Which expires Dec. 31. When an-
nouncement was made that the
talks had “bogged down” Dec. 18,

diskery execs presumed that Pe-
trillo Would put a ban on recording
as of Jan. 1. It’s now possible that
Petrillo will agree to continue the
negotiations until an agreement is

reached with imposing a ban.

At the present time the diskeries
and the AFM are as far apart as
eyer. Petrillo has been demanding
_a_substantial Increase in payments
to .the Music Performance Trust
Fund, plus elimination of doubling
and a reduction in the* number of
sides per session. The diskeries
halve nixed all of Petrillo’s pro/
posals, countering with an offer to
grant a 10% increase in rates to
recording musicians for the first

two years Of a new five-year deal,

with an additional 10% to be given
dining the next three years. It’s

understood that the disk companies
are willing to give and take on

I all issues except that of the Trust

|
Fund. In regards to the latter

! agency, the diskers think they are
; already paying the maximum in
i view’ of the more than $1,500,000
i royalties to the Fund.

{

In view of the strike possibility,
' which has receded but still threat
lens, the disk companies wHT
I record intensively. In some cases

j

the diskers would have liked to
' taper off on the recording sessions,

but
.
they could not cancel their

dates ^witb musicians. Latter is a
firm AFM ruling which, incidental-

ly. the diskers: would like to bays
relaxed.

j

Agreement to delay the resump*
; tion of negotiations was made in*
' formally by Petrillo with Milton R.
i Rackmil, DecCa proxy, and also
i chairman of the Record Industry
! Assn, of America. Disk execs, how-
1

ever, insist that the negotiations
are not ah R1AA affair and that

j
each company is actually on its

; own.

LONDON PREPS PUSH

INTO CALYPSO FIELD
London Records is propping a

push into the calypso field for the
coming year, Label recently pacted
Jackie Brown’s Calypso Kings And
Ivan Brown & His Calypsos. Also
inked for the calypso, drive, were
thrushes Marie Bryant and Monica
Boyar.

In the pop field, label expects
to stress the'- etchings of Lee Law-
rence and David Whitfield in the
U. s. market. Both crooners have
been cutting for the di&kery in
England but their platters have
been confined tb the local market
there., other recently inked artistsm the pop field are pianist Dolores
Ventura and warbler Virginia
bommers.

Dates With St Louis Bow
After an 18-month disk lncuha-

;!°.n .Period on Columbia Records,
the Art Lowery orch hit the “live”
circuit for the first time last week.
Ureh moved into the Chase Hotel,
bt. Louis, for an indefinite stay,

,
Lowery plans to concentrate oni

hotel-location dates; He’ll continue

K«uCll
,
for Columbia. Orch is be*

^ boolced through General Artists

0N0RAT1 JOINS BELL

AS NAT’L SALES MGR.
Henry Onorati, former promotion

manager for .RCA Victor, is joining
Bell Records as national sales man-

i ager beginning Jan. 4. Onorati will

I
work under Arthur Shimkin, head
of the recently-launched, ’ low-
priced -Pocket Books diskery. in*
handling sales, promotion and dis-

j

tribution matters. He’ll report to

j

Jim Jacobson, Pocket Books vice-

prexy.
Onorati recently handled the Bal-

timore phonograph promotion for
the Record Industry Assn, of
America.

Col Customs Div. Readies

Annual Sales Meet in N.Y.
Columbia Records' transcription

and custom records division will

hold its annual sales convention in

New York Jan. 13-15. Reps from
the Chicago and Hollywood office

will attend the sessions with Al-

bert Schuiman, national sales man-
ager of the department, presiding.
Gilbert S. McKean, head of the

Operation, will Outline the com-
pany’s plans along With Columbia.,
Records proxy Jim Conkling and
sales chief Paul Wexler.

Col’s field promotion staff are

also due to convene in New York
next week for homeoflice powwows
to be headed by Wexler and Janies

J. Draddy, newly appointed direc-

tor of promotion for the diskery.

Vilena St Rosamond, piano-organ
duo, currently appearing at the

Washington Square Inn; Greenwich
Village (N. Y.) eatery.
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; Hollywood, Pec. 29.

If Speedy Wefct, ; steel* guitar ex-

pert, isn’t i thel champ recording

artist,
1 ih the* west, ior apywhere,

he’s a mighty dose contender. In

the last five years, lie has Cut more
than 4,000 sides, fdr nil, labels.

West gets first call/in ;toivn
! when

arrangements, cajll jfoi’ steel. In the

last year, he /has backed 114 dif-

ferent artists in addition to cutting

some sides off his j>wff for Capitol.

During most of the. time He has
been an unbilled sideman, but in

a new deal just completed with
Capitol, West has permission to

get billing on other labels as long

as its strictly 'an instrumental job.

West is a self-taught stCel; artist

who turned pro in 1947 after fool-

ing around; on his dwn for* some
time. He specialized in < country
music until 1951 and then vbegaii

working as a sideman pn pop ses-

sions^ He’s backed such artists as

Frankie Laine, Doris Day, Dinah
Shore and Jo Stafford and was re-

cently featured on the Bing Crosby
“Y’all Come." j
He can’t read music .and. never

took a lesson; but ; he works a 24-

string guitar which was specially

built at a cost of. around $1,000.

When not cutting dis]ks, he’s work-
ing with Cliffie Stone on the
“Hometown Jamboree’* television

show. In addition, lie’s currently
cutting a total of 260 Tennessee;
Ernie shows-"-* natural followup
to his consistent backing of Ernie
on the latter’s diskings;

HENRY R.

Dallas, Dec. 29;

Henry R. Stern, vet songwriter
under the nom-de-clef of S. R.
Henry and one-time head . of the
Joseph W. Stem music firm, the
predecessors to E*. B. Marks Music,
will Celebrate With Jiis wife their

golden wedding anni at a party
Jan. 20 at the Hotel Baker here.

The Sterns eame to Dallas to Visit

a son back in 1941 and stayed to

make it their home.
Stern was a prominent Tin Pan

.
Alleyite after the turn of the cen-

tury both as publisher and song-
smith. Among his hits were “By
Heck,’’ “Iiidianola,” “When the
Harvest Moon Is Shining’’ and
“Kentucky Dream/’ His tunesmith
Collaborators included the late

James J. Walker, former Mayor of
New York City, Stern also produced
several Broadway legit plays and
helped to launch writer George
S. Kaufman. The Stern Music com-
pany was eventually absorbed by
Edward B. Marks’ firm.
While in Dallas, Stern has con-

tinued his songwriting and has
been active in the Variety Club.
The Sterns have two . sons, Cyril
and Henry, Jr.

Delaney Back from Trek

On Label X Setup
Joe Delaney, sales manager of

RCA Victor’s new quasi-indie Label
X, returned to N. Y. last week after
an intensive cross-country tour to
line up distribs for the new disk
operation. It’s figured that if the
musician’s union situation doesn’t
throw a monkey wrench into the
project, the label will tee off
around Feb. 1 with a solid distrib
base;

/Jimmy Hilliard, artists & reper-
toire chief for the new Victor sub-,
sid, has inked Bill Darnel to the
artists’ roster. Darnel formerly
cut for Decea Records, It’s under-
stood that Label X will probably
wind up as the commercial name
i°r the operation which was con-
ceived by Manie Sacks, RCA vee-
Pee and g.m. Of the .disk division,
as a label independent of Victor’s
present distrib setup. Sacks is yet
to give the final okay on the label’s
monicker.

San Antoil’ Picks Brewer
_ San Antonio, Dec. 29.

,
i ete Brewer, local orch leader,

iif,
8

.
b?en named secretary of the

S8
i
ciaps Society of Texas No. 23,

>vin
C Eddie Vrazel. Brewer

vsil,; office for a two-year term
beginning Jan. l.

vp^ze
’ ^as served for eight

in the post
» said that he is

.

llhdrawing to enter private biz.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports Of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Mujor Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sale* strength of the- Artiste afid Tunes listed hereunder Is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enw

•
ove* These findings are correlated with data from wilier sources, which are exclusive

unth Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines >,
and three ways in the. case of. tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet, music).

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

7

9

6

5

8

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE :

EDDIE FISHER (Victor) ...

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) . . ..... . . . . . . <5.
ags To ”ich®s

(Stranger In Paradise

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

TERESA BREWER (Coral) . . .... .

.

That’s Amore

(Ricochet
)Baby, Baby, Baby

Changing Partners

Santa Baby

(Stranger In Paradise

) Heart Of My Heart

Ebb Tide

POSITIONS
This , List
Week Week

1 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5

2

3

6

7

4

• •

9

10

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) ....

EARTHA KITT (Victor) . ................

FOUR ACES (Decca) . . : . . . ...............

FRANK CIIACKSFIELD (London) ......

EDDIE CALVERT (Essex) ................. Oh, Mein

JULIUS LAROSA (Cadence) .............. Eh Cumpari

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

TONE
*OH, MY PAPA. .............

STRANGER IN PARADISE ...

RAGS TO RICHES ;

.

THAT’S AMORE
fCHANGING PARTNERS .......... ... Potgie

fRICOCHET Sheldon

EBB TIDE . , Robbins

fSANTA : BABY . Trini ty

4MANY TIMES. . ............ .... ... Broadcast

HEART OF MY HEART. . . . ... . . ....... ... Robbins

• • • •

PUBLISHER

. Shapiro-B

. . . .

.

Frank

. . Saunders

. . Paramount

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

New

York,

MDS

Philadelphia,

Charles

DuMont

Boston,

Mosher

Music

Co.

Chicago,

Carl

Fischer

St;

Louis,

SL

Louis

Music

Supply

Seattle,

Capitol

Music

Co.

Detroit,

Grinnell

Bros.

Kansas

City,

Jenkins

Music

Co.

Minneapolis,

Schmitt

Mus.

Co.
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Survey of retail sheet music

sales based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
Wk. wk* Title and Publisher

n— Stranger in Paradise (Frank) • f
3 2 * 5 3 7 1 . . 2 9 5 1 72

KH Oh, My Papa (ShapirorB) . .

.

. . .

.

1 1 1 5 4 p '»

.

1 • V 4 9 71

Ebb Tide (Robbins) .

.

.- 5/ - 3 3 2 1 3
; •

.

4 6 2 KQ
ofmm tChanging Partners ( Porgie

)

2 8 4 7 4 1 U£l 4 . 8 2 66

mi Rags to Riches (Saunders) .

.

r t • 4 ; T, IXM 4 1 2 2 •
'•

' .5 1 64

IS That’s Amore (Paramount) .

.

« • •• • • 7.
'

5 6 * 7 5 5 » • 3 10 10 '

• •
.

50

7 8 |Ricochet (Sheldon) . . .

.

.»

.

• • P • 6 10 5 2
*. •

4- 3 3 8 47.

8 6 tYou, You, You (Mellin) . .

.

. « *,.* < 9 A • . 9 3 9 19 1 7 5 35

9 9 tMany Times (Broadcast) ... . * * tt

t A
6
A

8 i> •

.

1_ 8 mbs

10 10

H 12 *White Christmas (Berlin) . . .

~
6

12 13 ^Silver Bells ^Paramount) .
10 9

5

T
18

13 10 Heart of My Heart (Rdbbins) .... 10

14

15 13

I Love Paris (Chappell)

You Alone (Roncom)

.

6

9

8
I7

14

13

8 10

Nit (King ). Cole doesn’t go along
with current-gay diskers who are
-putfiiig-aIl-theiF-egg8-ii*-t4ie-juve-

market basket. Security and long-

time pu|Ung •
• power depends on

the adult aud, says Cole, and the
teenage. 'disk devotee is too fickle

for a performer to depend on for
a longrange career.

Cole admits that it’s the young
wax buyer and deejay dialer; who
start off the tyro crooners ahd
warblers today. But he pbints out
that it's the older nitery-theatre-
goer Who brings the singer’s salary
up to the four-figure /mark. Cole
doesn't suggest that newcomers to

the disk fold should forego the
juves to woo the adult trade. He
does, however,; advise that they
spread out their repertoire on wax
and in personal appearance dates,
so that the appeal isn’t ; limited to
one group ih particular. He pqints
out that his songalog at a recent
engagement at La Vie En Rose,
N. Y. nitery, Was completely dif-
ferent from his repertoire in vaud-
ery assignments. At La Vie, he
adds, the routine was pegged for
the adult crowd with a concentra-
tion Of standards. On the - other
hand, a songalog in a vaud<ery has
to be full of current pops or else
the 3’oungsters won’t sit through.

Bobbysox Stigma
Cole al so Is wary of. crooners

who are attempting to become bob-
bysox idols. It’s an onus today
rather than a blessing. The old-
sters seem to resent a performer
with a “bobbysox idol” stigma and
it takes a long time to Wear off.

Cole, believes that a disk artist
should stay in one particular styl-
ing groove despite the vagaries of
wax trends. It’s one of the surest
ways to build a steady following.
The

; chances for getting an iden-
tifiable singing style are slim for
the crooner who jumps around like
a beanbag from one. disk, vogue
to another. “No matter how the
pendulum swings,” Cole claims,
“it’ll always return to the stand-
ard song. The biggest all-around
payoff comes from the solid love
ballad.’’

Cole also claims that the disker
has to find as many media of ex-
posure as possible. Although he
believes that a regular tele series
can lessen an artist’s disk-selling
potential ‘ because of over-satura-
tion, he’s anxious to tackle a series
of his own to see if he can hold
his wax fans as well as build a new
tele aud.

'

Concert todrs such ais the ‘ Big-
gest Show” series have proved a
great boon to diskers. savs Cole.
However, this too has been over-
done, he adds, and he plans to
keep awav from another concertiz-
ing trek for at least a year.
On Cole's agenda for the coming

year are a London Palladium date
in March and a tour of the Conti-
nent. A filmusical of “The Em-
peror Jones” is' also in the works.

TO ARTISTS P.0STFR
Hollywood. Dec. 29.

Probably the last recording tal-
ent to be signed before the import-
ing ban is Tommy Leonetti. a Chi-
cago warbler ^annexed by Capitol.
If the ban lasts for any length of
time. his., may <be the only new
voice the record-buying public will
hear.

Capitol .signed him on the basis
of an audition record and probably
would have gone through the usual
rout,* no. of introducing him if re-
cording contract negotiations with
James C. Pelrillo hadn’t broken
down. Faced. with a recording, cAit-

oiT, Cap flew the singer here from
Chicago and promptly etched sev-
eral sides to be sure .Leonetti will

have enough releases to keep him
going for several months.

Atlantic Bolsters List

With Desto Masters Buy
Atlantic Records has bolstered

its album catalog with the buyout
of a flock of masters from Desto

Records. . Among thp diskers who
previously cut longplay packages
for Desto are crooner George H> -

ron and pianist Charles .Sherrill.

The Byron and Sherrill alb.u mis

went out on Atlantic’s release-

package this week;
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Inside Stuff—Music
After nine weeks in London sweating out a series of tough negoti-

ations, including alleged "blowing-the-whistle” to the Bank of England

by local music pub competitors, Julian T. Abeles, attorney for Metro
and 20th-Fox, almost walked away from the B. Feldman Music deal.

Venerable London publishing house was finally taken over by Robbins
Music (which is jointly owned by Metro and 20th) and Francis; Day
& Hunter, another veteran* music house in England. The American
lawyer had to give up his U.S. practice for over two months because
of the protracted negotiations for the Feldman catalog which, inci-

dentally, also
.
includes two theatre properties and five affiliated music

companies.
I nv'Ai i i MlM I.B i

1

1 I I Ip7y Mr:" tT3iTWi i ETa r,vf^-ai iT3»y/: \.wr i tTi to > o ) 1 iT-

Feldman takeover for three major reasons: (1), he sees TV going
commercial in England; (2), the Performing Rights Society dividends
to the Feldman companies would go up around 25% in 1954; and (3),

unlike in America, copyrights in Europe are for the. life of the com-
poser; plus 50 years. Thus, while many a* famed turn-of-the-century
copyright is slated for expiration in 1956 in America (the statutory
limit is for 28 years, plus another 28 renewal), in Britain many songs
will have longtime continuing exclusivity. Among them are early

Irving Berlin numbers, Victor Herbert, Sigmund Romberg,- Rudolf
Friml, Ernest R. Ball; Richard A. Whiting, et al!

The deal was complicated by an intricate will of the late Bert
Feldman.

'
''

Although ASCAP is indirectly involved in the hassle between the
Icelandic music performance collection agency, STEF, and the 250-

watt Armed Forces Radio Service station in Iceland, the American
Society of Composers, Authors Sc Publishers is not responsible for
the blackout of ASCAP music on the outlet. STEF has the rights to

dear all ASCAP music in Iceland and exercises its control in accord-
ance with local regulations, as does every other collection agency
through which ASCAP works abroad.

In the U.S., ASCAP collects fees only on performances for profit.

Hence, . a non-profit operation, such as the N.Y. municipally-owned
station, WNYC, can play ASCAP music without paying anything. Many
foreign societies with which ASCAP is affiliated, however, operate on
the basis that the profit element is not a necessary condition for the
payment of fees. .

Disk Companies’ Best Setters

OF RECORD RATINGS
BY THE TRADE PRESS

I

AGAIN, AGAIN AND AGAIN
(Dockass)

MARY MAYO (Benida)

THE BAION (Simon H*«m)

JOE LOCO ffico)

PAULO ALENCAR (Coral)

COOL WATER (American)

BILLY MAY (Capitol)

A DEAR JOHN AKO MARSHA
LETTER (Control)

|

STAN FREEBERG (Capitol)

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A

LONG TIME (Ferrer)

JUNE HUTTON-AXEL STOiOAHL (Capitol)

THE NOCTURNES (AAGM)

THE GAME OF LOVE (Kellem)

BILL DARNEL (Docca)

GENEVIEVE (Meridian)

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)

GOT A HOLE IN MV SWEATER
(Trinity)

GUY MITCHELL (tolwmbia)

GRANADA (for)

MONTY KELLY (Emx) -

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

LITTLE MISS ONE (Wdu * Barry)

JERRY WALLACE-EODIE OLIVER (Allied)

MAGDALENA (Ro.)

BETTY REILLY-LES BAXTER (Capitol)

NINA-NON (Frederick)

JONI JAMES (MGM)

PHONOGRAPH RECORD
(Hill I Rang*)

CONNIE RUSSELL (Capitol)

BEVERLY HART (Dacca)

SUDDENLY (Brenner)

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)

Billboard . • Cod loi I Variety

72 (Good) B*it Bet Very Good

Best B*t

75 (Good) C+ (Good)

76
.
(Good) > (Good)

Best Buy Disk of V*ry Good

* the Week .

75 (Good) B (Very Good)

70 (Good) M"
(ExeelUnt).

76 (Good) Best B*t Best Bet

76 (Good) B+
(Excellent)

78 (Good)

Beet Buy

B+
(Exeellent)

Disk of

•ho Week
Disk of

•he Week

CAPITOL " ~ ARTIST
L THAT'S AMORS , . Dean Martin

YOU'RE THE RIGHT ONE
,

2. CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (PART/ 1) .. ....... . Stan Freeberg
CHRISTMAS DRAGNET (PART II)

3. VAYA CON DlOS ... . . . . . ; ; . . . , . .-. . . . Lies Paul-Mary Ford
JOHNNY >

4. OH! .Pee Wee Hunt
' SAN .

-

'

5. CHANGING PARTNERS .... . ... ..... .. . . . .Kay Starr
I’LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOU

COLUMBIA
.

V v v
,--:

1, RAGS TO RICHES ... . ......... .Tony Bennett
HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN

2. STRANGER IN PARADISE . . . . . . . . . . Tony Bennett
WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME?

.-3. . . MAN . '. .- . :. « , . ... . . • • ...... Rosemary Clooney.

.

IV '* * ^

.

. . Jose .Ferrer

4. SECRET LOVE .’.
. ! ...... ... . .. ...... ... ...... Doris Day

DEADWOOD STAGE
5. i see the moon . . . . . ..... . ... ......... . ..... .Mariners

I JUST WANT YOU
CORAL ;

1. HEARTBREAKING WALTZ ............... .Teresa Brewer
BELL BOTTOM BLUES ' ^

2. RICOCHET ... ."iTeresa
A

BreWer
TOO YOUNG TO TANGO

3. WOMAN . . . . . ... ; ... . . . . .Johnny Desmond
BY THE RIVER SEINE

4. HEART OF MY HEART .'. ..... .Cornell, Dale, Desmond
I THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY

5. A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLER (PART I) . ... ;Modernaires
A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLER (PART II)

DECCA
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE . . . . . . * . . . . .Four Aces

HEART OF MY HEART
2. THE JONES BOY . . . ,

.

. . ., ... ... .

.

.Mills Bros.
SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN

’ 3/ • Y’ALL COME . . . ..... . .

.

.Bing Crosby
CHANGING PARTNERS

4. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART . .Kitty Kallen
A LITTLE LIE

5. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE .... . , . . . .

;

George Shaw
HONEYCOMB

LONDON
1. EBB TIDE .Frank Chacksfield

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. THE SKATERS WALTZ Mantovaiil

' MIDNIGHT WALTZ
-3r GOLDEN VIOLINS . ................... .Frank Chacksfield

A GIRL CALLED LINDA
4. CARNAVALITO ........ Cyril Stapleton

THEME FROM “THE MAN BETWEEN”
5. THE CREEP ........... . . Ted Heath

SLIM JIM

MERCURY
1. CHANGING PARTNERS ................... Patti Page

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN (*<)?-
2. STRINGS OF MY HEART .. ... . .Gaylords

MAMA-PAPA POLKA
3. EBB TIDE . . .Vic D&mone

IF I COULD MAKE YOU SING
4. HEARTACHES Harmonicats

JUST ONE MORE CHANCE
5. THE CREEP

... .Ralph Martere
LOVE THEME FROM “THE GLENN MILLER STORY”

M-G-M
1. YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING ...... Joni James

YOU’RE NEARER
2. POPPA; PICCOLINO

, , , Nocturnes
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A LONG TIME

3. MY LOVE, MY LOVE ... ... Joni James
YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE

4. HI-LILI, HI-LO . ... > . . Leslie Caron
LILI AND THE PUPPETS

,
5. ST. LOUIS BLUES (PART I) Billy Eckstine

ST. LOUIS BLUES (PART II)

RCA VICTOR
‘

i« OH, MY PAPA ....... Eddie Fisher
UNTIL YOU’VE SAID GOODBYE

2
* ; .Perry Como
PA-PAYA MAMA
THE CREEP . . .

. Three Suns
JUST ONE MORE CHANCE

4. STRANGER IN PARADISE Tony Martin
I LOVE PARIS

*

5*
• Eddie Fisher

JUST TO BE WITH YOU

1

if
>

>

>

»

>

i

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

if

if

>4

>4

>4

:3

In another reshuffling of Capitol
Records’ distribution and sales set-

up last week,: Willis Wardlow was
upped to regional- manager of the
northeast territory,.replacing Paul
Featherstone<

,
who*s ankling the

org_toJoinJtheJ5teehnan-Radio-and-
Phonograph Co. of . Mt, Vernon.
Switch takes effect next week,
Wardlow will headquarter in

New York, wherevhe’U continue to
assist William Fowler, Cap veepee,
in the. national sales setup, Chris
Drake will move into -the , branch
manager’s spot in Boston next
week.

Nix ‘Hi-Lili’ for Award
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

The tune, "Hi-Lili,” from Metro’s
"Lili” is ineligible for considera-
tion, in- the Academy Award race
despite its hefty plugs since the
film's release earlier this year.

Tune was cleffed by Bronislau
Kaper to a poem by Helen Deutsch
which originally .was published
prewar in a woman’s magazine.
Academy rules ' bar any number
which was thus published prior to

its film use.

Best Bet

Excellent

a ido i

“The finest sound on record'

AND THE

mil
LITTLE PIG

An Epic of the ItUSSKY Theatre

Sample Tapes end Pub. Rights

Available

ATLAS ASSOCIATES
152 W. 4? St. (2E) New York JU 6-6423

Bett Bet Very Good

75 (Good) ***' Excellent

Disk of

the Week

Satisfactory C+ (Cood)

74 (Good) B (Very Good)

(E«c.ll.m)
»(V«nrO».cl)

Crooner Bill Carey is being lined

up for one of RCA Victor's major
pushes in 1954. Carey originally

Was pacted by Joe Carlton when
latter was artists Sc repertoire

chief at the Victor subsid, Label X.
Carlton moved Carey over to~the

parent company when he took over
the a&r slot there.
Carey will cut his first foqr sides

for Victor Dec. 28. He’s been on
Chicago TV the past year.

New Haven’s New Mayor
Holds Hon. Tooter Card

New Haven, Dec. 29.
• Joining the list of public figures
who have combined some form
of musical popularity with poli-
tics, Richard C. (“Dick”) Lee takes
over New Haven’s mayoralty reins
as of Jan. 1.

As one of the founders of the
Yale Bowl Pop Concert Series, and
as m,c. of the events for several
.years, Lee became an established

figure in the conduct of this an-
nual setup.

In recognition of his efforts In
this field, at the closing concert
of. the 1953 series, he was made an
honorary member of Local 234,
American Federation of Musicians,
an honor bestowed on only four
other persons. Also, he is an hon-
orary member of the New Haven
Symphony Orchestra. .

At 37, Lea is New Haven’s
youngest mayor.

Eduard Van Belnum, Dutch con-
ductor, will make his first visit to
the United States to conduct the
Philadelphia Orchestra in six con-
certs during mid-January.

The New
Dance Sensation

!

THE
CREEP

MIUER VUSiC CORPORATION

Recorded By

DORIS DAY
COLUMBIA #4010*

M. WITMARK * SONS

America's Fastest
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Wednesday, December

New York
'Rita Moss, Mercury Records

thrush, currently appearing at Bob
Olin’s Restaurant ... Pianist Frank
O’Brien back at Carman’s Louis
Petite Restaurant ... Nat (King)

Cole begins a three-week engage-
'mwitrat*'Ei

-Rancho^fcas Vegas, to-

night (Wed.) . . . Milto VKarle han-
dling Tony Martin’s disk promo-
tion in the east . . . Cesar Concep-
cion orch, Seeco Records pactee,

up from Latin America for a

string of engagements and record-
ing dates ... Les Paul and Mary
Ford filming their tele series sev-
eral weeks in advance to they -can

play a date at El Rahcho, Las
Vegas, in March . . . Abe Bloom,
Village Music contactman, hitting

the road next week on a disk jock-
ey tour for “Our Heart Breaking
Waltz.”

London
Nat (King) Cole booked for two

weeks at London Palladium, com-
mencing March 22. He will play
a week each at Glasow Empire
(April 12) and Liverpool Empire
(19) . . . Mary Lou Williams, Ahiiie
Ross and Taps Miller came across
from Paris for Christmas jazz

party at Bandbox Club Sunday (27)

. ; Pearl Bailey reported to be due
here for Cafe de Paris stint in

March. . Leslie Simpson has taken
over exploitation chores with Wil-
liamson Music (one of the Chap-
pell’s group), in succession to Jim-
mie Green, - who died suddenly two
weeks ago Edmundo Ros, taking
his Latin combo to Monte Carlo
Sporting Club for five weeks in

July.

Pittsburgh
“Com Z March,” written- by CpI.

|

John D. Monchecourt, local musi-
cian, • and Cpl. Mario E. Granata,
both of the 76th Army Band, has
been accepted from their com-
mand as an entry in the Dept, of
the Army’s March contest. Winner,
to be decided Feb. 1, will receive
the ASCAP-John Philip Sousa $1,-.

000 cash award. . .Frank Natale
Trio’s option picked up again at

the Vogue Terrace . , . Joey Sims
band had the Christmas Night

dance at the Greensburg Country
Club for the sixth straight year.

.

Jean Allen, organist, into the new
Merry-Go-Round restaurant and
lounge . . . Everett Haydn, organist
at Dore’s, giving daily organ re-

citals in new U.S. Steel building
during holiday season. It’s his

fifth consecutive season for Steel

on this assignment ... Norman
Lucker, who used to have a band
under the name -of Norman Daye,
and Warren Koerbel, manager of
radio station WAKU in Latrobe,
Pa., who brought Jill Corey to

Mitch Miller’s attention, have
taken over the personal manage-
ment of the Jerry Better Quartet,
now at Chrone

- Room of Hotel
Pann-Albert in Qrensburg . . . Lo-
cal 471 (colored) of musicians un-
ion has moved from Hill District

to new quarters in Old Famous
Door riitery in East Liberty . A1
Barry, strolling singing guitarist,

into William Penn Tavern’s Dream
Room for a stay. . .

Chicago
Norman Krorae, vet. trumpeter,

now fronting orch of the late Lew
Diamond . . ; Ralph Marterie and
Ralph Flannagan orchs playing
one-nighters in territory through
January . . . Dwight Fiske pegged
for Congress Hotel, St. Louis, Feb.
12 for three weeks ... Gini Patton
replaced Bea Gardy as vocalist

with Wayne Muir’s band current
at Congress Hotel, Chi . . Ray An-
thony slated for Fox Theatre, St.

Louis, Jan. 5 for two weeks, to be
followed by Buddy Morrow in sin-

gle frame beginning Jan. 19 .

HarmonicatS current at Preview
Lounge here.

Albany Picks Murphy Again

Albany, Dec; 29.

Francis Murphy, has been re-

elected president of Local 14,

AFM. Other officers are vice-

president, Joseph Cosco; secretary,:

Thomas H. Fleming, and business

agent, V. James Noran.

Board of directors reelected are
Leslie Bernard, Anthony Chillemi,
Paul Coluccio, Joseph Loudis and
Edward Morrissey.

PAT O’DAY
A BIRD
FLYING

Sings

TAKE
ME

HOME
MGM 11645

K 11445
78RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
THE GREATEST \. A M E N ENTERTAINMENT

SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK 36 N

Sows With Largest
The top 30 tongs of week (more in case of ties), based on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.

Published, by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Director, alphabetically listed. ‘

Survey Week of December 18-24, 1953

..y (Listed Alphabetically)

Baubles Bangles And Beads-—*“Kismet” . . ... . . . , . . . Frank
Cool Yule « . « • .- • « «

•

BVC
Don’t Forget To Write , . ,7 .

-
. .. . ... . ... ~

.

v Advanced-

—

Don’tcha Hear Them Bells^. .-. , • ... . . .. -. Iris-T

Down By The Riverside • • ...... . » . . . » .».*• * » .... .'Spier-. -.

Ebb Tide - ,••»•».».»«»»«'•»»•*•«•»».•••'»•••«'« Robbins
Face. To -Face -4 • . . ... . . . . • . . . . . . .

.

• .

.

Rernick

Fini—+“Almanac” * • • • • • . • * . ... .

.

t . . ........... .

.

Frank
Granada , • ••« ........ .. «: . .Peer
Happy Christmas Little Friend ... . . . . . . . . . . . ... Williamson.

Heart Of My • Heart Robbins
I LoVe Paris—*“Can-Can” . . ... ..... .

.". ... ....

.

Chappell
I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus ............... Harman
In The Mission Of St. Augustine Republic
Kissing Bridge... . • ... ...... ,

.

«« . ... Ron.com
Many. Times . ... . . ... ..... .... ... . ... . . . .......

.

.Broadcast

Oh -My Papa # . » . ............. ; . .Shapiro^B

Poppa Piccolino . Chappell
Ricochet ... Sheldon
Rudolph Vhe Red-Nosed Reindeer St. Nicholas

Santa Baby -

-

. * » * Trinity

Santa Claus Is Cornin’ To Town , . . . . ... . . , .. .. ... Feist

Secret Love—f “Calamity Jane’’ ........... Rernick
Silver Bells . . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . • .••••••••-••• *> ,> • , Paramount
Sleigh Ride J ...

.

. Mills

Stranger In Paradise—+“Kismet” . . . . . . .

,

Frank
That’s Amore—t“The Caddy” Paramount
Typewriter • • • , • . . ..... ....

.

•» ..... • ... • Mtills

You Alone . ., Roncom
You You You ... ;... . . . . Mellin

Second Group
Bimbo .

Changing. Partners
Christfnas Blues ............. .^.

Creep ; .7 ....

I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love. With Me . ......

I See The Moon . . . , . . . . . . .......... .-.

.

i . . ....

Istanbul
Jones Boy
Love Walked In
Mama's Gone Good Bye
No Other Love—*“Me And Juliet” . . . . . . ........
Rags To Riches . . . . . ...... . , .

.

Sadie Thompson’s -Song—^t“Miss Sadie Thompson”
South Of The Border
That’s What A Rainy Day Is For
Too Fat For The Chimney
Under Paris Skies
Vaya Con Dios . . .

Why Does'It Have To Be Me
Woman . . ^

« • «*••.•••••••••••

. Fairways
; Porgie
.Weiss
.Miller
-Mills
.Plymouth
.Alamo
. Pincus
.Chappell
.Pickwick
. Williamson
. Saunders
.Mills
. Shapiro-B
.Robbins
.Morris
.Leeds
. Ardmore
. Feist
. Studio

Top 10 Songs On TV
(More In Case of Ties)

Ebb Tide . Robbins
I Love Paris Chappell
Kissing Bridge Roncom
Rags To Riches Saunders
Ricochet Sheldon
Santa Baby Trinity
Santa Claus Is Cornin' To Town Feist.

Silver Bells Paramount
Sleigh Ride .Mills
That’s Amore Paramount

5 Top Standards On TV
(More In Case of Ties)

I’ve Got My Love To Keep Me Warm Berlin
Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow Cahn
’Twas The Night Before Christmas Words, & M
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home ............. . . . .... DeS, B & H
White Christmas Berlin

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.

Hampton Revamps Orch

For MS. Concert Swing
Lionel Hampton, who recently

returned to the U. S. from a 15.

week European trek* has revamped
his orch for his upcoming concert
swing around the country, Hamp-
ton plans to concertize in Europe
again next Summer. He’s being
booked for is sixmonth stay there
beginning in August.

Orch’s lineup now includes Dav<T
Ecker, Buster Cooper, Al Hayes
Jack Crown, Eddie Mullins, Herb
Pomery, Walter Williams and Wal-
lace Davenport in the brass section*
Oscar Estell, Retiiey Brauer, Bobby
Plater, J. Dennis and Jay Peters
in the reeds, arid Curtis Ross,
William Mackel, Dick Twardzic and
Floyd Williams in the rhythm sec-
tion.

‘Hit Parade’
Continued from page 41I

platter on his NBC-TV • show

Jan. 6,
=

-

A couple of months ago, the

“Hit Parade” show was threat-

ened with a legal suit due to its

failure to slot the tune, “Dragnet.”

That situation was complicated by

the fact that “Dragnet” is identi-

fied with Chesterfield cigs, through

its Video show bankrolling, while

“Hit Parade” ’is co-sponsored by
Lucky Strike cigs. “Dragnet” was
eventually showcased on . the mu-
sical show,V 1

Listing on the “Hit Parade” Is

important for publishers due to

the fact that many retailers, both

of sheet music and disks, give spe-

cial sales attention to the tunes on
the show. In addition, a slotting

on the show represents perform-

ance points,

an4 now

LEROY
ANDERSON

with hit gnattH yo» ..

.

The Typewriter
1 . - :i z»: ,!fl’

MILLS MUSIC# INC.

Everybody lovos . . .
-

s

STMTORI)#!*]

ADMDIOS
AMIGO

on Columbia Records

HOLLIS MUSIC, INC.S

Best British Sheet Sellers

London, Dec. 22.

Answer Me ... .Bourne
Mommy Kissing Santa. Morris

Swedish Rhapsody . .Connelly

Poppa Piccolino . . . .

.

Sterling

Ricochet ... .... .... .Victoria

Rags to Riches. . . . .Chappell

Big Ben ... . , . .

.

.Box & Cox
If You Love Me. . World Wide
Oh My Papa . . . . . .

.

.Maurice
Vaya Con Dios . . . . .

.

Maddox.
Chicka Bbom'. . .......

.

Dash
Wish You Were Here Chappell

Second 12
Santa Up Chimney ...

.

.Heine

Flirtation Waltz .Bourne
Limelight . .......... Bourne
You You You. . . .

.

. . . .Mellin

Moulin Rouge . . . . .

.

Connelly
I Believe. .... . ,

.

Ginephonie
Crying in the Chapel. Morris
Golden Tango . . . , . .

.

Wright
Istanbul . . , . . . . . .

.

.Aberbach
Big 'Ead. . . .... . . ... .

.

Wright
Look at Girl . ..... Cinephonie
Rudolph Reindeer . . Chappell

Regina Wants Winters

Regina, Sask., Dec. 29.
William Winters was , reelected

president of the Regina Musicians’
Mutual Protective Assn,, Local 446,
AFM, at the annual meeting.' R. C.
Weller was reelected v;p., and H.
Rosson secretary-treasurer.

WANTED
ASCAP Composer or Proftsslbnal

Masielan to collaborate with Lyrist.

Box V-l 22653, Variety, 154 Wfit

46th Street, Now York 36.

1
'

1

1

America's #1 Progressive Jazz Group

Winner of the DOWNBEAT Award

DAVE BRUBECK QUABTET
Eastern Tour Commencing Jan.-May

FANTASY RECORDS

1 r » i i

Exclusive Management

!V I

1

I'”

t:

V/ 1

1 *1

J_S_

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE G LASER, Pres.

Now York
'j S Jfh A VP PL 9-J600

Chicago
203 No Wnbc'*i

Hollywood
3 ft

' - S u n

f
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The American Guild of Variety

Artists is scrutinizing the legal

front preparatory to the impending

battle between the performer un<

ion and the American Federation

roHVIusicians^

:

_ ; A s
l
— . r- • •—

r

Presently, AGVA prexy Jackie

Rrieht is studying the legal aspects

nf the refusal of the Pittsburgh lo-

cal of the AFM ta back him when
Up performed , last week at the

Carousel in that city. Bright

nlayed that town for less than a

week, consequently it was impos^

sible for him to get a temporary

stay which would forbid the mu-
sicians from boycotting him.

Whether some action can be taken

against the local is still being stud-

ied. Bright defied the AFM baiq

on personal appearances on disk

jockey shows.

A. Frank Reel, of the law firm

of Siiverstone & Rosenthal, AGVA
national counsel, went to Boston
yesterday (Tues.) to confer with

the Massachusetts Board of Con-
ciliation in an effort to settle the

dispute slated to start Jan. 4 in

Boston when the AFM Will refuse

to work With. AGVA performers
from that date.

In Baltimore, AGVA is prepare

ing to process a claim against the

AFM there for attempting to in?

duce a performer to quit AGVAi
Case revolves around Judy San-

Ihompson-WQIiams to Sub

• tini, a singer and daricer who
sometimes uses an accordion to ac-
company her ^songs.

As yet, no action is contem-
plated in Montreal, where AFM

I

win slip away from working with
]_AGVA_meinhers_after Jan, 1. Pre-
sumably that date was selected to
permit members to get in all the
holiday work; available.

Basic reason for the .dispute
stems from the. abrogation of the
agreement between the AFM and
AGVA in effect for several years
Some months ago, AGVA gave the
|AFM the 60-day notice To cancel
that treaty which defined to which
union performers who play musical
instruments should belong. Notice
expired last month and presently,
there is no agreement between
both outfits.

Kay Thompson Sc The Williams
Bros, have been booked for the
Persian Room of the Plaza Hotel,
N. starting Jan. 6, as a replace-
ment for Nanette Fabray. Miss Fa-
bray has been hit by influenza and
had to postpone her stand.

Shell play the plaza sometime
in April.

;

LENNY COLYER
"Mr. Specs Hfmitlf"

Currently*

Stivi Harm*
HOLLYWOOD THEATRE RESTAURANT

Chicago
Rcr. Mat. AL BORDE

203 N. Wabash, Chicago

Special

Pormdnont Rate*

from $17.50 Wotfcfy

Transient rooms j
1

also available.

v MUISSN AVI. 1 SStfe ST
ntlph Hamrick. Mr. N«w Ysrlt, N. Y.

As a result of their, stand at the
Bandbox, Los Angeles, Rose Marie
and Lenny Kent Will be booked
as a duo. They, were hooked into
the Coast spot as two singles and
started working together with a
few gags.

Routines have been ^enlarged,
and they’ll be set as a package.
They’ve been tapped for the
Flamingo, Las Vegas, in February,
and will work at, the Clover Club,
Miami, in April,

William Morris Agency, booking
the duo, recalls that Dean. Martin
& Jerry Lewis started the same
way—through individual bookings
into the same spot. There was also
another combo that Worked out
Well in Florida, but didh’t jell in

the northern climes.: Several
years ago, a combo with Vaga-
bonds, Rose Marie and Jan Murray
tried it as a team, but came to a
halt with their, debut at the Rivi-

era, Fort Lee, . N. . J. The Vaga-
bonds, on their own, have hit top
b.o. since then, probably as a result
of numerous appearances on the
Arthur Godfrey show.

Hamilton Trio to Fill

Its Pact at Pitt

Pittsburgh, Dec. 29
Bob Hamilton Trio will fill its

unexpired contract at Copa, down-
town nitery, week of Jan. 18 right

after it finishes up three straight

Saturday night appearances on
"Your Show of Shows.’’ This is a

date dancers have owed Lenny Lit-

man, Copa owner, since last sum^
mer, when they came in and play-

ed, only two nights, cancelling out

when Hamilton was stricken with

appendicitis and had tb undergo
an emergency operation here.

.

At that time, the Ham iltoif'Trio

was launching a nightclub tour fol-

lowing a season on “Your Show of

Shows.’’ Same week will bring back

Georgie Shaw, new Decca record-

ing star, who clicked at Copa just

A fortnight ago. Shaw had been

booked into another Pitt spot, Twin

Coaches, JLor that date, but was

available to Copa for a repeat

when the Coaches decided to go to

weekend operation only for the

winter.

It Doesn’t Strike Twice,
Baltimore, Dec. 29.

. Magico Milbourne Christo*. .

plier, in conjunction with his .

one-man show at the Hilltop-
Parkway Theatre, Baltimore,
did a gratis show at the. City
Jail where he performed a
few escape tricks., v

A local paper, reporting the
. event, recalled that the late

Houdini pulled the same Stunt
some years ago. However,' one
of the prisoners later figured
out; 'the ~ Houdirii” trick arid
broke out of his confinement.

Texas State Fair Netted

350G for Autumn Rim

Boston, Dec. 29.
Refusal by. Mayor John B.

Hynes to grant a 1954 license to
the Old Howard and Casino The-
atres here yesterday (Mon.) ap-
parently sounded the death knell
of Hub hurley. Hynes,; "who has
sole power to issue hurley licenses,
indicated his action was the re-
sult of police reports which disap-
proved new licenses on grounds
that hurley was not the type of en-
tertainment which should be per-
mitted. here. Hynes agreed with
an emphatic “I believe that, too.”

It's believed pressure from the
clergy influenced his stand and
while the mayor was partially re-
ceptive to issuing the theatres
vaudeville permits, he also feared
the “vaude” might emerge as bur-
ley once the heat was off: Spots
have been shuttered since early
November, When three strippers
and managers of both theatres
were hailed into court and fined
for appearing in and producing
“lewd and immoral shows.*- - v
” Edict wTlT undoubtedly be the
finale of the Old Howard, the
Country’s oldest burley house, for
its situation in an offbeat section
of downtown Hub would probably
not lure sufficient patronage to
continue as a picture house. How-
ever, the Casino, which has op-
erated in the past with a film pol-
icy, may continue.’

Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.
With unshuttering of the Casino

Xmas Night (25) after three-week
shutdown, town’s lone burlesque
house has gone on a stock basis,
and will bring in only featured
strippers from week to week, other-
wise running with a permanent
company. It’ll be headed by George
Murray, longtime burley comic
who has been manager of the Ca*
sino for the last two years. Mur-
ray’s giving up the front of the
house to go back to his baggy pants
and putty nose again.

He’ll be assisted by Eddie' Lloyd
and Murray’s wife, Eileen Hubert,
who has been producing chorus
numbers at the Casino ever since
her husband came here to pilot the
theatre. She’ll remain in that
capacity. Regular straightman
hasn’t been picked yet although
Dick Dana is in for the first cou-
ple of weeks. Casino has always
had its own chorus, and gals from
the line will look after the femme
bits in the sketches with Murray
and Lloyd.

-
Dallas, "Dee. 29/ ;

State Fair of Texas in 1953 made
a net profit of $350,438 in its 16-

day run, Qct. 1 0-25, directors’

board learned here last week. Take
fell below the ’52 net of $397,677-
Record profit for the 68-year-old
expo Svas made in 1949, when the
net was $511,000. However,, attend
dance this year wst 2 382,71 2; unly
4,000 short , of the all-time gate
record of 1952.

— T
.

~
; Fair directors reelected' R. L.

Thornton Sr., bank prez and city's

mayor, to his hinTlr term as fair’s

prexy: Also reelected were Janies
H. Stewart, exec veepee-general
manager; Charles R. Meeker Jr.,

veepee r assistant general man-
ager; Fred F. Florence,, treas-

urer, and Arthur K. Hale, assistant
secretary.

New Year’s Eye nitery reservar

tions are starting to hit a good
stride iri New York cafes. Much
space has been accounted for and
the last-minute rush will assure
sellouts in most spots, according to

all indications.

Cafe_oPS .declareJ.hat,tb.ere’s lit.*,

tie doubt that space will be at a

premium for the big night. Con-
sensus of opinion is that with the
number of cafes having dwindled
during the past few seasons. New
York will have very, few problems
as far as getting rid of space. In
some spots, it’s anticipated, some
influence will be needed in order
to get a location.

The Latin Quarter has been sold
(Continued on page 50)

Bill Miller’s Riviera, Ft; Lee,

N. J., grass \vas $1,394,467 for 25

weeks of Us operation during 1953,

according to an accountant for the

|
spot, who testified at a hearing

before the condemnation board, in

nearby Hackensack to determine

the value of the property. The
accountant, Jacob

.
B. Hoffman,

maintained that the club showed

a profit only during the past three

years. At that, it was testified, af -

ter expenses and payments to of-
ficers, taxable Income Hovered be-

tween $15,000 and $30,000.

Hoffman testified that the spot's

low was in 1947, when a gross of

$753,000 was scored in a 39-w'eek

season. During that ‘year, Miller

had attempted to convert the
Riviera to a year-round nitery.

Failing that, he hung on until New
Year's Day.

Decision was reserved in the
hearing to determine the valuation

of the Jersey cafe. Spot is being
condemed to maike room for an
entrance to the Palisades Inter-

state Parkway still under construc-
tion. Miller Is hopeful of being
able to beat this rap and main-
tain the cafe. He claims that an
entrance can be constructed a short
distance from the spot, in a posi-

tion which will eliminate the neces-
sity of utilizing the approaches to

the Riviera and the . ground upon
which it’s located.

A realtor testifying at the hear-
ing put a $983.9861 price on tho
property.^ He said the land alone
was. .worth $115,362. ....Another,
realty expert testified the. land
was worth $37,825 and the build-
ings $460,480 and added a fran-
chise value of $120,639 as the value
of the site for residential purposes.
One builder stated that the prop-
erty could be duplicated today for
$575,600, but the builder w ho con-
structed the Riviera in 1937 for
$370,700 stated that at today’*
prices construction would run to
$1,118,000.

Spot Vaude in St Loo
The Fox Theatre, St. Louis, will

reopen for spot vaude Jan. 22 with
a show including Don Cornell. The-
atre, operated by Fanchon & Mar-
co, will line up other shows as
headliners become available.

Booking is being done by the
F&M office on the Coast.

happy holidays
SIBYL BOWAN

neiuM.
ADD0N HMl ®"«*

°ENNIS HOTEL—Atlantic City

Wok of Doc. 28

Thankt to JIMMY GRADY

Violinsky

Uiiexpurgated
An Anthology of

( Solly, that It ) , by tha w.k. com-
edian, who's now working on

Mt book

“Laying Off Under
Four Presidents’

9

'

* 0 #.

an amuiing bylint pitco In tho

48th Anniversary Number
of

Variety
OCT NEXT WEEK

WALLY BOAG
Just Completed

14 - WEEKS - 14
LONDON HIPPODROME

U
CHAMPAGNE ON ICE”

Via LEW & LESLIE GRADE
Bach in America—Dir.: MARK J. LEDDY. LEON NEWMAN
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Concluded

LONDON
PALLADIUM
COLONY - —

PARIS

CARROLLS
BOBINO THEATRE
SPIVY'S

RIVIERA

PALM BEACH
CASINO

ROME
CASINO DELLA

ROSA

EDDIE
wish all their friends a

Happy New Year

CURRENTLY
(Return Engagement)

COLONY, LONDON

FUTURE BOOKINGS

LEBANON
KIT KAT CLUB

BARCELONA
EMPORIUM

PARIS

CARROLL'S
(Return Engagement)

NEW YORK
WM. MORRIS
AGENCY .

LONDON
FOSTER'S AGENCY

CONTINENT

TAVEL MAROUANI

JULIUS LaROSA
Songs
48 Minis. . i>- . .

< !

La Vie tn Rose, NL
,

. Julius LaRosa, of the humility”
LaRosas. is clearly a product of

traditional sympathy'. for the un-
-derdog^-This-quality enabled., him
to. emerge on top in the fracas with
the head of the program and in
his debut at La Vie en Rose, this

public sympathy enabled him to

stay on for a total of 48 minutes.
There were few who didn’t root

for the pale, scared kid whd was
trying to impress a crowd at one of
-the-swahkiest saloons in New York.
Visibly nervous from * the outset,

for a longer period than most per-
formers take to do an ehtire act,

LaRosa had difficulty in hiding his

apprehension; After every num-
ber he dried his hands on the back
of his suit, and his throat became
so dry that he asked ringsiders for
water? He sipped tea (Lipton’s,

he announced) at one part of his

turn in an effort to get rid of the
devils. Through all this, a crowd
of partisans and other payees
stayed with him. v

LaRosa, in his rather lengthy
songalog, seems to have been in-

fluenced strongly by Frank Sinatra)
a bit of Perry Como and traces of
other singers of that school. His
informality seems genuine and his

small talk has the quality of being
improvised 100% because some of
it was in such poor taste that no
writer would have done it for him.
For example, his references to
bodily functions had no place at

the dinner show. However, some
of his gab helped him get over the
hurdles. He makes a likeable im-
pression and after he settled down
he even did some fairly good sing-
ing.

- Vocallyr LaRosa, 'confessedly, is

not one of the most distinguished
members of the craft, but his voice
is serviceable. The Sinatra

.
influ-

ence is especially evident in some
of the ballad renditions. This qual-
ity in LaRosa will increase his aip-

! peal to the femme trade. Numbers
|
included “Sitting on Top of the

j
World,” “Big, Wide Wonderful

’ World” and, of course, “Eh Cum-
j

pari,” which helped him to emi-

;
nence. It seems that, : in his pres-

j
ent frame, the happy tunes he es-

j
says are more . expressive of his
personality. Naturally, he has lit-

tle to be sad about at this point
in his career.
Opening night (Christmas), he

was comforted by the presence of
his parents, and the Maguire Sis-
ters Of the Godfrey show, He’S
been linked romantically with one
of them. One tune, telling of the
big bell and the little bell, obvious-
ly had a reference to

.
his battle

with Godfrey. If left in the reper-
toire, it should not be accompa-
nied by explanations, no matter
how thinly veiled. There’ll be a lot
of revamping of his turn by the
time he marks stet to his manner
of working. Joe Guercio helps him
considerably at the ivories and
Van Smith’s orchestral backing is

okay. Jose.

SWAIN & GREEN
Dance
10 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Dancers never seem to tire of
things that tire audiences. Swain
& Green, an agile if not adept pair
of male terpers do a long over-
worked bit about the eternal tri-

angle—boys see girl, boys fight
over girl, boys make up, then boys
see second girl and fight some
more. It was a. deliberate attempt
at interpretative dancing that,
through the restrictions of chorer
ography and in unsure perform-
ances, failed.

Both men, it appeared, when
fighting fist to jaw, were more in-
terested in proving they could look
like dancers than in telling a story
through dance. The- “girl,” of
course, in this interpretative who-
dunit, is mythical. Colored boys,
otherwise, make a nice appear-
ance.

ANDREA DANCERS (3)

Dancers
10 Mins.
Theatre Royal, Glasgow

Trio is a natural for all
. visual

media in any world market, espe-
cially vaude and tv. Combo con-
sists of two males and one girl
who go into top adagio routines
with happy efficiency, revealing
top artistry and a smiling enjoy-
ment in their terping chores. Get
off to fast start, and sustain whirl-
ing pace in twirls, balances, flip-
ups,- hurls and somersaults. Girl’s
nimbleness is a standout, and she’s
very easy to look at.
Decked out in colorful dress,

trio is a honey of an adagio team,
and exit to solid palming.

Gord.

MARTHA DANIELS
Songs.

' - "
(

15 Mins.,--'-
'

'-
4 -

-
;

Cope, Pittsburgh
'

Estranged ofay wife of Billy
Daniels will have to get by on her

page_. press . clippings; , she
hasn’t very much else, to offers Al-
though a looker and admirably -en-

dowed by nature, she can’t sing
and she can’t dance. As a matter
of fact, the Daniels gal can’t do
much of anything except, try, and
that’s not enough. Despite the
glamor appearance, first in a skin-
tight dress, then in a leotard, and
finally in a mink coat, even her
personality is pretty static,

.

The act in itself is pretty good,
showing considerable thought in
idea and construction, but Miss
Daniels does nothing for it. She’s
assisted by a good-looking colored
girl; with plenty of pep (who’s sup-
posed to be her personal maid in
the body of the turn), and the
bronze beauty gives ' the turn its

only lift.

Miss Daniels is cast in the role
of a much, sought-after dame bi-
cycling between the Stork and El
Morocco, with some okay special
material tying in the pops and
some dialog, too, between her and
the lady-in-waiting A dressing
screen on stage is transparent
when lit up and offers some s.a.

when Miss Daniels is dropping the
skirt to come out in the leotard
for a bit. She and the maid wind
up both donning mink coats to
sing, natch, “I’ve Got My Mink to
Keep Me Warm.”

,
.A takeoff of

Billy Daniels doing his trade-
marked “Black Magic” is meaning-
less; a sampling of the body move-
ments, garbled words and that’s
all. No intro or anything either;
somebody who never heard of the
Daniel’s stormy marriage might
wonder what she’s doing out there.
Even those who have heard of it

may be pardoned for wondering,
too. Cohen.

EDDIE CONSTANTINE
Songs
30 Mins.
Bobino, Paris
Eddie Constantine sings easily in

French and English and, though
from the U.S: after a seven-year
stay here seems to be more at ease
musically ih Gallic songs. He has
a nice French rep with an easy
style and an ingratiating voice.
Choice of English 'songs are not
happiest and “Moulin Rouge Song”
and “Ol’ Man River” only attest
to fact that he has a pleasing bari-
tone but add nothing to a style_and
mood which. Constantine still has
to work on before his stint is pol-
ished enough for more top bracket
spotting.

Constantine has appeared in
French pix and legit, and thesping
has added to his songalog with
more hep gestures and delineation
of lyrics an asset. Well heard are
two Gallic songs by U.S. songwriter
Jeff Davis, “Et Ballir Et Dormir”
(“Yawn and Sleep”) and “Ah, Les
Femmes.” Davis also gives hep
accomp, and. chimes in at times for
good harmonic effects. As it stands
Constantine might be a good bet
for more intime boites In U.S.,
since the Gallic background is
alwoys a good asset, with color and
international status. He looks good
and has the projection for revue or
TV chores, Mosk.

GLORIA’S DOGS
15 Mins.
Empress* Glasgow
Canine group, trained and pre-

sented by Ted Fairhurst, are, in
first segment of act, a standard
through-the-hoops vaude and circus
turn. Star pooches are the four
comedy poodles which follow in
later half, named Whisky, Pep,
Soda and Splash. Dainty French
types, white and jet-black, are
tricky dancers on hind legs and
leap over trestles with ease. Obe-
dient to trainer’s command," they
win solid mittirig and jocks when
they enter garbed in evening dress,
Scotch kilt and sailor’s rigout, and
execute further dainty terping.
Pooches are handled on stage by
trainer Fairhurst and -femme-
Gloria.

Okay for vaude and circus in
most Situations, and poodles alone

. •

would be novelty draw in nitery The Variety;
layouts. Gord.

torting by one of the men as he
bends beck over a ' small table to
pick up ft glass ih his teeth and;
jrain the contents. Then a fast
interlude of streamer whirling and
a bit with the inevitable plate*
whirling on ’ bamboo-shoots. They'
add to this toy changing in mid-
stream and finishing, in a flurry of
flipipirig dishes;

1

A nice entry for vaude or TV-
ijeviie slotting. Mosk. .

PAULINE & EDDIE
wire waikipg

Empress, Glasgow
‘ This is an; upebming slack wire
twain in which the male half, who
is

.
colored, does a strong comedy

drunk while walking the wire* He '

also- scores With -such tricks as
picking up a handkerchief with
teeth .while still balanced on wire.

Femme also walks the wire, but
leaves the arduous and tricky
chores to the smaller colored male,
who works as if he could stay on
the wire all day. Introduces comedy
by drinking from imaginary mam-
moth beer bottle while walking the
wire, and final gimmick is a speedy
series of swings on the wire which
leaves the customers in an enter-
tained mood. Male leaps from wire
and is.carried off in partner’s arms,.
Okay for vaude- stints ini UK and
Commonwelth locations, but act
would require sharpening for U.S.
bookings. Gord.

MELODY THREE
Songs
10 Mins.
Empress* Glasgow

Trio of girls, all extremely easy
on the eye as well as ear, is the
kind of act for which a future star
potential can be forecast, given
assets of experience and strenuous
attention to detail.

Smartly decked out, they are
fairly new- combo whose voices
blend well in harmony, but biggest
virtue, is that the threesome all
have personality, good looks and a
freshness too often lacking in har-
mony trios. They put over current
pops with verve, opening with
“Lullaby of Broadway,” a sure
fave, and then into “Seven Lonely
Days.” Act winds with a tender
rendition of “Winter Wonder-
land.”

Gals also have varying hair col-
orings, redhead, brunet and blonde
in turn. Okay for vaude and video.

Gord.

BERG’S BEARS (3)

Animals
15 Mins.
Empress, Glasgow

Trio of performing bears offer
fairly strong entertainment value.
German trainer

_

Berg’s comedy
business is in good degree, one
bear jumping into smallish kiddie-
car and being wheeled by another.
A third bear does a terping routine
on forelegs, while final gimmick is
riding a bicycle and guiding it solo
between chairs in figure eight
fashion. One bear also rides his
own scooter.

Okay for general run of vaude
and circus, and a honey of an act
for “Goldilocks and Three Bears”
pantomime in any location. .

Gord.
. .

.

ANNETTE SWINSON
Songs
7 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Billed as protege of Sugar Ray
Robinson, 10-year-old Annette
Swinson,

. in her first professional
performance, demonstrates a re-
markable set of pipes. At the out-
set moppet gives the impression
her Voice belonged to a gal twice
her age. Novelty of a big voice
in the little girl catches her audi-
ence from the start. She sounds
like a miniature Sarah Vaughan. It
is not until the tail end of “Little
Boy Go Away” that she breaks in-
voluntarily into a vocal pitch more
befitting her age.

Copyists rarely survive the rig-
ors of stiff competition from in-
dividualists on the stage. All little
Miss Swinson needs to boost her
into her own, are a few numbers,
perhaps hot so catchy, but geared
more for her own age and Its par-
ticular juve. charm.

COLUNS ic ROTH
8wii v

25 Mini
:

Montague Club, Houston
When Lauritz Melchior closed

artihe Bh^mrocb recently and de-
cided to rest awhile, two of his
featured Artists went into rehearsal
with a vocal-jpianor duo hhd came
up with one or the best of lie
newer class musical acts pf a long
time. .

"

Tryout at the Montague Club
was unusual when reviewers were
Tnvited- for the premier and then
again for the closing night. Pur-
pose was to blend sjugestions from
critics into a format to make me
act a clicker. By closing night they
had accomplished it.

t
.

.

Mis$ Collins debuted at Town
in 1950 as winner of the Naiun-
berg. Foundation Award-and- has
sung in many of the leading cities
with numerous musical organiza-
tions before joining the- Melchior
group. A ravenhaired beauty with
well rounded curves as well as
notes she carries a large part of
the new duo act with ease.

George Roth was musical direc-
tor and accompanist for Melchior
for some time and displays just
about as good piano technique, and
feeling as will >e found in the
country. His arrangements add tre-
mendously to the pleasing act and
are spotlighted with full recogni-
tion of. Miss Collins' vocal range
from high C to low C. His solo
pianoing was especially well re-
ceived especially during “Clair de

« ( Continued on page 50) v

r

NITA
AND

Currently

. “Nita & Peppi have a spright-
ly aero stint. They are ener-
getic tumblers, good hand-to-
handers and fine allaround per-
formers 'in this genre. Turn is

well-produced to give the effect

of constant movement and facile

grace.

“They do 6ome combination
rolls that get spontaneous ap-

plause and some of the lifts get
midterm mittings.”

Jose.

BILLBOARD
“Aero team Nita and Peppi are

clean, fast and work with a per-
fection of timing to make even
an old trick look like a novelty.
Duo are excellent and deserve
every bit of the tremendous
hand they get,”

Bob Francis.

Direction:

LEON NEWMAN
MARK J. LEDDY

48 W. 48th St., N*W York

Dec. 23rd

Li TCHANG THAI (3)
“This smart comedy team (THE ROBERTS) are vets of thisa

and thata room with an act that's SOCK. Team Is a model

Bobino,. Paris of perfecto in timing, material and selling. What they
This is a hep Chinese balancing' ,

T

u , .••
, , . . .

trio who mix fast movement with aon t nave nobody would want."
good contortion, balancing and jug- 1

gling. Composed of two men and M.CA. Trait

a gal in eye-catching, colorful cos-
tumes, the trio runs through a fast-
paced act starting with neat con- • a m . a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a m. a * * a



Talent agenclef are reversing

the usual procedure* at this time of

year. Instead pf looking over the

held to add to their lists, the date-

diggers are looking over their lists

for acts that haven’t contributed

{oo much .in the way of commis-

iions and will get their release

within the next week or so.

Process of elimination isn’t usual

among agencies. However, since

the vaude and nitery departments

are dwindling as revenue produc-

ers the offices figure that the dis-

posal of weak members will

strengthen the office’s overall po-

sition.

The agents figure that it does

cost a certain amount of money to

maintain an act on its list. The
weak members take up a lot of

time, isasmuch as they require a lot

of selling when there is a chance

that they can be placed. It’s fig-

ured that unless the act ha’s a fu-

ture, the office would be in a

stronger position to concentrate oi\

stronger and more salable items.

Most of the entertainers to be
dropped will be decided upon at

MASSEY SET FOR CLUB

DATES IN SO. AMERICA
Ilona . Massey has been set on a

series of dates in. South* America
starting in March at the Embassy
Club, Buenos Aires. She’ll also

play nitery and theatre engage-
ments in Brazil and Uruguay be-
fore returning to the U.S. She’ll

also occasionally double' in radio-

TV.

Lew & Leslie Grade Agency set
the deals.

"

Week of Dec, 30

PALOMAR THEATRE
• >r

.
. . .

' *

Seattle, Washington

‘'Where Show Buslriefs Meets?

20% DISCOUNT
TO SHOW FOLKS
A MUSICIANS

AT THE

'“SHOWBUSINISS CORNER”
Cabana Club Fadlitiet
24 Hour Caffe# Shop *

1 7th St AL'ONRO '•* 1 A : BEACH P l fl

DANCE ACT
(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

and

135 East 33rd St., New York
; PLasa 7-A300

departmental meetings. Virtually
every department head will have to
approve the handing out of the re-
leases. An act that hasn’t done
too welL hr cafes, for instance,
might have done passably in video
or legit, and so the percenters
from the other sectors will have to
put their imprimateur on the mat-
ter.' \

Most of the acts being dropped
will most likely be picked up by
other agents. Few will desert the
business because one of the majors
doesn’t find it profitable to handle
them.

Despite the wholesale releases
about to be given out, agencies are
still on the prowl for acts. . They’ll
still sign other turns that stand a
chance of turning in a profit for
the agency.

Columbus, DCc. 29.
A proposed loosening up in liquor

regulations tb permit taverns which
now stay open until 1 a.m. to close
at 2:30 a.m, drew sharp criticism
from Gov. Frank J. Lausche last
week. .

Such taverns now hold D-3 per-
mits and the Liquor Control Board
is considering allowing permit
holders to pay an additional fee,
get ; a D-3A permit and stay open
90 minutes longer.
“Our greatest difficulty in law

enforcement,” said the Governor,
“comes now from the late-hour op-
erations. To allow . more places to
remain open until 2 : 30 a.m. would
only aggravate the problem.”
Lausche said that, if anything,

the closing hour ought to be moved
up. There arC now 840 D-3A li-

censes. If the freeze on permits, is

lifted, there will he 2,300 more
licensees eligible to apply for late
hours.

Honolulu Turndown
Honolulu, Dec. 29,

Nightclubs in the staid Waikiki
tourist area will still shutter at
1 a.m. on weeknights and 2 a.m.
weekends. Liquor Commission re-
jected overtures by main tourist

spots that they be permitted to stay
open until 2 a.m, every night.

Nearly all spots that would have
benefitted are those that employ
musicians.

New York
Chandra Kaly Dancers pacted for

Beachcomber, Miami Beach, Jan.

12. Dick Shawn slated for that spot

Feb. 17 dnd Myron Cohen is down
for March 5 . . .. Eartha Kitt to dou-

ble at the Mocambo, Hollywood,
for two weeks starting Jan. 12.

She’s appearing in “New Faces” at

the Biltmore, Los Angeles . . .

Valerie Noble into the Melba The-

atre, Brooklyn . . . Ronald Rogers
set by James Grady for the British

Colonial Hotel, Nassau, starting

Dec. 31 . . . Fisher & Marks joined

the Willard Alexander office.

Fred Casares Trio, Mexican

combo from Monterey, at the West-

ern Hills Hotel, Fort Worth,

through Jan. 4. They return Jan.

27 to play, through the 1954 South-

western Exposition and Fat Stock

Show , . . Jackie Miles opened Sat-

urday (26) at the Balinese Room,

Galveston. -
.

. ...
_

' .

Baker Hotel, Dallas, with Dolores

Hawkins the current, headliner In

its Mural Room, has signed. Vaughn

Monroe for the Jan. 4-10 fraine.

Joanne Gilbert and Joe Sudy orch

open Jan. 15, With PhU
all-girt orch due Jan. 29-Feb. 7.

i^he Ni Y. Journoi-Amencan: Dec, 19lh

"Lucille And EDDIE ROBERTS' sensational ntindreading

ac* Pierreft Cotillion Room is a SHOW-STOPPER."

Cent Knight

Shortsighted
Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.

Practical joker Luke Bar-
nett went to work here at
Variety Club last week on
Jackie Bright? president of
AGVA, who was working the
Carousel nitery at the time.
After instigators of the rib
figured Bright had had enough*
they called a halt and intro-
duced Barnett.

“You don’t see very well
without yburglassesraiTyoil ? fir

~~

Bright then asked Barnett.
“No, I don’t," said Barnett.

.

“Why?” “Because, if you did,
you’d have recognized me,”
Bright replied. "We. played a
club date together here just a
few months ago.” Barnett
just, grinned sheepishly at
having been taken himself for
a change.

Open Bidding for First

Time on Ind. State Fair

Reveals Choice Figures
Indianapolis, Dec. 29/

Details of bidding for the State

Fair amusement contracts were re-

vealed here for the first time when
an anti-secrecy law passed by the

1952 legislature forced the Fair

board to lift the iron curtain on
• r •

deals made at a meeting recently.

Gooding Amusement Co,, Colum-
bus, O., took the midway carnival

contract away from Getlin & Wil-

son, Chicago,, by a 9-7 ballot.

Gooding bid 35% of the first $50,-

000 and 40% above that figure.

Cetlin & Wilson offered 30% of

first $25,000, -then 32.5% of seednd
$25,000 and 37% above that.

Cetlin & Wilson held the con-

tract the last eight years: Carnival

grossed $123,014
:
at the 1953 fair*

and Fair board received $42,640.

Barnes, Carruthers Theatrical

Enterprises, Chicago, retained the

grandstand show contract for the

22nd year when the board* ac-

cepted its bid of half the gross

after taxes by a margin of one
vote. Ernie Young Shows of Chi-

cago also bid, asking first $10,000

plus 50% of the take.; Gross has

been in the neighborhood of $50,-

000.

. Irish Hogan’s Lucky Hell Driv-

ers, New York, won the thrill show
contract on a flat 50% split.

Open meeting was forced when
one bidder threatened injunction

proceedings if contracts were
awarded in secret session.

As Sennes’ Moulin Rouge
Hollywood, Dec. 29.

Renovated at a cost of approxi-
mately $140,000, the former Earl
Carroll Theatre Restaurant opened
Christmas Night. (25) as Frank
Sennes’ Moulin Rouge. Spot was
Unveiled to the press at a special

party Monday night (21). Seating

1,000, room will operate on a $5
per person package deal, including

dinner and one cocktail.

Donn Arden is producing shows
slated to run an hour and 45 min-
utes twice nightly, utilizing chorus

line of 30 girls and six male
dancers. Bob Snyder helms the

band. Lori Clarke of Cincinnati is

general manager, and Marcel La-
maza the maitre. Huge murals of

Paris plus Toulouse-Lautrec pos-

ters around the bar give illusion

of a giant; Parisian sidewalk cafe.

Xmas opening fell on 15th an-

niversary of the original unveiling

as Carroll’s.

Kay Ashton-Stevens
Not ON Interfiling memorabilia af

the time Ashton Stevens Inter-

viewed the liar and. even In

the heyday of vaadevllle,

he details

Why George M. Cohan

Got Out of Vaudeville
* * e

a bright byline pleee In the

48th Anniversary Number
of

Variety
OCT NEXT WEEK

Tokyp, Dec. 22.

Enthused by the smashing suc-

cess of Louis Armstrong's current
tour of Japan, Joseph C. Glaser,
Associated Booking Corp. prexy,
hew~t«rTfCTsonaliy^h^dlrhts~ord
client, told Variety he will' open a
Japan branch of ABC early next
year. This will mark the initial

entry of U. S. booking agents into
the country.

Glaser said the country offers a
vast and lucrative market for west-
ern artists and that he is only sor-

ry that he did not initiate h is plan
three years earlier. He is current-
ly negotiating for a Japan tour for
Phil Spitalny and the: All-Girl Or-
chestra and said he hoped to bring

!
either Lionel Hampton, Duke El-

lington or Sugar Ray1 RObinson to

the Far East soon. The Pee Wee
King show is also being considered
as one of the early attractions in

the new ABC venture.

Armstrong came to Japan on a

two-week-with-option deal and was
slated to go from here to Hong
Kong and Singapore. However, af- !

ter the boff Opening at Tokyo’s
j

Nichigeki and Ernie Pyle Theatres,
managers of U. S. Army and Air
Force enlisted men and officers';

clubs began deluging Glaser with
]

offers for the Armstrong show
which were so lucrative that the
rest of the Asian tour was can-
celled, and Armstrong has been
booked more than solid until his

departure Dec. 30 for Honolulu.

Die That Crazy Dateline

> By the quirk of the International
Dateline, Armstrong pulls the
unique feat of playing a /Tokyo

,

date on Dec. 29 and opening in !

Honolulu, 2.700 air miles and 13

1

-
’

- . .
’ 1 _ '

s

PARIS BAL TABARIN IS
|

BOUGHTBY EX-ACROBAT
Paris, Dec. 29. [’

Jean Bauchet, former acrobat, is

new owner of the Bal Tabarin,
;

here. Bauchet bought the property !

at auction last week for 28,000.000
'

francs (around. $80,000), outbidding
;

two others. He had been previously :

connected with * the casino at /
Marrakech, Morocco.

I

The Bal Tab, one of the oldest I

and better known cafes in Paris,
had an upset price of $45,000.
Nitery’s downfall started with the

i

death of former topper Pierre

;

Sandrini some years ago, Mme. i

Sandrini, widow of ’ the for-

j

:
mer director, has been feuding

]

with other ow ners, which accel-

\

1 erated the spot’s decline. The Bal !

Tab was famous for its big produc-
j

tion numbers. Switch to vaude spe-
j

cialties didn’t help the spot during !

the last days of its career.
j

High Op Costs Hastened
Collada Into Cannery Biz
Benito Collada, boniface at El

Chico, N. Y., one of the oldest
Latin niteries around, is starting
to process a line of canned foods.
Plant will be located in Tew York
near his nitery in Greenwich Vil-

lage. Canning operations start

Jan. 6.

Collada feels that cafe business
will not improve until the Gov-
ernment repeals the 20% .excise

tax on nitery tabs. Cafe employ-
ment for musicians, acts and others
has been dwindling mainly because
of the extra impost, he says.

hours away, on the next day. He
leaves Tokyo oh the morning of
the 30th (Tokyo time) and arrives
In Honolulu late on the 30th (Hono-
lulu time).—

iris
_
fl"en(mlr the~Armeci Forcesr7

Which have been responsible for
the phenomenal success pf the -

Armstrong show—he’s been boff
with the Nipponese also. In Osaka,
where he played two days, he
broke all house records. His Tokyo
shows were all SRO and if com-
mitments allowed it he could prob-
ably work continuously here for
another two or three months in
Japanese spots alone.

In addition to b.o. popularity,
Armstrong has been receiving the
best of press notices and has been
overwhelmingly popular with Japa-
nese musicians. In contract to the
recent hassle over the 10% pay-
ment from Norman Granz’s, "Jazz
at the Philharmonic” musicians to
the Japanese Federation of Musi-
cians,’ Armstrong has hot even
been asked for the payment and he
has been made a permanent hon-
orary member of JFM, with the
other members of the troupe taken
in on a temporary basis while here.
The Hot Jazz Society of Japan has
also made him an honorary member
and the Spapish Embassy here has
entertained him,.

AT THE PALACE

again

LEONARDO
opd/

,

ANITA
The Original

3D Ventriloquists

Mgt.; JACK KALCHEIM
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'. justice .
Joseph -A. Gavagan in

N. Y. Supremo. Court last week de-

nied a temporary .injunction tp

William L. Taub. who sought ;to re-

strain claiicers Chiquita & ‘Johm
son, American

.

Guild 'Of Variety

connected with the union from
J

breaching or inducing the breach

of a personal management contract

between the terpers. and Taub.

Justice Gavagan, in his opinion,

declared that Taub failed to evince

a clear right to the relief re-

—^uestedv -

—

,

——

—

i--—

—

Taub had sought to prevent the

dancers from working, in the U S.

and has stated that he will opnose
any petition that’s filed on their

behalf with immigration authori-

ties. Dancer's, whose legal names
are Em a Grabier and Johann
Julius Kralek, are residents of

'Cuba.

Taub has a deal with Chiquita &
Johnson in which he guarantees
them $1.25.0 weekly for 30 weeks
during the first year and $1,750 for

30weeks during their second year.

In return, Taub sells the pair at

higher sums to niteriqs and the-

atres. . They opened at the Moulin
, Rouge, Hollywood, this week for i2

stanzas at $1,600. With this kind
of pact union declared that hewas
exercising employers’ prerogatives
over the act and therefore, like any
other employer, should post a bond
to cover the act’s salary. Other-
wise he fa£es the prospect of going

GALE
Opening

December 31

Seignoiy Club
Monfroal; Can.

Pert. Mgt.

DAVID L. SHAPIRO
1774 Broadway
Cl 5-534B

on the unfair, list. As an employer,
Taub would thus be under AGVA’s
jurisdiction, and would have, to

comply with tliejr rules if he was
to get access to.AGVA talent.

Court stated
’'
the contract in

"issue specifically provides thatTfieT

plaintiff (Taub) shall be entitled to

an injunction restraining any apr

pearance by the performers for

sprue one other than the plaintiff

without his consent. However, no-

where docs it appear that these
professional entertainers are about
-to—perform—in:- violation of -their

agreement or that they threaten so

to do. At best,; plaintiff merely
charges that the entertainers ‘will

not perform the services I. have
contracted for them in the future’

—and even this is contradicted,”
Taub yesterday (Tugs.) countered

with another move when he ob-
tained a temporary stay to prevent
AGVA from placing him on its

unfair list and to prevent the
union from collecting any monies
earned by the team.Stay w as issued
in the N. Y. Supreme Court by
Justice Henry Clay Greenberg.
Taub is also moving for a rehear-
ing on justice Gavagan’s denial
for a temporary injunction. Mat-
ter is slated to be heard next Tues.

BETTIS BOOKED FOR

WINTER DATE SERIES
Dancer Valerie Bettis has been

booked on a series of dates starting

•Feb. 18 at the Chase Hotel. St.

|

Louis.' Other engagements set so
far include the Adophus Hotel,
Dallas, March 8: Cocoanut Grove’,.

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
March 30, and Thunderbird, Las i

Vegas, April 15. I

Mercury Artists Corp. set the
44eal&

' Burnet Hershey

on expert on the subject of midgets,

• hoi written an Interesting ...

closonp °n

it?&a Small World

a bright byline piece in the

^Hth—Anniversitry-Nnmbetr-.

Continued from pase 47

out long in advance to RCA, which narfle acts toi hit Columbus. Owner
is entertaining, dealers that eve-- -Joe—Alexander \yilt Soon opeiTT
iilngi The, Celebrity Club has simi- new place, the Desert Inn; a thca-
larly been allotted to a number of tre-restaurant.

organizations. Tony Deleweese’s Riviera will be
The LQ, SRO to RCA opens up celebrating its last New Year s too.

possibilities for future, hitery biz, ?toperty -Jias been, sold to make
not only on the big night, but on ^Yay *or a newr highway inter,

"anjne'vening of the year: An e^:

:

OUT NEXT WEEK

ning at a top. cafe as a bonus for
salesj top production, or as part
of an incentive plan, may provide
a new market for any number of

Same Dallas Setups
Dallas, Dec. 29.a iicYV inaiivct iyi any jiuiuuci ui . « . - ,

cafes. The operators would be r
ivTt

l,n *oca
!

spots are just

glad to get that kind of business '? •®UA t l
.
e

,
san

|

e a
f11

las^ year. The
even atueak times.’ The LO book- Ibcal hotels will have, the same

LEW

(Beoufy and
the Lea$f)

[
A iww not. In
Glamor Comedy
Hit.:
BERBER.WEISS
200 W. 57 St.. N T.

COlumbut 5-8689

HELD OVER

AGAIN !

!

CHEZ PAREE

Mgt.: WILLIAM MORRIS
Agency

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N.Y.. Dec. 29.
The Patients group sent thanks

of appreciation to the Christmas
committee of -the^N.Y.'TATSELo-'
cal No. 1, Joseph McCarthy, Jo-
seph Dwyer, Joseph Sinclari. John

!

C. McDowell, John J. Garvey, p. i

I
J. McMullen, and Tommy Vicks,
Joseph Vaughey, an£ Sam Roberts,
They all aided show biz folk here
at the Will Rogers hospital and in
the downtown actors’ colony.
‘ Kenneth Wadleigh, theatre sup-
ply company owner from Hillboro,
N.H.. back at the Will Rogers, rest-
ing in solid comfort following a
major ‘operation at the general
downtown.
A pre-Yuletide gift to Elise Riv-

era. of Major Film Lab, and Vera
Summers, of Glen Rose. Texas
theatre, were two good reports.

A farewell party was given Mor-
ris Wecker who beat the rap. here
in less than a year.

Norma Cloos, ex-George Whites
Scandals femme, gets her first top
clinic.

Harold Golde, staffer from the
N.Y. Anco Theatre (Cinema Cir-
cuit) happy over his first ace clinic
that ups him. Ditto Irving Biba,
manager and owner Hill, Theatre,
Hillboro, Wise.
r Sam Senseney, manager Miner
Theatre, Moran, Kans., pleased at
getting 10-day furlough that will’
allow, him to spend the holidays
with his family..

. Among the major surgery cases
who are in circulation and upped
for limited chores are Raymond
i Loew’s) McCarthy, Forrest (Slim)
Glenn, Ruth Cockritl, Jack Kelley
and Geo. (Madison Sq.) Sullivan.
From the downtown actors col-

ony, the Girls Scout Carol Glee
Club serenaded the Will Rogers
patients pre-Xmas, •

Write to those who are . III.

Minsire!, Ban luureage
Manchester, N. H., Dec. 29.

George Calvin .Carter, . New
Hampshire biographer and
mist, has written a new book on
his state’s Walter Kitlredge, old-

time “Minstrel of the Merrimack,”
who wrote “Tenting on the Old
Camp . Ground” and more than!

1,000 other songs. In an editorial

praising the new book, the Man-
chester Union-Leader said it was
“gratified” to note that the memory
of New Hampshire’s1 minstrel-com-
poser “has been dpne a necessary
service;”
The Kittredge songs, were writ-

ten in the early 1800’s.

YANK STAGE, FILM STARS

AT TOKYO VARIETY GALA
. Tokyo..

Location jaunts by .Hollywood
actors and Christmas trips to en-
tertain UN troops in Korea
brought a bonanza to members of
Variety Club Tent No. .40 here
planning a Night of Stars at the

' Imperial Hotel, Dec; 21 for the
I benefit of Japanese charities.
Among those who have agreed to
appear are William Holden and
-Mickey Rooney, both here for Para-
mount’s “Bridges of Toko-ri.”

Flying back from Korea for the
one-night stand will be Terry
Moore, Susan Zaniick, Penny Sin-
gleton, Roberta Hayrrcs, Mary An-
ders, Mary Murphy, Virginia Hall,
Phyllis McCann, Lenny Sherman,
Kay Marx, the Bell Sisters, Johnny
Grant:—Sheila "Connoly,

-
“Roscoe

,Ates, Christine Towner and Larry
[Roberts, U. S. entertainers will be
joined by topper^ from Japanese
stag, screen and radio fields.

even arpean limes., ine dook-
ing oil the- biggest night of the PTJPfv Rers°n * Adolphus

year proves that such business is fr.
0
,®/ Room, Herman

welcome. Waldroan will play for^dancinK.
_ . ,v. and the Dorothy Franey Ice-Show

hl
f
year are °“ th« «?“« will be featured. At the Murallevel as last season. The ceiling Room, Hotel Balter, it will be mu-

ls again $25 per person. However, sio by Bm Copper and his bandgross in some spots may not. hit and s)liger Dolores Hawkins
peaks. There s no turnover on the nishing the floor show.ITirA -Of* AffAtnAr' aMm Att n haa 4 «m a*Eve as against one or sometime
two on a Saturday night; " The New ...WJj !l

0,
.

d f° 1111

Year’s Eve reveler /stays put all ^a
:

v*

evening Bonnie End Jdclc Neill, And Bonnieevening.

Kaycee Sees Peak Biz
Kansas City, Dec. 29.

Bell on the floor show with a $6
charge per person, tax included.

At Pappy’s Showland, the price
Will be $5, for Hugh Fowler’s bandNew Year’s Eve rPlehraiions ,

;ueJp * xurnugn rowier s hand

here will reach Ve pca£ of the & Rlcharfs-Sowlrdw^ w"'
1
!"

past several years, Downtown en- Be,f^ Unble WillietprtfllnmAnt crtAtc oil
UnQ UnCie WU11^*tertainment spots are all offering

special deals with reservations com- ,
Lhalet. has $4.75 a person

ing in rapidly. downstairs and $4.50 per person

Top tariff will be at Eddy’s Res- Aonald
be

taurant, where it will take $12.20
by Leo|iar(^ Ohlson and hls tri°-

per person to enter the door, for
which the patron gets dinner, danc-
ing and a show. It’s a sellout for TO All of
the gala eve. our FRIENDS---.

Hotel Muehlebach is holding its A HAPPY:.

annual party in the grand ballroom NEW YEARI

at $10, ;
and will jam in several hun-

'

dred at this rate. Souther Mansion «
is offering a full course dinner at ^
$6, including dancing, entertain- - %' '

ment and hoiserhakers.

'

TO ALL of

our FRIENDS---
.

A HAPPY : MRH
NEW YEARI

Ads

The Billboard: D'ec. 26)

h

"THE ROBERTS have added comedy for genuine yocks. They

ard easily the most finished act of their kind in the business

and With their new comedy they get results comparable to

any top team of comics around. They can work any roo<n in

the country/’

M.C.A. BiH Smith
'

I

Issssi Continued (rom page 48 ^ 1̂

Lune,” Ravel’s “Bolero” and- the
“Ritual Fire Dance.”
While Miss Collins is especially

adaptable to any club clientele
with a way of selling songs from
numbers by Kern to any of the
soprano operations, she naturally
favors the semi- and longhair num-
bers. With their format they fit

into any class spot. Their routines
are flexible and carried off with
an ease that shows definite show-
manship far beyond this first at-

tempt as a duo act. Jedo.

EVY 8c EVEKTO
Cycle
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

This is a sizzler of a boy-and-girl
cycle turn, linking thrills with nov-
elty and top garbing. Act uses lini-

cycles of varying heights end
shapes, feeing off with the male
partner -mounting a wheel on top
of a narrow square table just large
enough to absorb wheel movement.
Efforts of rider to mount, which
proved sticky at show caught, bring
useful prelim gasps from the out-
fronters.

Cycling- on - table; gimmick is

topped when he adds an even
sm’aller board on top of the first
table and manipulates the cycle on
this. Twain follow with gyrations
round stage, she entwined on hi.<^

shoulders while he intrigues witl?
hold movements on machine.

Segue into novelty with raised
slope of wood, he cycling up this
and drop-bouncing on to level, then
repeating with higher slope. More
daring from male half riding a
lofty L-shaped unicycle, and socko
windup to act as he handles an ex-
tremely high machine and pretends
to fall forward into audience, the
while brunet partner (she’s very
easy on the eye iand decked in spar-
kling waist-frill) adds Comedy twist
by riding a miniature cycle a few
inches high.

.
Surefire booking for vaude,

Video and high-domed nitery
chores in any market, with no lan-
guage barriers. Cord.

Lowest Rates in Columbus
Columbus, Dec. 29.

No pain anywhere here on New
Year’s Eve, not even in the pocket-
book, as hotels, clubs and night-
spots offer the lowest- gayety rates
in many years. Average for the
city and environs is a $2 per head
cover and many places aren’t charg1

-ing—either a cover- or minimum.
Top price in the city is $5 at the
Senca Hotel, but the price includes
a 9 p.m. supper.

The noisehiaking will see the
passing of two of the town’s big-
gest clubs. It will be the last night
for The Palms which, since! 1945,
has presented some of the biggest

_ .' r

Texas Spots Feel Pinch;

' Switch Soon to Strips
San Antonio, Dec. 29.

Pallas and Houston are having :

a rough time with their after-dark
entertainment spots. Many of them
now with straight shows will switch
to burlesque and strips after New
Year’s. San Antonio was the first
city to feel the pinch.

The only Texas city bringing
them in at present is Galveston.
Although R was . clamped down
tighter than a drum some time ago,
it is reported to be wide open and
going full blast again.

It was expected that many of the
smaller lounges and clubs would
fold soon after 1954. Expensive
artists and shows are on the way
out from all of the major Texas
cities, and operators have had red
ink on the ledger many tim6s this
year.

i

i»

• From The
™

TOMMY ROBERTS
FAMILY

• . 4

Edmond O’Brien, accompanied
by wife Olga San Juan, off to Rome
Friday (1) to work in “The Bare-
foot Contessa,” which Joseph L.
Mankiewlcz is lensing abroad.

Many thanks to the 32 Club, Special Servu-ei,
and Charlie Banka, tor the privilege of- brini*
lug cheer during the holiday* to wounded Vet*
trane In Army and Navy hoipitals at: Chelsea,
Mass.;. Sampson Air Base. N. Balnbridoe,
Md Aberdeen Proving Greundj,^ Md.; and
Philadelphia, Pa.

JAY MARSHALL
Will have a lome-
whaf largar ad than

thig in th# 48th .

Annivartary Number
Of VARIETY out

next week.

Currently

MT. ROYAL HOTEL
Montreal

Mgt.—-MARK J. LEDDY
LEON NEWMAN

WHEN IN BOSTON
j

It’s the

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk

Avory & Washington Sf».

When In Buffolp Stop at tho

ROANOKE
APARTMENT MOTEL

An Apartment for the price of a Room

: Complete Cooking Facilitiet

M. lenchner, Mgr., 204 So. Elmwood Av.

^Convultod everybody present,"
VARIETY

f
' J " ' *- T— y—j

Currently

LATIN QUARTER
BOSTON
Next

TRITON HOTEL
ROCHESTER

Personal Management:
MILTON N. BLACKSTONE

S4J Sth Ave.f New York el 5-lSdO

Diraction: MCA



Chicago* Chi
Chicago, Deo, 25.

-unitovvets (4), Sid Krofft, Cy
Tsi Ws <4). Loui3TWtaZS

Sasil &
T
House Orch; “Kiss Me,

Kate” (M-G )

*

...

. ui» been custoinsry to stsjc
AsM Vn for the Christmas

a especially with a bow, to

the
?
]

?
uveh?le trade, -this-seasoii’s

at Chi’s lone presentation

l
pre
Amisses most of the previous

SSsTy slv?ral feet, It's irteas-5 enough diversion and ample

accompaniment to the pic. but the

wine has limited strength.

‘ ®toppers are fairly welltcnown

for two or three tunes on the Dot

lohei that made sizeable splashes,

rases in point, ''Trying" and "P. S
Pl!ove You,” are natural palmget-

ters in this repertory, essayed al-

most exactly as they, had been

etched. Boys are garbed in utn-

5Arm collegiate sweaters and bean-

os rocking and handclapping with

their numbers but otherwise, short

on showmanship. Quartet, tends

to weigh heavily after a time with

lach song following a set sound

mttern—the tallest member taking

most of the leads im a wavering

baritone while .the trio of lads

chime sweet harmonies behind

hl
fiest attraction for the younger

set in this lineup is Sid Krofft, who
is one of the slickest puppeteers

to appear on these boards' this

year. His dollars are convincing

made and manipulated, and their

routines are refreshingly offbeat.

Blond stripper is a clever bit but

in doubtful taste for the towhead
element. Krofft caps his turn to a

good hand with a sepia jitterbug

I)a

Comic slot is hold by lugubrious

Cy Reeves, 1 who passes off his

monology in an appealing
.
mono-

tone. Timing is good on material

that centers about doctors, chil-

dren and other commonplace sub-

jects within the experience of the

juves;

Tien Tsi Liu’s acrobats and equi-

librists kick off the show in good
fashion arid collect a steady round
of standard applause for variegated
precision stunts, performed indi-

vidually and in group. Catalog iri-

voles body balancing, frame con-
torattons, plate spinning to a head-
stand, barrel rolling by foot and a
bundle of other juggling and aero
feats.

Louis Basil emcees and batons
house orch in capable showbacking
from the pit. Les.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Dec. 25.

Dagmar, Bhk Twins, Jimmie Ca-
sanova, Winnie Hoveler Dancers,
Les Rhode House Orch; “Thunder
Over the Plains” (WB).

Holiday show in this big house
brings first marquee lure in many
weeks .in Dagmar. Supporting
show is sparse on acts, but over-
all, the package keeps them enter-
tained through the hour-long ten-
ure,

,

Act built around the lusty blonde
visually accents her physical' attri-
butes, with lineage in same broad
vein. Nothing subtle about the ma-
terial nor her talent-bent, which is
mostly confined to personality de-
veloped on TV. What song and

essays is buttressed by
the Birk twins, a standout pair of
youngsters who add their song and
terp abilties to aid the oversized
monde to a palm-rousing finish. On
their own, the Birks score with a|~t raising session of acro-

spot *s in hands of

v m
m
L
e
?a,

sanova - A personable
e take

,
s some time gettinghem warmed to his type of humor

Ki;
e
^lnds tnto a strong segment

SinisXe"8 an OIds*“'s

0i.^!)
e
o^in

-
n ie Hoveler dancers look

roJin
and han

J
dle a brace °f bright

is
adept manner. Staging

above
m
par

natlVe with WCtilidn-

fverv
J^hode. and house orch, per

session'

P

as
Vu
Set up holiday songs

with ar-

tceoff
ents Adding to a standout

Casino* Toronto
Four Tn*«

.^Toronto, Dec. 25. •

Trio
U
cShf d’

^lc Hyde, Karpic
Davis ArS? A 'RVsse U> Bruce
'Cruiser!!?

6 5
J?
ne House Orch

;

ln the River” ( Col).

lng°in
L
a
adiare Currently break-

trio for
a
fV|

P?rcusSlori background
Joe Me]P ^ir son* styling, with
man on a»L pian°* Alex Lieber-
ents on bass^A

311^
,
George Clem-

doffed thosp
Y
?o

l

l
gstei,

f’
'vho have

gray suite fr
tar

.
tan jackets for

a hefty hL a a
i

glvl*?S the Casino
3C&ns-spf *

p0
’ P^us those squealing

alley. iamnim?
te

E.

s
’ w *th stagedoory Jammed by femme auto-

graph seekers after every per**
formance.

Fresh - looking youngsters •

—

Frank Busseri, Bernie Toorish
Con .Codarini and Jimmie Arnold
^-bounce on for personal identi-
ties, to squealing ovation, and
then into their swing arrangement
of “Rain,” a Negro spiritual, to
terrific reception; this followed by

,

tunes in different tempos. Lads rirel
tops on youthful appearance and
delivery, with • fine harmony song
styling that, from audience re-
sponse, makes them surefire for
any entertainment media. .

Vic Hyde, always a favorite
here, doubles commendably as
emcee throughout, has some en-
gaging banter with the pit band
members but later steps into his
own spot witty a tableful of brass
instruments.

Opener has Gilbert & Russell,
personable boy-and-girl dance
team, on for a comedy eccentric,
followed by neat swing taps and
plenty of ballet leaps and full-
stage spins, leading to their on-
drum dance finish, with tricky
heel work and pirouets, all over to
big. applause returns. Karpis Trio,
two men and a girl, also score in
their risley " act, with heel and
hand catches, clever ladder bal-
ancing arid neat work on the1 rings.
Bruce Davis, in dinner

.
jacket,;

is also over nicely for his; song im-
pressions.,: Bill is staunch on speed
and diversity, with Archie Stone’s
house orch pending plenty of solid
backgrounding; and The Four
Lads still the marquee lure for a
healthy hypo. McStay.

Fox, St. Loiiis
St. Louis* Dec, 22.

Trudy Richards, Patrice Helene
& Jan- Howard, ' Bobby .Ephram,
Mickey Sharp, Stan Kenton Orch
(20); “Thunder Over the Plains”
(WB),

Natives are receiving, a Xmas
present from Fanchon & Marco
via stageshow at this huge, mid-
town house, and teeoff of the Cur-
rent: layout drew nice biz despite
near-zero -arid windy : weather. Top
honors are about evenly divided
between Trudy Richards, a tall

willowy blonde looker Who socks
over several ditties, including
“Breeze,” recorded for Decca last

summer, arid Bobby Ephram , a
Negro tapster who ranks With the
best.
After

.
Stan Kenton’s tooters

grab a nice mitt for their interp
of “Taboo,” .the Ephram lad keeps
the palm-pounders iri action with
his nimble, explosive footwork
sans music. His rhythm is well-
nigh perfect and the customers
okay his work throughput.
Mickey Sharp, a young comic,

wins . chuckles and guffaws with,

his patter. His satire of former
President Harry Truman making a

political speech is the best of his
repertoire, which a includes bur-
lesque of radio and TV Commer-
cials, a Russian visitor to the U. S.

and the tobacco auctioneer.
In the closing slot Helene &

Howard dish out some roughhouse
dance stuff with the gal, two heads
shorter than her partner, tossing
him over her shoulders for sock
prattfalls. Howard has a neat line

of chatter that is sandwiched in.

In addition, to the opening num-
ber, Kenton’s lads Win the nod
from the customers with their in-

terpretation of “September Song,”
with the vocals supplied by the
tooters and Kenton at the 88, rind

“Walking Shoes” and “Peanut
Vender” to wind up the 70 min.
session. Sahu.

Empire, Glasgow
* Glasgow, Dec. 29.

Johnny Victory (with Hector
Nicol, Betty Nolan

,
Audrey

Young), Nicky Kidd, Alex Don
Trio, Ursula Irving & Gordon Gird-

wood, Aitken & Gordon, Jack &
Chris Beattie, - Kemp & Keen, 10
May Moxon Girls, Alex Smith
Orch.

New winter show, overloaded
musical acts; again cashes in. At-
tendances will be hypoed by the

holiday season. But more elabo-

rate scenic settings are needed to

carry it colorfully along. Plain

drapings and lighting don’t serve

to give that added splendor.

Layout has: several attractive

spots, notably a comedy scene with

two live pooches rind featuring the

show’s husky - voiced cqmedian
Johnny Victory> tartan-jacketed

funster with a lilting Edinburgh ac-

cent and a carefree attack- Victory

has the fault, however, of intro-

ducing smutty references under

belief that the Indigo streak, cre-

ating quick bellylaffs fr.pm certain

sections of outfronters, means a

successful reaction to his comedy.
Thd Aitken & Gordon singing

scene spotlights this fine Mr.. &
|
Mrs., act in well-loved songs which

they render effectively. Pair is

immaculately garbed, and exits to
solid mltting.

More singing from Ni&ky. Kidd,
bespectacled Scot crooner who
handles his own ivories and has a
warm, intimate approach that
marks him as particularly suited
for nitery chores,

Australian instrumental duo, an-
other Mr. & Mrs, team, Ursula
Irving and. Gordon Girdwood, offer
a musical spot, with songs_and im-J
pressions.

Still more music Via instrumen-
tal chores from the newly-formed
Alex Don Trio, three males; AH
three wear tartan jackets and earn
good mittirig, having ; introduced
Small comedy element into their
act.

Jack & Chris Beattie, also part-
ners in private life, do a brisk
dancing turn. More terping, ac-
cent on comedy, from mixed duo of
Kemp & Keen, and comedy chores
are upheld by Hector Nicol, Betty
Nolan and Audrey Young: Scene
about . Christmas in Mexico, intro-
ducing a recalcitrant donkey,
could usefully be eliminated, as
could the .length of Victory’s ram-
bling monologs, with a phoney phil-
osophical thread. Alex Smith orch
gives its usual efficient showback-
ing. Gord.

Why Fight Video
Continued from pace 7

it gives us something television
can’t duplicate,. That new- form of
projection—whether it’s Cinema-
Scope. or anything else-^is here, to
stay for good. ^Pictures in the fu-
ture will be bigger, more sweep-
ing/more impressive.”

Although Lightman is willing to
let the old films go on TV, he
draws the line at subscription-TV.
“Unless they’d be happy with our
Bs—and of course they won’t—

I

think that kind of thing would hurt
us,” he commented.
Regarding the release of old

product for telecasting, the Mem-
phis circuit op, who also runs a
TV station, thought it Was childish
tq oppose it. , “They’re

.
going to

get programming somehow. We
should do our best to advertise
films on television,” he observed.
“When they see the old ones on
their smaU screen it’ll just give
them an appetite for the bigger
and better entertainment we have
in the theatres.”

Lightman went to London pri-

marily to meet with Lester Cowan
and discuss his possible participa-
tion in the latter's planned screen
version of G. B. Shaw’s “The Mil-
lionairess.” Play has been adapted
by Preston Sturgess who will also
direct. Katharine Hepburn is set

to star in the film which rolls in

London in early February. Cowan
is presently in N. Y/ arranging ad-
ditional financing.

Though he got burned by his last

excursion into production (Cowan’s
exhib-backed “From Main Street
to Broadway” which turned out to

be a disappointment), Lightman
still believes in exhibs getting be-
hind indie feature production.
“Main Street" was a poor example,
he asserted, because the script got
changed around too much. .

VARIETY BILLS
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7NCW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 34

Patricia Raynay
Norman Wyitt
Jeanette Tannen '

Jack Beaber
Jayne Hornby
Eric Hutaon
George Sawtelle
Baudys Greyhounds
RockCttea •

.

Corps de. Ballet
'

Sym Ore
Palace (R) II

Payo & Mai
Stan Harper
J Morris St B Barry
Colemans

fm
Wallis St CarroU
Pedl Sc Fedi
Artie Dann'
MooresTtoustabouts

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 1

Hill Toppers
Sid Krofft
Tien Tsi Liu Tp
Cy Reeves *

.

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 39

W Hoveler Glrla
P St B Parris
Bert Wheeler ;

Wally Perkina
A1 Martino

AUSTRALIA
BRISBANB

HIs Malastys <T) 7l
Tommy Trinder
Toni Green
Joe Lee
3 Fayes
6 De Paula
Bouna
Mary Priestman

'

Harry Moreny
Lloyd. Martin.
Toni Lamond
Maureen. Helman
Dancing Boys
Ballet .

MELBOURNI
Tivoli (T) 39

Betty Driver
Walton £ O’Rourke
Chevalier Bros
Jlmae Co
Gene Jimae
Norman Vaughan

Duke St Horsburgh
Joey Porter

.

Baba McKinnon
Peter
Dorothy HaU
WoUy Peterson
Debonairs
Adorables v-

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 39

H Sieman £ Archie
Daresco 3
Lowe £ Ladd
Charley Wood Co
Frank Cook
Suiao Jeani
Renita Kramer
Carlisle £ Weldon :

Claadine Cheret
Chaddells
Show Girls
Nudea 1

Ballet

BRITAIN
east Ham -

. Granada (I) 39
Ladringlos
Les Ricarda
Sisto Co
EUis Jackson
Gudzows Dogs
Syret. £. . Cecil

. EDINBURGH
JEmpira <MJ 39

Aly Wilson
Vogelbeizts

.
Bears

M Schumann HorGes
Arthur Worsley
Rockleys
George Meaton
Whirlwinds
Wazzans
Musical ElUotts

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 39

Bonar ColleanO
Dick James
Karen Greer

Max Geldray
Bunty St Clair
Jackie Ross
Patsy Sylvia
-Nixon £ Dixon

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 39

Roy Lester
:

Kenne Lucas
Roy Walker
Max Carole
Toriy £ Ruby
L«s Deux Tone!]£»
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 39

Charles Irwin.
Dolore Whiteman
Norman Harper
Don Cameron
Chief Eagle Eye
5 Mohawks
RnsUer
Frasers Harm Co

Print Depot
Continued from page 7

be willing to go along under any
circumstances. The depot would
be open to participation by non-
Motion Picture Assn, of America
companies such as United Artists.

It’s pointed out that, for a while,

it will be difficult to establish just

how extensive a saving the cen-
ter could be to the individual

compands since the distribs are

hardly in a position to break leases

on space they now rent. However,
their shipping rooms could be
more efficiently utilized.

Better Use of Men
Also, ri central shipping and in-

spection agency would 1 be in a bet-

ter position to make use of man-
power. One top sales exec indi-

cated last week that, in his opinion,

pooled shipping facilities would
avoid the kind of teriiporary lulls

Which now arise with one company
while another has to put on extra

help to handle the rush of print

orders. At the same time, it’s

stressed that there is no assurance

that any new setup would absorb

all of the participating companies’

personnel. Just where the shipping

depot would be located Is up tq

National Screen which is acting as

the chief advisor, to the companies.

NEW YORK CITY
Bitin Street

Lilly Christine
Phil Napoleon
Billy Taylor Trio

Blue Angel
Tom Lebrer
Rose Murphy
Anita EUis
Orson Bean
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Sow
Jimmie Daniels
Patricia Bright.
Norene Tate.
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood £
Goodman

Cafg Society D'ntwn
Alan Dale
Leo DeLyon
Dorothy Dunn
Byel. Booker 3
A Robbins Ore

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Fregdie Stewart
J St J Williams
Larry Foster

Chateau Madrid
Alberto. GastiUo
Pupi Campo Ore
Freddie Alonso
Santa Herreral

Copacabana
Kean Sisters
Norman Brooke
DunhiUs
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore .

Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Attor
Three Suns

Hotel nutmore
Gleb YeUin
Hotel N*w

.
Yorker

Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden
Dni A Dijon
Ernie Rudy Ore

.

A Roliini Trio

Hotel Plerrg
Toni Arden
I, St E Roberts
Stanley Melba Ore
Cbico RelU Oro

Hotel Pisie
Mary McCarty
Linn St Alexander
Ted Straeter Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regie
Mary Meade
Milt Shaw ore
Horace Dias Ore

Hotel Sherry-
.. Netherland

Juliana
.
Larson

.

Lester Lanin Ore
- Jan Brunesco Ore

Hotel Statler
J £ T Dorsey. Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopei .Orr

aatin Quarter
Franklin £ Lane
Christine Jorgenson
Myles Bell
L £ M Murray •

Mon Toy
Ving Merlin
Darvas £ Julia
Lee Sharon
Rob Murray
7 Ashtons
Ruby Richards
Ait Waner Ore .

B Harlowe Ore
La Vie Eh Rose

Julius LaRosa
Lillian -Roth
Van Smith Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold FonvlUe
Hate! - Webster

. Old Roumanian
Sadie
Sid Gary
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquils Ore.

Perk Sheraton
Irving Fields
Joan Bishop
Eddie Litwin

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hatnshay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia Karavaeff
Misha Markoff

.

Town A Country
La Playa Sextet
Johnny Morris Ore

Versetlles
’Nice To See You*
Georgle Kayo
Fay DeWltt
Don Liberto
A! Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart
Caro) Obmart
Salvatore G toe Ore
Peiichtto Ore

Village Barn
Jackie Jay
David Blight
Holly Warren
Zeb Carver Ore
Hal Grahafn Ore

.

Village Vanguard
Sylvia Sims
Irwin Corey
C WlUioms Trio

Waldorf-Astoria -

Jose Greco
N BrandWynne Ore
Mlicha Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Blue Angel

Jene Kelly
Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace: Nichols
Bob WeDyck Trio

Black Orchid
Josh White
.Rita Dimitri
Yonely
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez PSree
Marilyn Maxwell
Kirby Stone Four
Rafael £ Models (3)

Brian Farnon Ore
Chamaco Band
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Margie Lee
.Capek
Lippe £ Ballach
Bobby May
Bob Bromley
BiU Griffin
N £ J Waldo -

Boulevar-Dears (7)

Boulevar-Dons (6)

F Masters Ore
Crossroads

Buddy De Vito
Dorothy Langdon

Gloria Brooks :

dgswsfer Bsach

'

Horace Heldt Show
Johnny Standley
Richard Kerr
Ralph Sigwald
Allen Brenneinan

Russ Budd
Sylvia Marie
Lyzabgth -Lynch
Conley Graves Ore
_ Palmar House
Los Chavales (ii>
Tjrlnl Reyes
p La SaUa Orch

iOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
F Martin Ore
Charlivela • (3)
Jara Mason -

Band Box

.

BiUy Gray
Moore £ Lesay
Larry Green Trio
„

Bar of Music
Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Blltmore Hotel
Johnny Johnston
Bobby Sargent -

Eileen O'Dare •

Hal Derwin Ore
Clro'a

WU1 Maatln Trio
Sammy Daria,. Jr .

Dick StabUe Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charity Fey's .

Doodles Weaver

Jimmie Ames
A Browne Ore

Mocanibd
BUly Daniel
Lita Baron
E Oliver Ore

Moulin Rouge
B Minevitch H R
De. Castro Sis <3)
Dominique
Chlqulta £ Johnson
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (5)
GlnaGenardl
Tom -Canyon
Fluff - Charlton
Bob. Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancers

Statler. Hetat
George Gobel
Gloria Marlowe
Dupree Trio
Frankie Carle Or#
Ron : Perry Ore

MlAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Bsr : Of Music \
BUI Jordan
Beth Cballis
Gina .Valenta
HUdefarde HaUiday
Fred Thompson

Blrdland
Erroll . Garner . Trio
Sarah - McLawler 5

Shoremsde :

Preacher RoUo 9
Ray Mambo Ore
Lynita

Beachcomber
Sophie: Tucker
Billy Daniels

.

Myron Coben
Harry Richman
Blackburn Twins A
Evelyn Ward

Len Dawson Ore
CsssbUhea

"Passing Fancy"
Revue

Warde. Donovan
Gloria Richards
Cele Blake
Jack Marlin
Dave Tyler Ore

C»ro*s :

Frances . Faye '

• .

The Red Caps
The Treniers

Clover .Club
Johnnie Ray
Danny Crystal
Betty Luster
Tony’ Lopes Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury .

Five O'clock
B Ward Dominoes
The Nov-elites <3)
Dominique

.

Len Dawson Ore
Pi Udo Hotel

Ritz Bros
Freddie. Galo. Ore

L'Aigloh
Cbuy Reyes Ore .

L’Aiglon Strings
Charlie Farrell

Latin Quarter
Jane Morgan
Bernard Bros
Tbe Szonys
Veronica Bell
Biitb CosteUo
Balph Young
Piroska
Ernie Amato
Cortez Ore.
Campo Ore

Lord Tarieten.
Jack. Stuart Ore
Leon A Eddie's

Myra Davis
Chuck Fontaine
Acres O'RejDy
Green Hair. Gizl .

Jackie Gcrnton
Billy Austin -

Nancy Kent
Charlotte Waters
BUI Gray . .

Ralph Gilbert

Nautilus Hotel
Janis Paige
Antone £ lna
Sid Stanley Ore
Allan Drake
Sans Food Hotel.

Nicholas Bros
Bob McFaddea
Arne Barnett
Sacaras Ore
Ann Benua Doi

. Roney Plaza
Milt Hertb Trio
Jacques Donnet Ore

Saxony Hotel
Estelita
AUegrb Quintet
Suveen
Val Olman Ore
Helene
Tony Dip La Crux

Vagabonds
Vagabonds <*)
Maria Neglia
Condos £ Brandow
Mary Atm Bentley

i Prank Linale Ore

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Desert Inn

"Minsky’s Fomes"
Paul Gilbert
De la Rosa 9
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore

El' Cortez
Cooper Sisters
Eddie Skrtvanek 6
El Rancho -Vegas

Georgia Gibbs :

Jack E Leonard
Allan A Ashton
Dot Dee Dncrs
Bob. EUis Ore

Flamingo
Pearl Bailey
Ming ' £ - Ling
S Christobels
S Felix Prod
Barbara: Perry
Torrls- Brand Ore

Last Frontier
Mary Kaye Trio
Buddy

.
Lester ,

Senor Wences
Jean Devlyn Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore

Golden Nugget
Nemo
Margie Garretson
Ish Kabibble

Joe Venuti Ore
Sands

Danny Thomas
B Ernestine
Vic Damone
J McHugh A S
Billy Gray .

P MOore A B
Lessey,

Frank Sinatra
Cop* Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sahara
Marlene Dietrich
Dick Shawn
Sa-Hareni Dncrs
Cee Davidson Ore

Stiver Slipper
Hank Henry
Sparky Kayo
Billy Barty
Virginia Dew
Bill Willard
Jimmy Cavanaugh
M Gates Palominos
G Redman's Ore

Thunderblrd
Jay Lawrence
Landre St Verna
Stuart Foster .

McQuaig Twins
Brewster Singers

RENO, NEVADA

Mspss Skyroom
Carl. Ravatza
Jay Lawrence
Mapes Skylettes
E Fitzpatrick Ore

New. Golden
Toni Harper
Frakson
Dewey Sisters

Golden, Girls
Sterling Young Ore

Riverside Reno
L of Ozark S Dors
Mary SmaU :

Paul White
Riverside Starlets
Betty Holt
Bill Clifford Ore

HAVANA
Montihsrtrs

M de Paris Orq
Michelle Due
T St P . Rodriguez
Rosendo Resell
Alberto A Ballet
Sonia Calero
Raul Diaz
E Antunez Orc|
C de . la Playa' Orq

Sans Sbucl
Olga Chavlano
Walter Nicks
Juliet Sc Sandor
America Crespo
llosana. Martin Trio
llenri Boyer

Tondelayo
Xiomara Alfaro
Helena £ Hector
Cachia
Fernando Valencia
R Ortega Orq •

C Rodriguez Orq
Trdpicans

S de Espaha Orq
Celia Cruz

.

Mano Lopez'
Marta St Alexander
Nazaro
Paulina Alvarez
Klko Gonsalves
A RomeU Orq
Senen Suarez Orq

Hamilton Trio has been set for
the Empire Room of the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., Feb. 11, on
the bill with Connee Russell.
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By LAEY SOLLOWAY
Miami Beach, Dec. 29.

There’s tough going ahead for

most night club, and hotel cafe

operators if Christmas 'we^k was

—aTTy-haromcter-on-thlngs tf-^”^ftreshing -

idear .

ikni arno Al/HC 1A1T1« ..

Despite fact that the area was jam

packed with vacationers, patronage

attracted saw big first shows but

sagging late sessions.
.

For the top

spots with heavy budgets that

meant a breakeven or, at most,

small profit margins. 'Holding up

in that bracket were the Beach-

comber, Clover Club, Latin Quar-

ter among the big clubs* and the

new Di Lido and the Saxony along

the hotel run. Type of talent they

purveyed brought them into most

prominence.
BEACHCOMBER

Norman Schuyler unveiled his

rebuilt club—-a new layout from

exterior to interior with room ex-

panded to seat 900 and some odd-
making it largest in the sector. The
lineup installed reflects the ex-

panded-budget policy to be ad-

hered to. and plays to sock reac-

tion. based on the Sophie Tucker

golden jubilee theme. The press

buildup and word-of-mouth public-

ity on the array presented had the

place .
sold out for first and second

shows on premiere night. ..

La Tucker comes up with a new
songalog that reflects plenty of

work on part of her special ma-
terial writers. The mixture of the

sentimental and observations on
the Wandering from the sex mores
brings mounting response. Rang-
ing from ‘Tm Getting Older by.

the Day, But Younger Every Night’’

through interchanges with yet ac^

eompanist Ted Shapiro anent age.

marriage and other personal

themes, her analysis of the Kinsey
report, advice to the younger gen-

eration and finally the nostalgic

special material songalog that con-
tains French accented .tunes, be-

speaking her continental tours .

A

Top piece in her book is the ‘'-Make

the Label Paris,” with hat model-
ing and clever lyrics marking a re-

segment to round out an intelli-

gently-set^-up-stint, —
:

—---

Saveen is new to these parts and
should be returning often, based
on reception accorded his veritro

work. The British import is a fine

technician and displays an unusual
act that keeps the tablers in-

trigued. Dispensing With the type
of dummy most of the: profession

utilizes, he works with a tiny maid,
then a dummy dog with refreshing

dialog ‘interchange’ and finally, for

the zinger, a live Scottie, trained

to perfection, and with- an—eye»-

Francois and Giselle Szoriy dis-

play all the grace and inventive
dance designs that make a top terp
duo.. Their spins, whirls, lifts and
ballet leaps build constantly,
mounting aud response to a re-
sounding bowoff. Walters has
built a Stephen-Foster background
around the young pair, to. add color

and highlighting of their talents. .

Import Veronica Bell adds a

fooling gimmick that has the aud
thinking the hound talks. Has to

beg off,

Quiritetto Allegro round out the

layout. They’re excellent in their,

instrumental work, but weak on
material. Best of their offerings is

hi> three-violin closer, ’'Passing of.

the Regiment.” Earlier portion of
the act has the five playing on
one Steinway. Strengthening of the
song-comedy sequences would help.

well-rounded lyric .soprano to the As l>urrcntly constituted, they hit
group mimbers and on own works l

the 1<Hys w often as the highs; to
sans mike for an impressive, al

beit short turn. The Debdnairs,
who worked here several seasons
ago, retlirn with their “Machine
Age” dance routine; it is as pre-
cise and different as when origi-

nally presented. Ruth Costello
and Piroska handle the ballet end
of the big numbers. Miss Costello
impresses With own session of aero-
modern stylings.

Zqe Sail and two male aids set

up typical British music hall song-
dance routines. With her hit song,
“When the Lights Go Up in Lon- \

negate sustained appeal. Val Ol-
man emcees and conducts ably Tor
the show and dance seshes.

Moulin Rouge. II9wood
Hollywood, Dec. ‘26.

Frank Sennes ; presentation of
Dohn Arden production, “Void/
Paris!/' featuring Borrah Mine-
vitch Harmonica Rascals (6)

t
De

Castro Sisters (3), Dominutue,
Chiquita & Johnson, *Louise Hoff,
Barbettes ( 5) , Gina Genardi, Tom
Canyon , Fluff Charlton, Mile. Mar-
garet's Chimps, Toth Gehtty &.

• -1 — n:il

while the Barbettes, an aerial pal-

let troupe, wprjc. overhead. . It's

preceded by a parade, and followed

by a fine .production number in

which the chorines—40 of : 'em-**

ring out the melody of “Where Is

Your Heart.” Spectacle get* an.

added touch of humor incidentally

from Baby Burma, the elephant,

who appears to be auditioning for
a spot with the Harmonica Rascals.

Bob Snyder helms, the house
band which backs the show and
does a fine job of a lengthy layout
replete with music cues and spe-
cial-arrangements.——

—

-Kap—

Conrad Hilton* Clil '

Chicago, Dec. 22; *

Margie Lee, Bob Bromley, Lippe
Sc Balisch, Bobby May, Berti Capek,
Bill Griffin, Eileen

:
Carroll, Hay

McIntosh, Neil & James Waldo,
Boulevar-Dears and -Dons (12 )

,

|~Frankte Masters Orch '
( 12 )'; $3,50

minimum, $1 cover.

don” featured It’s fair stuff •

BabU Burma, Bill Dedrick’s Ponies

Uilored mrr'for Brifch fute! 4 ^vder Orch (13 >

;

erices .than for the stateside cafe ?

»5. metudiua dinner and

crowds.' Semi-nude is injected
|

0 e a l,lK‘
•

.

with the Golden Mermaid: Blonde
looker works in a glass-bowl a

,
la

'

Divena, discarding filmy garments
as she revolves in the tank.

Qgoduciionwise, Natalie Kama

Save for an occasional one-shot
experiment that didn’t last long,
Earl Carroll’s famed theatreres-
taurant has stated vacantly and
forlornly at Sunset Blvd. ever

rova has staged the: ensembles in. '.
since' the master • showman was

colorful, imaginative routines, i
^hilled in a plane crash. Now it has

Costumewise, the Freddy Wittop
;

bc
K
cn

?
ak

ffi "T* to Fra
,1
k Senn.es,

creations are gasp-bringing with '
-'-bo ls Pitching to .call- it The
Showplace of the World,” with

piece wbven around “Some Of
|
the distaffers at. the tables com*

These Days,” there is always pres- : menting.
'

1
|

titillating, eye-filling floorshows to
spectacuI^ affaiT in gold ^that had

[
spread excited word-of-mouth and
a package-policy to appeal to all

ent the knowhow, timing and sen-

sitive handling of aud moods. On
to a sock ovation she leaves them
pounding, for more.

Supporting show is a well-bal

pocketbooks.
It deserves to make the grade,

driving songster, wraps up in

his spot. He’s added new tunes,

premiere his project, looked about
for a top name to open and came

but still hits best with his stand-
1

bp with the Ritz Bros. The zany
ards, such as “Yiddishe Momma’’— j

trio hasn’t been abound in a couple
with appropriate dedication to Miss
Tucker—-and ‘"Black Magic.” Ben-
ny Payne, his dueting pianist, turns

in a skillful job.

Comedy slot is a howlmaker
via Myron Cohen’s mixture of

intros to his yarns done straight;

add the. contrast that points up
the characterizations. Has added

of seasons and from the manner in
which they jammed the room first
two nights, they’ve been missed by
the local cafegoers.

e was
first

DI LIDO HOTEL
This year’s hotel is the Di Lido, but only time will tell whether

Biggest on the beach, the new 1 Sennes has found the pill to stim-
hostel boasts a 360-seat cafe, the I

b late a town long lethargic to the
Moulin Rouge,, that can be con- 1 bistro beat.

#
No casual acceptance

anced affair and contains names
\
verted' irito 600 capacity spot via}®/ ^le Moulin Rouge will do; with

that have toplined on their own in
;

sliding walls that connect with the • ® doT'hpft

v

G
hn?i"

clubs around town, Billy Daniels. ' dining room. Owner Irving Cohen.
ness sbc niehTs ^ week fiiorterto

a bit less frenetic, but still a weav-
j

knowing the need for publicity to come Sit on top.
From a show standpoint, niteries

have never seen anything like this.

It’s as good as a circus; in fact, it

is a circus, complete with ele
nhants, trick dogs, prancing ponies,
tumbling chimps and an aerial act.

Add to that some Donn Arden
production numbers that truly de

There was a $7.50 beverage min- ! !
en

l
e

>.
aPP.el,

f
tlon “tremen-

irmim first ntaht ;

dous,” the musical mernment of
,- *

f cr f • I iMuaaic thanfei
**ary

.
a BoiTah Minevitch’s Harmonica Ras-

dialeet takeoffs on garment Indus-
,

squauk, thanks to^the manner in
;
ca i St s0Ck acrodancing by Chiquita

try types and vacationers. The
j

which the buffoons literally & Johnson, the sleight-of-hand
knocked themselves out for 50 min-

1

.wizardry of Dominique, plus some
utes. Regular policy calls for at standard song/ dance and comedy

_ $3.50 tariff. Layout of the cafe is ; stuff, and you have a rough es

large assortment of new material I
Per^ect for a comedy act with tier

}

timate of the . oneThour and 45r

to buttress the called-for repeats. '.

ai
*rangements that allow for pe^ ' minute show.

Keeps them yocking all the way. fect viewing. The freres take full! Visually, it’s all on the plus side

Blackburn Twins with new part- advshtage of the sight values, with i

a°d there s plenty here to send ail

ner Evelyn Ward sit well with their
j

Harry mugging and clowning to i

audience away gasping. Arden has

song-dance routines, the boys’ ringsiders, breaking up their “Gyp-
“mirror” routine gamering big re- - sF Fortune Teller” bit with his ad
ception. Miss Ward is an attractive

;

a ‘bs.

lass with a flair fqr a lively tune. Injection of a new routine, a
Handles her vocal assignments lampoon on Mexican disk-jockeys,
capably, and with it, displays neat - is a mirth-raiser, as is opening" bit
gams to add eye-appeal. Harry ( dedicated to the hotel and its own-
Richman is on hand to fill the

j

er. Called—for standards such as
emcee chores. It’s perfect casting, {

the “Continental Gentlemen” sat^-

the suave approach and authorita-
j

jre on French singers, “the Guy
tive manner adding distinction to in the Middle” and the hoofery
the proceedings. Len Dawson and

j

sequences keep the laugh-pot boil-
his orch background the show ,.»ng with demands for more at end
capably.

j

of the stint. House dancers, the
J

LATIN QUARTER 1 “Ricky-Basha group, set up mambo
One of the most beautifully ap-

;

and sama rhythms for a fast tee

Merriel Abbott's 15th ice spread
at the Boulevard Room of this

hotel is sleek, exuberant fare that
should be lively family divertisse-

ment for the next 22 weeks. Paced
smoothly in a .well-fashioned hour,
show clicks, on all counts, with
brilliant costuming and Bob Frell-

son’s smart staging meriting spec-
ial huzzas. Unifying theme of
“Skating Headlines,” from which
the productions arise, doesn’t . ob-
trude to squelch the talent.

Spotlighted is Margie Lee, a cat-

like charmer held over from the
previous show, taking two skating
solos-r-a lissome Hula and a low-
down blues — both of which,fetch
steady returns for polished terp
and acros. She turns up again .in a
slick pasrde-deux with Bill Griffin
and caps the finale,

:
during which

bubbles precipitate from the Ceil-
a

Featured skating team of Lippe
& Balisch, playing their first

American date, has a momentary
music box session in the rink that
registers nicely for adagio work
and for one-handed and one-legged:
flying spins. European comic Berti
Capek solos with prattfalls, awk-
ward aero and threatened spills

for a chorus of cackles; and the
youthful Waldo brothers, Neil and
James, cartwheel and spin through
a fast segment and Work with the
line at other times.

Qn the vaude side, juggler Bob-
by May impresses with the manip-
ulation Of Indian clubs and balls,

climaxing in inverted ball tossing
from a headstand. Bob Bromley
puppeteers personality dolls, the
best of which is a trapeze artist

which executes toeholds and one
handed swings from a bar over
head while Bromley works the
strings below. It’s a clever novelty
bit that wins a salvo.

Line dishes up four socko pro-
ductions, all sumptuous and preci-
sion-made, against showmanly
lighting effects. Eileen Carroll, and
Ray McIntosh air Hessie Smithes
clever music and lyrics, and
Frankie Masters orch T

splerididly
showbacks what probably is this
room’s best frozen water show to
date. Les.

pointed cafes hereabouts—a must-
see for visitor and resident alike
every season—has a plush produc-
tion installed by Lou Walters for
the current run which should mark
up another successful term. Talent

off. Backing by Freddie Calo orch
is adept.

SAXONY HOTEL
High budget policy Set by this

swankcry. brings in a diversified
layout With Estelitia, . Latin song

come up with two standout pro
duction numbers, “Desire” and
“Slaughter on 10th Ave.,” the lat-
ter a restaged version of the num-
ber which, was the talk of Las
Vegas some six months ago. Both
are extremely effective, the sets
by Harvey Warren and costumes
by Madam Berthe adding immeas-
urably to the impact. Too, Arden
has made canny use of a treadmill;
thunder effects and rainfall to pro-
voke constant gasps for another of
the production numbers and
there’s an overall of opulence that
is bound to have an effect.

Initial show has some deadspots.
'however. Comedienne Lqulse Hoff,
on twice, has some of the most
pathetic material heard on' the
Coast in some time and Dominique,
pickpocket and sleight of hand
artist; is badly hampered by the
size of the room (1,000 seatsJ,

contained is above par, even for 1

stress, in the tonlihe snot
k

p^rl i

which bis appeal. There’s
s- ! brunet with the cna»»v/>v«»«ce5o ...in. ! P® question, though, blit what he

a socko act. for a more inti-
mate spot, where all of the custom-
ers can follow his intricacies at all

standouts in the brilliantly cos-
; brunet with the snazzy chassis Wins ! hoc

turned revue. them quickly with her breezy ap-
1

The Bernard Bros, score heavily, proach. Catalog contains a smart
with their pantos. Working with blend of straight and comedy-

j

Um^‘‘ The^^n^h^Sitdi^
the recording backgrounds, they lined specials. An ingratiating per- j monica Rascals are still peddling
rai^e steady series of howls as they :

former, she meets the challenge of 1 the same brand of harmony-cum-
satirize the Andrew Sisters, Ethel a class room to walk off a winner 1 ^ ------ ^ ^

Merman and Russell Nype duet- with plenty to spare. Best of her.
.
ing. a yocker on Kirsten Flagstad’s lyrical essays are the twist On hill-
Vaikvi’ie sooranniinpt: arid ! hillv tunes •“Rnm inValk.vTie sopranoings and “Figaro” 1

hilly tunes, “Born in the Hills of
takeoff which shows top mugging

\

Cuba,” an effective giggle raiser,
talents, all to begoff returns. Jane

i

Takeoff dn Lena Horne is . weli

humor, although it seems that
some new—ahd funny-r^indignities
are being heaped on Johnny Puleo.
Chiquita & Johnson, acro-dancers,
win continued salvos with some
intricate routining and Chiquita’s

Morgan in the featured song as- versed and makes for palm at>ur£ !

jbpplqn'eSs; the De Castro Sisters

iation. Dramatic poupcesignment hits from first spot early ;
ciation

in a production number and fol-
j

Prayer” makes for
lows laic.r

dick. Handsome

Dramatic “Bullfighter’s I P°HPce ?Ver several; tunes midway
in. the tshow, and Gina Genardi isauction number and fol-

1

Prayer'' makes for a swift change 1

l.V * t ^^ niark up a solid solo’ of mood that comes off to big rc- fh o
a

?how off niJcc
RS get

.
andsome canary,, rowrrcl turns. Terp bit in which she dis- :

Finale^^is^ stririfv^rci them stunning costumes, sets up a plays well-shaped limbs is a zingy
; animal acts working in rings,

tM Vi# Bft Rose, Ns v.
- Mills LaRbsa with Joe Guercio*Limn Roth, Van Smith Orch?T0\
wtd Orch; $3, W minimum, '•

• /t. •

Monte^Proser’s La Vie en Rose
has probably one of the more in-
teresting shows on the N.Y. nitery
circuit. With the current display,
a vet is making a comeback and a*

youngster is embarking on his first
major N.Y. date. This is a crucial

.
stand for both Lillian Roth and

hJulius-L^Rosa (New-ActsPahd^oth
seem in a position to go forward.

Miss Roth,'who started as a mop-
pet performer, was a mainstay of
the early film musicals, and a fig-
ure on the operetta stage, was on
top at a time' when some of the
attractions in today’s circuits
weren’t around or were in
pants; However, a series of per-
sonal mishaps put her in retire-
ment for a time, and she’s been
plying, the boards in a comeback
since 1947. But at this point her
career seems to be taking a crucial
turn, and with her entry into the
top time she indicates that she can
hold a top, sohgspot in virtually
any situation.

Miss Roth is a thorough pro.
She retains her style, shows a lot
of charm, knows what to do with
a song and how to handle an audi-
ence. • There’s little else 16 do or
know in this respect. Miss Roili
dwells on some of the numbers she
helped introduce, which include
several long medleys and many
tunes that were popular in the
’20s. and ’30s. In a turn which lasts
28 minuted, a few numbers can be
eliminated, but generally Miss
Roth doesn’t overstay, although a
bit. of pruning would give her a
punchier turn.

Miss Roth looks Well, is nicely
couturiered and coiffed, and
makes a fine appearance.

Van Smith’s orch does ah excel-
lent job of showbacking both Miss
Roth ^nd LaRosa and does Well on
the dansapation. Jovita’s crew has
the Latin, relief. Jose..

Charley Foy’srL. A.
Sherman Oaks, Cal., Dec. 26.

Ben Blue, Sid Fields, Sammy
Wolf, Jean Marshall,

.
Kay Scott,

Smith Twins, Charley. & Mary Foy,
Abby Brown’s Orch (4); $l,50-$2
cover.

The Blue of the night will meet
the gold in the counting room for
this stand of comedy that will keep
the pews at Foy’s Well populated.
The Blue, who is Ben, has always*
been insurance for profit-taking at
the vUlley bistro. The layout over
which he presides is rollicking and
boisterous and never a lag along
the laugh line./

Droll in his eccentricities, Blue
makes- his hoofing, pantomime and
Chandu mental act pay off with
rich dividends. He gets sharp writ-
ing from Phil Shukin and the
sketches and material pop laughs
like exploding, balloons at the
witching hour New Year’s Eve.
The dizzying antiCs of Charley and
Mary Foy, Sid Fields and Sammy
Wolf hit the high level of hilarity
with, a broad burlesquing of
“Faust,” the foil being a slim,
curvesome beaut named Jean Mar-
shall. Blue comments that he
found her in TV and TV should get
her back fast. She’s a good tdreh-
er, dramatically competent and
peeled down in a strip to black
lacy things that has eyes bulging.

Kay Scott, a leggy hoofer with
good tap technique, gets over the
floor with rhythmic grace and the
Smith Twin^ who are becoming a
fixture here, regale with harmony
and comedy fillips that work well
into the insanities.’ Foy and sis
Mary do a couple of clogs and
-Wolf’s takeoff on Harry Richman
.is a clever bit. Abby Brown’s crew
is “augmented” to four pieces land
makes a lot of music for the back-
slopping and floor ‘ shbfflers. Helm,

Anbarn, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Dec. 24.

Jack Durant, Marion Colby, Jac-
queline Hurley, Jimmy 'Confer,
Walter Gable Orch (7); no cover-
or minimum.

.1 «

This, is an okay holiday season

show for the Ankara, which lias

dropped its icers for remainder of

the winter. For the past couple of

months, the big, attractive room
pn the outskirts has been fleshing
it half-and-half, with a couple of
acts in the first portion and then
Phil Richards’ skating revue wra i>
ping up the entertainment. Until
Easter, when Richards comes back .

with a new edition, spot will stick
to non-skaters.

Three of them presently on tap
comprise a fasbibnable. layout.
Jack Durant, back here for his
first Pitt nitery appearance in al-

most a decade, hasn’t lost his old
comic touch; in fact, he’s expanded
it. Right from the opening, when
Durant is introduced as an operatic
baritone arid then does the trade-
marked fall flat on his back after
booming out a couple of notes, he
has the crowd in his corner. The
comedy chatter is grooved for him,
except in a couple of isolated in-
stances when its taste may be
questionable, and he presses The
advantage by picking out a coop-
erative fellow or two down front
to work with. The acrobatic stuff

and the hoofing are minimuriis in

Durant’s turn now, but. they're still

meat and potatoes, and his impres-
sions, especially Gable and the
Greenstreet-Lorre bit, are spank-
ing highspots. The easygoing, en-
gaging personality continues to be
in Durant’s favori too.

Marion Colby was at Ankara
only couple of months ago with
the Blackburn Twins and comos
back with her own new act, which
she should have no trouble ped-
dling. Gal’s a stunner who man-
ages to look both sexy and whole-
some, an unusual combination, Snd
she styles up a song in smart fash-

ion. Attractively costumed in an
all-purpose gown that does triple

duty, as she sheds different parts

at different stages in her Set, Miss

Colby scores all the way.
. Jacqueline Hurley opens with

her flash .control stuff to get show
off on high. One of the best body-
twisters in the business, $he brings

a lot of palm-pounding on her

tricks, some of . which - look abso-

lutely impossible. Turn’s .

showily

staged, too, with part of it being

done from an electrically-lighted

table on the floor that concentrates
attention on Miss Hurley’s top con-

trolegstuff.
.
Jimmy Confer, tie

house band vocalist/ handles the

m.c. chores nicely and Walter

Gable’s orch plays* a good show

and displays a lot' of mtisicianship

in.the dance sessions, .
'Cohen.

*1 ;.* J it • > / «• . J + * S. r
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Freddy Martini Orch (16), Jana

Mason, Les Charlivels (3), BUI

Curtis; $2 *2.50 cover.

Freddy Martin has spent a good

many of his passional-years, fair

urey for the grinning apes in the

naims. in Joe Hoenig’s Cocoanut
Grove. On and off he has been
coming around for the past 13

vpars at one time an unbroken run

of two years, and he’ll be back
Wain in April. An opening night

turnouTIast Wednesday (23) gaye

him a tumultuous 'Welcome and tak-

ing off on the Lurline mag ads, it

must’ve made him feel like it did

the ringsiders, “Martin IS the

Grove.’’:

For entertainment and dancing
right through the middle for these

-cover - lifters, the. Martin Men
(there are 16 of ’em) can lilt the

ear and agitate the nethers at one
and the same time. Few bandmen
can claim as many hits that first

caught the public fancy from their

live renditions and recordings and
these were cavalcaded in a senti-

mental segment down memory
lane. Each number was applauded
and a big whoop went up for “our
gong”

—“Tonight We Love.’’ The
palms will sway and the floor

groan for the four weeks of the
current stand. Freddy the saxman,
the modern counterpart Of the
pied- piper, Will keep the payees
coming, in long lines down past
Michael’s, stand atop the staircase.

On the singing side are Jana
Mason', a sexcat new to these parts,

and Bill . Curtis, of. the Martin
crew, in a musical history of the
man called Bing. This gives the
room a tuneful atmosphere but
there’s another act to be reckoned
with in the receptive sense—Les
Charlivels, spinners, tumblers and
whirlers supreme, who throw their
chassis around with the speed and
agility of desert dervishes. They’re
'tops in their class and still rate
big despite being around on the
teletubes.

For Miss Mason it was an embar-
rassing evening. In her nervousness
she forgot the lyrics twice, had to
start over again and finally made
it under prompting by the com-
posers, Donald O’Connor and Sid

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 53
“Ballin' the Jack" opener and
closes with a very special choreo

& ^lem Nocturne," featuring
Christina Carson up on toes and
describing some expert blues
theming Via legwork.

>
Miss Faye runs away with the

show. Nitery vet is very strong
here in co-headline bill with Col-
lins, and makes the room sizzle
with her ditties. At the spinet, she
carves “Darktown Strutters Ball,’’
“Sorrento" and “Gypsy in My
Soul, but sends entire, house with
carbon of Capitol disk. VDummv
Song," After "Boogie Woogie
Irish Washerwoman," the fey Faye
pounds out and shouts “Shimmy
Like My Sister Kate,” bringing on
Hackett, McGarrity and Dansations
for whopping finale. A1 Jahns
orch is great assist to jgoingson.

Will. .

_ : Black Orchid, Clil

r . .. Chicago, Dec. 22.
Josh White, Yonely, Rita Dimi-

tri, Ken. Sweet Trio; $4 minimum.

For the first anniversary of this
intimery, boniface Al Greenfield
repeats his leadoff headliner for
six weeks and maybe more. And
Josh White's following here is
great enough to keep the rafters
bulging throughout his tenure, jj
his appearance here a year ago is
any indication. Supporting acts,
booked for a shorter stay, are sat-
isfying supper club attractions,
though unknown in these parts.

With guitar propped on his
knee, White takes dominion of the
room at once, delivering 25 min-
utes worth of . spirituals, work-
songs, lowdown blues and English
folk ballads. Sensitive pipes, art-
ful nuances and

.
the usual impec-

cable phrasing help him : resell
wellknowns and the more offbeat
numbers. With Benny Dunn,
house emcee who kicks in the re-

peat lines from the wings, he es-
says an amusing “Green Grass
Grows All Around” for. laughs.
Guitar intros and overtones are
strong, and at least half his num-
bers are requests by an audience
that won’t be surfeited. He begs
off, 61 course.

Whimsical music spoofer, Yone-
ly, lends the comic relief midway
in the lineup. Offbeat purveyor of

hey Miller. She ’s not
_
quTte

_
ready'Umart

-
srapstick squeezes chuckles

for a solo spot, in the Grove but
will be coming along and heard
fiom in another year.. She has
presence and good vocal equipment
but lacks the finesse of a styling
she tries for, O’Connor also got
into the act with the three little
Frenchies for am acrobatic turn.

Grove has undergone a change
into winter regalia, with the palms
snowy white and the backdrop the
replica of a village at night.

' Helm.

Thunderblrd, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Dec. 23.

Al (Jazzbo ) Collins,
' Frances

Faye
, Bobby Hackett, Big Lou Mc-

Garrity, Wingy Manone, Kathryn
Duffy Dansations (8), Christine
Carson, Al Jahns Orch (12); no
cover or minimum.

It the hipster’s Xmas greeting
circa 1953 is “Keep cool this Yule,’’
then Al ‘‘Jazzbo Collins is avant-
garding this square haven with the
message.”. And if Collins is cool,

then it’s Frances Faye that warms
up the room with her nitery know-
how. The Capitoi packet is a canny
booking by Hal Braudis to bridge
the slow period, and should bring
in surprising returns.

.
Collins, with fire-red shirt, sport-

lug a goatee and black hornrimmed
specs, brings strange gab from the
hind of “Oobladee,” where his
Purple Grotto” is obviously the

niopster and bopster haven. Dee-
jay from Gotham’s WNEW, and
tapuol pa-ctce for some hip-talk-
ing platters, Collins is out of hab-
uat on a nitery floor. As emcee,

is—borrowing a cool phrase—
pf*:

ae* fjis retelling of “Little Red
ml?

1

;?
8 Hood,” from the disk, is
0
u
8 an(* should be knifed to

!L s current environment,
ls n,° srotto although neat

lic£'

m

ound set pieces' try to estab-
hwod. It’s all above the

g®hcrally, of Thunderbirders
with ^

•
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"ith hip-garble.

has a very mel-
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.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.

WillMastm Trio, starrtng Sammy
Davis Jr.; Dick Stabile Orch (8),
Bobby Ramos Rhumband (5); $2
cover.

./Anyone can do business New
Year’s Eve, but these couple of
weeks look to be New Year’s Eve
every night with Sammy Davis Jr.
providing the lure for Herman
Hover’s Sunset Strip plushery. Al-
ways a favorite here* the Will Mas-

out of. every gimmick, squirting

water from his eyes, oiling the

mike and effortlvsly churning out

genuine music from miniature in-

struments. Reception is good to

stunts and sly wit both.

Rita Dimitri, a classy redhead in

a silverish gown, is billed as a

Greek chantoosie but her output is

mostly French. Gal has fine pipes

and stylizes nicely but misses

somewhat in projection. As a re-

sult, her plaudits are. largely per-

functory.- Whole segment has a

heavy Continental, accent, with

French and Spanish medleys, and
“Miserlou” sung in Greek, com-
prising the bulk of her songalog.

An offbeat American blues carries

well, With some hipwork helping,

and suggests a need for more of

the same.
, ,

Pianist Rudy Kerpays backs

Miss Dimitri and Yonely, with

bassist Al -Poskonka assisting all

three acts. Ken Sweet plays the

interlude keys. ‘ Les.

Macayo, Santa Monica
*Santa Monica, Dec.^23.

Gene Nash: Carlos Romero
Dancers ( 4 ) ;

Eddie Gomez Orch

(6); $1.50 minimum, $2 weekends.

Basically a restaurant rather

than a nitery. the Macayo is one

of the few Santa Monica spots

offering anything like production

in entertainment. Current layout

is a little different than anything

the spot hns tried before, but it

should pass muster with the regu-

JarS
Headline billing goes to Gene

Nash, who. fills a fast 15 minutes

with song-and-dance stuff. Hoofing

is his forte and he gets good re-

sponse from some, loose-limbed

routining and some acroantics in-

cluding flying splits. On the song

side, he sticks to the usual show-

casing of such tunes as “Stranger

in Paradise” and “You’re Breaking

My Heart.” But his vocalizing is

merely okay and since there, are

plenty of better singers around

the nitery circuit, he’d do 'Veil

to confine his singing to special

material stuff which would give

him an edge. ,

Production numbers are by Car-

los Romero* long identified with

precision lines in the east. He $

done an excellent job of .cutting

the high-kick stuff down to size

for a four-femme line and the

limited confines of the floor area

here. There’s more than a trace

of nostalgia about the routines and

in another spot, or in other hands,

they might verge on the cornbaii.

Showbacking and dance stuff

are in the hands of the Eddie

Gomez orch, with the maestro

warbling One ^production number.

• tune.

to. ketter previous business with
this tint, which is the apt’s best
yet.

This, time around, Uncle Will
Mastin and Davis Sr, stay more
in the background to let Sammy
take over. He’s on solo for about
40 minutes of their 45-minute
turn; stops the show cold at least
twice, and provides the socko en-
tertainment that brings constant
palm-pounding. With some fine
new material by Sid Kuller, Davis
proves

. that he’s the finest single
all-around entertainer now on the
bistro beat.

First of his show-stopping num-
bers is “It’s Hard To Be Me,” a
song framework for Carbonings of
James Cagney, Edward G. Robin-
son, Mel Tonne, Cary Grant,
James Stewart, Nat (King) Cole,
Billy Eckstine and Danny Kaye,
among others. Each is a gemlike
characterization that wins solid
plaudits. He wraps up the shbw
again with his acid-dipped etch-
ings of Mario Lanza and. Johnnie
Ray and provides a larruping finale
with a skin-beating session that is

as fine a bit of jazz drumming as
ever showcased in a nitery.

Senior members of the act now
work only in a dance routine warm-
up for young Davis’ talents, pro-
viding background effect for - the
remainder of the turn. Arranger
Marty Stevens is now traveling
with the turn, working as conduc-
tor and getting the most out of
the Dick Stabile band. Latter, of
course, continues to share .terp
chores with the Bobby Ramos La-
tune crew. Kap.

Last Frontier, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Dec, 23.

|

—Mary- -Kaye—Trio

—

tipith—Frankr
Ludec ), Buddy Lester, Senor
Wences, Jean Devlyn Dancers
(10), Dick Gregory

* Bob Peoples,
Garicood Van Orch (10); no cover
or minimum.

Triumvirate of Mary Kaye Trio,
Buddy Lester and: Senor Wences
would ordinarily be a solid comer
hither in Vegas, but in these cock-
eyed days the Ramona Room two-
framer will Only have average at-
tendance. Battle for stratospheric
names and ditto paychecks for
those worthies goes on in a couple
of Strip palaces, leaving some of •

the bistros holding half-filled

moneybags. Of such is the current
kingdom of Vegas.

Alary Kaye, with her brother
Norman, Frank Rose and drummer
Frank Ludec, have been dynamite
for many months in this spa’s Gay
90’s Bar, playing to capacity late-

hour gangs. Doubling now between
the lounge and main nitery room
could be jeopardy for some units,

but strength of this combo over-
rides a possible surfeit.

Buddy Lester is a very funny
man, with his fast-jabbing liners
consistent yock-makers. in this

room. He’s a sharpie with much of
his quipping and his hat routine
scores as well as his trumpet non-
sense and battle with Garwood
Van's hornman on “Carnival in
Venice.”

Senor Wences will hold this fort

for a month. His ventro noduling
has no peer around the circuits as
lie shoots gab with hand doll John-
nie, revealing great voice-box
tricks. Threeway throwing of the
boxed Pedro head, telephone and
Johnnie wins top admiration and
applause. Keeps this going while
spinning, balancing tray on slender
poles for sock finish.

Jean Devlyn Dancers dress up
holdovers with new wardrobe, in-

finitely more striking for the 10
glanimer dolls. Fronting the “Con-
tinental” steppery, Dick Gregory
shows zip during solos and work
with sexy Judy Brent aiid Irene
Bolton. Bob Peoples does okay with,

background vocals, and GarWood
Van not only batons his orchestras
well, but gets in the Lester act

many times with competent
straighting. Will.

Hallywood Tea Revue
Chicago, Dec, 25.

Arthur M. Wirtz presentation of
ice revue in two acts 1 17 scenes).
Stars Barbara Ann Scott; features
Jacqueline du Bief, Bobby Blake,
Karen, Jack Rafftoer & Jerry
Mapes, Peter Firstbrook ,

Freddie
Trenkler, Skippy Baxter, Susan it

Tommu. La vonne,- Three Bruises.
( Geoffe Stevens, Sid Spaulding,
Monty. Scott).

Assistant producer,. William H.
Burke; choreography, and staging
by Carl Littlefield/ costumes,
Groce

.
Houston ; musical director,

Paul
,
Vaii Loan; At Chicago Sta-

dium, Chicago, Dec. 25; $4 top.

Again Arthur Wirtz and company
have whipped together an attrac-
tive ice display, sumptuous in cos-
tume and production, with plenty
of dash and diversity throughout.
This 19th edition of ‘ the series ap-
pears to have enough durability to
meet the expanded itinerary of 15
cities, more oh slate than in any
previous year. Spread leaves here
on Jan: 12 for its eastern leg, with

this nightclub. Her good musicom-
edy voice, which aired in “South
Pacific” and “Inside USA,” still

hasn't tempered that legit hall

strength that makes amplification
a hindrance in closer quarters, but
her stylizing with offkey interpola-
tions lands pleasantly, and she does
have the proper amount of charm.
Overall reception . is good.

Roger Perry's Chez week* his
prize for bagging top honors on
TV’s - "Talent Showcase,” loosens
what might have been a snug for-
mat but otherwise does no serious
harm. He delivers three numbers
of selfsame tempo from the piano
midway in the show,

j
Kirby Stone unit, a socko four-

some held over, definitely is of
headline calibre. Cutups rock the
room with guffaws throughout
their segment and they go off
amid cries for more.

Johnny Conrpd and His Dancers,
also carried over, have lost some
of. the enthusiasm of their last

opening night — and consequently
some of the gloss—but still get
plenty of mitting for productions
that depend as much upon sex ap-
peal as terpability. Brian Farnon
orch continues to showback ca :

pably. Les.

Vleux Cetombier. Paris
Paris, Dec. 21.

Albert Nicholas Bio Chief Rus-
sell Moore, Claude Lutcr (7) It

Andre Reveliotty *6) Orchs. Latin
Bop Stars (4>; $2.50 minimum.

Choz Paree* Chi
(FOLLOWUP)

Chicago, Dec. 23.

Christmas week brings in blond

thrush Estelle Loring to replace

the Coast-committed De Castro

Sisters, hoists the Kirby Stone

Four to the headline spot, and adds

five minutes’ worth of Roger
Perry. It’s still a cheerful layout.

Miss Loring, a lovely chirp nicer

ly displayed In i white spangled

gown, is playing her first date at

This cellar club, off St.-Ger-
main-Des-Pres is still the hot jazz

spot for the younger Gallic and
U. S. set, and the oldsters who.
can take a heavy decibel belting
around the ears for the sake of
some good jazz and smoky atmos-
phere. Club has the membership
format at $2.50 for the year, and
biz is packed.

Now topping the show is the
fine liquid clarineting of Albert
Nicholas and the less subtle blar^

ing of the trombone of Big Chief
Russell Moore. Nicholas is backed
by the Andre Reveliotty orch (6 ».

a neat French combo, and Moore
by Claude Luter orch 1 7), the lead-
ing Gallic exponent of New Or-
leans jazz.

^Though French like^ their jazz
at ear-cracking pitch, Nicholas gets
them quelled into neat jazz flights

with “Black and Blue” and “When
The Saints Come Marching In."
Moore then does his more rabid
stint, with some fine low-done
blaring and chanting that goes
big with the aud. Combos back
well. Atmosphere is filled out by
the Latin Bop Stars, four young-
sters who spend all their time
here in a frenzied French version
of the U. S. Lindy hop and other
steps. Kids are frenetic and easy
on the eyes and it could be pack-
aged into a nice act for vauderies
or TV slotting. Mosk.

nine more cities to play, beginning
with New York.
Featured bast lias as many new-

comers as repeats* with Barbara
Ann Scott, of the latter group,
headlined. Lovely, blond is femi-
ninely fluent on the blades and
sparks her solo' moments with
sprightly leaps, glissades and pro-
longed spins and, of course, figur-
ing in the heaviest applause. Spot-
lighted in the three preeminent
scenes, she appears only once in
the first act arid thrice in the sec-
ond, suggesting a need for slight'
revamping of the order,

., Her primer entrance occurs in
the final scene of the first segment,
.at that, in a Goldilocks ... fantasy :

whose appeal is broad and in which
she dances the “Black Swan” pas-
de-deux with Feter Firstbrook,
who is making his first appearance
with the group this term. In the
second act, she’s the charming cap-
tive princess trying to elude the
properly menacing Tartars, enact-
ed by Jack Raffloer and Jerry
Mapes; ' As Conchiia in the Carib-
bean spectacle, she wriggles ap-
pealingly in calypso and colorful
primitive blade numbers: Ice en-
thusiasts here receive her warmly,
and her following appears to be
growing;

Other repeaters land their cus-
tomary enormous response, among
them the swift Skippy Baxter* who
provokes a unison gasp for his
backward flip performed at top-
speed; dynamic adagio team of
Susan & Tommy La Vonne in a
slick acrobatical apache stint, and
the riotous Three Bruises, who
kick in their wellknown slapstick
scrubwoman antics for firstrate
comic relief.

Naturally,, the greater bulk of
‘

comedy chores are .handled by vet-
eran Freddie Trenkler, whose fol-
lowing in these revues — since -

Sonja Henie’s departure—is great-
er perhaps than that of any other
performer. In tWo whimsical sit-

uations, one in each half of the
show, be appears as the trouble-
some tramp, once eluding and out-,
witting a policeman and again in
a parallel plot with four Navy ath-
letes. In the first act. he races at
the seats from the farthest end of
the rink, coming to a dead stop at
the very brink,, but in the second,
without breaking speed, he plunges
headlong into stands. Both turns
erupt paroxysms, Johnny Farris
continues as his j very capable
stooge.
Aside from the agile figure-

skater. Peter Firstbrook, and preci-
sion team of Jack • Raffloer and
Jern1 Mapes, Wirtz has brought in
several other new faces for this
year’s issue. Brisk Bobby Blake
delights with a lively terp sessiori
in the George AL Cohan idiom arid
reappears later to partner with
Miss Scott in the Caribbean epi-
sode. Too little is seen of Parisian
beauty Jacqueline du Bief, who has
a solo early in . the format and
doesn’t appear thereafter. Her bal-
let and acros are delivered neatly
and with ease, and the mitting is

enthusiastic.
Chorus of 48 makes seven exu-

berant appearances, but the best
of their output is the fJuke Box
Saturday Night” scene, wherein
(heir precision terpology is best
demonstrated. It’s a socko corps,
youthful and rehearsed nearly to
perfection, but the weight of mere
costume effects in some of their
numbers is to be quarreled with.
"Resplendence,” for one. is an ad-
venture in overlush (and extrane-
ously expensive) drapings. Sole
effect of this scene is the wonder
how the gals can move, much less
dance, under all the glittering but
ponderous trappings. As a matter
of fact, they’re able to do very'
little of either, and the refreshing-
ly quick pace of the show is very
nearly halted as a result.

Lighting effects are often bril-
liant and always on cue, and Paul
Van Loan’s orchestra is firstrate,
as are the vocals of Tom Barry,
Hilde Henke, Archie Lang and Jo
Ann Richards. Les:.

Hotel RadtasOn, Mpls.
Minneapolis, Dec. 27.

Jerome Courtland, Don McGranc
Orch (8); $2.50 minimum.

Tall, good-looking and giving
out a boyish charm to augment a

superior set of baritone pipes,
Jerome Courtland sets himself
well witli this fashionable boite’s

customers on his Minneapolis
bow.
At show caught, all of his well-

chosen and pace-changing contri-

butions clicked. There were un-
obtrusive verbal Introductions,
but no monkey.shine.s-just the
pleasant business of singing as he
stuck to his vocal knitting.

Backing up the singer and play-
ing .for customer—limbshaking,
Don McGrane orch hit its usual
high standard. Rees.

Roy Rogers Set For
Bow in Britain Feb. 15

Glasgow, Dec. 22,
Roy Rogers, cowboy Star,-. -’.will

make his bow in British vaude at
the Empire Theatre here Feb. J5.

He will be acompanied by his wife,
Dale Evans, “Trigger” and western
acts. Advance interest in the book-
ing is already immense, mainly
from youngsters. Rogers is ex-
pected to make a triumphant entry
into Glasgow if given police per-
mission. When Tom Mix rode into

town in pre-war days, a minor
stampede held up traffic.

The Rogers unit will tour key
provincial cities of Great Britain.

Nat “King” Cole is pacted for a

.laten__appearance—at.,the-Empire

.

vaudery, which again will feature

American acts in its schedule.
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and* attorney WMr. ; However/ not

even those relatively close to the

situation have any real knowledge
on that* phase of it.

In Control
Althbtigh authority Was nomin-

ally shared by Lee and J. J. Shu-
bert (productions were always
billed as presented by the “Messrs?.

Shubert,” for example), Lee was
actually in control of most opera-

tions. He made decisions regard-

ing the extensive theatre holdings
in New York, including not only
bookings and the numerous mat-
ters that involved, such as invest-

ments of various kinds, ticket price

and distribution policies,, etc.,- but
also the basic questions of buying,
celling and leasing properties.

In addition, Lee had an active

voice in the firm’s road; operations,
including booking of tours, through
its participation in both the United
Booking Office and the Theatre
Guiid-American Theatre Society.
He also had a say in the operation
of Shubert-controlled theatres; in
various cities, nominally a J. J.

prerogative. All these key activi-

ties, ana such Shubert subsidiaries
as its music publishing company,
scenic studio, costume house and
investments in various other legit
ventures made Lee Shubert the
most powerful figure in the cori-

temoorary theatre, at least in the
u,.s. ..*_•

'

Shubert died last Friday afters
noon, Christmas Day, in Mt. Sinai
Hospital, N.

#
Y., of a cerebral hem-

orrhage. He had been taken to the
hospital Dec. 21 with a circulatory
ailment, but had obviously been in
failing health for the last several
months. Funeral services were held
Monday (28) afternoon at Temple
Emantu-El, N. Y., with many well-
known theatrical figures present,
and burial in Salem Fields Ceme-
tery, Brooklyn.:

Shubert, who was known as
"Mr: Lee” to subordinates

. and
most associates, gave his birthdate
as March 15, 1875, in “Who’s Who,”
but his actual age was believed to
have been about 82 or 83. With his
brothers, Sam S. and J. J., he en-
tered the theatrical business in
Syracuse, a fact that .was jokingly
recalled many years when George
Abbott produced a Rodgers & Hart
musical titled “The Boys From
Syracuse.” It was pointed out at
the time that, the show was adapt-
ed from Shakespeare’s “Comedy
of Errors.”
The Shuberts, still in their teens.

Invaded New York about the turn
of the century. They quickly chal-
lenged the dominance of the thea-
tre monopoly of Marc Klaw & Abe
Erlanger, then known as “The Syn-
dicate,” and after sporadic skir-
mishing, became involved, in a feud
that continued until 1922. when
the Shuberts emerged with con-
trol.

Similar Suit

^
The waiTing factions formed the

UnitecFBooking Office, which still

does virtually all booking of tour-
ing shows. Ironically, the Shuberts,
who. bucked and broke the Klaw &
Erlanger monopoly, were them-
selves sued, .with, the UBO as co-
defendant, on similar charges by
the Government in 1950. The ac-
tion is still awaiting trial.

Sam Shubert,. the oldest, was
killed in a train wreck in 1906, and
his picture now hangs in the lobby
of every Shubert-operated thea-
tre. With Sam’s death, Lee took
over leadership of the Shubert in-
terests. Presumably in fear of an-
other1

accident in which they might
both be victims, Lee and J. J.

never traveled together, and on
the few occasions when they at-
tended the same show, always sat
in widely

, separated parts of the
theatre.

Although they continued as busi-
ness partners, the surviving brothr
ers were not cn friendly terms.
The cause of the quarrel was never
revealed, but for many years Lee
and J. J. were said to have spoken
bnly rarely. On the infrequent oc-
casions they communicated, it was
through subordinates.

Lee’s office was in the tower
atop the Shubert Theatre, N. Y.,
while J. J. s was in the 'Shubert-
owned Sardi Bldg., directly across
44th St, Their cars were always
parked in Shubert Alley, Lee's
usually remaining until late at
night, while he stayed in his office
to receive reports of the evening’s
boxoffice receipts at Shubert thea-
tres, .as well as to discuss business
matters.

Shubert ’s only real interest was ‘ Detroit.

the theatre. T/nlikethe Igte Sam ,

who was regarded, as a promising

producer, he was primarily con-

cerned with the financial: en$
the business, particularly the ac:

qui$itio.n and operatipn of real
estate.

/V ,,n
'

'
J. Ur, on^he

_
other hand;

-
warior-

merly active in the production of
such operetta moneymakers as
“Blossom Time,” “Student Prince,”
etc. However, with the decline in
popularity of operettas in recent
years, the Shuberts have done lit-

tle producing, but have confined
most of their activity in that field

to financial participation in the:

shows of other managements.
Shubert Feuds

Shubert’s feuds, generally with
at least the tacit support

;
of his

brother, had a notable record, even
for . Broadway, where feuds are
commonplace. Oyer the years he
battled with the newspapers (a
suit relating to advertising rates is

currently awaiting trial), the
critics (the late. Alexander W6611-
cott, Walter Winchell), columnists
(Leonard Lyons), unions (notably
Actors Equity ) , organizations (Pro-
ducing Managers Assn.) and other
managements (the late Florenz
Ziegfeld, Theatre Guild). The Shu-
berts’ feud with Variety has also
been notated within and .without
the trade.

But Shubert rarely allowed per-
sonal animosities to interfere with
business. Thus, he repeatedly,
made deals with individuals and
firms with whom he had bitterly
quarreled. His outstanding quali-
ties, as a theatrical operator were
his daring, shrewdness, secretive-
ness and tenaciousness.

Always a reticent man, Shubert
had few intimate friends, although
he was on amicable terms with a
number of veterans ok the mana-
gerial field. He disliked personal
publicity, distrusted the press and
avoided newspaper men. It’s no-
table, .therefore, that since his
death, not a single reminiscent col-
umn or article about him has ap-
peared in the New York dailies^

One editorial, in the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, summed up

,
his passing

with the comment that his “real
story” is still to be written. (Colum-
nist Ed Sullivan- at one time au-
thored an “authorized” biography
but it has yet to be published. A
"profile” in The New Yorker, by
A. J, Lebling, some years ago sur-
prised by being “too polite,” es-
pecially for that weekly).

Only in connection with his nu-
merous business feuds and divorce,
in 1948, by former . showgirl Mar-
cella Swanson, whom he remarried
a year later* was Shubert the ob-
ject of much personal publicity.
In the case of his marriage, which
the divorce papers declared took
place in Berlin in the mid-1930s,
before the German capital and all
official records were destroyed,
Shubert refused to discuss it with
reporters, saying that this was a
“purely personal matter.” Inciden-
tally, Shubert’s nephew, Lawrence
Shubert Lawrence, manager of the
Shubert theatres in Philadelphia,
is married to Beatrice Swanson, a
sister of his uncle’s widow. They
were showgirls together in Shubert
operettas.

The Shubert theatrical holdings?
which were said to be valued at
$400,000,000 in the late ’20s, were
badly hit by the depression. After
going through receivership, Shu-
bert reacquired for $400,000 most
of the properties, which are now
held by such subsidiary companies
as Select Theatres, Trebuhs Realty,
etc. Included are theatres in N.Y.
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, etc.’,
as well a* apartments, hotels and
other realty, all estimated to be
worth around $300,000,000. (Tre-
buhs is Shubert backwards).
Owned and/or operated N.Y. !

houses include the Shubert, BrOad-
nurst, Majestic,

. St. James, Booth,
Plymouth, Rpyale, Golden, Im-
perial, Belasco, National, Broad-
way, Winter Garden, Barrymore,
Century, Longacre and Cort, all fe-
giters, plus several leased for radio
or television studios. Shubert the-
atres out of town include the Shu-
bert, Majestic, Colonial (jUst ac-
quired), Wilbur, Plymouth and
Opera House, Boston; Shubert.
Forrest, Walnut St. and Locust
bt., Philadelphia; Shubert, Greet
Northern, Blackstone, Harris, Sel-

.

an^ Studebaker, Chicago;
i Shubert, Washington, and Shubert,

' Chicago, Dec. 29;

. Reported
,
split between Jules

Pfeiffer and Danny Goldberg, co-

producers of the touring “Good
NIte Ladies” could hot be con-

firmed at press tiihe yesterday
(Tues.)r Breakup—is /believed \ to

have been ' the outgrowth of dif-

ferences between the two men in

the handling of various union mat-
ters, with Pfeiffer reportedly buy-
ing out Goldberg. .

Problems ' with various legit

unions came to a head Saturday
(26), when the show opened at the
Great Northern Theatre here.

Stagehands' union registered
1

a
beef regarding the absence of a

regular road, company crew. Series

of meets Monday (28) resulted in

the hiring of three men to supple-
ment the regular house crew,

‘

Lack of a company manager and
a pressagqnt also resulted in a
hassle with the Assn, of Theatrical

Press Agents & Managers; In line

with the ATPAM beef, Pfeiffer ap-
plied for membership in the Union,
with the pitch that if he’s accepted
he’ll act as company manager and
will put on a union man to handle
the flacking. ATPAM is consider-
ing the proposal.

Show’s low budget, estimated at

around $4,000-$5,000 weekly, has
been the subject of a series of
beefs from Actors .Equity,. ATPAM
and IATSE during the course of its

whistlestop tour, under the spoils

sorship of Pfeiffer and Goldberg.

C. W. Christenberry Jr., produc-
er-director of “Our Town'' on the
Coast recently, is trying to raise

$40,000 capital to bring the revival
to Broadway . . . Authors’ agent
Claire Leonard is now offering
script criticism by director James
Light, on a small fee basis, to play-
wrights ... . Annamary Dickey has
taken over the femme lead in

“King and I,” succeeding Constance
Carpenter, who withdrew on her
doctor’s orders . . . Company man-
ager Joe Roth and Gabriel Katzka,
formerly a production assistant for
Paula Stone & Mike Sioane, have
formed a partnership to produce
Broadway shows.

Burl Ives, will . star in “Black
Candle” V. , '‘Bullfight,’’ by Leslie
Stevens, will open Jan. 12 at the
Theatre de Lys, Greenwich Village,
N. Y. » .... Alice Pearce joins: the
cast of “John Murray Anderson’s
Almanac” tonight (Wed.), succeed-
ing Kay Medford, who has with-
drawn to go into the incoming
“Lullaby” . . ". Macdonald Carey
will star in “Anniversary Waltz” . .

.

Gala Ebin ha& gone to the Coast
to confer with Vernon Duke, Jerry
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee on
the script of “Dilly,” their musical
adaptation of Theodore Pratt’s
novel, “Miss Dilly Says No,’’ which
she will produce next season . . ..

Katherine Benedict, a model and
sister of actress Regina Benedict,
lost both cfeet in a train accident
in Boston, Dec. 18.

Donald Buka returned to the
U.S. yesterday (Tues.) after six
months in Europe, during which
time he made three TV films in
Rome for John Mantley. and Andre
Luotto . . . S. M. Handelsman, re-
cently appointed managing director
of the Philadelphia Playhouse-in-
the-Park, planed to the Coast Mon-
day (28) to line up stars for the
tent operation, which begins a 13-
play series early in June,. .Donald
Cook will star in “The Moon Is
Blue” at the Capitol Theatre, St.
Petersburg, week of Jan. 11 and
not Donald Woods, as erratumed.

Sally Wilensky made production
assistant on “Girl In Pink Tights”
. . . Jeanmaire, of same show, to
be one of the two interviewees
on Ed Murrow’s CBS-TV “Person
To Person” show. Friday night (.1)

. . . Dodie Smith's own adaptation
of her bestseller,. “I Capture the
Castle,” is set for King’s Theatre,
Glasgow, Jan. 25, with Virginia Mc-
Kenna and George Relph starring.

Producer Leland Hayward planed
to Europe over the weekend for a
vacation, and plans to see the shows
in London and Paris. . .Judy Holli-
day may take, over as star of “Won-
derful Town” when Rosalind Rus-
sell leaves the show at end of this
season.

New adaptation of Moliere’s
“Doctor in Spite of Himself,” by
Kathleen Cooper and Gaylord
Marf, opens Friday (1) at the Gal-
lery Theatre, Hollywood, with Marr
directing. 4** ** *“ »* * 1, » 4 It « » J » » 4 > *

'
I

1.

Rodgers 8c/Hammerstein, already the producers of “King,end I” and
“Seven Year Itch” fit London 'and “Soiith. Pacific” on-tout) in. England
have arranged to present “Teahouse off the August Moon” there in
association with Maurice Evans and George Schaefer. They also plan
to do “Kismet” in the West End, presumably at the. Drury Lane, fol-
lowing the current run of “King and I.” This may mean that H & r
don’t figure t>n a West End production of their current Broadway hit
“Me and. Juliet.”

Plan whereby legit producers might recover a substantial part of
their production costs4before a play is presented on Broadway is being
talked up by Box Office Television, Inc., promoters of theatre . TV
events. Under a formula devised by Edgar Rosenberg, former NBC
producer now allied with BOTV, the closed-circuit company is seeking
to present Broadway plays on a national film theatre, hookup before
their preems on the Main Stem.

Thinking behind thfe plan is that if film, theatres offer a substantial
guarantee for" the legit attractions, a producer mightv secure a sub-
stantial return before the play is subjected to the scrutiny-ofrth© New
York critics, Rosenberg, who has already sounded out many of the
unions involved, has also talked with various legit producers. ...

’Opinion is apparently divided. Some, argue that a Broadway stage
play has little to sell until the New York opening has branded it a
hit. On the other hartd legit interests are not writing the plan off as
impossible. Any scheme that would open new revenues is just too
beguiling.

m \
•• *

- • ...
Playbill for the recent tryout engagement of “Remarkable Mr. Pen-

nypacker,” at the Parsons, Hartford, carried a program note describing
the show as “the first cornet to be launched by a new and wonderful
play producing galexy (sic)—Producers Theatre, Inc. It continued with

*

individual capsule biogs of the three directors, realtor Robert W.
Dowling; fealtor-producer Roger* L. Steverts and producer Robert
Whitehead. It concluded, “It is evident from the foregoing that the
American theatre’s future depends on these three men. We feel hoh-
ored that they have; chosen the city of Hartford as the site of the
world premiere of their first production.” Unquote.

“John Murray Anderson’s Almanac,” financed at $200,000 by pro-
ducei's Michael Grace, Stanley Gilkey and Harry Rigby,- reportedly
cost about $260,000 to bring in, with out-of-town tryout losses primarily
responsible fpr the overage. All the extra coin,. as well as a major,
portion of the

,
regular capital, is understood to have, been ‘ supplied

by Grace, a member; of the steamship family, and his near-relatives.

At a potential capacity .of slightly over $50,000, the revue c©n make
about $10,000-$1 1,000 operating profit a week.

Is the new Christmas sedson trend ifi Britain more towards bright
revue than traditional pantomime? Experiment at the Lyceum Theatre,
Edinburgh, suggests that an injection Of new-Style entertainment may
have, far-reaching results. Stewart. Cruikshank, head of Howard &
Wyndham, spent over $75,000 on^Starlight for. You/' production team-
ing Geraldo’s Orch With Chaz Chase, Alan & Blanche Lund, Frances
Day, Jack Radcllffe, etc. Show, with dance band on stage in second
stanza, won the normally staid Playgoers at the Lyceum, many of
whom lieyer see leading vaude acts, and is likely to be repeated at

other British centers next Christmas. ' Plans are being mulled to stage

the revue in London’s West End. International lineup of principals,

plus novel staging by megger Heath Joyce, appealed to theatregoers.

In answer to question in last week’s (23) Legit Bits, “Whatever be-
came, of Yolanda Mero-irion, who headed the New Opera Co.?,”, as
executive director of the Musicians Emergency Fund for the past 20
years, Mrs, Irion is reported very much alive and kicking.

She, Mrs. Lytle Hull and Fritz Kreisler (president and chairman
respectively of the MEF), created over $4,000,000 worth of employment
for musicians and arranged for over 150,000 free music lessons for
veterans through a MEF subsidiary, the Hospitalized. Veterans Music
Service. Another division (the. Artists Veterans Hospital Programs),
Under the guidance of Jean Tennyson, has booked practically every
name artist-rJascha Heifetz, Benny Goodman, Lily Pons, etc.—into VA
Hospitals across the country. Plans are' now buzzing for a New Opera
production as well as next year’s activities for the MEF.

A brochure of special interest to show- biz readers has just been
issued by the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress. The 91-
page booklet, selling for $1, comprises Vol.; 7, Parts 3-4, No. 1 of the
Third Series in the Catalog of Copyright Entries, and it is entitled .

“Dramas and Works Prepared for Oral ..Delivery, January-June, 1953.”
Behind this dry-as-dust label is a complete list of “dramatic” material

submitted for copyright in the specified period. Not only, plays are
included, but also recordings, commercial films, broadcasting scripts,
librettos and public addresses. Each entry is indexed by title, author
and copyright owner.
While most of the current Broadway legit attractions are cataloged,

it is interesting to note unfamiliar titles credited to topflight authors.
For example, Robert Emmet Sherwood, last April 21, Yegisterqd a 3-act
play entitled “The Trial of Pontius Pilate.” John Golden and John
Crosby ajgp revealed as May 28 entries with “Pickled Peppers; or, Old
Octopus,” described as “a new comedy in 3 acts.” Harry Wagstaff
Gribble and Lawrence J. Bolton, May 15, deposited for copyright a
3-act melodrama called “Rest, My Loves.” Guy Reginald Bolton, Feb.
20, protected revisions of a 3-act play, "Angel in Paris.,” previously
registered in 1933 as. “Angel,” derived from a Melchior Lengyei story.
Ruth McKenney’s book, “The Loud Red Patrick,” was copyrighted

as a 3-act play by John Perry Boruff, Feb. 20; while James Hilton,
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, on June 12* registered “Shangri-
La,” book and lyrjes for a 2-act musical based on Hilton’s novel, “Lost
Horizon.”
Joseph (“Arsenic and Old Lace”) Kesselring, May 11, registered a

3-act play called “Surgery Is Indicated”; while on Jan. 26, John Howard
Lawson copyrighted a 3-aeter entitled "Thunder Morning.” Horton
Foote entered “The Rocking Chair,” a 2-acter, Feb. 27.
Arnold Moss, tha actor, and Stella Moss, submitted the text for

‘Story of a Soldier,” a dramatization “to be read, played and danced
in concert form to the music of Igor Stravinsky’s ‘Historie du Soldat,’

”

translated and adapted by the Mosses from the French of C. F. Ramuz
(April 7). Another player, Velnia Royton, collaborating with Don
Lochner, on June 8 protected a 3-act play, “Many Bridges,” Howard
Richardson and Frances Goforth, May 6, entered a 3-act dramatization
of Erskine Caldwell’s novel, “God’s Little Acre”; while Lynn Riggs
deposited the.text of a 2-act musical, “Some Sweet Day,” Feb. 19.

Sophie Treadwell, whose play “Machinal” had Clark Gable in its

cast in 1928, registered a 3-act script entitled “The Siren” on Jan. 13.
Among playwrights whose works are largely, performed by amateurs, -

Wilbur Braun leads the entries with seven titles, published by Samuel
French and by the Walter H. Baker Co. In the “way-off-Broadway”
division, Neil and Caroline Shaffner, Iowa teht-shoW impresarios, have
protected their original. 3-acter called “Natalie Needs a Nightie.”

Easily the most fascinating title registered with /the. Copyright Office
in '53 is “I. Dreamed I Went to the Playtex Ballet in My Maidenform
Bra.” This Is described as “a divertissement,” with.idea and libretto
by Elizabeth Guest Berryhill, music by Gordon Connell, and choreog-
raphy by Jeannde Taylor Herst.

Ballet skips into the catalog with David Lichine’s protection of
“Graduation Ball,” one-act, in French, entered May 6.
Mark Twain (Samuel^Langhorne Clemens) is the source for a number

. .
(Continued on page 60)
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Jg&S2S?2?'$?&Z ‘Camera' Set for London
more definitely logged in on the

upcoming slate, the 1952-54 Chi
III

lpeit season,, now at midpoint, is

sWing-into one-iOf- the-skimpiest- -^I^Tn-a^am^’^nirvainJm
calendars in recent years. Count- ten’s dramatization of Christopher

******* ***** Stories <• will

dozen for the present season. 'The be produced in London next spring

next few months will have t0 see by Gertrude Macy
. and Walter

a flurry of new entries, nowhere Starcke, who presented it for a 262-

immediately in sight, if fhe 1953- performance run on Broadway dur-

roster -is to come anywhere near „ing the 0951*52-- season-.- - They’ll

the 29 shows anchored here "last partner with West End theatreown-

year.
er-manager Donald Alber.v,

Three plays, are definitely. :ert^ Dorothy Tutim, who scored a

route in the next two_ months, _but critical click in Graham Greene's
other than these the, nonzon iopks current drama success, “The Liv-
bleak. “Time-Out for Ginger ar-

ing Room,” will star in the role of
rives at the Harris Jan- _11.^ My gaily Bowlesy played on Broad-
Three Angels comes in February way by Julie Harris, with van Dru-
with ho theatre named as yet. ten repeating his original staging
“Porgy & less” returns to the assignment
rivic Opera House March 1 for a

limited run. •
•

. „
Both “Ginger” and “Angels are

part of the theatre Guild sub-

scription * bundle, and their ar-

rivals will bring the Guild total to

«;iv leaving two vacancies still
,
to

be
’
filled in the eight-show sub-

scription package. The current

season would have been even lean-

er from a volume standpoint had “Can-Can” still playing to

srtSSon
e
*support?

1

*aA?untlrit^
U
t« standee attendance at all perform-

between $28,000 and $30,000 for ances, last week repaid the final

each play. “The Children’s gour,” $50,000 of its $300,000 investment.
in

inSo^three at
The CY Feuer-Ernest H. Martin

the - Sdwyn, undoubtedly would^ /J!
1

.
.

shortly make an

not have made the Windy City in »tial profit distribution, probably

stoD without the Guild commit- $60,000-$70,000. It is netting more

jnent.
than $12,000 a week.

. Longevity Angle For the; four weeks ended Nov.

From the longevity angle, “Sev- 28
> f

he
.

Cole Porter-Abe Burrows

en Year Itch” holds top honors musical grossed $203,800 against a

for the season, currently in its capacity (excluding standees) of

15th week at the Erlanger. Eddie $200,640, for an operating profit of

Bracken-starrer; hopes—to -hold- -$48,665riesr$l,699^5W~Y<5fk State
here until June at least. ‘‘Wish unincorporated business tax. That
You Were Here,” ^ in to-~fourfh brought the net profit to date to
stanza- at the Shubert* has been snn ^jck t* vine cinpo
doing good biz despite unanimous $72,765; It has since repaid the re-

pans from the four local critics, maimng $50,000 of its investment,

but no one connected with the and^the first profit dividend will be

production here is making any issued early in January,

longrange predictions until, the Thejshow is currently in it$JJ4th
January conventioneer response week af the Shubert, N Y.
has been tested.

"An Evening With Beatrice Lil-
, 9 t

lie” opened last night (Mon.) at RhlllP DpbvC ASRE Rid
the Blackstone and is shooting for DM,UC Wlajfb JdOUo D1Q

a minimum of six weeks. “Good
,

'

.
• London, Dec. 29.

Nite, Ladies” arrived at the Great Vivian Blaine, femme, star of the

Northern Saturday (26) oh a low- London version of “Guys and
stakes budget and a . twofer push. Dolls,” turned down an offer to

When. “Ginger”, arrives, the five play the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas,
Shubert houses and the Indie Er- commencing June 9. She hopes to

lanjger, owned by Marcus Heiman, be able to appear there next Sep
will all be alight, at least for a few tember.
weeks. The Shubert’s Selwyn Is Miss Blaine vacates her role in
housing the “Julius Caesar” film, “G&D” on May 28 on the conclu-
which should be good for at least sion of her year’s contract, and
three months. The Civic Opera intends to take a short vacation on
House, which only now and then the Riviera before returning to the
books a musical, runs on practical- States,
ly a seven-days-a-week schedule
with one-nighters,

.
opera and bal-

let. Sadler’s Wells Ballet is cur-
rent.

Theatre ’53 Preps Preem
Of Okla. Medico Story

Dallas, Dec. 29.
'

Theatre ’53 preems “Oracle Junc-
tion” here Monday (4) for a. three-
week run. New drama by Sari Scott
is the fourth of eight new scripts
offered by managing director Mar-
go Jones in the current 30-week
season.

Play is based on the life of Dr.
Michael Shadid, Oklahoma physi-,

cian. Author, whose play, “An Old
pteatrtJp Woman preemed here at
Theatre ’49, is here 'for the “June-

opening.tion-’

“King and I,” which ends its
Broadway fun next April 10, lias
earned $756,330 profit as of last
Oct. 31. The distributed profit is

$700,000 thus far, divided 40-60
between, the management

.
and

backers, representing 117% profit
on the $360,000 investment. Back-
ers get the extra 10% share, but
don’t participate in the film or for-
eign rights.

N
For the five weeks ended Oct. 31,

the Rodgers & Hammerstein mu-
sical grossed, almost $213,000 and
earned $29,042 operating profit.

After distribution of profit, the re-
maining assets included $10,625 ad-
vances,. $25,000 cash reserve and
$20,667 balance available.
The musical version of Margaret

Landon’s “Anna and the King of
Siam” novel, with Yul Brynner as
star, is currently in its 144th Week
at the St. James, N.Y.

Bat Shares Royalties
Robert Fryer; producer of “Won-

derful Town,” has abandoned plans
to

1 do the show in London, but will

get- the management’s customary
share of the author royalties from

.

such a presentation. Agreement
to that effect was reached last

week by the producer and, libret-

tists Joseph
.
Fields and Jerome

Chodorov, composer Leonard Bern-
stein and..lyricists Betty—Comden
and Adolph Green. The ^authors
are reportedly negotiating .with

various London managements for a

West End edition of the musical.
Fryer’s option on the British

rights were up for renewal, but he
wante^ an extension of the time
limit on a London production, on
the plea that there are no imme-
diate prospects of a suitable the-

atre becoming available. When the
request was denied, he decided to

let the option go, merely retaining
the standard producer share in

the author’s royalties. There was
a disagreement whether Fryer’s op-

tion had expired before he gave
notice, but that was amicably set-

tled last week.

In Balto Sub Setup
Novel setup is being used by the

Baltimore Sun in handling its

drama and film departments, pend-
ing the appointment of a perma-
nent successor to Donald Kirkley.
Latter was recently shifted to tele-

vision editor after many years as
legit-picture editor-critic.

:

For the present, three members
of the City staff, R. H. Gardner,
-Patrick—Skencr'Carling aird Jan-
etta Somerset, are alternating in

charge of the Sunday drama-film
section, as well as rotating the
reviewing of legit and screen open-
ings.; Eventually, the idea is to

give one of the trio the regular
critic-editor assignmeht.

Unusually elaborate physical

production for “By the Beautiful

Sea” has created a theatre booking
problem. Although plans call for
the musical to go into - rehearsal
Ja il

.

'

17. and have its Broadway
opening March 25, producers
Robert; Fryer and Lawrence Carr
have been unable to contract for
a New York bouse.

With “King and I” scheduled to
close April 10 at the St. James,
that theatre will be available;
However, its backstage specifica-
tions; are reportedly too. small to
accommodate the “By/the Beautiful

(Continued :on_page-56)—
Trial for Everybody

Newspaper copyreaders and
printers are apparently due for one
of their periodic spelling bee
binges over the title of “The Caine
Mutiny

.

Court Martial,” Herman
Wouk’s tlramatizatioirof a chapter
from his “Caine Mutiny’’ bestseller.

There’s already been local confu-
sion during the show’s .engage-
ments on its current tryout tour.

Producer Paul Gregory has au-
thorized the spelling as “Court
Martial” for the Playbill and in all

publicity releases, etc., in connec-
tion with the engagement at the
Plymouth, N.Y., opening Jan. 20.

However, the ABC ads for the run
will spell it “Court-Martial,” with
a hyphen. But just to complicate
things, the spelling is usually
“Courtmartial” (one word) when
the printing is in script form. On
the road r it occasionally 1 was used
as one word, even in block letter-

ing.

Princeton, N. J., Dec. 29.

Takeover last week of McCarter
Theatre .by Princeton U, from the
Triangle Club, and the university's
plans for future legit- presenta-

Klons^have excited—much interest
in professional show biz circles as
well as at Princeton and other col-

legiate centres. It’s believed to be
the first tirhe. Certainly in the east,

for a university owning, a theatre
to back a commercial legit enter-
prise, and to import a professional
for the purpose. ... —

University has appointed vet
barn and company manager^ Rich-_

|"srd~ Skinner "general manager “ol

the theatre, whose duties will be
to supervise operation of the house
and arrange bookings of pre-Broad-
way tryouts and road shows. Five
weeks each fall will be given to
the Triangle Club, for its annual
production; balance of season
Skinner will book in concert and
ballet attractions as well as legit.

Longhair stuff will run early in
the week, legits, on weekends
(Thursdays through Saturdays).
Skinner will have faculty, status,

though not teaching or carrying
scholastic rank.

College feels that the. sciences
are.; getting sufficient attention,
with the humanities somewhat
neglected. It wants to stress the
humanities.- and feels it can ex-
press this best,via the professional'
theatre.
' So Princeton is in show busi-
ness. For a starter, it’s put up
$10,000 for a facelift of the bouse,
repainting it, fixing it up backstage,
etc. Skinner has a generous budgei
for promotion, exploitation in the
surrounding area, etc.. College,, is

propping on a longterm basis to

establish the town as a legit cen-
tre. It wants to build the theatre
up as part of the community and
college. Other schools will watch
tbe-experiment rlosely:

——
:

—

Joshua Logan, Princeton grad
(Continued on page 56)

‘Dolls’ Back Into Black

After showing an Operating loss
for the previous four-month period,
‘Guys and Dolls” got back into
profitable operation for the four-
week period ended Oct. 31. Broad-
way and touring production of the
Frank Loesser, Jo Swcrling and
Abe. Burrows musical have since
been merged and the combined
troupe is currently on the road;
..For the four-week span during
October, the New York company
earaed $11,870 operating! profit,
plus $3,838 from the sale of Decca
recordings, Swedish royalties, sou-
venir programs, etc. That brought

,

e l°tal profit on the original pro-
duction to $927,291 to date. For the
saine period the touring edition

ii
on operation, plus

ft*01!1 souvenir program
sales, less $5,688 additional pfoduc-

J’®"
expenses. That brought the

to$794 in
°n *be secon<* company

net profit on the two com-
of Oct. 31 was thus

MdI? -

408 ' The Cy Feuer-Ernest H;

i ?o
n
,
pIesentati0n hits distributed

SSS&9?- profit thus far, on its

dS°°° ‘^vestment. Another divi-

S’i pro
.

bably $50,000, will bepa<* ln mid-January.

OUT NEXT

48th

Another Drive Doe On i

ATPAM Mood Clause;

Season’s Quota Filled

A drive to eliminate the new
blood clause in the Assn, of The-
atrical Press Agents & Managers*
minimum basic agreement with the
League of NY, Theatres, is due
soon. Ben Boyar, head of ATPAM’s
managers group, plans to reacti-
vate the managers apprentice com-,
mittee within two or three w’eeks
with the intention of doing away
with the clause. The Committee has
been inactive most of this. year.

Blood clause enables producers
to propose a total of three new
members seasonally for entry into
the union, without going through
an apprenticeship period. Previous
efforts to knock out the clause
have been defeated by the League.
The quota of members eligible

for admittance into the union un-
der the blood clause has been
filled for this season. Trio of new
members are Oscar Olesoh,
Charles N. Mooney and Edward
Woods. Oleson is doubling as gen-
eral manager and company man-
ager for ’’Remarkable Mr; Penny-
packer,’’while Mooney .and Woods
are company managers, respective-
ly’, for “Dear Charles” and “Star-
cross Story’.” Woods, incidentally,
was co-producer With Gen Geno-
vese of the 1952 flop, “Buttrio
Square.” Additional candidates
for entry into ATPAM under the
clause will not be eligible for mem-
bership until next Labor Day.

SUGAR SAM, SHIRLEY’S

MOPPET ASSIST IN ‘SEA’
Sugar Sani, an eight-year-old

Negro singer-dancer, - has been
signed to make his Broadway debut
in “By the Beautiful Sea.” He’ll

play a Coney Island Urchin who
performs for penny-tossing midway
patrons. One of the latter will be
the show’s star, Shirley Booth, and
the script will have the latter be-

coming so enthusiastic that she

joins the moppet in a song-and-
dance.

Also set for the musical are Mae
Barnes, Negro comedy singer cur-

rently^making a nitcry appearance
at Bon Soil*, N.Y.; Robert Russell

Bennett as arranger, and Jay

Blackton as pit conductor. Wilbur
Evans will sing the male lead.
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Plays on
Bead Pigeon

Hftrald Bromley Jt Hall* Stoddard pro-

duction of melodrama- in threo oct* «lv»

acenea) by^Lenard Kantor. Featurea Uoyd
Bridges. Joan Lorring, James .Gregory.

Staged by Bi omley; aettlng. WUllam and

Jean Eckart. At Vanderbilt, N.Y., Dec.

23, ,*53; $4.80 top ($6 opening), _
tt. Monahan . ....—

•

•**")*

Sherry Parker . .......... J®*™ Lorring

Det. Ernost Brady ........ Lloyd Bridges
•

.
i

’

.

-With production costs so ruinous,

it's natural that authors and pro-

ducers should feel impelled to take

a shot at tiny-east, single-set plays.

After all,“Voice of the Turtle”

made a killing, didn’t it? •

But not even minimum produc-

tion and operating expenses are

likely to prolong the lifespan of

‘Dead Pigeon” very much. For
Lenard Kantor 1$ no John van
Druten and his play is anything

"but a revival of “Turtle,” even on
Its own modestly -lowlife level. It

may have the makings of ah action

fllm—programmer-^-and is a pros-

pect for stock. It’s a natural for

adaptation as video half-hour.

The reference to “Turtle” isn’t

solely because “Pigeon” is a three
character piece. It, too, has a sit-

uation involving aii infatuatlon-at-

first-sight, but treated in terms cf

underworld melodrama. The yarn
is supposedly based on the Abe
Reles case, in which a material
Witness against Murder, Inc., was
a mysterious suicide while in pro-

tective custody in a Coney Island
hotel.
The key figure in “Pigeon” is

the jailbird former moll of a re-

cently-erased gangster. She’s been
temporarily sprung from the klink
by the DA., and her guardians are
a couple of corrupt. gumshoes. pal
goes for one of the guys and vice-

versa for a one-night stand, while
the other cop lurks in an adjoining
room waiting the chance to rub out
the doll before she can sing. Comes
the dawn and the kitten-and-mice
affair is resolved in a realistically-

staged scuffle between the coppers
. This painstakingly, padded minor-
key opus is tastefully presented
with Joan Lorring giving a varied
expressive performance as the
tough chippie with a heart of gold
Lloyd Bridges making a creditable
Broadway debut as the easygoing
detective who takes th

v

e mobs
bribes but balks at murder, and
James Gregory- as his mild-seeming
but ruthless superior. Co-producer
Harald Bromley has staged the

{

>iece in . a properly seqondrate-
ooking hotel room setting by Wil-
liam and Jean Eckart. Hobe.

start, Is also fine When she settles

down as the real- Brazilian heiress.

Re& O’Malley is priceless as the
harassed butler; Jacques Aubu-
chon is fine as a pompous, silly

guardian; Robert Lansing and Ter-
ence Kilbum are,good as the, love-
struck collegians ana' 'Lori Match
and Sarah Marshall are; appealing
(though sometimes indistinct) as
their soulmates. Patricia Wheel is

also an ornament. Eiheline Roche’s
costumes and Raoul Pene Du Bois*

sets are authentic, and Jess Kim-
mel .rates' a boost for a probably
large share of staging as assistant
director. But it’s Ferrer’s night (or

fortnight) and he tears the place
apart with his inspired, lace-clad
shenanigans. _ Bron.

Sing Till Tomorrow
Dorothy Natter production of drama In

two acts, by Jean Lowenthal. Features
John Marley. Michael- Sheehan, Eileen
Ryaii Staged by Basil Langton; scenery
and lighting. Ralph Alawang. Incidental,
song,

-

,TSlng.TUI Tomorrow/' sung by Vir-
ginia Bradley. At Royale, N.Y., Dec. 28,
'S3; $4.80 top ($8 opening).
Evle ... .......... Eileen Ryan
Hank , -John Marley
A. J;’ Alexander .. Raymond Bailey
Dan Michael Sheehan
Fred Lyon ........

.

4 ..... r Edward Cary
Nick D1 Giorgio : Ted Campbell
George : Faulkner ...... Maurice Brenner
John Lowery Arthur Oslriag
Sue Alexander ......... Virginia Bradley.
Jake Levin . . .......

.

... . -Wolfe BarzelL

. 1$ of tlw epldai.

Neper Mind the Star :

The Playwright Who
Made ' Him Needs a

Boost-Up

or Intoriitliiq editorial footoro
:

In Hi#

48th Anniversary ISumber
of

OUT NEXT WEEK

Good Xltc Lftdies
Chicago, Dec. 26. .

GtcS Productions (Dan CotdberF aha
Jules Pfeiffer)

.
production of comedy In

three, acts by Avery Hopwood. Features
Jack Sheehan. Jack Le Maira. At Great
Northern, Chi, Dec. 39* *33; $4.20 top.

Myrtle Jean Arnold
Dodle Tarleton ........... Jane Roberta
Kitty Bonner ............. Elsie Kerbln
Mike Bonner ............ Jack Le Maire
Alicia Blake . ... ...... ... .. . Barbara Zale
Fred Blake John Perich
Professor Matthewe .. . . Jack. Sheehan
Anna ............. •• Joale Drew
Kathy ............ ... . Patricia Garber
La Bouche ............. Josephine Racltl

Policeman ............... Rudolph Pejtka

Ciiarley’sAant
N.Y. City Theatre Co. presentation of

comedy revival in three acts by Brandon
Thomas. Stars Jose Ferrer. Peggy Wood.
Kent Smith; features Patricia Wheel, Rex
O'Malley. Jacques Aubuchon. Sarah Mar-
shall. Lori March. Directed by Ferrer.
Sets, Raoul Pene Du Bois; costumes. Eme-
tine Roche; assistant director. Jess Kim-
mel. At City Center. N.Y.. Dec. 22, *53;

$3.60 top.
Brasseit ... Rex O’MaUey
Jack Chesney Robert Lansing
Charles Wykeham Terence Kllburn
Lord Fancourt Babberley. .. .Jose Ferrer
Kitty Verdun Lori March
Amy Spettigue Sarah MarshaU
Col. -Sir Francis Chesney . Kent Smith
Stephen Spettigue Jacques Aubuchon
Farmer Richard Cowdery
Donna Lucia D*Alvadorez. . . Peggy Wood
Ela Delaha.v Patricia 'Wheel
Maud Beverly Dennis

. For plays like “Sing Till Tomor-
row” there should be an explana-
tory note in the program. “This is

a free country,” it might read.
“Anyone is allowed to call himself
an author and write absolutely im-
possible scripts; Moreover, anyone
can produce such a play, provided
enough misguided backers supply
the necessary capital.”
: But in a free country, no one has
to endure cruel and unusual pun-
ishment, so only professional first-

nighters are compelled to attend
minor disasters like “Sing Till
Tomorrow.” ActQrs, a notoriously
optimistic breed, invariably get
trapped in the proceedings. But the
long-wary public usually senses
danger, and stays safely away.
For the record, “Sing Till To-

morrow” is a sort of demented
version of “Death of a Salesman,”
with a touch of son-loves-young-
stepmother theme. The triangle in-
cludes a day-dreaming, has-been
pharmacist, his resentful would-be-
playwright son and a new, adven-
ture-craving wife. The dim-lit
locale includes the drugstore, a
backroom and upstairs bedroom.
Doubtless there’s some meaning
beneath the huge gobs of symbolic,
-stilted verbiage.

Since everyone involved is made,
to look very bad, consult the agate
credits above for individual names.

Hobe.

For the w indup of what has been
a real virtuoso stint—rehearsing
and acting in four widely-diverse
productions in eight weeks,, while
directing three of them—Jose Fer-
rer is rollicking for a fortnight in
that old chestnut, Brandon Thomas’
“Charley’s Aunt.” Ferrer resur-
rected the oldie for a successful
Broadway run in 1940, and is now
paying his irreverent respects to it

again this holiday-tide.

Farce about prissy collegians at
Oxford in 1892 and the stilted way.,
they went about their love affairs— utilizing a classmate dressed as
a prim old lady to be their chap-
eron—is ^pretty oldhat by now, and
loudly creaks. In a musical version—Ray Bolger did it charmingly bn
Broadway in 1948 as “Where’s
Charley ?’’—it’s acceptable enter-
tainment. Played straight in the
olden farce style, as here, it’s

awfully dated. It would be hard to
take, except for the antics of Fer-
rer.

Behaving as if he had nothing on
his mind (or in it), and apparently
not at all fatigued by the rigors of
the last six weeks, Ferrer runs a
gamut of burlesque as the young
lord dressed up as a Brazilian mil-
lionairess. Clowning all over the
place, with no trick or bit of stage
business too lowdown or farcical
to bypass,, actor pulls but all the
comedy stops, to bring constant

f
irins, smiles or deep howls of
aughter. A field day for him, it is
a delight for the customers.

Supporting cast is just that* al-
though they’re all highly skilled
actors, giving each role a flourish
and distinction. Kent Smith is espe-
cially good as the army colonel
Willing to marry the pseudo-mil-
lionairess to rehabilitate the fam-
ily fortunes. Peggy Wood, althougha • _i « 1 1 . a « . » ••• . - •

frisky and a little inaudible at the nore Ulric, star.

The Seven Year Iieli
(Fulton, N. Y.)

With Tom Ewell on vacation;
Eddie Albert has been pinch-hit-
ting as star of this George Axel-
rod comedy. Albert will, wind: up
his subbing stint Saturday (2),
after having essayed the role for
a three-week period. Ewell is
slated to return to the cast Mon-
day (4).

. Choice of Albert to portray the
timorous husband, who after seven
years of marriage has his first
adulterous fling, was a good one.
Axelrod’s script is loaded with
yock material and Albert does a
solid job in' putting across the
playwright’s' lines and situations.
In a role that has him on stage
throughout the entire proceedings,
Albert hits home with his delinea-
tion of a meekish guy, whose con-
science and overactive imagination
turn an amorous affair in a laugh-
fest.

Other than Albert, there have
been no major . changes in the cast,
since the play’s preem over a year
ago. Vanessa Brown, Robert Em-
hardt, Neva Patterson and George
Keane hold up as definite assets

Jess.

iflf

Keys : C ( Coimedy ) ,
D ( Drama )

,

CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue ),MC ( Musical Comedy), MD (Mu
sical Drama), O (Opera).
.Confidential Clerk (O—Henry
Sherek-Producers’ Theatre prod.;
E. Marton Browne, dir.; Ina Claire,
Claude Rains, Joan Greenwood,
stars.

Corlolanus (D)—T. Edward Ham
bleton & Norris Houghton (Phoe-
nix Theatre) prods.; John House-
man, dir.; Robert Ryan, star.

Girl in Pink Tights (M)—Shep-
hard Traube, Anthony B. Farrell,
prods.; Traube, dir.; Rene Jean
maire, Charles Goldner, stars.
Immoralist (D) — Billy Rose,

prod ; Herman Shumlin, dir.; Ger-
aldine Page, Louis Jourdan, stars.
. Lullaby (D)—Jerome Mayer, Irl
Mowery, prods.; Mayer, dir.; Mary
Boland, star.

Mardi Gras (D)—'Anthony Pa-
rella, prod.; Peter Kass, dir.; Le

Szell Excels in New Met
~

‘Tannhauser’ But Casting

Puts Corb on Production

The Metropolitan Opera offered

a new production of Wagner’s

‘Tannhauser” at its N.Y; show-

place last Saturday (26), the first

“Tanrihaiiser” since March, 1948,

and one given in the original “Dres-

den” instead of the so-called

“Paris” version. George •- Szell;

musical
1

director
.
of the Cleveland

Orchestra, was in the pit, return-

ing as guest maestro after seven

years* absence. And this fact, de:

spite the generally favorable tone

of, the daily reviewers, *was the

oiily important news of the pres-

entation for this reviewer.
Szell’s stick mastery; authority

and intensity wrought wonders
with orchestra and stage for what
would haye been a distinguished

offering, if casting had been satis

factory. Overture alone brought
bravos from the crowded house.
Thereafter matters were haphaz-
ard. Ramon Vinay,. the Tannhau-
ser; singing with a cold (why no
sub?), strained and cracked in the

middle register, and was weak and
thin in the upper stretches.

Margaret Harshaw, the Elisa-

beth, is such an ungainly, oversized
creature as to be anything but con-
vincing as a heroine. Her opening
“Dich theure Halle” was loud and
brassy, although thereafter the so-

prano settled down to some fine

singing. Astrid Varnay’s Venus
was also desultory. George' Lon-
don was a distinguished Wolfram,
Jerome Hines a fine Landgraf,
Brian Sullivan, a good Walther and
Roberta Peters a refreshing shep-
herd.

Choreography by Zachary Solov
for the Venusberg scene was any-
thing but distinguished, being imi-
tative and musical-comedyish. Rolf
Gerard’s new sets and costumes
were a highlight. But Szell’s ba-
toning topped everything and un-
der other circumstances would
have made this a great show.

Bron.

is outstanding *g the cleric’s gentle
imperturbable wife, and Lynne
Gorman: capably essays the rather
thankless role of his niece, who
describes his parish as having both
the highest .church attendance and
illegitimacy rate in all Scotland.
Lew Davidson neatly portrays a
roving-eyed soldier and the thinker
who conjures up the Devil is done
quite well by William Shatner.

t, Gard.

Princeton
SS Continued from page 55s

who sold the school on hiring
Skinner, has promised the latter

his next show for a Princeton try-

out. Jose Ferrer, another grad,
hopes to play his first “Hamlet”
there next season. Great problem,
of course, will be getting shows as
the. road wanes. But Skinner will
try to get new shows as another
tryout town.

There’ll be no summer activity
as present, due to lack of air-con-
ditioning. (School hopes to raise
the needed $40,000 for this some-
time)., Meantime, it will put .

all

profits back into the theatre. The-
atre was built in 1930 for $450,000
(of which the Triangle Club con-
tributed $150,000) and was at first

operated successfully by the Club.
In recent seasons, though, it’s lost

coin, and the university finally

took
;
it oyer. Bob Ingham, barn

manager and onetime John C. Wil-
son assistant, has been engaged as
Skinner’s assistant.

About 12 or 15 years ago,
Princeton was a hot weekend try-
out spot, but this activity dried up.
Skinner himself was at Princeton
about 10 years ago as manager of
a summer setup at McCarter, but
this operation lasted only a couple
of summers. Skinner is a Harvard
grad.

If Chicago wants to be. known
for all times as the hick capital of
the country, it only K.s to play
host to this mangy mongrel for an-
nther long span like it did back In
1942-43, when “Good Nite. Ladies”
stuck for an oven 100 weeks. This
is the third time back, show having
spent 11 weeks here in 1944.

This dingy farce, despite its

“sexy” ads, is about as suggestive
as latrine Opigrams. But with an 1

overhead neatly as low as in humor
and with Minsky’s Rialto now shut-
teted for the burlesque fans, this

affair probably will again get a
play^from the gawkers, >

:

The peg on which the assortment
of poor gags and peekabod skits is

hung has to do with the teaching
of the facts of life to a middle-aged
professor. The first act is espe-
cially deadly, cluttered with such
lines as VI see you’re wearing that
sweater for two very good reasons.”
The response opening night prac-
tically rocked the Great Northern
with silence.

Things perk up in tlie second act,
in a women’s steam baith, with the
professor, and his mentor charging
around in femme wigs and skirts
for the obvious situations. There is.

some fairly good slapstick here by
Jack Le Maire, playing, the mail of
the world, and Jack Sheehan, play-
ing the prof. This sketch also in-
cludes a striptease by Josephine
Raciti, complete with bumps and
grinds-rmild by West Madison St.
standards, and not as well appre-
ciated here as, say, in Cedar
Rapids, la.

Final act finds the prof con-
converted into a wolf with specs
who takes charge of the young stu-
dent, adequately portrayed by Jane
Roberts, who’s been holding out
the lamp for him since the opening
curtain. Major byplay in this act
revolves around the prof and the
exotic, who get their zippers en-
tangled. The double-entendres here
are about as subtle as a kick in the L
groin.

.

Other than the aforementioned,
who evidence some good comedic
timing, the best that can be- said
for other cast members is that they
know their lines; Elsie Kerbin,
listed as “assistant to the pro-
ducers,” was a last-minute replace-
ment for Roberta Royce, named in
the program to play the part of Le
Maire’s spouse. Barbara Zale and
John Pesich play the second cou-
ple who assist in the prof’s educa-
tion. Minor players are on only
briefly.

Production uses no scenery, with
drapes functioning as the back-
drops. Same living room props,
totaling some half-dbzen pieces, are
used in the first and third acts.

Dave.

. The Blood la Strong
Toronto, Dec. 8.

Leonard Crainford production o( rom<
edy drama in three acts by Lister Sin-
clair. Stars Frank Peddle, Ruth. Spring,
fqrd. Directed by Leonard White. At
Ryeraon. Toronto. Dec. 3, *93; $3 top.

This is a regional play, light on
action but staunch in poetic writ-
ing, which deals with that period
in Canadian history when Highland
families were emigrating, here from
Scotland during the 19th century.
On nostalgia and sentiment, it

treats of the older Scots who have
a homesickness for the homeland,
versus the younger members of the
family who enthusiastically believe
they can make a new, uncompeti-
tive future in a new world.

Despite the lack of violent on-
stage action (this recompensed by
offstage allusions to personal trag-
edy)^ Lister Sinclair has written an
intimate family play embodying
that kindly charm which; fictional-

ly but traditionally, marks any
writing dealings with the Scots as
with the' Irish. Here is the keen
sense of subdued humor, thrifty
values, dependence

:
on . Biblical

truths, and solid admiration of the
worths of education for the fulfill-

ment of life's enjoyment.

“The Blood Is Strong” holds
plenty of wit and charm, enhanced
by the crusty but warm-hearted
generosity of Frank Peddle, the
family patriarch, and Ruth Spring-
ford, as the patient pioneer wife;

In a Daniel Boone getup, complete
With jcoonskih cap, JahteS Doohan
slips up as the leather-stocking
lover who woos the daughter (Mar-
garet Griffin) to accompanying him
to a life on . the trap-lines. But
Hugh Webster, as the dimwitted
brother always changing to other
professions for further

.
money-

griibbing profits in a new land, is

superb on comedy values. Neat
work is also propelled, vocally and
on physical presence, by the blond
Miss Griffin.
The first act is slow but the other

tyro shape up on dramatic tech-

nique and domestic conflict, though
that third act anticlimax of the
drowning Of the son could be
eliminated, with curtain coming
down on Peddie’s thankful reading
of the

.
Bible passage .for benefits

received. Sinclair’s poetic writing,

plus the leisurely directional pace
of Leonard White, makes for a

quiet, enjoyable evening in the

theatre, but the play has no Broad-
way. or pix possibilities. On parts

characterization,
,
however, it is

right up the little theatre alley.

.
McStay.

New Producing Outfit
A newly-formed legit producing

outfit, Ward Win Productions, has
been formed in New York, with
Eddie Hyans as exec producer.

Hyans, an actor, was last seen
on Broadway in “The Rose Tattoo.”

Mr. Bolfry
.. _ ,

Ottawa, Dec. 22.
^
Canadian Repertory Theatre productionof fantasy in two acts ( four scenes ) byJames Bridie. Directed by Eispeth Coch-

Settings by Penelope Geldart. Atrane.
f _ II

—
. O- MClUfll l,

$2 50 top
ACademy* °ttftWa* Dec - 15. *53;

CRT’s fifth production of the
season; warmly received at the
opening, is a London success of Sev-
eral years ago by the late Scottish
physician-playwright James Bridie.
It s an uneven, patchwork play
with a great many lively lines and
a unique gimmick- clerical-col-
lared character who enters amid
an explosion and introduces him-
self as the minister of a kirk in:
Hell.

The “Reverend” Mr. Bolfry then
proceeds, by agreeing with his fun-
damentalist thunderings, to win
the assent of a dour Scots cleric
(effectively played by William
Hutt) to permitting him, cassock-
clad, to preach a sermon. In it he
denounces his. host’s religion in
specific,, rather Shavian particulars.
This role is played with poise and
polish, but with somewhat too lit-
tle subtlety by Harold Burke.
Eispeth Cochrane, from the Glas-
gow Citizens Theatre, directed
with crispness and warmth,

“Mr. Bolfry” crackles frequently
with universal humor, and should
be Well worth doing by off-Broad-
way and strawhat groups. And the
ope set, well done here by Pene-
lope Geldart, presents no great
problems.

All seven roles are important,
even the maid’s, which Lynn Wil-
son handles with some linsureness
but well on the whole. Amelia Hall

Booking ‘Sea’
555 Continued from page M 5=

Sea” settings, which include a

merry-go-round and a realistic-

looking seashore background. So
it might; be necessary to delay or

extend the tryout tour to postpone

the “Sea” premiere to the week of

April 12.

The Imperial, also a Shubert
house, is figured ideal for “Sea,”

but “John Murray Anderson’s Al-

manac” is apparently set for a run

there. Moreover, the latter show's

theatre contract is said to contain

a special clause, protecting it

against being moved to another

house. Winter Garden has a .fix-

ture in Fryer’s current production,

“Wonderful Town/’ and the Broad-

way and Century, other. Shubert

musical houses, are regarded as

less desirable locations.

Ziegfeld, owned by Billy Rose,

is apparently set indefinitely with

“Kismet.” The Hellinger, owned
by Anthony B. Farrell, is already

booked for “The .Girl in Pink

Tights,” even if its backstage were

large enough to handle “Sea.” The
46th Street, owned by City Play-

houses, is also limited backstage,

besides having a prior booking in

“Ondine.”

So it’s apparently up to Fryer

and Carr to persuade Michael

Grace, Stanley Gilkey and Harry

Rigby, producers of “Almanac, ’ to

agree to move their revue to the

St. James, so he can have the Im-

perial for “Sea.” Or designer Jo

Mielziner may have to simplify the

set for the first act finale of “Sea

to fit the production into the St.

James.
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The N.Y. City Theatre Co, is winding* up an unusual season at N Y ’s

City Center this weefcr-an eight-week drama season which saw four
plays presented in.repertory, with Jose Ferrer as chief actor, director
and sparkplug, and Jean Dalrymple as production coordinator.

Terrific job Ferrer and his associates have done, working for Equitv
-roinimums or no pay stall* rehearsing while acting, getting up in long
parts for a fortnight run each—has occasioned much comment in the
trade. Fact that Ferrer s offorts are expected to net the Center about
$100,000 in much-needed funds, which will help it out of some present
financial difficulties and assist in carrying on the current opera and
ballet seasons, hasn’t gone unnoticed. Press generally has been paying
tribute to the star* With special salutes from the discerning critics in
last week’s reviews of “Charley’s Aunt,” the windup production

••Ferrer and his associates have all made financial sacrifices to appear
in four revivals

,

at City Center this season,” said the N.Y, Mirror’s
Robert Coleman. “But for the generosity of players, acting for Equity
minimums, we could not have had minor and major roles played half
so. expertly. To these exponents of a great tradition, we owe a debt
of gratitude.”

Similarly, in his "Charley’s** notice, the N.Y. Times’ Brooks Atkinson
remarked that “the occasion should not- pass without taking note of
what Ferrer has accomplished. During the preceding six weeks he
has acted ’Cyrano de Bergerac,' ‘The Shrike’ and ’Richard III.’ He
has also personally staged three of the productions. They have been
well cast and' acted. They have made the theatre seem like a fresh
exciting, varied form of public art. Since the public has liked them’,
they have put the City Center in the strongest .financial situation of
its 10-year career. From every point of view this has been the best
dramatic season that hospitable institution has had. <

“Many public-spirited people have helped' to make the season stimu-
lating. But Ferrer has been the driving spirit. New York owes him
a vote of thanks. Can’t Grover Whalen present him with an official
carnation on the stage of the City Center? There is still one unfinished
job of ceremony for our departing Grover;”
The News’ • John Chapman, hailing Ferrer as “the ‘ most durable

actor since Punch or Frank and Milt Britton,” added that “this is my
final opportunity to say thanks- to the manly dozens of actors, designers
and workers in Jhe stage crafts who have been so generous with their
talents and time.”
Unalloyed praise for Ferrer, however, hasn’t affected the feeling of

a segment of City Center wellwishers that the season 6f Ferrer hits,
while an admirable stopgap and moneyraiser, isn’t the answer to a
permanent drama setup at the Center on par with the ballet and opera
adjuncts. Chapman expressed that thought in last week’s “Charley’s”
review, by closing with “this is my first opportunity to say that some
other scheme for making productions Of real distinction must be evolved
if the City Center is going to hold to its original high purpose.”
Management .would like Ferrer to return, both for his artistic efforts

as well as his b;o: pull, but he doesn’t know now what his commitments
Will be at this time next* season, and the Center must wait on him
with its plans till then. Feeling is, this is no way to build for the
future,/for a permanent drama setup.

“Kismet,” playing to almost solid

capacity business in its fifth week
at the Ziegfeld* N.Y., is making
around $9,000 profit at its average
weekly gross of $56,000. Musical
version of the old Edward Knob-
lock romantic play cost ' about
$430,000 to bring in, so it would
have to sell but for approximately
a year to recoup.

Elaborate physical production re-
quires a large backstage crew and
there is a sizable cast. In addition,
Alfred Drake’s contract as star is

understood to give him $2,500 guar-
antee, plus 5% of the gross from
$30,000r$35,000, plus 7^% from
$35,000-$40,000 and 10% on every-
thing over $40,000. That comes to
$4,725 on a $56,000 gross. Doretta
Morrow, featured femme lead, re-
portedly ;gets $750, plus a small
percentage bringing her take to
$1,000 at sellout level.

“Wonderful Town,” currently in
its 45th week at the Winter Gar-
den, N.Y., is netting about $8,600-
$9,000 a week on a $55,000 average
gross, with Rosalind Russell get-
ting a straight 10% as star, plus
10% of the profits, and George Ab-
bott receiving 5% of the net in ad-
dition to his regular royalty as di-
rector. “Can-Can,” in its 35th week
at the .Shubert, N.Y., is earning
$U,600-$12,00D on a weekly gross
of $50,900.

(

/“Me and Juliet,” in its 32d week
at the Majestic, N.Y,, made almost
$20,000 a week on *a gross up to
$58,000 Until^ts $354,000 produc-
tion cost was recouped. Fact in that
relatively high return Was that
nichard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d received no royalties

f
s

t

r®sp
.

e?^ve composer . and libret-
.^i'iyricist until the musical was
in the black. However, they now
get their regular 10%.

‘Blondes' on BBC
v . . . London/ Dec. 22.

4n
i olande Donlan, who went back

to America after she was refused

L !
a,?°r, permit to star in “Peter

h
a
P . ^s Christmas, is to he

N
ard

.. in A BBC radio program

i n ^ Year s Eve. She is featured

mo! ^corded version of “Geritle-

Lee
Prefer Blondes” as Lorelei

show will be aired In the

th^
C
i! ^e4

'

Pr<»gr«n. which is

radio
8hafr d®partm*nt 01 British

5-Location Swann Stock

Operation Grosses 128G

In 40 Weeks’ of Playing
Don Swann Jr.’s Hilltop Theatre

operation grossed a total of over
$128,000 in 40 weeks of playing
time in five different locations
during 1953. There were 37 pro-
ductions put on during that period,
with the employment total for the
offerings reaching 2(53, including
actors, technicians and business
staffers.

Included in the five locations

was a six-week run at the Theatre-
in-the Round, Sheraton-Belvedere
Hotel, Baltimore; the 16th consecu-
tive strawhat Season at Hilltop The-
atre, Lutherville, Md.; a seven-
week fall season at Hilltop Theatre,
York, Pa.; the current run at the
Parkway Theatre, Baltimore, and a

short test operation in Ellicott City,

Md.
Top draw at the Sheraton-Belve-

dere was “The Women,” with Mag-
da Gabor. Only other show during
the six weeks of operation to show
a profit was “My Sister Eileen,”

with Patsy Kelly. Lutherville’s two
big grossers were Miss Gabor in

"The Play’s the Thing” and Ilona

Massey in a tryout of “Barely

Proper,” which ran for two weeks.

During the seven-week season at

York, John Newland and Jeffrey

Lynn were the top-drawing names.
The season wound up in the red

and the theatre has since been de-

stroyed by* fire. The first two weeks
at the renovated Parkway Theatre,

Baltimore, which opened Nov. 23,

drew a gross of over $20,250. Jackie

Cooper stars in “Stalag 17” as the

final attraction of the '53 season at

the theatre. Incidentally, a summer
season is being planned for the

Parkway, since the theatre is air-

conditioned^
The test operation in Ellicott

City showed a profit on three pro-

ductions playing two nights each.

Company utilized was composed of

Baltimore talent.

Mata & Hari Prep Concert

.Return for Next Season
Mata & Hari are returning to the

concert field next season after a

year's sabbatical, during which they,

divided their time between televi-

sion and nightclubs.

The Coppicus, Schang & Brown
division of Columbia Artists Mgt.

will book a fall tour of nine weeks

routed from Chicago to the. Coast*

Tour may be extended after Jan.

1, 1955.

Satirical dancers will be sup-

ported by a company of six.

Playing It Safe
,

Tanaquil LeClerq, lead hal- .

lerina with the N. Y. City Bal-
let and wife of its director, •

George Balanchine, is also an
amateur photographer of note.
Complimented last week on
the professional quality of her
camera work, Miss* XeClerq
replied that she - took it very
seriously. “I may have to go in
for it,” she added, “when these,
legs of mine give out.”
The ballerina has j u s t

"

turned 21.

Anthony Brady Farreli rates as
one of the season’s biggest back-
ers of an individual show, with a
$115,000 investment in “The Girl
in Pink Tights.” Musical, which
is being produced

,
by Shepard

Traube, in association with Far-
rell, is capitalized at $250,000. Far-
fell also owns: the Mark Hellinger
Theatre, where the show is sched-
uled to bow Feb. 25. His financial
stake in! the tuner includes bonds
to Actors Equity and similar orgs.

Other backers include souvenir
program agent Arthur Klar, $5,000;
Traube, who’s also: directing the of-

fering, $4,250; . Robert Rockmore,
Traube’s attorney,. $3,750; CBS
exec Oscar Katz, $3,000; John G.
Celia, owner pf the American The-
atre, . St. Louis, $2,500; Floyd Od-
ium, head of Atlas Corp., invest-

ment outfit, and his wife, aviatrix
Jacquelin Cochran, $2,500 each,
and Milton Starr, owner of a chain
of film theatres, $2,500.

Also orch leader - contractor
Meyer Davis, $2,000; Jerome Cho-
dorov, co-author of the musical’s
book with Joseph Fields, $1,750;
theatrical attorney Sidney E.‘

Cohn, $1,250; Marjorie Fields and
Ralph Fields, daughter and son,
respectively, of co-author Fields,

Head of Broadway Angels, Inc:,

$1,250; Joseph H. Hazen and Hal
Wallis, partners in indie film pro-
duction, $1,250 each; Marion B.
Javits,, wife of Congressman Javits,

$1,250; Alexandra C. B. Larmore
and James Larmore, daughter and
son-in-law, respectively, of screen-
writer Charles Brackett, $1,250
each, and TV producer Max Lieb-
man, $1,250.
Among the remaining investors

are Gerald O’Connell, company
manager of the touring edition of
‘Time Out' for Ginger,” $1,250;
Maurice I. Sohn, Traube’s account-
ant, $1,250; Helen Walpole, play-

wright and radio-TV scripter,

$1,250; theatrical insurance agent
David Davidson, $1,000; Mae W.
Jurow, sister-in-law of Marty Ju-
row, William Morris Agency exec.,

$625; copyist Mathilde Pincus,
$625, and producer Ethel Reiner,
$625.

Capitalization of : the Renee
Jeanmaire^Charles Goldner starrer
includes a provision for 20% over-
call.

Other top-coin investors include
Marion Davies, who has $180,000
sunk in “Kismet,” and Michael
Grace, who has $92,000 in “John
Murray Anderson’s Almanac.” Of
Grace’s investment, $37,500 is un-
der his own name, while $54,500 is

understood to have been put up by
him under the name of a repre-
sentative.

i

Due to AM-TV: Thomson
Minneapolis, Dec. 29.

Opera has become the darling: of

the : serious music field, according

to Virgil Thomson, American com-

poser and author and N, Y. Herald

Tribune music^critic.

Here for an appearance with the

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra

as a guest conductor, Thomson said

that the great rise in opera popu-

larity is probably due to the fact

that the Metropolitan Opera’s ra-

dio broadcasts “have started
.
to

bear rich fruit” and that TV pre-

sentations of opera are proving so

successful.

. “The real roots of the movement
are, however, in opera workshops
in. every part of the country,” he
asserted. “When I visit various

communities to speak, the first

thing people want to talk about is

opera.”

Ron Randell Pacted

For London ‘Season’
London, Dec. 22.

Ron Randell has been signed fbr

the lead in the London production
of “Fifth Season,” which is skedded
to open in the West End after a
two weeks’ tryout beginning in

Glasgow on Feb. 8. Show will be
presented by Linnit & Dunfee,
Joseph Buloff, who has been rtion

inked for la -major. . role, is due to

arrive from Broadway shortly. Syl-

via Reagan, the authoress; will

come here for rehearsals which are
due to start early next. year.

New Haven, With Its Best

in

New, Haven, Dec. 29, .

With various other road cities

exhausting their supply of crying

towels over the; plight of non-
BrOadway legit, It is noteworthy to

record New Haven’s best first-half

of a season, in several starts.

Not only qualitatively, but also

from a b.O. standpoint, this legit-

stand, which more or less- special-

izes in premieres, has come up to

the intermission spot of midsea-
son with an impressive list of at-

tractions and grosses.

Of the current list of Broadway
newcomers, the' following had their

premieres at the local Shubert:
“Prescott Proposals” ‘ ($23,800

gross; five shows; $4.80 top) ; "Oh,
Men! Oh, Women!” <$8,700; four;

$4.20 ) ; “Sabrina Fair” .( $19,300;
four; $4.80.) ; “Tea and Sympathy”
‘<$16,000; five; $4.20); ‘Teahouse
of the Aiigust Moon” ($17,000;
five; $4.20).

v

been “Time Out For Ginger” ($9,-

200; four; $3:60); “John Brown’s
Body” <$14,800, four; $4.80); and
even the two-for-dne “Twin Beds”
($13,000; eight; $3.60).
* Perhaps the most striking fig-

ures to record are those turned in

during the traditionally ebbtide
period of weeks just prior to and
including Xmas week. At that time,
“Mile. Colombe” pulled a" sock $14,-

350. on four shpws at $4.20 top, and
“Caine Mutiny” snafed a sensa-
tional $35,700 on eight shows at

$4.80 top..

This tabulation seems to back up
the theory that, if you give ’em at-

tractions worth spending money
on, they’ll spend it.

SOL HUROK BOOKING

DANILOVA FOR ’54-’55

Dallas, Dec. 29.

Ballerina Alexandra Danilova,
now making her home here and
teaching at a local studio, has
been signed by Sol Hurok for a
tour next season with a new’, small
group. Unit, to include two male
dancers, another femme, and two
pianists, will tour the Civic circuit

mainly, with 12 weeks’ minimum
guaranteed. Group will carry no
sets, only costumes.
Mme. Danilova owns rights to

"Mile. Fifi,” ballet choreographed
for her by the Met Opera’s Zach-
ary Solov, and this will be in-

cluded In the repertoire, in addi-
tion to several other numbers the
famed ballerina has been asso-
ciated with.

Lurie Quits Promotion

Job at Ballet

Sam Lurie, promotion manager
of Ballet Theatre since August,
1951, is leaving the company in

mid-January. Acknowledged as

chiefly responsible for the success-

ful advent of Ballet Theatre into

TV last season and this (mainly
on “Omnibus”), Lurie is believed
bowing Out (although amicably) be-

cause of lack of appreciation for

his efforts. He has a couple of of-

fers under consideration, and will

decide after New Year’s. He was
in adertising apd promotion before
joining BT.

In another change, Isadore Ben-
nett will take over publicity for

the ballet organization, .handling
its road promotion from N.; Y.,

while Bill Fields will continue
handling bookings. . Nathan Shen-r

ker continues as advance man.

By KOBE MORRISON
. Robert Anderson was so ;sjucCess-

ful in writing “Tea and Sympathy”
that he no longer has time to write.
He had hoped the sellout click of
the .-play -would free ‘ him- from
bread-and-butter television assign^
ments to concentrate on a new
legit script. But so far he’s been
unable to get anything on paper.
Not all the activity has stemmed

from the operation and , exploita-
of “Tea.” The playwright

took a month off for a vacation
cruise with his wife, former pro-
ducer Phyllis. Anderson, a member
of the play department of Music"
Corp. of America. But aside from
that, interviews, conferences and
various matters relating to “Tea”
have kept him busy.
“Under the. circumstances,” he

says, “I’m particularly glad that
’All Summer Long,’ my earlier
play done last season at the Arena
Theatre in Washington, will be
produced on Broadway next spring
by the Playwrights Co.” Anderson
is a member of the latter organiza-
tion, which is presenting his “Tea”
in partnership with Mary K. Frank.
He reveals that Alan Schneider,
who directed the play in its Wash-,
ington tryout, will repeat the stint

for Broadway, with Clay Hill re-

creating bis characterization of the
adolescent-lead, if he hasn’t out-

grown the part by- then.
‘GoUty’ Feeling

The Broadway presentation of

“All Summer Long,” a dramatiza
(ion of Dohald Wetzel’s novel, “A
Wreath and a Curse,” may give
him greater opportunity to work
on a new script, Anderson hopes.
In the meantime, it will release
him from a “guilty” feeling for not
turning out- any writing since the
Opening of “Tea ”

Although being the author of a'
Broadway hit is time-consuming, it

financial ones, Anderson reveals.

He drops in at the Barrymore The-
atre, N. Y., tw’o or three times a
week to catch ‘Tea” performances.
T used to arrive during the show,
but found I couldn’t stand it, so
now I

.

get there on time and re-

main until the end.
“The perfonnances-are still per-

fect,” he asserts, “perhaps even
deeper and more sensitive than
when the play opened. Elia Kazan
did a brilliant job of direction and
we have a wonderful company in

Deborah Kerr, Jack Kerr, Leif
Erickson. John McGovern and the
others. I’m Very grateful.”
The playwright has nothing in

mind for his next play, but expects
to resume his morning writing ses-
sions soon. If past experience is

reliable, ideas will begin to jell

before long and he’ll presently be
completely absorbed . in a new
work.

“I’m lucky,” he admits. “I like

to Write. In fact, I’m not entirely
happy unless I am writing.”

Record $21,200 Grossed

In N.Y. Single By Ballet

A gross of $21,200—an alltime
record high for a ballet evening
—was racked up by Ballet Theatre
Sunday night (27) from a gala
show biz-society audience at N. Y;’s

Metropolitan Opera House, in the
troupe’s sole Gotham date this sea-

son. Event, a special booking to

precede the company’s annual
tour, which started Monday (28) in

Philiy, had a $25 top for all the
boxes aind for 210 orchestra seats

down front, with $7.50 for balance
of downstairs. Upped tariffs were
to aid in launching the troupe’s
public drive for $200,000 in funds,

and to help it inaugurate its 15th
anniversary season next year.

Troupe’, last in N. Y. in Septem-.
her, 1952, spent six months in Eu-
rope from last May through Octo-
ber, and is now off on a trek of

76 cities that will keep it busy
through next May. It showed to

gobd advantage Sunday, despite

some opdrting-night raggedness
and a mixed program. Fresh cos-

tumes and sets were colorful and
its stars seemed to be dancing as

well as ever. Program was un-

usual in listing five entries, in-

stead of the normal three.

Evening furnished two Novel-

ties, the stage premiere of Eugene

Loring’s “Capital of the World,

(Continued on page 59)
I
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By Rev. DrrNathan A. Perilman

(At the funeral of Lee Shubert, Temple Emanu-El, December 28, 1953)

How difficult is the role of a man who becomes a legend in has own

lifetime, while he is yet in the midst of life and has many active and

busy years before him. Such a one invites the blind idolatry of those

who worship at the shrine of success, the persistent inquiry of the

curious, and the immoderate flattery of the avid—also such a one

invites the animus of the ambitious, the resentment of the disappointed

and the cruel barbs of those who delight in destroying legends, old

or new.

But beyond this, and worse .perhaps, is the fact that, in the process

of creating the legend, we lose sight of the man.

Today we gather in this sanctuary to say farewell to the earthly

presence of a man, Lee Shubert. What he was in the world of busj*

ness, in the theatre, in; the manifold activities of his long and brilliant

career, will doubtless be spoken of and evaluated and rehearsed in

manyjctlqces for many a long day. Writers^ will delight in the story

of his success and the theme will always be how the destroyer of giants

achieved the stature of a giant. It is a story which we Americans

dearly love to hear and to tell.

But that story which awaits another time and place will be not that

of one man, but of three brothers. One, Sam Shubert, taken early

in a tragic accident, but enshrined in the hearts and in the accom-

plishments of the two who remained behind to build along the lines

which he had drawn... That story will djeal npostly with the Other two,

Lee Shubert, and J. J. Shubert, working together over the years in an

area of American fife and culture which by its peculiar nature and

ours, makes it belong to dll of us.

But today we are here to say farewell to Mr. Lee, not the Iegend(

but the mao.

How difficult it is to capture in a moment the essence of a whole life*

time, that was rich both in the count of years and in the measure of

its achievements* But there was a constancy and an integrity and

faithfulness about the life of Lee Shubert so that one had to know him

only a little to understand and know him well. There was an essential

simplicity in this complex man who was quiet almost to the point of

shyness, and yet had a peculiar dynamism that spoke through that

quiet.

In our age which obliterates personality and makes so many of

us appear as if we were wearing identical masks, he remained a per-

sonality. He lived very close to a world that seeks attention because

it cannot endure without it. All his life Mr. Shubert avoided the spot-

light and resisted every attempt to invade what he considered to be

his personal and private life. All through the years he was associ-

ated with people who were gifted in the art of make-believe, and

exercised that art in and out of season, yet he remained always a

disciplined and controlled and real person. He resisted the impulse

to share in the glitter that shone upon people whose fame he helped

to fashion, and whose popularity he helped to shape. Part of his

legend wijl tell of the great entrepeneur who chose to sit in the last

row at openings of 'great events because he shunned the light of

publicity, v V v

What did he love, what drew him out?; He loved this great city

to which he came as a young man and upon which he put his stamp

for nearly half a century. He delighted in driving and walking past

the old land marks on holidays when crowds did not obscure the. scene.

He loved to recall the past for its warmth and its friendships and

perhaps for recollections qf its challenges to him, But he was no wor-

shipper of the past for its own sake. He was not one to linger oVer-

long at the graves of yesterday. What was at the moment and ‘what

was to come excited his mind and his interest. He saw changes as they

were evolving, and was never frightened by new Concepts and new

values. Mr. Shubert respected greatness. He honored it wherever and

however it manifested itself. He was reverent in the presence of ac-

complishment and had the keen insight for understanding what was

enduring and what was of the moment. He saw it in people as he saw

it in people's creative efforts, Ond he looked for it always.

Lee Shubert cherished his friendships—they were many, they were

drawn from many facets of life and they were enduring. These

friendships did not depend upon renewed -protestations of affection.

He was not a demonstrative man, wearing his love on his sleeve. He
avoided demonstration of affection as he avoided publicity. • But

he felt deeply for people arid many there are who knew the true

measure of his interest in them because of the encouragment and

support that came through him. He enjoyed doing for others, and

did his good quietly without asking for a ruffle of drums with every

beneficence, and without asking questions concerning faith or race

Or condition of life.

It is th<? mark of a man when people are arOund him for a' long

time. Gathered here today are many who have been associated

with him for decades and scores Of years* whose loyalty and devo-

tion in all things Mr. Lee always had.

He loved his family. His devotion to the memory of his brother,

Sam, was One of the most meaningful and enriching facts of his life.

This man who shrank from sentimentality had a deep and abiding

sentiment for all his family, his brothers and sisters and their children.

He loved all children and nothing claimed his heart more than the

sight of a child, or the need of one.
~

How shall one speak of his love for his darling wife, or of her de-

votion to him? Married late in life, his last years were blessed by
her devotion and understanding and love. They were as a seal

or a crown to all his years.

The wise men of old tell usVe should not mourn for the dead; All

the tears in the world could not bring Lee Shubert back, even for a
moment, to say "do not weep for me." His life was blessed in years,

rich jn accomplishment, enlarged by enduring friendships. His im-

print upon the life of our time will long be clearly seen.

To him we say, GO IN PEACE, may peace and quiet be thy por-

tion in life eternal. To his bereaved wife, his brother, his nephews and1

nieces, his friends and associates, to all who were bound to him by
whatever tie, what was precious in him will remain in the treasure

house of meroory. Let those who truly loved him follow his example

of cherishing and enshrining the memory of a beloved.

AMEN.

Because the Rev. Dr. Nathan A. Perilman's eulogy ©P Mr- U«
captured the man and the showman so eloquently, this is being
reprinted for the friends who could not attend the services.

A Friend.
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86,073
8,121

67,823
78,121
11,610
56,213

25,000

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC
(As of Not. 28, ’53)

Investment «*••••••»•••'• • • • ?
• • • • *,* ••••••••#*•••»«#». 8100,000

production cost ...

,

59,702

Tryout miss (4Vi weeks) • • • « • • • ••••*••••••• », ••••••• ••«,,,

Tryout loss * “**' *"*"'* ”" * * * * * • • • • < • •••••»*•••

.

Cost to open • • 1

v*
• • • • • * • • * •

Gross for first four weeks in N.Y.

operating profit first four weeks N.Y

Amount still to be recouped . .

Capital repaid to backers to date . > .

.

i Note* Additional $25,000 repaid last week)
Weekly Operating Expense

Theatre’s share of gross . . . ... ;

.

.... . .

Cast payroll (approx.) including % to Josephine Hull. . .

(Stage managers
Press agent. .

.

Company manager
Backstage crew-.

.

,

• --

"Extra stagehands, (approximate; >
»

. * » * .» « . . « • •., . .

.

Author royalties -

• . . ...• • . .

.

• .

•

• ..... •• . • ... • ... . • • • • . . 5*7I^“10%
pi rector royalty . * • »_>.r • • .• * « *.• .... . .

.

.2,4%
(Note: Co-author, stager George S. Kaufman also gets a substantial

Share of the profits.)

Advertising (approximate) . . .

.

Department bills (approximate)

Office expense . ; . • V . .........

Weekly charges, including taxes, insurance, dues, etc. (approx.)

Rentals (approximate) , . ..i ... ...

Extra boxoffice help /. .
... . ... .......

Gross needed to break even (approximate)

Weekly operating: profit (approximate) . ...

(Note: The Max Gordon production is Currently in its ninth

at the .Belasco, N.Y.)

• i • It • • * i

30%
4,900
435
250
250

1,705

825

1,200
225
250
400
380

. 145
18,000
5,700
week

$35,700 N. Haren
New Haven, Dec. 29,

’’Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
pulled a surprising Xmas week

t
ross at Shubert last week (21-26).
HO was the order of the day for

several performances. Oh eight
shows at $4.80 top, take reached a
handsome $35,700;
House is dark currently. Next

week ushers in preeni of “Con-
fidential Clerk”. (Ina. Claire, Claude
Rains) (7-9) and following stanza
gets another breakia, Ma
in “Lullaby” (14-16);

$18,400

Kismet’ Big $80,700, ‘Almanac

Chicago, Dec. 29. *

Anticipated holiday slump hit

Chi legiters hard last week, with

even Sadler’s Wells Ballet, berthed

at the Civic Opera House for two
weeks, feeling a Xmas Eve drop

from its otherwise capacity biz.

Both ‘‘Wish You Were Here” and
“Seven Year Itch” fell considerably

below previous - levels.. ^

Estimates for Last Week
Evening With Beatrice Lillie,

Blackstone ($4.40; 1,358). Opened
last night (Mon.) with a good ad-

vance.

Good Nite, Ladies, Great North-

ern ($4.20; 1,500). Opened Satur-

day (26) to fair advance.
Sadler’s Wells Ballet, Civic

Opera House. (1st wk) ($5; 3,600).

Going clean every performance
except Xmas Eve, hit $78,515 for

six shows.

Seven Year Itch, Erlanger (14th

wk) ($5; 1,334) (Eddie Bracken),
under $16,000.

. Wish You Were Here, Shubert
(3d- wk) ($5; 2,100). Off to nearly

$31,300.

Record Gross
Continued from page 57 s

had preemed earlierwhich
month as a TV
“Omnibus,” and
Theatre offering
lar’s “Combat,”

this.

presentation on-

the first Ballet
of William Dol-
known to other

Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
With Only a brace of straight

for the holiday week, legit
biz here marked time. “Mile. Co-
lombo,” plus marquee pull of Julie
Harris and Edna Best and. hand-
picked male supporting cast, got
off to an okay start in its first week
at the Forrest.
Week’s lone entrant, “The Star-

cross Story,” with Eva LeGallienne
and Mary Astor, postponed its

skedded opening last night (Mon.)
out of respect to the memory of
co-producer Lee Shubert. Premiere
•is set for tonight.

Estimates for Last Week
Mile. Colombe, Forrest (1st wk)

(CD-1,760; $4.55) (Julie Harris,
Edna Best), Louis Kronenberger
adaptation of Jean Anouilh period
comedy drew strong notices for
Miss Harris and other performers.
Drew around $18,400 in first seven
performances.
Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker.

Walnut (2d wk) (C-1.340; $4.55)
(Burgess Meredith, Martha Scott).
Subscriptions helped 1890s comedy,
about life with a bigamous father,
to hold its own in pre-Yule dol-
drums^ $15,700.

In Legit-Hungry Hub
Boston, Dec. 29.

Bowing into a legit-hungry Hub
Christmas night (25), “Guys and
Dolls” nabbed a sellout $18,200 for

its first three performances at the

1 .700-seat Shubert Jast week. Mu-
sical, scaled at $6 top on Friday
and Saturdays with $4.80 top bal-

ance of week, is slated for a four-
wceker here, but hefty advance
sale posted may result n a hold-
over.

With the cancelling out of

“Little Jesse James,” lone legit

due in is the preem of “The Con-
fidential Clerk,” slated for a two-
week engagement at the Colonial
beginning Jan. 11.

’Dolls' $27,600 (5), Hartford
Hartford, Dec. 29.

“Guys and Dolls” took in over
$27,600 in five performances at the
Bushnell Auditorium here from
lUonday-Wednesday (21-23). Musi-
cal gave a special matinee per-
formance on Monday in addition
to the regular Wednesday matinee.

AGMA Warns Members
Against Danish Bureau

American Guild of Musical Art-
ists is notifying Guildsmen .of a
complaint made by. a member
against a Copenhagen a gent
named Blicher-Hansen who oper-
ated the Scandinavisk Concert Bu-
reau/ Blicher-Hansen, according to
AGMA, failed to pay the member
and the bureau went into bank-
ruptcy proceedings.

38G, Frisco
San Francisco, Dec. 29.

i

.New Faces,” town's sole* legit,
iield to virtual capacity biz for its
fourth vveek at the Curran, in spite
01 noticable pre-Xmas and holiday

troupes as “The Duel.”

. “Capital,” based on an Ernest
Hemingway story about ; kid bull-

fight enthusiasts in Spain, and util-

izing George Antheil's music, made
a good impression, being authen-
tic, colorful and generally excit-

ing. It's a worthy addition to the
repertoire; Roy Fitzell distin-

guished himself as the boy dream-
ing of becoming a bullfighter, with
Lupe Serrano a flashing assistant.

Esteban Frances’ sets aided in the
faVe report.

“The Combat” didn’t come off so
successfully, in. comparison with
the N. Y. City Ballet Co.’s “Duel,”
especially With Melissa Hayden
(who switched last season from
NYCB to BT) still doing the femme
lead. This BT version seemed
over-theatricalized, with some of

the poignancy and pathos lost,

But Miss Hayden danced it beauti-

fully, and John Kriza was a first-

class partner, although lacking

some of the histrionic appeal of

NYCB’s Francisco Moncion.

Alicia Alonso and Igor Youske-
vitch were their outstanding selves

in two appearances (in “Theme
And Variations” and a Black
Swan Pas de Deux), but the corps

de ballet was a bit ragged through-

out. “Graduation Ball” completed
the bill. Joseph Levine conducted
competently. Bron.

Current London Shows

London, Dec. 22.

(Figures denote premjere dates)

Affairs of State, Cambridge <8-21^2).

Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (£22-53).

As Loh9 AS Happy, Garrick (7JB-53).

Birthday Honours, ICrlterion (10-b-53>.;

Boy Friend, Embassy (12-1-53).

Carrington, V. C., Westminster (7-28-53)

Champagne On lpo, Hlpp <9'17 '53
1'.

Confidential Clark, Lyric (9 l6-53),

Day Br Tho Saa, llaymarket (11-26-33).

Doar' Charles, New (12-18-52).

Escapade, Strand (1-20-53).

Folios. Bergere, Pr, Walds (9-24-53>.

For Better Worst, Comedy <12-17-52),

Guys and Dolls, Colliseum (MM»-
In .Came; 5lackb)rd, Savoy (12-22-53).

King and I, Drury Lane <10 -8-53)

Living Room, Wyndham s; (4-16-53),

London Laughs, Adelphi (4-12-52).

Lov# From Judv, 5ayiHe _<9-25-52).

Love Match, . Palace XlW0«>i
Mousetrap, Ambas, (11-25-52).

Oddly Enough, New Watergate .(12-22 o3J,

Old Vie Rfportory, Old Vlc ^-H-sa).

Orchard Walls, St. Martin s (11-30-53).

Paint Your Wagon, Majesty s (2-li 53).

Pygmalion, St.. James* (ffr^W).
question ©# Fact,
Reluctant Heroes,

,
White (9-12-50).

Return, Duchess /(If*®*®3?* ,,, ,2V
Ring Out Bells, Vic. Pal. ,(11-12-52).

Seagulls Sorrento, ApoUi) (6-14-50).

Seven Year Itch, Aldwych (3-14-52).

Sleeping Prince, Phoenlx M
(10-3-53).

Someone Waiting, Globe (11-25-53).

Trial A Error, Vaude W-17,53),

Wish You Word Haro, Casino (10- 10-33)-

Witnes? Prosecutions. Garden (10-28 53)

10 in

Broadway took an upward
last week after a fortnight of pre-

Christmas sliding. Biz was gener-

ally off during the early part of

the week except for the click en-

tries, but picked up on the holiday
eve (24) and remained fairly steady
through Saturday (26).

With upped .
scales for • New

Year's Eve performances and holi-

day trade helping, b.o. receipts arc
expected to continue climbing this

week, traditionally the best of the
season. Biz next week is expected
to sag, as is usually the case. How-
ever, tix . sales should return, to

normal the following week and re-

main at a fairly even keel through
Washington’s Birthday and into.

Lent.

“Dial M for Murder,” “Wonder-
ful Town” and “Sabrina Fair” laid

off last week,, with the first two re-

opening Saturday. (26) for mat-
inee and evening performances.
“Sabrina” reopened Monday ( 28).

Shows that went Clean last week
were “Can-Can,” ‘‘Solid Gold
Cadillac,” “Tea and Sympathy"
and “Teahouse of the August
Moon.”
Opening this week are “Sing

Till Tomorrow,” which preemed-
Monday (28), “Iii the Summer
House,” which bowed yesterday
(Tues.) and “Remarkable Mr,
Pennypacker,” which tees off to-

night (Wed.).

. Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C 7Comedyj, D (Drama).

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD < Musi-

cal Drama) ,
O (Opera )

.

Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% anivse-

nei;

Washington, Dec. 29.
The pre-Christmas slump hit the

town’s two legits hard last week.
“Porgy and Bess,” at the Nation-

al for the first of its four-week
stand, drew only $17,000 through
the wickets despite, unanimously
strong reviews. At the Shubert, the
second and final week of ‘‘Summer
House” .pulled, a slini_$12,500.

Current Road Shows

Tnent Dec. 22 to five affirmative I Anderson). Oliver Smith A Play-
notices (Atkinson. Times; Chap-

1
wrights Co. production of play' by

man. News; Coleman, Mirror; ! j^pe Bowles; opened yesterday
Hawkins, World-Telegram; Ken-jiiTpes/).

Remarftuible Mr. Pennypacker,

.
Still a sock $38,000, with pre-

vious week $35,000,

ment tax, but grosses are net; i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Can-Can, Shubert <34th . Wk)
XMC-$7:20; 1,361; $50,160!. Nearly
$50,800 (previous week. S50A00).

Charley's Aunt, City Center (1st

wk) (C-$3.60; 3.09P; $58,000) (Jose

Ferrer, Peggy Wood, Kent Smith).
Opened 16-performance engage

$6-$480; 997; $27,534), Topped
$21,700 (previous week, $16,500). ;

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst
(2d wk) (CDi$6-$4.80; 1,160; $29.-

500) (Katharine Cornell). , Over
$25,700 (previous Week, $17,600 for

first five performances).
Sabrina Fair, National (6th wk)

(C-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $31,300) (Mar-
garet Sullavan, Joseph Gotten).
Laid off last week, but reopened
Monday (28); has been doing ca- -

pacity business.
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (58th

wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1.063; $24400)
(Eddie Albert). Under $22,700
(previous week, $20,000).

Solid Gold Cadillac, Belasco. (8th
v. k) (C-$6-$4.80; 1 ,077; $28,300)
(Josephine Hull)^. Almost $28,500
(previous w'eek, $28,000).
South Pacific, Broadway (239th

wk) <MC-$6-$4,80; 1.990; $44,000)
‘Martha Wright, Geo <»e Britton).

Over $24,000 (previc > week, $18,-

000); closes Jan; 16.
‘ Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
(13th wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28,-

300) (Deborah Kerr). Nearly $28,-
700 (previous week, $28,400).
Teahouse of the August Mson,

Beck Glth w*k) <C-$6-$4;80: 1.214;

$3 1 ,681 ) (David Wayne. John For-
sythe), Almost $32,100 (previous

.

week, $32,000).
Wonderful Town, Winter Garden

(43d wk) (MC-$7^0; 1,510; $54,173)
(Rosalind Russell). Laid off last

; week, but reopened Saturday (26)

and grossed almost $12,300 in two
performances; has beefi doing, ca-
pacity t^siness -except for pre-
Christmas lull.

Miscellaneous
Madam Will Yon Walk, Phoenix

(4th wk) (CD-$3; 1,150; 15.000)

(Jessica Tandy, Hume Crpnyn).-
Qver .

: $10,800—(previous week,
$9,500).

Opening This Week
Sing Till Tomorrow, Royale (D-

$4.80; 1,035; $27,000). Dorothy
Natter production of play by Jean
Lowenthal; opened Monday night
<28) to unanimous pans.

In the Summer House, Playhouse
(D-$6-$4.80; 999; $23,500) (Judith

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Mor* Intimicy, New Lindsey (12-29 o3).

13 For mnnor? Duke^ork^s (12a7 53).

(Dec. 28

—

Jan. 9)
. Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Henry Fonda, John Hodiak, Lloyd
Nolan) (tryout)—Playhouse,

.
Wil-

mington (28-30); Lyric, Balto. (31-

2) (Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 14,
’53).

Confidential Clerk (Ina Claire.
Claude Rains, Joan Greenwood)
(tryout)-—Shubert, New Haven
(7-9).

Dear Charles (Lili Darvas, Oscar
Karlweis) (tryout)—Parsons, Hart-
ford (30-2); Shubert, Wash, (4-9).

Evening with Beatrice. Lillie

(Beatrice Lillie)—Blackstone, Chi.
(28-9).

Good Nite, Ladies—Great North-
ern, Chi (28-9).

Guys and Dolls—Shubert, Bos-
ton (28-9).

Harvey (Frank Fay) — Lobero,
Santa-'Barbara (29); Geary, S. F.

(30-9).

liis and Hers (Celeste Holm.,
Robert Preston) (tryout) — Cass.
Detroit (28-2) (Reviewed in

Variety, Dec. 16, ’53).

John Brown’s Body . (Tyrone
Power, Anne Baxter. Raymond
Massey)—Mun. Aud., Miami Beach
(28); Aud„ Ft! Lauderdale (20);

Mun. Aud.. Orlando (30); Peabody
Aud., Daytona Beach (1>; Aud.,
Jacksonville (21.

.

Mademoiselle Colombe (Julie

Harris. Edna Best) (tryout)—For-
rest, Phila. (28-2) (Reviewed in

Variety. Dec. 23, ’53),

.Misalliance — American, St. L.

(28-2); Cox, Cincinnati (4-9).

Moon Is Blue—Hanna, Cleve-
land (28-2); Keith, Dayton (4-6);

Hartman, Columbus (7-9).

New Faces—Curran, S. F. (28-2);

Biltniore, L/ A. (5-9).

Oklahoma—Dade County Aud..
Miami 128-9).

Porgy & Bess-^National, Wash.
(28-9).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Erlanger, Chi (28-9).

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
Tilton)—Music Hall. K. C. (28-2);

American, St. L. (4-9).

StarcroSs Story (Eva LcGal-
lienne, Mary Astor) (tryout)—Wal-
nut St., Phila. (29-9).

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas) -- Lyceum, Minneapolis
(28-2); Davidson. Milwaukee (4-9).

Twin Beds—Nion, Pitt (28-9).

Wi«h You Were Here—Shubert,
Chi (28-9).

Herald-Tribune) and two negative
reviews (McClain, Journal-Ameri-
can; Watts, .Post); first eight per-
formances grossed almost $31,800.

Coronet (0*720; i;027; $28^62)
(Burgess Meredith, Martha Scott).

! Robert Whitehead & Roger L.
Dead Pigeon, Vanderbilt (1st 'Stevens production of play by Liam

TACmC’ GRABS 316

IN TWO-STAND SPLIT
Sioux City, la., Dec. 29.

“South Pacific”, racked up a
gross of nearly $31,000 last week,

wk) (D-$4.80; 720; $18,500). Opened | O’Brien: opens tonight (Wed.),
Wednesday (23) to two favorable
reviews (Chapman, News; McClain,
Journal-American) and five un-
favorable notices. ( Atkinson, Times;
Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, World-
Telegram; Kerr, Herald-Tribune;
Watts, Post); first five perform-
ances grossed about $3,000.

Dial M for Murder, Plymouth j&iu» Ui UC«UV fOi.tUUU Jllbl wccit,
(60th wrk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $29,815) I with performances split between
(Maurice Evans). Laid~‘off^ last

] the Coliseum, Sioux Falls; S. D.,
week, but reopened Saturday *26 » . and the Orpheum here. Musical

took in almost $17,300 in four per-
formances at the Coliseum "from
Monday-Wednesday <21-23 » and ap-
proached $13,700 in four per-
formances at the Orpheum from.
Thursday-Saturday (24-26).

The Jeanne Bal-Webb Tilton
starrer is current at the Music
Hall, Kansas City, Mo.

and grossed under $7,000 for two
performances; moves Jan. 11 to

the Booth, but closes Feb. 27. to

tour; has been grossing around
$19,000.
End as a Man, Lvceum <llth wk)

(D-$4.80; 995; $22,845) (Ben C.az-

zara). Nearly $5,500 (previous
w'eek, $1,800 in four performances,
not S1.500 as erratumed).

Fifth Season, Cort (49th wk' 1 C- 1

I aa maa a. g •

$4.80; 1,056; $25,227) Menasha GlDgCr $9,700, St. LOUIS;
Skulmk, Richard NMiorf 1

. Over ° T » 7 "

$22,900 (previous week, $20,100'.

John Murray Anderson’s Alma-
nac, Imperial (3rd wk) iR-$7!20;

1.400; $50,300). Almost $39,800

(previous week. $42,000'. i

Kind Sir, Alvin (8th wk) (C-$6-

;

$4.80: 1.331; $39,460) (Mary Mar-

;

tin, Charles Boyer'. . Over $25,700
(previous week $28,500'.

King and I, St. Jam^s (144th wk)' 1

(MD-$7.20; 1.571; $51,717) (Yul

Brynner'. Over $32,000 (previous

Week. $23,000); closes April 10.

Kismet, Zicgfeld <4th wk) <MD-
$7.26; 1.628; ?57,908) (Alfred
Drake). Topped $56,700 (previous

week, $54,000).
Late Love, Booth (11th wk) 'C-

$6-$4.80; 766; $20,235) (Arlene

Francis, Lucile Watson, Neil Ham-
ilton). Around $6,000 (previous

week, $5,000); closes Saturday (2).

Me and Juliet, Majestic (31st

wk) (MC-$7.20; 1.510; $58,000).

Oyer $40,700 (previous week.

$35,200). 1, , ,

My 3 Angels, Morosco (42d wk)

(C-$4.80; 935; $24,252). Topped
$14,600 (previous week, $9,000 j;

closes Saturday (2).

Oh, Men; Oh, Women, Miller (2d

wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 920; $23 000)

(Franchot Tone). Almost $20,400

(previous week. $8,800 for first

four performances),
i Picnic, Music Box (44th wk) (CD-

St. Louis, Dec. 29.

“Time Out For Ginger,” with
Melvyn Douglas, wound up, a two-
week stand at the American Thea-
tre Saturday <26 ) with a gross of
approximately $9,700. "Misalli-
ance,” with a cast headed bY
Martyn Green, teed off a ohe-w^ek
f'-ame at the American last night
<Mon.) with the house scaled to

S3.63.

“Charley's Aunt” wheeled inLO

the Second of a two-week stand at

the Empress Theatre after copping
an okay estimated $8,000 for the
initial, stanza.

‘Oklahoma* $1 6,800 in 7

For Two Florida
Miami, Dec. 29.

"Oklahoma" drew almost $16,900

in seven performances last week,
which were split between the

Florida, Jacksonville, and the

Dade County Auditorium here.

Musical pulled in nearly $13,700 in

six performances in Jacksonville

Monday-Thursday (21-24) and over

$3,200 in.' one performance here

Saturday night (26).,

Tuner1

.is continuing here until

Saturday (2),
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Down Came a Blackbird
London, Dec. 23.

Jack be Leon <ln association with Play-

llve? Ltd-,^presentation of comedy In two.

•ctd by Peter' Blackmore. Stare Betty
Paul, John Loder. Directed by Henry Ken-
dall. Setting by Elizabeth Tdpley. At
Savoy, London, Dec. 22, '53; $2.20 top.

Nora Parker . . , . . , < . Betty Paul
Sir Clive Dawson ........... John Loder
Diana Hartlaiid Viola Keats
Rod Kennedy , John McLaren
Madeleine Somerset. . . .Hazel Penwarden
All. . , . . Peter Arne
John Dawsoh ... .... . ... . .

,

Richard Gale
Aziza , . Lenl . Freed

Peter Blackmore’s new play is a
variation on the. ugly duckling
theme, having as its heroine, a girl

with a Cyrano-like nose who vainly
loves her distinguished boss. Al-
though obvious in its development,
the play has a definite lightweight
appeal. If it can survive the lean
days ahead, this should settle down
tp a

-

moderately profitable run.
~

The author has taken the easy
road by making a direct pitch for
laughs, and although there is rarely
anything subtle in the humor, the
dialog proVokes the correct audi-
ence reaction: The single set of the
Cairo villa of a famed Egyptologist
is adroitly used to achieve an ade-
quate degree of action and move-
ment. ; — •

Betty Paul, who a year ago col-
lared a New Y'ork critics’ award for
her performance in the ill-fated,
‘Maggie.’’ once again proves, her-
self to be a skilled and polished
actress. She brings distinction to
the role of the ultr&.-efficient secre-
tary with the protruding nose. As
she herself puts it, she went
straight from school on to the
shelf; to her boss she is a treasure
but hardly a woman. He, in turn,
has become involved with a design-
ing widow but Sees the danger, in
good time.

...
^ Other, performances are more
than adequate. John Loder; . a

stranger to the London stage, turns

in a highly satisfactory Job as the
archaeologist whose main interest
in women is restricted to the mum-
mies he digs up in Egypt. John
McLaren gives a sincere study as
an American newspaperman who
was a one-time sufferer from a
Cyrano-like nose and who per-
suades Miss Paul to undergo a sim-
ilar operation. Viola Keats does
remarkably well as the iwidow with
sunporting roles suitably filled.

Henry Kendall has directed with
virility. Myro.

Lei Amanis Be Venice
(LOVERS OF VENICE)

Paris, Dec* 15.
Henri Varna, production of operetta by:

Varna, Marc—Gob—and—Rene—Richards
baaed on novela. “Bridge of Sighs” and
’’Lovers of Venice/’ by Michel Zevaco.
with music by Vincent. Scotto._Dlrected
by Varng. Orchestration, Jacquea Mete-
hen; choreography, Evelyn Gray; Bets
and costumes. Jose do. Zamora and Pele-
gry. - At Mogador Theatre; Paris, Dec. 10,
*53; $3 top.

Henri Varna, boss of the' Moga-
dor and Casino de Paris, is a
shrewd showman ; and knows ; his
biz. He gives out with what the
Paris public—or a large part of it

—-wants and he collects. - Lovers,”
which is cut above many of its

class both musically and decor-
wise, cost $150,000 and would cost
easily double that, to stage in N.Y.
today. It is a sellout and Varna
can comfortably settle back on
profits it will bring in for the next
two years; This . big, handsome
musical is tops in scenic grandeur
and is rich in pretty melodies. But
score and production is old-fash-
ioned by Broadway standards.

Libretto is lush, in sentiment and
bombast and would probably have
N.Y. crix and customers guffaw-
ing?; but its straightfaced melo-
dramatics and sugary lpvemakThg

are swallowed, with relish here. It

has Some relieving humor and at-

tractive performers, but book
weighs a ton.

Staging of show is almost flaw-

less, with sockO: use -of revolving

stage, lighting and special effects.

Company is a fine one. Marcel
Merkbs, pleasing baritone with
good stage presence, stars as ro-

mantic Candiano and Paulette Mer-
val as Leonore, Lola Maddalena as
an avenging courtesan, Alexandre
Rignault as a hired assassin, Jac-

ques Harden, drafted from niteriqs,

as the doubledealing Altieri, Jac-
queline Miller and Jacques Piervil

as a comic young couple, and Dina
Greyta and Prior as a comic older
coUple all score in assignments.

Vincent Scotto score suits show
like a glove and orchestration by
Jacques Metehen Is a topflight, job.

Curt, ,

York
(NEW YORK SINGS)

'— ViemrarDec: lSr*-"
.
U.S. Information Agency presentation

of song cavalcade, with Marcel .Prawy.
Olive Moorefleld, Donna Pegors; Keith
Engen, Emanuel List, Walter Anton Dot-
zer. Musical direction,- Heinz Sandauer;
setting, Walter Hoesslin. Directed by
Prawy. At Koamos Theatre, Vienna,
Dec. 5, *53.

' :

Hil^Itop^
^ P^i^siy Jheatro

Baltimore, Maryland
December 28, 1953

Milb.ourne Christopher
% David L. Shapiro
1776 Broadway
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Milbourne

:

You did it ! Topped the receipts of the
two attract ions preceding you here—Con-
stance Bennett in " Skylark" and Veronica
Lake in "Gramercy Ghost" with your "Night
of Magic" the week of Dec. 21-26

•

And what magnificent publicity! You
conjured up more space than any legitimate
attraction this seasony

And what reviews ! Patrick Skene Cat-
ling in The Sun : "Parents are advised,
urged, implored to take their familiies to
see Milbourne Christopher ' s ' Night of
Magic ' at Hilltop Parkway this week. It's
a fascinating show for adults it must be
heaven for children. "

Gilbert Kanour in The Evening Suns
"His sleight of hand is "perfection and he
has a few new illusions up his sleeve cal-
culated to baffle even close students of
magic . . • includes a flash-back to
Houdini when he has himself bound and
manacled and while in a cabinet , rattles a
bell and a tamborine and does some slate-
writing .. . . Dunninger at his best

. couldn' t have been more mystifying in an
exhibit i on of s o- called mentai telepathy
. . • rare combination of personality and
skill ; * • legerdemain at its smoothest .

"

. "Milbourne Christopher is covering
himself with glory and his audience with
confusion at the Hilltop Parkway. " en-
thused the News-Post.

They said we ? d have to get a magician
to do business during the normally slack
Christmas week. So we got the best and your
show worked wonders for us.

We definitely want you back again next
year. ' '

'
'

'

,

'

Cordially,

“New York Sings” is the second
production arranged under Marcel
Prawy’s direction and emceeing as
perhaps the most effective single
item in the U.S. Information
Agency’s effort to sell American
culture

,

to the Austrians. Last
spring's show, which took the form
of a musical tour of the whole U.S,
through the medium of stage
music, was a sock production both
in Vienna and on an extensive tour
of the Alpine sticks,. /
The effect of the current produc-

tion on public and Viennese press
has been even more solid. In it

Prawy; an ex-Austrian from Cali
fornia, is aided by three American
and two local singers and a small
band under Heinz Sandauer, in' an
informal, entertaining and yet very
instructive tour of New York show
biz, as reflected ih the songs of the
past 80 years. The Gay; Nineties
get a quick going over with some.
Harrigah & Hart Songs, “The Bow-
ery” and ‘‘Bicycle Built for Two.”
Then the Prawy commentary, well
peppered with anecdotes as well as
serious discussion and comparison
of American vs. European musical
and entertainment standpoints.
The Yankee . emphasis on the

wonders and joys of the present
day (i.e., songs like “Hello My
Baby,” “Come Josephine In My
Flying Machine,” “Merry Oldsmo-
bile,” et al.) are contrasted with
Vienna’s continual nostalgia for;

the alleged joys of the past (Johann
Strauss, the sad folk songs about
the good old days of wine, women
and song).

Sensation of the evening is Olive
Moorefield, a young Negro from
Pittsburgh with all the* makings of
new Lena Horne. She’s a beauty
in face and figure and adorned by
an attractive wardrobe. She has
fun singing right at the audience,
feet braced apart.

Keith Engen, a stringy shock-
haired youth from San Francisco,
is another any U.S. producer would
do well to have a look at. He’s the
rangy, hometown type with a fine,
booming baritone to go with his
engaging personality. Isra.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Continued front page 54

of copyrighted . dramatizations; Ruth Chattertoa and Jiusband; Barrv
Thomson, enter a- TV. script, “A Present From the • Past;’’ Eva Le
Gallienne protects her. preface to Ibsen s- “Hedda Gabler,” published in
London :by . Faber & Faber; actress Vanessa Brown has *a 3-act play
“Europa- and the Bull” (May 27); and Norman Barton Blume, on April
13, registered a speech untitled: “What’s Behind (any specific brand)
. .

.' Pleasure? A Speech on Smoking To Be Delivered As a Lecture
Before a Body of Consumers by Norman Blume and Vincent J. Busch/'
Copyrights cost. $4, and they expire at the end of 28 years; hence a

number, of interesting renewals, are listed in the
:
new catalog.

City Bank Farmers Trust Co., executors of David Belasco, renew
coverage on “The Girl of the Golden West” and “The Man With a
Woman’s . Face,” the latter a “romantic” 4-acter based on the life of
the Chevalier. d’Eon. Beatrice Mack, widow of .Willard Mack (pseudo-
nym of. Charles:W. McLaughlin), renews-protection oh “Fanny,” a play
Mack wrote, with. Belasco,. and on her husband's solo efforts, “Kick In”
and. “Slick As Ever.”

Other, playwrights'. widows-renewing-Copyrights-are-fcili-Darvas, re-
registering Ferenc Molnar’s “Riviera,” a 2.-act comedy; Lillian Rom-
berg,_rp.=protecting--Sigmund Romherg!s- “Princess.JElavia^” musical ver—
sion of “The Prisoner of Zenda”; and Ellen S. Barry, re-entering Philip
Barry’s 3-acter, “In a Garden.”
Custom of using authors’ legal name on copyright entries reveals

items rerregistefed:in behalf of Marcus Cook Connelly, Samuel Nathan-
iel Behrman, George Simon Kaufman, Noel Pierce Coward, George Ed-
ward Kelly, Christopher Darlington Morley, John Charles Nugent and
Charles Kirkpatrick Muhro.
Famous titles .re-copyrighted this year include “Chicago” by Maurine

Watkins,"White Cargo,” by Leon Gordon, “The Gorilla” by Ralph
Spence; “The. Spider” by Fulton Oursler and Lowell Breritano, “The
Great Gatsby,” dramatized from F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel by Owen
Davis, “The Whole Town’s Talking” by John Emerson and Anita Loos,
“Captain Applejack” by Walter Hackett, ‘‘Alias the Deacon” by John B.
Hymer, “The Last of Mrs. Cheyney” and- “Aren't We AH?” by Frederick
Lonsdale, “Bulldog Drummond” by Gerald du Maurier and Sapper
(pseudonym of Herinan Cyrill McNeile), “The Jazz Singer” by Samson
Raphaelson, “The Road to Rome” by Robert E. Sherwood, “Wild Birds”
by Dan Totheroh, and “Lazarus Laughed” by Eugene Gladstone O’Neill

NED ALVORD REBUTS

ON
‘

P.S. Jackie Cooper is our currerit at-
traction in "Stalaa 17."

fiuys and Dolls
(COLISEUM, LONDON)

London; Dec. 15.
With the end of its first six

months, during which it has already
recouped its production cost and
is running nicely in the black,
“Guys and Dolls” has undergone
its first cast changes. Major switch
is the replacement of Jerry Wayne
as Sky Masterson by Edmund
Hockridge, Canadian-born vocalist
with a long string of BBC radio
credits.
There have also been a few minor

alterations. Laurie Webb, origi
Dally Society Max, has stepped into
the role of Benny SoUthstreet va-
cated by Johnny Silver, and Roy
Pattison takes over the former
part. Lou Jacobi, who played Liver
Lips Louie, has ankled the show
and the pert has been written out.

Hockridge, a Vocalist who pro-
jects a warm sincerity, is ideally
suited for the Masterson role. He
possesses a handsome, .tuneful set
of pipes arid reaches all' parts of
the large Coliseum with

.
commend-

able, ease. He is also a stylish per-
former and handles the straight
thespirig chore with deserved con-
fidence.

Entire production still runs
smoothly and slickly and has a big
future ahead as a boxoffice draw.
Vivian Blaine’s, interpretation of
the Miss Adelaide role is a top-
drawer performance which evokes
solid audience; response. Sam
Levene continues to. extract ful.
comedy values from the part of
Nathan Detroit and Lizbeth Webb
deserves kudos for her playing of
Sgt. Sarah Brown: Stubby Kaye
is still the surprise showstopper
for his rendering of “Sit Down,
You’re Rockin’ the Boat. Myro .

~
• ; New York.

Editor
,
Variety:

With due respect for Lawrence
LangnCr’s observations on .

road
legit recently, it does have aspects
of a boy whjstlitfg as he passes
through a graveyard.

;
At: the turn of the century few

hamlets of 500 or more but had an
opera house; Moderate-sized cities

maintained: full time flesh-and-

blood theatres. New York had
hrice as mahy as now. Aside from
few key Cities, there is now no

such thing as an exclusive legit-

imate playhouse. Those that re-

main are in a precarious position.

Dark theatres don’t pay interest

and taxes.

Not the least cause of the road’s
demise is the merchandise. What
rblase Broadway theatregoers and
jaded newspaper critics buy is not
necessarily the goods acceptable to
Altqona or Butte. And there are
10 tinies as many folks-—yokels pos-
sibly, but solvent—outside New
York as in it. The tail can’t wag
the dog. '

Exorbitant union and featherbed
wages make operation of both
house and show unprofitable for
all but one or two surefire hits.

The second biggest musical in re-
cent years is reputed to have lost

$90,000 recently in three months on
tour. Overbooking and lack of
knowledge of jroad conditions on
the part' of New York operators
come in for their share of nails in
show business’ coffin
A high hurdle is income tax.

Producers of hits refrain from road
companies because they don’t want
to give most of the pelf to the poli-

ticians. A spread of profits and
losses over a seven-year period, as
in the case of oil business, could
help.

Selling is a lost art. Either John
Q. Public buys or he don’t buy. Ap-
parehtly It is heresy to make him
buy. Advertising, instead of Being
a means bf Vending tickets, is de-
signed by a Daliesque impression
1st and devoted to flattery of the
bird who supplied the G-strings
and the fourth assistant stage man-
ager.

As an industry, the living-theatre
has as much, chance of achieving
the upturn of Mr. Langner’s cycle
as; the Erie Canal has of recovering
passenger traffic lost to rail, air
and highway/ It’s a dead racket.

Ned Aivord

Future B’way Schedule
( Theatre indicated if booked)

Mile. ColombeJTjmgacre. Jan. 6.

His Sc Hers, 48th St,/ Jan. 7.

Starcross Story, Royale, Jan, 13.

Let’s Change Places; President,
Jan. 14.

Coriolanus, Phoenix. Jan. 19:

Caine- Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth, Jan. 20.

Dear Charles, Jan; 21.
Immoralist, Lyceum, Jan. 26.
Lullaby, Jan. 27.
Mardi Gras, Jan. 28.
Winner, week Feb. 15.
Qndine, 46th St., Feb. 17.
High Named Today, Feb. 17.

Confidential Clerk, Mbrosco,
Feb, 22.
Black Candle; week Feb. 22.
Girl Pink Tights, Hellinger, 2/25.
By Beautiful Sea, March 25.
Pajama Game, April 1.

ADVANCE AGENTS

!

COMPANY MANAGERS !

Wa have been serving theatrical

shows for over 42 years. OVrs is

the oldest, most reliable end ex-

perienced transfer company on the

West Coast!

• Railroad privilegaa for handling

sfiows and theatrical luggaga.

• Complete warehouse focilitiesl

• Authorized in California. Equipped

to transfer and haul- anywhere in

U.'S.I

• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
401 East 5th Street

Los Angeles 12, Calif.

MUlual 8121 or Oxford 9-4744

BROADWAY ANGELS,

INC.

Common Stock

Prlta 50c a Share

Consult your broker or unite or

phone for an offering circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 45th St., Now York 23

TRafalgqr 4-1*15

Sportin' Ufn

“Porgy and Bess”
“Slsr *f the thtw It Ceb Calleway . . . Cab tnyists.- .the

with diabelical humor, end remain* tlnlitw* oven when he »•,

meet nmusing. Hi* scat rendition of ‘It Ain’t Necoieerily^®*,

Is a masterpiece. ,
r
. —Jerry Qnghan. Phil*. Dally New

from Dec. .2? for*Four Weeks

NATIONAL THEATRE, Wash., D. C.

Mgt.t BILL MITTUER, 1419 Broadway, New Yoth
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Triangle’* TV Guide Dispute

A
Tra» seeking 1200,000 , in

Damages has been filed ,
in Vnited

cfates 'District Court .in Kansas

rftv by Triangle Publications, Inc.,

Phaadelphla »gaii>£t the Centra

publishing CO., which. telM
getting out a .weekly K. C. televi-

•

iP
^riTngle^publishes the national

weekly TV Guide, and is charging

Central with using the titlejor its

c area magazine. Triangle

charges that Central until recent-

ly had used the titte. TV Preview,

tut with the issue of Dec. 4, 1953;

began using the principal title TV
Guide and TV Preview in smaller

The national outfit is asking that

Central be restrained from -using

the' words TV“Guide or anjrimita*-

tion of Triangle's trademark and

also asked a temporary restraining

order until the permanent decision

can be reached. The temporary
order was Issued by Judge Albert

L.' Reeves, who set Pec. 28 aS a

date for hearing.

Play About Harold Ross

Humorist James Thurber, who
returned to his hometown of Co-
lumbus to visit his 88-year-old

mother on Christmas,' revealed his

next book, “The Sleeping Man,”
should be ready for publication

next September. He described it

as "a fairy tale satire on the anxi-

eties of the modern/ middle-aged,
married American male . . . It in-

cludes everything from a study of

domestic frustrations to a satire

on political probes.” It will run
about 15,000 words and contain
“200 anxieties.” ‘He has been work-
ing on it since last March, says it

is difficult to write and that some
sections have been rewritten 25
times. -

After “The Sleeping Man” is out
of the way Thurber hopes to team

'

up with Elliott Nugent on a play
which will be. a tribute to the late
Harold Ross, longtime New Yorker
editor.

6th Annual Polk Awards
Sixth annual George Polk Me-

morial Awards of Long Island U.
will be distributed among seven
categories, the school’s department
of journalism disclosed this week.
Respective fields will include for-
eign, national, metropolitan and
wire service reporting. In addi-
tion, special awards will be made
for distinctive departments or
pages.

Entries submitted will, cover
stories reported during 1953. Dead-
line is Feb. 1, 1954. The prizes are
made each year “to the outstand-
ing journalists in the metropolitan
area for distinguished reporting in
the spirit of George Polk.” An
American correspondent, Polk was
murdered in Greece in 1948 while
covering a story for CBS. Judges,
it was said, will place greater em-
phasis on interpretative reporting.

Church Drive on Mags
A vigorous crusade has been

launched by the Catholic Commit-
te for Decent Literature to rid New
Hampshire newsstands of objec-
tionable magazines. Rev. William

Neiman, committee director,
urged all priests in the Manchester
Diocese to organize local cam-
paigns against the Sale of obscene
publications.
The police departments In New

Hampshire’s three largest cities,
Manchester, Nashua and Concord,
immediately pledged their cooper-

“smut*”
liddin® magazine racks of

As the new drive was getting un-
de

.
r the N.H. Supreme Court

* f
d
j

a Manchester dealer, ar-
rested some time ago on a charge.
OL selling an obscene magazine,
must .stand trial. The defendant,

°f nine accused magazine deal-
ers nabbed in a previous drive,

contended that the. complaint
against him should be dropped in

ft* * the fact that a SuperiorHur
J
jury had cleared the dis-

lbutor who handled the publica-
j»
uestloft * The jury gave a

indecent
^ the magazine was not

4u'?!
he high court’s ruling indicated

i

each
.
dealer ’

s case will be de-
cided on its own merits.

Canadian Small Types
Rvn! JSP*" the holiday trade,

T f >
^

^i!
f

f

ehor has brought out in

with
n
r° ?ls Small -Types magazine,

e
^perimental 62,000 run

avmh \° °,^ari0 * It’s an offshoot

5 SkeJs “Small- Types Club”

network
nadian Broadcasting Corp.

fSSJ air avuncular melange of

has hi and 3
.
uve recordings that

r
VnniPS for five seasons,

and & ^ trans-Canada Home
SSI rtSS?

1 ?lubs a"d Canada’s

Types’
0 s

-
ma8azine, Small

confinp (5

n
}
tla
A c

.

irc
.
ulatiqn has been

ed to Ontario on. first tryout

should make it compulsory reading
on college entrance. If boys and

hgirls stilt want to go on, it could
never be said they hadn’t been
warned.

.
It’-s the author’s autobiography,

though mostly in terms of his ca-
reer as . a foreign correspondent.
Oddly, though he worked long for
the Chi Trlb, the Colonel rarely
bothered men on this detail. They
had more freedom than the boys
at home, ehiefly because any bad
news from foreign capitals was
good news to isolationists.
About the only time Seldes got

extra duty was when Katherine
Medill McCormick made a tour of

:Europe, She was the present pub-
lisher’s mother and didn’t think
much of Bertie. But he had plenty
of trouble in fulfilling routine as-
signments and Was heaved out of
several countries for writing the
truth as he saw it.

Though considered while he was
publishing In Fact as left of Marx,
Seldes actually blew the whistle
on the Communists when he found
they were not really for a united
front in the Spanish Civil War.
That was long before many notable
recanters climbed aboard the
American way.

It’s an honest book and worthy
of support from all those who be-
lieve in a free press. Or say they
do. Scul.

issue, with a smash parents’ buyoff
first 62,000 and another

50,000 on the presses. Aimed at
five to 12 years’ age bracket, the
38-page slick paper mag uses col-
ored comics— but no blood and
thunder— juvenile film and book
reviews, crosswords to aid juve
vocabulary, science features and
travelogs.. Editors are Estelle Craig
and Bernice Dyment, with Whitte-
ker supervising all copy.

Seldes Oh Running
George Seldes’ “Tell The Truth

and Run” (Greenberg; $3 75) is
fine reading for those, in a hang-
over Who believe things couldn’t
he_ -worse. Schools of journalism

'Houdini on Magic’
'‘Houdini on Magic” (Dover;

$2.95) is a 280-page package of the
late master magico’s views on es-
capes, tricks, the history of hocus
pocus and things mysterious in

general. The profusely illustrated
volume, was edited by Walter B.
Gibson and Dr. Morris N. Young,
Gibson is a prolific penner of

presto and has ghosted tomes for
Thurston, ‘ Blackstone. Dunninger
and the Houdini estate in the
past.

The compilation was made from
several Houdini books and writings
in M-U-M and The Conjurer’s
Monthly Magazine, both of which
the escape king edited during his
tours. Gibson prefaces the. chap-
ters with lively recollections and
commentaries. Unfortunately he
perpetuates the legend that Hou-
dini was born April 6, 1874 in

Appleton,: Wis. Documentary evi-

dence is available establishing the

time as March 24, 1874, and the

place, Budapest.

.

Houdini’s writing, like his peri

formance, was straight to the

point, unadorned With frills and
Intensely interesting. Anyone fas-

cinated by the man, or magic, will

find it Intriguing reading.

„ Milbourne Christopher

Salute to Greek Femme*
«The Women of Greek Drama”

(Exposition; $3.50) is a valuable in-

troduction to this subject by Sher-

man P. Young, Greek and Latin

prof of Drew U.
,

In his preface, Young declares

he does not view femmes of Greek
plays as creatures of supreme im-

portance, worthy of special study,

but that they are products of the

genius of the world’s pioneer play”

wrights. . .

Some of the women profiled by
Young as vital characters in great

theatre tradition are Electra, Anti-

gone, Alcestis, Medea, Phaedra,

Iphigenia. Lysistrata and The
Trojan Women. . . .

Book, built on firm scholarship,

is streamlined for readability.
Down.

one-shot mag publication, “Cheese-
cake, An American Phenomenon,”
with a section devoted to the pix
industry’s contribution to the. art,
into circulation Wednesday (6).

Italian Catholics
SS Continued from page 1 es

duction publicity material from the

Rome studios.

Reviewing 1953 last week, Jonas

Rqsenfield; IFE ad-pub v.p., said

the outfit had handled distribution

of nine pix, including six dubbed
ones,, for American audiences. In

addition, IFE tapped the Italian

language: . market with a large

number of imports.

Rosenfield, in pointing, out that

!!we.’ve-had-lo start .from, scratch” I

locating suitable subjects, prepar-

ing them and setting up a distribu-

tion organization, estimated that.

IFE’s gross expectancy for 1953
was! about 25% behind its original

mark. He attributed .this further
to the Inevitable delays in getting
films to the theatres. In 1954, the
Italian, agency... has skedded be-

tween 12 and: i5 pix for the regu-
lar theatres and a good, proportion
of them will be dubbed.

Indicative that, .
despite various

conflicting reports, ; the IFE board
in Rome is satisfied with the initial

performance of its American sub-
sidiary; the contracts of three , top
IFE execs in the U. S. have been
extended for a two-year period.

Involved are E. R. Zorgniotti, exec
v.p,, Bernard JacOn, v.p. in charge
of sales, and Rosenfield.

Next year, in addition to concen-
trating on the American aspect of

its .operations, IFE will give more
emphasis and attention to .Canada
and the sections of the Far East

where it has been authorized to

function.

C-Rated Italian

“Three Forbidden Stories,”

Italian import being distribut-

ed by Ellis Films, has been
given,' a Class : "G” ,

< con-

demned) rating by the Nation-
al Legion of Decency.

The Legion, states: “This
picture, in the three stories it

tells, seriously offends Chris-

tians and traditional stand-

ards of morality and decency
by reason of gross suggestive-

ness in situations and costum-
ing. . Moreover, it portrays
with undue intensity material

morally unsuitable in enter-

tainment motion picture thea-

tres.”

In the Legion’s “B” classifi-

cation. meaning objectionable
in part, are three new entries;

United Artists’ “The Captain’s ,

Paradise,” IFE’s “Lure of the
Sila” and 20th-Fox’s “Man in

the Attic.”

+ '* -

;! SCULLY’S
By Frank Scully

CHATTER
Coronet is reprinting a chapter

from the “What Kind of Love Are

You Seeking” section of Victor

Rosen’s book, “The Mature Wom-
an.” (Prentice-Hall).

. „ . .

William Jeffers named associate

editor of Bluebook Mag. Formerly

managing editor Of TV Guide (N.Y.

edition) and story editor of Modern
Screen prior to that.

Alastair Revie, Scot scribe and

executive of James Kerr Music

Corp., Glasgow and N. Y„ writ-

ing weekly column for The Peri

pie, London’s Auld Lang Syne edi-

Hillman Periodicals will
,

put its

In N. Y., IFE has felt the

squeeze of the limited availability

of firstrun houses to launch its

product, he reported. Even so,

starting last week, the Italo agency
is preeming four of its pix in the

New York area.

Elsewhere in the country, Italo

.films,- particularly when dubbed,
have gained considerably even

though their success remains un-

predictable.

Most successful IFE pic in 1953

was the dubbed “Anna” which
grossed $750,000. Rosenfield Indi-

cated that, in taking on Italian

films, IFE was shying away from
films that had obvious censorship

problems and that this was one of

the types of pix that could get

more beneficial handling by an

indie.

Kay Campbell
recalls riie Hollywood axiom

a

Shall Lead Them to

ike B.b^—But Where
9

one of th« many byline pieces

in the forthcomieg

481h Anniversary Numher

of

PfauEfr

Hollywood.
Now and then t see a picture and feel envy creeping up my spine.

Instead of listening to the dialog I seem to he listening to myself
mumble, “I could have played that part, or at least acted as standth
for the character.”

I

Jinimy Stewart: has such a part in “Rear Window,” which Alfred
Hitchcock is making for Par. It is set in a courtyard of Greenwich
Village. Stewart Is a magazine photographer who got hi* leg. fractured
while shooting a smashup at the Indianapoli* Speedway races.

'

As a result, he is confined to his room in Greenwich Village

where all is strife and pillage, his leg in a cast. Sprawling around
an apartment with a. leg in a cast would be caviar for me. Stewart
could have, the closeups and the love-scenes. I have all I need of
those. But I certainly would have liked to be Stewart’s reclining
alter ego.

In the picture, Stewart can look into 31 apartments and, with the
aid of binoculars, does. For four days he sits there, a manacled peep-
ing Jim. He spots (and hears) a composer (Ross Bagdasarian) work-
ing on a symphony which 'the keypounder finishes in four days ( quelle
Vitesse! ) He also observes a leggy ballet dancer, whom he calls

“Miss Torso,” Miss Hearing Aid of 1898, a pair of newlyweds who
never open the shades, the Bird Woman, an unemployed siffleuse

(Sara Berner), Miss Lonely Hearts, Who apparently has no man in
her life, and Party Girls, who apparently have top many. He ulti-

mately nairows. his interest down to a man and an invalid woman.
Soon hie Bees only the man (Raymond Burr) moseying around the fiat,

and that's where the grounded lenser begins to. solve Hitchcock’s
version of Cornell Woqirich

-

’s murder mystery.
.-Mr. Peepers of Greenwich Village

“Rear Winddw” is this sort of not-so-Grand Hotel as viewed by
Stewart and kis girl Grace Kelly, both of whom might have been
better employed cleaning the chaos, that passes for order in a news
photographer’s studio. But if they minded their oWm business or
stuck to observing the more sexy episodes in other people’s lives,

Hitchcock would have no picture, would he?
The only other character identified, is Wendell Corey, Stewart’s

World War II buddy, now back in New York’s homicide detail. He is

assigned to solve the murder. With Stewart’s help of course. Thelma
Ritter, Ross and Judith Eveljn are also in the cast.

The whole operation takes place on Paramount’s Stage 18; It is

one of the biggest sets Par ever made-^185 feet long and 100 feet

high. Mac.Johnson and Hal Pereira designed it. It has five and six

story buildings, sunken gardens and basements. Technicians dug 20
feet below the studio storage quarters to complete the set. While
down there, they struck water. If they had struck oil, ais 20th did,

they might have scrapped the picture and all bought petroleum
shares. But even water is valuable in a year that Is as dry as a
State paper.
The set itself when lighted is a fascinating sight. At least it is

when the smog, forever looking for netv markets, does not work its

way on the set, On. one occasion the lethal stuff messed up the
ventilating system so badly that the shooting schedule had to be re-

vamped. Miss Kelly and Stewart, with tears in their eyes, were sent
home for the day, all long shots were cancelled;and closeups involving
detective Corey and murder suspect Burr substituted.

'' A Na« For Limeh
Hitchcock, Who used to look as. big as a bouse himself, is dwarfed ,yby

that set. Part of this, of course, is due to his rigid dieting. I

hadn't seen him since he made “Blackmail” in London 20-odd years
ago, when he weighed 290 pounds and didn't look an ounce over 350,
he carried it so well. He has knocked off 100 pounds since then,
maybe 150.
Though he looks like an unbearded "Santa Claus. I suspect he now

would have to pad his middle with pillows if called upon to play the
part, He’s still a cherubic, soft-spoken manufacturer of murders,
however, and the best in the biz. He claims be was never a heavy
eater, “unless you mean that I was heavy and I ate.” He still dozes
off at no predictable time and when a Mexican Morpheus taps him
on a shoulder not; even all the spotlights in the studio, can awaken
him.
One day while Havis Davenport and Rand Harper, who play the

honeymooners in “Rear Window,” were rehearsing falls, the mattress
burst into flames. This and the subsequent screaming sirens of the
lot’s fire department caused Hitch to open one eye, but not even a
hotfoot could make him hop back into action till Morphw hispered that
it’s time to wake up and stump the crime-experts again.

Though he favors naps for himself he is not so charitable to audi-
ences. He thinks his job is to keep them wide awake. “You ask
them to look at an oblong frame for 90 minutes,” he says. “So
you’ve got to put something in there to keep them looking.” A
modest understatement if I ever heard one.

The Long Roll Home
. One shot in “Rear Window’.’ will certainly keep them looking. It is

ah uninterrupted take from Stewart's apartment. It dollies across
the courtyard, a distance of 60 feet, and cruises among characters sub-
sequently Involved in. the plot. Some are on fire escapes, others in
their apartments. It then travels back to Jim’s *1181, takes a doseup
of him and then goes on to examine his workshop and several pho-
tographs of his top action pictures tacked on the walls. Bob Burke,
chief photographer, utilized several lenses to make this take in one.

It’s long, it's difficult and it's a diily.

The boom Is as long as a Shaw preface and three crewmen ride it on
its tour. As the plot thickens, the camera has to stimulate Stewart’s

looking through binoculars and even shooting w’hat he sees with the
aid of a photographer’s telephoto lens. To get this effect on film for

wide screen and in color Burke employs a new 10-inch lens on his own
camera.

Hitch solved the problem of directing shots like this, by equipping
characters in the various apartments with tiny shortwave radios and
flesh-colored receivers. Hitch broadcasts- from behind Burks’ camera
and the characters move about as if they were marionettes. Love-n L.

Ryder of Par’s department of special projects set this one up. Hitch

never looked in the camera to see if all were okay before the com-
plicated waltz began. In fact, the legend, around Par is that he has
never looked in a camera in his life, I said “legend.”

Man of Few Words
Incidentally, this Is riot the first time he has made pictures for

Par. His first job in the industry after he graduated from the U. of

London was writing titles for Famous-Players—Lasky silents in Lon-

don back in 1920. Later he was an art director, Wrote scripts and
managed productions around London. Then he was assigned to direct

Ivor Novello, in -‘The Lodger” and that set him pn his way. “The
Blackguard,” “Murder,” “Blackmail,” “39 Steps” and “The Lady Van-

ishes” established him as the master of this sort Of pic.

He’s a great one. for one-word titles and he has had assuring suc-

cess with them, notably “Rebecca,” “Saboteur,” “Suspicion,” “Life-

boat,” “Spellbound" and “Rdpe.” “Rope” was the only time lie

ever worked with Jimmy Stewart before their present alliance in

“Rear Window:” '

• i

Sometimes the titles are so much alike it must be difficult for

librarians to tell one from another. But they know how to recognize

original Hitchcocks. He makes sure of that by appearing in at least

one scene in every picture he makes. He better not get much thin-

ner, though, or audiences will suspect that some Sinatra from Su-

matra slipped in by mistake, *
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Broadway
Harry Goldstein, eastern ad-pub

director for Allied Artists, recover-

ing.Jrom eye infection.

Helen (BrenonMMorgan to the

Coast for the holidays with her

family and to handle biz for the

flack firm while there.

Concert violinist Isaac Stern

flew into N.Y. from London Mon-
day^), ending a flvermonth tour

during which he circled the globe

more than once. „
John T. Casey, with Ivy Lee &

T. J. Ross for the last eight years,

has formed own flackery. Gil-

bert Desvernine, previously with

Lee-Boss, is also joining Casey &

Jose Ferrer and his bride, Rose-
mary Clooney, off to London, Jan.

. 4. They were preceded by Joe
Shribman, songstress’ personal

manager, and Ernie Anderson,
Ferrer’s publicist.

Richard Rodgers will ~ be^ the
fourth recipient of . the annual
plaque presented by Temple Eman-
uel, in “recognition of contribution

to the community,” in a ceremony
to be held Jan. 18.

Hildegarde and her manager,
Anna Sosenko, are putting up their

large collection of modern Ameri-
can and French paintings for auc-
tion sale at Park-Bernet, New York
gallery, next Wed. (Jan. 6). The
collection, which has been widely
borrowed by city, state and some
national galleries, will be on free
display from today. (Wed.) on.

Paris
Jean Sablon to Milan for TV pix.

Patachou unshuttering her nitery
In Montmartre. : '

Marcel. Dalio in from Hollywood
for Xmas holiday.
Madeleine Sologne to star in re-

vival of “Victoria Regina^"
Corinne Calvert flying direct to

Hollywood after two-week holiday
here,.
Suzy Delair’s illness postponing

Opening of “Mobilette” at Eu-
ropean.

Serge Reggiani back into "To
Dorothy a Son” at Bouffes-Parisiens
after bout with flu.

Gerard Philippe to direct and
act Victor Hugo’s "Ruy Bias” for
Theatre National Populaire.

David K. Lichine arriving from
U S. With his “Ville des Anges”
ballet troupe for stints here.
Georges Vitaly to stage new ver-

sion of Eugene Sue novel. Mys-
teries of. Paris,” at La Bruyere.

Francois Perrot replacing Daniel
Gelin in lead role opposite Maria
Casares in new Julien Green play,
"Enemy.”
Anne Vernon set for big role in

new Marcei Ayme play, “Family
Denunciation,” which goes into the
Atelier in January.

By Jerry Gaghan
Richard Skinner named general

manager of the McCarter Theatre,
Princeton, N.J.
The Four Matys Bros., Chester,

Pa., combo, left for winter book-
ings in Miami.

Local singer Bob Manning will
be a guest artist at Pasadena Tour-
nament of Roses.
Harry (Lifty) Lewis, local nitery

comic-emcee, returned to hurley
circuit in St. Louis.
Heavy demand for Forum’s

presentation of “Caine Mutiny” at
Academy of Musip led to addition
of extra matinee, Jan. 6.
Lynn Hope, turban-wearing

combo maestro, leaving show biz at
end of year to take up residence in
Mecca, Holy City of Mohamme-
dans.

Carol Williams, nitery pianist
who quit show biz to return to
school teaching, is playing lull
piano at Embassy Club, during
Xmas school layoff.

William K. Huff, exec director of
Philadelphia Forum, named prexy
of National Assn, of Concert Man-
agers. Emma Feldman, local im-
presario, was named treasurer.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

.
Midget auto racing hitting Twin

Cities for first time.
Pianist Walter Gieseking sched-

uled for. concert here Jan. 9.
Exotic dancers Borinie Boyle and

Gee Gee Saunders into the Frolics.
. Singer Jerome Courtland hold-
ing over at the Hotel Radrsson
Flame Room where he will be fol-
lowed by the Four Lads.

Joe Billo disbanding his band,
favorite in

.
this area for many

years, in order to devote full time
to his talent booking office.
Although “Time Out for Ginger,’’

opening at the Lyceum Dec. 28 for
ajweek, is only the theatre’s third
s*fow so far this season, there’s
nothing else definitely on the hori-
zon,

orcJi> 0 Minneapolis
Hotel Nicolet Minnesota Terrace
fixture until that room abandoned

floor entertainment, opening an In-

definite date at Hotel St, Paul
Gopher Grill,

With impresario Charlie Fox un-
able to make a deal for Paramount
circuit’s shuttered Aster which he
sought after losing out at the Alvin,
(converted into a religious taber-^

nacle), there’s no longer any chance
for a resumption of burlesque here
this season. It had been a Min-
neapolis institution for 50 consecu-
tive years until last month.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V, Cohen

Betty Bartley took over femme
lead in “Twin Beds” here at

Nixon. .

“Hamlet,” at regular prices, will

go into the Squirrel Hill for a run
early in 1954.
Playhouse director Fred Bur-

leigh picked “The Queen’s Hus-
band” for his March show.
-Parents . of-Shirley^-Jones, local

actress in "South Pacific,” to N, Y.
to be with her .for holidays.
GuiU Guili heading for Israel

and . a six-month tour after he
closes here at Vogue Terrace.
“Guys and Dolls” comes back to

Nixon . April 19, followed by re-
turn of “South Pacific” for two
Weeks.

.

Mary Maloney,, wife of John
Maloney, Metro division sales man-
ager, got home from hospital for
Christmas.

Performers* second home, Hotel
Roosevelt’s Purple Cow restaurant,
often called the AGVA Annex,
closing down.
Kay Riehl, character actress,

came in from Hollywood to be
with her two sons, both home from
Army on holiday leave.

Miami
By Larry Solloway

Five O’clock Club paging Billy
Eckstine.'.for deal,

Billy Vine into the Nautilus Ho-
tel’s Driftwood Room.
Beachcomber dickering Dick

Shawn for February date.
Milt Herth trio and Jacques Don-

net orch a click at the Roney
Plaza’s Bamboo Room.
Touring company of “Oklahoma”

opened two-week run at Dade
County auditorium Saturday (27).
Grade Barrie’s Place Pigalle

a click. Features strolling enter-
tainers, with the comedienne do-
ing one late show nightly.

Why Censor Films?
Continued from page 4

vague lines between different me-
dia based on degrees of harm when
the vital protections of the Fifsl
Amendment are involved and when
the medium under attack is noi
nearly so available to the public
as the media deemed to be already
protected! If newspapers and maga-
zines are protected by the First
Amendment from prior restraint,
so are motion pictures.”

Potentially Greater
"Almost the whole case for cen-

sorship of motion pictures rests
on a single proposition: that mo-
tion pictures have a potentially
greater effect on those who sec
them than do other media. There

... a
is no evidence in the record which

atl^ustains this proposition, and in-
^deed, what evidence there is else-

where seems to disprove it. . . .

That some films are ’harmful’ can-
not be denied. What we do deny
is that their influence is any more
important than thousands of other
factors in modem society. ... We
submit that motion pictures are
merely reflective of our time and
our society and cannot be consti-
tutionally suppressed merely be-
cause they conform to the facts
of modern life,”

Indonesia
Continued from page 3

American companies since th
country has a favorable dollar bai
arice stemming from rawstock e>
ports. An earlier understand^
with the Indonesian goVernmen
called for transfer of earnings o
the first 1953 quarter, amountin,
to $400,000 at the official rate. Thi
then leaves $1,300,000 still to com
for the rest of the year.

Indonesian officials first wantej
to dispose of remittable funds at

'

split of 20% and 80% at the ur
official rate of exchange. This
however, was turned down by Maa
and MPEA prexy Eric Johnstoii
Amount finally agreed on is sut
stantially the same as would havi
come out under the Indonesia!
formula'. There has been no dis
posal so far of the 1953 coin tiei
up in government bonds.

London
Peggy Ashcroft to play femme

lead in a BBC radio production of

“Romeo and Juliet” Jan. 6.

James Carreras, Exclusive Films
topper, hosted a cocktail party to

Paulette Goddard who starts film-*

ing "The Stranger” early in 1954. I

Jean Cation, star of the British

musical, "Love From Judy,” to be
nominated Girl of the. Year at the

annual London press ball tonight

(Wed.).
Vivian Blaine, who underwent

surgery on a wisdom tooth, did not
miss a performance in "Guys and
Dolls,” in which she plays the
femme lead.
Anne Shelton looked by her

agent, Charles L; Tucker, for Law-
rence Wright’s summer revue sea-

son at Blackpool which opens late

in May for 20-week session.

John Wildberg leaves for the
U. S. early in 1954, and will stay

there about-twa months—He wilL
be on Broadway for the opening of

“Dear Charles” with which he’s as-

socidtcd*
Ealing Studios unit, headed by

director Phil Leacock, has left for
Aden in search of locations for
“Ingram’s Peace,” which starts

rolling next year with Jack Haw-
kins in the lead.
Thomas Nuttall and Thomas

Lance, chief TV research engineer
and chief engineer respectively of
the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
returned from a looksee trip to
New York. last week.

British vocalist David Hughes
planes to N. Y, Jan. 10 on a six-

week trip which will include three
weeks on the Coast. He returns in
time to start a Moss Empires vaude
tour beginning Feb. 82.

Winifred Atwell back in Val
Parnell and Bernard Delfont’s
“Pardon My French” revue at the
Prince of Wales after throat opera-
tion. The week she was away Gar-
land Wilson substituted for her.
“The Boy Friends,” revue which

has been surprise hit at the Em-
bassy Theatre, Swiss Cottage, be-
ing dickered for by several West
End managements, with Bronson
Albery outbidding them all. Show
likely will go to the Wyhham’s
Theatre.
Deal being closed for Stanley

Birch and Sam Wanamaker’s show,
“The Big. Knife,” which has been
touring the provinces, to go to
Duke of York’s Theatre. -Play,
which is by Clifford Odets, played
on Broadway several seasons ago.
Besides producing the show, Wana-
maker also stars in it.

Madrid
By Geeno Garr

Argentinian monologist Berta
Singerman started at the Alvarez
Quintero Theatre on the Spanish
toiif of poetry recitals,

Julio Pena and Susanna Canales
(Mrs. Pena) back from a 12-month
tour of Latino counties playing in
“The Fiance” by Ruiz Fuente.
Legit and cinema star Jesus

Valdes will join the company of
Teatro Espanol for a four-month
provincial tour starting in Jan-
uary.

Jean Anouilh’s "Traveller With-
out Luggage,” directed by Perez
Osa and starring Carlos Lemos,
doing very well at Infanta Beatriz
Theatre.
Buero Vallejo’s new comedy,,

“Early Morning,” produced at the
Teatro Alcazar by Cayetano Luca
de Tena. It stars Maria Asquerino
and Diaz Gonzales.
Miguel Mihura’s "Three ih Half

Light” at the Comedia Theatre is
hit of fall season. This three-
character play stars Conchita
Montes, Pedro Porcel and Rafael
Alonso. Edgar Neville produced.

Australia
By Eric Gorrlck

A1 Rosen here on second look-
see. May go into TV.

J. C. Williamson will debut "The
King and I” here next year.
Despite summer heat, there’s no

letup in. popularity of . square-
dancing here,

Ealing’s "The Cruel Sea” will
be the top Xmas pic at State, Syd-
ney, for Greater Union Theatres.
Alan Larkin, longtime Metro

branch manager, moves to Dja-
karta this month on new Metro
assignment.
June Croaker, top Aussie show-

girl, awarded $9,000 damages
against Celebrity nightclub, Syd-
ney, following a fire mishap.
“One Summer of Happiness”

(Kapferer) away to sock start at
Savoy, Sydney, for Peter Dawson.
Okayed by censor for adult biz
only.

v
Wally Petersen, revue comedian,

disked 26 quarter-hour air shows
for commercial 2 UE, Sydney,
prior to returning to U. S. With
wife Joy Nicholls,

“Million Pound Note,” starring
-Gregory-Pock, debuts in Auckland,
New Zealand, late this month, with
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Royal Command performance un-
der the Robert Kerridge banner.
Colonel Walters, in charge of

London Films here* leaves for
London Jan. 17 for six-month stay.

Ron Mooney moves into the top
seat. London product goes through
Universal.

Julie Harris, chief fashion de-
signer with J. Arthur Rank, on way
to New Zealand to design costumes
for “The Seekers,” Rank’s Techni-
color adaptation of John Guthrie’s
novel. Jack Hawkins will star.

Hollywood
Jerry Hoffmans celebrated 30th

wedding anhi.
Norman Foster in from Mexico

City for the holidays,
co

Robert Welch seriously, ill fol-
lowing surgery for stomach ulcers
Motion Picture relief fund sold

109,500 Christmas cards, a new
record.

George A: Smith to Chicago for
a Paramount divisional managers
meeting.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Dennis O’Keefe here to star in

39 TV shorts.

Greek actress, Irene Pappas, here
for leading role in an Italo pic.

Giuseppe Amato and William
Szekely will make "Carmen” in

Spain.

Arf CoKrTof Hoilywood assTgrie

d

the writing chore on "Attilio,” the
Anthony Quinn starrer.

Barney Oldfield off for Naples,
Istanbul and Athens where he is

shooting a documentary for NATO.
Ava Gardner here to start dance

rehearsals and costume fittings for
Joe Mankiewicz’ "Barefoot Con-
tessa.” • .

-!>.' -
-

'

Ballerina Maria Gambarelll has
been signed to dance and do the
choreography in two Italian films

skedded for. early, next year.

Omaha
By Glenn Trump

Alva Newkirk named prexy of

Garden County Fair Assn.

"Holiday on • Ice” set for Des
Moines’ KRNT Theatre Jan. 2-6.

Arnold Peterson doing interview-
ing on WOW’s "Sunday in Coun-
try” program.

Harlem Globetrotters and their
show booked for Sioux City, la.,

Auditorium, Jan. 10.

Harry Fowler, manager of Ak-
Sar-Ben Coliseum, reports ice-

skating biz at an all-time high.
Marjorie (Slightam), organist,

will wind up five-months stint at
White Horse Inn of Regis Hotel,
Jan. 7.

George X. Smith, Lincoln KFOR
radio boss, elected director of that
city’s Chamber of Commerce for
three-year term.
“South Pacific,” with Jeanne Bal

and Evans Thornton, did three-day
stand Dec. 24-26 at Sioux City’s
Orpheum Theatre with $4.88 top.

Munich
Paul Henreid starts work in Wil-

li Forst production of “Cabarett.”
When Viennese director Franz

Antel, married German film star
Hannelore Bollmann, he tossed a
big party for 120 friends.
With assistance of German for-

eign office producer T. Blomberg
shooting documentary on Bayreuth
and the Richard Wagner-festival.

Director Laszlo Benedek signed
deal for American-German copro-
duction of Tucholsky n o v e 1,

“Schloss Gripsholm,” in Germany
next summer. German partner Is
NDF-films.

Jane Powell will represent Met-
ro at the Brazilian Film Festival
in February.
Ann Miller wearing a brace on

her leg, as result bf fall while
trimming a Christmas tree.

Southern California Motion Pic-
ture Council voted a special award
to “Three j Sailors and a Girl.”
Perry Sheehan and Kathryn

Reed will tour the U. S. in a trailer
to plug “The Long, Long Trailer,”

Jamaica, B.WJ.
By parry Milner

Billy Eckstine due at the Ward
Jan. 28 for Celebrity Concerts; al-
ready a sellout.

Reg Shaw, planologist from Lon-
don’s West End, at Sunset Lodge,
Montego Bay, instead of Sans
Sotici this season.

This year’s v pantomime will be
’'Robinson Crusoe” with island’s
best comedian Rannie Williams as
“Man Friday.” . Latter is the most
popular artist on Radio Jamaica.-
Gladys Le Bas, 10-year-old pia-

nist, returning from Carnegie Hall
recital to her Argentinian home-
land, gave concert at Carib Thea-
tre. She visited the island for a
month early last year.

Striptease has recently hit here.
Starting nervously with Nudena &
Jackie De Paul, Tilly Blackman of
the Glassbucket Club then launched
Toni (“Texas Tornado”) Turner,
on a hotly successful fortnight.
3-D opened at the Palace Thea-

tre, Kingston, with "House of Wax”
to good b.o. and bored critics.

More 3-D equipment has been in-

stalled in two other houses, one
other going up, and yet another
promised for next year.

Maxwell Anderson’s "Elizabeth
The Queen" was produced by the
Little Theatre in .honor, of the
Royal Visit. Margaret Lauder and
Bill Fraser as Elizabeth and Essex
started in most ambitious and col-
orful show ever staged here.

Billy Saxon, manager of the
Calypso Club, Miami, flew in, seek-
ing calypso talent. He made ar-
rangements for troupe of five, man-
aged by Lord Fly to appear at his
nitery next month.' In fivesome is

Lord Fly’s chief Jamaican calypso
rival,. Lord Flea.
Marian Anderson concerted to

a. full house at the Ward Theatre.
Governor Sir Hugh Foot and
daughter presented two bouquets
personally between encores. The
contralto stayed at King’s House,
the Governor’s residence during
her three days’ visit.

On recent royal visit, local
dancegroup, led by Ivy Baxter,
performed folk ballet, featuring
Eric Derby, main dancer of Tower
Isle, at Governor’s reception for
the Queen and the Duke of Edin-
burgh. Jamaican songs by the
Cudjoe Minstrels et al also on
sked.

20th 1953 Take= Continued from page 1

If the latter is put into the "for-
eign” category, the entire indus-
try’s foreign revenue is figured to
hit 42%. 20th’s CinemaScope-spur-
red domestic gross is apt to throw
the prevailing ratio out of whack
for that company at least.

Special report of Skouras to the
20th stockholders, mailed last
week, indicated earnings of $1,433,-
000 for the first three quarters of
’53 compared to a $1,277,000 for:
the same period in 1952. The net
for the 39 weeks in ’53 is equiva-
lent to a per share earning of
52c. The comparative 1952 figure
doesn’t include a special credit
of $1,077,755..

Skouras said that prospects for
the fourth quarter of. '53 were ex-
cellent with earnings likely to ex-
ceed the total for the preceding
39 weeks. Prospects for the first
quarter of 1954 likewise are ex-
cellent, the 20th prexy predicted.
The report also listed a one-per-

month CinemaScope release sked
for 20th through next September,
the month when "The Egyptian,’’
Darryl F. Zanuck’s first personal
Cinema-Scope production, will be
preemed. : All of the 20th Cinema-
Scopers, with the exception of
“The Egyptian,” have been com-
pleted. Skouras said, in counting
up CinemaScope films being made
by other studios, approximately 50
CinemaScope, pix are in produc-
tion or planned in 1954.

Jan Sterling and Paul Douglas
Christmasing here with family.
Tom' Gries, producer of “Dono-

van’s Brain,’’ here for the holidays.

,

Horace McMahon in Chi for
holidays with wife Louise Camp-
bell’s family.
Arthur Levy, "Time Out for

Ginger” flack, here in advance of

Jan. 11 opening.
Marshall Migatz, Salt Creek Sum-

mer Theatre producer, back from
Bermuda vacation.
Jim Lowe, local deejay who com-

posed •"Gambler’s Guitar,” signed
as an act by Marvin Moss of Chi
MCA.;

•

Charlton Heston staged Christ-
mas party for "Seven Year Itch”
cast at Ambassador East last

Wednesday (22).

Armando Sylvestre mulling WB
offer to play in U. S. pic.

Lilli and Marian del Valle to

N, Y. to play a stageshow date.

Sara Garcia, veteran film-stage
character woman, ' recuperating
from a major surgical operation.
Two Yank pix currently in pro-

duction here, "Garden of Evil” at

Urupan, and "Strange Love” m
Mexico City,

Rodolfo Mendolea the new prexy
of the Society of Authors and Com-
posers of Music of Mexico; suc-

ceeds Ernesto' Cortazar. .

Frederick Spielberger, RCA Vic-

tor of Mexico Veepee, emceeing
"American Hour,” thrice weekly
music=talk^ program -in- English at—
local radio station XEL.
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N. Y. Dally News.
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SHOWSTOPPER
• Fay DeWitt is a SHOWSTOPPER.
She is HILARIOUS and her satiric

sense is SUPERB . ..." A number
called ‘Mother Knows Best’ Is a

GEM. Her other numbers ra,a
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DELIGHTFUL
"At the Statler’Fay DeWitt be-

comes very sultry and appealing in

her vividly done song saga about a
teen-age dellnuueiit girl. She
sings a hillbilly, take-off. one on

French jchanteuses and a Met
Opera satire with bubbling de-

lightfulness."8 GLENN C. PULLEN.
Cleve. Plain Dealer.

WONDERFUL

MEDIENNE ... one of the fun-
niest girls in town."

1 e

LEE MORTIMER,
New York

-

Daily Mirror.
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Record Promotion, KAPPI JORDAN

Release

“MISIRLOU”

.RECORDS Inc.

r,: ^UtORUE WHITE,
THE GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS.
NICK AND ARNOLD.
SALVATORE GIOE,
JACK YELLEN,
IRVING CAESAR,
LEV BARRY,
FRED EBB,
ROBERT CRESCAS.

Direction; A. C. MALES, 400 Madison Ave., New York—PLaza 3^776 Publicity: JOHN O'MALLEY
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